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The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aeronautical Engineering
can be bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of
the page numbers given at each entry, e.g., p0524 N71-28368. To assist the user
in binding Supplements SP-7037 (02) through SP-7037 (13), a title page is included
in the back of this Cumulative Index.
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Washington. D.C.
This Supplement is available from the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS). Springfield, Virginia 221 51 for $9.00
For copies mailed to addresses outside the United
States, add $2.50 per copy for handling and postage.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037 (02)
through NASA SP-7037 (13) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Special Bibliography.
NASA SP-7037 and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts
of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N71-10000 series).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A71-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate
source index, a contract number index, and a reporyaccession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a
valid term, and the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the- user to more specific headings in the
same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found.
For example:
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the notat ions of content in the index to narrow fur ther
his quest for part icular items. This is because subject terms can readily include more than
one class of document. For example:
A I R L I N E OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including
pilot role, instrument landing
systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on
air travel, considering runway
capacity and adjusted demand.
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same sub-
ject term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements
appear in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching
of the index for variants of an author's name. For example:
EMELIANOV, M.D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M.D.
in
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used
in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source
supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
DIV. (Corporate source at citation)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH.
(Corporate source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual
Supplements appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract
numbers are presented may require multiple searching for variants. For example:
AF33(615)-71-C-I758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency
or cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in
different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the
indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each
Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page
numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the
desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 195 will be found in Supplement 05.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical
Engineering supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly
supplement.
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Typical Subject Index Listing
-I I—[SUBJECT H E A D I N G I
ABOB1 TBAJECTOBIESj-l ' '
TMathematical modeling of F-8 aircraft wave off
~l trajectories for aircraft carrier approaches
,p0711, I N 7 1 - 3 6 U 3 9 ,
NOTATION
OF
CONTENT
I 1 I ^^l
REPORT
NUMBER
PAGE
NUMBER
NASA I
ACCESSION I
NUMBER 1
The subject heading is a key to the subject content of the document. The
Notation of Content (NOC). rather than the title of the document, is used to
provide 3 more exact description of the subject matter. The report number helps
to indicate the type of document cited (e.g.. NASA report, translation. NASA
contractor report). The page and accession numbers are located beneath and to
the right of the Notation of Content, e.g.. p0052 N71-11466. Under any one
subject heading, the accession numbers are arranged in sequence with the
IAA accession numbers appearing first.
A-H AIBCBAF/T
External store interference caused by rocket
launcher pod positioning on aircraft wing
p0306 N71-19387
t-6 AIRCRAFT
Statistical analysis of gyrocompass mode of A-6A
inertial navigation system
[RH-S11] p0578 H71-30315
A-7 AIBCBAFT
A-7 low altitude tactical fighter spin evaluation
program, discussing maneuvering capability,
external stores and departure mode
p0184 A71-19091
A-300 AIBCBAFT
European air traffic employed in transportation of
tourists, considering European Airbus 1-3GOB super
twin
p0598 A71-37273
ABBREVIATIONS
0 SYMBOLS
ABLATIOB
Ablation performance of glasslike carbons, pyrolytic
graphite, and artificial graphite in stagnation
pressure range 0.035 to 15 atm
. [NASA-TN-D-7005] p0127 B71-11138
Hypersonic test facility for studying ablation in
models under high pressure and high temperature
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00378] p0172 N71-15925
Design of hypersonic test facility for ablation
tests and performance tests of vehicles under
conditions of high temperature and pressure
[NASA-CASE-XLA-05378] p0334 N71-21475
ABLATIVE MATERIALS
Mathematical model for predicting erosion of
charring ablator in aerodynamic environment
p0324 N71-20218
ABNORMALITIES
NT MAGNETIC JBOHALIES
ABORT TRAJECTORIES
Mathematical modeling of F-8 aircraft wave off
trajectories for aircraft carrier approaches
f.AD-727121] P0711 N71-36439
ABSCISSAS
U COORDINATES
ABSORBERS (MATERIALS)
Absorbent materials for sound attenuation in
turboreactor ducts, examining flow velocity,
absorbent structure and cladding effects
p0036 A71-30518
Sound absorptive materials selection for }et
aircraft noise control
p0615 A71-39451
Corrosion inhibitor effects on water coalescing
characteristics of DOD type filter/coalescer
elements
CAD-712999] p0116 N71-13070
ABSOBPTIOH 8AHDS
D ABSORPTION SPECTRA
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
D ABSORPTIVITY
ABSORPTION SPECTRA
Aircraft noise measurements, noting ground
absorption effects
pOU91 A71-32127
ABSORPTIVE INDEX
0 ABSORPTIVITY
ABSOBPTIVITI
Aircraft flyover noise samples, obtaining
atmospheric absorption coefficients ,
p0210 A71-21125
AC (CURRENT)
D ALTERNATING CD8HENT
AC GENERATORS
Integrated drive AC generator for aircraft,
discussing design improvements in power-weight
ratio
p0186 A71-1949H
Dual magneto ignition system for business and small
military aircraft, describing development, design
and test program
[SAE PAPER 710382] p0285 A71-24247
Uindage tests of cylindrical and Lundell-conical
rotors in ambient air producing Reynolds numbers
up to 100,000 for high speed alternators
[NASA-TM-I-67809] p0388 N7 1-23116
AC-1 AIBCRAFT
0 DHC 1 AIRCRAFT
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
Turboprop aircraft engine service life extension,
correcting deficiencies via accelerated tests
based on relation between failure rate and usage
p0266 A71-22633
Accelerated testing of jet fuel containment sealant,
using reduced pressure and hybrid fluorocarbon
silicone
p0282 A71-21083
Passenger aircraft structures accelerated testing
for safety and fatigue durability under
operational conditions, describing tests, planning
and evaluation
p0358 A71-269U6
Theory, calculation, and design of centrifugal
compressor machines
[AD-717878] p0392 1171-23297
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
HI ANGDLAH ACCELERATIOH
NT DECELERATION
NT IMPACT ACCELERATION
Finite supercavitating wings numerical calculation
using acceleration potential method
.p0089 A71-15210
Airfoils accelerating near sound velocity,
calculating acoustic radiation by linear theory
p0294 A71-24816
F-8D aircraft transonic flight and wing tunnel tests
for buffet onset prediction, considering effects
of g level and fluctuation amplitude and freguency
CAIAA PAPER 70-311]
 P0296 A7i-2it863
Initially spherical liguid droplet transient
response under surface tension accelerated by
external gas flow
[AIAA PAPER 71-393] p03<lH A71-25355
Sound radiation from time varying point force in
accelerative motion, applying to fan or helicopter
rotor noise at subsonic tip speeds
p0357 A7.1-26702
A-1
ACCELERATION TOLBBANCE SUBJECT IHDEI
Noraal accelerations experienced by transport
aircraft fleet from fatigue load meter data
analysis, discussing counting rates seasonal
variations
pO«28 A71-29788
Aircraft accelerate-stop factors and regulations,
pilot reaction times and accidents during takeoff
p0693 A71-43380
Cockpit and center of gravity acceleration during
takeoff of Boeing 707 aircraft
[ABC-CP-1120] p0171 N71-15721
Center of gravity vertical acceleration and wing
stresses of Boeing 720-B aircraft
[TB-87-1970] p0229 H71-17119
Analysis of normal accelerations through center of
gravity of aircraft due to landing impacts and
ground operations associated vith taxi, takeoff,
and landing
[NASA-TN-D-6124] p038U N71-22620
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
Pilot subjective evaluation of XB-70 aircraft
response to atmospheric turbulence in comparison
with measured accelerations
p0426 A71-2977U
ACCELEEOHETEES
Linear damping in piston type liquid damped
accelerometers, using porous glass materials
p0273 A71-23173
Nodal characteristic pick-up system for vibration
tests of rockets or aircraft on ground using small
size accelerometers with individual electronic
circuit
p0369 A71-27719
Free flight measurements of aerodynamic lateral
force and moment coefficients using gyroscopes and
accelerometers
[HSA-TN-161] p0045 N71-11001
ACCIDEBI INVESTIGATION
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Systems approach to accident investigation in civil
aviation and homes
p0033 N71-10115
Aviation and surface transportatation safety for
1970 with related accident investigations and
recommendations
[AR-4] pCi»6t N71-24925
ACCIDENT PBEVESTION
Aircraft aguaplaning skidding prevention by runway
resurfacing and water depth sensor warning
indicators
P0280 A71-239U6
Air safety standards and objectives, discussing
human factors as accident causes, piloting aids
and management
p0611 A71-39395
Military pilot handling characteristics, discussing
combat operations, accident prevention and blind
landing
P0669 A71-U2239
Aircraft wake turbulence and trailing vortices,
investigating physical characteristics, hazard
potential and avoidance techniques
P0692 A71-I43234
Computer programs and predictor displays for solving
air traffic control problems
FNASA-CR-111372] p0052 N71-11U66
Aviation and surface transportatation safety for
1970 with related accident investigations and
recommendations
rAB-«! p016t »7 1-2tt925
ACCIDENTS
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
NT AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
ACCBETION
0 DEPOSITION
ACCUHULATOBS
NT DUST COLLECTORS
NT SOLAB REFLECTORS
ACCOBACT
SAGE/Buic vs Kalman filters for aircraft tracking,
determining accuracy by radar model
[AIAA PAPER 71-58] P0152 A71-18517
Technique for improving calibration accuracy
standards from boundary layer calculations
riC/71/23] p0721» N71-37851
ACIDITT
Aircraft turbine oils acid number potentiometric
determination, discussing automatic titration
procedure and apparatus and solvents influence on
titration curve and inflection point
p0560 A71-36680
ACODSTIC ATTENDATION
NT SHOCK SAVE ATTENDATION
Plane sound waves incident on flat plate airfoils
lattice, obtaining transmitted and reflected
pressure amplitudes
[AIAA PAPEB 71-181] p0155 A71-18620
Tnrbbfan engine noise reduction, using acoustic
liners in inlet and exhaust ducts
[AIAA PAPER 71-183] p0155 A71-18622
Engine inlet noise prediction from static test and
flyover data as function of time at various
observer locations, examining suppression effects
on total spectra
[SAE PAPEB 710386] p0286 A71-24250
Absorbent materials for sound attenuation in
turboreactor ducts, examining flow velocity,
absorbent structure and cladding effects
pO<»36 A71-30518
Noise attenuation prediction in absorbing ducts
adaptable to bypass jet engines, using Horse
theory
pO«37 A71-30522
Acoustic linings for attenuation of fan generated
noise in turbofan engines, considering interaction
between analytical lining performance prediction
and flow duct testing
CAIAA PAPEB 71-731] p0113 A71-30778
Soundproofing of air inlets and fan exhausts with
reference to absorbent systems with resonant
cavities, technologies, environmental conditions
and material fatigue
pOU88 A71-31880
Aircraft noise measurements, noting ground
absorption effects
p0491 A71-32127
Sound absorptive materials selection for jet
aircraft noise control
p0615 A71-39U51
Noise reduction of Boeing 707 during landing
approach by modifying turbofan nacelle with
polyimide fiber glass acoustic sandwich materials
[NASA-CR-1713] p0173 N71-1596U
Acoustic attenuation determined experimentally
during engine ground tests of XB-70 airplane and
comparison with predictions
[NASA-TH-X-2223] p02<41 N71-17951
Sonic boom in interaction of conical field and plane
shock wave
p0523 N71-28366
ACOUSTIC COMBUSTION
D COMBUSTION STABILITY
ACOUSTIC DUCTS
Aircraft engine double-reverberant chamber duct
lining test facility, discussing noise fields, air
flow, layout, performance, insertion and
transmission losses, etc
p0143 A71-17619
Noise attenuation prediction in absorbing ducts
adaptable to bypass jet engines, using Morse
theory
p0437 471-30522
Flow-duct test facility data on acoustic behavior of
lined ducts and duct-lining materials for turbojet
engine applications
[ NASi-CR-111887] p0176 N71-261(17
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
Aerodynamic sound generation by turbulent circular
free jets, presenting solution to inhomogeneous
acoustical wave equation by Lighthill
p0112 A71-17421
Turbulence properties in supersonic flow,
considering modes with vorticity, entropy and
acoustic aspects
p0277 A71-23603
Vortex shedding from blunt trailing edge of flat
plate spanning wind tunnel under oscillating flap
and acoustic resonance excitations
p0699 A71-<41(558
Acoustic resonance excited by vortex shedding from
circular cylinders and thin plates in wind tunnels
noting pressure gradients
[ARC-CP-11U1] p0519 S71-27716
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Aircraft structures sonic fatigue due to high
frequency noise from turbofan engines, discussing
case histories, failure diagnosis and
precautionary design measures
A-2
SUBJECT INDEX ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION
p0603 A71-378H3
Flight test measurements of shock cell noise loading
of aircraft tail planes, notinq alleviation by
nozzle and mirror structural modifications
p0609 A71-38U67
ACOUSTIC GENERATORS
0 SOUND GENERATORS
ACOUSTIC IBPEDANCE
Free wave reflection measurements of normal acoustic
impedance of ground surfaces in relation to shock
waves from large supersonic commercial aircraft
p0068 A71-13278
Inlet noise suppressors having perforated plate over
honeycomb vail construction evaluated over range
of passage heights and engine speeds using
turbojet engine as noise source
fNASA^TN-D-esgS] p0587 N71-31096
ACOUSTIC BEASUHEBBNTS
Fan/compressor noise research covering vane/blade
ratio and geometry effects on transmission through
blade rows
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-12] p0076 A71-14120
UH-1B helicopter flight test noise measurements data
reduction and analysis, presenting sound pressure
vs frequency and time plots
p0092 A71-15105
Helicopter in-flight noise radiation pattern and
spectra measurements for various operating
parameters
P0093 A71-15U06
Aircraft flyover noise samples, obtaining
atmospheric absorption coefficients
P0210 A71-21125
Aircraft noise abatement control on international
basis by setting acoustic technological capability
compulsory standards of guietness
p0215 A71-21826
Axial flow fan noise, investigating louvers effects
on sound field
p03S7 A71-26704
Noise production during aerodynamic tests on
helicopter rotor in wind tunnel
p0136 A71-30519
Sound fields of flying aircraft from noise
measurements, discussing engine operating
conditions, speed and attitude
pO<437 A71-30521
Jet aircraft sound spectrum on ground and in air,
comparing calculation with experiment
POU37 A71-3052U
Noise measurement data on various types of blown
flap configurations for STOL aircraft, discussing
integration effects between jet and flap assembly
fAIAA PAPER 71-715] pOUU3 A71-30785
Fan induced low speed jet noise from turbofan
engines, discussing results of far field sound
measurements for simulated nacelle configurations
with and without acoustic liners
TAIAA PAPER 71-586] P0182 A71-31533
Aircraft noise reduction criteria, examining noise
measurements relation to human behavior and
physical measures connection to subjective
judgments
p0188 A71-31879
Aircraft noise in-flight measurement and analysis,
including engine parameters, synchronous
recordings, flight paths and coded analog bands
pO"489 A71-3188M
Aircraft engine noise test methods for acoustic
certification, investigating jet and compressor
silencing, absorbent materials, rotor and
propeller noise and psychoacoustic tests
p0189 A71-31890
Aircraft noise measurements, noting ground
absorption effects
pOt91 A71-32127
Aircraft £lyby effective noise duration
calculations, examining observation points and
analysis methods
pOU95 A71-32519
Helicopter rotor noise due to blade-vortex
interaction, using linear gust model
p0562 A71-3693H
Jet aircraft flyover noise measurement, determining
average intrusion level in residential communities
under approach and departure corridors
p0600 A71-37U97
Near field noise measurement on quarter-scale model
to estimate fuselage pressure in VTOI aircraft for
conventional, short and vertical takeoff
configurations
p0603 A71-37844
Propeller vortex noise analysis by on-line 1/3
octave band resolution, discussing characteristic
results from noise measurements on various
propeller configurations
P0659 A71-U0868
Acoustic noise output from round interfering
subsonic jets, considering suppressor nozzle
attenuation
p0699 A71-44560
Air and land transportation noise sources and
measurement, noise level scales, and individual
and community responses - conference
[PB-191117] p0037 N71-103U9
Heasurement of noise levels during OV-10 aircraft
operations
[AD-712667] p0106 N71-12230
Beasurement of engine exhaust noise during ground
operation of XB-70 aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-7043] p0172 H71-15820
Beasurement of variability of aircraft noise during
level flight flyovers
[NASA-CR-1752] p0256 N71-18865
Noise measurement evaluation of takeoff and approach
profiles optimized for noise abatement
[HASA-TN-D-6216] p0257 N71-18929
Sources and characteristics of aircraft noise for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft
p0308 N71-19457
Acoustic measurements of deflected jet VTOL aircraft
CAD-715939] p0310 S71-195U9
Determining types of acoustical measurements
suitable for test section of HASA langley wind
tunnel
[NASA-CR-111868] p0311 N71-19630
Inlet plenum chamber noise measurement comparison of
20 inch diameter fan rotors with aspect ratios of
3.6 and 6.6
CNASA-TB-X-2191] p0312 N71-19707
Sound pressure levels produced by C-5A during ground
tests
[AD-716811] p0330 N71-20821
Urban air and surface vehicle noise levels and
abatement potential
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-2] p0332 N71-21085
Identification and control of aeromedical factors
associated with aircraft noise and acoustic
measurements during C-141 operational missions
[AD-718097] p0399 N71-23718
Climbout and landing approach noise measurements for
three engine turbofan transport aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6137] pO"60 N71-21582
Interior sound pressure measurements in C-5A
aircraft
[AD-7197U6] p0466 N71-25060
Acoustic measurements on prop-fan model propulsion
system - Vol. 2, appendices
[NASA-CR-111842-2] p0470 H71-2578U
Acoustic measurements on prop-fan model propulsion
system
[NASA-CR-1118»2-1] pO"70 N71-25785
Familiarization of Federal Aviation Administration
personnel in acoustic measurement techniques and
procedures involved in noise certification of
aircraft
[HRC-TR-300] p0175 N71-2630«
Technigues and procedures for measuring effective
perceived noise level during aircraft noise type
certifications
[HRC-TR-300-SUPPL-2] pO"75 N71-26305
Acoustic measurements of helicopter rotor noise at
hover
[AD-721312] . p0522 H71-28275
Extrapolation of measured overpressure data for
predicting sonic boom characteristics of different
aerodynamic configurations
p0527 N71-28392
Development of- noise measurement units for airport
and aircraft noise reduction and psychoacoustic
studies
P0585 H71-30786
Performance and acoustic near field measurements on
variable camber propeller having STOL applications
[AD-724145] p0635 N71-32927
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION
Annular ducts finite amplitude spinning acoustic
modes propagation and subsonic choking, allowing
A-3
ACOUSTIC PBOPEBTIES SDBJECI INDEX
for nonlinear effects in perturbation procedure
p0491 A71-32133
Low speed wind tunnel measurements correction for
acoustic effects due to fan noise propagation
P0702 A71-41763
ACODSTIC PBOPEBIIES
NT ACODSTIC IMPEDANCE
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
NT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
NT SOUND INTENSITY
Short rotor blade span supersonic fan for pressure
wave forward propagation elimination, obtaining
acoustic and aerodynamic characteristics
fAIAA PAPER 71-182) p0155 A71-18621
Aeroacoustic phenomena in free turbulent gas jets,
discussing structure, noise-turbulence
correlations and acoustic field generation at
subsonic/critical velocities
p0277 A71-23607
Acoustic and gas dynamic characteristics of jet
noise muffler, using adapters at outlet section of
exhaust nozzle
pO»87 A71-31710
Acoustic properties of supersonic fan with short
blade span
[NASA-TM-X-52937] p0105 N71-12218
Mechanism simulating vibrational and acoustic
properties of sonic booms
fNASA-CR-111839] p0173 N71-16029
Shock tube procedure and tone-bust technigue for
evaluating sound absorption of materials at high
intensities
[NASA-CB-1698] p0179 N71-1666C
Acoustical properties of liquid base foams and
application for jet noise reduction
[NASA-CB-1695] " p0259 N71-19139
Investigation of generation of sound by jet of air
at high subsonic velocity issuing from slot nozzle
and passing over rigid, flat plate of finite
dimensions
[BAE-LIB-TRANS-1<(60] p0333 N71-21226
Slotted blades and vanes and rotor tip design for
highly loaded, low speed fan stage applicable to
low noise aircraft engines
[NASA-CB-72895] p0523 N71-28315
Structural response and acoustic transmission
characteristics of glass pane and standard wood
frame construction wall panels subjected to sonic
booms
[NASA-CR-111925] p0631 N71-32188
ACOUSTIC BADIATIOH
D SOUND WAVES
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
Sonic boom and explosion shock wave propagation over
long distances through turbulence modeled by sound
speed fluctuation, including acoustic scattering
effect
p0269 A71-22858
Aerodynamic noise scattering near Lighthill
multiples, considering intense near-field energy
conversion into sound waves
p0356 A71-26U48
Mathematical models for acoustic scattering by
porous elliptic cylinder with nonlinear resistance
CNASA-TM-X-67019] p033» N71-21U08
Approximative sound wave scattering behind sonic
boom overpressure signatures
P052U N71-28368
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom shock
wave scattering
p0524 N71-28369
Anomalous rise tines of acoustic sonic boom
waveforms caused by atmospheric turbulence
p052t N71-2837U
Pressure pulse diffraction by three dimensional
structural corner subjected to sonic boom
p0521 N71-28375
ACOUSTIC SIHOLATION
Sonic boom wave interaction with topographic models,
measuring surface pressure time history
[AIAA PAPEB 71-619] pOU83 A71-31518
Transmission of sonic booms into rooms through open
windows
p0121 N71-13113
Prediction methods for sonic boom generation and
propagation with overpressure minimization in
supersonic transport design and operation
fUASA-SP-255] P0523 N71-28363
Wind tunnel models for sonic boom simulation at high
Hach numbers
p0525 N71-28377
Sonic boom in near field and far field of nonlifting
rectangular wing
P0525 N71-28379
Wind tunnel effects on experimental sonic boom
signature determinations
p0526 N71-28383
Aircraft design and atmospheric turbulence effects
on sonic boom generation and overpressure
prediction methods using flight test data
p0527 N71-28393
Limitations of overpressure prediction methods for
sonic boom configuration research
p0527 N71-28391
Optimal digital controller based on linear
approximation of acoustical test facil-ity, for
determining effects of supersonic rocket engine
noise on vehicle surface
[NASA-CH-115073] p0580 N71-30741
ACOUSTIC STABILITY
D FEEQOENCY STABILITY
ACOUSTIC STBEAHING
Flow acoustic problems of ventilators, sound
production mechanisms, and noise reduction
[NASA-TT-F-13798] p06»5 N71-33611
ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
Nonstationary isentropic low density flows with
axial or central symmetry, suggesting
characteristics with flow rate and sound speed
variation as in stationary source flow
p0189 A71-19729
Airfoils accelerating near sound velocity,
calculating acoustic radiation by linear theory
p029U A71-24816
Penetration of sonic boom energy into ocean in
experimental simulation
fAD-711963] p0033 N71-10091
ACOUSTIC VIBRATIONS
U SOUND SAVES
ACOUSTICS
NT PSYCHOACOUSTICS
NT UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS
Nonlinear acoustics propagation theoretical
solutions by weak shock theory and Burger
eguation, noting differences in exactness and
complexity of methods
p0139 A71-17156
Review of September 1970 aerodynamic noise symposium
covering jet and helicopter rotor noise, nonlinear
acoustics and diffraction theory
p0606 A71-38205
Survey on acoustics technology emphasizing noise
reduction and human tolerances
[NASA-SP-5093] p0128 N71-14307
Low pressure turbofan rotor, stator, frame, and
exhaust nozzle designs for turbofan engine noise
reduction including acoustics and engine tests
[NASA-CR-72967] p0532 N71-29188
ACQUISITION
NT DATA ACQUISITION
NT TARGET ACQUISITION
ACROBATICS
Acrostar acrobatic aircraft design and performance
p0062 A71-13016
Acrostar Mk II all wood single seat acrobatic light
weight aircraft designed for plus/minus 8g and
inverted flight
p0696 A71-1I3887
ACTINIDE SERIES
NT PLOTOHIOM
ACTINOHETEBS
NT ISPBARED DETECTORS
NT INFRABED SCANNERS
NT HICROWSVE BADIOMETERS
NT SPECTROPHOTOMETEHS
NT SPECTBOHADIOMETERS
ACTUATORS
Aircraft flaps and ailerons actuators electronic fly
by wire control as alternative to mechanical
linkages for maneuverability and reliability in
flight
p0009 A71-10825
Mathematical model and digital simulation for
nonlinear characteristics of prototype integrated
actuator package for fighter aircraft control
p0019 A71-11783
A-U
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Power by wire actuators and fly by vice flight
controls, discussing systems configuration,
reliability, economy and durability
p0612 A71-39150
Hydraulic power and actuation requirements of
survivable flight control system utilizing fly by
•ire control for F-H aircraft
[AD-727763] p0719 N71-37608
ACOITY
Aircraft noise effects on hearing acuity and
perceptual and intellectual judgment tasks
p0651 A71-40351
ADAPTIVE COHTEOL
HT LEARNING MACHINES
NT SELF ADAPTIVE CONTBOL SYSTEMS
Automatic Carrier Landing System with linear
adaptive aircraft Navigation Computer,
investigating effectiveness in reducing system
errors due to nonlinearities and noise effects
p0202 A71-20105
Adaptive systems - Conference, Moscow, March 1970
p0357 A71-26714
Adaptive self-organizing and -learning control
systems with long and short term memory retention,
using logic random searches to find parameter
values
[ASBE PAPEB 71-DE-22] p0361 A71-27324
Longitudinal adaptive aircraft control through sum
of normal acceleration and pitch rate
p0696 A71-44093
Adaptive guaranteed cost control for systems with
parametric variation, demonstrating system
stability and airframe pitch control
p0697 A71-44111
.'DAPTIVE COHTHOL SYSTEHS
D ADAPTIVE CONTROL
ADDITIVES
NT ANTIICING ADDITIVES
NT ANTIOXIDANTS
NT OIL ADDITIVES
NT PROPELLANT ADDITIVES
Static dissipator additives in aviation fuels for
eliminating electrostatic charging hazards
p0023 A71-12300
Jet aircraft fuel additives covering functions and
applications
p0704 A71-45325
Additions of nickel and niobium to improve ductility
of AFC-77 steel for rivet material
fAD-716677] p0313 N71-19735
ADBBBOBETEBS
D ADHESION TESTS
ADHESION TESTS
Statistical analysis of spot welded and adhesive
joints of high strength Al alloy sheet in aircraft
structures
p0703 A71-45012
Analysis of bonded metal surfaces used in
manufacture of helicopter components
[AD-724663] p0636 N71-32953
ADHESIVE BONDING
High peel strength epozy and urethane adhesives for
aircraft bonding, discussing high temperature
curing and honeycomb panel repair
p0282 A71-24061
Surface treatment effects on high shear strength
adhesive bonding of fiber reinforced plastics to
metal substructures
p0282 A71-2U069
Variable weight composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural designs,
discussing C-5A tow weight saving Ti honeycomb
applications
p0282 A71-2408*
Fatigue life, fail-safe capability and corrosion
resistance of commercial aircraft structures
improved through adhesive metal-metal bonding
[ASME PAPER 71-DE-27] p0361 A71-27325
Automated ultrasonic inspection system for L-1011
adhesive bonded fuselage panels using through
transmission technique
[SHE PAPER IQ-71-746] p0495 A71-32437
Corrosive delamination occurrence, reduction and
prevention in metal-metal adhesive bonded aircraft
structures
p0670 A71-U2594
Strength of adhesive of carbon fiber composite
material bonds
rDLR-PS-71-31] p0639 N71-33100
ADHESIVES
Adhesive/metal interface corrosion resistance tests,
discussing salt fog chamber for shear, compression
buckling and cleavage stresses
p0111 A71-17248
High modulus boron-epozy composite aircraft
structures adhesive bonding, discussing mechanical
properties, manufacturing techniques and quality
control
[SAE PAPEB 710110] p0143 A71-17624
High peel strength epozy and urethane adhesives for
aircraft bonding, discussing high temperature
curing and honeycomb panel repair
P0282 A71-24064
Surface treatment effects on hiqh shear strength
adhesive bonding of fiber reinforced plastics to
metal substructures
p0282 A71-2"I069
Alloy and heat treatment effect on Ti bondability
for adhesive bonded aircraft structure, using
annealed and aged Ti-6Al-MV and Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn
alloys for testing
p0282 A71-24093
Adhesive primers corrosion resistance test methods,
noting aircraft design implications
p0283 A71-24112
Adhesive'and coating material formulations and
manufacturing processes for lightweight
low-permeability braces for use in high altitude
decelerators
[NASA-CH-111961] p0681 N71-35208
ADIABATIC COHDITI08S
Supersonic air flow pattern over rectangular
indentations on plane and azisymmetric surfaces,
ezamining static pressure and adiabatic
temperature distributions
p0190 A71-19744
Supersonic boundary layer transition on adiabatic
wall, discussing wind tunnel size, surface
roughness and freestream disturbances effects
C A I A A PAPEB 70-586] poass A71-27551
Flare induced laminar boundary layer/shock wave
interactions on azisymmetric bodies at zero
incidence in supersonic flow under adiabatic
conditions
p0701 A71-««60it
Semi-empirical determination of adiabatic efficiency
of supersonic compressor stage
[AD-715005] p0245 N71-18036
ADIABATIC PLOi
Approximation of Chaplygin eguation for subsonic
ideal gas plane adiabatic flow, applying to
discharge from flat channel with contraction
P0197 A71-20083
Reynolds number effects on centrifugal compressor
performance characteristics, discussing power
losses in compressor, impeller and diffuser stages
and compressor adiabatic efficiency
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-25] p0350 A71-25967
Computerized calculations of adiabatic laminar
boundary layer and shock wave interactions using
Klineberg method
[VKI-TN-60] pOOltS N71-11017
ADJUSTING
Cam profile selection for adjustment in computing-
resolving unit of aneroid sensors of altimeters
pOU13 A71-28938
ADJOSTHENT
0 ADJDSTING
ADMITTANCE
0 ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
AEOLIAN TONES
Aerodynamic characteristics of near wakes produced
by periodic vortez shedding from airfoils
[AD-718893] p0391 N71-232U5
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Statistical diameter size distribution of random
circles on plane or spheres in space from
satellite and aircraft measurements for aerial and
cloud photography
P0359 A71-27100
Aerial land rover for special needs of developing
countries as passenger and freight aircraft, crop
spraying and dusting, aerial survey and fire
fighting
p0658 A71-U0701
Aerial photographic eguipment survey, describing
topographic cameras, aerial photograph orientation
equipment, onboard navigation instruments and
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mapping survey system
p0659 A71-U0875
Aircraft heat viewer for underlying surfaces
radiation properties, suggesting qualitative
survey type thermal aerial photo combination with
simultaneous radiometric measurements
p0661 A71-41300
Arctic ocean pack ice terrain profiling by airborne
laser altimeter and coincident photography,
analyzing data for ice development stages
interpretation
p0703 471-1(11986
Microwave radiometry for snow and ice sensing in
aerial reconnaissance
p0052 N71-11160
Tabulation of B-57 aerial cloud photography of
tropical convection systems for 11 to 28 July 1969
with flight path over Barbados Islands
[ESSA-TM-ERLTM-BOMAP-1] p0399 N71-237U6
Holographic imagery for aviation and space flight
[JPBS-53420] p0579 H71-30361
Installation and structure of aerial laser camera
for photographic scanning from aircraft
CAD-723820] p0620 N71-31727
Remote aerial sensing and automatic mapping for
forest resources information system
[NASA-CD-122922] p0713 R71-36770
Techniques for aerial time-lapse cloud photographic
analysis, Doppler navigation data analysis, and
photogrammetric data acquisition
p0715 N71-36990
Shallow ocean depth measurements by aerial
photographs of wave refraction and wavelength
changes and by multispectral scanning of wave
reflection
[NASA-CR-1231911] p0721 N71-37862
Interpretation of color infrared photography of
Florida tidewater coastline
[AD-7276303 p072lt N71-37924
Quantity and quality of geodetic information
transmitted by space photography compared with low
altitude aerial photography
[IB-OSGS-229] p0725 N71-38013
AEEIAL RECOHHAISSAHCE
Tethered, ground supplied, rotor-borne, self
stabilized surveillance platform /Kiebitz/ system,
discussing reconnaissance tasks, fire and
communication control and data acquisition
transmission and evaluation •
pOU79 A71-31212
Real time reconnaissance cockpit display system for
airborne sensor systems, providing night combat
imagery
p051I9 A71-35772
Closed cycle refrigeration system for cryogenic
cooling of IR illuminator in helicopter mounted
B.S. Army BVASS Night vision System for night
reconnaissance
p0613 A71-39275
Airborne IR linescan eguipment for commercial aerial
survey, discussing operational principle,
temperature sensitivity, data processing and
individual system components specifications
p0668 A71-42151
Application of aerial reconnaissance and remote
sensor techniques to development of master
engineering soil plans
[PB-199H22] pG685 N71-35447
Research Plight Facility participation in BOMEX
program and aircraft data inventory
[NOAA-TR-ERL-198-RFF-ll] p0685 N71-351153
Characteristics of sensors for aerial observation of
ice formations and comparison of effectiveness of
various methods
[OPRS-54162] p0714 N71-36801
AEBIAL BDDDEBS
Twin turboprop STOL aircraft lateral directional
oscillation traced to rudder vibration due to
aerodynamic hinge moments interaction with
friction
[AIAA PAPEB 71-792] p05C8 A71-3U019
Transonic wind tunnel tests of vertical fin loads
and rudder hinge moments on H2-F3 lifting body
scale model at Hach 0.50 to 1.30
fNASA-TM-X-2286] pOtBO N71-2U581
AERODYNAMIC AXIS
0 AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
ABBODYNAflIC BALANCE
Probabilistic estimate of aerodynamic imbalance of
aircraft gas turbine rotors due to production
errors in compressor blade angle
p0222 A71-22045
Concorde aircraft fuel system and fuel pumps,
considering center of gravity and center of
pressure relationship to maintain trim
P0276 A71-23581
Beentry vehicles configuration lift and drag
coefficients in hypersonic flow from pressure
distribution-.-and balance measurements, comparing
with isolated cone data
p03U6 A71-25487
STAN/MASS system aircraft weight and balance
determination, discussing basic concepts, design
requirements and applications
[SAIE PAPER 896] p0551 A71-35816
Strut pressure and axle strain qage systems testing
for balance and weighing onboard De Havilland C-7A
aircraft
[SAiE PAPEB 881] p0552 A71-35827
Active flutter mode control system synthesis for
flight test, showing mass balancing as possible
artificial symmetrical wing destabilization
p0697 A71-44106
Flexible rotor balancing by exact point-speed
influence coefficient method
[NASA-CR-72774] p0033 N71-10021
Application of weight and balance principles for
aircraft operation
[PAA-4C-91-23] p0107 N71-12241
Balanced measured thrust performance of various
axial fan configurations in 90 deg cross flow in
V/STOL propulsion tunnel
[KRC-117UO] p0311 N71-19635
AERODYNAMIC BRAKES
NT BALLDTES
»T DRAG CHUTES
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
ST VISG FLAPS
Dynamic decelerators using nylon tricot knit fabric
and high elongation suspension lines for reduced
peak force parachute deployment
[AIAA PAPER 70-1185] p0081 A71-14273
Aerodynamic decelerator technology, emphasizing
ribbon parachutes and flexible wings
pOIUI A71-17692
Low speed wind tunnel stability tests of small guide
surface, slotted solid, ring slot, cross and
streamer decelerators, considering parachutes and
drag measurement
p0200 A71-20310
Snatch force during lines-first deployment of
aerodynamic decelerator, including effects of
canopy skirt acceleration and suspension wave
propagation characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 70-1171] p0269 A71-22915
Light aircraft spoilers to minimize landing risk,
discussing spoiler/dive brake area effects on
glide path anqular control
[SAE PAPER 710387] p0286 A71-211251
Moving long cylindrical model for aerobraking tests
at high speed in drop wire facility
p0588 N71-31109
Criteria and recommended practices for design,
selection, analysis, and testing of deployable
aerodynamic deceleration systems
[NASA-SP-8066] p0590 N71-31303
ABBODYBAMIC BUZZ
0 FLUTTER
AERODYNAMIC CENTER
0 AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
NT AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT
NT JET LIFT
NT LIFT
NT BOTOR LIFT
NT STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
NT ZERO LIFT
Statics and aerodynamics of lifting decelerators
/parawings and sailwings/ at supersonic and
hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 68-945] p0010 A71-10927
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Forward horizontal speed influence on aerodynamic
characteristics of air cushion vehicle with
circular nozzles and cylindrically or conically
shaped curtains
PC025 A71-12551
Aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft in steady
and unsteady supersonic flow by analoq electrical
method, including wing-fuselage interactions
pOOSU A71-13130
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of flat delta
and caret wing models at high incidence angles for
space shuttles
p0082 A71-1<t445
Aerodynamic characteristics of low aspect ratio wing
in bounded inviscid fluid flow, considering
planform relation to lifting force derivative and
angle of attack
p0084 A71-11589
Linear airfoil theory applicability for wings
aerodynamic characteristics, considering high
lift, ground effect, angle of attack and aspect
ratio
p0081 A71-14593
Oet interference effects on rectangular and swept
wings, presenting wind tunnel test data for range
of jet locations, inclinations and velocity ratios
fDGLH-70-052:) p0129 J71-159S1
Aerodynamic characteristics of jet engine
installation above wing of swept wing aircraft,
noting large lift dependent drag
P0129 A71-15951
Slender, conical, plane and cambered wing-body
combinations with different volume distributions
in supersonic flow, comparing experimental with
theoretical aerodynamic characteristics
pOIUI A71-17418
Sailwing aerodynamic characteristics, obtaining
aerodynamic loading by two dimensional flexible
airfoil and Prandtl lifting line theories
p0199 A71-20303
Soviet book on Yak-10 passenger transport aircraft
configurational design and aerodynamic
characteristics covering stability,
controllability and flight under special
conditions
p0204 A71-20750
Aerodynamic characteristics of conical and
pyramidical configurations with various planforms
by slender body theory, replacing three
dimensional flow by two dimensional flow
p020<4 A71-20776
Potential flow past cylinder with sources and sinks
singularities, deriving formulas for aerodynamic
characteristics of infinite span wings with
boundary layer control
p0204 A71-20777
Large angle cones supersonic aerodynamic and wake
characteristics at low Reynolds numbers, including
model support interference effects
[A1AA PAPER 71-264] p0218 A71-21990
Elastic swept wing subsonic aerodynamic
characteristics, taking into account aerodynamic
load redistribution due to aeroelastic
deformations
P0222 A71-2203S
Supersonic flow separation around cross shaped
horizontal tail plane with subsonic leading edge,
obtaining pressure distribution and aerodynamic
characteristics
p0277 A71-23608
Density gradient visualization with schlieren
optical system, discussing propeller aerodynamics
p0283 A71-24103
Low speed airfoil characteristics calculation by
digital computer, using Theodorsen conformal
transformation method for potential flow pressure
distribution
tSAE PAPER 710389] p0286 A71-21253
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow pattern in wake
behind star-shaped body at supersonic speed,
determining drag and shock waves location
p0289 A71-24371
Inclined engine cold circular jet effects on tail
control surfaces aerodynamic characteristics,
considering aircraft longitudinal stability
p0291 A71-2t593
Trisonic wind tunnel calibration tests results
including second throat effects. Bach number and
static pressure distributions, flow inclination
and aerodynamic characteristics
p0294 A71-24819
Wind tunnel evaluation of analytical uethod for
predicting longitudinal stability and aerodynamic
characteristics of large flexible aircraft applied
to supersonic transport configuration
[ilAA PAPER 71-343] p0343 A71-25322
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender body of
revolution traveling in long tube with circular
cross section, deriving static and dynamic
stability derivatives formulas
P0346 A71-25477
Asymmetric three dimensional aerodynamic density
fields from holographic interferograms, applying
to supersonic flow from free jet
P0347 A71-25802
Butual aerodynamic effects of SB-1 helicopters
during simultaneous takeoff and landing,
determining minimum distances between helicopters
P0359 A71-26953
Aerodynamic characteristics similarity and variation
in hypersonic flow transition region from free „
molecular flow to solid medium
P0416 A71-29172
Elevens as longitudinal and lateral control elements
on low aspect ratio wings, calculating subsonic
and supersonic aerodynamic characteristics
P0416 A71-29190
Elliptical cones at large angle of attack,
calculating three-component real gas properties
.effects on aerodynamic characteristics
P0417 471-29191
Wing-jet interference effects in cross wind on
thrust and aerodynamic characteristics at large
distance from and near "ground
p0417 A71-29207
Wind tunnel simulation of viscous hypersonic flow-
laminar boundary layer interactions, presenting
similarity parameter effects on aerodynamic
characteristics
p0417 A71-29224
Longitudinal stability of ground effect airplane,
discussing influence on aerodynamic
characteristics of height, ground surface
roughness and wing aspect ratio
P0418 A71-29228
Aerodynamic behavior of bodies in wake of two
dimensional bluff bodies, discussing loads
p0419 A71-29265
Soviet book on helicopter design covering
aerodynamic properties, power plants, control
systems, fatigue minimization and strength
analysis
p0430 A71-29944
Time dependent .clearance changes effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of sectorially grooved
gas bearings, describing lift and drag
coefficients calculation
pO»31 A71-30227
Aerodynamic characteristics of low-aspect-ratio wing
mounted on cylindrical body, simulating by system
of horseshoe vortices
P0432 A71-30264
Bultimission strategic aircraft installation effects
testing in propulsion and aerodynamic wind
tunnels, yielding flowfield definition, inlet
internal performance, drag, forebody shape and
orientation
CAIAA PAPEB 71-759] p0443 A71-30792
L-1011 Tristar antenna arrangement test results,
considering weight, aerodynamic and structural
design reguirements
pO«47 471-31060
STOL aerodynamics of leading edge high lift devices
on thick profiles, externally blown flaps,
boundary layer control and.jet flap effect
pO«79 A71-31214
Computing geometric airplane aerodynamic
characteristics during preliminary and detailed
design processes
POU86 A71-31597
Flat delta and caret wings aerodynamic performance
over incidence angle and Bach number range
suitable for lifting reentry
pO«98 A71-32877
Aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary planform
wing moving near screen, ground or water surface,
using vortex model
P0504 A71-33596
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Pressures, velocities and aerodynamic
characteristics of supersonic flow around slender
delta wings with forced asymmetry and separation
at leading edges
p055t A71-36134
Hypersonic aircraft design usable as transport or
space shuttle, determining aerodynamic behavior in
viscous flow
pC557 A71-36431
Flight dynamics for aircraft noise reduction, gust
effects decrease and dynamic stability of
parachute load systems
p0561 A71-36752
Digital simulation for predicting static directional
aerodynamic forces and moments characteristics of
air cushion vehicle configuration through 180
degrees of sideslip
[AIAA PAPER 71-907] p0596 A71-37158
Augmentor wing high-lift a'erodynamics, discussing
results of wind tunnel tests and simulation
studies
fCASI PAPER 72/20] p0602 A71-37606
Gas turbine engine adjustable nozzle ring flat
atrays aerodynamic characteristics determination
from profile loss factor dependence on setting
angle
p0612 A71-39172
Aerodynamic aspect ratio effects on drag and
aircraft performance, noting span loading as major
force on wing lifting function
p0661 A71-412U6
Minimum drag and lifting line characteristics of
large aspect ratio wing in uniform shear flow with
velocity variations along span
p0693 A71-13312
Flight test measurements for improved estimates of
aircraft states and aerodynamic parameters, using
relinearized Kalman filter
p0696 A71-U1089
Slender two dimensional wedge wings aerodynamic
characteristics in hypersonic strong interaction
flow, determining wall shear stress and lift drag
ratio effects
p0702 A71-41621
Low-speed wind tunnel tests of series of twin-keel
all-flexible parawings
[NASA-TN-D-5936] p0033 N71-10052
Computerized aerodynamic optimization of aircraft
propellers
CAD-710356] p003t N71-10122
Leading edge effect on aerodynamic characteristics
of 70 deg swept delta wing
[AD-712087] p0046 N71-11007
Cold air tests on axial flow turbine with
transpiration cooled discrete hole stator blades
to determine coolant flow ejection effect on
turbine aerodynamic performance
[NASA-TM-X-2133] p0046 N71-11010
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil
profiles including effects of upper surface
roughness simulating hoar frost
[NPL-AEHO-1308] p0017 N71-11016
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of rotary wing
configurations for VTOL aircraft in cruise mode
[NASA-TN-D-5945] p0019 N71-11025
Flexible trailing wire effect on aerodynamic
characteristics and radar cross sections of
hypervelocity cone
CAD-712509] p0103 S71-12205
Testing low reaction jet turbine stator blades in
six-blade annular cascade
rNASA-CR-1675] p0106 N71-12227
Determination of low speed longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of four engine externally blowing
jet-flap STOL aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-7031] p0107 N71-12239
Investigating effects of air permeability and
porosity on performance of parachutes
[NASA-TT-F-13431] pOIOS H71-12215
Performance and handling gualities criteria for
V/STOL aircraft
[AGAHD-B-577-70] p0109 N71-12218
Aerodynamic characteristics of free flight bodies in
ballistic ranges
[NASA-TH-X-66536] p0123 N71-13583
Calculating flutter boundaries and estimating
stresses in infinite spanwise array of panels
using exact method of Zeydel
tNASA-CB-1721] p0126 N71-11086
Measurement of external and internal flow fields
during parachute inflation
[AD-713520] p0158 N71-1U559
Aerodynamic characteristics of large-scale model
with lift fan mounted in 5 percent thick
triangular wing
[NASA-TN-D-7031] p0161 1171-11638
Aerodynamic performance of shuttle-orbiter
configuration with variable delta wing geometry in
low turbulence subsonic wind tunnels
CNASA-TH-X-2206] p016<! H71-11943
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
hypersonic lifting body spacecraft with variable
sweep wings
[NASA-TH-X-2102] p0164 N71-1U945
Vertical tail loads and control surface hinge moment
measurements on H2-F2 lifting body at subsonic
speeds
[NASA-TH-X-1712] p0165 S71-15003
Free boundary value problems of heat flow around
aerodynamic bodies
[AD-714621J p0172 N71-15963
Designing spacecraft for flight into space,
atmospheric reentry, and landing at selected sites
[NASA-CASE-XAC-02058] p0175 N71-16087
Aerodynamic characteristics of flow field about
axisymmetric and two dimensional bodies in
supersonic flow
fAD-713917] p0176 N71-16309
Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of model of
HL-10 flight research vehicle with basic and
modified tip fins
[NASA-TH-X-2119] p0177 N71-16538
Aerodynamic design of symmetrical blading for three
stage axial flow compressor test rig
CAD-714585] p0178 N71-16565
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of Viking
lander spacecraft at hypersonic speed
[NASA-TH-X-2205] p0230 N71-17253
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of six foot
diameter fan for turbofan engines with noise
suppressors
[NASA-TN-D-6178] p0231 N71-17254
Pitch and yaw characteristics of supersonic
transport aircraft with variable sweep wings at
various Hach numbers
[HASA-TM-X-2164] p0236 1171-171(15
Flight characteristics of V/STOL transport model
with four pod-mounted lift fans
[NASA-TN-D-6129] p0236 N71-17423
Vortex-lattice FORTRAN program for estimating
subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of complex
planforms
[B4SA-TN-D-6142] p0236 N71-1742U
Feasibility evaluation on optical probing of
supersonic aerodynamic turbulence with statistical
correlation
[NASA-TN-D-6077] p0237 N71-17141
Dirichlet solution for thin airfoil problems
[HASA-TT-F-13171] p0237 N71-17U68
Investigating effects of leading-edge blowing on
aerodynamic characteristics of jet flapped airfoil
p02<10 N71-17702
Resonance instability of finned bodies with
nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics
[AD-715110] p0241 N71-17733
Helicopter application studies of variable
deflection thruster jet flaps
[AD-715071] p0243 N71-17907
Practical aerodynamics of Hi-6 helicopter - lift
system and fuselage
[AD-714915] p0243 N71-17908
Real gas effects on drag and trajectories of
nonlifting conical shell during Hars atmospheric
entry
rNASA-TN-D-6240] p0244 N71-18015
Aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL transport
model with tandem lift fans mounted at
mid-semispan of wing
CNAS4-TN-D-623U] p0252 N71-18558
Lift and drag characteristics of HL-10 lifting body
during subsonic gliding flight
tNASA-TN-D-6263] p0256 N71-18867
Design and characteristics of double hull dirigible
airship
(JPBS-52330] p0260 H71-19217
Determinine aerodynamic characteristics of
determining aerodynamic characteristics of large
aspect ratio
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CAD-716509] p0310 N71-19559
Determining equations of motion and aerodynamic
characteristics for Magnus rotors by flight tests
[4D-7163U5] p0310 H71-19560
Calculation of profile drag of airfoils at low Hach
numbers by predicting instability and transition
points
[S1L-TB-198] p0320 1171-20101
Analytical and simulator investigations of height
control system for vertical takeoff aircraft
{NAL-TH-200] p0320 N71-20102
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of rocket
vehicle model with low aspect ratio wing and tail
surfaces
[NASA-TH-X-2159] p0323 N71-20181
Feasibility of using fixed simulator to determine
stall and spin characteristics of fighter aircraft
[BASA-TN-D-6117] p0325 H71-20292
predicting aerodynamic characteristics of arrow,
delta, and diamond wing platforms using
Prandtl-Glauert transformation
CHASA-TN-D-6213] p0372 H71-21973
Hose bluntness effect on aerodynamic characteristics
of flared body in supersonic wj.nd tunnel
CNAI-TR-221] p0375 N71-22160
Computer program to generate turbine aerodynamic
requirements, approximate external blade
geometries, and coolant flow requirements for two
stage axial flow turbine
[HASA-Tn-X-2229] p0381 N71-22568
Humerical analysis of dynamic and thermbdynamic
state of plenum-type air-cushion vehicle to
determine heave response and control system
operating characteristics
[NASA-TN-D-6257] p038U N71-22589
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of wing
. dihedral angle on aerodynamic characteristics of
highly swept fixed-wing configuration
[NASA-TM-X-2261] p0384 N71-22622
numerical analysis of influence coefficients,
natural frequencies, and mode shapes of vibration
of triangular inflatable wing
p0386 N71-22666
Effect of engine position and high lift devices on
aerodynamic characteristics of external flow, jet
flap STOL model - graphs
[HASA-TN-D-6222] p0388 N71-23124
Wind tunnel investigation of hypersonic transport
model aerodynamic characteristics at Hach numbers
to 6 - graphs
[NASA-TK-D-6191] p0389 H71-23127
Low subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of twin body space shuttle booster
configuration using low turbulence pressure tunnel
- graphs
[NASA-TM-X-2162] p0389 N71-23135
Aerodynamic characteristics affecting stability and
controllability of supersonic aircraft
[AD-71811711] p0397 N71-23538
Aerodynamic performance of sweptback-bladed
centrifugal compressor in argon as function of
equivalent weight flow
rHASA-TH-X-2269] p0398 N71-23659
Effects of flow containing dust on 'results of
hypersonic wind tunnel experiments
fNASA-TT-F-13529] p0398 N71-23702
Investigation of longitudinal and lateral stability
and controllability of supersonic aircraft
[AD-718285] pOUOO N71-23818
Wind tunnel investigation of static longitudinal and
lateral characteristics of full scale mockup of
light twin engine aircraft
rNASA-TN-D-6238] pOlOO N71-23860
Wind tunnel investigation of longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of semispan wing
deflected-slipstream configuration with double
slotted flap and auxiliary wing
rNASA-TH-D-6323] pOIOC N71-23861
Cold-air tests to determine performance
characteristics of single-stage turbine with
stator blades employing transpiration coolant
ejection through wire mesh shell
[S&SA-T8-X-21763 pOIOI H71-2398C
Development of mathematical model for opening
behavior of parachutes noting drag and velocity as
functions of time
CAD-719698] p0156 N71-2UU33
Analysis of empennage loads and aeroelastic response
of T-tail transport aircraft in continuous
atmospheric turbulence
p0165 H71-24996
Flight evaluation of lateral handling, stability,
control, and flying qualities of jet transport
aircraft during up-and-away and approach flight in
landing configuration
[NASA-TH-D-6339] pO«68 H71-25537
Hypersonic theoretical/experimental correlations of
aerodynamic characteristics for space shuttle
desiqn
p0173 N71-26066
Rind tunnel tests to determine low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of larqe-scale STOl transport
model with augmented jet flap
[NASA-TH-X-62017] pQUll N71-26183
Analysis of aerodynamic forces on DL-U lifting entry
vehicle and comparison with theoretical methods
tNASA-TH-X-199U] p0475 H71-2$35<l
Wind tunnel investigation of aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-body and lifting body
configurations for hypersonic cruise aircraft at
hypersonic speeds
[HASA-TH-X-2287 ] p0530 N71-28861
Computed aided design of wing structures and
application of optimal law of material
distribution
[AD-722303] p0572 N71-29657
Aerodynamic characteristics of thin, highly cambered
airfoils in incompressible flow
[NASA-CE-1767] p057« H71-29893
Design and characteristics of supersonic inlet
controls for minimizing inlet unstarts
[BASA-TH-D-6H083 p0576 B71-30072
Wind tunnel investigation of static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of semispan swept wing
for STOL jet transport with deflected thrust and
boundary layer control
CNASA-TH-D-6256] p0577 N71-30282
Application of Fredholm integral equations of second
kind for determining pressure distribution on
cascade of thick airfoils
[NASA-TT-F-702] p0579 N71-30488
Experimental and analytical study of subsonic
longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of slender sharp edge 74 deg swept
wings
[NASA-TN-D-631H] P?57? N71-30530
Aerodynamic and deployment characteristics of twin
keel all-flexible parawing rigged with several
variations of multistage canopy and suspension
line reefing system
[NASA-TN-D-6306] pOSSO N71-30718
Aerodynamic characteristics, rocket nozzles,
spacecraft propulsion, antenna design, and
internal combustion engines
[NASA-CH-119315] p0588 N71-31106
Aerodynamic characteristics of vehicle models in
aluminum tube
p0588 N71-31108
Static force tests of model of twin jet fighter
aircraft at various angles of attack and sideslip
angles to obtain data for theoretical spin studies
[ NASA-TN-D-6U25] p0590 N71-31330
Aerodynamic characteristics of wings, propeller
blades, and entire aircraft at various velocities
including flow viscosity and compressibility -
textbook
[AD-723512] p0625 N71-31932
Internal aerodynamics design manual considering
internal air flow system effect on aircraft
performance including bibliography
[AD-723823] p0627 H71-32059
Aerodynamic design manual considering internal air
flow system effects on aircraft performance
CAD-723821)] p0627 N71 -32060
Aerodynamic characteristics at Hach nuobers 1.60 to
2.16 of blunt-nose missile model having triangular
cross section and fixed triform fins
[DASA-TM-X-23UO] p0629 S71-32211
Flight test data on geometric, aerodynamic, and
kinematic characteristics of two twin keel
parawings during deployment
[HAS&-CH-1788J p0629 S71-32303
Evaluation of performance, stability, and control
characteristics of XV-11 A short takeoff aircraft
[AD-72112U] p063i4 N71-32818
Scheme of notation and nomenclature for aircraft
dynamics and aerodynamics
[ ABC-B/H-3562-PT-1 ] p0638 117 1-33027
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Mathematical and standardization data for aircraft
dynanics and associated aerodynamics nomenclature
and symbols system
[ARC-B/B-3562-PT-5] p0638 H71-33028
Computer program for aerodynamic characteristics
evaluation of multiple-component airfoils in
subsonic, viscous flow
rHASA-CH-18«3] p0639 N71-331UO
Determination of transonic aerodynamic
characteristics of spherically blunted 55 and 60
degree half-angle cones in ballistic range tests
[NASA-TN-D-6U89] p06t1 N71-3324«
Determination of aircraft longitudinal motion during
takeoff and landing after loss of lift from
boundary layer control system
p06<m N71-335U5
Calculation of mean line camber oridinates for
laterally symmetrical wings with polygonal
planforms
[NASA-TM-X-2311] p06<!4 N71-33546
Theoretical and experimental determination of lift
an3 pitching moment distribution on jet flap vings
of rectangular design with various aspect ratios
[NASA-TT-F-13715] p0617 N71-33803
Development of method for determining angle of
pitch, flight path angle, and angle of attack for
aircraft during steady or nonsteady flight
[VTH-156] P0617 1171-33926
Low speed wind tunnel measurement of induced drag
characteristics of three 60 degree delta wings
with different leading edge spanwise distributions
[KTH-AERO-TN-57] p0673 N71-3I4003
FA-200XS experimental aircraft for investigating
operational problems of STOL type aircraft
[NAL-TB-229] p0673 H71-3U005
Calculations of aerodynamic properties of flexible
wing grid using Reynolds number
[NT-21] p0673 871-31006
Aerodynamic characteristics of lift fan installation
for direct lift V/STOL aircraft
[NASi-TB-X-62086] p0680 N71-3520U
Aerodynamic characteristics and flutter of T-tail
aircraft configurations
[BAE-LIB-TRANS-1546] p0682 N71-35215
Aerodynamic and flight characteristics of supersonic
aircraft and spacecraft motion in planetary
gravitational fields
[AD-726580] p0683 N71-3522U
Hind tunnel study of tip vortex modification by mass
flow injection
[AD-726736] p0708 N71-36U06
Development of near-field method for determining
supersonic flow properties about bodies of
revolution
[NASA-TN-D-6508] p0709 N71-361I13
Partial admission performance of•single stage
supersonic turbine at low Reynolds numbers
[NASA-TB-X-2382J p0709 N71-361HU
Single degree of freedom roll response due to
vertical random two dimensional vertical gusts
CHASA-CR-111966 ] p0710 N71-36421
Magnus force and moment data for standard 10 degree
cone calibration model as determined in supersonic
wind tunnel
[SC-DC-71-3821 ] p0713 N71-36688
Development of methods for measuring and predicting
behavior of rigid rotors with stiff blades at high
advance ratios and low rotor speeds
[NASA-CR-11«362] p0718 N71-37591
Tu-13U aerodynamic characteristics during takeoff,
climb, horizontal flight, landing stability and
maneuverability, and strength under various loads
[AD-7271961 p0720 N71-37612
Aerodynamic characteristics of variable sweep wings
under a variety of operating conditions
[AD-727210] p0720 N71-37615
Aircraft takeoff, navigation, and landing aids,
aerodynamics characteristics, and crew rescue
eguipment
[AD-727860] p0721 N71-37618
Aerodynamic calculations in designing axial
compressors with emphasis on compressors of
stationary installations - handbook
[AD-727191] p0725 N71-38032
AEBODYNASIC CHORDS
U AIRFOIL PROFILES
0 CHORDS (GEOHETRY)
AEBODYNABIC COEFFICIEHTS
Honaffine similarity laws and transformations
subject to limitations of Newtonian impact theory
for two dimensional bodies, obtaining aerodynamic
coefficients
p0011 A71-10918
Spheres drag coefficient at hypersonic Bach numbers
for near free molecular flow
p0011 A71-10969
Critigue of Chapman-KirX iterative method for
differential equations yielding aerodynamic
coefficients from free flight data
p0011 A71-10971
Thin delta wing with leading edge separation,
obtaining drag lift and rolling moment
coefficients and pressure distribution
p0024 A71-12408
Nonlinear aerodynamic moments for arbitrary motions
of bodies of revolution in free flight
C A I A A PAPER 70-205] p0069 A71-13J35
Ballistic data reduction for drag coefficient of
spherical projectiles, using time distance
relation for constant coefficient
P0070 A71-13t67
Lift of slender aircraft with rectangular cross
section fuselage and high wing
p0073 A71-13737
Slender deformable airfoil in bounded fluid flow,
determining lift coefficient by one dimensional
integrodifferential equation for elastic large
aspect ratio wing
P008U A71-1I1590
Trailing vortex generation behind jet flapped wing
at high wing lift coefficients
p0094 A71-15U13
Supersonic axisymmetric wake-like and two
dimensional shear nonuniform free stream flows
effects on inviscid flow fields and aerodynamic
coefficients of sharp and spherically blunted
cones
[AIAA PAPER 71-51] p0151 A71-18512
Unsteady supersonic aerodynamic coefficients
evaluation to desired kinematic consistency level
using finite element method
[AIAA PAPER 71-177] p0154 A71-18616
Free flight measurement of aerodynamic coefficients
on fixed cruciform fin stabilized bombs,
determining aerodynamic forces and moments
dependence on angular velocity components
p0191 A71-19872
Hing flap slipstream deflection correction method
for evaluation of propeller power effect on lift
and drag coefficients of Arava twin engine STOL
aircraft
p0339 A71-25164
Two dimensional laminar boundary layer equation
local drag coefficient from one and two term Berk
expansion in regions upstream of stagnation point
p0359 471-27051
Air flow about low aspect ratio delta wing at large
angles of attack, deriving lift coefficient
pOaOl A71-28282
Supercavitating flow past straight cascade with
arbitrary blade shapes, considering lift and drag
coefficients, cavitation number, cavity shape and
exit flow conditions
[ASBE PAPEB 71-FE-6] pOU21 A71-29448
Hingeless rotor stability characteristics at high
advance ratios, examining equations of motion and
time variant aerodynamic coefficients
[AIAA PAPEB 71-580] p0484 A71-31569
Slender cone at Bach 10 with underexpanded exhaust
plume, deter joining flow field interactions
separation pattern and aerodynamic coefficients
[AIAA PAPER 71-562] pOI)93 A71-32280
Unsteady compressible flow measurement, determining
local lift coefficient from pressure distribution
along airfoil
p0501 A71-33342
KC-135 aircraft climb trajectories for optimum
constant lift coefficient, range and fuel amount
P0670 A71-4283U
Performance prediction and evaluation of
propulsion-augmented high lift systems for STOL
aircraft, considering weight, thrust and wing
loading
[AIAA PAPER 71-990] p0700 A71-<t«585
Transient pressures and aerodynaoic coefficients of
rectangular wings in subsonic flow using linear
equations
[ONERA-NT-163] p0119 N71-13102
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Aerodynamic coefficients, pressure, load and force
distributions on cambered delta vings
[ABC-CP-1129] p0228 N71-17112
Trailing vortex systems generated by jet-flapped
wing operating at high wing lift coefficients
F.AD-715315] p02U1 N71-17753
Dependence of aerodynamic coefficients on maximum
thickness and length of axisymmetric bodies in
supersonic flow
[DLB-FB-70-54] p0250 N71-18444
Numerical determination of aerodynamic coefficients
for thin supersonic vings at various angles of
attack
[NASA-TT-F-13521] p0258 N71-18987
Numerical calculation of steady three dimensional
potential flow around lifting nonplanar
aerodynamic configurations based on surface
distribution of quadrilateral vortex-rings
[TT-7009] p0321 N71-20115
Approximative solutions for heat transfer and drag
coefficients in viscous interacting flow on thin
three dimensional body
CNASA-TT-F-13538] p032t N71-20256
Lift coeffient for wind induced vibration of skewed
cylindrical body
[AD-717739] p0376 N71-22169
Numerical integration method based on potential flow
theory to evaluate aerodynamic characteristics of
thin supersonic wings
[DLB-FB-71-01] p0398 N71-23597
Measurements of aerodynamic drag, interference lift,
and pitching moment on delta wings
pOU60 N71-2U573
First-order theory of fluctuating lift and drag
coefficients for aerodynamically induced motions
of rising and falling spherical balloon wind
sensors
[NASA-TN-D-6373] p0521 N71-28129
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads and
coefficients for tandem and T tail surfaces
harmonically oscillating in subsonic flow
p0566 H71-29335
Drag coefficient of vehicle traveling coaxially with
uniform velocity through solid wall tube of finite
length
[PB-197871] p0621 N71-31763
Compilation of aerodynamic basic definitions,
including aerodynamic coefficients, and relations,
expansions, and derivatives of forces and moments
CABC-R/M-3562-PT-4] p0636 N71-32975
Mathematical and standardization data for aircraft
dynamics and associated aerodynamics nomenclature
and symbols system
rARC-R/(!-3562-PT-5) p0638 N71-33028
Free-body tests of flat circular parachutes and
determination of aerodynamic drag coefficients
during partial inflation
fNASA-TN-D-6U23] p06U2 N71-33395
Calculation of mean line camber oridinates for
laterally symmetrical wings with polygonal
planforms
rNASA-TH-X-2311] p06«U N71-33516
Theoretical analysis of trailing edge blowing
effects on circulation around airfoils based on
iterative solutions with lift coefficients
tAD-726434] p0680 N71-35202
Calculations of helicopter airloads using lifting
surface theory compared with experimental data
[AD-726717] p0683 N71-35226
AGARD report on engine-airplane interference and
wall correction in transonic wind tunnel tests
CAGABD-AB-36-71] p0707 N71-36400
Conclusions and recommendations concerning wind
tunnel tests of interaction between engine flow
and wall corrections in transonic wind tunnels
p0707 N71-36401
Wall corrections for airplanes with interference
lift in transonic wind tunnel tests
p0707 N71-36403
Drag coefficient measurements in flow around
rectangular cylinders
[IC-AEBO-71-15] p0713 S71-36695
AEBODYHABIC CONFIGURATIONS
Wing representation by lifting line lattice as
computation method for complex configurations
unsteady aerodynamic forces, presenting numerical
program for wings in two parallel planes
[ONEBA-TP-891J p0090 A71-15356
Air flow turbulence effect on heat transfer and
boundary layer growth around flat plate,
aerodynamic profile and cylinder
p0099 A71-15183
Slender, conical, plane and cambered wing-body
combinations with different volume distributions
in supersonic flow, comparing experimental with
theoretical aerodynamic characteristics
p0111 A71-17418
Aerodynamic* support interference in wind tunnel
testing of configurations involving bulbous base,
mass addition, transition near base and hypersonic
low density flows
[AIAA PAPEB 71-277] p0219 A71-22002
Lifting configurations unsteady air loads
prediction, investigating loading singularities in
linearized potential theory
p0670 A71-U2832
Optimization techniques in aircraft configur'ation
design
[AD-711U10] pOOUS N71-11023
Development and characteristics of translating
horizontal tail assembly for supersonic aircraft
CNASA-CASE-XLA-08801-1] pOOSI N71-11013
Experimentally determined aerodynamic noise
environment analysis for three nose-cylinder
configurations
[NASA-CE-102933] p0104 N71-12210
History of Weserflug Bf 163 aircraft and
configuration modifications
p0107 N71-12238
Computer code for prediction of hydrometeor impact
erosion 'on high speed sphere-cone vehicles
[SC-DB-70-373] p0112 N71-12489
Application of multivariable search techniques to
design of low sonic boom overpressure
[NASA-CB-73196] p0160 N71-14613
Characteristic coefficients technique for
probability models of wind profiles in missile
design and environment analysis
[AD-713522] p0165 H71-15215
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - subsonic
[NASA-TS-D-701t6] p0177 H71-16533
European hypersonic wind tunnels for testing
hypersonic transport aircraft, and space shuttle
aerodynamic configurations
p0250 N71-18152
Swept wing body configurations for reduced drag at
supersonic speed
p0301 N71-19358
Computer program for determining low speed
interference effects of flow fields about
arbitrary' bodies by superposition
p0301 N71-19377
Afterburner-equipped jet engine nacelle with slotted
configuration afterbody
rNASA-CASB-XLA-10150] p033U N71-21493
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of wing
dihedral angle on aerodynamic characteristics of
highly swept fixed-wing configuration
[NASA-ID-X-2261] p0381 N71-22622
Steady state inflated shape and included volume of
2t and 30 gore flat circular, extended skirt,
porous ring slot, and porous ribbon parachutes
[AD-718808] p0393 N71-23387
Effects of aeroelasticity on static longitudinal
aerodynamic derivatives
pOU63 N71-21707
Optimum lift coefficient and aspect ratio determined
analytically as conditions for construction of
gliders with lift draq ratio of 100
[RAE-LIB-TBANS-1565] p0520 N71-28010
Computerized simulation of shock waves and flow
fields behind supersonic edge delta wings and
wing-body combinations
p0523 N71-28365
Parameter effects on coalescence of nose and wing
shocks in wing/body pressure signature for sonic
boom reduction
p0526 N71-28385
Computerized mnltivariate design analysis for low
sonic boom overpressure supersonic transport
configuration
P0526 N71-28386
Extrapolation of measured overpressure data for
predicting sonic boon characteristics of different
aerodynamic configurations
p0527 N71-28392
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Configuration optimization and performance of air
breathing hypersonic cruise vehicles
[AD-721471] p0529 H71-28580
Hind tunnel investigation of aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-body and lifting body
configurations for hypersonic cruise aircraft at
hypersonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-2287] p0530 N71-28861
Symposium on unsteady aerodynamic forces, loads, and
configurations for aeroelastic analysis of
interfering surfaces
[AGABD-CP-80-71-PT-2] p0567 H71-29338
Computer program used for design criteria of stall
characteristics of straight wing aircraft
CNASA-CH-1646] p0588 N71-31154
Slotted wind tunnel wall configuration with minimal
interference for conventional and V/STOL models
[AD--723294] p0624 N71-31894
High lift aerodynamic and propulsion system
configurations for short takeoff aircraft design -
bibliographies
rAD-724186] p0638 N71-33015
Aerodynamic characteristics and flutter of T-tail
aircraft configurations
[HAE-LIB-TRANS-1546] p0682 H71-35215
Draft designing of vertical takeoff and landing
aircraft
[AD-726572] p0682 N71-35219
Leading edge suction of thin aerofoil theory
[ARL/Sn-NOTE-360] p0707 N71-36399
Hinimum drag airfoil shape solutions with supersonic
flow and turbulent boundary layers for given chord
length and heat transfer rate
CAD-726767] p0708 N71-36409
Theoretical method for calculating aerodynamic
loading on wing-body combinations
fNASA-TN-D-6441 ] p0708 N71-36411
Methods for prediction of centerline shock layer
thickness and pressure distribution on delta wing
body configurations
[NASA-TN-D-6550] p0709 N71-36418
Prediction formulations for transonic fluctuating
pressure environments including protuberance
induced turbulent boundary layer flows
[NASA-CR-119947] p0712 N71-36677
Aerodynamic characteristics of variable sweep wings
under a variety of operating conditions
(AD-727210] p0720 N71-37615
AEBODYHAHIC DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
Supersonic and transonic flow including effects of
pressure oscillations within cavity, predicting
rectangular cavities drag from mathematical model
p0010 A71-10931
Spanwise distribution of 'induced drag in subsonic
flow by vortex lattice method, noting
applicability to rotary derivatives in stability
analysis
p0028 A71-12691
Sectional drag relationships in linearized wing
theory, examining lifting and thickness problems
for various planforms
p0079 A71-14240
V/STOL aircraft wing-propeller interaction, using
mean flow deflection angle in lift and drag
characteristics prediction
p0086 A71-14988
Atmospheric density variations determination from
Proton 2 braking data for aerodynamic drag
coefficient, constructing model for rarefied gas
flow-satellite interaction
p0131 A71-16043
Leading edge suction analogy for predicting low
speed lift and drag-due-to-lift characteristics of
sharp edge delta and related wing planforms
C A I A A PAPER 69-1133] p029it A71-24851
Supersonic conical inlet additive drag formula,
using flow data in freestream
p0296 A71-24866
Reentry vehicles configuration lift and drag
coefficients in hypersonic flow from pressure
distribution and balance measurements, comparing
with isolated cone data
p0346 A71-25487
Isolated axisymmetric jet engine exhaust nozzles
thrust and drag predictions in sub-, trans- and
supersonic flight regimes
[AIAA'PAPER 71-719] p0442 A71-30770
Fuselage influence on total aircraft drag in
subsonic passenger aircraft, considering high
aspect radio cylindrical fuselages
p0444 A71-30821
Axisymmetric inlet design for turboramjet powered
hypersonic cruise vehicle, examining effects of
spillage and cowl drags on air flow
characteristics
P0509 .A71-31149
Sting-free aerodynamic drag measurement on
ellipsoidal cylinders in subsonic wind tunnel at
transition Reynolds numbers
p0554 A71-36037
Critigue of paper on spanwise distribution of
induced drag in subsonic flow by vortex lattice
method, noting infinities in downwash across all
vortex lines
p0599 A71-37297
Allen and Vincenti blockage corrections for drag
coefficients on circular cylinder in wind tunnel
p0604 A71-37888
Nozzle lateral spacing effect on drag and
performance of twin jet afterbody configurations
with convergent nozzles at Nach 0.6 to 2.2
[NASA-TM-X-2099] p0036 N71-10276
Lift, aerodynamic drag and pitching moment study of
transport aircraft horizontal tail surfaces in low
speed wind tunnels
[ARC-R/M-3642] p0170 N71-15702
Lift and aerodynamic drag due to trailing-edge flaps
on sweptback wings in inviscid subsonic flow
C ARC-CP-1110] pQ229 N71-17114
Lift and aerodynamic drag data on slender wings with
trailing edge sweepback
[ABC-CP-1130] p0229 N71-17117
Aerodynamic drag measurements on VC-10 aircraft
subsonic wind tunnel models
[ARC-CP-1125] p0229 N71-17118
Three dimensional interactions in half cone pressure
fields and effects on intakes mounted adjacent to
aircraft fuselage
p0303 N71-19367
Rind tunnel evaluation of lifting body store
configurations for captive flight drag and
separation characteristics
p0306 N71-19386
Calculation of profile drag of airfoils at low Bach
numbers by predicting instability and transition
points
[NAL-TR-198] p0320 N71-20101
Drag in turbulent wakes behind bluff bodies measured
directly and compared with measurements derived
from von Rarman equation
[DLR-FB-70-27] , p0328 N71-20685
Low aerodynamic drag airfoil designing by Lighthill
method
[ABC-R/H-3618] p0158 N71-24498
Aerodynamic drag of many bodies of revolution in
supersonic flow
[DLB-FB-71-04] p0578 H71-30325
Drag coefficient of vehicle traveling coaxially with
uniform velocity through solid wall tube of finite
length
[PB-197871] p0621 H71-31763
Thrust measurement system and aerodynamic drag
effects of underwing J-85 engine nacelles on F-106
aircraft propulsion system performance
[NASA-TB-X-2356] p0628 N71-32144
Theoretical analysis of aerodynamic interference
induced by cruise and lift fans on transport type
aircraft
[NASA-CR-1730] p0630 N71-32453
Free-body tests of flat circular parachutes and
determination of aerodynamic drag coefficients
during partial inflation
[NASA-TN-D-6423] p0642 N71-33395
AERODYHABIC FORCES
HT AERODYSiHIC DSAG
NT AERODYNAMIC LOADS
NT GDST LOADS
NT HYPERSONIC FORCES
ST INTEBFEBENCE LIFT
NT JET LIFT
NT LIFT
NT ROTOR LIFT
NT SDPEBSONIC DBAG
NT »ING LOADING
Wind tunnel apparatus for reproducing coning and
spinning motions of bodies of revolution, using
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six-conponent strain gage balance for aerodynamic
forces
P0010 A71-10930
Turbomachine blades torsional-bending vibrations
• aerodynamic damping, noting natural frequency
shift
p0066 A71-13141
Engine tarbine blades aerodynamic oscillation
damping calculation procedure
p0069 471-13416
Aerodynamic forces on control surfaces in subsonic
range, investigating pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating wing
P0081 A71-1U3U7
Rind tunnel tests for measuring aerodynamic
interaction forces between two tandem lifting
surfaces
[ONEBA-TP-890] p0090 A71-15351
External stores separation induced aerodynamic
interactions, using high speed cinematographic
recording of drop trajectories and/or store loads
weighing in aircraft flow field
[ONEBA-TP-849) , p0090 A71-15357
Slender bodies of revolution with cylindrical
afterbodies in subsonic wind tunnel, examining
vortex systems and aerodynamic forces
p01!!7 A71-18048
Free flight measurement of aerodynamic coefficients
on fixed cruciform fin stabilized bombs,
determining aerodynamic forces and moments
dependence on angular velocity components
P0191 A71-19872
Elastic, inertial and aerodynamic forces aeroelastic
triangle, examining lift changes due to aircraft
structure deformation, dynamic flight stability
and space shuttle development problems
p0196 A71-20063
Aerodynamic forces on harmonically oscillating wing
in subsonic flow of ideal gas
p0277 A71-23615
Instantaneous aerodynamic force measurements and
flow visualization on flapping wing, showing
increase of thrust force mean value over maximum
steady state value
p0289 A71-24362
Aerodynamic forces and hinge moments of delta
cruciform control surface in blunt-nosed canard
configuration for subsonic, transonic and
supersonic flows
p0339 A71-25161
T tail flutter analysis, considering dihedral, angle
of attack and aerodynamic force effects
p0340 A71-25188
Bing-fuselage-tail interacting low speed flutter,
considering mechanical tuning and aerodynamic
interference couplings
[AIAA PAPEB 71-326] p0341 A71-25306
Equation error approach to parameter identification
in third order pitch plane dynamics for high
performance aerodynamically controlled aerospace
vehicle
p0356 A71-26418
Sailplanes control, deriving incremental aerodynamic
load on horizontal tail produced by instantaneous
elevator deflection
p0356 A71-26487
Computer program for aerodynamic forces on flexible
plate undergoing transient motion in shear flow,
applying to panel flutter
p0366 A71-27559
Photoelectric, bolometric and photographic recording
assembly for measurement of light pressure and
aerodynamic forces on complex shape body in free
molecular flow
pO«15 A71-29155
Nonlinear mathematical model for dynamical behavior
of extensible towing cable subjected to
aerodynamic forces generated by uniform flow
field, discussing system stability
pOUIS &71-31026
Shearing flows in steady vortex around airfoil in
perturbed velocity, considering aerodynamic forces
torgue
p<)l)89 A71-31903
Turbomachinery rotor and stator row aerodynamic
interaction, describing discrete tone noise
generation from far field measurements
pO«91 A71-3213U
End play influence on dynamic bending vibration
stresses induced by aerodynamic forces in axial
flow turbine rotor blades in case of resonant
vibrations
p0494 A71-32298
Oscillating thin wing with control surfaces in two
dimensional compressible subsonic flow,
calculating aerodynamic forces based on kernel
function method
pO»99 A71-33013
Twin turboprop STOI aircraft lateral directional
oscillation traced to rudder vibration due to
aerodynamic hinge moments interaction with
friction
[AIAA PAPEB 71-792] pOSOS A71-3<|019
Engine tarbine blades aerodynamic vibration damping
calculation procedure
p0538 A71-35023
Slender wing lift in supersonic flow, analyzing
suction force on leading edge and viscosity and
nonlinear effects
p0560 A71-36677
Digital simulation for predicting static directional
aerodynamic forces and moments characteristics of
air cushion vehicle configuration through 180
degrees of sideslip
IAIAA PAPEB 71-907) pOS96 A71-37158
Fluctuating aerodynamic force measurement on
stationary circalar cylinder spanning wind tnnnel,
using direct method without support interference
p0652 A71-U0393
Airloads and moments changes of aircraft flying over
trailing vortices, investigating time dependent
aerodynamic forces
p0656 A71-40508
Besultant aerodynamic forces on circular arc profile
with normal jet in subsonic steady compressible
flow, using Imai-Lamla approximation method
P0698 A71-14271
Subsonic force effect calculations on rectangular
wings, using downwash velocity potential method
P0702 A71-44613
FOBTH&N program for calculating aerodynamic forces
from pressure or velocity distributions on blade
sections
IN1SA-TH-X-2123] pOOUO H71-10U67
Flutter analysis for thin lifting surfaces by
application of supersonic kernel function
procedure
CHiSA-TH-D-6012] p004« N71-10866
Free flight measurements of aerodynamic lateral
force and moment coefficients using gyroscopes and
accelerometers
[HSA-TH-16U] pOOIS N71-11001
Aerodynamic forces on lifting bodies and delta wings
in hypersonic slip flow
[BMBS-FB-W-70-41] p0170 N71-1570M
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic forces on thin
airfoil operating in unsteady potential flow
[NASA-CB-111843] p0172 N71-15827
Mathematical models for aerodynamic forces of
aircraft tandem wings using lifting line wing
representation
[ONEBA-TP-891] p0249 H71-18439
Smooth double-slotted circular cylinder aerodynamic
force characteristics measured for circulation
control by slot suction
[KBC-11714] p0324 N71-20196
Measurement of force and pressure fluctuations on
airfoils during transverse and streamwise gust
flows
[CDED/i-TnRBO/TH-21] p0379 N71-22374
Data reduction techniques for deriving aerodynamic
forces and moments in absence of support
interference
[SASA-CB-11184U] p0388 1171-23122
Aerodynamic forces produced in turbine stage by vane
cascade of cascade series
[NASA-TT-F-13631] fOUTt H71-25998
Investigation of aerodynamic forces imposed on
vehicles proposed for operation in improved urban
transportation system
p0173 N71-26129
Measurement of lift and drag forces experienced by
ejector in wind tunnel and correlation with
geometry and static performance of device
[AD-721192] p0511 N71.-26920
Computerized simulation of helicopter tactical
maneuvers in three body, three dimensional
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environment including fixed wing and rotary wing
aerodynamic forces
CAD-721527] p0528 N71-28U09
Unsteady flow in aerodynamic cascades of
turbomachines
[AD-721959] p0531 N71-28927
Symposium on unsteady aerodynamic forces, loads, and
configurations for aeroelastic analysis of
interfering surfaces
r&GAHD~CP-80-71-PT-2] p0567 N71-29338
Computer programs for calculating airforce
coefficients of wing-horizontal tail and fin-
horizontal tail oscillating in subsonic flow
p0568 N71-29342
Hethod for calculating flutter using interference
aerodynamic forces between wing and tail
p0568 N71-29345
Aerodynamic characteristics of elastic swept wing of
aircraft in subsonic flow with given weight,
overload, and dynamic head
[NASA-TT-F-13717: p0579 N71-30656
Wind tunnel free flight model trajectory control
using photoelectric screen for aerodynamic force
determination
[VKI-IH-72] p0620 N71-31694
Compilation of aerodynamic basic definitions,
including aerodynamic coefficients, and relations,
expansions, and derivatives of forces and moments
[ABC-B/H-3562-PT-U] p0636 N71-32975
Mathematical and standardization data for aircraft
dynamics and associated aerodynamics nomenclature
and symbols system
CABC-B/M-3562-PT-5] p0638 H71-33028
Calculated values of air forces on oscillating thin
wings obtained by linearized potential flow
CAGABD-B-583-71] p0679 N71-35198
AEBODYHAHIC BEAT TBAHSFEB
HI HIPEBSOHIC HEAT TBANSFEB
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TBANSFEB
Local heat transfer to transverse circular cylinder
at low Reynolds numbers, using iterative finite
difference approach
pOlOO A71-15U93
Upper air sounding systems problems, discussing
aerodynamic heat transfer between temperature
sensor and ambient air
p0212 A71-21739
Heat transfer to airfoil in oscillating flow at
large angles of attack, showing vortex shed
reattachment and Nusselt numbers increase
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-18] p0349 A71-25963
Boundary layer interactions with turbulent heated
compressed flows from hypersonic inlets
p0317 N71-19952
Mathematical model for predicting erosion of
charring ablator in aerodynamic environment
p032« N71-20248
Performance of reentry nose tip facility for missile
heat transfer simulations
p032« N71-20251
Minimum drag airfoil shape solutions with supersonic
flow and turbulent boundary layers for given chord
length and heat transfer rate
[AD-726767] p0708 N71-36<»09
AEBODTNABIC BESTING
NT SHOCK HEATING
Optimal weight of aerodynamic heat protection layers
of stressed skin and optimal efficiency of cooling
system for hypersonic aircraft compartments
p0205 A71-20836
Aerodynamic heating effects on fatigue and creep
properties of supersonic aircraft alloys at high
temperatures, considering deformation mechanisms
interaction
p0273 A71-232011
Combustion reactions development with velocity
gradient downstream steady shock wave, considering
aerodynamic field in supersonic wind tunnel
p0279 A71-23813
Aircraft structural elements thermal behavior under
aerodynamic heating with linear dependence on
initial temperature
p036U A71-271493
Vortex-induced heating alleviation to lee side of
slender wings in hypersonic flow by contouring
leading edge planform
p060U A71-37892
Hypersonic lee surface vortex heating alleviation on
delta wing by apex alignment with free stream
p060« A71-37895
Development of thermal insulation system for wing
and control surfaces of hypersonic aircraft and
reentry vehicles
CNASA-CASE-XLA-00892J p0243 N71-17897
Aerodynamic heating and structural analyses for
radiatively cooled delta wing of hypersonic
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6138] p02U5 N71-18025
Interactions of atoms with space shuttle surface and
methods for improving heat transfer
t8ASA-TB-I-62016] p0327 S71-20523
Heat flux sensor adapted for mounting on aircraft or
spacecraft to measure aerodynamic heat flux inflow
to aircraft skin
[NASA-CASE-XFR-03802] p0388 N71-23085
Conductive heat transfer effect on temperature
distribution in vicinity of wing leading edge in
hypersonic flight
[AHC-CP-1126] pO«56 N71-21416
Tests to determine short-term creep of metals and
alloys under conditions of aerodynamic heating
with high velocity air flow
[NASA-TT-F-13633] pO«(70 N71-25822
Comparison of space shuttle aerodynamic heating
analyses for metallic heat shield and surface
insulation concepts
p0172 N71-26051
Flow visualization, thermocouple measurements, and
analyses of shock interference heating effects on
straight wing space shuttle model
pOU72 N71-26057
Hypersonic shock/density ratio effects in
aerothermodynamic heating of space shuttle
configuration
p0172 H71-26058
lee surface flow and aerodynamic heating on delta
wing orbiter
p(W72 N71-26060
Leeside aerodynamic heating of lifting reentry
vehicle configurations
pOU73 N71-26061
Mach 8 variable-density tunnel used for
determination of aerodynamic heating of attached
inflatable decelerator configurations
CNASA-TH-X-2355] p0728 H71-38758
&EBODTNAHIC LIFT
D LIFT
AEBODIHAHIC LOADS
HI GUST LOADS
NT WING LOADING
LAMS flight demonstration, discussing
instrumentation, flutter boundary and dynamic
response, aerodynamic testing and structural
response to turbulence
p0018 A71-11662
Axial flow compressor design emphasizing component
efficiency
p0074 A71-13825
Rotary inertia effect on critical dynamic pressure
parameters and supersonic flutter of in- plane
loaded sandwich plates
p0191 A71-19887
Elastic swept wing subsonic aerodynamic
characteristics, taking into account aerodynamic
load redistribution due to aeroelastic
deformations
p0222 A71-22035
Nonlinear panel flutter analysis and response under
random excitation or nonlinear aerodynamic
loading, using Rayleigh-Ritz approximation to
Hamilton variational principle
p0263 A71-22080
Power augmented lift STOL aircraft operating costs
reduction by channel wing concept, discussing
aerodynamic theory and structural applications to
high lift flaps aircraft
p0266 A71-22592
Helicopter vibrational behavior prediction in flight
with known aerodynamic loads, using branch modes
method
p0277 A71-23606
Quasi-three dimensional method for radial flow
compressor blade loadings computation, presenting
combined meridional plane and blade to blade
solutions for adaptation to computer
fASME PAPEB 71-GT-60] . p0351 A71-25982
Flutter analysis of clamped thin skew panels with
midplane forces in supersonic flow, using Galerkin
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method
p0357 471-26766
Supersonic flutter analysis of clamped skew panels
with in-plane forces by Galerkin method, using two
dimensional static approximation for aerodynamic
loading
p0439 471-30607
Helicopter rotor blade airload by applying lifting
surface solution
[4HS PREPRINT 510] p0448 471-31081
Hake model and computer program to compute
geometries, flows and velocity influence
coefficients for helicopter blade load
calculations
fAHS PHEPHINT 523] pOISO 471-31089
Large variable sweep wing maneuver load relief
system with ailerons reducing resulting bending
moment at pivot
pOU86 471-31600
Aerodynamic free vortex loading on two dimensional
wing at zero incidence at low speeds in
incompressible flow
p0503 A71-33420
Large crane heavy lift helicopter stability and
controllability, considering effects of slung
loads, performance improvement, automatic flight
control and physical size
p0609 471-38651
Drooped wing tip effects on trailing vortex sheet
structure and position from spanwise load
distribution determination by vortex lattice
theory
p0654 471-40193
Lifting configurations unsteady air loads
prediction, investigating loading singularities in
linearized potential theory
p0670 471-12832
Low noise turbofan engine without aerodynamic blade
loading
[NASA-TN-D-60803 p0056 M71-11882
Fin loads and control surface hinge moments measured
in full scale wind tunnel tests on X-24A flight
vehicle
r.N4S4-TM-I-1922] p0157 N71-1U501
Effects of external loads on strength of flight
vehicles
[AD-713461] p0158 N71-14584
Vertical tail loads and control surface hinge moment
measurements on H2-F2 lifting body at subsonic
speeds
[NASA-TB-X-1712] p0165 H71-15003
Stability and postcritical response of infinite
width panels on hinged supports due to aerodynamic
loads at hypersonic speed
[NASA-CR-115854] p0167 N71-15341
Computerized prediction of interference flow field
for wing-fuselage store location on bomber
aircraft
p0305 U71-19381
Aircraft wake turbulence with downwash loading of
wing span
[4D-718024] p0398 H71-23660
Transonic wind tannel tests of vertical fin loads
and rudder hinge moments on B2-F3 lifting body
scale model at Bach 0.50 to 1.30
tN4S4-TH-X-2286] p0460 H71-24581
Analysis of empennage loads and aeroelastic response
of T-tail transport aircraft in continuous
atmospheric turbulence
p0465 N71-24996
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads on wing and
tail surfaces with oscillations in unsteady
supersonic and subsonic flow including
interference lift
T4G4BD-CP-80-71-PT-1] p0566 N71-29333
4erodynamic load predicting for control surfaces in
unsteady supersonic and subsonic flow
p0566 N71-29334
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads and
coefficients for tandem and T tail surfaces
harmonically oscillating in subsonic flow
p0566 N71-29335
King interference lift line lattice simulation and
application to aerodynamic loads on tandem wings
in unsteady flow
P0567 H71-29336
Box collocation method for calculating aerodynamic
loads on tandem delta wings with oscillations in
supersonic flow
p0567 N71-29337
Symposium on unsteady aerodynamic forces, loads, and
configurations for aeroelastic analysis of
interfering surfaces
C4G4HD-CP-80-71-PT-2] p0567 H71-29338
Kinematics of subsonic unsteady airloads on multiple
lifting surfaces
p0567 N71-29339
Parametric turbine vector diagram calculation for
design of highly loaded multistage fan driven
turbine
CH4SA-CB-1862] p0579 N71-30669
Theoretical method for calculating aerodynamic
loading on wing-body combinations
rNASA-TH-D-6441] p0708 N71-36411
Measurements of unsteady, rotary wing air loads and
time derivatives for rotor blade intersecting
completely rolled up vortex
[N4SA-CE-1909] p0718 N71-37598
&EBOOIN4HIC HOHESTS
D STABILITY DERIVATIVES
AEBODYBAHIC BOISE
Turbulent jet noise estimation taking into account
retarded time effect on acoustic radiation
pOOIS 471-11468
Small perturbation subsonic flows aerodynamic noise,
using matched asymptotic expansions method
p0023 471-12377
Sound generation by rotor-stator interaction in
subsonic axial flow compressors, using
acceleration potential and wake technigne
p0067 471-13277
Fan/compressor noise research covering vane/blade
ratio and geometry effects on transmission through
blade rows
[HSME PAPER 70-W1/GT-12] p0076 471-14120
Control valves aerodynamically generated sound
pressure level prediction, using empirical method
[ASBE P4PEB 70-W4/FE-28] p0077 471-14136
Exhaust nozzles configurations effect on shear jet
noise based on Ribner theoretical model
P0132 471-16278
4erodynamic noise - Conference, Loughborough,
England, September 1970
p0138 471-17152
Aerodynamic sound generation dependence on
convective derivative of hydrodynamic pressure
within turbulence source region
p0139 471-17154
Rotating blade noise technology, discussing vehicles
and components, noise nature, generation,
reduction and prediction
p0139 471-17158
Sound radiation by rotor from interaction with
nonuniform flow, considering multiple blades
p0140 471-17159
Far field sound radiated from steady loading of
isolated subsonic rotor, noting dependence on
spatial uniformity of flow entering rotor
p0140 471-17160
Subsonic fan noise, using helicopter rotor noise
theory for analysis of phase related and randomly
time varying flow distortions
p0140 471-17161
4erodynamic sound radiation from point force in
accelerative circular motion, obtaining closed
form for overall far field radiation
p0140 471-17162
Inlet turbulence interaction with rotor potential
flow as noise source in axial flow fans,
developing expression for sound power radiated
p0140 471-17163
Aerodynamic sound generation by turbulent circular
free jets, presenting solution to inhomogeneous
acoustical wave eguation by Lighthill
p0142 471-17421
High subsonic jet near-field acoustic energy flux
distribution calculation from pressure gradient
measurements
[4144 P4PEB 71-155) p0154 A71-18597
Acoustic radiation spectra from turbulent jets,
assuming approximate Gaussian statistics and
second order velocity correlation space-time
characteristics obtainable from frozen flow
p0195 471-19959
Unsteady low Bach number, flow calculation by
singular perturbation method with Batched'
asynptotic expansions, considering application to
aerodynamic noise
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p0280 A71-23936
Fan noise random propaqation and sound power in
cylindrical air ducts from modal spectra and
pressure measurements
P0294 471-24834
Aerodynamic infrasound, considering atmospheric
pressure variations in seconds to minutes period
ranqe
p0297 A71-24915
Subsonic turbulent boundary layer noise' generation
and acoustic pressure on aircraft surface, using
Lighthill theory
p0298 A71-24952
Screech noise generation by supersonic jet
impingement on flat plate, discussing jet
disintegration mechanism with resultant shock »ave
oscillations
p0346 A71-25521
Sound radiation and wake turbulence spectra from
axial compressor single airfoils, including double
circular arc profiles
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-4] • p0318 A71-25950
Transonic compressor shock wave noise generation and
decay rates at multiple tones, using sonic boom
analysis
CASBE PAPER 71-61-73 p0348 A71-25953
Discrete frequency rotor interaction noise from
lifting fans, using force harmonics acting on
blades
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-12] p0348 A71-25958
Aerodynamic noise scattering near Lighthill
multiples, considering intense near-field energy
conversion into sound waves
p0356 A71-26448
Condenser microphones aerodynamically induced noise,
investigating acoustic pressure lower limit
dependence on air flow velocity and turbulence
p<3359 A71-27063
Marginal vortex effects on aerodynamics of
helicopter lifting surfaces, considering blade
form and noise spectrum tested in hydrodynamic
tunnel
p0363 A71-27173
Aerodynamic noise produced by supercritical jets,
using high speed flash photography for schlieren
and shadowgraph studies
p0412 A71-28767
Combustion generated aerodynamic noise, considering
sound radiation from open turbulent flames,
spectral content, power output and origin
[AIAA PAPER 71-735] p0443 &71-30780
Noise measurement data on various types of blown
flap configurations for STOL aircraft, discussing
integration effects between jet and flap assembly
[AIAA PAPER 71-745] p0443 471-30785
Jet noise reduction by foam injection, developing
mathematical model for foam behavior in sound
field
[AIAA PAPER 71-734] p0480 A71-31327
Computational technique for acoustic field of jet
aerodynamic noise, using Lighthill theory for
spectral calculations
[AIAA PAPER 71-583] p0485 471-31571
Analytical predictions of supersonic jet noise,
considering acoustic intensity, directivity,
refraction, convection and peak Strouhal number
[AIAA PAPER 71-584] p0485 471-31572
4irfoils broadband noise generation mechanism in
turbulent flow in anechoic chamber
[AIAA PAPER 71-587] p0485 A71-31573
Aircraft noise in-flight measurement and analysis,
including engine parameters, synchronous
recordings, flight paths and coded analog bands
p0489 471-31884
Noise research facility for fan and multistage
compressor sound radiation, discussing anechoic
chamber, power drive, test control, recording and
real time analysis system
p0503 471-33418
Subsonic turbulent jets acoustic emission,
calculating noise intensity in far field for
various Hach numbers
p0533 A71-34213
Noise generation due to inlet free stream turbulence
incident on isolated stators and rotors, using
flat plate cascade blade row model
p0559 471-36498
Jet turbulence orderly structure enhancement,
control and relation to noise, studying response
to periodic surging of frequency and amplitude
p0606 471-38204
Review of September 1970 aerodynamic noise symposium
covering jet and helicopter rotor noise, nonlinear
acoustics and diffraction theory
p0606 A71-38205
Discrete frequency sound radiation from rotating
periodic sources covering rotor blade noise in
near field and from disk loading asymmetries
p0609 A71-38466
Propeller vortex noise analysis by on-line 1/3
octave band resolution, discussing characteristic
results from noise measurements on various
propeller configurations
p0659 A71-40868
Aerodynamic combustion noise generation from
premized or diffusion open turbulent flames, using
fluid mechanics and Lighthill method
p0694 471-43448
Airspeed contribution to noise level within fixed
and rotary wing aircraft
[AD-711359] p0042 N71-10705
Experimentally determined aerodynamic noise
environment analysis for three nose-cylinder
configurations
[NASA-CR-102933] p0104 N71-12210
Aerodynamic broadband noise mechanism applicable to
axial compressors
[N4S4-CR-1743] p0244 N71-17958
Investigation of generation of sound by jet of air
at high subsonic velocity issuing from slot nozzle
and passing over riqid, flat plate of finite
dimensions
[RAE-LIB-THANS-1460] p0333 N71-21226
Proceedings and recommendations of conference on
sonic booms
[IGIA-17/4.8] p0372 N71-21976
Aerodynamic sound production and method of matched
asymptotic expansions
p0382 N71-22467
Aerodynamic characteristics of near wakes produced
by periodic vortex shedding from airfoils
[AD-718893] p0391 N71-23245
Analytic functions and fluid mechanics for noise
propagation in supersonic jet exhaust flow
[NASA-CR-1848] p0514 N71-27028
Chord and rotary wing span differential pressure
distribution effects on high frequency aerodynamic
noise propagation from helicopters
[AD-721661] p0528 S71-28507
Relation of Eulerian and Lagrangian structure of
pseudosound pressure and velocity fields in
turbulent shear flow to aerodynamic noise
generation
[NASA-CB-119359] p0589 N71-31211
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
Systems analysis application to stability of
aerodynamic cross coupling in flight vehicle
motions with steady sideslip, using feedback and
root locus techniques
p0028 471-12687
Plane and wedge shaped airfoil profiles of variable
thickness, deriving stability in bilateral
supersonic air flow
p0081 A71-14365
Axisymmetric body rapid rotation under center of
gravity velocity vector conditions, solving for
plane gliding motion stability in air
p0185 A71-19354
Nonlinear aerodynamic moment system for
nonaxisymmetric bodies free flight motion
analysis, taking into account interactions
excluded in classical treatment
[AI44 P4PER 71-275] p0219 471-22000
Vortex breakdown on slender sharp edged and modified
delta winqs with varying sweep angles investigated
in wind tunnel using schlieren system for flow
visualization
[AIAA PAPER 69-778] p0221 A71-22028
Spring supported circular cylinder stability in wake
flow of similar cylinder at various spacings using.
quasi-static aerodynamic derivatives and flutter
theory
p0269 A71-22942
Soviet book on aircraft preliminary design
specifications as function of performance,
aerodynamic and structural parameters, discussing
tradeoffs in operational reguirements for specific
configurations
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p0281 A71-24012
Stability analysis and design optimization with
dynamics and aeroelastics constraints for
helicopter rotor blade minimum Height with bending
torsion flutter and favorable frequency placements
[AIAA PAPER 71-388] p0344 A71-25352
Hypersonic wakes of two dimensional slender wedges
and flat plate, testing stability in transition
region in wind tunnel
p0366 A71-27561
Army rotorcraft performance data, discussing
hovering and forward flight performance out of
ground and level flight power reguirements and
drag and compressibility effects
[AHS PBEPBINT 500] p0448 A71-31076
Forward flight performance of coaxial rigid rotor in
NASA wind tunnel, comparing to aerodynamic
stability with conventional rotors
[AHS PREPRINT 521] p0450 A71-31090
Cylindrical membrane aeroelastic stability and
flutter analysis at high supersonic or low
hypersonic Hach numbers
p0091 A71-32019
Aeroelastic stability of flat plates and shells,
considering panel flutter
p0499 A71-32987
Investigation of engine-exhaust-airframe
interference on cruise vehicle at Bach 6
[NASA-TN-D-6060] p0161 N71-14635
Flight test methods for determining aircraft dynamic
stability
[AGAHD-B-573-70] p0173 N71-16039
Resonance instability of finned bodies with
nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics
[AD-715110] p0241 N71-17733
Compressible circular jet instabilities with respect
to spatially growing disturbances
[DLR-FB-70-51J p0251 N71-18471
Turbulence characteristics affecting aerodynamic
stability over heterogeneous terrain
[AD-716361] p0311 N71-19603
Estimated aerodynamics of all-body hypersonic
aircraft configurations
[NASA-TM-X-2091] p0312 N71-19706
Aerodynamic stability of supersonic free flight
model from static and dynamic subsonic and
supersonic wind tunnel tests
[NAL-TB-210] p0313 N71-19749
Stability and response characteristics of directly
controlled rigid rotors at high advance ratios and
correlation of mathematical model with wind tunnel
test data
[NASA-CR-114290J p0326 N71-20421
Aerodynamically stable meteorological balloon using
surface roughness effect
[NASA-CASE-XHF-04163] p0387 N71-23007
Flaps and leading edge modifications for improved
aerodynamic control stability of military aircraft
p0395 N71-23422
Least sgnares method and iteration technique for
obtaining aerodynamic stability derivatives
p0463 N71-24703
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta wing space
shuttle configurations
p0473 N71-26062
Pressure sensor network for measuring liguid dynamic
response in flight including fuel tank
acceleration, liguid slosh amplitude, and fuel
depth monitoring
[NASA-CASE-XLA-05541] p0475 N71-26387
Approximation method for turbulence effects on
aircraft aerodynamic stability with B-52 examples
p0516 N71-27320
Linear formulation of aeroelastic stability of plane
sandwich-type structures placed in current of
supersonic gas
[NASA-TT-F-13778] p0630 N71-32452
Dynamic stability of jet transport configuration
with high thrust-weight ratio and externally blown
jet flap
[NASA-TN-D-6440] p0681 N71-35213
Principles of helicopter flight including flight
stability
[AD-726841] p0710 N71-36429
AEBODTHABIC STALLING
DC-10 flight test program, discussing handling,
takeoff and landing, and flutter, stall and
stability characteristics
p0184 A71-19085
DSAF F-4E Stall/Near Stall Investigation, discussing
testing reguirements, fighter aircraft
improvement, spin avoidance and high angle of
attack limitations
p0184 A71-19095
Rotor -blade stall induced helicopter control loads,
combining unsteady aerodynamics with aeroelastic
rotor analysis
[ABS PREPRINT 513] p0449 A71-31084
Helicopter rotor stall characteristics,
investigating blade flexibility, unsteady
aerodynamics and variable inflow effects
[AHS PREPRINT 520] p0449 A71-31086
Retreating blade stall experiments on model
helicopter rotor, considering series of pressure
distribution and boundary layer events
[AHS PREPRINT 521] p0449 A71-31087
Aircraft angle of attack limiter parameters,
describing automatic warning system for impending
stall
p0505 A71-33621
F-4E stall/spin development and flight tests-,
relating mass distribution and angle of attack
aerodynamic design
[AIAA PAPER 71-772] p0506 A71-34008
Delayed bubble movement on airfoil during helicopter
stall
[AD-711540] p0045 N71-11005
Feasibility of using fixed simulator to determine
stall and spin characteristics of fighter aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6117] p0325 N71-20292
High lift and boundary layer separation behavior of
sweptback wing airfoil profile noting trailing and
leading edge stall pattern
[ARC-B/M-3648] p0458 N71-24488
Unsteady airfoil stall characteristics using static
data input for predicting stall flutter boundaries
of space shuttle wing
[NASA-CB-111906] p0565 N71-29221
Analytical investigation of effects of blade
flexibility, unsteady aerodynamics, and variable
inflow on helicopter rotor stall characteristics
[NASA-CR-1769] p0707 N71-36404
AEBODTNAHIC VEHICLES
D AIRCRAFT
AERODIHABICS
NT AEROTHERHODINAHICS
NT HYPEHSONICS
NT ROTOB AERODYNAMICS
Unsteady flow theory, describing milestone
experiments in aerodynamics
p0003 A71-10266
Low altitude slow aerodynamics, discussing earth
surface wind modeling, powered-lift flight
efficiency and animal flight
p0009 A71-10818
Aerodynamic theory of pressure field induced on
lifting surface by isotropic atmospheric
turbulence, considering transfer function of
Concorde aircraft
[ICAS PAPEB 70-30] p0012 A71-11019
German book on Goettingen Aerodynamic Besearch
Institute /1945-1969/
p0015 A71-11406
Spacecraft reentry aerodynamics regarding hypersonic
high altitude lifting bodies, shock wave and flow
field, heat, mass and energy transfer, etc-
[ICAS PAPER 70-01] p0018 A71-11686
Aircraft flight aerodynamics from accident
prevention viewpoint, discussing angle of attack,
turbulence effects, weather factors, etc
p0062 A71-13017
Papers on aeronautical sciences. Volume 10, covering
thermoelasticity, boundary layers with injection,
supersonic wings and aircraft aerodynamics, tunnel
ionization in wakes and fluidics
pOOSit A71-13126
Internal aerodynamics /turbomachinery/ - Conference,
Cambridge University, England, July 1967
p0074 A71-13823
Banned space vehicle unsteady aerodynamics,
considering flow separation, vortex interference,
shock and stall flutter problems in space shuttle
design
p0089 A71-15337
Aerodynamics of wing immersed in propeller
slipstreams, presenting calculation meth'od for
lift, drag, pitching moment, normal force
distribution and wake characteristics
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fD6LB-70-057J p0129 471-15917
ONEBA hypersonic wind tunnels used for ballistic and
aerodynamic research kinetic heating problems and
control surface efficiency
[OSEBA-TP-877] p0147 A71-18025
German yearbook on air and space flight covering
mechanics, control, aerodynamics and test
facilities
P01U7 A71-18044
Inverse boundary value problems in
hydroaeromechanics, involving profile construction
from given velocity or pressure distribution and
supersonic flov boundaries determination
P0197 A71-20078
Hater vapor condensation effects on methane-air
combustion gases for aerodynamic test medium
[AliA PAPEB 71-258] p0217 A71-21986
Aerodynamic effects of bluntness on slender cones in
free flight tests at Hach 17
[AIAA PAPEB 70-5511] p026<4 A71-22090
French book on hypersonic aerodynamics covering
aerothermochemistry, flow equations, heat
transfer, etc
P0265 A71-22278
Symmetrical airfoil in stratified fluid flow
determining camber and incidence effects
P0291 471-24589
Cascade and single stage rotating rig data
comparison with aerodynamic predictions based on
intrablade analysis, including .wall boundary layer
model
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-13] p03U9 A71-25959
High temperature aerodynamics with electromagnetic
radiation, considering thermally radiating shock
layers, electric arc driven wind tunnels and gas
dynamic lasers
P0361 A71-27277
Three dimensional incompressible flow about slender
foil in perfect fluid, stressing vortex field
effect
P0361 A71-27477
Soviet book on experimental aerodynamics covering
wind tunnels, shock tubes, liquid and gas physical
properties, flow parameter measurement equipment,
etc
pOU22 A71-29524
Coriolis coupled bending vibrations of hingeless
helicopter rotor blades, noting out-of-plane
component contribution to aerodynamic coupling
p0599 A71-37294
Soviet book on practical aerodynamics of aircraft
with turboprop engines covering piloting, forces
and moments, stability, controllability, takeoff,
landing, etc
p0609 A71-38534
Hiqh speed aerodynamic test facilities development
over past 25 years, discussing deficiencies and
improvements
p0664 A71-41984
Lifting line theory extension to low aspect ratio
vings, proposing formulation for Prandtl integral
equation
' p0669 A71-42288
Lov speed aerodynamics, detailing relevance tree
technological forecasting method of Canadian
science council national goals list
p0670 A71-42766
V/stol aircraft lift fan aerodynamics, discussing
optimum fan pressure ratios, augmentation ratio,
noise constraints, wing loading and fan
con figurat ions
rAIAA PAPER 71-981] p0700 A71-44577
Measurements of hypersonic, rarefied flow field of
disk
fAD-7106111] p0040 M71-10461
Aerodynamic and structural aspects of all-flexible
parawings
[NASA-CB-1674] p0120 N71-13404
Subject and author index on aeroelasticity documents
[AGABD-B-578-711 p0236 N71-17432
Aerodynamics and applications of lift augmentation
devices - A6ABD lecture series
tAGABD-LS-43-71] p0318 N71-20051
Aerodynamic effects of mechanical high lift devices
on conventional airfoils
p0318 N71-20052
Aerodynamics of pneumatic high lift devices
p0318 N71-20053
Aerodynamics of variable sweep aircraft design
P0318 N71-20054
Aerodynamics of two dimensional flow on high lift
systems
p0320 H71-20067
lind tunnel investigation of helicopter directional
control in rearward flight in ground effect
[NASA-TN-D-6118] p0323 N71-20191
Measurement of macroscopic aerodynamic quantities in
plasma jets produced by electrothermal and hall
current accelerators
p0385 H71-22639
Aircraft development facility with wind tunnel
testing 'capability
[AD-719802] p0465 N71-25048
Critique of topics discussed at AGABD meeting on
aerodynamic interference
[AGABD-AB-34-71] p0592 N71-31459
Progress in aerodynamic research and aircraft design
in Ukraine from 1920 to 1930
[8ASA-TT-F-12878] p0628 H71-32185
Canadian national Science Council research in low
speed aerodynamics, machine learning, and
turbulent jet transducer
[DHE/NAE-1971(2) ] p07.28 N71-38626
National Science Council goals in low speed
aerodynamics - Canada
P0728 N71-38627
Summaries of air force research activities
[AD-727338] p0729 N71-38789
AEBOEllSriCHT
Dynamic aeroelastic calculations for aircraft, using
ground vibration test data
p0065 A71-13134
Plane sandwich plates in supersonic gas flow,
investigating aeroelastic stability, transverse
shear flexibility and axial loads
p0277 A71-23609
Nonlinear forced vibrations of aeroelastic plate in
two dimensional supersonic flow under harmonic
pressure near critical Hach number
p0292 A71-24643
Hind tunnel evaluation of analytical method for
predicting longitudinal stability and aerodynamic
characteristics of large flexible aircraft applied
to supersonic transport configuration
[AIAA PAPER 71-343] p0343 A71-25322
Stability analysis and design optimization with
dynamics and aeroelastics constraints for
helicopter rotor blade minimum weight with bending
torsion flutter and favorable frequency placements
[AIAA PAPEB 71-388] p0344 A71-25352
Aeroelastic aircraft self adjusting automatic
control systems, discussing elimination of elastic
oscillations caused noise from angular velocity
sensing circuits
p0357 A71-26718
Mechanical support system role in determination of
aeroelastic stability of leeward cylinder immersed
in wake using undamped flutter theory
p0445 A71-31021
Aeroelastic stability of flat plates and shells,
considering panel flutter
p0499 A71-32987
Jet engine thrust induced nonconservative effects in
aeroelastic analysis of vertical takeoff, using
cantilever beam torsion and bending differential
equations
p0499 A71-33019
Experimental and theoretical aeroelastic analysis of
Pokker F-28 T tail, using flutter model and flight
flutter tests
p0547 A71-35649
Application of aeroelastic constraints in structural
optimization of aircraft design
p0117 N71-13131
Panel flutter and divergence as structural
aeroelastic problems leading to fatigue failure
[NASA-CR-111821] p0120 N71-13405
Characteristics of flutter in thin plates, shells,
or membranes due to aerodynamic loading
p0123 B71-13610
Subject and author index on aeroelasticity documents
[AGARD-E-578-71] p0236 N71-17432
Determinine aerodynamic characteristics of
determining aerodynamic characteristics of large
aspect ratio
[AD-716509] p0310 N71-19559
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Optimal control of rotational and transversal
motions of flight vehicles based on torsional and
flexural deformations
[AD-716517] P0312 N71-19696
Optimization of aeroelastic constraints for aircraft
design using differential equation idealization
and finite element approximation
[NASA-CH-117198] p0322 N71-20139
Hydroelasticity, aeroelasticity, and dynamic
stability of bars, plates, shells, and beams of
various structural elements.
[AD-716938] p0330 N71-20811
Parameters contributing to aeroelastic problems in
thermal protection of space shuttle
P0461 N71-24661
Aeroelasticity and unsteady flow problems of
aircraft
p0463 N71-24706
Effects of aeroelasticity on static longitudinal
aerodynamic derivatives
p0463 N71-24707
Symposium on unsteady aerodynamic forces, loads, and
configurations for aeroelastic analysis of
interfering surfaces
[AGABD-CP-80-71-PT-2] p0567 N71-29338
Aeroelastic and flutter analysis for T tail of
Fokker P.28
p0568 N71-29344
Aircraft structure elasticity effects on control
lever deflection and control forces
p0587 N71-31065
Linear formulation of aeroelastic stability of plane
sandwich-type structures placed in current of
supersonic gas
rNASA-TT-P-13778] p0630 N71-32452
Examining model theory for static and dynamic
aeroelastic phenomena
p0647 N71-33805
Experimental aeroelastic analysis to determine
airworthiness of T-tail configuration of F-28
aircraft
p0673 K71-34002
AEBOGYEO BELICOPTEBS
0 XH-51 HELICOPTER
AEROLOGY
Synoptic aerological conditions for occurrence of
CAT, considering in-flight registrations and
observations under jet stream conditions over
north Atlantic
p0603 A71-37751
4EBOB5GNETISB
0 GEOMAGNETISM
AEBOHAGHETO PLDTTEB
D FLDTTER
AEKOSiDTlCAL EBG1HEBBIHG
Aeronautical projects development and planning in
European Economic Community,, discussing aerospace
industry organizational problems and role in
economy
p0018 471-11676
Papers on aeronautical sciences. Volume 10, covering
thermoelasticity, boundary layers with injection,
supersonic wings and aircraft aerodynamics, tunnel
ionization in wakes and fluidics
p006U 171-13126
Maritime and aeronautical technology - Conference,
Paris, Bay 1970
p0088 A71-15204
Ground based flight simulation as engineering aid in
aircraft design for evaluation of aircraft
dynamics, handling gualities and control system
characteristics over entire flight envelope
p0200 A71-20309
RASA reliability program provisions for aeronautical
and space system contractors, reviewing evolution
process
p0356 A71-26667
Air transport propulsion systems, discussing
aircraft operating economics with reference to
weight, size, powerplant efficiency, noise and air
pollution
p0365 A71-27542
Criteria for converting aeronautical project
operational targets into actual requirements and
technical specifications, emphasizing cost
effectiveness
p0444 A71-30824
Advanced technology for production of aerospace
engines - conference
[ AGiHD-CP-64-70] p0053 N71-11626
Foundary precision in domain of aeronautical
turbines
pOOSt H71-11638
Introduction of electrochemical machining in
aeronautical industry
p0055 N71-11647
Historical development, limits, and future trends in
rocket technology
\ HiSA-TT-F-13436] p0109 H71-12116
Panel flutter and divergence as structural
aeroelastic problems leading to fatigue failure
CNASA-CR-111821] p0120 N71-13405
Summary of aeronautical research, and wind tunnels
p0401 N71-23931
Scientific results from ESRO satellites and from
sounding rocket campaign including aeronautical
fields, management planning, satellite
development, and telecommunication - 1969 report
p0456 N71-24447
Tropospheric and ionospheric absorption at'VHP for
North Atlantic aeronautical satellite system
[NASA-TB-X-65507J p0464 N71-24914
Test facilities on structural engineering at FFA,
Sweden
[FFA-BEMO-61] p0569 N71-29378
Problem of wind gust absorption by aircraft
structures, and flight tests of prototype H-100
rNASA-TT-P-13754] p0586 N71-30848
Critigue of topics discussed at AGARD meeting on
aerodynamic interference
[AGARD-AB-31-71] p0592 N71-31459
Annotated bibliography of aeronautical and
mechanical engineering and test reports - Jan.
1971
p0648 N71-33948
Thermally resistant polymers for fuel tank sealants
of advanced high speed aircraft
[NASA-CB-119940] p0686 N71-35546
AEBONADTICS
Papers on aeronautics covering propulsion, power
generation, computer utilization, man machine
interaction, pilot training, hovercraft, avionics,
etc
p0026 A71-12609
Papers on aerospace sciences covering dynamic
aeroelasticity, turbulence and shock wave
interaction
p006S A71-13133
Worldwide aeronautical charts maintenance for weapon
systems support, discussing data sources
p0208 A71-21254
Aviation and astronautics - Conference, Tel Aviv and
Haifa, Barch 1971
p0339 A71-25145
Socioeconomic changes in aeronautics, discussing
faster long range aircraft, airport access
problems, technological advances, short haul
transportation and industry/government relations
p0367 A71-27601
Holography applications in aeronautics and
astronautics, discussing advantages of three
dimensional information in aircraft navigation,
space missions and astronomic experiments
p0495 A71-32S28
Aeronautics future, discussing aircraft noise
reduction, computer techniques and aircraft design
p0668 A71-42237
Proposed objectives of aeronautical and space
research
p0180 N71-16858
Application of spacecraft technology to aircraft for
improvement in systems, materials, and performance
[NASi-TH-X-67073] p0381 N71-22394
History of development of aviation and astronautics
in DSSR
[HASA-TT-F-13142] p0465 N71-25024
Survey of very high and ultrahigh frequency
utilization in OS aeronautics for communication
satellite frequency assignment
[NASA-IB-X-65527] p0471 N71-25920
Evaluation of air traffic control parameters and
relationship to future of aeronautics
[HASA-CB-1833] p0675 H71-3U025
AEBOPHISICS
0 ATBOSPHEBIC PHTSICS
AEHOSOLS
HI FOG
AEROSPACE ESGIHEEBING SUBJECT INDEX
Combustion of large magnesium particles during
pressure change in ambient medium within range
from 100 to 760 Dm Hg
[NASA-TT-F-13503] p0327 N71-20531
AEBOSFACE ENGINEERING
NT AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Aerospace engine starting systems military and
industry specifications and standards, considering
cartridge pneumatic, electric, gas turbine,
hydraulic and mechanical types
p0001 471-10103
High strength polyimide resin composites, discussing
commerical and aerospace applications, chemistry,
void content, volatiles and moisture absorption
p0024 A71-12487
Aircraft and environment - Conference, New York,
February 1971, Part 1
p0213 A71-21811
Pulsed laser holographic applications to aerospace
components nondestructive testing, inspecting
electron beam welds and internal structural flaws
fASME PAPER 71-61-714] p0352 A71-25988
Aerospace materials - Conference, Anaheim,
California, April 1971
pOU23 A71-29633
Diffusion bonding as economical fabrication process
for aerospace applications involving Ti alloys,
emphasizing mechanical properties and structural
reliability improvement
[SHE PAPER AD-71-215] p0560 A71-36661
Carbon fiber reinforced plastics, considering
aerospace and medical applications
p0658 471-40702
History of DSSH aviation industry, aircraft design,
and air transportation
[NASA-TT-F-627] p0162 N71-14734
Mathematical programming technigues applied to
aerospace structural design - algorithmic tools,
applications, and literature review
(AGARD-AG-149-71] p0322 N71-20128
Basic concepts of mathematical programming applied
to structural design of aerospace vehicles
P0322 N71-20129
Analysis of solid rotors used in high speed
induction motors for aerospace applications
p0371 N71-21898
Canadian research on aerospace sciences and
engineering, gas and plasma dynamics, and related
topics
p0383 1171-22515
Properties and selective applications of high
strength steels, aluminum and titanium alloys,
polymeric materials, ceramic materials, and
composite materials in aerospace engineering
[AG4HD-LS-51-71] p0514 N71-27038
AEROSPACE ENVIROHBENTS
SAE/DOT conference on aircraft and environments
covering noise pollution, airport noise, sonic
booms, regulatory/legal aspects and air pollution
[AIAA PAPER 71-729] p0443 A71-30776
Internal loads and stresses caused by space vehicle
vibration resulting from induced or natural
environments
[NASA-SP-8050] p0260 N71-19281
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
NT AIRCRAFT INDDSTHY
Aeronautical projects development and planning in
European Economic Community, discussing aerospace
industry organizational problems and role in
economy
p0018 A71-11676
Instrumentation in aerospace industry - Conference,
Las Vegas, Hay 1971
p0432 A71-30309
Commercial air transportation industry trends and
optimal planning regnirements, discussing airline
economic viability, industry regulation, public
service and environmental compatibility
[AIAA PAPER 71-1022] p0701 A71-44600
Manufacturing technology and production engineering
methods in aerospace industry
p0054 N71-11627
Hodern welding methods in aircraft and aerospace
industry
p0055 N71-11650
Policies for participation of French aerospace
industry in space programs
p0058 N71-12069
European aerospace and electronic eguipment
industrial cooperation for air traffic control and
communication satellites
P0230 N71-17181
Soviet aviation R and D structure and management
[AD-716410] P0313 N71-19769
Economic appraisal of British aerospace industry and
plans for future development
P0586 N71-30940
AEROSPACE HEDICINE
Medical rejection statistics of applicants for
BEA/BOAC pilot training, considering ophthalmic,
ear, nose, throat and general health condition
p0663 A71-11823
Noise associated with operation of C-9A /aeromedical
evacuation/ aircraft
[AD-715222] p02<48 N71-18269
Schedule of AGARD conferences for 1971, and
summaries of 1970 AGARD publications
[AGARD-BUL-71/1] p0259 N71-19114
Analysis of eguipment, crew training, and operations
involved in use of fixed wing aircraft for
aeromedical transportation
[FAA-AM-71-18] p0628 N71-32080
AEROSPACE SCIENCES
Papers on aerospace sciences covering dynamic
aeroelasticity, turbulence and shock wave
interaction
p0065 A71-13133
Papers on aerospace R and D covering wind tunnels,
film cooling, blast waves, flow acoustics, fog
dissipation, compound ceramics, etc
p0085 471-14976
Application of spacecraft technology to aircraft for
improvement in systems, materials, and performance
CNASA-TB-X-67073) p0381 N71-22394
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
Avionics subsystem design improvements for
aeronautical systems, considering standardization,
weight impact, environmental control,
maintainability and egnipment growth
p0181 A71-18829
NASA reliability program provisions for aeronautical
and space system contractors, reviewing evolution
process
p0356 A71-26667
Aerospace electronics - IEEE Conference, Dayton,
Ohio, Bay 1971
p0547 A71-35752
Mass loading effects on pyrotechnic shock
environment of aerospace systems
[NASA-CR-116019] p0260 N71-19250
Research and development in aerospace systems
including design and fabrication of 4-ft trisonic
wind tunnel
p0379 N71-22331
Consideration by NATO of transonic wind tunnel
reguirements to support evolution of aeronautical
and aerospace systems during next decade
[AGAHD-AH-35-71] p01)66 N71-25073
AEROSPACE VEHICLES
Strapdown inertial guidance and software
technologies for cosmic speed aerospace vehicles
and low speed air, marine and ground transport
p0089 A71-15301
Lightning stroke probability model for point
selection on aerospace vehicles
p0193 471-19928
Egnation error approach to parameter identification
in third order pitch plane dynamics for high
performance aerodynamically controlled aerospace
vehicle
P0356 A71-26418
Scheme of notation and nomenclature for aircraft
dynamics and aerodynamics
[ARC-B/M-3562-PT-1] p0638 N71-33027
AEROSPACEPLABES
Linear multichannel control systems for supersonic
aerospace vehicles orbiting in earth atmosphere
[AD-714796] p0241 N71-17717
AEROSTATS
D AIRSHIPS
AEROTBERBOCBEHISTBY
French book on hypersonic aerodynamics covering
aerotheroochemistry, flow equations, heat
transfer, etc
p0265 A71-22278
AEROTHERBODIHAMICS
Electric and magnetic cross field effects on
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aerodynamics and thermal regime of gas flame cone
CAD-712336] p0058 N71-12075
Combustion chemistry and mixing in supersonic flow
[AD-71IH09] p0180 N71-16886
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOI engine -
Fart 2, thermodynamic problems
p0319 N71-20062
Enthalpy and wall heat flux calculations for
stagnation region aft of blunt axisymmetric bodies
in hypersonic axial flow
CAD-717418] p037<l N71-22087
Combined free and forced laminar convective heat
transfer to nonNewtonian fluids flowing in
constant wall temperature vertical tubes and
controlling parameter analysis
p0387 H71-22702
Hind tunnel simulations of flow fields and
aerothermodynamics of space shuttle orbiters
pOU71 N71-26053
Air flow thermodynamics for low sonic boom design of
supersonic transport configuration
P0526 N71-28387
French research aerothermodynamic facility at
Hodane-Avrieux including wind tunnels and
auxiliary installations
[ONERA-NT-181] p0623 N71-31814
»FCS (CONTROL SYSTEH)
D AUTOMATIC FLIGHT COHTBOL
AFTEBBODIES
Turbulent base pressure on conical afterbodies in
supersonic axisymmetric flow, including initial
direction effect
[AIAA PAPEB 70-555] p0082 A71-14450
Slender bodies of revolution with cylindrical
afterbodies in subsonic wind tunnel, examining
vortex systems and aerodynamic forces
p0147 A71-18048
Transonic wind tunnel testing of air intake and
afterbody of double flux engine nacelle at high
subsonic Hach numbers and high Beynolds numbers
fONEBA-TP-943] p0554 A71-36021
Hozzle lateral spacing effect on drag and
performance of twin jet afterbody configurations
with convergent nozzles at Mach 0.6 to 2.2
[NASA-TH-X-2099] p0036 N71-10276
Aircraft afterbody and engine nozzle interferences
at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-66888] p0303 N71-19368
Afterburner-eguipped jet engine nacelle with slotted
configuration afterbody
[NASA-CASE-XLA-10450J p0334 N71-21<193
Transonic testing of double flux engine nacelles
with two separate models for air intake and
afterbody
[ONERA-TP-943] p0617 N71-33794
Thrust-minus-drag forces and pressure distributions
of closely spaced twin-jet afterbodies with
different inboard-outboard fairing and nozzle
shapes
[NASA-TM-X-2329] p0709 N71-36U12
AFTEBBDBHBBS
0 AFTERBURNING
AFTEBBDSNIHG
Concorde aircraft Olympus 593 two-spool turbojet
engine, discussing variable nozzle and intake
assembly, afterburner and control system
p0183 A71-19081
Afterburning turbofan engine thrust calculation by
gas generator method, using F-111A for comparison
tests
[AIA1 PAPEB 71-680] p01U1 A71-30744
Optimal gas temperature in bypass and turbojet
engines afterburners ensuring minimum fuel flow
rate dependence on thrust augmentation
pOSOU A71-33607
Performance characteristics of jet engines eguipped
with afterburner, discussing combustion, flame
stabilization, outlet nozzle regulation and
operational cost
p0543 171-35U39
Jet engines with afterburners, describing exhaust
nozzle control, takeoff and landing advantages and
thrust variations
p0659 A71-U0858
Gas dynamics of fan jets at various injection angles
[AD-714790] p0215 S71-18034
Two variations of gas generator method to calculate
thrust of afterburning turbofan engines installed
in F-111A aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6297] p038« 871-22611
Cooling, coking, construction, and structural
characteristics of jet fuel-cooled plug nozzle for
afterburning turbojet
t»ASl-TB-X-230tt] p0521 871-28128
Gaseous fission measurements from jet engine
afterburners over range of fuel-air ratios
CHASA-TH-X-2323] p0576 N71-30117
Afterburning flame stabilization in tnrbofan engines
[NASA-TT-F-13657] p0578 N71-30350
Exhaust emission from reciprocating aircraft
engines, and afterburning of exhaust gases on
contact with ambient air - air pollution study
[PB-197627] p0592 H71-31569
AGBICOLTDRAL AIRCEAFT
0 UTILITY AIRCRAFT
AGRICDLTDBE
Agricultural information and advisory service,
utilizing remote sensing, computer sciences,
research programs, educational involvement,
satellites and aircraft
p01<(9 A74-18408
Transavia Airtruk agricultural aircraft, discussing
efficiency, work capacity, economics,
configuration and performance
p0208 A71-21224
Total fatigue damage estimates from ground and
flight loads on fixed-wing light aircraft
subjected to agricultural operations
[LTH-ST.422] p0106 N71-12233
AILEBOHS
Critical flutter of wing with rigid aileron studied
by analog computer modeling
p0007 A71-10606
Aircraft flaps and ailerons actuators electronic fly
by wire control as alternative to mechanical
linkages for maneuverability and reliability in
flight
p0009 A71-10825
Large variable sweep wing maneuver load relief
system with ailerons reducing resulting bending
moment at pivot
p0486 A71-31600
Device for controlling rotary potentiometer mounted
on aircraft steering wheel or aileron control
[HASA-CiSE-XAC-10019] pOUOO N71-23809
AIB
NT HIGH TEMPEBATDRE AIR
Air and jet fuel-air mixtures, calculating
temperature dependent laminar and turbulent heat
transfer parameters and transport properties
[ASME PAPEB 71-BT-41] p060<l A71-38002
Hypersonic two phase flow realized by air-water
mixtures
[BHVTDG-FBBT-70-1] p0219 N71-184U1
AIB BEABIHGS
0 GAS BEARINGS
AIB BBEATHIHG ESGIHES
NT BRISTOL-SIDDELEY OLYHPUS 593 ENGINE
NT DUCTED FAN ENGINES
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES
NT J-57 ENGINE
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT PULSEJET ENGINES
NT HAHJET ENGINES
NT SUPEBSONIC COMBUSTION BAHJET ENGINES
NT TURBOFAS ENGINES
NT TURBOJET ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
NT TUBBORAHJET ENGINES
Composite rocket cum hypersonic airbreathing
propulsion reducing space exploration program cost
P0209 A71-21301
Air breathing nuclear propulsion, considering
reactor safety in air cushion vehicles and
aircraft
pOU29 A71-29930
Space shuttle airbreathing propulsion systems
requirements and design studies, considering
cruise, landing, go-around and ferry capabilities
[AIAA PAPER 71-662] P04U1 A71-30731
Axisymmetric inlet design for turboramjet powered
hypersonic cruise vehicle, examining effects of
spillage and cowl drags on air flow
characteristics
P0509 A71-341U9
Wind tunnel tests of mixed compression axisymmetric
inlet system at Bach numbers 0.6 to 3.5
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CNASA-TN-D-6078] p0116 N71-13024
Flap and nacelle geoaetry effects on conical plug
nozzle performance at subsonic and supersonic
velocities
[NASA-TH-X-2086] p0125 N71-14019
Application and characteristics of cryogenic fuels
for air breathing gas turbine engines
P0309 H71-19463
Development of bearings, seals, and lubricants for
air breathing turbojet engines
p0309 1171-194611
Design requirements for air breathing aircraft
engines
[AD-716496] p0309 H71-19488
Requirements analysis of airbreathing gas turbine
eng-ines for shuttle vehicles
[NASA-TM-X-67806] p0399 N71-23764
Experimental investigation of large scale, two
dimensional, mixed compression inlet system
[NASA-TN-D-6392] p0513 871-26985
Configuration optimization and performance of air
breathing hypersonic cruise vehicles
[AD-721471] p0529 N71-28580
Future technology trends in air breathing propulsion
systems for aircrafts
[NASA-TH-X-67871] p0531 N71-28947
Design and development of air breathing engine
system for space shuttle vehicle
P0572 H71-29607
Performance tests of compressor seals and stator
pivot seals used with air breathing propulsion
systems - Part 2
[NAS4-CB-72887] p0716 N71-37373
AIR CARGO
NT AIE BAIL
Air cargo volume development trends, examining
worldwide airport terminal capacities and palette/
containerization systems modular design and
operation
p0294 471-24824
C-5A cargo box side wall deformations, examining
square plates center deflections with elastic
beams
P0297 471-24871
Cargo airship standard atmosphere operation modes,
discussing long range gas capacity and short range
applications for large compact loads
p0354 471-26309
Frankfurt terminal baggage conveyor system,
describing passenger capacity and luggage handling
eguipment
p0419 ',1-29312
Aircraft loading system consisting of onboard weight
and balance equipment and. fully mechanized cargo
pallet transfer, using computerized simulation
model for parametric evaluation
[SAKE PAPER 900] p0550 A71-35811
Exchange regulation of standardized container
loading units in air freight transportation
p0606 A71-38220
International airport planning, considering runways,
hangars, second level loading, cargo handling and
safety
p0614 A71-39388
International air cargo handling through runways,
terminals, parking and maintenance areas, noting
facilities planning
p0614 A71-39393
Air freight economics and growth forecast,
discussing rates, cost and technological aspects
p066!( A71-41840
Technology developments in rotor, drive, flight
controls and cargo handling systems of heavy lift
helicopter system, noting military and commercial
applications
[AIAA PAPER 71-994] p0704 A71-45296
Analysis of stresses and deflections in platforms
used for airdrop operations
[AD-711556] p0057 N71-11968
Airdrop impact load effect on complex structures
[AD-711555] p0127 N71-14163
Control problems in airline operations particularly
air cargo handling
p0128 N71-14430
Report of aircraft accident due to forward shift of
improperly secured cargo
[NTSB-A4R-71-6] p0259 K71-19041
Support systems planning for expanded passenger and
cargo traffic in civil aviation
p0381 H71-22390
Extension of New york Waterfront Commission to area
airports and establishment of security measures to
combat air cargo theft
[HEPT-91-1262] p0576 B71-30164
AIB CONDITIONING
Piper Cherokee aircraft air conditioning system,
discussing various operating principles, design
criteria, power drain, effects on aircraft
performance and weight, system serviceability and
control
[SAE PAPER 710391] p0286 471-24255
Cabin air conditioning for passenger aircraft noting
air purification and recirculation, odor control,
and pressurization requirements
[ARC-CP-1136] p0331 H71-20849
AIB CONDITIONING EQOIPBENT
Aircraft fuel and air conditioning systems vortex
valves and diodes, examining flow patterns into
and out of chambers
P0202 A71-20556
Performance of aircraft environmental control
systems under simulated tactical conditions
(AD-719101) p0457 N71-24461
AIB COOLING
High temperature tests of gas turbine engine with
transpiration air cooled blades, discussing blade
design, fabrication, ductility and oxidation
resistance
[ASBE PAPER 70-HA/GT-1] p0076 J71-14115
Turbocharged diesel engine precompressed inlet air
cooling by evaporation cooling, considering water
injection effects on centrifugal compressor
P0204 A71-20781
Air cooling methods for aircraft engine turbine
rotor blades, considering heat distribution in
rotor disk
P0481 A71-31461
Fan jet first stage turbine blade air cooling,
describing design, heat transfer data, efficiency
and temperature distribution
P0552 471-35904
Infrared and thermal evaluation of tactical aircraft
phased array radar antenna design with cooling air
distribution for steady state operating
temperature maintenance
p0652 471-40434
Mathematical model for calculating blade
temperatures in convective cooled gas turbines
p0232 H71-17375
Efficiency of air cooling blade design for Olympus
593 gas turbine engine
p0232 H71-17376
Heat transfer in air cooling and sweat cooling
technigues for high temperature gas turbine engine
components
P0233 N71-17383
Temperature field measurements within convection
cooled rotor blade of gas turbine engine
P0233 N71-17387
Air cooling systems for nozzle guide vanes of
aircraft gas turbines
p0235 N71-17396
Operational design criteria for gas turbine engines
p0235 N71-17402
Performance of stator with wire mesh shell blading
during cold air investigation of turbine with
transpiration cooled stator blades - Vol. 3
[NASA-TM-X-2166] p0239 1171-17590
Measurement of cooling air pressure changes through
stationary turbine disk and airflow distribution
within a blade at room temperature and pressures
from 28 to 100 psia
[HASA-TH-X-2171] p0387 N71-22680
4erodynamic and heat transfer performance of air
cooled nozzle cascade for high temperature turbine
[N4L-TB-231-PT-1] p0641 N71-33304
AIB CURRENTS
NT JET STRE4BS (BETEOROLOGT)
NT MERIDIONAL FLO»
NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
Aircraft wing tip vortex air motion measurements,
utilizing Doppler radar technigues
p0653 A71-40489
AIR CUSHION VEHICLES
U GROUND'EFFECT MACHINES
AIR DEFENSE
British Mediator program for joint civil/military
ATC .'system, discussing air defense relationships
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[C4SI PAPEE 72/16] p0602 A71-37603
AIB DOCTS
Influence coefficients for aircraft engine gas/air
ducts parameter deviations, using statistical
analysis
pOOSO A71-14257
Fan noise random propagation and sound power in
cylindrical air ducts from modal spectra and
pressure measurements
P0294 A71-24834
Absorbent materials for sound attenuation in
turboreactor ducts, examining flow velocity,
absorbent structure and cladding effects
P0436 A71-30518
Numerical solution of Fredholm equation for air duct
vortices of shrouded propeller with tip clearance
[DLR-FB-71-15] p0622 N71-31788
AIB FILTERS
VTOL aircraft engine air particle separator
development, examining airframe and engine design
p0096 A71-15433
AIB FLO!
NT AIH CURRENTS
NT JET STREAMS (HETEOBOLOGY)
NT HESIDIOKAL FLOB
NT VERTICAL AIR CDRBENTS
Flow separation and reattachment in confined jet
mixing of air with secondary flow in duct
[ASME PAPER 70-FE-B] p0072 A71-13703
Hypersonic viscous air flow past blunt bodies with
radiation, obtaining solution for Navier-Stokes
equations by finite difference scheme
P0076 A71-14062
Plane and wedge shaped airfoil profiles of variable
thickness, deriving stability in bilateral
supersonic air flow
p0081 A71-14365
Air flow turbulence effect on heat transfer and
boundary layer growth around flat plate,
aerodynamic profile and cylinder
p0099 A71-15U83
Pure impulse two stage turbocompressor, preventing
surge with automatic adjustment to air flow rate
p0136 A71-16798
Blunt cylinder with small thread in anomalous seeded
flow in hypersonic wind tunnels, observing
separated shock wave distortion
p0182 A71-1892U
Interaction between radiation from shock wave region
and oncoming cold air flow in hypersonic flow past
blunt body
p0189 A71-19730
Supersonic air flow pattern over rectangular
indentations on plane and axisynmetric surfaces,
examining static pressure and adiabatic
temperature distributions
p0190 A71-19744
Dissociating airflow over two dimensional blunt
body, determining laminar boundary layer chemical
reaction suppression effects on heat exchange
p0190 A71-19748
Stationary longitudinal turbulent flow of air with
equilibrium ionization and dissociation around
plate, calculating heat exchange and frictional
drag
p0217 A71-21922
Flutter analysis of rotating thin cylindrical shell
with oute'r surface exposed to inviscid helical air
flowfield
P0263 A71-22078
Unsteady inward and outward velocities of subsonic
radial air flow between two disks, using hot-wire
anemometer and cylindrical wave equation
P0281 A71-24000
'Air and carbon dioxide intensive injection effect on
turbulent boundary layer of subsonic channel air
flow
p0290 A71-24378
Hake flow behind two dimensional perforated plates
normal to air stream, measuring drag, shedding,
velocity and turbulence at Reynolds number
25,000-90,000
p0356 A71-26M9
Condenser microphones aerodynamically induced noise,
investigating acoustic pressure lower limit
dependence on air flow velocity and turbulence
p0359 A71-27063
Air flow about low aspect ratio delta wing at larqe
angles of attack, deriving lift coefficient
A71-28282
Air bypass behind compressor into variable area
exhaust nozzle, obtaining energy losses from gas
turbine jet engine indices
p0410 A71-28586
Flow direction effect on combined forced and free
convective heat transfer from cylinders to air
p0415 471-28985
Air flow past small aspect ratio thick-section wing
at small angles of attack, investigating vortex
system effect on flow characteristics in absence
of lift
pO«18 A71-29234
Separation control of two dimensional air flow with
turbulent boundary layer along circular
cylindrical wall by jets or suction
p0120 A71-29U33
Stratospheric air flow patterns and CAT measurements
onboard aircraft over and downwind of Western O.S.
mountain terrain
P0125 A71-29755
HF rake probes with high temperature integrated
sensor for inflight aircraft engine intake air
flow distortion measurements
p0433 A71-30321
Nulticomponent noneguilibrium air flow past
axisymmetric blunt body, calculating flow
distribution at various attack angles with time
dependent technique
[AIAA PAPER 71-595] p0185 A71-31575
Surface liquid film wave motion effect on air
supersonic turbulent boundary layer flow field,
discussing film thickness, heat transfer rates and
•all temperatures
[AIAA PAPER 71-623] p0195 A71-32544
Swirling flow in gas turbine engine combustion
chamber forward part, considering air flow
characteristics behind blade swirler
p0504 A71-33606
Slender body of revolution in supersonic and
subsonic air flow, calculating boundary conditions
with Lagrange formulation
p0660 A71-40963
Viscous slipstream flow downstream of triple shock
wave intersection in supersonic diffuser air flow,
using Pitot and static pressure probe measurements
p0660 A71-40981
Investigating air flow in noisy wind tunnels using
holograph'ic flow visualization' system
p0115 N71-12795
Heasurement of external and internal flow fields
during parachute inflation
[AD-713520] p0158 N71-14559
Air flow over roughness discontinuity
[AD-712113] p0168 N71-15465
Performance prediction for turbine blade film
cooling with injection through holes
(NASA-CR-116376] p0233 N71-17388
Impact cooling method for turbine rotor blades
p0235 N71-17397
Smooth double-slotted circular cylinder aerodynamic
force characteristics measured for circulation
control by slot suction
[NRC-11714] p0324 N71-20196
Cabin air conditioning for passenger aircraft noting
air purification and recirculation, odor control,
and pressurization requirements
[ARC-CP-1136] p0331 N71-20849
Air flow velocity, altitude, fuel-air ratio, fuel
flow velocity, and pressure effects on fuel
temperature before and after prevaporization in
ramjet engines
[NASA-TT-F-13605] p0402 N71-24053
Short-tera creep properties of OT-4 alloy in high
speed air flows under aerodynamic vibrations
[NASA-TT-F-13658] p0530 N71-28832
Internal aerodynamics design manual considering
internal air flow system effect on aircraft
performance including bibliography
[AD-723823] p0627 N71-32059
Aerodynanic design manual considering internal air
flow system effects on aircraft performance
[AD-723824] p0627 N71-32060
Characteristics of air motion with respect to ground
and analysis of dynamics of aircraft in turbulent
air
[KASA-TT-F-600] p0633 (171-32719
Visualized flow patterns of airflow in centrifugal
rotors with thin plate blading and with thick
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airfoil blades
fHE-238) p0708 N71-36110
AIB FREIGHT
0 &IR C4SGO
AIE IHLETS
D AIR INTAKES
AIB IHTAKES
ST ENGINE ISLETS
HT HYPERSONIC INLETS
NT SUPERSONIC ISLETS
Air temperature effects on internal combustion
engines intake process, using similarity theory
p0201 A71-20782
Air inlet for simulation of shock wave separated
flow in supersonic diffusers, deriving pressure
variation profile along free boundary
p0116 471-29175
Soundproofing of air inlets and fan exhausts with
reference to absorbent systems with resonant
cavities, technologies, environmental conditions
and material fatigue
pOU88 A71-31880
Transonic wind tunnel testing of air intake and
afterbody of double flux engine nacelle at high
subsonic Mach numbers and high Reynolds numbers
[ONEBA-TP-913] p0551 &71-36C21
Jet VTOL fighter-type model inlet-air temperature
rise analysis with various exhaust pressure ratios
and gas temperatures and surface wind velocities
for correlating parameters
[NASA-CR-111867J p0321 N71-20271
Blowing effect on static efficiency of two
dimensional air intakes with momentum infection in
boundary layer control form
[AHC-8/H-3656] p0515 N71-27119
Noise reduction in turbulent axisymmetric gas jet by
repeated air injection method applied to
supersonic transport aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-13667] p0522 H71-28222
Normal shock control systems for supersonic mixed
compression inlet using feedback loops
[NAS4-TN-D-6382] p0573 H71-29715
Transonic testing of double flux engine nacelles
with two separate models for air intake and
afterbody
[ONBBA-TP-913] p0617 N71-337911
AIB JETS
Sonic boom pressure signature laboratory scale
measurement after modification by traveling
through air jet turbulence, comparing with
statistical prediction
[AISA PAPER 71-618] p0183 A71-t.1517
Aerodynamic flame stabilization by secondary air
jets obliquely directed toward combustion chamber
main flow, comparing with mechanical devices
characteristics
p0197 471-32719
Symmetrical and unilateral sticking flow modesx of
nozzle air jets expelled into plane-parallel and
parabolic ducts
p0670 471-12681
Model of peripheral air jets in air cushion vehicles
hovering over water surface
[NT-27-1971] p0620 N71-31688
AIB HAIL
Air mail transportation by contract operations
pOOII N71-10816
AIB IAVIGATIOH
NT ALL-WEATHEB 4IS NAVIGATION
Han role in future navigation from SAC viewpoint,
considering relationships to mission and machine
p0006 A71-10502
Navigator role in Military Airlift Command /SIC/ as
navigator, weather analyst, fuel manager and
flight planner
p0006 471-10501
Airborne inertial and area navigation systems
performance reguirements proposed for U.S.
domestic airspace, including projection through
1995
p0007 A71-10508
.Time-synchronized approach control combining
aircraft precision navigation and guidance with
ATC eguipment
p0029 471-12891
Area navigation in commuter/air taxi operations
concerning airborne eguipment, airport utilization
and CTOL, STOt and VTOL aircraft
p0085 A71-11650
Soviet book on aviation automation covering
automatic control systems in piston, turbojet and
turboprop engines, navigation, air temperature and
pressure
P0089 471-15223
Navigation and traffic control of VTOL commercial
transport aircraft, discussing noise, G forces,
turbulent wakes, approach profiles and v-ports
p0096 471-15129
Omega for aircraft navigation and traffic control,
discussing reliability, resolution and prediction
errors
p0116 471-17921
Communications, navigation and surveillance for
aircraft and marine vessels in North 4tlantic
region, discussing baseline traffic control model
P0181 471-18808
4ircraft final approach and landing aids, describing
ILS, VHF omnidirectional radio range, distance
measuring eguipment and satellite systems for air
navigation
P0182 471-19011
Human role in Aerospace Defense Command navigation,
discussing Airborne warning And Control System and
navigational aspects of ADC mission
p0201 A71-20316
Automatic Carrier Landing System with linear
adaptive aircraft Navigation Computer,
investigating effectiveness in reducing system
errors due to nonlinearities and noise effects
P0202 471-20105
Aircraft radio compass navigation errors due to loop
antenna inclinations during maneuvering
p0205 471-20787
VOB/DME ground station oriented aircraft area
navigation horizontal guidance capability,
discussing digital input/output flight control
p0207 471-21166
Commercial V/STOL aircraft area navigation system
reguirements, discussing airborne computer, flight
plan data storage and control subsystems and
horizontal orientation display
p0283 471-21150
Area navigation facility, discussing control and
display and navigation standards
p0358 471-26879
Airport geodetic control stations, discussing
obstruction charting program
p0365 471-27537
Onboard area navigation systems in ATC environment,
discussing route structure and flight instruments
[SAE P4PER 710155] pOlOB 471-28332
Area navigation system based on radio aids by
airborne receivers and sensors for aircraft
movement improvement, noting advantages of pilot
displays
[SAE PAPER 710157] p0138 A71-30533
Inertial navigation systems improvements for
commercial air transportation, noting digital
computer program revision and increased functional
capability
[SAE PAPER 710158] p0138 A71-30531
Combined inertial and instrument landing aircraft
navigation systems with reduced cross runway
position and velocity errors, using optimal linear
estimation
p0139 A71-30606
Air navigation techniques history, considering
radio, radar, loran Doppler and inertial
navigation
pOIIO A71-30712
Probabilistic methods for solving ATC and navigation
problems, considering stochastic processes theory
p0182 A71-31163
Concorde flight simulator at Toulouse, discussing
flight control system, air navigation and
certification
p0188 471-31881
Carousel IV inertial navigation system of Boeing 717
aircraft, discussing informational capabilities,
accuracy and reliability
p0509 471-31079
Electronically scanned cruciform slot-array aircraft
antenna for satellite controlled navigation aid,
discussing circularly polarized wave radiation
p0509 A71-31123
Navigation and communication satellites development
for civil aviation and shipping, examining
technical, organizational, operational and cost
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problems
p0533 171-34240
ATC system improvement, presenting data acquisition
upgrading and ground automation- aircraft
navigation systems interface
p0536 471-3461(1
precision area navigation system, considering
position and velocity continuous measurement in
three dimensional space, system components and
simulation program
p0536 A71-34616
Dioscures communication satellite system for air
traffic control and navigation, discussing
aircraft antenna beam electronic scanning by
computerized control
p0537 471-34681
4ir navigation, surveillance and traffic control
technology effects on land and airspace uses at
airports
p0542 471-35371
4TC system safety problems from user standpoint,
considering reguirements by pupil, test and
airline pilots and light, private, business, taxi
and military aircraft
p0542 A71-35372
ATC system improvement by area navigation,
discussing benefits in services, safety and cost
effectiveness
P0542 471-35373
Military and civil aircraft navigation systems
development, emphasizing self contained airborne
equipment
P0542 A71-35374
Airborne communications with AN/ARC-154 transceiver
in single radio, discussing extended frequency
coverage, multimode operation, navigation and
input/output provisions
p0548 471-35758
omega navigation application to general aviation
aircraft, presenting diurnal course shift to
overcome deficiencies
p0548 471-35767
4ir navigation and traffic control systems with
application to Western Europe and Atlantic area,
noting reguirements for ILS successor
p0553 471-35998
Satellite based position fixing data by ranging
techniques, discussing application to navigation
and ATC
p0558 A71-36493
Aircraft onboard equipment tests in air navigation
aid satellite project, estimating tracking random
errors
p0559 A71-36509
Navigational accuracy improvement by combining
VOR/DME information with airspeed and heading data
via maximum likelihood filter, using small
airborne computer
fAiAA PAPEH 71-928] P0597 A71-37174
Radio and radar air navigation for civil aviation,
discussing Doppler effect, inertia and satellite
systems
P0599 471-37344
Concorde aircraft navigation system comprising
triple inertial systems, dual VOB/DME, dual ILS
and dual ADF
fCASI PAPEH 72/9] p0601 A71-37599
Time and frequency synchronization for EROS airborne
collision avoidance system, considering impact on
aeronautical communication, navigation and
surveillance
[CASI PAPEB 72/17] p0602 471-37604 •
Aircraft lateral dynamics effect on positioning
accuracy along straight flight path, using Loran C
data
p0610 471-38864
One man Jaguar aircraft navigation, weapon aiming
system and pilot operational tasks, noting
inertial platform alignment, displays and target
attack modes
p0617 A71-39825
Avionics combined display system for area
navigation, discussing design, color map
projection, overlays, CBT unit and viewability
p0650 A71-40137
Satellite navigation system for aviation and marine
use, examining operational reguirements, economic
viability and technical solutions
p0662 A71-41509
Navigation role in airways systems development -
Conference, Saddle Brook, Nev Jersey, April 1971
p0666 471-42077
Combined inertial navigation and VOB/DME systems
contribution to area navigation accuracy and
efficiency
P0666 471-42080
Unaided, integrated and differential OMEGA radio
navigation configurations, comparing accuracy and
suitability for airvays system operations
p0667 A71-42082
Analytical model for air navigation and 4TC system
design, demonstrating system parameters effects on
lateral separation standards for parallel flight
lanes
P0667 471-42083
Navigation and surveillance interdependence in 4TC
p0667 471-42085
Air traffic control integrated communication,
navigation and identification system, discussing
design, economics, technology and flexibility
p0667 A71-42086
VOB/DHE air navigation equipment using Kalman-Bucy
filter and airborne air data system /ADS/
p0669 471-42289
Corporate aircraft operations in Latin America,
discussing communication and navigation, fuel,
paper work, food, vaccinations and weather
p0694 471-43391
Mobile LF air navigation AN/MEN-13 equipment,
operation and maintenance
p0696 A71-43878
Computerized solution of nonlinear differential
equations for'inertial navigation systems
CAD-717058] p0329 N71-20765
Bonte Carlo general purpose shielding computer
program in FOBTBAN 4 for IBH 7094 computer
CPHSI-TB-70-0301-1-VOL-1] p0379 N71-22379
Simulation, analysis, and recommendations for flight
profile of Concorde aircraft to predict and
achieve improvements in aircraft operation - Vol.
2
[PNSI-TB-70-0301-2-VOL-2] p0380 S71-22380
Bibliography on radar and radio navigation
[DLR-MITT-70-21] p0513 N71-26970
Evaluation of flight plan position information
display for ocean flying control
[FAA-NA-71-21] p0628 N71-32084
Operating instructions of Decca Hark 19 navigation
system
p0634 H71-32861
Synthesis of aircraft across track errors using
mathematical models with statistical parameters
CBEET-E/C-2] p0635 H71-32885
Operating instructions for Decca Hark 25 navigation
system
P0635 N71-32917
Navigational accuracy resulting from sidetone
signals relayed by two synchronous 41S-1 and 4TS-3
satellites and application to aircraft navigation
[N4S4-CB-121977] p0686 N71-35770
Development and testing of VHF omnirange transmitter
for aircraft azimuth guidance
CFAA-BD-71-65] p0687 H71-35779
Automatic computation of navigation coordinates
using analog and digital computers
[4D-726603] p0687 N71-35782
Aircraft takeoff, navigation, and landing aids,
aerodynamics characteristics, and crew rescue
equipment
(AD-727860] p0721 N71-37618
Airline view of air navigation problems
p0724 N71-37896
Air traffic control, communications, navigation,
frequency management, systems analysis, and
aircraft SBDS program developments
p0726 N71-38214
4IB PIBACI
Airline liability and insurance in relation to
aircraft hijacking, sabotage, etc
p0003 471-10359
Hijacking and acts of violence against civil
aircraft, concerning draft convention by legal
committee of International Civil Aviation
Organization
p0087 471-111997
Rumanian air law of 1953 and penal codes of 1969,
discussing statues concerning in flight committed
crimes against persons and property or air piracy
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p0142 471-17425
Air piracy /hijacking/ bibliography, considering
national and international lav, extradition,
punishment, prevention and safety ensurance for
passengers and crews
p0663 A71-41617
Senate hearings on Federal anti-skyjacking program
p0592 1171-31511
Air piracy resolutions presented to Congress and OS
and worldwide air piracy statistics
p0633 N71-32689
Convention for suppression of unlawful aircraft
seizure and article by article analysis
p0717 N71-37590
4IE POLLDTIOH
Gas turbines air pollution control, discussing
exhaust composition, combustion chamber design,
engine efficiency, etc
p0009 471-10820
Combustor design for minimum exhaust smoke emission
from aircraft gas turbine jet engines, considering
air' pollution
p0206 A71-20867
Commercial supersonic flight, investigating air
pollution and alleged climate and weather
modification effects due to principal exhaust
products
p0214 471-21821
Air pollution emissions at Heathrow Airport, London,'
from aircraft operations, heating installations
and road traffic
p0214 471-21823
Airport pollution dispersion modeling, simulating
effect on surrounding areas for abatement
strategies calculation
p0215 471-21821
National Air Pollution Control Administration
control of aircraft engine pollutant emissions
covering measurement, test instrumentation,
research, standards and regulations
p0216 471-21831
Aircraft engine smoke emission control, discussing
Bingelmann chart assessment for various commercial
jet aircraft and airport gaseous pollutants
p0216 471-21832
Air polluting nitric oxide and soot production by
jet aircraft, discussing mixing process and
atmospheric dispersion
fAIAA PAPER 70-115] p0366 471-27560
Kodular concept mathematical model for combustion
and pollution formation processes in jet engine
combustors, including turbulent mixing and
reaction kinetics
TAI44 PAPEE 71-711] p0112 471-30766
SAE/DOT conference on aircraft and environments
covering noise pollution, airport noise, sonic
booms, regulatory/legal aspects and air pollution
fAIAA PAPBF 71-729] f>0443 A71-30776
Aircraft anfi airports as air pollution sources,
stressir . industries understanding of applicable
control technology
p0492 A71-32243
Dispersal of jet aircraft exhaust emissions near
airports and of smoke trails in upper atmosphere,
assessing pollutant levels near large urban
airports
p0492 471-32241
Aircraft pollutant emission regulation, discussing
low smoke coubustors and fuel dumping problem
p0492 471-32246
Jet engines nitric oxide air pollutant emission
formation, developing gas turbine combustor models
TAIAA PAPER 71-712] p0493 471^32289
Turbine propulsion system smoking and exhaust gas
emission, discussing aircraft and automobile
pollution emission
p0615 471-39152
VTOL air system for automobile travel replacement
noting noise, cost, pollution and traffic
congestion reduction
p0669 471-12527
Operating variables effect on pollutant exhaust from
jet aircraft turbine engines, discussing combustor
design technigues for emissions reduction
P0695 471-43600
SST operation climatic impact assessment program,
considering carbon dioxide, water vapor,
contrails, particulates, nitrogen oxides and
carbon monoxide
p0703 471-44982
Bibliography on urban economics and planning
[AD-714500] p0180 S71-16874
Economic analysis of aeronautical E and D efforts in
US and aeronautical contributions to noise and air
pollution, including technology assessment and
data analysis technigues
[NASA-CR-1809] p0514 S71-27011
Control eguipment and engine development for air
pollution contiol from jet aircraft engine
emissions
p0591 H71-31403
Exhaust emission from reciprocating aircraft
engines, and afterburning of exhaust gases on
contact with ambient air - air pollution study
[PB-197627] p0592 N71-31569
Impact of jet aircraft emissions on air guality in
vicinity of Los Angeles International Airport
[PB-198699] p0621 N71-31779
Deficiencies in .combustion technology, and 5 year
research and development plan for air pollution
control by combustion process modification
CPB-198066] p0624 N71-31900
Operational methods for control of air pollution
emissions from aircraft turbine engine combustor
[HASA-T8-X-67887] p0631 N71-32484
Types of measurement, and solutions to air pollution
problems caused by transportation vehicles
[DHO-RBL69] p0686 N71-35485
Air pollution by gas turbine aircraft engines
p0689 H71-36387
AIB PURIFICATION
Cabin air conditioning for passenger aircraft noting
'air purification and recirculation, odor control,
and pressurization reguirements
[ABC-CP-1136] p0331 N71-20849
AIB T8AFFIC
V/STOL services integration into DK air traffic
system
p0070 A71-13567
Air transport development, examining capital
investment, traffic volume and facilities
P0079 471-14246
Large capacity aircraft reception and servicing
problems consideration for facilitating traffic
P0143 A71-17588
Airport adaptation to large capacity aircraft,
considering terminal installations,
infrastructures, runways, roads and traffic areas
P0143 471-17589
Drban transit and 4TC vehicle identification and
position determination system, considering surface
and airborne traffic real time information
communication
p0208 A71-21169
Jurisdiction of air traffic and space law, noting
applicability to start and landing phases of
spacecraft
P0272 471-23000
Supersonic transport air traffic meteorology,
considering high altitude and flight velocities,
applications technology satellites for lower
stratosphere thunderstorms, clear air turbulence,
etc
P0272 A71-23070
Motion sequential analysis of airways utilization,
using mathematical-statistical methods
p0360 A71-27143
Boissy-en-France airport, describing construction,
passenger handling, terminal facilities, traffic
volume and runway system
p0419 A71-29309
Book on air law and civil air policy covering
international regulation, air traffic market,
passenger and cargo services, etc
P0430 A71-29938
Long haul international air transport, analyzing
traffic growth rates
p0431 471-30161
Long term prospects of air traffic development in
competition with other modes, estimating VTOL
service demand
p0431 471-30164
Finnish air traffic law based on international civil
aviation convention, discussing regulations
relative to aircraft, personnel and airports
p0562 471-36919
Warsaw air traffic convection agreements as amended
at The Hague and Guatemala, presenting air
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transport regulations in present form
P0562 A71-36920
European air traffic employed in transportation of
tourists, considering European Airbus A-300B super
twin
p0598 A71-37273
Air traffic congestion and delay Monte Carlo digital
simulation in FORTRAN, exemplifying two- runway
airport operation under instrument flight rules
P0605 A71-38021
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel,
considering runway capacity and adjusted demand
P0606 A71-38028
Aircraft anticollision flashing lights, discussing
current practices within national and
international air traffic regulations regarding
flash frequency, color and light sources
p0661 A71-11U99
Canadian STOL program, discussing Quebec- Windsor
corridor passenger traffic
[AIAA PAPES 71-982] p0700 A71-11578
STOL aircraft system, discussing ground
installations, runways, three dimensional area
navigational aids, noise reduction, air traffic
and short haul productivity
[AIAA PAPER 71-983] p0700 A71-14579
Air traffic pattern prediction for 1980 peak summer
periods in London, England terminal area
p003H S71-10163
Analysis of airport travel demands at Lambert-St.
Louis Municipal Airport
[PB-192057] p0123 N71-13695
Survey of Huntsville pattern of commercial air
traffic
[NASA-CR-115880] p0169 N71-15553
Survey of rapid transit railway impact on airport
passenger traffic
[PB-195015] p0226 N71-16990
Tabulations for rapid transit system effect on
airport traffic
[PB-195019] p0226 H71-16991
Rapid transit railway effect on airport passenger
traffic
[PB-195016] pQ226 871-16992
Research and development aspects of air
transportation system for state of Texas
[PB-196933] p0336 N71-21628
Compilation of references on various aspects of air
transportation for Texas
[PB-196936] p0336 N71-21630
'Proceedings and recommendations of conference on
sonic booms
[I6IA-17/U.8] p0372 871-21976
Predicted civilian air travel increase and airport
use in Dnited States of America for 1980
(AD-720732] p0515 H71- 27155
Trends in air transportation and airline industry
operations from 1970 to 1980
p0592 N71-31512
Graphs and tables of aircraft traffic over North
America - 1966 through 1969
[RAE-LIB-TRA8S-1580] p0726 871-38210
AIB TRAFFIC COHTBOL i
NT 8ADAH APPROACH CONTROL
Traffic radar generated weather contours for air
traffic controller in helping aircraft avoid
thunderstorms
P0007 A71-10587
Air traffic control by satellite, discussing
CNES-SGAC and ESRO experiments within Dioscures
project test program
pOOOS A71-10718 -
ATC communication environment simulation via
mathematical model based on ATC statistics
p0011 A71-10979
ATC antonation, using conflict prediction algorithm
based on airspace assignment to aircraft entering
system
P0018 A71-11698
ATC system improvement by procedural changes, , ^~r -
applying probability concepts to flight safety
P0018 A71-11699 /
Helicopter operations integration into civil air
traffic systen, noting special requirements for
mixed fixed and rotary wing terminal environments
P0029 A71-12892
Haximuo throughput-rate capacity for runway and
final approach path airspace involving multiple
Ifr landings • / ._ •
P0029 A71-12893
Time-synchronized approach control combining
aircraft precision navigation and guidance with
ATC eguipment
p0029 A71-1289U
Intercity V/STOL aircraft transport system, solving
congestion problems through all weather
superiority, low noise level and separate ATC
p0070 A71-13571
Short haul STOL concepts including stolport
potentials, onboard avionics, vehicle
characteristics, tradeoffs and current
nonproductive flying due to traffic congestion
p0072 A71-13620
Spacecraft and aircraft automatic control man
machine interface, bionics and traffic control
systems
p0081 A71-11393
Statistical connection strategies for automatic
multiradar air traffic surveillance using track
computer
p0081 A71-11395
Navigation and traffic control of VTOL commercial
transport aircraft, discussing noise, G forces,
turbulent wakes, approach profiles and V-ports
p0096 A71-15129
Air traffic control using collision risk equations,
noting data handling automation, airborne
collision avoidance devices and geostationary
satellites
pOlOO A71-15616
Air traffic control radar separation by pulse
repetition frequency discrimination for double and
triple stagger configurations
p0133 A71-16317
General aviation safety and effectiveness
enhancement through electronic technology
applications, discussing airspace control system
based on beacon transponder, LF-VLF area
navigation and vertical radar
pOIII A71-17228
Omega for aircraft navigation and traffic control,
discussing reliability, resolution and prediction
.errors
p0116 A71-1792U
SAGE/Buic vs Kalman filters for aircraft tracking,
determining accuracy by radar model
[AIAA PAPER 71-58] p0152 A71-18517
Computer aided automatic fault data logging,
classification, analysis and reporting methods in
integrated ATC system
p0186 A71-19556
Three-phase time-ordered functional organization for
ground based collision avoidance, discussing
information flow, display capability and dynanic
simulation model
[AIAA PAPEB 71-210] p0188 A71-19716
System automation evolutionary process in terminal
Air Traffic Control environment
[AIAA PAPEB 71-212] p0188 A71-19717
ATC autoaated systems, discussing national Airspace
System En Route Stage A and Advanced Radar
Terminal System
[AIAA PAPEB 71-21K] p0188 A71-19719
Computer display channel for en route air traffic
control flexible real time data processing and
display subsystem
[AIAA PAPER 71-217] p0189 A71-19721
/ Associative digital processor with associative
/ memory for high speed ATC data processing,
' discussing design and operation
p0195 A71-19997
D.S. domestic ATC airspace enroute and terminal area
navigation system effects on pilot workload,
projecting future FAA requirements
P0201 A71-20347
Optimal air traffic control coordinating flow and
holding patterns of aircraft- landing in single
-: runway using linear-quadratic technique
P0209 A71-21335
A1C automation program for en route and terminal
centers, discussing combined nationwide systen
features, IFR Voluoe and video digitizer data
links
p0210 A71-21659
ATC systen analysis, discussing airport and airspace
utilization, area navigation, midair collisions
and traffic mix
P0266 A71-22170
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Air traffic controllers legal responsibility and
disciplinary procedure, considering clearances,
flight crew instructions and aircraft accidents
p0269 A71-22891
Eadar analog simulators for Polish air traffic
controllers training, describing optical and
electronic equipment
P0270 A71-22950
Aircraft industry ATC techniques and equipment
contribution to aircraft control and safety
P0270 A71-22951
ATC services training and operations methods adopted
by International Aeradio Ltd
p0270 A71-22952
ATC electronic automation systems development for
•air safety improvements
P0271 A71-22953
Digital simulator for training ATC officers,
considering authenticity and working and
geographical environments
p0271 A71-2295U
Secondary surveillance radar in ATC systems,
discussing advantages and implications for
controllers
p0271 A71-22955
Aircraft motion and traffic control at air corridors
intersections for minimum flight schedule
deviation under random disturbance due to weather,
using statistical simulation
p0283 A71-2U158
ATC station ground to air communication via VHP
tropospheric scatter, discussing high power radio
transmitters and low noise over the horizon
receivers combination
p028il A71-21175
ATC automation system design, considering
controllers decision time savings
p0288 A71-21271
Digital simulation facility for airborne collision
avoidance system effects on ATC terminal
automation, discussing operation, hardware and
software equipment
p0293 A71-2U774
ATC regulations considered for Concorde introduction
to passenger service, discussing landing and
takeoff characteristics
p03«0 A71-25232
Area navigation facility, discussing control and
display and navigation standards
p0358 A71-26879
Airport geodetic control stations, discussing
obstruction charting program
p0365 A71-27537
Hidair collisions analysis for civil-military
integated ATC air space, discussing near miss
volume, random heading aircraft density and pilots
evasive action vs avoidance percentages
p0367 A71-27599
Onboar'" area navigation systems in ATC environment,
discussing route structure and flight instruments
[SAE PAPER 710U55;) pOIOS A71-28332
Optimum functional integration and performance
requirements of navigation aids and ATC in
terminal area
[SAE PAPER 710H56J pOIOS A71-28333
Feasibility of VHP aeronautical satellite system
frequency sharing band used by ATC service,
employing spatial separation, antenna directivity
and frequency offset
p0112 A71-28873
En route turbojet aircraft flight speed control,
assessing impact on ATC procedures
pOU13 A71-2888I1
ATC radar display systems mapping techniques using
vectors and optical projections
pd»30 A71-30014
French ATC, discussing automatic coordinator
systems, computer utilization and flight plan data
processing
p0135 A71-30382
Maastricht Automatic Data Processing and Display ATC
system with digital computers for aiding
controllers in issuing instructions and making
decisions
p0435 A71-30383
ATS 1 and 3 satellite VHP transponders for ships and
aircraft location, communication and remote
sensing, discussing performance test results
pO««5 A71-30898
Aircraft phased arrays for L-band ATC satellite
system application, alleviating problems of power
budget and vulnerability to multipath and
interference
pOHU7 A71-310514
Probabilistic methods for solving ATC and navigation
problems, considering stochastic processes theory
pOt82 A71-31163
Associative processor for ATC with fast arithmetic
processing, equality search and input/ output
operations
p0182 .A71-31517
Three dimensional ATC radar supplying simultaneous
range, azimuth and elevation information for
indefinite number of targets by continuous
searching
pOH91 A71-32167
ATC data automation, discussing flight plant
processing system /FPPS/, radar data processing
system /BOPS/ and signal automatic control system
/SATCO/
pOU95 A71-32523
ATC satellites providing communications channels
between aircraft and ground control stations and
aircraft localization
pO«98 A71-32819
ATC system models, covering surface movement, runway
utilization, terminal areas and enroute traffic
p0535 A71-34523
ATC system improvement, presenting data acguisition
upgrading and ground automation- aircraft
navigation systems interface
p0536 A71-31611I
ATC avionics eguipment, discussing inertial area
navigation, autopilots, airborne data acguisition,
altitude reporting, collision avoidance, CAT,
satellite communications, etc
p0536 A71-31615
Time division multiplexing system for ATS,
discussing surveillance geostationary satellite
feasibility, delta modulation for data
transmission and aircraft equipment
p0537 A71-31680
Dioscures communication satellite system for air
traffic control and navigation, discussing
aircraft antenna beam electronic scanning by
computerized control
p0537 A71-31681
Queueing theory approach to communication satellite
network design, applying to ocean air traffic
control and worldwide military broadcast systems
P0539 A71-35106
Soviet book on air transportation covering ATC,
automatic landing and information display systems
p05UO A71-3519U
Air navigation, surveillance and traffic control
technology effects on land and airspace uses at
airports
p05i(2 A71-35371
ATC system safety problems from user standpoint,
considering reguirements by pupil, test and
airline pilots and light, private, business, taxi
and military aircraft
p05<t2 A71-35372
ATC system improvement by area navigation,
discussing benefits in services, safety and cost
effectiveness
p05i(2 A71-35373
Aircraft accident litigation related to wake
turbulence concerning pilot or air traffic
controller faults
p05U3 471-35387
Soviet book on radio control of various flight
vehicles covering closed loop synthesis, missile
guidance, spacecraft trajectory correction and air
traffic control
P0513 A71-35U03
Air navigation and traffic control systems with
application to iestern Europe and Atlantic area,
noting reguirements for ILS successor
p0553 A71-35998
Satellite based position fixing data by ranging
techniques, discussing application to navigation
and ATC
p0558 A71-36H93
ESRO part of joint ATC communication experiment for
L band satellite use, giving voice and data
transmission and distance measurement techniques
tests results
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p0559 A71-36510
Bit and scanning field synchronizations of time
multiplex for air traffic control
p0559 A71-36513
Computer-based aircraft tracking with aid of twin
radar air traffic control system, discussing
components and operation
p0562 A71-36993
Computerized automatic estimation techniques
application to real time aircraft tracking in ATC
system design
[AIAi PAPER 71-926] p0596 A71-37172
Aircraft position errors computation for ATC
mathematical surveillance models, estimating
collision risk
[AIAA PAPEB 71-927] p0597 A71-37173
Airborne traffic situation display for nse with
national airspace/automatic radar control terminal
system, using computer selected message, map and
heading data
[AIAA PAPEB 71-929] p0597 A71-37175
Airport system utilization, discussing aircraft
noise, ATC, STOL development, and passenger
handling capacity problems
rCASI PAPER 72/3] p0600 A71-3759K
Automation in third generation ATC requiring
distributed management and spacing functions
delegation to pilot
CCASI PAPEB 72/15] p0602 A71-37602
British Mediator program for joint civil/military
ATC system, discussing air defense relationships
[CASI PAPEB 72/16] p0602 A71-37603
Automatic ATC display systems, discussing electronic
flight progress strip for telemetry reproduction
P0607 A71-38300
Performance prediction model for electromagnetic
compatibility of ATC radar beacon system, testing
interrogator-transponder links along air route
p0608 A71-38135
Time sharing technigue application to RF
interference with ATC resulting from transmitting
and receiving antennas collocation
P0608 A71-38436
Convertible rotor transport aircraft, considering
ATC, mass transportation systems, safety, noise
and socio-economics
p0613 A71-39387
Air traffic control delays, airport airspace
congestion, flyover noise reduction and
performance requirements effect on airline
operations economics
p061U A71-39391
Central terminal rapid processing and high speed
7TOL aircraft effects on airport design, flight
time, cost and ATC
PC61U A71-39391
Fast time digital computer simulation model for
evaluation of man-machine interface /display/
problem of ATC system including personnel and
equipment
p0619 A71-H0112
Computerized touch display for ATC tasks compared to
conventional keyboard tabular display performance
p06"9 A71-4011K
ATC display devices with computer-derived
alphanumeric labels on radar screen, examining
feasibility and effectiveness
P0609 A71-U0118
ATC display device man-computer interaction faults
and delays effects on operator performance
p0650 A71-40119
Air traffic controller height and plan position
indicator composite picture display system design
and operation, combining functions of primary and
secondary surveillance radars
p0650 A71-10128
UK military and civil ATC coordination, discussing
Hediator plan for modernization of communication
and navigation equipment and techniques
p0662 A71-41519
National Aviation System stage A ATC displaying
digitized radar data positions together with
automatic track positions
p0663 A71-i)1631
Commercial ATC, considering VFR, flight control and
inertial navigation
p0666 A71-U2078
Analytical model for air navigation and ATC system
design, demonstrating system parameters effects on
lateral separation standards for parallel flight
lanes
p0667 A71-U2083
D.S. Army ATC cost-effective system developments for
high density low altitude helicopter tactical
operations to avoid enemy radar under near-all
weather conditions
p0667 A71-4208Q
Havigation and surveillance interdependence in A1C
p0667 A71-M2085
Air traffic control integrated communication,
navigation and identification system, discussing
design, economics, technology and flexibility
p0667 A71-42086
Aeronautical satellite systems program planning for
improved aircraft communications, ATC and o^her
air traffic services in airspace over oceanic
areas
p0668 A71-U2096
Mathematical models for computerized ATC automatic
aircraft flight tracking loqics without tracks
smoothing
p0669 A71-U2396
IBH 9020 multiprocessing computer application to
ATC, discussing control sectors for inflight
control at air route traffic control centers in
D.S.
p0696 A71-43888
Stochastic optimal control theory application to
airplane rescheduling model, obtaining dynamic
programming algorithm for optimal landing and
takeoff rules
p0697 A71-44101
Computer-aided decision algorithm for iTC problem in
near terminal area, emphasizing scheduling and
holding strategies
p0697 A71-44105
Supersonic transports and ATC, discussing taxiing,
takeoff, landing and terminal area operations
p0698 A71-4U352
Civil aviation research and development policy
review covering aircraft noise, congestion, ATC,
runway capacity and airport development problems
IAIAA PAPER 71-102U] j>070i A71-U4602
Experimental design of three dimensional air traffic
control radar tracking system
p003U N71-10164
National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center
history and programs
p0038 N71-10356
Evaluation of systems, procedures, and
instrumentation for air traffic control
[AD-711662] pOOU3 N71-10737
Computer programs and predictor displays for solving
air traffic control problems
[NASA-CB-111372] p0052 H71-11166
Project DIOSCUBES for global sea and air traffic
control using synchronous satellites for
qround-air-ground communications
p0056 N71-11768
Feasibility of satellite navigation system for
subsonic and supersonic air traffic control over
North Atlantic Ocean
p0113 N71-1259U
Cost analysis of joint NASA-European space program
involving navigation and communication satellites
for civil air traffic control
[ESBO-SP-61] p0115 1171-12756
Military air traffic report for calendar year 1969
in United States and overseas
[REPT-70-10] p0122 N71-13U18
Analysis of New York air transportation system and
recommended improvements
[PR-3] p0124 N71-13777
Digital radar data transmission system for nse in
air traffic control
p012« N71-13810
Design of digital moving target indicator for air
traffic control radar system
p0125 N71-13926
Statistical comparison of computer logics for
controlled radar trackinq of air traffic
p0125 N71-13935
Computerized radar plot extractor module for
automatic air traffic control
p0125 N7U13936
Investiqating computer program functions and test
procedures for failure analysis of HAS En Route
Stage A Bodel 1 System
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fFAA-NA-70-31] p0158 N71-14567
Capacity measurement methodology for air traffic
control system with long range objectives
[FAA-RD-70-70] p0163 N71-14835
Optimization technigues for aircraft multiple flight
paths
[AD-713136] p0168 B71-15392
Investigation of transponder reply fadeout in
vicinity of 0 Hare Airport, Chicago, Illinois
[FAA-RD-70-75] p0169 N71-15498
Methodology for evaluating capacity of air traffic
control systems
[FAA-RD-70-69] p0169 N71-15558
Description of Air Force tactical air control and
communications system
• [AD-714292] p0176 N71-16U92
European aerospace and electronic equipment
industrial cooperation for air traffic control and
communication satellites
p0230 N71-17181
'Proposed STOL operations in Northeast Corridor with
respect to air traffic control
p02«4 N71-17963
Systems analysis summary on New York metropolitan
area air traffic capacity
p0245 N71-18040
Surveying air traffic controller occupation and
development of performance objectives
p02U7 N71-18105
Establishing minimum operational reguirements for
airborne air traffic control transponder systems
CDO-144] p02U7 N71-18109
Survey of air traffic control radar beacon system
operational problems
p0247 N71-18116
System description of field test model of ABTS 2
modular alphanumeric nontracking ATC system
p0255 H71-18815
Traffic control system for supersonic transports
• using synchronous satellite for data relay between
vehicles and ground station
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10087-1] p0260 N71-19287
Design, construction, operation, and management of
military airports
[AD-716603] p0312 N71-19702
Cockpit display of automatic radar control systems
data
[AD-716425] p0315 N71-19848
Development of improved surveillance and
communication subsystems for automated air traffic
control system
fAD-716816] p0330 N71-20774
Aircraft safety and aircraft reliability, noting
pilot performance, landing approach and takeoff,
and clear air turbulence
p0377 N71-22197
Satellite applications to aircraft communications,
navigation, and surveillance over US including
synthesized satellite network and aircraft
eguipment for air traffic control
[NASA-CR-117760] p0379 B71-22339
Location/identification transmitter and eguipment
for use in satellite applications in aircraft
communication, navigation, and surveillance for DS
air traffic control
fSASA-CR-117759] p0379 K71-223UO
Market forecasts and traffic control technologies of
Boeing 747 aircraft and supersonic aircraft
operations
p0380 N71-22383
US cooperation with ESRO UHF satellite system
development for air traffic control in Europe
[HiSA-TT-F-13651] p0401 N71-23967
Terminal air traffic control facility for approach
systems tests
fAD-719104] p0457 B71-24451
Evaluation of dual input transponder with upper and
lower aircraft antennas as resolution for problems
with air traffic control radar beacon system
limitations
fFAA-NA-71-39] p0464 B71-24882
Tropospheric and ionospheric absorption at VHF for
North Atlantic aeronautical satellite system
[HASA-TM-X-655071 p0464 N71-24914
Satellite aided aircraft collision avoidance system
effective for large number of aircraft
fNAS&-CASE-ERC- 10090] pC464 N71-24948
General aviation traffic implied densities and
interaction fregaencies computed with model using
southern California to judge difficulty for naval
air traffic
[AD-719906] p0469 B71-25621
Improved surveillance and communication capability
of air traffic control
CAD-721463] p0530 H71-28685
Analysis of aircraft accidents and establishment of
rational, quantitative air traffic safety control
goals
[FAA-HD-71-36] p0566 N71-29309
Third order-two signal intermodulation products for
242 frequencies between 225 and 400 MHz as used in
FAA frequency assignment processes
[ECAC-PH-70-018] p0571 N71-29551
Third order-two signal intermodulation products for
360 frequencies between 118 and 136 MHz when 50
kHz channel spacing is used as in FAA frequency
assignment processes
[ECAC-PR-70-016] p0571 N71-29552
Third order-two signal intermodulation products
within 118-136 BHz band with 50 kHz spacing
[ECAC-PR-70-015] p0571 N71-29554
Fundamental characteristics of analog and digital
modulation used in ATC communication system
[ESSA-TH-ERL-ITS-232] p0571 N71-29555
Evaluation of airborne transponders used for air
traffic control facilities
[AD-723028] p0577 N71-30253
Holographic imagery for aviation and space flight
[JPRS-53420] p0579 N71-30361
Systems analysis approach to airport planning and
predicting terminal facility and aircraft demands
in year 2000 for air traffic control systems
[NASA-CR-119287] p0585 N71-30800
Systems maintenance program evaluation conducted in
central region of US
p0619 N71-31623
Mathematical simulation and queuing models for air
traffic control systems
[AD-721726] p0627 S71-32065
Evaluation of flight plan position information
display for ocean flying control
[PAA-NA-71-21] p0628 1171-32084
Analysis of two plans for assigning identity codes
to aircraft by digital computer simulation of pea>
IPR traffic conditions
CNBS-TN-568] p0631 N71-32456
NASA balloon-aircraft ranging, data and voice
experiment for determining best approach for usinc
ATS in air traffic control
[NASA-TM-X-65649] p0632 N71-32527
Coordination of traffic flow and holding patterns ol
aircraft landing on same runway
(NASA-CR-121466] p0646 N71-33747
Operational evaluation of capability of bright radai
microwave remoting system to provide useful radar
data in satellite control tower
[FAA-RD-71-48] p0646 N71-33788
Evaluation of air traffic control parameters and
relationship to future of aeronautics
[NASA-CR-1833] p0675 B71-34025
Summary of instrument flight rule off-airway routes
for commercial and military aviation in DS and
overseas areas
p0678 N71-34592
Development of analysis techniques for determining
causes for airport congestion and interaction of
various causes
[PAA-RD-71-55] p0684 B71-35393
Range and azimuth resolution characteristics and
aircraft separation measurment capability of rada
beacon-digitizer subsystem
[PAA-NA-71-16] p0715 N71-37038
Attitudes and motivational factors in job
performance of terminal area air traffic control
personnel
[PAA-AH-71-30] p0715 B71-37041
Airborne traffic situation display system for use
with radar control terminal system
[AD-727769] p0716 N71-37042
Alternate air traffic control co-channel separation
criteria based on probability-of-interference
considerations
[IST-101] p0721 H71-37712
Automatic data processing systems for air traffic
control, health services, operations research,
management planning, information systems, and
reading machines
p0722 N71-37742
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Compnterized real time data processing and display
system for air traffic control in airspace over
Belgium, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, and Germany
pC722 N71-377UU
Evaluation of design concept and operational
feasibility of 11-sided control tower cab
fFAA-SA-71-37] p0723 K71-37826
Effectiveness of control towers in reducing aircraft
accidents and approach time
P0726 B71-38213
Air traffic control, communications, navigation,
freguency management, systems analysis, and
aircraft SEDS program developments
p0726 H71-3821M
Performance evaluation of automatic flight progress
strip cutter and loader used in air traffic
control facility
[ACTEO-330] p0726 1171-38215
I TBABSPOBTATIOH
Economic contributions of U.S. domestic airline
industry in 1970s regarding air transportation
constraints and impact on short haul
f.AIAA PAPER 70-13091 pOOOS A71-10186
Boise redaction relationship to air transportation
progress, considering cost/technology balance,
quiet engine, research and development programs,
etc
p0009 A71-10819
Short haul air transportation in O.S., interagency
cooperation and federal involvement
[AIAA PAPEP. 70-12861 p0010 A71-10875
Airport system planning from environmental
viewpoint, discussing travel market, airport
accessibility, airspace utilization and control
and land use
pC017 A71-116U2
Short haul air transportation technological factors
for VIOL, STOL, CTOL and light aircraft,
considering operating costs, passenger service and
environment impact
[AIAA PAPER 70-1287] pC018 A71-11700
Air transportation reliability through turbojet
engine performance monitoring
p0023 A71-12368
Concorde role in air traffic market, discussing
operating costs and profit potential
P0029 A71-12746
Intercity V/STOL aircraft transport system, solving
congestion problems through all weather
superiority, low noise level and separate ATC
p0070 A71-13571
TOL systems for commercial short haul air
transportation, discussing large helicopters and
compound aircraft applications for system capacity
profitability and efficiency increases
p0071 A71-13575
'/STOL aircraft in civil air transportation,
discussing safety, reliability, maintainability
and propulsion system concepts
pOOTI A71-13576
ihort haul STOL aircraft transport system,
discussing neighborhood stolport ownership,
technical feasibility anfl economic, emotional,
ecological and sociological viability
P0071 A71-13618
ompound and VTOL aircraft and prototype compact
downtown V-ports for short haul air transportation
improvement and expansion
p0071 A71-13619
ir transport development, examining capital
investment, traffic volume and facilities
p0079 A71-11216
Iconomic trends of international air transport in
1970s
P0086 A71-1U991
erman monograph on socioeconomic evaluation of air
transportation systems for developing nations,
using cost-benefit analysis
p0088 A71-15125
trapdown inertial guidance and software
technologies for cosmic speed aerospace vehicles
and low speed air, marine and ground transport
p0089 A71-15301
.ir transportation systems ride vibration
environments in relation to human comfort
p0095 A71-15121
nblic-use ground level and rooftop helicopter and
ST01 aircraft landing facilities for city and
suburban traffic
p0098 A71-15U12
Air charter flights legal status, considering
public, private and international laws and civil
responsibility
P0112 471-17022
Aircraft nationality legal problems concerning
regional cooperation and registration
P0112 A71-17U23
Air transport popularization possibilities,
considering group rates and fare adjustments
p0113 A71-17586
French statistical system for civil air transport
operations from airport viewpoint
P01U3 A71-17587
Large capacity aircraft reception and servicing
problems consideration for facilitating traffic
p01«3 A71-17588 •
Airships and balloons potential commercial use in
Canada, discussing cargo, passenger and military
applications
P0192 A71-19916
Federal assistance to air transportation, •
considering airport development-environment
conflicts
p0216 A71-21831
European viev on liability and compensation
limitation for death and injury in international
commercial air transport
p0271 A71-22989
O.S. view on legal liability and compensation for
death and injury in international air transport
p0272 A71-22990
Uncertainty factors in management decisions and
operations optimization in international air
transportation industry
p0287 A71-21265
V/STOL component of unified transportation systeff.
discussing transportation modes, airport
locations, noise reduction, cost factors, etc
p0288 A71-2427U
Hypersonic air transportation future prospects,
discussing technical problems and feasibility in
view of space shuttle development
p0288 A71-21285
O.S. General Aviation safety record, discussing
National Transportation Safety Board and
accident/injury prevention
[SAE PAPER 710397] p0300 A71-25132
Air and cosmic space common law, discussing
boundaries, sovereignty over state territories and
jurisprudence related to travel development
p0355 A71-26325
European airbus, considering flight trials of first
A.300B high capacity transport aircraft
p0358 A71-26921
Air transport propulsion systems, discussing
aircraft operating economics with reference to
weight, size, poverplant efficiency, noise and air
pollution
p0365 A71-275H2
Turbofan STOL transport application to air
transportation congestion, discussing conditioning
landing field length, navigational/control
problems and jet flap concepts
p0367 A71-27602
STOL aircraft/engine integrated systems for medium
distance air transportation, discussing tradeoff
factors involving performance, noise, weight and
cost
[SAE PAPER 710169] pOQOS A71-28337
SSI in relation to O.S. world leadership in air
transportation, discussing federal funding needs
for technological capability ensurance
p0120 A71-29387
Integrated short-haul interurban transportation
system, considering combination of conventional
jet aircraft, STOL aircraft- and high-speed ground
transportation
CAIAA PAPER 71-508] pOl22 A71-29550
Aviation within total transport system - Conference,
London, Bay 1971
p0430 A71-30158
Air transport and travel expansion rate, discussing
motivations and cost
pO<(30 A71-30159
Circumstances inducing growth in different air
transport sectors, discussing transportation cost,
aviation capital reguirement and business and
leisure air travel
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p0131 471-30160
Aviation within total transport system, discussing
decision making and management planning
P0131 471-30165
Air transport development trends, considering
increased speed and capacity, STOL aircraft, urban
service, and European cooperation for
manufacturing
p0132 A71-303C2
STOL vehicle and systems air transportation
expansion by reducing trip time, congestion, noise
exposures and pollution for DOT, DOD and NASA
roles
[SAE PAPEB 710161] p0138 A71-30535
French contribution to air transportation,
discussing international cooperation on supersonic
Concorde, medium range airbus and short range
Hercure
pO«96 A71-32688
Air transport propulsion systems economics,
considering first cost, specific weight, fuel
consumption and maintenance effect on direct
operating cost
P0503 A71-33169
Soviet book on air transportation covering ATC,
automatic landing and information display systems
P0510 A71-35191
Aircraft for international long haul transportation,
discussing criteria for selection based on
environmental, operational, budgetary and policy
considerations
pOSIO A71-35208
Air transportation safety review covering weather
knowledge, aircraft structures, instrumentation,
radio aids and power plants
P0551 A71-36175
Passenger travel demand model for STOL
transportation in underdeveloped areas
P0557 471-36318
Future air transportation concepts, discussing short
haul travel market, economic, environmental,
safety, convenience and reliability aspects
P0560 A71-36671
New IATA passenger and baggage international air
transport conditions, discussing passenger/carrier
legal relationships, with emphasis on differences
between new and old regulations
P0561 A71-36918
Hypersonic air transportation based on supersonic
combustion ramjet development, discussing economic
feasibility
p0595 471-37121
European air traffic employed in transportation of
tourists, considering European Airbus A-3COB super
twin
P0598 471-37273
Costs/benefits strategy for investment in STOL
fleets reducing delay and airport congestion,
using heuristic computer model
P0606 A71-38029
Seasonal distribution of air transportation
reguirements and utilization rate of transport
capacity in passenger traffic
P0606 A71-38221
Oxygen supply to air transported patients by
chemical compounds, suggesting use of
permanganates and chlorates
p0662 A71-11571
Sick and injured transportation aboard regular
airliners, considering pathological and
psychological contraindications
P0662 A71-41572
In-flight study of work/rest cycle effects on double
crew performance and fatigue in flying transport
missions
P0661 A71-11829
Wrongful death liability in aviation and admiralty,
considering 0. S. Congress refusal to enact
legislation
P0665 471-1(2068
Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation of
federal district and court of appeals judges with
power to transfer cases to single district
p0665 A71-12069
Short haul air transportation, discussing
pe'rforaance regoirements, community acceptance and
navigation and landing aids
P0665 471-12073
VTOL air system for automobile travel replacement
noting noise, cost, pollution and traffic
congestion reduction
p0669 A71-12527
Future transportation technology impact, considering
system design evaluation criteria and civil
aviation and urban mass transit systems
contributions
fAIAA PAPER 71-1010] p0701 A71-11591
Commercial air transportation industry trends and
optimal planning reguirements, discussing airline
economic viability, industry regulation, public
service and environmental compatibility
[AIA4 PAPEB 71-1022] p0701 A71-11600
Weather interruption effects on air transportation
operations and economics, considering fog, snow,
freezing rain, thunderstorms, winds, CAT and
runway conditions
p0703 A71-41983
Systems maintenance program evaluation of Eastern
Eegion air transportation facilities
p0033 N71-10111
Traveler service problems in domestic intercity air,
bus, and rail transportation
[PB-193300] p0031 N71-10116
Demonstration plan for Western Region Short Ha6l Air
Transportation Program
fATE-71-/7190/-1-VOL-1] p0036 N71-10279
Technical studies for Western Begion Short Haul Air
Transportation Program
CATB-71-/7190/-1-VOL-2] p0036 N71-10280
High speed access system evaluation for
transportation from jetport to Miami with cost
estimates and network descriptions
rPB-192812] p0039 N71-10117
Status of federal involvement in short haul air
transportation
p0019 N71-11026
Various vertical takeoff and landing and short
takeoff modal configurations for air
transportation
[PB-190910] p0019 N71-11027
Air mode service analysis in Northeast Corridor
[PB-190935] p0019 N71-11029
legal aspects of air and surface carrier
interactions in freight transportation
p0058 S71-12119
Possible benefits of local and trunk air carrier
mergers
p0058 N71-12120
Conceptual framework and example analysis to
determine feasibility of V/STOL air transportation
system in Appalachian region
p0107 N71-12237
Analysis of Hew York air transportation system and
recommended improvements
[PH-3] p0121 N71-13777
Analysis of air transportation facilities in Gulf
Coast region of OS - Vol. 1
[PB-191339] p0121 N71-13803
Analysis of civil aviation facilities in Gulf Coast
region of DS - Vol. 2
[PB-191310] p0121 N71-13801
Organizational structure and operational procedures
of USSR civil aviation
[AD-713115] p0157 N71-11555
Investigating technology and analytic technigues for
solving intra-airport transportation problems
[4D-702738] p0162 N71-14810
Civil aeronautics operations review
p0212 N71-17779
Problems in civil air transportation and logistics
p0212 N71-17799
Systems analysis and mathematical model for air
transportation design
[NASA-CB-116131] p0212 N71-17813
Members attitudes on revisions to Warsaw Convention
and The Hague Protocol amendments on liability to
international air transport passengers
[BEPT-1970/8-E] p0216 871-18100
Feasibility of inter-metropolitan transport system
using Breguet 911 STOL aircraft
[BEPT-50] p0217 N71-1810U
Air transport supply on scheduled services in
Europe-Mediterranean and Southeast Asia regions
[BEPT-1970/1-E] p0217 N71-18112
Meteorological effects on air transportation,
including atmospheric and runway conditions
p0217 N71-18117
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Statistical analysis of origin-destination survey at
Philadelphia International Airport
p0258 H71-18958
Visual factors in air and surface transportation
systems
CPB-196014] p0306 N71-19397
survey of passenger volume and destinations at
Theodore F. Green State Airport in B.I.
[PB-195940] p0316 N71-19865
Economic analysis of intercity short-haul business
passenger travel
[NASA-TH-X-2228] p0321 N71-20114
Research and development aspects of air
transportation system for state of Texas
[PB-196933] p0336 N71-21628
Compilation of references on various aspects of air
transportation for Texas
tPB-196936] p0336 B71-21630
Air transportation system noise propagation and
reduction
(PB-196391] p0336 N71-21638
Air transportation system and Civil Aeronautics
Board decisions
p0399 N71-23720
Aviation and surface transportatation safety for
1970 with related accident investigations and
recommendations
[AB-4] p046U N71-24925
Analysis of current status and future outlook of US
commuter airline industry
CAD-718871] p0522 N71-28216
Congressional hearings on chartered airline travel
p0573 N71-29707
Trends in air transportation and airline industry
operations from 1970 to 1980
p0592 N71-31512
Investigation of air charter operations utilizing
large airplanes to fulfill demands of aircraft
capacity and speed, cargo type and size, as veil
as frequency of operation
(PB-197636] p0619 N71-31624
Analysis of equipment, crew training, and operations
involved in use of fixed winq aircraft for
aeromedical transportation
fFAA-AM-71-18] p0628 N71-32080
Measurement and analysis of atmospheric turbulence
along Pacific Coast air route in Japan
[NAL-TR-222] p0645 N71-33583
Noise reduction laws for air, rail, and highway
transportation including legal liability in OS
[OST-OHA-71-1-VOL-7] p0648 N71-33938
Conclusions of studies by French Committee for Air
Transport to prepare proposals and recommended
directions in air transport field for next five
years
CNASA-TT-F-139U7] p0674 N71-34015
Design, development, and performance requirements
for large rigid airships for freight and cargo
transportation
[REPT-5] p0710 H71-36425
AIBBOBHB EQUIPMENT
NT AIBBORNE/SPACEBOBNE COMPUTERS
Aircraft electric systems control by solid state
switching, discussinq reliability, service life,
versatility and compatibility
p0016 A71-11627
Reverse flow temperature probe desiqn and
calibration for vertical soundings from aircraft,
comparing to radiosonde method
p0020 A71-11822
Short haul STOI concepts including stolport
potentials, onboard avionics, vehicle
characteristics, tradeoffs and current
nonproductive flying due to traffic congestion
p0072 A71-13620
Airborne radar as helicopter approach aid
P0095 A71-15425
Aircraft midair collision avoidance, discussing
Elimination Range Zero system operation procedures
and cost
p0183 A71-19079
Airborne surveillance for environmental management,
discussinq earth resources program, aerial sensors
for thermal water pollution, crop disease,
salinity and geological structure
p0183 A71-19080
Draw-through cooling of electronic equipment in
subsonic and supersonic commercial jet transports,
discussing internal circulation system desiqn
[SAB-AIB-6<IA] p0187 A71-19642
Avionics growth, discussing use of digital
computers, solid state transducers, integrated
circuits, electronic flight instruments, area
navigation and collision avoidance systems
p0358 A71-26878
Terrain following radar for airborne guidance of low
flyinq military aircraft
p0358 A71-26881
Airborne Doppler radar receiver transmitter failure
testing by Versatile Avionics Shop Test computer
controlled system
pO«12 A71-28778
Self contained lightweight airborne data acquisition
system for atmospheric and meteorological
research, usinq analoq recorder and telemetry
system
pQ433 A71-30311
Integrated flight test data system combining diqital
airborne data acquisition/recording system with
telemetry/microwave link to computerized qround
station
p0433 A71-30318
Onboard weiqhing system for gross weight
determination and center of gravity location of
Alouette helicopter, using load sensors,
electrical circuits and visual indicators
p0433 A71-30320
High speed airborne scanning navigational radar
antenna with matched patterns, using offset horn
fed relector and polarization modes for improved
visual display
p0446 A71-31036
Helicopter aerial desiqn problems, considering
antenna multiplicity use of nonmetallic structures
and complexity of airborne radio systems
p04U7 A71-31048
Airborne ECM receiver, determining conditions for
detecting victim radar signal before signal
reflection from aircraft
p0479 A71-31207
Book on fluidic systems design covering analog and
digital control, application to aircraft,
spacecraft, computers, tracking devices and
eguivalent circuits
p0503 A71-33475
Category II operations at various airports,
considering all-weather landing requirements of
airborne equipment, maintenance standards, pilot
traininq, etc
[SAE PAPER 710142] p0535 A71-34499
Airborne display and electric management system,
discussing weiqht reduction, protective function
coordination, power quality, onboard maintenance,
data processinq and reliability
p0536 471-34617
Comet 4 installation and experimental program,
investigating avionics systems integration
techniques
p0538 A71-35070
Badio controlled small aircraft as measurement
platform for meteorological sensors, discussing
development and performance from field tests
p0542 A71-35334
Military and civil aircraft navigation systems
development, emphasizing self contained airborne
eguipment
p0542 A71-35374
Airborne communications with AN/ARC-151 transceiver
in single radio, discussing extended frequency
coverage, multimode operation, navigation and
input/output provisions
p0548 A71-35758
Real time reconnaissance cockpit display system for
airborne sensor systems, providing night combat
imagery
p05«9 A71-35772
Aircraft onboard equipment tests in air navigation
aid satellite project, estimating trackinq random
errors
p0559 A71-36509
Time and frequency synchronization for EBOS airborne
collision avoidance system, considering impact on
aeronautical communication, naviqation and
surveillance
[CASI PAPEB 72/17] p0602 A71-37604
Complex airborne electronic system design for
interference minimization, considering
electromaqnetic compatibility
A-33
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p0608 A71-38161
Apollo range instrumentation aircraft, describing
C-135A modification with airborne lightweight
optical tracking systems
p0609 A71-38546
StarLifter borne large aperture astronomical
telescope for IB and submillimeter observations,
discussing design and operation
P0612 A71-39173
Aerial photographic equipment survey, describing
topographic cameras, aerial photograph orientation
equipment, onboard navigation instruments and
mapping survey system
P06S9 A71-40875
Performance levels prediction for airborne solid
state phased array radar transmission sources,
considering TBAPATT devices
P0663 A71-01630
Two-axis pneumatic rate gyroscope vith externally
pressurized gas bearing for airborne vehicle
fluidic autostabilizer sensor
p0663 A71-11666
Airborne IE linescan equipment for commercial aerial
survey, discussing operational principle,
temperature sensitivity, data processing and
individual system components specifications
P0668 A71-12151
VOB/DHE air navigation eguipment using Kalman-Bucy
filter and airborne air data system /ADS/
P0669 A71-12289
Solid state airborne weather radar for civil
aviation, discussing design, weight and power
requirement reduction
P0698 A71-44273
Performance characteristics of Bendix type DBA-12
airborne Doppler radar system
[FAA-NA-70-50] p0039 S71-10394
Automatic pilot and associated airborne eguipment
developments for automatic landing systems
pOIIO N71-12434
Flight maneuvers and airborne and ground eguipment
for landing VTOL aircraft in adverse conditions
P0111 N71-12136
Investigating system requirements of airborne data
processors
P0113 1171-12608
Investigating small digital processors as interface
between computer and sensor in airborne systems
pC113 N71-12609
Describing digital computer used in navigation and
attack system of Jaquar aircraft
P0111 N71-12611
Data handling equipment for aerospace and ground
support applications - conference
[AGARD-CP-67-70] p0124 S71-13826
Airborne data acquisition system incorporating
recycling metal tape flight data recorder
00121 N71-13836
Surveillance radar installed on helicopter for
obstacle avoidance
P0125 N71-13938
Simulation model for advanced avionics digital
computers
[AD-711110] p0176 N71-16295
Establishing minimum operational requirements for
airborne air traffic control transponder systems
[DO-144] p02i»7 871-18109
Airborne photoelectric particle counter for mapping
clear air turbulence
[NASA-CB-111861] p0326 N71-20398
Interference prediction model for evaluating
expected interactions between avionics equipment
on aircraft
[AD-7189971 p0155 N71-24357
Test procedures to evaluate aircraft borne equipment
for use in crash rescue operations
[AD-720563] p0171 N71-26195
Airborne nucleonics equipment design for indicating
helicopter lift capability using X ray backscatter
from Kr-85, temperature sensor, and digital
computer
[SAN-805-1] p0565 N71-29215
Compact, self contained, symmetrical antenna for
airborne use at hiqh frequencies with capability
to function in two independent modes for both
transmission and reception
[AD-722736] p0571 M71-29895
Low-cost pilot indicator for midair collision
avoidance
p0581 N71-30760
Systems and equipment for civil aircraft approach
and landing
[BEPT-52] p0634 H71-32850
Flight tests of airborne dissemination devices for
chemical warfare
[AD-726350] p0682 N71-35218
Airborne audio-video recording system designs and
requirements
CAD-727025] p0681 N71-35280
Aerial surveys for determining plntonium
concentration using array of Nal detectors
[EGG-1183-1517] p0687 H71-35980
Cost ownership analysis of avionic eguipment
p0714 H71-36784
Characteristics of sensors for aerial observation of
ice formations and comparison of effectiveness of
various methods
t JPRS-5II162] p0711 S71-36801
Airborne traffic situation display system for use
vith radar control terminal system
[AD-727769] p0716 N71-370U2
C band radar transmitter for airborne radar system
[AD-727086] p0721 H71-37707
AIBBOBHE TEEBAIN ABALISIS
0 TEBBAIH ANALYSIS
AIBBOBNE/SPACEBOBHB COHPDTEBS
Flight test evaluation of onboard automatic computer
controlled jet engine monitoring system with
reduced fault detection time
p0063 A71-13080
Digital computers in aviation electronics,
discussing automatic control loop in automatic
pilot
p0072 A71-13687
Kalman filter simulation for estimating aircraft
position and velocity from airborne digital
computer data in zero-zero landing system
[AIAA PAPEB 69-911] p0145 871-17697
Navy avionic modular multiprocessing digital
computer operating system reliability, comparing
totally software and partly hardware approaches
p0182 A71-18833
Passive airborne computer augmented aircraft antenna
pointing control system for communication
satellites tracking
[AIAA PAPER 71-233] p0188 A71-19710
Aircraft navigation system requiring computer and
display for approach guidance to circular orbit
over fixed ground area
[AIAA PAPER 69-986] p0200 A71-203C5
Automatic Carrier Landing System with linear
adaptive aircraft Navigation Computer,
investigating effectiveness in reducing system
errors due to nonlinearities and noise effects
p0202 A71-20105
Commercial V/STOL aircraft area navigation system
reguirements, discussing airborne computer, flight
plan data storage and control subsystems and
horizontal orientation display
P0283 A71-24150
Airborne integrated data system capabilities based
on flight tests with commercial aircraft
P0133 A71-30319
Onboard computer for aircraft engine testing,
monitoring and data reduction, emphasizing
automatic in-flight recordinq for post-flight
displays
[4IAA PAP3S 71-651] p(WO A71-30727
Weapons delivery computer for attack helicopters,
using planar distributed function generator for
general closed form instantaneous solution
capability
[AHS PREPRINT 531] pOISO A71-31092
European Airbus automatic pilot and flight control
system, including computers in electromechanical
subassemblies
P0190 A71-31911
Dioscures communication satellite system for air
traffic control and navigation, discussing
aircraft antenna beam electronic scanning by
computerized control
P0537 A71-31681
Computerized automatic control of aircraft
electrical system using remote power controllers
and multiplexed data bus for wiring reduction and
reliability improvement
P0537 A71-31700
A-311
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STOL aircraft guidance capability with onboard
diqital computer, maintaining time of arrival
envelope at way points along complex flight paths
fAIAA PAPEB 71-770] pOSliS A71-35528
Hardware executive control with associative memory
for avionic digital computer system, comparing
computation speed, cost and reliability with
software method
P05I49 A71-35778
BAC 111 autopilot development, discussing computer
compatible system for digital representation of
airborne flight test data and direct transmission
to ground-based computers
pOSSO A71-36672
Navigational accuracy improvement by combining
VOR/DME information with airspeed and heading data
via maximum likelihood filter, using small
airborne computer
[AIAA PAPER 71-928] p0597 A71-37171
Airborne traffic situation display for use with
national airspace/automatic radar control terminal
system, using computer selected message, map and
heading data
[AIAA PAPER 71-929] p0597 A71-37175
Flight control software package for digital flight
control and landing system of CH-U6C helicopter
CNASA-CH-110905] p0036 H71-10283
, Guidance software package for digital flight control
and landing system of CH-46C helicopter
[NASA-CR-111025] pOC36 N71-10284
Advanced avionic digital computer development
program
[AD-727607] p0722 H71-37765
LIRCB&FT
Aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft in steady
and unsteady supersonic flow by analog electrical
method, including wing-fuselage interactions
p006t A71-13130
Aircraft/environment compatibility, emphasizing
decision making process for airport planning, site
location, development and operation
pO«93 A71-322t8
Random process theory method, for estimating response
of flexible airplanes to atmospheric turbulence
p0463 R71-24708
Potential feasibility of safe, practical, and
economical air breathing nuclear propulsion system
for aircraft and air cushion vehicles
[NASA-TH-X-67837] pOU68 H71-2552I4
Calculating and testing antiicing systems of
aircraft and helicopters
CAD-719922] pO«69 N71-25622
Intrusion detector for parked aircraft using sensing
technique to detect human touch
p0619 N71-31651
Aerodynamic characteristics of wings, propeller
blades, and entire aircraft at various velocities
including flow viscosity and compressibility -
textbook
CAD-723542] p0625 N71-31932
Algorithm for identification of system parameters
from input-output data with application to air
vehicles
[NASA-TN-D-6168] p0631 N71-32173
Static electrification of aircraft when flying
through clouds and precipitation
[AD-726581] p0683 N71-35225
Coct effectiveness of built in test provisions in
aircraft operations
p071i| N71-36780
Plight dynamics and calculation of flight
trajectories of various aircraft and spacecraft
JAD-727U74] p0718 N71-37602
Development of rain erosion resistant plastic
coatings as high speed aircraft surface finish
[AD-727750] p0725 N71-38133
RCBAFT ACCIDENT IHTESTIGATION
Aircraft crash investigation, deducing in-flight
explosion by failure analysis techniques
pOOOl A71-10U.56
Air accident investigation and litigation -
Conference, Dallas, Harch 1970
P0060 A71-12961
On-site aviation accidents investigation and
prevention, noting National Transportation Safety
Board procedures
p0060 A71-12963
Aircraft accident hearings for discovering facts,
causes and preventive measures
p0060 A71-12964
Air carrier accident investigation, noting
procedures, individual and group functions,
notifications and company field organization
p0060 A71-12965
Aviation accident long interrogatories for analyzing
man, machine and environmental factors, noting
legal aspects and preparation
p0061 A71-12967
Aircraft accident reconstruction by lawyers using
expert testimony and admissible evidence
p0061 A71-12969
Aircraft accident damages recovery trial procedure,
discussing pleadings, settlements, depositions and
jury summation
p0061 A71-12970
Materials failure role in Canadian civil aircraft
accidents, discussing organized investigation and
data flow
p0211 A71-21679
General aviation aircraft accidents involving seat
belt and shoulder harness restrained occupants,
discussing vertical force effects on survivability
and injuries in severe crashes
[SAE PAPER 710399] p0287 A71-24261
Computerized simulation techniques for investigating
aircraft accidents due to atmospheric turbulence
p0427 A71-29779
Epidemiology statistics of OSAF spatial
disorientation aircraft accidents, noting pilot
training, flight environment and indoctrination
remedy programs
p0651 A71-M0359
Physiological factors in fatal aircraft accidents,
discussing pilot incapacitation and transient
functional disturbances
p066<t A71-U183U
Corporate aircraft 1970 accident statistics analysis
stressing pilot selection, training and
supervision
p0692 A71-1I3227
Aircraft skidding accidents investigation, comparing
airplane stopping distance computations and /
observations /
p0692 A71-I13228
Aircraft incident report and investigation of Air
France Boeing 717, St. Jean, Canada, August 17,
1970
[NTSB-AAR-70-26] pOOt l N71-10531
Summary and statistical analysis of aircraft
accidents
[NTSB-AAS-70-1] p0012 N71-1067U
Jet aircraft crash during instrument approach due to
electrical systems failure
[NTSB-AAR-70-22] p0043 N71-10812
Lear jet crash during instrument approach due to
descent below path profile
[NTSB-AAR-70-21] p0003 N71-10813
Douglas DC 9 aircraft crash during takeoff caused by
ice formation on airfoils
[HTSB-AAR-70-20] p0043 N71-10815
Aircraft accident investigation of United Air Lines,
Boeing 727-22C near Los Angeles, 18 Jan. 1969
fPB-190812] p0014 N71-10914
Statistical tabulation of United States civil
aircraft accident histories for 1969
[PB-190792] pOOHU N71-10932
Statistical tabulation of United States civil
aircraft accident histories in 1968
[PB-190811] pOOOt N71-10933
Aircraft accident investigation including types of
aircraft, pilot certificates, and accidents
[NSTB-BA-70-4] p00149 N71-1102U
Aircraft accident report of Martin 101 N10112
[NTSB-AAB-70-25] p0121 N71-13116
Aircraft accident report for Douglas DC-8-63F
[NTSB-AAR-70-21] p0122 H71-13417
Preliminary report of aircraft accident of DC-8 at
Anchorage, Alaska
[SB-71-5] p0173 N71-16059
Preliminary report of aircraft accident of DHC-6 at
Lacrosse, Wisconsin
[SB-71-6] ' p0175 N71-1607C
Investigating aircraft crash landing caused by
engine failure and aircrew errors
[NTSB-AAR-70-17] p0227 N71-17063
Investigation of Douglas DC-9 accident at Harlingen,
Texas, on 11 Jan. 1970
CNTSB-AAB-70-28] p0237 871-17476
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Investigating statistics of aircraft accidents by
region and operator
[EEPT-1970/10-E] p02«7 N71-18115
Tabulation data on Dnited States commercial aircraft
accidents during 1938 to 1952
[PB-196672.1 p0335 N71-21624
Tabulation data on United States commercial aircraft
accidents during 1953 to 1957
[PB-196673] p0337 N71-21663
Tabulation data on United States commercial aircraft
accidents during 1958 to 1963
[PB-196674] p0337 N71-21665
Accident investigations, flight control systems, and
operational recordings for improved aircraft
flight mechanics
tAGARD-CP-76-71 ] p0393 N71-23410
Landing accidents investigations for Hawker Siddeley
748 aircrafts with performance measurements on
rough surfaces
p0394 N71-23K17
Pattern of accident distribution for V/STOL aircraft
in United States of America
pC395 N71-23426
Flight mechanics problems in accident investigations
for VJ-101 aircraft
p0395 N71-23428
Heather factors in fatal civil transport aircraft
accidents
p0396 N71-23431
Investigation of Mississippi Valley Airways De
Havilland DHC-6, N956SH crash at Lacrosse,
Wisconsin Nov. 9, 1970
[NTSB-AAH-71-10] p0575 N71-29914
Analysis of 56 Army midair collisions which occurred
during period Jan. 1963 to Nov. 1969 with
conclusions and recommendations
[AD-72H682] p0641 N71-33278
Accident investigation of Alitalia Airlines Douglas
DC-8-62 at J.F.K. International Airport 15 Sept.
1970
[NTSB-AAF-71-9] p0676 871-31029
Aircraft accident report for Ecuadorian c-54 at
Miami International Airport 14 April 1970
[PB-199330] P0676 N71-34031
Medico-legal examination of aircraft parts to
determine cause of crash
TAD-726559] p0683 N71-35222
Aircraft accident briefs for 1969 including date,
location, aircraft data, injuries, flight purpose,
and.pilot data
[NTSB-BA-71-2] pC711 H71-36433
Aircraft accident investigation of Alaska Airlines
Flight 1866 on Sept. 4, 1971
fSB-71-87] p0711 N71-36434
AIRCRAFT ACCIDEHTS
Aircraft emergency evacuation illumination
standards, considering independent power source,
crash survivable installation, operation
initiation and exit visibility
p0001 A71-10030
Aviation accidents liability limitation by treaty
and statute for passengers personal injury or
death, discussing Warsaw Convention revisions
p0060 A71-12966
Air crash litigation liability limitations, noting
international ineguality
p0061 A71-12968
Aircraft flight aerodynamics from accident
prevention viewpoint, discussing angle of attack,
turbulence effects, weather factors, etc
p0062 A71-13017
Civil aircraft accident and maintenance recording
regulations and systems, discussing airborne
eguipment
P0073 A71-13735
Aircraft accident trends and preventive practices,
considering fatal landing statistics
p0087 A71-14995
Air traffic control using collision risk equations,
noting data handling automation, airborne
collision avoidance devices and geostationary
satellites
p0100 A71-15646
Corrosion damage relationship to military aircraft
accidents, discussing guality control, material
selection and manufacturing processes
p0141 A71-17115
Aircraft midair collision avoidance, discussing
Elimination Range Zero system operation procedures
and cost
p0183 A71-19079
Air traffic controllers legal responsibility and
disciplinary procedure, considering clearances,
flight crew instructions and aircraft accidents
p0269 A71-22891
European view on liability and compensation
limitation for death and injury in international
commercial air transport
p0271 A71-22989
D.S. view on legal liability and compensation for
death and injury in international air transport
p0272 A71-22990
Aircraft aquaplaning skidding prevention by runway
resurfacing and water depth sensor warning
indicators
p0280 A71-23946
Turbulence-related accidents frequency and severity
during past few years from worldwide synopsis
pOU13 A71-28885
U.S. air carrier accidents due to atmospheric
turbulence, considering in-flight weather
problems, airborne meteorological radar, CAT
detection systems, etc
pOU26 &71-29770
Aircraft accidents due to engine-out simulation,
discussing human factors, minimum control speed
certification requirements and pilot flight
training procedures
[AIAA PAPER 71-793] p0508 A71-34025
Aircraft accident litigation related to wake
turbulence concerning pilot or air traffic
controller faults
p0543 A71-35387
Air safety standards and objectives, discussing
human factors as accident causes, piloting aids
and management
p0614 A71-39395
Aircraft ditching and flying personnel survival,
stressing passenger briefing and crew jacket
equipment with VHF transceiver for rescue
operations coordination
p0692 A71-43229
Aircraft accelerate-stop factors and regulations,
pilot reaction times and accidents during takeoff
p0693 A71-43380
Barometric altimetry system inadequacies and
approach/landing accidents, noting pitot static
components blocking hazards
p0694 A71-43384
Corporate aircraft pilot ground and flight phase
training, errors and accidents
p0694 A71-43388
Airport crash fire fighting eguipment reguirments
and rescue operations
p0694 A71-43389
OS general aviation and supplemental air carrier
accident statistical tables for 1969
[NTSB-BA-70-6] p0237 N71-17475
Causes and results of aircraft accident of Lear jet
aircraft
[HTSB-ARB-71-3] p0238 N71-17511
Cause and result of transport aircraft accident
[NTSB-AAR-70-27] p0238 N71-17512
Incidence and costs of orientation-error accidents
in Army UH-1 helicopter operations
[AD-715107] p0243 N71-17854
Surveying crash fire and rescue eguipment at North
American and Canadian airports
p0216 N71-18101
Midair collision hazards, incidents, and
recommendations for safe aircraft operations
p0246 N71-18103
Report of transport aircraft accident and probable
causes
[NTSB-AAH-71-4] p0259 N71-19040
Report of aircraft accident due to forward shift of
improperly secured cargo
[NTSB-AAR-71-6] p0259 B71-19041
Proceedings and recommendations of conference on
prevention of midair collisions
[HTSB-AAS-70-2] p0259 N71-19043
Titanium fuselage environmental conditions in
post-crash fuel fires
[FAA-RD-71-3] p0316 N71-19901
Influence of environmental factors in aircraft
carrier landings and accidents
p0325 H71-20369
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Investigation of midair collision between Boeing 707
and Cessna 150 at Edison, New Jersey, on January
9. 1971
CSB-71-28] P0332 B71-21169
Satellite aided aircraft collision avoidance system
effective for large number of aircraft
[NASA-CASB-EBC-10090] pOt64 H71-2»9«8
Studying aircraft accidents to determine impact
angle and speed criteria for designing nuclear
airplane fission product containment vessel
[BASi-TB-x-22<t5] p0168 H71-251I11
Aircraft accident at Hiami, Florida involving
Republic of Ecuador C-51D during climb following
instrument takeoff
[BTSB-4AR-71-2] p0471 B71-26032
Test procedures to evaluate aircraft borne egnipment
for use in crash rescue operations
C&D-720563] pOU7<l B71-26195
Survey of civil airports to determine status of
crash fire and rescue eguipment available for use
following accidents involving scheduled or local
service air carrier aircraft
pOU76 B71-26M66
whistling swan as potential hazard to aircraft
during migration periods along Eastern flyway
[AD-720889] p0516 N71-27220
Comparison of fatal aircraft accidents with medical
personnel as pilots.against aircraft accident
fatalities among general aviation pilots
[FAA-AM-71-9] p0517 B71-27II28
Investigation and conclusions concerning metal
fatigue in aircraft components as cause of civil
aircraft accidents
p0517 B71-27429
Selected aircraft accident reports in brief form
occurring in OS civil aviation operations during
1970
[STSB-BA-71-1] p0522 B71-28189
Analysis of aircraft accidents and establishment of
rational, quantitative air traffic safety control
goals
[FAA-RD-71-36] p0566 B71-29309
Aircraft accident report of DC-9 civilian aircraft
ditching near St. Croix, Virgin Islands, Bay 1970
following fuel exhaustion
[NTSB-AAH-71-8] p0575 N71-30029
Annotated bibliography on bird aircraft hazards and
accidents from Oct. 1967 to Jan. 1971
[TDCK-56961] p0576 B71-30128
Polyisocyanurate foam and intumescent paint for
thermal protection of aircraft passengers in
ground accident fires
p0581 N71-30758
Aircraft accident involving Federal Aviation
Administration DC-3 aircraft at La Gnardia
airport. Mew York in January, 1971
fNTSB-AAR-71-11] p0590 B71-31333
Analysis of aircraft structures which cause majority
of injuries in aircraft accidents and
recommendations for structural improvement to
reduce accident severity
tFAA-AH-71-3] p0630 B71-32447
Statistical compilation of annual aircraft accident
data of US general aviation for 1969
[NTSB-ARG-71-1] p0630 N71-32451
Aircraft incident report involving DC-9 type
aircraft damage incurred when aircraft contacted
water surface during approach to Martha's vineyard
airport
[SB-71-6U] p0631 N71-32460
Aircraft accident report on midair collision
involving DC-9 commercial aircraft and Marine
Corps F-4B aircraft near Duarte, California on
June 6, 1971
[SB-71-62] p0632 N71-32191
Aircraft accident report on Convair 4UO aircraft
crash at New Haven, Connecticut on June 7, 1971
[58-71-65] p0632 H71-32500
Analysis of general aviation during year 1969 noting
growth of aircraft operating, accident data,
analysis of accidents, and injuries resulting from
accidents
p0634 B71-32851
Collision avoidance system for detecting probable
aircraft accidents - France
[ONERA-TP-938] p0638 N71-33025
Aircraft accident investigation of fatal DC-8 crash
at Kennedy Airport, New York during ferry flight
on September 8, 1970
[NTSB-AAR-71-12] p0676 H71-34030
Statistical, cause/factor and injury tables,
accident rates, and briefs of accidents involving
US carriers in 1969
[BTSB-ARC-71-1] p0711 N71-36*37
Aircraft hazards and accidents due to birds
[AD-727881] p0720 H71-37617
Effectiveness of control towers in reducing aircraft
accidents and approach time
p0726 B71-38213
AIBCEAPT ABTEHBAS
Passive airborne computer augmented aircraft antenna
pointing control system for communication
satellites tracking
[AIAA PAPER 71-233] p0188 A71-19710
Multiple planar Lnneberg lens circular array for
airborne electronically scanned X band narrow beam
antenna mounted under aircraft nose or fuselage
pOtt6 A71-31038
Structural design, mechanical stability and aircraft
compatibility for airborne side-looking radar
antennas, using end fed slotted waveguide arrays
pOU<t6 A71-31011
Plush mounted aeronautical waveguide antennas with
dielectric plug for SGHz operation
p0116 A71-31043
Airborne blade antenna tunable for 26-100 HHz by
individual bands, using binary related inductors
switched by miniature high vacuum relays
pOU16 A71-310t«
Low carrier power aircraft antenna module for
airborne DBF communications system, considering
range/field strength measurements
p0446 A71-31046
Fincap communication antennas design and
environmental tests for vibration, acceleration,
waterproofing, salt corrosion, ice formation and
compass safe distance
p0146 A71-310U7
Helicopter aerial design problems, considering
antenna multiplicity use of nonmetallic structures
and complexity of airborne radio systems
P0447 A71-310M8
Light aircraft notch antenna for efficient radiation
at BF band lower end and minimal interference with
aircraft structure
p0447 A71-31053
Aircraft phased arrays for L-band ATC satellite
system application, alleviating problems of power
budget and vulnerability to multipath and
interference
P04<t7 A71-3105U
Cigh efficiency narrow beam aircraft Cassegrain
antenna design for horizon without excessive
ground illumination
p04«7 A71-31056
L band aircraft antenna array consisting of
circularly polarized elements and static
electronic steering circuits for synchronous
satellites radio links
p04t7 A71-31071
Aerospace antenna design, calculating one-
wavelength circular slot aperture radiation from
circular cylindrical surface
p04«8 A71-31075
Electronically scanned cruciform slot-array aircraft
antenna for satellite controlled navigation aid,
discussing circularly polarized wave radiation
p0509 A71-34123
Dioscores communication satellite 'system for air
traffic control and navigation, discussing
aircraft antenna beam electronic scanning by
computerized control
p0537 A71-3U681
Deter wave aircraft slot antenna for Concorde air to
ground communication via satellite, presenting
synthetic radiation patterns
p0560 A71-36514
Numerical method for near field antenna coupling
over conducting surface of aerospace vehicles
applied to L band slot antennas on F-4 Phantom
aircraft
p0608 A71-38UU5
Streamer discharges effects on integrated aircraft
antenna and associated avionics, emphasizing RF
interference and component damage
p0608 A71-38U62
Beam direction weight center of signal spectrum and
effective antenna centers of airborne Doppler
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velocimeter in horizontal flight
p0609 471-38196
Infrared and thermal evaluation of tactical aircraft
phased array radar antenna design trith cooling air
distribution for steady state operating
temperature maintenance
p0652 A71-40434
Dltrahigh freguency directional spiral aircraft
antennas for spacecraft communication
CEAE-TB-70062] p0252 N71-18519
Device and method for calculating optimal fairings
for aircraft antennas
[JPBS-52608] p0333 N71-21258
Analysis of integrated high freguency antenna system
for P-3C aircraft radio communications
[AD-718167] p0392 N71-23306
Tests for determining spectral signatures of
integrated high-freguency antenna systems for P-3
aircraft
[AD-718054] p0398 K71-23609
Evaluation of dual input transponder with upper and
lower aircraft antennas as resolution for problems
with air traffic control radar beacon system
limitations
[F4A-NA-71-39] p0464 N71-24882 ,
Impedance measurements on modified broadband metal
antenna for speech communication
CFOA-3-C-3602-61J p0474 H71-26150
Compact, self contained, symmetrical antenna for
airborne use at high frequencies with capability
to function in two independent modes for both
transmission and reception
[AD-722736] p0574 S71-29895
AIECBAFT APEBOiCB INSTBOBEBTS
0 APPROACH INDICATOBS
AIECEAFT APPBO1CH SPACING
Maximum throughput-rate capacity for runway and
final approach path airspace involving multiple
Ifr landings
P0029 A71-12893
Optimal air traffic control coordinating flow and
holding patterns of aircraft landing in single
runway using linear-guadratic technigue
P0209 A71-21335
Automation in third generation ATC requiring
distributed management and spacing functions
delegation to pilot
[CASI PAPEB 72/15] pC602 A71-37602
Mathematical simulation and gueuing models for air
traffic control systems
(AD-721726] p0627 N71-32065
Transition, approach, and vertical landing tests for
VTOL transport in terminal area
fNASA-TH-X-62083] pC681 N71-35209
AIECBAFT BASES
0 HILITABY AIR FACILITIES
AIBCBAFT BRAKES
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT WING FLAPS
Snatch force during lines-first deployment of
aerodynamic accelerator, including effects of
canopy skirt acceleration and suspension wave
propagation characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 70-1171] p0269 A71-22915
C-5A airplane Be brakes, considering critical design
weight environment for optimum load carrying
capacity
[SAE PAPEE 710127] . p0405 A71-28313
Concorde lightweight disk brakes, discussing
operating costs, weight and volume factors, design
philosophy, structural materials, component life,
maintenance and reliability
pOSCC A71-33226
Influence of gravel depth and tire inflation
pressure on soft-ground arresting of civil
aircraft
[BAE-TR-69C01] POC51 N71-11040
Chevron cutting and effects of braking on wear of
aircraft tires
P0582 K71-30768
Evaluation of braking performance of light, twin
engine airplane on grooved and ungrooved runway
surfaces
[NASi-TN-D-6444] P0711 N71-36431
AIBCBAFT CABINS
0 AIBCEAFT COMPARTMENTS
AIBCEAFT CAEEIEBS
Aircraft flying qualities research program.
discussing navy test pilot evaluations and
longitudinal handling characteristics for
simulated carrier landing task
[AIAA PAPEE 69-897] p0027 A71-12678
Carrier aircraft inertial navigation system /CAINS/
design, noting thermal modeling, statistically
filtered alignment modes and digital daca links
p0666 471-42081
Development of signal acquisition methods for
television aided aircraft carrier landing
operations
[AD-712511] p0119 N71-13194
Influence of environmental factors in aircraft
carrier landings and accidents
p0325 N71-20369
Shipboard test procedure of Fresnel lens optical
landing system HK 6 HOD 2 for carrier landings
(AD-718335] p0397 N71-23488
Approach power compensator system for manual and
automatic Navy carrier landing system
[AD-722025] p0522 1171-28241
Development and performance testing of visibility
meters and airport runway and carrier lighting
equipment
[NBS-10-577] p0619 N71-31619
Development and characteristics of aircraft,
helicopters, and airships for detecting and
destroying submarines
[AD-723558] p0621 N71-31772
Mathematical modeling of F-8 aircraft wave off
trajectories for aircraft carrier approaches
[AD-727121] p0711 N71-36439
AIBCBAFT COHHDNICATION
Communications, navigation and surveillance for
aircraft and marine vessels in North Atlantic
region, discussing baseline traffic control model
p0181 A71-18808
Airborne radio communication systems, stressing
electronic eguipment design reliability
p0358 471-26880
Blade antenna linear array design for aircraft-
satellite communication, determining mutual
influences by array measurements in simulated
electrical environment
pO<447 A71-31062
ATC satellites providing communications channels
between aircraft and ground control stations and
aircraft localization
p0498 A71-32849
Satellite-to-aircraft links propagation
characteristics, considering specular reflected
signals, diffuse scattering and scattering
function
p0538 471-35097
Civil aviation and merchant marine satellites,
considering aircraft and surface vessel antenna
characteristics and modulation techniques for
optimum communication channel freguencies
p0546 A71-35582
Satellite to aircraft radio link simulation,
evaluating electronic scanning antenna operation,
intelligibility, data transmission rate and
distance measurement accuracy
p0559 A71-36511
Frequency memories application to earth-satellite-
aircraft OHF communications, repeater apparata and
multiple access transmission of half tone images
in worldwide satellite communication
p0560 A71-36553
Ground-aircraft link via synchronous communication
satellite, discussing transmission frequency
selection, ionospheric effect on propagation and
satellite antenna
p0599 A71-37314
Time and freguency synchronization for EEOS airborne
collision avoidance system, considering impact on
aeronautical communication, navigation and
surveillance
[CASI PAPEE 72/17] p0602 A71-37604
AN/ARC-144 solid state ultrareliable DBF multimode
aircraft transceiver, discussing tuning, frequency
synthesis and broadband power amplifier
p0613 A71-39209
Aeronautical satellite systems program planning for
improved aircraft communications, ATC and other
air traffic services in airspace over oceanic
areas
p0668 471-42096
A-38
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Corporate aircraft operations in Latin America,
discussing communication and navigation, fuel,
paper work, food, vaccinations and weather
p069U 471-13391
Technical synthesis and development of advanced
communication systems for aircraft landings
p0110 B71-12it30
Measurements of urban, suburban, and rural radio
frequency noise interfering with aircraft
communication
[NASA-CB-72802] p0162 N71-11754
Aircraft communication using ATS links
fPIB-A-57] pC337 N71-21727
Multiple access digital communication system for Ion
flying aircraft with infrequent users
P0371 N71-21855
Methods for predicting speech interference within
cockpits of fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft
[AD-718098] p0397 H71-23528
Viability of L band communication system between
geostationary satellites and aircraft terminals
[NASA-TM-X-65508] p016U N71-24913
Monograms for computing multipath effects on VHP and
UHF aircraft radio communication
[RAE-TR-70097] p0569 B71-29361
Calculation of divergence factor of earth surface
reflected signals on aircraft radio communication,
and nultipath transmission between two aircraft
[RAE-TR-70210] p0570 S71-29U38
NASA balloon-aircraft ranging, data and voice
experiment for determining best approach for using
ATS in air traffic control
CNASA-TH-X-656U9] p0632 N71-32527
Alternate air traffic control co-channel separation
criteria based on probability-of-interference
considerations
[IST-1G1] p0721 N71-37712
AIRCRAFT COMPARTMENTS
Aircraft compartment glare minimization for flight
crew visibility conditions and visual performance
improvement
pOOOl A71-10028
Aircraft galley design safety criteria, considering
injuries from routine use, normal, crash or
ditching conditions component dislodgment,
equipment malfunctions and defects
pOOOl A71-10029
Helicopter design for cabin noise level reduction
p0095 A71-15423
Fluidic cabin pressure automatic control systems for
military and civil aircraft, discussing design,
operation and performance
p0432 A71-30308
AIBCBAFI COSFIGDHiTIONS
Short haul STOL concepts including stolport
potentials, onboard avionics, vehicle
characteristics, tradeoffs and current
nonproductive flying due to traffic congestion
p0072 A71-13620
Reliability and maintenance problems of U.S. Army
operational environment, noting inadequate design
and test criteria during development
p0092 A71-15402
Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft design, discussing ground
proximity effects on blade bending moments and
flying gualities
p0092 A71-15HOU
Hypersonic cruise aircraft configuration reliable
Reynolds numbers extrapolation from laminar
boundary to turbulent layer
[AIAA PAPER 71-132] p0153 A71-18576
Soviet book on Yak-UO passenger transport aircraft
confiqurational design and aerodynamic
characteristics covering stability,
controllability and flight under special
conditions
p020« A71-20750
Transavia Airtruk agricultural aircraft, discussing
efficiency, work capacity, economics,
configuration and performance
p0208 A71-2122U
Rind tunnel dynamic stability testing of
unconventional aircraft configurations without
sting support
[AIAA PAPER 71-276] p0219 A71-22001
Aladin 2 French STOL project, consisting of suitably
flapped wings with multiple propulsion units with
fishtail exhaust nozzles inside rectangular
ejectors
p0288 A71-214283
Aircraft continuous elastomechanical system
parameters determination by ground vibration
tests, using integral equation, phase resonance
and separation technique
p0298 A71-219U6
Aircraft with T tail configuration, examining
dynamic response to lateral gusts
p0427 A71-29786
Hind tunnel force test program design for jet
aircraft configurations, including propulsion
system simulation
p0439 A71-30605
Computing geometric airplane aerodynamic
characteristics during preliminary and detailed
design processes
pOt86 A71-31597
Optimum vertical surface configuration for STOL
transports, considering structural weight and
performance requirements
[AIAA PAPER 71-769] p0506 A71-30006
Control configured vehicle design longitudinal
requirements due to application of relaxed static
stability and maneuver load control
[AIAA PAPER 71-786] p0507 A71-31016
Experimental and theoretical aeroelastic analysis of
Fokker F-28 T tail, using flutter model and flight
flutter tests
p0517 A71-35619
Supersonic aircraft shape for shock waves
minimization based on channel configuration with
converging inlet and diverging outlet section
p0699 A71-H1572
Panavia 200 multipurpose military aircraft,
describing variable geometry design concept,
performance characteristics, engines, armament and
electronics
p0702 A71-44766
Rind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with high thrust-weight ratio and
external flow jet flap - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6058] pOOUO N71-10195
Bind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with external flow jet flap and
inboard pod-mounted engines - graphs
[HASA-TN-D-700U] p0160 R71-1U605
Finite element computer program for estimating
airplane aerodynamic interference
(KASA-TM-1-66884] p0301 K71-19357
Flow field interference beneath swept wing- fuselage
store installation on aircraft
p0305 N71-19380
Television simulation for aircraft and space flight
[NASA-CASE-XFR-03107] pC307 N71-19149
Estimated aerodynamics of all-body hypersonic
aircraft configurations
[NASA-TM-X-2091] p0312 N71-19706
Simulation of ground effect in hydrodynamic tunnel
analyzed by visualizations
[NASA-TT-F-13799] p06«3 N71-33191
Rind tunnel investigation of external-flow jet-flap
transport configuration having full-span
tripple-slotted flaps - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6391] p0676 N71-3U028
Dynamic stability of jet transport configuration
with high thrust-weight ratio and externally blown
jet flap
[»ASA-TN-D-6i|i|OJ p0681 N71-35213
Fixed wing aircraft employing free fall and
circling-line techniques in rescue of personnel
and retrieval of equipment
[AD-727007] p0683 H71-35228
AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION
0 AIECRAFT STRUCTURES
AIRCRAFT COHTBOL
HI HELICOPTER CONTROL
Aircraft direct lift contro'l based on flight and
simulator experiments, discussing effect on design
p0008 A71-10751
Aircraft flaps and ailerons actuators electronic fly
by wire control as alternative to mechanical
linkages for maneuverability and reliability in
flight
p0009 A71-10825
Mathematical model and digital simulation for
nonlinear characteristics of prototype integrated
actuator package for fighter aircraft control
p0019 A71-11783
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aircraft manual flight control analysis using
continuous mathematical pilot model for closed
loop digital simulation
P0019 A71-11787
Trailing edge flap automatic control for glider
performance improvement
p0063. A71-13020
Heavy supersonic aircraft controllability, noting
irreversible boost control system and stability
p0067 A71-13195
Aircraft longitudinal motion decoupling through
direct lift control, investigating flight control
for landing
P0068 A71-13339
Time vector method for aircraft flight test data
evaluation, discussing control deflections effects
on phugoid motion, lateral stability derivatives
and error estimation
p0069 A71-13341
Spacecraft and aircraft automatic control man
machine interface, bionics and traffic control
systems
p0081 A71-1U393
Wing upper surface air suction influence on aircraft
longitudinal controllability, considering control
stick forces for deflected flaps and angle of
attack
p008U A71-1U594
Pilot training flight simulators without visual or
motional cues, discussing validity for aircraft
handling gualities assessment and pilot role in
simulation process
[DGLH-7G-070] p0130 A71-15968
aircraft longitudinal control during landing
approach, investigating back side operation
characteristics by closed loop system analysis
regarding pilot and aircraft as elements
p0133 A71-16388
Freguency and amplitude during longitudinal control
surface pumping by pilots in precise flight path
handling for aircraft design
[aiAA PAPER 70-567] p0145 A71-17699
Time vector method extension to equations of motion
with real roots, noting applications to aircraft
flight control problems
p01U7 A71-18049
Eigen proportional control method for second order
system with time varying parameters, applying to
aircraft autopilot systems
p01U9 A71-18308
F-104D aircraft side stick control system design and
function, curriculum maneuvers and component
reliability
p018U A71-19092
Design objectives for subsonic, transonic and
supersonic civil transport flying characteristics
based on MIL-F-8785, considering aircraft control
[SAE-AEP-842B] p0187 A71-19645
Aircraft electronic control systems, considering
hydraulic servocontrol, force simulation and
reliability models
p0196 A71-2006U
Airliner acceptance checks characteristics for
official licensing prerequisites, investigating
takeoff, landing, ascent, stability and control
p0196 A71-20065
Two dimensional aircraft automatic landing motions
control processes by simulation without use of
moving cockpit simulator
p0196 A71-20066
aircraft industry ATC technigues and equipment
contribution to aircraft control and safety
p0270 a71-22951
Soviet book on aircraft flight with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust covering probabilistic
characteristics, stability, landing and takeoff
with partial engine failures, etc
p0281 A71-24013
Automatic control system for fighter aircraft
sideslip correction, using rudder position sensor,
transverse accelerometer and high pass filter for
anticipatory sideslip reduction
p0288 A71-24288
Constrained gain problem optimality conditions,
presenting algorithm for optimal gains and
application to aircraft control problems
p0295 A71-24859
Soviet papers on automatic control for flight
vehicles. Part 1, covering dynamics of linearized
systems, deterministic and random inputs,
stability, oscillations, thrust control, etc
P0297 A71-24897
Aircraft with automatic thrust controller,
calculating transfer functions characterizing
speed and attitude control modes
p0297 A71-24910
Variable sweep wing aircraft angular motion
mathematical model, analyzing inertial moments
influence on control dynamics
p03U7 A71-25661
Sailplanes tail load static derivation for.
instantaneous unchecked longitudinal maneuver,
considering aperiodic response
p0356 A71-26U86
Sailplanes control, deriving incremental aerodynamic
load on horizontal tail produced by instantaneous
elevator deflection
p0356 A71-26487
Aeroelastic aircraft self adjusting automatic
control systems, discussing elimination of elastic
oscillations caused noise from angular velocity
sensing circuits
p0357 A71-26718
Aircraft longitudinal coordinates invariance
relative to atmospheric disturbances, giving
simultaneous thrust variation, rudder deflection
and flap deflection control rules
p0362 A71-27339
V/STOL aircraft instruments, deck display and
automatic flight controls for takeoff and landing
operation
P0415 A71-29132
Quasi-stationary gliding trajectories of aircraft in
planetary atmosphere during constant control of
attack and bank angles
p0416 A71-29185
Elevens as longitudinal and lateral control elements
on low aspect ratio wings, calculating subsonic
and supersonic aerodynamic characteristics
p0416 A71-29190
Jet-supported VTOL aircraft fuel-time-optimal
landing control, using mathematical model,
Pontryagin maximum principle and analog computer
solution
pOt»19 A71-29281
Third Chance flight control system, discussing
aircraft control capability with backup hydraulic
system after loss of dual main hydraulic systems
due to combat damage
p0420 A71-29382
Air turbulence primary and secondary effects on
aircraft flight and avoidance criteria
considerations
p0425 A71-29768
V/STOL aircraft flight path and attitude controls in
turbulence, discussing design based on state
variable methods of control theory
p0426 A71-29776
aircraft gust alleviation, considering movement
correction based real time atmospheric turbulence
measurement
pOU27 A71-29785
Soviet book on helicopter design covering
aerodynamic properties, power plants, control
systems, fatigue minimization and strength
analysis
p0430 A71-2994U
Control, navigation and guidance review, considering
application of earth reference coordinates for
aircraft, missiles and spacecraft
pOUUO a71-30710
VTOL aircraft minimum climb-to-cruise time
•transition optimal open loop and suboptimal closed
loop control synthesis
pQHHU a71-30799
Controlled aircraft motion under strict kinematic
constraints in terms of simple subsystems, noting
pilots role in Newmark theory
pO<U5 A71-31024
Handling qualities of V/STOL research vehicles
during steep terminal area approaches, discussinq
powered lift fan VTOL aircraft limitations and
instrument landing approach
[AHS PBEPBINT 5<l4] p0451 A71-31101
Aircraft integrated command and control system,
discussing vertical, aerodynamic and horizontal
situations, flight mechanics, power setting,
telecommunications, etc
A-«0
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p0488 A71-31878
Aircraft optimum control synthesis for powered
flight phase, determining angle of attack for
transfer to maximum velocity by caachy problem
P0503 A71-33442
VTOL aircraft gross weight and direct operating
costs penalties from additionally installed
control power
[AIAi PAPEB 71-768] p0506 A71-34005
soviet book on aircraft automatic control systems
covering linear theory, design, autopilot, man
machine performance, operation modes, etc
p0534 A71-34473
Lockheed L-1011 development, discussing flying
stabilizer design, direct lift control and
autoland system
[AIAA PAPER 71-782] p0545 471-35532
Random access signaling system application to
aircraft control, discussing signal redundancy
reguirement for access capability optimization
based on radio environment model
pOSSO 471-35783
Discrete time digital flight control systems design
resulting in closed loop aircraft response
characteristics approximation to prescribed flying
quality specifications
[AIAA PAPEB 71-9551 p0597 A71-37196
Aircraft control design by implicit model- following
technigue with optimal feedback sampled data and
continuous control algorithm, exemplifying STOL
aircraft landing approach control
CAIAA PAPEB 71-956] p0597 471-37197
performance limitation of simplified radio- inertial
lateral control guidance system subject to
stochastic gusts for automatic landing
[&IAA PAPEB 71-957] p0597 A71-37198
Aircraft electronic or fly by wire control systems,
discussing aircraft design fuel-structure weight
reduction cycle and control system redundancy
requirements
CAIAA PAPER 71-959] p0598 A71-37200
Sight line autopilot /SLAP/ for side-firing aircraft
pointing accuracy improvement, using optimal
regulator theory to generate control gains
[AIAA PAPEB 71-960] p0598 A71-37201
Aerodynamic control surfaces optimal location for
flexible aircraft disturbed by random wind gusts,
using matrix minimum principle and calculus of
variations
p0610 A71-38713
Power by wire actuators and fly by wire flight
controls, discussing systems configuration,
reliability, economy and durability
p0612 A71-39150
Aircraft response to pilot or autopilot command
during altitute control maneuver, calculating lag
magnitudes
p0663 471-11691
Fluid amplifiers theory and use as temperature and
pressure sensors, discussing applications in
chemical and ammunition industries and jet
aircraft control
[IEEE PAPEB 70-TP-120-IGA] p0691 A71-42921
SST handling qualities, takeoff speeds and
performance evaluation on six degree of freedom
flight simulator
p0691 A71-42922
Nonreversible hydraulic control design and emergency
maintenance for Tu 154 aircraft subsonic cruising
at 11 km altitude
p0691 A71-42927
Minimum order state vector reconstruction linear
filters for constant plants optimal control,
applying to aircraft flight multiple control-point
problem
p0696 471-44077
Flight test measurements for improved estimates of
aircraft states and aerodynamic parameters, using
relinearized Kalman filter
p0696 471-41089
Longitudinal adaptive aircraft control through sum
of normal acceleration and pitch rate
p0696 471-44093
Integrated system for aircraft control and operation
with visualization and manual regulation
technigues, emphasizing interconnections with
onboard electronic equipment
p0699 A71-44353
American development in automatic flight control,
noting FAA requirements, pilot involvement and
visibility enhancement
p0699 471-44455
STOL aircraft flight control problems, discussing
Hach trim, artificial feel, stability, feedback
system responses and lateral/directional laws
[AIAA PAPER 71-993) p0704 A71-45297
Aerodynamic data recording for determining
longitudinal static stability of DS-2A aircraft
[AD-710722] p0041 H71-10563
Development and characteristics of control system
for flexible wings
[NASA-CASE-lLA-06958] p0051 B71-11038
Reliability of aircraft primary control
[HASA-TT-F-12709] p0121 1171-13412
Transfer functions of pilot for determining
longitudinal aircraft controllability and pilot
performance prediction
[NAS4-TH-D-6104] p0164 H71-14944
Control power requirements of 7TOL aircraft
[NASA-CR-115907] p0170 N71-15698
Aircraft pilot direct lift control for aircraft
landing and reducing gust load effects
[ABC-B/B-3629] p0228 N71-17102
Development of attitude control system for vertical
takeoff aircraft using reaction nozzles displaced
from various axes of aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XAC-08972] p0328 H71-20570
Accident investigations, flight control systems, and
operational recordings for improved aircraft
flight mechanics
[AGABD-CP-76-71] p0393 871-23410
Flaps and leading edge modifications for improved
aerodynamic control stability of military aircraft
p0395 N71-23422
Device for controlling rotary potentiometer mounted
on aircraft steering wheel or aileron control
[HASA-CASE-XAC-10019] p0400 N71-23809
Stability, control, and handling quality
characteristics of STOL and V/STOL airplanes
p0463 N71-24702
En route aircraft flap control during descent and
holding
[ARB-TN-99] p0464 N71-24920
Comparison of pilot performance using center stick,
dual side stick, and single side stick
configuration
[4D-720846] p0470 N71-25846
Direct lift control system having flaps with slots
adjacent to their leading edge and particularly
adapted for lightweight aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAR-10249-1] p0473 H71-26110
Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle control system
comprising elevens with hinge line sweep and free
of adverse aerodynamic cross coupling
[HASA-CASE-XLA-08967] p0515 N71-27088
Development of aircraft control system with high
performance electrically controlled and
mechanically operated hydraulic valves for precise
flight operation
[NASA-CASE-XAC-00048] p0532 N71-29128
Development and application of heads up aircraft
instrument display for improvement in aircraft
safety during adverse weather
[FAA-HA-71-9] p0565 1171-29305
Systems analysis of aircraft, aircraft guidance and
control systems, and atmospheric turbulence for
low visibility instrument landing system
requirements
[40-722773] p0576 871-30173
Evaluating analytical models of turbulence having
non-Gaussian gusts distributions and effects of
wind shear on aircraft operations
p0584 N71-30778
Computerized simulation of aerodynamic loads and
dynamic responses for aircraft control system
design based on optimal and feedback control
theories
[AD-722652] p0625 N71-31933
Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft radio control
systems analysis and network synthesis
[JPRS-53789] p0633 N71-32694
Design and characteristics of control system for
Tu-154 aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-13789] p0633 N71-32699
Correlation studies based on wind tunnel test data
and flight tests to determine performance,
stability and control of XB-70-1 aircraft
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tNASA-CR-114335] p0673 N71-34001
Bind tunnel tests of stability and control
characteristics of large scale model
representative of propeller-driven STOL transport
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6393] P0711 N71-361I35
Feasibility study of combined laminar and turbulent
boundary layer control system using distributed
suction Kith application to low-speed research
aircraft of glass reinforced plastic
tAD-727767] P0719 H71-37609
Automatic pilots for control of rotary and fixed
wing aircraft
[AD-727789] p0720 N71-37611
Analysis of criteria for survivable flight control
system usinq fly-by-wire and integrated actuator
package techniques
[AD-727762] p0720 N71-37616
Conversion of computational algorithms for
decreasing length of word format of control
computers for aircraft
[AD-727917] p0722 N71-37772
AIRCRAFT DESIGH
NT HELICOPTER DESIGN
Aladin 2 interurban Stol transport design with blown
wings and let deflection by wing flaps,
emphasizing engine noise reduction
pOQOS A71-10749
Small gas turbines for aircraft auxiliary power
unit, considering compressor and combustor design,
noise, fuel consumption and specific weight
problems
pOOOB 471-10751
Aircraft response to atmospheric gust, discussing
spectral analysis procedures and calculation
results on T-tail aircraft design
pOOOS A71-10752
Aircraft direct lift control based on flight and
simulator experiments, discussing effect on design
p0008 A71-10754
F-14A twin engine variable geometry carrier based
jet fighter aircraft, discussing design,
development program and manufacturing technigues
p0021 A71-12050
Papers on aeronautics covering propulsion, power
generation, computer utilization, man machine
interaction, pilot training, hovercraft, avionics,
etc
p0026 &71-12609
Subsonic aircraft size effect in conventional
design, discussing increased weight increments and
economic gain rate
[AIAA PAPER 70-9HO] p0026 A71-12676
Swept wing fighter aircraft transonic buffet onset
lift coefficient from camber and trailing edge
deflection, considering design variations
p0027 A71-12679
Flight control systems influence on military
aircraft design and performance, discussing static
stability, ride guality, flutter margin and
maneuver load controls
[AIAA PAPER 69-767] p0027 A71-12683
Acrostar acrobatic aircraft design and performance
p0062 A71-13016
Environmental effects on VTOL design - Conference,
Arlington, Texas, November 1970
p0091 A71-15401
Direct lift V/STOL transport aircraft design,
discussing environmental factors in relation to
noise, air pollution, jet interference and safety
p0092 A71-15403
Army rotorcraft hot day standard design hover
criterion, developing analytical models for
hovering aircraft, cost, climatology and
environmental features
p0096 A71-15431
Light Sprite aircraft design and construction for
building at home by nonprofessionals
p0101 171-15671
Aerodynamic characteristics of jet engine
installation above wing of swept wing aircraft,
noting large lift dependent drag
p0129 A71-15954
Airborne flight simulator /helicopter/ as aircraft
development aid
[DGLB-70-075] p0130 A71-15965
Elfe S-3 glider flight test, pointing out
imperfections in cockpit and wing design
p0131 A71-1612B
Light amphibian passenger STOL P-300 Eguator
aircraft, using single turbosupercharged engine
driving two blade propeller at tail assembly
p0131 A71-16132
Universal mini carrier OHC-120 light turboprop STOl
transport
p0131 A71-16133
Airborne variable stability helicopter flight
simulator for V/STOL aircraft design
p0137 A71-16954
Sensitivity analysis and optimal control theory used
to design optimal gust alleviation systems,
discussing gain and gear ratios
[AIA4 PAPER 71-9] p0150 A71-18483
Naval aircraft testing, discussing weapons systems,
funding commitments, outfitting schedules, time
frames, contracts and management problems
p0183 A71-19077
ARAVA STOL aircraft, describing payloads,
configuration, design flight testing, stability
and landing characteristics
p018t A71-19082
BD-1 Yankee aircraft development, design and
construction
p0184 A71-19084
Design objectives for subsonic, transonic and
supersonic civil transport flying characteristics
based on HIL-F-8785, considering aircraft control
[ SAE-ARP-812B] p0187 A71-19645
Aerospace Recommended Practice criteria for flight
deck crew escape systems applicable to all
commercial aircraft propulsion systems, design
speeds and payloads
[SAE-AHP-808A] p0187 A71-19646
Airplane wing high lift and flap designs by
interactive computer graphics system
[AIAA PAPER 71-227] p0187 A71-19705
Swept lightning stroke effects on aircraft design
involving Ti and Al sheets
p0194 A71-19936
Plastics and metals as construction materials in
aircraft, missile and rocket design
p0196 A71-20044
Ground based flight simulation as engineering aid in
aircraft design for evaluation of aircraft
dynamics, handling qualities and control system
characteristics over entire flight envelope
p0200 A71-20309
Soviet book on Yak-<(0 passenger transport aircraft
configurational design and aerodynamic
characteristics covering stability,
controllability and flight under special
conditions
p020<l A71-20750
Q-Star experimental aircraft design and acoustical
characteristics to study Quiet Aircraft Technology
p0210 A71-21441
Motorized glider eguipped with Hankel engine for
self powered takeoff, describing prototype design
and flight test data
p0213 A71-21769
High speed aircraft external store separation
testing and prediction technigues, considering
flow field survey, dynamically similar drop models
and captive trajectory methods
[AIAA PAPER 71-294] p0220 A71-22014
Complex airframe design for economic and safe
operation and long life using fatigue and fracture
mechanics
[AIAA PAPER 70-512] p0221 A71-22025
Hawker Siddeley Trident 3B flight test program,
booster engine, structural features, power plants,
systems and landing gear
P0269 A71-22890
nitrahigh tensile steels for landing gear and other
aircraft design applications, discussing
composition, mechanical properties, guality
reguirements, manufacture and testing
p0272 A71-22996
Fluid mechanics of atmospheric environment and flow
on swept wings in short and medium range aircraft
design, concerning STOL capability in India
p0273 A71-23199
Soviet book on aircraft preliminary design
specifications as function of performance,
aerodynamic and structural parameters, discussing
tradeoffs in operational reguirements for specific
configurations
p0281 A71-24012
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Adhesive primers corrosion resistance test methods,
noting aircraft design implications
p0283 A71-21112
FAA flying and handling gualities program,
discussing development of optimum and minimum
acceptable flight characteristics criteria for new
civilian and military aircraft designs
[SAE PAPER 710372] p0285 A71-21211
NASA aerodynamic research applicable to business
aircraft concerning wind tunnel and flight tests,
STOL performance and high speed cruise technology
[SAE PAPEE 710378] p0285 A71-21211
Design optimization of aircraft starting and
generating systems, identifying information
required and system analysis methods
CSAE P4PEE 710392] p0286 A71-21256
Constant attitude light aircraft flight control
system, describing design studies for minimum
pilot command requirements
[S1E PAPEfi 710393] p0286 A71-2<4257
Hedium weight NAHC C-1A tactical transport aircraft
technical specifications
p0310 A71-25231
Ti intermediate diagonal tension field shear beam
analysis and design for Boeing SST, using
Eayleigh-Ritz method
[AIAA PAPER 71-340] p0312 A71-25319
Automated optimal weight fully stressed large scale
structural design of aircraft, using matrix-
mathematical programming technique
[AIAA PAPER 71-361] p0313 A71-25310
Prototype graphite fiber/plastic fuselage component
design, test and performance prediction, using
structural analysis methods
p0311 A71-25128
Fatigue life, fail-safe capability and corrosion
resistance of commercial aircraft structures
improved through adhesive metal-metal bonding
[&SHE PAPER 71-DE-27] p0361 A71-27325
Automated low cost structural-mechanical design and
optimization of wing pivot systems for variable
geometry aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 71-101] p0362 A71-27110
Ring design criteria imposed by high speed
requirement for short takeoff aircraft,
considering thin sweptback wing with small aspect
ratio for lateral control
p0363 A71-27171
Ti, B and graphite fiber composites application to
aircraft design, discussing mechanical properties
and market competition
p0368 A71-27676
Aircraft industry materials development, discussing
innovations in governmental programs management,
procurement specifications and Department of
Defense contracting procedures
P0368 A71-27677
Landing load estimation methods for preliminary
design weight prediction for military aircraft
pOIOI A71-28211
Economic analysis of subsonic transport airplane
design, evaluation and operation
[SAE PAPER 710123] pOIOS A71-28310
FAA aircraft design appraisal for maintainability,
considering maintenance concepts and adverse
airworthiness situations
[S&E PAPER 710131] p0106 A71-28316
Military/commercial STOL transport design,
discussing performance, payload and equipment
reguirements with emphasis on production cost
benefits
[SAE PAPEB 710168] p0108 A71-28336
STOL aircraft/engine integrated systems for medium
distance air transportation, discussing tradeoff
factors involving performance, noise, weight and
cost
[SAE PAPER 710169] pOIOS 171-28337
Structural fatigue in aircraft design, discussing
twin engine transport tests, crack propagation
rate, residual strength, etc
P0121 A71-29131
Aircraft capabilities in intraurban transportation
for-Detroit metropolitan area, considering vehicle
design, fleet size, cost and terminal location
fAIAi P&PEB 71-501] p0122 471-29518
Materials and structural desiqn development by high
velocity impact testing due to transport and
subsonic military aircraft susceptibility to bird
collision damage
p0123 A71-29612
Atmospheric turbulence statistical models assessment
for aircraft design and operation, considering CAT
and thunderstorm turbulence data
p0121 A71-29751
V/STOL aircraft flight path and attitude controls in
turbulence, discussing design based on state
variable methods of control theory
p0126 A71-29776
Jet transport aircraft design for safety under air
turbulence conditions, considering cruise altitude
limitations and pitch and g excursion reduction by
special autopilot mode
p0127 A71-29777
Aircraft structural design requirements based on
statistical analysis of air turbulence intensity
and gust loads records from large number of
research flights
p0127 A71-29781
Aircraft design and fatigue life monitoring,
investigating effects of gust velocity frequency
distribution in patches of atmospheric turbulence
p0128 A71-29789
Air transport development trends, considering
increased speed and capacity, STOL aircraft, urban
service, and European cooperation for.
manufacturing
p0132 A71-30302
Computer aided design program for civil transport
aircraft configuration, performance, propulsion,
weight and costs to meet given specifications
p0435 A71-30398
Aircraft gnantitative maintenance cost reguirements
translation into design criteria, considering
airline operations influence on manufacturer
[SAE PAPER 710137] p0137 A71-30529
Commercial vs military design criteria for STOL
transport aircraft, noting landing and takeoff
distances and noise levels
[SAE PAPER 710165] p0138 A71-30536
Alpha jet trainer, describing design, configuration,
power plants, landing gear maintainability and
mission duration
p0179 A71-31209
Computing geometric airplane aerodynamic
characteristics during preliminary and detailed
design processes
p0186 A71-31597
TO-111-Concorde differences, discussing design
philosophy engine mounting and thrust, wing span
and profiles, gross weight, fuselage cross
sections landing gear, droop nose, etc
p0188 A71-31873
European Airbus automatic pilot and flight control
system, including computers in electromechanical
subassemblies
p0190 A71-31911
Concorde aircraft automatic landing and flight
control system objective, design, reliability and
certification tests
p0190 A71-31915
Concorde flight characteristics, discussing
performance flight test data relationship to
design
p0196 &71-32690
Dynamic characteristics of veakly damped elastic
body, considering complex natural modes generation
for vibration tests in aircraft design
P0502 A71-33103
Constrained optimization problems solution combining
modified pattern search methods and polynomial
constraints in aircraft design parameters
selection
p0505 A71-33721
Potential benefits accruing to air superiority
fighters by integrating automatic feedback control
system technology into design, using F-1 as
baseline configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 71-761] p0505 A71-31002
F-1E stall/spin development and flight tests,
relating mass.distribution and angle of attack
aerodynamic design
[AISA PAPER 71-772] p0506 A71-31008
Atmospheric turbulence prediction, discussing gust
sensitive aircraft design for structural overload
and fatigue failure decreases
[AIAA PAPEB 71-775] p0507 A71-31011
Control configured vehicle design longitudinal
reguirements due to application of relaxed static
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stability and maneuver load control
[AI&A PAPER 71-786] p0507 A71-34016
Optimization and operational problems of man powered
aircraft, noting Kremer Competition desiqn
[AIAA PAPER 71-798] p0508 A71-34023
Future aviation development constraints on
manufacturer and purchaser, desiqn, test costs,
noise, airport location and multinational
operation
[&IAA PAPER 71-799] p05C8 A71-3402U
Civil v/STOL aircraft projects, discussing desiqn,
lift fan engines, weights, fliqht performance,
noise levels, safety and comfort standards
p0509 A71-34101
Axisymmetric inlet design for turboramjet powered
hypersonic cruise vehicle, examining effects of
spillage and cowl drags on air flow
characteristics
p0509 A71-3U149
Fighter F-14 podded engine high variable sweep wing
design including nozzle, nacelle, fuselage shift,
aspect ratio and lift control improvements
p0509 A71-3«152
VPOl transport optimal airframe/propulsion systems
design, discussing thrust reguirements,
performance, control, cruise functions, fuel
consumption and fan characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 71-711] p0533 A71-34225
DC-10 wide body tri-jet aircraft design and
development, considering sizing, number of engines
and thrust optimization and selection of cruise,
approach and stall speeds
t&IAA PAPER 71-780] p0535 A71-34525
Computerized automatic control of aircraft
electrical system .using remote power controllers
and multiplexed data bus for wiring reduction and
reliability improvement
p0537 A71-34700
DC-10 fuselage pressure shell fail-safe design,
presenting analysis methods for residual strength
prediction of damaged stiffened panels
p0540 A71-35160
Total in-flight simulator /TIPS/ in variable
stability C-131 aircraft, describing potential as
desiqn tool
[AIAA PAPER 71-794] p0545 A71-35529
Armored cockpit for attack aircraft combat
effectiveness, including mold line tumbling
Plates, terminal ballistic kinematics and integral
structural armor
[AIAA PAPER 71-778] p0545 A71-35530
1-1011 flight test program, describing aircraft
design and performance
[ilAA PAPER 71-789] p0545 A71-35531
Lockheed L-1011 development, discussing flying
stabilizer design, direct lift control and
awtoland 'system
[AIAA PAPER 71-782] p0545 A71-35532
Aircraft electric power system design with
reliability, simplicity, low cost, weight and
size, discussing automatic circuit protection and
energy power
p0549 A71-35780
V/STOL aircraft with vectored thrust propulsion
systems, noting weight and center of gravity-lift-
thrust relationship changes effect on performance
[SAKE PAPER 894] p0551 A71-35817
Composite materials effect on supersonic aircraft
weight, design and performance
[SABE PAPER 888] p0551 A71-35818
Design, analysis and testing of F-111 complex
fuselage full scale section of composite
materials, noting weight savings
[SAKE PAPER 889] p0552 471-35825
Hing group weight prediction for subsonic aircraft
design, taking into account root bending moments
due to lift
p0552 A71-35925
Lockheed L-1011 passenger jumbo jet layout, ground
handling and servicing
p0553 A71-35995
Hybrid V/STOL jet lift aircraft design, examining
wing area-lift engine bypass ratios relation
[AIAA PAPER 71-767] p0555 A71-36273
Hypersonic aircraft design usable as transport or
space shuttle, determining aerodynamic behavior in
viscous flow
p0557 A71-36431
Strategic bomber B-1A program, discussing airframe
and engine contractors, design, characteristics
performance, electronic equipment and armament
p0561 A71-36757
Aircraft control design by implicit model- following
technique with optimal feedback sampled data and
continuous control algorithm, exemplifying STOL
aircraft landing approach control
[AIAA PAPEB 71-956] p0597 A71-37197
Aircraft electronic or fly by wire control systems,
discussing aircraft design fuel-structure weight
reduction cycle and control system redundancy
requirements
[AIAA PAPER 71-959] p0598 A71-37200
Variable geometry B-1A bomber aircraft, discussing
size, payloads, speed, altitude range and runway
takeoff
p0600 A71-37516
Sonic boomless transonic transports design,
performance, economics and airline routes at Hach
1.2 and 0.98
[CASI PAPER 72/8] p0601 A71-37598
Aircraft structures sonic fatigue due to high
frequency noise from turbofan engines, discussing
case histories, failure diagnosis and
precautionary design measures
P0603 &71-37843
Hercure short range passenger aircraft design
conception, analyzing cost
p0607 A71-38242
Concorde droop nose for takeoff and landing
visibility improvement, describing design and
operation
p0607 A71-3S343
Aerodynamic control surfaces optimal location for
flexible aircraft disturbed by random wind gusts,
using matrix minimum principle and calculus of
variations
p0610 A71-38713
European airbus development, discussing basic, long
range and stretched capacity versions and
aerodynamic and structural design features
p0610 A71-38749
Polycarbonates transparency applications in aircraft
windshield design, discussing heat resistance,
mechanical, chemical and optical properties
p0610 A71-38751
Aircraft fuselage design with marine type bulkhead
construction, discussing advantages in cabin
decompression and fire hazards reduction
p0610 A71-33752
Computer aided aircraft design, analysis and
production, discussing Numerical Haster Geometry
program developed by British Aircraft Corporation
p0616 A71-39543
SST sonic boom generation, discussing aircraft
design and atmospheric conditions effects and
property damage
p0658 A71-40705
European airbus design and performance, covering
electrical system, air conditioning, engines and
flying control circuits
p0668 A71-42236
Aeronautics future, discussing aircraft noise
reduction, computer technigues and aircraft design
p0668 A71-42237
Rotor performance and design for hover and cruise
VTOL flights
p0668 A71-42238
High lift device application to high performance
competition gliders, considering merit of design
for conflicting climb/cruise reguirements
p0691 A71-43089
Acrostar Hk II all wood single seat acrobatic light
weight aircraft designed for plus/minus 8g and
inverted flight
p0696 A71-43887
Sailplane circling cross-country speed increase by
variable geometry in high lift flap form for
better compromise between cruise and climb
performance
p0698 A71-44342
AIAA members comments on STOL, VTOL and V/STOL
aircraft merits and developments
[AIAA PAPER 71-1015] p0701 471-44596
Panavia 200 multipurpose military aircraft,
describing variable geometry design concept,
performance characteristics, engines, armament and
electronics
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p0702 471-144766
Fighter aircraft design with consideration to
armament, detection capability, thrust, speed, and
load factor performance tradeoffs
[4D-710497] p0035 N71-10183
Congressional hearing on investigation of contract
for TFX aircraft
pOOSO N71-1103U
Visual approach slope indicator system for
long-bodied aircraft
[FAA-BD-70-76] p0056 N71-11905
Design of supersonic aircraft with novel fixed,
svept ving planform
[NASA-CASE-XLA-04451] p0108 N71-12213
Feasibility study of coonter insurgency aircraft
with suction boundary layer control
[AEBO-1] p0121 N71-13415
Scatter factor in statistical aircraft fatigue life
estimation
[4BL/SH-350] p0165 N71-15151
Human factors in aircraft simulation
[4GABD-CP-79-70] . p0173 N71-16060
Flight simulations for accelerated development of
aircraft at reduced cost
p0171 N71-16062
Flight simulator mathematical modeling for aircraft
design
p0174 N71-16063
Aerodynamics of variable sweep aircraft design
p0318 871-20054
High lift applications in transport aircraft design
p0319 N71-20058
High lift systems design for combat aircraft
p0319 H71-20059
Optimizing propulsive/lift system for turbofan STOL
aircraft considering cost effectiveness
p0319 N71-20063
Optimization of aeroelastic constraints for aircraft
design using differential equation idealization
and finite element approximation
[NASA-CB-117198] p0322 N71-20139
Computer and optimization techniques in aircraft
design
p0322 N71-20110
Performance test of single stage turbine irith low
solidity tandem rotor blade assembly
[NASA-CB-1803] p0389 N71-23132
Power spectrum method for determining gust frequency
response functions in dynamic aircraft design
p0390 N71-23211
Accident investigations, flight control systems, and
operational recordings for improved aircraft
flight mechanics
[AGABD-CP-76-71] p0393 N71-23410
Onboard data acquisition for improved aircraft
design and operational flight safety
p0393 N71-23412
Design modifications on short takeoff Bronco
aircraft resulting from combat operations tests
p0391 N71-23I116
Human factors and safety requirements in aircraft
design
p0395 H71-23423
Aircraft development facility with wind tunnel
testing capability
[AD-719802] p0465 N71-25048
Noise data with models of both internally and
externally blown jet flaps designed for STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-67850] p0518 K71-27673
Low sonic boom design for supersonic transport
configurations
p0526 H71-28382
Aircraft design and atmospheric turbulence effects
on sonic boom generation and overpressure
prediction methods using flight test data
p0527 N71-28393
Limitations of overpressure prediction methods for
sonic boom configuration research
p0527 N71-28394
Computed aided design of wing structures and
application of optimal law of material
distribution
[AD-722303] p0572 N71-29657
Applications of supercritical airfoils to transport
aircraft designs
p0582 N71-30769
Aircraft design, flight characteristics, and
atmospheric effects on sonic boom during
supersonic and hypersonic flight
p0585 1171-30787
Critique of topics discussed at AG4BD meeting on
aerodynamic interference
[AGABD-AB-34-71] p0592 N71-31459
Aircraft design concepts for prevention of
structural failure including stress analysis
[AD-723317] p0619 H71-31683
Computerized simulation of aerodynamic loads and
dynamic responses for aircraft control systen
design based on optimal and feedback control
theories
[AD-722652] p0625 H71-31933
Progress in aerodynamic research and aircraft design
in Ukraine from 1920 to 1930
[NASA-TT-F-12878] p0628 H71-32185
Development .of pover spectral density method for
determining gust criteria for airplane structural
strength based on discrete gusts
[N4L-TB-233] p06*4 N71-33547
Analysis of feasibility of designing transport
aircraft to carry up to 1,000 passengers and
methods for predicting aircraft performance
[CB4NFIELD-4EBO-3] p0671 871-31018
Tip-turbine lift fan design and specifications
[NASA-CB-72974] p0679 N71-34945
Aerodynamic characteristics of lift fan installation
for direct lift V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-62086] p0680 N71-35204
Influence of advanced technology and design
philosophies on general aviation aircraft for 1985
[NASA-CB-114338] p0682 N71-35217
Draft designing of vertical takeoff and landing
aircraft
[AD-726572] p0682 H71-35219
Beference text on design of aviation structural
elements
[AD-726586] p0682 N71-35220
AIBCBAFT DETECTIOH
Time-fregaency anticollision system for dangerous
aircraft detection and avoidance using stable
atomic clocks
[OHEBA-TP-938] p0488 A71-31875
Badio tracking of aircraft by two geostationary
satellites, discussing measurement, navigation and
position errors
p0559 471-36508
Aircraft onboard equipment tests in air navigation
aid satellite project, estimating tracking random
errors
p0559 471-36509
Computer-based aircraft tracking with aid of twin
radar air traffic control system, discussing
components and operation
p0562 A71-36993
Computerized automatic estimation techniques
application to real time aircraft tracking in 4TC
system design
[AIAA PAPEB 71-926] p0596 A71-37172
Aircraft position errors computation for ATC
mathematical surveillance models, estimating
collision risk
[AIAA PAPEB 71-927) p0597 A71-37173
AIBCBAFT ENGIHES
HI BELICOPTEB ENGINES
Air cooled opposed K, 6 and 8 cylinder light
aircraft engines with or without
turbosupercharging, considering horsepower
improvement and torsional vibration control
[SAE PAPEB 700205] p0002 A71-10129
Aircraft turbine engine development, considering
mismatch reduction between engine and airframe in
flight tests
p0013 471-11180
Jet engine evolution, considering thrust, combustion
chamber, fans, high-pressure-ratio compressors and
turbine inlet temperature
p0013 471-11181
Electrochemical machining for aircraft engine metal
components, discussing cost, time comparisons,
tooling techniques and applications
[SHE PAPEB HB-70-206] p0013 471-11252
Electrochemical machining role in jet engine
industry, discussing drilling, contouring,
electrolyte handling, etc
[SHE P4PER HB-70-193] p0013 471-11253
Electrohydraulic thrust control system for
supersonic transport aircraft engines, considering
reliability, performance and weight
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[SAE PAPER 700819] p0016 A71-11546
Soviet book on aircraft power plant systems and
devices covering layout, engine attachment,
propellers, control, fuel and oil systems, fire
fighting, monitoring, etc
p0028 471-12722
Engine vibration high temperature transducer,
discussing piezoelectric materials properties and
design considerations relative to temperature,
pressure, acoustic noise, humidity environment
p0030 471-12911
ruin jet aircraft engine installation effects and
exhaust nozzle integration, noting closely spaced
inlet interference
[ICAS PAPER 70-U7] p0067 471-13118
Thrustmeter for direct in-flight measurement of
aircraft engine jet thrust
p0068 471-13332
Soviet papers on working processes in aircraft
engines covering gas flow, liguid injection,
nozzles, gas turbines and supersonic flow
p0079 471-11251
Influence coefficients for aircraft engine gas/air
ducts parameter deviations, using statistical
analysis
pOOSO 471-11257
4ircraft propulsion, discussing piston, turbojet,
turboprop and turbofan engines in terms of thrust
to weight ratio, specific fuel consumption and
propulsive efficiency
p0085 471-14977
Soviet book on aviation automation covering
automatic control systems in piston, turbojet and
turboprop engines, navigation, air temperature and
pressure
p0089 471-15223
VTOL aircraft engine air particle separator
development, examining airframe and engine design
P0096 471-15433
Soviet book on aircraft gas turbine engine assembly
covering organization, specified accuracy,
automatic systems, mechanization problems, guality
control, etc
pC098 471-15449
Aircraft turbine engines with elevated gas inlet
temperatures
P0101 471-15670
Aircraft gas turbine engine components eguivalent
testing by shortening testing time required to
increase service life
p0136 471-16761
Book on fixed and rotary winged aircraft air cooled
piston engine design, performance and maintenance
in business and military operators manual
terminology
P0138 471-17125
Aircraft engine double-reverberant chamber duct
lining test facility, discussing noise fields, air
flow, layout, performance, insertion and
transmission losses, etc
p0143 471-17619
Nuclear powered long distance aircraft engines,
discussing high burnup fuel, weight factors and
safety problems
p0145 471-17694
Gas turbine aircraft engine compressor blades
foreign object ingestion control by inlet vortex
flow suppression lets, indicating wind tunnel air
intake applications
P01145 471-17696
Small gas turbines for helicopters and fixed wing
aircraft, discussing designs, materials,
lubrication, etc
p0148 471-18052
4ircraft gas turbine engines nitric oxide emission
model, describing flow behavior and chenical
processes
[AIAA PAPER 71-123] p0155 A71-18659
High performance fighter aircraft engine pressure
ratio and turbine inlet temperature measurement,
using fluidic sensors
p0203 A71-20586
Fluidic pressure ratio control for vertical takeoff
aircraft lift engine fuel system, describing
breadboard circuit, test bed and flight standard
P0203 471-20587
Soviet book on aircraft gas turbine and internal
combustion engines covering structural design
schemes, inlet devices, combustion chambers.
materials, compressors, etc
p0203 471-20674
Eguivalent test results, studying damaging factors
in aircraft engine compared with regular tests
p0207 471-21115
Hicroelectronic circuits reliability in aircraft
engine control applications, discussing testing
and selection for severe temperature and vibration
environments
[SAE PAPER 700822] p0209 A71-21369
Book on aircraft gas turbine engine technology
covering combustion chambers, exhaust systems,
lubricating oils, thrust augmentation, inlet ducts
and overhaul procedures
p0210 A71-21625
Aircraft turbine engines strength and gas dynamic
characteristics improved by vibration decrease
using elastic elements
p0212 471-21710
National Air pollution Control Administration
control of aircraft engine pollutant emissions
covering measurement, test instrumentation,
research, standards and regulations
p0216 A71-21831
Aircraft engine smoke emission control, discussing
Ringelmann chart assessment for various commercial
jet aircraft and airport gaseous pollutants
p0216 471-21832
Probabilistic estimate of aerodynamic imbalance of
aircraft gas turbine rotors due to production
errors in compressor blade angle
p0222 471-22045
Shrouded aircraft engine turbine blades vibration
stresses found minimum by setting np paired blades
with fixed tension along shroud
p0266 471-22595
Turboprop aircraft engine service life extension,
correcting deficiencies via accelerated tests
based on relation between failure rate and usage
p0266 471-22633
Cost reduction concepts in gas turbine engine design
and fabrication for general aviation aircraft
p0268 471-22811
Hawker Siddeley Trident 3B flight test program,
booster engine, structural features, power plants,
systems and landing gear
p0269 A71-22890
D-30 bypass engine hydraulic control system for
Tu-134 aircraft, discussing fuel flow regulator
assembly and operation
p0270 471-22947
High thrust aircraft engines test facility design
p0271 A71-22956
Pan propulsion power plants with mechanical and gas
dynamical energy distribution systems for
commercial VTOL aircraft
p0271 471-22964
Composite materials for compressor blades in
aircraft engines, considering boron and carbon
fiber reinforced materials
P0274 471-23286
High temperature corrosion in aircraft engine
components and gas turbines by sulfur in fuels,
vanadium pentoxide and Nad
P0274 471-23288
4ircraft engines and stationary gas turbines high
precision components, discussing die forging and
machining combined with joining processes
p0274 471-23299
Concorde environmental testing, considering
endurance tests, thermal shock rigs and plant for
sinulating air supply from compressor stages of
aircraft gas turbine engines
p0276 471-23583
light aircraft standard fuel flight evaluation,
discussing compatibility with grades 60/87 and
100/13C certified engines and comparative
operational fuel consumption
[S4E P4PER 71C3f9] p0284 471-24239
Dual magneto ignition system for business and small "
military aircraft, describing development, design
and test program
[SAE P4PEE 710382] p0285 471-24247
Light aircraft engine lubricating oil filter types
and model specification, noting dirt holding
ratings
[SHE PAPER 710383] . p0285 471-24248
VTOL heat engine and propulsion system design and
performance, citing Pegasus net lift engine as
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compromise between takeoff and cruise function
pC293 A71-24751
VIOL propulsion systems safety requirements,
considering single and double breakdowns
p0293 A71-24752
Boron-glass-epoxy lightweight composite gear case
for aircraft engine reduction gearbox, describing
design, molding, machining and testing
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-85] p0353 A71-25993
Aircraft gas turbine condition analysis
instrumentation used for status diagnosis of naval
turbine engines, discussing sensor and electronic
data interpretation progress
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-86] p0353 A71-25994
Military aircraft flight test establishments,
discussing airframe, engine, flight control and
weapons delivery systems tests work flow
integration reguirements
p0355 A71-26315
Soviet book on theory of aircraft bladed machines
covering axial flow, centrifugal and composite
turbines and compressors, thermodynamic
efficiency, control turbocompressor matching, etc
p0355 A71-26401
Soviet book on aircraft and rocket engines control
automation, discussing nuclear power plant/fuel
systems design and control simulation methods
p0355 A71-26403
Thrust measurement of aircraft and rocket propulsion
systems, comparing cost and characteristics of
mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems
p0359 A71-26991
Air transport propulsion systems, discussing
aircraft operating economics with reference to
weight, size, powerplant efficiency, noise and air
pollution
pC365 A71-27542
Aircraft power plants sealing materials, emphasizing
porous cermet seals heat resistance under thermal
cyclic loads
p0368 A71-27688
VTOL propulsion, discussing gas turbine pressure
ratio inlet temperature and lifting and high
bypass fans
p0403 A71-27838
Visible exhaust smoke trails from aircraft jet
engines, measuring optical density by photographic
photometry
[SAE PAPER 710428] pOt06 A71-28314
Reduction gearbox reliability problems from
development and service experience with PT6A
turboprop engine
[SAE PAPER 710433] pC«06 A71-28318
Commercial aircraft powerplant development,
discussing engine and components test programs and
techniques
fSAE PAPEB 710449] p0407 A71-28327
Aircraft propulsion system testing, stressing noise
reduction and inlet-engine exhaust system
compatibility
[SAE PAPER 710450] P0407 A71-28328
Airline engine performance testing from operator
perspective, using automated test cell data
acguisition system
[SAE PAPER 710451] p0407 A71-28329
High temperature aircraft gas turbine engine design,
discussing developments in manufacturing
processes, materials, cooling technigues,
aerodynamic and mechanical design improvements
[SAE PAPER 710462] p0408 A71-28335
Gas temperature measurement in aircraft combustion
chambers, using calorimetric probe
pC411 A71-28757
Aircraft engine production components and alloys
mechanical properties evaluation for improved
reliability of mass produced products
pO"14 A71-28944
Subsonic; and supersonic turbojet aircraft engines
development, discussing design, operation,
reliability, weight, fuel consumption and cost
P0428 A71-29811
Thrust measurement of aircraft propulsion systems,
considering hydraulic piston device, edge
clearance, oil quantity and calibration
p0428 A71-29860
Concords power plant fire protection system,
describing prototype engine bay overheat detection
system and additional nv optical fire detection
system
p0432 A71-30300
Aircraft jet engines technological progress review
over past 25 years, emphasizing industry economics
considerations
p0432 A71-30303
HP rake probes with high temperature integrated
sensor for inflight aircraft engine intake air
flow distortion measurements
p0433 A71-30321
Low cost go/no-go portable aircraft engine tester
connected to engine mounted sensors
P0434 A71-30327
Sound fields of flying aircraft from noise
measurements, discussing engine operating
conditions, speed and attitude
p0437 A71-30521
Transport aircraft JT9D high bypass ratio engine
development, noting maintainability and stability
improvements
[SAE PAPER 710419] pO«37 A71-30527
Aircraft JT9D engine development for airline
operation, discussing construction, condition
monitoring, maintenance, noise and smoke reduction
[SAE PAPER 710434] p0437 A71-30528
Design interface reguirements for optimal aircraft
engine condition monitoring system, using
parameter, vibration, oil, borescope and
radiography analysis
[SAE PAPER 710447] p0438 A71-30531
V/STOL propulsion units lift ratings based on
aircraft system requirements
[SAE PAPER 710471] p0439 A71-30537
Onboard computer for aircraft engine testing,
' monitoring and data reduction, emphasizing
automatic in-flight recording for post-flight
displays
[AIAA PAPER 71-651] p0440 A71-30727
Engine condition monitoring systems, discussing
engineering design requirements with respect to
accessibility, accuracy, economics, effectiveness,
reliability and maintainability
[AIAA PAPER 71-652] p0440 A71-30728
VTOL turboshaft engine powered propulsion system
development, detailing design reguirements,
program planning, component research and system
integration
[AHS PREPRINT 562] p0452 A71-31109
Analytical model of oscillatory combustion in
aircraft engine augmentors
[AIAA PAPER 71-700] p0480 A71-31324
Air cooling methods for aircraft engine turbine
rotor blades, considering heat distribution in
rotor disk
p0481 A71-31461
Aircraft engine in-flight thrust determination,
discussing indirect and direct measurement methods
p0497 A71-32720
Flight mission' severity in cumulative damage /low
cycle fatigae and creep stress rupture/ not
detected by usual nondestructive testing in
aircraft gas turbine industry
pOSOl A71-33298
Dynamic stress on rotor blades of aircraft engine
axial compressor stages with low hub/diameter
ratio
p0502 A71-33345
Air transport propulsion systems economics,
considering first cost, specific weight, fuel
consumption and maintenance effect on direct
operating cost
p0503 A71-33469
Soviet book on subsonic gas turbine passenger planes
power supply systems covering Boeing 747, short
haul aircraft, DC-10, L-1011, etc
p0534 A71-34472
Maximum temperature engine concept, definition and
application to future aircraft propulsion system
performance
[SAE PAPER 710461] p0535 A71-34498
Linear radial loads effect on stress and strain of
hyperboloidal rotor disk applied to aircraft
engine compressors with two stream flow of working
medium
p0535 A71-34597
Aircraft gas turbine engine components equivalent
testing by shortening testing time required to
increase service life
p0544 A71-35460
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Three micron absolute main oil filter for aircraft
gas turbine lubrication system, discussing
indicator system and bench and engine tests
pOSHU A71-35488
Propulsion systems trends for 198os, discussing
environmental noise levels, stoichiometric gas
turbine engines for military aircraft, hiqh bypass
ratio engines for V/STOL aircraft, etc
p0516 A71-35625
Transonic wind tunnel testing of air intake and
afterbody of double flux engine nacelle at high
subsonic Bach numbers and high Reynolds numbers
[ONERA-TP-943] p055U A71-36021
Aircraft jet engine application of electric
discharge machining for repetitive continuous
production, considering automated closed cycle
eguipment
CSHE PAPEE MR-71-1143] pQ560 A71-36658
Strategic bomber B-1A program, discussing airframe
and engine contractors,- design, characteristics
performance, electronic eguipment and armament
p0561 A71-36757
Material, design and operating principles of rotary
seals used in gas ducts, bearing elements and fuel
systems of aircraft gas turbine engines
p060« 471-38015
Civil V/STOL aircraft engines requirements,
considering noise reduction, thrust, multifunction
propulsion/blowing, lift and booster fan engines
tCASI PAPER 72/19] p0605 A71-38021
Multivariable freguency response methods for
feedback control design for aircraft gas turbines,
involving digital test bed trials
p0611 A71-38989
Aircraft high temperature turbine engine design,
reviewing technological advances coupled with
laboratory engine and component tests
p0615 A71-39399
Higher pressure ratios trend in aircraft gas
turbines leading to higher exit temperatures from
compressor, noting real gas effects
P0651 A71-1017C
Brazing filler metals as cost effective replacement
for Au-Ni in aircraft gas turbine engine component
p0657 A71-t0621
Book on aircraft propulsion covering design,
dynamics, control, installation, gas turbine,
ramjet, rocket and piston engines, compressors,
combustion and energy cycles, etc
p0669 A71-12127
In-flight monitoring of aircraft turbine engine
reliability
p0692 A71-13233
Supersonic propulsion system inlet, engine and
exhaust nozzle in wind tunnel and flight tests,
discussing boundary layer effects on performance
p0695 A71-43599
Operating variables effect on pollutant exhaust from
jet aircraft turbine engines, discussing combustor
design technigues for emissions reduction
p0695 A71-13600
Digital algorithm for automatic aircraft engine
monitoring system, using Boolean algebra and
events/states theory
p0696 A71-43897
Nondestructive detection of hot corrosion-
sulfidation in 0. S. Navy aircraft turbine engines
p070U A71-45280
Aircraft gas turbine engine design and construction
[AD-711757] pOO<4t N71-10853
X ray fluorescence analysis for quality control of
gas turbine aircraft engine parts during
manufacture and overhaul
pOOSt 1)71-11641
Influence of Concorde powerplant operating
conditions on design of Olympus 593 fuel and oil
system
p0055 N71-11653
Design and materials engineering for aircraft
turbine engines
[NASA-TT-F-13398] p0127 N71-14188
Computerized statistical analysis of engine smoke
measurements
rAD-713612] p0160 N71-14617
Investigation of engine-exhaust-airframe
interference on cruise vehicle at Hach 6
[NiSA-TN-D-6060] p0161 N71-14635
Cost reduction procedures for aircraft turbine
engines used in civil aviation
fNASA-TB-X-52951] p0178 N71-16592
Ingestion of debris into aircraft engine inlets
during takeoff
[ARC-CP-1114] p0227 H71-17081
Automation of technological processes in aircraft
engine production
[AD-714858] p0242 N71-17832
Aerodynamic interference caused by rear fuselage
mounted power plants on BAC aircraft
p030<t N71-19375
Proceedings of conference on aircraft propulsion
[NASA-SP-259] p0307.N71-19451
Characteristics of fans and compressors for aircraft
turbine engines
p0307 B71-19452
Aerodynamic characteristics of advanced turbine
engines
p0307 N71-19453
Development of improved turbine cooling processes
and facilities for conducting turbine cooling
research
p0308 N71-19454
Effects of engine design and propulsion system
configurations on combustion efficiency
p0308 N71-19455
Development and characteristics of low cost engines
for general aviation aircraft
p0308 N71-19458
Effects of engine inlet disturbances on engine stall
performance
p0309 N71-19461
Design reguirements for air breathing aircraft
engines
[AD-716U96] p0309 N71-19<!88
Protective coatings for heat resistant materials for
aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
[NASA-TH-X-52977] p0311 N71-19677
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 1, interface problems between engine and
airframe
p0319 N71-20061
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 2, thermodynamic problems
p0319 N71-200.S2
Evaluation of fuel flowmeter instrumentation
conducted during flight tests
[AD-719280] p0457 1171-21(479
Assembly methods for three types of aircraft gas
turbine engines
[AD-719823] pCHl67 N71-25209
Fundamentals of aircraft gas turbine engines
[AD-719913] p0470 N71-25808
Aircraft gas turbine combustion chamber design
[NAL-TR-208] p0474 N71-26298
Production and efficiency of small gas turbine
engine for helicopter and surface vehicles
[ AGARD-LS-146-71] p0511 N71-26951
Components for low weight/small volume aircraft gas
turbine engines
P0512 H71-26955
Thermodynamic properties of small gas turbines for
power generation in aeronautics, space, and
industry
p0512 N71-26957
Comparison of small gas turbine and diesel engine
power plants for aircraft and ground vehicle
propulsions
p0512 N71-26958
Application of noise reduction technology to design
of propulsion system for subsonic civil transport
aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-67884] pOS89 N71-31191
Exhaust emission from reciprocating aircraft
engines, and afterburning of exhaust gases on
contact with ambient air - air pollution study
[PB-197627] p0592 N71-31569
Operational methods for control of air pollution
emissions from aircraft turbine engine combustor
[NASA-TM-X-67887] p0631 N71-32M81I
Cold weather tests to determine effectiveness of
resonant combustor as power source for starting
aircraft engines
[AD-7211125] p0634 N71-32804
Performance tests of single stage, transonic
compressor for advanced aircraft
[NASA-C8-72806] p0640 N71-33201
Conclusions and recommendations concerning wind
tunnel tests of interaction between engine flow
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and wall corrections in transonic wind tunnels
p0707 N71-36401
Combustion characteristics of gas turbine aircraft
engines
tAD-727175] p0717 N71-37387
Analysis of qas turbine design and application to
aircraft operation with description of components,
safety factors, and vibration problems
fAD-727188] p0727 N71-38538
AIBCB&FT EQUIPHENT
HI AISCEAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
NT AIRCRAFT LIGHTS
NT AIRCSAFT TIBES
ST EJECTION SEATS
Aircraft galley design safety criteria, considering
injuries from routine use, normal, crash or
ditching conditions component dislodgment,
equipment malfunctions and defects
p0001 A71-10029
Combat aircraft cockpit temperature control system
design and operation
p0003 A71-10270
Aircraft DC to AC converters frequency stabilization
systems, describing circuit diagrams and operation
principles
p0079 A71-1U247
IFR design requirements for STOL navigation
equipment from flight tests
p0095 A71-15424
Aircraft equipment failures detection and warning
systems.
p0101 A71-15901
Aircraft generator service life improvement and
weight minimization by close coupling with drive
and heat producing components cooling with oil
spray and mist
p0149 A71-18463
Integrated drive AC generator for aircraft,
discussing design improvements in power-weight
ratio
p0186 A71-19494
Military aircraft zinc silver oxide battery service
reguirements and performance
p0207 A71-21103
Soviet book on asynchronous generators for aircraft
covering design and operation
p0275 A71-23420
Soviet book on airplane and helicopter electrical
power supply systems covering storage batteries,
DC generators, alternators, voltage regulators,
current and frequency control, etc
p0422 A71-29525
Soviet handbook of aircraft electrical eguipment
covering DC and turbine powered generators,
lubrication materials, electromagnetic
interference countermeasures, etc
p0422 A71-29530
Airborne equipment for CAT detection ahead of
aircraft, considering pulsed Doppler laser and IR
detectors
p0425 A71-29765
Naval Air Rework Facility, discussing primary
mission, technical disciplines and operational
performance feedback
[AIAA PAPER 71-765] p05C6 A71-34003
High voltage DC electric power transmission systems
with ground return, reducing aircraft wiring
weight and energy dissipation
p0519 A71-35771
Integrated drive generator for aircraft electrical
power systems, improving weight, life and
reliability
p0549 A71-35781
Aircraft permanent magnetic fields strength
variation, observing magnetic anomaly detection
eguipment performance degradation
p0691 A71-42923
Formulas for determining flying weight of aircraft
electric generator systems
[AD-713762] ' p0161 N71-14649
Satellite applications to aircraft communications,
navigation, and surveillance over US including
synthesized satellite network and aircraft
equipment for air traffic control
rNASA-CH-117760] p0379 N71-22339
Location/identification transmitter and eguipment
for use in satellite applications in aircraft
communication, navigation, and surveillance for US
air traffic control
[NiSA-CB-117759] p0379 N71-22340
Test procedures for aircraft defogger/defroster
eguipment
[AD-719109] p0457 H71-24452
Procedures for evaluating compatibility of aviation
materiel with related eguipment
CAD-719107] pOU57 N71-24457
Performance of aircraft environmental control
systems under simulated tactical conditions
[AD-719101] p0457 N71-24461
Design, development, and test of ground support
eguipment for analyzing aircraft equipment
condition and performance
[AD-719675] p0460 N71-24603
Evaluation of dual input transponder with upper and
lower aircraft antennas as resolution for problems
with air traffic control radar beacon system
limitations
[FAA-NA-71-39] p0464 N71-24882
Test procedures to determine ability of aircraft
eguipment and armament to withstand storage and
operate effectively in tropic environment
[AD-720570] p0474 N71-26194
Evaluation procedures to determine effectiveness of
visible and infrared searchlights mounted on fixed
and rotary wing aircraft during tactical support
missions
[AD-721155] p0511 N71-26895
Methods for determining reliability of aircraft
eguipment
[AD-722721] p0574 S71-29796
Safety tests for aircraft eguipment
[AD-723033] p0625 N71-31940
Demonstration and evaluation of crash-resistant
bladder fuel tank system in full-scale aircraft
wing assembly
[FAA-NA-71-34] p0627 N71-32077
Test procedures for evaluating capability of
antiicing/deicing equipment aboard aircraft
[AD-721082] p0637 N71-33005
Integration of photographic methods in test
procedures for military aircraft, aircraft
weapons, and ancillary equipment
CAD-7214081] p0639 H71-33080
Analytical procedures for predicting coupled fluid
structural responses of aircraft hydraulic systems
p0688 N71-36276
Aircraft takeoff, navigation, and landing aids,
aerodynamics characteristics, and crew rescue
equipment
[AD-727860] p0721 N71-37618
AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
U EXHAUST GASES
AIBCBAFT FUEL SYSTEHS
Soviet book on aircraft power plant systems and
devices covering layout, engine attachment,
propellers, control, fuel and oil systems, fire
fighting, monitoring, etc
p0028 A71-12722
Quick connect/disconnect dry break couplinqs for
aircraft fueling, describing design and operation
p0118 A71-18215
Aircraft fuel and air conditioning systems vortex
valves and diodes, examining flow patterns into
and out of chambers
p0202 A71-20556
Concorde aircraft fuel system and fuel pumps,'
considering center of gravity and center of
pressure relationship to maintain trim
'p0276 471-23581
Aircraft self sealing fuel tank and fuel cell
systems damage control, considering chemical,
precompressed foam and swellable elastomer seal
concepts
P0282 A71-2t079
Fluorosilicone sealants for aircraft fuel
containment, discussing resistance to heat, jet
fuel, moisture and heat aging
p0282 A71-24080
Pblyurethane foam effects on fuel contamination
during installation for fuel system fire and
explosion protection
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-S'l] p0351 A71-25981
Airport jet fuel delivery system salt driers for
reducing water content below saturation,
lengthening filter life and improving downstream
system components performance
[SAE PAPER 710440] p0406 A71-28322
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Influence of Concorde powerplant operating
conditions on design of Olympus 593 fuel and oil
system
p0055 N71-11653
Gasoline icing inhibitors for aircraft carburetors
and fuel systems
[LB-536] p0121 N71-13414
Effectiveness of nitrogen inerting of aircraft fuel
tanks under conditions of fuel sloshing
[4D-721675] p0529 H71-28576
Determination and evaluation of safety parameters of
-jet fuels in aircraft fuel tanks when using
nitrogen as inerting agent
[F44-N4-71-26] p0629 N71-32305
aiRCH&FT FUELS
Turbojet engine design for methane element of
liquified natural gas as aircraft fuel, discussing
supersonic transport applications
pOOOS 471-10185
Soviet book on aviation fuels, lubrication materials
and special fluids covering compositions,
. physicochemical properties, filtration, etc
pOOII A71-11320
Static dissipator additives in aviation fuels for
eliminating electrostatic charging hazards
p0023 471-12300
Book on aviation fuels covering gasoline and turbine
fuel properties, handling problems and future
fuels
p0081 471-14298
Soviet book on automotive and jet aircraft engine
fuel chemical stabilizers under storage, transit
and operational conditions, examining additives in
relation to stability ratings
p0142 471-17H33
Light aircraft standard fuel flight evaluation,
discussing compatibility with grades 80/87 and
100/130 certified engines and comparative
operational fuel consumption
[SAE P4PER 710369] p0284 471-21239
Aircraft fuel tank nitrogen inerting, fire and
explosion suppression for foreign particle
contamination, sludge and lacguering reduction
[4SHE PAPER 71-GT-45] p0351 471-25978
Kerosene type fuels for aircraft gas turbine
engines, discussing combustion problems, smoke
emission reduction and bacterial or fungal
contamination
p0411 471-28751
Energy state approximation and supersonic aircraft
minimum fuel fixed range trajectory optimization,
noting not convex velocity set
p0139 471-30609
Aircraft pollutant emission regulation, discussing
low smoke combustors and fuel dumping problem
p0492 471-32216
Jet engine advent impact on aviation fuels safety,
discussing gasoline hazards in prejet aircraft
P0692 471-43231
Liauid hydrogen as future replacement for
hydrocarbon fuels in surface and air
transportation, noting advantages in energy per
unit weight and pollution-free combustion
p0699 471-44365
Jet aircraft fuel additives covering functions and
applications
p0704 A71-45325
Aviation fuels lubricating characteristics,
discussing refining methods, viscosity, service
performance and load testing
p0705 A71-15383
Suction and pressure head and temperature effects on
cavitation flow in aircraft fuel pumps
[ARC-CP-1128] p0226 1171-17041
Proceedings of conference on aircraft propulsion
[N4SA-SP-259] p0307 N71-19151
Heat flux distributions in pools of burning aircraft
fuels for design of protective clothing for
firefighting personnel
[AD-722771] p0591 1171-31376
Chemical and physical properties of aircraft fuels
gelled with hydrocarbon resins
[FAA-NA-71-17] p0627 1171-32078
Small scale impact tests of aircraft type fuels for
gas turbines to determine burning, misting, and
splatter characteristics
[FJ1A-HA-71-12] p0628 N71-32087
Development of procedures for conducting service
tests of aircraft refueling and defueling systems
[AD-726872] p0683 N71-35227
Determination of physical and chemical properties of
fuels gelled with carbohydrate resins to evaluate
effectiveness in reducing aircraft fire hazards
[F44-NA-71-18] p0716 N71-37369
Control and chemical compositon of aircraft fuels,
lubricants, and special liquids
CAD-727199] p0727 N71-38531
AIRCRAFT GUIDAHCE
Time-synchronized approach control combining
aircraft precision navigation and guidance with
ATC eguipment
p0029 471-12894
Cockpit simulator motion effects on ILS approach
pilot guidance errors, using Erdnann model
[DGLR-70-071] p0129 471-15956
Inertial aircraft lateral guidance system
limitations in stochastic gust environment,
comparing configurations using aileron or
differential spoilers
[4144 P4PEH 71-22] p0151 471-18489
4ircraft navigation system reguiring computer and
display for approach guidance to circular orbit
over fixed ground area
[4144 PAPER 69-986] p0200 471-20305
Optimum automatic flight control technigues in
horizontal guidance of aircraft at terminal
p0200 471-20306
VOR/DME ground station oriented aircraft area
navigation horizontal guidance capability,
discussing digital input/output flight control
p0207 471-21166
Strapdown inertial navigator alignment by digital
filtering technigues, discussing application to
aircraft and spacecraft
p0208 A71-21170
Report on guidance system for approach and landing,
discussing airports, aircraft, approach and
landing paths, service classes, failure protection
and weather penetration
p0317 471-25531
Terrain following radar for airborne guidance of low
flying military aircraft
p0358 471-26881
Helicopter automatic flight control eguipment,
discussing autopilot stabilizer, localization
system, ground approach guidance coupler and
flight director
p0190 471-31916
STOL aircraft guidance capability with onboard
digital computer, maintaining time of arrival
envelope at way points along complex flight paths
[4IAA PAPER 71-770] p0515 A71-35528
Interceptor aircraft optimal nonlinear command
guidance scheme for reduction of airborne
computation load with forward prediction of
interceptor and target state vectors
[4IAA PAPER 71-916] p0596 A71-37166
All-weather operations, including pilot role,
instrument landing systems and guidance aids
[C4SI PAPER 72/11] p0601 A71-37601
Air traffic controller height and plan position
indicator composite picture display system design
and operation, combining functions of primary and
secondary surveillance radars
p0650 A71-40128
Aerospace guidance technology evolution at HIT with
ercphasis on inertial systems
p0665 471-11993
Modular step scan microwave aircraft landing system
/TALAR/ design and operation, noting short takeoff
and landing
p0667 471-12088
Doppler scanning landing microwave system for air-
derived azimuth and elevation angle aircraft
guidance by frequency coding and reference carrier
transmission
p0667 471-42089
Scanning microwave landing guidance system
coordinates choice, discussing signal format,
antennas planar or conical beams and V/STOL
application
p0667 471-42090
Microwave scanning beam guidance receiver design for
aircraft landing aid, discussing time sharing and
flight control
p0668 471-42091
Operational requirements of microwave guidance
systems, comparing guidance and position
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measurement applied to aircraft approach and
landing
p0668 A71-M2092
Guidance software package for digital flight control
and landing system of CH-U6C helicopter
fHASA-CR-111025] p0036 1171-102811
Systems analysis of flight control and guidance of
CH-U6C helicopter
[NASA-CH-11102U] p0037 H71-10297
Visual aids for secondary airports
[FAA-NA-70-51] p0053 N71-1107U
Guidance developments for all-weather landing
p0110 N71-12433
Post-1970 scanning beam guidance for approach and
landing
p0111 H71-12435
Investigating tasks of data processing equipment in
advanced navigation systems for aircraft
p0113 N71-1260U
Microwave landing guidance systems initial concept
validation tests in BTCA signal format
TAD-717183] p0334 N71-21368
Microwave scanning guidance system for aircraft
approach and landing
[DO-148-VOL-1] p0511 N71-26804
Systems analysis of aircraft, aircraft guidance and
control systems, and atmospheric turbulence for
low visibility instrument landing system
reguirements
[AD-722773] p0576 N71-30173
Application of linear control of systems with random
inputs to gust response control of aircraft
guidance in atmospheric turbulence
[ONERA-P-131 ] p0578 N71-3032<4
Vertical situation display concept for alleviating
problems of inadeguate guidance and display
information for making steep approaches
p0582 N71-30770
Evaluation of automatic guidance modes and software
for V/ST01 aircraft flight control
[NASA-CS-121768] p067M N71-3U016
Aircraft tracking and guidance facility using FPS-16
radar supplemented by laser tracker permanently
mounted on antenna
[HASA-CH-111931] p0677 N71-3M240
All weather landing system design, development, and
field and flight testing
p0686 N71-35777
AIRCRAFT HAZARDS
Aircraft fire hazard reduction, discussing early
detection, extinguishing eguipment and emergency
landing survival
pOCOt A71-10399
Static dissipator additives in aviation fuels for
eliminating electrostatic charging hazards
P0023 A71-12300
Atmospheric turbulence at cruise altitudes of
supersonic transport aircraft, considering gusts
probability, thunderstorms and mountain waves
p0065 A71-13137
Bird strikes incidence and prevention, discussing
velocity effects, migration role and uses of
distress calls, falconry and radar
p0156 A71-18664
Static discharge hazards for aircraft, discussing
causes for static charge build-up, dangers and
precautionary methods during refueling operations
p0186 A71-19121
Statistical information on lightning and static
hazards relative to airworthiness
p0193 A71-19929
Composite plastic aircraft structures lightning
protection, considering hazard to composite
materials and use of metal filled or plasma
sprayed coatings and metal foil coverings
p0195 A71-199U3
Aircraft collision avoidance dynamical system,
determining barriers between possible capture
regions by optimal control problem solution
p0209 A71-21322
Commercial supersonic flight, investigating air
pollution and alleged climate and weather
modification effects due to principal exhaust
products
P0214 A71-21821
Bird impact hazard to general aircraft, discussing
structural damage, flight safety and testing
procedures
p0299 A71-21997
Aircraft hazards due to freguent low cloud
occurrences at Kenya airport, forecasting weather
with statistical analysis and radiosounding
P0415 A71-29106
Aircraft ice protection problems, considering one
dimensional Stefan method for cyclic deicing
system
p0537 A71-31850
Case histories of aircraft damage due to wind acting
on airport surfaces, discussing wind and hail
protection
p05«3 A71-35442
Aircraft vortex wake turbulence including formation,
disintegration, hazards reduction, instability and
interactions with following vehicles
p0547 A71-35753
Aircraft wake turbulence /trailing vortex systems/
avoidance during flight, describing procedures for
pilots and tower operators
CCASI PAPEB 72/6] p0601 A71-37596
Aircraft fuselage design vith marine type bulkhead
construction, discussing advantages in cabin
decompression and fire hazards reduction
p0610 A71-38752
Flight tests for hazard evaluation to other aircraft
from wake turbulence generated by large jet
transport airplanes
p0656 A71-40506
Simulated airline pilot cerebral incapacitation
etiology, incidence and detection, noting
unimpaired crew members conduct and reaction times
during approach for landing
p066« A71-4182I4
Aircraft wake turbulence and trailing vortices,
investigating physical characteristics, hazard
potential and avoidance techniques
p0692 A71-1323U
Aircraft generated vortex wakes and core air motions
hazards for encountering light airplane
p0693 A71-43381
Severe thunderstorm radar tracking and related
weather events hazardous to aviation operations
fESSA-TH-ERLTM-HSSL-46] p0042 U71-10720
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
rDLR-FB-70-29] p0230 N71-171U5
Measurements and analysis of lightning-induced
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits
[NASA-CH-1714] p0259 N71-19122
Survey conducted to develop minimum reguirements for
airport fire fighting and rescue services
[FAA-AS-71-1] p0307 H71-19126
Fuel tank vapor space characteristics for simulated
helicopter fuel tank and evaluation of existing
potential hazard from vibration environment
[AD-875901] p0329 N71-20702
Investigation of midair collision between Boeing 707
and Cessna 150 at Edison, New Jersey, on January
9, 1971
[SB-71-28] p0332 K71-21169
Safety measures to eliminate aircraft trailing
vortex hazards
[NASA-TH-X-67125] p039<4 N71-23418
Annotated bibliography on bird aircraft hazards and
accidents from Oct. 1967 to Jan. 1971
[TDCK-56961] p0576 871-30128
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
[BBHG-FBiT-70-9] p0622 N71-31781
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
p0623 N71-31885
Analysis of general aviation during year 1969 noting
growth of aircraft operating, accident data,
analysis of accidents, and injuries resulting from
accidents
P0634 H71-32854
Computer simulation of aircraft collision-hazard
warning radar technigues in terminal area
p0677 U71-31170
Aircraft hazards and accidents due to birds
[AD-727881] p0720 1171-37617
AIRCRAFT BTDRADLIC SYSTEMS
Hydraulic systems in Boeing 747 aircraft,
considering piston design
P0131 A71-16131
A-51
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inalytical nonlinear landing gear model of flexible
aircraft and strut lockup-breakout interaction
using digital simulation language /DSL/
[She PAPER 710101] p0287 471-21263
Hydraulically powered duplex input servos for flight
control systen of VFR-Fokker V/STOI fighter
aircraft
p0358 471-26881
Optimization of military 7TOL aircraft secondary
power systems, considering alternate power source
for aircraft hydraulics, pneumatic drives, etc
[SAE PAPEB 710115] p0107 471-28326
Aerospace fluid power - Conference, Detroit,
Michigan, October 1970
p0612 A71-39117
Boeing 717 aircraft hydraulic system design,
discussing thin wall high pressure tubing, swaged
sleeves and welded joints
p0612 471-39118
L-1011 aircraft hydraulic system design
modifications and improvements, discussing gas
turbine power source, fluids evaluation, filters,
welded steel tubing and maintenance procedures
p0612 471-39119
On-condition monitoring of aircraft hydraulic
systems for component deterioration, applying to
Boeing 717, L-1011 and DC 10 aircraft
p0666 471-12075
Nonreversible hydraulic control design and emergency
maintenance for Tu 151 aircraft subsonic cruising
at 11 km altitude
p0691 471-12927
Characteristics of hydraulic systems and application
to aircraft systems
[AD-701971] p0571 N71-29562
AIBCBAFT INDUSTRY
Soviet book on aircraft construction technology
covering parts fabrication, protective coatings,
production automation, etc
p0081 471-11399
Closed die forgings for aircraft industry,
discussing technology, tolerances, materials and
costs
p0197 471-20075
Aircraft industry ATC technigues and eguipment
contribution to aircraft control and safety
p0270 471-22951
Ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering jet
engines applications and structural stability
improvements related to fracture toughness,
fatigue and stress corrosion
p027U 471-23292
British Aircraft Corporation Numerical Master
Geometry system using parameter surface
mathematics and digital computer
p0279 471-23759
Book on aviation technology and market structure
covering technological and scientific effects on
industry innovative behavior, B and D programs,
operating costs, etc
p0281 471-23982
Complex structural aircraft components manufacture,
using group technology principle based on
subdivision of parts classes
p0132 471-30267
Aircraft jet engines technological progress review
over past 25 years, emphasizing industry economics
considerations
p0132 471-30303
Aircraft and airports as air pollution sources,
stressing industries understanding of applicable
control technology
pOK92 471-32213
Aircraft industrial cleaning agents, processes and
techniques applied to components in course of
manufacturing and assembly phases, emphasizing
emulsion and alkaline methods
[ASS EAPEH C70-1.3] pOSOl 471-33512
French flight test center role in development and
certification of Concorde aircraft, considering
cooperation with industry
f A I A A PAPEE 71-781] p0511 A71-35526
negotiations of BEA/B04C productivity agreements in
aircraft industry
p0552 A71-35921
British civil aircraft airworthiness reguirements,
discussing aircraft industry management philosophy
ensuring guality standards in design, development,
production, inspection and product support
p0560 471-36673
Civil aircraft market analysis, examining
replacement cycle and used aircraft market based
on aircraft histories
p0560 A71-36676
Aircraft industry license norms and standards,
describing indexing procedures, storage technigues
and data recovery operations with computer
p0561 471-36810
V/STOL airworthiness certification, considering
standards developed by F4A in cooperation with
industry
[CASI PAPEE 72/21] p0602 471-37607
Soviet aircraft industry B and D organizations and
management
p0698 471-11189
Modern welding methods in aircraft and aerospace
industry
P0055 H71-11650
History of OSSR aviation industry, aircraft design,
and air transportation
[HASA-TT-F-627] p0162 N71-11731
US commercial aircraft export strategy and
recommendations for financing and expansion
p0216 N71-18087
Economic analysis of aeronautical E and D efforts in
US and aeronautical contributions to noise and air
pollution, including technology assessment and
data analysis technigues
[N4SA-CR-1809] p0511 N71-27011
Airline operations, costs, effects on aircraft
industry, and cooperation with CAB
p0565 N71-29256
Test facilities on structural engineering at FFA,
Sweden
[FFA-BEHO-61] p0569 N71-29378
AIBCBAFT IHSTROHENTS
HT ALTIHETEBS
NT AHEMOHETEBS
HI 4PPEOACH INDICATOBS
NT ATTITUDE INDIC4TOSS
HI AUTOMATIC PILOTS
NT COMPASSES
HI FLIGHT EECORDEBS
NT GYBO HOBIZONS
NT GYROCOMPASSES
HT HOT-KIBE 4NEMOHETEBS
NT PL4N POSITION INDICATORS
NT POSITION INDICATOBS
NT BADIO ALTIMETERS
NT BADIO DIRECTION FINDEBS
HI RATE OF CLIHB INDICATORS
BT SPACECRAFT POSITION INDICATOBS
NT SPEED INDICATORS
Electronic control indicator for human pilot
capability enhancement using color coded cathode
ray display, presenting information from seven
different instruments
pOOOS A71-10750
American ST4 prototype aircraft collision avoidance
eguipment and proposed noncooperative system
pOOOS 471-10753
Aircraft ultrasonic altitude and vertical velocity
sensor for low flight, discussing VTOL aircraft
automatic hovering control and time lag
pOC16 A71-11621
B-52 LAMS test vehicle structural modification and
instrumentation in flight phase
p0018 471-11661
Aircraft information display simulation and flight
tests of experimental display systems, discussing
man machine communication systems development
p0069 A71-13311
Clear air turbulence due to large amplitude
Kelvin-Helmholtz billows, noting simultaneous
measurements by instrumented aircraft and radar
p0088 471-15013
Seal time missile radio telemetry data transmission
to ground station, using instrumented aircraft
p0089 A71-15321
Onboard aircraft refractometer, design, operation
principles and effectiveness
p0110 471-17195
Low profile optical system producing annular cone of
radiation from point source for high speed
aircraft beacon
p0185 A71-19203
Terrain-following radar for TSB-2 aircraft,
discussing reliability trials and improvement
A-52
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p0186 471-19557
Aircraft visual warning indicating system, outlining
design criteria, color and brightness
recommendations
tSAE-ABP-1088] p0187 A71-1961U
Soviet book on supports and suspensions of aircraft
gyroscopic devices covering accuracy, reliability
and lifetime factors related to guality and
operational conditions
p0199 A71-20299
Aircraft radio compass navigation errors due to loop
antenna inclinations during maneuvering
p0205 A71-20787
Altitude rate generation for aircraft instruments
testing
p0268 A71-22770
Navy pilots performance improvement through symbolic
flight displays
p0278 A71-23675
SST problems, including adequate instrumentation and
fuel tank immunization to explosion
p0358 A71-26883
Onboard aircraft refractometer design, operation and
effectiveness
pOlOU A71-28250
Electrical and physical nature of microbial
membranes implicated in aircraft fuel quantity
probe malfunction
[SAE PAPEB 710139] p0406 A71-28321
V/STOL aircraft instruments, deck display and
automatic flight controls for takeoff and landing
operation
pO«15 A71-29132
Aircraft instrumentation and data analysis for clear
air turbulence, including orthogonal components
and temperature and wind distributions
pO«24 A71-29753
Instrumentation in aerospace industry - Conference,
Las Vegas, Bay 1971
p0132 A71-30309
Aircraft barometric altimeter errors caused by
atmospheric temperature deviations from
International Standard Atmosphere
P0433 A71-30323
Holographic techniques, optical data processing and
laser properties for aerospace instrumentation
p013« A71-30329
Heavy lift helicopters IFB hover capability with
slung load, discussing sensors controls and
displays
[AHS EBEPBINT 540] p0451 A71-31097
Avionics systems for weapons control in F-14 fighter
aircraft, discussing track multiple targets,
sighting aids, radar, computer navigation,
communications and built-in self testing
p0510 A71-34155
Military and civil aircraft navigation systems
development, emphasizing self contained airborne
equipment
p05U2 A71-35374
High aperture wide angle lens design for compact
electro-optical systems of airborne moving map
projection navigational instruments
p0560 A71-36605
Single seater turbojet aircraft landing via
automatic band switch for ABK-5 and AEK-10 radio
compass
p060U A71-38017
Simultaneous radar and instrumented aircraft
observations in clear air turbulent layer for eddy
dissipation rates calculation
p0612 A71-39207
Remote image-forming sensors on satellites and
aircraft, considering resolving power, contrast
rendition, dynamic range, SHE, sensitivity, and
reliability as performance measures
p0616 A71-39608
Display devices in aircraft cockpit providing pilots
with information from various sources, considering
head-up display and CRT
p0649 A71-40113
Contrast level reading tests of CBT and self
luminous display devices with optical filters at
high ambient light for cockpit applications
p0650 A71-U0127
Aircraft head-up display systems for providing pilot
information focused at infinity within pilot
normal field of view
p0650 A71-40131
Canadian Forces experiments on aircraft flashing
lights covering warning signals, navigation and
anticollision displays and autokinetic phenomenon
p0661 A71-41491
Strobe.lighting for aircraft midair collision hazard
reduction, comparing Collision Avoidance System
and Pilot Warning Indicator effectiveness
p0661 A71-11493
Angle of attack instrumentation for evaluating
aircraft lift performance and phugoid oscillations
p0693 A71-43382
Altitude instrumentation for aircraft pilot,
discussing three pointer, servo and dram pointer
altimeters, digital readout, radar alert and
automatic reporting systems
p069« A71-13383
Aircraft pitot static systems design with removable
drain plug, noting line installation problems
p0694 A71-U3387
Astatic gyroscope mounted on aircraft moving
arbitrarily near earth surface, obtaining
integrals of kinematic equations
p0704 A71-U5160
Maintenance programs, evaluation, acceptance, and
monitoring procedures for transport aircraft
p0048 N71-11020
Aircraft altimeter containing X ray source
p0226 N71-16993
Development and characteristics of frequency
separated display devices for aircraft control
[AD-715U58] p0255 N71-18739
Selection of scanning systems for aircraft thermal
viewers
p0260 N71-19220
Benefits and problems of using head-up displays in
commercial and general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CB-117135] p0313 N71-19752
Design and development of flight director systems
based on theory of manual control displays
[NASA-CB-17a8] p0332 N71-21087
Optical projector system for establishinq optimum
arranqement of instrument displays in aircraft,
spacecraft, other vehicles, and industrial
instrument consoles
[NASA-CASE-XNP-03853] p0371 N71-21882
Combined optical attitude and altitude indicating
instrument for use in aircraft or spacecraft
CNASA-CASE-XLA-01907] p0391 N71-23268
Development and application of heads up aircraft
instrument display for improvement in aircraft
safety during adverse weather
CFAA-NA-71-9] p0565 N71-29305
Aircraft indicating instruments with digital cathode
ray tube display
(DLB-FB-71-27] p0620 1171-31695
Aircraft mechanical and battery operated clocks
resistant to high intensity magnetic fields
[AD-726700] p0710 N71-36"30
Pilot performance in recognizing electronic display
systems under varying dazzle and color conditions
in cockpits
C8AE-LIB-TRAHS-1545] p0721 N71-37621
AIBCEAFT LANDING
NT CBASH LANDING
NT DITCHING (LANDING)
NT SKID LANDINGS
Steep approach to landing for jet transport aircraft
noise abatement, using ground based equipment and
onboard TV display
pOCm A71-11311
Aircraft all weather automatic landing system,
discussing component weights and reliability
connected with problem area
p0023 A71-12274
All-weather automatic landing electronic technology,
describing flight automation landing system for VC
10 BAC 111 and Concorde aircraft
p0023 A71-12275
Haximum thioughput-rate capacity for runway and
final approach path airspace involving multiple
Ifr landings
p0029 A71-12893
Aircraft longitudinal motion decoupling through
direct lift control, investigating flight control
for landing
p0068 A71-13339
V/STOL aircraft operations, considering terminals,
landing and approach aids, air traffic, noise and
pollution control, performance, airworthiness
A-53
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regulations and licensing
p0071 471-13572
Terminal area operations of V/STOL aircraft,
considering approaches, approach speeds, wind and
velocity effects and noise
p0071 A71-13573
Optimum VTOL aircraft landing maneuverability, using
short range three dimensional surveillance system
and ground computer
p0071 A71-13571
STOL and boundary layer control aircraft takeoff and
landing distance, considering jet suction action
influence on lift and drag coefficients
pOOBI A71-11595
Aircraft longitudinal control during landing
approach, investigating back side operation
characteristics by closed loop system analysis
regarding pilot and aircraft as elements
p0133 A71-16388
Poor visual flight meteorological conditions,
discussing instrumental and visual aids, airport
landing and approach, holding patterns and
overshoots
p0116 A71-17922
All-weather aircraft operations, discussing takeoff,
landing, safety and forecasting
p0116 A71-17923
Helicopter automatic and manual low visibility
landing systems evaluation by hybrid computer
simulation
p0119 A71-18123
Aircraft automatic landing improvement through use
of space diversity ILS receiving system
p0181 A71-18830
Structures electromagnetic scattering and multipath
transmission effects on aircraft instrument
landing system localizer signals, using computer
program '
p0181 A71-18831
Boeing 737 aircraft takeoff and landing performance,
emphasizing high lift systems and stopping
capability
p0181 A71-19083
Airliner acceptance checks characteristics for
official licensing prereguisites, investigating
takeoff, landing, ascent, stability and control
p0196 A71-20065
Two dimensional aircraft automatic landing motions
control processes by simulation without use of
moving cockpit simulator
p0196 A71-20066
Automatic Carrier Landing System with liner -.-
adaptive aircraft navigation Computer,
investigating effectiveness in reducing system
errors due to nonlinearities and noise effects
p0202 A71-20105
Soviet book on aircraft flight with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust covering probabilistic
characteristics, stability, landing and takeoff
with partial engine failures, etc
p0281 A71-21013
Light aircraft spoilers to minimize landing risk,
discussing spoiler/dive brake area effects on
glide path angular control
[SAE PAPER 710387] p0286 A71-21251
Wind gradient effect on flight characteristics
during aircraft landing approach, particularly
path deviation
p0310 A71-25191
Aircraft approach and landing under low altitude
wind shear conditions, discussing flying hazards
and glide path correction procedures
p0355 A71-263611
Mutual aerodynamic effects of SM-1 helicopters
during simultaneous takeoff and landing,
determining minimum distances between helicopters
p0359 A71-26953
Transport aircraft all weather automatic landing
operation, examining guidance system and
independent monitors
[SAE PAPER 710111] p0107 A71-28323
Jet-supported VTOL aircraft fuel-time-optimal
landing control, using mathematical model,
Pontryagin maximum principle and analog computer
solution
pOU19 A71-29281
Automatic aircraft landing system modification for
improvement of response to air turbulence effects
p0126 A71-29773
Anemometer measurement optimum averaging time of
wind speed for conventional aircraft landings
p0135 A71-30391
Single anemometer wind measurement required for
aircraft landing, comparing data from different
sampling periods
p0135 A71-30395
Combined inertial and instrument landing aircraft
navigation systems with reduced cross runway
position and velocity errors, using optimal linear
estimation
pO«39 A71-30606
Caravelle aircraft all-weather Sud Lear automatic
landing system operation and performance
p0190 A71-31913
Supercooled fog dissipation by liguid propane,
determining effectiveness in providing operational
support to aircraft landing and takeoff
p0503 A71-33536
Lateral-directional handling qualities and roll
control power requirements for executive jet and
military class II airplanes in landing approach
flight phase
[AIAA PAPEE 71-771] p0506 A71-31007
Automatic landing systems using inertial navigation
derived translational state information,
discussing evaluation by simulation of transport
aircraft operating with conventional instrument
landing system
[AIAA PAPER 71-795] pOSOS A71-31020
Laminar convective heat transfer rates on hemisphere
cylinder in rarefied hypersonic flow, comparing
experimental results with Cheng, Davis and Lees
theories
p0538 A71-34902
Trailing wake hazards of large transports in takeoff
and landing, examining configuration stability of
vortex pair in ground effect
p0518 A71-35757
Asphalt pavement design for heavy multiwheel
aircraft, using BISTRO computer program
p0553 A71-36000
Cost effective high speed projectile trajectory
plotting system for gunnery range instrumentation,
applying to aircraft path recording during
automatic landing control
p0560 A71-36613
Pilot workload reduction in steep approach landing
of light aircraft from flight test data analysis
[AIAA PAPER 71-901] p0595 A71-37155
Performance monitor for aircraft automatic landing
systems safety control
[AIAA PAPER 71-958] p0597 A71-37199
Single seater turbojet aircraft landing via
automatic band switch for ARK-5 and ARK-10 radio
compass
p0601 A71-38017
Concorde droop nose for takeoff and landing
visibility improvement, describing design and
operation
p0607 A71-38313
Jet engines with afterburners, describing exhaust
nozzle control, takeoff and landing advantages and
thrust variations
p0659 A71-10858
Aircraft ILS landing approaches, discussing approach
area and surface and obstruction clearance surface
and limit
p0659 A71-10891
Simulated airline pilot cerebral incapacitation
etiology, incidence and detection, noting
unimpaired crew members conduct and reaction times
during approach for landing
p0661 A71-1182U
nodular step scan microwave aircraft landing system
/T1LAB/ design and operation, noting short takeoff
and landing
p0667 A71-12088
Microwave scanning beam guidance receiver design for
aircraft landing aid, discussing time sharing and
flight control
p0668 A71-12091
Operational requirements of microwave guidance
systems, comparing guidance and position
measurement applied to aircraft approach and
landing
p0668 A71-12092
Comparison of aircraft and surface vehicle stopping
performance under varying runway conditions
A-51
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[NASA-TN-D-6C98] p0107 H71-12235
Advanced ILS and automatic landing systems for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft - conference
[AGABD-CP-59-70] p0109 H71-12426
All-weather automatic landing systems and problem
areas
p0110 N71-12427
Technical synthesis and development of advanced
communication systems for aircraft landings
p011C H71-12U30
Importance of aircraft speed control relative to
longitudinal touchdown dispersion
p0110 N71-12432
Guidance developments for all-weather landing
p0110 N71-12433
Automatic pilot and associated airborne equipment
developments for automatic landing systems
p0110 H71-12431
Post-1970 scanning beam guidance for approach and
landing
p0111 N71-12435
Flight maneuvers and airborne and ground equipment
for landing VIOL aircraft in adverse conditions
p0111 N71-12U36
Flight tests of all-weather landing systems
p0111 N71-12U37
All-weather automatic landing systems for use on
aircraft carriers and training ashore
p0111 N71-12U38
Automatic pilot system for landing commercial
aircraft
p0111 N71-12U10
All weather landing systems of Thomson/CSF
p0112 H71-121U6
Development of signal acquisition methods for
television aided aircraft carrier landing
operations
[AD-712511] p0119 N71-13191
Aircraft handling characteristics during aircraft
carrier approach
fAD-713125] p0158 N71-14558
Rapid assessment of aircraft landing sites
[AD-713502] p0164 N71-14902
Aircraft landing lift decay and elevator oscillation
analysis
rABC-CP-1119] p0171 N71-15722
Noise reduction of Boeing 707 during landing
approach by modifying turbofan nacelle with
polyimide fiber glass acoustic sandwich materials
fNASA-CH-1713] . p0173 N71-15964
Aircraft pilot direct lift control for aircraft
landing and reducing gust load effects
[ABC-B/H-3629] p0228 N71-17102
Establishment of take-off and landing safety margins
for Breguet 911
[HASA-TT-F-13<|53] p0237 N71-1711U1
In-flight determination of lateral-directional
dynamics for landing approach
[AD-715317] p0242 N71-17792
Noise measurement evaluation of takeoff and approach
profiles optimized for noise abatement
[NASA-TN-D-62<t6] p0257 N71-18929
Developing basic methodology for predicting aircraft
stopping distance on wet runway using computerized
simulation
[FAA-NA-70-5] p0320 N71-20068
Influence of environmental factors in aircraft
carrier landings and accidents
p0325 N71-20369
Design and development of flight director systems
based on theory of manual control displays
[NASA-CR-1748] p0332 N71-21087
Aviation ground lighting, visual landing aids, dual
baseline transmissometer, photometric measurements
of deck-landing projector sight, and lamp for
Fresnel optical landing system
[NBS-10508] p0382 N71-22U56
Speed and field lenqth safety factors for approach
and landing mechanics of Brequet aircraft
p0391 N71-23420
• Design and characteristics of continuous wave,
microwave scanning-bean aircraft landing system
operatinq at C band and snperhiqh frequencies
[AD-718972] p0459 N71-2U555
.Clinbout and landinq approach noise measurements for
three enqine turbofan transport aircraft
- fSASA-TN-D-6137] p0460 K71-24582
Experimental pulsed neodyminm lidar system modified
for measuring slant visibility conditions for
aircraft landinq operations
[AD-716483] p0522 N71-28217
Weiqhted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, USNAS Cecil Field, Florida
tAD-721325) p0528 N71-28U22
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, DSNAS Willow Grove, Pennsylvania
[&D-72132U] p0528 N71-28423
freighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, DSNALF Charleston, Bhode Island
[AD-721323] p0528 N71-28424
Determination of effectiveness of chevron type
markings to indicate potentially deceptive,
nonload-bearing paved areas before runway
threshold
[FAA-NA-71-27] p0566 B71-29306
Hathematical perturbation models of aircraft ILS
approach and landinq
[VTH-159] p0570 N71-29196
Flight tests and simulation for determining effects
of peripheral viewing losses on pilot performance
during commercial aircraft landing
[RAE-TH-70205] p0570 N71-29197
Aircraft accident involving Federal Aviation
Administration DC-3 aircraft at La Guardia
airport, New York in January, 1971
CNTSB-AAB-71-11] p0590 N71-31333
Test and evaluation of aircraft glide slope landinq
system operating at ultrahiqh frequency
[FAA-HA-71-15] p0628 N71-32085
Aircraft incident report involving DC-9 type
aircraft damage incurred when aircraft contacted
water surface durinq approach to Martha's Vineyard
airport
[SB-71-64] P0631 N71-32H60
Systems and equipment for civil aircraft approach
and landinq
[BEPT-52] P0634 N71-32850
Determination of aircraft longitudinal motion during
takeoff and landinq after loss of lift from
boundary layer control system
P0644 N71-33545
Coordination of traffic flow and holding patterns of
aircraft landinq on same runway
[NASA-CB-121466] p0646 N71-33747
Analysis of influence of wind shear on longitudinal
motion of aircraft during approach and landing
CBASA-TK-D-6130] p0675 H71-34022
Performance tests and evaluation of wire cable
materials for use with aircraft arresting gear
[AD-72U284] p0681 N71-35211
Hathematical modeling of F-8 aircraft wave off
trajectories for aircraft carrier approaches
[AD-727121] p0711 N71-36439
Airborne remote sensing of Hojave Desert playas for
use as natural landing areas
[AD-727031] p0713 N71-36718
Equations of motion for elastic plate foundation
system under dynamic load applied to aircraft
landinq
p0717 N71-37543
Tu-134 aerodynamic characteristics during takeoff,
climb, horizontal flight, landinq stability and
maneuverability, and strength under various loads
CAD-727196] p0720 H71-37612
Effect of wet, icy, and snow covered runways on
aircraft stoppinq distance and directional control
in crosswinds, effect of surface texture and
contamination on runway slipperiness
tFS-160-65-68-2] p0723 S71-37820
AIBCBAFT LANDING IBSTBDBENTS
0 LANDING INSTBDHEBTS
AIBCBAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
Attitude and velocity control for VIOL aircraft
takeoff and landinq operations in hoverinq flight,
discussing simulation devices and testing
operations
[DGLB-70-073] p0129 A71-159U8
Statistical prediction of external store separation
characteristics from aircraft
p0306 H71-19388
AIBCBAFT LIGHTS
Civil aircraft cockpit lighting evaluation
qnidelines
P0607 A71-38241
A-55
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Aircraft flash light designs, discussing tandem
oscillating lights, fixed lamp rotating reflectors
and lamps, xenon flashtube, guartz-iodine lamp and
flash freguencies
p0661 A71-41494
Aircraft anticollision flashing lights, discussing
current practices within national and
international air traffic regulations regarding
flash frequency, color and light sources
p0661 A71-41499
Functional suitability of internal/external lighting
systems for military aircraft
[AD-723034] p0574 N71-29797
AIBCBAFT HAINTEHANCE
German monograph on commercial jet aircraft
maintenance systems covering changes and
adaptations for performance improvement
p0002 A71-10114
Commercial transport aircraft maintenance simulation
Monte Carlo Modeling technigues, considering
application to airline -operations
[SAE PAPEB 700345] p0002 A71-10128
Digital simulation program in GPSS language for
airline operations including aircraft maintenance,
flight scheduling, terminal space, equipment, work
forces utilization, etc
p0020 A71-11809
Nondestructive testing techniques for airline
maintenance inspection, describing ultrasonic,
eddy current, magnetic particles, and X ray
methods
PC024 A71-12449
Civil aircraft accident and maintenance recording
regulations and systems, discussing airborne
eguipment
p0073 A71-13735
Technical resources pooling among airlines for
investment and maintenance cost cut of aircraft
fleets
p0086 A71-14992
Keliability and maintenance problems of U.S. Army
operational environment, noting inadequate design
and test criteria during development
p0092 A71-15402
Helicopter gas turbine engine health indication
using instrument panel for correcting gas
temperature and producer speed
pOlUt A71-17690
Civil aviation aircraft mean flight time overhaul
schedules, considering statistical evaluation of
relationship between operational characteristics
and time between overhauls
p0205 A'i1-20797
Light aircraft piston engines design and
maintenance, discussing engine design features,
materials, lubrication, controlled flight
operation and maintenance technigues
[SAE PAPER 710381] p0285 A71-24246
Soviet book on aircraft- ground support and onboard
radio eguipment operation and reliability increase
by redundancy and rational methods, discussing
preventive maintenance
p0292 A71-24670
Representative Thornel fiber aircraft fuselage
component nondestructive testing and repair, and
Thornel fiber, polysulfone and polyamide-imide
composites fabrication and evaluation
p0344 A71-25427
Jet aircraft airworthiness standards, discussing
airline fleet maintenance resources, inspection
systems and future requirements
p0354 A71-26308
Pan American reliability program effect on airline
maintenance, considering cost effectiveness,
aircraft performance, data collection and analysis
p0356 A71-26671
Methods for engine condition monitoring application
to airline operation
p0404 A71-28177
MAC malfunction detection, analysis and recording
system applications in commercial airlines,
emphasizing real time response for maintenance
function
[SAE PAPEB 710425] p0405 &71-28311
FAA aircraft design appraisal for maintainability,
considering maintenance concepts and adverse
airworthiness situations
[SAE PAPEB 710431] p0406 A71-28316
Airline operator evaluation of maintainability,
considering costs and investment return
[SAE PAPEB 710432] p0406 A71-28317
Microbiological contamination of jet aircraft fuel
tanks in tropical regions, considering maintenance
[SAE PAPER 710438] p0406 A71-28320
Transport aircraft JT9D high bypass ratio engine
development, noting maintainability and stability
improvements
[SAE PAPER 710419] p0437 A71-30527
Aircraft quantitative maintenance cost requirements
translation into design criteria, considering
airline operations influence on manufacturer
[SAE PAPER 710437] p0437.A71-30529
Boeing 747 aircraft integrated data system program
for reducing engine maintenance and operating
costs
[AIAA PAPER 71-648] p0440 A71-30725
Army aircraft automatic inspection and maintenance
monitoring system, considering feasibility,
technology approach and effectiveness
[AIAA PAPEB 71-649] p0440 A71-30726
Onboard computer for aircraft engine testing,
monitoring and data reduction, emphasizing
automatic in-flight recording for post-fliqht
displays
[AIAA PAPER 71-651] p0440 A71-30727
Engine performance monitoring for jet engine
troubleshooting, noting analyzable malfunctions
p0495 A71-32524
Multilevel supply system operationally ready
aircraft number evaluator based on item stock
levels, demand rates and repair/resupply times
p0496 A71-32700
Aircraft reliability and maintenance cost reduction
via allocation of effort and money, considering B
and M optimization in airline support cycle
pOSOO A71-33286
Lynx military helicopter design high reliability and
low maintenance demands
p0503 A71-33457
Air transport propulsion systems economics,
considering first cost, specific weight, fuel
consumption and maintenance effect on direct
operating cost
p0503 A71-33469
Integrated logistics support program for F-14
aircraft maximum maintainability, reliability and
operational readiness at optimum cost
p0510 A71-34154
Category II operations at various airports,
considering all-weather landing requirements of
airborne equipment, maintenance standards, pilot
traininq, etc
[SAE PAPER 710442] p0535 A71-34499
Aircraft weighing in place during maintenance
operations, describing load cell equipped jacks
design for time saving weight determination
[SAKE PAPER 898] p0551 A71-35814
Lockheed L-1011 passenger jumbo jet layout, ground
handling and servicing
p0553 A71-35995
Maintenance control system /MCS/, management
information system encompassing subsystems
supporting scheduling, forecasting, performance
evaluation, modifications and improvement
functions
p0557 A71-36448
Vacuum brazing for nozzle guide vanes repair in
aircraft gas turbine engines, noting economic
advantages
p0607 A71-38313
Computer controlled modular automatic test equipment
for DC-10 aircraft maintenance, discussing system
block diagram
p0662 A71-41518
Nonreversible hydraulic control design and emergency
maintenance for Tu 154 aircraft subsonic cruising
at 11 km altitude
p0691 A71-42927
Aircraft part repair-throwaway decisions for
minimizing costs over life cycle by economic
graphic screening technigues
p0692 A71-43197
Civil transport aircraft and equipment maintenance
and reliability problems solutions with best time,
cost and weight compromises
p0702 A71-44765
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4rmy aircraft modification program management review
and recommendations
p0036 N71-10287
Haintenance programs, evaluation, acceptance, and
. monitoring procedures for transport aircraft
pOOIS B71-11020
Computerized simulation of alternate logistics for
overhaul and expensive parts inventory procedures
of commerical airlines
p0248 N71-18118
Evaluating adequacy of tool sets for aircraft
maintenance
[&D-719103] p0455 H71-24379
Procedures for evaluating compatibility of aviation
materiel with related equipment
[4D-719107] p0457 N71-24457
Aircraft maintenance for civil aviation
[4D-720366] p0471 N71-25955
Lubrication by boundary, elastohydrodynamic, and
fluid films, wear due to fretting, erosion,
scuffing, and pittinq, and friction in aircraft
[H4SA-TH-X-67872] p0588 N71-31134
Maintenance, management planning., and requirements
for single seat attack/fighter aircraft
[4D-723227] p0623 N71-31805
Handbook for airframe and powerplant mechanics
preparing for mechanic certification for F4A
aircraft and engine mechanic examinations
fFA4-AC-65-9] p0646 N71-33678
Fabrication and field testing of lightweight,
recoverable, air-transportable hangar
[4D-727051J p0684 N71-35396
Fabrication and field testing of aircraft
maintenance hangars and general purpose shelters
[40-727047] p0685 H71-3S397
Performance test and evaluation of hand tools used
in support of military aircraft maintenance
[AD-726893J p0686 N71-35558
Basic engineering technology for Automatic
Inspection Diagnostic And Prognostic systems
(AIDAPS) for Army aircraft
[AD-726951] p0711 H71-36432
'Technical aviation handbook coverinq aircraft
maintenance, navigation aids, airframes,
lubricants, piston and qas turbine engines, and
checkout procedures
[AD-727195] p0720 N71-37613
Analysis of seaplane impact on planing deadrise in
smooth and rough water
[AD-727753] p0720 N71-37614
Comparison of logistics problems and cost aspects in
selection of aircraft for earth resources surveys
(NASA-TH-X-2418] p0725 N71-37928
AIRCRAFT MODELS
Aluminum reinforced epoxy model making, testing and
stress analysis for aircraft structures, including
creep, pbotoelastic coating and strain gage
effects
p0132 471-16346
Mathematical model of small scale versatile aircraft
component production process, developing computer
production optimization algorithm
P0156 471-18715
Integrated project information and simulation system
for management of aerospace vehicle development,
discussing simulation models application
[AIAA PAPEB 71-238] p0188 471-19714
Ground boundary layer effects of fixed ground plane
for powered STOL wind tunnel model, discussing
flow breakdown criteria, contraction lag, strut
fairing interference, etc
[AIAA PAPER 71-266] P0218 471-21992
Static aerodynamic data correlation for hiqh
subsonic speed transport aircraft model in
transonic wind tunnels, including relative
buoyancy and turbulence effects
[4IAA P4PEE 71-291] P?27? 471-23123
Ring models development by tangent milling on
jig-borer, approximating cross section by hand
finish smoothened polygon
p0481 471-31439
Skin friction, trailing edge boundary profiles and
tuft flow patterns on model F-4D aircraft in
transonic flow
[4IA4 PAPEB 71-762] pOSOS A71-34001
Nonlinear flight dynamic simulation using wind
tunnel and aircraft model as analog function
generator and computer for motion equation
processing and command orientation
p0651 A71-40392
Free flight suspension system for use with aircraft
models in wind tunnel tests
[HASi-CASE-XLA-00939] p0172 B71-15926
Dynamic characteristics and linear control theory
for aircraft simulation
p017« H71-16061
Evacuation tests from 280-passenger SST mock-up
through different type exits
[FA4-AH-70-19] p0313 N71-19812
Roll-control effectiveness of spoiler configurations
on aircraft model with variable sweep wings at
supersonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-2165] p0321 H71-20126
Low speed wind tunnel model assessment of porous
boundary layer control by suction at civil
aircraft leading edge flaps
[ABC-R/H-3640] p0330 N71-20847
Hodel design for vertical takeoff aircraft cockpit
noting navigation aids, visual displays, and
console configuration
p0377 H71-22196
Steady tailplane lift effect on subcritical response
of subsonic T tail flutter aircraft model in low
speed wind tunnels
[AEC-B/H-3652] p0515 1171-27096
Evaluating analytical models of turbulence having
non-Gaussian gusts distributions and effects of
wind shear on aircraft operations
p0584 N71-30778
Examining model theory for static and dynamic
aeroelastic phenomena
p0647 H71-33805
AIRCRAFT NOISE
ST JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
NT SONIC BOOBS
Human subjective responses to approaching and
receding aircraft sounds during flight over
stationary observer
p0003 A71-10345
Noise reduction relationship to air transportation
progress, considering cost/technology balance,
quiet engine, research and development programs,
etc
P0009 471-10819
V/STOL aircraft operations, considering terminals,
landing and approach aids, air traffic, noise and
pollution control, performance, airworthiness
regulations and licensing
p0071 471-13572
4ircraft fuselage internal noise and structural
frequency response due to random excitation, using
transfer matrix analysis
[ASBE PAPEB 70-BA/DE-9] p0077 A71-14143
Helicopter in-flight noise radiation pattern and
spectra measurements for various operating
parameters
p0093 471-15406
Helicopter wake impulsive noise calculation based on
rotor tip vortex interaction
p0093 471-15407
Helicopter noise minimization by various piloting
maneuvers, discussing takeoff and landing,
transition to forward flight, route selection, etc
p0093 471-15408
Helicopter and V/STOL aircraft external noise and
downwash measurements during simulated jungle
rescue mission
p0093 471-15409
Helicopter design for cabin noise level reduction
p0095 471-15423
Lyons-Satolas /France/ International Airport
project, discussing layout, facilities and noise
control problem
p0143 471-17590
Noise nuisance value index /noise pollution level/,
considering aircraft and motor vehicle noise
surveys and tradeoff of intensity against duration
p0205 A71-20802
Helicopter noise minimization by various piloting
maneuvers, discussinq takeoff and landing,
transition to forward flight, route selection, etc
P0207 471-21049
Sound field interaction with sinusoidally corrugated
surface, considering aircraft noise measurement
implications
p0207 471-21162
4ircraft flyover noise samples, obtaining
atmospheric absorption coefficients
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p0210 A71-21U25
Q-Star experimental aircraft design and acoustical
characteristics to study Quiet Aircraft Technology
p0210 A71-214U1
land use strategies and noise reduction by source
control and flight procedures for noise exposed
areas minimization
p0214 A71-21818
Community reactions to aircraft noise, discussing
short term interim alleviation measures in airport
operations and runvay usage scheduling
p021t 471-21819
Noise pollution control and airport noise levels
abatement regulation by state government, taking
into account economic and technical feasibility
p0215 471-21825
Aircraft noise abatement control on international
basis by setting acoustic technological capability
compulsory standards of quietness
p0215 A71-21826
Federal legislation and regulatory activities for
control and abatement of aircraft noise
p0215 A71-21827
State, local government and airport proprietor legal
role in regulating aircraft noise at airports
P0215 A71-21828
Federal legislation and regulation of aircraft
noise, legal rights of airport neighbors and legal
aspects of compatible land use, discussing noise
control efforts
P0215 A71-21829
Land use control in aircraft noise abatement,
considering airport development and community
goals
P0216 A71-21836
Land development planning and aircraft noise at
Kansas City International Airport
p0216 A71-21837
Subsonic turbulent boundary layer noise generation
and acoustic pressure on aircraft surface, using
Lighthill theory
P0298 A71-21952
Two dimensional sound nave equation solution in
terms of time retarded arguments, deriving
analytical expressions for aircraft noise
intensity and power
p0339 A71-2511t!
Temporal and spectral stimuli combinations effects
on judged noisiness of aircraft sounds by college
students
p0365 A71-27531
Aircraft noise on and near airports and factors
affecting its intensity
p0419 A71-2930U
Operations research minimum cost model of aircraft
noise abatement in airport communities
[AIAA PAPBB 71-525] pOH23 A71-29551
Sound fields of flying aircraft from noise
measurements, discussing engine operating
condition. , speed and attitude
pC137 A71-30521
STOL vehicle and systems air transportation
expansion by reducing trip time, congestion, noise
exposures and pollution for DOT, DOD and NASA
roles
[SAE PAPER 710U6U] p0438 471-30535
Commercial vs military design criteria for STOL
transport aircraft, noting landing and takeoff
distances and noise levels
[SAE PAPEE 7101653 p0138 A71-30536
SAE/DOT conference on aircraft and environments
covering noise pollution, airport noise, sonic
booms, regulatory/legal aspects and air pollution
[AliA PAPER 71-729) pOiiX3 A71-30776
Aircraft noise reduction criteria, examining noise
measurements relation to human behavior and
physical measures connection to subjective
judgments
pOU88 471-31879
Aircraft noise in-flight oeasurement and analysis,
including engine parameters, synchronous
recordings, flight paths and coded analog bands
pO«89 A71-3188t
Aircraft noise measurements, noting ground
absorption effects
pOU91 471-32127
Aircraft and environment - Conference, Washington,
d.c., February 1971. Part 2
pOU92 471-32210
D.S. federal legislation and regulations for
aircraft noise and sonic boom
P0192 A71-32215
Aircraft flyby effective noise duration
calculations, examining observation points and
analysis methods
p0495 A71-32519
Botorcraft sound characteristics, discussing rotor
noise spectrum, directivity, measurement and
instrumentation
p0502 471-33117
Botorcraft and 7TOL aircraft noise characteristics,
noting implications of reduction to acceptable
levels
p0503 A71-33119
Experimental research at Building Research Station
on outdoor sound propagation for building design
in relation to aircraft and road traffic noise
pOSIO 471-35237
Gulfstream 2 acoustics program for cabin noise level
reduction, compliance with F44 takeoff and landing
noise certification and structure qualification
against sonic fatigue
[AIAA PAPEE 71-783] p0515 471-35527
Flight dynamics for aircraft noise reduction; gust
effects decrease and dynamic stability of
parachute load systems
p0561 A71-36752
German aircraft noise protection law of 30 March
1971, discussing objectives and applicability
p0562 A71-36921
Helicopter rotor noise due to blade-vortex
interaction, using linear gust model
p0562 471-3693*
Airport system utilization, discussing aircraft
noise, 4TC, STOL development and passenger
handling capacity problems
[CAST PAPEE 72/3] p0600 471-37591
Civil aircraft future propulsion reguirements,
considering larger engine sizes, higher takeoff
thrusts and loser noise levels
[CASI PAPEB 72/10] p0601 471-37600
Rear field noise measurement on quarter-scale model
to estimate fuselage pressure in TT01 aircraft for
conventional, short and vertical takeoff
configurations
P0603 471-37811
Super CTOL airport planning, discussing location of
runway pairs, aircraft operations, noise
reduction, community relations and efficiency
p0605 471-38023
Flight test measurements of shock cell noise loading
of aircraft tail planes, noting alleviation by
nozzle and mirror structural modifications
P0609 471-381)67
Aircraft noise propagation in city streets due to
intertown V/STOL and helicopter ports, using small
scale models
P0613 A71-39261
Convertible rotor transport aircraft, considering
4TC, mass transportation systems, safety, noise
and socio-economics
P0613 471-39387
4irport operation costs affected by runway
utilization, parking bays alignment, baggage
handling and aircraft noise
p061U A71-39390
Air traffic control delays, airport airspace
congestion, flyover noise reduction and
performance reguirements effect on airline
operations economics
p0614 A71-39391
Aircraft noise reduction in takeoffs/operational
procedures and by land use planning
p061« 471-39392
Speech intelligibility prediction in time varying
aircraft noise based on test score relationship to
articulation index for steady state noise
p0616 471-39766
Aircraft noise effects on hearing acuity and
perceptual and intellectual judgment tasks
p0651 A71-10351
Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech
intelligibility, discussing test for relation to
articulation index
p0658 471-10709
Prediction methods for human aircraft noise
perception, assessing weighted sound pressure
level or complex loudness-noisiness computation
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scales
p0659 A71-U0866
Aeronautics future, discussing aircraft noise
reduction, computer techniques and aircraft design
p0668 A71-II2237
Civil aviation research and development policy
review covering aircraft noise, congestion, ATC,
runway capacity and airport development problems
[AIAA PAPER 71-102U] p0701 A71-HU602
Flight dynamics of noise optimal flight profiles for
V/STOL aircraft, minimization of gust effects on
aircraft and nonlinear dynamic stability of
parachute-load systems
p07C2 A71-41761
Prop rotor and lift fan VIOL aircraft ground noise
level reduction, using flight trajectory
management
[AIAA PAPER 71-991] p070« A71-45295
Research and developments in aircraft noise
reduction
p0035 N71-10171
Air and land transportation noise sources and
measurement, noise level scales, and individual
and community responses - conference
[PB-191117] p0037 N71-10349
Response of, and acoustic radiation from panels
excited by turbulent boundary layers
fAD-710696] p0038 N71-10386
Airspeed contribution to noise level within fixed
and rotary wing aircraft
[AD-711359] pOO«2 N71-10705
Community physical, psychological, and social
reactions to aircraft noise around 7 US
international airports
[NASA-CH-111316] pOOSO N71-11032
Low noise tnrbofan engine without aerodynamic blade
loading
[NASA-TN-D-6080] pOQ56 1171-11882
Flight acoustical and performance evaluations of DC
8 nacelle modifications to reduce fan-compressor
noise in airport communities
fNASA-CB-1708] . p0179 H71-16627
Development of acoustic lining for turbofan nacelle
modification to minimize fan compressor noise
radiation
[NASA-CB-1712] p0239 N71-17591
Flightworthy nacelle development to minimize fan
compressor noise radiation - Vol. 4
[NASA-CB-1711] p02tO N71-17668
Measurement of variability of aircraft noise during
level flight flyovers
[NA5A-CB-1752] p02S6 N71-18865
Noise measurement evaluation of takeoff and approach
profiles optimized for noise abatement
rNASA-TN-D-62H6] p0257 N71-18929
Sources and characteristics of aircraft noise for
conventional and v/STOL aircraft
p0308 N71-19157
Sound pressure levels produced by C-5A during ground
tests
rAD'716814] p0330 N71-20824
Urban air and surface vehicle noise levels and
abatement potential
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-2] p0332 N71-21085
Aircraft noise generation, propagation, and
reduction and noise effects on environment
[PB-196392] p0337 N71-21796
Routine unprotected exposure to acoustic noise
within cockpits of trainer aircraft presenting
potential hazardous stress
[AD-717852] p0381 N71-22426
Methods for predicting speech interference within
cockpits of fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft
[AD-718098] p0397 N71-23528
Interior sound pressure measurements in C-SA
aircraft
[AD-719746] pO«66 N71-25060
Proceedings of conference to train personnel in
conducting aircraft noise certification tests
[HBC-TB-300-SDPPL-1] pOUT) 1171-26303
Familiarization of Federal Aviation Administration
personnel in acoustic measurement techniques and
procedures involved in noise certification of
aircraft
[HRC-TR-300] p0475 N71-26304
Techniques and procedures for measuring effective
perceived noise level during aircraft noise type
certifications
[HRC-TB-300-SOPPL-2] p0175 N71-26305
Economic analysis of aeronautical R and D efforts in
OS and aeronautical contributions to noise and air
pollution, including technology assessment and
data analysis techniques
[NASA-CR-1809] p051» K71-27011
Noise data with models of both internally and
externally blown jet flaps designed for STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-67850] p0516 N71-27673
Acoustic measurements of helicopter rotor noise at
hover
[AD-721312] p0522 N71-28275
Slotted blades and vanes and rotor tip design for
highly loaded, low speed fan stage applicable to
low noise aircraft engines
[NASA-CR-72895] p0523 N71-28315
Analysis of aircraft noise recordings to determine
experimental values of atmospheric sound
absorption
[NASA-CR-1751] p0531 N71-28883
Community reactions to aircraft and airport noise
from physical, psychological, and social aspects
CNASA-CR-1761] p0532 1171-29023
Development of noise measurement units for airport
and aircraft noise reduction and psychoacoustic
studies
p0585 1171-30786
Comparison test to evaluate perceived noise level
for STOL and other aircraft sounds
[BB-70-9] p0587 B71-31075
Inlet noise suppressors having perforated plate over
- honeycomb wall construction evaluated over range
of passage heights and engine speeds using
turbojet engine as noise source
[NASA-TN-D-6395] p0587 1171-31096
Analysis of factors creating aircraft noise problems
and efforts to reduce level of aircraft noise
P0628 S71-32086
Effects of aircraft system noise and signal fading
on pilot performance during IFB approach based on
computerized simulation of XV-5 aircraft and DH-1
helicopter
[AD-721336] p0638 N71-33076
Airport/aircraft system noise reduction including
land use and noise forecasting
[QST-ONA-71-1-VOL-3] p06148 N71-33937
Belations between aircraft and road traffic noise
and noise tolerance in communities
[TT-7102] p0675 N71-34019
Aircraft noise problems in vicinity of Kennedy
International Airport, New York and
recommendations for noise reduction
[PB-199723] p0677 N71-34032
Legal aspects of compulsory soundproofing for
structures next to John F. Kennedy International
Airport
[PB-199725] p0677 N71-31033
Noise characteristics of model STOL wing with
externally blown flaps in vicinity of aircraft
propulsor
[NASA-CB-111956] p0727 N71-38283
AIRCRAFT PABTS
Small gas turbines for aircraft auxiliary power
unit, considering compressor and combustor design,
noise, fuel consumption and specific weight
problems
pOOOS A71-10751
Peen forming of large complex parts from sheet and
plate, illustrating dihedral break in airplane ,
wing skin
p0016 A71-11550
Soviet book on bolting and coupling elements threads
used in aircraft industry covering configurations
selection, cutting, tolerance requirements and
quality control
P0028 A71-12723
Approximate determination of complex geometry
aircraft surfaces in fora of discrete points,
comparing efficiency to other methods
P0156 A71-18714
Mathematical model of snail scale versatile aircraft
component production process, developing computer
production optimization algorithm
P0156 A71-18715
VTOL aircraft gear systems, discussing bearings,
shaft connection, Ti alloy components, etc
p0271 A71-22963
Powder netallurgy parts application in aircraft,
illustrating flareless-sleeve coupling nut of
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pressed and sintered Ti-6Al-1V alloy
p0293 471-21762
Advanced composite vs conventional material
components in cost comparison for aircraft parts
p0121 471-29656
Complex structural aircraft components manufacture,
using group technology principle based on
subdivision of parts classes
p0132 471-30267
Aircraft steering system design, considering
oversteering effects in nose wheels, torque for
reaction moment balance and tire behavior
pOSOO 471-33225
Aircraft parts testing by NOT methods, considering
ultrasonic system for valve defects and
fluorescent particle system for crack detection
p0563 471-37056
Aircraft parts lubrication friction and wear
problems, discussing failure modes, solid and
liquid lubricants, component damage and
lubrication systems
p0660 471-10902
Aircraft parts damage by corrosive friction forces,
hot gases and intercrystalline attack, noting worn
universal joint and blade grain boundary damage
p0700 471-11571
Electron fractography for high strength steel to
determine fatigue life of military aircraft parts
f!JLF-TB-69013-n] p0119 N71-13361
1IBCBAFT PEBFOBBABCE
HT HELICOPTER PEBFOBBANCE
Inertial navigation system augmented by digital
distance measuring equipment in FAA flight
inspection aircraft for performance evaluation
p0006 471-10507
SST program relation to airline operations,
comparing production configuration, performance,
economics and operation with subsonics
tAIAA PAPER 70-1217] p0013 471-11218
Flight control systems influence on military
aircraft design and performance, discussing static
stability, ride quality, flutter margin and
maneuver load controls
tAIAA PAPER 69-767] p0027 A71-12683
Acrostar acrobatic aircraft design and performance
p0062 471-13016
Standard-Cirrus glider flight test performance,
noting cockpit design and instrumentation
p0062 471-13019
Trailing edge flap automatic control for glider
performance improvement
p0063 471-13020
STOL future performance and safety level,
considering current jet aircraft fatal accident
record and proportional perpetuation,
airworthiness and operational considerations
pOC70 A71-13568
DC-10 aircraft test program effectiveness,
discussir; performance, operational envelope,
airwortl j.ness, noise measurements, etc
[SAE PAPEB 700830] p0073 471-13726
Ground and airborne aircraft flight simulation
methods, discussing simulator layouts and
application to Concorde project
p0088 471-15206
VIOL handling qualities criteria for civil IFB
qualifications, taking into account pilot
abilities
P0096 471-15127
"Hetro commuter aircraft specifications, performance
and C4B certification problems
P0112 471-17573
Kalman filter simulation for estimating aircraft
position and velocity from airborne digital
computer data in zero-zero landing system
tAIAA P4PER 69-911] pOIIS »71-17697
P-15 air superiority fighter, describing military
requirements, program management and procedures in
terms of speed, maneuverability, acceleration and
weaponry
p0183 471-19078
Boeing 737 aircraft takeoff and landing performance,
emphasizing high lift systems and stopping
capability
p0181 471-19083
DC-10 flight test program, discussing handling,
takeoff and landing, and flutter, stall and
stability characteristics
pOISI 471-19085
Alternate reduced order particle dynamics model in
aircraft mission analysis featuring
instantaneously variable speed by time scale
separation
p0192 471-19913
Transavia 4irtruk agricultural aircraft, discussing
• efficiency, work capacity, economics,
configuration and performance
P0208 471-21221
Flight time, path and fuel consumption in climb at
constant radius turn, variable or constant
velocity and constant engine power, deriving
approximate simple formulas
p0223 A71-22050
Cessna Citation twin turbofan business aircraft
design, performance characteristics,
communications, navigation and automatic flight
control equipment and flight evaluation
p0265 A71-22112
Space shuttle flight test instrumentation for
launcher, spacecraft and airplane triple
operational and maintenance system requirements,
discussing digital data bus monitoring concept
[AIAA PAPEB 71-313] p0281 A71-23971
Soviet book on aircraft preliminary design
specifications as function of performance,
aerodynamic and structural parameters, discussing
tradeoffs in operational requirements for specific
configurations
p0281 A71-21012
Variable geometry external fuel tanks for high
performance aircraft with drag reduction upon fuel
transfer
[AIAA PAPER 71-395] p0311 471-25271
Plight test completed on onboard real time engine
performance monitoring system, discussing
therroodynamic analysis technique
f A S H E PAPEB 71-01-77] p0352 A71-25991
Modal characteristic pick-up system for vibration
tests of rockets or aircraft on ground using small
size accelerometers with individual electronic
circuit
p0369 471-27719
Supersonic staggered gutter colander combustion
system for plenum chamber burning on high bypass
Pegasus turbofan engine of Harrier VIOL aircraft,
noting performance improvement
p0110 471-28713
German monograph on game theory and planning
techniques for aircraft evaluation
pO«12 471-28880
4ircraft flight characteristics dependence on angle
of attack, roll and pitch
pOIIS 471-29013
Ejection system performance in relation to aircraft
performance dependent extreme flight conditions,
examining ejection seat design features and
trajectories
pOU20 471-29385
Atmospheric turbulence effects on handling gualities
and structural loads on aircraft
p0127 471-29787
Aladin II four-jet engined STOL intercity transport
aircraft, noting low noise characteristics and
passenger capacity
p0181 A71-31112
Aircraft-simulating cockpit procedure trainer
statistical data and development problems
concerning safety, economy and efficiency
performance
p0189 A71-31883
Concorde flight characteristics, discussing
performance flight test data relationship to
design
p0196 471-32690
Propeller driven VIOL aircraft performance
improvement, comparing variable camber/diameter
counterrotating and blowing device equipped
propellers
tDGLR-71-023] p0198 &71-32786
Aircraft angle of attack limiter parameters,
describing automatic warning system for impending
stall
pOSOS 471-33621
Naval 4ir Bework Facility, discussing primary
mission, technical disciplines and operational
performance feedback
[AIAA PAPER 71-765] p0506 A71-31003
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>T stability augmentation systea, discussing
performance, operational safety and reliability
benefits
[AIAA PAPEB 71-785] pOS07 A71-34015
tximum temperature engine concept, definition and
application to future aircraft propulsion system
performance
[SAE PAPEB 710461] p0535 A71-34498
-1011 flight test program, describing aircraft
design and performance
[AIAA PAPEB 71-789] p0545 A71-35531
'STOL aircraft with vectored thrust propulsion
systems, noting weight and center of gravity-lift-
thrust relationship changes effect on performance
CSABE PAPEB 894]
 P0551 A71-35817
)mposite materials effect on supersonic aircraft
weight, design and performance
[SAHE PAPEB 888] p0551 A71-35818
^ight investigation of turbulence effects on
aircraft longitudinal flying gualities, evaluating
pilot ratings for ILS approach task
[AIAA PAPEB 71-905] p0595 A71-37156
triable geometry B-1A bomber aircraft, discussing
size, payloads, speed, altitude range and runway
takeoff
p0600 A71-37516
.rcraft performance and optimal energy flight path
control in combat environment
p0602 A71-37724
>viet book on practical aerodynamics of aircraft
with turboprop engines covering piloting, forces
and noments, stability, controllability, takeoff,
landing, etc
p0609 A71-38534
.r traffic control delays, airport airspace
congestion, flyover noise reduction and
performance requirements effect on airline
operations economics
p0614 A71-39391
jrodynamic aspect ratio effects on drag and
.rcraft performance, noting span loading as major
rce on wing lifting function
p0661 A71-41246
:raft response to pilot or autopilot command
iring altitute control maneuver, calculating lag
ignitudes
p0663 A71-II1691
t haul air transportation, discussing
rformance reguirements, community acceptance and
ivigation and landing aids
p0665 A71-42073
pean airbus design and performance, covering
ectrical system, air conditioning, engines and
.ying control circuits
p0668 A71-42236
ir performance and design for hover and cruise
COL flights
p0668 A71-42238
ioff and landing performance evaluation for
immercial STOL aircraft, noting high bypass ratio
irbofans and high lift systems use
p0669 A71-42286
handling gualities, takeoff speeds and
•rformance evaluation on six degree of freedom
.ight simulator
pC691 A71-1I2922
i lift device application to high performance
impetition gliders, considering merit of design
>r conflicting climb/cruise reguirements
p0691 A71-43089
e of attack instrumentation for evaluating
rcraft lift performance and phugoid oscillations
p0693 A71-43382
.plane circling cross-country speed increase by
riable geometry in high lift flap form for
ttter compromise between cruise and climb
irformance
p0698 A71-44342
ormance prediction and evaluation of
opnlsion-augmented high lift systems for STOL
rcraft, considering weight, thrust and wing
lading
.IAA PAPEB 71-990] p0700 A71-44585
sient dynamic characteristics of aircraft under
steady flight, using Laplace-Carson integral
ansforos
p0703 A71-45016
:raft fuselage antisymmetric loading strain
:fects on small aspect delta wing performance
p0704 A71-45018
Fighter aircraft design with consideration to
armament, detection capability, thrust, sp"ed, and
load factor performance tradeoffs
[iD-710497] p0035 S71-10183
Application of weight and balance principles for
aircraft operation
[PAA-AC-91-23] p0107 H71-12241
Performance and handling gnalities criteria for
V/STOL aircraft
[AGABD-E-577-70] p0109 N71-12248
Automatic pilot TAPIB
p0112 N71-12444
Aircraft handling characteristics daring aircraft
carrier approach
[AD-713125] p0158 K71-14558
Investigation of en-gine-exhaust-airfrarae
interference on cruise vehicle at Bach 6
[NASA-TN-D-6060] p0161 N71-14635
Flight test methods for determining aircraft dynamic
stability
[AGABD-B-573-70] p0173 N71-16039
Quadratic performance index for VIOL aircraft model
reference attitude control system
[NASA-TN-D-6231] p0255 H71-18836
Optimal control of rotational and transversal
motions of flight vehicles based on torsional and
flexnral. deformations
[AD-716517] p0312 1171-19696
Flight simulator and airframe test stand for
evaluating operational performance of aircraft
flight control system
p0393 1171-23413
Operational performance and handling safety
reguirements for single engine boundary layer
controlled aircraft in STOL mode
P0394 H71-23419
Investigation of longitudinal and lateral stability
and controllability of supersonic aircraft
[AD-718285] p0400 H71-23818
Low wing loading STOL transport ride smoothing using
Boeing aircraft
CNASA-CF-111819] p0460 1171-24586
Alleviation of lateral and longitudinal gust effects
on aircraft
p0463 H71-24709
Jet vertical takeoff aircraft piloted cockpit
simulator for controlling aircraft flight
performance
[ABC-B/B-3647] p0466 1171-25065
Computer program for optimum flight path defined by
flight test investigation of performance
characteristics /excess thrust, fuel flow, and
climb potential/ of F-104G aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6398] p0513 N71-27002
Flight simulator evaluation of aircraft instrument
departure procedure
[FAA-FS-600-2] p0572 N71-29635
Runway and taxiway profile and airplane response
measurements to determine runway roughness
p0582 H71-30766
Applications of supercritical airfoils to transport
aircraft designs
p0582 H71-30769
Analysis of 79,000 hours data obtained from NASA
V-G/7GH flight recorders installed on 734 general
aircraft engaged in eight types of operations
p0584 H71-30782
Estimation of lateral and longitudinal rigid body
responses of aircraft structures continuous and
random atmospheric turbulence
[NASA-Id-D-6273] p0590 N71-31242
Prediction method for performance of total
pilot-vehicle system in turbulence with
application to tracking tasks
[AD-722855] p0590 S71-31288
Commercial aircraft performance and cost analysis
data for 1968 and 1969 in OS
p0619 N71-31611
Pull scale tests on tilted propeller and tilting
rotor models in transonic wind tunnel of
Hodane-Avrieux, France, for aircraft performance
prediction
[ONEBA-NT-161] p0623 N71-31813
Aerodynamic design manual considering internal air
flow system effects on aircraft performance
[AD-723824] p0627 N71-32060
Summary of flight test methods used for performance
measurement of Concorde aircraft
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[NASA-TT-F-13728] p0631 N71-32455
Analysis of coupled roll-spiral-mode, pilot induced
oscillation occurring with H-2F2 lifting body
[NASA-TN-D-6496] p06l»2 N71-33307
Effect of turbulence and aircraft performance on ILS
approach task and longitudinal stability
[HASA-CR-1821] p06«2 N71-33325
Development of method for determining angle of
pitch, flight path angle, and angle of attack for
aircraft during steady or nonsteady flight
[VTH-156] p06U7 N71-33926
Correlation studies based on wind tunnel test data
and flight tests to determine performance,
stability and control of XB-70-1 aircraft
[NASA-CR-114335] p0673 N71-3U001
FA-200XS experimental aircraft for investigating
operational problems of STOL type aircraft
[BAL-TB-229] p0673 N71-34005
Analysis of influence of wind shear on longitudinal
motion of aircraft during approach and landing
[NASA-TN-D-6430] p0675 N71-34022
Compilation of responses to guestionnaire on
engine-airframe interference in transonic tests
p0707 N71-36402
Hall corrections for airplanes with interference
lift in transonic wind tunnel tests
p0707 N71-36U03
wind tunnel performance characteristics of
single-engine fighter model fitted'with in-flight
thrust reverser
[BASA-TN-D-6460] p0716 N71-37384
Computer program for analyzing and simulating attack
of low flying aircraft by antiaircraft missiles
and probability of aircraft survival
[BAE-LIB-TRANS-1578] p0722 N71-37774
Performance and costs of nuclear aircraft used in
transoceanic commerce
[NASA-TH-X-2386] p0726 N71-38277
AIBCBAF1 PILOTS
NT TEST -PILOTS
Aircraft pilot direct lift control for aircraft
landing and reducing gust load effects
[ABC-R/B-3629] p0228 H71-17102
Fixed wing aircraft employing free fall and
circling-line technigues in rescue of personnel
and retrieval of equipment
CAD-727007) p0683 S71-35228
Aircraft accident briefs for 1969 including date,
location, aircraft data, injuries, flight purpose,
and pilot data
[NTSB-BA-71-2] P0711 N71-36433
Guide to private and commerical multiengine aircraft
pilot certification
[FAA-AC-61-4C] p0711 H71-36U38
AIBCBAFT PO1EB SOURCES
0 AIRCRAFT ENGINES
AIBCBAFT PBODOCTIOB
F-14A twin engine variable geometry carrier based
jet fighter aircraft, discussing design,
development program and manufacturing technigues
p0021 A71-12050
Light Sprite aircraft design and construction for
building at home by nonprofessionals
P0101 A71-15674
Mathematical model of small scale versatile aircraft
component production process, developing computer
production optimization algorithm
p0156 A71-18715
Low cost short life gas turbine design based on
parametric performance and component selection,
outlining turbojet production
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-69] p0352 A71-2598U
Traversing Infrared Inspection System for C-5
aircraft fail-safe strap panels of bonded Ti-Al
laminates, discussing design and application
fASBE PAPER 71-DE-37] p0361 A71-27327
Aircraft engine production conponents and alloys
mechanical properties evaluation for improved
reliability of mass produced products
pOIIU A71-289II4
Complex structural aircraft components manufacture,
using group technology principle based on
subdivision of parts classes
P0132 A71-30267
Air transport development trends, considering
increased speed and capacity, STOL aircraft, urban
service, and European cooperation for
manufacturing
p0132 A71-30302
Aircraft manufacturing techniques, discussing
structural components fabrication, economics,
lightweight, high strength and heat resistance
[SHE PAPEE HB-71-725] p0494 A71-32436
Aircraft industrial cleaning agents, processes and
technigues applied to components in course of
manufacturing and assembly phases, emphasizing
emulsion and alkaline methods
[ASH PAPER C70-4.3] p0504 A71-33542
Future aviation development constraints on
manufacturer and purchaser, design, test costs,
noise, airport location and multinational
operation
[AIAA PAPEB 71-799] p0508 A71-34024
Titanium and composite fabrication for F-14
aircraft, discussing hot forming, chemical millin«
and electron beam welding
p0510 A71-34156
Modular nanufacturing for F-14 aircraft at low cost
using end product configuration reducing final
assembly
p0510 A71-34157
Aircraft jet engine application of electric
discharge machining for repetitive continuous
production, considering automated closed cycle
eguipment
[SHE PAPER HB-71-143] p0560 A71-36658
AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY
Airline experience with dual inertial systems as
sole means of navigation, considering eguipment
reliability, cockpit design, training, etc
p0007 A71-10509
Aviation products liability and warranty law, notini
reliability trends and quality control methods
p0061 A71-12971
DC-10 aircraft test program effectiveness,
discussing performance, operational envelope,
airworthiness, noise measurements, etc
[SAE PAPEE 700830] p0073 A71-13726
Airworthiness and Air Registration Board, discussin<
aims, objectives, technical changes and national
and international control
p0073 A71-13734
Reliability and maintenance problems of O.S. Army
operational environment, noting inadequate design
and test criteria during development
p0092 A71-15402
VTOL aircraft IFB airworthiness, noting necessity o
higher safety levels for metropolitan air transit
systems
p0095 A71-15426
Concorde progress toward certification, discussing
SST airworthiness requirements, flight test
program, takeoff and landing operational
experience and stability problems at high
incidence
P0133 A71-16487
Statistical information on lightning and static
hazards relative to airworthiness
p0193 A71-19929
Automatic Carrier Landing System with linear
adaptive aircraft Navigation Computer,
investigating effectiveness in reducing system
errors due to nonlinearities and noise effects
p0202 A71-20405
Concorde airworthiness requirements and Air
Registration Board participation in flight test
program, considering supersonic flight
characteristics
p0276 A71-23579
FAA aircraft design appraisal for maintainability,
considering maintenance concepts and adverse
airworthiness situations
[SAE PAPER 710131] p0406 A71-28316
Costs-reliability relationships in helicopter
development testing and demonstration, emphasi2ii
decision making in program management
[Sf.E PAPER 710152] p0407 A71-28330
Tak to aircraft flight test program, discussing
airworthiness reguirements, static structural,
vibration and wind tunnel tests
P0429 A71-29911
Fail-safe helicopter rotor control design,
discussing damage tolerant components, redundant
system, failure warning and maintenance
[AHS PEEPRINT 550] p0452 A71-31102
Aircraft ILS signal reception system, obtaining
category III reliability performance by circuit
redundance and automatic incoming information
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surveillance
P0190 471-31912
Concorde aircraft automatic landing and flight
control system objective, design, reliability and
certification tests
p0490 &71-31915
Aircraft reliability and maintenance cost reduction
via allocation of effort and money, considering E
and H optimization in airline support cycle
pOSOO A71-33286
Reliability and maintainability as concepts in life
cycle costs applied to airline operations
pOSOO A71-33287
DC 10 dispatch reliability, discussing failure
mode/analysis aud flight officers training/
evaluation standardization lists for abnormal
operation identification
pOSOO A71-33297
Lynx military helicopter design high reliability and
lov maintenance demands
p0503 471-33457
Combat aircraft vulnerability to projectile impact
predicted by model giving target penetration,
damage size and structural response
CAIAA PAPER 71-777] p0507 471-34013
SSI stability augmentation system, discussing
performance, operational safety and reliability
benefits
[AIAA PA,PEB 71-785] p0507 A71-34015
Integrated logistics support program for P-14
aircraft maximum maintainability, reliability and
operational readiness at optimum cost
p0510 A71-34154
Computerized automatic control of aircraft
electrical system using remote power controllers
and multiplexed data bus for wiring reduction and
reliability improvement
p0537 A71-3U700
British civil aircraft airworthiness requirements,
discussing aircraft industry management philosophy
ensuring quality standards in design, development,
production, inspection and product support
p0560 A71-36673
V/STOL airworthiness certification, considering
standards developed by FAA in cooperation with
industry
(CASI PAPER 72/21] p0602 A71-37607
Civil transport aircraft and equipment maintenance
and reliability problems solutions with best time,
cost and weight compromises
p0702 A71-44765
Tenative airworthiness standards for powered lift
transport category aircraft
p0239 N71-17553
Aircraft safety and aircraft reliability, noting
pilot performance, landing approach and takeoff,
and clear air turbulence
p0377 N71-22197
Determination of inspection intervals and nature of
inspections for safe and economical operation of
aircraft structures
[FFA-120] P0382 B71-22U31
Actions and recommendations of Ninth Meeting of
Airworthiness Committee
[DOC-8925] P0675 N71-34020
CBAFT SAFETI
American ATA prototype aircraft collision avoidance
equipment and proposed noncooperative system
pOOOS 471-10753
ATA Collision Avoidance System based on time and
frequency synchronization via ground stations or
other aircraft
p0030 171-12895
On-site aviation accidents investigation and
prevention, noting national Transportation Safety
Board procedures
P0060 A71-12963
lircraft accident hearings for discovering facts,
causes and preventive measures
p0060 471-12964
lircraft flight aerodynamics from accident
prevention viewpoint, discussing angle of attack,
turbulence effects, weather factors, etc
P0062 471-13017
>TOL future performance and safety level,
considering current ^et aircraft fatal accident
record and proportional perpetuation,
airworthiness and operational considerations
p0070 A71-13568
V/STOI. aircraft in civil air transportation,
discussing safety, reliability, maintainability
and propulsion system concepts
P0071 S71-13576
Civil aviation safety - Conference, Beirut,
September-October 1970
P0086 471-14990
Aircraft accident trends and preventive practices,
considering fatal landing statistics
p0087 471-14995
Helicopters safe antitorque control, describing
Fenestron ducted fan design
p0094 871-15117
VTOL aircraft IFR airworthiness, noting necessity of
higher safety levels for metropolitan air transit
systems
p0095 471-15426
Military helicopter design and weaknesses
correction, considering man/machine combat
survivability and operational accidents reduction
p0098 471-15447
Aircraft equipment failures detection and warning
systems
p0101 A71-15901
All-weather aircraft operations, discussing takeoff,
landing, safety and forecasting
p0146 471-17923
Bird strikes incidence and prevention, discussing
velocity effects, migration role and uses of
distress calls, falconry and radar
p0156 471-18664
Cargo aircraft crew safety and survival, describing
restraint, escape, flight deck interior doors,
fire and smoke hazards and personnel environmental
protection
[SAE-ABP-1139] p0187 471-19643
Materials and construction technigues in lightning
protection for aircraft and helicopters
p0193 471-19930
Lightning current transfer tests of p-static
discharger for aircraft installations
p0194 A71-19935
Lightning and surge protection devices for
survivability of aircraft electrical systems
p0194 A71-199M
Aircraft industry ATC technigues and equipment
contribution to aircraft control and safety
p0270 A71-22951
ATC electronic automation systems development for
air safety improvements
p0271 471-22953
Commercial business and utility aircraft chemical
oxygen generators to satisfy FAA requirements,
discussing weight, size and maintenance savings
and increased safety
[SAE PAPEE 710390] p0286 471-24254
VTOL propulsion systems safety reguirements,
considering single and doable breakdowns
p0293 471-24752
Bird impact hazard to general aircraft, discussing
structural damage, flight safety and testing
procedures
p0299 471-24997
U.S. General Aviation safety record, discussing
National Transportation Safety Board and
accident/injury prevention
[SAE PAPEE 710397] p0300 471-25132
Aircraft wing fatigue test procedures for gust,
maneuver, ground-air-ground, taxi and landing
impact loads
CSAE PAPEB 710403] p0300 A71-25133
Polyurethane foam effects on fuel contamination
during installation for fuel system fire and
explosion protection
[ASHE P1PEB 71-GT-54] p0351 A71-25981
SST problems, including adequate instrumentation and
fuel tank immunization to explosion
p0358 471-26883
Passenger aircraft structures accelerated testing
for safety and fatigue durability under
operational conditions, describing tests, planning
and evaluation
p0358 471-26946
Heather minimum standards for civil aircraft,
considering cloud ceilings, visibility, wind
velocity and direction, onboard and ground-based
flight control equipment and aircraft
characteristics
P0360 471-27141
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Midair collisions analysis for civil-military
integated ATC air space, discussing near miss
volume, random heading aircraft density and pilots
evasive action vs avoidance percentages
p0367 471-27599
Airport certification and safety inspection
procedures and minimum safety standards
tSAE PAPER 710113) pOtO'4 A71-28305
Plug-in relay hazards and minimization for aircraft
flight safety applications
pOt12 A71-28841
Jet transport aircraft design for safety under air
turbulence conditions, considering crnise altitude
limitations and pitch and g excursion reduction by
special autopilot mode
pO<»27 A71-29777
Time-freguency anticollision system for dangerous
aircraft detection and avoidance using stable
atomic clocks
rONEBA-TP-938] p0188 A71-31875
Aircraft-simulating cockpit procedure trainer
statistical data and development problems
concerning safety, economy and efficiency
performance
pOt(89 A71-31883
Civil aircraft arresting on runway overshoots,
describing safe deceleration method by use of soft
ground arresters
pOSUO A71-35210
ATC system safety problems from user standpoint,
considering reguirements by pupil, test and
airline pilots and light, private, business, taxi
and military aircraft
p05«2 A71-35372
ATC system improvement by area navigation, !
discussing benefits in services, safety and cost
effectiveness
p05U2 A71-35373
Air transportation safety review covering weather
knowledge, aircraft structures, instrumentation,
radio aids and power plants
p0551 A71-36175
International airport planning, considering runways,
hangars, second level loading, cargo handling and
safety
p061t A71-39388
Air safety standards and objectives, discussing
human factors as accident causes, piloting aids
and management
p061« A71-39395
Trailing vortex pair behind aircraft, presenting
equilibrium characteristics and effects on safety
P0656 A71-U0501
Aircraft wake turbulence relation to CAT, discussing
flight control loss, jumbo jets trailing vortex
wakes breakup and detection and safe aircraft
spacing
P0658 A71-40704
Dnassisted aircraft parking system /Accu-Park/,
discussing eguipment design safety and accuracy
P0661 A71-41247
Strobe lighting for aircraft midair collision hazard
redaction, comparing Collision Avoidance System
and Pilot Warning Indicator effectiveness
P0661 A71-11093
Inertial navigation impact on aircraft safety,
discussing error sources and midair collision
risks
P0666 A71-12079
D.S. Army ATC cost-effective system developments for
high density low altitude helicopter tactical
operations to avoid enemy radar under near-all
weather conditions
P0667 A71-4208H
Corporate aircraft safety - Conference, Washington,
B.C. April 1971
p0692 A71-43226
Jet engine advent impact on aviation fuels safety,
discussing gasoline hazards in prejet aircraft
P0692 A71-13231
Corporate aircraft safety - Conference, San Antonio,
Hay 1970
p0693 A71-13379
Feasibility of using flexible rotor blades for
ejection systems
[AD-711642] p0018 N71-11022
Radar observations of bird migrations to reduce risk
of bird-aircraft collisions
[AD-712720] p0106 N71-12232
Application of weight and balance principles for
aircraft operation
[FAA-AC-91-23] p0107 N71-12241
Capacity measurement methodology for air traffic
control system with long range objectives
[FAA-RD-70-70] p0163 N71-1<(835
Airplane interior materials ignition and fire
extinguishing foam
[FAA-RD-70-81] p0179 N71-16818
Establishment of take-off and landing safety margii
for Breguet 941
f8ASA-TT-F-13M53] p0237 1)71-17411
Aircraft safety and aircraft reliability, noting
pilot performance, landing approach and takeoff,
and clear air turbulence
p0377 H71-22197
Determination of inspection intervals and nature ol
inspections for safe and economical operation of
aircraft structures
[FFA-120] p0382 B71-22131
Proceedings of Air Line Pilots Association annual
safety forum
p0391 1171-23234
Accident investigations, flight control systems, ai
operational recordings for improved aircraft
flight mechanics
[A6AHD-CP-76-71] p0393 H71-23410
Operational flight data analysis for improved
aviation safety levels
p0393 N71-23111
Onboard data acguisition for improved aircraft
design and operational flight safety
P0393 N71-23112
Operational performance and handling safety
reguirements for single engine boundary layer
controlled aircraft in ST01 mode
p039t N71-23419
Human factors and safety reguirements in aircraft
design
p0395 H71-23423
High intensity xeon flashtube lights for high
intensity xenon flashtube lights for during
daytime and nighttime flights
[AD-718639] p0462 N71-24669
Potential feasibility of safe, practical, and
economical air breathing nuclear propulsion syst<
for aircraft and air cushion vehicles
(NASA-TH-X-67837] p0468 N71-25524
Calculating and testing antiicing systems of
aircraft and helicopters
[AD-719922] p0469 K71-25622
Development and application of heads up aircraft
instrument display for improvement in aircraft
safety during adverse weather
[FAA-NA-71-9] p0565 H71-29305
Analysis of aircraft accidents and establishment o
rational, guantitative air traffic safety contro
goals
fFAA-RD-71-36) p0566 H71-29309
Conference on HASA research in aircraft safety and
operating problems
[NASA-SP-270] p0580 871-30756
Ditching behavior of dynamic C-54 model
p0581 H71-30757
Magnitude of induced voltages and their relation t
characteristics of lightning discharge and
electrical properties of.aircraft electrical
systems
p0581 N71-30761
Safety characteristics for powered lift of
commerical STOL aircraft
p0583 K71-3077!
Safety tests for aircraft equipment
[AD-723033] p0625 S71-3194C
Determination and evaluation of safety parameters
jet fuels in aircraft fuel tanks when using
nitrogen as inerting agent
CFAA-BA-71-26] p0629 U71-3230!
Design criteria for crashworthy aircraft fuel
systems for military aircraft
[AD-723988] p0637 B71-3299:
Analysis of flight crew duties and operations dur:
flight of Dc-8 aircraft with recommended change:
to improve safety
[KAL-TR-215] p06«5 H71-3358
Evaluation of air traffic control parameters and
relationship to future of aeronautics
[HASA-CR-1833] p0675 H71-3U02
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Development of numerical rating for correlating
safety-of-flight factors with aircraft speed and
visibility restrictions
[FAA-BD-70-48] p0686 N71-35735
Determination of physical and chemical properties of
fuels gelled irith carbohydrate resins to evaluate
effectiveness in reducing aircraft fire hazards
[FAA-NA-71-18J p0716 871-37369
AIBCBAFT SPECIFICiflOHS
STOL aircraft for tactical support, discussing OSAF
intertheater requirements
P0087 A71-15024
Hetro commuter aircraft specifications, performance
and CAB certification problems
p0142 A71-17573
Cessna Citation twin turbofan business aircraft
design, performance characteristics,
communications, navigation and automatic flight
control equipment and flight evaluation
p0265 A71-22112
Soviet book on aircraft preliminary design
specifications as function of performance,
aerodynamic and structural parameters, discussing
tradeoffs in operational reguirements for specific
configurations
p0281 A71-24012
DC 10 specifications for airport planning, including
ground clearances, payload-range characteristics
and jet engine exhaust velocities
pO«32 A71-30239
Computer aided design program for civil transport
aircraft configuration, performance, propulsion,
weight and costs to meet given specifications
pOt35 A71-30398
Flying gualities military specification, discussing
longitudinal static stability, transonic flight
relaxation, control forces in maneuvering flight,
lateral-directional oscillations, etc
[AIAA P&PE8 71-766] p0506 A71-3400U
AIBCBAFT STABILITY
NT HOVEBING STABILITY
Bapid hybrid freguency response method for aircraft
flight flutter testing based on hybrid computing
system
p0003 A71-10228
LAHS flight control systems for gust load
alleviation and structural mode stabilization on
large flexible aircraft, using aerodynamic
surfaces
p0017 A71-11659
C-5 military transport stability augmentation for
pitch and yaw inertia at low speed, using pilot
evaluation on cockpit simulator
P0028 A71-12684
Statistical prediction of atmospheric turbulence
effects on aeronautical systems
p0065 A71-13135
Clear air turbulence effects on flight and
structural response of aircraft, using gust loads
model
p0065 A71-13136
Heavy supersonic aircraft controllability, noting
irreversible boost control system and stability
p0067 A71-13195
Jet interference effects on aircraft static
stability with ejector afterbody, noting wind
tunnel methods of drag minimization and
measurement
[DGLR-70-048] P0129 A71-15953
Single rotor helicopter directional stability in
rectilinear flight with constant angle of side
slip
p0149 A71-18307
Aft vs canard horizontal tail locations for
fighter/attack configuration at sub and supersonic
speeds, observing lift coefficient, L/D and
longitudinal stability
[AIAA PAPEB 71-8] p0150 A71-18482
DC-10 flight test program, discussing handling,
takeoff and landing, and flutter, stall and
stability characteristics
p0184 A71-19085
Airliner acceptance checks characteristics for
official licensing prereguisites, investigating
takeoff, landing, ascent, stability and control
pC196 A71-20C65
Aircraft elastic mode control for turbulence /gust/
alleviation, noting riding guality, structural
fatigue life and peak loads
p0199 A71-20301
Soviet book on aircraft flight with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust covering probabilistic
characteristics, stability, landing and takeoff
with partial engine failures, etc
p0281 A71-24013
Inclined engine cold circular jet effects on tail
control surfaces aerodynamic characteristics,
considering aircraft longitudinal stability
p0291 A71-24593
Optimal control stabilization under continuous small
disturbances applied to aircraft stability in
horizontal flight under vertical gust loads
p0292 A71-24726
Propulsion system and fuel regulator design effect
on thrust change during air ejection for VTOL
aircraft stabilization in hovering flight
p0293 A71-24753
Wind tunnel evaluation of analytical method for
predicting longitudinal stability and aerodynamic
characteristics of large flexible aircraft applied
to supersonic transport configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 71-343] p0343 A71-25322
Longitudinal stability of ground effect airplane,
discussing influence on aerodynamic
characteristics of height, ground surface
roughness and wing aspect ratio
p0418 A71-29228
Jet transport aircraft stability and controllability
under atmospheric turbulence conditions,
discussing longitudinal and lateral- directional
characteristics with particular attention to
unstable spiral mode
p0426 A71-29772
Pilot subjective evaluation of XB-70 aircraft
response to atmospheric turbulence in comparison
with measured accelerations
p0426 A71-29774
Helicopter rotor system vibratory and mechanical
stability characteristics, investigating
anisotropically mounted flexible swash plate and
blade out of track effects
[AHS PBEPBINT 511] pOU49 A71-31082
Hingeless rotor helicopter stability and control
characteristics, considering induced flow field,
flapwise bending modes and blade-fuselage dynamic
coupling
CAHS PREPBIHT 511] p0451 A71-31098
Stratospheric turbulence induced aircraft buffeting
dependence on vertical wind shear, Bichardson
number and thermal stability change from
underlying to overlying layer
pOU80 A71-31365
Stratospheric turbulence induced aircraft buffeting
dependence on horizontal temperature and wind
distribution
p0481 A71-31366
Aircraft spin tests preparation and evaluation,
describing pilot errors
p0482 A71-31462
Helicopter stability, using Lockheed rotor system
with gyro coupled to cantilevered blades
p0486 A71-31599
Aspect ratio influence on instability and nonminimum
phase effects of longitudinal motion of aircraft
relative to negative lift-drag expression transfer
functions
p0502 A71-33405
SSI stability augmentation system, discussing
performance, operational safety and reliability
benefits
[AIAA PAPEB 71-785]
 P0507 A71-34015
Twin turboprop STOL aircraft lateral directional
oscillation traced to rudder vibration due to
aerodynamic hinge moments interaction with
friction
[AIAA PAPEB 71-792] p0508 A71-34019
Total in-flight simulator /TIFS/ in variable
stability C-131 aircraft, describing potential as
design tool
[AIAA PAPEB 71-794] p0545 A71-35529
STAN/KASS system aircraft weight and balance
determination, discussing basic concepts, design
reguirements and applications
[SAME PAPEB 896] p0551 A71-35816
Dynamic positioning stationkeeping and stability
criteria for formation flight systems extended to
helicopter and V/STOL transports
p0552 A71-35923
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High speed aircraft maneuvers stability
determination by constant angular
pitching/rotation velocity, angle of attack and
flight speed, using Liapunov method
p0555 A71-36176
Soviet book on practical aerodynamics of aircraft
with turboprop engines covering piloting, forces
and moments, stability, controllability, takeoff,
landing, etc
p0609 A71-3853<4
Large crane heavy lift helicopter stability and
controllability, considering effects of slung
loads, performance improvement, automatic flight
control and physical size
p0609 A71-38651
Tilt-fold-proprotor VIOL aircraft stability and
control, emphasizing pylon tilt and rotor stop-
fold effects on flying qualities
pC610 471-38652
Aircraft lateral dynamics effect on positioning
accuracy along straight flight path, using Loran C
data
p0610 471-38861
Phugoid motion at constant angle of attack without
thrust line displacement from aircraft center of
gravity, noting longitudinal stability
p0650 471-10168
Atmospheric and wake turbulence effects on aircraft
from discrete gust and spectral interpretations,
discussing load production and uncontrollable
rolling moments
p0656 A71-10507
Parametric and autoparametric instability of
aircraft structures
p0669 A71-12210
Variable stability aircraft lateral directional
flying gualities, investigating turbulence effects
p0670 A71-12833
Stability augmentation system for aircraft elastic
modes control, discussing active flutter
suppression technology
p0697 A71-11107
Flexible ram air inflated keel and leading edge
parawing design optimization for increased
stability and reliability, introducing semirigid
member concept
[AIAA PAPER 71-986] p070C 471-11582
STOL aircraft flight control problems, discussing
Bach trim, artificial feel, stability, feedback
system responses and lateral/directional laws
[AIAA PAPEE 71-993] p0701 A71-15297
Application of weight and balance principles for
aircraft operation
[FAA-AC-91-23] p01C7 N71-122U1
Mechanical stabilization system for VIOL aircraft
fNASA-CASE-XlA-06339] p0122 N71-13122
Vibration stability of basic airplane structures
[JPRS-51966] p0127 N71-11111
Turbulence measurements in and near thunderstorms
correlated with aircraft stability measurements
from ground based radar
[SFC-11703] p0165 N71-15152
Wind tunnel studies of external store induced flow
field instability effects on longitudinal
stability of arrow wing aircraft
p0305 N71-19382
Investigation of longitudinal and lateral stability
and controllability of supersonic aircraft
TAD-718285] pOlOO N71-23818
Kind tunnel investigation of static longitudinal and
lateral characteristics of full scale mockup of
light twin engine aircraft
[SASA-TN-D-6238] pOUOO N71-2386G
Stability, control, and handling quality
characteristics of STOL and V/STOL airplanes
pC163 H71-2H702
Aeroelasticity and unsteady flow problems of
aircraft
pC163 N71-21706
Investigation of stability and controllability
parameters for supersonic aircraft under varying
aerodynamic load conditions
[AD-719801] pG165 N71-25032
Stability and controllability of supersonic swept
wing aircraft
fAD-719803] pC165 N71-25G19
Eguations of motion for tine \ector calculus for
aircraft lateral stability
[ARC-R/H-3631] p0515 N71-27097
Approximation method for turbulence effects on
aircraft aerodynamic stability with B-52 examples
p0516 H71-27320
Complexity of supersonic aircraft systems for
stability and controllability
[&D-721027] p0517 N71-27351
Engine dynamics requirements implied by thrust
modulation control for VTOL aircraft
[NASA-IT-F-13755] p0591 N71-31155
Conference papers on low level turbulence models to
determine influence on aircraft stability and
missile trajectories
[DLB-HITT-70-12] p0623 N71-31882
Horizontal and vertical gust load frequency and
power spectra influence on longitudinal aircraft
stability
p0621 N71-31890
Atmospheric turbulence models showing gust load
influence on aircraft yaw motion
P0621 N71-31891
Characteristics of air motion with respect to groun
and analysis of dynamics of aircraft in turbulent
air
[HASA-TT-F-600] p0633 N71-32719
First order motion of cable towed and tethered
bodies for predicting aircraft dynamic stability
performance
[VKI-TN-68] p0639 N71-33116
Application of least squares method for determining
longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives of aircraft
from flight test data
[Z-12] p0611 N71-33305
Analysis of coupled roll-spiral-mode, pilot induced
oscillation occurring with H-2F2 lifting body
[NASA-TN-D-6196] p0612 N71-33307
Correlation studies based on wind tunnel test data
and flight tests to determine performance,
stability and control of XB-70-1 aircraft
[NASA-CR-111335] p0673 N71-31001
Analysis of influence of wind shear on longitudinal
motion of aircraft during approach and landing I
(NASA-TS-D-6130] p0675 N71-31022
Relation between turbulence in stratosphere cansind
aircraft buffeting, and vertical distribution of
meteorological parameters calculated from
radiosonde data
tNASA-TT-F-13981] p0707 871-36398
Horizontal temperature and wind distribution effect
on aircraft buffeting in stratosphere
[NASA-TT-F-13978] p0718 N71-37600
Spin tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of
deployable, flexible ventral fins for spin
recovery device on fighter aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-65C9] p0719 N71-37603
AIHCBAFT STRUCTURES
NT AIRFHAMES
NT FUSELAGES
NT PLASTIC AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
Aircraft structure fatigue life improvement via
material stress coining inside and around holes
and slots
p0003 471-10170
Aircraft structures fatigue testing device using
programmed control of electrical inputs to
electrodynamic vibration stand, noting load cycl
effects and damage accumulation
pOOCI 471-1010?
High velocity metal working, discussing airfoil
forging, ausforging of bearing race blanks,
tooling, etc
[SHE PAPER MF-70-228] p0011 471-1126'
Composite materials structure cost effectiveness
demonstrated in aircraft relief crew compartment
panels
p0011 471-1128
Papers on LAMS technology for aircraft structural
mode control covering B-52 and C-5A aircraft
p0017 471-1165
LAWS flight control systems for gust load
alleviation and structural mode stabilization o
large flexible aircraft, using aerodynamic
surfaces
p0017 471-1165
B-52 LANS test vehicle structural modification an
instrumentation in flight phase
p0018 471-1166
Sandwich structures applications in aircraft and
space vehicles, discussing" component
characteristics, manufacturing processes and
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mechanical testinq procedures
POC21 471-11959
lircraft multiwheel ondercarriaqe effect on rigid
and flexible pavements, examining failure modes
p0021 471-12164
Jynamic aeroelastic calculations for aircraft, using
ground vibration test data
p0065 471-13134
Lssembling accuracy of three dimensional joints
using assembly holes in aircraft construction
p0085 A71-14609
lutomatic excitation forces generation for aircraft
structure ground vibration tests using digital
computer
CONERA-TP-870] p0090 471-15352
tluminum reinforced epory model making, testing and
stress analysis for aircraft structures, including
creep, photoelastic coating and strain gage
effects
P0132 471-16346
lircraft light alloys fatigue characteristics for
component endurance evaluation
P0136 471-16757
ligh modulus boron-epoxy composite aircraft
structures adhesive bonding, discussing mechanical
properties, manufacturing techniques and quality
control
[SAE PAPER 71011C] pC143 471-17624
'lexible aircraft to atmospheric turbulence transfer
functions, discussing in-flight measurements
fONERA-TP-894] p0147 S71-18021
?lane and spatial load transfer and diffusion in
linear elastostatics, noting application to
aircraft and civil engineering structures and
fiber reinforced materials
p0148 A71-18222
iD-1 Yankee aircraft development, design and
construction
p018U 471-19084
Artificial lightning generation facilities for
aircraft component developmental testinq by
manufacturer
P0193 471-19931
ilastic, inertial and aerodynamic forces aeroelastic
triangle, examining lift changes due to aircraft
structure deformation, dynamic flight stability
and space shuttle development problems
p0196 A71-20063
'ilament winding manufacturing methods using
unidirectional glass reinforcements for design and
fabrication of aircraft wing structure
[SHE PAPER EH-70-4G6] p0202 A71-20546
lent structure failure under pulse floor
acceleration shocks, concerning aircraft seat
damage during crash landing
p0204 A71-207I47
lircraft systems assembly methods, discussing
rigidity effects on error redistribution in
external and internal force field application
p0205 A71-20792
lost aspects of carbon fiber reinforced composites
in aircraft structures, suggesting increased
aviation market for carbon fiber
[PLASTICS INSI. PAPER 46 ] p0206 A71-20929
[train level counter monitoring aircraft structural
fatigue, describing system components consisting
of sensors in critical structure areas and
indicator unit with visual display
p0267 A71-22725
letallic coating effects on aircraft high strength
steel fatigue, considering chromium plating, shot
peening and plasma spraying
[NACE PAPER 23] p0269 471-22889
awker Siddeley Trident 3B flight test program,
booster engine, structural features, power plants,
systems and landing gear
p0269 471-22890
ircraft wings automated preliminary structural
design and weight determination procedures based
on external shape, aerodynamic loads and fuel mass
interaction
p0273 471-23274
I alloys structural high temperature applications
in fighter aircraft, considering fabrication and
assembly methods
p0275 A71-23427
tress concentration correcting factors for fillets
in landed aircraft structures
p0276 A71-23539
Corrosion resistance of adhesive bonded airframe
structure components under outdoor weather and
salt spray conditions, discussing test results
with Al alloy specimens
p0278 A71-23690
Precision forging and pressing of Al alloy and Ti
alloy parts of aircraft structures at cost
effective prices
p0279 471-23691
Aircraft structural fatigue life in-flight
monitoring, describing sensor installation on
aircraft fin structure and measurement results
p0280 A71-23938
High peel strength epoxy and urethane adhesives for
aircraft bonding, discussing high temperature
curing and honeycomb panel repair
p0282 A71-24064
Variable weight composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural designs,
discussing C-54 tow weight saving Ti honeycomb
applications
p0282 471-24084
Alloy and heat treatment effect on Ti bondability
for adhesive bonded aircraft structure, using
annealed and aged Ti-6Al-4V and Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn
alloys for testing
P0282 A71-24C93
Photochromic paints for nondestructive testing of
aerospace materials and structures
pC283 471-24102
Filamentary composites for primary aircraft
structural applications, emphasizing boron-epoxy
material
p0293 471-24770
C-54 cargo box sj.de wall deformations, examining
square plates center deflections with elastic
beams
p0297 A71-24871
Nonstationary stress modeling in aircraft structures
using random pulse generator applied to jet
landing gear break strut fatigue test
P0298 471-24954
Glass fiber reinforced plastics aerospace
applications covering radomes, dielectric panels,
aircraft ducting, secondary structures,
furnishings, mouldings and tooling
p0347 471-25652
Passenger aircraft structures accelerated testing
for safety and fatigue durability under
operational conditions, describing tests, planning
and evaluation
p0358 471-26946
Material properties, impregnation, shaping,
hardening and structural design in mass production
of reinforced laminates for aircraft construction
p0359 471-26954
Flame retardant silicone elastomers for use as
aircraft construction materials, describing
fabrication technigues, mechanical, aging and
weathering properties
p0362 471-27412
Aircraft structural elements thermal behavior under
aerodynamic heating with linear dependence on
initial temperature
p0364 A71-27493
Artificial corrosion pits effect on fatigue
durability of smooth samples and aircraft
duraluminum skin elements
p0403 471-27819
Filamentary composite reinforced metal aircraft
structures, considering boron/epoxy in combination
with aluminum
p0404 471-28168
locating neutral layer and critical curvature radius
in aircraft components waffle panels under
elastoplastic bending
p0413 471-28940
Structural fatigue in aircraft design, discussing
twin engine transport tests, crack propagation
rate, residual strength, etc
p0421 471-29434
Soviet book on aircraft materials science and
treatment covering steel/cast iron processing,
metallography, heat/thermochemical conditioning,
surface protection and corrosion prevention
p0422 &71-29529
Atmospheric turbulence effects on handling qualities
and structural loads on aircraft
p0427 471-29787
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Aircraft manufacturing techniques, discussing
structural components fabrication, economics,
lightweight, high strength and heat resistance
CS»E PAPEB BK-71-725J pOf9i| A71-32436
Aircraft structures fatigue properties, discussing
stresses, life estimates, safety factors and
descriptive curves
P0501 A71-333U3
Airframe structural uses of Al, Ti and Be alloys,
discussing need for structural efficiency
improvements by proper heat treatment and stress
relieving techniques
p0505 A71-33875
Advanced composites as future aircraft structural
materials, discussing design concepts, service
experience, manufacturing methods and quality
assurance
[1IAA PAPER 71-779] . pC507 A71-3lKm
Fighter F-14 podded engine high variable sweep wing
design including nozzle, nacelle, fuselage shift,
aspect ratio and lift control improvements
p0509 A71-34152
Aircraft structural parameters optimization
satisfying flutter velocity constraint and minimum
mass, applying to box beam design
p0537 J71-3«87t
Aircraft structures da mage tolerance - ASTM
Conference, Philadelphia, June 1970
p0539 A71-35151
Thickness effect on fracture toughness and crack
propagation of Al alloy sheets used for aircraft
skins
p0539 A71-35153
Damage tolerant aircraft structures material
toughness and residual strength, presenting
fracture test results on precracked panels
reinforced with crack stoppers
p0539 A71-35157
King structural elements ballistic damage tolerance
and residual fracture strength characteristics,
discussing projectile velocity, impact angle and
target thickness effects
pC540 A71-35161
Soviet papers on thin walled aircraft structures
strength and stability covering bending theory,
circular cylindrical shells, thermal stresses of
rectangular plates, etc
p05f(1 A71-35301
Aircraft structural panels under cyclic static
loads, examining fatigue life with probability
theory, statistics and regression analysis
p0542 A71-35312
Light alloys fatigue characteristics for aircraft
components endurance evaluation
pOSUt A71-35156
Weight reduction potential- of composite materials in
aerospace structures, proposing weight estimation
technique
[SASE PAPEB 887] p0551 A71-35819
Composite structures development, discussing wing,
fuselage, aeropropulsion and missile development,
weight savings of hardware and fighter empennage
applications
[AIAA PAPEB 71-367] p0555 A71-36275
Feasibility assessment of hypersonic transports with
actively cooled airframe structure, considering
liquid hydrogen fuel use as coolant
p0595 A71-37123
Aircraft structures sonic fatigue due to high
frequency noise from turbofan engines, discussing
case histories, failure diagnosis and
precautionary design measures
p06C3 A71-37843
Eandom loading parameters adjustment in fatigue
tests of welded aircraft structures
p0663 A71-K1692
Parametric and autoparametric instability of
aircraft structures
p0669 A71-U22UO
Corrosive delamination occurrence, reduction and
prevention in metal-metal adhesive bonded aircraft
structures
p0670 A71-4259U
Statistical analysis of spot welded and adhesive
joints of high strength il alloy sheet in aircraft
structures
p0703 &71-45012
Parametric study of natural frequencies of skin
stringer structures
[AD-711383] p0013 H71-10734
Passivation of metal aircraft surfaces
[AD-711950] pOOSS N71-11670
Application of aeroelastic constraints in structural
optimization of aircraft design
p0117 B71-13131
Computer system for optimal design of aircraft
structures
P0118 N71-13132
Matrix methods in computer-aided design optimization
of aircraft structures
p0118 N71-13135
Vibration stability of basic airplane structures
[JPBS-51966] p0127 N71-141UH
Effects of external loads on strength of flight
vehicles
[AD-713U61] p0158 871-14584
Finite element analysis of structures in plastic
range
[NJSA-CB-1649] pC260 N71-19276
Comparison of hydrogen and methane as coolants in
reqeneratively cooled panels
fKASA-CR-1652] p0261 H71-19289
Aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airframe-propulsion systems of transport and
military aircraft
[AGARD-CP-71-71] p0301 H71-19353
Optimization of interferences between aircraft
components in supersonic flow
p0301 H71-19356
Three dimensional interactions in half cone pressure
fields and effects on intakes mounted adjacent to
aircraft fuselage
p0303 N71-19367
Solution of problems in structural design with
emphasis on interaction between materials,
structures, and design requirements
fAD-717576] p0375 N71-22136
Determination of inspection intervals and nature of
inspections for safe and economical operation of
aircraft structures
CFFA-120] p0382 N71-22431
Engineering design analysis of hydrogen cooled
structural panels for application to hypersonic
aircraft
[NASA-CB-1650] p0385 H71-22625
Heat flux sensor adapted for mounting on aircraft or
spacecraft to measure aerodynamic heat flux inflow
to aircraft skin
[NSSi-CASE-XFS-03802] p0388 N71-23085
Transfer functions in modelling human pilot and
dynamic structural aircraft responses
CAGARD-B-580-71] p0390 S71-23210
Mathematical modelling of aircraft structural
response modes to active control system
p0390 N71-23212
Computation and measurements of dynamic aircraft
transfer functions to atmospheric turbulence
p0390 N71-23213
Material specifications, flammability, safety
considerations, and design criteria for materials
used in construction of commercial aircraft
interiors
p0391 N71-23232
Abstracts of papers presented at OS Air Force
materials symposium held at Miami Beach, Florida
in May, 1970
[AD-718432] p0398 K71-23625
Nondestructive testinq of aircraft structures using
thulium and iridium gamma sources
[JAEHI-MESO-4163] p0464 N71-24849
Development and characteristics of hiqh strength,
stress corrosion resistant aluminum alloys for
aircraft structures
[AD-720398] p0171 K71-25876
Computed aided design of wing structures and
application of optimal law of material
distribution
[AD-722303] p0572 N71-29657
Fatigne crack length relationship with aircraft
inspection intervals and structural reinforcement
high strength materials, and aircraft usage
effects
p0584 N71-30783
Approximative solution of nonlinear potential
equation for squall disturbance in transonic rang
and pressure distribution on aircraft
p0587 B7 1-3 1061
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Aircraft structure elasticity effects on control
lever deflection and control forces
p0587 N71-31065
Estimation of lateral and longitudinal rigid body
responses of aircraft structures continuous and
random atmospheric turbulence
[NASA-TB-D-6273] p0590 N71-31242
Aircraft design concepts for prevention of
structural failure including stress analysis
[AD-723317] p0619 N71-31683
Numerical analysis of derivatives of flutter
velocity of aircraft structures to determine
optimization of complex structures
[NASA-CR-111955] p0679 N71-35126
Assessment of nonlinear response of aeronautical
structures with nonideal characteristics under
vibration conditions
[ABL/SH-355] p0679 H71-35134
NASTRAN computer program differential stiffness and
static load analysis methods compared for aircraft
tandem side opening canopies
p0687 H71-36260
Modal analysis of response and fatigue of alnninum
aircraft panels modal response
p0688 H71-36273
Use of NASTBAN as analysis tool in structural design
optimization process applied to aircraft fuselage
type structure
p0688 N71-36280
Chemical and structural analysis techniques for
materials suitable for aircraft structures
[AD-727017] p0689 N71-36323
Variability of aluminum alloy aircraft structure
fatigue life under symmetric and asymmetric loads
[ARL/SB-BEPORT-329] p0717 N71-37524
Reduction of resonant vibrations in integrally
stiffened skin-stringer panels using viscoelastic
materials
[AD-727773] p0717 N71-37540
Structural analysis of corrugated aircraft wing skin
panels to determine effects of corrosion damage
[AD-728009] p0721 N71-37619
AIBCEAFT TIRES
Transport aircraft tire pressure and multiwheeled
landing gear limitations regarding pavement design
p0021 A71-12163
Aircraft tires mechanical data from small models,
discussing mechanical properties, tire stresses
and tire temperatures
CAIAA PAPER 71-316] p0343 A71-25325
Aircraft steering system design, considering
oversteering effects in nose wheels, torque for
reaction moment balance and tire behavior
pOSOO A71-33225
Transfer function system relating cornering force
and aligning torgue of rolling pneumatic aircraft
tire to yaw angle and lateral displacement
p0650 A71-40167
Folding sidewall aircraft tires design, construction
and flight tests, noting advantages and
disadvantages
p0703 A71-44975
Stresses and deformations in multi-ply aircraft
tires subject to inflation pressure loading
[AD-711073] p0039 N71-10434
Influence of gravel depth and tire inflation
pressure on soft-ground arresting of civil
aircraft
[RAE-TR-69001] p0051 N71-11CUO
Rate of wheel spin-up, and tire degradation at
aircraft touchdown with different runway grooves
[FAA-RD-71-2] p0320 N71-20069
Directional control capability of 18 x 5.5, type 7
aircraft tires on wet surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-6202] p0323 N71-20158
Chevron cutting and effects of braking on wear of
aircraft tires
p0582 N71-30768
Grooved and ungrooved runway surface effects on
aircraft tire spin-up characteristics and tread
damage
[NASA-TH-X-2345] p0633 N71-32798
Elastic response and characteristics of bias ply
aircraft tires subjected to braking forces and
simple static flexure
fNASA-TN-D-6426] p0676 N71-34027
AIBCBAFT WAKES
NT HELICOPTER WAKES
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
NT SLIPSTBEABS
FAA full scale aircraft vortex wake turbulence
flight test programs
[AIAA PAPER 71-97] p0152 A71-18552
In-flight profile drag measurement of gliders with
total and static pressure sensors in boundary
layer wake, using moments method
p0278 A71-23667
Vortex wakes behind STOL operations high lift wings,
discussing height above ground and various wind
tunnel dimensions effects
p0403 A71-28033
Trailing vortices shed by aircraft lifting surfaces,
noting wake effects importance at low speeds
pOtOt A71-28176
Flow field induced -by aircraft trailing vortices
near ground durinq takeoff and landing, notinq
experimental departure from theory
p0538 A71-34900
Aircraft vortex wake turbulence including formation,
disintegration, hazards reduction, instability and
interactions with following vehicles
p0547 A71-35753
Jumbo jet trailing vortex mathematical model for
studying effect on penetrating aircraft
p05«7 A71-35754
Large jet transport aircraft trailinq vortices,
studyinq velocity fields, core diameters and
logarithmic variations of circulation
p0548 A71-35755
Trailing wake hazards of large transports in takeoff
and landing, examining configuration stability of
vortex pair in ground effect
p0548 A71-35757
Aircraft wake turbulence /trailing vortex systems/
avoidance during flight, describing procedures for
pilots and tower operators
[CASI PAPER 72/6] p0601 A71-37596
Aircraft wake turbulence and detection - Conference,
Seattle, September 1970
p0653 A71-40482
Aircraft wake turbulence, reviewing aerodynamic
vortex research as exemplified by Karman vortex
street and edgetone phenomenon
p0653 A71-40U83
Atmospheric stratification effects on downward
motion of aircraft vortex wakes, developing
approximate model
p0653 A71-40486
Subscale modeling of aircraft trailing vortices in
controllable laboratory environment
p0653 A71-40488
Aircraft wing tip vortex air motion measurements,
utilizing Doppler radar techniques.
p0653 A71-40489
Peak velocity vectors in transverse plane of jet
transport aircraft wake, measuring tip vortices
core size
p0651 A71-40491
Vortex wakes behind straight and swept wings, noting
formation of loops and trails close to ground
p0654 A71-40494
Spanwise lift distribution over wings and wake
formation in thin airfoils of finite aspect ratio
in linear subsonic potential flow
p0654 A71-40495
Trailing vortices behind wing tip with vortex
dissipator, using wind tunnel flow visualization
and flight tests
p0654 A71-40496
Vortex wake development and aircraft dynamics, using
computer graphics and flow visualization
techniques
p0654 A71-40497
Boeing 747, Lockheed C-5A and other aircraft vortex
wake characteristics by tower flyby technique
p0655 A71-40U98
Vortex wakes transport and decay for various
aircraft types, flight modes and meteorological
conditions
p0655 A71-40499
Aircraft trailing vortex pair linear stability,
obtaining flow field near curved vortex filament
with swirl and axial velocities
p0655 A71-40500
Turbulent shear effect on isolated trailing single
vortex decay behind aircraft
p0656 A71-40503
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Trailing vortex pair behind aircraft, presenting
equilibrium characteristics and effects on safety
p0656 471-40501
Flow visualization of aircraft trailing vortex wakes
in towing tank with electrochemically activated
dye, noting flow instability
p0656 A71-40505
Plight tests for hazard evaluation to other aircraft
froo wake turbulence generated by large jet
transport airplanes
P0656 &71-40506
Airloads and moments changes of aircraft flying over
trailing vortices, investigating time dependent
aerodynamic forces
p0656 471-40508
Flight test experiment to evaluate mechanized
automatic control system to minimize wake
turbulence effects on aircraft
p0657 471-40509
Aircraft wake turbulence relation to CAT, discussing
flight control loss, jumbo jets trailing vortex
wakes breakup and detection and safe aircraft
spacing
p0658 A71-40704
Aircraft wake turbulence and trailing vortices,
investigating physical characteristics, hazard
potential and avoidance techniques
p0692 471-43234
Aircraft generated vortex wakes and core air notions
hazards for encountering liqht airplane
p0693 A71-43381
Hind tunnel study of aerodynamic interference drag
caused by fan jet engine wake of subsonic
transport
[BASA-TN-D-6067] p0045 N71-11004
Review of aircraft wake turbulence
CAD-712080] p0052 N71-11129
Flow visualization of trailing vortex wakes in
towing tank
FD1-82-1004] p0124 H71-13800
Aircraft wake turbulence with downwash loading of
wing span
f.AD-718024] p0398 N71-23660
Effect of turbulent shear on decay of trailing
vortex system behind aircraft
f.AD-720852] p0516 871-27333
Effect of wing-tip vortex wakes generated by large
jet transport aircraft on smaller airplanes
p0582 U71-30764
Flight tests for evaluating effect of wing-tip
vortex wake generated by large jet transports on
smaller aircraft
p0582 H71-30765
&IBCBERS
D FLIGHT C8EHS
AIRFIELD SDBFACE BOVEHENTS
Taxiing aircraft position and wheel trajectories for
specific nose wheel path
p0017 471-11641
ATC system models, covering surface movement, runway
utilization, terminal areas and enroute traffic
p0535 A71-34523
Aircraft random heave-pitch response to taxiing on
rough runways, analyzing dynamic loads and fatigue
damage by power spectral techniques
p056C A71-36675
Dnassisted aircraft parking system /Accu-Park/,
discussing equipment design safety and accuracy
p0661 A71-41247
Testing ASHI/transponder for moving emergency
service vehicles on airfields during poor
visibility conditions
p0571 N71-29553
Analysis of aircraft ground flotation
characteristics based on aircraft type and
airfield construction
fAD-720273] p0675 N71-34024
AIRFOIL CHAHACTEBISTICS
D AIRFOILS
AIBFOIL PROFILES
NT WING PROFILES
HI WIHG SPAK
Plane linear cascades of thin curved profiles,
obtaining potential flow velocities and lifting
force on leading edge
p0003 A71-10339
Fredholm method for reversible transonic flow in
computing aircraft wing and turbomachine or
helicopter blade airfoils for compressibility law
p0012 A71-11022
Cascade flow test data, considering blade section
performance in transonic and supersonic axial flow
compressors
p007S A71-13829
Plane and wedge shaped airfoil profiles of variable
thickness, deriving stability in bilateral
supersonic air flow
p0081 471-14365
Gas flow past straight airfoil, analyzing damped
natural oscillations
p0083 471-14561
Symmetric airfoil profiles with sharp and rounded
leading edges in inviscid gas unbounded uniform
adiabatic transonic flow, solving by nonlinear
approximation
p0084 471-14591
Airfoil profiles with flaps at medium Reynolds
numbers, determining performance characteristics
in wind tunnel tests
p0088 A71-15025
Helicopter fuselage design for crashworthiness under
specific conditions
p0094 A71-15416
Singularity carrier auxiliary curves in airfoil
cascade design, formulating and proving existence
theorem
p0133 A71-16397
Plane steady incompressible HHD flow past slender
nonconducting profile, determining magnetic field
components boundary conditions
p0137 A71-16892
Lateral vibration effects on heaving airfoil blunt
trailing edge vortex shedding flows, examining
base cavity damping by flow visualization
p0143 A71-17621
Transonic supercritical flow past arbitrary
airfoils, using integral relations method
CAIAA PAPER 71-98] pOi52 A71-18553
Plane sound waves incident on flat plate airfoils
lattice, obtaining transmitted and reflected
pressure amplitudes
[AIAA PAPER 71-181] p0155 A71-18620
Monograph on transonic shock free potential flow
around quasi-elliptical airfoil sections,
investigating flow stability under unsteady
disturbances
p0190 A71-19773
Computer calculation of high Reynolds number viscous
and inviscid flow over arbitrary shaped two
dimensional bodies and airfoils
p0201 A71-20313
Hanging shock wave in small supersonic flow past
profile with broken generatrix in plane ideal gas
p0217 471-21872
Airfoil profile drag measurements, correlating full
scale flight tests and scale model tests in
transonic and high Reynolds number wind tunnels
fAIAA PAPER 71-289] p0220 A71-22012
Optimization of slot angle, slot positioning and
flow quantity affecting boundary layer control in
energy transfer over airfoil profiles
p0273 471-23201
Surface roughness ensuring turbulent reattachment at
low Reynolds numbers on airfoil sections with
separation near leading edge resulting in bubbles
[ONERA-TP-923] p0279 A71-23762
Low speed airfoil characteristics calculation by
digital computer, using Theodorsen conformal
transformation method for potential flow pressure
distribution
[SAE PAPER 710389] p0286 A71-24253
Airfoils accelerating near sound velocity,
calculating acoustic radiation by linear theory
P0294 A71-24816
Propeller blade profile thickness distribution for
given pressure distribution, deriving integral
eguation with singular kernel function via
source-sink and vorticity distribution linearized
theory
P0298 A71-24945
Airfoil profiles coupling method for determining
complex potential of two dimensional ideal
incompressible fluid flow due to arbitrary airfoil
section movement near rectilinear wall
p0299 A71-25015
Sound radiation and wake turbulence spectra from
axial compressor single airfoils, including double
circular arc profiles
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[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-4] p0348 471-25950
Transonic airfoil testing techniques in two
dimensional flow, discussing wind tunnel
conditions at various Reynolds numbers
p0362 471-27167
ierofoil cascades with axial velocity change in
incompressible flow, determining turbine blade
force dependence on circulation
p0409 A71-28467
Wind tunnel tests of geometrically compatible
airfoils for variable chord sailplane
p0418 &71-29257
Two dimensional flow research on high lift airfoils
for STOL aircraft, using vorticity distribution
and wind tunnel wall blowing techniques
p0429 471-29910
Two dimensional subsonic irrotational isentropic
flow around thick profiles, using coordinate
perturbation method
p0479 A71-31167
Pretwisted cantilever airfoil cross section turbine
and compressor blades vibration natural
frequencies and mode shapes
p0541 471-35282
numerical analysis of plane transonic flows past
shock free airfoils without boundary layer
separation using inverse method of complex
characteristics
p0607 A71-38307
Resultant aerodynamic forces on circular arc profile
with normal jet in subsonic steady compressible
flow, using Imai-Lamla approximation method
p0698 A71-44271
Transonic airfoil cascade analytical design,
determining efficiency from velocity distribution
p0705 471-45381
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil
profiles including effects of upper surface
roughness simulating hoar frost
[NPL-AEBO-1308] p0047 N71-11016
Pressure distributions calculated with Sells method
on series of quasi-elliptical symmetrical airfoils
in subcritical flow
[NRC-11693] p0160 H71-1I»612
Two dimensional thin airfoil theory with strong
inlet flow on upper surface
[AD-714076] p0175 H71-16261
Direct and inverse application of Dorodnitsyn
technique to incompressible transonic flow over
symmetric Joukowski airfoil sections
[NAL-TR-220T] p0313 N71-19750
High lift and boundary layer separation behavior of
sweptback wing airfoil profile noting trailing and
leading edge stall pattern
[ARC-R/M-3648] p0458 N71-24U88
Holographs applied to calculation of compressible
flow on turbomachine blades and use of
visualization terminal display
[ONERA-NT-176] p0620 H71-31706
Solutions of potential flow for two dimensional
compressible flow for quasi-elliptical airfoil
profiles notinq pressure distribution
[NLR-TR-69028-U] p0622 1171-31791
Desiqn of two dimensional airfoil profile with
prescribed velocity distribution using conformal
mapping
[SAAB-TH-67] p0638 N71-33037
Digital computer and plotter for simulating flow
about Joukowski airfoil
[TECH-71-4] p0643 N71-33403
AIRFOIL SECTIONS
0 AIRFOIL PBOFILES
AIRFOIL TBICKBESS
D AIRFOIL PROFILES
AIRFOILS
NT AERIAL RODDERS
NT AILERONS
NT ARROW WINGS
NT CAMBERED WINGS
NT CARET WINGS
ST CBOCIFOBH WINGS
NT DELT4 WINGS
NT ELEVATORS (CONTROL SURFACES)
NT ELEVONS
NT FIXED WINGS
NT FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
NT FLEXIBLE WINGS
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
NT JET FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT LIFTING BOTORS
NT LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
NT PARAWINGS
NT PROPELLER BLADES
NT RECTANGULAR WINGS
NT RIGID BOTOHS
NT BIGID WINGS
NT RING WINGS
NT ROTARY BINGS
NT SLENDEB WINGS
NT SPOILERS
NT SUPERCRITICAL WINGS
NT SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS
NT SWEPT WINGS
NT SHEPTBACK WINGS
NT THIN AIRFOILS
NT THIN WINGS
HT TILTING ROTORS
NT TIP DRIVEN BOTOBS
NT THAILISG-EDG3 FLAPS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS
NT TWISTED BINGS
NT UNCAHBERED BINGS
NT UNSWEPT WIHGS
NT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
BT WING FLAPS
NT BINGS
Sound radiation from finite span airfoil in three
dimensional turbulent flow, considering lift
function effect
p0068 A71-13280
Optimal firing temperature schedule during gas
turbine loading for minimal thermal fatigue of hot
gas path components, considering hollow stationary
airfoils
[ASHE PAPER 70-BA/GT-2] p0076 A71-14116
Linear airfoil theory applicability for wings
aerodynamic characteristics, considering high
lift, ground effect, angle of attack and aspect
ratio
p0084 471-14593
Shock wave bisector rule improvement, applying to
asymptotic behavior of bow shock attached to
airfoil in two dimensional supersonic flow
p0142 A71-17420
Performance characteristics of horizontal and
vertical stabilizers at medium Reynolds number
from wind tunnel measurements, considering air
foil and flap effects
p0149 471-18249
High lift nose slats generation for arbitrary
airfoil, using conformal transformations and
computer program
[AIAA PAPER 71-11] p0150 471-18485
Airfoils in two dimensional nonuniformly sheared
slipstreams, predicting pressure distribution from
mathematical model for comparison with measurement
[AIAA PAPER 71-94] p0152 471-18549
Viscous gas flow interaction on delta winq and
oblique airfoil at Bach number of infinity
p0189 A71-19739
Computerized transonic airfoil design from
predetermined supercritical velocity distribution,
obtaining egnivalent incompressible flow through
streamline and potential line network
transformation
p0199 A71-20304
Two dimensional test facility in blowdown wind
tunnel transonic section, discussing porous
sidewall boundary layer control effects on
airfoils geometric characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 71-293] p0271 471-22957
Symmetrical airfoil in stratified fluid flow
determining camber and incidence effects
p0291 471-24589
Nonuniform transonic shear -compressible flow past
symmetric airfoil, using linearized snail
disturbance theory
p0293 471-24761
Plane rigid a_irfoil with fixed center of gravity,
discussing motion in turbulent air and gast loads
p0298 471-24947
Resin matrix composite airfoils in gas turbine
engines, considering performance, fabrication and
cost
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-47] p0351 471-25980
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Approximation of flow around jet flapped airfoil,
discussing ground effect on lift coefficient
increments
p0355 J71-26314
Hele-Shaw flow viscous tails from airfoil, observing
high Reynolds number trailing edge flow for
separation and initiation of Kutta condition
p0356 A71-26447
Airfoils unsteady stall by testing two dimensional
model in harmonic pitching oscillation for
helicopter 'rotor blades characteristics
p0368 A71-27609
Compressible transonic flow about two dimensional
airfoils, developing inviscid nonlinear potential
eguations by relaxation procedures
[AIAA PAPER 71-569] pOKSU A71-31562
Airfoils broadband noise generation mechanism in
turbulent flow in anechoic chamber
[AIAA PAPER 71-587] pO<t85 A71-31573
Shearing flows in steady vortex around airfoil in
perturbed velocity, considering aerodynamic forces
torgue
pOU89 A71-31903
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoil
fastened between tunnel walls, investigating
variable chord concept applicability in sailplane
design
p0494 A71-32291
Airfoils with turbulent boundary layers, calculating
acoustic radiation from surface distribution of
pressure fluctuations
p0495 A71-32520
Unsteady compressible flow measurement, determining
local lift coefficient from pressure distribution
along airfoil
p0501 A71-33312
Subcritical nonlinear potential flows over two
dimensional subsonic airfoils by multistrip method
of integral relations
p0556 A71-36330
Unsteady pressure gradient reduction effect on
airfoil dynamic stall delay
p0671 A71-U2841
Transonic flows about two dimensional airfoils,
calculating far field boundary conditions with
coordinate transformation
p0702 A71-U4620
Subcritical flows over two dimensional airfoils by
multistrip method of integral relations
f.RE-393J] pOOU2 K71-10581
Douglas DC 9 aircraft crash during takeoff caused by
ice formation on airfoils
[NTSB-AAK-70-20] pOOt3 N71-10815
Oscillating flow effects on pressure force normal to
symmetrical airfoil chord
[AD-711830] pOOH6 F71-11011
Three dimensional flow patterns obtained during
boundary layer separation on airfoils
[NPL-AEBO-1309] p0047 N71-11011
Test cases for numerical analysis of airfoil two
dimensional transonic flow
[AGABD-B-575-70] p0114 N71-12674
Transonic pressure distribution on airfoils
[AD-712397] p0116 N71-13060
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00755] p0121 N71-13U10
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[NASA-CASE-XLA-05828] p0121 N71-13U11
Begions upstream and downstream from shock waves of
airfoils in uniform and transonic flow
[NASA-TT-F-13472] p02<18 H71-18401
Aerodynamic effects of mechanical high lift devices
on conventional airfoils
p0318 N71-20052
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoils with
high lift devices
p0318 N71-20056
Bepresentations of flow separation bubbles near
airfoil leading edge
p0320 871-20064
Calculation of profile drag of airfoils at low Bach
numbers by predicting instability and transition
points
fNAL-TB-198] p0320 N71-20101
Application of integral relations to inviscid
supercritical flow over symmetric airfoils at zero
angle of attack
[AD-717339] p0374 N71-22098
Graphical computer simulation of incompressible flow
about airfoil
[TN-71-2] p0375 N71-221«9
Measurement of force and pressure fluctuations on
airfoils during transverse and streamwise gust
flows
[CUED/A-TDSBO/TR-21] p0379 N71-22374
Procedures for predicting properties of transonic
flows about thin airfoils and slender bodies
[NASA-CB-1722] p0389 N71-23133
Fatigue test eguipment for evaluating Focker
aircraft wing
[NLK-TB-70C08-L] p0389 1171-23157
Aerodynamic characteristics of near wakes produced
by periodic vortex shedding from airfoils
(AD-718893J p0391 N71-23245
Low aerodynamic drag airfoil designing by Lighthill
method
CABC-B/B-3618] p0458 N71-24498
Onsteady airfoil stall characteristics using static
data input for predicting stall flutter boundaries
of space shuttle wing
[NASA-CB-111906] p0565 N71-29221
Use of aerodynamic lift for application to high
speed ground transportation by two dimensional
airfoils
[PB-197242] p0573 N71-29762
Application of Fredholm integral eguations of second
kind for determining pressure distribution on
cascade of thick airfoils
[NASA-TT-F-702] p0579 N71-30488
Computer program for aerodynamic characteristics
evaluation of multiple-component airfoils in
subsonic, viscous flow
fHASA-CB-1843] p0639 H71-33140
Surface pressure measurements and schlieren
photographs of flow about Leveys shock free
airfoil
[ABL/AERO-325] p06U2 N71-33402
Numerical analysis of plane steady transonic flows
past lifting airfoils with free-stream Hach
numbers less than unity
[D180-12958-1] H71-34275
Numerical analysis of laminar, incompressible flow
along corner formed by intersection of two thin
airfoils
[AD-726546] p0679 N71-35201
Theoretical analysis of trailing edge blowing
effects on circulation around airfoils based on
iterative solutions with lift coefficients
[AD-726434] p0680 N71-35202
Leading edge suction of thin aerofoil theory
[ABL/SB-NOTE-360] p0707 S71-36399
wind tunnel study of tip vortex modification by mass
flow injection
[AD-726736] p0708 N71-36406
Visualized flow patterns of airflow in centrifugal
rotors with thin plate blading and with thick
airfoil blades
[HE-238] p0708 N71-36U10
Development of procedure for scaling of experimental
turbine vane airfoil temperatures from low to high
gas temperatures
[NASA-TN-D-6510] p0717 N71-37563
Two dimensional flow tests of transonic airfoils
[NASA-TT-F-13988] p0717 N71-37593
Design, construction, and performance of water
tunnel for two dimensional testing of pitching
airfoils
[D180-14130-1] p0723 S71-37827
AIRFBAHE BATERIALS
Fiber reinforced composites application in aerospace
and aircraft, discussing boron and graphite and
cost effectiveness
p0014 A71-11277
Be mechanical and physical properties, corrosion
behavior, toxicity, fabrication and application as
aircraft and spacecraft structural material
pOOIS A71-11539
Nonmetallic aircraft construction materials,
discussing wood epoxy and polyester resins
p0023 A71-12299
Bb alloys in hypersonic glider fabrication,
discussing mechanical properties, oxidation
resistance and sandwich panel design
p0030 A71-12935
Aircraft construction materials for 1990s,
discussing need for high temperature resistant
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materials for supersonic and hypersonic airframe
and engine structural components
p0132 A71-1611M
. Structural efficiency improvement by materials
selection for airframe structures, discussing Al,
Ti-Al-V and steel panels
p0212 471-21685
Airframe structural uses of Al, Ti and Be alloys,
discussing need for structural efficiency
improvements by proper heat treatment and stress
relieving techniques
p0505 A71-33875
Advanced composites as future aircraft structural
materials, discussing design concepts, service
experience, manufacturing methods and guality
assurance
[AIAA PAPER 71-779] p0507 A71-31I014
Environmental effects on SST structural materials
fatigue, discussing Ti alloys studies involving
temperature effects, crack propagation and
residual strength
p0535 A71-3U556
Hetal embrittlement by gaseous hydrogen, discussing
countermeasures against hydrogen metal interaction
and cracking
' p0665 A71-IJ1999
Static strength, stiffness, fatigue, and damage
resistance of materials in design optimization for
shell structure
p0118 N71-131U3
Aluminum alloy stress cycles and fatigue life of
airframe materials
[FB-78-1969] p0238 N71-17521
Problems in riveting and welding of high strength
aluminum aircraft alloys
fAD-717053] p0331 N71-20921
Solution of problems in structural design with
emphasis on interaction between materials,
structures, and design reguirements
[AD-717576] p0375 N71-22136
Effect of heat conduction of material on temperature
distribution in vicinity of wing leading edge in
hypersonic flight
[REPT-6901] p0383 N71-22U91
Fatigue and fracture mechanics of airframes and
materials including structural design and stress
analysis technigues
[AD-719756] pO«66 N71-25092
Application of photochromic coatings to provide
nondestructive inspection for aerospace materials
and structures
[AD-720239] p0475 N71-26383
Properties and selective applications of high
strength steels, aluminum and titanium alloys,
polymeric materials, ceramic materials, and
composite materials in aerospace engineering
[AGARD-LS-51-71] p051U N71-27038
Properties and selective applications of aluminum
alloys in airframe construction
p0511 N71-270411
Properties and selective applications of titanium
alloys in airframes and jet engines
p0515 N71-270U5
Experimental investigation on effect of spot welded
or adhesively bonded thermocouples and fatigue
behavior of two titanium alloys suitable for use
in high speed airplanes
[HASA-TM-I-2288] p0531 N71-28891
LIRFRAHES
Aircraft turbine engine development, considering
mismatch reduction between engine and airframe in
flight tests
p0013 A'.'l-11180
Concorde airframe structures, discussing numerically
controlled machining of aluminum alloy integral
units
p0116 A71-1795M
Complex airframe design for economic and safe
operation and long life using fatigue and fracture
mechanics
[AIAA PAPER 70-512] p0221 A71-22025
F-111 airframe static test instrumentation,
describing computerized processing of simultaneous
inputs from 400 channels of tape recorded strain,
load and deflection data
p0267 A71-22717
Supersonic transport inlet-engine-airframe
compatibility programs, noting exhaust nozzle
installation effects, distortions and noise
[AIAA PAPER 68-993] p0295 A71-24851
Military aircraft flight test establishments,
discussing airframe, engine, flight control and
weapons delivery systems tests work flov
integration reguirements
p0355 A71-26315
Strategic bomber B-1A program, discussing airframe
and engine contractors, design, characteristics
performance, electronic egnipment and armament
p0561 A71-36757
Automatic flight control accommodation to dynamic
characteristics variations of airframe, providing
uniform response for all flight conditions
p0599 A71-37296
Investigation of engine-exhaust-airframe
interference on cruise vehicle at Hach 6
[HASA-TH-D-6060] p0161 1171-14635
International conference on rain erosion and
associated phenomena
[AD-715100] p02t3 H71-17906
High bypass turbofan powered propulsion simulator
for airframe engine integration analyses at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
p0303 H71-19369
Construction and operation of AN-21 airplane
including airframe description
[AD-716199] p0310 H71-19515
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 1, interface problems between engine and
airframe
p0319 H71-20061
Digital computer program description with updating
case data mode and extended force method matrix
generation capability
[AD-715982] p0323 N71-20180
FORTRAN program for Koiter-type method for finite
element analysis of nonlinear structural behavior
of airframes
[AD-717181] p0329 H71-20695
Koiter method for asymptotic analysis of
postbuckling behavior reformulated in finite
element notation
[AD-7177UO] p0383 N71-22485
Fatigue and fracture mechanics of airframes and
materials including structural design and stress
analysis techniques
[AD-719756] pOU66 N71-25092
General fatigue prediction method based on Neuber
notch stresses and strains for aluminum alloy
airframes
[AD-723631] p0627 N71-32025
Analysis of bonded metal surfaces used in
manufacture of helicopter components
[AD-721663] . p0636 N71-32953
Analysis of feasibility of designing transport
aircraft to carry up to 1,000 passengers and
methods for predicting aircraft performance
[CRAMFIELD-AEBO-3] p0674 N71-34018
Reference text on design of aviation structural
elements
[AD-726586] p0682 N71-35220
Evaluation of HASTRAN system based on large complex
airframe analysis
p0688 N71-36282
Technical aviation handbook covering aircraft
maintenance, navigation aids, airframes,
lubricants, piston and gas turbine engines, and
checkout procedures
[AD-727195] p0720 N71-37613
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
Airline liability and insurance in relation to
aircraft hijacking, sabotage, etc
p0003 A71-10359
Economic contributions of U.S. domestic airline
industry in 1970s regarding air transportation
constraints and impact on short haul
[AIAA PAPER 70-1309] pOOCS A71-10486
Airborne inertial and area navigation systems
performance reguirements proposed for O.S.
domestic airspace, including projection through
1995
p0007 A71-10508
Airline experience with dual inertial systems as
sole means of navigation, considering eguipment
reliability, cockpit design, training, etc
p0007 A71-10509
SST program relation to airline operations,
comparing production configuration, performance,
economics and operation with subsonics
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[AIAA PAPER 70-1217] p0013 A71-11218
Digital simulation proqram in GFSS language for
airline operations including aircraft maintenance,
flight scheduling, terminal space, equipment, work
forces utilization, etc
p0020 A71-11809
Nondestructive testing technigues for airline
maintenance inspection, describing ultrasonic,
eddy current, magnetic particles, and X ray
methods
p002U A71-12119
Collision avoidance system flight test and
evaluation program for airline industry CAS
specification
p0030 A71-12896
Air carrier accident investigation, noting
procedures, individual and group functions,
notifications and company field organization
p0060 A71-12965
V/STOL short haul transport systems, discussing
interurban applications, all-weather operation,
operating costs, noise and atmospheric pollution
P0070 A71-13565
V/STOL services integration into OK air traffic
system
p0070 A71-13567
V/STOL aircraft operations, considering terminals,
landing and approach aids, air traffic, noise and
pollution control, performance, airworthiness
regulations and licensing
p0071 A71-13572
Terminal area operations of 7/STOL aircraft,
considering approaches, approach speeds, wind and
velocity effects and noise
p0071 471-13573
VTOL systems for commercial short haul air
transportation, discussing large helicopters and
compound aircraft applications for system capacity
profitability and efficiency increases
p0071 A71-13575
Technical .resources pooling among airlines for
. investment and maintenance cost cut of aircraft
fleets
p0086 A71-11992
Air transport popularization possibilities,
considering group rates and fare adjustments
p0113 A71-17586
French statistical system for civil air transport
operations from airport viewpoint
p0113 A71-17587
Airport adaptation to large capacity aircraft,
considering terminal installations,
infrastructures, runways, roads and traffic areas
P0113 A71-17589
Book on general aviation future and economic impact
covering fleet size and distribution, aircraft
types, passenger and cargo profiles, etc
p0141 A71-17678
Airliner acceptance checks characteristics for
official licensing prereguisites, investigating
takeoff, landing, ascent, stability and control
p0196 A71-20065
Civil aviation aircraft mean flight time overhaul
schedules, considering statistical evaluation of
relationship between operational characteristics
and time between overhauls
p0205 A71-20797
Jet aircraft noise over residential areas,
discussing actual and permissible noise levels and
proposals for remedial action
p0207 A71-21163
Airline collision avoidance system test and
evaluation program, considering range, rate and
altitude accuracy, communications reliability,
synchronization and system integration with air
traffic control
p0208 471-21167
ATC services training and operations methods adopted
by International Aeradio Ltd
P0270 A71-22952
Operational preparation and commissioning of IL-62
long distance jet aircraft, considering flight
crew and maintenance personnel training at
O.S.S.E. plant
P0310 A71-25256
Tu-15U responsibilities of three-man crews,
considering flight plan, refueling, cargo loading
and unloading
P0310 A71-25258
Flight and operation of IL-62 long distance jet
aircraft, considering flight crew composition and
training, passenger and cargo handling and
refueling
p0311 A71-25260
Jet aircraft airworthiness standards, discussing
airline fleet maintenance resources, inspection
systems and future reguirements
p0351 A71-26308
Pan American reliability program effect on airline
maintenance, considering cost effectiveness,
aircraft performance, data collection and analysis
p0356 A71-26671
Subsonic and supersonic airline operations,
restraints, considering noise, air pollution and
inadeguate airport facilities
p0358 471-26870
Soviet airlines operations planning, discussing
principal objectives, methodology and
organizational principles
p0360 471-27141
Hethods for engine condition monitoring application
to airline operation
pOIOI A71-28177
Airline operator evaluation of maintainability,
considering costs and investment return
CSAE PAPER 710132] p0406 A71-28317
Airline engine performance testing from operator
perspective, using automated test cell data
acguisition system
[SAE PAPER 710151] p0107 A71-28329
Commercial airlines flight training program, using
simulation and improved technigues for safety and
economy
CSAE PAPER 710175] pOU09 A71-28310
Aircraft noise on and near airports and factors
affecting its intensity
p0419 A71-29301
Helicopter systems operations in, around and between
major metropolitan areas, considering performance
of Hew York Airways
[AIAA PAPER 71-507] p0122 A71-29549
Air turbulence primary and secondary effects on
aircraft flight and avoidance criteria
considerations
P0425 A71-29768
U.S. air carrier accidents due to atmospheric
turbulence, considering in-flight weather
problems, airborne meteorological radar, CAT
detection systems, etc
P0126 A71-29770
Book on air law and civil air policy covering
international regulation, air traffic market,
passenger and cargo services, etc
P0130 A71-29938
Long haul international air transport, analyzing
traffic growth rates
POU31 471-30161
VTOL and STOL aircraft comparative study covering
site area, cost and noise and toxic gas production
P0131 A71-30163
Aircraft JT9D engine development for airline
operation, discussing construction, condition
monitoring, maintenance, noise and smoke reduction
[SAE PAPER 710431] POU37 A71-30528
Aircraft quantitative maintenance cost reguirements
translation into design criteria, considering
airline operations influence on manufacturer
[SAE PAPER 710137] p0137 A71-30529
Reliability implications of Boeing 717 program,
considering problem detection and identification,
parts fabrication and installation, airline
operating variables, etc
pOSOO A71-33285
Aircraft reliability and maintenance cost reduction
via allocation of effort and money, considering R
and M optimization in airline support cycle
pOSOO A71-33286
Reliability and maintainability as concepts in life
cycle costs applied to airline operations
pOSOO A71-33287
Airline fleet eguipment planning, discussing
management decision making based on aircraft and
ground equipment life cycle costs
p0501 471-33307
4ir transport propulsion systems economics,
considering first cost, specific weight, fuel
consumption and maintenance effect on direct
operating cost
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p0503 471-33169
Future aviation development constraints on
manufacturer and purchaser, design, test costs,
noise, airport location and multinational
operation
[AIAA PAPER 71-799] p0508 A71-31021
German monograph on airport role in national economy
and growth and location determination for
enterprises maintaining connections with foreign
countries
pC531 471-31182
Category II operations at various airports,
considering all-weather landing requirements of
airborne eguipment, maintenance standards, pilot
training, etc
[SAE PAPEH 71011(2] pOS35 471-31199
Aircraft for international long haul transportation,
discussing criteria for selection based on
environmental, operational, budgetary and policy
considerations
pOSIO A71-35208
Air transportation safety review covering weather
knowledge, aircraft structures, instrumentation,
radio aids and power plants
pC551 A71-36175
Maintenance control system /HCS/, management
information system encompassing subsystems
supporting scheduling, forecasting, performance
evaluation, modifications and improvement
functions
p0557 A71-36H8
Sew I1TA passenger and baggage international air
transport conditions, discussing passenger/carrier
legal relationships, with emphasis on differences
between new and old regulations
p0561 A71-36918
lirport system utilization, discussing aircraft
noise, ATC, STOL development and passenger
handling capacity problems
CCASI PAPEH 72/31 p0600 A71-37591
All-weather operations, including pilot role,
instrument landing systems and guidance aids
fCASI PAPER 72/11] pC601 A71-37601
Airfield surface system digital simulation model
application to airport planning for airline
operations
p0605 A71-38022
Super CTO1 airport planning, discussing location of
runway pairs, aircraft operations, noise
reduction, community relations and efficiency.
p0605 A71-38023
Air traffic congestion and delay Ronte Carlo digital
simulation in FORTRAN, exemplifying two- runway
airport operation under instrument flight rules
p0605 471-38021
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel,
considering runway capacity and adjusted demand
p0606 A71-38028
Costs/benefits strategy for investment in STOL
fleets reducing delay and airport congestion,
using heuristic computer model
p0606 A71-38029
Seasonal distribution of air transportation
requirements and utilization rate of transport
capacity in passenger traffic
p0606 A71-38221
Airport operation costs affected by runway
utilization, parking bays alignment, baggage
handling and aircraft noise
p0611 A71-39390
Air traffic control delays, airport airspace
Congestion, flyover noise reduction and
performance requirements effect on airline
operations economics
p061t A71-39391
Sick and injured transportation aboard regular
airliners, considering pathological and
psychological contraindications
P0662 471-11572
Commercial 4TC, considering VFH, flight control and
inertial navigation
p0666 471-12078
unaided, integrated and differential OHEG& radio
navigation configurations, comparing accuracy and
suitability for airways system operations
p0667 A71-42082
Analytical model for air navigation and ATC system
design, demonstrating system parameters effects on
lateral separation standards for parallel flight
lanes
p0667 A71-U2083
Corporate aircraft operations in Latin America,
discussing communication and navigation, fuel,
paper work, food, vaccinations and weather
p0691 471-13391
Commercial air transportation industry trends and
optimal planning requirements, discussing airline
economic viability, industry regulation, public
service and environmental compatibility
C A I A A P A P E R 71-1022] p070i 471-11600
Heather interruption effects on air transportation
operations and economics, considering fog, snow,
freezing rain, thunderstorms, winds, CAT and
runway conditions
p0703 A71-11983
Pricing system for landing and takeoff slots by
passenger flights for use of Washington National
Airport
P0035 S71-10170
Statistical data on delays and cost of delays at
airline terminals
P0038 H71-10366
Air mail transportation by contract operations
pOODI N71-10816
Subsidies for American certificated air carriers
P0059 H71-12190
Control problems in airline operations particularly
air cargo handling
p0128 H71-11130
Airline meteorological radar operational policies
and procedures
[AD-713636] p0161 S71-11623
Problems of local airlines in providing service to
rural communities
p0167 N71-1S390
Civil aeronautics operations review
p0212 S71-17779
Problems in civil air transportation and logistics
P0212 B71-17799
Problems facing local air transport industry,
communities, and government agencies
p0216 S71-18078
Investigating statistics of aircraft accidents by
region and operator
[REPT-1970/10-E] p0217 H71-18115
Airline passenger survey to determine future
reguirements for state.airport system
[PB-195939] p0311 N71-19611
Analysis and statistics of airports, air carrier
fleet operation, aircraft production, and status
of civilian pilot personnel for September, 1970
p0372 N71-21977
Analysis of Boeing 727 aircraft impact on
environment, passenger processing, passenger
boarding trends, and scheduled and total operation
trends
p0372 N71-21978
Simulation, analysis, ana recommendations for flight
profile of Concorde aircraft to predict and
achieve improvements in aircraft operation - Vol.
2
[ PNSI-TB-70-0301-2-VOL-2] p0380 N71-22380
Planning for expected civil aviation developments
caused by change-over to Boeing 717 aircraft and
supersonic transport
p0380 1171-22381
Planning for civil aviation operations including
Boeing 717 aircraft and supersonic aircraft
p0380 N71-22382
Market forecasts and traffic control technologies of
Boeing 717 aircraft and supersonic aircraft
operations
p0380 N71-22383
Economics and operational planning for future civil
air transportation
p0380 N71-22381
Civilian airline operations with Boeing 717
aircrafts and supersonic aircraft
p0380 N71-22385
Planning for Boeing 717 aircraft integration into
Israel airline operations
p0381 H71-22388
Support systems planning for expanded passenger and
cargo traffic in civil aviation
P0381 N71-22390
Integrated systems approach for developing
reguirements of increased civil aviation in Israel
p0381 H71-22391
»-75
AIBLIHERS SUBJECT INDEX
Proceedings of Air Line Pilots Association annual
safety forum
p0391 N71-23234
Analysis of magnitude, growth, and carrier
participation of passenger traffic in manor
short-haul markets
pOt77 N71-26528
Predicted civilian air travel increase and airport
use in Dnited States of America for 1980
[AD-720732] P0515 N71-27155
'Analysis of current status and future outlook of OS
commuter airline industry
[AD-718871] p0522 N71-28216
Community reactions to aircraft and airport noise
from physical, psychological, and social aspects
[NASA-CR-1761] pC532 N71-29023
Airline operations, costs, effects on aircraft
industry, and cooperation with CAB
p0565 N71-29256
Analysis of physical and economic factors pertaining
to effective operation of vertical takeoff and
landing aircraft short range commercial
transportation - Vol. 1
CAE-326/021-VOL-1 ] p0565 H71-29285
Identification and analysis of potential sites for
vertical takeoff and landing aircraft facilities
in Great Britain - Vol. 2
CAE-326/021-VOI-2] p0565 N71-29286
Aircraft accident report of DC-9 civilian aircraft
ditching near St. Croix, virgin Islands, May 1970
following fuel exhaustion
fNTSB-AAR-71-8] p0575 N71-30029
Review of policies affecting civil aviation,
problems confronting it, and potential for future
contributions to national benefits
[NSSA-SP-265] p0579 N71-30506
Conference on KASA research in aircraft safety and
operating problems
[NASA-SP-270 ] pOSSO N71-30756
Pros and cons of SSI aircraft for civil airline
operations
[BL-147] p0643 N71-33438
Sonic boom carpets from operation of SST aircraft
p0643 N71-33440
Panel approach to solution of probable and possible
effects of sonic booms resulting from future SST
operations
[BL-139] p0613 N71-33441
Coct effectiveness of built in test provisions in
aircraft operations
p0714 N71-36780
Simulation of aircraft ground operations for
Dallas-Port worth Segional Airport
p0719 N71-37607
Airline view of air navigation problems
p0724 N71-37896
AIBLIREBS
D COHBEBCIAL AIRCRAFT
0 PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
4IBPLSHE PRODUCTION COSTS
Cost reduction concepts in gas turbine engine design
and fabrication for general aviation aircraft
p0268 A71-22811
AIBPOBT LIGHTS
ST BtJNHAY LIGHTS
AIBPOBT FLASHING
Airport system planning from environmental
viewpoint, discussing travel market, airport
accessibility, airspace utilization and control
and land use
P0017 A71-116U2
Aircraft pavement design - Conference, London,
November 1970
P0021 A71-12162
Transport aircraft tire pressure and multivheeled
landing gear limitations regarding pavement design
P0021 A71-12163
Municipal airport rigid pavements design considering
supporting effects of soil subgrade, asphaltic
concrete subbase and pavement strength
P0022 A71-12165
Flexible pavements design for giant transports
considering load repetitions, total systems,
environmental effects, etc
p0022 A71-12166
Runways, aprons and taxiways strengthening to
accommodate higher tire pressures and landing
speeds, heavier aircraft and surface riding
requirements
p0022 A71-12169
Aircraft pavements design and construction problems
regarding adverse soil conditions
p0022 A71-12170
Airport planning by management systems approach,
considering airspace, taxiways, runways,
terminals, parking lots and roadways
p0060 A71-12962
Terminal area operations of V/STOL aircraft,
considering approaches, approach speeds, wind and
velocity effects and noise
p0071 A71-13573
Short haul STOL aircraft transport system,
discussing neighborhood stolport ownership,
technical feasibility and economic, emotional,
ecological and sociological viability
p0071 A71-13618
Compound and VIOL aircraft and prototype compact
downtown V-ports for short haul air transportation
improvement and expansion
p0071 A71-13619
Cost efficiency, management and economics of airport
operation, considering facilities relationship to
airline operations
p0087 A71-14993
Airport planning and terminal facilities operation
in 1970s, considering impact on developing
countries
p0087 471-14994
Helicopters, heliports and helistops, discussing
need for public facilities
p0098 471-15440
VIOL and STOL port federal design criteria,
outlining planning and construction
p0098 A71-15441
Public-use ground level and rooftop helicopter and
STOL aircraft landing facilities for city and
suburban traffic
p0098 471-15442
Optimum flight paths for V/STOL aircraft operating
in short haul transportation near city centers
p0098 A71-15443
French statistical system for civil air transport
operations from airport viewpoint
p0143 A71-17587
Large capacity aircraft reception and servicing
problems consideration for facilitating traffic
p0143 A71-17588
Airport adaptation to large capacity aircraft,
considering terminal installations,
infrastructures, runways, roads and traffic areas
p0143 A71-17589
Lyons-Satolas /France/ International Airport
project, discussing layout, facilities and noise
control problem
p0143 471-17590
Airport lighting facilities in Japan, considering
fixtures, marker and obstruction lights and apron
floodlight
P0201 471-20355
Noise reduction at source, flight methods
adjustments and airport compatible land use for
jet noise abatement
P0214 471-21815
Airport pollution dispersion modeling, simulating
effect on surrounding areas for abatement
strategies calculation
P0215 471-21824
Noise pollution control and airport noise levels
abatement regulation by state government, taking
into account economic and technical feasibility
P0215 471-21825
Federal assistance to air transportation,
considering airport development-environment
conflicts
p0216 471-21834
Airport system planning for natural and urban
environment compatibility
p0216 471-21835
Land use control in aircraft noise abatement,
considering airport development and community
goals
p0216 471-21836
Land development planning and aircraft noise at
Kansas city International Airport
p0216 471-21837
ATC system analysis, discussing airport and airspace
utilization, area navigation, midair collisions
and traffic mix
A-76
SUBJECT IHDBI AIRPORT PLABHIHG COHTD
p0266 A71-22470
Floating airport structural design, using hollow
concrete blocks filled with polystyrene foam as
runway basic nnit
p0270 471-22949
Boeing 747 aircraft passenger handling measures in
Frankfurt airport, discussing loading, unloading,
baggage claim and customs control
p0279 A71-23696
Aircraft aquaplaning skidding prevention by runway
resurfacing and water depth sensor warning
indicators
P0280 A71-23946
Automated fueling for Kennedy jet airport, using
computer controlled underground bulk storage-
satellite tank pipeline system
p0288 A71-24300
Airport certification and safety inspection
procedures and minimum safety standards
[SAE PAPER 710413] p0404 A71-28305
National Airport Plan changes since 1946, discussing
airport management involvement increase
[SAE PAPEB 710414] > p0405 A71-28306
Airport terminal building design and construction,
noting economy and expansibility coreguirements
[SAE PAPEH 710418] p0405 A71-28307
Aircraft noise on and near airports and factors
affecting its intensity
p0419 A71-29304
Airport pavement design principles, considering
imposed stresses at flight operation areas,
runways, taxiways, apron and waiting position
overrun areas, shoulders and strips
p0419 A71-29311
Dltra Compact Airport Terminal, describing landside,
terminal and airside elements
p0420 A71-29313
Aircraft capabilities in intraurban transportation
for Detroit metropolitan area, considering vehicle
design, fleet size, cost and terminal location
[AIAA PAPER 71-504] p0422 A71-29548
Operations research minimum cost model of aircraft
noise abatement in airport communities
[AIAA PAPEE 71-525] p0423 A71-29551
DC 10 specifications for airport planning, including
ground clearances, payload-range characteristics
and jet engine exhaust velocities
P0432 A71-30239
SAE/DOT conference on aircraft and environments
covering noise pollution, airport noise, sonic
booms, regulatory/legal aspects and air pollution
[AIAA PAPER 71-729] p0443 A71-30776
Airport environmental protection, discussing area-
wide agency, FAA planning grant program and legal
aspects
p0492 A71-32247
Aircraft/environment compatibility, emphasizing
decision making process for airport planning, site
location, development and operation
p0493 A71-32248
Future aviation development constraints on
manufacturer and purchaser, design, test costs,
noise, airport location and multinational
operation
[AIAA PAPEH 71-799] p0508 A71-34024
German monograph on airport role in national economy
and growth and location determination for
enterprises maintaining connections with foreign
countries
p0534 A71-34482
Category II operations at various airports,
considering all-weather landing reguirements of
airborne eguipment, maintenance standards, pilot
training, etc
[SAE PAPER 710442] p0535 A71-34499
Air navigation, surveillance and traffic control
technology effects on land and airspace uses at
airports
p0542 A71-35371
Binational Basle-Hulhouse airport, discussing
traffic structure, buildings and runway
development
p0553 A71-35996
Narita site Tokyo international airport, discussing
transportation, runways, ground handling,
navigation aids, lighting, etc
P0553 A71-35997
Systems approach to airfield pavement for future
aircraft, integrating design, construction.
operation and maintenance
p0556 471-36346
Atlanta airport instant runway construction using
concrete pavement, compacted subbase and
longitudinal/herringbone underdrain
p0557 A71-36349
Third London airport planning, discussing site
selection, cost analysis and decision making
[CASI PAPEH 72/1) p0600 A71-37592
Site selection and area planning for major airport,
illustrating Hontreal and Toronto systems
[CASI PAPEH 72/2) p0600 A71-37593
Airport system utilization, discussing aircraft
noise, ATC, STOL development and passenger
handling capacity problems
[CASI PAPEH 72/3) p0600 A71-37594
Airfield surface system digital simulation model
application to airport planning for airline
operations
p0605 471-38022
Super CTOL airport planning, discussing location of
runway pairs, aircraft operations, noise
reduction, community relations and efficiency
p0605 471-38023
Air traffic congestion and delay flonte Carlo digital
simulation in FORTRAN, exemplifying two- runway
airport operation under instrument flight rules
p0605 A71-38024
Baggage handling network, describing automobile
luggage check, inbound, connecting, customs claim
and recheck systems
p0605 A71-38025
Airport facilities operational planning, discussing
computer simulation parking systems and arrivals
building
p0605 A71-38026
Airfield performance evaluation by simulation,
providing statistical measures and computer
generated motion picture for visual display of
simulated future activity
P0605 A71-38027
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel,
considering runway capacity and adjusted demand
p0606 A71-38028
International airport planning, considering runways,
hangars, second level loading, cargo handling and
safety
P0614 A71-39388
Third London airport, discussing interface problems,
economic factors, airspace utilization and
compatibility with other countries
p0614 A71-39389
Airport operation costs affected by runway
utilization, parking bays alignment, baggage
handling and aircraft noise
p0614 A71-39390
International air cargo handling through runways,
terminals, parking and maintenance areas, noting
facilities planning
P0614 A71-39393
Central terminal rapid processing and high speed
VTOL aircraft effects on airport design, flight
time, cost and ATC
p0614 A71-39394
Monograph on satellite airport system modeling for
large metropolitan areas covering systems .analysis
methodology and computer algorithms for
optimization
[SU-TH-71-1 ] . p0658 A71-40799
Airport design for passenger and baggage handling
efficiency, considering choice between continuous
and batching type intra-airport transit system
p0665 A71-42072
Airports innovations for improved operational
efficiency, covering high temperature test
trolleys for supersonic flight, underground jet
start compressors and air conditioning plant units
p0668 A71-42235
Airport crash fire fighting eguipment reguirments
and rescue operations
p0694 A71-43389
Civil aviation research and development policy
review covering aircraft noise, congestion, ATC,
runway capacity and airport development problems
[AIAA PAPER 71-1024) p0701 A71-44602
Air traffic pattern prediction for 1980 peak summer
periods in London, England terminal area
p0034 N71-10163
4-77
AIBPOBT TOHEBS SUBJECT IHDEX
Program effectiveness and facility criteria for IIS
investment decisions
p0038 N71-10355
National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center
history and programs
p0038 N71-10356
Statistical analysis of direct rail rapid transit
system impact on transportation to Cleveland
airport
p0038 N71-10370
File formats and code descriptions for analysis of
direct rail rapid transit system impact on
transportation to Cleveland airport
p0038 N71-10371
General aviation airport planning for east central
Florida
[PB-191239] p0128 N71-14494
Investigating technology and analytic techniques for
solving intra-airport transportation problems
[AD-702738] p0162 N71-14810
Airport master plan for Poplar Bluff, Missouri
CPB-189720] p0164 N71-14895
Planning system for metropolitan airports
[FAA-AC-150/5070-5] p0239 H71-17546
Systems analysis summary on New York metropolitan
area air traffic capacity
p0245 N71-180UO
Planning for expected civil aviation developments
caused by change-over to Boeing 717 aircraft and
supersonic transport
p0380 N71-22381
Planning parameters for high capacity international
airport system
p0381 N71-22389
Analysis of adequacy of access routes to Dulles
International Airport and need for additional
facilities to accommodate future expansion
[PB-194094] p0474 N71-26301
Analysis of road traffic problems at Washington
National Airport and recommendations to improve
airport access
[EEPT-3] p0476 N71-26526
Community values and social problems associated with
construction of air and surface transportation
facilities
pQ511 N71-26802
Airport study for Vigo County, Indiana with data
bank of airport activity for past 10 years
[PB-197309] p0573 N71-29721
Airport development recommendations for Lane County,
Oregon with projections of passenger and aircraft
operations at 5 year intervals through 1990
fPB-197860] p0573 N71-29756
Systems analysis approach to airport planning and
predicting terminal facility and aircraft demands
in fear 2000 for air traffic control systems
[NASA-CB-119287} p0585 N71-3080C
South Carolina statewide aviation and airports plan
to accommodate needs of air carrier and general
aviation to year 1980
[PB-197728] p0624 N71-31893
Economic aspects and regional planning for
international airport facility at Ontario,
California
fPB-1996951 p0684 K71-35391
Development of analysis techniques for determining
causes for airport congestion ana interaction of
various causes
[FAA-BP-71-5SJ pC684 H71-35393
Manual for development of needs estimates and
capital improvement programs for airports and
other intercity terminals for 1970 to 1990
[OMB-OU-S71002] pC723 071-37821
AIEPOBT TOBEBS
Evaluation of design concept and operational
feasibility of 11-sided control tower cab
[FAA-NA-71-37] p0723 B71-37826
Effectiveness of control towers in reducing aircraft
accidents and approach time
p0726 H71-38213
AIBFOBTS
NT HELIPORTS
Airport runway mechanical fog dispersal, using
trailer mounted rotating wire mesh sieves
p0086 A71-14983
Meteorological observations for terminal weather
modification in aviation, noting airport fog
dispersal
p0212 A71-21732
Air pollution emissions at Heathrow Airport, London,
from aircraft operations, heating installations
and road traffic
p0211 A71-21823
Airport runway surface strengthening, discussing
overlaying additional rigid or flexible layers,
replacing used sections and reinforcement problems
p0293 A71-24756
Air cargo volume development trends, examining
worldwide airport terminal capacities and palette/
containerization systems modular design and
operation
p0294 A71-21821
Airport geodetic control stations, discussing
obstruction charting program
p0365 A71-27537
Boissy-en-France airport, describing construction,
passenger handling, terminal facilities, traffic
volume and runway system
p0419 A71-29309
Melbourne/Tullamarine airport, describing
facilities, capacity, road system, cargo and
passenger handling areas and runway layout
p0419 A71-29310
Aircraft and airports as air pollution sources,
stressing industries understanding of applicable
control technology
p0492 A71-32243
Dispersal of jet aircraft exhaust emissions near
airports and of smoke trails in upper atmosphere,
assessing pollutant levels near large urban
airports
pOU92 A71-32244
Airport noise control regulations enforcement
feasibility, noting financial burden
p0663 A71-41796
Airports innovations for improved operational
efficiency, covering high temperature test
trolleys for supersonic flight, underground jet
start compressors and air conditioning plant units
p0668 A71-42235
Airport certification and safety inspection program
mandated by Airport and Airway Development Act of
1971
p0693 A71-43235
Eapid rail transit service to airports
p0031 N71-10167
Pricing system for landing and takeoff slots by
passenger flights for use of Washington National
Airport
p0035 N71-10170
Air carrier demand for slots particularly in area of
Washington-Baltimore
tPB-193350] p0037 N71-10347
Selected tabulations from Cleveland Hopkins Airport
user surveys before and after rail transit service
p0038 N71-10360
High speed access system evaluation for
transportation from jetport to Miami with cost
estimates and network descriptions
tPB-192842] p0039 N71-10417
Impact of rapid rail transient service from central
business district to airport
p0040 H71-1044G
Development study for VFR heliport standard lighting
system
[AD-710982] p0042 N71-10682
Inventory of existing airport system in Rhode Island
fPB-189332] pOQ49 N71-11028
Community physical, psychological, and social
reactions to aircraft noise around 7 OS
international airports
[tlASA-CE-111316] pOOSO N71-11032
Visual aids for secondary airports
[FAA-NA-70-51] p0053 N71-111174
Analysis of airport travel demands at Lambert-St.
Louis Municipal Airport
CPB-192&57] p0123 N71-13695
Computerized optimization of airport radome design
p0124 K71-13913
Aeronautical climatological tables of international
commercial airports
p0165 N71-15143
Development model for Oklahoma airport
[PB-19U9371 p0225 N71-16987
Data processing and impact analysis on rapid rail
access system for airport
[PB-195047] p0226 S71-16988
A-78
SUBJECT INDEX AIRSPEED
Data recordings and computer codes for airport rapid
transit access system study
f PB-1950148] p0226 H71-16989
Survey of rapid transit railway impact on airport
passenger traffic
[PB-1950it53 pC226 M71-1699C
Tabulations for rapid transit system effect on
airport traffic
rPB-195019] p0226 N71-16991
Rapid transit railway effect on airport passenger
traffic
[PB-1950II6] p0226 N71-16992
Economic analysis of airport construction in north
central Texas region, emphasizing employment and
dollar value of purchases
p02U6 H71-18099
Public transportation in airport access systems
p0257 N71-18951
Mass transport systems for airport access
p0257 1171-18952
Problems in mass transportation systems for access
to Tokyo airport
p0257 S71-18953
Public transportation requirements for Heathron
Airport
pC257 N71-18951
Providing ground access to Kansas City airport
p0258 H71-18955
Existing access systems for Logan International
Airport, and plans for improvement
p0258 N71-18957
Survey conducted to develop minimum reguirements for
airport fire fighting and rescue services
[FAA-AS-71-1] p0307 N71-19426
Feasibility of rail access to Friendship
International Airport from (fash., D.c. and
Baltimore, Md.
[PB-196023] p0307 1)71-19431
Airline passenger survey to determine future
requirements for state airport system
CPB-195939] p0311 R71-19611
Design, construction, operation, and management of
military airports
[AD-716603] p0312 1171-19702
Survey of passenger volume and destinations at
Theodore F. Green State Airport in E.I.
[PB-1959<IO] p0316 1171-19865
Foq modification over airports using helicopters
(AD-716818] p0330 N71-20806
Airfield tests of specially formulated marking
paints for asphalt pavements
[AD-716755] p0335 N71-21523
Inventory of private and public airports and air
facilities in state of Texas
[PB-196935] p0336 H71-21629
Ten year forecast for eight major traffic categories
at Sashington National and Dalles International
airports for period 1971 through 1982
p0372 N71-21979
Development and description of basic descriptors
used to analyze jet engine noise, aircraft noise,
and noise level of airports
p0372 N71-21980
Tables and maps of selected landing airfields for
shuttle orbiters with various crossranges
[NASA-TH-X-67080] p0373 H71-21996
Sutvey of civil airports to determine status of
crash fire and rescue equipment available for use
following accidents involving scheduled or local
service air carrier aircraft
pO«76 N71-26466
Noise data uith models of both internally and
externally blown jet flaps designed for STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-67850] p0518 N71-27673
Synoptic meteorology for airports in Spain, Austria,
France, Switzerland, and Alps
[AD-720708] p0519 N71-27807
Community reactions to aircraft and airport noise
from physical, psychological, and social aspects
fKASi-CR-1761] p0532 S71-29023
Probable impact of future supersonic transport
aircraft operations on noise environment around
seven airports in OS
[AD-722365] p057U N71-29777
Extension of New York Baterfront Commission to area
airports and establishment of security measures to
combat air cargo theft
[REPT-91-1262] p0576 N71-30164
Bind pressure and cross flow velocity profiles for
short takeoff aircraft building roof airports
p0583 1171-30776
Analysis of transit access to Oakland International
Airport, Oakland, California, and recommendations
for improved service
[PB-197837] p0592 N71-31163
Intrusion detector for parked aircraft using sensing
technigue to detect human touch
p0619 S71-31651
Impact of jet aircraft emissions on air quality in
vicinity of Los Angeles International Airport
[PB-198699] p0621 871-31779
Systems approach in design, construction, operation,
and maintenance of airport runways
[AD-724132] p0635 871-32890
Airport/aircraft system noise reduction including
land use and noise forecasting
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-3] p0648 N71-33937
Legal aspects of compulsory soundproofing for
structures next to John F. Kennedy International
Airport
fPB-199725] p0677 S71-34033
Reduction of jet exhaust noise at airports
p0689 N71-36388
Computing dispersal of atmospheric pollutants near
airports by use of mean wind and temperature
profiles
[HASA-CB-111962] p0713 N71-36720
AIRSHIPS
Airships and balloons potential commercial use in
Canada, discussing cargo, passenger and military
applications
p0192 A71-19916
Cargo airship standard atmosphere operation modes,
discussing long range qas capacity and short range
applications for large compact loads
p0354 A71-26309
Investigating economic and engineering aspects of
using dirigibles in construction
p0161 N71-K1629
Design and characteristics of doable hull dirigible
airship
[JPRS-52330] p0260 N71-19217
Aerodynamic characteristics of captive balloons and
other lighter than air devices
CAD-717015] p0332 N71-21166
Design, development, and performance reguirements
for large rigid airships for'freight and cargo
transportation
[REPT-5] p0710 N71-36K25 .
AIRSPACE
ATC automation, using conflict prediction algorithm
based on airspace assignment to aircraft entering
system
p0018 A71-11698
ATC automated systems, discussing National Airspace
System En Route stage A and Advanced Radar
Terminal System
CAIAA PAPER 71-24«;| p0188 A71-19719
Aircraft motion and traffic control at air corridors
intersections for minimum flight schedule
deviation under random disturbance due to weather,
using statistical simulation
p0283 A71-2t158
notion sequential analysis of airways utilization,
using mathematical-statistical methods
p0360 A71-271U3
Third London airport, discussing interface problems,
economic factors, airspace utilization and
compatibility with other countries
p0614 471-39389
Systems analysis summary on New York metropolitan
area air traffic capacity
p02U5 H71-18010
ilBSPEED
Forward horizontal speed influence on aerodynamic
characteristics of air cushion vehicle with
circular nozzles and cylindrically or conically
shaped curtains
p0025 A71-12551
Planetary boundary layer air velocity and
temperature measurements from airplane
p013U A71-16666
Altimeter-airspeed and Hach number pressure
transducer with diaphragm free of temperature and
vibration effects
p0433 A71-30322
A-79
AIRWORTHINESS SUBJECT INDEX
Minimal time climb velocity optimization for
stratospheric and tropospheric jet aircraft
flights
p0661 471-1(1972
Pressure altimeter, airspeed and vertical velocity
instruments, discussing selection, installation,
pilot verification, error identification, repair
and use
p0694 471-43385
Sailplane circling cross-country speed increase by
variable geometry in high lift flap form for
better compromise between cruise and climb
performance
p0698 471-111342
Airspeed contribution to noise level within fixed
and rotary wing aircraft
[40-711359] p0042 N71-10705
Bass flow, velocity, and in-flight thrust
measurements by ion deflection
TAD-713587J p0160 K71-14604
Jet transport aircraft airspeed control and
controllability data obtained by flight recorders
[4EC-CP-1135] p0331 K71-20902
Airspeeds, rotorspeeds, engine rigging, and gross
weight effects on UH-1 C helicopter during
autorotation
[AD-7170117] p0334 B71-21363
AIBROBTHIHESS
" D AIECE4FT RELIABILITY
AIBROBTHIBESS BEQOTBEBENTS
0 4IECKAFT BELIABILITY
ALADIN 2 AIRCRAFT
iladin 2 French STOL project, consisting of suitably
flapped wings Kith multiple propulsion units with
fishtail exhaust nozzles inside rectangular
ejectors
p0288 471-24283
Aladin II four--jet engined STOL intercity transport
aircraft, noting low noise characteristics and
passenger capacity
p0481 471-31412
ALABBS
D WARNING SYSTEMS
ALASKA
Aircraft accident investigation of Alaska Airlines
Flight 1866 on Sept. 1, 1971
TSB-71-87] p0711 N71-36434
ALGEBRA
NT LINEAR EQUATIONS
NT BATBICES (BATHEBATICS)
NT NONLINEAB EQUATIONS
NT POLYNOBI4LS
NT QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
NT STATE VECTORS
NT TENSORS
NT VECTOBS (MATHEHATICS)
NT VORTICITI
ALGOBITHBS
4TC automation, using conflict prediction algorithm
based on airspace assignment to aircraft entering
system
pOOIS 471-11698
Kalman-Bucy linear filtering algorithm application
to nonlinear estimation of single channel missile
attitude control system parameters
p0182 471-18835
Soviet book on gas flow past blunt bodies. Part 1,
Flow analysis and calculation methods covering
finite difference theory, algorithms, etc
p0182 471-19049
Bonograph on satellite airport system modeling for
large metropolitan areas covering systems analysis
methodology and computer algorithms for
optimization
[SO-TR-71-1 ] p0658 A71-40799
Digital algorithm for automatic aircraft engine
monitoring system, using Boolean algebra and
events/states theory
p0696 471-1(3897
Stochastic optimal control theory application to
airplane rescheduling model, obtaining dynamic
programming algorithm for optimal landing and
takeoff rules
p0697 471-1(4104
Computer-aided decision algorithm for 4TC problem in
near terminal area, emphasizing scheduling and
holding strategies
p0697 A71-44105
Suboptimal fixed point data smoothing algorithm for
parameter and initial state estimation of
nonlinear dynamic systems
p0698 A71-44113
Algorithm for dual compromise control problems
arising from each subsystem of inner level in
multilevel static hierarchical system
p0699 A71-44393
Kalman filtering algorithm for hybrid navigation in
army aircraft
[AD-713553] p0167 N71-15391
Algorithm for digital resolution of range for V/STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6232J p0253 N71-18566
Mathematical programming techniques applied to
aerospace structural design - algorithmic tools,
applications, and literature review
[AGARD-AG-149-71] p0322 K71-20128
algorithmic procedure for optimization of antenna
arrays
[RE-409] p0520 N71-28055
Optimal digital controller based on linear
approximation of acoustical test facility, for
determining effects of supersonic rocket engine
noise on vehicle surface
[NASA-CR-115073] p0580 N71-30741
Algorithm for identification of system parameters
from input-output data with application to air
vehicles
fSASA-TN-D-6468] p0631 N71-32473
Conversion of computational algorithms for
decreasing length of word format of control
computers for aircraft
[AD-727917] p0722 N71-37772
ALIGNBENT
Strapdown inertial navigator alignment by digital
filtering techniques, discussing application to
aircraft and spacecraft
p0208 471-21170
ALIPHATIC COBPODHDS
BT CELLULOSE
NT DICHLOEODIPHENYLTRICHLOROETHAHE
NT GLTCEROLS
NT BETHANE
BT BETHYL COBPOUNDS
NT NAPHTHENES
NT THIOLS
NT UEETHANES
ALKALI BALIDES
Nl SODIUB IODIDES
ALKALIES
Finite difference method for calculating sonic boom
overpressure signatures in vicinity of caustics
[AD-718835] p0399 N71-23738
ALKANES
NT BETHANE
ALL-WEATHER 41E NAVIGATION j
Han machine considerations in all-weather low level
navigation system design, noting off-course error
reduction by command information display to pilot
pOOC7 471-10515
4ircraft all weather automatic landing system,
discussing component weights and reliability
connected with problem area
p0023 471-12274
All-weather automatic landing electronic technology,
describing flight automation landing system for VC
10 BAC 111 and Concorde aircraft
p0023 471-12275
All-weather aircraft operations, discussing takeoff,
landing, safety and forecasting
p0146 471-17923
Man-machine considerations in all-weather low-
altitude navigation system design, discussing
computer generation of roll command guidance,
visual display and pilot modeling
p0201 A71-20344
Technical aspects of tactical all-weather instrument
landing system of Swedish STOL aircraft Saab 37
Viggen
p0340 471-25233
Transport aircraft all weather automatic landing
operation, examining guidance system and
independent monitors
[S4E PAPER 710441] p0407 471-28323
411-weather landing systems military constraints and
reguirements, considering ground equipment
mobility and insensitivity topographic
environments
A-80
SUBJECT IHDEI ALTITUDE
p0190 A71-31908
Performance category III all-weather capability ILS
landing equipment standards, discussing high
directivity antennas and transmission and control
system redundance techniques for reliability
p0190 A71-31909
Caravelle aircraft all-weather Sud Lear automatic
landing system operation and performance
p0190 A71-31913
Helicopter radar equipment for obstacle avoidance in
all-weather low altitude flight, describing
components installation, cockpit display and
controls
p0191 471-31919
Category II operations at various airports,
considering all-weather landing requirements of
airborne equipment, maintenance standards, pilot
training, etc
[SAE PAPER 710112] p0535 A71-31199
All-weather operations, including pilot role,
instrument landing systems and guidance aids
[CASI PAPER 72/11] p0601 A71-37601
U.S. Army ATC cost-effective system developments for
high density low altitude helicopter tactical
operations to avoid enemy radar under near-all
weather conditions
p0667 A71-12081
All-weather automatic landing systems and problem
areas
p0110 N71-12M27
Guidance developments for all-weather landing
p0110 N71-12133
Plight tests of all-weather landing systems
p0111 N71-12137
All-weather automatic landing systems for use on
aircraft carriers and training ashore
p0111 N71-12138
Aided inertial flight test experiments for all
weather V/STOL operations
[NASA-TM-X-66190] p0111 (171-12139
Autopilot for C-111 all-weather landing system
p0111 N71-12112
All weather landing systems of Thomson/CSF
p0112 N71-12116
Heather outline generators for producing contours
around radar weather clutter for all weather air
navigation
[FAA-NA-7C-62] p0238 H71-17527
Development and testing of VHP omnirange transmitter
for aircraft azimuth guidance
rPAA-HD-71-65] p0687 N71-35779
ALLOCATIOBS
NT RESOURCE ALLOCATION
ALLOYS
NT ALUMINUM ALLOYS
ST AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
NT BERYLLIUM ALLOYS
NT CARBON STEELS
BT CHROMIUM STEELS
NT COBALT ALLOYS
NT GOLD ALLOYS
NT HASTELLOY (TRADEMARK)
NT HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
NT HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS
NT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
NT INCONEL (TRADEMARK)
NT IRON ALLOYS
NT MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
NT NICKEL ALLOYS
NT NIOBIUM ALLOYS
NT REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS
NT SILICON ALLOYS
NT STAINLESS STEELS
NT STEELS
NT TITANIUM ALLOYS
NT TUNGSTEN ALLOYS
Aircraft light alloys fatigue characteristics for
component endurance evaluation
p0136 A71-16757
Aircraft engine production components and alloys
mechanical properties evaluation for improved
reliability of mass produced products
p0111 A71-289111
Light alloys fatigue characteristics for aircraft
components endurance evaluation
pOSH A71-35156
Tests to determine short-term creep of metals and
alloys under conditions of aerodynamic heating
with high velocity air flow
[BASA-TT-F-13633] pOU70 N71-25822
ALOUETTE HELICOPTEES
Onboard weighing system for gross weight
determination and center of gravity location of
Alonette helicopter, using load sensors,
electrical circuits and visual indicators
pOU33 A71-30320
Prench helicopters design and performance,
considering Alouette 2 and 3 and military versions
p0196 A71-32691
ALPHANUMERIC CHAEACTERS
ATC display devices with computer-derived
alphanumeric labels on radar screen, examining
feasibility and effectiveness
p0619 A71-10118
ALTERNATING CURRENT
Maximum length of arc in altitudes up to 9500 ft in
200 volt ac and dc electric aircraft system
[RAE-TE-69259] p0520 N71-28063
ALTESNATING CURRENT GENERATORS
D AC GENERATORS
ALTERNATORS (GENERATORS)
0 AC GENERATORS
ALTIMETERS
NT LASEB ALTIMETERS
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS
Aircraft ultrasonic altitude and vertical velocity
sensor for low flight, discussing VIOL aircraft
automatic hovering control and time laq
p0016 A71-11621
Modulation cancellation altimeter error analysis and
performance optimization
p0362 A71-27U37
Cam profile selection for adjustment in computing-
resolving unit of aneroid sensors of altiseters
p0113 A71-28938
High altitude balloons pressure-altitude transducer
assembly, discussing electronic circuitry,
calibration and temperature and vibration effects
p0130 A71-30070
Altimeter-airspeed and Bach number pressure
transducer with diaphragm free of temperature and
vibration effects
p0133 A71-30322
Aircraft barometric altimeter errors caused by
atmospheric temperature deviations from
International Standard Atmosphere
p0433 A71-30323
Unified error analysis application to altimeter-
aided terrestrial inertial navigation systems
[AIAA PAPER 71-901] p0595 A71-37152
Altitude instrumentation for aircraft pilot,
discussing three pointer, servo and drum pointer
altimeters, digital readout, radar alert and
automatic reporting systems
p0691 A71-13383
Barometric altimetry system inadequacies and
approach/landing accidents, noting pitot static
components blocking hazards
p0691 A71-13381
Pressure altimeter, airspeed and vertical velocity
instruments, discussing selection, installation,
pilot verification, error identification, repair
and use
P0691 A71-1I3385
General aviation aircraft altimeter errors,
tolerances and static system tests
p0694 A71-13386
Aircraft accident investigation of United Air Lines,
Boeing 727-22C near Los Angeles, 18 Jan. 1969
[PB-190812] pOOII N71-10911
Laser altimeter-range finder techniques applied to
geodetic measurements and mapping
[NASA-TM-X-66189] p0109 N71-12125
Aircraft altimeter containing X ray source
p0226 N71-16993
Study of concept of inertially aided barometric
altimetry system to meet vertical separation
requirements of 1000 and 2000 feet for Bach 3.5
aircraft in altitude hold at 80,000 feet
[NASA-CR-1770] p0590 N71-31307
ALTITUDE
NT FLIGHT ALTITUDE
NT HIGH ALTITUDE
NT LOH ALTITUDE
Radarscope net for target azimuth and distance and
for direct altitude readout through beacon
numerics
p0113 471-28886
4-81
ALTITUDE COHTROL SUBJECT IHDEI
Combined optical attitude and altitude indicating
instrument for use in aircraft or spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-XLA-01907] p0391 H71-23268
ALTITUDE COBTEOL
Aircraft response to pilot or autopilot command
during altitute control maneuver, calculating lag
magnitudes
p0663 A71-11691
Preliminary study of airplane-autopilot response to
atmospheric turbulence vhile operating in
altitude-hold and attitude-hold modes
p0581 N71-30780
ALTITUDE SIHDLATION
Altitude rate generation for aircraft instruments
testing
p0268 A71-22770
ALTITUDE TESTS
Stokes flow parachute extremely lightweight
decelerator for increasing altitude and rocket-
borne radiosondes atmospheric data sampling
guality
[AIAA PAPER 71-101] p0311 A71-25277
ALO (COHPOTEE COHPOSBHTS)
D ABITHHET1C AND LOGIC UNITS
ALDHIHIZIHG
D ALUBINOB COATINGS
ALOBINOB
NT ALDBINOB 27
Aluminum reinforced epoxy model making, testing and
stress analysis for aircraft structures, including
creep, photoelastic coating and strain gage
effects
p0132 A71-16316
Ribbed aluminum panels airborne sound transmission
loss, evaluating structural damping effects
p0210 A71-21131
Structural efficiency improvement by materials
selection for airframe structures, discussing Al,
Ti-Al-v and steel panels
p0212 A71-21685
Design and fabrication of Borsic aluminum composite
fan blades for supersonic turbofan engines,
considering 130 p application without severe
vibratory stress
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-90] p0353 A71-25997
Crack formation in aluminum spoiler cables of F81 F
aircraft
[TDCK-55807] p0166 N71-15267
Aluminum panel flutter tests at supersonic Mach
numbers
[NASA-CR-1837] p0521 N71-28161
Aerodynamic characteristics of vehicle models in
aluminum tube
pC588 N71-31108
ALQBINnH ALLOTS
Airplane materials mechanical properties degradation
due to fatigue, discussing breaking strain of Al
alloy
pOOIS A71-11395
Al-Zn-Bg-Cu type high strength il alloys mechanical
properties evaluation by fracture mechanics
methods
P0015 A71-11510
Concorde airframe structures, discussing numerically
controlled machining of aluminum alloy integral
units
p0116 A71-17951
Ball forming technigue application to Al alloys
structural part contouring, discussing L-1C11 wing
panel forming and prestress tooling
P0211 A71-21681
Corrosion resistance of adhesive bonded airframe
structure components under outdoor weather and
salt spray conditions, discussing test results
with Al alloy specimens
p0278 A71-2369C
Precision forging and pressing of Al alloy and Ti
alloy parts of aircraft structures at cost
effective prices
p0279 A71-23691
Al alloys one step fatigue tests under combined high
temperature and structural vibration conditions
p0291 A71-21821
Artificial corrosion pits effect on fatigue
durability of snooth samples and aircraft
duraluminum skin elements
p0103 A71-27819
[tedium strength corrosion resistant voidable Al-Hg
alloy for aircraft jettisonable tanks, napalm
containers and jet shroud pipes fabrication
p0181 A71-31137
Airframe structural uses of Al, Ti and Be alloys,
discussing need for structural efficiency
improvements by proper heat treatment and stress
relieving technigues
p0505 A71-33875
Neuber elastoplastic analysis of residual notch
stresses for improved cumulative damage
predictions applied to aluminum alloy under
overload
[AIAA PAPER 71-776] p0507 A71-31012
Thickness effect on fracture toughness and crack
propagation of Al alloy sheets used for aircraft
skins
p0539 A71-35153
Fatigue crack propagation in Al alloy panels
stiffened with bolted and integral stringers,
determining stress intensity factor/crack growth
rate relationship
p0539 A71-35156
Statistical analysis of spot welded and adhesive
joints of high strength Al alloy sheet in aircraft
structures
p0703 A71-U5012
Aluminum alloy stress cycles and fatigue life of
airframe materials
[FB-78-1969] p0238 871-17521
Problems in riveting and welding of high strength
aluminum aircraft alloys
[AD-717053] p0331 N71-20921
Elevated temperature effects on fatigue life of
tensile stressed titanium alloys, aluminum alloys,
and stainless steels
[NASA-TN-D-6115] p0371 N71-22076
Comparison between silicon-magnesium-alnminum alloy
and copper aircraft electric conductors and
terminals noting types of tests
[TRC-BR-19785] p0397 N71-23517
Development and characteristics of high strength,
stress corrosion resistant aluminum alloys for
aircraft structures
[AD-720398] p0171 N71-25876
Properties and selective applications of aluminum
alloys in airframe construction
pOSII N71-27011
Feasibility of boron-epoxy reinforced aluminum alloy
for horizontal stabilizer structure of DC 8
aircraft and recommendations for demonstration
program
[NASi-CR-111913] p0517 N71-27661
General fatigue prediction method based on Neuber
notch stresses and strains for aluminum alloy
airframes
CAD-723631] p0627 N71-32025
Variability of aluminum alloy aircraft structure
fatigue life under symmetric and asymmetric loads
[ARL/SB-REPORT-329] p0717 N71-37521
ALOBIHDB COATINGS
Performance of aluminide coatings in simulated high
temperature tests on gas turbine engine inlets
[NASA-CR-116371] p0231 N71-17393
Alnminide coatings for nickel-base superalloy
developed for high temperature jet engine
components
[NASA-CR-72863 ] p0168 N71-25151
ALDBINDB ISOTOPES
NT ALOBINUM 27
ALOBINDfl 27
Al 27 for heating working body in heat exchangers of
jet engines
p0156 A71-18706
iBBIENT TEBPEBATDRE
Performance of simplex and dual orifice fuel nozzles
with ambient and heated fuel in annular turbojet
combustor
(NASA-TN-D-6355] p0520 H71-28011
ABBIT
0 FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
ABBOLANCES
Analysis of eguipment, crew training, and operations
involved in use of fixed wing aircraft for
aeromedical transportation
[FAA-AM-71-18] p0628 N71-32080
ABIDES
NT POLYIHIDES
ABBONI1
Vortex flow over helicopter rotor square tips, using
visualization technigue with ammonia vapor
A-82
SUBJECT INDEX ANGLE OF ATTACK
boundary layer flow over diazonium salt solution
pC650 471-10169
iHHOHITIOH
Fluid amplifiers theory and use as temperature and
pressure sensors, discussing applications in
chemical and ammunition industries and jet
aircraft control
[IEEE PAPEB 70-TP-120-IGA] p0691 A71-42921
AMPERAGE
0 ELECTRIC CURRENT
AMPHIBIOUS AIBCRAPT
NT SEAPLANES
Light amphibian passenger STOL P-300 Equator
aircraft, using single turbosupercharged engine
driving two blade propeller at tail assembly
p0131 A71-16132
AHPBIBIODS VEHICLES
NT AMPHIBIOUS AIRCRAFT
AMPLIFICATION
Kalman filter application as observer of observable
signals derivatives, using gain matrix to minimize
variance estimate for instrument landing systems
P0209 A71-21343
AHPlIFICiTIOH FACTOB
0 AMPLIFICATION
AMPLIFIEBS
NT FLUID AHPLIFIEBS
NT PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES
NT SERVOAMPLIFIE8S
NT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
AHPLITODE DISTRIBDTION ANALYSIS
Nose bluntness, angle of attack and oscillation
amplitude effect on hypersonic unsteady
aerodynamics of slender cones
[AIAA PAPER 70-216] p0192 A71-19895
Jet turbulence orderly structure enhancement,
control and relation to noise, studying response
to periodic surging of frequency and amplitude
p0606 A71-38204
AHPLIIUDE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
U AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
AN-21 AIBCBAFT
Construction and operation of AN-21 airplane
including aitframe description
[AD-716499] p0310 N71-19515
AB1LOG COHPOTBBS
Real time remote test site computation and display
of complex engine inlet distortion parameters from
dynamic pressure signal, using analog computer
p0267 A71-22726
Analog recursive computer with serial digital
program for arithmetic unit and storage system
control
p0360 A71-27150
Automatic computation of navigation coordinates
using analog and digital computers
[AD-726603] p0687 N71-35782
ANALOG SIBOLATION
Critical flutter of wing with rigid aileron studied
by analoq computer modeling
p0007 A71-10606
Analoq and digital methods for interactions between
aircraft lifting elements in steady or unsteady
supersonic flow
[ONERA-TP-850] p0090 A71-15358
Radar analog simulators for Polish air traffic
controllers training, describing optical and
electronic equipment
P0270 A71-22950
Electrical analog for sonic boom indoor pressure
wave effect on structural members
[UTIAS-TN-158] p06U8 N71-33964
ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
ATC automation program for en route and terminal
centers, discussing combined nationwide system
features, IFR volume and video digitizer data
links
p0210 A71-21659
Large scale MOS 1C digital VOB navigation converter,
comparing accuracy, size, weight and cost with
standard design
P0550 A71-35789
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)
NT ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
NT APERIODIC FUNCTIONS
NT ASYMPTOTIC SERIES
NT BESSEL FUNCTIONS
NT BURGER EQUATION
»T CALCOLDS OF VARIATIONS
NT CONFOBMAL MAPPING
NT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT ENTIRE FUNCTIONS
NT EXISTENCE THEOREMS
NT EXTREMUM VALUES
NT FREDHOLH EQUATIOKS
NT FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
NT GREEN FUNCTION
NT HARMONIC ANALYSIS
NT HABMONIC FUNCTIONS
NT HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
NT INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
NT INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS
NT KERNEL FUNCTIONS
NT LIBEAB EQUATIONS
NT MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
NT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
NT NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
NT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
NT PABTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT POWER SERIES
NT QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
NT RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
NT SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
NT SINGULARITY (HATHEMATICS)
NT SPHERICAL HARMONICS
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS
NT VOHTICITY
AHALITIC FUNCTIONS
NT ENTIRE FDNCTIONS
Analytic functions and fluid mechanics for noise
propagation in supersonic Jet exhaust flow
[NASA-CR-1848] p0514 N71-27028
ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
NT LOCI
NT S CURVES
ANATOMY
NT HUMAN BODY
ANEMOMETERS
NT HOT-HIRE ANEMOMETERS
Velocity and density measurements in hypervelocity
ballistic projectile turbulent wakes, using hot
film anemometers
[AIAA PAPEB 68-701] p0191 A71-19891
Anemometer measurement optimum averaging time of
wind speed for conventional aircraft landings
p0435 A71-30391
Single anemometer wind measurement required for
aircraft landing, comparing data from different
sampling periods
p0135 A71-30395
Fan-produced sound pressure fluctuation in very low
speed subsonic wind tunnel test stream, noting
resulting anemometer calibration errors
p0437 A71-30526
Miniature wind tunnel velocity field calibration for
testing anemometers, using null method with
spherical probe
p0661 A71-11380
Anemometer with braking mechanism to prevent
rotation of wind driven elements
[NASA-CASE-XMF-05224] p0399 H71-23726
ABEMOHETEY
U VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
ANGLE OF ATTACK
NT ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK
Three dimensional attached compressible laminar
boundary layer on slender cones in hypersonic
flight at high angles of attack derived by
numerical integration
p0010 A71-10926
Pressure distributions prediction on blunt bodies at
angle of attack, considering bodies of revolution
and large angle cones
[AIAA PAPER 70-208] p0016 A71-11580
Aircraft propulsive thrust moment effect on phugoid
motion, examining angle of attack and flight path
variations with resulting instability
p0068 A71-13340
Reentry vehicle angle of attack control by
mechanically varying center of mass for axial
loads
p0131 A71-16039
Supersonic flow field around flat plate at various
angles of attack, comparing Brieden and Lighthill
approximations
p0135 A71-16713
Flight range and optimua angle of attack under wind
conditions of constant velocity and direction.
A-83
ANGLES (GEOHETBT) SUBJECT INDEX
considering fuel consumption for given distance
p0149 A71-18325
Turbulent heat transfer measurements on blunt cone
in nitrogen flow at hiqh Mach number under various
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 71-38] p0151 A71-18499
Three dimensional inviscid compressible flow past
sharp shouldered blunt bodies at angle of attack,
presenting time dependent finite difference
technigue
[AIAA PAPER 71-56] p0151 A71-18515
OSAF F-4E Stall/Near Stall Investigation, discussing
testing reguirements, fighter aircraft
improvement, spin avoidance and high angle of
attack limitations
p0181 A71-19095
Nose bluntness, angle of attack and oscillation
amplitude effect on hypersonic unsteady
aerodynamics of slender cones
[AIAA PAPER 70-216] p0192 A71-19895
Shock wave shape attached to cone moving in ideal
(jas studied by Fade-Shanks approximation method,
considering angle of attack
p0266 A71-221105
Plenum chamber with nozzle wind tunnel model, noting
let flow phenomena at various angles of attack
p0296 A71-24865
T tail flutter analysis, considering dihedral, angle
of attack and aerodynamic force effects
p03UO A71-25188
Lifting surfaces supersonic-hypersonic flutter at
angle of attack determined by shock expansion,
Newtonian flow and local flow piston theory
[AHA PAPER 71-327] pC3«2 A71-25307
Unsteady flow measurement around wing sections
during rapid angle of attack variations,
emphasizing helicopter rotor blades
p0363 A71-27468
Air flow about low aspect ratio delta wing at large
angles of attack, deriving lift coefficient
pOtOt A71-28282
Aircraft flight characteristics dependence on angle
of attack, roll and pitch
p0415 A71-290U3
Quasi-stationary gliding trajectories of aircraft in
planetary atmosphere during constant control of
attack and bank angles
p0116 A71-29185
Hypersonic flow around delta wing at small angles of
attack, using pressure sources method and Fredholm
integral eguation
p0416 A71-29189
Elliptical cones at large angle of attack,
calculating three-component real gas properties
effects on aerodynamic characteristics
p0417 A71-29191
Spacecraft optimal atmospheric reentry trajectory
for minimum flight distance, investigating angle
of attack control with- allowance for load
constraints
P01418 A71-29229
Air flow past small aspect ratio thick-section wing
at small angles of attack, investigating vortex
system effect on flow characteristics in absence
of lift
pO<418 A71-2923H
Slender cone boundary layer transition under angle
of attack at Mach 21 with promoted leeward and
fixed windward ray
pOt29 A71-29887
Supersonic mass flux probe description, discussing
inlet geometry, angle of attack and Reynolds and
Mach numbers effects on performance
p0429 A71-29925
Supersonic potential flow at large distance from
slender body of revolution at angle of attack,
deriving nonlinear partial differential eguations
system
p0479 A71-31170
Hulticomponent noneguilibrium air flow past
axisymmetric blunt body, calculating flow
distribution at various attack angles with time
dependent technigue
[AIAA PAPER 71-595] p0485 A71-31575
Low speed testing of VTOL models in wind tunnels,
describing method for estimating free air approach
velocity and angle of attack
p0198 A71-3272I4
Rarefaction and angle of attack effects on delta
wing in hypersonic flow in wind tunnel
p0502 A71-33376
Aircraft optimum control synthesis for powered
flight phase, determining angle of attack for
transfer to maximum velocity by Cauchy problem
p0503 A71-33442
Aircraft angle of attack limiter parameters,
describing automatic warning system for impending
stall
P0505 A71-33621
F-4E stall/spin development and flight tests,
relating mass distribution and angle of attack
aerodynamic design
[AIAA PAPER 71-772] p0506 A71-3U008
High speed aircraft maneuvers stability
determination by constant angular
pitching/rotation velocity, angle of attack and
flight speed, using Liapunov method
P0555 A71-36176
Dynamic parameters of supersonic flow incident on
conical bodies at large angles of attack,
considering flow field and entropy distribution
p0556 A71-36328
Hindward injection into supersonic stream at angle
of attack, minimizing vortex disruption
P0670 A71-42787
Angle of attack instrumentation for evaluating
aircraft lift performance and phugoid oscillations
P0693 A71-43382
Lifting rectangular thin airfoil in symmetrical
incompressible steady uniform orthogonal flow at
small angle of attack, deriving Heissinger
integral eguation
p0695 A71-43487
Dynamic stability derivatives of twin-jet fighter
model for angles of attack from -10 deg to 110 deg
[NASA-TN-D-6091] p0161 N71-14634
Examining three-dimensional motion of flying vehicle
entering atmosphere at low angles of attack
p0225 N71-16901
Measuring value of entropy on surface of body of
revolution at nonzero angle of attack
p0225 N71-16903
Investigation of angle of attack information display
for pilots to increase efficiency of general
aviation aircraft operation
[SASA-m-D-6210] p0250 »71-18l»t2
Angle of attack effects on induced rolling moment of
low aspect ratio missile at transonic speed
p0302 N71-19363
Accelerated supersonic motion of plane at finite
angle of attack
[NASA-TT-F-13525] p0391 N71-23278
Measurement of oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives on sharp-edged delta wing at vortex
breakdown angle of attack
p0460 N71-2U572
Jet penetration into Mach 2 airstream using
sweptback injectors at angle of attack
[NASA-TH-X-2319] p0575 1171-29920
AHGLES (GEOMETRY)
HT ANGLE OF ATTACK
HI DIHEDRAL ANGLE
NT SHEEP ANGLE
ANGULAR ACCELERATION
Helicopter gyro displacement measurements at
differing flying conditions
[FOA-2-C-2356-K9-/72/] p0477 N71-26567
&BGOLAB DISTRIBUTION
Flow variation effect on velocity and flow angle
distribution at exit of shrouded radial flow
impeller with backward swept blades, using
streamline curvature method
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-15] p0349 A71-25961
AHGULiR MOTION
D ANGULAR VELOCITY
ANGULAR VELOCITY
Axisymmetric body rapid rotation under center of
gravity velocity vector conditions, solving for
plane gliding motion stability in air
p0185 A71-19354
Free flight measurement of aerodynamic coefficients
on fixed cruciform fin stabilized bombs,
determining aerodynamic forces and moments
dependence on angular velocity components
p0191 A71-19872
High speed aircraft maneuvers stability
determination by constant angular
A-8U
SUBJECT IHDEX AHfBHHA RADIATION PATTEBHS
pitching/rotation velocity, angle of attack and
flight speed, using Liapunov method
p0555 A71-36176
natural vibrations of t«co coaxial rotors with
unbalanced disk and different angular velocities,
solving equations of notion by energy balance
method
pOSOO A71-37536
Describing angular position and velocity sensing
apparatus
[NASA-CASE-XGS-05680] p0239 N71-17585
ANIHALS
NT BEES
NT BIRDS
ANIMATION
D MOTION
ABISOTBOPIC PLATES
Helicopter rotor system vibratory and mechanical
stability characteristics, investigating
anisotropically mounted flexible swash plate and
blade out of track effects
[ABS PBEPRINT 511] pOt<»9 A71-31082
AHHDAL VABIATIOHS
Normal accelerations experienced by transport
aircraft fleet from fatigue load meter data
analysis, discussing counting rates seasonal
variations
p0428 A71-29788
Seasonal distribution of air transportation
requirements and utilization rate of transport
capacity in passenger traffic
p0606 A71-38221
AHNOIAB FLOS
Three dimensional cascade flow, discussing potential
flow, shear flow, flow disturbances and flow
approximations for annular cascades
p0075 A71-13827
Axial compressor flow characteristics by
computerized calculation methods, considering
annular duct swirling flow model
P0075 A71-13828
Discrete tone noise generation by high speed fans
and compressor blades, using HcCune analysis for
linearized three dimensional compressible flow in
infinite annulns
[1IAA PAPER 71-617] pOU83 A71-31555
Annular ducts finite amplitude spinning acoustic
modes propagation and subsonic choking, allowing
for nonlinear effects in perturbation procedure
pO"l91 A71-32133
Velocity profile control tests of diffnser wall
bleed to control conbustor inlet airflow
distribution
[NASA-TH-D-6135] p0586 1171-30817
AHSDL6E JETS
0 ANNULAR FLOW
0 JET F1OW
ANHOLAB PLATES
Sound radiation from subsonically rotating annular
disk source, calculating far field pressure and
efficiency
p0603 A71-37815
AHTENNA ABRAIS
NT LINEAR ARRAYS
NT STEEBABLE ANTENMAS
Planar microwave array antenna for scan reguirement,
discussing tilt angle and element arrangement
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 70-191] p0221 A71-22030
Multiple planar Luneberg lens circular array for
airborne electronically scanned X band narrow beam
antenna mounted under aircraft nose or fuselage
P0416 A71-31038
Blade antenna linear array design for aircraft-
satellite communication, determining mutual
influences by array measurements in simulated
electrical environment
pOU47 A71-31062
L band aircraft antenna array consisting of
circularly polarized elements and static
electronic steering circuits for synchronous
satellites radio links
pOUU7 A71-3107U
Electronically scanned cruciform slot-array aircraft
antenna for satellite controlled navigation aid,
discussing circularly polarized wave radiation
p0509 A71-31123
Algorithmic procedure for optimization of antenna
arrays
[BE-409] p0520 N71-28055
AHTEHHA COMPONENTS
NT ANTENNA COUPLERS
ST ANTENNA FEEDS
A1TENNA CODPLEBS
Numerical method for near field antenna coupling
over conducting surface of aerospace vehicles
applied to L band slot antennas on F-1 Phantom
aircraft
p0608 A71-38415
AHTENHA DESIGN
Structural design, mechanical stability and aircraft
compatibility for airborne side-looking radar
antennas, using end fed slotted waveguide arrays
P0116 A71-310U1
Flush mounted aeronautical waveguide antennas with
dielectric plug for SGHz operation
pOUU6 A71-31043
Airborne blade antenna tunable for 26-100 HBz by
individual bands, using binary related inductors
switched by miniature high vacuum relays
p04it6 A71-31044
Fincap communication antennas design and
environmental tests for vibration, acceleration,
waterproofing, salt corrosion, ice formation and
compass safe distance
pO<t16 A71-31017
Helicopter aerial design problems, considering
antenna multiplicity use of nonmetallic structures
and complexity of airborne radio systems
pOia? A71-310U8
Light aircraft notch antenna for efficient radiation
at BF band lower end and minimal interference with
aircraft structure
p04U7 A71-31053
Aircraft phased arrays for L-band ATC satellite
system application, alleviating problems of power
budget and vulnerability to multipath and
interference
p0447 A71-3105U
High efficiency narrow beam aircraft Cassegrain
antenna design for horizon without excessive
ground illumination
p0447 A71-31056
L-1011 Tristar antenna arrangement test results,
considering weight, aerodynamic and structural
design reguirements
p0417 A71-31060
Blade antenna linear array design for aircraft-
satellite communication, determining mutual
influences by array measurements in simulated
electrical environment
pO«17 A71-31062
Aerospace antenna design, calculating one-
wavelength circular slot aperture radiation from
circular cylindrical surface
pOUUS A71-31075
Electronically scanned cruciform slot-array aircraft
antenna for satellite controlled navigation aid,
discussing circularly polarized wave radiation
p0509 A71-31123
Compact, self contained, symmetrical antenna for
airborne use at high frequencies with capability
to function in two independent modes for both
transmission and reception
[AD-722736] p057t N71-29895
Aerodynamic characteristics, rocket nozzles,
spacecraft propulsion, antenna design, and
internal combustion engines
[NASA-CR-119315] p0588 N71-31106
ANTENNA FEEDS
High speed airborne scanning navigational radar
antenna with matched patterns, using offset horn
fed relector and polarization modes for improved
visual display
pOU16 A71-31036
ANTENNA FIELDS
0 ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
Secondary currents on conducting cylinder near
dipole antenna manifested as radio freguency
interference, considering effect on radiation
pattern
p0012 A71-11167
Feasibility of VHF aeronautical satellite system
frequency sharing band used by ATC service,
employing spatial separation, antenna directivity
and frequency offset
pOU12 A71-28873
A-85
ASTENHAS SOBJECT INDEX
Light aircraft notch antenna for efficient radiation
at HF band loner end and minimal interference with
aircraft structure
P0117 471-31053
High efficiency narrow beam aircraft Cassegrain
antenna design for horizon without excessive
ground illumination
p0117 471-31056
Aerospace antenna design, calculating one-
wavelength circular slot aperture radiation from
circular cylindrical surface
pOUIB 471-31075
Heter wave aircraft slot antenna for Concorde air to
ground communication via satellite, presenting
synthetic radiation patterns
p0560 A71-3651U
Numerical method for near field antenna coupling
' over conducting surface of aerospace vehicles
applied to L band slot antennas on F-1 Phantom
aircraft
p0608 A71-38415
Badome lightning protection systems involving
electrostatic shield, considering effect on
electromagnetic characteristics and radiation
patterns of nearby antennas
p0608 471-38H50
Algorithmic procedure for optimization of antenna
arrays
[BE-409] p0520 N71-28055
ABTEHNAS
NT AIBCBAFT ANTENNAS
NT CASSEGBAIN ANTENNAS
NT CYLINDRIC4L ANTENNAS
NT DIPOLE 4NTENN4S
NT DIRECTIONAL 4NTENN4S
NT HORN 4NTENN4S
NT BICROWAVE ANTENNAS
NT B4DAR ANTENNAS
NT BAOIO ANTENNAS
NT SLOT .4NTENN4S
NT SP4CECBAFT 4NTENN4S
NT SPIRAL ANTENN4S
NT STEEE4BLE ANTENNAS
NT WAVEGUIDE ANTENNAS
Aerospace antennas - IEE Conference, London, June
1971
POQ16 471-3103U
Technigues for minimizing snow and ice effects on
TAC4N antenna signals
[F4A-RD-71-56] p0686 N71-35773
ANTHHOPOHETBY
Cockpit geometry evaluation program resul'.s and
techniques with computer input and output samples
of flight crew anthropometry
tAD-716395] . p0314 N71-19817
ANTIAIRCRAFT HISSILES
Computer program for analyzing and simulating attack
of low flying aircraft by antiaircraft missiles
and probability of aircraft survival
[HAE-LIB-TBANS-1578] p0722 N71-3777U
4HTIFBICTIOH BEABIRGS
NT BALL BEARINGS
NT ROLLER BEABINGS
Aircraft gear pumps bearing elements design for
increasing service life
p0205 471-20793
Rotor-bearing system analysis to determine cause of
brinelling failure of bearings from vibration
tested PLV fans
fN4S4-CB-117855] p0383 N71-22527
ANTIICING iDDITIVES
Ground deicing system for transport aircraft,
discussing antifreeze liguid spray application
after mechanical snow removal
p0270 471-22918
Gasoline icing inhibitors effect on light aircraft
piston engine carburetor icing
[SAE PAPER 710371] p028H 471-21210
Gasoline icing inhibitors for aircraft carburetors
and fuel systems
[LR-536] p0121 N71-13111
Calculating and testing antiicing systems of
aircraft and helicopters
TAD-719922] p0169 N71-25622
Effects of corrosion inhibitors and anti-icer
inhibitor combinations on coalescing properties of
filter coalescer elements used to decontaminate
jet engine fuels
[AD-722231] p0529 N71-28577
ANTIOIIDANTS
Antiwear properties of jet fuels as function of
dissolved oxygen, resin and heteroorganic compound
content and temperature, considering antioxidant
additives
pOSOU 471-33579
ANTISDBBARINE WARFARE
Belicopter handling under ASH flight conditions,
discussing sea state effect on low altitude hover
stability
p0120 A71-2938U
ANTISOBBABINE iARFAHE AIRCRAFT
NT P-3 AIRCRAFT
Sonar detection of submarines by helicopter and
protection of flight crew hearing
CAD-711910] p0109 N71-12100
Sonobuoy location
[AD-713077] p0161 N71-11913
Development and characteristics of aircraft,
helicopters, and airships for detecting and
destroying submarines
[AD-723558] p0621 N71-31772
APERIODIC FUNCTIONS
Ring aperiodic motion during change from one
freguency to another, using Laplace and Fourier
transforms to reduce partial to ordinary
differential eguation
p0289 A71-21353
AFOLLO PROJECT
Apollo range instrumentation aircraft, describing
C-135A modification with airborne lightweight
optical tracking systems
p0609 471-38516
4POLLO SPACECRAFT
Comparative sting supported and free flight tests in
hypersonic wind tunnel on modified 4pollo launch
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 71-265] p0218 471-21991
APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
NT ATS 1
NT ATS 3
Dioscures project commercial satellite system for
telecommunications, air traffic control and
navigation, describing simulation method used in
cost effectiveness study
p0265 A71-22276
Supersonic transport air traffic meteorology,
considering high altitude and flight velocities,
applications technology satellites for lower
stratosphere thunderstorms, clear air turbulence,
etc
p0272 471-23070
4TS 1 and 3 satellite VBF transponders for ships and
aircraft location, communication and remote
sensing, discussing performance test results
p0115 471-30898
Aircraft communication using ATS links
[PIB-A-57] p0337 N71-21727
NASA balloon-aircraft ranging, data and voice
experiment for determining best approach for using
ATS in air traffic control
[NASA-TH-X-65619] p0632 N71-32527
APPROACH
NT INSTBHBENT APPBOACH
In-flight determination of lateral-directional
dynamics for landing approach
[AD-715317] p0212 N71-17792
Computer graphics display program for use in
terminal operations and V/STOL approach and
departure path synthesis
[NASA-CR-117887] p0390 N71-23186
Inflight simulation with high wing loading fighter
aircraft approach using HFB-320 and Piaggio
aircraft
[DLB-FB-71-06] p0622 N71-31789
Systems and equipment for civil aircraft approach
and landing
[HEPT-52] p0631 N71-32850
Bathematical modeling of F-8 aircraft wave off
trajectories for aircraft carrier approaches
CAD-727121] p0711 N71-36139
Effectiveness of control towers in reducing aircraft
accidents and approach time
p0726 B71-38213
APPROACH CONTROL
NT BAD4H 4PPRO4CH CONTROL
Time-synchronized approach control combining
aircraft precision navigation and guidance with
ATC equipment
A-86
SUBJECT IBDEI iPPBOXIHATION
p0029 471-12891
Aircraft navigation system requiring computer and
display for approach guidance to circular orbit
over fixed ground area
[Alii PiPER 69-986] p0200 471-20305
Noise abatement power cutback takeoff procedures,
maximum altitude approaches and preferential
runvay systems for noise relief
p0213 471-21813
Wind gradient effect on flight characteristics
daring aircraft landing approach, particularly
path deviation
p0340 171-25191
Beport on guidance system for approach and landing,
discussing airports, aircraft, approach and
landing paths, service classes, failure protection
and weather penetration
p0347 471-25534
iircraft approach and landing under low altitude
wind shear conditions, discussing flying hazards
and glide path correction procedures
p0355 A71-2636U
Helicopter automatic flight control equipment,
discussing autopilot stabilizer, localization
system, ground approach guidance coupler and
flight director
p0490 471-31916
iircraft control design by implicit model-.following
technique with optimal feedback sampled data and
continuous control algorithm, exemplifying STOL
aircraft landing approach control
[Alii P1PEE 71-956] p0597 471-37197
4ircraft ILS landing approaches, discussing approach
area and surface and obstruction clearance surface
and limit
p0659 471-40891
Operational reguirements of microwave guidance
systems, comparing guidance and position
measurement applied to aircraft approach and
landing
p0668 471-12092
Using automatic control theory with simple pilot
model for synthesizing helicopter landing approach
flight director control laws
[N4SA-TB-X-66492] p0106 N71-12224
Psychological and procedural aspects to ILS
approaches and landings in visibilities less than
1200 feet
p0110 N71-12129
Direct lift control system for producing lift
without pitching moments during aircraft approach
and landing
p0111 N71-12443
4ircraft handling characteristics during aircraft
carrier approach
[AD-713125] p0158 N71-14558
Minimizing performance criterion to analyze ability
of automatically controlled aircraft to maintain
accurate flight path control during landing
approach
[NASA-TN-D-6230] P0255 "71-18761
Environmental tests of VOBLOC 2 simplified
directional approach system to determine
compliance with F4B-Part 171
[FAA-BD-71-12] p0328 N71-20666
Speed and field length safety factors for approach
and landing mechanics of Breguet aircraft
p0391 N71-23420
Airborne equipment for approach path control on
reduced noise trajectories in Boeing transport
aircraft traffic
p0395 H71-23425
Design and characteristics of continuous wave,
microwave scanning-beam aircraft landing system
operating at C band and superhigh frequencies
[AD-718972] p0459 S71-24555
Flight tests for controlling slope approach of short
takeoff aircraft
[4BC-CP-1138J p0465 H71-25050
Microwave scanning guidance system for aircraft
approach and landing
[DO-148-VOL-1] p0511 N71-26804
Approach guidance systen for side-firing tactical
aircraft
[AD-722412] p0573 H71-29708
Vertical situation display concept for alleviating
problems of inadequate guidance and display
information for making steep approaches
p0582 H71-30770
Terminal area studies with XC-142, IV-5, Do-31, and
P 1127 aircraft to develop powered lift control
techniques for instrument approach
p0583 N71-30774
Lower atmosphere wind shear determined for aircraft
approach control from observations in different
American sites
p0586 N71-30837
Flight simulator for studying problems of aircraft
during approaches and landings at night under
category 2 visual conditions
[BAE-TH-4VIONICS-59(BLEO) ] p0719 H71-37606
APPROACH INDICATORS
Aircraft final approach and landing aids, describing
ILS, VHF omnidirectional radio range, distance
measuring equipment and satellite systems for air
navigation
p0182 A71-19014
Visual aids for secondary airports
[FAA-HA-70-51] p0053 N71-11471I
Visual approach slope indicator system for
long-bodied aircraft
[FAA-HD-70-76] p0056 N71-11905
Post-1970 scanning beam guidance for approach and
landing
p0111 N71-12435
Index of standard instrument approach procedures for
domestic and foreign airports
p0391 N71-23233
Automatic approach and landing system with flash
warning signal for Caravelle aircraft control
p0396 N71-23429
Terminal air traffic control facility for approach
systems tests
[4D-719104] p0457 N71-24451
Design and characteristics of continuous wave,
microwave scanning-beam aircraft landing systen
operating at C band and snperhigh frequencies
[AD-718972] p0459 N71-24555
Pilot transition from conventional visual cross
pointer display to aural glide slope cues
[F44-AH-71-24] p0721 N71-37682
APPHOPBIATIOBS
Subsidies for Anerican certificated air carriers
p0059 S71-12190
Authorization hearings on NASA space flight program
- Part <t, 1972
p0467 F71-25196
APPBOXIHATIOH
NT CHEBYSHEV APPBOXIHATION
ST FINITE DIFFEBENCE THEOBY
NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
NT LEAST SQD4BES HETHOD
NT OSEEN APPBOXIHATION
NT EAYLEIGH-BITZ HETHOD
NT RELAXATION HETHOD (MATHEHATICS)
Supersonic flow field around flat plate at various
angles of attack, comparing Brieden and Lighthill
approximations
p0135 A71-16713
Approximate determination of complex geometry
aircraft surfaces in form of discrete points,
comparing efficiency to other methods
p0156 A71-18714
Approximation of Chaplygin equation for subsonic
ideal gas plane adiabatic flov, applying to
discharge from flat channel with contraction
p0197 A71-20083
Two link approximation of Chaplygin function by
coupling to integral equations, applying to ideal
gas jet separation flow past symmetrical arc
p0197 A71-20084
Hultilink approximation of Chaplygin function in
subsonic and supersonic flow regions, deriving
coupling conditions relative to modified stream
function at approximation nodes
p0198 A71-20090
Approximation of flow around jet flapped airfoil,
discussing ground effect on lift coefficient
increments
p0355 A71-26314
Approximate root locns method in S plane for sampled
data systems, mapping constant frequency and
constant damping ratio loci onto B plane
p0491 A71-31942
Approximation of pressure distribution on wing- body
configurations at snbcritical speeds
p0302 N71-19364
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APPROXIMATION HETHODS SUBJECT INDEX
Asymptotic solution of low frequency wing
oscillations in transonic shockless adiafcatic
inviscid gas flow based on complete approximation
p0390 H71-23193
Approximation method for turbulence effects on
aircraft aerodynamic stability with B-52 examples
P0516 N71-27320
APPROXIMATION HETHODS
0 APPROXIMATION
APT (PICTDBE TBAHSBISSIOH)
D ADTOMATIC PICTDHE TRANSMISSION
ABC WELDING
NT PLASMA ARC WELDING
ABCTIC OCEAH
Arctic ocean pack ice terrain profiling by airborne
laser altimeter and coincident photography,
analyzing data for ice development stages
interpretation
p0703 A71-4U986
ABGON
Ar condensation onset location in supersonic nozzles
for nuclear space propulsion systems, using
supercooled vapor pressure measurements beyond
saturation point
p0288 A71-24328
Sweptback-bladed centrifugal compressor overall
performance in argon
[NASA-TM-X-2129) pOIOI N71-12209
Performance of axial flow compressor for Brayton
cycle electrical power generating system with
argon
t NASA-TB-X-2194] p0243 N71-17882
Aerodynamic performance of sweptback-bladed
centrifugal compressor in argon as function of
equivalent weight flow
CNASJ-TS-X-2269] p0398 B71-23659
ARGUHENTS (MATHEMATICS)
n INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
ARIP (IHPACT PREDICTION)
0 COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
D IMPACT PBEDICTION
ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNITS
Analog recursive computer with serial digital
program for arithmetic unit and storage system
control
p0360 A71-27150
AEHED FORCES
NT AHHED FORCES (FOREIGN)
NT ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
NT NAVY
Statistical analysis of Navy and Marine aircraft
activity and airspace nsage in Feb. and Mar, 1970
as part of National Airspace Utilization dystem
[AD-722698] p0576 N71-30174
AKMED FOSCES (FOREIGN)
British Mediator program for joint civil/military
ATC system, discussing air defense relationships
[CASI PAPER 72/16] p0602 A71-37603
AHMED FOBCES (UHITED STATES)
General aviation traffic implied densities and
interaction frequencies computed with model using
southern California to judge difficulty for naval
air traffic
[AD-719906] p0469 N71-25621
ABHOR
Armored cockpit for attack aircraft combat
effectiveness, including mold line tumbling
plates, terminal ballistic kinematics and integral
structural armor
tAIAA PAPEB 71-778] p0515 A71-35530
Testing armored T-28B for exploring severe hail
storms
[BBI-69-FB-8U1] p0529 N71-28646
ABBATS
NT ANTENNA ABBAIS
NT LINEAR ARRAYS
NT PHASED ARRAYS
NT STEEBABLE ANTENNAS
ARBESTING GEAB
Civil aircraft arresting on runway overshoots,
describing safe deceleration method by use of soft
ground arresters
pOSIO A71-35210
Space shuttle vehicles landing with emergency
arrestment aids, describing tailhook/cable, net
and landing gear/cable engagement methods
p0558 A71-36U88
Performance tests and evaluation of wire cable
aaterials for use vita aircraft arresting gear
[AD-724284] p0681 N71-35211
ABBOV RINGS
Wind tunnel studies of external store induced flow
field instability effects on longitudinal
stability of arrow wing aircraft
p0305 K71-19382
Predicting aerodynamic characteristics of arrow,
delta, and diamond wing platforms using
Prandtl-Glauert transformation
[NASA-TN-D-6243] p0372 B71-21973
Experimental and analytical study of subsonic
longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of slender sharp edge 74 deg swept
wings
[NASA-TN-D-634U] p0579 N71-30530
&BTHBOPODS
NT BEES
ABTICOL&TION
Speech intelligibility prediction in time varying
aircraft noise based on test score relationship to
articulation index for steady state noise
p0616 A71-39766
Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech
intelligibility, discussing test for relation to
articulation index
p0658 A71-U0709
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
NT APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
NT ATS 1
NT ATS 3
NT COHBUNICATION SATELLITES
NT ESBO SATELLITES
NT LUNAR ORBITER
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES
NT PROTON 2 SATELLITE
NT SRYNET SATELLITES
NT SYNCHRONOUS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
NT SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES
ASCENT
NT CLIMBING FLIGHT
Inflatable restraint collar for large balloons with
heavy loads using winch driven cable launching
p0020 A71-11821
Aerothermodynamic shock heating of space shuttle
booster surface during atmospheric ascent
pO«72 N71-26059
ASCENT TRAJECTORIES
KC-135 aircraft climb trajectories for optimum
constant lift coefficient, range and fuel amount
p0670 A71-42834
ASPECT BATIO
NT HIGH ASPECT BATIO
NT LOS ASPECT RATIO
Civil aircraft aspect ratio relationship to
commercial viability, considering need for minimum
induced drag at wing loading to improve payloads,
speeds and ranges
p0017 A71-11628
Guide vanes small aspect ratio effect on high
pressure stages of axial flow compressors
p0025 A71-12558
Ring design criteria imposed by high speed
requirement for short takeoff aircraft,
considering thin sveptback wing with small aspect
ratio for lateral control
p0363 A71-27471
Aspect ratio influence on instability and nonminimum
phase effects of longitudinal motion of aircraft
relative to negative lift-drag expression transfer
functions
p0502 A71-33405
Aerodynamic aspect ratio effects on drag and
aircraft performance, noting span loading as major
force on wing lifting function
p0661 A71-412146
Low speed boundary layer separation on compressor
blades of varying aspect ratios
[ARC-CP-1103] p0228 N71-17108
Determinine aerodynamic characteristics of
determining aerodynamic characteristics of large
aspect ratio
CAD-716509] p0310 N71-19559
Inlet plenum chamber noise measurement comparison of
20 inch diameter fan rotors with aspect ratios of
3.6 and 6.6
[NASA-TH-X-2191] p0312 N71-19707
Aspect ratio effect on oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives of slender sharp-edged delta wing in
incoapressible flow
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SOBJECT IHDBX ATBOSPHEBIC COHPOSITION
p0159 B71-21571
ASPHALT
Asphalt pavement design for heavy multiwheel
aircraft, using BISTRO computer program
p0553 471-36000
Cement and asphaltic materials evaluation for use as
groat under landing mats
[AD-710962] pOO<!2 N71-10681
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, USNAS Cecil Field, Florida
[AD-721325] p0528 N71-28122
weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, OSHAS Dillon Grove, Pennsylvania
[AD-721321] P0528 N71-28423
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, USNALF Charleston, Bhode Island
[AD-721323] p0528 N71-28424
ASSEHBLIES
NT SOBASSEHBLIES
Assembling accuracy of three dimensional joints
using assembly holes in aircraft construction
p0085 A71-11609
ASSEBBLIHG
Soviet book on aircraft gas turbine engine assembly
covering organization, specified accuracy,
automatic systems, mechanization problems, guality
control, etc
p0098 A71-15449
Aircraft systems assembly methods, discussing
rigidity effects on error redistribution in
external and internal force field application
p0205 A71-20792
Assembly methods for three types of aircraft gas
turbine engines
[AD-719823] p0467 N71-25209
ASSESSBEHTS
NT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSHEST
ASTBIOHICS
Space shuttle avionics system redundancy,
calculating costs for individual line replaceable
units
p0558 471-36179
ASTBOHAOTICS
Aviation and astronautics - Conference, Tel iviv and
Haifa, Harch 1971
p0339 A71-25145
Holography applications in aeronautics and
astronautics, discussing advantages of three
dimensional information in aircraft navigation,
space missions and astronomic experiments
p0195 A71-32528
History- of development of aviation and astronautics
in OSSB
[NASA-TT-F-13112] p0165 N71-2502U
ASTBOHOHICAL TELESCOPES
StarLifter borne large aperture astronomical
telescope for IB and submillimeter observations,
discussing design and operation
p0612 471-39173
ASTBOROBY
NT INFBARED ASTBONOMY
NT SPACEBOBNE ASTBONOHY
ASYBPTOTIC BETHODS
Lifting surface nonstationary aperiodic motion in
incompressible fluid solved by asymptotic method
of function parameters, using algorithm for Cauchy
problem
p0204 471-20778
High aspect ratio jet flap lifting-line theory,
using matched asymptotic expansions method
p0263 471-22083
Unsteady Ion Hach number flow calculation by
singular perturbation method with matched
asymptotic expansions, considering application to
aerodynamic noise
p0280 471-23936
Time asymptotic solutions for hypervelocity blunt
body flow field with coupled nongray radiation,
treating shock as discrete surface
[AIAA PAPEB 70-865] p0315 471-25153
Three dimensional jet flapped wing matched
asymptotic expansion solution for high aspect
ratios based on thin airfoil theory assuming
inviscid and incompressible flow
p0360 471-27217
Self similar numerical and asymptotic solutions of
laminar malticomponent isothermal boundary layer
equations for large blowing rates
p0547 A71-35633
Bodified asymptotic perturbation expansion method
application to free flow rotation effect on
boundary layer for hypersonic flow about blunt
body
p0615 A71-39183
Aerodynamic sound production and method of matched
asymptotic expansions
p0382 H71-22167
Asymptotic solution of low frequency wing
oscillations in transonic shockless adiabatic
inviscid gas flow based on complete approximation
p0390 N71-23193
Asymptotic expansion techniques to define pressure
loading effects on wings with unbalanced control
surfaces
P0569 N71-29348
Correction for straight trailing edges for subsonic
slender wing theory asing asymptotic expansions
p0674 N71-3U012
ASYBPTOTIC SERIES
Initial structure of wing-body interaction in steady
inviscid supersonic flow, obtaining asymptotic
expansion from canonical problem solution
p0111 A71-17219
ATHODIDS
0 BABJET ENGINES
ATLANTIC OCEAN
Communications, navigation and surveillance for
aircraft and marine vessels in North Atlantic
region, discussing baseline traffic control model
p0181 A71-18808
Feasibility of satellite navigation system for
subsonic and supersonic air traffic control over
North Atlantic Ocean
p0113 N71-12594
Tropospheric and ionospheric absorption at VHF for
North Atlantic aeronautical satellite system
[NASA-TB-X-65507] P0161 N71-21914
ATHOSPHEBIC ABSORPTION
D ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
ATBOSPHE8IC ATTEHUATIO8
Aircraft flyover noise samples, obtaining
atmospheric absorption coefficients
p0210 471-21125
Laser technique for runway and slant visibility
range, lower cloud boundary and atmospheric
damping coefficient
p0696 A71-U3889
ATBOSPBEBIC BOUNDARY LAYEB
Low altitude slow aerodynamics, discussing earth
surface wind modeling, powered-lift flight
efficiency and animal flight
p0009 A71-10818
Planetary boundary layer air velocity and
temperature measurements from airplane
P0131 471-16666
Atmospheric surface layer turbulence structure
simulation model, using laboratory flows for
neutrally stable atmosphere
[AIAA PAPEB 71-136] p0151 A71-18579
ATBOSPHEBIC CIRCULATION
Sounding system constant level snperpressnre
balloons for atmospheric circulation global
description at all levels and latitudes in
conjunction with satellite observations
p0213 A71-21742
Fluid mechanics of atmospheric environment and flow
on swept wings in short and medium range aircraft
design, concerning STOL capability in Indja
p0273 A71-23199
Nonexpanding reflecting balloon for radar
measurement of stratospheric circulation
[NLL-H-20326-/5828.1F/] p0101 N71-23934
ATBOSPHEBIC OPPOSITION
NT ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE
Soviet book on meteorological conditions and
supersonic aircraft flight covering atmospheric
composition and structure, temperature
distribution, wind effects, etc
p0029 A71-12810
Stratospheric ozone reduction through catalytic
action of nitrogen oxides from SST exhaust,
discussing degrading effect on atmospheric
radiation shield
p0562 471-36922
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ATHOSPHBBIC COHDITIOHS SUBJECT IIDEX
Transformation in air components due to marked
increase in temperature daring reentry shock wave
P0386 N71-22640
ITBOSPHEBIC COHDITIOHS
D BETEOBOLOSY
ATHOSPHEBIC DENSITY
Atmospheric density variations determination from
Proton 2 braking data for aerodynamic drag
coefficient, constructing model for rarefied gas
flow-satellite interaction
P0131 A71-160U3
Parachutes for lov density atmospheres, describing
low and high altitude test results
[AIAA PAPER 70-1164] p0347 A71-25525
ATHOSPHEBIC DIFFUSION
Air polluting nitric oxide and soot production by
jet aircraft, discussing mixing process and
atmospheric dispersion
[AIA4 PAPEB 70-115] p0366 A71-27560
ATBOSPBEBIC ENTBY
NT HYPEHSONIC REENTRY
NT BEENTBY
NT SPACECBAPT BEENTBY
Gas ionization in supersonic wake at throat,
transition and breakthrough points in
hyperballistic firing tunnel for atmospheric
reentry study
P0065 A71-13131
Haximum stagnation temperature on swept wing leading
edge for equilibrium glide entry of space shuttle
p0182 A71-18902
Conical body lift/drag ratio increase by wedge
shaped nose, noting applications to space vehicles
entering atmosphere above escape velocity
P0416 A71-29183
Designing spacecraft for flight into space,
atmospheric reentry, and landing at selected sites
[NASA-CASE-XAC-02058] p0175 N71-16087
Examining three-dimensional motion of flying vehicle
entering atmosphere at low angles of attack
p0225 R71-16901
ATBOSPHEEIC IBPDBITIES
D AIB POLLUTION
ATHOSPHEBIC IOHIZATION
Noneguilibrium multicoaponent ionization
calculations for stagnation merged shock layer of
hypersonic blunt body by successive accelerated
replacement
[AIAA PAPEB 69-655] p0191 A71-19890
ATHOSPHEBIC HODELS
NT DYNAHIC BODELS
NT BEFEBENCE ATMOSPHERES
Atmospheric surface layer turbulence structure
simulation model, using laboratory flows for
neutrally stable atmosphere
[AIAA PAPER 71-136] p0154 A71-18579
Airport pollution dispersion modeling, simulating
effect on surrounding areas for abatement
strategics calculation
p0215 A71-21824
Atmospheric models of partially trapped waves
propagation in layer above tropopause with large
stratospheric Scorer parameter
p0425 A71-29763
Atmospheric stratification effects on downward
motion of aircraft vortex wakes, developing
approximate model
p0653 A71-40486
Conference papers on low level turbulence models to
determine influence on aircraft stability and
missile trajectories
[DLR-HITT-70-12] p0623 N71-31882
Atmospheric turbulence models showing gust load
influence on aircraft yaw motion
p0624 N71-31891
ATHOSPHEBIC HOISTDBE
Effect of atmospheric humidity on characteristics of
turbofan engine
[AD-715232] p0241 N71-17728
ATHOSPHEBIC PHYSICS
NT CLOOD PHYSICS
Observational data characteristics analysis as
contributor to knowledge and utilization of all
atmospheric physical occurrences
p0212 A71-21722.
Onpertarbed atmospheric parameters calculation from
surface measurements of blunt body at hypersonic
speeds under various aerodynamic conditions
p0267 A71-22678
Self contained lightweight airborne data acquisition
system for atmospheric and meteorological
research, using analog recorder and telemetry
system
p0433 A71-30311
Clear air turbulence in stratosphere and effects on
weather formation, atmospheric physics, and
supersonic flights
[JPRS-53133] p0469 N71-25746
ATHOSPHEBIC PBESSDBE
Aerodynamic infrasound, considering atmospheric
pressure variations in seconds to minutes period
range
p0297 A71-24915
ATHOSPHEBIC B&DIATION
NT ADBOBAS
HT STBATOSPHEBE BADIATION
ATHOSPHEBIC BEFEACTIOB
Cut-off Bach number of sonic bang propagation on
ground for flight track in relation to atmospheric
parameters
p0276 A71-23577
Atmospheric refraction and reflection in sonic booms
[NASA-TT-F-13109] p0107 N71-12234
Sonic boom pressure signature variations as function
of distance to ground due to atmospheric
refraction
p0527 N71-28389
ATHOSPHEBIC SCATTERING
HT TBOPOSPHEBIC SCATTERING
ATHOSPHEBIC SHELLS
D ATBOSPHEBIC STRATIFICATION
ATHOSPHEBIC STBATIFICATIOF
Pointed body of revolution in gravitationally
stratified atmosphere, discussing supersonic boom
and minimum drag
p0135 A71- 16712
Atmospheric stratification effects on downward
motion of aircraft vortex wakes, developing
approximate model
p0653 A71-40186
ATHOSPHEBIC TEHPEBATOBE
Beverse flow temperature probe design and
calibration for vertical soundings from aircraft,
comparing to radiosonde method
p0020 A71-11822
Planetary boundary layer air velocity and
temperature measurements from airplane
p0134 A71-16666
Air temperature effects on internal combustion
engines intake process, using similarity theory
p0204 &71-20782
Aircraft instrumentation and data analysis for clear
air turbulence, including orthogonal components
and temperature and wind distributions
p0424 A71-29753
Aircraft barometric altimeter errors caused by
atmospheric temperature deviations from
International Standard Atmosphere
p0433 A71-30323
Stratospheric turbulence and horizontal temperature
measured at supersonic transport altitudes by
B-57F aircraft
[LR-542] p0333 N71-21284
Computing dispersal of atmospheric pollutants near
airports by use of mean wind and temperature
profiles
[NASA-CR-111962] p0713 N71-36720
ATHOSPHEBIC TOBBULEHCE
NT CLEAR AIB TURBULENCE
NT GUSTS
NT LOB LEVEL TUBBDLENCE
Scale lengths in atmospheric turbulence from spectra
and autocorrelation of vertical air velocity
component measured in low flying aircraft
p0009 A71-10859
Aerodynamic theory of pressure field induced on
lifting surface by isotropic atmospheric
turbulence, considering transfer function of
Concorde aircraft
(ICAS PAPEB 70-30] p0012 A71-11019
Statistical prediction of atmospheric turbulence
effects on aeronautical systems
p0065 A71-13135
Atmospheric turbulence at cruise altitudes of
supersonic transport aircraft, considering gusts
probability, thunderstorms and mountain waves
p0065 A71-13137
A-90
SDBJECT INDEX ATHOSPHEEIC TOBBULBHCE COHTO
Flexible aircraft to atmospheric turbulence transfer
functions, discussing in-flight measurements
fONEBA-TP-894] p0147 A71-18021
Atmospheric surface layer turbulence structure
simulation model, using laboratory flovs for
neutrally stable atmosphere
[AIAi PAPER 71-136] p0154 171-18579
Sonic boom and explosion shock wave propagation over
long distances through turbulence modeled by sound
speed fluctuation, including acoustic scattering
effect
p0269 A71-22858
Rigid towed and free flight glider, considering
loads and turbulent atmosphere effects
p0278 A71-23669
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom rise
times by statistical theory
p0294 A71-24817
Optimal stochastic control and gust alleviation for
jet aircraft response for flight through turbulent
upwash field
p0297 A71-2U870
Validity range of response prediction methods for
large flexible aircraft to continuous atmospheric
turbulence, discussing power spectral densities
and fatigue life
fAiAA PAPEE 71-3U2] p03t2 A71-25321
Aircraft longitudinal coordinates invariance
relative to atmospheric disturbances, giving
simultaneous thrust variation, rudder deflection
and flap deflection control rules
p0362 A71-27339
Turbulence-related accidents frequency and severity
during past few years from worldwide synopsis
pC413 A71-28885
Atmospheric turbulence - conference, London, Hay
1971
p0424 A71-297U9
Atmospheric turbulence effect on turbine powered
transport aircraft, discussing gust accelerations,
avoidance, detection, forecasting and pilot
control
p0424 A71-29750
Atmospheric turbulence statistical models assessment
for aircraft design and operation, considering CAT
and thunderstorm turbulence data
p042U A71-29751
Oklahoma and Malaysia thunderstorms comparison based
on weather reconnaissance aircraft measurements,
considering turbulence patches
pC424 A71-29752
Stratospheric turbulence correlation to mesoscale
horizontal temperature gradient at altitudes flown
by SST from Coldscan program
p0425 A71-29767
Air turbulence primary and secondary effects on
aircraft flight and avoidance criteria
considerations
p0125 A71-29768
U.S. air carrier accidents due to atmospheric
turbulence, considering in-flight weather
problems, airborne meteorological radar, CAT
detection systems, etc
p0426 A71-29770
Flight characteristics under atmospheric turbulence
conditions, analyzing analog trace records of
airspeed, normal acceleration, altitude, air
temperature, control surface and flight attitude
parameters
p0426 A71-29771
Jet transport aircraft stability and controllability
under atmospheric turbulence conditions,
discussing longitudinal and lateral- directional
characteristics with particular attention to
unstable spiral mode
p0426 A71-29772
Automatic aircraft landing system modification for
improvement of response to air turbulence effects
p0426 A71-29773
Pilot subjective evaluation of IB-70 aircraft
response to atmospheric turbulence in comparison
with measured accelerations
pO"26 A71-29774
V/STOL aircraft flight path and attitude controls in
turbulence, discussing design based on state
variable methods of control theory
P0426 A71-29776
Jet transport aircraft design for safety under air
turbulence conditions, considering cruise altitude
limitations and pitch and g excursion reduction by
special autopilot mode
p0427 671-29777
Computerized simulation technigues for investigating
aircraft accidents due to atmospheric turbulence
p0427 &71-29779
Commercial aircraft piloting in atmospheric
turbulence, discussing aircraft characteristics,
instrumentation, flying procedures, pilot training
and kinesthetic cues
p0427 571-29782
Aircraft structural design requirements based on
statistical analysis of air turbulence intensity
and gust loads records from large number of
research flights
pOU27 &71-29784
Aircraft gust alleviation, considering novement
correction based real time atmospheric turbulence
measurement
p0427 A71-29785
Atmospheric turbulence effects on handling qualities
and structural loads on aircraft
pOH27 A71-29787
Stratospheric turbulence induced aircraft buffeting
dependence on vertical wind shear, Richardson
number and thermal stability change from
underlying to overlying layer
p0480 A71-31365
Stratospheric turbulence induced aircraft buffeting
dependence on horizontal temperature and wind
distribution
p0481 A71-31366
Atmospheric turbulence prediction, discussing gust
•sensitive aircraft design for structural overload
and fatigue failure decreases
[AIAA PAPER 71-775] p0507 A71-34011
Flight investigation of turbulence effects on
aircraft longitudinal flying qualities, evaluating
pilot ratings for ILS approach task
[AIAA PAPER 71-905] p0595 A71-37156
Laser system for atmospheric wind velocity and
turbulence, using Doppler frequency shift
undergone by radiation beam scattered by particles
suspended in flows
p0653 A71-40490
Atmospheric and wake turbulence effects on aircraft
from discrete gust and spectral interpretations,
discussing load production and uncontrollable
rolling moments
p0656 A71-40507
Turbulence measurements in and near thunderstorms
correlated with aircraft stability measurements
from ground based radar
[NBC-11703] p0165 871-15152
Turbulence characteristics affecting aerodynamic
stability over heterogeneous terrain
[AD-716361] p0311 H71-19603
Stratospheric turbulence and horizontal temperature
measured at supersonic transport altitudes by
B-57F aircraft
[LB-542] p0333 1171-21284
Computation and measurements of dynamic aircraft
transfer functions to atmospheric turbulence
p0390 N71-23213
Feasibility and design criteria of laser Doppler
system for detecting and mapping turbulence Ijvels
and wind or velocity profiles in various
applications
[NASA-CB-103105] p0402 H71-24081
Meteorological radar for detection of thunderstorms,
hail, and turbulence hazardous to aviation noting
echo interpretation and radar transmission
[SBO-264-TP-148] pOI)56 B71-24394
Random process theory method for estimating response
of flexible airplanes to atmospheric turbulence
pOU63 H71-24708
Alleviation of lateral and longitudinal gust effects
on aircraft
p0463 H71-24709
Analysis of empennage loads and aeroelastic response
of T-tail transport aircraft in continuous
atmospheric turbulence
P0465 H71-24996
Flight evaluations using variable stability aircraft
to determine effects of turbulence induced
aerodynamic disturbances and lateral directional
dynamics on pilot performance
[HASA-CE-1718] p0474 1171-26170
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ATOMIC CLOCKS SUBJECT INDEX
Effects of spanvise variation of gust velocity on
alleviation system designed for uniform qust
velocity across span
[NASA-TN-D-6346] p0520 N71-28009
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom shock
wave thickness
p0523 N71-28367
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom shock
wave scattering
p052t N71-28369
Anomalous rise times of acoustic sonic boom
waveforms caused by atmospheric turbulence
p052U N71-28371)
Systems analysis of aircraft, aircraft guidance and
control systems, and atmospheric turbulence for
low visibility instrument landing system
requirements
[AD-722773] p0576 N71-30173
Application of linear control of systems with random
inputs to gust response control of aircraft
guidance in atmospheric turbulence
[OHEBA-P-131 ] p0578 N71-3032U
Evaluating effects of high altitude turbulence
encounters on XB-70 airplane
[NASA-TN-D-6457] p0580 N71-30718
Plight tests to determine handling qualities of
general aviation aircraft during ILS approaches in
turbulent air
p0583 N71-30771
Evaluating analytical models of turbulence having
non-Gaussian gusts distributions and effects of
wind shear on aircraft operations
p0584 N71-30778
Preliminary study of airplane-autopilot response to
atmospheric turbulence while operating in
altitude-hold and attitude-hold modes
pOSBit H71-30780
Aircraft design, flight characteristics, and
atmospheric effects on sonic boom during
supersonic and hypersonic flight
p0585 N71-30787
Approximative solution of nonlinear potential
equation for squall disturbance in transonic range
and pressure distribution on aircraft
p0587 N71-31061
Estimation of lateral and longitudinal rigid body
responses of aircraft structures continuous and
random atmospheric turbulence
[NASA-TN-D-6273] p0590 N71-312«2
Prediction method for performance of total
pilot-vehicle system in turbulence with
application to tracking tasks
[AD-722855] p0590 N71-31288
Atmospheric turbulence models showing gust load
influence on aircraft yaw motion
p062t N71-31891
Measurement and analysis of atmospheric turbulence
along Pacific Coast air route in Japan
[NAL-TP-222] ' p0645 N71-33583
Eelatioi between turbulence in stratosphere causing
aircraft buffeting, and vertical distribution of
meteorological parameters calculated from
radiosonde data
[NASA-TT-F-13981] p0707 N71-36398
Technigue for relating transient tolerances in inlet
throat Mach number and shock position to
supersonic unstart frequency due to atmospheric
turbulence for supersonic inlet design
[NASA-CH-11U372] p0723 N71-37835
ATOMIC CLOCKS
Time-frequency anticollision system for dangerous
aircraft detection and avoidance using stable
atomic clocks
[ONEBA-TP-938] pOU88 A71-31875
Synchronization of distant atomic clocks by mere
overflight - Operation Synfral
[ONERA-NT-165] p0055 N71-11681
ATOHIZATION
0 ATOMIZING
ATOBIZEBS
Optical measurement of sprays mean droplet size,
assessing operating variables effect on air-blast
atomizer characteristics
pOU11 A71-28756
Gas turbine engine startup igniter with modified
propellant atomizer enhanced by air injection
p041t| A71-28969
ATOHIZIBG
Supersonic combustion ramjet engine with liquid fuel
injection, considering atomization process and
ignition criteria
p0133 A71-16531
Two phase mixture noneguilibrium flow mathematical
model with allowance for colliding droplets
coagulation and atomization based on high speed
photographic studies
p0290 A71-24380
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber start-up and
burning performance, considering air injection and
propellant atomization
pOtlt A71-28968
ATS (SATELLITES)
0 APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
ATS 1
Navigational accuracy resulting from sidetone
signals relayed by two synchronous fiTS-1 and ATS-3
satellites and application to aircraft navigation
[NASA-CH-121977] p0686 N71-35770
ATS 3
Navigational accuracy resulting from sidetone
signals relayed by two synchronous ATS-1 and ATS-3
satellites and application to aircraft navigation
[NASA-CH-121977] p0686 N71-35770
ATTACK AIRCRAFT
NT A-1 AIRCRAFT
NT A-6 AIECRAPT
NT A-7 AIRCRAFT
NT B-52 AIRCRAFT
NT B-57 AIBCBAFT
NT B-70 AIRCRAFT
MT BOBBER AIRCRAFT
NT BDCCANEER AIRCRAFT
NT F-14 AIRCRAFT
NT F-15 AIRCRAFT
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT
NT F-101 AIRCRAFT
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
NT FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
NT JAGUAR AIRCRAFT
NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
NT OV-10 AIRCRAFT
NT SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
NT TSE-2 AIRCRAFT
NT VJ-101 AIRCRAFT
Mach 2 Hirage Milan ground attack fighter, noting
lift aid moustache, low speed and steep approach
handling from short airstrips
p0029 A71-127«0
Automated design system producing wire format data
for cabling avionics subsystem of light attack
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 69-976) p0145 A71-17698
Cheyenne attack helicopter weapons system,
discussing night vision capability, armament, fire
control and navigation equipment integration
[AHS PREPRINT 530] pO«50 A71-31091
Weapons delivery computer for attack helicopters,
using planar distributed function generator for
general closed form instantaneous solution
capability
[AHS PREPRINT 531] pO«50 A71-31092
Armored cockpit for attack aircraft combat
effectiveness, including mold line tumbling
plates, terminal ballistic kinematics and integral
structural armor
[AIAA PAPER 71-778] p0545 A71-35530
Installation and structure of aerial laser camera
for photographic scanning from aircraft
[AD-723820] p0620 N71-31727
Maintenance, management planning, and requirements
for single seat attack/fighter aircraft
[AD-723227] p0623 N71-31805
ATTEHBATIOH
NT ACOUSTIC ATTENDATION
NT ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
NT SHOCK HAVE ATTENUATION
Effect of turbulent shear on decay of trailing
vortex system behind aircraft
[AD-720852] p0516 N71-27333
ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)
NT PITCH (INCLINATION)
NT BOLL
NT SATELLITE ORIENTATION
NT YAH
Epidemiology statistics of USAF spatial
disorientation aircraft accidents, noting pilot
training, flight environment and indoctrination
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SUBJECT INDEX ADTOHATIC COBTBOL
remedy programs
p0651 A71-40359
Notation and nomenclature for systems of axes,
attitude angles, direction angles, and flight
control systeos for aircraft dynamics
CABC-B/B-3562-PT-2] p0634 N71-32862
ATIITUDB COBTBOL
HI DIHBCTIOHAL COHTBOL
HT LATERAL CONTEOl
NT LOHGITDDINAL COHTEOL
HI THEOST VECTOE COKTEOL
Attitude and velocity control for VIOL aircraft
takeoff and landing operations in hovering flight,
discussing simulation devices and testing
operations
[DGLR-70-073] p0129 A71-15948
Kalman-Bucy linear filtering algorithm application
to nonlinear estimation of single channel missile
attitude control system parameters
p0182 A71-18835
Planar microwave array antenna for scan requirement,
discussing tilt angle and element arrangement
optimization
[AIAA PAPEB 70-191] p0221 A71-22030
Constant attitude light aircraft flight control
system, describing design studies for minimum
pilot command reguir.ements
CSAE PAPEB 7103931 p0286 A71-2U257
Aircraft with automatic thrust controller,
calculating transfer functions characterizing
speed and attitude control modes
p0297 A71-24910
System for aerodynamic control of rocket vehicles by
secondary injection of fluid into nozzle exhaust
stream
[NASA-CASE-XLA-01163] p0169 N71-15582
Principles of operation and characteristics of
attitude control systems for surface-to-surface
missiles
CAD-717096] p0331 N71-20922
preliminary study of airplane-autopilot response to
atmospheric turbulence while operating in
altitude-hold and attitude-hold modes
pOSSt N71-30780
flight simulation of hovering vertical takeoff
aircraft with various attitude and speed controls
p0626 N71-31955
ATTITUDE 6IBOS
NT GYBO HOBIZOSS
Behavior of attitude gyro and gyro horizon during
looping flight
p0119 B71-13281
ATTITDDE IBDICATOES
NT GIBO HOBIZONS
Combined' optical attitude and altitude indicating
instrument for use in aircraft or spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-XLA-01907J p0391 N71-23268
AITITDDE STABILITY
NT DIBECTIONAL STABILITY
NT GYBOSCOPIC STABILITY
NT LATEEAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
Investigating nonlinear digital control methods for
attitude stabilization of VIOL aircraft
pOIIU N71-12615
ADDIO EQDIPHENT
NT BICEOPHONES
Airborne audio-video recording system designs and
reguirements
[AD-727025] p068« N71-35280
AUDIO ?ISOAL EQUTPHBHT
U TBAINING DEVICES
D VISUAL AIDS
AUDITOBI PEBCEPTION
prediction methods for human aircraft noise
perception, assessing weighted sound pressure
level or complex loudness-noisiness computation
scales
p0659 A71-10866
subjective evaluation tests of ground observers on
relative noise from acoustically treated engine
nacelles of Boeing 707 aircraft
[NASA-CB-1717] p0252 N71-18499
AODITORY STIHULI
Temporal and spectral stimuli combinations effects
on judged noisiness of aircraft sounds by college
students
p0365 A71-27531
AOGHEHTATIOB
NT THBDST AUGBENTATION
AURORAL ACTIVITY
U AUBOBAS
ADBOBAL EBISSIOB
U AUBOBAS
AOBOEAS
Auroral oval continuity during winter /1969-1970/
from jet aircraft ionospheric instrumentation,
showing band distribution along geomagnetic pole
p0082 A71-14526
Photometer observations of auroras from CV-990
aircraft
[NASA-CB-116855] p0258 N71-18996
Photometric observations of auroral scattering by CV
990 aircraft
[BASA-CB-117466] p037» N71-22135
AUSFOBBING
High velocity metal working, discussing airfoil
forging, ansforging of bearing race blanks,
tooling, etc
[SHE PAPEB HP-70-228] pOOItt A71-11267
AUSTEHITIC STAINLESS STEELS
Chromium and titanium alloyed austenitic steels,
examining short and long time application as
turbine engine parts
p0274 A71-23295
High temperature steel and alloys metallurgical
processes for stationary and aircraft gas turbine
engine components, discussing production-quality
control-research interrelationship
p0274 A71-23301
ADSTBALIA
Heteorological flight search for clear air
turbulence in stratosphere above Australia, 1966
p06«5 N71-33671
ADSTBIA
Synoptic meteorology for airports in Spain, Austria,
France, Switzerland, and Alps
[AD-720708] p0519 N71-27807
AOTOGYBOS
Stowable aircrew vehicle escape rotoseat autogyro,
providing controllable flight for pilot after
ejection
p009<l A71-15418
Jet flaps application to autogyro rotor, using
pressure jump for air centrifugation
p0661 A71-11399
AUTOKINESIS
Canadian Forces experiments on aircraft flashing
lights covering warning signals, navigation and
anticollision displays and autokinetic phenomenon
p0661 A71-IH491
AUTOHATA TBEOBI
Developing self-organizing control systems for
application in aeronautics
P0114 N71-12613
AUTOBATIC CONTROL
NT ADAPTIVE CONTBOL
NT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTBOL
NT AUTOBATIC LANDING CONTBOL
NT DYNABIC CONTBOL
NT FEEDBACK CONTBOL
NT LEARNING MACHINES
NT NUBERICAL CONTROL
NT OPTIBAL CONTEOL
NT PEOPOETIONAL CONTEOL
NT SELF ADAPTIVE CONTBOL SYSTEMS
NT TIHE OPTIBAL CONTEOL
ATC automation, using conflict prediction algorithm
based on airspace assignment to aircraft entering
system
p0018 A71-11698
Trailing edge flap automatic control for glider
performance improvement
p0063 A71-13020
Automatic antisurge control of axial compressor
using partial gas recycling bypass method
p0069 A71-13370
Spacecraft and aircraft automatic control man
machine interface, bionics and traffic control
systems
p0081 A71-1<4393
Soviet book on aviation automation covering
automatic control systems in piston, turbojet and
turboprop engines, navigation, air temperature and
pressure
p0089 A71-15223
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AUTOHATIC COHTBOL VALVES SOBJECT IHDEI
Aircraft automatic landing improvement through use
of space diversity ILS receiving system
p0181 A71-18830
ATC automation program for en route and terminal
centers, discussing combined nationwide system
features, IFB volume and video digitizer data
links
p0210 A71-21659
ATC electronic automation systems development for
air safety improvements
p0271 A71-22953
Automated fueling for Kennedy jet airport, using
computer controlled underground bulk storage-
satellite tank pipeline system
p0288 A71-2U300
Aircraft with automatic thrust controller,
calculating transfer functions characterizing
speed and attitude control modes
p0297 A71-2H910
Soviet book on aircraft and rocket engines control
automation, discussing nuclear pover plant/fuel
systems design and control simulation methods
p0355 A71-26U03
Fluidic cabin pressure automatic control systems for
military and civil aircraft, discussing design,
operation and performance
pO<432 A71-30308
French ATC, discussing automatic coordinator
systems, computer utilization and flight plan data
processing
pO«35 A71-30382
Maastricht Automatic Data Processing and Display ATC
system with digital computers for aiding
controllers in issuing instructions and making
decisions
p0135 A71-30383
Potential 'benefits accruing to air superiority
fighters by integrating automatic feedback control
system technology into design, using F-t as
baseline configuration
[AIAA PAPER 71-76U] pOSOS A71-34002
Computerized automatic control of aircraft
electrical system using remote power controllers
and multiplexed data bus for wiring reduction and
reliability improvement
p0537 A71-31700
Avionic and missile computer control systems,
describing universal function unit design and
digital processing reguirements
p05«9 A71-35775
Remote power controller as static circuit protection
device for aircraft and spacecraft automatically
controlled electrical wiring system, discussing
performance improvement '
pOSSO A71-35782
Computerized automatic estimation technigues
application to real time aircraft tracking in ATC
system design
CAIAA PAPER 71-926] p0596 A71-37172
Flight test experiment to evaluate mechanized
automatic control system to minimize wake
turbulence effects on aircraft
p0657 A71-40509
Hathematical models for computerized ATC automatic
aircraft flight tracking logics without tracks
smoothing
p0669 A71-t2396
IBH 9020 multiprocessing computer application to
ATC, discussing control sectors for inflight
control at air route traffic control centers in
D.S.
p0696 A71-1I3888
Trends in automatic control field in last two
decades, emphasizing optimal control and'
performance criteria selection
fAIAA PAPER 71-1001] p0701 A71-U1591
Computerized radar plot extractor module for
automatic air traffic control
p0125 N71-13936
Control problems in airline operations particularly
air cargo handling
p0128 N71-11H30
Investigating computer program functions and test
procedures for failure analysis of HAS En Route
Stage A Bodel 1 System
(FAA-NA-7C-31]
 P0158 N71-1U567
System description of field test model of ARTS 2
modular alphanumeric nontracking ATC system
p0255 S71-18815
Approach pover compensator system for manual and
automatic Havy carrier landing system
[AD-722025] p0522 N71-282U1
In-flight F-111 data on total and static pressure
from left inlet during automatically scheduled and
manually controlled off-schedule positioning of
spike at Hach 0.68 to 2.18
[NASA-TN-D-6U90] p06UO N71-33211
Evaluation of automatic guidance modes and software
for V/STOL aircraft flight control
[NASA-CR-121768] p067t N71-3H016
Computerized real time data processing and display
system for air traffic control in airspace over
Belgium, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, and Germany
P0722 N71-377U4
AUTOHATIC CONTROL VALVES
NT PBESSDBE HEGDLATOBS
SDTOBATIC DATA PROCESSING
D DATA PROCESSING
ADT08ATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
NT AOTOHATIC LANDING CONTROL
Concorde automatic flight control, noting reduced
weight and speed accuracy limit at Bach 2
p0132 A71-16325
VTOL aircraft avionics systems, discussing automatic
flight control and navigation systems integration
P0116 A71-17925
Variable camber flap automatic control equipment for
glider, considering combinations of mechanical,
electrical and electronic approaches
p01«9 A71-18250
Optimum automatic flight control technigues in
horizontal guidance of aircraft at terminal
P0200 A71-20306
V/STOL aircraft automatic flight controls and
electronic head down displays, discussing handling
qualities, lift effectiveness and
autostabilization
p0280 A71-2394i(
Automatic control system for fighter aircraft
sideslip correction, using rudder position sensor,
transverse accelerometer and high pass filter for
anticipatory sideslip reduction
P0288 A71-2<I288
Soviet papers on automatic control for flight
vehicles. Part 1, covering dynamics of linearized
systems, deterministic and random inputs,
stability, oscillations, thrust control, etc
p0297 A71-24897
V/STOL aircraft instruments, deck display and
automatic flight controls for takeoff and landing
operation
POU15 A71-29132
Controlled aircraft motion under strict kinematic
constraints in terms of simple subsystems, noting
pilots role in Newmark theory
pOtitS A71-31021
European Airbus automatic pilot and flight control
system, including computers in electromechanical
subassemblies
pOt90 A71-3191II
Concorde aircraft automatic landing and flight
control system objective, design, reliability and
certification tests
POU90 A71-31915
Helicopter automatic flight control eguipment,
discussing autopilot stabilizer, localization
system, ground approach guidance coupler and
flight director
P0190 A71-31916
Soviet book on aircraft automatic control systems
covering linear theory, design, autopilot, man
machine performance, operation modes, etc
p053t A7 1-314173
Automatic flight control accommodation to dynamic
characteristics variations of airframe, providing
uniform response for all flight conditions
P0599 A71-37296
Automation in third generation ATC reguiring
distributed management and spacing functions
delegation to pilot
[CASI PAPER 72/15] p0602 A71-37602
Automatic ATC display systems, discussing electronic
flight progress strip for telemetry reproduction
p0607 A71-38300
Large crane heavy lift helicopter stability and
controllability, considering effects of slung
loads, performance improvement, automatic flight
control and physical size
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SUBJECT IBDEX AUTOBATIC PILOTS
p0609 A71-38651
Automatic flight control systems, discussing pilot
as systems manager or retained in control loop
p0699 A71-44454
American development in automatic flight control,
noting F4A requirements, pilot involvement and
visibility enhancement
p0699 A71-44455
Considering design of digital computers for guidance
and control of aerospace vehicles
[AGABD-CP-68-70] P0113 1171-12601
Investigating tasks of data processing equipment in
advanced navigation systems for aircraft
p0113 N71-12604
Evaluating use of airborne digital computers for
guidance and control of X-15 and F-104 aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-66491] p0113 N71-12610
Developing high integrity digital flight control of
variations in performance of complex systems
p0114 H71-12614
Digital data processing for designing automatic
flight control systems
p0114 H71-12616
Dynamic response of vehicle and its automatic flight
control system
p0325 N71-20334
Operational performance of Hawker Siddeley aircraft
automatic flight approach and landing control
system
p0393 1171-23414
Operational performance of automatic V/STOL flight
control systems using jet thrust or air bleed
p0394 1171-23415
Human factors and control system failures in jet
upsets during turbulence encounters
p0395 N7 1-231124
Helicopter gyro displacement measurements at
differing flying conditions
[FOA-2-C-2356-49-/72/] p0477 H71-26567
Preliminary study of airplane-autopilot response to
atmospheric turbulence while operating in
altitude-hold and attituderhold modes
p0584 N71-30780
ADTOHATIC LAHDIHG COHTBOL
Aircraft all weather automatic landing system,
discussing component weights and reliability
connected with problem area
p0023 A71-12274
All-weather automatic landing electronic technology,
describing flight automation landing system for VC
10 BAG 111 and Concorde aircraft
p0023 A71-12275
Helicopter automatic and manual low visibility
landing systems evaluation by hybrid computer
simulation
p0149 A71-18423
Two dimensional aircraft automatic landing motions
control processes by simulation without use of
moving cockpit simulator
p0196 A71-20066
Transport aircraft all weather automatic landing
operation, examining guidance system and
independent monitors
[SAE PAPEB 7104411 p0407 A71-28323
Automatic landing systems independent monitor for
L-1011 aircraft, providing pilot confidence under
reduced visibilities ,
[SAE PAPEB 710443] p0407 A71-28324
Trident aircraft autopilot for automatic landings in
blind conditions, discussing operational problems
p0418 A71-29261
Automatic aircraft landing system modification for
improvement of response to air turbulence effects
p0426 A71-29773
Caravelle aircraft all-weather Sud lear automatic
landing system operation and performance
p0490 A71-31913
Concorde aircraft automatic landing and flight
control system objective, design, reliability and
certification tests
p0490 A71-31915
Automatic landing systems using inertial navigation
derived translational state information,
discussing evaluation by simulation of transport
aircraft operating with conventional instrument
landing system
[AIAA PAPEE 71-795] p0508 A71-34020
Soviet book on air transportation covering ATC,
automatic landing and information display systems
p0540 A71-35194
Lockheed L-1011 development, discussing flying
stabilizer design, direct lift control and
autoland system
[AIAA PAPEB 71-782] p0545 A71-35532
Cost effective high speed projectile trajectory
plotting system for gunnery range instrumentation,
applying to aircraft path recording during
automatic landing control
P0560 A71-36613
L-1011 aircraft automatic landing safety and
performance improvement through direct lift
control, discussing flight control system
integration
[AIAA PAPEB 71-906] p0596 A71-37157
Performance limitation of simplified radio- inertial
lateral control guidance system"subject to
stochastic gusts for automatic landing
[AIAA PAPER 71-957] p0597 471-37198
Performance monitor for aircraft automatic landing
systems safety control
[AIAA PAPEB 71-958] p0597 A71-37199
European automatic flight control systems for
landing in category IIIA conditions, discussing
triplex system in Trident and simplex in Caravelle
p0699 A71-14456
Using automatic control theory with simple pilot
model for synthesizing helicopter landing approach
flight director control laws
[NASA-TM-X-66492] p0106 N71-12224
Developing mathematical model for tandem rotor
helicopter for analysis of automatic approach and
landing system
[NASA-TH-X-66493] p0106 N71-12225
Advanced ILS and automatic landing systems for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft - conference
[AGABD-CP-59-70] p0109 1171-12426
All-weather automatic landing systems and problem
areas
p0110 N71-12427
Importance of aircraft speed control relative to
longitudinal touchdown dispersion
p0110 H71-12432
All-weather automatic landing systems for use on
aircraft carriers and training ashore
pOIII N71-12438
Automatic pilot system for landing commercial
aircraft
p0111 N71-12440
Autopilot landing system for VC-10 aircraft
p0111 H71-12441
Direct lift control system for producing lift
without pitching moments during aircraft approach
and landing
p0111 H71-12443
Flight control 'systems for VTOL automatic landing
p0112 H71-12445
Automatic landing system of Concorde
p0112 N71-12448
Hinimizing performance criterion to analyze ability
of automatically controlled aircraft to maintain
accurate flight path control during landing
approach
[NASA-TN-D-6230] p0255 N71-18761
Fixed base simulation evaluation of one fully
automatic.and six manual low visibility landing
systems for helicopters
[NASA-TN-D-5913] p0325 H71-20305
Badio frequency interference monitoring for
instrument landing system in automatic landing
[BAE-TB-70076] p0393 H71-23356
Operational performance of Bawker Siddeley aircraft
automatic flight approach and landing control
system
p0393 H71-23H14
Automatic approach and landing system with flash
warning signal for CaravelTe aircraft control
p0396 N71-23429
iOTOHATIC PICT0BE TBABSHISSIOB
Frequency memories application to earth-satellite-
aircraft DBF communications, repeater apparata and
multiple access transmission of half tone images
in worldwide satellite communication
p0560 A71-36553
AOTOHATIC PILOTS
Digital computers in aviation electronics,
discussing automatic control loop in automatic
pilot
p0072 A71-13687
A-95
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Eigen proportional control method for second order
system with time varying parameters, applying to
aircraft autopilot systems
p0149 A71-18308
Automatic Carrier Landing System with linear
adaptive aircraft Navigation Computer,
investigating effectiveness in reducing system
errors due to nonlinearities and noise effects
p0202 A71-20405
Trident aircraft autopilot for automatic landings in
blind conditions, discussing operational problems
p0418 A71-29261
European Airbus automatic pilot and flight control
system, including computers in electromechanical
snbassemblies
p0490 A71-31914
Helicopter automatic flight control equipment,
discussing autopilot stabilizer, localization
system, ground approach guidance coupler and
flight director
p0490 A71-31916
Soviet book on aircraft automatic control systems
covering linear theory, design, autopilot, man
machine performance, operation modes, etc
p053« A71-34473
ATC avionics equipment, discussing inertial area
navigation, autopilots, airborne data acquisition,
altitude reporting, collision avoidance, CAT,
satellite communications, etc
p0536 A71-34615
BAG 111 autopilot development, discussing computer
compatible system for digital representation of
airborne flight test data and direct transmission
to ground-based computers
p0560 A71-36672
Sight line autopilot /SLAP/ for side-firing aircraft
pointing accuracy improvement, using optimal
regulator theory to generate control gains
[AIAA PAPER 71-960] p0598 A71-37201
German VAK 191B combat VIOL aircraft development
program, describing prototype ground tests,
autopilot preoptimization and hover flight tests
p0662 A71-41517
Automatic pilot and associated airborne equipment
developments for automatic landing systems
pOIIO N71-12434
Automatic pilot system for landing commercial
aircraft
p0111 N71-12440
Autopilot landing system for VC-10 aircraft
p0111 N71-12441
Autopilot for C-141 all-weather landing system
p0111 N71-12442
Automatic pilot TAPIE
p0112 H71-12444
Preliminary study of airplane-autopilot response to
atmospheric turbulence while operating in
altitude-hold and attitude-hold modes
p0584 N71-30780
Automatic pilots for control of rotary and fixed
wing aircraft
[AD-727789] p0720 N71-37611
AOTOHATIC SOCKET IMPACT PBEOICTOBS
0 COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
0 IMPACT PREDICTION
AOTOHATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
Aircraft structures fatigue testing device using
programmed control of electrical inputs to
electrodynamic vibration stand, noting load cycle
effects and damage accumulation
pOOCU A71-10409
Multiple dialect automatic test language for
avionics industry, considering software design
p0063 A71-13077
Automatic RF and microwave test equipment for
communication, navigation, radar and tactical
systems
p0063 A71-13083
Automatic digital test unit for avionics systems
p0063 A71-13085
Software cost estimates for automatic test equipment
for avionic support analysis
p0063 A71-13086
Dser requirements of Versatile Avionic Shop Test
/VAST/ computer controlled automatic test
equipment, including documentation, compatibility,
assurance plan, etc
p0064 A71-13087
Long range goals for avionics automatic test
eguipment /ATE/ involving complex computer
p0064 A71-13088
Automatic excitation forces generation for aircraft
structure ground vibration tests using digital
computer
[OHEBA-TP-870] p0090 A71-15352
Airborne Doppler radar receiver transmitter failure
testing by Versatile Avionics Shop Test computer
controlled system
p0412 A71-28778
Gas turbine engine condition analysis by digital
computer and fault isolation techniques
[SAE PAPEB 710448] p0438 A71-30532
Army aircraft automatic inspection and maintenance
monitorinq system, considering feasibility,
technology approach and effectiveness
[AIAA PAPEB 71-649] p0440 A71-30726
Onboard computer for aircraft enqine testing,
monitoring and data reduction, emphasizing
automatic in-flight recording for post-flight
displays
[AIAA PAPEB 71-651] p0440 A71-30727
Automated ultrasonic inspection system for L-1011
adhesive bonded fuselage panels using through
transmission technique
[SHE PAPEB IQ-71-746] p0495 A71-32437
Abbreviated test language for avionic systems,
discussing program organization, statement
formats, vocabulary and syntax diagrams
p0659 A71-40812
Computer controlled modular automatic test equipment
for DC-10 aircraft maintenance, discussing system
block diagram
p0662 A71-41518
Digital algorithm for automatic aircraft engine
monitoring system, using Boolean algebra and
events/states, theory
p0696 A71-43897
ADTOHATION
System automation evolutionary process in terminal
Air Traffic Control environment
[AIAA PAPEB 71-242] p0188 A71-19717
ATC automation system design, considering
controllers decision time savings
p0288 A71-24271
Automated orifice drilling optimal treatment
routines, including proper timing and adequate
total depth allowance
p0413 A71-28941
ATC data automation, discussing flight plant
processing system /FPPS/, radar data processing
system /HOPS/ and signal automatic control system
/SATCO/
P0495 A71-32523
Automation of technological processes in aircraft
engine production
[AD-714858] p0242 N71-17832
IDTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
Digital computer simulation of automobile impacting
flexible safety barrier, and multiple source
schlieren system for NAE trisonic wind tunnel
[DME/NAE-1970/3/] p0306 N71-19401
ADTOBOBILE ENGINES
Soviet book on automotive and jet aircraft engine
fuel chemical stabilizers under storage, transit
and operational conditions, examining additives in
relation to stability ratings
p0142 A71-17433
Chemical kinetic calculation of nitric oxide
formation in spark ignition automobile engines and
gas turbine combustors
p0436 A71-30454
Turbine propulsion system smoking and exhaust gas
emission, discussing aircraft and automobile
pollution emission
p0615 A71-39452
Technology review on electric automobiles, and
modified T-33 aircraft system for pyrotechnic hail
suppression seeding
[DBE/HAE-1970/4/] p0378 N71-22198
AUTOMOBILES
VIOL air system for automobile travel replacement
noting noise, cost, pollution and traffic
congestion reduction
p0669 A71-42527
Air and land transportation noise sources and
measureuent, noise level scales, and individual
and community responses - conference
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[PB-191117] p0037 H71-10319
Research projects in automotive engineering for
ground and air transportation
p0327 H71-20518
Safety standards development analysis for passenger
vehicles and aircraft
CAD-718397] p0392 1171-23333
AUTOPILOTS
0 AUTOMATIC PILOTS
AUTOROTATIOH
Helicopter optimal autorotation landing parameters
for touchdown at zero speed, including rotor rpm
drop due to flov separation on blades
p0692 A71-43090
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - transonic
[HASA-TN-D-7017] p0177 N71-16531)
Airspeeds, rotorspeeds, engine rigging, and gross
weight effects on OH-1 C helicopter during
autorotation
[AD-7170U7] p0331 H71-21363
AUXILIARY ELECTRIC POREB UHITS
U AUXILIARY POSER SOURCES
AUXILIARY. EQUIPHE8T (COHPUTERS)
HI PLOTTERS
AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES
BT SPACE POHER UNIT REACTORS
Aircraft emergency evacuation illumination
standards, considering independent power source,
crash survivable installation, operation
initiation and exit visibility
pOOOt A71-10030
Small gas turbines for aircraft auxiliary power
unit, considering compressor and combustor design,
noise, fuel consumption and specific weight
. problems
P0008 A71-10751
Electric power source reguirements of DSAF aircraft,
missile and spacecraft electrical systems
p0063 A71-13036
L-1011 aircraft auxiliary power unit with
lightweight free turbine engine, giving fuel
economy and lower pneumatic pressures
[SAE PAPEB 7008111] p0072 A71-13725
Integrated drive AC generator for aircraft,
discussing design improvements in power-weight
ratio
p0186 A71-1919U
Helicopter auxiliary power unit /APU/ life cycle
cost computation
p0357 A71-26679
Optimization of military VTOL aircraft secondary
power systems, considering alternate power source
for aircraft hydraulics, pneumatic drives, etc
[SAE PAPER 710115] p0107 A71-28326
Gas turbine auxiliary power unit accessories,
discussing high energy igniters, cables and
connectors, thermocouples and speed and
temperature monitoring eguipment
p0118 A71-29262
AVALAHCHE DIODES
Performance levels prediction for airborne solid
state phased array radar transmission sources,
considering TRAPATT .devices
p0663 A71-41630
AVIATIOB
0 AERONAUTICS
AVIATORS
D AIRCRAFT PltOTS
AVIOHICS
Avionics system maximizing pilot chances of
surviving mission and destroying selected target
by removing mental limitations
p0006 A71-10506
Aeronautical electronic eguipment, discussing static
transformer, radiotelephone sets, angle of
approach neter, etc
p0062 A71-13018
Hultiple dialect automatic test language for
avionics industry, considering software design
p0063 A71-13077
Versatile Avionic Shop Test /VAST/ general purpose
digital tester, discussing hardware and software
p0063 S71-13081
Automatic digital test unit for avionics systems
p0063 A71-13085
Software cost estimates for automatic test eguipment
for avionic support analysis
p0063 A71-13086
User reguirements of Versatile Avionic Shop Test
/VAST/ computer controlled automatic test
equipment, including documentation, compatibility,
assurance plan, etc
p006« A71-13087
Long range goals for avionics automatic test
eguipment /ATE/ involving complex computer
p0061 A71-13088
Digital computers in aviation electronics,
discussing automatic control loop in automatic
pilot
p0072 A71-13687
Army avionics technology transfer to civil aviation,
discussing communication systems, flight control
and landing aids
p0087 A71-15017
Lightning induced voltages in aircraft wing
structures, examining induced voltage across load
impedances in electric circuits
p0112 A71-17581
Automated design system producing wire format data
for cabling avionics subsystem of light attack
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 69-976] p0145 A71-17698
VTOL aircraft avionics systems, discussing automatic
flight control and navigation systems integration
p0146 A71-1792S
Avionics subsystem design improvements for
aeronautical systems, considering standardization,
weight impact, environmental control,
maintainability and eguipment growth
p0181 A71-18829
Navy avionic modular multiprocessing digital
computer operating system reliability, comparing
totally software and partly hardware approaches
p0182 A71-18833
Draw-through cooling of electronic eguipment in
subsonic and supersonic commercial jet transports,
discussing internal circulation system design
CSAE-AIR-61A] p0187 A71-196U2
Late model F-1 air superiority aircraft and
electronic flight control systems protection
against lightning discharges damage to electric
and electronic systems
p0194 A71-19910
Lightning and surge protection devices for
survivability of aircraft electrical systems
p0194 A71-19911
Avionics for.gliders and touring aircraft,
considering safety and VHF radio equipment
p0203 A71-2068U
Performance test methods and eguipment for aircraft
avionics and weapons systems, discussing computer
integration with radar and phototheodolite range
instrumentation system
p0211 A71-21660
Avionics for gliders and touring aircraft, surveying
available electronic eguipment for 1971
p0213 A71-21768
Soviet book on aircraft ground support and onboard
radio eguipment operation and reliability increase
by redundancy and rational methods, discussing
preventive maintenance
p0292 A71-24670
Avionics growth, discussing use of digital
computers, solid state transducers, integrated
circuits, electronic flight instruments, area
navigation and collision avoidance systems
.p0358 A71-26878
Airborne radio communication systems, stressing
electronic eguipment design reliability
p0358 A71-26880
Airborne Doppler radar receiver transmitter failure
testing by Versatile Avionics Shop Test computer
controlled system
p0112 A71-28778
Interface 1C circuits for driving high voltage
transistor switches from low level logic inputs,
noting avionics application
p0113 A71-28910
Heat exchanger miniaturization for avionics
applications, discussing design and fabrication
CHEAT EXCH. CONF. PAPER 15) p0487 A71-31636
Computer program for prediction of repair time
elements for versatile avionic ship test
p0501 A71-33314
Avionics systems for weapons control in F-14 fighter
aircraft, discussing track multiple targets,
sighting aids, radar, computer navigation.
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communications and built-in self testing
p0510 A71-34155
ATC avionics equipment, discussing inertial area
navigation, autopilots, airborne data acguisition,
altitude reporting, collision avoidance, CAT,
satellite communications, etc
p0536 A71-34615
Comet 4 installation and experimental program,
investigating avionics systems integration
techniques
p0538 &71-35070
Avionic and missile computer control systems,
describing universal function unit design and
digital processing reguirements
p0549 471-35775.
Space shuttle avionics system redundancy,
calculating costs for individual line replaceable
units
p0558 A71-36479
Streamer discharges effects on integrated aircraft
antenna and associated avionics, emphasizing RF
interference and component damage
p0608 A71-38462
Complex airborne electronic system design for
interference minimization, considering
electromagnetic compatibility
p0608 A71-38164
Reliability controlled maintenance plan' for avionics
equipment based on mean time between failures
p0611 A71-39087
Avionics combined display system for area
navigation, discussing design, color map
projection, overlays, CRT unit and viewability
p0650 A71-40137
Abbreviated test language for avionic systems,
discussing program organization, statement
formats, vocabulary and syntax diagrams
p0659 A71-40812
Lightning induced voltages in aircraft electrical
circuits
[NASA-TM-X-52906] p0039 N71-10391
Considering design of digital computers for guidance
and control of aerospace vehicles
[AGAHD-CP-68-70] p0113 H71-12601
Investigating system requirements of airborne data
processors
p0113 N71-12608
Investigating small digital processors as interface
between computer and sensor in airborne systems
p0113 N71-12609
Developing self-organizing control systems for
application in aeronautics
p0114 N71-12613
Data handling equipment for aerospace and ground
support applications - conference
fAGARD-CP-67-70]
 P0124 N71-13826
Simulation model for advanced avionics digital
computers
[AD-714140] p0176 N71-16295
Advanced aircraft for flight testing of integrated
electronics system for reusable space shuttle
[NASA-CR-114832] p0179 N71-16713
Development and characteristics of freguency
separated display devices for aircraft control
fAD-715458] p0255 871-18739
Interference prediction model for evaluating
expected interactions between avionics equipment
on aircraft
[AD-718997] p0455 N71-24357
Development and characteristics of electronic
equipment for digital processing of stochastic
signals for military aircraft avionics systems
[AD-719822] pOU65 1171-249511
Test methods and testing technigues for determining
technical performance and safety characteristics
of ground support service aviation eguipment
[AD-723036] p0577 N71-30258
Magnitude of induced voltages and their relation to
characteristics of lightning discharge and
electrical properties of aircraft electrical
systems
p0581 N71-30761
Simulation and modeling of advanced avionic digital
computer system operation for optimum hardware
configurations
[AD-723521] p0629 N71-32330
Cost effectivness, failure analysis, and design
techniques for measuring reliability of avionics
systems
CAGARD-LS-H7-71 J p071« H71-36776
Reliability estimation, including failure effect
analysis of avionic systems
P0714 N71-36777
Effectiveness of reliability programs for avionic
equipment
p0714 N71-36779
Cost ownership analysis of avionic egnipment
P0714 H71-36784
AVOIDANCE
HT COLLISION AVOIDANCE
AVBO BHITiOHTH HS-748 4IBCBAFT
D HS-748 AIRCRAFT
AVBO 707 AIBCEAFT
.Boundary layer separation and longitudinal and
lateral stability of ivro 707 aircraft during
flight tests
[A8C-CP-1107-PT-4J P0227 N71-17082
Low speed lateral stability and control flight tests
on Avro 707 aircraft
[ARC-CP-1106-PT-3] P0227 N71-17083
AXES (COORDINATES)
D COORDINATES
AXIAL COBPBESSIOK LOADS
Eccentrically stiffened thin cylindrical panels
instability under uniform axial compression,
uniform hoop compression and uniform shear
P0509 A71-3U150
Determining feasibility of increasing stator blade
loading of single stage compressor rig by bleeding
or bloving suction surface boundary layer
[NASA-CR-54573] p0255 N71-18749
AXIAL COHPBESSORS
0 TOHBOCOHPRESSOHS
AXIAL FLOW
Boundary layer development on slender rod in axial
shear flow for different profiles
P0135 A71-16711
Axial and swirling mean flow effects on sound
transmission and generation in hard walled ducts
P0143 A71-17620
Velocity and static pressure redistribution in
distorted flow field upstream of axial flow
compressors
[AIAA PAPER 69-485] p0295 A71-24856
Axial flow fan noise, investigating louvers effects
on sound field
p0357 A71-26704
Large axial compressor flow straightening stator
blades unsteady pressure measurements with short
response time detectors
P0363 A71-27469
Aerofoil cascades with axial velocity change in
incompressible flow, determining turbine blade
force dependence on circulation
p0409 A71-28467
Multistage axial flow compressors on digital
computer, testing gas dynamic design in final
adjustment phase
p0409 A71-28584
Monograph on potential flow interaction between
blade rows in axial flow compressors coverinq
mathematical model, numerical analysis and
experiment
P0413 A71-28883
Aerodynamics of axial and axial tangential blade
swirler twisted jet near nozzle, testing
effectiveness of equivalent problem of heat
conduction theory
p0482 A71-31522
Hach number effects on axial flow transonic
compressor characteristics, using empirical
corrections based on measured three dimensional
grid characteristics
p0497 A71-32715
Axial flow compressors stable operation, using
rotating guide vanes regulation
p0695 A71-U3554
Simulating downstream flow blockage doors in bypass
air duct of turbofan engine with axial flow fan
rotor
[NASA-TN-D-6071] p0041 N71-10537
Enthalpy and wall heat flux calculations for
stagnation region aft of blunt axisymmetric bodiet
in hypersonic axial flow
[AD-717418] p0374 N71-22087
Effects of wave inlet distortion at high and low
flow rate on performance of axial flow compressor
[COED/A-TDRBO/TR-20] p0381 N71-22428
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AXIAL FLO8 COHPEESSORS
D TURBOCOMPBESSOBS
AIIAl FLOS POHPS
NT TUEBINE PUBPS
Design and performance of 0.9-hub-tip-ratio axial
flow pump rotor with blade-tip diffusion factor of
0.63
[BASA-TH-X-2235] p032q N71-20288
AXIAL FLOS TORBIHES
Turbulence level effects on aerodynamic losses of
axial flow turbomachines, discussing boundary
layer of blades
p0066 A71-13143
Axial turbomachines boundary layer flow, describing
two dimensional cascade calculation methods
p0067 A71-131U6
Axial turbomachine three dimensional cascade flow
calculation from dynamics vector equations
p0276 A71-23601
Soviet book on theory of aircraft bladed machines
covering axial flow, centrifugal and composite
turbines and compressors, thermodynamic
efficiency, control turbocompressor matching, etc
p0355 A71-26401
Quasi-axisymmetric and superposed fine fluctuating
structure of ideal incompressible vortex flows in
axial flow turbines, assuming infinite mutual
blade proximity
p0369 A71-27714
nonlinear limit rotation velocity and circulation
induced by wheel in axial flow tnrbomachine for
incompressible ideal fluid, using iterative
numerical algorithm
p0369 A71-27715
Measurement errors in testing single stage air
driven axial flow compressors and turbines
p0409 A71-28582
Axial flow turbines comparative performance tests
under steady and pulse flow conditions for
turbocharger application
p0428 A71-29819
End play influence on dynamic bending vibration
stresses induced by aerodynamic forces in axial
flow turbine rotor blades in case of resonant
vibrations
p0494 A71-32298
German monograph on accelerating grids in wind
tunnel and axial flow turbine, covering
plane/secondary flows past cascades and
stator/rotor blading
p049« A71-32303
Axial flow gas turbines blade cascades forming
arrays with convergent channels, discussing
contours design
pOSOS A71-33615
Siren wail in turbine axial stage due to nonuniform
pressure fields behind blade cascades
p0555 A71-36180
Noise sources in axial flow fans, considering
radiation from turbulent boundary layers,
scattering of incident turbulence and secondary
flow influence
p0658 A71-40710
Streamline curvature analysis of compressible
subsonic, transonic and supersonic cascade flows
in axial turbine blades
p0698 A71-4U3I17
Flutter analysis on axial turbomachine bladinq
[AD-710791] p0041 H71-10562
Cold air tests on axial flow turbine with
transpiration cooled discrete hole stator blades
to determine coolant flow ejection effect on
turbine aerodynamic performance
[NASA-TB-X-2133] pOO<46 N71-11010
Computer program to generate turbine aerodynamic
requirements, approximate external blade
geometries, and coolant flow requirements for two
stage axial flow turbine
[NASA-TH-X-2229] p038t N71-22568
Cold-air tests to determine performance
characteristics of single-stage turbine with
stator blades employing transpiration coolant
ejection through wire mesh shell
[SASA-Tn-x-2176] p0401 N71-23980
Unsteady flow characteristics of tarbocompressors
and axial flow turbines including blade vibration
and damping
[OHE8A-TP-971] p0646 N71-33760
AXIAL LOADS
NT AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS
Coupling characteristic effects on dynamic response
of axially coupled turborotors with digital
computer program based on transfer matrix
technigues
p0387 B71-22712
AXISIHHETBIC BODIES
Axisymmetric body rapid rotation under center of
gravity velocity vector conditions, solving for
plane gliding motion stability in air
p0185 A71-19354
Beacting and nonreacting gases laminar boundary
layer flows over two dimensional and axisymmetric
bodies at zero lift, comparing numerical methods
p0190 A71-19860
Circular stagnation line position on axisymmetrical
blunt bodies with circular sharp edge
p0278 A71-23672
Numerical solution of axisymmetric minimum drag
bodies in hypersonic viscous gas flow, obtaining
coefficient of friction by local variations method
P0289 A71-24370
Nulticooponent nonegnilibrium air flow past
axisymmetric blunt body, calculating flow
distribution at various attack angles with time
dependent technigue
[AIAA PAPES 71-595] p048S A71-31575
Blunt and hemispherical base axisymmetric bodies in
Mach i» free stream, investigating turbulent near
wakes generation
p0660 A71-40999
Flare induced laminar boundary layer/shock wave
interactions on axisymmetric bodies at zero
incidence in supersonic flow under adiabatic
conditions
P0701 A71-44604
Ideal weight of axisymmetric fuselage shells, taking
into account load distribution and cabin
pressurization
p0704 A71-45180
Turbulent boundary layer and skin friction on
axisymmetric bodies in subsonic and supersonic
flow
CABC-B/H-3633] p0171 N71-15804
Dependence of aerodynamic coefficients on maximum
thickness and length of axisymoetric bodies in
supersonic flow
[DLB-FB-70-54] , p0250 N71-18444
Singularity method for calculation of potential flow
around axisymmetric rings
p0251 N71-18469
Subsonic near wake of blunt-based axisymmetric body
in uniform steady flow wind tunnel
p0647 N71-33811
AIISTHHETBIC FLOB
NT ANNULAR FLOB
Axisymmetric supersonic overexpanded ideal gas jet
calculation, using finite difference method based
on buildup principle
P0083 A71-14573
Started supersonic axisymmetric parallel diffuser,
examining wall static pressure and heat transfer
p0099 A71-15489
Nonstationary isentropic low density flows with
axial or central symmetry, suggesting
characteristics with flow rate and sound speed
variation as in stationary source flow
p0189 A71-19729
Turbulent flow in initial section of convergent
axisymmetric nozzle based on logarithmic velocity
law
p0266 A71-22409
Vortex layer near circular cone surface in
supersonic axisymoetric steady flow of homogeneous
inviscid gas
p0289 A71-24372
Linear theory of weakly pert-nrbed supersonic plane
axisymnetric flows of gas-particles mixture,
deriving partial differential equation for
perturbation potential
p0289 A71-24373
Numerical solution of nonuniforn enthalpy mixed
axisymnetric gas flow in curvilinear regions with
upper boundary and discontinuity using build-up
method
p0290 A71-24376
Steady three dimensional subsonic nonviscous flow
through turbomachine with arbitrary hub and shroud
A-99
AXLES SUBJECT IBDBI
shapes and finite blade number, using iterative
blade to blade procedure
[ASME PAPEB 71-GT-21 p0348 A71-259U8
Axisymmetrical three component flow equations for
incompressible viscous fluid in cylinder with
rotating disk
pOUitH A71-30855
Binary laminar boundary layer in hypersonic
axisymmetric stagnation point flow with
temperature dependent material properties,
presenting exact and approximate calculation
methods
p0543 A71-35422
Supersonic jet interaction with turbulent wake,
calculating plane and axisymmetric flow behind
body butt face
p05U6 A71-35630
Measuring distortion characteristics at engine face
station of axisymmetric inlet
[NASA-CE-16111] pOIOt 1171-12211
Near-continuum axisymmetrie hypersonic flow past
very slender bodies
[AD-715901] p0252 N71-18556
AXLES
D SHAFTS (HACHINE ELEMENTS)
AZIHOTE
Gyrocompass strapdown three coil synchro sensor
magnetometer in conjunction with vertical gyro,
eliminating azimuth detector inertial platforms
p0201 A71-20310
Development and testing of VHF omnirange transmitter
for aircraft azimuth guidance
[FAA-BD-71-65] p0687 N71-35779
Range and azimuth resolution characteristics and
aircraft separation measurment capability of radar
beacon-digitizer subsystem
[FAA-NA-71-16] p0715 K71-37038
A2F AIHCBAFT
D A-6 AIBCEAFT
AID AIBCBAFT
D A-1 AIBCEAFT
B
B-52 AIBCBAFT
Papers on LABS technology for aircraft structural
mode control covering B-52 and C-5A aircraft
p0017 A71-11658
1ABS flight control systems for turbulence induced
fatigue damage reduction in B-52 and C-5A
aircraft, using mathematical models
p0017 A71-11660
B-52 LAMS test vehicle structural modification and
instrumentation in flight phase
p0018 A71-11661
Optimal bomb release intervals from B-52 aircraft
bombing system
p0305 N71-19383
Approximation method for turbulence effects on
aircraft aerodynamic stability with B-52 examples
P0516 N71-27320
B-57 AIBCBAFI
Stratospheric turbulence and horizontal temperature
measured at supersonic transport altitudes by
B-57F aircraft
[LB-5U2] p0333 N71-21284
B-70 AIBCBAFT
Pilot subjective evaluation of XB-70 aircraft
response to atmospheric turbulence in comparison
with measured accelerations
pOH26 A71-29774
Measurement of engine exhaust noise during ground
operation of XB-70 aircraft
tBASA-TU-D-70143;) p0172 N71-15820
Base pressure measurements on XB-70 aircraft at Hach
numbers from 0.4 to 3.0
CNASA-TM-r-1612] p0229 H71-17132
Acoustic attenuation determined experimentally
during engine ground tests of XB-70 airplane and
comparison with predictions
(NASA-TH-X-2223] p02ll4 N71-17951
Evaluating effects of high altitude turbulence
encounters on XB-70 airplane
[NASA-TN-D-6U57] p0580 N71-30718
XB-70 aircraft for investigating and predictory
xB-70 aircraft for investigating and predicting
mountain waves
[NASA-CB-1878] p0591 N71-31351
B-103 AIBCBAFI
B BtrCCANEEB AIECBAFT
BAC AIBCBAFT
NT BAC 111 AIRCBAFT
HI H-126 AIBCBAFT
NT TSB-2 AIRCBAFT
NT VC-10 AIECRAFT
Aerial land rover for special needs of developing
countries as passenger and freight aircraft, crop
spraying and dusting, aerial survey and fire
fighting
p0658 A71-«0701
Aerodynamic interference caused by rear fuselage
mounted power plants on BAC aircraft
p0304 N71-19375
Low speed wind tunnel and flight stability tests of
BAC 221 aircraft longitudinal balance, noting
aileron difficulties
[ABC-CP-11314] p0333 N71-21205
BAC TSB 2 AIBCBAFT
D TSR-2 AIBCBAFT
BAC 111 AIBCBAFT
BAC 111 autopilot development, discussing computer
compatible system for digital representation of
airborne flight test data and direct transmission
to ground-based computers
p0560 A71-36672
BACKINGS
0 BACKUPS
BACKSCATTEBING
Effect of decreasing altitude on statistics of radar
backscatter from random rough surface
[NASA-CB-114803] p0162 N71-11755
BACKUPS
Third Chance flight control system, discussing
aircraft control capability with backup hydraulic
system after loss of dual main hydraulic systems
due to combat damage
pOi|20 A71-29382
BACTERIA
Microbiological fuel corrosion by bacteria and fungi
in fuel tanks
[AD-712103] p0056 N71-118M8
Decontamination of petroleum products with honey
CNASA-CASE-XNP-03835] p0397 N71-23U99
BAFFLES
Vertical motion of static loads over baffles during
loading operations using ground effect machines
[NPL-H07EBCRiFT-TM-31] p0230 N71-17160
BAGGAGE
Frankfurt terminal baggage conveyor system,
describing passenger capacity and luggage handling
eguipment
pOl|19 A71-29312
Baggage handling network, describing automobile
luggage check, inbound, connecting, customs clain
and recheck systems
p0605 A71-38025
Airport design for passenger and baggage handling
efficiency, considering choice between continuous
and batching type intra-airport transit system
p0665 A71-42072
BAGS
NT GAS BAGS
BALANCING
Subsonic static characteristics of slender wing
configurations using magnetic suspension and
balance system
CHASA-CB-1796) p0571 N71-29775
BALL BEABINGS
High temperature ball bearing design for turbojet
engines
[NASA-TH-X-52958] p0178 N71-1655U
BALLISTIC BADGES
Conference on ballistic range techniques and
equipment
[AGSEDOSBAPH-138] p0123 N71-13576
Aerodynamic characteristics of free flight bodies in
ballistic ranges
[NASA-TM-X-66536] p0123 N71-13583
BALLISTIC TRAJECTORIES
Boll moment of inertia to static nargin ratio effect
on yaw of repose angle magnitude in ballistic
match of projectiles
P0429 A71-29890
Bessel function solutions for low angle of attack
approach of flying vehicle to atmospheric boundary
and transition into vibrational motion
P0225 N71-16983
A-100
SUBJECT IHDEX BBABIHGS
BALLISTICS
HT TEBBINAl BALLISTICS
Ballistic data redaction for drag coefficient of
spherical projectiles, nsing time distance
relation for constant coefficient
p0070 A71-13H67
ONEBA hypersonic wind tunnels used for ballistic and
aerodynamic research kinetic heating problems and
control surface efficiency
[ONEBA-TP-877] p0147 A71-18025
BALLOOB FLIGHT
Inflation of initially spherical balloon of elastic
rubber-like material, discussing tensile
instability
p0315 A71-25415
Aerodynamic characteristics of captive balloons and
other lighter than air devices
[AD-717015] p0332 N71-21166
B1LLOOH SOOHDIHG
Mountainous region vertical air flow research,
describing saperpressare balloon and precise
pressure radiosonde system
p002U A71-12H20
Sounding system constant level superpressure
balloons for atmospheric circulation global
description at all levels and latitudes in
conjunction with satellite observations
p0213 A71-21742
Alcyon project PTA 1, considering balloon
stabilization efficiency during night-day
transition and system reliability
p0669 A71-H2400
Nonexpanding reflecting balloon for radar
measurement of stratospheric circulation
[NLL-H-20326-/5828.UF/] pO«01 N71-23934
BALLOONS
NT SIGH ALTITDDE BALLOONS
NT SETEOBOLOGICAL BALLOONS
Numerical stress-strain calculation for design of
high pressure fiberglass-reinforced plastic
balloons
p0012 A71-11018
Inflatable restraint collar for large balloons with
heavy loads using winch driven cable launching
p0020 A71-11821
Balloon and glider vertical speed indicators,
considering barometric devices and electric
variometer
p0148 A71-182U8
. Airships and balloons potential commercial use in
Canada, discussing cargo, passenger and military
applications
P0192 A71-19916
Development and characteristics of hot air balloon
deceleration and recovery system
[NASA-CASE-XLA-0682U-2] pOOSO N71-11037
Design and testing of stabilized balloon gondola for
astronomical gamma ray spectrometer
[ORNL-TH-2882] pOIOS N71-122<)2
Aerodynamic characteristics of captive balloons and
other lighter than air devices
t AD-717015] .p0332 N71-21166
BALLOTES
Expandable structures for midair pilot rescue device
with hot air filled BALLOTE, discussing BALLDTE
material development
[AIAA PAPER 71-<402] p03«1 A71-25278
Hach 8 variable-density tunnel used for
determination of aerodynamic beating of attached
inflatable decelerator configurations
[NASA-TB-X-2355] p0728 »71-38758
BAHDHIDTH
NT BROADBAND
BARKING FLIGHT
D TURNING FLIGHT
BABDEEB APPBOXIHATIOH
D ELECTBICAL PBOPEBTIES
U SDBFACE PBOPEBTIES
BABOBETEBS
Balloon and glider vertical speed indicators,
considering barometric devices and electric
variometer
p01«8 A71-18218
Barometric altimetry system inadeguacies and
approach/landing accidents, noting pitot static
components blocking hazards
p0694 A71-43381
BABOBETBIC PBESSOBE
0 ATHOSPHEBIC PRESSURE
BABOTBOPIC FLOW
Two phase supersonic barotropic flow with solid
particles around thin profile with allowance for
elastic particle collisions
p0362 A71-27450
BARS
NT ELASTIC BABS
BABICENTEB
D CEHTEB OF GRAVITY
BARYOBS
HI XH-51 HELICOPTEB
BASE FLOi
Inclined wedges in rarefied hypersonic flow
conditions, investigating base and wake pattern
geometrical and aerodynamic characteristics
p0561 A71-36756
Heat transfer in base type supersonic laminar and
transitional separated flows
[AD-710347] p0035 N71-10249
BASE PBESSDBE
Turbulent base pressure on conical afterbodies in
supersonic axisymmetric flow, including initial
direction effect
CAIAA PAPEB 70-555] p0082 A71-14U50
Hypersonic flight test base pressure results at high
Reynolds numbers for slender cone in turbulent
flow, noting implications for ground test
simulation
CAIAA PAPEB 7i-i3«t] pOl53 A71-18578
Rind tunnel testing of base pressure model attached
to long cylindrical body extended and supported
far upstream
[AIAA PAPEB 71-268] p0218 A71-21991
Low thrust jet effect on base pressures on
boat-tailed afterbodies in Bach number 0.8-1.2
flow
pO«29 A71-29889
Base pressure measurements on XB-70 aircraft at Hach
numbers from 0.4 to 3.0
[BASA-TH-X-16123 p0229 S71-17132
Flight-measured base pressures from sharp leading
edge upper vertical fin of X-15 aircraft compared
with wind tunnel data for turbulent flow at Bach
numbers from 1.5 to 5.0
[NASA-TN-D-63<(8] pOU01 N71-23922
BATTEBY SEPABATOBS
D SEPARATOBS
BEACHES
Design of computer assisted information system to
provide seacoast data for military'purposes
CAD-722i(27] p0572 N71-29660
BEACONS
NT BADAR BEACONS
NT RADIO BEACONS
NT BADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
Low profile optical system producing annular cone of
radiation from point source for high speed
aircraft beacon
p0185 A71-19203
BEAGLE AIBCBAFT
Beagle B125 training aircraft handling tests
[AAEE/963-PT-1] p0397 N71-23198
BEAH COLDBNS
D BEAHS (SUPPOBTS)
BEABS (RADIATION)
NT ELECTRON BBABS
NT LIGHT BEAHS
NT HOLECDLAR BEABS
BEAHS (SDPPOBTS)
NT BOX BEAHS
HI CANTILEVER BBABS
Nonlinear partial differential equation solution for
natural free-free vibrations of beam structures
[ASHE PAPER 70-RA/APH-55) p0078 A71-11172
Beams torsional rigidity under thermal stress due to
arbitrary temperature distribution
p0265 A71-22103
High speed tracked air cushion vehicles dynamic
interactions with guideways, considering model of
lumped double-sprung vehicle masses traveling in
tandem along simply supported beams
[AIAA PAPEB 71-386] p03U3 A71-25350
BE&BIHGS
NT ANTIFRICTION BEABINGS
NT BALL BEABINGS
NT GAS BEABINGS
NT BOLLEB BEABINGS
Baterial, design and operating principles of rotary
seals used in gas ducts, bearing elements and fuel
A-101
BEAT SUBJECT IRDBZ
systems of aircraft gas turbine engines
p0604 A71-38015
Flight tests of elastomeric bearings in main rotor
of AH-1G helicopter
[AD-721192] P0636 N71-32935
BEAT
D SYNCBBONISB
BEES
Decontanination of petroleum products with honey
[NASA-CASE-XNP-03835] p0397 117 1-231(99
BEHiVIOB
NT KUBAN BEHAVIOR
BELL AIBCBAFT
BT OH-1 HELICOPTER
Correlation studies based on wind tunnel test data
and flight tests to determine performance,
stability and control of XB-70-1 aircraft
CNASA-CR-111335] p0673 H71-31001
BBLl BILITiBT AIBCBAFI
D MILITARY AIBCBAFT
BEHABD CELLS
Radar observation of convective process in clear
air, presenting turreted top cell contour tracings
from PPI segaence
p0691 A71-U3088
BEHBIHG TBEOBT
Soviet papers on thin vailed aircraft structures
strength and stability covering bending theory,
circular cylindrical shells, thermal stresses of
rectangular plates, etc
p0511 A71-35301
BBNDIHG VIBBATIOR
Natural freguencies of cantilever turbine blade with
asymmetric aerofoil under coupled bending-torsion
vibrations, using Ritz-Galerkin method for
eguations of motion
P0011 A71-11011
Turbomachine blades torsional-bending vibrations
aerodynamic damping, noting natural freguency
shift
p0066 A71-13111
Shrouded aircraft engine turbine blades vibration
stresses found minimum by setting up paired blades
with fixed tension along shroud
p0266 A71-22595
End play influence on dynamic bending vibration
stresses induced by aerodynamic forces in axial
flow turbine rotor blades in case of resonant
vibrations
p019« A71-32298
Coriolis coupled bending vibrations of hingeless
helicopter rotor blades, noting out-of-plane
component contribution to aerodynamic coupling
p0599 A71-37291
BEBZERE
Benzene evaporation rate determined from flat plate
film boiling under high temperature air flow with
application to gas turbine air pollution reduction
[DLR-FB-70-58] p037« N71-22072
BEBYLLIDR
Be mechanical and physical properties, corrosion
behavior, toxicity, fabrication and application as
aircraft and spacecraft structural material
p0015 A71-11539
C-5A airplane Be brakes, considering critical design
weight environment for optimum load carrying
capacity
fSAE PAPEB 710127] pOtOS A71-28313
BERYLIIUH ALLOTS
Airframe structural uses of Al, Ti and Be alloys,
discussing need for structural efficiency
improvements by proper heat treatment and stress
relieving technigues
p0505 A71-33875
BESSEL FDNCTIONS
Bessel function solutions for low angle of attack
approach of flying vehicle to atmospheric boundary
and transition into vibrational motion
p0225 N71-16983
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Air piracy /hijacking/ bibliography, considering
national and international law, extradition,
punishment, prevention and safety ensurance for
passengers and crews
p0663 A71-11611
Bibliography of documents containing numerical data
on planar lifting surfaces
[AGARD-R-571-70] p0037 N71-10339
Bibliography on urban economics and planning
[AD-711500] p0180 N71-16871
Gyroscope theory and applications to inertial
guidance and navigation, vehicle stabilization,
and related uses - bibliography
[AGABD-B-582-71] p0317 H71-20002
Mathematical programming technigues applied to
aerospace structural design - algorithmic tools,
applications, and literature review
[AGABD-AG-149-71] p0322 N71-20128
Aeroelasticity and unsteady flow problems of
aircraft
pO»63 H71-21706
Bibliography on radar and radio navigation
.fDLR-HITT-70-21] p0513 N71-26970
Annotated bibliography on bird aircraft hazards and
accidents from Oct. 1967 to Jan. 1971
(TDCK-56961] p0576 S71-30128
Internal aerodynamics design manual considering
internal air flow system effect on aircraft
performance including bibliography
[AD-723823] p0627 N71-32059
Bibliography on fuel- and propellant-tanks
CAD-723920] p0627 N71-32071
High lift aerodynamic and propulsion system
configurations for short takeoff aircraft design -
bibliographies
[AD-721186] p0638 H71-33015
Test data reduction and prediction technigues for
high lift aerodynamic and propulsion system
configurations for short takeoff aircraft design -
bibliographies
[AD-721185] p0638 871-33016
Bibliographies on Japanese, German, and Italian
military aircraft during Second Horld war
[BAE-LIB-BIB-312] p0639 B71-33162
Literature survey and bibliography on noise
pollution including sources, effects, and control
[AD-724341] p0612 (171-33315
Annotated bibliography of aeronautical and
mechanical engineering and test reports - Jan.
1971
p0618 N71-33918
Annotated bibliography on noise pollution-sonic
booms
CAD-722910] p0675 N71-31023
Digital computer bibliography, programming
technigues and applications, and software
standardization and reliability
[AD-727605] p0722 N71-37766
BILLETS
Radiographic nondestructive testing method on
titanium billets for engine disk forging
pOOSI N71-11639
BIHABY FLUIDS
Inviscid binary gas mixture steady supersonic two
dimensional flow past convex corner, taking into
account spontaneous condensation
p0082 A71-11559
BIHABY BIXTUBES
NT BINABY FLUIDS
Binary gas mixture rarefied hypersonic flow
structure near blunt body, investigating diffusive
effects on recovery temperature dependence
p0099 A71-15188
BINABY SISTEBS (DIGITAL)
D DIGITAL SYSTEMS
BIHABY SYSTERS (HATEBIALS)
NT BINARY FLUIDS
8T BINARY BIXTDBES
BINDERS (ADBESITES)
D ADHESIVES
BIOENGINEEBING
NT ANTHHOPOHETRY
BIOLOGICAL HODELS
0 BIONICS
BIOBEDICAL DATA
Borld championship gliding team medicophysiological
problems during competition at Harfa, Texas,
discussing climatic adaptation, nutrition, hypoxia
and pilots general physical and psychomotor
conditions
P0662 A71-11576
BIOBETBICS
NT ANTHROPOMETRY
BIOBICS
Spacecraft and aircraft automatic control man
machine interface, bionics and traffic control
systems
A-102
SOBJECT INDEX BLOWING
p0081 471-11393
BIOSIHOLATIOH
D BIONICS
BIOSPHERE
D LOHEH ATMOSPHERE
BIRDS
Bird strikes incidence and prevention, discussing
velocity effects, oigration role and uses of
distress calls, falconry and radar
p0156 471-18661
Bird impact hazard to general aircraft, discussing
structural damage, flight safety and testing
procedures
p0299 471-21997
Materials and structural design development by high
velocity impact testing due to transport and
subsonic military aircraft susceptibility to bird
collision damage
p0123 471-29612
F 101 30,000 Ib thrust augmented turbofan engine for
B-1 bomber, considering maintainability and bird
ingestion tolerance
p0600 &71-37191
Radar observations of bird migrations to reduce risk
of bird-aircraft collisions
CAD-712720] p0106 N71-12232
Hhistlinq swan as potential hazard to aircraft
during migration periods along Eastern flyway
t40-720889] p0516 H71-27220
Annotated bibliography on bird aircraft hazards and
accidents from Oct. 1967 to Jan. 1971
CTDCK-56961] p0576 S71-30128
4ircraft hazards and accidents-due to birds
[4D-727881] p0720 N71-37617
BIT SYBCBEOHIZAIIOH
Bit and scanning field synchronizations of time
multiplex for air traffic control
pOS59 A71-36513
BL4CKBOBH B-103 AIHCBAFT
0 BUCCANEER AIRCRAFT
BLACKOUT (PROPAGATION)
NT ELECTHOBAGNETIC HOISE
BLADDERS (HECBAHICS)
0 DI4PHBA6BS (HECHASICS)
BLADE TIPS
Helicopter dovnvash velocities, noise and airloads,
examining rotor tip modification effects
p0093 A71-15110
Transonic compressor rotors blade camberline shape
optimization by various tip diffusion factor-ratio
combinations
p0198 471-20200
Marginal vortex effects on aerodynamics of
helicopter lifting surfaces, considering blade
form and noise spectrum tested in hydrodynamic
tunnel
p0363 471-27173
Combination tone noise generation from tnrbofans
with supersonic fan blade tip speed, determining
sound power distribution among engine rotation
freguency harmonics
[4I4A PAPER 71-730] p0113 A71-30777
Numerical solution of Fredholm equation for air duct
vortices of shrouded propeller with tip clearance
[DLH-FB-71-15] p0622 N71-31788
BLADES
Helicopter rotor stall characteristics,
investigating blade flexibility, unsteady
aerodynamics and variable inflow effects
CAHS PBEPHINT 520] p0119 A71-31086
Aerodynamics of axial and axial tangential blade
swirler twisted jet near nozzle, testing
effectiveness of equivalent problem of heat
conduction theory
p0182 A71-31522
Two dimensional supersonic flow pattern, velocity
and loss in shock waves in front of blade cascade
p0661 A71-118U2
BLADES (COTTERS)
Contoured silicone internal pressure bag mandrels
for helicopter rotor blades fabrication
p0283 A71-21096
BLASTOFF
D SOCKET LAUNCHING
BLEED-OFF
D PRESSURE REDUCTION
BLIND LANDING
Kalman filter simulation for estimating aircraft
position and velocity from airborne digital
computer data in zero-zero landing system
CAIAA PAPER 69-911] pOlis A71-17697
Blind landing by mobile beams and Doppler systems,
superseding heavy infrastructure ILS
p0116 A71-17951
Trident aircraft autopilot for automatic landings in
blind conditions, discussing operational problems
p0118 A71-29261
Holographic display for blind landing system with
variable image perspective over wide field of
view, using collimated or cylindrical laser beam
p0551 A71-36061
Military pilot handling characteristics, discussing
combat operations, accident prevention and blind
landing
p0669 A71-12239
BLOCKING
Simulating downstream flow blockage doors in bypass
air duct of turbofan engine with axial flow fan
rotor
[NASA-TN-D-6071] p0011 N71-10537
BLOSDOBN BIND 1DNNELS
Turbulent boundary layer separation at low
supersonic Bach numbers based on blowdown wind
tunnel tests
p0131 471-16582
Two dimensional test facility in blowdown wind
tunnel transonic section, discussing porous
sidewall boundary layer control effects on
airfoils geometric characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 71-293] p0271 A71-22957
Test facilities, wind tunnels and tests at
Modane-Avrieux Center
[ONEHA-NT-166] p0052 N71-11170
Calorimetric and thermocouple pyrometer heat flux
measurements in blowdown wind tnnnels
[OSBRA-NT-159] p0058 N71-12C59
Error analysis for pressure measurements on blowdown
supersonic wind tunnel models
[HPL-AEBO-13Q6] p0227 N71-17081
Semiscale blowdown and emergency core cooling
project test report
CIN-1393] p0230 N71-17190
Investigating effects of leading-edge blowing on
aerodynamic characteristics of jet flapped airfoil
p0210 N71-17702
Results of two-phase blowdown experiments with
straight tube test section and steam-water
mixtures
CAECL-3661] p0218 N71-18161
Nozzle flow calibration in blowdown wind tunnel
[HBB-TN-HS4-171J p0259 N71-19170
Flow control system design for blowdown wind tnnnels
and disturbance effects on regulating accuracy
[NAL-TH-22] p0383 N71-22176
Hypervelocity blowdown nitrogen wind tunnel with
graphite resistance heater noting nozzles,
diffuser, and calibration
tIC-AEBO-71-01] p0162 N71-21675
Support systeis and operational design of nitrogen
hypervelocity blowdown wind tunnel
CAD-7223U5] p0571 N71-29907
BL01IHG
Rind tunnel stability tests of wing with different
blowing nozzle arrangements on bottom overpressure
surface at 18 and 30 m/sec air speeds
P0278 471-23663
Blowing and suction effects on laminar boundary
layer flow of guiet fluid over permeable rotating
cone, discussing skin friction and heat transfer
p0290 471-21106
Optimal blowing wall jet prediction for suppressing
separation froo high lift aerofoils with
incomplete nixing of upstream boundary layer
p0351 471-26196
Self similar numerical and asymptotic solutions of
laminar mnlticomponent isothermal boundary layer
equations for large blowing rates
P0517 471^35633
Rind tunnel study of augmented ram-wing vehicle with
various blowing arrangements
[PB-189125]* p0392 N71-23283
Laminar boundary layer on wing and body of
revolution in presence of blowing
CNASA-TT-F-13627] pOlOO N71-23796
Low-speed wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests
on sweptback wing model with blowing at leading
edge slats and trailing edge flaps for Buccaneer
aircraft performance
A-103
BLOFF BODIES SUBJECT IHDEX
[AEC-B/M-3655J p0459 N71-24565
Blowing effect on static efficiency of two
dimensional air intakes with momentum injection in
boundary layer control form
[AHC-R/M-3656] p0515 N71-27149
Theoretical analysis of trailing edge blowing
effects on circulation around airfoils based on
iterative solutions with lift coefficients
[AD-726434] p0680 N71-3S202
BLOFF BODIES
Compressibility correction for subsonic flows past
bluff bodies, considering boundary distortion and
pressure distribution shift
p0339 A71-25149
Aerodynamic behavior of bodies in wake of two
dimensional bluff bodies, discussing loads
pO«19 A71-29265
Drag in turbulent wakes behind bluff bodies measured
directly and compared with measurements derived
from von Karman equation
[DLR-FB-70-27] p0328 N71-20685
BLUHT BODIES
Pressure distributions prediction on blunt bodies at
angle of attack, considering bodies of revolution
and large angle cones
[AIAA PAPEB 70-208] p0016 A71-11580
Three dimensional incompressible wake behind blunt
obstacle at leading edge of flat plate compared
with mathematical model by Oseen linearization
[AIAA PAPER 69-717] p0069 A71-13434
Hypersonic viscous air flow past blunt bodies with
radiation, obtaining solution for Havier-Stokes
equations by finite difference scheme
p0076 A71-11062
Blunt body problem with detached shock, considering
methods of lines and integral relations agreement
for wide range of Hach numbers
p0082 A71-14449
Binary gas mixture rarefied hypersonic flow
structure near blnnt body, investigating diffusive
effects on recovery temperature dependence
p0099 A71-15488
Blunt body stagnation point heat transfer in
hypersonic flow, describing gas dynamic equations
flow field viscosity and conductivity
p0100 A71-15490
Steady two dimensional ideal gas flow past blunt
body at incident infinite Hach number, obtaining
qas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa approaches infinity
pD100 A7t-15553
Hongray absorption and radiation cooling on smooth
symmetric blunt bodies included in modified Haslen
flow field method for radiation and large blowing
[AIAA PAPER 69-637] p0134 A71-16566
Lateral vibration effects on heaving airfoil blunt
trailing edge vortex shedding flows, examining
base cavity damping by flow visualization
p0143 171-17621
Turbulent heat transfer measurements on blunt cone
in nitrogen flow at high Hach number under various
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 71-38] p0151 A71-18499
Three dimensional inviscid compressible flow past
sharp shouldered blunt bodies at angle of attack,
presenting time dependent finite difference
technique
[AIAA PAPER 71-56] p0151 A71-18515
Solid particle impurity effects on hypersonic shock
tube flow, determining error in blunt body
measurements
p0182 A71-18916
Soviet book on gas flow past blunt bodies. Part 1,
Flow analysis and calculation methods covering
finite difference theory, algorithms, etc
p0182 A71-19049
Soviet book of gas dynamic function tables for two
and three dimensional flows past blunt bodies
p0183 A71-19050
Hypersonic radiating gas inviscid flow past blunt
bodies, using spherical harmonics approximation
p0185 A71-19183
Interaction between radiation from shock wave region
and oncoming cold air flow in hypersonic flow past
blunt body
p0189 A71-19730
Dissociating airflow over two dimensional blunt
body, determining laminar boundary layer chemical
reaction suppr "jssion effects on heat exchange
p0190 A71-19718
Nonequilibrium multicomponent ionization
calculations for stagnation merged shock layer of
hypersonic blunt body by successive accelerated
replacement
C A I A A PAPER 69-655] pd9i A71-19890
Nose bluntness, angle of attack and oscillation
amplitude effect on hypersonic unsteady
aerodynamics of slender cones
(AIAA PAPER 70-216] p0192 A71-19895
Dnsteady analogy for hypersonic flows past blunt
bodies with shock deformation
p0217 A71-21863
Trajectories prediction for subsonic spin stabilized
projectiles via water tunnel tests, considering
blunt nose and tail and rounded nose right
circular cylinders
[AIAA PAPER 71-296] p0220 A71-22016
Aerodynamic effects of bluntness on slender cones in
free flight tests at Hach 17
[AIAA PAPER 70-554] p0264 A71-22090
Unperturbed atmospheric parameters calculation from
surface measurements of blunt body at hypersonic
speeds under various aerodynamic conditions
p0267 A71-22678
Circular stagnation line position on axisymmetrical.
blunt bodies with circular sharp edge
p0278 A71-23672
Aerodynamic forces and hinge moments of delta
cruciform control surface in blunt-nosed canard
configuration for subsonic, transonic and
supersonic flows
p0339 A71-25161
Time asymptotic solutions for hypervelocity blunt
body flow field with coupled nongray radiation,
treating shock as discrete surface
[AIAA PAPER 70-865] p0345 A71-25453
Emmons spot theory extension for boundary layer flow
on blunt bodies, deducing spot formation rate'
dependence on transition Beynolds and Hach numbers
p0366 A71-27557
Multicomponent noneqnilibrium air flow past
axisymmetric blunt, body, calculating flow
distribution at various attack angles with time
dependent technique
[AIAA PAPEB 71-595] p0185 A71-31575
Inviscid supersonic flow field structure over blunt
delta wing, determining attack angle effects on
shock layer surface pressure distributions and
streamline patterns
[AIAA PAPES 71-596] f>0185 A71-31576
Supersonic flow past steady and oscillating blunt
bodies of revolution, using singularity
transformation and series truncation methods
p0603 A71-37878
Unsteady analogy for hypersonic flows past blunt
bodies with shock deformation
P0613 A71-39362
Hodified asymptotic perturbation expansion method
application to free flow rotation effect on
boundary layer for hypersonic flow about blunt
body
p0615 A71-39183
Blunt and hemispherical base axisymmetric bodies in
Hach 4 free stream, investigating turbulent near
wakes generation
p0660 A71-40999
Onsymmetrical nose bluntness effect on stability
derivatives of slender cone at Hach 14
CAD-711921] p0046 1171-11008
Characteristics of magnetoaerodynamic flow around
blunt bodies
p0104 N71-12212
Heasuring low-density flow over two-dimensional
blnnt bodies in hypersonic arc tunnel
[NASA-TH-D-6017] pOIOS H71-12215
Effects of retronozzle located at apex of 110 deq
blnnt cone at Hach numbers of 3.00, 4.50, and 6.00
[SASA-TN-D-6002] p0160 H71-14614
Investigating supersonic viscous gas flow around
blunt bodies
p0225 N71-16902
Enthalpy and wall heat flax calculations for
stagnation region aft of blunt axisymmetric bodies
in hypersonic axial flow
[AD-717418] p0374 H71-22087
Hose bluntness effect on aerodynamic characteristics
of flared body in supersonic wind tunnel
[HiL-TB-221] p0375 H71-22160
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Separated flow over flat plate with blunted fin at
zero angle of attack
[AD-717717] p0378 H71-22300
Hypersonic and supersonic angle of attack flo» about
asymmetric and axisymmetric blunt bodies based on
time dependent finite difference theory and method
of characteristics
[NASA-TN-D-6283] p0589 H71-31207
Aerodynamic characteristics at Bach numbers 1.60 to
2.16 of bluDt-nose missile model having triangular
cross section and fixed triform fins
[NASA-TB-X-23110] p0629 N71-32211
Determination of transonic aerodynamic
characteristics of spherically blunted 55 and 60
degree half-angle cones in ballistic range tests
[NASA-TN-D-6189] p0641 H71-33244
Subsonic near wake of blunt-based axisymmetric body
in uniform steady flow wind tunnel
p0617 N71-33811
BLDHTNESS
0 ELLIPTIC!!!
80-105 HELICOPTEE
Rotary wing and VIOL aircraft controllability
reguirements definition through in-flight
simulation of visual and kinetic impressions and
environmental conditions by BO-105 helicopter
p0131 A71-16135
Dse of BO-105 helicopter for in-flight simulation of
V/STOL aircraft
p0627 N71-31960
BOATTAILS
Low thrust jet effect on base pressures on
boat-tailed afterbodies in Bach number 0.8-1.2
flow
p0429 A71-29889
BODIES OF REVOLUTION
ST CONICAL BODIES
HI CYLINDRICAL BODIES
NT PARABOLIC BODIES
XT ROTATING CYLISDERS
NT SLENDER CONES
NT SPHERES
• Hind tunnel apparatus for reproducing coning and
spinning motions of bodies of revolution, using
six-component strain gage balance for aerodynamic
forces
pOCIO A71-10930
Bonograph on plane shock wave interactions covering
supersonically moving two dimensional thin
airfoils, slender bodies of revolution and thin
winqs
p0013 A71-11227
Two dimensional axisymmetric laminar boundary layer
on blown wing and body of revolution, using
sixth-order polynomial for velocity distribution
P0025 A71-12554
Nonlinear aerodynamic moments for arbitrary motions
of bodies of revolution in free flight
fAIAA PAPER 70-205J p0069 A71-13a35
Laminar boundary layer on spinning bodies of
revolution in oncoming stream, using implicit
finite difference technigue
[AIAA PAPER 70-1377] p0072 A71-13660
Pointed body of revolution in gravitationally
stratified atmosphere, discussing supersonic boom
and minimum drag
p0135 A71-16712
Supersonic flow field downstream of turbofan
aircraft engine fan nozzle over bodies of
revolution, using boundary layer theory and method
of characteristics
p0138 A71-17150
Slender bodies of revolution with cylindrical
afterbodies in subsonic wind tunnel, examining
vortex systens and aerodynamic forces
p0147 A71-18018
Surface construction of body of revolution in
supersonic gas flow from distribution of velocity
vector modulus along generatrix of body, using
Frankl method of characteristics
P0198 A71-20089
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender body of
revolution traveling in long tube with circular
cross section, deriving static and dynamic
stability derivatives formulas
p03«6 A71-25177
Plow field model for steady asymmetric vortex system
shed from slender body of revolution in coning
motion
[AIAA PAPER 70-52] p0365 A71-27552
Soviet papers on three dimensional structures
covering strength and stability of compound
curvature shells, bodies of revolution and
multilayer plates
pOUIS A71-30888
Supersonic potential flow at large distance from
slender body of revolution at angle of attack,
deriving nonlinear partial differential equations
system
p0179 A71-31170
Near field flow pattern of inclined slender body of
revolution, using Whitham far field theory of
supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 71-626] p0183 A71-31554
Laminar boundary layer on wing profiles and bodies
of revolution, calculating flow characteristics
based on integral momentum relation
p0531 A71-34424
Supersonic flow past steady and oscillating blunt
bodies of revolution, using singularity
transformation and series truncation methods
p0603 A71-37878
Slender body of revolution in supersonic and
subsonic air flow, calculating boundary conditions
with Lagrange formulation
p0660 A71-I10963
Boundary layer transition studies of several pointed
bodies of revolution at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TN-D-6063] p0053 N71-11520
Beasuring value of entropy on surface of body of
revolution at nonzero angle of attack
p0225 N71-16903
Turbulent wakes of flat and rotationally symmetrical
bodies noting width development
p0251 N71-18172
Wind tunnel vortex flow study on body of revolution
with or without wings
p0301 N71-19355
Beasurements of sonic boom pressure distribution of
bodies of revolution at Bach 2.96, 3.83, and 4.63
in Onitary Plan wind tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-6195] p0372 N71-21961
Supersonic combustion, fuel injection, and
recirculation in hydrogen hypersonic external
combustion at flat plates and bodies of revolution
[DLR-FB-70-64] p0374 N71-22129
Laminar boundary layer on wing and body of
revolution in presence of blowing
[NASA-TT-F-13627] p0400 N71-23796
Aerodynamic drag of many bodies of revolution in
supersonic flow
[DLR-FB-71-01] p0578 N71-30325
Development of near-field method for determining
supersonic flow properties about bodies of
revolution
[NASA-TN-D-6508] p0709 N71-36413
Pressure distributions and drag coefficients of 18
constant length and volume slender bodies of
revolution at zero incidence for Bach numbers 2.0
to 12.0 - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6536] p0709 N71-36416
BOOT HE&SUBEBEHT (BIOLOGY)
NT ANTHBOPOBETHY
BODY-BIHG AND TAIL CONFIGURATIONS
Wing-body interference in supersonic inviscid-flow,
extending stewartson approach to arbitrary smooth
convex cylinder
.pOOOS A71-10774
Lift of slender aircraft with rectangular cross
section fuselage and high ving
p0073 A71-13737
Initial structure of wing-body interaction in steady
inviscid supersonic flow, obtaining asymptotic
expansion from canonical problem solution
p01U1 A71-17219
Slender, conical, plane and cambered wing-body
combinations with different volume distributions
in supersonic flow, comparing experimental with
theoretical aerodynamic characteristics
pOIUI A71-17418
Wing-canard configurations nonlinear vortex
interactions, using Sacks method of vortex sheet
simulation with discrete vortices distribution
[AIAA PAPER 71-95] p0152 A71-18550
Three dimensional inviscid supersonic flow fields
with primary and embedded shock and expansion
waves determined over and behind wings and
wing-body configurations
A-105
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[Alls PAPER 71-99] p0153 i71-1855lt
Transverse and torsional vibrations of fuselage-
King combination with wing tip fuel tanks,
calculating mass and stiffness matrix for elastic
beam
p0202 A71-20364
Hing-fuselage-tail interacting low speed flutter,
considering mechanical tuning and aerodynamic
interference couplings
[AIAA PAPEB 71-326] p0341 A71-25306
Minimum drag surface shape of thick lifting delta
wing integrated with conical fuselage for
supersonic cruising speed
p0369 A71-27716
Minimum drag wing-fuselage combination for
supersonic speeds and prescribed lifting force,
longitudinal moment and volume, using method of
successive approximations
pO«16 A71-29182
Optimum vertical surface configuration for STOL
transports, considering structural weight and
performance requirements
[AIAA PAPER 71-769] p0506 A71-3H006
Supersonic flow field computation for wing-body
combinations by shock-capturing finite difference
technigues, discussing improvement based on
Bunge-Kutta method
p0556 A71-36303
Aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airframe-propulsion systems of transport and
military aircraft
[AGARD-CP-71-71] p0301 N71-19353
Computerized prediction of aerodynamic lifting
characteristics for wing-horizontal tail and
canard wing configurations
[NASA-TH-i-66886] p0302 H71-19361
Calculation methods for wing-body interference drag
on supersonic aircraft in stationary or
nonstationary flow
p0302 S71-19362
Approximation of pressure distribution on wing- body
configurations at subcritical speeds
p0302 N71-19364
Numerical calculation of steady three dimensional
potential flow around lifting nonplanar
aerodynamic configurations based on surface
distribution of guadrilateral vortex-rings
[TT-7009] p0321 S71-20115
Hind tunnel investigation of hypersonic transport
model aerodynamic characteristics at Mach numbers
to 6 - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6191] p0389 N71-23127
Hind tunnel study of augmented ram-wing vehicle with
various blowing arrangements
[PB-189425] p0392 N71-23283
Procedures for calculating normal wash in nonplanar
configurations and interference between wings and
bodies
p0567 N71-29340
Subsonic static characteristics of slender wing
configurations using magnetic suspension and
balance system
[NASA-CR-1796] p0574 N71-29775
Pressure distributions on planar delta wings
attached to cylindrical bodies in supersonic flow
- theoretical results for sonic leading edge,
angle of attack case
( HRE-TN-BSA-186] p0646 N71-33699
Comparisons of theoretical and experimental pressure
distribution over wing-body model at high
supersonic speeds
[NASA-TN-D-6480] p0679 N71-35197
BOEIHG AIRCRAFT
NT B-52 AIBCBAFT
NT BOEING 707 AIBCRAFT
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIBCRAFT
NT BOEING 747 AIBCBAFT
NT BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER
Supersonic transport fuel tank environments and
sealant regairements, describing Boeing laboratory
environment approach
p0275 A71-23424
Airborne eguipment for approach path control on
reduced noise trajectories in Boeing transport
aircraft traffic
p0395 N71-23125
Low wing loading STOL transport ride smoothing using
Boeing aircraft
[NASA-CR-111819] p0460 N71-24586
Aircraft accident investigation of Alaska Airlines
Flight 1866 on Sept. 4, 1971
[SB-71-87] p0711 N71-36434
BOEIiG SILITiBI AIRCBAFT
D BILITABY AIBCBAFT
BOEIHG 707 AIRCBAFT
Turbofan nacelle modifications to minimize
fan-compressor noise radiation of Boeing 707
aircraft - Vol. 1
[NASA-CR-1711] p0159 N71-14596
Cockpit and center of gravity acceleration during
takeoff of Boeing 707 aircraft
[ARC-CP-1120] p0171 N71-15721
Noise reduction of Boeing 707 during landing
approach by modifying tnrbofan nacelle with
polyimide fiber glass acoustic sandwich materials
[NASA-CR-1713] P°?7? N71-15964
Cost analysis of turbofan nacelle modifications to
minimize fan-coopressor noise radiation
[NASA-CB-1716] p0178 N71-16564
Static tests to determine effects of throat inlet
concepts on forward-radiated fan noise of
707-320B/C airplanes
[NASA-CR-1715] p0236 N71-17426
Subjective evaluation tests of ground observers on
relative noise from acoustically treated engine
nacelles of Boeing 707 aircraft
[NASA-CH-1717] p0252 N71-18499
Investigation of midair collision between Boeing 707
and Cessna 150 at Edison, New Jersey, on January
9, 1971
[SB-71-28] p0332 N71-21169
BOEING 720 AIBCBAFT
Center of gravity vertical acceleration and wing
stresses of Boeing 720-B aircraft
[TB-87-1970] p0229 N71-17119
BOEIRG 727 AIBCRAFT
Aircraft accident investigation of United Air Lines,
Boeing 727-22C near Los Angeles, 18 Jan. 1969
[PB-190812] p0044 N71-10914
Congressional hearings on Boeing 727 use of
Washington National Airport
P02I40 N71-17697
Analysis of Boeing 727 aircraft impact on
environment, passenger processing, passenger
boarding trends, and scheduled and total operation
trends
p0372 N71-21978
BOEING 737 AIBCRAFT
Boeing 737 aircraft takeoff and landing performance,
emphasizing high lift systems and stopping
capability
p0184 A71-19083
Turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations
in-flight measurements on Boeing 737 aircraft,
obtaining power spectral densities and RMS
pressure fluctuations for various Mach numbers
p0210 A71-21426
BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
Boeing 717 flight loads measurements, describing
aircraft instrumentation with strain gages and
pressure pickups
p0073 A71-13766
Hydraulic systems in Boeing 747 aircraft,
considering piston design
p0131 A71-16131
Link 747 simulator design and operation, describing
cockpit layout, motion picture system and
malfunction insertion and display unit
P0156 A71-18665
Boeing 747 aircraft passenger handling measures in
Frankfurt airport, discussing loading, unloading,
baggage claim and customs control
p0279 A71-23696
Boeing 747 crew members training program, describing
ground training, classrooms, inertial navigation
system and cockpit trainers
[SAE PAPEB 710473] p0409 A71-28339
Boeing 747 aircraft integrated data system program
for reducing engine maintenance and operating
costs
[AIAA PAPER 71-648] p0440 A71-30725
Reliability implications of Boeing 747 program,
considering problem detection and identification,
parts fabrication and installation, airline
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operating variables, etc
pOSOO 471-33285
Carousel IV inertial navigation system of Boeing 747
aircraft, discussing informational capabilities,
accuracy and reliability
p0509 171-34079
Statistical analysis of error sources and magnitudes
in Boeing 717 weight values obtained by onboard
aircraft weighing system and by manual
calculations
[SAKE PAPEB 897] p0551 A71-35813
link 71(7 simulator with six degrees of motion system
for engineers and pilot training
p0562 471-36970
Boeing 717 digital computer type flight simulator
with four degrees of movement for engineer and
pilot training
p0562 471-36971
Boeing 717 aircraft hydraulic system design,
discussing thin wall high pressure tubing, swaged
sleeves and welded joints
p0612 A71-39148
Automated electrical wire harness manufacturing for
Boeing 747 aircraft, discussing development of
numerical control program
p0652 471-101111
Boeing 747, Lockheed c-54 and other aircraft vortex
wake characteristics by tower flyby technique
p0655 471-40498
On-condition monitoring ot aircraft hydraulic
systems for component deterioration, applying to
Boeing 717, L-1011 and DC 10 aircraft
p0666 471-42075
Aircraft incident report and investigation of Air
France Boeing 747, St. Jean, Canada, August 17,
1970
[NTSB-44R-70-26] p0041 N71-10531
Boeing 747 aircraft crash landing in Washington
caused by pilot error
fNTSB-44R-70-19] p0043 N71-10814
Planning for expected civil aviation developments
caused by change-over to Boeing 747 aircraft and
supersonic transport
p0380 N71-22381
Planning for civil aviation operations including
Boeing 747 aircraft and supersonic aircraft
p0380 H71-22382
Market forecasts and traffic control technologies of
Boeing 747 aircraft and supersonic aircraft
operations
P0380 N71-22383
Civilian airline operations with Boeing 747
aircrafts and supersonic aircraft
p0380 N71-22385
Flight tests of Boeing 747 aircraft and operational
analysis for supersonic transport
P0380 N71-22386
Planning for Boeing 747 aircraft integration into
Israel airline operations
P0381 N71-22388
BOEIBG 2707 AIBCBAFT
Ti intermediate diagonal tension field shear beam
analysis and design for Boeing SST, using
Rayleigh-Kitz method
C A I A A PAPEB 71-310] P0342 A71-25319
BOI1IHG
NT FILM BOILING
BOLKOB AIEC8AFT
HI BO-105 HELICOPTER
BOLItOi BO-105 HELICOPTER
D BO-105 HELICOPTER
BOLTS
Soviet book on bolting and coupling elements threads
used in aircraft industry covering configurations
selection, cutting, tolerance reguirements and
guality control
P0028 471-12723
BOLTZH&HH TRAHSPOBT EQOATIOS
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
calculations, using two dimensional method based
on turbulent energy equation empirical conversion
into shear stress transport equation
P0356 471-26443
BOBBER AIRCB4FT
HT A-4 4IBCH4FT
NT 4-6 4IRCH4FT
NT B-52 4I8CR4FT
NT B-57 4IRCRAFT
NT B-70 AI8CH4FT
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT
Strategic bomber B-1A program, discussing airframe
and engine contractors, design, characteristics
performance, electronic equipment and armament
p0561 471-36757
F 101 30,000 Ib thrust augmented turbofan engine for
B-1 bomber, considering maintainability and bird
ingestion tolerance
p0600 471-37491
Variable geometry B-14 bomber aircraft, discussing
size, payloads, speed, altitude range and runway
takeoff
p0600 471-37516
BOMBS (ORDNANCE)
Free flight measurement of aerodynamic coefficients
on fixed cruciform fin stabilized bombs,
determining aerodynamic forces and moments
dependence on angular velocity components
p0191 471-19872
Optimal bomb release intervals from B-52 aircraft
bombing system
p0305 N71-19383
BOMBS (PRESSURE G4GES)
0 PRESSURE G4GES
BONDIBG
NT 4DHESIVE BONDING
NT HETAL BONDING
NT METAL-METAL BONDING
High modulus boron-epoxy composite aircraft
structures adhesive bonding, discussing mechanical
properties, manufacturing techniques and guality
control
[SAE P4PEH 710110] p0143 471-17624
BOOST
D ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
BOOSTER ROCKET BNGIHES
Low subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of twin body space shuttle booster
configuration using low turbulence pressure tunnel
- graphs
[NASA-TM-X-2162] p0389 N71-23135
BOOSTEB ROCKETS
Aerothermodynamic shock heating of space shuttle
booster surface during atmospheric ascent
p0472 N71-26059
BOBES
0 CAVITIES
BOBON
Poliymide/boron reinforced plastic structures
fabrication, discussing use in leading edges
(SHE P4PER EH-70-133] p0013 471-11263
Lightning protective coatings for boron and graphite
fiber reinforced plastics
p0195 A71-19944
Composite materials for compressor blades in
aircraft engines, considering boron and carbon
fiber reinforced materials
p0274 A71-23286
Boron and qraphite fiber market competition,
considering aerospace application
p0344 471-25400
Boron-epoxy structural skins design for F-14
honeycomb horizontal stabilizer, using computer
program
p0344 671-25420
Ti, B and graphite fiber composites application to
aircraft design, discussing mechanical properties
and market competition
p0368 471-27676
Boron-epoxy composite wing box beam design,
describing preliminary weight estimation from
layouts
[SAWE PAPER 891] p0551 A71-35815
Design, fabrication and tests of boron/epoxy
reinforced stringers for CH-54B tail cone
[NASA-CB-111929] p0674 N71-34013
Structural analysis of tail, cone of CH-54B
helicopter reinforced with boron/epoxy stringers
[NASA-CB-111930] p0674 N71-34014
Supersonic combustion chemistry and mixing of high
energy density fuels related to advanced
air-breathing engine design, using boron particles
[AD-727782] p0727 N71-38530
BOBOB COHPODBDS
Filamentary composites for primary aircraft
structural applications, emphasizing boron-epoxy
material
p0293 471-24770
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BOSOHS
NT LIGHT BEAMS
BOOHDABIBS
NT FLOID BOUNDARIES
NT FREE BOUNDARIES
NT GAS-SOLID ISTEEFACES
NT .GRAIN BOONDARIES
NT JET BODNDARIES
NT LIQOID-SOLID INTERFACES
BOUNDARY LAYER COHTBOL
HT POROOS BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
STOL and boundary layer control aircraft takeoff and
landing distance, considering jet suction action
influence on lift and drag coefficients
pCOSU A71-11I595
Phantom and Buccaneer aircraft boundary layer
control, examining lift from trailing and leading
edges
pOT46 A71-17953
Potential flow past cylinder with sources and sinks
singularities, deriving formulas for aerodynamic
characteristics of infinite span vings with
boundary layer control
p02CU A71-20777
Optimization of slot angle, slot positioning and
flow quantity affecting boundary layer control in
energy transfer over airfoil profiles
p0273 A71-23201
Separation control of two dimensional air flow with
turbulent boundary layer along circular
cylindrical wall by jets or suction
p0420 171-29U33
High entrainment constant area multiple nozzle
ejectors with two mixing tube lengths for boundary
layer control, estimating performance with
analytical model
[ASHE PAPEE 71-FE-34] p0421 A71-29169
Plane laminar incompressible jet flow along parabola
with no external stream, using second order
boundary layer theory
[ASME PAPER 71-APH-HH] p0555 A71-36268
Feasibility study of counter insurgency aircraft
with suction boundary layer control
[AERO-1] p0121 N71-13415
Lift and pressure distribution on leading edge slats
and trailing-edge flaps of wing profile with
boundary layer control
[4RC-R/H-3639] P0171 N71-15706
High lift wing characteristics - wing with plain
hinged flaps and boundary layer control, and wing
with drag and high lift devices extended
p0320 N71-20065
Low speed wind tunnel, tests of ground proximity
effects on static longitudinal characteristics and
boundary layer control of short takeoff aircraft
tNAl-TH-201] p0321 N71-20106
Operational performance ,and handling safety
reguirements for single engine boundary layer
controlled aircraft in STOL mode
p039t S71-23419
Blowing effect on static efficiency of two
dimensional air intakes with momentum injection in
boundary layer control form
[ARC-R/H-3656] p0515 N71-27149
Unsteady airfoil stall characteristics using static
data input for predicting stall flutter boundaries
of space shuttle wing
[NASA-CR-111906] p0565 N71-29221
Velocity profile control tests of diffuser wall
bleed to control combustor inlet airflow
distribution
[NASA-TN-D-6135] p0586 N71-30817
Determination of aircraft longitudinal motion during
takeoff and landing after loss of lift from
boundary layer control system
p06«1 N71-33515
Feasibility study of combined laminar and turbulent
boundary layer control system using distributed
suction with application to low-speed research
aircraft of glass reinforced plastic
[AD-727767] p0719 N71-37609
BODHDABY LAYER FLOB
NT BOUNDARY LAYEB SEPARATION
NT HEATTACHED FLOS
NT SECONDARY FLOH
NT SEPARATED FLOW
Flow characteristics in turbomachine blade cascades
with transonic regime, emphasizing shock- boundary
layer interaction phenomena
p0066 A71-131«0
Turbulence level effects on aerodynamic losses of
axial flow turbomachines, discussing boundary
layer of blades
p0066 A71-13113
Axial turbomachines boundary layer flow, describing
two dimensional cascade calculation methods
p0067 A71-13146
Turbulent boundary layer structure and prediction,
considering various turbulence onset theories
pOQ67 A71-13117
Air flow turbulence effect on heat transfer and
boundary layer growth around flat plate,
aerodynamic profile and cylinder
p0099 A71-15183
Incompressible turbulent boundary layer flow over
steadily rotating flat plate blade, discussing
centrifugal pumping and shear stress
p013U A71-16581
Interaction theory for supersonic separated and
reattaching turbulent boundary layers, comparing
to real flow past compression ramp
[AIAA PAPER 71-128J p0153 A71-18572
Reacting and noureacting gases laminar boundary
layer flows over two dimensional and axisymmetric
bodies at zero lift, comparing numerical methods
P0190 A71-19860
Unsteady boundary layers on sphere or cone moving
along axis, determining skin friction angular
response
p0198 A71-20098
Wind tunnel boundary interference on V/STOL model
calculated in test section with solid vertical and
slotted horizontal walls, using image method and
Fourier transforms
CAIAA PAPER 70-575] p0221 A71-22029
Boundary layer flow with large mass injection rate,
presenting numerical method with rapid convergence
for increasing blowing parameter
p0265 A71-22108
Hypersonic strong interaction flow over inclined
surface, using asymptotic expansion in powers of
hypersonic interaction parameter for boundary
layer eguations reduction
p0265 A71-22109
Incompressible viscous fluid nonsteady three
dimensional flow, obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
p0272 A71-23092
Asymptotic far field velocity component in Prandtl
boundary layer eguations for steady laminar two
dimensional flow past rigid body
p0276 A71-23578
In-flight profile drag measurement of gliders with
total and static pressure sensors in boundary
layer wake, using moments method
p0278 A71-23667
Laminar incompressible boundary layer flow over thin
Joukowski, parabolic and slender wedge airfoils,
using small perturbation and quasi-similar
theories
p0281 A71-23957
Numerical solution of nonnniform enthalpy mixed
axisymmetric gas flow in curvilinear regions with
upper boundary and discontinuity using build-up
method
p0290 &71-21376
Blowing and suction effects on laminar boundary
layer flow of quiet fluid over permeable rotating
cone, discussing skin friction and heat transfer
P0290 A71-211(06
Flat plate trailing edge problem solution consistent
with second order boundary layer theory,
establishing laminar wake evolution nature and
upstream influence
P0315 A71-25U69
Interaction theory for supersonic separated and
reattaching turbulent boundary layers, comparing
to real flow past compression ramp
[AIAA PAPER 71-128] p03»6 471-25476
Prandtl first order boundary layer eguations for two
dimensional laminar incompressible flow past
circulation controlled circular lifting rotor
p0346 A71-25191
Three dimensional boundary layer flow and velocity
profiles in mixed diffnser with equal angle walls
CASHE PAPER 71-ei-iio] p0350 471-25973
Hele-Shaw flow viscous tails from airfoil, observing
high Reynolds number trailing edge flow for
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separation and initiation of Kutta condition
p0356 A71-26l»it7
Emmons spot theory extension for boundary layer flow
on blunt bodies, deducing spot formation rate
dependence on transition Reynolds and Hach numbers
p0366 A71-27557
Equilibrium air boundary layer floss at three
dimensional stagnation points, discussing flow
characteristics and real gas heat transfer
parameters
[AIAA PAPER 70-809] p0367 A71-27582
Surface liquid film wave motion effect on air
supersonic turbulent boundary layer flow field,
discussing film thickness, heat transfer rates and
wall temperatures
[AIAA PAPEB 71-623] pOU95 A71-3254O
Air injection into turbulent boundary layer flow
through porous plate, examining heat transfer and
shielding efficiency
pOSOO A71-33035
German monograph on pressure changes as boundary
layer effect in tube wind tunnels covering test
equipment and experimental design, Becker theory,
pipe flow, etc
p0537 471-31792
Vortex flow over helicopter rotor square tips, using
visualization technique with ammonia vapor
boundary layer flow.over diazoninm salt solution
p0650 A71-40169
Effects of rotation on boundary layers in
turbomachine rotors
[PB-192316] p0103 N71-12202
Air flow over roughness discontinuity
[AD-712113] p0168 H71-15465
Limits of hypersonic boundary layer theory, and
leading and trailing edge phenomena in laminar
hypersonic boundary layer
p0315 N71-19833
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer growth over
concave and convex surfaces
p0315 N71-19836
In-flight use of traversing boundary layer pitot
probes with mechanical and electrical features and
sample boundary layer profiles
[NASA-TN-D-6U28] p0530 H71-28872
Design, construction, and performance of water
tunnel for two dimensional testing of pitching
airfoils
[D180-14130-1] p0723 N71-37827
Performance tests and efficiency measurement of
hub-slit-suction stator in single stage compressor
[NASA-CR-120802] p0721 N71-37836
BOOHDABI LAIEB BOISE
D AERODYNAMIC HOISE
0 BOUNDARY LAYERS
BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
Rotating stall in axial flow compressor high
pressure stages, taking into account boundary
layer separation
p0012 A71-11063
Boundary layer separation at free streamline
attachment to sharp trailing edge of flat plate,
deducing terminal velocity profile for two
dimensional flow
p0023 A71-12376
Minimum suction rate preventing laminar boundary
layer separation fron curvilinear porous surface
in jet flow
p0025 A71-12553
Leading edge bluntness and boundary layer
displacement effects on attached and separated
laminar boundary layers in high temperature
hypersonic flow over compression corner
[AIAA PAPER 68-68] p0070 A71-13U37
Turbulent boundary layer separation at low
supersonic Mach numbers based on blowdown wind
tunnel tests
p013« A71-16582
Slender cone hypersonic laminar three dimensional
boundary layer separation at angle of attack,
proposing helical vortex model
[AIAA PAPER 71-129] p0153 A71-18573
Viscosity effects on three dimensional supersonic
flow around circular half cones on flat plate,
examining turbulent boundary layer separation
p0190 A71-197U3
Boundary layer discontinuity on helicopter roter
blade in hovering using flow visualization
[AIAA PAPER 69-197] p0200 A71-20307
Incident thermal flux parameters and wall
temperature effects on flow characteristics in
preseparation zone of laminar boundary layer and
separation point location
p0289 A71-24368
Supersonic boundary layer flow profile distortion
• due to oblique shock during separation
p0291 A71-21592
Optimal blowing wall jet prediction for suppressing
separation from high lift aerofoils with
incomplete mixing of upstream boundary layer
p0354 A71-26196
Laminar boundary layer equations for rotating plate
with surface of arbitrary curvilinear shape,
determining external flow pressure gradient
leading to separation
p036<t A71-27502
Hypersonic cruise vehicles viscous interactions
areas, examining compression corners, shock
interactions, laminar and turbulent flow, boundary
layer separation, etc
[AIAA PAPER 70-781] p0365 A71-27551
Negative pressure gradient effect on separation of
supersonic flow over notches, comparing theory
with wind tunnel determination
p0538 A71-34898
Flow distribution behind laminar boundary layer
separation point in supersonic flow, calculating
plateau region pressure
p0546 A71-3S629
Numerical analysis of plane transonic flows past
shock free airfoils without boundary layer
separation using inverse method of complex
characteristics
p0607 A71-38307
French monograph on laminar boundary layer on
circular cone at angle of incidence in supersonic
stream, calculating separation from parabolic
eguations by numerical integration
p0609 A71-38647
Flap span length effects on boundary layer
separation, giving streamwise pressure
distributions
p0660 A71-40967
Unsteady pressure gradient reduction effect on
airfoil dynamic stall delay
p0671 A71-128U1
Heat transfer in base type supersonic laminar and
transitional separated flows
[AD-7103U7] p0035 N71-10249
Three dimensional flow patterns obtained during
boundary layer separation on airfoils
[NPL-AERO-1309] pOO«7 N71-11014
Separation point study of incompressible laminar
boundary layers around parabolic bodies at angle
of attack
[AD-71208U] p0053 N71-11519
Investigating flow field in near wake behind
rearward facing step in supersonic flow and heat
transfer distribution along reattachment surface
downstream of step
pOIOS N71-12216
Boundary layer separation and longitudinal and
lateral stability of Avro 707 aircraft during
flight tests
[ABC-CP-1107-PT-U] p0227 N71-17082
Low speed boundary layer separation on compressor
blades of varying aspect ratios
[ ARC-CP-1103 ] p0228 S71-17108
Supersonic, turbulent boundary layer interaction
with compression corner at very high Reynolds
number
[KASA-CR-117052] p0315 N71-19834
Attached and separated laminar boundary layer
characteristics over high cooled, curved
compression surfaces in hypersonic airflow
p0315 N71-19837
Laminar two dimensional boundary layer separation
measurements at moderately hypersonic speeds
p0315 N71-198U5
Interaction of nacelle-mounted supersonic propulsion
system with simulated wing boundary layer
[NASA-IB-X-218U] p0316 N71-19853
Flow separation concepts under high lift conditions
p0318 N71-20055
Representations of flow separation bubbles near
airfoil leading edge
p0320 N71-20061)
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-SUBJECT IHDEX
Boundary layer separation in viscous flow around
rigid bodies
[AD-717772] p0378 N71-22241
High lift and boundary layer separation behavior of
sveptback wing airfoil profile noting trailing and
leading edge stall pattern
[ABC-H/H-3648] pO<»58 H71-2U488
Computer program used for design criteria of stall
characteristics of straight wing aircraft
[NASA-CR-16<(6] p0588 N71-31154
BODHDAET LilEB STABILITY
Discrete vortex formation above perforated flat
plate in wind tunnel, examining unsteady boundary
layer
p0083 A71-K1568
Incompressible boundary layers vith specific
velocity distribution, studying stability on
straight and yawing wings
P0136 A71-16849
Three dimensional boundary layer with Fohlbausen
velocity distribution, examining stability on
yawing wing
p0137 A71-16850
Laminar boundary layer perturbation by sinusoidal
vail roughness, analyzing effect on transition
nature and position
p0363 A71-27470
BOUNDARY LATER TE1HSITIOH
Hypersonic lifting entry vehicle turbulent heat
transfer and boundary layer transition at various
angles of attack and Reynolds numbers
CAIAA PAPER 71-100] pd53 171-18555
Laminar boundary layer perturbation by sinusoidal
wall roughness, analyzing effect on transition
nature and position
p0363 A71-27U70
Supersonic boundary layer transition on adiabatic
wall, discussing wind tunnel size, surface
roughness and freestream disturbances effects
[AIAA PAPEB 70-586] p0365 471-27554
Slender cone boundary layer transition under angle
of attack at Bach 21 with promoted leeward and
fixed windward ray
p0429 A71-29887
Boundary layer transition studies of several pointed
bodies of revolution at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TK-D-6063] p0053 N71-11520
Hypersonic boundary layer transition and hypersonic
heat transfer on cylindrical shells, cones and
flat plates
[BEPT-1104/70] p0120 N71-13408
Effects of unit Reynolds number and incidence on
boundary layer transition in supersonic wind
tunnels
[NPL-AERO-1301] p0121 N71-13409
Comparison of spherical and triangular boundary
layer trips on flat plate at supersonic speed
[NASA-TH-X-21116] pC123 M71-13763
Boundary layer optimization for small turbine blade
design with cusped trailing edge
p0232 N71-17380
Boundary layer interactions with turbulent heated
compressed flows from hypersonic inlets
P0317 N71-19952
Laminar boundary layer transition, separation and
streamline direction on rotating helicopter blades
[NASA-TN-D-6321] p0399 N71-23779
Influence of artifically induced turbulence upon
boundary layer transition in supersonic flows
[AD-723322] p0593 S71-31586
BOUBDABY LAIEBS
NT ATHOSPHEBIC BOUNDARY LAYER
NT COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
NT HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
NT LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
NT SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAIEBS
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
NT TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
Casing /end wall/ boundary layers in multistage
axial flow compressors, discussing velocity
distributions
p0067 A71-13144
Boundary layer development on slender rod in axial
shear flow for different profiles
p0135 A71-16711
Flat plate wake displacement sources in potential
flow, considering high Reynolds numbers outside
boundary layer
pC137 471-16960
Noneguilibrium electron temperature, concentration
and reflection in reentry boundary layers,
discussing heat transfer and ionization energy
diffusion
[AIAA PAPER 69-82] p0191 A71-19879
Ground boundary layer effects of fixed ground plane
for powered STOL wind tunnel model, discussing
flow breakdown criteria, contraction lag, strut
fairing interference, etc
[AIAA PAPER 71-266] p0218 A71-21992
Boundary layer '-model of laminar viscous flow around
high speed slender bodies with surface mass
transfer
[AIAA PAPER 68-719] p0263 A71-22084
Pulsed subsonic wind tunnel, calculating
instantaneous flow velocity with allowance for
boundary layer thickness at walls
p0280 A71-23855
Momentum thickness of boundary layer of circular
cylinder in cross flow at high Reynolds numbers
from static pressure and skin friction
measurements
P0369 A71-27738
Data correlation and effectiveness prediction from
film cooling injection geometries, considering
finitely thick slot lip and boundary layers
p0411 A71-28751
Retreating blade stall experiments on model
helicopter rotor, considering series of pressure
distribution and boundary layer events
[AHS PREPRINT 521] p0449 A71-31087
Conyective flow at stagnation point relation to
radiation flux decrease as result of absorption in
cold boundary layer
p0541 A71-35259
Finite difference method application to three
dimensional boundary layer.calculation on sphere-
segment surfaces in supersonic flow
p0546 A71-35632
Supersonic and hypersonic viscous gas flows with
boundary layer induced pressure gradients,
investigating disturbance upstream propagation by
asymptotic theory
p0657 A71-40680
Boundary layer disturbances influence on three
dimensional hypersonic flow about infinite
triangular flat plate, investigating pressure
effects on heat transfer and friction coefficients
p0657 A71-40681
Helicopter wake and boundary layer effects on rotor
aerodynamic performance in hovering, low and high
speed forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 71-581] p0662 471-41500
Hach 2 slender wing boundary layer effects on
Concorde aircraft engine inlets
[ ARC-CP-1122] P0171 N71-15708
Determining feasibility of increasing stator blade
loading of single stage compressor rig by bleeding
or blowing suction surface boundary layer
[NASA-CR-54573] p0255 N71-18749
Application of research in panel flutter and
boundary layer thickness to space shuttle
P0461 N71-24660
Plow meter for measuring stagnation pressure in
boundary layer around high speed flight vehicle
[NASA-CASE-XTR-02007] p0463 N71-24692
Technigue for improving calibration accuracy
standards from boundary layer calculations
CIC/71/23] p072tt N71-37851
BODNDABY VALUE PROBLEMS
Boundary value problems and applications in fluid
and gas mechanics - Conference, Kazan, D.S.S.B.,
Hay 1969
p0197 A71-20076
Inverse boundary value problems in
hydroaeroaechanics, involving profile construction
from given velocity or pressure distribution and
supersonic flow boundaries determination
p0197 A71-20078
Thin delta wing in hypersonic inviscid flow at small
angles of attack, calculating motion eguations and
boundary conditions at small perturbations
p0362 A71-27330
Two dimensional steady viscous gas transonic flow
Navier-Stokes eguations, establishing uniqueness
of solutions to boundary value problems
p0547 A71-356U6 .
Slender body of revolution in supersonic and
subsonic air flow, calculating boundary conditions
A-110
SUBJECT INDEX
with Lagrange formulation
PC660 A71-40963
Transonic flows about two dimensional airfoils,
calculating far field boundary conditions with
coordinate transformation
p0702 A71-44620
Free boundary value problems of heat flow around
aerodynamic bodies
[AD-714621] P0172 N71-15963
Asymptotic solution of low frequency wing
oscillations in transonic shockless adiabatic
inviscid gas flow based on complete approximation
P0390 N71-23193
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads on wing and
tail surfaces with oscillations in unsteady
supersonic and subsonic flow including
interference lift
[AGARD-CP-80-71-PT-1] p0566 N71-29333
Aerodynamic load predicting for control surfaces in
unsteady supersonic and subsonic flow
p0566 N71-29334
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads and
coefficients for tandem and T tail surfaces
harmonically oscillating in subsonic flow
p0566 N71-29335
Ring interference lift line lattice simulation and
application to aerodynamic loads on tandem winqs
in unsteady flow
p0567 N71-29336
BOB SHOCK RAVES
D BOB HAVES
0 SHOCK RAVES
BOR RAVES
Shock wave bisector rule improvement, applying to
asymptotic behavior of bow shock attached to
airfoil in two dimensional supersonic flow
p0142 A71-17420
BOX BEARS
Aircraft structural parameters optimization
satisfying flutter velocity constraint and minimum
mass, applying to box beam design
p0537 A71-34874
Constrained torsion of spar box fastened along
isolated parts of wing span, noting structural
failure due to tangential stress distribution
p0542 A71-35313
Boron-epoxy composite wing box beam design,
describing preliminary weight estimation from
layouts
[SARE PAPER 891] p0551 A71-3581S
BRAKES (FOB ARRESTING HOTIOH)
NT AERODYNABIC BRAKES
NT AIRCRAFT BRAKES
NT BALLDTES
NT DRAG CHOTES
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
HT REBEL BRAKES
NT RING FLAPS
Statics and aerodynamics of lifting decelerators
/parawings and sailwings/ at supersonic and
hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 68-945] p0010 A71-10927
Design, fabrication and static testing of attached
inflatable decelerator models for supersonic wind
tunnel evaluation
[HASA-CR-111831) p0383 N71-22538
Adhesive and coating material formulations and
manufacturing processes for lightweight
low-permeability braces for use in high altitude
decelerators
[NASA-CR-111964] p0681 1171-35208
BRAKING
Atmospheric density variations determination from
Proton 2 braking data for aerodynamic drag
coefficient, constructing model for rarefied gas
flow-satellite interaction
p0131 A71-16043
Anemometer with braking mechanism to prevent
rotation of wind driven elenents
[HASA-CASE-XHF-05224] p0399 N71-23726
Elastic response and characteristics of bias ply
aircraft tires subjected to braking forces and
simple static flexure
[NASA-TN-D-6426] p0676 S71-34027
Evaluation of braking performance of light, twin
engine airplane on grooved and nngrooved runway
surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-6444] p0711 N71-36431
BBAHCBIRG (PHYSICS)
Helicopter vibrational behavior prediction in flight
with known aerodynamic loads, using branch modes
method
P0277 A71-23606
BEAYTOS CICLE
Performance of axial flow compressor for Brayton
cycle electrical power generating system with
argon
[N&SA-TH-X-2194] p0213 H71-17882
Design point characteristics of 15-80 kie nuclear
reactor Brayton cycle power system
[HASA-TM-X-67811] p0462 871-24689
Predicted performance of 15-80 k»e reactor Brayton
power system over range of operating conditions
[NASA-TH-X-67833] p0462 H71-24690
Motor starting technigues for 2-15 k» Brayton space
power system
fHASA-TH-X-67819] p0462 N71-24691
Brayton cycle turbogenerator performance tests using
helium xenon gas mixture including gas turbine
engine, tnrbocompressor, coolant pump, and heat
exchanger power efficiencies
CNASA-TH-X-67846] p0518 N71-27713
BRAZIHG
Vacuum brazing for nozzle guide vanes repair in
aircraft gas turbine engines, noting economic
advantages
p0607 A71-38313
Brazing filler metals as cost effective replacement
for Au-Ni in aircraft gas turbine engine component
p0657 A71-U0621
BREAKAWAY
0 BOBHDARST LAYER SEPARATION
BREECHES
0 CLOSDRES
BBEGOET AIRCBAFT
HT BREGOET 911 AIRCRAFT
Speed and field length safety factors for approach
and landing mechanics of Breguet aircraft
p039U N71-23U20
BREGOET 941 AIRCRAFT
Establishment of take-off and landing safety margins
for Breguet 941
[HASA-TT-F-13153] p0237 N71-17441
Feasibility of inter-metropolitan transport system
using Bregnet 941 STOL aircraft
[BEPT-50] p0247 N71-18104
BHISTOL-SIDDELEY OLTHPOS 593 EHGIHE
Olympus 593 Concorde engine combustion system,
discussing operating conditions, combustion
performance criticality and altitude relighting
pOU10 A71-28740
Olympus 593 supersonic engine lubricants tests,
defining reguirements in terms of bulk thermal
stability, resistance to hot bearing breakdown,
oil Hist coking, etc
p0428 471-29826
Efficiency of air cooling blade design for Olympus
593 gas turbine engine
p0232 N71-17376
BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP AIRCRAFT
0 BAC AIRCBAFT
BRITTLE BATERIALS
Low alloy high strength steels undetected
fabrication originated anomalies, causing brittle
behavior and crack propagation susceptibility
•[SHE PAPER EH-71-706] p0494 A71-32435
BROADBAND
Aerodynamic broadband noise mechanism applicable to
axial compressors
(NASA-CR-17113] p0214 H71-17958
BROADCASTING
Queueing theory approach to communication satellite
network design, applying to ocean air traffic
control and worldwide military broadcast systems
P0539 A71-35106
BOBBLES
Surface roughness ensuring turbulent reattachment at
low Reynolds nnnbers on airfoil sections with
separation near leading edge resulting in bubbles
[OSERA-TP-923J p0279 A71-23762
Short N wave refraction and diffraction by gas-
filled soap bubble, discussing measurements to
explain peaking and rounding in sonic boom
pressure signature
P0293 A71-24811
High speed neutral buoyancy bubble generators for
aerodynamic flow visualization, investigating tip
A-111
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vortex from wing or helicopter rotor blade
p0603 A71-37725
Delayed bubble movement on airfoil during helicopter
stall
fAD-711510] pOOIS N71-11005
Hepresentations of flow separation bubbles near
airfoil leading edge
p0320 N71-20064
BUCCANEER A1RCBAFT
Phantom and Buccaneer aircraft boundary layer
control, examining lift from trailing and leading
edges
p01"6 A71-17953
Low-speed wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests
on sweptback wing model with blowing at leading
edge slats and trailing edge flaps for Buccaneer
aircraft performance
[ARC-R/H-3655] pO«59 N71-21565
BDCKLIHG
NT ELASTIC BUCKLING
NT THERMAL BUCKLING
Cylindrical shells pp.nel flutter analysis for
internal stress and supersonic flow, considering
still air buckling data useful for determining
bucKling loads
[AIAA PAPEK 71-328] p0342 A71-25308
Theoretical and experimental vibration and buckling
results for blunt truncated conical shells with
ring supported edges
[NASA-TN-D-7003] p0126 N71-14056
Critical buckling data for design of skew plates
subjected to loads
[AE'2"8-S] p0165 N71-15151
BUDGETING
NT FEDERAL BUDGETS
BDFFBTIHG
Swept wing fighter aircraft transonic buffet onset
lift coefficient from camber and trailing edge
deflection, considering design variations
p0027 A71-12679
F-8D aircraft transonic flight and wing tunnel tests
for buffet onset prediction, considering effects
of q level and fluctuation amplitude and freguency
fAISA PAPEE 70-311] p0296 A71-2U863
Stratospheric turbulence induced aircraft buffeting
dependence on horizontal temperature and wind
distribution
P0481 A71-31366
Cone-cylinder-cone missile type body in transonic
buffeting environment determining static and
fluctuating wall pressure distribution
[ONERA-TP-9H2] p0553 A71-36020
Determination of unsteady forces during wind tunnel
test of elastic model by placing wind tunnel model
in feedback circuit of servosystem
[NASA-CR-11U287] p0313 N71-19796
Transonic flutter and buffeting for elastic wind
tunnel models of straight wing proposed Eor space
shuttles
P0161 N71-24659
Buffet response of straight wing and delta wing
model of space shuttle launch configuration
p0161 N71-2U662
Relation between turbulence in stratosphere causing
aircraft buffeting, and vertical distribution of
meteorological parameters calculated from
radiosonde data
[NASA-TT-F-13981] p0707 N71-36398
Horizontal temperature and wind distribution effects
on aircraft buffeting in stratosphere
rNASA-TT-F-13978] p0718 N71-37600
BUILDING MATERIALS
U CONSTBDCTION MATERIALS
BUILDIHG STRDCTURES
U BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
Sonic boom and explosive shock wave effects on
buildings and structural members
pOOSO H71-11035
Shadowgraph photography and differential
interferometry for studying aircraft boom effect
on building shell
[ISL-T-2/70J p0108 N71-12247
Wind effect criteria for structural design and
engineering of buildings
p0166 N71-15301
Wind loading Doments produced on scale models of
tall buildings in wind tunnel tests
p0165 N71-15306
Wind pressure measurements on high building for wind
tunnel modeling of structural aerodynamics
p0166 N71-15307
Aeroelastic wind effects for dynamic design of tall
buildings
p0166 N71-15311
Aeroelastic responses of tall buildings to vortex
shedding and gust loading
p0167 N71-15312
Aeroelastic wind tunnel modeling and three
dimensional structural analysis for dynamic
building response prediction to wind loads
p0167 N71-15314
Transfer functions for calculating coupled
acoustic/elastic response of structure to sonic
boom
p0525 N71-28380
BDLKBEADS
Aircraft fuselage design with marine type bulkhead
construction, discussing advantages in cabin
decompression and fire hazards reduction
p0610 A71-38752
BOOTAHCY
Eguation for motion of buoyant free vortices in
inviscid fluid subjected to gravity
[AIAA PAPER 71-604] pOt83 A71-31513
Bigh speed neutral buoyancy bubble generators for
aerodynamic flow visualization, investigating tip
vortex from wing or helicopter rotor blade
p0603 A71-37725
BURGEE EQUATION
Nonlinear acoustics propagation theoretical
solutions by weak shock theory and Burger
eguation, noting differences in exactness and
complexity of methods
p0139 A71-17156
BUSHING
D COMBUSTION
BOBBING PROCESS
U COHBUSTIOK
BOBBING EATE
Pressure wave distortion effects on combnstor
acoustic mode instability based on model with
burning rate related to Reynolds number
p0192 A71-19906
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber start-up and
burning performance, considering air injection and
propellant atomization
p011« A71-28968
BIPASSES
Automatic antisurge control of axial compressor
using partial gas recycling 'bypass method
p0069 A71-13370
Servosystem design of high-response multislotted
bypass valving system for supersonic inlets
[HASA-TN-D-6081] p0051 N71-11061
Numerical study on controlling dynamic properties of
supersonic inlet using bypass bleed
[NASA-TN-D-61144] p0161 N71-1U669
C BAHD
C band SYDAC system compatible with conventional
ILS, considering transmission sensitivity to
ground reflection and lateral obstacles
pO«90 A71-31910
C band radar transmitter for airborne radar system
[AD-727086] p0721 N71-37707
C-5 AIRCBAFT
Papers on LAMS technology for aircraft structural
mode control covering B-52 and C-5A aircraft
P0017 A71-11658
LAMS flight control systems for turbulence induced
fatigue damage reduction in B-52 and C-5A
aircraft, using mathematical models
p0017 A71-11660
C-5 military transport stability augmentation for
pitch and yaw inertia at low speed, using pilot
evaluation on cockpit simulator
p0028 A71-12684
Variable weight composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural designs,
discussing C-5A tow weight saving Ti honeycomb
applications
p0282 A71-21084
C-5A cargo box side wall deformations, examining
sguare plates center deflections with elastic
beans
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p0297 A71-24871
C-5A airplane Be brakes, considering critical design
weight environment for optimao loai carrying
capacity
[SAE PAPER 710127] pCIOS A71-28313
Boeing 717, Lockheed C-5A and other aircraft vortex
•ake characteristics by tower flyby technique
P0655 A71-40498
Sound pressure levels produced by C-51 during ground
tests
[AD-716814] p0330 N71-20824
Interior sound pressure measurements in C-5A
aircraft
[AD-7197U63 p0466 N71-25060
Ditching behavior of dynamic C-5A nodel .
p0581 N71-30757
Tests on scale model configurations of C-5 aircraft
to obtain data correlation on three transonic wind
tunnels
[AD-727006J p0708 N71-36408
C-9 AIBCBAFT
Noise associated with operation of C-9A /aeromedical
evacuation/ aircraft
[AD-71S222] p02U8 N71-18269
C-54 ilBCBAFT
Aircraft accident at Miami, Florida involving
Republic of Ecuador C-54D during climb following
instrument takeoff
[HTSB-AAE-71-2] p0471 H71-26032
Aircraft accident report for Ecuadorian C-54 at
Siami International Airport 11 April 1970
CPB-199330] p0676 N71-34031
C-130 AIRCRAFT
Hultispectral scanner and data system with 24
channels for HASA C-130 earth resources survey
aircraft
p0557 A71-36361
Flight service effects on residual tensile
Oroperties of C-130 aircraft center wing plate
section
rNASA-CB-111828] p0402 N71-24021
Cumulative frequency distributions determined by
extreme value analysis used for fatique analysis
and interpretation of e.g. vertical acceleration
and gust velocity measured on transport aircraft
fAGABD-B-579-71J p0166 N71-25080
C-131 AIBCBAFT
Total in-flight simulator /TIFS/ in variable
stability C-131 aircraft; describing potential as
design tool - '
TAIAA PAPER 71-794] posts A71-35529
C-135 AIBCRAFT
Apollo range instrumentation aircraft, describing
C-135A modification with airborne lightweight
optical tracking systems
p0609 A71-38546
KC-135 aircraft climb trajectories for optimum
constant lift coefficient, range and fuel amount
p0670 A71-42834
C-141 AIBCBAFT
Autopilot for C-141 all-weather landing system
p0111 N71-12442
Identification and control of aeromedical factors
associated with aircraft noise and acoustic
measurements during C-1U1 operational missions
fAD-718097] p0399 S71-23718
C-142 AIBCBAFT
D XC~142 AIBCBAFT
CABIN ATHOSPBEBES
Cabin air conditioning for passenger aircraft noting
air purification and recirculation, odor control,
and pressurization requirements
tABC-CP-1136] p0331 N71-20849
CABLES
Nonlinear mathematical model for dynamical behavior
of extensible towing cable subjected to
aerodynamic forces generated by uniform flow
field, discussing system stability
p0445 A71-31026
CABLES (BOPES)
Inflatable restraint collar for large balloons with
heavy loads using winch driven cable launching
p0020 A71-11821
Crack formation ir aluminum spoiler cables of F84 F
aircraft
tTDCK-55807] p0166 N71-15267
Derivation of stability boundaries in wind tunnels
for bodies towed by cables
[ARC-R/M-3644] p0250 N71-18461
First order motion of cable towed and tethered
bodies for predicting aircraft dynamic stability
performance
[VKI-TH-68] p0639 H71-33116
Performance tests and evaluation of wire cable
materials for use with aircraft arresting gear
[AD-724284] p0681 N71-35211
Fixed wing aircraft employing free fall and
circling-line techniques in rescue of personnel
and retrieval of equipment
[AD-727007] p0683 H71-35228
CALCULATION
0 COMPUTATION
CALCDLDS
NT ASYMPTOTIC SEBIES
NT POWEB SEBIES
NT VECTOB ANALYSIS
NT VOBTICITI
CALCDLDS OF 7ABIATIOHS
Application of mnltivariable search techniques to
design of low sonic boom overpressure
[NASA-CB-73496J p0160 N71-14613
Minimum variance estimates of signal derivatives
with application to case of aircraft descent rate
in instrument landing systems
[NASA-CR-111928] p0577 N71-30241
CALIBRATIHG
NT RIND TDNNEL CALIBBATION
Trisonic wind tunnel calibration tests results
including second throat effects, Hach number and
static pressure distributions, flow inclination
and aerodynamic characteristics
p0294 A71-24819
Fluctuating pressure measurements in jet engine
testing, using miniature transducers with
calibration and data acquisition equipment
p0434 A71-30325
Aircraft flight load measurements in high
temperature environment, determining optimal
strain gage installation and calibration
p0440 A71-30681
Aeronautical radio navigation aids photo-optical
calibration, describing photogrammetric procedure
and ground equipment for checking out airport ILS
systems
p0695 A71-43587
Technique for improving calibration accuracy
standards from boundary layer calculations
[IC/71/23] p0724 N71-37851
CALIFOBHIA
Aircraft accident investigation of United Air Lines,
Boeing 727-22C near Los Anqeles, 18 Jan. 1969
[PB-190812] p0044 N71-10914
General aviation traffic implied densities and
interaction frequencies computed with model usinq
southern California to judge difficulty for naval
air traffic
CAD-719906] p0469 N71-25621
Impact of jet aircraft emissions on air quality in
vicinity of Los Angeles International Airport
[PB-198699] p0621 N71-31779
Economic aspects and regional planning for
international airport facility at Ontario,
California
[PB-199695] p0684 N71-35391
Airborne remote sensing of Bojave Desert playas for
use as natural landing areas
[AD-727031] p0713 N71-36748
CALOBIMETEBS
Calorimetric and thermocouple pyrometer heat flux
measurements in blowdown wind tunnels
[ONEBA-NT-159] p0058 H71-12059
CAUSES
Variable camber flap automatic control equipment for
glider, considering combinations of mechanical,
electrical and electronic approaches
p0149 A71-18250
Transonic compressor rotors blade camberline shape
optimization by various tip diffusion factor-ratio
combinations
p0198 A71-20200
Performance and acoustic near field measurements on
variable camber propeller having STOL applications
[AD-724145] p0635 N71-32927
CAHBEBED SINGS
Cambered and symmetric wing profiles and flap
configurations, discussing wind tunnel tests at
moderate Reynolds numbers
p0021 A71-11950
A-113
CABEBAS SDBJECT IHDEX
Aerodynamic coefficients, pressure, load and force
distributions on cambered delta Kings
[ABC-CP-1129] p0228 N71-17112
Aerodynamic characteristics of thin, highly cambered
airfoils in incompressible flow
tNASA-CB-1767]
 P057H H71-29893
CiHEBAS
NT HIGH SPEED CAHEBAS
Installation and structure of aerial laser camera
for photographic scanning from aircraft
[AD-723820] p0620 N71-31727
CABS
Cam profile selection for adjustment in computing-
resolving unit of aneroid sensors of altimeters
pOU13 A71-28938
CAHADA
Assessment of STOL technology for establishment of
Canadian transport system
[UTIAS-162] p0162 N71-14701
Canadian national Science Council research in low
speed aerodynamics, machine learning, and
turbulent jet transducer
[DME/HAE-1971(2)] p0728 N71-38626
National Science Council goals in low speed
aerodynamics - Canada
p0728 N71-38627
CABADAIH CF-104 AIBCRAFT
0 F-10U AIBCRAFT
CAHABD CONFIGURATIONS
Aft vs canard horizontal tail locations for
fighter/attack configuration at sub and supersonic
speeds, observing lift coefficient, L/D and
longitudinal stability
[AIAA PAPEB 71-8] pOISO A71-18U82
Ring-canard configurations nonlinear vortex
interactions, using Sacks method of vortex sheet
simulation with discrete vortices distribution
[AIAA PAPEB 71-95] p0152 A71-18550
Aerodynamic forces and hinge moments of delta
cruciform control surface in blunt-nosed canard
configuration for subsonic, transonic and
supersonic flows
p0339 A71-25161
Hind tunnel static longitudinal stability and
control characteristics of cruciform delta winged
missile with various horizontal canards and
trailing-edge flap control between Nach 1.50 and
U.63
[NASA-TH-X-2367] p0709 N71-36t15
CAHBEBBA BOHBEB
D B-57 AIRCRAFT
CANRONS
D GUNS (ORDNANCE)
CANOPIES
Snatch force during lines-first deployment of
aerodynamic decelerator, including effects of
canopy skirt acceleration and suspension wave
propagation characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 70-1171] p0269 A71-22915
Aerodynamic and deployment characteristics of twin
keel all-flexible parawing rigged with several
variations of multistage canopy and suspension
line reefing system
[NASA-TN-D-6306] p0580 H71-307K8
NASTBAN computer program differential stiffness and
static load analysis methods compared for aircraft
tandem side opening canopies
p0687 N71-36260
CAHTII.EVEH BEABS
Jet engine thrust induced nonconservative effects in
aeroelastic analysis of vertical takeoff, using
cantilever beam torsion and bending differential
eguations
p0199 -A71-33019
Pretwisted cantilever airfoil cross section turbine
and compressor blades vibration natural
freguencies and mode shapes
p05"1 A71-35282
Effects of variations in location of concentrated
masses on transonic flutter characteristics of
sweptback thin cantilever wings
[NAL-TB-226] p0610 N71-33173
CANTILEVER HEBBEBS
NT CANTILEVER BEAHS
Helicopter stability, using Lockheed rotor system
with gyro coupled to cantilevered blades
pO«86 A71-31599
CANTILEVER RINGS
D WINGS
CAPACITY
Methodology for evaluating capacity of air traffic
control systems
[FAA-HD-70-69] p0169 N71-15558
CAPILLABI IAVES
HI GRAVITY SAVES
CAPTIVE TESTS
NT STATIC TESTS
External store surface pressure distributions during
captive flight aboard F-UB aircraft, considering
carrying aircraft effects on flow field about
airborne ordnance
[AIAA PAPEE 71-295] p0220 A71-22015
CABAVELLB AIBCBAFT
0 SE-210 AIBCBAFT
CABBAHATES (TBADENAHE)
NT OBETBANES
CABBIDES
NT SILICON CABBIDES
CKBBOHYDBATBS
NT CELLULOSE .
Decontamination of petroleum products with honey
[NASA-CASE-XHP-03835] p0397 N71-23&99
Determination of physical and chemical properties of
fuels gelled with carbohydrate resins to evaluate
effectiveness in reducing aircraft fire hazards
tFAA-NA-71-18] p0716 S71-37369
CABBON
Carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composites, evaluating
application as helicopter tail rotor blade
material
p002U A71-12U77
Carbon fiber-epoxy resin composites in aircraft
industry, examining fatigue life, cost, specific
moduli and mechanical properties
p002« A71-12«88
Carbon fibers for low weight aircraft plastic
structural materials
pOIIS A71-17713
Carbon deposition rates in gas turbine engine
combustion chambers with airstream-mechanical
propellant atomization
pflitlt A71-28970
Soviet monograph on carbon deposits in jet engines
covering distribution, formation, fuel properties,
redaction and removal and harmful effects in gas
turbines
p0659 A71-H0871
Ablation performance of glasslike carbons, pyrolytic
graphite, and artificial graphite in stagnation
pressure range 0.035 to 15 atm
[NASA-TN-D-7005] p0127 H71-1U138
Seal ring carbon-graphite materials for aircraft gas
turbines
[NASA-CB-72799] p016t N71-1189C
CABBON COBPODNDS
HI POLYCARBONATES
NT SILICON CARBIDES
CABBON DIOXIDE
Air and carbon dioxide intensive injection effect on
turbulent boundary layer of subsonic channel air
flow
p0290 A71-2H378
CABBON DIOXIDE LASEBS
Fog removal by high power carbon dioxide lasers,
evaluating possibility of clearing airport runways
[AIAA PAPER 69-670] p0200 A71-20308
Detecting clear air turbulence using CO2 laser
Doppler system
p0581 S71-30763
CABBON FIBEBS
Cost aspects of carbon fiber reinforced composites
in aircraft structures, suggesting increased
aviation market for carbon fiber
[PLASTICS INST. PAPEB 46] p0206 A71-20929
Composite materials for compressor blades in
aircraft engines, considering boron and carbon
fiber reinforced materials
p0271 A71-23286
Boron and graphite fiber market competition,
considering aerospace application
p03ilt A71-251IOO
High modulus graphite composites application for
structural weight reduction and stiffness
requirement without strength loss
p0540 A71-35202
Carbon fiber reinforced plastics, considering
aerospace and medical applications
p0658 A71-t0702
A-111
SUBJECT INDEX CASCADE FLOW
Strength of adhesive of carbon fiber composite
material bonds
[DLR-FB-71-31] p0639 N71-33100
C4RBON BOHOIIDE
Reductions in smoke level and carbon monoxide
emissions resulting from air-assist fuel nozzles
in jet aircraft exhaust pollutant tests
p0585 N71-30784
CABBOH STEELS
Closed die forgings of vacuum reoelted carbon and
low alloy steels to improve transverse ductility
and microcleanness for aircraft industry
p0542 471-35336
CABBOBATES
NT POLYCARBONATES
CABBOBETORS
Gasoline icing inhibitors effect on light aircraft
piston engine carburetor icing
[S4E PAPER 710371] p0284 471-2421)0
Gasoline icing inhibitors for aircraft carburetors
and fuel systems
[LR-536] p0121 N71-13414
CARET RINGS
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of flat delta
and caret ving models at high incidence angles for
space shuttles
p0082 471-14445
Caret wing serial tests in Hach 8 to 15 hypersonic
flow, including three component force, spanwise
direction pressure distribution and shock wave
angular measurements by flow visualization
p0196 A71-20015
Flat delta and caret wings aerodynamic performance
over incidence angle and Hach number range
suitable for lifting reentry
p0498 471-32877
Design shock wave correspondence to strong obligue
shock, discussing off design behavior of caret
wing
p0541 471-35280
Supersonic aircraft propulsion by external heat
addition, discussing numerical method for suitable
caret wing design
p0543 A71-35398
Rectangular and caret wing sails in supersonic and
hypersonic turbulent flow for hypersonic vehicles
[4BC-R/H-3624] p0228 N71-17103
CARGO
NT AIR CARGO
NT AIR BAIL
NT BAGGAGE
Legal aspects of air and surface carrier
interactions in freight transportation
p0058 N71-12119
Freight transportation in Great Lakes Area for year
2000
p0261 N71-19320
CAIIGO AIRCRAFT
NT BREGUET 911 AIRCRAFT
NT C-5 AIRCRAFT
NT C-54 AIRCRAFT
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT
NT C-131 AIRCRAFT
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT
NT C-141 AIRCRAFT
Cargo aircraft crew safety and survival, describing
- restraint, escape, flight deck interior doors,
fire and smoke hazards and personnel environmental
protection
[S4E-ARP-1139] p0187 471-19643
Nuclear surface effect vehicle and subsonic aircraft
for transoceanic cargo shipping, discussing mobile
reactor safety tests under high speed impact
conditions
[AIAA PAPER 70-1221] p0268 471-22779
Air cargo volume development trends, examining
worldwide airport terminal capacities and palette/
containerization systems modular design and
operation
p0294 A71-24824
Soviet Hil v-12 heavy lift helicopter for civil and
military missions, noting turbine engines, rotor
configuration, cargo hold and navigation system
p0436 471-30420
Hil Hi-12 Soviet giant rigid rotor helicopter with
30,000 kg load or 250 passenger capacity
p0613 A71-39375
Report of aircraft accident due to forward shift of
improperly secured cargo
[NTSB-iAR-71-6] p0259 H71-19041
CABGO SHIPS
Army/Navy operational evaluation of offshore
containershhips discharge by CH-54 helicopters
[AHS PREPRINT 573] p0453 A71-31114
CARIBBEAN SEA
Tabulation of B-57 aerial cloud photography of
tropical convection systems for 11 to 28 July 1969
with flight path over Barbados Islands
fESSA-TH-ERLTB-BOHAP-1] p0399 N71-23746
CARIBOO AIRCRAFT
0 DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
CARBIER HODOL4TIOB
U HODOLATION
CARRIER SOCKETS
D LAUNCH VEHICLES
CARTOGRAPHY
0 HAPPING
CABTBIDGE ACTIVATED DEVICES
D ACTUATORS
CASCADE FLOS
Plane linear cascades of thin curved profiles,
obtaining potential flow velocities and lifting
force on leading edge •
p0003 471-10339
Flow characteristics in turbomachine blade cascades
with transonic regime, emphasizing shock- boundary
layer interaction phenomena
p0066 471-13140
Axial turbomachines boundary layer flow, describing
two dimensional cascade calculation methods
p0067 A71-13146
Two dimensional cascade flow, discussing methods of
flow field idealization, nonviscous incompressible
flow theoretical methods, compressibility and
viscosity effects
p0074 A71-13826
Three dimensional cascade flow, discussing potential
flow, shear flow, flow disturbances and flow
approximations for annular cascades
p0075 471-13827
Cascade flow test data, considering blade section
performance in transonic and supersonic axial flow
compressors
p0075 471-13829
Low speed two dimensional axial flow compressor
cascade data, considering lift drag ratio and
minimum loss coefficient
[ASHE PAPER 70-HA/GT-10] ' p0076 A71-14118
Gas-particle mixture cascade flow over turbine
blades, considering momentum/heat transfer and
particle trajectories
[4I4A PAPER 70-712] p0200 A71-20311
Low aspect ratio compressor blade cascade
performance at blade span center, discussing
pressure loss, angle of attack and staggering
p0203 A71-20624
Radial flow energy losses in rotating cylindrical
cascade of inward-flow turbine wheel, determining
profile losses and exit blade angle
p0222 471-22044
Oscillating airfoil wake interaction with fixed
cascade, considering two dimensional
incompressible inviscid small perturbation flow
theory
p0270 471-22943
Axial turbomachine three dimensional cascade flow
calculation from dynamics vector equations
p0276 A71-23601
High subsonic flow two dimensional turbine cascade
design by approximate hodograph method, noting
pressure distribution measurements
[ASHE P4PER 71-GT-34] p0350 471-25971
Time dependent asymptotic solution for transonic
flows in hyperbolic nozzle and turbine cascades
with obligue shock
[ASBE P4PER 71-GT-42] p0350 471-25975
Supersonic turbine design, presenting performance
data for film cooled blunt leading edge rotor
blades measured in two dimensional cascade
experiments
CASHE PAPER.71-61-76] p0352 471-25990
Turbomachine blade cascades in supersonic flow,
noting wave configurations, entropy and counter
pressure variations
p0363 471-27475
Aerofoil cascades with'axial velocity change in
incompressible flow, determining turbine blade
force dependence on circulation
i-115
CASCADE HIND TUNNELS SUBJECT INDEX
p0109 A71-28U67
Supercavitating flow past straight cascade with
arbitrary blade shapes, considering lift and drag
coefficients, cavitation number, cavity shape and
exit flow conditions
[ASHE PAPER 71-FE-6] p0121 A71-294M8
Two dimensional jet flap cascades, presenting stream
deflection angles as function of jet to mainstream
momentum flux
[ASMB PAPER 71-FE-1U] pO<421 A71-29453
Cascading turbomachine blades vibrations measurement
. in subsonic and sonic high temperature gas flows,
describing test facility
p0505 A71-33993
Stream lines construction in meridional plane of
blade nozzle annular cascades of steam and gas
turbines in subsonic and supersonic flow
p0534 A71-3U446
Siren wail in turbine axial stage due to nonuniform
pressure fields behind blade cascades
p0555 A71-36180
Incompressible potential cascade flow interaction,
presenting approximate method based on blade
profile flow expression by power series with
distance between cascades as parameter
p0658 A71-40685
Two dimensional supersonic flow pattern, velocity
and loss in shock waves in front of blade cascade
p0664 A71-41842
Streamline curvature analysis of compressible
subsonic, transonic and supersonic cascade flows
in axial turbine blades
p0698 A71-44347
Trajectories and velocities of solid particles
entrained by fluid flows in cascade nozzles
tAD-711121] pOOUl N71-105H6
Testing low reaction jet turbine stator blades in
six-blade annular cascade
[NASA-CR-1675] p0106 N71-12227
Structure of three dimensional transonic shear flow
in turbomachine cascade examined in context of
time dependent computer experiment
[NASA-CR-1816] p0513 N71-27004
Unsteady flow in aerodynamic cascades of
turbomachines
[AD-721959] p0531 H71-28927
Noise reduction studies involving variable geometry
inlet guide vanes for choking using two-sector
cascade apparatus with three inlet configurations
[NASA-TM-X-2392] p0718 N71-37601
CASCADE HIND TDHNELS
Glass fiber rotor blades design with longitudinal
pressure tappings for cascade wind tunnel and
turbomachinery flow research applications
p0355 A71-26316
Schlieren visualization for supersonic annular fixed
cascade and freon compressor wind tunnels, using
vane holding cylinder devices
p0369 A71-27717
CASCADES
Cascade and single stage rotating rig data
comparison with aerodynamic predictions based on
intrablade analysis, including wall boundary layer
model
CASBE PAPEB 71-01-13] p03«9 A71-2S959
Two dimensional cascade test of jet flap turbine
rotor blade
[NASA-TH-X-2183] p0239 N71-17589
Aerodynamic forces produced in turbine stage by vane
cascade of cascade series
. [NASA-TT-P-13631] p0471 N71-25998
CASCADES (FLUID DTHAHICS)
0 FLUID DYNAMICS
CASCODE HOSFET
U FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
CASE HISTORIES
Case histories of aircraft damage due to wind acting
on airport surfaces, discussing wind and hail
protection
p0543 A71-35442
Cost benefit analysis and technology assessment in
civil aviation research and development with case
histories
(NASA-CR-1808J p0513 N71-27010
CASING
Casing /end wall/ boundary layers in multistage
axial flow compressors, discussing velocity
distributions
p0067 A71-13144
CASSEGBAIN ANTENNAS
High efficiency narrow beam aircraft Cassegcain
antenna design for horizon without excessive
ground illumination
p0447 A71-31056
CATALOGS (PUBLICATIONS)
Computer based cataloging and subject indexing
system
(REPT-22] p0689 N71-36381
CATALYSIS
Catalytic surface effects on thermocouple combustion
gas temperature measurements in jet engines
pQ232 H71-17379
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
Stratospheric ozone reduction through catalytic
action of nitrogen oxides from SSI exhaust,
discussing degrading effect on atmospheric
radiation shield
p0562 A71-36922
Kinetics of catalytic dehydrogenation of
methylcyclohexane at 600, 650, and 700 deg F and 5
atm pressure
[AD-715926] p0254 N71-18729
CATHODE RAY T0BES
Cathode ray tubes as real time display device in
various types of professional eguipment,
describing functional performance and related tube
design aspects
p0141 A71-17319
Display devices in aircraft cockpit providing pilots
with information from various sources, considering
head-up display and CRT
p0649 A71-40113
Contrast level reading tests of CRT and self
luminous display devices with optical filters at
high ambient light for cockpit applications
p0650 A71-40127
Avionics combined display system for area
navigation, discussing design, color map
projection, overlays, CRT unit and viewability
p0650 A71-40137
Feasibility of utilizing color cathode ray tubes for
aircraft crew station displays
[AD-717655] p0376 N71-22174
Aircraft indicating instruments with digital cathode
ray tube display
[DLH-FB-71-27] p0620 N71-31695
CATHODES
NT PHOTOBULTIPLIEH TUBES
CAOCHY PROBLEH
Lifting surface nonstationary aperiodic motion in
incompressible fluid solved by asymptotic method
of function parameters, usina algorithm for Canchy
problem
p0204 A71-20778
CAUSTICS
0 ALKALIES
CAVITATION
O CAVITATION FLOW
CAVITATIOH CORROSION
Hetals erosion by cavitation and liguid impingement,
discussing test methods and resistance prediction
p0078 A71-1417M
CAVITATIOB FLOB
Cavitation flow of fluid with free surface past
underwater wing with jet flap, solving eguations
of motion for thin foil with jet emergent from
trailing edge
p0197 A71-20086-
Heavy fluid flow past partially cavitating flat
plate with cavity closed by fictitious plate,
considering lifting force under gravity
P0197 A71-20087
Structure and shape of vortex wake associated with
oblique flow past multiblade hinged rotor, using
cavitation method
pOH17 A71-29217
Suction and pressure head and temperature effects on
cavitation flow in aircraft fuel pumps
[ARC-CP-1128] p0226 N71-17044
Design, construction, and performance of water
tunnel for two dimensional testing of pitching
airfoils
[D180-14130-1] p0723 N71-37827
CAVITIES
Supersonic and transonic flow including effects of
pressure oscillations within cavity, predicting
rectangular cavities drag from mathematical model
pOOlO A71-10931
A-116
SUBJECT IBDEX CBHTBIFDGAL FOBCE
CAVITY BESOHiTOBS
Beat transfer vithin resonant cavities at subsonic
and supersonic flow, discussing wind tunnels, test
procedures and data reduction
[ASHE PAPEB 71-FE-9] p0121 A71-29450
Pressure measurements of flow induced cavity
resonance and effects of resonance suppressing
devices
CHASA-TU-D-6205] p0243 N71-17877
Cavity resonance effects on dynamic and thermal
characteristics of resonant cavities in low speed,
turbulent, shear flow
p0327 N71-20539
Resonant cavity heat transfer in turbulent, subsonic
and supersonic speeds including resonance effects
p0327 N71-205UO
CEILIHGS (RBTEOBOLOGY)
Development and evaluation of dual baseline
transmissometer used to measure and record
visibilities in range of nine to fifty kilometers
[NBS-10339] p0382 1171-22455
CELESTIAL BODIES
NT H&BS (PLANET)
CELLOLOSE
Utilization of aerospace nonflammable cellulosic
elastomeric, fibrous, and composite materials in
commercial aircraft refurbishment
p0581 S71-30759
CEHEHTS
Cement and asphaltic materials evaluation for use as
grout under landing mats
[AD-710962] p0012 N71-10681
Beiqhted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, OSNAS Billow Grove, Pennsylvania
[AD-72132U] p0528 N71-28423
Laboratory tests of polymeric latex modified
fast-fix C-1 cement for repair of damaged runway
pavements
[AD-727728] p0725 N71-38132
CENTER OF GRAVITY
Beentry vehicle angle of attack control by
mechanically varying center of mass for axial
loads
p0131 A71-16039
Axisymmetric body rapid rotation under center of
gravity velocity vector conditions, solving for
plane gliding motion stability in air
p0185 A71-19351
Concorde aircraft fuel system and fuel pumps,
considering center of gravity and center of
pressure relationship to maintain trim
p0276 A71-23581
Plane rigid airfoil with fixed center of gravity,
discussing motion in turbulent air and gust loads
p0298 A71-24947
Onboard weighing system for gross weight
determination and center of gravity location of
Alouette helicopter, usinq load sensors,
electrical circuits and visual indicators
p0033 471-30320
V/STOL aircraft with vectored thrust propulsion
systems, noting weight and center of gravity-lift-
thrust relationship changes effect on performance
[SAWE PAPER 8911] p0551 A71-35817
Bass and center of gravity determining system model,
describing equipment, operation principle,
calibration data and techniques accuracy and
errors
[SAME PAPEB 879] p0551 A71-3582U
Phugoid motion at constant angle of attack without
thrust line displacement from aircraft center of
gravity, noting longitudinal stability
p0650 A71-40168
Cockpit and center of gravity acceleration during
takeoff of Boeing 707 aircraft
[ABC-CP-1120] p0171 H71-15721
Center of gravity vertical acceleration and wing
stresses of Boeing 720-B aircraft
[TB-87-1970] p0229 N71-17119
CEHTEB OF PBESSDBE
Concorde aircraft fuel system and fuel pumps,
considering center of gravity and center of
pressure relationship to maintain trim
p0276 A71-23581
CESTBIFOGSL COBPBESSOBS
Centrifugal compressor impeller exit flow velocity
distribution distortion based on eguations of
motion involving entropy gradient terms
p0075 A71-13831
Two stage compressors with subsonic and supersonic
air velocity and high camber rotor blades,
discussing strength against centrifugal force
p0134 A71-16647
Turbocharged diesel engine precompressed inlet air
cooling by evaporation cooling, considering water
injection effects on centrifugal compressor
p0204 A71-20781
Centrifugal compressor vaneless diffuser, estimating
energy losses with hydrodynamic model
p0208 A71-21266
Axial-radial and radial compressor stage optimum
exit blade angle, considering flow rate control by
variable pitch nozzle guide vanes
p0222 A71-220H9
Papers on centrifugal compressors covering fluid
dynamics and small high pressure ratio radial
compressors design and performance
P0284 A71-2U215
Centrifugal compressor fluid dynamics, discussing
unresolved problems governing design and
performance prediction
p0284 A71-24216
High pressure ratio radial outflow compressor
analysis, design, construction and testing
p0284 A71-2U217
High pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas turbine engines, investigating power and
specific fuel consumption variation with pressure
and temperature
p028l» A71-2U218
Small high pressure ratio single-stage centrifugal
compressor design, testing and efficiency
p028» A71-24219
Beynolds number effects on centrifugal compressor
performance characteristics, discussing power
losses in compressor, impeller and diffuser stages
and compressor adiabatic efficiency
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-25] p0350 A71-25967
Soviet book on theory of aircraft bladed machines
covering axial flow, centrifugal and composite
turbines and compressors, thermodynamic
efficiency, control turbocompressor matching, etc
p0355 A71-26401
Centrifugal blowers optimum blade number for maximum
efficiency, discussing design measures for shock
and friction loss minimization
p0610 A71-38750
Inlet conditions for centrifugal compressor impeller
covering pressure, temperature and velocity
measurements on guasi-three dimensional model
p0665 A71-42035
Compressors and turbines centripetal stages
operational characteristics, investigating airflow
rate and pressure ratio effects on power
p0705 A71-45380
Cooling water system for compressor of supersonic
wind tunnel
(AD-710971] p0042 N71-10679
Overall performance of 6-inch radial-bladed
centrifugal compressor with various diffnser vane
setting angles
[NASA-TH-X-2107] p0104 N71-12208
Sweptback-bladed centrifugal compressor overall
performance in argon
[NASA-TH-X-2129] p0104 H71-12209
Flow distribution and performance of supersonic vane
diffusers for centrifugal compressors
[NASA-TT-F-13428] p0112 H71-12541
Mechanical feasibility and aerodynamic effectiveness
of rotating vaneless diffuser
[AD-716370] p0310 H71-19558
Theory, calculation, and design of centrifugal
compressor machines
[AD-717878] p0392 N71-23297
Aerodynamic performance of sweptback-bladed
centrifugal compressor in argon as function of
.equivalent weight flow
[NASA-TH-X-2269] p0398 N71-23659
Visualized flow patterns of airflow in centrifugal
rotors with thin plate blading and with thick
airfoil blades
[HE-238] p0708 N71-36110
Swept-back vane impeller tested on low speed
centrifugal compressor rig
[NBC-12020] p0718 N71-37596
CENTRIFUGAL FOBCE
Jet flaps application to autogyro rotor, using
A-117
CEHTBIFOGAL PDHPS SUBJECT INDEX
pressure junp for air centrifugation
p0661 A71-41399
CENTRIFUGAL PDHPS
Centrifugal pomp channels flow velocity measurement
by optical method, noting flov separation near
blade exits
p0222 171-22018
CEBiHAL PROTECTIVE COATIHGS
0 CEHHETS
0 PBOTECTIVE COATINGS
CEE4HALS
0 CEBHETS
CEBEBBAL ViSCDLiB 4CCIDEHTS
Simulated airline pilot cerebral incapacitation
etiology, incidence and detection, noting
unimpaired crew members conduct and reaction tines
during approach for landing
p0664 A71-41824
CEBHETS
Aircraft power plants sealing materials, emphasizing
porous cermet seals.heat resistance under thermal
cyclic loads
p0368 A71-27688
CBBtlFIClTIOH
Airworthiness and Air Registration Board, discussing
aims, objectives, technical changes and national
and international control
p0073 A71-13734
Concorde progress toward certification, discussing
SST airworthiness requirements, flight test
program, takeoff and landing operational
experience and stability problems at high
incidence
p0133 A71-16487
Business jet aircraft noise certification,
discussing test programs and cost reduction
[SAE PAPEB 710384] p0286 A71-24249
Light aircraft steel landing gear springs structural
design at Cessna, considering certification
reguirements
[SAE PAPEB 710400] p0287 A71-24262
Airport certification and safety inspection
procedures and minimum safety standards
[SAE PAPER 710413] p0404 A71-28305
Concorde flight simulator at Toulouse, discussing
flight control system, air navigation and
certification
p0488 A71-31881
Aircraft engine noise test methods for acoustic
certification, investigating jet and compressor
silencing, absorbent materials, rotor and
propeller noise and psychoacoustic testF
p0489 H71-31890
Concorde aircraft automatic landing and flight
control system objective, design, reliability and
certification tests
p0490 A71-31915
French flight test center role in development and
certification of Concorde aircraft, considering
cooperation with industry
[AIAA PAPER 71-784] p0544 A71-35526
V/STOL airworthiness certification, considering
standards developed by FAA in cooperation with
industry
[CASI PAPER 72/21] p0602 A71-37607
Airport certification and safety inspection program
mandated by Airport and Airway Development Act of
1971
p0693 A71-43235
Proceedings of conference to train personnel in
conducting aircraft noise certification tests
[HRC-TR-300-SUPPL-1] p0474 N71-26303
Guide to private and commerical multiengine aircraft
pilot certification
[FAA-AC-61-4C] p0711 N71-36438
CESSNA AIBCBAFT
Cessna citation twin turbofan business aircraft
design, performance characteristics,
communications, navigation and automatic flight
control equipment and flight evaluation
p0265 A71-22112
CESS8A BILITABT ilBCBAFT
D HILITARY AIRCRAFT
CF~104 AIBCBAFT
U F-104 AIRCRAFT
CH-3 HELICOPTER
Hodel following technigue for optimal control
applied to hovering motion of CH-3 helicopter
p0611 A71-39000
CH-46 HELICOPTER
Integral spar inspection system for making CH-46
rotor blade fail-safe
[AHS PREPRINT 551] p0452 A71-31103
Flight control software package for digital flight
control and landing system of CH-46C helicopter
[NASA-CR-110905] p0036 N71-10283
Guidance software package for digital flight control
and landing system of CH-46C helicopter
[NASA-CR-111025] p0036 N71-10284
Systems performance/design reguirements
specifications for CH-46C helicopter digital
flight control and landing system
[NASA-CR-110889] p0037 S71-10294
Systems analysis of flight control and guidance of
CH-46C helicopter
[NASA-CR-111024] p0037 H71-10297
Using automatic control theory with simple pilot
model for synthesizing helicopter landing approach
flight director control laws
[8ASA-TB-X-66492] p0106 H71-12224
CH-47 HELICOPTER
Turbine engine fuel control stability on CH-47C
helicopter, using flight tests and lag damper
simulation
[AHS PREPRINT 560] p0452 A71-31107
Boeing 347 helicopter program consisting of
analysis, vibration simulation, wind tunnel, whirl
tower and bench tests
[AHS PREPRINT 571] p0453 A71-31112
Tapered roller bearing lubrication, considering
application to CH-47 Boeing helicopter
transmission
p0541 A71-35300
CH-53 HELICOPTEB
D H-53 HELICOPTER
CH-54 HELICOPTEB
Army/Navy operational evaluation of offshore
containershhips discharge by CH-54 helicopters
[AHS PREPRINT 573] p0453 A71-31114
Flight simulation for evaluating proposed
stabilization system to ensure helicopter hovering
precision during cargo loading
[AD-710948] p0042 N71-10564
Design, .fabrication and tests of boron/epoxy
reinforced stringers for CH-54B tail cone
[NASA-CH-111929] p0674 N71-34013
Structural analysis of tail cone of CH-54B
helicopter reinforced with boron/epoxy stringers
[NASA-CR-111930] p0674 N71-34014
CH-113 HELICOPTER
0 CH-46 HELICOPTER
CHAFF
Doppler radar measurements of flow generated by wing
tip vortices using reflective chaff dispensed into
vortices
[NASA-CR-111877] p0328 N71-20630
CBALCOGENIDES
NT CARBON DIOXIDE
NT CARBON MONOXIDE
NT NITRIC OXIDE
NT NITROGEN OXIDES
NT SITROOS OXIDES
NT SULFIDES
NT SULFUR OXIDES
CHANCE-VOOGHT HILITABY AIRCRAFT
D MILITARY AIRCRAFT
CHANNEL FLOW
Sweptback turboblades in parallel wall channel,
investigating thickness, camber and leading edge
curvature effects on flow and pressure
distributions and vortex movement
p0025 A71-12606
Incompressible two dimensional inviscid stably
stratified fluid flow over vertical step in
channel bounded by rigid horizontal lid
p0078 A71-14201
Flow in channel with abrupt asymmetric widening,
calculating expanding flow velocity profile by
Prandtl semiempirical turbulence theory
p0222 A71-22041
Centrifugal pump channels flow velocity measurement
by optical method, noting flow separation near
blade exits
p0222 A71-22048
Power augmented lift STOL aircraft operating costs
reduction by channel wing'concept, discussing
aerodynamic theory and structural applications to
high lift flaps aircraft
A-118
SUBJECT IBDEX CHEMICAL REACTIONS
p0266 471-22592
Air and carbon dioxide intensive injection effect on
turbulent boundary layer of subsonic channel air
flow
P0290 A71-24378
Flow patterns within centrifugal and mixed flow
impeller channel, examining velocity
distributions, blade surface pressure and flow
behavior
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-I41 ] p0350 471-25971
Glass fiber rotor blades design with longitudinal
pressure tappings for cascade wind tunnel and
turbomachinery flow research applications
p0355 A71-26316
Viscous convergent-divergent nozzle flow slender
channel approximation, discussing nozzle geometry,
Reynolds number and wall temperature effects
[AIAA PAPEB 69-651] p0366 A71-27556
Axial flow gas turbines blade cascades forming
arrays with convergent channels, discussing
contours design
p0505 A71-33615
Supersonic aircraft shape for shock waves
minimization based on channel configuration with
converging inlet and diverging outlet section
p0699 A71-11572
One dimensional channel flow theory for designing
ram wing surface effect vehicle
[AD-727771] p0709 N71-36119
CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)
Computer display channel for en route air traffic
control flexible real time data processing and
display subsystem
[AIAA PAPEB 71-217] p0189 A71-19721
ATC satellites providing communications channels
between aircraft and ground control stations and
aircraft localization
pO<498 A71-328«9
CHAPLYGIN EQUATION
Approximation of Chaplygin eguation for subsonic
ideal gas plane adiabatic flow, applying to
discharge from flat channel with contraction
. p0197 A71-20083
Two link approximation of Chaplygin function by
coupling to integral eguations, applying to ideal
gas jet separation flow past symmetrical arc
p0197 A71-2008U
Hultilink approximation of Chaplygin function in
subsonic and supersonic flow regions, deriving
coupling conditions relative to modified stream
function at approximation nodes
p0198 A71-20090
CHAPMAN SHEAB LAYER
0 SHEAB LAYERS
CHAPHAN-JOUGBT FLAME
0 DETONATION
CHARACTEBISIIC METHOD
0 METHOD OP CHARACTERISTICS
CHABACTEBS
0 SYMBOLS
CHARGED PARTICLES
NT HIGH ENERGY ELECTBONS
NT PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
CHABGING
Helicopter charging mechanisms, considering engine
and rain precipitation charging
p0193 A71-19933
Electrostatic charging noise measurement, reduction
and flight test verification
p0194 A71-19937
CRABBING
Mathematical model for predicting erosion of
charring ablator in aerodynamic environment
p0321 N71-202U8
CHARTS
NT GRAPHS (CHARTS)
NT METEOROLOGICAL CHARTS
Worldwide aeronautical charts maintenance for weapon
systems support, discussing data sources
P0208 A71-21254
CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATION
Nonlinear systems optimal control computational
method, using Chebyshev algorithm
p0367 A71-27592
CHECKOUT
Procedures for evaluating compatibility of aviation
materiel with related eguipnent
[AD-719107] p0457 N71-24157
Technical aviation handbook covering aircraft
maintenance, navigation aids, airframes,
lubricants, piston and gas turbine engines, and
checkout procedures
[AD-727195] p0720 H71-37613
CBECKODT EQDIPMENT
D TEST EQUIPMENT
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
NT POTENTIOMETBIC ANALYSIS
Chemical and structural analysis techniques for
materials suitable for aircraft structures
[AD-727017] p0689 N71-36323
CHEMICAL CLEANING
Aircraft industrial cleaning agents, processes and
techniques applied to components in course of
manufacturing and assembly phases, emphasizing
emulsion and alkaline methods
[ASM PAPER C70-1.3] pOSOl A71-33512
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
Dltrahigh tensile steels for landing gear and other
aircraft design applications, discussing
composition, mechanical properties, quality
requirements, manufacture and testing
p0272 A71-22996
Control and chemical compositon of aircraft fuels,
lubricants, and special liquids
[AD-727199] p0727 N71-38531
CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
NT ALUMINUM
NT ALUMINUM 27
NT ARGON
NT BERYLLIUM
NT BOBON
NT CARBON
NT COBALT ISOTOPES
NT HELIUM
NT HYDROGEN
NT IRIDIUM ISOTOPES
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN
NT LIQUID NITBOGEN
NT MAGNESIUM
NT NIOBIUM
NT NITBOGEN
NT NITBOGEN IONS
NT PLUTONIUM
NT BEFBACTOBY METALS
NT THULIUM ISOTOPES
NT TITANIUM
NT XENON
CHEMICAL EXPLOSIONS
NT GAS EXPLOSIONS
CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHES
U FIRE EXTINGUISHEBS
CHEMICAL FUELS
NT AIBCRAFT FUELS'
NT GASOLINE
NT HYDROCARBON FUELS
NT HYDROGEN FUELS
NT JET ENGINE FUELS
NT JP-5 JET FUEL
NT SLURBY PROPELLANTS
Chemical and physical properties of aircraft fuels
gelled with hydrocarbon resins
[FAA-NA-71-17] p0627 N71-32078
CHEMICAL KINETICS
U REACTION KINETICS
CHEMICAL MACHINING
NT ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING
CHEMICAL PBOPEBTIES
NT ACIDITY
NT SALINITY
CHEMICAL REACTIONS
NT DEHYDBOGENATION
NT HYDROLYSIS
NT OXIDATION
NT PHOTOCHBOMISH
NT TITBATION
Dissociating airflow over two dimensional blunt
body, determining laminar-boundary layer chemical
reaction suppression effects on heat exchange
p0190 A71-19748
Reacting and nonreacting gases laminar boundary
layer flows,over two dimensional and axisymmetric
bodies at zero lift, comparing numerical methods
p0190 A71-19860
Reactive equilibrium hypersonic gas flow over
slender pointed body, neglecting rate chemistry
p0272 A71-23051
A-119
CBEHICAI BEACTO8S SDBJECT INDEX
Transformation in air components due to marked
increase in temperature during reentry shock wave
p0386 N71-22640
CHBBICAL BEACTOBS
Turbojet engine combustor nitric oxide formation
prediction based on adiabatic micromixed perfectly
stirred reactor model analysis
[AIAA PAPER 71-713] pO«93 A71-32286
CHEHICAL BELAXATION
0 HOLECULAR BELAXATION
CHBHICAL TESTS
HI CHEHICAL ANALYSIS
NT POTENTIOBETRIC ANALYSIS
NT SALT SPBAY TESTS
CHEHICAL IABFARE
Flight tests of airborne dissemination devices for
chemical warfare
[AD-726350] p0682 N71-35218
CHEHONOCLEAB PROPULSION
0 NUCLEAB PBOPOLSION
CBII.LING
0 COOLING
CH1BHEIS
Bind tunnel aerodynamic stability tests on chimneys
with pipes and helical winding stabilizers
[NPL-AEBO-1310] p0231 N71-17331
CHINOOK HELICOPTEB
0 CH-117 HELICOPTEB
CHIOBATES
Oxygen supply to air transported patients by
chemical compounds, suggesting use of
permanganates and chlorates
p0662 A71-41571
CHLORINE COMPOUNDS
NT CHLORATES
NT DICHLORODIPHENYLTRICHLOROETHANE
CHORDS (GEOHETBT)
Chord and rotary wing span differential pressure
distribution effects on high frequency aerodynamic
noise propagation from helicopters
[AD-721661] p0528 N71-28507
CHBOBIOB ALLOTS
NT CHROBIOB STEELS
CHBOHIDH STEELS
Chromium and titanium alloyed austenitic steels,
examining short and long time application as
turbine engine parts
p027<l A7 1-23295
CHBONOPHOTOGBAPHY
Technigues for aerial time-lapse cloud photographic
analysis, Doppler navigation data analysis, and
photogrammetric data acquisition
p0715 N71-36990
CBBONOTBONS
0 PULSE BATE
D TIHE LAG
CHUGGING
U COHBUSTION STABILITY
CINBFLaOBOGBAPHY
0 BADIOGHAPHY
CINEBADIOGBIPBT
U BADIOGRAPHY
CIBCDIT PBOTECTIOH
Late model F-4 air superiority aircraft and
electronic flight control systems protection
against lightning discharges damage to electric
and electronic systems
p0194 A71-199UO
Lightning and surge protection devices for
. survivability of aircraft electrical systems
p019U A71-19911
Aircraft electric power system design with
reliability, simplicity, low cost, weight and
size, discussing automatic circuit protection and
energy power
p0519 A71-35780
Remote power controller as static circuit protection
device for aircraft and spacecraft automatically
controlled electrical wiring system, discussing
performance improvement
p0550 A71-35782
CIBCUIT RELIABILITY
Hicroelectronic circuits reliability in aircraft
engine control applications, discussing testing
and selection for severe temperature and vibration
environments
[SAE PAPEB 700822) p0209 A71-21369
Aircraft electric power system design with
reliability, simplicity, low cost, weight and
size, discussing automatic circuit protection and
energy power
p0549 A71-35780
AN/ARC-IUil solid state ultrareliable UHF multimode
aircraft transceiver, discussing tuning, freguency
synthesis and broadband power amplifier
p0613 A71-39209
CIBCOITS
NT COUNTING CIRCUITS
NT EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS
NT FEEDBACK CIRCUITS
NT INTEGRATED CIRCBITS
NT LOGIC CIRCUITS
NT MICROWAVE CIRCUITS
NT PHASE SHIFT CIBCOITS
NT SHUCKING CIRCUITS
NT THANSISTOB CIBCUITS
Measurements and analysis of lightning-induced
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits
[NASA-CR-17111] p0259 N71-19122
CIRCULAR CONES
Circular cone with cross shaped wings in supersonic
flow, determining flow characteristics, velocities
and pressure
p0021 A71-11958
Hypersonic boundary layer of spinning circular cone
at angle of attack, using finite difference method
[AIAA PAPEB 71-57] pOISI A71-18516
Vortex layer near circular cone surface in
supersonic axisymmetric steady flow of homogeneous
inviscid gas
p0289 A71-21372
Steady supersonic isoenergetic flow of thermally and
calorically perfect gas past circular cones at
zero angle of attack, using dimensional
perturbation method
p0358 A71-26939
Unsteady hypersonic self similar gas flow and drag
on circular cone accelerated according to power
law, using small perturbation theory
p0417 A71-29205
French monograph on laminar boundary layer on
circular cone at angle of incidence in supersonic
stream, calculating separation from parabolic
equations by numerical integration
p0609 A71-38647
Interferometric holographic analysis of density flow
fields around half-angle conical bodies in
supersonic wind tunnels with 10 deg angle of
attack
[AD-721543] p0528 N71-28411
CIRCULAR CYLINDEBS
Local heat transfer to transverse circular cylinder
at low Beynolds numbers, using iterative finite
difference approach
pOlOO A7T-15493
Hind tunnel experiments on vortex shedding from
circular cylinders in oscillating free stream
p0192 A71-19908
Trajectories prediction for subsonic spin stabilized
projectiles via water tunnel tests, considering
blunt nose and tail and rounded nose right
circular cylinders
[AIAA PAPEB 71-296] p0220 A71-22016
Pressure drag and cross flow force coefficients of
inclined circular cylinder in supercritical flow
p0265 A71-22098
Spring supported circular cylinder stability in wake
flow of similar cylinder at various spacings using
guasi-static aerodynamic derivatives and flutter
theory
p0269 A71-229U2
Vortex shedding characteristics of circular
cylinders at low Beynolds numbers from experiment
on tapered models wake structure
p0361 A71-27220
flomentum thickness of boundary layer of circular
cylinder in cross flow at high Beynolds numbers
from static pressure and skin friction
measurements
P0369 A71-27738
Bechanical support system role in determination of
aeroelastic stability of leeward cylinder immersed
in wake using undamped flutter theory
p0445 A71-31021
Cylindrical membrane aeroelastic stability and
flutter analysis at high supersonic or low
hypersonic Bach numbers
p0491 A71-32019
A-120
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Allen and Vincent! blockage corrections for drag
coefficients on circular cylinder in wind tunnel
p0604 A71-37888
Fluctuating aerodynamic force measurement on
.- stationary circular cylinder spanning wind tunnel,
using direct method without support interference
p0652 A71-40393
Circulation control by slot suction on circular
cylinder
[LB-530] p0045 H71-11002
Laminar near wake characteristics behind circular
cylinder in Bach 6 rarefied air stream
[BEPT-1108/70] p0047 H71-11012
Analytical and numerical calculations for
cylinder-vortex combination in incompressible flow
noting pressure distribution and downvash
[NLB-TB-69057-U] p0169 N71-15548
Smooth double-slotted circular cylinder aerodynamic
force characteristics measured for circulation
control by slot suction
[NBC-11714] p0324 N71-20196
CIBCOLAB SHELLS
Ideal Height of axisymmetric fuselage shells, taking
into account load distribution and cabin
pressurization
p0704 A71-45180
CIBCOLAB TOBES
Periodically supported -and damped closed circular
beam structure, determining freguency response
matrix
p0221 A71-22026
CIBCDLATION
HT ATHOSPHEBIC CIBCOLATION
CITIES
Aircraft noise propagation in city streets due to
intertown V/STOL and helicopter ports, using small
scale models
p0613 A71-39264
CIVIL AVIATIOH
HT YAK 40 AIBCBAPT
Civil aircraft aspect ratio relationship to
commercial viability, considering need for minimum
induced drag at wing loading to improve payloads,
speeds and ranges
p0017 A71-11628
V/STOL aircraft in civil air transportation,
discussing safety, reliability, maintainability
and propulsion system concepts
p0071 A71-13576
Civil aircraft accident and maintenance recording
regulations and systems, discussing airborne
eguipment
p0073 A71-13735
Civil aviation safety - Conference, Beirut,
September-October 1970
p0086 A71-14990
Hijacking and acts of violence against civil
aircraft, concerning draft convention by legal
committee of International Civil Aviation
Organization
p0087 A71-14997
Army avionics technology transfer to civil aviation,
discussing communication systems, flight control
and landing aids
p0087 A71-15017
Air charter flights legal status, considering
public, private and international laws and civil
responsibility
p0142 A71-17422
Bevision of 1929 Warsaw Convention Articles 3 and 25
relative to air carrier liability, discussing
possible U.S. secession
p0142 A71-17424
Air transport popularization possibilities,
considering group rates and fare adjustments
p0143 A71-17586
French statistical system for civil air transport
operations from airport viewpoint
p0143 A71-17587
Civil aviation aircraft mean flight time overhaul
schedules, considering statistical evaluation of
relationship between operational characteristics
and time between overhauls
P0205 A71-20797
Commercial aviation stratospheric water vapor
injections influence on radiation budget, ozone,
polar night cloudiness and potential climatic
effects
p0214 A71-21822
V/STOL civil aircraft, considering rotor lift and
variable sveep vings
p0294 A71-24850
Weather minimum standards for civil aircraft,
considering cloud ceilings, visibility, wind
velocity and direction, onboard and ground-based
flight control eguipment and aircraft
characteristics
p0360 A71-27141
Soviet airlines operations planning, discussing
principal objectives, methodology and
organizational principles
p0360 A71-27144
National Airport Plan changes since 1946, discussing
airport management involvement increase
[SAE PAPEB 710414.] p0405 A71-28306
HAC malfunction detection, analysis and recording
system applications in commercial airlines,
emphasizing real time response for maintenance
function
[SAE PAPEB 710425] p0405 A71-28311
Commercial airlines flight training program, using
simulation and improved technigues for safety and
economy
[SAE PAPEB 710475] p0409 A71-28340
Commercial V/STOL and jet VTOL transport, discussing
Do-31 test results, landing approach, air traffic
control automation and electronic control
p0415 A71-29131
Book on air law and civil air policy covering
international regulation, air traffic market,
passenger and cargo services, etc
p0430 A71-29938
Air transport and travel expansion rate, discussing
motivations and cost
p0430 A71 -30159
Circumstances inducing growth in different air
transport sectors, discussing transportation cost,
aviation capital reguirement and business and
leisure air travel
P0431 A71-30160
Long haul international air transport, analyzing
traffic growth rates
p0431 A71-30161
Civil aviation customer /operator, passenger and
community/ needs, describing STOL and V/STOL
aircrafts
p0431 A71-30162
Computer aided design program for civil transport
aircraft configuration, performance, propulsion,
weight and costs to meet given specifications
p0435 A71-30398
Soviet Hil V-12 heavy lift helicopter for civil and
military missions, noting turbine engines, rotor
configuration, cargo hold and navigation system
p0436 A71-30420
Inertial navigation systems improvements for
commercial air transportation, noting digital
computer program revision and increased functional
capability
[SAE PAPER 710458] p0438 A71-30534
Flightworthy 25-foot diameter proprotor wind tunnel
test, considering civil and military need for VTOL
transportation
[AHS PREPRINT 501] p0448 A71-31077
Civil and military aviation operational problems,
including cloud masses and CAT detection, landing
aids and radar navigation
p0491 A71-31917
Canadian B and D on fixed wing civil STOL aircraft,
discussing augmentor wing concept using jet
Dowered lift augmentor system
p0503 A71-33470
Future aviation development constraints on
manufacturer and purchaser, design, test costs,
noise,,airport location and multinational
operation
[AIAA PAPEB 71-799] p0508 A71-34024
Civil V/STOL aircraft projects, discussing design,
lift fan engines, weights, flight performance,
noise levels, safety and comfort standards
p0509 A71-34101
Navigation and communication satellites development
for civil aviation and shipping, examining
technical, organizational, operational and cost
problems
p0533 A71-34240
Civil aircraft arresting on runway overshoots,
describing safe deceleration method by use of soft
A-121
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ground arresters
p0540 A71-35210
Military and civil aircraft navigation systens
development, emphasizing self contained airborne
equipment
p0542 471-35374
Civil aviation and merchant marine satellites,
considering aircraft and surface vessel antenna
characteristics and modulation techniques for
optimum communication channel frequencies
p0546 471-35582
Air transportation safety review covering Heather
knowledge, aircraft structures, instrumentation,
radio aids and power plants
p0554 471-36175
Civil aircraft market analysis, examining
replacement cycle and used aircraft market based
on aircraft histories
p0560 A71-36676
German glossary of commercial air traffic with
English equivalents
p0562 A71-36962
Civil aircraft future propulsion requirements,
considering larger engine sizes, higher takeoff
thrusts and lower noise.levels
[CASI PAPER 72/10] p0601 A71-37600
Civil V/STOL aircraft engines reguirements,
considering noise reduction, thrust* multifunction
propulsion/blowing, lift and booster fan engines
[CASI PAPER 72/19] p0605 A71-38021
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel,
considering runway capacity and adjusted demand
p0606 471-38028
Civil aircraft cockpit lightinq evaluation
guidelines
p0607 A71-38241
OK military and civil ftTC coordination, discussing
Mediator plan for modernization of communication
and navigation equipment and techniques
p0662 A71-U1519
Federal Aviation Act amendment prohibiting
controlling interest in air carrier without Civil
Aeronautics Board approval
p0665 A71-42070
Solid state airborne weather radar for civil
aviation, discussing design, weight and power
requirement redaction
p0698 471-44273
Future transportation technology impact, considering
system design evaluation criteria and civil
aviation and urban mass transit systems
contributions
[ 4I4A P4PEE 71-1010] p0701 471-411591
Civil aviation research and development policy
review covering aircraft noise, congestion, 4TC,
runway capacity and airport development problems
filiA PAPE2 71-1020] p0701 471-44602
Systems approach to accident investigation in civil
aviat'on and homes
p0033 N71-10115
Demonstration plan for Western Region Short Haul Air
Transportation Program
[ATH-71-/7190/-1-VOL-1] p0036 K71-10279
Technical studies for Western Region Short Haul Air
Transportation Program
fATR-71-/7190/-1-VOL-2] p0036 K71-10280
Air carrier demand for slots particularly in area of
Washington-Baltimore
fPB-193350] p0037 B71-10347
National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center
history and programs
P0038 H71-10356
Statistical analysis of direct rail rapid transit
system impact on transportation to Cleveland
airport
P0038 N71-10370
File formats and code descriptions for analysis of
direct rail rapid transit system impact on
transportation to Cleveland airport
P0038 N71-10371
FAA statistical handbook of aviation 1958-1968
POC38 N71-10372
Statistical tabulation of United States civil
aircraft accident histories for 1969
[PB-190792] p0044 H71-10932
Statistical tabulation of United States civil
aircraft accident histories in 1968
[PB-190811] pOOHU 871-10933
Legal aspects of air and surface carrier
interactions in freight transportation
. p0058 N71-1211?
Possible benefits of local and trunk air carrier
mergers
P0058 H71-12120
Subsidies for American certificated air carriers
P0059 N71-12190
Analysis of New York air transportation system and
recommended improvements
[PH-3] v p0124 N71-13777
4nalysis of air transportation facilities in Gulf
Coast region of OS - Vol. 1
[PB-194339] p0124 K71-13803
Analysis of civil aviation facilities in Gulf Coast
region of OS - Vol. 2
[PB-19U340] p012« K71-13804
Organizational structure and operational procedures
o£ OSSB civil aviation
[AD-713415] p0157 H71-14555
Airline meteorological radar operational policies
and procedures
[4D-713636] p0161 H71-14623
Problems of local airlines in providing service to
rural communities
p0167 H71-15390
Survey of Huntsville pattern of commercial air
traffic
CHASA-CH-115880] p0169 H71-15553
Problem areas for lift fan propulsion for civil VIOL
transports
[NASA-IB-X-52907] p0178 H71-16558
Cost reduction procedures for aircraft turbine
engines used in civil aviation
[NASA-TH-1-52951] p0178 H71-16592
DS general aviation and supplemental air carrier
accident statistical tables for 1969
CHTSB-BA-70-6] p0237 N71-17475
Congressional hearings on Boeing 727 use of
Washington National Airport
p0240 S71-17697
Civil aeronautics operations review
p0242 N71-17779
Employment opportunities for economists and air
transportation analysts with Civil Aeronautics
Board
p0242 N71-17798
Problems in civil air transportation and logistics
p0242 H71-17799
Problems facing local air transport industry,
communities, and government agencies
p02U6 H71-18078
Air transport supply on scheduled services in
Europe-Mediterranean and Southeast Asia regions
CREPI-1970/1-E] p02«7 H71-18112
Benefits and problems of using head-up displays in
commercial and general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CR-117135] p0313 N71-19752
Transportation management, regional planning, and
commercial aviation development for state of Texas
[PB-196932] p0336 N71-21627
Characteristics of T/STOI aircraft for commercial
transportation system and applications to Texas
reguirements
tPB-196934] p0336 N71-21632
Evaluation of short takeoff aircraft for commercial
shuttle flight applications to reduce traffic
congestion in San Francisco, California area
p0371 N71-21874
Analysis and statistics of airports, air carrier
fleet operation, aircraft production, and status
of civilian pilot personnel for September, 1970
p0372 H71-21977
Analysis of Boeing 727 aircraft impact on
environment, passenger processing, passenger
boarding trends, and scheduled and total operation
trends
p0372 N71-21978
Planning for expected civil aviation developments
caused by change-over to Boeing 747 aircraft and
supersonic transport
p0380 H71-22381
Economics and operational planning for future civil
air transportation
p0380 N71-22384
Civilian airline operations with Boeing 747
aircrafts and supersonic aircraft
p0380 N71-22385
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Planning parameters for high capacity international
airport system
p0381 N71-22389
Integrated systems approach for developing
requirements of increased civil aviation in Israel
p0381 N71-22391
Heather factors in fatal civil transport aircraft
accidents
p0396 H71-23U31
Air transportation system and Civil Aeronautics
Board decisions
p0399 H71-23720
General aviation traffic implied densities and
interaction frequencies computed with model using
southern California to judge difficulty for naval
air traffic
[AD-719906] p0169 N71-25621
Aircraft maintenance for civil aviation
[AD-720366] pO«71 871-25955
Analysis of magnitude, growth, and carrier
participation of passenger traffic in major
short-haul markets
p0477 R71-26528
Cost benefit analysis and technology assessment in
civil aviation research and development with case
histories
CNASA-CR-1808] p0513 H71-27010
Comparison of fatal aircraft accidents with medical
personnel as pilots against aircraft accident
fatalities among general aviation pilots
[FiA-AM-71-9] p0517 N71-27t28
Investigation and conclusions concerning metal
fatigue in aircraft components as cause of civil
aircraft accidents
p0517 N71-27429
Selected aircraft accident reports in brief form
occurring in OS civil aviation operations during
1970
[NTSB-BA-71-1] p0522 N71-28189
Analysis of current status and future outlook of OS
commuter airline industry
tAD-718871] p0522 B71-28216
Airline operations, costs, effects on aircraft
industry, and cooperation with CAS
p0565 N71-29256
Review of policies affecting civil aviation,
problems confronting it, and potential for future
contributions to national benefits
[NASA-SP-265] p0579 N71-30506
Civil aviation research and development projects
noting characteristics and growth to date, current
problems, future requirements, potential
solutions, and recommendations
[NASA-SP-266] p0579 N71-30507
Analysis of 79,000 hours data obtained from NASA
V-G/VGH flight recorders installed on 731 qeneral
aircraft engaged in eight types of operations
p058U N71-30782
Performance tests on liquid explosive emergency exit
for civil aircraft
[FAA-BD-71-33] p0587 N71-3106U
Investigation of air charter operations utilizing
large airplanes to fulfill demands of aircraft
capacity and speed, cargo type and size, as well
as frequency of operation
[PB-197636] p0619 N71-31621
Mathematical simulation and queuing models for air
traffic control systems
[AD-721726] p0627 N71-32065
Systems and equipment for civil aircraft approach
and landing
[BEPT-52] p063M H71-32850
Pros and cons of SST aircraft for civil airline
operations
[BL-1U7] p0613 N71-33438
Development of data for commercially viable
hypersonic transport aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-13793] p06«5 871-33625
Aircraft accident briefs for 1969 includinq date,
location, aircraft data, injuries, flight purpose,
and pilot data
[NTSB-BA-71-2] p0711 H71-36t33
Statistical, cause/factor and injury tables,
accident rates, and briefs of accidents involving
OS carriers in 1969
[NTSB-ABC-7L-1] p0711 N71-36137
Planning short-haul intercity commercial air
transportation with STOL aircraft
[HRCH-2] p0719 H71-37605
CL-S95 BELICOPTEB
D XH-51 HE1ICOPTBB
CLAMPS
Inflatable restraint collar for large balloons with
heavy loads using winch driven cable lannchinq
p0020 A71-11821
CLABK T AIRFOIL
0 AIBFOIL PBOFILES
CLASSIC AIBCBAFT
0 IL-62 AIBCBAFT
CLASSIFICATIONS
NT INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)
CLASSIFYING
Flexible runway surfaces classification by LCN
method, calculating for Ilyushin aircraft
p035t A71-26201
CLEANEBS
NT AIB FILTEBS
CLEAB AIB TDBBDLENCE
Thin CAT layer detection in lower stratosphere by L
band radar complemented by radiosonde and U-2
aircraft probes
p0007 A71-10567
Clear air turbulence effects on flight and
structural response of aircraft, using gust loads
model
P0065 A71-13136
Clear air turbulence due to larqe amplitude
Kelvin-Helmholtz billows, noting simultaneous
measurements by instrumented aircraft and radar
p0088 A71-150H3
Turbulent/total flight mile ratio in high altitude
.clear air turbulence /HICAT/ program
p0201 A71-20314
Aircraft instrumentation and data analysis for clear
air turbulence, including orthogonal components
and temperature and wind distributions
pOU2« A71-29753
Stratospheric air flow patterns and CAT measurements
onboard aircraft over and downwind of Western U.S.
mountain terrain
p0425 A71-29755
Thunderstorm, CAT, weather and mountain wave induced
turbulence forecasting and analysis for transport
aircraft
pO«25 A71-2976H
Airborne equipment for CAT detection ahead of
aircraft, considering pulsed Doppler laser and IB
detectors
pO«25 A71-29765
ATC avionics equipment, discussing inertial area
navigation, autopilots, airborne data acquisition,
altitude reporting, collision avoidance, CAT,
satellite communications, etc
p0536 A71-31615
Synoptic aeroloqical conditions for occurrence of
CAT, considering in-flight registrations and
observations under jet stream conditions over
North Atlantic
p0603 A71-37751
Simultaneous radar and instrumented aircraft
observations in clear air turbulent layer for eddy
dissipation rates calculation
P0612 A71-39207
Aircraft wake turbulence relation to CAT, discussing
flight control loss, jumbo jets trailing vortex
wakes breakup and detection and safe aircraft
spacinq
p0658 A71-40704
Badar observation of convective process in clear
air, presenting tnrreted top cell contour tracings
from PPI sequence
p0691 A71-43088
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
[DLB-FB-70-29] p0230 N71-17145
Airborne photoelectric particle counter for sapping
clear air turbulence
tNASA-CB-111864] p0326 N71-20398
Clear air turbulence in stratosphere and effects on
weather formation, atmospheric physics, and
supersonic flights
[JPBS-53133] p0469 N71-25746
Detecting clear air turbulence using C02 laser
Doppler system
p0581 N71-30763
XB-70 aircraft for investigating and predictory
xB-70 aircraft for investigating and predicting
A-123
CLEARANCES SOBJECT INDEX
mountain waves
[NASA-CR-1878] p0591 B71-31351
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
[BMWG-FBST-70-9] p0622 N71-31781
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
p0623 N71-31885
Meteorological flight search for clear air
turbulence in stratosphere above Australia, 1966
p0615 N71-33671
CLEARANCES
Time dependent clearance changes effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of sectorially grooved
gas bearings, describing lift and drag
coefficients calculation
p0431 A71-30227
CLIMATOLOGY
SST operation climatic impact assessment program,
considering carbon dioxide, water vapor,
contrails, particulates, nitrogen oxides and
carbon monoxide
p0703 A71-H1I982
Aeronautical climatological tables of international
commercial airports
P0165 R71-15143
Synoptic meteorology for airports in Spain, Austria,
France, Switzerland, and Alps
[AD-720708] p0519 N71-27807
Tables on climatological conditions for airfields
and climatic areas of Mediterranean region
[AD-721160] p0519 N71-27830
CLIBBING FLIGHT
Noise abatement power cutback takeoff procedures,
maximum altitude approaches and preferential
runway systems for noise relief
p0213 A71-21813
Minimal time climb velocity optimization for
stratospheric and. tropospheric jet aircraft
flights
poeea A71-41972
KC-135 aircraft climb trajectories for optimum
constant lift coefficient, range and fuel amount
p0670 A71-«283<4
Climbout and landing approach noise measurements for
three engine turbofan transport aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6137] p0460 H71-21582
Aircraft accident at Miami, Florida involving
Republic of Ecuador C-5UD during climb following
instrument takeoff
[NTSB-AAR-71-2] pO«71 N71-26032
Flight simulator evaluation of aircraft instrument
departure procedure
[FAA-FS-600-2] p0572 N71-29635
Tu-134 aerodynamic characteristics during takeoff,
climb, horizontal flight, landing stability and
maneuverability, and strength under various loads
[AD-72'1961 p0720 N71-37612
CLOCKS
NT ATOMIC CLOCKS
Aircraft mechanical and battery operated clocks
resistant to high intensity magnetic fields
[AD-726700J p0710 N71-36I*30
CLOGGING
0 FLOGGING
CLOSED CYCLES
Aircraft jet engine application of electric
discharge machining for repetitive continuous
production, considering automated closed cycle
eguipment
CSBE PAPER BH-71-1t3} p0560 A71-36658
Closed cycle refrigeration system for cryogenic
cooling of IR illuminator in helicopter mounted
U.S. Army HVASS Night Vision System for night
reconnaissance
p0613 A71-39275
CLOSED LOOP STSTEHS
D FEEDBACK CONTROL
CLOSURES
Closure technique for retention of grease in large
bearings on F-I4C aircraft wheels
(AD-723679J p0621 H71-317UU
CLOTHING
NT PHOTECTIVE CLOTHING
CLODD COVER
VF8 flying under bad weather conditions, discussing
flight through and above cloud layers, need for
radiotelephone communication and ground radar
support
p0213 A71-21767
Aircraft hazards due to frequent low cloud
occurrences at Kenya airport, forecasting weather
with statistical analysis and radiosounding
p0415 A71-29106
Calculations of clear column radiances using
infrared temperature profile radiometer
measurements taken by Convair-990 over partly
cloudy areas
[NOAi-TM-NESS-28] p0337 N71-218U2
CLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY
Statistical diameter size distribution of random
circles on plane or spheres in space from
satellite and aircraft measurements for aerial and
cloud photography
p0359 A71-27100
Tabulation of B-57 aerial cloud photography of
tropical convection systems for 11 to 28 July 1969
with flight path over Barbados Islands
[ESSA-TB-ERLTH-BOBAP-1] p0399 N71-23716
Techniques for aerial time-lapse cloud photographic
analysis, Doppler navigation data analysis, and
photogrammetric data acquisition
p0715 N71-36990
CLODD PHYSICS
Spatial correlations between inside cumulus cloud
conditions and precipitation onset and intensity
for modification experiments from aircraft
penetration measurements
p0210 A71-21150
CLODD SEEDING
Technology review on electric automobiles, and
modified T-33 aircraft system for pyrotechnic hail
suppression seeding
[DHE/HAE-1970/t/] p0378 N71-22198
Modified T-33 aircraft system for pyrotechnic hail
suppression seeding
p0378 S71-22200
Development, testing, and utilization of silver
iodide pyrotechnic cloud seeding system
[ESSA-TB-ERLTB-APCL-5] p0715 H71-36985
CLOUDS
NT CLOUDS (BETEOHOLOGY)
NT COHDLDS CLOUDS
NT STRATDS CLOUDS
Aircraft mounted infrared detectors for remote
measurements of optical cloud properties
p0167 N71-25260
CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY)
NT CUHDLUS CLOUDS
NT STRATUS CLOUDS
Soviet book on fog, cloud and humidity measuring
instruments, discussing artificial fog formation
and natural fog dispersion problems
p0199 A71-20298
Onboard meteorological pulse radars for cloud
formations detection, navigational aids, ground
reference points determination and relief
surveillance
p01t91 A71-31920
Laser technique for runway and slant visibility
range, lower cloud boundary and atmospheric
damping coefficient
p0696 A71-113889
Static electrification of aircraft when flying
through clouds and precipitation
[AD-726581] p0683 N71-35225
COAGULATION
Two phase mixture nonequilibrium flow mathematical
model with allowance for colliding droplets
coagulation and atomization based on high speed
photographic studies
p0290 A71-24380
COALESCENCE
U COALESCING
COALESCING
Corrosion inhibitor effects on water coalescing
characteristics of DOD type filter/coalescer
elements
CAD-712999] p0116 N71-13070
Effects of corrosion inhibitors and anti-icer
inhibitor combinations on coalescing properties of
filter coalescer elements used to decontaminate
jet engine fnels
CAD-722231] p0529 N71-28577
COABDA EFFECT
Ground effect vehicles limiting volumetric
A-121
SUBJECT IHDBI COIHIHG
dissipations from air cushion and propulsion
systems with flold boundary by Coanda effect
p0192 A71-19923
Propulsion, guidance and stability of ground effect
vehicle with perimetric Coanda fluid boundary
p0119 A71-29308
COASTS
Design of computer assisted information system to
provide seacoast data for military purposes
[AD-722U27] p0572 N71-29660
Interpretation of color infrared photography of
Florida tidewater coastline
fAD-727630] p0724 N71-37921
COATING
HI ELECTROPLATING
BT METALLIZING
COATIBGS
NT ALOHINOH COATINGS
NT ELECTROPLATING
NT METAL COATINGS
NT BETALLIZING
NT PAINTS
NT PLASTIC COATINGS
NT PRIMERS (COATINGS)
NT PEOTECTIVE COATINGS
NT SPRAYED COATINGS
NT THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS
COAXIAL FLOB
Parallel nononiform supersonic flow of two coaxial
gas jets past sphere
p0083 A71-1U562
Supersonic flow past notch in lateral body surface
or in two closely lying coaxial bodies, applying
turbulent jet theory to separation zone
pOICO A71-15626
Near and far noise fields from coaxial interacting
supersonic jet flows
[AIAi PAPER 71-152] p0151 A71-18591
COAXIAL TRANSMISSION
D TRANSMISSION
COBALT
NT COBALT ISOTOPES
COBALT ALLOTS
Hiqh temperature Ni and Co alloys for stationary gas
turbines and jet engine parts, considering
microstructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
p0275 A71-23302
Cobalt and nickel based alloy metallurgy for high
temperature gas turbine materials
p0233 N71-17389
COBALT ISOTOPES
Aircraft altimeter containing X ray source
p0226 N71-16993
COCKPIT SIMULATORS
C-5 military transport stability augmentation for
pitch and yaw inertia at low speed, using pilot
evaluation on cockpit simulator
p0028 A71-12681
Cockpit simulator motion effects on ILS approach
pilot guidance errors, using Erdmann model
[DGLR-70-071] p0129 A71-15956
Link 717 simulator design and operation, describing
cockpit layout, motion picture system and
malfunction insertion and display unit
p0156 471-18665
Boeing 717 crew members training program, describing
ground training, classrooms, inertial navigation
system and cockpit trainers
[SAE PAPER 710173] p0109 A71-28339
Aircraft-simulating cockpit procedure trainer
statistical data and development problems
concerning safety, economy and efficiency
performance
p0189 A71-31883
Pilot evaluation of movable and rigid cockpit
control sticks
CAD-709931] p0035 N71-10181
Human factors in aircraft simulation
(AGARD-CP-79-70] p0173 N71-16060
Human factors in Concorde cockpit simulation
p0171 N71-16065
Human factors in developing a piloted simulation
program for evaluating aircraft handling aspects
[NASA-TB-X-66583] p0175 N71-16069
Jet vertical takeoff aircraft piloted cockpit
simulator for controlling aircraft flight
performance
fARC-H/H-3617] pO"66 N71-25065
Cockpit simulators without visual or motion cues in
pilot training
p0625 N71-31952
Flight simulation of short takeoff aircraft and
Dornier-31 aircraft, and results using cockpit
simulator with 6 degrees of freedom for DO-31
p0626 N71-31956
COCKPITS
Combat aircraft cockpit temperature control system
design and operation
p0003 A71-10270
Airline experience with dual inertial systems as
sole means of navigation, considering eguipment
reliability, cockpit design, training, etc
p0007 A71-10509
Aerospace Recommended Practice criteria for flight
deck crew escape systems applicable to all
commercial aircraft propulsion systems, design
speeds and payloads
[SAE-ABP-808A] p0187 A71-19616
Armored cockpit for attack aircraft combat
effectiveness, including mold line tumbling
plates, terminal ballistic kinematics and integral
structural armor
[AIAA PAPER 71-778) pOSIS A71-35530
Civil aircraft cockpit lighting evaluation
guidelines
p0607 A71-38211
Display devices in aircraft cockpit providing pilots
with information from various sources, considering
head-up display and CRT
p06U9 A71-10113
Cockpit and center of gravity acceleration during
takeoff of Boeing 707 aircraft
[ARC-CP-1120] p0171 N71-15721
Cockpit geometry evaluation program results and
technigues with computer input and output samples
of flight crew anthropometry
(AD-716395) p0311 N71-19817
Cockpit display of automatic radar control systems
data
[AD-716125] p0315 N71-19818
Model design for vertical takeoff aircraft cockpit
noting navigation aids, visual displays, and
console configuration
p0377 N71-22196
Routine unprotected exposure to acoustic noise
within cockpits of trainer aircraft presenting
potential hazardous stress
CAD-717852] p0381 N71-22126
Methods for predicting speech interference within
cockpits of fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft
[AD-718098] p0397 N71-23528
Vibrational responses of VC-10 aircraft during
takeoff runs, noting cockpit accelerations
[ARC-CP-1119] p0631 N71-32811
Pilot performance in recognizing electronic display
systems under varying dazzle and color conditions
in cockpits
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1515] p0721 N71-37621
Environmental and performance tests of voice
initiated cockpit control and interrogation system
fAD-727571] p0721 N71-37723
CODING
NT REDUNDANCY ENCODING
NT SIGNAL ENCODING
COEFFICIENTS
NT AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
NT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
NT FLOH COEFFICIENTS
NT HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
NT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT
NT NOZZLE THRUST COEFFICIENTS
COHERENT BADAR
Coherent laser synthetic aperture radar at microwave
freguencies for airborne ground point target
mapping
P0021 A71-12011
COHERENT SODND
D SOUND HAVES
COHERENT SOURCES
0 RADIATION SOURCES
COIN AIRCBAFT
NT OV-10 AIRCRAFT
COINING
Aircraft structure fatigue life improvement via
material stress coining inside and around holes
and slots
p0003 A71-10170
A-125
-SUBJECT IHDEX
COKE
Heat sick capabilities of Jet-A fuel - heat transfer
and coking studies
[HASA-CH-72951] p0592 N71-31182
COLD CATHODE TUBES
HT PHOTOHOLTIPLIBH TDBES
COLD FLOW TESTS
Cold air tests on axial flow turbine with
transpiration cooled discrete hole stator blades
to determine coolant flow ejection effect on
turbine aerodynamic performance
[NASA-TS-X-2133] pOOU6 N71-11010
COLD HALLS
D HALLS
COLD HBATHEB TESTS
Cold weather tests to determine effectiveness of
resonant combustor as power source for starting
aircraft engines
[AD-721125] p0631 N71-32801
COLLISION AVOIDANCE
American ATA prototype aircraft collision avoidance
equipment and proposed noncooperative system
p0008 A71-10753
ATC automation, using conflict prediction algorithm
based on airspace assignment to aircraft entering
system
p0018 A71-11698
ATA Collision Avoidance System based on time and
frequency synchronization via ground stations or
other aircraft
p0030 A71-12895
Collision avoidance system flight test and
evaluation program for airline industry CiS
specification
P0030 A71-12896
Air traffic control using collision risk equations,
noting data handling automation, airborne
collision avoidance devices and geostationary
satellites
p0100 A71-156U6
Bird strikes incidence and prevention, discussing
velocity effects, migration role and uses of
distress calls, falconry and radar
P0156 471-18661
Aircraft midair collision avoidance, discussing
Elimination Range Zero system operation procedures
and cost
p0183 A71-19079
Three-phase time-ordered functional organization for
ground based collision avoidance, discussing
information flow, display capability and dynamic
simulation model
[AIAA PAPER 71-210] p0188 A71-19716
Airline collision avoidance system test and
evaluation program, considering range, rate and
altitude accuracy, communications reliability,
synchronization and system integration with air
traffic control
p0208 A71-21167
Aircraft collision avoidance dynamical system,
determining barriers between possible capture
regions by optimal control problem solution
p0209 A71-21322
Digital simulation facility for airborne collision
avoidance system effects on ATC terminal
automation, discussing operation, hardware and
software eguipment
p0293 A71-21771
Hidair collisions analysis for civil-military
integated ATC air space, discussing near miss
volume, random heading aircraft density and pilots
evasive action vs avoidance percentages
p0367 A71-27599
Badar avoidance action logic for converging.aircraft
safe passage, discussing near miss and collision
situations
P0367 A71-27600
Time-fregnency anticollision system for dangerous
aircraft detection and avoidance using stable
atomic clocks
(ONEBA-TP-938] pO«88 A71-31875
Helicopter radar equipment for obstacle avoidance in
all-weather low altitude flight, describing
components installation, cockpit display and
controls
p0491 A71-31919
Time and frequency synchronization for EROS airborne
collision avoidance system, considering impact on
aeronautical communication, navigation and
surveillance
[CAS1 PAPEB 72/17] p0602 A71-3760U
Canadian Forces experiments on aircraft flashing
lights covering warning signals, navigation and
anticollision displays and autokinetic phenomenon
p0661 i71-11i)91
Strobe lighting for aircraft midair collision hazard
reduction, comparing Collision Avoidance system
and Pilot Warning Indicator effectiveness
p0661 A71-U1193
Aircraft anticollision flashing lights, discussing
current practices within national and
international air traffic regulations reqarding
flash frequency, color and liqht sources
p0661 A71-11199
Cooperative Doppler radar system for avoiding midair
collisions
[HASA-CASE-LAE-10103] p0056 N71-11766
Badar observations of bird migrations to reduce risk
of bird-aircraft collisions
CAD-712720] p0106 N71-12232
Surveillance radar installed on helicopter for
obstacle avoidance
p0125 H71-13938
Proceedings and recommendations of conference on
prevention of midair collisions
[NTSB-AAS-70-2] p0259 N71-19013
Satellite aided aircraft collision avoidance system
effective for large number of aircraft
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10090] p0161 N71-21918
Low-cost pilot indicator for midair collision
avoidance
P0581 H71-30760
Application of two dimensional collision geometry to
collision avoidance warning techniques for
military aircraft operations
[AD-723977] p0635 N71-32931
Collision avoidance system for detecting probable
aircraft accidents - Prance
[OBEHa-TP-938] p0638 1171-33025
Functional analysis of pilot warning instruments and
pilot relationships during collision situations
[FAA-HD-71-59] p0682 N71-35216
Development of numerical rating for correlating
safety-of-flight factors with aircraft speed and
visibility restrictions
[FAA-RD-70-D8] p0686 S71-3S735
Analysis of problems and requirements for nonvisual
formation flight of helicopters
tAD-727635] p0720 H71-37610
COLLISION PABAHETEBS
NT COLLISION BATES
Helicopter fuselage desiqn for crashworthiness under
specific conditions
p0091 A71-15116
COLLISION BATES
Particle interaction with wedge surface in
supersonic two phase flow, determining incidence
coordinates and collision freguency as function of
initial conditions
p0368 A71-27665
COLLISION HASHING DEVICES
D COLLISION AVOIDANCE
D HARMING SY.STEBS
COLLISIONS
NT MIDAIB COLLISIONS
NT MOLECDLAR COLLISIONS
NT PARTICLE COLLISIONS
External store interference caused by rocket
launcher pod positioning on aircraft wing
p0306 S71-19387
Aircraft accident report on midair collision
involving DC-9 commercial aircraft and flarine
Corps F-1B aircraft near Duarte, California on
June 6, 1971
[SB-71-62] p0632 N71-32191
Analysis of 56 Army midair collisions which occurred
during period Jan. 1963 to Hov. 1969 with
conclusions and recommendations
[AD-721682] p0611 1171-33278
Computer simulation of aircraft collision-hazard
warning radar techniques in terminal area
p0677 N71-31170
COLLOCATION
Collocation method predicting oscillatory subsonic
pressure distributions on interfering parallel
lifting surfaces, considering approach more
economical than finite element method
[AIAA PAPEB 71-329] p0312 A71-25309
A-126
SUBJECT INDEI CODBOSTIOH CHAMBERS
Box collocation aethod for calculating aerodynamic
loads on tanden delta wings with oscillations in
supersonic flov
p0567 H71-29337
COLLOIDS
NT AEROSOLS
HI FOG
COLOE TELEVISIOH
Concorde economic flight testing methods, discussing
Blaqnac flight simulator mobile cabin
visualization and color TV terrain model
p0368 A71-27608
Feasibility of utilizing color cathode ray tubes for
aircraft crew station displays
[AD-717655] p0376 N71-22174
COLUHBIUH
0 NIOBIUM
COHBAT
Military helicopter design and weaknesses
correction, considering nan/machine combat
survivability and operational accidents reduction
p0098 A71-1S447
Armored cockpit for attack aircraft combat
effectiveness, including mold line tumbling
plates, terminal ballistic kinematics and integral
structural armor
[AIAA PAPEE 71-778] p05t5 A71-35530
Aircraft performance and optimal energy flight path
control in combat environment
p0602 &71-37721
Simulation of aerial combat
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1367] p0167 N71-15372
COHBOSIIBILITI
0 FLAHMABILITT
COMBUSTIBLE FLOW
Soviet papers on combustion processes in turbulent
and laminar flows of Kerosene and gasoline
mixtures, stressing gas turbine engines problems
pO«1U A71-28951
COMBUSTION
NT AFTERBURNING
NT FUEL COMBUSTION
NT HYDROCARBON COMBUSTION
NT HYPERSONIC COMBUSTION
NT PROPELLANT COMBUSTION
NT SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION
French book on thermodynamics and gas dynamics
covering theoretical and applied thermodynamics,
air compressors, combustion, internal combustion
engines, water vapor, compressible fluid cooling,
etc
p0271 A71-22965
Combustion and heat transfer in gas turbine systems
- Conference, Cranfield, England, April 1969
pOUO A71-28739
Deficiencies in combustion technology, and 5 year
research and development plan for air pollution
control by combustion process modification
[PB-198066] P0621 N71-31900
Supersonic combustion chemistry and mixing of high
energy density fuels related to advanced
air-breathing engine design, using boron particles
[AD-727782] p0727 N71-38530
COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
Tubular gas turbine engine combustor design by
combining turbulent flame speed, microvolume
burning and stirred reactor models
p0029 A71-12852
Supersonic and subsonic combustion modes in constant
area ramjet combustors, deriving dimensionless
parameter for varying flow ratios as combustion
stability criterion
tASHE PAPER 70-gA/AV-l] p0078 A71-111t8
Pressure wave distortion effects on combustor
acoustic mode instability based on model with
burning rate related to Reynolds number
p0192 A71-19906
Combustor design for minimum exhaust smoke emission
from aircraft gas turbine jet engines, considering
air pollution
p0206 A71-20867
Book on aircraft gas turbine engine technology
covering combustion chambers, exhaust systems,
lubricating oils, thrust augmentation, inlet ducts
and overhaul procedures
p0210 A71-21625
Gas turbine engine combustor stability dynamic
model, representing premixing and combustion
chambers as Helmholtz resonators for stability
criteria derivation
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-73] p0352 A71-25987
Gas field nonuniformity as function of turbine
engine combustion chamber design parameters,
discussing hot tube circumferential holes total
area effect
p0361 A71-27501 .
Olympus 593 Concorde engine combustion system,
discussing operating conditions, combustion
performance criticality and altitude relighting
pOUO A71-28710
BB 162 turbojet engine combustors for VTOL aircraft,
achieving ignition by two pressure jet atomizers
operative during starting cycle
pOUO A71-28742
Diffusion and thermal mechanism ignition theories,
applying to altitude relighting-of gas turbine
engine combustors
p0010 471-28745
Annular vaporizing combustion chamber with film
cooling, determining flame temperature under
supersonic flight conditions
p0411 A71-28749
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber start-up and
burning performance, considering air injection and
propellant atomization
pOllt A71-28968
Carbon deposition rates in gas turbine engine
combustion chambers with airstream-mechanical
propellant atomization
p0411 A71-28970
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber outlet, noting
gas flow temperature field peripheral
nonuniforoity
p0415 A71-28972
Analytical model of compressor sensitivity to
transient and distorted transient flows,
considering inlet duct, compressor stages and
combustor up to turbine nozzles
[AIAA PAPEE 71-670] p0441 471-30734
Modular concept mathematical model for coabustion
and pollution formation processes in jet engine
combustors, including turbulent mixing and
reaction kinetics
[AIAA PAPER 71-711] 001112 A71-30766
Turbojet engine combustor nitric oxide formation
prediction based on adiabatic micromixed perfectly
stirred reactor model analysis
[AIAA PAPER 71-713] p0193 A71-32286
Gas generator with high thrust-weight ratio,
discussing thermodynamic cycles, nass flow rates
and combustion chamber
pOU96 A71-32571
Aerodynamic flame stabilization by secondary air
jets obliguely directed toward combustion chamber
main flow, comparing with mechanical devices
characteristics
p0497 471-32719
Jet engine combustion chamber design, considering
air supply and geometrical criteria
p0501 A71-33341
Swirling flow in gas turbine engine combustion
chamber forward part, considering air flow
characteristics behind blade swirler
p0501 A71-33606
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber outlet gas
temperature field peripheral nonuniformity,
detailing jets disruptive capacity effects in
mixing zone
p0504 A71-33609
Gas turbine with high velocity combustor, pure
impulse compressor and turbine and isothermal
• burner
p0535 471-31590
Operating variables effect on pollutant exhaust from
jet aircraft turbine engines, discussing combnstor
design techniques for emissions reduction
p0695 &71-13600
Sweep freguency nozzle pressure oscillation effects
on turbojet combnstor dynamics
[NASA-TN-D-6081] p0045 N71-10982
Swirl-can modular turbojet conbnstor burning natural
gas fuel
[NAS4-TN-D-7020] p0109 N71-12421
Shortening transition liner to decrease overall
length of ram induction combustor
[HASA-TN-D-7021] p0109 H71-12122
i-127
COHBOSTION EFFICIENCY SOBJECT INDEX
Performance of short modular turbojet combustor
segment with ASTM-A1 fuel
[NASA-TB-D-6167] p0235 N71-174K1
Jet engine combustion chamber burn-through fire and
methods for controlling damage
[FAA-RD-70-68] p0237 N71-171(83
Effect of tailpipe length on combuster stability, in
ramjet combusters
p0211 N71-17725
Combustion stability limits for swirl-jet combustor
modules combining air svirl and impinging jet
atomization of ASTH A-1 fuel
[NASA-TH-X-2218] p0253 N71-18560
Effect of various diffuser designs on performance of
experimental turbojet combustor insensitive to
radial distortion of inlet airflow
[NASA-TH-X-2216] p0253 N71-18561
Annular diffuser and combustor assembly in full
scale duct burner for supersonic ttirbofan engine
[NASA-TN-D-6163] p0256 N71-18882
Performance tests and characteristics of short
length, double annular ram induction turbojet
combustion chambers for supersonic flight
[NASA-TB-D-62514 ) p0325 N71-20291
Combustion characteristics of turbojet combustion
chambers with variations of inlet air pressure,
temperature, and velocity
[NAL-T8-204] p0325 B71-20347
Conversion of experimental turbojet combustor from
ASTH A-1 fuel to natural gas fuel
[HASA-TH-X-2241] p0327 N71-20533
Simulation of supersonic ramjet combustion chamber
in shock tunnel
p0385 N71-22630
Aircraft gas turbine combustion chamber design
[ NAL-TR-208] pOU74 N71-26298
Velocity profile control tests of diffuser wall
bleed to control combustor inlet airflow
distribution
[NASA-TN-D-6435] p0586 N71-30817
Dse of air-assist fuel nozzle to reduce exhaust
emissions from gas turbine combustor at simulated
idle conditions - J-57 engine
[NASA-TN-D-6404] p0591 N71-31456
Operational methods for control of air pollution
emissions from aircraft turbine engine combustor
[NASA-TB-X-67887] p0631 N71-32U84
Cold weather tests to determine effectiveness of
resonant combustor as power source for starting
aircraft engines
[AD-724125] p063<! N71-32801I
Modified wind tunnel tests of supersonic combustion
chamber for hydrogen burning ramjet
[ONEBA-TP-924] p0647 N71-338U1
Textbook on combustion chambers of gas turbine
engines
[AD-727960] p0728 H71-38542
Combustion efficiency and performance of swirl can
modules under conditions simulating operation of
10,000 pound thrust lift engine for vertical
takeoff
[NASA-TN-D-6542] p0729 N71-38767
COHBDSTIOH EFFICIENCY
Continuous combustion gas turbine with stepwise heat
release, investigating ideal thermal efficiency
cycle of gas overexpansion, cooling and
compression
pOU09 A71-28583
Olympus 593 Concorde engine combustion system,
discussing operating conditions, combustion
performance criticality and altitude relighting
p0410 A71-28740
Effects of engine design and propulsion system
configurations on combustion efficiency
p0308 H71-19U55
Gas-air mixture reguirements for turbine and
injection burner combustion efficiencies
[AD-719834] p0467 N71-25359
Combustion efficiency and performance of swirl can
modules under conditions simulating operation of
10,000 pound thrust lift engine for vertical
takeoff
[NASA-TS-D-65U2] p0729 B71-38767
COHBDSTIOH INSTABILITY
0 COHBUSTION STABILITY
COHBDSTIOH PBYSICS
German monograph on ignition and combustion
processes in rapidly flowing gas mixtures covering
supersonic flow, ramjet parameters, flow heating.
etc
P0137 A71-16900
Hypersonic ramjet reaction mechanisms for H
combustion, discussing computational models,
operation principles and atomic, radical and
molecular collisions
p0141 A71-17110
Combustion research laboratory at Purdue University
consisting of buildings, housing test cells, data
acguisition system, propellant storage and
instrument service area
P0267 A71-22727
Combustion generated aerodynamic noise, considering
sound radiation from open turbulent flames,
spectral content, power output and origin
[AIAA PAPEB 71-735] pOH43 A71-30780
Combustion chemistry and mixing in supersonic flow
[AD-714109] p0180 N71-16886
Performance of short modular turbojet combustor
segment with ASTH-A1 fuel
[HiSA-TS-D-6167] p0235 H71-17U1H
Combustion stability limits for swirl-jet combustor
modules combining air swirl and impinging jet.
atomization of ASTH A-1 fuel
[NASA-TH-X-2218] p0253 N71-18560
Combustion characteristics of turbojet combustion
chambers with variations of inlet air pressure,
temperature, and velocity
[NAL-TB-201O p0325 B71-20347
Combustion of large magnesium particles during
pressure change in ambient medium within range
from 100 to 760 mm Hg
[NASA-TT-F-13503] p0327 N71-20531
Combustion physics of gas jet in turbulent wake
behind stabilizer
[AD-721026] p0519 N71-27987
Prediction of combustion temperature, product
species, and air specific impulse values as
function of total eguivalence ratio for slurry.
fueled propulsion systems
[AD-721665] p0529 N71-28578
COHBDSTION PBODDCTS
Water vapor condensation effects on methane-air
combustion gases for aerodynamic test medium
[AIAA PAPEB 71-258] p0217 A71-21986
Air polluting nitric oxide and soot production by
jet aircraft, discussing mixing process and
atmospheric dispersion
[AIAA PAPEB 70-115] p0366 A71-27560
Chemical kinetic calculation of nitric oxide
formation in spark ignition automobile engines and
gas turbine combustors
p0436 A71-30454
Aircraft pollutant emission regulation, discussing
low smoke combustors and fuel dumping problem
p0492 A71-32246
Jet engines nitric oxide air pollutant emission
formation, developing gas turbine combustor models
[AIAA PAPEB 71-712] p0493 A71-32289
Soviet monograph on carbon deposits in jet engines
covering distribution, formation, fuel properties,
reduction and removal and harmful effects in gas
turbines
p0659 A71-40871
Condensate particle crystallization retardation
effect on energy characteristics of jet engine,
calculating nonegnilibrium flows of two phase
combustion products in nozzle
p0703 A71-U5004
Development of methods for analyzing ratios of
sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide in jet exhaust
streams
[AD-713222] p0160 N71-14603
Normal or obligue plane detonation waves producing
combustion products in supersonic flow
[ABC-B/H-3638] p0332 N71-20938
Deficiencies in combustion technology, and 5 year
research and development plan for air pollution
control by combustion process modification
[PB-198066] p0624 N71-31900
CO8BOSTIOB STABILITY
NT FLAHE STABILITY
Supersonic and subsonic combustion modes in constant
area ramjet combustors, deriving dimensionless
parameter for varying flow ratios as combustion
stability criterion
[ASHE PAPEB 70-WA/A7-4] p0078 A71-14148
Pressure wave distortion effects on combustor
acoustic node instability based on model with
A-128
SO EJECT ISDEX COBHEBCIiL AIBCBAFT
burning rate related to Reynolds number
p0192 A71-19906
Combustion reactions development with velocity
gradient downstream steady shock wave, considering
aerodynamic field in supersonic wind tunnel
p0279 A71-23813
Gas turbine engine combustor stability dynamic
model, representing premising and combustion
chambers as Belmholtz resonators for stability
criteria derivation
[4SHE PAPER 71-GT-73] p0352 471-25987
Turbopropulsion systems thrust augmentor combustion
instability, discussing physical causes due to
various pressure oscillation modes
[AIAA PAPER 71-697] pO»U1 471-30756
Turbojet and turbofan augmentors combustion
instability, discussing pressure oscillations
elimination by screech liner and flameholder
design
[AIA4 PAPER 71-698] p0112 471-30757
Acoustic liner design for propellant combustion
instability and jet aircraft noise suppression,
discussing cross flow and oscillatory pressure
effects
tAIiA PAPER 71-757] p0113 A71-30791
Analytical model of oscillatory combustion in
aircraft engine angmentors
[AIAA PAPER 71-7001 pO<t80 471-31321
COflBOSTIOH TEMPERATURE
Catalytic snrface effects on thermocouple combustion
gas temperature measurements in jet engines
p0232 N71-17379
COHBOSTIOH VIBBATIOH
Aerodynamic combustion noise generation from
premixed or diffusion open turbulent flames, using
fluid mechanics and Lighthill method
P0691 A71-13118
COHBDSTION ilHD TDNBELS
Test section of combustion wind tunnel for jet
propulsion
fDLR-MITT-71-08] p0623 N71-31812
COHBDSTOBS
D COBBDSTION CHABBERS
COMET 1 AIRCRAFT
Comet 1 installation and experimental program,
investigating avionics systems integration
technigues
p0538 A71-35070
COHFOBT
Helicopter pilot and passenger comfort/vibration
tolerance criteria
p0095 471-15120
Air transportation systems ride vibration
environments in relation to human comfort
p0095 471-15121
COBBABD ABD CONTROL
Aircraft integrated command and control system,
discussing vertical, aerodynamic and horizontal
situations, flight mechanics, power setting,
telecommunications, etc
p0188 A71-31878
Description of Air Force tactical air control and
communications system
[AD-711292] p0176 N71-16192
COHBABD GOIDAHCE
Interceptor aircraft optimal nonlinear command
guidance scheme for reduction of airborne
computation load with forward prediction of
interceptor and target state vectors
TAIAA PAPER 71-916] p0596 A71-37166
COBBABD SISTBBS
0 COMMAND GUIDANCE
COBMAND-CONTROL
0 COMMAND AND CONTBOL
COBMEBCE
Characteristics and cost analysis of nuclear powered
air cushion vehicles for oceanic commercial
operations
[NASA-TH-X-2293] pC170 N71-25783
COBHEHCIAL AIRCRAFT
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 707 AIBCB4FT
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 717 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT
NT COMET 1 AIRCRAFT
NT CV-110 AIRCRAFT
NT CV-990 AIRCRAFT
HI DC 3 AIRCRAFT
HI DC 8 AIRCRAFT
HT DC 9 AIECRAFT
HI DC 10 AIRCRAFT
HT DH 121 AIRCRAFT
NT EOROPEAN AIHBOS
ST F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT
ST L-1011 AIRCRAFT
BT SE-210 AIRCRAFT
ST SDPEBSOHIC COBMERCIA1 AIR TBAHSPOHT
BT TU-131 AIRCRAFT
NT TD-111 AIRCRAFT
BT VC-10 AIRCRAFT
German monograph on commercial jet aircraft
maintenance systems covering changes and
adaptations for performance improvement
p0002 A71-10111
German monograph on systems analysis of future jet
and fan propulsion systems for VIOL commercial
aircraft weight and cost reduction
p0002 A71-10115
Commercial transport aircraft maintenance simulation
Bonte Carlo Modeling techniques, considering
application to airline operations
[SAB PAPER 700345] p0002 A71-10128
Civil aircraft aspect ratio relationship to
commercial viability, considering need for minimum
induced drag at wing loading to improve payloads,
speeds and ranges
P0017 A71-11628
Navigation and traffic control of VTOL commercial
transport aircraft, discussing noise, G forces,
turbulent wakes, approach profiles and V-ports
p0096 A71-15129
Design objectives for subsonic, transonic and
supersonic civil transport flying characteristics
based on MIL-F-8785, considering aircraft control
[SAE-4RP-812B] p0187 471-19615
Commercial aviation stratospheric water vapor
injections influence on radiation budget, ozone,
polar night cloudiness and potential climatic
effects
p0211 A71-21822
Ground deicing system for transport aircraft,
discussing antifreeze liquid spray application
after mechanical snow removal
p0270 A71-22918
Commercial V/STOL aircraft area navigation system
requirements, discussing airborne computer, flight
plan data storage and control subsystems and
horizontal orientation display
p0283 A71-21150
FAA flying and handling qualities program,
discussing development of optimum and minimum
acceptable flight characteristics criteria for new
civilian and military aircraft designs
[SAE PAPER 710372] p0285 471-21211
Pan American reliability program effect on airline
maintenance, considering cost effectiveness,
aircraft performance, data collection and analysis
p0356 471-26671
Military/commercial STOL transport design,
discussing performance, payload and equipment
requirements with emphasis on production cost
benefits
TS4E P4PEB 710168] p0108 471-28336
Cost efficient sound limit expenditures per
parameter unit in commercial transport aircraft
design
p0111 A71-28915
Commercial aircraft piloting in atmospheric
turbulence, discussing aircraft characteristics,
instrumentation, flying procedures, pilot training
and kinesthetic cues
P0427 A71-29782
Airborne integrated data system capabilities based
on flight tests with commercial aircraft
pOU33 A71-30319
Commercial vs military design criteria for STOL
transport aircraft, noting landing and takeoff
distances and noise levels
[SAE PAPER 710165] p0138 A71-30536
STOL commercial aircraft propulsion systems,
considering two stream augmentor wing engine and
high bypass ratio three stream engine
[4144 P4PEB 71-716] pOISO 471-31325
Commercial SST aircraft engine noise during takeoff,
discussing exhaust geometries for suppression
A-129
COMHBBCIAL 47I4TIOH SUBJECT ISDKI
p01|86 A71-31595
French SNECHA H56 turbofan engine design for medium
capacity airliners, featuring low specific fuel
consumption and low noise level
p0196 471-32692
Commercial ATC, considering 7FR, flight control and
inertial navigation
p0666 471-12078
Takeoff and landing performance evaluation for
commercial STOL aircraft, noting high bypass ratio
turbofans and high lift systems use
p0669 471-12286
Corporate aircraft operations in Latin America,
discussing communication and navigation, fuel,
paper work, food, vaccinations and veather
p0691 471-43391
F44 statistical handbook of aviation 1958-1968
p0038 N71-10372
Influence of gravel depth and tire inflation
pressure on soft-ground arresting of civil
aircraft
[BAE-TB-69001] pOOSI N71-11010
Legal aspects of air and surface carrier
interactions in freight transportation
p0058 B71-12119
Possible benefits of local and trunk air carrier
mergers
p0058 N71-12120
Automatic pilot system for landing commercial
aircraft
p0111 N71-12110
4eronantical climatological tables of international
commercial airports
P0165 N71-15113
Survey of Hantsville pattern of commercial air
traffic
[HASA-CR-115880] p0169 N71-15553
Problems facing local air transport industry,
communities, and government agencies
P0216 N71-18078
US commercial aircraft export strategy and
recommendations for financing and expansion
P02U6 H71-18087
Midair collision hazards, incidents, and
recommendations for safe aircraft operations
P0246 N71-18103
Computerized simulation of alternate logistics for
overhaul and expensive parts inventory procedures
of commerical airlines
P0248 N71-18118
Parametric engine study for Hach 0.98 commercial air
transport iiith supercritical wing
[NASA-TH-X-52961] p0251 871-18733
Propulsion technology for ,STOL and V/STOL commercial
aircraft
P0308 H71-19156
Benefits and problems of using head-up displays in
commercial and general aviation aircraft
[S4S4-CB-117135] p0313 N71-19752
Ditching of DHC-6 turboprop aircraft in Long Island
Sound near Haterford, Connecticut on February 10,
1970
[NTSB-AAB-71-1] p0335 N71-21607
Tabulation data on United States commercial aircraft
accidents during 1938 to 1952
[PB-196672] pC335 N71-21621
Transportation management, regional planning, and
commercial aviation development for state of Texas
[PB-196932] p0336 N71-21627
Characteristics of V/STOL aircraft for commercial
transportation system and applications to Texas
requirements
fPB-196931] p0336 1171-21632
Tabulation data on Dnited states commercial aircraft
accidents during 1953 to 1957
[PB-196673] p0337 S71-21663
Tabulation data on Dnited States commercial aircraft
accidents during 1958 to 1963
[PB-196671] p0337 H71-21665
Evaluation of short takeoff aircraft for commercial
shuttle flight applications to reduce traffic
congestion in San Francisco, California area
p0371 N71-21871
4nalysis and statistics of airports, air carrier
fleet operation, aircraft production, and status-
of civilian pilot personnel for September, 1970
p0372 N71-21977
Haterial specifications, flammability, safety
considerations, and design criteria for materials
used in construction of commercial aircraft
interiors
p0391 N71-23232
Safety standards development analysis for passenger
vehicles and aircraft
(AD-718397] p0392 H71-23333
Air transportation system and Civil Aeronautics
Board decisions
p0399 N71-23720
Analysis of magnitude, growth, and carrier
participation of passenger traffic in major
short-haul markets
p0177 H71-26528
Utilization of aerospace nonflammable cellulosic
elastomeric. fibrous, and composite materials in
commercial aircraft refurbishment
p0581 H71-30759
Senate hearings on Federal anti-skyjacking program
p0592 N71-31511
Trends in air transportation and airline industry
operations from 1970 to 1980
p0592 N71-31512
Commercial aircraft performance and cost analysis
data for 1968 and 1969 in OS
p0619 N71-31611
COMMERCIAL ATIATIOH
U CIVIL AVIATION
D COMMERCIAL 4IECB4FT
COMBONICATIHG
NT AIBCRA?T COMHDNICATION
NT GBODND-AIB-GBODND COMMUNICATIONS
NT VEBB4L COMH0NIC4TION
coaaosxcAiioH
NT VEBBAL COMBDNICATION
COHHOBIC1TIOH CABLES
Surge voltages produced by transient currents on
signal conductors in shielded cables
p0195 A71-199U6
COMMDSICATIOB EQDIFHEHT
NT BADIO BECEIVEBS
NT TEANSMITTEB HECEIVEBS
Co-site analysis model automated for evaluation EM
compatibility of single site employing large
number of transmitting and receiving equipments
p0608 471-38157
4ir traffic control integrated communication,
navigation and identification system, discussing
design, economics, technology and flexibility
p0667 471-12086
Development of analysis techniques for determining
causes for airport congestion and interaction of
various causes
[FAA-BD-71-55] p0681 K71-35393
COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
Skynet communication systems, describing long
distance strategic communication links between
ground and mobile air/helicopter stations via wide
and narrow band pathways
P0021 A71-12139
Passive airborne computer augmented aircraft antenna
pointing control system for communication
satellites tracking
[AIA4 PAPER 71-233] p0188 A71-19710
Feasibility of VHP aeronautical satellite system
frequency sharing band used by ATC service,
employing spatial separation, antenna directivity
and frequency offset
POU12 471-28873
ATC satellites providing communications channels
between aircraft and ground control stations and
aircraft localization
P0198 471-32819
Navigation and communication satellites development
for civil aviation and shipping, examining
technical, organizational, operational and cost
problems
p0533 A71-31210
Time division multiplexing system for ATS,
discussing surveillance geostationary satellite
feasibility, delta modulation for data
transmission and aircraft equipment
p0537 A71-31680
Dioscures communication satellite system for air
traffic control and navigation, discussing
aircraft antenna beam electronic scanning by
computerized control
p0537 471-31681
Satellite-to-aircraft links propagation
characteristics, considering specular reflected
A-130
SUBJECT INDEX COMPOSITE MATERIALS
signals, diffuse scattering and scattering
function
p0538 A71-35097
Queueing theory approach to communication satellite
network design* applying to ocean air traffic
control and worldwide military broadcast systems
p0539 471-35106
Civil aviation and merchant marine satellites,
considering aircraft and surface vessel antenna
characteristics and modulation techniques for
optimum communication channel freguencies
p0546 471-35582
Radio tracking of aircraft by two geostationary
satellites, discussing measurement, navigation and
position errors
p0559 471-36508
ESEO part of joint 4TC communication experiment for
L band satellite use, giving voice and data
transmission and distance measurement techniques
tests results
p0559 471-36510
Freguency memories application to earth-satellite-
,aircraft HHF communications, repeater apparata and
multiple access transmission of half tone images
in worldwide satellite communication
p0560 471-36553
Cost analysis of joint NAS4-European space program
involving navigation and communication satellites
for civil air traffic control
[ESHO-SP-61] p0115 N71-12756
European aerospace and electronic equipment
industrial cooperation for air traffic control and
communication satellites
P0230 N71-17181
Survey of very high and ultrahigh frequency
utilization in OS aeronautics for communication
satellite frequency assignment
[N4SA-TB-X-65527] p0471 H71-25920
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
D TELECOBMUNICATION
COHHOHICiTION THEORY
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boon rise
times by statistical theory
p0294 471-24817
COHHOBITIES
Community physical, psychological, and social
reactions to aircraft noise around 7 OS
international airports
[NASA-CR-111316] pOOSO N71-11032
Problems of local airlines in providing service to
rural communities
p0167 N71-15390
Community values and social problems associated with
construction of air and surface transportation
facilities
P0511 H71-26802
Relations between aircraft and road traffic noise
and noise tolerance in communities
[TT-7102] p0675 N71-34019
COBP4EISOH
Comparison of flight simulation techniques and costs
p0626 N71-31954
Comparing and integrating N4STRAN with other finite
element computer programs
p0688 N71-36284
COBPABTHEHTS
NT 4IECR»?T COHPABTHENTS
NT PBESSDBIZED CABINS
NT VACUUM CH4HBEBS
COHPAS5BS
NT GYBOCOHPASSES
Aircraft radio compass navigation errors due to loop
antenna inclinations during maneuvering
p0205 A71-20787
COMP4TIBILITY
Light aircraft standard fuel flight evaluation,
discussing compatibility with grades 80/87 and
100/130 certified engines and comparative
operational fuel consumption
[SAE PAPER 710369] p0284 A71-24239
Procedures for evaluating compatibility of aviation
materiel with related equipment
tAD-719107) p0457 N71-24457
COBPEHSATOBS
Approach power compensator system for manual and
automatic Navy carrier landinq system
[AD-722025] p0522 N71-28241
COBPLEI STSTBHS
Complex real time hybrid computer simulator for
captive two blade rotor platform dynamic problem
solving
p03<t8 &71-258H7
Complex airborne electronic system design for
interference minimization, considering
electromagnetic compatibility
p0608 A71-38U6U
Developing high integrity digital flight control of
variations in performance of conplex systems
p0111 N71-1261U
COUPLES VARIABLES
HT AHALYTIC FD8CTIONS
HT BESSEl FUNCTIONS
NT CONFOBBAL B4PPIHG
NT ENTIRE FUNCTIONS
NT HABBONIC FUNCTIONS
NT HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
NT SINGUL4BITY (BATHEBATICS)
NT SPHEBICAL HAEHOHICS
COMPLIANCE (ELASTICITY)
0 HODULUS OF ELASTICITY
C08POHENT RELIABILITY
Aircraft all weather automatic landing system,
discussing component weights and reliability
connected with problem area
p0023 A71-1227U
VC-10 aircraft ILS electronic equipment reliability
tests
p0101 A71-15873
Gas turbine engines materials and components
equivalent service life estimation
p0136 A71-16753
F-10UD aircraft side stick control system design and
function, curriculum maneuvers and component
reliability
p0184 A71-19092
Reduction gearbox reliability problems from
development and service experience with PT6A
turboprop engine
[SAE PAPEB 7104331 p0406 A71-28318
Fail-safe helicopter rotor control design,
discussing damage tolerant components, redundant
system, failure warning and naintenance
[AHS PREPRINT 550] p0452 A71-31102
Concorde lightweight disk brakes, discussing
operating costs, weight and volume factors, design
philosophy, structural materials, component life,
maintenance and reliability
p0500 A71-33226
Gas turbine engines materials and components
eguivalent service life estimation
P05M3 471-35452
Integrated drive generator for aircraft electrical
power systems, improving weight, life and
reliability
p0549 A71-35781
Streamer discharges effects on integrated aircraft
antenna and associated avionics, emphasizing RF
interference and component damage
p0608 A71-38462
Beliability controlled maintenance plan for avionics
eguipment based on mean time between failures
p0611 471-39087
Conference on fatigue life in helicopter components
[DLB-HITT-70-01] p0455 H71-21385
Dynamic tests of helicopter components
p0456 N71-24388
Structural stability tests of helicopter components
P0456 H71-24390
Aluotinide coatings for nickel-base superalloy
developed for high temperature jet engine
components
CNASA-CR-72863] p0468 N71-2545H
Lubrication by boundary, elastohydrodynamic, and
fluid films, wear due to fretting, erosion,
scuffing, and pitting, and friction in aircraft
[NASA-TH-I-67872] . pOS88 N71-31134
Evaluating three component electronic wind tunnel
balance installed in 3.5 by 5.0 ft subsonic tunnel
[AD-722571] p0591 N71-31400
COMPOSITE BATEBIALS
NT CERMETS
NT LAHINATES
NT BETAL BATBIX COBPOSITES
NT REINFORCED PLASTICS
Fiber reinforced composites application in aerospace
and aircraft, discussing boron and graphite and
cost effectiveness
p0014 S71-11277
i-131
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Composite materials structure cost effectiveness
demonstrated in aircraft relief crew compartment
panels
pOOm 471-11281
Carbon fiber reinforced plastics and metals
structural components design, discussing
properties, processing and applications
p0030 471-12910
Sandwich metal construction with welded Norsial
corrugated core for light weight and strength,
discussing fabrication and application to
hypersonic research .vehicles
p0089 A71-15207
Lightning protection for dielectric composites,
analyzing damage from shock waves, vaporization
pressure, magnetic forces and burning
p0195 A71-199U2
Cost aspects of carbon fiber reinforced composites
in aircraft structures,"suggesting increased
aviation market for carbon fiber
CPI4STICS INST. PAPER 46] p0206 A71-20929
Tetra-Core structural composite material, discussing
fabrication techniques, test results, potential
and applications
p0208 A71-21225
Composite materials for compressor blades in
aircraft engines, considering boron and carbon
fiber reinforced materials
p0274 471-23286
Metallic and nonmetallic composite materials in jet
engine component design, discussing integral
blade/disk, reinforcement hoop, rotors and
airfoils
p0275 A71-23307
Variable veight composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural designs,
discussing C-54 tow weight saving Ti honeycomb
applications
p0282 471-24084
Representative Thornel fiber aircraft fuselage
component nondestructive testing and repair, and
Thornel fiber, polystilfone and polyamide-imide
composites fabrication and evaluation
p0344 471-25427
Prototype graphite fiber/plastic fuselage component
design, test and performance prediction, using
structural analysis methods
p0344 471-25428
Resin matrix composite airfoils in gas turbine
engines, considering performance, fabrication and
cost
[4SME P4PEE 71-GT-47] p0351 471-25980
Boron-glass-epoxy lightweight composite gear case
for aircraft engine reduction gearbox, describing
design, molding, machining and testing
CASHE PAPEB 71-GT-85] p0353 A71-25993
4ir Force development programs with graphite
reinforced composites, discussing matrix materials
and cost and weight savings
[ASHE PAPER 71-DE-13] p0361 471-27323
Ti, B and graphite fiber composites application to
aircraft design, discussing mechanical properties
and market competition
p0368 471-27676
Filamentary composite reinforced metal aircraft
structures, considering boron/epoxy in combination
with aluminum
P0404 A71-28168
Advanced composite vs conventional material
components in cost comparison for aircraft parts
p0424 471-29656
Composite materials application to v/STOL
prop/rotors, determining material properties
parametric effect on freguencies and weight by
Southwell coefficients
[AHS PBEPBINT 554] p0452 471-31106
Advanced composites as future aircraft structural
materials, discussing design concepts, service
experience, manufacturing methods and guality
assurance
[4144 P4PEB 71-779] p0507 471-34014
Titanium and composite fabrication for F-14
aircraft, discussing hot forming, chemical milling
and electron beam welding
pOSIO 471-34156
High modulus graphite composites application for
structural veight reduction and stiffness
reguirement without strength loss
p0540 471-35202
Composite materials effect on supersonic aircraft
weight, design and performance
[S4SE P4PER 888] p0551 471-35818
Height reduction potential of composite materials in
aerospace structures, proposing weight estimation
technique
CSABB PAPER 887] pflssi 471-35819
Design, analysis and testing of F-111 complex
fuselage full scale section of composite
materials, noting weight savings
[SAKE PAPER 889] p0552 A71-35825
Design and materials engineering for aircraft
turbine engines
C KASA-TT-P- 13398] p0127 N71-14188
Method for arranging filamentary, load bearing
material to approximate stress condition in gas
envelope of free floating balloon for maximizing
structural efficiency
[AD-713188] p0163 N71-14811
Flow characteristics of wire-form and laminate-form
porous materials
[NASA-TM-X-2111] p0229 N71-17130
Material specifications, flammability, safety
considerations, and design criteria for materials
used in construction of commercial aircraft
interiors
p0391 N71-23232
Abstracts of papers presented at OS Air Force
materials symposium held at Miami Beach, Florida
in Bay, 1970
[AD-718432] p0398 H71-23625
Properties and selective applications of high
strength steels, aluminum and titanium alloys,
polymeric materials, ceramic materials, and
composite materials in aerospace engineering
[AG4RD-LS-51-71] p0514 1171-27038
Feasibility of boron-epoxy reinforced aluminum alloy
for horizontal stabilizer structure of DC 8
aircraft and recommendations for demonstration
program
[NAS4-CB-111913] p0517 N71-27664
Dtilization of aerospace nonflammable cellulosic
elastomeric, fibrous, and composite materials in
commercial aircraft refurbishment
P0581 N71-30759
Strength of adhesive of carbon fiber composite
material bonds
[DLB-FB-71-31 J p0639 H71-33100
Design, fabrication and tests of boron/epoxy
reinforced stringers for CB-54B tail cone
[N4SA-CB-111929] p0674 N71-34013
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
NT LAMINATES
High modulus boron-epoxy composite aircraft
structures adhesive bonding, discussing mechanical
properties, manufacturing technigues and guality
control
CSAE PAPEB 710110] p0143 471-17624
Composite plastic aircraft structures lightning
protection, considering hazard to composite
materials and use of metal filled or plasma
sprayed coatings and metal foil coverings
p0195 A71-19943
Graphite-epoxy composite skins for commercial
aircraft flight spoiler, discussing multiangle ply
design and fabrication
p0362 A71-27413
Composite structures development, discussing wing,
fuselage, aeropropulsion and missile development,
weight savings of hardware and fighter empennage
applications
C A I A A PAPER 71-367] posss A71-36275
COMPOSITES
U COMPOSITE MATBBI4LS
COMPOSITION (PBOPEBTT)
NT ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
NT ATHOSPHEBIC MOISTURE
NT CHEMIC4L COMPOSITION
BT MOISTURE CONTENT
COMPOUND HELICOPTERS
Compound and TTOL aircraft and prototype compact
downtown V-ports for short haul air transportation
improvement and expansion
p0071 471-13619
AH-564 Cheyenne compound helicopter icing spray rig
tests, discussing ice protection systems design
and operating performance
p0097 471-15438
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Electromechanical control system synthesis for
compound hingeless rotor helicopter, using root
locus method with transfer functions from airfraae
notion linear oodel
[AHS PBEPBINT 536] pO«51 A71-31096
High performance OH-1 compound helicopter high speed
flight research, considering rotor loads,
stability, control and flying qualities
[AHS PHEPBINT 570] p0453 A71-31111
AH-56A conpound helicopter rigid rotor stability and
handling qualities, using flight, whirl toner and
wind tunnel tests
[AHS PBEPBIHT 571] pO<(53 A71-31115
Normal and compound helicopters to be used as short
haul aircraft in view of burden on today's air
traffic control
p0377 N71-22189
COBPBESSED GAS
Development history and application of free piston
engine
p0632 N71-32621
Some aspects of propulsion for augmentor wind
concept
[NASA-TT-F-1U005] p0727 N71-38535
COHP8ESSIBIIITY EFFECTS
Fredholffl method for reversible transonic flow in
computing aircraft w*ing and turbomachine or
helicopter blade airfoils for compressibility law
p0012 A71-11022
Compressibility correction for subsonic flows past
bluff bodies, considering boundary distortion and
pressure distribution shift
p0339 A71-25149
Army rotorcraft performance data, discussing
hovering and forward flight performance out of
ground and level flight power requirements and
drag and compressibility effects
[AHS PBEPBINT 50C] p0448 A71-31076
COHPBESSIBI.E BODNDAB7 LAIEB
Compressible turbulent boundary layer skin friction
measurements on adiabatic flat plate, discussing
drag balance calibration
[ASME PAPEB 70-BA/FE-26] p0077 A71-14134
Cross flow profiles for compressible turbulent
boundary layers with and without flow reversal via
hodogiraph models family
p0221 A71-22033
Hechanics of free piston engine, aspects of human
factors engineering, and compressible boundary
layer studies at high Reynolds numbers
[DHE/SAE-1971/V] p0632 N71-32620
COHPBESSIBIE FLO?
NT TRANSONIC FLOW
Compressi-ble flow similarity parameters,
establishing dimensionless relations for radial
turbomachines design
p0075 A71-13830
Three dimensional inviscid compressible flow past
sharp shouldered blunt bodies at angle of attack,
presenting time dependent finite difference
technigue
[AIAA PAPER 71-56] p0151 A71-18515
Prandtl-Glauert pressure distribution rule
improvement subsonic planar flow
p0201 A71-20312
Critical speeds for inviscid compressible potential
flow past thin elastic cylindrical shells, using
long wave approximation
p0291 A71-24565
Nonnniform transonic shear compressible flow past
symmetric airfoil, using linearized small
disturbance theory
p0293 A71-24761
Loads induced on infinite aspect ratio wing by
straight infinite free vortex in subsonic
compressible freestream, using planar lifting
surface theory
p0345 A71-2517I!
Steady supersonic isoenergetic flow of thermally and
calorically perfect gas past circular cones at
zero angle of attack, using dimensional
perturbation method
p0358 A71-26939
Discrete tone noise generation by high speed fans
and compressor blades, using HcCune analysis for
linearized three dimensional compressible flow in
infinite annulus
[AIAA PAPER 71-617] pOU83 A71-31555
Compressible transonic flow about two dimensional
airfoils, developing inviscid nonlinear potential
equations by relaxation procedures
[AIAA PAPEB 71-569] p0484 A71-31562
Unsteady compressible flow measureBent, determining
local lift coefficient from pressure distribution
along airfoil
pOSOl A71-333U2
Gust loading on two dimensional thin airfoil in
compressible flow, deriving closed-form lift
expression
P0541 A71-35285
Laninar compressible wakes instability behind planar
and axisymmetric slender bodies, solving integral
conservation equations for fluctuation amplitude
variations
p0604 A71-37879
Compressible viscous gas supersonic flow, observing
near wake region behind perpendicular trailing
face of rectangular plate with motion, state,
energy and continuity equations
p0649 A71-40081
Compressible flow across shaft face seals and narrow
slots, examining fluid inertia, viscous friction
and entrance losses
p0695 A71-43592
Streamline curvature analysis of compressible
subsonic, transonic and supersonic cascade flows
in axial turbine blades
p0698 A71-11347
Turbulent boundary layers iu compressible flow and
their interactions with normal shock waves in zero
and adverse pressure gradients
[ABL/HE-321] p0517 B71-27602
Sodographs applied to calculation of compressible
flow on turbomachine blades and use of
visualization terminal display
[ONEBA-NT-176] p0620 H71-31706
COHPBESSIBLE FLUIDS
Dirichlet problem in hodograph plane of compressible
fluid flow from aircraft, helicopter blades or
turbine blade airfoils
p0544 A71-35470
Compressible circular jet instabilities with respect
to spatially growing disturbances
[DLB-FB-70-51] p0251 N71-18471
System of nonlinear equations of motion for
isentropic, compressible fluid solved by cyclic
relaxation method for subsonic and transonic
regimes
p0530 N71-28688
COHPBESSION BUCKLING
D BDCKLING
COHPBESSION LOADS
NT AXIAL COHPRESSION LOADS
NT IMPACT LOADS
Pisa University Aeronautical Institute activities
/1960-1970/, considering supersonic and subsonic
flow research, thin stiffened shells fatigue under
compressive or tensile loads, etc
p0444 A71-30822
COHPBESSIOH TESTEBS
0 COHPBESSION TESTS
COHPBESSION IAVES
Plane compression waves propagation into constant
state nonviscous fluid, considering shock
formation of pressure pulses and overpressure as
function of tine
p0195 A71-19961
COHPBESSOB BLADES
Axial flow compressors radiated sound reduction by
segmented stator blades
p0068 A71-13283
Cascade flow test data, considering blade section
performance in transonic and supersonic axial flow
compressors
p0075 A71-13829
Low aspect ratio compressor blade cascade
performance at blade span center, discussing
pressure loss, angle of attack and staggering
p0203 A71-20621
Axial compressor blades surface finish and fatigue
strength restoration by vibrational tumbling
p0206 A71-20813
Probabilistic estimate of aerodynamic imbalance of
aircraft gas turbine rotors due to production
errors in compressor blade angle
p0222 A71-22045
A-133
COBPBBSSOB BFFICIEHCY SDBJECT IBDEX
Axial-radial and radial compressor stage optimum
exit blade angle, considering flov rate control by
variable pitch nozzle guide vanes
P0222 471-220119
Composite materials for compressor blades in
aircraft engines, considering boron and carbon
fiber reinforced materials
P0274 471-23286
Axial compressor subsonic stages theoretical and
experimental investigation, discussing blade
design, calculation and experimental methods and
results
P0298 471-24958
Cascade and single stage rotating rig data
comparison vith aerodynamic predictions based on .
intrablade analysis, including wall boundary layer
model
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-13] p0349 A71-25959
Impeller blade loading vorticity on stream surface
of revolution for mixed flow compressor, using
annular cascade theory
CASHE PAPER 71-GT-17] p0349 A71-25962
Quasi-three dimensional method for radial flow
compressor blade loadings computation, presenting
combined meridional plane and blade to blade
solutions for adaptation to computer
[4SBE PAPEB 71-GT-60] p0351 .471-25982
Large axial compressor flow straightening stator
blades unsteady pressure measurements with short
response time detectors
P0363 471-27469
Monograph on potential flow interaction between
blade rows in axial flow compressors covering
mathematical model, numerical analysis and
experiment
P0413 A71-28883
Discrete tone noise generation by high speed fans
and compressor blades, using HcCune analysis for
linearized three dimensional compressible flow in
infinite annulus
[4144 PAPEB 71-617] P0483 471-31555
Dynamic stress on rotor blades of aircraft engine
axial compressor stages with low hub/diameter
ratio
P0502 471-33345
Linear radial loads effect on stress and strain of
hyperboloidal rotor disk applied to aircraft
engine compressors with two stream floi of working
medium
p0535 471-34597
Pretwisted cantilever airfoil cross section turbine
and compressor blades vibration natural
freguencies and mode shapes
P0541 471-35282
Hultiple tone generation by axial flow transonic
compressors, considering shock waves production
and propagation associated with supersonic
elements of blading
p0558 471-36497
Centrifugal blowers optimum blade number for maximum
efficiency, discussing design measures for shock
and friction loss minimization
p0610 471-38750
Segmented stator vanes performance in axial flow
compressor, noting radiated sound reduction
p0611 471-39093
Sweptback-bladed centrifugal compressor overall
performance in argon
[NAS4-TH-X-2129] p0104 N71-12209
Supplementary data tables for single stage
experimental evaluation of compressor blading with
slots and vortex generators
[NASA-CB-72778] p0162 N71-14672
Data and performance of stage four of compressor
blades with slots and vortex generators
[NASA-CB-72741] p0162 1171-14740
Evaluation of range and distortion tolerance for
high Bach number transonic fan stages - Vol. 1
[NASA-CH-72787-VOL-1] p0163 N71-14851
Evaluation of range and distortion tolerance for
high Mach number transonic fan stages - Vol. 2
[NASA-CB-72787-VOL-2] p0163 1171-14852
Aerodynamic design of symmetrical blading for three
stage axial flow compressor test rig
[40-7145851 pO'l78 N71-16565
low speed boundary layer separation on compressor
blades of varying aspect ratios
[ABC-CP-1103) p0228 N71-17108
Interference effect between oscillating and
distorted inlet flow on compressor stall
p0303 H71-19370
Additional slot and flow fence effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of single stage
compressor blading
[SAS4-CB-72635] p0373 H71-21995
Slotted blades and vanes and rotor tip design for
highly loaded, low speed fan stage applicable to
low noise aircraft engines
[HAS4-CB-72895] p0523 H71-28315
COBPBESSOB EFFICIEHCY
Axial flow compressor design emphasizing component
efficiency
p0074 A71-13825
Jet propulsion optimization by exergy and anergy for
minimum total cost flux by varying unit compressor
pressure ratio
p0209 471-21300
Small high pressure ratio single-stage centrifugal
compressor design, testing and efficiency
p028« 471-21219
Compressor surge effect on mixed compression inlet
flow from numerical solution of one dimensional
unsteady inviscid flow eguations in variable area
duct
[AI4A P4PEH 69-484] p0295 471-24855
Centrifugal blowers optimum blade number for maximum
efficiency, discussing design measures for shock
and friction loss minimization
p0610 A71-38750
Additional slot and flow fence effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of single stage
compressor blading
[HASA-CB-72635] p0373 N71-21995
COBPBESSOB BOTOBS
Transonic compressor rotors blade camber line shape
optimization by various tip diffusion factor-ratio
combinations
p0198 A71-20200
Loads on compressor, ventilator and turbine rotor
disks having large central holes, giving formulas
for stress distributions
p0359 471-26952
Turbomachinery rotor and stator row aerodynamic
interaction, describing discrete tone noise
generation from far field measurements
p0491 471-32134
Simulating downstream flow blockage doors in bypass
air duct of turbofan engine with axial flow fan
rotor
[N4S4-TN-D-6071] p0041 H71-10537
Effects of rotation on boundary layers in
turbomachine rotors
[PB-192316] p0103 N71-12202
Data and performance of stage four of compressor
blades with slots and vortex generators
[NASA-CB-72741] p0162 N71-14740
Design and tests of BTF-48 single rotor compressor
engine
[AD-715626] p0255 N71-18801
Inlet plenum chamber noise measurement comparison of
20 inch diameter fan rotors with aspect ratios of
3.6 and 6.6
[NASA-TB-X-2191] p0312 871-19707
Slotted blades and vanes and rotor tip design for
highly loaded, low speed fan stage applicable to
low noise aircraft engines
[NASA-CB-72895] p0523 N71-28315
Visualized flow patterns of airflow in centrifugal
rotors with thin plate blading and with thick
airfoil blades
[BE-238] p0708 1171-36410
Performance tests and efficiency measurement of
hub-slit-suction stator in single stage compressor
[NASA-CB-120802] p0724 N71-37836
COSPBESSOBS
NT CENTBIFOG4L COBPBESSOBS
NT SDPEBCH4BGEBS
NT SUPERSONIC COBPRESSOBS
NT TR4NSONIC COBPRESSOBS
NT TUBBOCOHPRESSOBS
Secondary losses in plane compressor grid with low
aspect vanes, discussing flow characteristics
dependence on fins, protruding elements and
smoothed junctions
p0156 471-18705
Equation derived for operation of turboprop engine
with high pressure compressor controlling gas
A-134
SUBJECT IBDEI COBPDTEE PBOGBAHS
temperature at turbine front
p0205 A71-20831
French book on thermodynamics and gas dynamics
covering theoretical and applied thermodynamics,
air compressors, combustion, internal combustion
engines, water vapor, compressible fluid cooling,
etc
p0271 171-22965
Air bypass behind compressor into variable area
exhaust nozzle, obtaining energy losses from gas
turbine jet engine indices
pO<HO A71-28586
Thermal pump-compressor for converting solar energy
[ NASA-CASE-XLA-00377} p02«0 B71-17610
Isentropic-compression tube techniques producing
hypersonic flow in wind tunnels including
isentropic flow and free-piston shock tube modes
[AD-717727] p0375 H71-22158
COHPOTEB COHPOBEBTS
HI COBPOTEB GRAPHICS
COHPDTEB DESIGB
Computer display channel for en route air traffic
control flexible real time data processing and
display subsystem
C A I A A PAPEB 71-217] poieg A71-19721
Associative digital processor with associative
memory for high speed ATC data processing,-
discussing design and operation
p0195 A71-19997
Avionic and missile computer control systems,
describing universal function unit design and
digital processing regnirements
P0519 A71-35775
Hardware executive control with associative memory
for avionic digital computer system, comparing
computation speed, cost and reliability with
software method
p05U9 A71-35778
Simulation model for advanced avionics digital
computers
[AD-714140] ' p0176 S71-16295
COBPDTEB GRAPHICS
HI P1OTIEBS
Airplane wing high lift and flap designs by
interactive computer graphics system
CAIAA PAPEB 71-227] P0187 A71-19705
Two dimensional aircraft automatic landing motions
control processes by simulation without use of
moving cockpit simulator
p0196 A71-20066
Electronic computation - Conference, Purdue
University, Lafayette, Indiana, August 1970
p0273 A71-23273
Vortex wake development and aircraft dynamics, using
computer graphics and flow visualization
technigues
p0651 A71-UOII97
Computer graphics terminal for disc profile design
of gas turbine engine
p0118 B71-131U1
Computer graphics display program for use in
terminal operations and V/STOL approach and
departure path synthesis
[HASA-CB-117887] p0390 N71-23186
COHPOTEB HETHODS
a COHPDTEB PBOGBAHS
COHPOTEB PB06BAHHIN6
Hultiple dialect automatic test language for
avionics industry, considering software design
p0063 A71-13077
Abbreviated test language for avionic systems,
discussing program organization, statement
formats, vocabulary and syntax diagrams
p0659 A71-140812
Programming documentation for extended capability of
FOBHAT-FOBTBAB matrix abstraction technique of
structural analysis
[AD-7138UO] p'0157 N71-11537
Engineering users data for extended capability of
FOBHAT-FOBTBAB matrix abstraction technique of
structural analysis
[AD-713727] p0157 H71-1<!538
Computerized solution of nonlinear differential
equations for inertial navigation systems
[AD-717058] p0329 H71-20765
Computer program development for potential flow
calculation about lifting bodies
[AD-727628] p0718 H71-37597
Automatic data processing systems for air traffic
control, health services, operations research,
management planning, information systems^ and
reading machines
p0722 N71-377D2
Advanced avionic digital computer development
program
[AD-727607] p0722 H71-37765
Digital computer bibliography, programming
techniques and applications, and software
standardization and reliability
[AD-727605] p0722 871-37766
Conversion of computational algorithms for
decreasing length of word format of control
computers for aircraft
[AD-727917] p0722 B71-37772
Computer program for analyzing and simulating attack
of low flying aircraft by antiaircraft missiles
and probability of aircraft survival
tBAE-LIB-TBABS-1578] p0722 H71-3777<1
COHPDTEB PBOGBAHS
BT OPEBATIBG SISTEHS (COSPOTEBS)
Flow field of two dimensional nozzle exhausting to
vacuum, describing computer program based on BGK
eguation and plotting exhaust region density,
temperature and velocity
CAIAA PAPEB 69-658] pooio A71-10932
Beal time six degree of freedom aircraft flight
digital simulation using SL-1 continuous system
simulation language
p0019 A71-11786
Digital simulation program in GPSS language for
airline operations including aircraft maintenance,
flight scheduling, terminal space, equipment, work
forces utilization, etc
p0020 A71-11809
Versatile Avionic Shop Test /VAST/ general purpose
digital tester, discussing hardware and software
p0063 A71-13084
Software cost estimates for automatic test equipment
for avionic support analysis
p0063 A71-13086
Dser regnirements of Versatile Avionic Shop Test
/VAST/ computer controlled automatic test
equipment, including documentation, compatibility,
assurance plan, etc
p0064 A71-13087
Long range goals for avionics automatic test
equipment /ATE/ involving complex computer
p006i| A71->3088
Axial compressor flow characteristics by
computerized calculation methods, considering
annular, duct swirling flow model
P0075 A71-13828
Strapdown inertial guidance and software
technologies for cosmic speed aerospace vehicles
and low speed air, marine and ground transport
p0089 A71-15301
Efficient evasion strategies for vehicle pursuit-
evasion games with imperfect information, using
computer solution
p0111 A71-17331
Agricultural information and advisory service,
utilizing remote sensing, conpnter sciences,
research-programs, educational involvement,
satellites and aircraft
p0149 A71-18108
Worldwide remote sensing with satellites, high
flying aircraft and computer data processing,
discussing application in less developed countries
p0119 A71-18409
Structures electromagnetic scattering and multipath
transmission effects on aircraft instrument
landing system localizer signals, using computer
program
p0181 A71-18831
Aerospace Becommended Practice for gas turbine
engine steady state performance presentation for
digital computer programs, describing engine type,
operating and control characteristics
[SAE-ABP-681B] p0187 A71-19647
Low speed airfoil characteristics calculation by
digital computer, using Theodorsen conformal
transformation method for potential flow pressure
distribution
[SAE PAPEB 710389] p0286 A71-21253
Analog recursive computer with serial digital
program for arithmetic unit and storage system
control
i-135
COBPOTEE PBOGBAHS CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
p0360 A71-27150
Computer program for aerodynamic forces on flexible
plate undergoing, transient motion in shear flow,
applying to panel flutter
p0366 A71-27559
French ATC, discussing automatic coordinator
systems, computer utilization and flight plan data
processing
p0435 A71-30382
Computer aided design program for civil transport
aircraft configuration, performance, propulsion,
weight and costs to meet given specifications
p0435 A71-30398
Inertial navigation systems improvements for
commercial air transportation, noting digital
computer program revision and increased functional
capability
[SAE PAPER 710458] p0438 A71-30534
Computer program for prediction of repair time
elements for versatile avionic ship test
pOSOl A71-33314
Analytical weight determination of articulated shaft
driven helicopter main rotor blades, presenting
computer program
[SAKE PAPER 893] p0552 A71-35826
Air traffic congestion and delay Honte Carlo digital
simulation in FORTBAN, exemplifying two- runway
airport operation under instrument flight rules
p0605"A71-38024
Active feedback wing/store flutter control for
fighter aircraft, using computer programs based on
freguency and time domains for linear analysis
p0697 A71-44109
Flight control software package for digital flight
control and landing system of CH-46C helicopter
[NASA-CR-110905] p0036 N71-10283
Guidance software package for digital flight control
and landing system of CH-46C helicopter
[N&SA-CB-111025] p0036 N71-10284
FORTRAN program for computing coordinates of
circular arc single and tandem turbomachinery
blade sections on plane
[NASA-TN-D-6020] p0039 N71-10411
FORTRAN program for calculating aerodynamic forces
from pressure or velocity distributions on blade
sections
[NASA-TH-X-2123] pOOlO N71-10467
Computer calculations of pressure distributions on
swept wings
fNLR-TN-T-189] p0047 B71-11015
Computerized calculations of adiabatic laminar
boundary layer and shock wave interactions using
Kliueberg method
[VKI-TN-60] p0048 N71-11017
Computer programs and predictor displays for solving
air traffic control problems
C NASA-CR-111372] ' p0052 1171-11466
Computer code for prediction of hydrometeor impact
erosion on high speed sphere-cone vehicles
[ SC-DH-70-373] p0112 N71-12489
Investigating computer program functions and test
procedures for failure analysis of NAS En Route
Stage A Bodel 1 System
[FAA-NA-70-31] p0158 N71-14567
Vortex-lattice FORTBAN program for estimating
subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of complex
planforms
[NASA-TN-D-6142] p0236 N71-17424
System description of field test model of ARTS 2
modular alphanumeric nontracking ATC system
p0255 N71-18815
Computer program for determining low speed
interference effects of flow fields about
arbitrary bodies by superposition
p0304 N71-19377
Computerized prediction of flow field interference
forces and moments on aircraft stores at subsonic
speeds
p0305 N71-19385
Cockpit geometry evaluation program results and
techniques with computer input and output samples
of flight crew anthropometry
[AD-716395] p0314 N71-19817
Digital computer program description with updating
case data mode and extended force method matrix
generation capability
[AD-715982] p0323 H71-20180
Examining solutions obtained from streamline
curvature method of calculating flow through
turbomachines for several operating points of
Rolls-Royce compressor
[C0ED/A-T0BBO/TR-19] p0378 N71-22294
Computer program to generate turbine aerodynamic
reguirements, approximate external blade
geometries, and coolant flow reguirements for two
stage axial flow turbine
[NASA-TH-X-2229] p0384 N71-22568
Coupling characteristic, effects on dynamic response
of axially coupled turborotors with digital
computer program based on transfer matrix
technigues
P0387 N71-22712
Low aerodynamic drag airfoil designing by Lighthill
method
[ABC-B/H-3618] p0458 N71-24498
Computer program for optimum flight path defined by
flight test investigation of performance
characteristics /excess thrust, fuel flow, and
climb potential/ of F-104G aircraft
[NASA-TH-D-6398] p0513 N71-27002
Structure of three dimensional transonic shear flow
in tnrbomachine cascade examined in context of
time dependent computer experiment
[NASA-CH-1816] p0513 N71-27004
Computer programs for evaluating subsonic flow over
wing-tail, wings with folded tips, T tails, and
cruciform tail surfaces
p0568 N71-29341
Computer programs for calculating airforce
coefficients of wing-horizontal tail and fin-
horizontal tail oscillating in subsonic flow
p0568 N71-29342
Computer program used for design criteria of stall
characteristics of straight wing aircraft
[NASA-CB-1646] p0588 N71-31154
Computer program for calculating effects of
swash-plate stiffness on helicopter rotor system
dynamics and stability
[NASA-CR-1818] p0633 N71-32797
Users manual for 3 computer programs for predicting
aerodynamic interference between lifting 'surfaces
and lift and cruise fans in transport-type
aircraft
(NASA-CR-114332] p0637 N71-33002
Computer program for aerodynamic characteristics
evaluation of multiple-component airfoils in
subsonic, viscous flow
CNASA-CB-1843] p0639 N71-33140
Computer program for calculating lifting force .
distributions on symmetrical and cambered wings in
subsonic flow based on numerical integration and
lifting surface theory
p0640 N71-33220
Evaluation of automatic guidance modes and software
for V/STOL aircraft flight control
[NASA-CR-121768] p0674 N71-34016
Survey of NASTBAN applications in static and dynamic
structural analysis problems
[NASA-IB-X-2378] p0687 N71-36253
NASTRAN computer program differential stiffness and
static load analysis methods compared for aircraft
tandem side opening canopies
p0687 N71-36260
NASTHAN application to static stress and dynamic
modal problems of horizontal stabilizer of F-14A
aircraft
p0687 N71-36269
Ose of NASTBAN as analysis tool in structural design
optimization process applied to aircraft fuselage
type structure
p0688 N71-36280
Evaluation of NASTRAN system based on large complex
airframe analysis
p0688 N71-36282
Comparing and integrating NASTRAN with other finite
element computer programs
p0688 N71-36284
Evaluating current NASTRAN discrete element models
for monocogue and semimonocogue structures
p0688 N71-36290
Comparison of finite element computer programs for
analysis of clamped flat plate and built-up wing
vibration freguencies
P0688 N71-36293
NASTRAN static, modal, and transient analyses
plotting technignes with delta wing examples
p0688 H71-36299
A-136
SUBJECT IHDBX COMPUTERIZED DESIGH
Coopater based cataloging and subject indexing
system
[BEPT-22] p0689 N71-36381
Computer program for numerical integration of
downwash subsonic flow about rectangular
planforms, for different aspect ratios
[NPL-BA-99] p0708 N71-36I405
Digital computer bibliography, programing
techniques and applications, and software
standardization and reliability
CAD-727605] p0722 H71-37766
COHPDTEE SIBULATIOH
0 COHPDTERIZED SIMULATION
COHPDTEE STORAGE DEVICES
NT RANDOM ACCESS HEHOBT
Associative digital processor with associative
memory for high speed ATC data processing,
discussing design and operation
p0195 A71-19997
Adaptive self-organizing and -learning control
systems with long and short term memory retention,
using logic random searches to find parameter
values
[ASMS PAPEB 71-DE-22] p0361 A71-2732U
COBPDTEB SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
NT OPERATING SYSTEHS (COMPUTERS)
COBPDTEB TECHNIQDES
Computer aided automatic fault data logging,
classification, analysis and reporting methods in
integrated ATC system
p0186 A71-19556
Computer calculation of high Reynolds number viscous
and inviscid flow over arbitrary shaped two
dimensional bodies and airfoils
p0201 A71-20313
Performance test methods and eqoipment for aircraft
avionics and weapons systems, discussing computer
integration with radar and phototheodolite range
instrumentation system
p0211 A71-21660
Twin spool turbojet engine dynamic response,
discussing simulator predictions, digital computer
control, nozzle area variations and operating
trajectories
(ASHE PAPER 71-GT-11J p0309 A71-25960
Gas turbine engine condition analysis by digital
computer and fault isolation techniques
[SAB PAPER 7101(148] pOU38 A71-30532
Onboard computer for aircraft engine testing,
monitoring and data reduction, emphasizing
automatic in-flight recording for post-flight
displays
[AIAA PAPER 71-651] pO<|i)0 A71-30727
Computerized automatic control of aircraft
electrical system using remote power controllers
and multiplexed data bus for wiring reduction and
reliability improvement
p0537 A71-3I4700
Computerized solutions of gas turbine engines motion
equations, considering Baler, fourth order and
fifth order Runge-Kutta, Adams, Bashforth and
implicit methods
.P0561 A71-36809
Aircraft industry license norms and standards,
describing indexing procedures, storage techniques
and data recovery operations with computer
p0561 A71-36810
Computer-based aircraft tracking with aid of twin
radar air traffic control system, discussing
components and operation
p0562 A71-36993
Computerized automatic estimation techniques
application to real time aircraft tracking in ATC
system design
[AIAA PAPER 71-926] p0596 A71-37172
Airfield surface system digital simulation model
application to airport planning for airline
operations
p0605 A71-38022
Computer control of multiple site track correlation,
describing coarse fine method for implementation
and accuracy
p0610 A71-38973
Computer aided aircraft design, analysis and
production, discussing Numerical Haster Geometry
program developed by British Aircraft Corporation
p0616 A71-39513
Fast time digital computer simulation model for
evaluation of man-machine interface /display/
problem of ATC system including personnel and
equipment
p06«9 A71-U0112
Computerized touch display for ATC tasks compared to
conventional keyboard tabular display performance
p0649 A71-i»0114
ATC display devices with computer-derived
alphanumeric labels on radar screen, examining
feasibility and effectiveness
p06U9 A71-40118
Computer controlled aodalar automatic test equipment
for DC-10 aircraft maintenance, discussing system
block diagram
p0662 A71-<41518
Aeronautics future, discussing aircraft noise
reduction, computer techniques and aircraft design
p0668 A71-12237
Mathematical models for computerized ATC automatic
aircraft flight tracking logics without tracks
smoothing
p0669 171-U2396
IBB 9020 multiprocessing computer application to
ATC, discussing control sectors for inflight
control at air route traffic control centers in
U.S.
P0696 A71-U3888
Automatic data processing systems for air traffic
control-, health services, operations research,
management planning, information systems, and
reading machines
p0722 N71-377U2
Computerized real time data processing and display
system for air traffic control in airspace over
Belgium, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, and Germany
p0722 N71-37714
COMPUTERIZED DESIGN
Computerized analysis of seal temperature, elastic
displacements and seal force balance in iterative
design method for gas turbine mainshaft seals
pOOOa A71-10U79
Automated design system producing wire format data
for cabling avionics subsystem of light attack
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 69-976] p0115 A71-17698
Computerized transonic airfoil design from
predetermined supercritical velocity distribution,
obtaining equivalent incompressible flow through
streamline and potential line network
transformation
p0199 A71-20304
Multistage gas turbine design optimization, using
parameter and component analysis with computer
calculations
p0208 A71-21267
Electronic computation - conference, Purdue
University, Lafayette, Indiana, August 1970
p0273 A71-23273
Aircraft wings automated preliminary structural
design and weight determination procedures based
on external shape, aerodynamic loads and fuel mass
interaction
p0273 A71-2327I1
Han oriented program system for industrial
facilities engineering design with modular
structure, operating in time sharing mode
p0273 A71-23275
British Aircraft Corporation Numerical Haster
Geometry system using parameter surface
mathematics and digital computer
. p0279 A71-23759
Automated optimal weight fully stressed large scale
structural design of aircraft, using matrix-
mathematical programming technique
[AliA PAPEB 71-361] p03U3 A71-25310
Six degree of freedom hybrid digital computer
program for complex flight control and associated
mode logic design and training
p03U8 A71-25852
Automated low cost structural-mechanical design and
optimization of wing pivot systems for variable
geometry aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 71-tOt] p0362 A71-27410
Computer aided design program for civil transport
aircraft configuration, performance, propulsion,
weight and costs to meet given specifications
P0435 A71-30398
Computing geometric airplane aerodynamic
characteristics during preliminary and detailed
design processes
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p0486 A71-31597
Computer aided aircraft design, analysis and
production, discussing numerical Master Geometry
program developed by British Aircraft Corporation
p0616 A71-39543
Optimization techniques in aircraft configuration
design
CiD-711410] pOO«8 F71-11023
Computerized sealing dam design analysis for gas
film seal of turboshaft
p0058 H71-12039
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
[AGARD-CP-36-70] p0117 H71-13126
Computer system for optimal design of aircraft
structures
p0118 1171-13132
Matrix methods in computer-aided design optimization
of aircraft structures
p0118 H71-13135
Computer program for structural design optimization
of horizontal stabilizer of supersonic aircraft
p0118 N71-13137
Computer graphics terminal for disc profile design
of gas turbine engine
p0118 H71-13111
Computerized optimization of airport radome design
p012" N71-13913
Computerized optimization of thermal resistant gas
turbine blades
p0235 N71-17"00
Computerized prediction of aerodynamic lifting
characteristics for wing-horizontal tail and
canard wing configurations
[NASA-TH-X-66886] p0302 N71-19361
Mathematical programming technigues applied to
aerospace structural design - algorithmic tools,
applications, and literature review
[AGARD-AG-149-71] p0322 N71-20128
Basic concepts of mathematical programming applied
to structural design of aerospace vehicles
p0322 N71-20129
Computer and optimization technigues in aircraft
design
p0322 N71-20140
Computer program to generate turbine aerodynamic
reguirements, approximate external blade
geometries, and coolant flow requirements for two
stage axial flow turbine
[NASA-TH-X-2229] p038« H71-22568
Hypersonic theoretical/experimental correlations of
aerodynamic characteristics for space shuttle
design
p0473 N71-26066
Computerized multivariate design analysis for low
sonic boom overpressure supersonic transport
configuration
p0526 N71-28386
Computed aided design of wing structures and
application of optimal law of material
distribution
[AD-722303] p0572 N71-29657
Computerized propeller design considered flow field
distortion by hub
p0572 N71-29690
COBPDTEBIZBD SIHOLiTIOH
NT ANALOG SIBULATION
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION
Computer simulation - Conference, Denver, June 1970
p0019 A71-11777
Two dimensional aircraft automatic landing motions
control processes by simulation without use of
moving cockpit simulator
p0196 A71-20066
Man-machine considerations in all-weather low-
altitude navigation system design, discussing
computer generation of roll command guidance,
visual display and pilot modeling
p0201 A71-2034H
Airport pollution dispersion modeling, simulating
effect on surrounding areas for abatement
strategies calculation
p0215 A71-21824 •
Dioscures project commercial satellite system for
telecommunications, air traffic control and
navigation, describing simulation method used in
cost effectiveness study
p0265 A71-22276
Complex real tine hybrid computer simulator for
captive two blade rotor platform dynamic problem
solving
p03«8 A71-25817
Computerized simulation techniques for investigating
aircraft accidents due to atmospheric turbulence
p0427 A71-29779
Simulation equipment installation with link to
Concorde flight simulator, discussing functional
and operational features
pO<189 A71-31885
Precision area navigation system, considering
position and velocity continuous measurement in
three dimensional space, system components and
simulation program
p0536 A71-3U616
Aircraft loading system consisting of onboard weight
and balance equipment and fully mechanized cargo
pallet transfer, using computerized simulation
model for parametric evaluation
[SAWE PAPER 900] p0550 A71-35811
Airport facilities operational planning, discussing
computer simulation parking systems and arrivals
building
p0605 A71-38026
Airfield performance evaluation by simulation,
providing statistical measures and computer
generated motion picture for visual display of
simulated future activity
p0605 A71-38027
Nonlinear flight dynamic simulation using wind
tunnel and aircraft model as analog function
generator and computer for motion equation
processing and command orientation
p0651 A71-40392
Monograph on satellite airport system modeling for
large metropolitan areas covering systems analysis
methodology and computer algorithms for
optimization
[SU-TR-71-1] p0658 A71-40799
Computerized aerodynamic optimization of aircraft
propellers
[AD-710356] p003U N71-10122
Using automatic control theory with simple pilot
model .for synthesizing helicopter landing approach
flight director control laws
[NASA-TM-I-66U92] p0106 N71-12224
Computer simulation of random response induced by
complex, ergodic, Gaussian excitation as function
of response spectral densities
CAD-7131U1] p0168 H71-15393
Technical and human engineering reguirements for
simulating pilot flight
pent N71-16066
Computerized simulation of alternate logistics for
overhaul and expensive parts inventory procedures
of commerical airlines
p0218 S71-18118
Coefficient determination of flight dynamics
multivariable systems by means of computer
simulated aircraft dynamic models
[DLR-FB-70-30] p0253 S71-18586
Computerized prediction of separated store
trajectories dropped from bomber aircraft at high
speed
p030« N71-19379
Computerized prediction of interference flow field
for wing-fuselage store location on bomber
aircraft
p0305 N71-19381
Digital computer simulation of automobile impacting
flexible safety barrier, and multiple source
schlieren system for NAE trisonic wind tunnel
[DHE/NAE-1970/3/] p0306 N71-19401
Developing basic methodology for predicting aircraft
stopping distance on wet runway using computerized
simulation
[FAA-NA-70-5] p0320 N71-20068
Graphical computer simulation of incompressible flow
about airfoil
[TN-71-2] p0375 N71-221U9
Computerized simulation of helicopter tactical
maneuvers in three body, three dimensional
environment including fixed wing and rotary wing
aerodynamic forces
[AD-721527] p0528 H71-28409
Computerized simulation of aerodynamic loads and
dynamic responses for aircraft control system
design based on optimal and feedback control
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theories
[AD-722652] p0625 N71-31933
Analysis of two plans for assigning identity codes
to aircraft by digital computer simulation of peak
IPR traffic conditions
[NBS-TN-568] p0631 871-32156
Effects of aircraft system noise and signal fading
on pilot performance daring IFH approach based on
computerized simulation of XV-5 aircraft and UH-1
helicopter
CAD-72U336] p0638 H71-33076
Digital computer and plotter for simulating flow
about Joukovski airfoil
[TECH-71-U] p06«3 N71-33U03
Computer simulation of aircraft collision-hazard
warning radar technignes in terminal area
p0677 N71-34170
Computer program for calculating lift interference
factors of wind tunnel test sections by vortex
lattice method
[TAE-121] p0708 N71-361I07
Simulation of aircraft ground operations for
Dallas-Port worth Regional Airport
p0719 N71-37607
COMPUTERS
NT AIKBORNE/SPACEBORNE COHPDTEHS
NT ANALOG COMPUTERS
HI DIGITAL COMPUTERS
ST HIBEID COMPUTERS
NT IBS COMPUTERS
CONCAVITY
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer growth over
concave and convex surfaces
p0315 N71-19836
CONCENTRATION (COBFOSITIOB)
NT ATHOSPHEHIC MOISTURE
NT MOISTURE CONTENT
CONCORDE lIBCEiFT
Concorde role in air traffic market, discussing
operating costs and profit potential
p0029 A71-12716
Ground and airborne aircraft flight simulation
methods, discussing simulator layouts and
application to Concorde project
pOOSS A71-15206
Concorde automatic flight control, noting reduced
weight and speed accuracy limit at Mach 2
p0132 A71-16325
Concorde progress toward certification, discussing
SST airworthiness reguirements, flight test
program, takeoff and landing operational
experience and stability problems at high
incidence
p0133 A71-16U87
Concorde airfrane structures, discussing numerically
controlled machining of aluminum alloy integral
units
p0116 A71-1795U
Concorde aircraft Olympus 593 two-spool turbojet
engine, discussing variable nozzle and intake
assembly, afterburner and control system
p0183 A71-19081
Concorde airworthiness reguirements and Air
Registration Board participation in flight test
program, considering supersonic flight
characteristics
p0276 A71-23579
Concorde thermal fatigue test installation,
controlling temperature by transfer temperature
variation in single heat exchanger block
p0276 A71-23580
Concorde aircraft fuel system and fuel pumps,
considering center of gravity and center of
pressure relationship to maintain trim
p0276 A71-23581
Concorde aircraft components electrochemical
marking, considering stamping and engraving
unacceptability for highly stressed thin material
parts
p0276 A71-23582
Concorde environmental testing, considering
endurance tests, thermal shock rigs and plant for
simulating air supply from compressor stages of
aircraft gas turbine engines
p0276 A71-23583
ATC regulations considered for Concorde introduction
to passenger service, discussing landing and
takeoff characteristics
p03<40 A71-25232
Concorde aircraft construction methods, materials
and design
p0358 A71-26882
Concorde economic flight testing methods, discussing
Blagnac flight simulator mobile cabin
visualization and color TV terrain model
p0368 A71-27608
Olympus 593 pure jet twin shaft engine development
program for Concorde, discussing engine evolution,
design considerations and flight development
[SAE PAPER 710122] pOIOS A71-28309
Olympus 593 Concorde engine combustion system,
discussing operating conditions, combustion
performance criticality and altitude relighting
p0410 A71-28710
Concorde SST flight test equipment installation with
PCH recording and visual instruments
p0130 A71-30055
Concorde power plant fire protection system,
describing prototype engine bay overheat detection
system and additional UV optical fire detection
system
p0132 A71-30300
TU-1UU-Concorde differences, discussing design
philosophy engine mounting and thrust, wing span
and profiles, gross weight, fuselage cross
sections landing gear, droop nose, etc
P0488 A71-31873
Concorde aircraft engine noise emission and
reduction, examining acoustic measurements in
takeoff and approach phases, reduced thrust and
retractable silencer
P0488 A71-31877
Concorde flight simulator at Toulouse, discussing
flight control system, air navigation and
certification
pOU88 A71-31881
Simulation equipment installation with link to
Concorde flight simulator, discussing functional
and operational features
p0189 A71-31885
Concorde aircraft automatic landing and flight
control system objective, design, reliability and
certification tests
pO«90 A71-31915
French contribution to air transportation,
discussing international cooperation on supersonic
Concorde, medium range airbus and short range
Mercure
pflit96 A71-32688
Concorde flight characteristics, discussing
performance flight test data relationship to
design
pOt96 A71-32690
Concorde lightweight disk brakes, discussing
operating costs, weight and volume factors, design
philosophy, structural materials, component life,
maintenance and reliability
pOSOO A71-33226
French flight test center role in development and
certification of Concorde aircraft, considering
cooperation with industry
[AHA PAPER 71-78U] pOSUt A71-35526
Thermal ground testing of Concorde and Veras,
considering static and fatigue testing in heat
environment
p0558 A71-36<t6<t
Heter wave aircraft slot antenna for Concorde air to
ground communication via satellite, presenting
synthetic radiation patterns
p0560 A71-36514
Concorde aircraft navigation system comprising
triple inertial systems, dual VOR/DHE, dual ILS
and dual ADF
[CASI PAPER 72/9] p0601 A71-37599
Concorde droop nose for takeoff and landing
visibility improvement, describing design and
operation
p0607 A71-383&3
Atmospheric wind, temperature, turbulence,
hydrooeteors, ozone, cosmic radiation and radio
activity effects on commercial SST Concorde flight
P0659 A71-U0829
International cooperation in aerospace projects,
discussing Concorde program organization
p0665 A71-12011
Influence of Concorde powerplant operating
conditions on design of Olympus 593 fuel and oil
system
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p0055 N71-11653
Automatic landing system of Concorde
p0112 N71-12448
Mach 2 slender wing boundary layer effects on
Concorde aircraft engine inlets
[AHC-CP-1122] p0171 N71-15708
Human factors in Concorde cockpit simulation
p0174 K71-16065
Concorde 002 aircraft equipment for flight data
recording and processing
[ESS/ES-13] p0331 N71-20857
Monte Carlo general purpose shielding computer
program in FORTRAN 4- for IBM 7094 computer
[PNSI-TB-70-0301-1-VOL-1] p0379 N71-22379
Simulation, analysis, and recommendations for flight
profile of Concorde aircraft to predict and
achieve improvements in aircraft operation - Vol.
2
[PNSI-TR-70-0301-2-VOL-2] p0380 N71-22380
Flight tests of Concorde prototypes, design
modifications, and operational costs of supersonic
aircraft
p0381 N71-22387
Summary of flight test methods used for performance
measurement of Concorde aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-13728] p0631 N71-32455
Federal funding for SST and Concorde aircraft
development in 1971
p0646 N71-33758
COBCBETES
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, DSNAS Cecil Field, Florida
fAD-721325] p0528 N71-28422
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, USNAS Billow Grove, Pennsylvania
CAD-721324] p0528 N71-28423
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, USNAL? Charleston, Rhode Island
[AD-721323] p0528 N71-28424
CONDENSATES
Condensate particle crystallization retardation
effect on energy characteristics of jet engine,
calculating noneguilibrium flows of two phase
combustion products in nozzle
p0703 471-15004
COHDEHSATIOS
Inviscid binary gas mixture steady supersonic two
dimensional flow past convex corner, taking into
account spontaneous condensation
p0082 A71-14559
Ar condensation onset location in supersonic nozzles
for nuclear space propulsion systems, using
supercooled vapor pressure measurements beyond
saturation point
p0288 A71-24328
Nozzle area rated two component flow properties,
combining integrated solution eguations into
single transcendental eguation for equilibrium
conden sation
p0288 A71-24336
Method of characteristics application to supersonic
jet and nozzle gas flow with allowance for
equilibrium and noneguilibrium condensation
p0547 A71-35636
COHOITIOHS
NT ADIABATIC CONDITIONS
NT.FLIGHT CONDITIONS
NT KDTTA-JOOKOBSKI CONDITION
NT NONEQUII.IBBIUM CONDITIONS
NT BUNHAY CONDITIONS
CONDUCTING FLUIDS
Inviscid ideally conducting fluid flow past thin
foil in transverse magnetic field, using small
parameter method
p0026 A71-12629
Varying electrical resistivity incompressible fluid
flow with Hall effect in presence of thin airfoil
p0075 A71-13903
Incompressible conducting fluid plane jet expansion
in homogeneous slipstream, deriving partial
differential eguations for nonconduction
approximation
p0423 A71-29610
CONDUCTIVE BEAT TBANSFEB
Static strain measurements on Ti specimen subjected
to different conductive heating rates, testing
various gages
pOU28 A71-29833
Effect of heat conduction of material on temperature
distribution in vicinity of wing leading edge in
hypersonic flight
[BEPT-6901] p0383 N71-22494
Conductive heat transfer effect on temperature
distribution in vicinity of wing leading edge in
hypersonic flight
[ABC-CP-1126] p0456 N71-24446
CONDUCTORS
HI AIBCBAFT ANTENNAS
NT ANTENNAS
BT CAS.SEGBAIN ANTENNAS
NT DIPOLE ANTENNAS
BT DIRECTION!!, ANTENNAS
BT ELECTBIC CONDOCTOBS
BT ELECTBIC HIBE
NT ELECTBOLYTES
NT HOBN ANTENNAS
NT HICBOiAVE ANTENNAS
BT BADAB ANTENNAS
NT BADIO ANTENNAS
NT SLOT ANTENNAS
BT SPIBAL ANTENNAS
BT STEEBABLE ANTENNAS
NT RAVEGOIDE ANTENNAS
CODES
NT CIRCULAR CONES
NT CONICAL BODIES
NT NOSE CONES
BT SLENDER CONES
Supersonic overexpanded jet flow past cone,
determining impingement point by method of
characteristics
p0007 A71-10613
Supersonic axisymmetric wake-like and two
dimensional shear nonuniform free stream flows
effects on inviscid flow fields and aerodynamic
coefficients of sharp and spherically blunted
cones
[AIAA PAPER 71-51] p0151 A71-18512
Viscosity effects on three dimensional supersonic
flow around circular half cones on flat plate,
examining turbulent boundary layer separation
p0190 A71-19743
Large angle cones supersonic aerodynamic and wake
characteristics at low Reynolds numbers, including
model support interference effects
[AIAA PAPER 71-264] p0218 A71-21990
Lame eguation perturbation solution and applications
to problems involving elliptic cones or infinite
sectors
p0615 A71-39497
Hypersonic boundary layer transition and hypersonic
heat transfer on cylindrical shells, cones and
flat plates
[REPT-1104/70] p0120 N71-13408
Effects of retronozzle located at apex of 140 deg
blunt cone at Hach numbers of 3.00, 4.50, and 6.00
[NASA-TN-D-6002] p0160 N71-14614
COBFEBEBCES
Bole of man in navigation - Conference, Colorado
Springs, July 1970
pOOOS A71-10501
Computer simulation - Conference, Denver, June 1970
p0019 A71-11777
Aircraft pavement design - Conference, London,
November 1970
p0021 A71-12162
Air accident investigation and litigation -
Conference, Dallas, March 1970
p0060 A71-12961
Flow research on blading - Conference, Baden,
Switzerland, March 1969
p0066 A71-13139
Internal aerodynamics /turbomachinery/ - Conference,
Cambridge University, England, July 1967
p0074 A71-13823
Civil aviation safety - Conference, Beirut,
September-October 1970
p0086 A71-14990
Maritime and aeronautical technology - Conference,
Paris, May 1970
p0088 A71-15204
b!-vironmental effects on VIOL design - Conference,
Arlington, Texas, November 1970
P0091 A71-15401
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Aerodynamic noise - Conference, Loughborough,
England, September 1970
p0138 A71-17152
Static seals - IHE Conference, London, December 1970
p0148 A71-18214
Flight tests - Conference, Beverly Hills, September
1970
p0183 471-19076
Lightning and static electricity - Conference, San
Diego, December 1970
p0193 171-19926
Boundary value problems and applications in fluid
and gas mechanics - Conference, Kazan, U.S.S.H.,
Bay 1969
p0197 A71-20076
Electronics - Conference, Chicago, December 1970
p0202 A71-20401
Aircraft and environment - Conference, Sew lork,
February 1971, Part 1
p0213 &71-21811
Electronic computation - Conference, Purdue
Dniversity, Lafayette, Indiana, August 1970
p0273 A71-23273
Aviation and astronautics - conference, Tel Aviv and
Haifa, March 1971
p0339 A71-25145
Adaptive systems - Conference, Moscow, Harch 1970
p0357 A71-26714
Technical, sales/marketing and management -
Conference, Coronado, California, May 1971
pOU03 A71-28164
Combustion and heat transfer in gas turbine systems
- Conference, Cranfield, England, April 1969
pOIIO A71-28739
Aerospace materials - Conference, Anaheim,
California, April 1971
p0423 A71-29633
Atmospheric tnrbnlence - Conference, London, May
1971
p0424 A71-29749
Dynamic testing - Conference, London, January 1971
p0430 A71-30053
Aviation within total transport system - Conference,
London, May 1971
p0430 A71-30158
Instrumentation in aerospace industry - Conference,
Las Vegas, Bay 1971
p0432 A71-30309
Telemetering - IEEE Conference, Washington, D.C.,
April 1971
p0445 A71-30896
Aerospace antennas - IEE conference, London, June
1971
P0446 A71-31034
Education in creative engineering - Conference, BIT,
April 1970
p0486 A71-31593
Aircraft and environment - Conference, Washington,
d.c., February 1971, Part 2
p0492 471-32240
Millimeter system, devices and guides - Conference,
Los Angeles, August 1970, Volume 11)
pOS36 471-34601
Aircraft structures damage tolerance - ASTH
Conference, Philadelphia, Jane 1970
P0539 A71-35151
Aerospace electronics - IEEE Conference, Dayton,
Ohio, Bay 1971
P0547 A71-357S2
Fluid dynamics numerical methods - Conference,
Dniversity of California at Berkeley, September
1970
P0555 A71-36301
Electromagnetic compatibility - IEEE Conference,
Anahe-.m, California, July 1970
P0607 471-38426
Aerospace fluid power - Conference, Detroit,
Michigan, October 1970
P0612 471-39147
Aircraft wake turbulence and detection - Conference,
Seattle, September 1970
P0653 471-10182
Navigation role in airways systems development -
Conference, Saddle Brook, New Jersey, April 1971
P0666 471-42077
Corporate aircraft safety - Conference, Washington,
D.C. April 1971
p0692 471-43226
Corporate aircraft safety - Conference, San Antonio,
May 1970
P0693 A71-43379
Fhotogrammetry of moving objects - Conference,
Saint-Bande, France, September 1970
P0695 A71-13586
Air and land transportation noise sources and
measurement, noise level scales, and individual
and community responses - conference
[PB-191117] p0037 H71-10319
Maintenance programs, evaluation, acceptance, and
monitoring procedures for transport aircraft
p0048 M71-11020
Advanced technology for production of aerospace
engines - conference
[ AGABD-CP-64-70] p0053 1171-11626
Badiographic nondestructive testing method on
titanium billets for engine disk forging
p005» B71-11639
Advanced ILS and automatic landing systems for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft - conference
[AGABD-CP-59-70] p0109 H71-12U26
Considering design of digital computers for guidance
and control of aerospace vehicles
[AGABD-CP-68-70] P011? "71-12601
Investigating possibilities and limitations of
applying holographic techniques to aerospace
technology
[NASA-SP-248] P0115 H71-12776
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
fAGARD-CP-36-70] p0117 H71-13126
Conference on ballistic range technignes and
eguipment
[ AGABDOGBAPH-138] p0123 H71-13576
Data handling equipment for aerospace and ground
support applications - conference
[AGABD-CP-67-70] p0124 H71-13826
Bind effect criteria for structural design and
engineering of buildings
p0166 N71-15301
Human factors in aircraft simulation
CAGABD-CP-79-70] p0173 S71-16060
Advanced cooling systems and heat resistant
materials for turbine blades of high temperature
aeronautical gas turbine engines
fAGABD-CP-73-71J p0231 1171-17372
International conference on rain erosion and
associated phenomena
[AD-715100] p0243 H71-17906
Proceedings and recommendations of conference on
prevention of midair collisions
[HTSB-AAS-70-2] p0259 H71-19043
Schedule of AGABD conferences for 1971, and
summaries of 1970 AGABD publications
fAGABD-BUL-71/1] p0259 N71-19114
Aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airframe-propulsion systems of transport and
military aircraft
fAGABD-CP-71-71] p0301 S71-19353
Proceedings of conference on aircraft propulsion
[HASA-SP-259J p0307 H71-19451
Proceedings for symposium on viscous interaction
phenomena in supersonic and hypersonic flow
[AD-714362] p0314 N71-19830
Aerodynamics and applications of lift augmentation
devices - AGABD lecture series
[AGABD-LS-43-71] p0318 H71-20051
Proceedings and recommendations of conference on
sonic booms
[IGIA-17/4.8] p0372 N71-21976
Conference proceedings on vertical takeoff aircraft
technology, noting tandem wing aircraft, tilt wing
aircraft, helicopters, lift fans, and jet engines
[DLH-MITT-70-15] p0376 N71-22186
Planning for expected civil aviation developments
caused by change-over to Boeing 747 aircraft and
supersonic transport
p0380 871-22381
Conference on propulsion and energetics techniques
for diagnosing high velocity flows
fAGABD-CP-38] p0385 S71-22626
Conference on high temperature turbines detailing
effect of film cooling on blade profile loss
CMASA-TM-X-67123] p0387 H71-22699
Proceedings of Air Line Pilots Association annual
safety forum
P0391 H71-23234
A-141
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Abstracts of papers presented at OS Air Force
materials symposium held at Miami Beach, Florida
in Hay, 1970
CAD-718432] p0398 N71-23625
Conference on fatigue life in helicopter components
[DLB-HITT-70-01] pO«55 N71-2U385
Conference on dynamics and aeroelasticity of space
shuttle
[NASA-TB-X-2274J p0461 N71-24651
Proceedings of conference to train personnel in
conducting aircraft noise certification tests
[HRC-TB-300-SUPPL-1] p0474 N71-26303
Conference on prevention of mechanical failures
including bearing failures, spectrographic oil
analysis, failure mechanisms of helicopter
transmissions, and related problems
[AD-721359] p0520 N71-28057
Proceedings of conference on mechanical failures
prevention
[ AD-721912] p0529 N71-28592
Symposium on unsteady aerodynamic forces, loads, and
configurations for aeroelastic analysis of
interfering surfaces
[AGAHD-CP-80-71-PT-2] pOS67 N71-29338
Conference on NASA research in aircraft safety and
operating problems
[NASA-SP-270] p0580 N71-30756
Conference papers on low level turbulence models to
determine influence on aircraft stability and
missile trajectories
[DLB-HITT-70-12] p0623 H71-31882
Conference papers on flight simulation
CpLS-BITT-70-29) p0625 H71-31951
Actions and recommendations of ninth Heating of
Airworthiness Committee
[DOC-8925] p0675 N71-34020
Automatic data processing systems for air traffic
control, health services, operations research,
management planning, information systems, and
reading machines
p0722 N71-37742
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
Optimization technigues in aircraft configuration
design
[AD-711410] p0048 N71-11023
COBFOBHAL HAPPING
Design of two dimensional airfoil profile Kith
prescribed velocity distribution using conformal
mapping
[SAAB-TN-67] p0638 N71-33037
COBFOBHAL TRANSFORMATIONS
D COHFOEHAL HAPPING
CONGBESS
Wrongful death liability in aviation and admiralty,
considering D. S. Congress refusal to enact
legislation
p0665 A71-42068
Congressional hearings on Boeing 727 use of
Washington Rational Airport
p0240 N71-17697
Authorization hearings on NASA space flight program
- Part 4, 1972
p0467 N71-25196
Congressional hearings on chartered airline travel
p0573 N7 1-29707
Control equipment and engine development for air
pollution control from jet aircraft engine
emissions
p0591 N71-31103
Senate hearings on Federal anti-skyjacking program
p0592 N71-31511
Air piracy resolutions presented to Congress and US
and worldwide air piracy statistics
p0633 N71-32689
Federal funding for SST and Concorde aircraft
development in 1971
p0646 N71-33758
Convention for suppression of unlawful aircraft
seizure and article by article analysis
p0717 N71-37590
COHICAL BODIES
NT SLEBDEB CONES
Turbulent base pressure on conical afterbodies in
supersonic axisymmetric flow, including initial
direction effect
C A I A A PAPER 70-5553 poos2 A7i-mn5o
Hypersonic flow past freely vibrating hemisphere-
cylinder-cone, noting Beynolds and Bach numbers
dependence and conical stabilizer aperture angle
p0083 A71-11571
Conical body laminar boundary layer heat transfer
problem in supersonic flow, using guasi-
linearization and implicit finite difference
method
p0099 A71-15487
Turbulent heat transfer measurements on blunt cone
in nitrogen flow at high Hach number under various
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 71-38] p0151 A71-18499
Incompressible hypersonic laminar boundary layer
flow over sharp cone, based on asymptotic inner
and oute-: flow field expansion
p0191 A71-19892
Unsteady boundary layers on sphere or cone moving
along axis, determining skin friction angular
response
p0198 A71-20098
Aerodynamic characteristics of conical and
pyramidical configurations with various planforms
by slender body theory, replacing three
dimensional flow by two dimensional flow
p0204 A71-20776
Three dimensional laminar boundary layer on cone at
incidence in supersonic flow evaluated by pressure
distribution technigue, comparing heat transfer,
Pitot probe measurements, etc
[AIAA PAPER 70-48] p0264 A71-22088
Mean flow measurement of cone laminar supersonic
wake
p0264 &71-22091
Shock wave shape attached to cone moving in ideal
gas studied by Pade-Shanks approximation method,
considering angle of attack
p0266 A71-22405
Conical body lift/drag ratio increase by wedge
shaped nose, noting applications to space vehicles
entering atmosphere above escape velocity
p0416 471-29183
Free flight static and dynamic stability tests on
lightweight cone shaped models in longshot tunnel
at hypersonic speeds, using spark recording
p0499 A71-32879
Cone-cylinder-cone missile type body in transonic
buffeting environment determining static and
fluctuating wall pressure distribution
(ONEBA-TP-942J p0553 A71-36020
Dynamic parameters of supersonic flow incident on
conical bodies at large angles of attack,
considering flow field and entropy distribution
p0556 A71-36328
Boundary layer transition studies of several pointed
bodies of revolution at supersonic speeds
[NiSA-TN-D-6063] p0053 N71-11520
Flexible trailing wire effect on aerodynamic
characteristics and' radar cross sections of
hypervelocity cone
[AD-712509] p0103 N71-12205
Flight assessment of trailing-cone static pressure
probe at subsonic speeds
[BAE-TB-69139] p0104 N71-12214
Beal gas effects on drag and trajectories of
nonlifting conical shell during Bars atmospheric
entry
[NASA-TN-D-6240] p0244 N71-18015
Wake flow properties of.conical bodies at supersonic
speeds and various angles of attack
[NASA-TH-X-2139] p0251 N71-18480
Wire and probe support interference on hypersonic
wakes of magnetically suspended round based
conical body
rARC-CP-1133] ' pQ331 N71-20848
Nuaerical method for calculating steady asymmetrical
supersonic flow past pointed conical bodies at yaw
p0333 N71-21269
Numerical analysis of inviscid flow fields about
pointed circular cone and conical wing-body
configuration at various angles of attack
p0386 N71-22667
Windage tests of cylindrical and Lundell-conical
rotors in ambient air producing Reynolds numbers
up to 100,000 for high speed alternators
[NASA-TB-X-67809] p0388 N71-23116
Pressure distribution near center line of trailing
edges of delta wings and conical bodies at high
supersonic speeds
[ARC-CP-1153] p0635 S71-32868
Determination of transonic aerodynamic
characteristics of spherically blunted 55 and 60
-142
SDBJECT IHDEX COBTAHIBANTS
degree half-angle cones in ballistic range tests
f BASA-TN-D-6489;) p0641 S71-33244
Magnus force and moment data for standard 10 degree
cone calibration model as determined in supersonic
wind tunnel
fSC-DC-71-3821] p0713 K71-36688
CONICAL FLARE
B COKES
CONICAL FLOW
Soviet book on nonlinear conical gas flow theory
covering flows with different characteristics past
bodies of various geometries and positions
p0028 471-12719
Hypersonic conical flow with attached shock waves
over delta wings
p0079 471-14213
Plowfield isentropes in conical gas flow with
singular current surfaces
p0217 A71-21861
Magnetically suspended laminar supersonic cone wake
stability from hot wire fluctuation and spectral
components amplitude/phase measurements
p0316 471-25475
Elliptical cones at large angle of attack,
calculating three-component real gas properties
effects on aerodynamic characteristics
p0417 A71-29191
Dynamic parameters of supersonic flow incident on
conical bodies at large angles of attack,
considering flow field and entropy distribution
P0556 A71-36328
Approximate solution for position and strength of
shock waves about cones in steady supersonic flow
p0702 471-44624
Plat plate pressure distribution and heat transfer
in conical hypersonic flow
[VKI-TS-56] P0119 B71-13236
Sonic boom in interaction of conical field and plane
shock wave
p0523 N71-28366
Method of lines technigne for computing flow field
. about conical configurations at incidence in
supersonic flow
[NASA-TH-R-374] p0713 N71-36697
COHICit INIBTS
Supersonic conical inlet additive drag formula,
using flow data in freestream
P0296 A71-21866
COHICAL BOZZLES
Cone shaped diffusers effectiveness, noting inlet
conditions effect on pressure recovery coefficient
P0136 A71-16750
Conical diffusers outlet flow profile and
performance, investigating swirling inlet flow
effects on pressure recovery
P0660 A71-40950
Bach number reduction in low density hypersonic wind
tunnel by increasing nozzle throat area
[DLB-FB-70-13] p0515 N71-27060
COHICAL SCA3NING
Scanning microwave landing guidance system
coordinates choice, discussing signal format,
antennas planar or conical beams and V/STOL
application
p0667 A71-42090
CONICAL SHELLS
Theoretical and experimental vibration and buckling
results for blunt truncated conical shells with
ring supported edges
[BASA-TN-D-7003] p0126 N71-1U056
Estimation of stability of elastic noncircular
conical and cylindrical orthogonal shells
C4D-717014] p0329 B71-20754
CONHECTIOBS
0 JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONOIDS
0 COBICAL BODIES
COHSEBVATI01J BQOATIOHS
Laminar compressible wakes instability behind planar
and axisymmetric slender bodies, solving integral
conservation equations for fluctuation amplitude
variations
P0604 A71-37879
COBSTBAINTS
NT METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
Constrained optimization problems solution combining
modified pattern search methods and polynomial
constraints in aircraft design parameters
selection
p0505 A71-33721
COHSTBOCTIOH
Investigating economic and engineering aspects of
using dirigibles in construction
P0161 N71-14629
CONSTRUCTION BATERIALS
Airplane materials mechanical properties degradation
due to fatigue, discussing breaking strain of Al
alloy
p0015 471-11395
Sandwich metal construction with welded Norsial
corrugated core for light weight and strength,
discussing fabrication and application to
hypersonic research vehicles
p0089 471-15207
Aircraft light alloys fatigue characteristics for
component endurance evaluation
P0136 A71-16757
Plastics and metals as construction materials in
aircraft, missile and rocket design
P0196 471-20011
Tetra-Core structural composite material, discussing
fabrication techniques, test results, potential
and applications
p0208 471-21225
Glass fiber reinforced plastics aerospace
applications covering radomes, dielectric panels,
aircraft ducting, secondary structures,
furnishings, mouldings and tooling
p0347 471-25652
Concorde aircraft construction methods, materials
and design
P0358 471-26882
Material properties, impregnation, shaping,
hardening and structural design in mass production
of reinforced laminates for aircraft construction
p0359 A71-26951
Flame retardant silicone elastomers for use as
aircraft construction materials, describing
fabrication technigues, mechanical, aging and
weathering properties
p0362 A71-27412
Aircraft industry materials development, discussing
innovations in governmental programs management,
procurement specifications and Department of
Defense contracting procedures
p0368 471-27677
Intermetallic compounds application in structural
materials, emphasizing role in superalloys
development for gas turbine engine parts and high
temperature environments
p0482 471-31531
Light alloys fatigue characteristics for aircraft
components endurance evaluation
p0544 A71-35456
COHS08PTIOH
BT FDEL CONSUMPTION
COHTAISEBS
Ait cargo volume development trends, examining
worldwide airport terminal capacities and palette/
containerization systems modular design and
operation
p0294 A71-24824
C-5A cargo box side wall deformations, examining
sguare plates center deflections with elastic
beans
p0297 A71-24871
Exchange regulation of standardized container
loading units in air freight transportation
p0606 A71-38220
Impact response modeling for design of weapon
container
tSC-BB-70-8801J p0519 N71-27986
CONTAHINANTS
Gas turbine engines emission characteristics,
discussing methods for pollutants reduction
P021I4 A71-21820
Effects of runway contaminants and pavement surface
properties on runway slipperiness
p0582 N71-30767
Reductions in smoke level and carbon monoxide
emissions resulting from air-assist fuel nozzles
in jet airqraft exhaust pollutant tests
p0585 H71-30784
Computing dispersal of atmospheric pollutants near
x
 airports by use of mean wind and temperature
profiles
[NASA-CR-111962] p0713 N71-36720
A-1H3
CONTAMINATION SUBJECT INDEI
COHTAHIN&TIOH
NT FUEL CONTAMINATION
COBTIHENTS
NT AOSTEAIIA
NT EUROPE
KT NORTH AMERICA
CONTOURS
Minimum suction rate preventing laminar" boundary
layer separation from curvilinear porous-surface
in jet flow
p0025 A71-12553
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Congressional investigation into contract management
and development costs of TFX aircraft
CBEPT-91-1496] p0170 N71-15649
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIOH
Negotiations of BEA/BOAC productivity agreements in
aircraft industry
p0552 A71-3592U
COHTEACTS
Air mail transportation by contract operations
p0044 N71-10816
Congressional hearing on investigation of contract
for TFX aircraft
pOOSC 1171-11034
COHTHAST
- NT IMAGE CONTRAST
CONTROL DATA (COHPDTEBS)
Analog recursive computer with serial digital
program for arithmetic unit and storage system
control
p0360 A71-27150
COHTBOL DEVICES
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
NT CONTROL STICKS
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS
NT SERVOAMPLIFIEBS
Nonlinear control systems with transport lag,
obtaining parameter plane eguations for stability
analysis
p0202 A71-20369
Fluidic cabin pressure automatic control systems for
military and civil aircraft, discussing design,
operation and performance
p0432 A71-30308
Performance category III all-weather capability ILS
landing eguipment standards, discussing high
directivity antennas and transmission and control
system redundance technigues for reliability
p0490 A71-31909
Helicopter automatic flight control eguipment,
discussing autopilot stabilizer, localization
system, ground approach guidance coupler and
flight director
p0490 A71-31916
Book on fluidic systems design covering analog and
digital control, application to aircraft,
spacecraft, computers, tracking devices and
equivalent circuits
P0503 A71-33475
Wing tip vortex control device, discussing design,
operation and effectiveness
p0611 A71-39084
numerical study on controlling dynamic properties of
supersonic inlet using bypass bleed
[NASA-TN-D-6144] p0161 N71-14669
Development of attitude control system for vertical
takeoff aircraft using reaction nozzles displaced
from various axes of aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XAC-08972] p0328 N71-20570
Numerical analysis of dynamic and thermodynamic
state of plenum-type air-cushion vehicle to
determine heave response and control system
operating characteristics
[NASA-TN-D-6257] p0384 N71-22589
Device for controlling rotary potentiometer mounted
on aircraft steering wheel or aileron control
[NASA-CASE-XAC-10019] pO<400 N71-23809
Supersonic aircraft lateral control eguipment
[AD-720740] p0477 H71-26538
Aircraft structure elasticity effects on control
lever deflection and control forces
p0587 N71-31065
Control eguipment and engine development for air
pollution control from jet aircraft engine
emissions
p0591 N71-31403
Device for controlling terminal shock waves in
supersonic inlets
[NASA-CASE-LEW-11188-1] p0674 N71-34017
Analysis of criteria for survivable flight control
system using fly-by-wire and integrated actuator
package techniques
[AD-727762] p0720 N71-37616
CONTROL BOHENT GYROSCOPES
Control system designs for DSSR single-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors with control gyroscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
[NASi-TT-F-636] p0329 N71-20719
CONTROL SIMULATION
Aircraft electronic control systems, considering
hydraulic servocontrol, force simulation and
reliability models
P0196 A71-20064
Digital simulator for training ATC officers,
considering authenticity and working and
geographical environments
p0271 471-22951
Aircraft motion and traffic control at air corridors
intersections for minimum flight schedule
deviation under random disturbance due to weather,
using statistical simulation
P0283 A71-24158
Soviet book on aircraft and rocket engines control
automation, discussing nuclear power plant/fuel
systems design and control simulation methods
P0355 A71-26403
Analysis of glide-slope information requirements for
low visibility aircraft landing approach using
Kalman filter-optimal control combination to
simulate DC-8 control system
[AD-722655] p0586 N71-30887
COHTBOL STABILITY
nonlinear control systems with transport lag,
obtaining parameter plane equations for stability
analysis
P0202 A71-20369
Optimal control stabilization under continuous small
disturbances applied to aircraft stability in
horizontal flight under vertical gust loads
p0292 A71-24726
Variable sweep wing aircraft angular motion
mathematical model, analyzing inertial moments
influence on control dynamics
p0347 A71-25661
Turbine engine fuel control stability on CH-47C
helicopter, using flight tests and lag damper
simulation
[AHS PREPRINT 560] p0452 A71-31107
Linear two shaft turbojet model development and
conditions for stability, observability,
controllability and feedback loop parameters
p0496 A71-32711
Active flutter mode control system synthesis for
flight test, showing mass balancing as possible
artificial symmetrical wing destabilization
p0697 A71-44106
Aircraft structure elasticity effects on control
lever deflection and control forces
p0587 N71-31065
CONTROL STICKS
Pilot evaluation of movable and rigid cockpit
control sticks
[AD-709934] p0035 N71-10184
Comparison of pilot performance using center stick,
dual side stick, and single side stick
configuration
[AD-720846] p0470 N71-25846
CONTROL SOBFACES
NT AERIAL RUDDERS
NT AILERONS
NT ELEVATORS (CONTROL SURFACES)
NT ELEVONS
NT FLAPS (CONTBOL SURFACES)
NT GUIDE VANES
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
NT JET FLAPS
NT JET VANES
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT SPOILERS
NT TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT KING FLAPS
Aerodynamic forces on control surfaces in subsonic
range, investigating pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating wing
A-IUtt
SUBJECT IHDEX COHTBOLL4BILITT
p0081 471-11347
Rings with control surfaces in unsteady subsonic
flow, applying lifting surface theory
[ONEB4-TP-889] p0090 471-15355
Dnsteady coefficient measurements to corroborate
theory for coefficient distribution about little
elongated two dimensional wings with control
surfaces
p0135 S71-16737
Fregnency and amplitude during longitudinal control
surface pumping by pilots in precise flight path
handling for aircraft design
[4144 P4PER 70-567] p0145 471-17699
ONEB4 hypersonic wind tnnnels used for ballistic and
aerodynamic research kinetic heating problems and
control surface efficiency
[ONEB4-TP-877] p0147 471-18025
Inclined engine cold circular jet effects on tail
control surfaces aerodynamic characteristics,
considering aircraft longitudinal stability
p0291 471-21593
4erodynamic forces and hinge moments of delta
cruciform control surface in blunt-nosed canard
configuration for subsonic, transonic and
supersonic flows
p0339 471-25161
Hypersonic flight load bearing refractory alloy
control surface protective coatings, emphasizing
oxidation screening tests
p0123 471-29616
German monograph on incompressible potential flow
field calculation about thick rectangular wings
with control surfaces and ground effects
p0191 471-32307
Oscillating thin wing with control surfaces in two
dimensional compressible subsonic flow,
calculating aerodynamic forces based on kernel
function method
p0199 471-33013
4erodynamic control surfaces optimal location for
flexible aircraft disturbed by random wind gusts,
using matrix minimum principle and calculus of
variations
p0610 471-38713
Control surfaces and direct jet force flutter
suppression system shown to increase flutter speed
of wing
p0697 471-11108
Linear theoretical method for arbitrary wing
planform and trailing edge control surfaces in low
frequency oscillatory motion in subsonic flow
[NPL-4EEO-1303] p0017 N71-11013
Computation of pressure induced by control surface
oscillation in subsonic flow
[N4S4-TTrF-13385] p0105 1171-12219
Feasibility study of counter insurgency aircraft
with suction boundary layer control
[4EEO-1] p0121 N71-13415
Fin loads and control surface hinge moments measured
in full scale wind tunnel tests on x-214 flight
vehicle
[N4S4-TH-X-1922] p0157 N71-11501
Hathematical models for control surface wings in
subsonic unsteady flow
[ONEB4-TP-889] p0251 N71-18473
Flutter suppression with dissipated energy reduced
to quadratic form for control surfaces
[N4S4-TS-D-6199] p0388 N71-23091
Calculation of pressure distributions over wings
with harmonic oscillating control surfaces using
kernel function method
p0568 N71-29346
4pplication of lifting surface theory to wing with
control surfaces in unsteady subsonic flow
p0569 N71-29317
4symptotic expansion technigues to define pressure
loading effects on wings with unbalanced control
surfaces
p0569 N71-29348
Unsteady pressure measurements on harmonically
oscillating swept wing with two control surfaces
in incompressible flow
p0569 N71-29350
COHTBOL THEOBT
Development program for multiple access real time
tactical information distribution system,
designing and constructing tactical air control
system test facility
[4144 PJPEB 71-213] p0188 471-19718
Controlled aircraft motion under strict kinematic
constraints in terms of simple subsystems, noting
pilots role in Hevmark theory
pOIIS 471-31024
Hingeless rotor helicopter stability and control
characteristics, considering induced flow field,
flapwise bending modes and blade-fnselage dynamic
coupling
[4BS PBEPHIHT 511] p0151 471-31098
Computer control of multiple site track correlation,
describing coarse fine method for implementation
and accuracy
p0610 471-38973
Algorithm for dual compromise control problems
arising from each subsystem of inner level in
multilevel static hierarchical system
p0699 471-44393
Trends in automatic control fie^d in last two
decades, emphasizing optimal control and
performance criteria selection
[4144 P4PER 71-1001] p0701 471-44591
Linear multichannel control systems for supersonic
aerospace vehicles orbiting in earth atmosphere
[4D-714796] p0241 H71-17747
COHTBOL OBITS (COHPOTEBS)
Hardware executive control with associative memory
for avion.ic digital computer system, comparing
computation speed, cost and reliability with
software method
p0519 471-35778
COHTHOL VALVES
Control valves aerodynamically generated sound
pressure level prediction, using empirical method
[4SKE PiPEH 70-W4/FE-28] p0077 &71-11136
COHTEOLL4BILITT
Heavy supersonic aircraft controllability, noting
irreversible boost control system and stability
p0067 471-13195
King upper surface air suction influence on aircraft
longitudinal controllability, considering control
stick forces for deflected flaps and angle of
attack
pOOSI 471-11594
VTOL handling qualities criteria for civil IFB
gualifications, taking into account pilot
abilities
p0096 471-15127
Pilot training flight simulators without visual or
motional cues, discussing validity for aircraft
handling gualities assessment and pilot role in
simulation process
[DGLB-70-070] p0130 471-15968
Hypersonic vehicles low speed handling gualities,
describing test flights approach and landing
operations
p0135 471-16680
4ir cushion vehicle technology, considering
economics, propulsion, structures,
controllability, flexible skirt systems and E and
D
CS&E P4PEE 710183] p0212 471-21713
Helicopter handling under 4SW flight conditions,
discussing sea state effect on low altitude hover
stability
p0420 471-29384
Commercial aircraft piloting in atmospheric
turbulence, discussing aircraft characteristics,
instrumentation, flying procedures, pilot training
and kinesthetic cues
i>0427 471-29782
4tmospheric turbulence effects on handling gualities
and structural loads on aircraft
p0427 471-29787
Handling gualities and control sensitivity of high
performance helicopters, considering pitch and
collective control
[4HS PBEPBINT 542] pOISI 471-31099
Handling gualities of V/STOL research vehicles
during steep terminal area approaches, discussing
powered lift fan VTOL aircraft limitations and
instrument landing approach
[4HS PBEPBINT 511] p0451 471-31101
4H-564 compound helicopter rigid rotor stability and
handling qualities, using flight, whirl tower and
wind tunnel tests
[AHS PEEPBIHT 574] p0453 471-31115
Rigid rotor hub flapping stiffness tailoring for
controllability, considering length and
fatigue/structural strength
4-145
COBTB01LED ATHOSPHEBES SDBJECT IBDEI
p0487 A71-31601
Lateral-directional handling qualities and roll
control power requirements for executive jet and
military class II airplanes in landing approach
flight phase
tAIAA PIPER 71-771) p0506 A71-34007
SST handling qualities, takeoff speeds and
performance evaluation on six degree-of freedom
flight simulator
p0691 A71-42922
Flight tests of lifting reentry vehicles for
controllability prediction
[NASA-TH-X-1827] p0157 N71-14527
Plight testing military transport aircraft for
handling and performance in STOL applications
p0319 N71-20060
Control system designs for USSR single-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors with control gyroscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
fNASA-TT-F-636] p0329 H71-20719
Jet transport aircraft airspeed control and
controllability data obtained by flight recorders
[ABC-CP-1135J p0331 N71-20902
Stability and controllability of supersonic swept
wing aircraft
[AD-719803] p0465.N71-25049
Flight tests to determine handling qualities of
general aviation aircraft during IIS approaches in
turbulent air
p0583 K71-30771
COBTBOLLED ATHOSPHEBES
NT CABIH ATBOSPHEBES
NT INEBT ATHOSPHEBE
COHTEOLLEBS
HI SEBVOAHPHFIEBS
HT SEBVOHECHANISMS
COSVAIB HILITABY AIHCBAFT
D HILITABI AIBCBAFT
COHVAIB 440 AIBCBAFT
D CV-440 AIBCBAPT
CONVAIR 990 AIBCBAFT
0 CV-990 AIBCBAFT
COBVECTION
NT POBCED CONVECTION
NT FBEE COHVECTIOB
COBVECTION COBBENTS
Noise-producing subsonic jet turbulence eddies
hot-Hire anemometer measurements of convection
velocity as functions of freguency
[AIAi PAPER 71-154] p0154 A71-18596
Heating effects on wing tip vortlcity diffusion rate
in gas vortex, causing outward radial convection
and increased kinematic•viscosity
CAIAA PAPER 71-616] p0484 A71-31556
COBVECTIVE F10H
Convective flow at stagnation point relation to
radiation flux decrease as result of absorption in
cold boundary layer
p05U1 A71-35259
Badar observation of convective process in clear
air, presenting turreted top cell contour tracings
from PPI seguence
p0691 A71-43088
CON?BCTI?B HEAT TBANSFBfi
Flow direction effect on combined forced and free
convective heat transfer from cylinders to air
p0415 A71-28985
Laminar convective heat transfer rates on hemisphere
cylinder in rarefied hypersonic flow, comparing
experimental results with Cheng, Davis and Lees
theories
p0538 A71-34902
Calorimetric and thermocouple pyrometer heat flux
measurements in blowdown wind tunnels
[ONEBA-NT-159] p0058 N71-12059
Convective heat transfer characteristics of M2 and
H2-F2 lifting entry vehicles
CNASA-TH-X-1691] p0229 N71-17131
Combined free and forced laminar convective heat
transfer to nonNewtonian fluids flowing in
constant wall temperature vertical tubes and
controlling parameter analysis
p0387 N71-22702
COBVEBGENT NOZZLES
Turbulent flow in initial section of convergent
axisymmetric nozzle based on logarithmic velocity
law
p0266 A71-22409
Flow field properties of impinging free jets from
circular convergent nozzle, measuring velocity,
surface pressure and momentum flux
p0292 A71-24616
Nozzle lateral spacing effect on drag and
performance of twin jet afterbody confiqurations
with convergent nozzles at Hach 0.6 to 2.2
[NASA-TH-X-2099] p0036 N71-10276
COIVEBGENT-DIVEHGENT NOZZLES
Transonic gas flows in axisymmetric small throat
curvature radius Laval nozzle with appreciable
flow parameters variation in transverse direction
p0189 A71-19732
Viscous flow in supersonic de Laval nozzle,
.measuring gas density and rotational temperatures
by electron beam techniques
[AIAA PAPEB 70-810] p0366 A71-27555
Viscous convergent-divergent nozzle flow slender
channel approximation, discussing nozzle geometry,
Beynolds number and wall temperature effects
[AIAA PAPEB 69-651] p0366 A71-27556
Hethod of finite differences used for supersonic
nozzle design
[AD-716026] p0312 N71-19709
COBVEBTAPLANES
0 V/STOL AIBCHAFT
CONVEXITI
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer growth over
concave and convex surfaces
p0315 N71-19836
COBVETOBS
Frankfurt terminal baggage conveyor system,
describing passenger capacity and luggage handling
equipment
p0419 A71-29312
COOLANTS
NT ENGINE COOLANTS
COOLING
NT AIB COOLING
NT EVAPOBATIVE COOLING
NT FILH COOLING
NT GAS COOLING
NT LIQOID COOLING
NT HADIANT COOLING
NT REGENERATIVE COOLING
ST SDHFACE COOLING
NT SHEAT COOLING
Plate critical surface temperature in case of
stabilization by supersonic boundary layer cooling
p0137 A71-16852
Draw-through cooling of electronic eguipment in
subsonic and supersonic commercial jet transports,
discussing internal circulation system design
[SAE-AIB-64A] p0187 A71-19642
Heat sink capabilities of Jet-A fuel - heat transfer
and coking studies
[NASA-CB-72951] p0592 N71-31482
COOLING STSTEHS
Optimal weight of aerodynamic heat protection layers
of stressed skin and optimal efficiency of cooling
system for hypersonic aircraft compartments
p0205 A71-20836
Fan jet first stage turbine blade air cooling,
describing design, heat transfer data, efficiency
and temperature distribution
p0552 A71-35904
Feasibility assessment of hypersonic transports with
actively cooled airframe structure, considering
liguid hydrogen fuel use as coolant
p0595 A71-37123
Closed cycle refrigeration system for cryogenic
cooling of IB illuminator in helicopter mounted
U.S. Army NVASS Night Vision System for night
reconnaissance
p0613 A71-39275
Semiscale blowdown and emergency core cooling
project test report
[IN-1393] p0230 N71-17190
Advanced cooling systems and heat resistant
materials for turbine blades of high temperature
aeronautical gas turbine engines
[AGASD-CP-73-71] p0231 S71-17372
Impact cooling method for turbine rotor blades
p0235 N71-17397
Heat transfer in liquid metal cooled gas turbine
blades
p0235 N71-17398
Development of improved turbine cooling processes
and facilities for conducting turbine cooling
A-146
SUBJECT INDEX COBBOSIOH PREVENTION
research
p0308 N71-19454
Single stage turbine operation irith various stator
cooling techniques and effects on stator, stage,
and rotor efficiencies
[NASA-TB-X-52968J p0326 N71-20420
Analysis of first stage turbine stator vane:and
rotor blade cooling designs for application in
highspeed aircraft
fNASA-TH-X-1782) pO<175 N71-26355
Cooling, coking, construction, and structural
characteristics of jet fuel-cooled plug nozzle for
afterburning turbojet
[NASA-TK-1-2304] p0521 N71-28128
Analysis of phenomena occurring in exhaust gas spray
cooler utilizing liquid injection, and
mathematical model of optimum cooler
[AD-724687] p0637 N71-32991
Flow and heat transfer technology resulting from
HASA turbine cooling program
[SASA-TH-I-238U] p0687 N71-36120
COOPEBATION
Technical resources pooling among airlines for
investment and maintenance cost cut of aircraft
fleets
p0086 A71-14992
COORDINATE STSTEHS
D COORDINATES
COORDINATE TBANSFORHATIONS
Tensor inertia conversion from principal to rotated
coordinates system, obtaining negative products in
aircraft
p0298 A71-24949
Delta wing problem reduction to Laplace equation
solution, using perturbation technigue to solve
lame equation resulting from elliptic conal
coordinates transformation
p0616 A71-39498
Transonic flows about tvo dimensional airfoils,
calculating far field boundary conditions with
coordinate transformation .
p0702 A71-44620
COOBDIHATES
NT GEOCENTBIC COORDINATES
NT GEODETIC COORDINATES
NT INERTIAL COORDINATES
NT LAGBANGE COORDINATES
Scanning microwave landing guidance system
coordinates choice, discussing signal format,
antennas planar or conical beams and V/STOL
application
p0667 A71-42090
FORTRAN program for computing coordinates of
circular arc single and tandem turbomachinery
blade sections on plane
[NASA-TN-D-6020] p0039 N71-10411
Calculation of streamline coordinates for three
dimensional turbulent boundary layer in vaneless
diffuser
[ARC-R/H-3646] p0251 N71-18468
Automatic computation of navigation coordinates
using analog and digital computers
[AD-726603] p0687 N71-35782
COPILOTS
0 AIRCRAFT PILOTS
COBE FLOB
Self induction function and stability for vortex
with finite core at aircraft wing, confirming crow
theory
p0655 A71-40502
CORES
NT REACTOR CORES
CORIOLIS EFFECT
Coriolis coupled bending vibrations of hingeless
helicopter rotor blades, noting out-of-plane
component contribution to aerodynamic coupling
p0599 A71-37294
Effects of rotation on boundary layers in
tnrbomachine rotors
[PB-192316] p0103 N71-12202
COBBERS
Supersonic laminar boundary layer structure near
convex corners for large turning angles
p0004 A71-10461
Inviscid binary gas mixture steady supersonic two
dimensional flow past convex corner, taking into
account spontaneous condensation
p0082 A71-14559
Thermal stress analysis of wind tunnel corners
tABC-CP-1117] p0228 N71-17100
Three dimensional diffraction of sonic booms by
corners of structures
[NASA-CB-1728] p0245 N71-18029
Directional control capability of 18 x 5.5, type 7
aircraft tires on wet surfaces
tNASA-TN-D-6202] p0323 N71-20158
Pressure pulse diffraction by three dimensional
structural corner subjected to sonic boom
pOS24 871-28375
COBOHA DISCHARGES
0 ELECTRIC CORONA
CORONAS
NT ELECTRIC CORONA
CORPDSCDLAR RADIATION
NT ELECTRON BEAMS
CORRECTION
NT OPTICAL CORRECTION PBOCEDDRE
CORRELATION
NT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
NT CORRELATION DETECTION
NT CROSS CORRELATION
NT DATA CORRELATION
NT SIGNAL ANALYSIS
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION
Third order correlations in grid turbulence,
investigating high pass filtering effect at small
cut-off frequencies
p0088 A71-15027
Data correlation and effectiveness prediction from
film cooling injection geometries, considering
finitely thick slot lip and boundary layers
pOim A71-28751
Computer control of multiple site track correlation,
describing coarse fine method for implementation
and accuracy
p0610 A71-38973
Correlation system of equations for mathematical
expectations and phase coordinate correlation
moments for accuracy analysis in flight vehicle
dynamics problems
p0702 A71-44692
Tests on scale model configurations of C-5 aircraft
to obtain data correlation on three transonic wind
tunnels
[AD-727006] , p0708 H71-36108
COBRELATION COEFFICIENTS
Hypersonic theoretical/experimental correlations of
aerodynamic characteristics for space shuttle
design
p0473 N71-26066
COBBELATION DETECTION
Landing systems signal reflection interference on
correlation protected instrument landing system
beams
[ RAE-TR-701IH] p0393 S71-23361
COBBELATION FUNCTIONS
D CORRELATION
CORROSION
NT C&VITATION COBROSION
NT FDEL CORROSION
NT STRESS COBROSION
Corrosion damage relationship to military aircraft
accidents, discussing quality control, material
selection and manufacturing processes
pOIII A71-17415
Aircraft parts damage by corrosive friction forces,
hot gases and intercrystalline attack, noting worn
universal joint and blade grain boundary damage
p0700 A71-44574
Structural analysis of corrugated aircraft wing skin
panels to determine effects of corrosion damage
[AD-728009] p0721 N71-37619
COBBOSIOH PREVENTION
Jet fuel soluble corrosion inhibitors evaluation by
potentiostatic polarization methods
p0081 A71-1I4323
Soviet book on aircraft materials science and
treatment covering steel/cast iron processing,
metallography, heat/thermochenical conditioning,
surface protection and corrosion prevention
p0422 A71-29529
Corrosive delamination occurrence, reduction and
prevention in metal-metal adhesive bonded aircraft
structures
p0670 A71-42594
Corrosion inhibitor effects on water coalescing
characteristics of DOD type filter/coalescer
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elements
[AD-712999] p0116 N71-13070
Development and characteristics of high strength,
stress corrosion resistant aluminum alloys for
aircraft structures
[AD-720398] p0071 N71-25876
Effects of corrosion inhibitors and ant'i-icer
inhibitor combinations on coalescing properties of
. filter coalescer elements used to decontaminate
jet engine fuels
[AD-722231] p0529 N71-28577
COBBOSIOH BESISTAHCE
1IT OXIDATION RESISTANCE
Be mechanical and physical properties, corrosion
behavior, toxicity, fabrication and application as
aircraft and spacecraft structural material
p0015 &71-11539
Adhesive/metal interface corrosion resistance tests,
discussing salt fog chamber for shear, compression
buckling and cleavage stresses
p0111 A71-17248
High temperature corrosion in aircraft engine
components and gas turbines by sulfur in fuels,
vanadium pentoxide and NaCl
p0270 A71-23288
Corrosion resistance of adhesive bonded airframe
structure components under outdoor weather and
salt spray conditions, discussing test results
with Al alloy specimens
p0278 A71-23690
Fatigue life, fail-safe capability and corrosion
resistance of commercial aircraft structures
improved through adhesive metal-metal bonding
[ASHE PAPER 71-DE-27] p0361 A71-27325
Mechanical properties of composites consisting of Al
matrix reinforced by boron fibers, considering
high temperature creep, corrosion and thermal
shock resistivity
pOK36 A71-30473
Medium strength corrosion resistant weldable Al-Hg
alloy for aircraft jettisonable tanks, napalm
containers and jet shroud pipes fabrication
pO«81 A71-31137
COBBOSIOH TESTS
NT SALT SPRAT TESTS
Adhesive primers corrosion resistance test methods,
noting aircraft design implications
p0283 A71-24112
Artificial corrosion pits effect on fatigue
durability of smooth samples and aircraft
duraluminum skin elements
p0403 A71-27819
Beta! coated superalloys evaluation for gas turbine
engine components, including corrosion, impact and
fatigue tests
p0423 A71-29635
Fincap communication antennas design and
environmental tests for vibration, acceleration,
waterproofing, salt corrosion, ice formation and
compass safe distance
pO<tt6 A71-31047
Nondestructive detection of .hot corrosion-
sulfidation in D.S. Navy aircraft turbine engines
p0704 A71-45280
COBBDGATED PLATES
Application of corrugated core sandwich structures
to powerplant components
pOOStt N71-11636
COBSAIB AIBCBAFT
O A-7 AIBCBAFT
COSHIC RADIATION
O COSHIC SAIS
COSBIC BATS
Radiological risks of cosmic radiation during high
altitude supersonic flights, considering galactic,
solar and incident particles in aircraft
atmosphere
p0064 A71-13099
Experimental and theoretical study of biologically
important radiation components and dose
eguivalents due to galactic and solar rays at SST
in high atmosphere - summary
p058U N71-30779
COST ANALYSIS
Aircraft midair collision avoidance, discussing
Elimination Bange Zero system operation procedures
and cost
p0183 A71-19079
Cost aspects of carbon fiber reinforced composites
in aircraft structures, suggesting increased
aviation market for carbon fiber
[PLASTICS INST. PAPEB 46] p0206 A71-20929
Resin matrix composite airfoils in gas turbine
engines, considering performance, fabrication and
cost
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-47] p0351 A71-25980
Low cost short life ga's turbine design based on
parametric performance and component selection,
outlining turbojet production
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-69] p0352 A71-259S4
Helicopter auxiliary power unit /APD/ life cycle
cost computation
p0357 A71-26679
Thrust measurement of aircraft and rocket propulsion
systems, comparing cost and characteristics of
mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems
p03S9 A71-26991
Airline operator evaluation of maintainability,
considering costs and investment return
[SAE PAPEB 710432] p0406 A71-28317
Costs-reliability relationships in helicopter
development testing and demonstration, emphasizing
decision making in program management
[SAE PAPER 710452] pOU07 A71-28330
Aircraft capabilities in intraurban transportation
for Detroit metropolitan area, considering vehicle
design, fleet size, cost and terminal location
[AIAA PAPEB 71-501] pO"22 A71-29548
Advanced composite vs conventional material
components in cost comparison for aircraft parts
p0424 A71-29656
Air transport and travel expansion rate, discussing
motivations and cost
p0430 A71-30159
Circumstances inducing growth in different air
transport sectors, discussing transportation cost,
aviation capital requirement and business and
leisure air travel
p0431 A71-30160
Aircraft guantitative maintenance cost reguirements
translation into design criteria, considering
airline operations influence on manufacturer
[SAE PAPEB 710437] f>0437 A71-30529
Concorde lightweight disk brakes, discussing
operating costs, weight and volume factors, design
philosophy, structural materials, component life,
maintenance and reliability
pOSOO A71-33226
Reliability and maintainability as concepts in life
cycle costs applied to airline operations
pOSOO A71-33287
VTOL aircraft gross weight and direct operating
costs penalties from additionally installed
control power
[AIAA PAPEB 71-768] p0506 A71-3U005
Operating costs and runway lengths for V/STOL in
city and suburban short haul air transportation
p05S7 A71-36347
Space shuttle avionics system redundancy,
calculating costs for individual line replaceable
units
p0558 A71-36479
Third London airport planning, discussing site
selection, cost analysis and decision making
[CASI PAPER 72/1] p0600 A71-37592
Hercure short range passenger aircraft design
conception, analyzing cost
p0607 A71-38242
Central terminal rapid processing and high speed
VTOL aircraft effects on airport design, flight
time, cost and ATC
p0614 A71-39394
Airport noise control regulations enforcement
feasibility, noting financial burden
p0663 A71-41796
Adaptive guaranteed cost control for systems with
parametric variation, demonstrating system
stability and airframe pitch control
p0697 A71-44111
Statistical data on delays and cost of delays at
airline terminals
p0038 N71-10366
Cost analysis of joint NASA-European space program
involving navigation and communication satellites
for civil air traffic control
CESBO-SP-61] p0115 N71-12756
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Congressional investigation into contract management
and development costs of TPX aircraft
[HEPT-91-1196] p0170 N71-15649
Cost analysis of tnrbofan nacelle modifications to
minimize fan-compressor noise radiation
[NASA-CH-1716] p0178 N71-16561
Cost analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft operation
for short haul traffic noting influence of airpott
operation
p0377 N71-22193
Flight tests of Concorde prototypes, design
modifications, and operational costs of supersonic
aircraft
p0381 H71-22387
Cost benefit analysis and technology assessment in
civil aviation research and development with case
histories
[SASA-CB-1808] p0513 N71-27010
Commercial aircraft performance and cost analysis
data for 1968 and 1969 in OS
p0619 B71-31611
Cost comparison of ground effect machines using box,
inverted-tee, and channel cross section tracks
[PB-197501] '' p0622 N71-31782
Comparison of flight simulation techniques and costs
p0626 N71-31954
Cost ownership analysis of avionic equipment
p0711 N71-36781
Performance and costs of nuclear aircraft used in
transoceanic commerce
[NASA-TH-X-2386] p0726 N71-38277
COST EFFECTIVENESS
SST program relation to airline operations,
comparing production configuration, performance,
economics and operation with subsonics
[AIAA PAPER 70-1217] p0013 A71-11248
Composite materials structure cost effectiveness
demonstrated in aircraft relief crew compartment
panels
p0011 A71-11281
Subsonic aircraft size effect in conventional
design, discussing increased weight increments and
economic gain rate
[AIAA PAPER 70-910] p0026 A71-12676
Cost efficiency, management and economics of airport
operation, considering facilities relationship to
airline operations
p0087 A71-11993
German monograph on socioeconomic evaluation of air
transportation systems for developing nations,
using cost-benefit analysis
p0088 A71-15125
Dioscures project commercial satellite system for
telecommunications, air traffic control and
navigation, describing simulation method used in
cost effectiveness study
p0265 A71-22276
Precision forging and pressing of Al alloy and Ti
alloy parts of aircraft structures at cost
effective prices
p0279 A71-23691
Pan American reliability program effect on airline
maintenance, considering cost effectiveness,
aircraft performance, data collection and analysis
p0356 A71-26671
Cost effectiveness of reliability screening program
from parts procurement through system test, using
experience with attack radar for F-111 aircraft
p0357 A71-26683
Cost efficient sound limit expenditures per
parameter unit in commercial transport aircraft
design
pOU11 A71-28945
Helicopters as cranes and external load carriers,
considering operational costs and investment
return
p0115 A71-29114
Operations research minimum cost model of aircraft
noise abatement in airport communities
[AIAA PAPEB 71-525] p0123 A71-29551
Criteria for converting aeronautical project
operational targets into actual reguirements and
technical specifications, emphasizing cost
effectiveness
pOIII A71-30824
Life cycle cost optimization of STOL aircraft and
tracked air cushion vehicles for operating
transportation system
p0501 A71-33306
ATC system improvement by area navigation,
discussing benefits in services, safety and cost
effectiveness
p0512 A71-35373
Costs/benefits strategy for investment in STOL
fleets reducing delay and airport congestion,
nsinq heuristic computer model
p0606 A71-38029
Brazing filler metals as cost effective replacement
for &u-Ni in aircraft gas turbine engine component
p0657 A71-10621
O.S. Army ATC cost-effective system developments for
high density low altitude helicopter tactical
operations to avoid enemy radar under near-all
weather conditions
p0667 A71-12084
Civil transport aircraft and equipment maintenance
and reliability problems solutions with best tine,
cost and weiqht compromises
p0702 A71-11765
Cost effectiveness of pulse Doppler radar in
airborne aircraft of early warning system
p0125 N71-13939
Investigating technology and analytic techniques for
solving intra-airport transportation problems
[AD-702738] p0162 N71-11810
Optimizing propulsive/lift system for tnrbofan STOL
aircraft considering cost effectiveness
p0319 N71-20063
Cost effectiveness of closer tolerances in
manufacturing
[OCBL-72380] p0321 N71-20109
Cost effectiveness as critical selection requirement
for small gas turbines in military and commercial
operations
p0511 N71-26952
Investigation of adverse effects of producing QH-50
helicopters prior to completion of development and
• flight tests
p0578 S71-30301
Cost effectiveness study of VSTOL versus CTOL combat
aircraft systems
[P-4587] p0632 N71-32571I
Cost effectivness, failure analysis, and design
techniques for measuring reliability of avionics
systems
[ AGARD-LS-47-71] p0711 H71-36776
Coct effectiveness of built in test provisions in
aircraft operations
p0711 N71-36780
COST ESTIMATES
Software cost estimates for automatic test equipment
for avionic support analysis
p0063 A71-13086
High speed access system evaluation for
transportation from jetport to Miami with cost
estimates and network descriptions
[PB-192812] p0039 N71-10417
Air mail transportation by contract operations
pOOIt N71-10816
Subsidies for American certificated air carriers
p0059 N71-12190
Economic analysis of intercity short-haul business
passenger travel
[NASA-TH-X-2228] p0321 N71-20111
Cost estimations, noise constraints, and
supercritical wing compatibility in optimization
of turbofan engines for Bach 0.90 to Bach 0.98
commercial air transports
[NASA-TM-X-67906] • p0641 H71-332U6
Preliminary research requirements analysis and
design and cost synthesis of ground research
facilities for hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CB-111323] p0677 N71- 31236
Comparison of logistics problems and cost aspects in
selection of aircraft for earth resources surveys
[NASA-TM-X-2«18] p0725 N71-37928
COST DEDUCTION
German monograph on systems analysis of future jet
and fan propulsion systems for TTOL commercial
aircraft weight and cost reduction
p0002 A71-10115
Technical resources pooling among airlines for
investment and maintenance cost cut of aircraft
fleets
p0086 A71-11992
Jet propulsion optimization by exergy and anergy for
minimum total cost flux by varying unit compressor
pressure ratio
A-119
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p0209 A71-21300
Composite rocket cam hypersonic airbreathing
propulsion reducing space exploration program cost
p0209 A71-21301
Cost reduction concepts in gas turbine engine design
and fabrication for general aviation aircraft
P0268 A71-22811
Boeing 747 aircraft integrated data system program
for reducing engine maintenance and operating
costs
[AIAA PAPER 71-6U8] pOtUO A71-30725
Aircraft reliability and maintenance cost reduction
via allocation of effort and money, considering B
and II optimization in airline support cycle
p0530 A71-33286
Aircraft electric power system design with
reliability, simplicity, low cost, veight and
size, discussing automatic circuit protection and
energy power
p0549 A71-35780
Administrative techniques of cost/weight tradeoff
program for jet transport airplane
[SABE PAPER 899] p0550 A71-35812
Space shuttle design concerning fault detection and
isolation, redundancy and maintenance for cost and
downtime minimization by application of airline
methods
, p0558 A71-36480
Aircraft part repair-throwaway decisions for
minimizing costs over life cycle by economic
graphic screening techniques
pC692 A71-U3197
Flight simulations for accelerated development of
aircraft at reduced cost
P017U N71-16062
Cost reduction procedures for aircraft turbine
engines' used in civil aviation
[NASA-TN-X-52951] p0178 N71-16592
Development and characteristics of low cost engines
for general aviation aircraft
p0308 N71-19158
Potential feasibility of safe, practical, and
economical air breathing nuclear propulsion system
for aircraft and air cushion vehicles
[NASA-TH-X-67837] p0468 N71-25524
Congressional hearings on chartered airline travel
p0573 N71-29707
COSTS
NT AIRCRAFT PRODDCTIOH
NT AIRPLANE PRODUCTION COSTS
NT FREIGHT COSTS
Airline operations, costs, effects on aircraft
industry, and cooperatio'n with CAB
p0565 N71-29256
COONTEBHBASOHES
NT CHAFF
NT ELECTRONIC COUNTERHEASURES
CODNTING CIBCOITS
Laser gyro goniometry for fluctaations and angular
measurements at low rotational velocities, noting
countup/countdown detection systems
p0030 A71-12924
COOPLEBS
NT ANTENNA COUPLERS
COUPLING
NT CROSS COUPLING
NT GYROSCOPIC COUPLING
Two link approximation of Chaplygin function by
coupling to integral equations, applying to ideal
gas jet separation flow past symmetrical arc
p0197 A71-20084
Multilink approximation of Chaplygin function in
subsonic and supersonic flow regions, deriving
coupling conditions relative to modified stream
function at approximation nodes
p0198 A71-20090
Ding-fuselage-tail interacting low speed flutter,
considering mechanical tuning and aerodynamic
interference couplings
[AIAA PAPER 71-326] p0341 A71-25306
Coriolis coupled bending vibrations of hingeless
helicopter rotor blades, noting out-of-plane
component contribution to aerodynamic coupling
p0599 A71-37294.
COUPLINGS
Soviet book on bolting and coupling elements threads
used in aircraft industry covering configurations
selection, cutting, tolerance requirements and
quality control
p0028 A71-12723
Quick connect/disconnect dry break couplinqs for
aircraft fueling, describing design and operation
p01<48 A71-18215
Coupling characteristic effects on dynamic response
of axially coupled turborotors with digital
computer program based on transfer matrix
. techniques
p0387 N71-22712
COSELL HBTHOD
D NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
CBACK FOEBATION
0 CBACK INITIATION
CBACK IHITIATIOH
High temperature turbine parts protective coatings,
discussing aluminum diffusion prevention and crack
and oxidation resistance
p027« A71-23290
Fatigue crack initiation and growth and residual
strength of F-100 wing, comparing service failure
data with full scale fatigue test results
p0539 A71-35159
Crack formation in aluminum spoiler cables of F84 F
aircraft
[TDCK-55807] p0166 N71-15267
CBACK PBOPAGATION
Structural fatigue in aircraft design, discussing
twin engine transport tests, crack propagation
rate, residual strength, etc
p0421 A71-29434
Low alloy high strength steels undetected
fabrication originated anomalies, causing brittle
behavior and crack propagation susceptibility
[SHE PiPEB EH-71-706] pOU9U A71-32U35
Thickness effect on fracture toughness and crack
propagation of Al alloy sheets used for aircraft
skins
p0539 &71-35153
Fatigue crack propagation in Al alloy panels
stiffened with bolted and integral stringers,
determining stress intensity factor/crack growth
rate relationship
p0539 A71-35156
Fatigue crack initiation and growth and residual
strength of F-100 wing, comparing service failure
data with full scale fatigue test results
p0539 A71-35159
Helicopter rotor blades fail-safe design, presenting
criteria for fatigue loaded structures residual
strength and life based on crack propagation rate
methods
p0540 A71-35163
Fatigue crack length relationship with aircraft
inspection intervals and structural reinforcement,
high strength materials, and aircraft usage
effects
p0584 N71-30783
Structural response and acoustic transmission
characteristics of glass pane and standard wood
frame construction wall panels subjected to sonic
booms
[NASA-CR-111925] p0631 N71-32488
CRACKING (FBACTDBING)
Superalloy turbine engine guide vane thermal fatigue
cracks repair by plasma arc fusion method
P0067 A71-13257
Cyclic thermal cracking and fatigue analysis in
large steam turbine rotors with three dimensional
temperature and triaxial stress computation
[ASMS PAPER 70-PWH-1] p0198 A71-20198
Aircraft parts testing by NOT methods, considering
ultrasonic system for va.lve defects and
fluorescent particle system for crack detection
p0563 A71-37056
Betal embrittlement by gaseous hydrogen, discussing
countermeasures against hydrogen metal interaction
and cracking
p0665 A71-41999
CBACKS
NT MICROCRACKS
CBAFT
U VEHICLES
CSANES
Telecontrollea Botormobile flying crane with jet
powered lifting rotor for carrying heavy loads
over short distances
P0290 A71-24420
Helicopter operation as cranes and for external load
transportation, discussing operational and
A-150
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economic aspects
p0360 A71-27112
Helicopter design for use as crane and for carrying
external loads
p0109 A71-28189
Helicopters as cranes and external load carriers,
considering operational costs and investment
return
p0115 A71-29111
CBASH IHJOEIES
General aviation aircraft accidents involving seat
belt and shoulder harness restrained occupants,
discussing vertical force effects on survivability
and injuries in severe crashes
[SAE PAPER 710399] p0287 A71-21261
Analysis of aircraft structures which cause majority
of injuries in aircraft accidents and
recommendations for structural improvement to
reduce accident severity
[FAA-AH-71-3] p0630 N71-32417
CBASH LAHDIHG
NT DITCHING (LANDING)
Aircraft galley design safety criteria, considering
injuries from routine use, normal, crash or
ditching conditions component dislodgment,
eguipment malfunctions and defects
pOOOl A71-10029
Aircraft accident trends and preventive practices,
considering fatal landing statistics
p0087 A71-11995
Bent structure failure under pulse floor
acceleration shocks, concerning aircraft seat
damage during crash landing
p020t A71-20717
Airport crash fire fighting equipment reguirments
and rescue operations
p069il A71-U3389
Jet aircraft crash during instrument approach due to
electrical systems failure
[NTSB-iAR-70-22] p0013 N71-10812
Boeing 717 aircraft crash landing in Washington
caused by pilot error
[NTSB-AAB-70-19] p0013 N71-10811
Crash fire hazard evaluation of jet fuels
rPAA-NA-70-64] p0180 N71-16861
Investigating aircraft crash landing caused by
engine failure and aircrew errors
[NTSB-AAR-70-17] p0227 N71-17063
Evacuation tests from 280-passenger SSI mock-up
through different type exits
[FAA-AH-70-19] p0313 N71-19812
Landing accidents investigations for Hawker Siddeley
718 aircrafts with performance measurements on
rough surfaces
p0391 N71-23117
Accident investigation of Alitalia Airlines Douglas
DC-8-62 at J.F.K. International Airport 15 Sept.
1970
CNTSB-AAR-71-9] p0676 H71-31029
Aircraft accident investigation of fatal DC-8 crash
at Kennedy Airport, New York during ferry flight
on September 8, 1970
[NTSB-AAH-71-12] p0676 N71-31030
CRASHES '
NT CBASH LANDING
NT DITCHING (LANDING)
Cause and result of transport aircraft accident
[NTSB-AAB-70-27] p0238 N71-17512
Statistical compilation of annual aircraft accident
data of US general aviation for 1969
CNTSB-ABG-71-1] p0630 N71-32151
Aircraft accident report on Convair 410 aircraft
crash at New Haven, Connecticut on June 7, 1971
[SB-71-65] p0632 N71-32500
Design criteria for crashworthy aircraft fuel
systems for ailitary aircraft
[AD-723988] p0637 N71-32992
CHATEEISG
NT PBOJECTILE CRATEBING
CBEEP PBOPEBTIES
Gas turbine engine Hi alloys heat resistance,
examining fatigue life and creep properties at
various temperatures and test durations
p0136 A71-16751
Aerodynamic heating effects on fatigue and creep
properties of supersonic aircraft alloys at high
temperatures, considering deformation mechanisms
interaction
p0273 A71-23201
Gas turbine engine steels and Hi alloys heat
resistance, examining fatigue life and creep
properties at various temperatures and test
durations
p0543 A71-35153
Calculations on plasticity and creep properties of
elementary structures
[SC-T-70-1017] p0317 S71-19921
Short-term creep properties of OT-4 alloy in high
speed air flows under aerodynamic vibrations
[NASA-TT-P-13658] p0530 R71-28832
CBEEP BUPTDBE STRENGTH
Low alloy steels and superalloys inertia welding in
gas turbine field, discussing microstructure
tensile strength and stress rupture
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-21] p0319 A71-25965
Flight mission severity in cumulative damage /low
cycle fatigue and creep stress rupture/ not
detected by usual nondestructive testing in
aircraft gas turbine industry
p0501 'A71-33298
CBEEP TESTS
Tests to determine short-term creep of metals and
alloys under conditions of aerodynamic heating
with high velocity air flow
[BASA-TT-F-13633] p0170 N71-25822
CBESTS
U HAVES
CRESS
NT FLIGHT CHEHS
CRITERIA
Simulation studies for development of certification
. criteria applicable to SST takeoff and engine
failure
p0581 N71-30777
Criteria and recommended practices for design,
selection, analysis, and testing of deployable
aerodynamic deceleration systems
[NASA-SP-8066] p0590 N71-31303
CRITICAL EIPEBIHENTS
Results of two-phase blowdown experiments with
straight tube test section and steam-water
mixtures
[AECL-3661] p0218 N71-18161
CRITICAL LOADING
Fatigue failure probabilistic model under variable
amplitude loading, considering relation between
safety factor and fatigue failure probability
p0316 A71-25192
Jet fuels deoxygenation effects on steels antiwear
properties and critical loading under vibrational
and gliding friction
p0368 A71-27662
C-5A airplane Be brakes, considering critical design
weight environment for optimum load carrying
capacity
[SAE PAPEB 710127] pOIOS A71-28313
Critical buckling data for design of skew plates
subjected to loads
[AE-218-S] p0165 N71-15151
CRITICAL BACH HUHBER
U CRITICAL VELOCITY
U BACH NOHBEB
CRITICAL PBESSUBE
Critical nozzle pressure ratio and geometry effects
on free exhaust gas jets of jet engine models
CDGLB-70-055] p0130 A71-15966
Botary inertia effect on critical dynamic pressure
parameters and supersonic flutter of in- plane
loaded sandwich plates
p0191 A71-19887
CRITICAL REYHOLDS HDHBEB
U CRITICAL VELOCITY
D REYNOLDS NDBBER
CRITICAL SPEED
0 CRITICAL VELOCITY
CBIIICAL STBESS
U CRITICAL LOADING
CRITICAL VELOCITY
Critical speeds for inviscid compressible potential
flow past thin elastic cylindrical shells, using
long wave approximation
p0291 A71-21565
Critical forward speed effects on two dimensional
peripheral jet ground effect support systems,
comparing theoretical analysis with wind tunnel
model data
[AIAA PAPEB 71-908] p0596 A71-37159
i-151
CBOP GBOWTH SUBJECT IHDEX
Dimensionless products associated with scale factor
effects of parachute critical opening /squidding/
velocity
p0599 471-37293
Shock wave diffraction at symmetric lenticular wing
profile with free stream critical Hach nunber of
0.87, using Godunov difference scheme
p0657 471-10679
CROP GEOITH
iirborne surveillance for environmental management,
discussing earth resources program, aerial sensors
for thermal water pollution, crop disease,
salinity and geological structure
p0183 471-19080
CEOSS COBBELATION
Dynamic response of F-2 aircraft using cross
correlation and power spectra
[4RC-CP-1121] p0171 N71-15720
CEOSS CODPLIKG
Systems analysis application to stability of
aerodynamic cross coupling in flight vehicle
motions with steady sideslip, using feedback and
root locus technigues
p0028 471-12687
CBOSS FLO!
Cross flow profiles for compressible turbulent
boundary layers with and without flow reversal via
hodograph models family
p0221 471-22333
Pressure drag and cross flow force coefficients of
inclined circular cylinder in supercritical flow
p0265 471-22098
Momentum thickness of boundary layer of circular
cylinder in cross flow at high Eeynolds numbers
from static pressure and skin friction
measurements
p0369 471-27738
Wing-jet interference effects in cross wind on
thrust and aerodynamic characteristics at large
distance from and near ground
p0417 471-29207
Flowfield production by fluid injection into
supersonic crossflow, occurring with liguid/gas
jet control of vehicle with combustion ramjets
[4144 P4PER 71-728] p0442 471-30775
Wing installed VIOL coaxial drive lift fan model in
wind tunnel test, investigating performance in
crosswind environment
[4144 P4PEE 71-7U2] p0493 471^32284
Flow visualization and hot-wire measurements,
showing vortex shedding association with turbulent
air jet issuing from flat plate into cr -ss wind
p0536 A71-31659
Interference phenomenon of subsonic turbulent jet
exhausts from flat plate in low speed cross flow
[AD-718798] p0392 871-23311
Wind tunnel investigation of jet exhausting into
cross flow - data for three jet configuration
[AD-718123] ' p0158 1171-24191
Wind tunnel investigation of jets exhausting into
cross flow - description and data analysis
[4D-718122] p0458 N71-21192
low speed wind tunnel test of four ft diameter
circular plate model to determine surface static
pressure distributions for jet decay
characteristics of cross flow
[AD-720232] p0176 N71-26516
4nalytical investigation of three dimensional
turbulent boundary layers on helicopter rotors
including cross flow derivatives and effects of
centrifugal and Coriolis forces
[NASA-CB-1815] p0513 N71-27003
Wind pressure and cross flow velocity profiles for
short takeoff aircraft building roof airports
p0583 H71-30776
CBOSS SECTIOHS
Nozzle system elements size relation to passage
cross section in full size two cascade and
miniaturized gas turbine engine power plant
pOOSO 471-11258
Gas turbine engines nozzles flow passage cross
sections area measurement, using gas flowmeter,
pipes system and vacuum pump
pOOSO 471-11260
Computer program for calculating lift interference
factors of wind tunnel test sections by vortex
lattice method
[T4E-121] p0708 H71-36107
CBUCIFOBH WIHGS
Aerodynamic forces and hinge moments of delta
cruciform control surface in blunt-nosed canard
configuration for subsonic, transonic and
supersonic flows
p0339 471-25161
Effects of nose bluntness on static aerodynamic
characteristics of cruciform wing missile at Hach
1.50 to 2.86
[NASA-TM-X-2289] p0585 N71-30813
CBODE OIL
Decontamination of petroleum products with honey
[NASA-CASE-XNP-03835] p0397 N71-23499
CBDISIHG FLIGHT
Hype.rsonic cruise aircraft configuration reliable
Reynolds numbers extrapolation from laminar
boundary to turbulent layer
[4144 P4PEB 71-132] p0153 471-18576
Cruising flight range as function of
supersonic/subsonic transport fuselage geometrical
parameters
p0364 471-27194
Minimum drag surface shape of thick lifting delta
wing integrated with conical fuselage for
supersonic cruising speed
p0369 471-27716
Rotor performance and design for hover and cruise
VTOL flights
P0668 471-12238
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of rotary wing
configurations for VIOL aircraft in cruise mode
[NASA-TN-D-5945] p0049 N71-11025
Configuration optimization and performance of air
breathing hypersonic cruise vehicles
[4D-721471] p0529 H71-28580
CBOS&DEH AIBCBAFT
0 F-8 4IBCB4FT
CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT
Closed cycle refrigeration system for cryogenic .
cooling of IB illuminator in helicopter mounted
U.S. 4rmy HVASS Night Vision System for night
reconnaissance
p0613 471-39275
Thermodynamic properties of insulated liquid methane
fuselage tanks for supersonic cruise aircraft
[K4SA-TN-D-6157] p0238 B71-17506
CBTOGENIC FLUID SIOBAGE
Evaluation of liquid methane storage and transfer
problems for future supersonic aircraft cryogenic
fuel requirements
[NASA-Cfi-72952] p0678 1171-34648
CBIOGEHIC FLUIDS
HI LIQUID HYDBOGEN
NT LIQUID NITBOGEN
Application and characteristics of cryogenic fuels
for air breathing gas turbine engines
P0309 N71-19463
CB7STALLIZATIOH
Condensate particle crystallization retardation
effect on energy characteristics of jet engine,
calculating noneguilibrium flows of two phase
combustion products in nozzle
p0703 471-15001
CBTST&LS
NT SINGLE CRYSTALS
GOES
Cockpit simulators without visual or motion cues in
pilot training
p0625 N71-31952
Motion cues and pilot error in simulated instrument
landing system approach
p0626 H71-31953
CUMULUS CLOUDS
Spatial .correlations between inside cumulus cloud
conditions and precipitation onset and intensity
for modification experiments from aircraft
penetration measurements
p0210 471-21150
CUBl (VECTOBS)
NT VOBTICITY
CDBBENT AMPLIFIEBS
NT PHOTOMULTIPLIEB TUBES
CUBTISS-iBIGHT BILIT&BT 4IRCBAFT
U HILITABI 4IBCBAFT
CUBVB FITTING
Examining solutions obtained from streamline
curvature method of calculating flow through
turbomachines for several operating points of
Bolls-Boyce compressor
A-152
SUBJECT INDEX CYLINDBICAL SHELLS
[COED/A-TOBBO/TB-19] p0378 871-22294
C0BVED PABELS
Locating neutral layer and critical curvature radius
. in aircraft components waffle panels under
elastoplastic bending
p0413 A71-28940
Structural and inertial nonlinearities influence on
flat or curved panel flutter
p0444 A71-30825
Eccentrically stiffened thin cylindrical panels
instability under uniform axial compression,
nniforn hoop compression and uniform shear
p0509 &71-30150
CtlBVED SDBFiCES
0 CONTOURS
D SHAPES
0 SURFACES
COBVES
Supersonic flight path curvature effects on local
shock wave production, considering no boon zone
and ground rules
p0354 A71-26310
COBVES (GEOHETBY)
NT S CDBVES
Acoustic wave front reflection from caustic for
predicting sonic boom pressure distribution
• •"•" p0524 H71-28371
Sonic boom cnsped shock wave near focusing ray
system of supersonic wing flow field
p0524 B71-28373
Finite difference method for predicting sonic boom
overpressure signature near caustic
p0527 871-28390
CDSBIOBS
Nonflammable polynrethane foam for ejection seat
cushions and statistical analysis of its
mechanical properties
[AD-723302] p0621 N71-31775
CDT-OOTS
D OPENINGS
COTANEODS PEBCEPTIOH
D'TOOCH
CBTTEBS
NT BLADES (CDTTEBS)
COW IBS
NT BILLING (MACHINING)
NT PLANING
NT SPABK BACHINING
CV-2 AIBCEAFI
0 DHC 4 AIBCBAFT
CV-440 AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident report on Convair 440 aircraft
crash at New Haven, Connecticut on June 7, 1971
[SB-71-65] p0632 N71-32500
CT-990 &IBCB&FT
Photometer observations of auroras from CT-990
aircraft
fNASA-CR-116855] p0258 N71-18996
Calculations of clear column radiances using
infrared temperature profile radiometer
measurements taken by Convair-990 over partly
cloudy areas
[NOAA-TH-NESS-28] p0337 N71-21842
. Photometric observations of auroral scattering by CV
990 aircraft
[NASA-CB-117466] p0374 N71-22135
CYCLES
NT BBitTOH CYCLE
NT STBESS CYCLES
NT THEKBODYNABIC CYCLES
NT HOBK-REST CYCLE
CYCLIC HYDEOCABBONS
NT NAPHTHENES
CYCLIC LOADS
Central hole effect on flat metal sheet fatigue
under tension-compression load cycles, noting
application to aircraft materials
p0091 A71-15389
Cyclic thermal cracking and fatigue analysis in
large steam turbine rotors with three dimensional
temperature and triaxial stress computation
[ASMS PAPEB 70-PWR-1] p0198 A71-20198
Program parameters effects on fatigue life of
turbine blade heat resistant alloys at high
temperatures under cyclic loading
p0502 A71-33U07
Aircraft structural panels under cyclic static
loads, examining fatigue life with probability
theory, statistics and regression analysis
p0542 A71-35312
Evaluation of helicopter flight loading and
structural stability
p0456 N71-24389
CYCLOBEXANE
Kinetics of catalytic dehydrogenation of
methylcyclohexane at 600, 650, and 700 deg F and 5
atm pressure
[AD-715926] p0254 N71-18729
CYLINDRICAL AFTERBODIES
0 AFTEEBODIES
0 CYLIRDBICAL BODIES
CYLINDRICAL ANTENNAS
Aerospace antenna design, calculating one-
wavelength circular slot aperture radiation from
circular cylindrical surface
p0448 A71-31075
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
NT BOTATING CYLINDEBS
Secondary currents on conducting cylinder near
dipole antenna manifested as radio fregnency
interference, considering effect on radiation
pattern
p0012 A71-11167
Blunt cylinder with small thread in anomalous seeded
flow in .hypersonic wind tunnels, observing
separated shock wave distortion
p0182 A71-18924
Potential flow past cylinder with sources and sinks
singularities, deriving formulas for aerodynamic
characteristics of infinite span wings with
boundary layer control
p0204 A71-20777
Flow direction effect on combined forced and free
convective heat transfer from cylinders to air
p0415 A71r28985
Aerodynamic characteristics of low-aspect-ratio wing
mounted on cylindrical body, simulating by system
of horseshoe vortices
p0432 A71-30264
Cone-cylinder-cone missile type body in transonic
buffeting environment determining static and
fluctuating wall pressure distribution
[ONEBA-TP-942] p0553 A71-36020
Experimentally determined aerodynamic noise
environment analysis for three nose-cylinder
configurations
[NASA-CR-102933] p0104 N71-12210
Knudsen flow and Bach number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic wakes of cylindrical 'bodies and
spheres
[HEPT-69-7] p0120 871-13403
Lift coeffient for wind induced vibration of skewed
cylindrical body
[AD-717739] p0376 S71-22169
iindage tests of cylindrical and Lundell-conical
rotors in ambient air producing Beynolds numbers
up to 100,000 for high speed alternators
[NiSA-TB-X-67809] p0388 871-23116
Boving long cylindrical model for aerobraking tests
at high speed in drop wire facility
p0588 871-31109
Comparison of predicted and experimental wall
temperature for cylindrical ejector exhaust nozzle
operated with turbojet gas generator
[NASA-TN-D-6465] p0628 N71-32156
Pressure distributions on planar delta wings
attached to cylindrical bodies in supersonic flow
- theoretical results for sonic leading edge,
angle of attack case
[IRE-TN-HSA-186] p06U6 N71-33699
Drag coefficient measurements in flow around
rectangular cylinders
[IC-AEBO-71-15] p0713 N71-36695
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
Flutter analysis of rotating thin cylindrical shell
with outer surface exposed to inviscid helical air
flowfield
p0263 A71-22078
Critical speeds for inviscid compressible potential
flow past thin elastic cylindrical shells, using
long wave approximation
p0291 A71-24565
Cylindrical shells panel flutter analysis for
internal stress and supersonic flow, considering
still air buckling data useful for determining
buckling loads
C A I A A PAPEB 71-328] p0342 A71-25308
A-153
CI1IHDBOIDS SUBJECT IBDEI
Soviet papers on thin walled aircraft structures
strength and stability covering bending theory,
circular cylindrical shells, thermal stresses of
rectangular plates, etc
P0541 A71-35301
Hypersonic boundary layer transition and hypersonic
heat transfer on cylindrical shells, cones and
flat plates
[BEPT-1104/70] p0120 N71-13408
Design optimization for cylindrical shell subjected
to reentry loads and heating
p0244 N71-18022
Estimation of stability of elastic noncircular
conical and cylindrical orthogonal shells
[AD-71701K] p0329 N71-20754 •
Supersonic panel flatter and aerodynamic load stress
analysis of finite cylindrical shells based on
Galerkin method and aeroelastic equilibrium
equations
[AD-7224U7] p0589 N71-31183
CYLIHDBOIDS
U CYLINDBICAL BODIES
DiEHO (DATA iHALTSIS)
D DATA PBOCESSIHG
0 DATA SEDUCTION
D DATA TRANSMISSION
DAHAGE
NT IMPACT DAHAGE
NT BAIN IMPACT DAMAGE
Structures dynamic loading and damage by sonic
booms, discussing structural response prediction
by boon pressure vave model
p0299 A71-25052
Statistical, cause/factor and injury tables,
accident rates, and briefs of accidents involving
OS carriers in 1969
[NTSB-AHC-7L-1] p0711 H71-36437
DAMPING
NT ELASTIC DAMPING
NT VIBRATION DAMPING
NT VISCOUS DAMPING
Bibbed aluminum panels airborne sound transmission
loss, evaluating structural damping effects
p0210 A71-21431
Effects of sound damping elements in subsonic vind
tunnels
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1465] p0371 N71-21885
DABPIBG FACTOR
D DAMPING
DAMPING IH PITCH
D DAMPING
D PITCH (INCLINATION)
DAMPING IH BOLL
D DAMPING
0 BOLL
DAMPING IH TAB
D DAMPING
D TAW
DAHPBESS
0 MOISTDBE CONTENT
DABS
Computerized sealing dam design analysis for gas
film seal of turboshaft
p0058 N71-12039
DANGER
D HAZABDS
DABT TOBBOPBOP ENGINES
D TUEBOPBOP ENGINES
DASH HELICOPTEE
D QH-50 HELICOPTEB
DASSAULT AIBCBAFT
NT MIBAGE 3 AIBCEAFT
Dassault Mercure short range twin jet aircraft
capable of using powerful engine
pO<(19 A71-29276
DASSAULT HIBAGE 3 AIRCBAFT
U MIBAGE 3 AIBCRAFT
DATA ACQUISITION
Combustion research laboratory at Purdue University
consisting of buildings, housing test cells, data
acguisition system, propellant storage and
instrument service area
p0267 A71-22727
Pan American reliability program effect on airline
maintenance, considering cost effectiveness,
aircraft performance, data collection and analysis
P0356 A71-26671
Self contained lightweight airborne data acquisition
system for atmospheric and meteorological
research, using analog recorder and telemetry
system
P0433 A71-30311
Fluctuating pressure measurements in jet engine
testing, using miniature transducers with
calibration and data acquisition equipment
.; p0434 A71-30325
Automated modal data acquisition and processing
system /MODAPS/ for real-time modal vibration
testing of complex aerospace vehicle structures,
describing features, capabilities and utilization
p0435 A71-30341
Performance and cost design tradeoff between HF and
synchronous meteorological satellite data
collection systems, considering platform
transmitting power and SNB
p0445 A71-30900
ATC system improvement, presenting data acguisition
upgrading and ground automation- aircraft
navigation systems interface
p0536 A71-34614
ATC avionics equipment, discussing inertial area
navigation, autopilots, airborne data acquisition,
altitude reporting, collision avoidance, CAT,
satellite communications, etc
p0536 A71-34615
Airborne data acguisition system incorporating
recycling metal tape flight data recorder
p0124 H71-13836
Hypervelocity wind tunnel data acquisition
[DLR-FB-70-44] p0226 N71-17016
Data acguisition system for US-2A aircraft training
flight evaluations
[AD-722583] p0591 N71-31347
DATA ADAPTIVE EVA1DATOB/HOHITOH
U DATA PBOCESSING
D DATA BEDDCTION
D DATA TRANSMISSION
DATA ANALYSIS
U DATA PBOCESSING
D DATA SEDUCTION
DATA COMPRESSORS
U DATA SEDUCTION
0 DATA TRANSMISSION
DATA CONTBOL SYSTEMS
0 DATA SYSTEMS
DATA COHVERIERS
NT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVEBTEBS
Converter-indicator direct digital readout design,
using photodiodes for LSI VOB area navigation
display systems low power operation
p0266 A71-22610
DATA COBBELATION
NT SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Parachute weight, configuration and strength
correlations for tradeoffs and design
p0182 A71-18900
Static aerodynamic data correlation for high
subsonic speed transport aircraft model in
transonic wind tunnels, including relative
buoyancy and turbulence effects
CAIAA PAPER 71-291] p0275 A71-23U23
Pulse compression and optical data correlation in
side-looking radar, considering Doppler effect
p0496 A71-32650
In-flight noise radiation by wing-mounted jet
engines on aircraft fuselage based on correlation
with turbulent boundary layer pressure
fluctuations
p0603 A71-37846
Total lift data correlation for thin sharp edged low
aspect ratio delta wings at low speeds, noting
trailing edge effects in incompressible flow
p0615 A71-39398
DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS
U DATA SYSTEMS
DATA LINKS
Skynet communication systems, describing long
distance strategic communication links between
ground and mobile air/helicopter stations via wide
and narrow band pathways
p0024 A71-12439
L band aircraft antenna array consisting of
circularly polarized elements and static
electronic steering circuits for synchronous
satellites radio links
A-154
SOBJECT INDEX DATA REDUCTION
pOU«7 A71-3107Q
Simulation equipment installation with link to
Concorde flight simulator, discussing functional
and operational features
pO<!89 A71-31885
Satellite-to-aircraft links propagation
characteristics, considering specular reflected
signals, diffuse scattering and scattering
function
p0538 A71-35097
Satellite to aircraft radio link simulation,
evaluating electronic scanning antenna operation,
intelligibility, data transmission rate and
distance measurement accuracy
p0559 171-36511
Carrier aircraft inertial navigation system /C&INS/
design, noting themal modeling, statistically
filtered alignment modes and digital data links
p0666 A71-42081
DATA MANAGEMENT
Airborne display and electric manageaent system,
discussing weight redaction, protective function
coordination, power quality, onboard maintenance,
data processing and reliability
p0536 A71-3U617
DATA PROCESSING
NT DATA CORRELATION
HI DATA SEDUCTION
HT DATA RETRIEVAL
NT DATA SMOOTHING
HT DATA STORAGE
NT OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
NT PARALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
NT SIGNAL ANALYSIS
NT SIGNAL PROCESSING
Acquisition and processing of aircraft search radar
data obtained by track-while-scan technique, using
off-line digital computer
p0015 A71-11392
Worldwide remote sensing with satellites, high
flying aircraft and computer data processing,
discussing application in less developed countries
p01«9 A71-18109
Computer aided automatic fault data logging,
classification, analysis and reporting methods in
integrated ATC system
p0186 A71-19556
Statistical methods for inventory boundary
determination and data compression in automatic
processing of multispectral scanner remote sensor
earth observations from aircraft and spacecraft
I A I A A PAPEB 7i-23<i] poise A71-19711
Associative digital processor with associative
memory for high speed ATC data processing,
discussing design and operation
p0195 A71-19997
Observational data characteristics analysis as
contributor to knowledge and utilization of all
atmospheric physical occurrences
p0212 A71-21722
Experimental flight mechanics in terms of data
processing quality, discussing subsystems control
p0280 A71-23928
Aircraft gas turbine condition analysis
instrumentation used for status diagnosis of naval
turbine engines, discussing sensor and electronic
data interpretation progress
tASBE PAPEB 71-61-86] p0353 A71-2S991
Normal accelerations experienced by transport
aircraft fleet from fatigue load meter data
analysis, discussing counting rates seasonal
variations
pOU28 A71-29788
Automated modal data acguisition and processing
system /HODAPS/ for real-time modal vibration
testing of complex aerospace vehicle structures,
describing features, capabilities and utilization
pO«35 A71-30311
French ATC, discussing automatic coordinator
systems, computer utilization and flight plan data
processing
pOt35 A71-30382
Maastricht Automatic Data Processing and Display ATC
system with digital computers for aiding
controllers in issuing instructions and making
decisions
pOU35 A71-30383
ATC data automation, discussing flight plant
processing system /FPPS/, radar data processing
system /RDPS/ and signal automatic control system
/SATCO/
p0195 A71-32523
DC 10 flight test program improvement using data
acguisition/processing with real time monitoring,
instrument landing and laser tracking
[AIAA PAPER 71-788] p0508 A71-3U018 '
Investigating system requirements of airborne data
processors
p0113 H71-12608
Digital data processing for designing automatic
flight control systems
P0114 N71-12616
Data processing and display system for terminal
guidance of X--15 aircraft
CNASA-CASE-XFB-00756] p0122 N71-13121
Statistical comparison of computer 'logics for
controlled radar tracking of air traffic
p0125 N71-13935
Computerized radar plot extractor module for
automatic air traffic control
p0125 N71-13936
Data recordings and computer codes for airport rapid
transit access system study
[PB-195048] ?022? "71-16989
Hypervelocity wind tunnel data acquisition
[DLB-FB-70-1U] p0226 N71-17016
Heather outline generators for producing contours
around radar weather clutter for all weather air
navigation
.fFiA-HA-70-62] p0238 M71-17527
Evaluation of NASTRAN system based on large complex
airfrazne analysis
p0688 N71-36282
Comparing and integrating NASTRAN with other finite
element computer programs
p0688 N71-3628«
DATA PHOCESSIBG EQOIPHEBT
NT AIRBORNE/SPACEBOBSE COHPDTERS
NT ANALOG COMPUTERS
NT DIGITAL COMPUTERS
NT HYBRID COMPUTERS
NT IBM COMPUTERS
Associative processor for ATC with fast arithmetic
processing, equality search and input/ output
operations
p0182 A71-31517
Simulation equipment installation with link to
Concorde flight simulator, discussing functional
and operational features
p0489 A71-31885
Avionic and missile computer control systems,
describing universal function unit design and
digital processing requirements
p05D9 A71-35775
Investigating tasks of data processing equipment in
advanced navigation systems for aircraft
p0113 N71-12601
Investigating small digital processors as interface
between computer and sensor in airborne systems
p0113 S71-12609
Concorde 002 aircraft equipment for flight data
recording and processing
[ESS/ES-13] p0331 N71-20857
Development and characteristics of electronic
equipment for digital processing of stochastic
signals for military aircraft avionics systems
[AD-719822] pO"465 S71-2U95H
DATA PROCESSORS
U DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
DATA READOUT SYSTEMS
U DATA SYSTEHS
0 DISPLAY DEVICES
DATA RECORDERS
Airborne data acquisition system incorporating
recycling metal tape flight data recorder
p012« N71-13836
DATA REDUCTION
NT DATA SMOOTHING
Time vector method for aircraft flight test data
evaluation, 'discussing control deflections effects
on phugoid motion, lateral stability derivatives
and error estimation
P0069 A71-133U1
Ballistic data reduction for drag coefficient of
spherical projectiles, using time distance
relation for constant coefficient
P0070 A71-13t67
A-155
DATA RETRIEVAL SUBJECT INDEX
UH-1B helicopter flight test noise measurements data
reduction and analysis, presenting sound pressure
ys frequency and time plots
p0092 &71-15U05
Observational data characteristics analysis as
contributor to knowledge and utilization of all
atmospheric physical occurrences
p0212 471-21722
Heat transfer within resonant cavities at subsonic
and supersonic flow, discussing wind tunnels, test
procedures and data reduction
fASME PAPER 71-FE-9) p0121 471-291(50
Circumferential traversing probe technique for
intrastage analysis of axial flow compressors,
considering mass flow averaging data reduction
technique
[ASME PAPER 71-FE-33] p0421 A71-29468
Aircraft instrumentation and data analysis for clear
air turbulence, including orthogonal components
and temperature and wind distributions
p012« A71-29753
Corporate aircraft 1970 accident statistics analysis
stressing pilot selection, training and
supervision
p0692 A71-U3227
Data reduction techniques for deriving aerodynamic
forces and moments in absence of support
interference
CHASA-C8-111844] p0388 N71-23122
Vinci tunnel investigation of jets exhausting into
cross flow - description and data analysis
CAD-718122] p0458 N71-24U92
Free flight stability tests on half cones in
hypervelocity wind tunnels including data
reduction program
[ VKI-TH-66j p0619 N71-31663
Test data reduction and prediction techniques for
high lift aerodynamic and propulsion system
configurations for short takeoff aircraft design -
bibliographies
[AD-724185] p0638 N71-33016
DATA BETBIEV4L
Aircraft industry license norms and standards,
describing indexing procedures, storage techniques
and data recovery operations with computer
p0561 A71-36810
DATA SAHPLIHG
Approximate root locus method in S plane for sampled
data systems, mapping constant frequency and
constant damping ratio loci onto W plane
p0491 A71-31942
DATA SHOOTBTHG
Suboptimal fixed point data smoothing algorithm for
parameter and initial state estimation of
nonlinear dynamic systems
p0698 A71-44113
DATA STORAGE
Event recorder with constant speed motor which
rotates recording disk
[NASA-CJ-2-XLA-01832] p0332 D71-21006
DATA SYSTEHS
Air traffic control using collision risk equations,
noting data handling automation, airborne
collision avoidance devices and geostationary
satellites
P0100 471-15616
Integrated flight test data system combining digital
airborne data acquisition/recording system with
telemetry/microwave link to computerized ground
station
p0433 A71-30318
Airborne integrated data system capabilities based
on flight tests with commercial aircraft
p0433 471-30319
Boeing 717 aircraft integrated data system program
for reducing engine maintenance and operating
costs
[AIAA PAPER 71-648] p0440 A71-30725
Approximate root locus method in S plane for sampled
data systems, mapping constant frequency and
constant damping ratio loci onto i plane
p0491 471-31942
F-15 aircraft integrated data system for flight test
program information, discussing development and
major elements
CAIAA PAPER 71-77*] p0507 A71-34010
VOR/DBE air navigation equipment usinq Kalman-Bucy
filter and airborne air data system /ADS/
p0669 A71-U2289
Data handling equipment for aerospace and ground
support applications - conference
fAGARD-CP-67-70] p0124 N71-13826
Performance evaluation of automatic flight progress
strip cutter and loader used in air traffic
control facility
(ACTEU-330] p0726 H71-38215
DATA TBASSHISSION
NT AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
NT CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)
Real time missile radio telemetry data transmission
to ground station, using instrumented aircraft
p0089 471-15321
Jet engine rotor strain and temperature data
transmission, examining special purpose telemeters
design
p0187 471-19628
Data comnunication role in National Airspace System,
concerning radar and flight data acquisition,
intersystem transfer and voice control
[AIAA PAPER 71-248] p0189 A71-19722
Sensing and communications technoloqies for short
wayside headways, considering applicable eguipment
for personal rapid transit systems, modulation,
coding and data transmission techniques
p0435 A71-30337
Time division nnltiplexing systeo for ATS,
discussing surveillance geostationary satellite
feasibility, delta modulation for data
transmission and aircraft equipment
p0537 A71-34680
ESRO part of joint ATC communication experiment for
L band satellite use, giving voice and data
transmission and distance measurement technigues
tests results
p0559 471-36510
Digital radar data transmission system for use in
air traffic control
p0124 N71-13840
DATIBG
D TIME MEASUREMENT
DC (CDRRENT)
U DIRECT CURRENT
DC 3 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft accident involving Federal Aviation
Administration DC-3 aircraft at La Guardia
airport. New York in January, 1971
[NTSB-A4R-71-11] p0590 N71-31333
DC 8 AISCBAFT
Psychoacoustic evaluation of modifications to DC-8
aircraft nacelles to reduce fan-compressor noise -
Part 6
[NASA-CR-1710] p0158 N71-11591
Economic impact of modifications to DC-8 aircraft
nacelles to reduce fan-compressor noise - Part 5
[NASA-CR-1709] p0158 N71-14592
Static tests of noise suppressor configurations of
DC-8 aircraft nacelle modifications to reduce
fan-compressor noise levels - Part 3
[NASA-CR-1707] p0159 N71-14593
Modifications to reduce fan-compressor noise level
of DC-8 aircraft - Part 2
[NASA-CH-1706] p0159 N71-14594
Modifications to reduce fan-compressor noise level
of DC-8 aircraft - Part 1
tNASA-CR-1705] p0159 N71-14595
Preliminary report of aircraft accident of DC-8 at
Anchorage, Alaska
[SB-71-5] p0173 N71-16059
Flight acoustical and performance evaluations of DC
8 nacelle modifications to reduce fan-compressor
noise in airport communities
fHASA-CB-1708] p0179 N71-16627
Feasibility of boron-epoxy reinforced aluminum alloy
for horizontal stabilizer structure of DC 8
aircraft and recommendations for demonstration
program
[NASA-CR-111913] p0517 N71-27664
Analysis of glide-slope information requirements for
low visibility aircraft landing approach using
Kalman filter-optimal control combination to
simulate DC-8 control system
[AD-722655] p0586 N71-30887
Analysis of flight creif duties and operations during
flight of Dc-8 aircraft with recommended changes
to improve safety
[HAL-TB-215] p0645 N71-33585
Accident investigation of Alitalia Airlines Douglas
DC-8-62 at J.P.K. International Airport 15 Sept.
A-156
SUBJECT IB DEI DECISIOH HAKIHS
1970
CNTSB-AAR-71-9] pQ676 B71-3Q029
Aircraft accident investigation of fatal DC-8 crash
at Kennedy Airport, New York during ferry flight
on September 8, 1970
CNTSB-AAE-71-12] p0676 N71-34030
DC 9 4IECEAFT
Investigation of Douglas DC-9 accident at Rarlingen,
Texas, on 11 Jan. 1970
[NTSB-1AB-70-28J p0237 N71-17476
Aircraft incident report involving DC-9 type
aircraft damage incurred when aircraft contacted
water surface during approach to Martha's Vineyard
airport
[SB-71-64] p0631 N71-32460
Aircraft accident report on midair collision
involving DC-9 commercial aircraft and Marine
Corps F-4B aircraft near Duarte, California on
June 6. 1971
(S8-71-62] p0632 N71-32491
DC 10 AIBCBAFT
Laboratory facilities for DC-* 10 structural test
program using fatigue test machines and computer
controlled servo loading systems
[SAE PAPER 700829] p0072 A71-13721
DC-10 aircraft test program effectiveness,
discussing performance, operational envelope,
airworthiness, noise measurements, etc
[SAE PAPEB 700830] p0073 A71-13726
Stress analysis of DC 10 nose landing gear unit,
using photoelastic coating technique
p0101 A71-15669
DC-10 flight test program, discussing handling,
takeoff and landing, and flutter, stall and
stability characteristics
p0184 &71-19085
DC^IC specifications for airport planning, including
ground clearances, payload~range characteristics
and jet engine exhaust velocities
p0132 A71-30239
DC-10 flight crew individualized ground training
program, emphasizing hands-on equipment and
'instruction hardware
T.SAE PAPEE 710172] p0439 A71-30538
DC-10 dispatch reliability, discussing failure
mode/analysis and flight officers training/
evaluation standardization lists for abnormal
operation identification
pOSOO A71-33297
DC-10 flight test program improvement using data
acguisition/processing with real time monitoring,
instrument landing and laser tracking
[AIAA PAPER 71-788] p0508 A71-34018
DC-10 wide .body tri-jet aircraft design and
development, considering sizing, number of engines
and thrust optimization and selection of cruise,
approach and stall speeds
C A I A A PAPER 71-780] pOS35 A71-31525
DC-10 fuselage pressure shell fail-safe design,
presenting analysis methods for residual strength
prediction of damaged stiffened panels
pOSIO A71-35160
low noise levels of DC-10 aircraft with CF6-6D
turbofan engines, discussing design, flyover tests
and FAA requirements
CCASI PAPER 72/5] p0615 A71-39121
Computer controlled modular automatic test equipment
for DC-10 aircraft maintenance, discussing system
block diagram
p0662 A71-11518
On-condition monitoring of aircraft hydraulic
systems for component deterioration, applying to
Boeing 717, L-1011 and DC 10 aircraft
p0666 A71-42075
DDT
0 DICHLOEODIPHENYLTRICHLOROETH1NE
DE BAVILLAHD AIRCRAFT
NT COMET 1 AIRCRAFT
HI DH 121 AIRCRAFT
NT DBC 4 AIRCRAFT
Preliminary report of aircraft accident of DHC-6 at
Lacrosse, Wisconsin
[SB-71-6] p0175 H71-16070
Investigation of Hississippi Valley Airways De
Bavilland DHC-6, N956SM crash at Lacrosse,
Wisconsin Nov. 9, 1970
[NTSB-AAR-71-10] p0575 B71-29914
DE BAVILLAND DH 106 AIRCRAFT
D COMET 1 AIRCRAFT
DE HA7ILLAHD DH 121 AIRCRAFT
0 DH 121 AIRCEAFT
DE HAVILLABD DBC 4 AIBCBAFT
D DHC U AIBCBAFT
DE LAVAL BOZZLES
0 COHVERGEHT-DIVEBGEHT NOZZLES
DEADWEIGHT
0 STATIC LOADS
DEBRIS
Ingestion of debris into aircraft engine inlets
during takeoff
[ARC-CP-1114) p0227 N71-17084
DEBDG6IBG
0 CHECKOUT
DECAT
NT ELECTROLUMINESCENCE.
NT EMISSION
BT FLUORESCENCE
NT PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT
NT X RAY FLOOBESCENCE
DECCA NAVIGATION
Operating instructions of Decca Bark 19 navigation
system
p0634 871-32861
Functions and development of Decca Navigation radio
position fixing system
p0635 N71-32892
Operating instructions for Decca Hank 25 navigation
system
p0635 H71-32917
DECELERATION
Parachute decelerator towline energy absorber shock
attenuation characteristics, discussing drop test
results
[AIAA PAPEB 70-1202) p0347 A71-25527
Civil aircraft arresting on runway overshoots,
describing safe deceleration method by use of soft
ground arresters
pOSIO A71-35210
Development and characteristics of hot air balloon
deceleration and recovery system
[NASA-CASE-XLA-06824-2) pOOSO N71-11037
Criteria and recommended practices for design,
selection, analysis, and testing of deployable
aerodynamic deceleration systems
[NASA-SP-8066] p0590 N71-31303
Elastic response and characteristics of bias ply
aircraft tires subjected to braking forces and
simple static flexure
[NASA-TN-D-6426J p0676 N71-31027
DECELEBATOBS
D BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
DECISIOH MAKING
Uncertainty factors in management decisions and
operations optimization in international air
transportation industry
p0287 A71-24265
ATC automation system design, considering
controllers decision time savings
p0288 A71-24271
Costs-reliability relationships in helicopter
development testing and demonstration, emphasizing
decision making in program management
[SAE PAPER 710452] pO«07 A71-28330
Aviation within total transport system, discussing
decision making and management planning
p0431 A71-30165
Aircraft/environment compatibility, emphasizing
decision making process for airport planning, site
location, development and operatibn
p0493 A71-32218
Community actions for jet aircraft noise reduction,
discussing noise environments, nationwide goals,
decision making and economic incentives
p0193 A71-32249
Airline fleet equipment planning, discussing
management decision making based on aircraft and
ground equipment life cycle costs
pOSOl A71-33307
Third London airport planning, discussing site
selection, cost analysis and decision making
[CASI PAPER 72/1] p0600 A71-37592
Aircraft part repair-throwaway decisions for
minimizing costs over life cycle by economic
graphic screening techniques
p0692 A71-43197
Computer-aided decision algorithm for ATC problem in
near terminal area, emphasizing scheduling and
holding strategies
A-157
DECISIOH THEORT. .SUBJECT IHDBI
p0697 A71-44105
Program effectiveness and facility criteria foe ILS
investment decisions
p0038 N71-10355
Solution of problems in structural design with
emphasis on interaction between materials,
structures, and design requirements
tAD-7175761 p0375 H71-22136
Proceedings of conference dealing with advances in
decision making processes for detection,
diagnosis, and prognosis of mechanical failures
[AD-7213551 p0521 B71-28124
DECISIOH THEOBI
NT STATISTICAL DECISIOH THEOBT
DECKS (PLOOES)
0 FLOODS
DECOMPRESSION
D P8ESSOEE REDUCTION
DECONTAHINATION
Decontamination of petroleum products with honey
[NASA-CASE-XNP-03835] p0397 H71-23499
DECOUPLING
Aircraft longitudinal notion decoupling through
direct lift control, investigating flight control
for landing
p0068 A71-13339
Flight path optimization with multiple tiae scales,
discussing decoupling of high order three
dimensional aircraft flight problem into several
low order problems
P0295 A71-24858
Flight testing devices for discharging static
electricity from aircraft without production of
radio interference
p02i»7 H71-18114
DEFECTS
ST SURFACE DEFECTS
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, OSHAS Cecil Field, Florida
CAD-721325] p0528 N71-28422
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, [J5NALF Charleston, Rhode Island
[AD-721323] p0528 N71-28424
DEFEHSE PBOGBAR
Human role in Aerospace Defense Command navigation,
discussing Airborne Warning And Control System and
navigational aspects of ADC mission
p0201 A71-20346
DEFLATING
0 INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
0 PRESSURE REDDCTIOH
DEFLECTION
Calculations and measurements of strain distribution
and deflection on model swept wings
[NAL-TR-195] pC057 N71-11950
Helicopter application studies of variable
deflection thruster jet flaps
TAD-715071] p0243 N71-17907
DEFLECTORS
Retrodiffusion interferometric holography in wind
tunnels including displacement and deformation of
deflectors
[ONBRA-TP-852] p0053 H71-11510
DEFORMATION
NT ELASTIC BUCKLING
NT ELASTIC DEFORHATION
NT PLASTIC DEFORMATION
NT TENSILE DEFOHHATION
NT WAVE FRONT DEFORHATIOM
DEFROSTING
Test procedures for aircraft defogger/defroster
equipment
[AD-719109] p0457 NT1-24452
DEGASSING
HI DEOXYGENATION
DEGREES OF FREEDOH
Real time six degree of freedom aircraft flight
digital simulation using SL-1 continuous system
simulation language
p0019 A71-11786
Six degree of freedom hybrid digital computer
program for coaplez flight control and associated
mode logic design and training
p0348 A71-25852
Rotor asymmetry effect on errors of two degrees of
freedom gyro mounted on dynamic platform
p0546 A71-35608
Link 717 simulator with six degrees of motion system
for engineers and pilot training
p0562 A71-36970
Boeing 747 digital computer type flight simulator
with four degrees of movement for engineer and
pilot training
p0562 A71-36971
Flight simulation of short takeoff aircraft and
Dornier-31 aircraft, and results using cockpit
simulator with 6 degrees of freedom for DO-31
p0626 H71-31956
Single degree of freedom roll response due to
vertical random two dimensional vertical gusts
fNASA-CR-111966] p0710 H71-36421
DEHTDBOGBNATION
Kinetics of catalytic dehydrogenation of
methylcyclohexane at 600, 650, and 700 deg F and 5
atm pressure
[AD-715926] p0254 N71-18729
DEICERS
Test procedures for evaluating capability of
antiicing/deicing equipment aboard aircraft
[AD-724082] p0637 N7 1-33005
DEICIBG
Runway deicing methods, discussing spreading of
chemicals by ground vehicles and aircraft
p0186 A71-19425
Ground deicing system for transport aircraft,
discussing antifreeze lignid spray application
after oechanical snow removal
p0270 A71-22948
Aircraft ice protection problems, considering one
dimensional Stefan method for cyclic deicing
system
p0537 A71-3U850
Calculating and testing antiicing systems of
aircraft and helicopters
tAD-719922] p0469 N71-25622
DEICIBG SrSTEBS
D DEICERS
DELAUBATING
Corrosive delamination occurrence, reduction and
prevention in metal-metal adhesive bonded aircraft
structures
p0670 A71-U2594
DELAT.
Statistical data on delays and cost of delays at
airline terminals
p0038 N71-10366
DELTA DABT AIRCRAFT
0 F-106 AIRCRAFT
DELTA MODULATION
Time division 'multiplexing system for ATS,
discussing surveillance geostationary satellite
feasibility, delta modulation for data
transmission and aircraft equipment
P0537 A71-3U680
DELTA RINGS'
Thin delta wing with leading edge separation,
obtaining drag lift and rolling moment '
coefficients and pressure distribution
P0024 A71-12408
Optimal cross sectional dimensions of thin walled
longeron beams and ribs of skin reinforced delta
wings minimizing weight
P0025 A71-12562
Hypersonic conical flow with attached shock waves
over delta wings
p0079 A71-14243
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of flat delta
and caret wing models at high incidence angles for
space shuttles
p0082 A71-14445
Viscous gas flow interaction on delta wing and
oblique airfoil at Bach number of infinity
p0189 A71-19739
Vortex breakdown on slender sharp edged and modified
delta wings with varying sweep angles investigated
in wind tunnel using schlieren system for flow
visualization
[AIAA PAPEB 69-778] p0221 A71-22028
Delta wing of symmetrical thickness and optimum
variable geometry for two supersonic cruising
speeds
p0277 A71-23617
Leading edge suction analogy for predicting low
speed lift and drag-due-to-lift characteristics of
sharp edge delta and related wing planforms
[AIAA PAPER 69-1133] p0294 A71-24851
A-158
SOBJECT INDEX DELT1 BTHGS COHTD
Aerodynamic forces and hinge momeDts of delta
cruciform control surface in blunt-nosed canard
configuration for subsonic, transonic and
supersonic flows
p0339 471-25161
Thin delta ving in hypersonic inviscid flov at snail
angles of attack, calculating motion equations and
boundary conditions at small perturbations
p0362 A71-27330
Shock interaction effects on flapped delta wing at
hypersonic speed, presenting method for estimating
reflected expansion wave impingement boundaries
and resulting aerodynamic coefficients
p0367 A71-27598
Minimum drag surface shape of thick lifting delta
ving integrated vith conical fuselage for
supersonic cruising speed
p0369 A71-27716
Air flow about low aspect ratio delta wing at large
angles of attack, deriving lift coefficient
pOUOt A71-28282
Hypersonic flow around delta wing at small angles of
attack, using pressure sources method and Fredholm
integral eguation
p0416 A71-29189
Hypersonic flow pattern past windward side of delta
wing with supersonic leading edges, joining
potential and vortex regions behind shock wave
p04«t A71-308714
Inviscid supersonic flow field structure over blunt
delta wing, determining attack angle effects on
shock layer surface pressure distributions and
streamline patterns
[AIAA PAPER 71-596] pOtSS A71-31576
Flat delta and caret wings aerodynamic performance
over incidence angle and Nach number range
suitable for lifting reentry
pOU98 A71-32877
Rarefaction and angle of attack effects on delta
wing in hypersonic flow in wind tunnel
p0502 A71-33376
Two vortex model for downwash variations in
supersonic flow past thin.delta wing with
separation at leading edges
p0533 A71-34190
Pressures, velocities and aerodynamic
characteristics of supersonic flow around slender
delta wings with forced asymmetry and separation
at leading edges
p0551 A71-36134
Supersonic flow past thin delta wings with finite
velocities at leading edges, noting wing
deformation to avoid cornet vortices appearance
p0555 A71-36181
V shaped conical wing in supersonic and hypersonic
flow with shock attached to leading edge,
investigating complex wave system with time
dependent and analytical methods
p0556 A71-36339
Hypersonic lee surface vortex heating alleviation on
delta wing by apex alignment with free stream
p0604 A71-37895
Total lift data correlation for thin sharp edged low
aspect ratio delta wings at low speeds, noting
trailing edge effects in incompressible flow
P0615 A71-39398
Delta wing problem reduction to Laplace egnation
solution, using perturbation technique to solve
Lame eguation resulting from elliptic conal
coordinates transformation
p0616 A71-39U98
Delta wing shock envelope visualization at
hypersonic speed, obtaining flow field photographs
by vapor screen technique
p0660 A71-IJ0973
Slender two dimensional wedge wings aerodynamic
characteristics in hypersonic strong interaction
flow, determining wall shear stress and lift drag
ratio effects
p0702 A71-11621
Leading edge effect on aerodynamic characteristics
of 70 deg swept delta wing
(AD-712087] pOO<(6 S71-11007
Aerodynamic characteristics of large-scale model
with lift fan mount.ed in 5 percent thick
triangular wing
[HASA-TN-D-7031] p0161 H71-11638
Aerodynamic performance of shuttle-orbiter
configuration with variable delta wing geometry in
low turbulence subsonic wind tunnels
CHASA-TB-X-2206] p0161 H71-14943 .
Avoidance of disrupting effects in dynamic tests on
semispan delta ving models in transonic slotted
and perforated wind tunnels
[ARC-R/M-3636] p0170 H71-15701
Aerodynamic coefficients, pressure, load and force
distributions on cambered delta wings
[ABC-CP-1129] p0228 H71-17112
Aerodynamic heating and structural analyses for
radiatively cooled delta ving of hypersonic
aircraft
rNASA-TN-D-6138] p0245 H71-18025
wall pressure and heat transfer distribution on
delta wings in rarefied hypersonic flow
CBEPT-70-9] p0219 H71-18423
Lift and drag interference characteristics of delta
winged half cones with leading edges
p0301 N71-19359
Viscous interacting flow in hypersonic streams,
including flov over flaps, corners, delta wings,
and wing-body combinations
fNASA-TH-X-6691«] p031" H71-19831
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender delta wing
aircraft and response to vertical and lateral
gusts during landing approach
[RAE-LIB-TEAHS-15211] f>0333 H71-21223
Predicting aerodynamic characteristics of arrow,
delta, and diamond wing platforms using
Prandtl-Glauert transformation
[RASA-TN-D-62U3] p0372 H71-21973
Numerical analysis of influence coefficients,
natural frequencies, and mode shapes of vibration
of triangular inflatable wing
p0386 H71-22666
Analysis of supersonic and hypersonic flow of
inviscid ideal gas over conical wings with sharp
leading edges and attached shock waves by three
dimensional method of characteristics
[HASA-CR-1738] p0386 H71-22672
Angle of incidence effect on delta wing leading-edge
vortices with cross flov visualization in
hydraulic test tunnel
(ARC-R/M-36<t5] p0057 H71-24U82
Flov measurement of Nonweiler delta wing in
hypersonic slip flow
[DLR-FB-70-46] pO«58 H71-24500
Oscillatory pitching moment derivatives measurement
on delta wings in incompressible flow
[iRC-B/H-3628-PT-l-l] pO<t59 H71-2U569
Heasurenents of oscillatory pitching uoments on
round leading edged delta wing in incompressible
flow noting vortex flow development
pOU59 H71-2<4570
Measurement of oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives on sharp-edged delta wing at vortex
breakdown angle of attack
p0160 H71-2t572
Buffet response of straight wing and delta wing
model of space shuttle launch configuration
pO«61 N71-24662
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta ving space
shuttle configurations
pO«73 H71-26062
Box collocation method for calculating aerodynamic
loads on tandem delta wings with oscillations in
supersonic flow
p0567 H71-29337
Pressure distribution near center line of trailing
edges of delta wings and conical bodies at high
supersonic speeds
[ARC-CP-1153] p0635 H71-32868
Pressure distributions on planar delta wings
attached to cylindrical bodies in supersonic flow
- theoretical results for sonic leading edge,
angle of attack case
[iRE-TH-HSA-186] p06«6 1171-33699
Low speed wind tunnel measurement of induced drag
characteristics of three 60 degree delta wings
with different leading edge spanwise distributions
CKTH-AEBO-TH-57] p0673 H71-34003
Bind tunnel stability tests of variable dihedral
delta ving Spacecraft configuration at hypersonic
speed
[HASA-TH-X-2391] p0673 871-34008
Comparison of finite element computer programs for
analysis of clamped flat plate and built-up wing
vibration frequencies
p0688 H71-36293
A-159
DEHAHD (ECONOBICS) SUBJECT INDEX
NASTRAN static, modal, and transient analyses
plotting techniques with delta wing examples
p0688 N71-36299
Hind tunnel static longitudinal stability and
control characteristics of cruciform delta vinged
missile with various horizontal canards and
trailing-edge flap control between Hach 1.50 and
1.63
[NASA-TH-X-2367] p0709.N71-36415
Methods for prediction of centerline shock layer
thickness ana pressure distribution on delta wing
body configurations
[NASA-TN-D-6550] p0709 N71-36418
Hypersonic wind tunnel test of two delta wing
orbiter models
[SASA-CR-119984] p0728 N71-38668
DEBAHD (ECONOBICS)
Cost aspects of carbon fiber reinforced composites
in aircraft structures, suggesting increased
aviation market for carbon fiber
[PLASTICS ISST. PAPER 16J p0206 A71-20929
Long term prospects of air traffic development in
competition with other modes, estimating VTOL
service demand
p0431 A71-30164
DENSITY (HASS/VOLUHE)
NT ATHOSPHERIC DENSITY
SI GAS DENSITY
DENSITY (BONBEB/VOLOHB)
NT ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES
DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
Supersonic turbulent boundary layer density profile
over flat plate at single Reynolds number, using
Hach-zender interferometer
p0287 A71-24270
Asymmetric three dimensional aerodynamic density
fields from holographic inteirferograms, applying
to supersonic flow from free jet
p0347 A71-25802
DESSITI HEAStJBBBBHT
Atmospheric density variations determination from
Proton 2 braking data for aerodynamic drag
coefficient, constructing model for rarefied gas
flow-satellite interaction
p0131 A71-16043
Velocity and density measurements in hypervelocity
ballistic projectile turbulent wakes, using hot
film anemometers
[AIAA PAPER 68-701] p0191 A71-19891
Laser Doppler velocimetric technique for supersonic
flow particle trajectory and density measurements,
noting particle lag
[AIAA PAPER 71-287] p0220 A71-22010
Density gradient visualization with schlieren
optical system, discussing propeller aerodynamics
p0283 A71-24103
Bean and fluctuating forces on flat plates normal to
turbulent flow, giving power spectral density
measurements of drag fluctuating component
p0299 A71-25085
Temperature and radical concentration measurements
for high temperature flowing gas streams in rig
simulating conditions in ramjet combustion chamber
and nozzle
p0411 A71-28758
Rotational temperature and density measurements in
high speed gas flow by electron beam fluorescence
technique
[AIAA PAPER 71-605] p0183 A71-3154U
Gas density measurement and flow visualization in
hypersonic wind tunnel by electron beam probe,
noting isobaric boundary layer application
p0652 A71-40395
DEOXYGENATION
Jet fuels deozygenation effects on steels antiwear
properties and critical loading under vibrational
and gliding friction
p0368 A71-27662
DEPENDENCE
NT TIHE DEPENDENCE
DEPLOYMENT
Bare base shelter/hangar expandable structures for
rapid worldwide Tactical Fighter Organization
deployment, noting foam and honeycomb fabrication
[AIAA PAPEB 71-398] p03«1 A71-2527K
Flight tests of cross, modified ringsail, and
disk-gap-band parachute deployment performance
from low altitudes with structural load data
[NASA-TH-X-2221] p0520 N71-28021
Aerodynamic and deployment characteristics of twin
keel all-flexible parawing rigged with several
variations of multistage canopy and suspension
line reefing system
[SASA-TN-D-6306] p0580 N71-30748
High altitude flight test of reefed
12.2-meter-diameter disk-gap-band parachute with
deployment at 2.58 Hach number
[NASA-TN-D-6<169] p0676 N71-3<!026
DEPOSITION
NT ELECT80PLATING
NT VAPOR DEPOSITION
Carbon deposition rates in gas turbine engine
combustion chambers with airstream-mechanical
propellant atomization
P0414 A71-28970
DEPOSITS
Soviet monograph on carbon deposits in jet engines
covering distribution, formation, fuel properties,
reduction and removal and harmful effects in gas
turbines
P0659 A71-40871
DEPEESSDBIZATION
0 PRESSURE REDUCTION
DEPRIVATION
NT SLEEP DEPRIVATION
DEPTH BEASOHEBBNT
Shallow ocean depth measurements by aerial
photographs of wave refraction and wavelength
changes and by multispectral scanning of wave
reflection
[NASA-CR-1231911] p0724 N71-37862
DEPTH PERCEPTION
0 SPACE PERCEPTION
DERIVATION
Least squares method and iteration technique for
obtaining aerodynamic stability derivatives
P0463 N71-24703
DESCENT
NT PARACHUTE DESCENT
En route aircraft flap control during descent and"
holding
[ARB-TN-99] p0464 N71-21920
DESCENT TRAJECTORIES
NT REENTRY TRAJECTORIES
Lear jet crash during instrument approach due to
descent below path profile
[NTSB-AAR-70-21] p0043 N71-10813
Computerized prediction of separated store
trajectories dropped from bomber aircraft at high
speed
P0304 N71-19379
Fuel-optimal retrothrusted soft landing of airdrops
through atmosphere
[AD-718405] p0396 N71-23487
DESERTS
Airborne remote sensing of Bojave Desert playas for
use as natural landing areas
[AD-727031] p0713 N71-36748
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
D EXPERIHENTAL DESIGN
DETACHHEHT
Detachment prediction in turbulent incompressible
plane flows on thick bodies applied to wall with
disconnections and flat plate normal to wind
p0533 A71-34189
DETECTION
NT AIRCBAFT DETECTION
NT CORRELATION DETECTION
NT RADAB DETECTIOH
NT SIGNAL DETECTION
ST TARGET RECOGNITION
DETECTORS
Precipitation detector and mechanism for stopping
and restarting machinery at initiation and
cessation of rain
[NASA-CASE-XLA-02619] p0475 N71-26334
DETERIORATION
Condition survey of military airfield runways and
taxiways
[AD-724069] p0639 N71-33093
DETONABLE GAS HIXTDRES
Spark ignited hydrogen-oxygen detonations in
supersonic wind tunnel, using schlieren
photographs
p0133 A71-16520
Far field sonic boom pressure profiles simulation by
methane-oxygen mixture detonation in balloons
[AIAA PAPER 71-186] p0155 A71-18625
A-160
SUBJECT IHDEI DIFFUSION TBEOBT
DETOHATIOH
Detonation processes in gases, considering
Zeldovich-Doering-Neuraann model and reaction
kinetics
p0599 A71-37457
DETONATION HAVES
Sonic boom and explosion shock Have propagation over
long distances through turbulence modeled by sound
speed fluctuation, including acoustic scattering
effect
p0269 A71-22858
Normal or oblique plane detonation waves producing
combustion products in supersonic flow
[AHC-H/M-3638] p0332 N71-20938
DEVITRIFICATION
0 CRYSTALLIZATION
DEBAR SISTERS
D CRYOGENIC EQDIPHENT
DB 106 AIRCRAFT
D COHET 4 AIRCRAFT
DB 121 AIRCRAFT
Hawker Siddeley Trident 3B flight, test program,
booster engine, structural features, power plants,
systems and landing gear
p0269 A71-22890
Trident aircraft autopilot for automatic landings in
blind conditions, discussing operational problems
p0418 A71-29261
European automatic flight control systems for
landing in category IIIA conditions, discussing
triplex system in Trident and simplex in Caravelle
p0699 A71-44456
DBC 4 AIRCRAFT
Strut pressure and axle strain gage systems testing
for balance and weighing onboard De Havilland C-7A
aircraft
fSASE PAPER 881] p0552 A71-35827
DIABATIC PROCESSES
D BEAT TRANSFER
DIAGBAHS
NT STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS
DIABOHD HIRGS
D tO« ASPECT RATIO KINGS
U SWEPT SINGS
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)
Altimeter-airspeed and Hach number pressure
transducer with diaphragm free of temperature and
vibration effects
p0433 471-30322
DIC8LOBODIPBEHYLTBICBLOBOBTBANE
Osing helicopter for spray dusting forests with DDT
for tick borne encephalitis
[AD-703998] p0571 N71-29557
DICTIONARIES
German glossary of commercial air traffic with .
English eguivalents
p0562 A71-36962
DIELECTRIC MATERIALS
U DIELECTRICS
DIB1ECTBICS
NT RADOSE BATEBIALS
Lightning protection.for dielectric composites,
analyzing damage from shock waves, vaporization
pressure, magnetic forces and burning
P0195 A71-19912
DIES
Closed die forgings for aircraft industry,
discussing technology, tolerances, materials and
costs
p0197 A71-20075
DIESEL ENGIHES
tfurbocharged diesel engine precompressed inlet air
cooling by evaporation cooling, considering water
injection effects on centrifugal compressor
p020« A71-20781
Numerical analysis of gas turbine supercharging in
multi-cylinder four cycle engines
[40-713873] p0175 N71-16225
Comparison of small gas turbine and diesel engine
power plants for aircraft and ground vehicle
propulsions
p0512 N71-26958
DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRA
0 MATRICES (MATHEM4TICS)
DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZERS
D ANALOG COHPUTERS
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT BDBGER EQUATION
NT PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT VOBTICITY EQUATIONS
Crltigue of Chapman-Kirk iterative method for
differential equations yielding aerodynamic
coefficients from free flight data
p0011 A71-10971
Small parameter method in gyrocompass theory,
deriving differential equations for motion of
sensitive element of two rotor gyrocompass
p0279 A71-23801
Coefficient determination of flight dynamics
multivariable systems by means of computer
simulated aircraft dynamic models
[DLR-FB-70-30] p0253 N71-18586
Optimization of aeroelastic constraints for aircraft
design using differential equation idealization
and finite element approximation
[NASA-CR-117198] p0322 N71-20139
DIFFERENTIAL INTERFEROHETBY
Schlieren photography and differential
interferometry for free flight tunnel holography
[ISL-T-39/69] pOIOS N71-12223
Shadowgraph photography and differential
interferometry for studying aircraft boom effect
on building shell
[ISL-T-2/70] p0108 N71-12247
Differential interferometry and schlieren
photography for hypersonic aerodynamic hologram
analysis
[ISL-T-19/69] p0116 B71-12985
DIFFERENTIAL OPEBATORS
D DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
U OPERATORS (HATHEHATICS)
DIFFERENTIAL PBESSURE
Chord and rotary wing span differential pressure
distribution effects on high frequency aerodynamic
noise propagation from helicopters
[AD-721661] p0528 N71-28507
DIFFBACTION
NT PULSE DIFFRACTION
NT HAVE DIFFRACTION
DIFFBACTIOH PATTERNS
Holographic interferometry application to gas
dynamics, analyzing interferential patterns in
monochromatic and achromatic light
p0140 471-17166
Surface strain measurements in turbine blades by
time average holographic interferometry, reviewing
resonant modes and holographic fringe patterns
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-84] p0353 471-25992
Shock wave diffraction patterns on plane walled
convex corners in air, nitrogen and carbon dioxide
at various Mach numbers
p0499 471-32918
Holographic interferometry fringe patterns
interpretation for small displacements
measurement, considering precision gyro stability
p0541 471-35286
DIFFDSERS
Cone shaped diffusers effectiveness, noting inlet
conditions effect on pressure recovery coefficient
p0136 471-16750
Holographic interferometry for flow visualization
within aerodynamic wind tunnels with retrodiffuser
apparatus
p0480 471-31276
Conical diffusers outlet flow profile and
performance, investigating swirling inlet flow
effects on pressure recovery
p0660 471-10950
DIFFUSION
NT ATHOSPHERIC DIFFUSION
NT G4SEOUS DIFFUSION
NT MOLECUL4R DIFFUSION
NT THERMAL DIFFUSION
NT TURBULENT DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION BONDING
D DIFFUSION »ELDING
DIFFUSION FLAMES
Supersonic hydrogen diffusion flames ignition aids
at near-thermal self ignition point, discussing
catalytically induced prereactions
P0497 A71-32718
Aerodynamic combustion noise generation from
premixed or diffusion open turbulent flames, using
fluid mechanics and Lighthill method
p0694 A71-43U48
DIFFUSION TBEOBY
Dispersion model of turbulent mixing of isothermal
and nonisothermal slipstreams of air-gasoline
A-161
DIFFDSIOH WELDIHG SOBJECI IHDBX
combustion products in nozzles
pOlOO 471-15622
Diffusion and thermal mechanism ignition theories,
applying to altitude relighting of gas turbine
engine combnstors
pOIIO 471-28715
DIFFDSIOH BELDIBG
Retal matrix composite fabrication procedures for
gas turbine engine fan blades, stressing diffusion
bonding process susceptibility to blades volume
prodncibility
[AS8E PAPER 71-GT-16] p0351 A71-25979
Diffusion bonding as economical fabrication process
for aerospace applications involving Ti alloys',
emphasizing mechanical properties and structural.
reliability improvement
[SHE PAPEB AD-71-245] p0560 171-36661
DIGITAL COHHOHICATIOB
D PDLSE COHBDHICATIOH
DIGITAL COBPDTEBS
Digital computers in aviation electronics,
discussing automatic control loop in automatic
pilot
p0072 A71-13687
Automatic excitation forces generation for aircraft
structure ground vibration tests using digital
computer
COHERA-TP-870] p0090 A71-15352
Bavy avionic modular multiprocessing digital
computer operating system reliability, comparing
totally software and partly hardware approaches
p0182 A71-18833
Associative digital processor with associative
memory for high speed ATC data processing,
discussing design and operation
p0195 A71-19997
British Aircraft Corporation Numerical Raster
Geometry system using parameter surface
mathematics and digital computer
p0279 A71-23759
Six degree of freedom hybrid digital computer
program for complex flight control and associated
mode logic design and training
p0348 A71-25852
Analog recursive computer with serial digital
program for arithmetic unit and storage system
control
p0360 A71-27150
Rultistage axial flow compressors on digital
computer, testing gas dynamic design in final
adjustment phase
p0109 A71-28584
Hind tunnel model trajectory simulation system with
closed loop control by digital computer,
describing instrumentation, system servoamplifiers
and testing procedures
p0131 A71-30334
Maastricht Automatic Data Processing and Display ATC
system with digital computers for aiding
controllers in issuing instructions and making
decisions
pO«35 A71-30383
Inertial navigation systems improvements for
commercial air transportation, noting digital
computer program revision and increased functional
capability
[SAE PAPEB 710158] pO«38 A71-3053U
AN/AS8-86 inertial navigation system consisting of
inertial platform, digital computer and control
indicator
[AHS P8EPBINT 533] p0450 A71-31094
Hardware executive control with associative memory
for avionic digital computer system, comparing
computation speed, cost and reliability with
software method
p0519 A71-35778
Calculating delivery errors of automatically
released bombs caused by onboard computer and
attitude/air data sensor errors
p011t N71-12612
Simulation model for advanced avionics digital
computers
[ AD-7141UO] p0176 1171-16295
Airborne nucleonics equipment design for indicating
helicopter lift capability using X ray backscatter
from Kr-85, temperature sensor, and digital
computer
fSAN-805-1] p0565 N71-29215
Simulation and modeling of advanced avionic digital
computer system operation for optimum hardware
configurations
tAD-723521] p0629 H71-32330
Automatic computation of navigation coordinates
using analog and digital computers
[AD-726603] p0687 B71-35782
Digital computer bibliography, programming
techniques and applications, and software
standardization and reliability
[AD-727605] p0722 B71-37766
DIGITAL DATA
Bational Aviation System stage A ATC displaying
digitized radar data positions together with
automatic track positions
p0663 A71-41634
Digital data processing for designing automatic
flight control systems
p0114 B71-12616
Digital radar data transmission system for use in
air traffic.control
p012« B71-13840
Algorithm for digital resolution of range for V/STOL
aircraft
CBASA-TB-D-6232] p0253 B71-18566
DIGITAL FILTEBS
Strapdown inertial navigator alignment by digital
filtering techniques, discussing application to
aircraft and spacecraft
p0208 A71-21170
Design of digital moving target indicator for air
traffic control radar system
p0125 B71-13926
DIGITAL BAVIGATIOB
Converter-indicator direct digital readout design,
using photodiodes for LSI VOB area navigation
display systems low power operation
p0266 A71-22610
Carrier aircraft inertial navigation system /CAIBS/
design, noting thermal modeling, statistically
filtered alignment modes and digital data links
p0666 A71-U2081
Simulation and modeling of advanced avionic digital
computer system operation for optimum hardware
configurations
[AD-723521] p0629 H71-32330
Bange and azimuth resolution characteristics and
aircraft separation measurment capability of radar
beacon-digitizer subsystem
[FAA-BA-71-16] p0715 B71-37038
Advanced avionic digital computer development
program
fAD-727607] p0722 B71-37765
DIGITAL BADAB SYSTEBS
Computerized radar plot extractor module for
• automatic air traffic control
p0125 M71-13936
DIGITAL SIBDLATIOB
Mathematical model and digital simulation for
nonlinear characteristics of prototype integrated
actuator package for fighter aircraft control
p0019 A71-11783
Real time six degree of freedom aircraft flight
digital simulation using SL-1 continuous system
simulation language
p0019 A71-11786
Aircraft manual flight control analysis using
continuous mathematical pilot model for closed
loop digital simulation
p0019 A71-11787
Digital simulation program in GPSS language for
airline operations including aircraft maintenance,
flight scheduling, terminal space, equipment, work
forces utilization, etc
p0020 A71-11809
Analytical nonlinear landing gear model of flexible
aircraft and strut lockup-breakout interaction
using digital simulation language /DSL/
[SAE PAPEB 710401] p0287 A71-2U263
Digital simulation facility for airborne collision
avoidance system effects on ATC terminal
automation, discussing operation, hardware and
software eguipment
p0293 A71-2U77U
Boeing 747 digital computer type flight simulator
with four degrees of movement for engineer and
pilot training
P0562 A71-36971
A-162
SUBJECT IHDEI DIRECT LIFT CONTBOLS
Digital simulation for predicting static directional
aerodynamic forces and ooments characteristics of
air cushion vehicle configuration through 180
degrees of sideslip
f.AIAA P&PEB 71-907) p0596 471-37158
Airfield surface system digital simulation model
application to airport planning for airline
operations
p0605 471-38022
Air traffic congestion and delay Honte Carlo digital
simulation in POBTBAN, exemplifying two- runway
airport operation under instrument flight rules
p0605 A71-38024
Past time digital computer simulation model for
evaluation of man-machine interface /display/
problem of ATC system including personnel and
eguipment
p0649 471-H0112
Digital simulation and implementation techniques for
Doppler radar altimeter signal processing
[NASA-CR-1776] p0712 N71-36548
DIGITAL STSTEHS
HI DIGITAL NAVIGATION
NT DIGITAL BADAR SYSTEBS
Integrated flight test data system combining digital
airborne data acguisition/recording system vith
telemetry/microwave link to computerized ground
station
p0433 A71-30318
Bicrostrip p-i-n diode controlled L band digital
phase shifter for aircraft-satellite communication
p0447 A71-31055
Avionic and missile computer control systems,
describing universal function unit design and
digital processing requirements
p0549 A71-35775
Discrete time digital flight control systems design
resulting in closed loop aircraft response
characteristics approximation to prescribed flying
quality specifications
CAIAA PAPER 71-955] p0597 A71-37196
Systems performance/design requirements
specifications for CH-46C helicopter digital
flight control and landing system
[NASA-CB-110889] p0037 N71-10294
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
Inertial navigation system augmented by digital
distance measuring eguipment in FAA flight
inspection aircraft for performance evaluation
pOOOS A71-10507
Versatile Avionic Shop^Test /VAST/ general purpose
digital tester, discussing hardware and software
p0063 471-13081
Automatic digital test unit for avionics systems
p0063 A71-13085
Analog and digital methods for interactions between
aircraft lifting elements in steady or unsteady
supersonic flow
CONEBA-TP-850) p0090 471-15358
Digital simulator for training ATC officers,
considering authenticity and working and
geographical environments
p0271 471-22954
Digital algorithm for automatic aircraft engine
monitoring system, using Boolean algebra and
events/states theory
p0696 471-13897
Considering design of digital computers for guidance
and control of aerospace vehicles
[ AG4BD-CP-68-70] p0113 N71-12601
Investigating system requirements of airborne data
processors
P0113 N71-12608
Investigating small digital processors as interface
between computer and sensor in airborne systems
p0113 N71-12609
Evaluating use of airborne digital computers for
guidance and control of x-15 and F-104 aircraft
rN4S4-TS-X-6649i:i p0113 N71-12610
Describinq diqital computer used in navigation and
attack system of Jaguar aircraft
p011U N71-12611
Developing high integrity digital flight control of
variations in performance of complex systems
p0114 N71-1261U
Investigating nonlinear digital control methods for
attitude stabilization of VTOL aircraft
P0114 N71-12615
Statistical comparison of computer logics for
controlled radar tracking of air traffic
p0125 N71-13935
Programming documentation for extended capability of
FOBH4T-FOBTHAH matrix abstraction technique of
structural analysis
[4D-713840] p0157 N71-1i(537
Engineering users data for extended capability of
FOBBAT-FOBTB4N matrix abstraction technique of
structural analysis
[AD-713727] p0157 N71-14538
Aircraft indicating instruments with digital cathode
ray tube display
[DLS-FB-71-27] p0620 N71-31695
DIGITIZEBS
D ANALOG TO DIGIT4L CONVEBTERS
DIBEDBAL ANGLE
Sweep and dihedral geometry effects'on blade to
blade and meridional flows in turbomachinery blade
rows, using actuator disk theory
p0607 A71-38274
Kind tunnel tests to determine effects of wing
dihedral angle on aerodynamic characteristics of
highly swept fixed-wing configuration
[NASA-TB-X-2261) p0384 N71-22622
Bind tunnel stability tests of variable dihedral
delta wing spacecraft configuration at hypersonic
speed
tNASA-TH-X-2391] p0673 N71-34008
DIHEDRAL EFFECT
0 L4TERAL STABILITY
DILATATION
0 STRETCHING
DIHENSION4L ANALYSIS
Scale lengths in atmospheric turbulence from spectra
and autocorrelation of vertical air velocity
component measured in low flying aircraft
p0009 471-10859
DIHEHSION4L STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STBDCTDB4L ST4BILITI
Calculating changes in shape of solid fuel charges
for ramjet engines after hardening in steel and
Durestos casings
[FOA-2-C-2337-46] p0160 N71-14618
DIBENSIONLESS HUBBBBS
NT FBOODE NOHBER
NT BACH NDBBEB
NT NDSSELT NOBBEB
NT PHANDTL NDBBEB
NT BEYNOLDS NUHBER
NT BICH4RDSON NOHBER
NT SIBILABITX NOBBEBS
NT STRODHAL NDBBEB
DIBESSIOHS
NT THICKNESS
NT HIDTH
DIODES
NT 4V4L4NCHE DIODES
NT PHOTODIODES
Hicrostrip p-i-n diode controlled L band digital
phase shifter for aircraft-satellite communication
pO<4U7 471-31055
DIOXIDES
NT CARBON DIOXIDE
DIPOLE ANTENNAS
Secondary currents on conducting cylinder near
dipole antenna manifested as radio frequency
interference, considering effect on radiation
pattern
p0012 A71-11167
DIBECT CUBBENT
Brushless dc motor design and performance tests
[NAS4-CR-102942] p0112 N71-12533
flaxioum length of arc in altitudes up to 9500 ft in
200 volt ac and dc electric aircraft system
CBAE-TR-69259] p0520 N71-28063
DIBECT LIFT CONTROLS
Aircraft direct lift control based on flight and
simulator experiments, discussing effect on design
pOOOS 471-10754
Aircraft longitudinal motion decoupling through
direct lift control, investigating flight control
for landing
p0068 A71-13339
L-1011 aircraft automatic landing safety and
performance improvement through direct lift
control, discussing flight control system
integration
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DIRECT POREB GEHEBATOES SUBJECT INDEX
[AIAA PAPER 71-906] p0596 471-37157
Aircraft pilot direct lift control for aircraft
landing and reducing gust load effects
tARC-R/M-3629] p0228 N71-17102
Gust load reduction by feedback control using direct
and tuned lift controls
p0624 N71-31889
DIBECT POBEB GENERATORS
HI FUEL CELLS
NT THEHHOEIECTSIC GENERATORS
Thermal pump-compressor for converting solar energy
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00377] p0240 H71-17610
DIBECTION FINDERS (BADIO)
D RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
DIRECTIONAL ABTEHHAS
NT DIPOLE ANTENNAS
NT HORN iHTEKNAS
NT RADAB ANTENNAS
NT SLOT ANTENNAS
NT STEERABLE ANTENNAS
Beam direction weight center of signal spectrum and
effective antenna centers of airborne Doppler
velocimeter in horizontal flight
p0609 A71-38196
Oltrahigh frequency directional spiral aircraft
antennas for spacecraft communication
TRAE-TH-70062] p0252 S71-18519
•DIRECTIONAL COBTBOL
NT THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
Single rotor helicopter directional stability in
rectilinear flight with constant angle of side
slip
P01t9 A71-18307
Inertial navigation system consisting of gyro
horizon compass, directional gyro and computer,
considering errors due to compass vibrations
p0360 A71-27169
In-flight determination of lateral-directional
dynamics for landing approach
[AD-715317] p02U2 N71-17792
Directional control capability of 18 % 5.5, type 7
aircraft tires on wet surfaces
tNASA-TN-D-6202] p0323 N71-20158
Wind tunnel investigation of helicopter directional
control in rearward flight in ground effect
[NASA-TN-D-6118] p0323 N71-2G191
Flight evaluations using variable stability aircraft
to determine effects of turbulence induced
aerodynamic disturbances and lateral directional
dynamics on pilot performance
fNASA-CR-1718] p0171 N71-26170
Systems analysis of directional control, rotary wing
vibratory loads, lift sharing, and fuselage
vibration and damping during helicopter maneuvers
p0583 N71-30775
DIBECTIOHAL STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
Executive jet landing approach lateral-directional
handling under IFR ILS simulated conditions,
investigating Dutch roll control power effect on
crosswind component
[SAE PAPER 71037U] p0285 A71-21213
Variable stability aircraft lateral directional
flying qualities, investigating turbulence effects
p0670 A71-12833
Nonsteady flight test program on Siebel 201 D-1
aircraft for determining lateral directional
stability and control derivatives
CNLR-TH-70038-U] p0515 N71-27109
DIRECTORIES
U INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)
DIRICBLET PBOBLEH
Dirichlet problem in hodograph plane of compressible
fluid flow from aircraft, helicopter blades or
turbine blade airfoils
p051« A71-35170
Dirichlet solution for thin airfoil problems
[NASA-TT-F-13171] p0237 N71-17168
DIRIGIBLES
U AIRSHIPS
DISCHABGERS
NT STATIC DISCHARGERS
DISCIPLIBIHG
Air traffic controllers leqal responsibility and
disciplinary procedure, considering clearances,
flight crew instructions and aircraft accidents
p0269 A71-22891
DISCOSTIBDITY
NT SHOCK DISCONTINOITY
DISCRETE FUNCTIONS
Procedures for calculating normal wash in nonplanar
configurations and interference between wings and
bodies
p0567 N71-29310
Evaluating current NASTRAN discrete element models
for monocogue and semimonocogue structures
p0688 N71-36290
DISEASES
NT ENCEPHALITIS
DISKS (SHAPES)
NT ROTATING DISKS
Sphere and disk drag measurements for Reynolds
numbers from 5 to 100,000, examining forces,
moments, flow visualization, unsteady modes and
constant acceleration
p0192 A71-19893
Unsteady inward and outward velocities of subsonic
radial air flow between two disks, using hot-wire
anemometer and cylindrical wave equation
p0281 A71-21000
Measurements of hypersonic, rarefied flow field of
disk
[AD-710611] pOOUO N71-10161
Computer graphics terminal for disc profile design
of gas turbine engine
p0118 H71-13111
OISORIENTATIOH
Epidemiology statistics of OSAF spatial
disorientation aircraft accidents, noting pilot
training, flight environment and indoctrination
remedy programs
p0651 A71-40359
Incidence and costs of orientation-error accidents
in Army UH-1 helicopter operations
[AD-715107] p0213 N71-1785U
DISPERSING
Global stratospheric dispersion of supersonic
transport exhaust
[D180-12981-1] p0675 N71-31021
DISPERSIONS
NT AEROSOLS
NT FOG
NT LIQUID-GAS MIXTURES
NT SHORE
DISPLACENEHT
Flat plate wake displacement sources in potential
flow, considering high Reynolds numbers outside
boundary layer
p0137 A71-16960
DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT
Holographic interferometry fringe patterns
interpretation for small displacements
measurement, considering precision gyro stability
p0511 A71-35286
DISPLAY DEVICES
NT ANEHOMETERS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT GYRO HORIZONS
NT HEAD-HP DISPLAYS
NT HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
NT POSITION INDICATORS
NT RADARSCOPES
NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
NT SPACECRAFT POSITION INDICATORS
NT SPEED INDICATORS
NT HIND VANES
Man machine considerations in all-weather low level
navigation system design, noting off-course error
reduction by command information display to pilot
p0007 A71-10515
Electronic control indicator for human pilot
capability enhancement using color coded cathode
ray display, presenting information from seven
different instruments
pOOOS A71-10750
Steep approach to landing for jet transport aircraft
noise abatement, using ground based equipment and
onboard TV display
pOOII A71-11311
ATA Collision Avoidance System based on time and
frequency synchronization via ground stations or
other aircraft
p0030 A71-12895
Aircraft information display simulation and flight
tests of experimental display systems, discussing
man machine communication systems development
p0069 A71-13311
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SUBJECT IHDEI DISPLAY DEVICES COHTD
V/STOL aircraft visual aids flight evaluation
concerning ninimam landing area operations
p0098 A71-15445
Cathode ray tabes as real time display device in
various types of professional equipment,
describing functional performance and related tube
design aspects
P0141 A71-17319
Fiber optic faceplates for contrast enhancement
under high ambient light conditions for commercial
and militaiy cockpits, eliminating ghost, halo ana
direct sunlight problems
P0184 A71-19175
Aircraft visual warning indicating system, outlining
design criteria, color and brightness
recommendations
[SAE-ARP-1088] p0187 A71-19644
Three-phase tine-ordered functional organization for
ground based collision avoidance, discussing
information flow, display capability and dynamic
simulation model
[AIAA PAPEB 71-240] p0188 A71-19716
Computer display channel for en .route air traffic
control flexible real time data processing and
display subsystem
[AIAA PAPEB 71-217) p0189 A71-19721
Aircraft navigation system requiring computer and
display for approach' guidance to circular orbit
over fixed ground area
[AIAA PAPEB 69-986] p0200 A71-20305
Kanned aircraft cre^ i long range navigation,
discussing sensor, information processing and
display systems for future commercial and military
missions
p0201 A71-20343
Converter-indicator direct digital readout design,
using photodiodes for LSI VOB area navigation
display systems low power operation
p0266 A71-22610
Heal time remote test site computation and display
of complex engine inlet distortion parameters from
dynamic pressure signal, using analog computer
p0267 A71-22726
Navy pilots performance improvement through symbolic
flight displays
p0278 A71-23675
V/STOL aircraft automatic flight controls and
electronic head down displays, discussing handling
gualities, lift effectiveness and
autostabili2ation
p0280 A71-239U4
Area navigation facility, discussing control and
display and navigation standards
p0358 A71-26879
Concorde economic flight testing methods, discussing
Blagnac flight simulator mobile cabin
visualization and color TV terrain model
p0368 471-27608
V/STOL aircraft instruments, deck display and
automatic flight controls for takeoff and landing
operation
p0415 A71-29132
ATC radar display systems mapping technigues using
vectors and optical projections
j>0430 471-30014
Concorde SST flight test equipment installation with
PCM recording and visual instruments
p0430 A71-30055
Maastricht Automatic Data Processing and Display ATC
system with digital computers for aiding
controllers in issuing instructions and making
decisions
p0435 A71-30383
Area navigation system based on radio aids by
airborne receivers and sensors for aircraft
movement improvement, noting advantages of pilot
displays
[SAE PAPER 710457] p0438 A71-30533
Airborne display and electric management system,
discussing weight reduction, protective function
coordination, power quality, onboard maintenance,
data processing and reliability
P0536 A71-34617
Soviet book on air transportation covering ATC,
automatic landing and information display systems
p0540 A71-35194
Real time reconnaissance cockpit display system for
airborne sensor systems, providing night combat
imagery
p0549 A71-35772
Holographic display for blind landing system with
variable image perspective over wide field of
view, using collimated or cylindrical laser beam
p0554 A71-36061
Airborne traffic situation display for use with
national airspace/automatic radar control terminal
system, using computer selected message, map and
heading data
[SIAA PAPER 71-929] p0597 A71-37175
airfield performance evaluation by simulation,
providing statistical measures and computer
generated motion picture for visual display of
simulated future activity
p0605 A71-38027
Automatic ATC display systems, discussing electronic
flight progress strip for telemetry reproduction
p0607 A71-38300
Fast time digital computer simulation model for
evaluation of man-machine interface /display/
problem of ATC system including personnel and
equipment
p0649 471-40112
Computerized touch display for ATC tasks compared to
conventional keyboard tabular display performance
p0649 471-40114
ATC display devices with computer-derived
alphanumeric labels on radar screen, examining
feasibility and effectiveness
p0649 A71-40118
SiTC display device man-computer interaction faults
and delays effects on operator performance
pC650 A71-40119
Contrast level reading tests of CRT and self
luminous display devices with optical filters at
high ambient light for cockpit applications
p0650 471-40127
Air traffic controller height and plan position
indicator composite picture display system design
and operation, combining functions of primary and
secondary surveillance radars
p0650 471-40128
Avionics combined display system for area
navigation, discussing design, color map
projection, overlays, CBT unit and viewability
p0650 A71-40137
Canadian Forces experiments on aircraft flashing
lights covering warning signals, navigation and
anticollision displays and autoKinetic phenomenon
p0661 A71-41491
Strobe lighting for aircraft midair collision hazard
reduction, comparing Collision Avoidance System
and Pilot Warning Indicator effectiveness
P0661 471-41493
National Aviation System stage A ATC displaying
digitized radar data positions together with
automatic track positions
p0663 471-41634
Integrated system for aircraft control and operation
with visualization and manual regulation
technigues, emphasizing interconnections with
onboard electronic equipment
p0699 471-44353
Data processing and display system for terminal
guidance of x-15 aircraft
[NASA-C4SE-XFR-00756] p0122 1171-13421
Flight test of fire control system in AH-1G
helicopter
[AD-714670] .p0173 H71-16019
Investigation of angle of attack information display
for pilots to increase efficiency of general
aviation aircraft operation
[NASA-TN-D-6210] p0250 N71-'8442
Development and characteristics of freguency
separated display devices for aircraft control
[AD-715458] p0255 N71-18739
Selection of scanning systems for aircraft thermal
viewers
p0260 N71-19220
Benefits and problems of using head-up displays in
commercial and general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CR-117135] p0313 H71-19752
Cockpit display of automatic radar control systems
data
[AD-716425] P0315 N71-19848
Development of improved surveillance and
communication subsystems for automated air traffic
control system
[AD-716816] p0330 N71-20774
A-165
DISPLAY SISTEBS • SOBJECT INDEX
Optical projector system for establishing optimua
arrangement of instrument displays in aircraft,
spacecraft, other vehicles, and industrial
instrument consoles
[NASA-CASE-XNP-03853] p0371 N71-21882
Feasibility of utilizing color cathode ray tubes for
aircraft crev station displays
tAD-717655] p0376 N71-22171
Development and application of heads up aircraft
instrument display for improvement in aircraft
safety during adverse weather
[FtA-HA-71-9] p0565 H71-29305
Vertical situation display concept for alleviating
problems of inadequate guidance and display
information for making steep approaches
p0582 H71-30770'
Aircraft indicating instruments with digital cathode
ray tube display
[DLR-FB-71-27] p0620 N71-31695
Helicopter payload capability indicator in terms of
gas generator speed .
[AD-723136] p0620 1171-31723
Tests to determine effectiveness of two linear
rate-field displays for use as flight instruments
[AD-726613] p0683 S71-3S229
Airborne traffic situation display system for use
irith radar control terminal system
[AD-727769J p0716 N71-37012
Pilot performance in recognizing electronic display
systens under varying dazzle and color conditions
in cockpits
[RAE-LIB-TBANS-1515] p0721 M71-37621
Pilot transition from conventional visual cross
pointer display to aural glide slope cues
tFAA-AH-71-21] p0721 N71-37682
DISPLAY SISTEHS
0 DISPLAY DEVICES
DISSIPATION
NT ENERGY DISSIPATION
Supercooled fog dissipation by liquid propane,
determining effectiveness in providing operational
support to aircraft landing and takeoff
P0503 A71-33536
DISSIPATOES
0 DISSIPATION
DISSOCIATION
NT GAS DISSOCIATION
DISTANCE
NT MISS DISTANCE
NT RADAR BANGE
NT RANGE AND BANGE RATE TRACKING
Sonic boom pressure signature variations as function
of distance to ground due to atmospheric
refraction
P0527 N71-28389
Noise exposure from supersonic transport operations
and estimates of changes in noise levels
[AD-722366] P0622 N71-31793
DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
NT ALTIMETERS
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS
NT RANGE FINDERS
Inertial navigation system augmented by digital
distance measuring eguipment in FAA flight
inspection aircraft for performance evaluation
P0006 A71-10507
O.S, domestic ATC airspace enroute and terminal area
navigation system effects on pilot workload,
projecting future FAA requirements
P0201 471-20317
VOR/DME ground station oriented aircraft area
navigation horizontal guidance capability,
discussing digital input/output flight control
P0207 &.71-21166
ESRO part of joint ATC communication experiment for
L band satellite use, giving voice and data
transmission and distance measurement techniques
tests results
p0559 A71-36510
Satellite to aircraft radio link simulation,
evaluating electronic scanning antenna operation,
intelligibility, data transmission rate and
distance measurement accuracy
P0559 A71-36511
Navigational accuracy improvement by combining
VOR/DME information with airspeed and heading data
via maximum likelihood filter, using small
airborne computer
[AIAA PAPER 71-928] p0597 A71-37171
Combined inertial navigation and VOR/DHE systems
contribution to area navigation accuracy and
efficiency
p0666 471-12080
VOB/DHE air navigation eguipment using Kalman-Bucy
filter and airborne air data system /ADS/
P0669 471-12289
DISTANCE PERCEPTION
D SPACE PERCEPTION
DISTORTION
HI FLOW DISTORTION
Pressure wave distortion effects on combustor
acoustic mode instability based on model with
burning rate related to Reynolds number
P0192 A71-19906
DISTRIBUTION (PBOPEBTY)
HT AHGOLAB DISTRIBUTION
NT ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
NT DIFFBACTION PATTERNS
NT ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES
NT ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
NT FLOS DISTRIBUTION
NT FORCE DISTRIBUTION
NT FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
NT HOLE DISTRIBUTION (MECHANICS)
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT
NT LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FOBCES)
NT BASS DISTRIBUTION
HT MOMENT DISTRIBUTION
NT PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
NT RADIAL DISTRIBUTION
NT RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
NT SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
NT SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
NT STRESS CONCENTRATION
NT TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
NT VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
NT VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION MOMENTS
NT VARIANCE (STATISTICS)
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Air carrier demand for slots particularly in area of
Washington-Baltimore
[PB-193350] p0037 N71-10317
Congressional hearings on Boeing 727 use of
Washington National Airport
p0210 N71-17697
Feasibility of rail access to Friendship
International Airport from Wash., D.C. and
Baltimore, Md.
[PB-196023] p0307 N71-19M31
Analysis of adeguacy of access routes to Dulles
International Airport and need for additional
facilities to accommodate future expansion
[PB-191091] p0171 N71-26301
Analysis of road traffic problems at Washington
National Airport and recommendations to improve
airport access
(BEPT-3] p0176 N71-26526
DISTURBANCE THEORY
D PERTURBATION THEORY
DITCHING (LANDING)
Aircraft galley design safety criteria, considering
injuries from routine use, normal, crash or
ditching conditions component dislodgment,
equipment malfunctions and defects
p0001 A71-10029
Aircraft ditching and flying personnel survival,
stressing passenger briefing and crew jacket
equipment with VHP transceiver for rescue
operations coordination
p0692 A71-13229
Ditching of DHC-6 turboprop aircraft in Long Island
Sound near Waterford, Connecticut on February 10,
1970
[NTSB-AAR-71-1] p0335 N71-21607
Aircraft accident report of DC-9 civilian aircraft
ditching near St. Croix, Virgin Islands, May 1970
following fuel exhaustion
fNTSB-AAR-71-8) p0575 B71-30029
Ditching behavior of dynamic C-5A model
p0581 N71-30757
DITHIOLS
0 THIOLS
DIURNAL VARIATIONS
Omega navigation application to general aviation
aircraft, presenting diurnal course shift to
overcome deficiencies
p0518 A71-35767
A-166
SUBJECT INDEX D088BASH
DO-31 AIECEAFT
Commercial V/STOL and jet VTOL transport, discussing
Do-31 test results, landing approach, air traffic
control automation and electronic control
p0415 471-29131
Flight simulation of short takeoff aircraft and
Dornier-31 aircraft, and results using cockpit
simulator with 6 degrees of freedom for DO-31
p0626 N71-31956
DOCUMENTS
SI BIBLIOGRAPHIES
NT CATALOGS (PUBLICATIONS)
NT ENGINEERING DBAHINGS
HI HANDBOOKS
NT HANUALS
BT TEXTBOOKS
DOHES (STBDCTDBAL FOBHS)
NT BADOHES
DOOBS
Performance tests on liguid explosive emergency exit
for civil aircraft
[FAA-SD-71-33] pC587 N71-31064
DOPIRS (ADDITIVES)
0 ADDITIVES
DOPPLEE EFFECT
Laser Doppler velocimetric technique for supersonic
flow particle trajectory and density measurements,
noting particle lag
[AIAA PAPER 71-287] p0220 A71-22010
Pulse compression and optical data correlation in
side-looking radar, considering Doppler effect
p0496 A71-32650
Vortex laser Doppler velociaeter system for aircraft
wake turbulence velocity profile mapping,
describing optical arrangements, back and forward
scattering modes and prototype design
p0548 A71-35756
Beam direction weight center of signal spectrum and
effective antenna centers of airborne Doppler
velocimeter in horizontal flight
p0609 A71-38496
Dual scatter laser Doppler velocimeters for
transonic wind tunnel measurements and calibration
applied to simulated helicopter downwash, high
lift wing and jet crossflow
p0652 A71-40399
Laser system for atmospheric wind velocity and
turbulence, using Doppler freguency shift
undergone by radiation beam scattered by particles
suspended in flows
p06S3 A71-40490
tfing tip vortex test demonstrating use of Laser
Doppler Velocineter system for measuring gas
velocities with high spatial and temporal
resolution
[NASA-CH-11980U] p0577 N71-30278
DOfPLEB NAVIG&TIOH
Air navigation techniques history, considering
radio, radar, loran Doppler and inertial
navigation
p0440 A71-30712
Radio and radar air navigation for civil aviation,
discussing Doppler effect, inertia and satellite
systems
p0599 A71-37344
Doppler scanning landing microwave system for air-
derived azimuth and elevation angle aircraft
guidance by frequency coding and reference carrier
transmission
p0667 471-42089
Techniques for aerial time-lapse cloud photographic
analysis, Doppler navigation data analysis, and
photogrammetric data acquisition
p0715 N71-36990
DOPPLER BADAB
Blind landing by mobile beams and Doppler systems,
superseding heavy infrastructure ILS
p0116 A71-17951
Airborne Doppler radar receiver transmitter failure
testing by Versatile Avionics Shop Test computer
controlled system
p0412 A71-28778
Aircraft wing tip vortex air motion measurements,
utilizing Doppler radar technigues
P0653 A71-40489
Performance characteristics of Bendix type DBA-12
airborne Doppler radar system
(FAA-HA-70-50] p0039 S71-1039*
Cooperative Doppler radar system for avoiding midair
collisions
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10403] p0056 N71-11766
Cost effectiveness of pulse Doppler radar in
airborne aircraft of early warning system
p0125 N71-13939
Doppler radar measurements of flow generated by wing
tip vortices using reflective chaff dispensed into
vortices
[NASA-CR-111877] p0328 H71-20630
Feasibility and design criteria of laser Doppler
system for detecting and mapping turbulence levels
and wind or velocity profiles in various
applications
[HASA-CE-103105] p0402 N71-24081
Detecting clear air turbulence using CO2 laser
Doppler system
p0581 H71-30763
Digital simulation and impleoentation techniqoes for
Doppler radar altimeter signal processing
[KASA-CB-1776] p0712 N71-36548
DOBHIEB AIBCBAFT
NT DO-31 AIHCBAFT
Do-132 light five seat tip drive turbine helicopter,
discussing applications, flight testing, design
and major components
p0004 A71-10465
Do-132 turbine powered helicopter, discussing icing
problems solution
p0146 A71-17745
Alpha jet trainer, describing design, configuration,
power plants, landing gear maintainability and
mission duration
p0479 471-31209
Botary wing structural stability of Dornier high
temperature gas jet helicopter
p0156 N71-24387
DOBNIEB DO-31 AIBCHAFT
D DO-31 AIBCBAFT
DOSAGE
NT BADIATION DOSAGE
DOUGLAS AIBCBAFT
NT A-« AIRCRAFT
NT C-5U AIRCRAFT
NT DC 3 AIBCBAFT
NT DC 8 AIBCRAFT
NT DC 9 AIRCBAFT
NT DC 10 AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident report for Douglas DC-8-63F
[NTSB-AAB-70-24] p0122 N71-13417
DOOGLAS DC-3 AIRCBAFT
D DC 3 AIBCBAFT
DOUGLAS DC-8 AIBCBAFT
D DC 8 AIBCBAFT
DOUGLAS DC-9 AIBCBAFT
U DC 9 4IRCB4FT
DOUGLAS BTLITABT AIBCBlfT
U DODGLAS AIBCBAFT
D HILITARI AIBCRAFT
DOVAP
U DOPPLEB EFFECT
DOIHBASH
Helicopter and V/STOL aircraft external noise and
ctownwash measurements during simulated jungle
rescue mission
p0093 A71-15409
Helicopter downwash velocities, noise and airloads,
examining rotor tip modification effects
p0093 A71-15410
Turbulent and laminar jet propagation and mixing in
rotor downwash field
[DGLB-70-050] p0130 A71-15961
Unsteady flow downwash behind finite span slender
wing during supersonic motion at finite Strouhal
numbers
P0368 A71-27697
Two vortex model for dovnvash variations in
supersonic flow past thin delta wing with
separation at leading edges
p0533 A71-34190
Critique of paper on spanvise distribution of
induced drag* in subsonic flow by vortex lattice
method, noting infinities in downwash across all
vortex lines
p0599 A71-37297
Helicopter experimental fog clearing by downwash
mixing at Greenbrier Valley Airport, Lewisburg,
Vest Virginia
p0612 A71-39206
A-167
DBAS SUBJECT IHDBX
Numerical calculation of trailinq vortex sheet
pattern behind unstalled swept wing at low speed,
obtaining downwash field
p0614 471-39397
Two dimensional flow over two dimensional finite
wing without correction for downwash, assuming
known pressure distribution
p0651 A71-40173
Subsonic force effect calculations on rectangular
wings, using downwash velocity potential method
p0702 A71-W613
Analytical and numerical calculations for
cylinder-vortex combination in incompressible flow
noting pressure distribution and downwash
[NLR-TB-69057-0] p0169 N71-155U8
Numerical analysis of downwash interference on wings
of missile tails
p0302 N71-19360
Aircraft wake turbulence with downwash loading of
wing span
[AD-718021] p0398 N71-23660
Numerical evaluation of downwash integral for wing
loading of lifting rectangular planform
[NPL-MA-90] p0157 N71-24483
Numerical method for evaluating discontinuous
downwash distribution for steady flow over swept
and rectangular wings
p0569 N71-293U9
Survey on different methods for lifting rotor
downwash analysis
tDLH-BITT-70-23] p0569 N71-29395
Mathematical model for induced velocity distribution
of lifting rotor in horizontal flight
[DLB-KITT-70-225 p0575 N71-30039
notary wing downwash influence on fixed wing flow
using magnetic induction vortex model
[DLH-FB-70-62] p0575 N71-300UO
Computer program for numerical integration of
downwash subsonic flow about rectangular
planforms, for different aspect ratios
[NPL-MA-99] p0708 N71-36405
DRAG
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION D84G
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG
NT MINIBDM DRAG
NT PBESSORE DRAG
NT SOPEBSONIC DRAG
NT VISCOUS DRAG
NT SAVE DRAG
Spheres drag coefficient at hypersonic Mach numbers
for near free molecular flow
p0011 A71-10969
Spheres Oseen drag, extending Goldstein expansion
for Navier-Stokes eguation in powers of Reynolds
number
p0023 A71-12380
Ballistic data reduction for drag coefficient of
spherical projectiles, using time distance
relation for constant coefficient
p0070 471-13467
Nozzle performance prediction inaccuracy due to
invalid drag laws, considering unresolved problem
of condensed phase particle size
p0082 A71-1lt153
Two dimensional laminar boundary layer eguation
local drag coefficient from one and two term Merk
expansion in regions upstream of stagnation point
p0359 A71-27051
Unsteady hypersonic self similar gas flow and drag
on circular cone accelerated according to power
law, using small perturbation theory
p0417 A71-29205
Supercavitating flow past straight cascade with
arbitrary blade shapes, considering lift and drag
coefficients, cavitation number, cavity shape and
exit flow conditions
[ASME PAPER 71-FE-6] pOU21 A71-294U8
Pressure distribution and drag prediction over
slender axisymmetric fuselages and afterbodies and
exhaust nozzles at transonic Hach numbers
[Alii PAPBB 71-720} p0442 A71-30771
Aerodynamic aspect ratio effects on drag and
aircraft performance, noting span loading as major
force r,u wing lifting function
p0661 A71-412U6
DRAG BALANCE
D AERODYNAMIC BALASCE
D LIFT DBAG RATIO
DRAG CBDTES
Parachute decelerator towline energy absorber shock
attenuation characteristics, discussing drop test
results
[AIAA PAPER 70-1202] p0317 A71-25527
DBAG COEFFICIEHT
D AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
0 DRAG
DRAG DEVICES
NT AERODYNAHIC BRAKES
HI BALLUTES
NT DRAG CHUTES
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT SPOILERS
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT WING FLAPS
DRAG EFFECT
0 DBAG
DR&G MEASUREMENT
Jet interference effects on aircraft static
stability with ejector afterbody, noting wind
tunnel methods of drag minimization and
measurement
[DGLR-70-OH8] p0129 A71-15953
Sphere and disk drag measurements for Reynolds
numbers from 5 to 100,000, examining forces,
moments, flow visualization, unsteady modes and
constant acceleration
P0192 A71-19893
Low speed wind tunnel stability tests of small guide
surface, slotted solid, ring slot, cross and
streamer decelerators, considering parachutes and
drag measurement
P0200 A71-20310
Airfoil profile drag measurements, correlating full
scale flight tests and scale model tests in
transonic and high Reynolds number wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 71-289] p0220 A71-22012
In-flight profile drag measurement of gliders with
total and static pressure sensors in boundary
layer wake, using moments method
P0278 A71-23667
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow pattern in wake
behind star-shaped body at supersonic speed,
determining drag and shock waves location
p0289 A71-21371
Bake flow behind two dimensional perforated plates
normal to air stream,, measuring drag, shedding,
velocity and turbulence at Reynolds number
25,000-90,000
P0356 471-26449
Ballistic wind tunnel for drag 'measurement on models
during free flight at supersonic speeds
P0417 471-29201
Sting-free aerodynamic drag measurement on
ellipsoidal cylinders in subsonic wind tunnel at
transition Reynolds numbers
P0551 471-36037
Shock tunnel drag measurements on sharp slender
cones in near free molecule hypersonic flow in air
and He
p0604 A71-37897
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[HASA-CASE-XL4-00755] p0121 N71-13410
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[N4SA-CASE-XLA-05828] p0121 N71-13411
Aerodynamic drag measurements on VC-10 aircraft
subsonic wind tunnel models
[ASC-CP-1125] p0229 N71-17118
Calculation of profile drag of airfoils at low Mach
numbers by predicting instability and transition
points
(NAL-TR-198] p0320 N71-20101
Measurement of lift and drag forces experienced by
ejector in wind tunnel and correlation with
geometry and static performance of device
[AD-721192] p0511 B71-26920
Procedures for calculating normal wash in nonplanar
configurations and interference between wings and
bodies
p0567 N71-29340
Pressure distributions and drag coefficients of 18
constant length and volume slender bodies of
revolution at zero incidence for Mach numbers 2.0
to 12.0 - graphs
[B4S4-TH-D-6536] p0709 N71-36116
A-168
SUBJECT INDEX DDCTEO FLOW
Drag coefficient measurements in flow around
rectangular cylinders
[IC-4EHO-71-15] p0713 H71-36695
Comparison of blockage corrections in porous tunnel
wall to closed vail tunnel at subsonic Bach
numbers
[ARA-19] P072H N71-37853
DBAS SEOOCTIOH
Variable geometry external fuel tanks for high
performance aircraft with drag reduction upon fuel
transfer
[AIAA PAPER 71-395] p03U1 A71-25271
Minimizing drag and increasing performance of
optimum shapes at hypersonic flight
p0463 N71-2470*
DB1GDL1TOBS
D BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
DBAIHAGE
Atlanta airport instant runway construction using
concrete pavement, compacted subbase and
longitudinal/herringbone underdrain
p0557 A71-36319
DRAINING
D DRAINAGE
DBASIHGS
NT ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
DRIILIKG
Automated orifice drilling optimal treatment
routines, including proper timing and adeguate
total depth allowance
p0413 A71-289U1
DROGUE PiBACHDTES
0 DRAG CHOTES
DROGUES
D TOHED BODIES
DROHE AIBCBAPT
Tethered, ground supplied, rotor-borne, self
stabilized surveillance platform /Kiebitz/ system,
discussing reconnaissance tasks, fire and
communication control and data acquisition
transmission and evaluation
pO<179 A71-31212
DRONE HELICOPTERS
D DRONE AIRCRAFT
D HELICOPTERS
DRONE VEHICLES
NT DEONE AIRCRAFT
DROP SIZE
Two phase mixture noneguilibrium flow mathematical
model with allowance for colliding droplets
coagulation and atomization based on high speed
photographic studies
p0290 A71-2U380
Optical measurement of sprays mean droplet size,
assessing operating variables effect on air-blast
atomizer characteristics
pflim A71-28756
Wind tunnel photography for determining water
droplet size in breakup of water jets
CNASA-CR-116820] p0258 N71-18962
DBOP TESTS
External stores separation induced aerodynamic
interactions, using high speed cinematographic
recording of drop trajectories and/or store loads
weighing in aircraft flow field
[OHBRA-TP-849] p0090 A71-15357
Drop and impact tests for improving crashvorthiness
of integral fuel tanks
[FAA-NA-70-46] p0048 N71-11019
Photographic recording of aerodynamic interference
in wind tunnel simulation of jettisoned drop loads
from aircraft
p030U NT1-19378
DBOP WEIGHT TESTS
U DROP TESTS
DBOPS (LIQUIDS)
NT RAINDROPS
Initially spherical liquid droplet transient
response under surface tension accelerated by
external gas flow
fAIAA PAPER 71-393] p031»<t A71-25355
Noise attenuation by injection of evaporating
droplets into subsonic duct flow
rNASA-CR-111905] p06M4 N71-33560
DSN HELICOPTER
U QH-50 HELICOPTER
DTHB-111 GROUND EFFECT HiCHIHB
U GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
DTHB-U30 GROUND EFFECT HACHIHE
U GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
DUAL THRUST NOZZLES
Performance of simplex and dual orifice fuel nozzles
with ambient and heated fuel in annular turbojet
combustor
[HASA-TN-D-6355] p0520 N71-280II1
DUCTED FAR ENGINES
Blade bound vortex system mathematical model for
optimum heavily loaded ducted fans, including
thrust, power and efficiency design parameters
p0027 A71-12677
Turbofan engine noise reduction, using acoustic
liners in inlet and exhaust ducts
[AIAA PAPER 71-183] p0155 A71-18622
Hind tunnel study of aerodynamic interference drag
caused by fan jet engine wake of subsonic
transport
[NASA-TN-D-6067] pOOUS N71-1100t
Annular diffuser and combustor assembly in full
scale duct burner for supersonic turbofan engine
[NASA-TN-D-6163] p0256 N71-18882
DUCTED FANS
Helicopters safe antitorque control, describing
Fenestron ducted fan design
p0094 A71-15417
Subsonic fan noise, using helicopter rotor noise
theory for analysis of phase related and randomly
time varying flow distortions
p0140 A71-17161
Fan noise random propagation and sound power in
cylindrical air ducts from modal spectra and
pressure measurements
p029t A71-24831
Acoustic linings for attenuation of fan generated
noise in turbofan engines, considering interaction
between analytical lining performance prediction
and flow duct testing
[AI&A PAPER 71-731] p01U3 A71-30778
Low speed wind tunnel measurements correction for
acoustic effects due to fan noise propagation
p0702 A71-41763
DUCTED FLOS
NT KNUDSEH FLOW
Axial and swirling mean flow effects on sound
transmission and generation in hard walled ducts
p0113 A71-17620
Large aspect ratio rectangular duct with nonuniform
surface texture, investigating turbulent flow,
maximum velocity positions and zero shear stress
pdSl A71-18772
Optimal lining impedance for jet engine inlet duct,
yielding discrete frequency, flow velocity and
geometry on basis of minimum radiated power
p0211 A71-21661
Supersonic and subsonic jets coexistence in
rectilinear constant section duct, characterizing
flow boundaries by pressure readings and Schlieren
flow visualization
p0277 A71-23605
Friction factor for low Reynolds number turbulent
flow in large aspect ratio rectangular ducts,
comparing Blasius and Prandtl relations
[ASHE PAPER 71-FE-A] pOU20 A71-29378
Acoustic lininqs for attenuation of fan generated
noise in turbofan engines, considering interaction
between analytical lining performance prediction
and flow duct testing
[AIAi PAPER 71-731] p0443 A71-30778
Annular ducts finite amplitude spinning acoustic
modes propagation and subsonic choking, allowing
for nonlinear effects in perturbation procedure
pO«91 A71-32133
Hypersonic viscid-inviscid internal flow field
interaction with laminar boundary layer in
circular ducts, using method of characteristics
and implicit finite difference scheme
p0511 A71-35281
Symmetrical and unilateral sticking flow modes of
nozzle air jets expelled into plane—parallel and
parabolic ducts
p0670 A71-12681
Total pressure, static pressure, surface shear
stress, and yaw angle measurements of S curved
ducted flow
[IC-71-10] p0577 N71-30264
Two finite difference procedures for computation of
steady, three dimensional boundary layers in ducts
[EF/TN/A/10] p06U4 N71-33581
A-169
DOCTED PROPELLERS SUBJECT IBDEX
DDCIED PROPBLLBBS
0 SHROUDED PBOPEL1EES
DUCTILITY
Niobium alloys for gas turbine blades, examining
working temperatures, protective coatings and
ductility
p0031 A71-12939
Closed die forgings of vacuum remelted carbon and
Ion alloy steels to improve transverse ductility
and nicrocleanness for aircraft industry
p0512 A71-35336
Additions of nickel and niobium to improve ductility
of AFC-77 steel for rivet material
CAD-716677] p0313 N71-19735
DUCTS
HT ACOUSTIC DUCTS
NT AIB DUCTS
DUNGEYS SIHD SHEAB HECHANISH
U WIND SBEAB
DUBATIOK
O TIDE
DOST
Sand and dust effects on military helicopter flight
controls and eguipment service life, discussing
relief program
p0096 A71-15430
Effects of flow containing dust on results of
hypersonic wind tunnel experiments
[NASA-TT-F-13529] p0398 N71-23702
DOST COLLECTORS
VIOL aircraft engine air particle separator
development, examining airframe and engine design
p0096 A71-15133
DIES
Development of operational system for measuring
ocean surface current from aircraft using floats
and fluorescent dyes
fAD-726568) p0721 N71-37922
DIHAHIC CHARACTERISTICS
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT AEBODYNAHIC STABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
HT ATTITUDE STABILITY
NT BOUNDABY LAIEB STABILITY
NT COMBUSTION STABILITY
NT COSTBOL STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT DBAG
NT DYNAHIC PBESSUHE
NT DYNAMIC STABILITY
NT FLAME STABILITY
NT FLOH CBABACTEEISTICS
NT FLOB DISTBIBUTION
NT FLOS STABILITY
NT FLOH VELOCITY
NT FREQUENCY STABILITY
NT FBICTION DBAG
NT GYBOSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVEBING STABILITY
NT INTEBFEEENCE DBAG
NT ISTEBFERENCE LIFT
NT JET LIFT
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LIFT
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LOW SPEED STABILITY
NT MINIMUM DBAG
NT MOTION STABILITY
NT PBESSDBE DBAG
NT BOTARY STABILITY
NT BOTOB LIFT
NT SUPERSONIC DBAG
NT TBANSIENT RESPONSE
NT VISCOUS DBAG
NT HAVE DBAG
Equation error approach to parameter identification
in third order pitch plane dynamics for high
performance aerodynamically controlled aerospace
vehicle
p0356 A71-26118
Nonlinear mathematical model for dynamical behavior
of extensible towing cable subjected to
aerodynamic forces generated by uniform flow
field, discussing system stability
p01«5 A71-31026
Dynamic characteristics of weakly damped elastic
body, considering complex natural modes generation
for vibration tests in aircraft design
p0502 A71-33103
Automatic flight control accommodation to dynamic
characteristics variations of airframe, providing
uniform response for all flight conditions
P0599 A71-37296
Snboptimal fixed point data smoothing algorithm for
parameter and initial state estimation of
nonlinear dynamic systems
P0698 A71-11113
Transient dynamic characteristics of aircraft under
unsteady flight, using Laplace-Carson integral
transforms
p0703 A71-15016
Numerical study on controlling dynamic properties of
supersonic inlet using bypass bleed
[NASA-TN-D-61U1] p0161 N71-11669
Dynamic characteristics and linear control theory
for aircraft simulation
p017<l N71-16061
Notation and nomenclature for systems of axes,
attitude angles, direction angles, and flight
control systems for aircraft dynamics
[ARC-R/N-3562-PT-2] p0631 H71-32862
Notation and nomenclature for equation of motion of
aircraft dynamics
[ARC-B/S-3562-PT-3] p0635 N71-32875
DYNAMIC COSTBOL
Model performance index /Pi/ providing criterion for
approximating one dynamic flight control system by
another based on geometrical representation of
linear autonomous systems
[AIAA PAPER 69-885] p0027 A71-12682
Soviet papers on automatic control for flight
vehicles. Part 1, covering dynamics of linearized
systems, deterministic and random inputs,
stability, oscillations, thrust control, etc
p0297 A71-21897
Free vortices from slender wings, controlling
strength, position, core stability and thickness
on basis of one dimensional flow model
p06S1 A71-10192
Mathematical modelling of aircraft structural
response modes to active control system
p0390 N71-23212
DYNAMIC LOADS
NT AEBODYNABIC LOADS
NT CYCLIC LOADS
NT GUST. LOADS
NT IHPACT LOADS
NT LANDING LOADS
NT ROLLING CONTACT LOADS
NT SHOCK LOADS
NT VIBBATORY LOADS
NT IING LOADING
Structures dynamic loading and damage by sonic
booms, discussing structural response prediction
by boom pressure wave model
p0299 A71-25052
Dynamic stress on rotor blades of aircraft engine
axial compressor stages with low hub/diameter
ratio
p0502 A71-33315
Longitudinal stability of plate-like load towed
beneath helicopter in horizontal forward flight
p0698 A71-41346
Cumulative frequency distributions of aircraft
landing gear loads in determining fatigue life
[HAE-LIB-TBANS-1162] p0036 N71-10273
Dynamic loads on F-101G aircraft landing gears
[FB-82-1969] p0252 N71-18532
Survey of HASTBAN applications in static and dynamic
structural analysis problems
[NASA-TH-X-2378] p0687 N71-36253
Eguations of motion for elastic plate foundation
system under dynamic load applied to aircraft
landing
p0717 N71-375H3
DYNAHIC MODELS
Three-phase time-ordered functional organization for
ground based collision avoidance, discussing
information flow, display capability and dynamic
simulation model
E A I A A PAPER 71-210] poise A71-19716
Alternate reduced order particle dynamics model in
aircraft mission analysis featuring
instantaneously variable speed by time scale
separation
p0192 A71-19913
Centrifugal compressor vaneless diffuser, estimating
energy losses with hydrodynamic model
A-170
SUBJECT IHDEX DTH4HIC STABILITY
p02C8 A71-21266
Aircraft collision avoidance dynamical system,
determining barriers between possible capture
regions by optimal control problem solution
p0209 471-21322
Gas turbine engine combustor stability dynamic
model, representing premizing and combustion
chambers as Belmholtz resonators for stability
criteria derivation
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-73] p0352 A71-25987
Plow field model for steady asymmetric vortex system
shed from slender body of revolution in coning
motion
[AIAA PAPER 70-52] p0365 A71-27552
Analytical model of compressor sensitivity to
transient and distorted transient flows,
considering inlet duct, compressor stages and
combustor up to turbine nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 71-670] pO«t1 A71-30731
Free flight static and dynamic stability tests on
lightweight cone shaped models in longshot tunnel
at hypersonic speeds, using spark recording
p0499 A71-32879
Nonlinear flight dynamic simulation using wind
tunnel and aircraft model as analog function
generator and computer for motion equation
processing and command orientation
p0651 A71-40392
Fog formation and dispersal by velocity field
induced by helicopter trailing vortices,
presenting dynamic model with droplet depletion,
evaporation and condensation
p0657 A71-U0510
Coefficient determination of flight dynamics
multivariable systems by means of computer
simulated aircraft dynamic models
fDLB-FB-70-30] p0253 1171-18586
Inlet noise suppressors having perforated plate over
honeycomb wall construction evaluated over range
of passage heights and engine speeds using
turbojet engine as noise source
[NASA-TN-D-6395] p0587 N71-31096
Model of peripheral air jets in air cushion vehicles
hovering over water surface
[NT-27-1971] p0620 N71-31688
DYNAHIC PBESSDBE
Botary inertia effect on critical dynamic pressure
parameters and supersonic flutter of in- plane
loaded sandwich plates
p0191 A71-19887
Seal time remote test site computation and display
of complex engine inlet distortion parameters from
dynamic pressure signal, using analog computer '
p0267 A71-22726
Jet to free-stream dynamic pressure ratio effects on
penetration and mixing of hydrogen injected normal
to supersonic airstreams
[NASA-TN-D-6111] p032* N71-20195
DISAHIC PBOGBABBING
Stochastic optimal control theory application to
airplane rescheduling model, obtaining dynamic
programming algorithm for optimal landing and
takeoff rules
p0697 A71-U<n01
Application of multivariable search techniques to
design of low sonic boom overpressure
[NASA-CR-73196] p0160 N71-1H613
DTBABIC PBOPEBTIES
U DYNAHIC CHARACTERISTICS
DYHABIC RESPOHSE
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
Aircraft response to atmospheric gust, discussing
spectral analysis procedures and calculation
results on T-tail aircraft design
p0008 A71-10752
Three degree of freedom gas bearing for wind tannel
dynamic measurements, allowing models simultaneous
spin, pitch and yaw motions
[AIAA PAPER 71-279] P021? AV1-2200«
Two dimensional rigid wings, investigating response
characteristics to gust loads
p0275 A71-23110
Structures dynamic loading and damage by sonic
booms, discussing structural response prediction
by boom pressure wave model
p0299 A71-25052
Twin spool turbojet engine dynamic response,
discussing simulator predictions, digital computer
control, nozzle area variations and operating
trajectories
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-1<t] p0349 A71-25960
Sailplanes tail load static derivation for
instantaneous unchecked longitudinal maneuver,
considering aperiodic response
p0356 A71-26U86 .
Aircraft with T tail configuration, examining
dynamic response to lateral gusts
p0127 A71-29786
Aircraft random heave-pitch response to taxiing on
rough runways, analyzing dynamic loads and fatigue
damage by power spectral techniques
p0560 A71-36675
Lifting rotors aerodynamic damping in forward
flight, describing methods for blade response
variance matrix computation
p0699 A71-tt559
Dynamic response of F-2 aircraft using cross
correlation and power spectra
[AHC-CP-1121] p0171 N71-15720
Dynamic response of vehicle and its automatic flight
control system
p0325 N71-20331
Coupling characteristic effects on dynamic response
of axially coupled turborotors with digital
computer program based on transfer matrix
techniques
p0387 N71-22712
Transfer functions in modelling human pilot and
dynamic structural aircraft responses
[AGABD-R-580-71) p0390 N71-23210
Alleviation of lateral and longitudinal gust effects
on aircraft
p0463 N71-24709
Pressure sensor network for'measuring liquid dynamic
response in flight including fuel tank
acceleration, liquid slosh amplitude, and fuel
depth monitoring
[NASA-CASE-XLA-0551(1 ] p0175 N71-26387
Application of linear control of systems with random
inputs to gust response control of aircraft
guidance in atmospheric turbulence
[ONERA-P-131] p0578 N71-30321
Computer program for calculating effects of
swash-plate stiffness on helicopter rotor system
dynamics and stability
[NASA-CR-1818] . p0633 N71-32797
Vibrational responses of VC-10 aircraft during
takeoff runs, noting cockpit accelerations
[ARC-CP-11U9] p063U N71-32811
Assessment of nonlinear response of aeronautical
structures with nonideal characteristics under
vibration conditions
[ARL/SH-355] p0679 N71-3513U
DYHABIC STABILITY
NT AEBODYNABIC STABILITY
ST AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITDDE STABILITY
NT BOUNDABY LAYEB STABILITY
»T COBBOSTION STABILITY
ST CONTROL STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT FLAHE STABILITY
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT FREQUENCY. STABILITY
NT GYBOSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVERING STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LOW SPEED STABILITY
NT BOTION STABILITY
NT BOTARY STABILITY
Edge jet Hovercraft dynamic stability in heaving
motion, deriving two dimensional mathematical
model
[ASBE PAPER 70-APB-QQQ] - p0072 A71-13712
Elastic, inertial and aerodynamic forces aeroelastic
triangle, examining lift changes due to aircraft
structure deformation, dynamic flight stability
and space shuttle development problems
P0196 A71-20063
Wind tunnel dynamic stability testing of
unconventional aircraft configurations without
sting support
[AIAA PAPER 71-276] . p0219 A71-22001
Surface geometry effect of polycentric gas bearing
on rotor stability in dynamic equilibrium without
radial load
p0268 A71-22799
i-171
DIN4SIC STRUCTDBAL ANALYSIS SDBJECT IHDBX
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender body of
revolution traveling in long tube with circular
cross section, deriving static and dynamic
stability derivatives formulas
p03«6 A71-25477
Propulsion, guidance and stability of ground effect
vehicle with perimetric Coanda floid boundary
pOf19 A71-29308
High rotor advance ratio from multiblade general
coordinates method in linear analysis of lifting
rotor dynamic stability and gust ratio
[iHS PBEPBINT 512] p0119 A71-31083
Dynamic positioning stationkeeping and stability
criteria for formation flight systems extended to
helicopter and V/STOL transports
p0552 A71-35923
Dynamic stability derivatives of twin-jet fighter
model for angles of attack from -10 deg to 110 deg
[NASA-TN-D-6091] p0161 N71-1463U
Handbook of analytical methods and stability data
for determining dynamic stability and control
characteristics of generalized single-rotor
compound helicopter configurations
fAD-722250] p0523 N71-28338
Planar and nonplanar dynamic stability coefficient
using biplanar wind tunnel, free flight system
p0588 H71-31107
Mathematical models for calculating flexible
swash-plate effects on vibratory and mechanical
stability characteristics of helicopter rotor
systems
[NASA-CR-1817] p0642 N71-33393
DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
[AGARD-CP-36-70] p0117 N71-13126
Finite element method for dynamic structural
analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft design
p0118 N71-13134
Bind effect criteria for structural design and
engineering of buildings
p0166 N71-15301
Aeroelastic wind effects for dynamic design of tall
buildings
p0166 H71-15311
Aeroelastic responses of tall buildings to vortex
shedding and gust loading
p0167 N71-15312
Aeroelastic wind tunnel modeling and three
dimensional structural analysis for dynamic
building response prediction to wind loads
p0167 N71-15314
Swept wing body configurations for reduced drag at
supersonic speed
p0301 N71-19358
Aerodynamic configuration effects of propulsion
system integration intx> supersonic transport
design
p0304 N71-19373
Digital computer program description with updating
case data mode and extended force method matrix
generation capability
tAD-715982] p0323 N71-20180
Transfer functions in modelling human pilot and
dynamic structural aircraft responses
[AGABD-R-580-71] p0390 N71-23210
Power spectrum method for determining gust freguency
response functions in dynamic aircraft design
p0390 1171-23211
•Mathematical modelling of aircraft structural
response modes to active control system
p0390 N71-23212
Computation and measurements of dynamic aircraft
transfer functions to atmospheric turbulence
p0390 N71-23213
Aluminum panel flutter tests at supersonic Mach
numbers
[NASA-CB-1837] p0521 N71-28161
Air flow thermodynamics for low sonic boom design of
supersonic transport configuration
p0526 N71-28387
Evaluating effects of high altitude turbulence
encounters on XB-70 airplane
CNASA-TN-D-6U57] p0580 N71-30718
Electrical analog for sonic boom indoor pressure
wave effect on structural members
[DTIAS-TB-158] p06l|8 N71-3396U
Use of BASTRAN as analysis tool in structural desigr
optimization process applied to aircraft fuselage
type structure
p0688 N71-36280
Evaluation of NASTRAN system based on large complex
airframe analysis
p0688 N71-36282.
Evaluating current NASTRAN discrete element models
for monocogue and semimonocogue structures
p0688 H71-36290
DYNAMIC TESTS
Dynamic testing - Conference, London, January 1971
p0430 A71-30053
Avoidance of disrupting effects in dynamic tests on
semispan delta wing models in transonic slotted
and perforated wind tunnels
[ABC-R/M-3636] p0170 N71-15701
Low-inertia flow-direction vane static and dynamic
wind tunnel tests at subsonic and supersonic
speeds for in-flight measurement of bust
velocities
[NASA-rN-D-6193] p0388 N71-23115
Conference on fatigue life in helicopter components
[DLR-HITT-70-01] p0455 N71-21385
Dynamic tests of helicopter components
pO«56 N71-24388
Structural stability tests of helicopter components
p0456 N71-24390
Ditching behavior of dynamic C-5A model
p0581 N71-30757
DTHAHOHETERS
Development of thrust dynamometer for measuring
performance of jet and rocket engines
[NASA-CASE-XLE-05260] p0326 N71-20U29
EARL? BABNING SYSTEHS
Cost effectiveness of pulse Doppler radar in
airborne aircraft of early warning system
p0125 N71-13939
EARTH ATMOSPHERE
NT LOBEB ATMOSPHERE
NT HESOSPHEHE
NT TROPOPAUSE
NT TROPOSPHERE
Description of method for determining visibility in
earth atmosphere
[AD-719502] p0455 N71-24375
Depletion of atmospheric ozone by nitric oxide from
SST exhausts
p0643 N71-33439
EARTH BNYIROHBEHT
Commercial SST environmental effects on
stratospheric air, water vapor content and earth
surface temperature
p0013 A71-11178
EARTH ORBITS
Linear multichannel control systems for supersonic
aerospace vehicles orbiting in earth atmosphere
[AD-714796] p02«1 N71-17747
EARTH RESOURCES
NT CRUDE OIL
NT DESEBTS
NT POBESTS
ST BI7ERS
NT SANDS
EARTH BESOUBCES PROGBAH
Airborne surveillance for environmental management,
discussing earth resources program, aerial sensors
for thermal water pollution, crop disease,
salinity and geological structure
p0183 A71-19080
Bemote aerial sensing and automatic mapping for
forest resources information system
[NASA-CB-122922] p0713 N71-36770
EARTH RESODBCES SORVET AIRCRAFT
Hultispectral scanner and data system with 24
channels for HASA C-130 earth resources survey
aircraft
p0557 A71-36361
Electrical and environmental tests on PCM telemetry
system for earth resources aircraft
[NASA-CR-108700] p0123 N71-13U74
Comparison of logistics problems and cost aspects in
selection of aircraft for earth resources surveys
[NASA-TH-X-2418] p0725 N71-37928
EABTH SATELLITES
ST APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
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SUBJECT IHDKX EDUCATION
NT ATS 1
BT ATS 3
HT COHH0HICATIOH SATELLITES
HI ESRO SATELLITES
HT NAVIGATION SATELLITES
NT SYNCHRONOUS HETEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITE
EABTH SDBFACE
Jet aircraft sound spectrum on ground and in air,
comparing calculation vith .'experiment
POU37 A71-30521
EC BOBS
HT BADAB ECHOES
HT SIGNAL BEFLECTION
ECOLOGICAL STSTEBS
0 ECOLOGY
ECOLOGY
Airport environmental protection, discussing area-
wide agency, FAA planning grant program and legal
aspects
p0192 A71-32217
ECOHOBIC ANALYSIS
Book on aviation technology and market structure
covering technological and scientific effects on
industry innovative behavior, B and D programs,
operating costs, etc
p0281 A71-23982
Airport terminal building design and construction,
noting economy and expansibility coreguirements
[SAE PAPEB 710118] pOIOS A71-28307
Economic analysis of subsonic transport airplane
design, evaluation and operation
[SAE PAPEB 710123] pOIOS A71-28310
Air transport propulsion systems economics,
considering first cost, specific weight, fuel
consumption and maintenance effect on direct
operating cost
p0503 A71-33169
Civil aircraft market analysis, examining
replacement cycle and used aircraft market based
on aircraft histories
p0560 A71-36676
Hypersonic air transportation based on supersonic
combustion ramjet development, discussing economic
feasibility
p0595 A71-37121
Satellite navigation system for aviation and marine
use, examining operational reguirements, economic
viability and technical solutions
p0662 A71-11509
Air freight economics and growth forecast,
discussing rates, cost and technological aspects
p0664 A71-118UO
Aircraft part repair-throwaway decisions for
minimizing costs over life cycle by economic
graphic screening technigues
p0692 A71-13197
Economic analysis of airport construction in north
central Texas region, emphasizing employment and
dollar value of purchases
p0216 H71-18099
Cost effectiveness of closer tolerances in
manufacturing
rOCP.L-72380] p0321 N71-20109
Economic analysis of aeronautical R and D efforts in
US and aeronautical contributions to noise and air
pollution, including technology assessment and
data analysis technigues
[NASA-CB-1809] - p0514 N71-27011
ECOBOHIC FACTOBS
Socioeconomic changes in aeronautics, discussing
faster long range aircraft, airport access
problems, technological advances, short haul
transportation add industry/government relations
p0367 A71-27601
Third London airport, discussing interface problems,
economic factors, airspace utilization and
compatibility with other countries
p0611 A71-39389
Airport operation costs affected by runway
utilization, parking bays alignment, baggage
handling and aircraft noise
p0611 A71-39390
Air traffic control delays, airport airspace
congestion, flyover noise reduction and
performance reguirements effect on airline
operations economics
p0611 A71-39391
Weather interruption effects on air transportation
operations and economics, considering fog, snow.
freezing rain, thunderstorms, winds, CAT and
runway conditions
p0703 A71-41983
Economic and safety factors of nuclear powered
surface vehicles and aircrafts in transoceanic
commerce
(NASA-TH-X-52963] p0251 N71-18628
ECOBOIICS
NT DEBAND (ECONOHICS)
Economic contributions of D.S. domestic airline
industry in 1970s regarding air transportation
constraints and impact on short haul
[AIAA PAPEB 70-1309] pOOOS A71-10186
Aeronautical projects development and planning in
European Economic Community, discussing aerospace
industry organizational problems and role in
economy
p0018 A71-11676
Economic trends of international air transport in
1970s
p0086 A71-11991
German monograph on socioeconomic evaluation of air
transportation systems for developing nations,
using cost-benefit analysis
p0088 A71-15125
Air cushion vehicle technology, considering
economics, propulsion, structures,
controllability, flexible skirt systems and B and
D
[SAE PAPEF 710183] p0212 A71-21713
Aircraft jet engines technological progress review
over past 25 years, emphasizing industry economics
considerations
p0132 A71-30303
Aircraft-simulating cockpit procedure trainer
statistical data and development problems
concerning safety, economy and efficiency
performance
p0189 A71-31883
Community actions for jet aircraft noise reduction,
discussing noise environments, nationwide goals,
decision making and economic incentives
p0193 A71-32219
Economic impact of modifications to DC-8 aircraft
nacelles to reduce fan-compressor noise - Part 5
[HASA-CR-1709] p0158 N71-11592
Bibliography on urban economics and planning
[AD-711500] p0180 N71-16871
Economics and operational planning for future civil
air transportation
p038'0 N71-22381
Flying, technical, and economic characteristics of
helicopters noting contribution to national
economy of DSSB
[AD-723591] . p0621 N71-31771
Economic aspects and regional planning for
international airport facility at Ontario,
California
[PB-199695] p0681 N71-35391
ECOBOHI
German monograph on airport role in national economy
and growth and location determination for
enterprises maintaining connections with foreign
countries
p0531 A71-31182
EDDIES
D VORTICES
EDDY DIFFOSIOB
U TURBULENT DIFFUSION
EDDI VISCOSITY
Turbulent wakes from subsonic-hypersonic bodies for
downstream mean flow predictions analysis,
considering eddy viscosity function
p0289 A71-21338
Incompressible turbulent boundary layers at low
Reynolds numbers, using eddy viscosity and mixing
length concepts for computation
p0537 A71-31881
EDGES
NT LEADING EDGES
NT SHARP LEADING EDGES
NT TBAILING EDGES
Comparison of flat plate sharp and blunt edge
effects on heat transfer in supersonic flow and
heat transfer coefficient dependence on Reynolds
number
[AD-717825] p0375 N71-22156
EDUCATION
NT FLIGHT TRAINING
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EFFECTIVENESS SUBJECT INDEX
HI PILOT TRAINING
Airline experience with dual inertial systems as
sole means of navigation, considering equipment
reliability, cockpit design, training, etc
p0007 471-10509
ATC services training and operations methods adopted
by International Aeradio Ltd
p0270 A71-22952 .
Digital simulator for training ATC officers,
considering authenticity and working and
geographical environments
p0271 A71-22951
Education in creative engineering - Conference, HIT,
April 1970
pO"86 A71-31593
EFFECTIVENESS
BT COST EFFECTIVENESS
HI SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
Influence of lateral motion on effectiveness of
flight simulators in training air transport pilots
p0583 N71-30772
Effectiveness of reliability programs for avionic
eguipment
p0711 N71-36779
EFFECTORS
o CONTROL EQUIPMENT
EFFICIENCY
NT COBBUSTION EFFICIENCY
NT COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY
NT NOZZLE EFFICIENCY
NT POKED EFFICIENCY
NT PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
BT PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY
NT THEHBODYNABIC EFFICIENCY
Bloving effect on static efficiency of two
dimensional air intakes with momentum injection in
boundary layer control form
CAEC-H/M-3656] p0515 N71-27119
EJECTION SEATS
Stowable aircrew vehicle escape rotoseat autogyro,
providing controllable flight for pilot after
ejection
p0091 A71-15118
Tractor rocket actuated Yankee escape systam,
discussing advantages of pulling action over
conventional pushed ejection seat under low speed
low altitude conditions
P0120 471-29383
Ejection system performance in relation to aircraft
performance dependent extreme flight conditions,
examining ejection seat design features and
trajectories
p0120 A71-29385
Feasibility of using flexible rotor blades for
ejection systems
[AD-711612] pOOIB H71-11022
Requirements for ejection seat systems
[HAE-HB-TRANS-1171] p0051 N71-11042
Nonflammable polyurethane foam for ejection seat
cushions and statistical analysis of its
mechanical properties
[AD-723302] p0621 H71-31775
EJECTORS
High secondary/primary mass ratio multinozzle jet
pump /ejector/ operation feasibility
fAIAA PAPER 70-579] p0082 A71-11152
High entirainment constant area multiple nozzle
ejectors with two mixing tube lengths for boundary
layer control, estimating- performance with
analytical model
[ASHE PAPER 71-FE-31] p0121 A71-29169
Low area ratio ejectors internal flov phenomena
synthesis, increasing thrust augmentation by
mixing and diffusion
CAIAA PAPER 71-576] pciei &71-31566
Performance of auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle with
floating inlet doors and floating single hinge
trailing edge flaps
[NASA-TM-X-2173] p0239 N71-17551
Auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle designed for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-2182] pC256 N71-18863
EKBAN LAYER
U BODSDARY LAYER TRANSITION
ELASTIC BARS
C-5A carqo box side wall deformations, examining
square plates center deflections with elastic
beams
p0297 A71-21871
ELASTIC BODIES
Normal shock wave interaction with deformable solid
walls, determining explosion or sonic booms
effects on elastic structures and protection
devices
p0291 A71-21183
Dynamic characteristics of weakly damped elastic
body, considering complex natural modes generation
for vibration tests in aircraft design
p0502 A71-33403
Determination of unsteady forces during wind tunnel
test of elastic model by placing wind tunnel model
in feedback circuit of servosystem
[NASA-CR-111287] p0313 N71-19796
ELASTIC BUCKLING
Buckling for thin stress walled open sections on
elastic foundation with constrained direction
reinforcement
p0663 A71-11693
ELASTIC COLLISIONS
O ELASTIC SCATTERING
ELASTIC CONSTANTS
0 ELASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC DABPIHG
Power spectral density analysis of aircraft
structural response to taxiing produced random
vibrations involving landing gear orifice damping
and Coulomb friction
p0355 A71-26311
Dynamic characteristics of weakly damped elastic
body, considering complex natural modes generation
for vibration tests in aircraft design
p0502 A71-33103
ELASTIC DEFORMATION
NT ELASTIC BUCKLING
Elastic, inertial and aerodynamic forces aeroelastic
triangle, examining lift changes due to aircraft
structure deformation, dynamic flight stability
and space shuttle development problems
p0196 A71-20063
Elastic swept wing subsonic aerodynamic
characteristics, taking into account aerodynamic
load redistribution due to aeroelastic
deformations
p0222 A71-22035
ELASTIC HODOLDS
D BODULDS OF ELASTICITY
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
NT AEROELASTICITY
NT ELASTOPLASTICITY
NT HYDROELASTICITY
NT BODULDS OF ELASTICITY
NT THERHOELASTICITY
NT VISCOELASTICITY
Rigid and flexible pavement design and construction
in Europe, discussing unreinforced and crack
reinforced slabs and CBR method
p0022 A71-12167
Aircraft elastic mode control for turbulence /gust/
alleviation, noting riding quality, structural
fatigue life and peak loads
p0199 A71-20301
Aircraft continuous elastomechanical system
parameters determination by ground vibration
tests, using integral equation, phase resonance
and separation technique
p0298 471-21916
Equations of motion for elastic plate foundation
system under dynamic load applied to aircraft
landinq
p0717 H71-37513
ELASTIC SCATTERING
Two phase supersonic barotropic flow with solid
particles around thin profile with allowance for
elastic particle collisions
p0362 A71-27150
ELASTIC SHELLS
Critical speeds for inviscid compressible potential
flow past thin elastic cylindrical shells, usinq
lonq wave approximation
p0291 &71-21565
Estimation of stability of elastic noncircular
conical and cylindrical orthogonal shells
[AD-717011] p0329 H71-20751
ELASTIC STABILITY
D DAMPING
ELASTIC SYSTEBS
Elastic structures stability under randomly
fluctuating external loads based on statistical
A-171
SOBJECT IHDEX ELECTBIC GENEBATORS
methods
pOt99 A71-32988
Nonlinear elastic suspension springs with
symmetrically hardened behavior for shock and
vibration isolation of aerospace instruments and
controls
p0538 A71-3H890
ELASTIC BAVBS
HT AEBODYNAHIC NOISE
HI AIBCBAZT HOISE
HT COHPBESSION WAVES
NT DETOHATION HAVES
HT ENGINE NOISE
HT GBAVITY WAVES
NT IONIC WAVES
NT JET AIBCBAFT NOISE
NT MACH CONES
NT NOISE (SODND)
NT NOBHA1 SHOCK WAVES
NT OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES
NT PLASHA WAVES
HT BIEHANN HAVES
NT BOCKET ENGINE NOISE
NT SHOCK HAVES
NT SONIC BOOHS
HT SODND HAVES
Sonic boom wave pressure history prediction on
arbitrarily oriented plane walls by explicit fixed
mesh time dependent numerical method
CASME PAPEB 70-HA/APH-9] p0078 471-11153
Short rotor blade span supersonic fan for pressure
nave forward propagation elimination, obtaining
acoustic and aerodynamic characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 71-182] p0155 A71-18621
Pressure wave distortion effects on combustor
acoustic mode instability based on model with
burning rate related to Beynolds number
p0192 A71-19906
Flow lines construction in two dimensional
supersonic flow region with rarefaction waves
interaction from several disturbance sources
p0223 A71-22052
ELASTICITY
0 ELASTIC PBOPERTIES
ELASTODTNAHICS
HT ELASTIC DAHPING
ELASTOHEBS
Flame retardant silicone elastomers for use as
aircraft construction materials, describing
fabrication techniques, mechanical, aging and
weathering properties
p0362 A71-27U12
Utilization of aerospace nonflammable cellnlosic
elastomeric, fibrous, and composite materials in
commercial aircraft refurbishment
p0581 H71-307S9
Flight tests of elastomeric bearings in main rotor
of AH-1G helicopter
[AD-72U192] p0636'N71-32935
BLASTOPLASTICITI
Service life of pin jointed connections with
elastoplastic strains in bore walls
pOOBU A71-14606
Neuber elastoplastic analysis of residual notch
stresses for improved cumulative damage
predictions applied to alnminun alloy under
overload
[AIAA PAPEB 71-776] p05C7 A71-31012
ELASTOSTATICS
Plane and spatial load transfer and diffusion in
linear elastostatics, noting application to
aircraft and civil engineering structures and
fiber reinforced materials
p01<48 A71-18222
ELECTBIC APPLIANCES
D ELECTBIC EQDIPHEHT
ELECTHIC ABCS
Baximum length of arc in altitudes up to 9500 ft in
200 volt ac and dc electric aircraft system
[BAE-TB-69259] p0520 N71-28063
ELECTBIC BATTERIES
NT SILVER ZINC BATTEBIES
NT STORAGE BATTEBIES
BLECTBIC CELLS
Silver zinc batteries and cells case cover materials
and sealing techniques for space missions
p0207 A71-21097
Zinc-silver oxide batteries underwater and aerial
applications, designing medium high rate long life
cells
p0207 A71-21102
BLECTBIC CHARGE
HT ELECTBOSTATIC CHARGE
Helicopter charging mechanisms, considering engine
and rain precipitation charging
p0193 A71-19933
Supersonic aircraft electrification measurements
using projectile frictional charging in ice-fog
cloud
p0193 A71-1993*
ELECTBIC CIRCUITS
D CIBCUITS
ELECTBIC COILS
NT MAGNETIC COILS
ELECTBIC CONDUCTORS
Secondary currents on conducting cylinder near
dipole antenna manifested as radio frequency
interference, considering effect on radiation
pattern
p0012 A71-11167
Comparison between silicon-magnesium-aluminum alloy
and copper aircraft electric conductors and
terminals noting types of tests
[TBC-BR-19785] p0397 N71-23517
ELECTBIC CONTROL
Electrohydraulic thrust control system for
supersonic transport aircraft engines, considering
reliability, performance and weight
[SAE PAPEB 700819] p0016 A71-11516
Aircraft electric systems control by solid state
switching, discussing reliability, service life,
• versatility and compatibility
p0016 A71-11627
ELECTBIC COBONA
Flight testing devices for discharging static
electricity from aircraft without production of
radio interference
p0217 N71-18114
ELECTBIC CURRENT
HT ALTEBNATING CURRENT
NT DIRECT CUBBENT
NT ELECTBIC ABCS
NT ELECTBIC CORONA
HT ELECTRIC SPARKS
HT GAS DISCHARGES
NT LIGHTNING
Lightning current transfer tests of p-static
discharger for aircraft installations
PQ19U A71-19935
Surge voltages produced by transient currents on
signal conductors in shielded cables
p0195 A71-199U6
ELECTBIC DISCHARGES
HT ELECTBIC ARCS
HT ELECTBIC COBONA
NT ELECTBIC SPABKS
NT GAS DISCBABGES
NT LIGHTNING
ELECTBIC EQUIPMENT
Soviet handbook of aircraft electrical equipment
covering DC and turbine powered generators,
lubrication materials, electromagnetic
interference counterneasnres, etc
pOU22 A71-29530
ELECTBIC EQOTPHEHT TESTS
Electrical and environmental tests on Pen telemetry
system for earth resources aircraft
[NASA-CB-108700] p0123 N71-13171
ELECTBIC FIELDS
Electric and magnetic cross field effects on
aerodynamics and thermal regime of gas flame cone
[AD-712336] p0058 N71-12075
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00755] p0121 H71-13410
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[NASA-CASE-XLA-05828] p0121 H71-13111
ELECTBIC FILTEBS
HT DIGITAL FILTEBS
NT LINEAB FILTEBS
NT OPTICAL FILTERS
ELECTBIC GEHEBATOBS
HT AC GEHERATORS
NT DIBECT POHER GENERATORS
NT DYBABOHETEHS
HT FUEL CELLS
NT THERBOELECTBIC GEHEBATOBS
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i?LECTBIC IGHITIOB SUBJECT INDEX
NT TURBOGENERATORS
Aircraft DC to 4C converters frequency stabilization
systems, describing circuit diagrams and operation
principles
p0079 A71-T42t7
Aircraft generator service life improvement and
weight minimization by close coupling with drive
and heat producing components cooling vith oil
spray and mist
p01t9 A71-18463
Soviet book on asynchronous generators for aircraft
covering design and operation
p0275 A71-23U20
Design optimization of aircraft starting and
generating systems, identifying information
required and system analysis methods
[SAE PAPER 710392] p0286 A71-24256
STOL aircraft electric power variable frequency
generation and high voltage DC distribution with
secondary square wave AC distribution
[SAE PAPER 7101*11(1 ] p01t07 A71-28325
Soviet book on airplane and helicopter electrical
power supply systems covering storage batteries,
DC generators, alternators, voltage regulators,
current and frequency control, etc
pO«22 A71-29525
Integrated drive generator for aircraft electrical
power systems, improving weight, life and
reliability
p05«9 A71-35781
Formulas for determining flying weight of aircraft
electric generator systems
[AD-713762] p0161 N71-146H9
ELECTRIC IGHITIOH
Dual magneto ignition system for business and small
military aircraft, describing development, design
and test program
[SAE PAPER 710382] p0285 A71-2121I7
ELECTRIC LEADS
D ELECTRIC HIRE
ELECTRIC HOTOHS
Brushless dc motor design and performance tests
[ NASA-CB-1029112] p0112 N71-12533
Describing angular position and velocity sensing
apparatus
[NASA-CiSE-XGS-05680] p0239 N71-17585
Analysis of solid rotors used in high speed
induction motors for aerospace applications
p0371 N71-21898
Technology review on electric automobiles, and
modified T-33 aircraft system for pyrotechnic hail
suppression seeding
[DME/NAE-1970/H/] p0378 N71-22198
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
Lightning induced voltages in aircraft wing
structures, examining induced voltage across load
impedances in electric circuits
p0112 A71-17581
Surge voltages produced by transient currents on
signal conductors in shielded cables
p0195 A71-1991I6
Lightning induced voltages in aircraft electrical
circuits
[NASA-TB-X-529G6] p0039 N71-10391
ELECTRIC POSER
Electric power source requirements of DSAF aircraft,
missile and spacecraft electrical systems
p0063 A71-13036
STOL aircraft electric power variable frequency
generation and high voltage DC distribution with
secondary square wave AC distribution
[SAE PAPER 71011U] p0407 A71-28325
Thyristor power conditioning application to high
voltage DC electric power system, presenting SST
aircraft sample load profiles
p0518 A71-35770
Aircraft electric power system design with
reliability, simplicity, low cost, weight and
size, discussing automatic circuit protection and
energy power
p0549 A71-35780
Remote power controller as static circuit protection
device for aircraft and spacecraft automatically
controlled electrical wiring system, discussing
performance improvement
pOSSO A71-35782
ELECTBIC POREB CONVERSION
0 ELECTRIC GENERATORS
ELECTBIC POREB PLANTS
NT NUCLEAR POKER PLANTS
ELECTRIC POREB TRANSMISSION
Soviet book on airplane and helicopter electrical
power supply systems covering storage batteries,
DC generators, alternators, voltage regulators,
current and frequency control, etc
pOU22 A71-29525
High voltage DC electric power transmission systems
with ground return, reducing aircraft wiring
weight and energy dissipation
p05U9 A71-35771
ELECTBIC PROPDLSION
Soviet monograph on electric space propulsion
systems theory covering ion and plasma engines,
gas turbine engines, nuclear energy sources, solar
cells, etc
p0281 A71-24011
ELECTRIC BELATS
Plug-in relay hazards and minimization for aircraft
flight safety applications
P0412 A71-28841
ELECTRIC SPARES
Streamer discharges effects on integrated aircraft
antenna and associated avionics, emphasizing BF
interference and component damage
p0608 A71-38U62
ELECTBIC STBAIN GAGES
0 STRAIN GAGES
ELECTBIC TEBHINALS
Comparison between silicon-magnesium-aluminum alloy
and copper aircraft electric conductors and
terminals noting types of tests
[TRC-BR-19785] p0397 N71-235U7
ELECTBIC HELDING
NT ELECTBON BEAM HELDING
NT PLASMA ARC MELDING
ELECTBIC RIBE
Automated electrical wire harness manufacturing for
Boeing 747 aircraft, discussing development of
numerical control program
p0652 A71-10111I1
ELECTBIC BIKING
0 ELECTRIC RISE
D HIRING
ELECTRICAL BBEAKDORH
D ELECTRICAL FAULTS
ELECTBICAL CONDUCTIVITY
U ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
ELECTBICAL ENEBGI
D ELECTRIC POKER
ELECTBICAL FAULTS
Jet aircraft crash during instrument approach due to
electrical systems failure
[ NTSB-AiR-70-22] p00113 N71-10812
Laboratory testing of breakdown on Nike-Cajun VHF
guadraloop antenna
p0179 N71-16631I
Measurements and analysis of lightning-induced
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits
[NASA-CB-171114] p0259 N71-19122
ELECTBICAL IBPEDANCE
Lightning induced voltages in aircraft wing
structures, examining induced voltage across load
impedances in electric circuits
p01«2 A71-17581
ELECTBICAL LEADS
U ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
ELECTBICAL MEASUREMENT
Lightning induced voltages in aircraft electrical
circuits
[NASA-TB-X-52906] p0039 N71-10391
ELECTBICAL PBOPEBTIES
NT ELECTBICAL IMPEDANCE
NT ELECTBICAL RESISTIVITY
Electrical and physical nature of microbial
membranes implicated in aircraft fuel quantity
probe malfunction
[SAE PAPER 710139] pO"06 A71-28321
Magnitude of induced voltages and their relation to
characteristics of lightning discharge and
electrical properties of aircraft electrical
systems
p0581 N71-30761
ELECTBICAL RESISTIVITY
Varying electrical resistivity incompressible fluid
flow with Hall effect in presence of thin airfoil
p0075 A71-13903
A-176
SUBJECT IHDEX ELECTBOHAGBETIC SHOCK TUBES
Electrical resistive incompressible fluid motion
past thin airfoils in oblique field, showing
inverse dependence of lift on magnetic Reynolds
number
p0280 A71-23956
ELECTRICITY
HT ALTERNATING COBBEHT
NT STATIC ELECTRICITY
ELECTBIFICATIOB
Supersonic aircraft electrification measurements
using projectile frictional charging in ice-fog
cloud
p0193 A71-1993M
Static electrification of aircraft when flying
through clouds and precipitation
[AD-726581] p0683 N71-35225
ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDDCERS
NT MICROPHONES
ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS
NT FUEL CELLS
NT SILVER ZINC BATTERIES
NT STORAGE BATTERIES
ELECTROCHEHICAL HACHIBIBG
Electrochemical machining for aircraft engine metal
components, discussing cost, time comparisons,
tooling techniques and applications
[SHE PAPER MR-70-206] p0013 A71-11252
Electrochemical machining role in jet engine
industry, discussing drilling, contouring,
electrolyte handling, etc
[SHE PAPEB HR-70-193] p0013 A71-11253
Introduction of electrochemical machining in
aeronautical industry
p0055 N71-11647
ELECTBOCHE1ISTBY
Concorde aircraft components electrochemical
marking, considering stamping and engraving
unacceptability for highly stressed thin material
parts
p0276 A71-23582
ELECTBODEPOSITIOH
NT ELECTROPLATING
ELECTRODES
NT PHOTOHOLTIPLIER TUBES
Performance of reducing electrode for neutralizing
electrically charged hydrocarbon fuel flow
[AD-712368] p0056 N71-11876
ELECTRODTHAHOHETEBS
D DYNABOMETERS
ELECTHOEBOSIOH
U SPARK MACHINING
ELECTBOFOBHING
Hypersonic low density wind tunnel including
auxiliary equipment for electroforming and
electroplating wind tunnel models
[BHBH-FB-H-70-51] p0253 N71-18593
ElECTHOGEBBBATOBS
0 ELECTRIC GENERATORS
ELECTROHYDEAULIC CONTBOL
0 ELECTRIC CONTROL
U HYDRAULIC CONTROL
ELECTBOLDBIBESCEBCE
Feasibility of electroluminescent panels and rotor
tip lighting for military helicopters to aid in
observation by other vehicles in formation
[AD-715851] p0255 N71-18734
ELECTROLUMINESCENT LAHPS
U ELECTROLUMINESCENCE
D LUHINAIRES
ELECTBOLYTES
Applications of electrolyte rectification in
aeronautics industry
pOOSU N71-11637
ELECTROLYTIC GRINDING
U ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING
ELECTBOMAGBETIC ABSORPTION
Tropospheric and ionospheric absorption at VHF for
North Atlantic aeronautical satellite system
[NASA-TM-X-65507] pOU6U N71-2«91t
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
Electromagnetic compatibility - IEEE Conference,
Anaheim, California, July 1970
P0607 A71-38426
Performance prediction model for electromagnetic
compatibility of ATC radar beacon system, testing
interrogator-transponder links along air route
p0608 471-38435
Co-site analysis model automated for evaluation EM
compatibility of single site employing large
number of transmitting and receiving equipments
p0608 A71-38M57
Complex airborne electronic system design for
interference minimization, considering
electromagnetic compatibility
p0608 A71-38U64
Tests for determining spectral signatures of
integrated high-freguency antenna systems for P-3
aircraft
[AD-718051] p0398 N71-23609
ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTBOL
D ELECTROMAGNETS
U REMOTE CONTROL
ELECTROMAGNETIC DEDUCTION
U MAGNETIC INDUCTION
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
NT FAB FIELDS
Supersonic wind tunnel electromagnetic balance with
superconducting coils
p0198 A71-20151
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS
NT PLASMA-ELECTBOMAGNETIC INTERACTION
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
NT RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
Soviet handbook of aircraft electrical equipment
covering"DC and turbine powered generators,
lubrication materials, electromagnetic
interference countermeasures, etc
pOU22 A71-29530
Complex airborne electronic system design for
interference minimization, considering
electromagnetic compatibility
p0608 A71-38U6t
Landing systems signal reflection interference on
correlation protected instrument landing system
beams
[RAE-TR-70141] p0393 N71-23361
ELECTROMAGNETIC BOISE
Electrostatic charging noise measurement, reduction
and flight test verification
p0194 A71-19937
Measurements of urban, suburban, and rural radio
freguency noise interfering with aircraft
communication
[NASA-CR-72802] p0162 N71-1475H
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION
U ELECTROMAGNETIC »AVE TRANSMISSION
ELECTBOHAGBETIC PBOPEBTIES
NT ABSORPTIVITY
NT OPTICAL PBOPEBTIES
NT OPTICAL REFLECTION
NT PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT
NT TRANSPARENCE
Radome lightning protection systems involving
electrostatic shield, considering effect on
electromagnetic characteristics and radiation
patterns of nearby antennas
p0608 A71-38450
ELECTBOHAGBETIC RADIATION
NT GAMMA RAYS
NT INFRARED RADIATION
NT LIGHT BEAMS
NT MONOCHROMATIC RADIATION
NT SDBHILLIMETEB HAVES
NT THERMAL RADIATION
NT X BAYS
High temperature aerodynamics with electromagnetic
radiation, considering theroally radiating shock,
layers, electric arc driven wind tunnels and gas
dynamic lasers
p0361 A71-27277
Hot jet aerodynamic parameters from emissions of
electromagnetic and acoustic energies by crossed
beam IB probing
p0136 A71-30520
ELECTROHAGHETIC SCATTERING
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
Structures electromagnetic scattering and multipath
transmission effects on aircraft instrument
landing system localizer signals, using computer
program
p0181 A71-18831
ELECTROMAGNETIC SHIELDING
Surge voltages produced by transient currents on
signal conductors in shielded cables
p0195 A71-199«6
ELECTROMAGNETIC SHOCK TUBES
U SHOCK TUBES
A-177
BLECTBOHAGHBTIC SPKCTBA SUBJECT INDEX
BLBCTBOHAGHETIC SPECTBA
HI LIHE SPECTBA
HI VTBBATIONAL SPBCTBA
BLBCTROHiGBBTIC SAVE PIL1EES
HT OPTICAL FILTEBS
ELECTBOHAGHETIC SAVE TRANSHISSION
HT IOHOSPHERIC PBOPAGATI01I
HT LIGHT SCATTEBIRG
NT HICBORAVE TRANSBISSION
NT HOLTIPATH THANSBISSION
HT BADAB TBANSHISSION
HT BADIO TBANSHISSION
NT TELEVISION TRAHSHISSION
Schedule of AGARD conferences for 1971, and
summaries of 1970 AGABD publications
[AGARD-BDL-71/1] p0259 N71-1911U
ELECTBOH1GHETIC 1AVES
0 ELECTROBAGNETIC RADIATION
ELECTBOHAGHETS
NT SUPERCONDUCTING HAGBETS
Characteristics of "magnetoaerodynamic flow around
blunt bodies
p010t N71-12212
ELECTEOH BEAH RELDING
Pulsed laser holographic applications to aerospace
components nondestructive testing, inspecting
electron beam velds and internal structural flavs
[ASBE PAPEB 71-GT-74] p0352 A71-25988
Residual stress measurements and heat • treatments for
electron bean welding of rotating turbine engine
parts
p0055 N71-11641I
Hodern welding methods in aircraft and aerospace
industry
p0055 N71-11650
ELECTBOH BEAHS
Ti-Al-V foils by electron beam vapor deposition,
discussing metallurgical characteristics
p0132 A71-16237
Botational temperature and density measurements in
high speed gas flow by electron beam fluorescence
technigue
[AIAA PAPEB 71-605] pO«83 A71-31514
Velocity determination in hypersonic low density
wind tunnel based on high energy electron beam
produced nitrogen ions time of flight
p0538 &71-31887
ELECTBOH DENSITI (COHCEHTBATIOH)
NT ELECTBON DENSITY PBOFILES
ELECTBOH DEHSITT PBOFILES
Noneguilibrium electron temperature, concentration
and reflection in reentry boundary layers,
discussing heat transfer and ionization energy
diffusion
[AIAA PAPEB 69-82] p0191 A71-19879
ELECTBOH DISTBIBOTIOH
NT ELECTBON DENSITY PBOFILES
ELECTBON EHEBGY.
Noneguilibrium electron temperature, concentration
and reflection in reentry boundary layers,
discussing heat transfer and ionization energy
diffusion
[AIAA PAPER 69-82] p0191 A71-19879
ELECTRON BDLTIPLIEBS
0 PHOTOMULTIPLIEB TDBES
ELECTBOH PBOBES
Gas density measurement and flow visualization in
hypersonic wind tunnel by electron beam probe,
noting isobaric boundary layer application
p0652 A71-40395
ELECTBOH BADIATIOH
NT ELECTRON BEAHS
ELECTBOH SWEEPING
D SBEEP FREQUENCY
ELECTBOH TEBPEBATDBE
0 ELECTBON ENERGY
ELECTBOH TDBES
NT CATHODE BAY TUBES
ELECTRONIC COHTBOL
Aircraft flaps and ailerons actuators electronic fly
by wire control as alternative to mechanical
linkages for maneuverability and reliability in
flight
p0009 A71-10825
Aircraft electronic control systems, considering
hydraulic servocontrol, force simulation and .
reliability models
p0196 A71-20061
ATC electronic automation systems development for
air safety improvements
p0271 A71-22953
Hultiple planar Luneberg lens circular array for
airborne electronically scanned X band narrow beam
antenna mounted under aircraft nose or fuselage
p0446 471-31038
High speed electronic phase and fregnency scanned
linear, static fed and monopnlse arrays element
and angular error analysis
p0447 A71-31049
Dioscnres communication satellite system for air
traffic control and navigation, discussing
aircraft antenna beam electronic scanning by
computerized control
p0537 A71-34681
Aircraft electronic or fly by wire control systems,
discussing aircraft design fuel-structure weight
reduction cycle and control system redundancy
requirements
CAIAA PAPEB 71-959] p0598 A71-37200
ELECTRONIC COONTBBHE1SUBES
HT CHAFF
Electronic warfare technology, discussing airborne
platforms, battlefield surveillance, jamming
devices, homing and warning systems.
p0087 A71-15019
Airborne ECB receiver, determining conditions for
detecting victim radar signal before signal
reflection from aircraft
p0479 A71-31207
ELECTBONIC EQOIPBEHT
HT AVALANCHE DIODES
NT ELECTRONIC HODDLES
NT FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
NT BETAL OXIDE SEHICOHDOCTOHS
NT PHOTODIODES
HT RUBY LASERS
NT SEHICONDUCTOB DEVICES
NT SOLID STATE DEVICES
HT THYBISTORS
NT TBANSISTOB ABPLIFIEBS
Aeronautical electronic equipment, discussing static
transformer, radiotelephone sets, angle of
approach meter, etc
p0062 A71-13018
Avionics for gliders and touring aircraft,
considering safety and VHF radio eguipment
p0203 A71-20684
Avionics for gliders and touring aircraft, surveying
available electronic eguipment for 1971
p0213 A71-21768
Avionics growth, discussing use of digital
computers, solid state transducers, integrated
circuits, electronic flight instruments, area
navigation and collision avoidance systems
p0358 A71-26878
Automatic ATC display systems, discussing electronic
flight progress strip for telemetry reproduction
p0607 A71-38300
Integrated system for aircraft control and operation
with visualization and manual regulation
techniques, emphasizing interconnections with
onboard electronic eguipment
p0699 A71-44353
Interference prediction model for evaluating
expected interactions between avionics eguipment
on aircraft
[AD-718997] p0455 N71-24357
Intrusion detector for parked aircraft using sensing
technigue to detect human touch
p0619 N71-31651
Operational evaluation of capability of bright radar
microwave remoting system to provide useful radar
data in satellite control tower
[PAA-BD-71-(I8] p0646 871-33788
ELECTBONIC EQOIPBEHT TESTS
Hultiple dialect automatic test language for
avionics industry, considering software design
p0063 A71-13077
Automatic RF and microwave test equipment for
communication, navigation, radar and tactical
systems
p0063 A71-13083
Versatile Avionic Shop Test /VAST/ general purpose
digital tester, discussing hardware and software
p0063 A71-13084
Automatic digital test unit for avionics systems
p0063 A71-13085
A-178
SUBJECT ISDEI EMPLOYMENT
Software cost estimates for automatic test equipment
for avionic support analysis
p0063 471-13086
Dser requirements of Versatile Avionic Shop Test
/VAST/ computer controlled automatic test
equipment, including documentation, compatibility,
assurance plan, etc
p006U 471-13087
STOL navigation equipment and microwave landing
instruments test programs, noting data recording
and flight operations
p0068 471-13286
VC-10 aircraft ILS electronic equipment reliability
tests
p0101 471-15873
Bicroelectronic circuits reliability in aircraft
engine control applications, discussing testing
and selection for severe temperature and vibration
environments
CSAE P4PEE 700822] p0209 471-21369
4irborne Doppler radar receiver transmitter failure
testing by Versatile 4vionics Shop Test computer
controlled system
p0412 471-28778
Computer program for prediction of repair time
elements for versatile avionic ship test
p0501 471-33314
Aircraft onboard eguipment tests in air navigation
aid satellite project, estimating tracking random
errors
p0559 471-36509
Tests for determining spectral signatures of
integrated high-frequency antenna systems for P-3
aircraft
[40-718054] p0398 N71-23609
Development and testing of VHP omnirange transmitter
for aircraft azimuth guidance
[FA4-HD-71-65] p0687 N71-35779
ELECTRONIC LEVELS
0 ELECTRON ENEBGY.
ELECTRONIC HODBLES
Low carrier power aircraft antenna module for
airborne DBF communications system, considering
range/field strength measurements
p0446 471-31046
ELECTEONIC SBITCHES
0 SBITCHISG CIRCUITS
ELECTRONICS
Electronics - Conference, Chicago, December 1970
p0202 471-20401
Aerospace electronics - IEEE Conference, Dayton,
Ohio, Bay 1971
p0547 471-35752
ELECTED!S
NT HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS
ELECTROPLATING
Hypersonic low density wind tunnel including
auxiliary eguipment for electroforming and
electroplating wind tunnel models
[BHBH-FB-S-70-51] p0253 N71-18593
ELECTBOSEISHIC EFFECT
t> ELECTRIC CDBREHT
ELECTROSTATIC CHiBGB
Static dissipator additives in aviation fuels for
eliminating electrostatic charging hazards
p0023 471-12300
Static discharge hazards for aircraft, discussing
causes for static charge build-up, dangers and
precautionary methods during refueling operations
p0186 471-19424
Electrostatic charging noise measurement, reduction
and flight test verification
p0194 471-19937
Electrostatic charge by JP-5 jet fuel at truck fill
stand with 30-second relaxation chamber and bottom
loading
[4D-717347] p0378 U71-22232
ELECTROSTATIC EHOSIOH
D SP4BK BACHIBING
ELECIEOST4TIC FIELDS
D ELECTRIC FIELDS
ELECTROSTATIC PL4SH4
D PL4SB4S (PHYSICS)
ELECTROSTATIC SHIELDIHG
Badone lightning protection systems involving
electrostatic shield, considering effect on
electronagnetic characteristics and radiation
patterns of nearby antennas
p0608 471-38450
ELEHEHT&BY P4BTICLES
NT HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS
NT LIGHT BEAMS
ELEV4TOBS (COBTBOL SDRF4CES)
Automatic gust alleviation system employing inertial
sensors and feedback devices with wing flaps and
elevators, considering linkage control,
noninteracting control and split control
p0340 471-25195 '
Sailplane elevator induced maneuvering and
horizontal tail surface loads, discussing
airworthiness requirements
P0418 471-29256
Lockheed L-1011 development, discussing flying
stabilizer design, direct lift control and
autoland system
C4I44 P4PEB 71-782] p0545 471-35532
4ircraft landing lift decay and elevator oscillation
analysis
rARC-CP-1119] p0171 N71-15722
ELEVON3
Elevons as longitudinal and lateral control elements
on low aspect ratio tings, calculating subsonic
and supersonic aerodynamic characteristics
p0416 A71-29190
Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle control system
comprising elevens with hinge line sweep and free
of adverse aerodynamic cross coupling
[NAS4-C4SE-XLA-08967] p0515 N71-27088
ELLIPTICAL CYLINDERS
Sting-free aerodynamic drag measurement on
ellipsoidal cylinders in subsonic wind tunnel at
transition Reynolds numbers
p0554 A71-36037
Mathematical models for acoustic scattering by
porous elliptic cylinder with nonlinear resistance
[N4SA-TH-X-67019] p0334 N71-21408
BLLIPTICITI
Elliptical cones at large angle of attack,
calculating three-component real gas properties
effects on aerodynamic characteristics
p0417 471-29191
Lifting line equation inversion for twisted wings of
elliptic planform with arbitrary spanwise upwash
p0671 471-42838
Solutions of potential flow for two dimensional
compressible flow for qoasi-elliptical airfoil
profiles noting pressure distribution
CNLR-TH-69028-0] p0622 H71-31791
EHAH4TIOH
0 ESISSIOH
EMBBITTLEMEHT
Metal embrittlement by gaseous hydrogen, discussing
countermeasures against hydrogen metal interaction
and cracking
p0665 471-41999
EHEEGESCY LIFE SUSTAINING SISTEHS
Aircraft emergency evacuation illumination
standards, considering independent power source,
crash survivable installation, operation
initiation and exit visibility
pOOOl 471-10030
EBISSIOH
NT ELECTROLUMINESCENCE
NT FLDOBESCENCE
NT PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT
NT I BAY FLOOBESCENCE
Stratified charge engine tests to determine exhaust
emission characteristics
[AD-727745] p0729 N71-38760
EMISSION SPECTBA
Complex noise emission spectra from superposition of
continuous component and peaks, calculating level
separations due to perfectly reflecting plane
p0437 A71-30523
EBISSOGBAPBS
0 RECORDING INSTBOBENTS
EHOTIONAL FACTOBS
Short haal STOL aircraft transport systen,
discussing neighborhood stolport ownership,
technical feasibility and economic, emotional,
ecological and sociological viability
p0071 A71-13618
EHPLOYBENT
Employment opportunities for economists and air
transportation analysts with Civil Aeronautics
Board
p0242 N71-17798
A-179
ENCEPHALITIS SUBJECT INDEX
Economic analysis Of airport construction in north
central Texas region, emphasizing employment and
dollar value of purchases
p0216 N71-18099
ENCEPHALITIS
Dsinq helicopter for spray dusting forests with DDT
for tick borne epcephalitis
[AD-703998] P0571 N71-29557
ENERGY ABSOBPTIOB
HI ELECTROMAGNETIC A0SOHPTION
Aerodynamic noise scattering near Lighthill
multiples, considering intense near-field energy
conversion into sound waves
p0356 A71-26H48
ENERGY CONVEETEES
0 DIRECT POWER GENERATORS
ENERGY DISSIPATION
Turbulence level effects on aerodynamic losses of
axial flow turboflachines, discussing boundary
layer of blades
p0066 A71-13143
Secondary losses in plane compressor grid with low
aspect vanes, discussing flow characteristics
dependence on fins, protruding elements and
smoothed junctions
p0156 A71-18705
Centrifugal compressor vaneless diffuser, estimating
energy losses with hydrodynamic model
p0208 A71-21266
Radial flow energy losses in rotating cylindrical
cascade of inward-flow turbine wheel, determining
profile losses and exit blade angle
p0222 A71-22014
Reynolds number effects on centrifugal compressor
performance characteristics, discussing power
losses in compressor, impeller and diffuser stages
and compressor acliabatic efficiency
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-25] p0350 A71-25967
Air bypass behind compressor into variable area
exhaust nozzle, obtaining energy losses from gas
turbine net engine indices
p0410 A71-28586
High voltage DC electric power transmission systems
with ground return, reducing aircraft wiring
weight and energy dissipation
p0549 A71-35771
Simultaneous radar and instrumented aircraft
observations in clear air turbulent layer for eddy
dissipation rates calculation
Flutter suppression with dissipated energy reduced
to guadratic fortf for control surfaces
f NASA-TN-D-6199] p0388 N71-23091
ENERGY DISTBIBOTION
NT SPECTRAL ENERGY Dl STRIBOTION
High subsonic -jet near-field acoustic energy flux
distribution calculation from pressure gradient
measurements
[AIAA PAPER 71-155] p0154 A71-18597
Energy state approximation and supersonic aircraft
minimum fuel fixed range trajectory optimization,
noting not convex velocity set
p0439 A71-30609
ENERGY EXCHANGE
0 ENERGY TRANSFER
ENERGY LOSSES
0 ENERGY DISSIPATION
ENERGY METHODS
Three dimensional tfinimum fuel turns for supersoni
aircraft by enerdy state approximation
fAIAA PAPER 71-913] p0596 A71-37163
ENERGY SOURCES
Hot jet aerodynamic parameters from emissions of
electromagnetic and acoustic energies by crossed
beam IB probing
p0436 A71-30520
ENERGY STORAGE
NT HEAT STORAGE
ENERGY TRANSFER
Optimization of slot angle, slot positioning and
flow guantity affecting boundary layer control in
energy transfer <?ver airfoil profiles
p0273 A71-23201
ENGINE CONTBOL
NT ROCKET ENGINE CONl'ROL
NT TDRBOJET ENGINE CONTROL
Electrohydraulic thrust control system for
supersonic transport aircraft engines, considering
reliability, performance and weight
[SAE PAPER 700819] p0016 A71-11546
Concorde aircraft Olympus 593 two-spool turbojet
engine, discussing variable nozzle and intake
assembly, afterburner and control system
p0183 A71-19081
Aerospace Recommended practice for gas turbine
engine steady state performance presentation for
digital computer programs, describing engine type,
operating and control characteristics
(SiE-&BP-681Bl p0181 M1-196V?
Experimental arrangement for delay times in
propeller/rpm controller system
p0205 .A71-20832
Microelectronic circuits reliability in aircraft
engine control applications, discussing testing
and selection for severe temperature and vibration
environments
[SAE PAPER 700822] p0209 A71-21369
D-30 bypass engine hydraulic control system for
Tu-131 aircraft, discussing fuel flow regulator
assembly and operation
p0270 A71-22947
Turboprop and turboshaft engine control
reguirements, showing torgue and power dependence
on engine speed and control block diagrams
p0293 A7 1-24755
Twin spool turbojet engine dynamic response,
discussing simulator predictions, digital computer
control, nozzle area variations and operating
tz a^ ectoi ies
CASME PAPER 71-GT-14] p0349 A71-25960
Linear two shaft turbojet model development and
conditions for stability, observability,
controllability and feedback loop parameters
p0496 A71-32711
Bultivariable freguency response methods for
feedback control design for aircraft gas turbines,
involving digital test bed trials
p0611 A71-38989
Coupled supersonic inlet-engine control using
overboard bypass doors and engine speed to control
normal shock position
[NASA-TN-D-6019] p0117 N71-13080
Dynamics and control of supersonic propulsion
systems
p0309 N71-19462
Supersonic inlet engine control using engine speed
as primary variable for controlling normal shock
position
ENGINE COOLANTS
Fan jet first stage turbine blade air cooling,
describing design, heat transfer data, efficiency
and temperature distribution'
p0552 A71-35904
ENGINE DESIGN
Jet engine evolution, considering thrust, combustion
chamber, fans, high- pressure-ratio compressors and
turbine inlet temperature
p0013 A71-11181
RB 211 turbofan engine design, emphasizing modular
construction, systems integration, maintainability
and noise reduction
p0018 A71-11682
M49 Larzac turbofan engine, describing design,
development, performance data, manufacturing
technignes, operation and maintenance
p0026 A71-12607
Blade bound vortex system mathematical model for
optimum heavily loaded ducted fans, including
thrust, power and efficiency design parameters
p0027 A71-12677
Soviet book on aircraft power plant systems and
devices covering layout, engine attachment,
propellers, control, fuel and oil systems, fire
fighting, monitoring, etc
p0028 A71-12722
Tubular gas turbine engine combustor design by
combining turbulent flame speed, microvolume
burning and stirred reactor models
p0029 A71-12852
Turbomachinery R and D to improve components and
engine performance
p007l| A71-13824
Axial flow compressor design emphasizing component
efficiency
P0074 A71-13825
A-180
SUBJECT IHDEX BSGIHE DESIGB COHTD
High bypass ratio jet engine noise redaction in
relation to mission requirements
[ASHE PAPER 70-KA/GT-13] p0076 471-14121
.High bypass ratio fan engine design for low noise,
discussing acoustic treatment, turbine noise and
modulation tones
[ASBE PAPER 70-W4/GT-14] p0077 471-14122
Composite propulsion systems including Turbo-
Ram-Scramjet, Ejector Ramjet. Hyperjet and
Bi-liguid Ramjet Rocket
p0089 471-15285
VIOL aircraft engine air particle separator
development, examining airframe and engine design
p0096 471-15133
Helicopter turbine engine protection device design
guidelines
p0097 471-15431
Book on fixed and rotary winged aircraft air cooled
piston engine design, performance and maintenance
in business and military operators manual
terminology
p0138 471-17125
Soviet book on aircraft gas turbine and internal
combustion engines covering structural design
schemes, inlet devices, combustion chambers,
materials, compressors, etc
p0203 471-20674
Combustor design for minimum exhaust smoke emission
from aircraft gas turbine jet engines, considering
air pollution
p0206 A71-20867
Multistage gas turbine design optimization, using
parameter and component analysis with computer
calculations
p0208 471-21267
Design point selection on fan characteristic curve
of turbofan engines, discussing bypass ratio
effect on specific impulse, flight velocity and
turbine inlet temperature
p0222 471-22042
Cost reduction concepts in gas turbine engine design
and fabrication for general aviation aircraft
p0268 471-22811
Centrifugal compressor fluid dynamics, discussing
unresolved problems governing design and
performance prediction
p0284 471-24216
High pressure ratio radial outflow compressor
analysis, design, construction and testing
p0284 471-24217
Small high pressure ratio single-stage centrifugal
compressor design, testing and efficiency
p0284 471-24219
Light aircraft piston engines design and
maintenance, discussing engine design features,
materials, lubrication, controlled flight
operation and maintenance techniques
[S4E P4EEB 710381] p0285 471-24246
Inclined engine cold circular jet effects on tail
control surfaces aerodynamic characteristics,
considering aircraft longitudinal stability
p0291 471-24593
Lift/cruise engine design and thrust vector control
influence on VTOL transport aircraft transition
characteristics and ground acoustic field
[DGLR-70-040] p0292 A71-24749
VTOL lift fan engine design for minimum noise
levels, noting silencers application
p0292 471-24750
VTOL heat engine and propulsion system design and
performance, citing Pegasns jet lift engine as
compromise between takeoff and cruise function
p0293 A71-24751
Turbofan VTOL or STOL intercity aircraft, examining
high bypass lift engine design
p0296 471-24861
Lightweight high performance regenerative gas
turbine designs for aircraft propulsion, comparing
various compressor, turbine, combustor and
recuperator arrangements
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-67] p0351 471-25983
Low cost short life gas turbine design based on
parametric performance and component selection,
outlining turbojet production
[ASHE P4PER 71-GT-69] p0352 A71-25984
Vertical straight lift turbojet engine design and
development, presenting component materials
properties/weights, endurance tests and
performance data
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-75] p0352 471-25989
Supersonic turbine design, presenting performance
data for film cooled blunt leading edge rotor
blades measured in two dimensional cascade
experiments
[ASHE P4PER 71-GT-76] p0352 471-25990
Boron-glass-epoxy lightweight conposite gear case
for aircraft engine reduction gearbox, describing
design, molding, machining and testing
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-85] p0353 471-25993
Design and fabrication of Borsic aluminum composite
fan blades for supersonic tnrbofan engines,
considering 430 F application without severe
vibratory stress
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-90] p0353 471-25997
Convertible fan/shaft engine for V/STOL tactical and
transport'aircraft, detailing mechanical
arrangement, design and performance
p0353 471-26054
Gas field nonunifomity as function of turbine
engine combustion chamber design parameters,
discussing hot tube circumferential holes total
area effect
p0364 471-27501
VTOL propulsion, discussing gas tnrbine pressure
ratio inlet temperature and lifting and high
bypass fans
p0403 471-27838
Olympus 593 pure jet twin shaft engine development
program for Concorde, discussing engine evolution,
design considerations and flight development
[S4E P4PER 710422] p0405 471-28309
High temperature aircraft gas tnrbine engine design,
discussing developments in manufacturing
processes, materials, cooling technigues,
aerodynamic and mechanical design improvements
[S4E P4PEH 710462] p0408 471-28335
STOL aircraft/engine integrated systems for medium
distance air transportation, discussing tradeoff
factors involving performance, noise, weight and
cost
[SAE PAPER 710469] pOIOS A71-28337
Subsonic and supersonic turbojet aircraft engines
development, discussing design, operation,
reliability, weight, fuel consumption and cost
p0128 A71-29811
Aircraft jet engines technological progress review
over past 25 years, emphasizing industry economics
considerations
p0432 471-30303
Transport aircraft JT9D high bypass ratio engine
development, noting maintainability and stability
improvements
[SAE PAPER 710419] p0437 471-30527
Aircraft JT9D engine development for airline
operation, discussing construction, condition
monitoring, maintenance, noise and smoke reduction
[SAE PiPER 710434] p0437 A71-30528
Design interface requirements for optimal aircraft
engine condition monitoring system, using
parameter, vibration, oil, borescope and
radiography analysis
[SAE PAPER 710417] p0438 A71-30531
Space shuttle airbreathing propulsion systems
requirements and design studies, considering
cruise, landing, go-around and ferry capabilities
[AIAA PAPER 71-662] p0441 A71-30731
STOL commercial aircraft propulsion systems,
considering two stream augmentor wing engine and
high bypass ratio three stream engine
[AIAA PAPER 71-746] p0480 A71-31325
French 5NECHA H56 turbofan engine design for medium
capacity airliners, featuring low specific fuel
consumption and lov noise level
p0496 A71-32692
Jet engine combustion chamber design, considering
air supply and geometrical criteria
pOSOl A71-33344
Gas turbine design advances for helicopter
powerplants, illustrating by Tarbomeca engines
p0502 A71-33416
VTOL transport optimal airframe/propulsion systems
design, discussing thrust requirements,
performance, control, cruise functions, fuel
consumption and fan characteristics .
[AIAA PAPER 71-744] p0533 A71-34225
Maximum temperature engine concept, definition and
application to future aircraft propulsion system
performance
A-181
BHGI1E PilLOBE SUBJECT IHDEI
CSAE PAPER 710161] p0535 471-31198
Propulsion systems trends for 198os, discussing
environmental noise levels, stoichiometric gas
turbine engines for military aircraft, high bypass
ratio engines for V/STOL aircraft, etc
p0516 171-35625
Hybrid V/STOL jet lift aircraft design, examining
wing area-lift engine bypass ratios relation
CAIAA PAPER 71-767] posss A71-36273
Aircraft high temperature turbine engine design,
reviewing technological advances coupled with
laboratory engine and component tests
p0615 171-39399
Aircraft gas turbine engine design and construction
[1D-711757] pOOII H71-10853.
Evaluation of range and distortion tolerance for
high Bach number transonic fan stages - Vol. 1
[H1S1-CR-72787-VOL-1] p0163 B71-11851
Evaluation of range and distortion tolerance for
high Bach number transonic fan stages - Vol. 2
[HAS1-CR-72787-VOL-2] p0163 H71-11852
Design of gas turbine engines for high operating
temperature
p0233 H71-17386
Operational design criteria for gas turbine engines
p0235 N71-17102
Computer program for design and analysis of V/STOL
tip turbine fans
[N1S1-TN-D-6161] p0210 K71-17611
Characteristics of fans and compressors for aircraft
turbine engines
p0307 H71-19152
lerodynamic characteristics of advanced turbine
engines
p0307 N71-19153
Design reguirements for air breathing aircraft
engines
[AD-716196] p0309 N71-19188
Determining amount of smoke in exhaust of gas jet
turbine engines
[SASA-CE-117031] p0317 N71-20050
Performance tests and characteristics of short
length, double annular ram induction turbojet
combustion chambers for supersonic flight
[NASA-TH-D-6251] p0325 N71-20291
Design and development of gas turbine combustion
unit with nozzle guide vanes for introducing
diluent air into combustion gases
[MASA-CASE-XLE-103177-1] p0325 N71-20330
Fundamentals of aircraft gas turbine engines
[1D-719913] p0170 B71-25808
lircraft gas turbine combustion chamber ^"jsign
tNAI-TR-208] p017n N71-26298
Analysis of first stage t-urbine stator vane and
rotor blade cooling designs for application in
highspeed aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-1782] p0175 1171-26355
Design and performance of gas turbine engines for
helicopters and surface transport vehicles
p0512 B71-26953
Design operating process of turbojet, turboprop, and
tnrbofan aircraft engines
[1D-722283] p0570 N71-29500
Design, development, and characteristics of pulsejet
engines without flap valves
p0587 H71-31102
Engine dynamics reguirements implied by thrust
modulation control for VIOL aircraft
[BAS1-TT-F-13755] p0591 1171-31155
Internal aerodynamics design manual considering
internal air flow system effect on aircraft
performance including bibliography
[AD-723823] p0627 N71-32059
Aerodynamic*design manual considering internal air
flow system effects on aircraft performance
(AD-723821] p0627 H71-32060
Internal aerodynamics manual containing tabulations
for calculating internal combustion engine
thermodynamics
[AD-723811] p0627 H71-32061
Supersonic combustion chemistry and mixing of high
energy density fuels related to advanced
air-breathing engine design, using boron particles
fAD-727782] p0727 N71-38530.
Analysis of gas turbine design and application to
aircraft operation with description of components,
safety factors, and vibration problems
[AD-727188] p0727 K71-38538
EHGIBE FAILURE
Equivalent test results, studying damaging factors
in aircraft engine compared with regular tests
p0207 A71-21115
VTOL propulsion systems safety requirements,
considering single and double breakdowns
p0293 171-21752
Optimum weight protective system against uncontained
rotor failure with radial fragment passage through
turbine engine casing
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-70] p0352 171-25985
lircraft accidents due to engine-out simulation,
discussing human factors, minimum control speed
certification reguirements and pilot flight
training procedures
[II1A PAPER 71-793] p0508 171-31025
In-flight monitoring of aircraft turbine engine
reliability
p0692 171-13233
Investigating aircraft crash landing caused by
engine failure and aircrew errors
[BTSB-llH-70-17] p0227 N71-17063
Effects of turbojet engine unstart on engine
operation and characteristics of stall, propagation
through compressor and inlet system
[BASA-TM-X-2192] p0218 H71-18138
EHGIBE INLETS
Twin jet aircraft engine installation effects and
exhaust nozzle integration, noting closely spaced
inlet interference
[ICAS PAPER 70-17] p0067 171-13118
Inlet particle separators for engine erosion
prevention, discussing tests of various models for
separation efficiency, clogging resistance,
pressure loss and flow distortion
p0097 A71-15135
Gas turbine aircraft engine compressor blades
foreign object ingestion control by inlet vortex
flow suppression jets, indicating wind tunnel air
intake applications
p0115 171-17696
Mathematical model of nonstationary intake and
exhaust gas motion in two cycle internal
combustion engine cylinders
p0201 A71-20780
Turbocharged diesel engine precompressed inlet air
cooling by evaporation cooling, considering water
injection effects on centrifugal compressor
p0201 A71-20781
Air temperature effects on internal combustion
engines intake process, using similarity theory
p0201 A71-20782
Real time remote test site computation and display
of complex engine inlet distortion parameters from
dynamic pressure signal, using analog computer
p0267 A71-22726
Engine inlet noise prediction from static test and
flyover data as function of time at various
observer locations, examining suppression effects
on total spectra
[SAE PIPER 710386] p0286 A71-21250
Supersonic transport inlet-engine-airframe
compatibility programs, noting exhaust nozzle
installation effects, distortions and noise
[AIAA PAPER 68-993] p0295 A71-21851
lircraft propulsion system testing, stressing noise
reduction and inlet-engine exhaust system
compatibility
[S1E PAPER 710150] p0107 171-28328 .
HP rake probes with high temperature integrated
sensor for inflight aircraft engine intake air
flow distortion measurements
p0133 171-30321
Engine surge pressure transients in mixed-
compression supersonic inlet, describing scale
wind tunnel model simulation and measurement
technigues
CAIAA PAPER 71-671) p0111 A71-30735
Heasuring distortion characteristics at engine face
station of axisymmetric inlet
[NASA-CH-1611] p0101 N71-12211
Coupled supersonic inlet-engine control using
overboard bypass doors and engine speed to control
normal shock position
[NASA-TB-D-6019] p0117 N71-13080
Bach 2 slender wing boundary layer effects on
Concorde aircraft engine inlets
tARC-CP-1122] p0171 N71-15708
A-182
SOBJECT IHDEX ENGIBE BOISE
Ingestion of debris into aircraft engine inlets
during takeoff
[ABC-CP-1114] p0227 N71-17081
Design and characteristics of supersonic cruise
inlets
p0309 H71-19460
Effects of engine inlet disturbances on engine stall
performance
p0309 N71-19161
Supersonic inlet engine control using engine speed
as primary variable for controlling normal shock
position
[NASA-TH-D-6021] p0328 N71-20674
Experimental investigation of large scale, two
dimensional, nixed compression inlet system
[NASA-TH-D-6392] p0513 N71-26985
Design and characteristics of supersonic inlet
controls for minimizing inlet nnstarts
[NASA-TH-D-6108] p0576 H71-30072
Velocity profile control tests of diffuser vail
bleed to control combustor inlet airflow
distribution
[NASA-TN-D-6135] p0586 H71-30817
EHGIHE HOHITOBIHG IHSTBDHEHTS
lir transportation reliability through turbojet
engine performance monitoring
p0023 471-12368
Soviet book on aircraft power plant systems and
devices covering layout, engine attachment,
propellers, control, fuel and oil systems, fire
fighting, monitoring, etc
p0028 471-12722
Flight test evaluation of onboard automatic computer
controlled jet engine monitoring system with
reduced fault detection time
p0063 471-13080
Thrustmeter for direct in-flight measurement of
aircraft engine jet thrust
p0068 471-13332
Flight test completed on onboard real time engine
performance monitoring system, discussing
thermodynamic analysis technique
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-77] p0352 A71-25991
Gas turbine auxiliary power unit accessories,
discussing high energy igniters, cables and
connectors, thermocouples and speed and
temperature monitoring eguipment
p0118 471-29262
Design interface reguirements for optimal aircraft
engine condition monitoring system, using
parameter, vibration, oil, borescope and
radiography analysis
CSAE PAPEB 7101117] p0438 471-30531
Boeing 747 aircraft integrated data system program
for reducing engine maintenance and operating
costs
[AIAA PAPER 71-618] pOIIO A71-30725
Engine condition monitoring systems, discussing
engineering design reguirements with respect to
accessibility, accuracy, economics, effectiveness,
reliability and maintainability
[AIAA PAPEB 71-652] p0440 A71-30728
Engine performance monitoring for jet engine
troubleshooting, noting analyzable malfunctions
p0495 A71-32524
Digital algorithm for automatic aircraft engine
monitoring system, using Boolean algebra and
events/states theory
p0696 471-43897
EBGIHE HOISB
NT BOCKET ENGINE NOISE
Aladin 2 interurban Stol transport design vith blown
wings and jet deflection by wing flaps,
emphasizing engine noise reduction
pOOOB A71-10749
High bypass ratio jet engine noise reduction in
relation to mission reguirements
[ASME PAPEB 70-iA/GT-13] p0076 471-14121
High bypass ratio fan engine design for low noise,
discussing acoustic treatment, turbine noise and
modulation tones
[ASHE PAPEB 70-SA/GT-14] p0077 471-10122
Low velocity and coaxial jet noise data and
correlations for noise prediction of tnrbofan
engines
p0139 471-17155
Turbofan engine noise reduction, using acoustic
liners in inlet and exhaust ducts
[4144 P4PEB 71-183] p0155 471-18622
SST noise suppression research, discussing engine
noise suppressor conceptual designs and test
results with installed devices
p0199 471-20302
Noise nuisance value index /noise pollution level/,
considering aircraft and motor vehicle noise
surveys and tradeoff of intensity against duration
p0205 471-20802 '
VIOL lift fan engine design for minimum noise
levels, noting silencers application
p0292 471-21750
One dimensional flow models of internal combustion
engine exhaust silencers in noisy systems
p0339 A71-25180
Absorbent materials for sound attenuation in
turboreactor ducts, examining flow velocity,
absorbent structure and cladding effects
p0436 A71-30518
Fan induced low speed jet noise from tnrbofan
engines, discussing results of far field sound
measurements for simulated nacelle configurations
with and without acoustic liners
[AIAA PAPER 71-586] p0482 A71-31533
Commercial SST aircraft engine noise during takeoff,
discussing exhaust geometries for suppression
p0186 A71-31595
Quiet—turbofan STOL feasibility, discussing
/structural, propulsive and technical aspects,
economy, passenger comfort and performance
* estimates \.
\ x p0487 471-31605
Aircraft powerplant noise test facilities and
I reduction, emphasizing jet acoustic Bach number,
/pressure and temperature ratio and exit turbulence
/ effects
/ p0488 471-31876
Concorde aircraft engine noise emission and
reduction, examining acoustic measurements in
takeoff and approach phases, reduced thrust and
retractable silencer
p0188 471-31877
STOL jet aircraft noise redaction by using engines
with moderate dilution rate
pOU89 A71-31882
Aircraft noise in-flight measurement and analysis,
including engine parameters, synchronous
recordings, flight paths and coded analog bands
p0489 A71-31884
Aircraft engine noise test methods for acoustic
certification, investigating jet and compressor
silencing, absorbent materials, rotor and
propeller noise and psychoaconstic tests
p0489 A71-31890
Jet aircraft'noise generation, transmission and
redaction, emphasizing tnrbofan engine acoustics,
operational characteristics and exhaust sound
p0192 A71-32211
French SNECHA H56 turbofan engine design for medium
capacity airliners, featuring low specific fuel
consumption and low noise level
p0496 A71-32692
French disengageable silencer for jet engine noise
attenuation daring aircraft takeoff
p0496 471-32695
Experimental research at Building Research Station
on outdoor sound propagation for building design
in relation to aircraft and road traffic noise
p0510 471-35237
Siren wail in turbine axial stage due to nonnniform
pressure fields behind blade cascades
p0555 471-36180
Heasnrement of engine exhaust noise during ground
operation of XB-70 aircraft
[NAS4-TB-D-7043] p0172 B71-15820
Boise redaction of Boeing 707 during landing
approach by modifying tnrbofan nacelle with
polyimide fiber glass acoustic sandwich materials
[B4S4-CB-1713] p0173 B71-15964
Development of acoustic lining for tnrbofan nacelle
modification to minimize fan compressor noise
radiation
[NASA-CB-1712] p0239 B71-17591
Flightworthy nacelle development to minimize fan
compressor noise radiation - Vol. 4
[NASA-CB-1711] p0240 N71-17668
Jet aircraft noise reduction near airports
p0246 H71-18079
Sources and characteristics of aircraft noise for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft
A-183
EBGIHE PABTS SUBJECT INDEI
p0308 N71-19457
Inlet plenum chamber noise measurement comparison of
20 inch diameter fan rotors with aspect ratios of
3.6 and 6.6
[NAS4-TH-X-2191] p0312 N71-19707
Solution of Lighthill gas model wave equation for
engine noise generation in circular jets noting
cylindrical coordinate system
[DLB-FB-70-57J p0373 N71-22070
Theoretical analysis of jet mixing under influence
of nonconstant pressure gradient
[AEL/HE-127] p0383 N71-22503
Turbofan engine designs and tests for engine noise
redaction
[NASA-CR-72967] p0532 N71-29187
Low pressure turbofan rotor, stator, frame, and
exhaust nozzle designs for turbofan engine noise
reduction including acoustics and engine tests
[HASA-CR-72967] p0532 N71-29188
Application of noise reduction technology to design
of propulsion system for subsonic civil transport
aircraft
tHASA-TH-X-67881] p0589 N71-31191
EBGIHE PABTS
Ni base superalloys fatigue strength improvement for
gas turbine engine components, discussing
homogeneous deformation distribution, grain size
control, etc
p0002 A71-10166
Electrochemical machining for aircraft engine metal
components, discussing cost, time comparisons,
tooling techniques and applications
[SHE PAPER MB-70-206] p0013 A71-11252
Soviet book on aircraft gas turbine engine assembly
covering organization, specified accuracy,
automatic systems, mechanization problems, guality
control, etc
p0098 A71-15149
Aircraft gas turbine engine components eguivalent
testing by shortening testing time reguired to
increase service .life
p0136 A71-16761
Gas dynamic test stand for cyclic thermal load
testing of gas turbine engine materials and
components at variable heating and cooling rates
and mechanical loads
p0206 A71-20839
Plasma arc welding of jet engine components of Ti
and Ni alloys, comparing to gas tungsten arc and
electron beam processes
P0211 A71-21684
High temperature corrosion in aircraft er jine
components and gas turbines by sulfur in fuels,
vanadium pentoxide and NaCl
p027i( A71-23288
Bigh temperature turbine parts protective coatings,
discussing aluminum diffusion prevention and crack
and oxidation resistance
p027i( A71-23290
Chromium and titanium alloyed austenitic steels,
examining short and long time application as
turbine engine parts
p0271 A71-23295
Aircraft engines and stationary gas turbines high
precision components, discussing die forging and
machining combined with joining processes
p027U A71-23299
High temperature Hi and Co alloys for stationary gas
turbines and jet engine parts, considering
microstructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
p0275 A71-23302
Hetallic and nonmetallic composite materials in jet
engine component design, discussing integral
blade/disk, reinforcement hoop, rotors and
airfoils
p0275 A71-23307
Jet engine components inertia welding, discussing
process, eguipment, low weight-cost advantage and
mechanical properties reproducibility
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-33] p0350 A71-25970
Vacuum heat treatment of brazed and diffusion bonded
jet engine components near melting temperature
pOi403 A71-28145
Silicide coated Hb alloys for gas turbine engine
components operating at temperatures above 2000 F
fSAE PAPER 710460] pOU08 A71-28334
Hetal coated superalloys evaluation for gas turbine
engine components, including corrosion, impact and
fatigue tests
pO«23 A71-29635
Gas turbine engines materials and components
eguivalent service life estimation
P0543 A71-35152
Aircraft gas turbine engine components eguivalent
testing by shortening testing time reguired to
increase service life
pOSII 471-35160
Advanced technology for production of aerospace
engines - conference
tAGARD-CP-64-70] p0053 N71-11626
Application of corrugated core sandwich structures
to powerplant components
pOOSit H71-11636
X ray fluorescence analysis for quality control of
gas turbine aircraft engine parts during
manufacture and overhaul
pOOSt H71-11641
Residual stress measurements and heat treatments for
electron beam welding of rotating turbine engine
parts
p0055 N71-116I4U
Components for low weight/small volume aircraft gas
turbine engines
P0512 H71-26955
EHGIBE STABTEBS
Aerospace engine starting systems military and
industry specifications and standards, considering
cartridge pneumatic, electric, gas turbine,
hydraulic and mechanical types
p0001 A71-10103
Jet fuel starter, describing small gas turbine for
starter, providing sufficient pressurized gas flow
to rotate main engine
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-U3] p03S1 A71-25976
Gas turbine engine startup igniter with modified
propellant atomizer enhanced by air injection
pOUII A71-28969
Hotor starting techniques for 2-15 kw Brayton space
power system
[NASA-TM-X-67819] p0462 N71-2U691
Cold weather tests to determine effectiveness of
resonant combnstor as power source for starting
aircraft engines
[AD-72U125] p0631 H71-32804
ENGINE TESTING LABOBATOBIES
Aircraft powerplant noise test facilities and
reduction, emphasizing jet acoustic Each number,
pressure and temperature ratio and exit turbulence
effects
pOt88 471-31876
ENGINE TESTS
NT COLD FLOW TESTS
Engine/compressor test inlet flow field simulation,
considering ramp angle, screen location and
diffuser length effects
p0030 471-12909
RB 211 turbofan engine development testing,
describing test program, test facilities,
eguipment and instrumentation
p0030 A71-12912
Bigh temperature tests of gas turbine engine with
transpiration air cooled blades, discussing blade
design, fabrication, ductility and oxidation
resistance
CASHE PAPER 70-WA/GT-i] p0076 471-1*115
Two shaft turbojet engine parameter plot techniques
effectiveness, varying low pressure cascade rpm or
nozzle system passage cross sections
pOOSO A71-1I1259
Aircraft gas turbine engine components equivalent
testing by shortening testing time required to
increase service life
, p0136 471-16761
Aircraft engine double-reverberant chamber duct
lining test facility, discussing noise fields, air
flow, layout, performance, insertion and
transmission losses, etc
p01»3 A71-17619
Equivalent test results, studying damaging factors
in aircraft engine compared with regular tests
p0207 A71-21115
Turboprop aircraft engine service life extension,
correcting deficiencies via accelerated tests
based on relation between failure rate and usage
p0266 471-22633
High thrust aircraft engines test facility design
p0271 471-22956
4-18U
SUBJECT IBOEZ EBTBOPY
High pressure ratio radial outflow compressor
analysis, design, construction and testing
p0261 A71-24217
Small high pressure ratio single-stage centrifugal
compressor design, testing and efficiency
p0284 A71-24219
Supersonic inlet turbojet engine compatibility tests
in wind tunnels, using light panels and Summation
Device analysis
p0403 A71-28032
CF6 turbofan engine development, discussing
performance and endurance tests and design changes
for reliable low cost operation
[SAB P&PEE 710121] p0405 A71-28308
Commercial aircraft poverplant development,
discussing engine and components test programs and
technigues
[SAE PAPER 71041)9] p0407 A71-28327
Aircraft propulsion system testing, stressing noise
reduction and inlet-engine exhaust system
compatibility
CSAE PAPEB 710450] p0407 A71-28328
Airline engine performance testing from operator
perspective, using automated test cell data
acguisition system
[SAE PAPER 710U51] p0407 A71-28329
Biniature transducers design and fabrication for
fluctuating pressure- measurements in jet engine
testing, noting frequency response and power
dissipation
p0434 A71-30324
fluctuating pressure measurements in jet engine
testing, using miniature transducers with
calibration and data acguisition equipment
p0434 A71-30325
Low cost go/no-go portable aircraft engine tester
connected to engine mounted sensors
p0434 A71-30327
Gas turbine engine condition analysis by digital
computer and fault isolation techniques
[SAE PAPER 7101118] p0438 A71-30532
tfind tunnel force test program design for jet
• aircraft configurations, including propulsion
system simulation
pOU39 A71-30605
Aircraft gas turbine engine components eguivalent
testing by shortening testing time reguired to
increase service life
pOSlit A71-35460
Heater and nozzle design of ONERA/S4HA hypersonic
wind tunnel for supersonic combustion ramjet tests
[ONEBA-TP-924] pOS53 471-36017
Hultivariable frequency response methods for
feedback control design for aircraft gas turbines,
involving digital test ted trials
p0611 A71-38989
Aircraft high temperature turbine engine design,
reviewing technological advances coupled with
laboratory engine and component tests
p0615 A71-39399
Hixed and unmixed turbofan engines transient and
steady state off-design characteristics,
investigating effects of fuel flow rate, nozzle
area, inlet pressure, ambient temperature and air
bleed
p0670 A71-42836
condensate particle crystallization retardation
effect on energy characteristics of jet engine,
calculating noneguilibrium flows of two phase
combustion products in nozzle
p0703 A71-45004
Test bed engine studies of overall excess air ratio
permissible deviation, obtaining diagram for
constraints calculation
p0704 A71-4S022
Effects of specific speed on experimental
performance of radial inflow turbine
[NASA-TN-D-&182] p0231 N71-1735K
Acoustic attenuation determined experimentally
during engine ground tests of XB-70 airplane and
comparison .with predictions
[NASA-TB-X-2223] p0244 N71-17951
Effects of turbojet engine unstart on engine
operation and characteristics of stall propagation
through compressor and inlet system
[NASA-TM-X-2192] p0248 N71-18138
Turbofan engine designs and tests for engine noise
reduction
[NASA-CB-72967] p0532 N71-29187
Low pressure turbofan rotor, stator, frane, and
exhaust nozzle designs for turbofan engine noise
reduction including acoustics and engine tests
[HASA-CH-72967] p0532 H71-29188
Transonic testing of double flux engine nacelles
with two separate models for air intake and
afterbody
[ONEBA-TP-943] p0647 N71-33794
ENGINEERING
Education in creative engineering - Conference, BIT,
April 1970
pOU86 A71-31593
ENGIHEEBING DEVELOPMENT
D PBODOCT DEVELOPBENT
ENGINEERING DEiBIBGS
Graphic illustration of lifting body design
[NASA-CASE-FBC-10063] p0105 H71-12217
Draft designing of vertical takeoff and landing
aircraft
[AD-726572] p0682 N71-35219
EBGIHES
NT AIR BREATHING ENGINES
NT BOOSTEB SOCKET ENGINES
NT BBISTOL-SIDDELET OLIBPOS 593 ENGINE
NT DIESEL ENGINES
NT DDCTED PAN ENGINES
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES
NT HELICOPTEB ENGINES
NT INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
NT J-57 ENGINE
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT PISTON ENGINES
ST PDLSEJET ENGINES
NT RAHJET ENGINES
NT RETBOROCKET ENGINES
NT ROCKET ENGINES
NT SDPBRSONIC COBBOSTION BABJET ENGIBES
NT TDEBINE ENGINES
NT TDBBOFAN ENGINES
NT TURBOJET ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
NT TUBBOBABOET ENGINES
NT BANKEL ENGINES
Fabrication technigues of compact fluidic control
eguipment for aerospace engines
p0055 N71-11654
ENHANCEBEHT
D AUGBENTATION
ENTHALPY
Bass-flux probe as useful diagnostic tool in high
Bach number and high enthalpy flows
[NASA-TB-X-52974] p0312 N71-19699
ENTIBE FUNCTIONS
Time optimal control for distributed systems with
random properties, considering n integral
relations and flying wing vehicle torsional
vibration problems
p0595 A71-37094
ENTHAIHHENT
Turbulent wakes flow entrainment mechanism,
investigating turbulence spreading near interface
between laminar and turbulent regions
p0538 471-34899
Entrainment coefficient used for computation of two
dimensional incompressible turbulent boundary
layers
[ABC-B/H-3643] p0249 N71-18424
ENTEOPT
Centrifugal compressor impeller exit flow velocity
distribution distortion based on eguations of
motion involving entropy gradient terms
p0075 471-13831
Turbulence properties in supersonic flow,
considering modes with vorticity, entropy and
acoustic aspects
p0277 471-23603
Turbomachine blade cascades in supersonic flow,
noting wave configurations, entropy and counter
pressure variations
p0363 471-27475
Dynamic parameters of supersonic flow incident on
conical bodies at large angles of attack,
considering flow field and entropy distribution
p0556 &71-36328
Beasuring value of entropy on surface of body of
revolution at nonzero angle of attack
p0225 N71-16903
A-185
EBVIBOHBBBT HODBLS SUBJECT IBDEX
EHVIBOHHEBT BODEIS
Random access signaling system application to
aircraft control, discussing signal redundancy
requirement for access capability optimization
based on radio environment model
pOSSO A71-35783
BBVIROHBEtfT POLLOTIOH
NT AIB POLLDTIOS
SI KATES POI10TIOB
Commercial SST environmental effects on
stratospheric air. water vapor content and earth
surface temperature
p0013 A71-11178 .
Short haul air transportation technological factors
for VTOL, STOL, CTOL and light aircraft,
considering operating costs, passenger service and
environment impact
tilAA PAPER 70-1287] p0018 A71-11700
Direct lift v/STOl transport aircraft design,
discussing environmental factors in relation to
noise, air pollution, jet interference and safety
p0092 A71-15I103
Airborne surveillance for environmental management,
discussing earth resources program, aerial sensors
for thermal water pollution, crop disease,
salinity and geological structure
p0183 A71-19080
Environment degradation relation to technology,
discussing priorities
[AIAA PAPER 71-1016] p0701 A71-UU597
Environmental impact of supersonic transport
p0238 N71-17545
Annotated bibliography on noise pollution-sonic
booms
[AD-722910] p067S H71-31023
ESTIEOBSEHT SIHOL1TIOH
NT ACODSTIC SIMULATION
SI ALTITUDE SIMULATION
HT THERMAL SIMULATION
ATC communication environment simulation via
mathematical model based on ATC statistics
p0011 A71-10979
ENVIBOBHBHT SIBOLATORS
ST LDNAB GBAVITY SIHDLATOB
ENVIRONMENTAL COHIBOL
Lyons-Satolas /France/ International Airport
project, discussing layout, facilities and noise
control problem
p0143 A71-17590
Air pollution emissions at Heathrow Airport, London,
from aircraft operations, heating installations
and road traffic
P021U A71-21823
National Air Pollution Control Administration
control of aircraft engine pollutant emissions
covering measurement, test instrumentation,
research, standards and regulations
p0216 A71-21831
Federal assistance to air transportation,
consider!', j airport development-environment
conflicts
P0216 A71-2183<1
Airport system planning for natural and urban
environment compatibility
P0216 A71-21835
Piper Cherokee aircraft air conditioning system,
discussing various operating principles, design
criteria, power drain, effects on aircraft
performance and weight, system serviceability and
control
fSAE PAPER 710391] p0286 A71-2U255
Aircraft and airports as air pollution sources,
stressing industries understanding of applicable
control technology
P0192 A71-32213
Airport environmental protection, discussing area-
wide agency, FAA planning grant program and legal
aspects
pOU92 A71-32247
Subscale modeling of aircraft trailing vortices in
controllable laboratory environment
P0653 A71-40488
Environment degradation relation to technology,
discussing priorities
[AIAA PAPER 71-1016] p0701 A71-4H597
SST operation climatic impact assessment program,
considering carbon dioxide, water vapor,
contrails, particnlates, nitrogen oxides and
carbon monoxide
p0703 A71-11982
Performance of aircraft environmental control
systems under simulated tactical conditions
CAD-719101] pO«t57 N71-21U61
BB7IBONHENTAL ENGINEERING
Airport system planning from environmental
viewpoint, discussing travel market, airport
accessibility, airspace utilization and control
and land use
, p0017 A71-11642
Reliability and maintenance problems of D.S. Army
operational environment, noting inadeguate design
and test criteria during development
p0092 A71-15U02
Sand and dust effects on military helicopter flight
controls and eguipment service life, discussing
relief program
p0096 A71-15430
Aircraft and environment - Conference, New York,
February 1971. Part 1
p0213 A71-21811
Aircraft and environment - Conference, Hashinyton,
d.c., February 1971, Part 2
p0192 A71-32240
Aircraft/environment compatibility, emphasizing
decision making process for airport planning, site
location, development and operation
p0493 A71-32218
Computing dispersal of atmospheric pollutants near
airports by use of mean wind and temperature
profiles
[NASA-CR-111962] p0713 N71-36720
EBVIBOHBEBTAL TESPEBATOBE
0 ABBIENT TEBPERATOBE
EBVIBONBENTAL TESTS
HT COLD BEATHER TESTS
ST COBROSION TESTS
NT HIGH IEHPEBATUBE TESTS
NT SALT SPBAI TESTS
Ti alloy hot salt stress corrosion under simulated
engine environmental conditions, presenting
threshold data based on residual tensile ductility
p0029 A71-12885
AH-56A Cheyenne compound helicopter icing spray rig
tests, discussing ice protection systems design
and operating performance
p0097 A71-15M38
Environmental development and testing of OH-58A
light observation helicopter for close ground
support, noting particle separator and injestion
seals
p0097 A71-15139
Supersonic transport fuel tank environments and
sealant reguirements, describing Boeing laboratory
environment approach
p0275 A71-23U2U
Concorde environmental testing, considering
endurance tests, thermal shock rigs and plant for
simulating air supply from compressor stages of
aircraft gas turbine engines
p0276 A71-23583
Corrosion resistance of adhesive bonded airframe
structure components under outdoor weather and
salt spray conditions, discussing test results
with Al alloy specimens
p0278 A71-23690
Plastics as potting compounds in military aircraft
electrical systems, investigating resistance to
reversion and hydrolytic stability
p0283 A71-21115
Fincap communication antennas design and
environmental tests for vibration, acceleration,
waterproofing, salt corrosion, ice formation and
compass safe distance
pOtte A71-31047
Environmental effects on SST structural materials
fatigue, discussing Ti alloys studies involving
temperature effects, crack propagation and
residual strength
p0535 A71-31556
Electrical and environmental tests on PCS telemetry
system for earth resources aircraft
[NASA-CR-108700) p0123 N71-1317U
Environmental tests of VORLOC 2 simplified
directional approach system to determine
compliance with FAR-Part 171
CFAA-HD-71-123 p0328 N71-20666
Airfield tests of specially formulated marking
paints for asphalt pavements
A-186
SO EJECT INDEI EQBILIBBIOH FLOW
rAD-716755) p0335 N71-21523
Test procedures for aircraft defogger/defroster
equipment
[AD-7191091 p0157 S71-21152
Development, testing, and atilization of silver
iodide pyrotechnic cload seeding system
rESSA-TB-EBLT8-APCL-5] p0715 N71-36985
Environmental and performance tests of voice
initiated cockpit control and interrogation system
[AD-727571] p0721 N71-37723
EHVIEOHBEHTS
NT AEROSPACE ENVIBONBENTS
NT EARTH ENVIBONBENT
HI HIGH ALTITUDE BNVIRONBBUTS
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
NT BESOSPHERE
NT THERHAL ENVIRONBENTS
EPOCHS
0 TIBE MEASOBEBENT
EPOII RESINS
Nonmetallic aircraft construction materials,
discussing wood epoxy and polyester resins
p0023 A71-12299
Carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composites, evaluating
application as helicopter tail rotor blade
material
p002f| A71-12177
Carbon fiber-epoxy resin composites in aircraft
industry, examining fatigue life, cost, specific
moduli and mechanical properties
p0021 A71-12188
Aluminum reinforced epoxy model making, testing and
stress analysis for aircraft structures, including
creep, photoelastic coating and strain gage
effects
p0132 A71-16316
High peel strength epoxy and urethane adhesives for
aircraft bonding, discussing high temperature
curing and honeycomb panel repair
p0282 A71-2106U
Filamentary composites for primary aircraft
structural applications, emphasizing boron-epoxy
material
p0293 A71-21770
Boron-epoxy structural skins design for F-11
honeycomb horizontal stabilizer, using computer
program
p0311 A71-25120
Graphite-epoxy composite skins for commercial
aircraft flight spoiler, discussing multiangle ply
design and fabrication
p0362 A71-27113
Bonograph on fiber-resin composites covering glass,
boron and carbon fibers and epoxy matrix materials
tensile and thermoelastic properties
p0531 A71-31169
Boron-epoxy composite wing box beam design,
describing preliminary weight estimation from
layouts
[SAKE PAPER 891] p0551 A71-35815
Design, fabrication and tests of boron/epoxy
reinforced stringers for CH-5UB tail cone
[NASA-CR-111929] p0671 N71-3U013
Structural analysis of tail cone of CH-51B
helicopter reinforced with boron/epoxy stringers
[BAS1-CR-111930] p0671 H71-3H01U
EQDATIONS OF BOTION
NT KISEHATIC EQUATIONS
NT NAVIEB-STOKES EQUATION
Time vector method extension to eguations of motion
with real roots, noting applications to aircraft
flight control problems
p0117 A71-18019
Cavitation flow of fluid with free surface past
underwater wing with jet flap, solving eguations
of motion for thin foil with jet emergent from
trailing edge
p0197 A71-20086
Aircraft optimum minimum noise takeoff profile,
solving by eguations of motion system for jet
aircraft
p0204 A71-20779
Nonlinear aerodynamic moment system for
nonaxisymmetric bodies free flight motion
analysis, taking into account interactions
excluded in classical treatment
[AIAA PAPER 71-275] p0219 A71-22000
Small parameter method in gyrocompass theory,
deriving differential egnations for motion of
sensitive element of two rotor gyrocompass
p0279 A71-23801
Wing aperiodic motion during change from one
freguency to another, using laplace and Fourier
transforms to reduce partial to ordinary
differential eguation
p0289 471-21353
Thin delta wing in hypersonic inviscid flow at small
angles of attack, calculating motion egnations and
boundary conditions at small perturbations
p0362 A71-27330
Plate and acoustic finite elements simulation of
window-room system coupled transient response to
sonic booms, discussing eguations of motion and
cavity depth effect
p0361 A71-27181
Eguation for motion of buoyant free vortices in
inviscid fluid subjected to gravity
tAI&A PAPEB 71-601] p0183 A71-31513
Hingeless rotor stability characteristics at high
advance ratios, examining eguations of motion and
tine variant aerodynamic coefficients
C A I A A PAPEB 71-580] poisi A71-31569
Computerized solutions of gas turbine engines motion
eguations, considering Euler, fourth order and
fifth order Bunge-Kutta, Adams, Bashforth and
implicit methods
p0561 A71-36809
Natural vibrations of two coaxial rotors with
unbalanced disk and different angular velocities,
solving eguations of motion by energy balance
.method
pC600 A71-37536
Developing mathematical model for tandem rotor
helicopter for analysis of automatic approach and
landing system
[NASA-TB-I-66193] p0106 N71-12225
Determining eguations of motion and aerodynamic
characteristics for Bagnus rotors by flight tests
[AD-716315] p0310 N71-19560
Computerized solution of nonlinear differential
eguations for inertial navigation systems
tAD-717058] p0329 N71-20765
Accelerated supersonic motion of plane at finite
angle of attack
tHASA-TT-F-13525] p0391 H71-23278
Eguations of motion for time vector calculus for
aircraft lateral stability
[ARC-R/B-3631] p0515 N71-27097
Integral eguations of motion and momentum for
hypervelocity wind tunnel nozzle design
[AD-722316] p0571 N71-29906
Notation and nomenclature for eguation of motion of
aircraft dynamics
[ARC-R/B-3562-PT-3] p0635 N71-32875
First order motion of cable towed and tethered
bodies for predicting aircraft dynamic stability
performance
[VKI-TN-68] p0639 N71-33116
Eguations of motion for elastic plate foundation
system under dynamic load applied to aircraft
landing
P0717 N71-37513
EQDILIBBIDH EQUATIONS
Supersonic panel flutter and aerodynamic load stress
analysis of finite cylindrical shells based on
Galerkin method and aeroelastic equilibrium
eguations
[AD-722417] p0589 N71-31183
EQOILIBBIDB FLOS
Reactive equilibrium hypersonic gas flow over
slender pointed body, neglecting rate chemistry
p0272 A71-23051
Equilibrium air boundary layer flows at three
dimensional stagnation points, discussing flow
characteristics and real gas heat transfer
parameters
[AIAA PAPEB 70-809] p0367 A71-27582
Trailing vortex pair behind aircraft, presenting
eguilibrium characteristics and effects on safety
p0656 A71-10501
Steady state inflated shape and included volume of
21 and 30 gore flat circular, extended skirt,
porous ring slot, and porous ribbon parachutes
[AD-718808] p0393 N71-23387
Stability of equilibrium state of rotor in
pressurized gas bearing
[AD-722828] p0589 N71-31213
4-187
EQUILIBRIUM METHODS SUBJECT ISDEX
EQUILIBRIUM METHODS
nonlinear panel flutter analyses by perturbation and
harmonic balance methods
tNASA-CR-111907] p0467 N71-25362
EQDIPHEHT SPECIFICATIONS
Plight simulators procurement and commissioning,
discussing difficulties due to different aircraft
configurations, advantages of equipment and
procedures standardization, etc
pC001 A71-10015
Aerospace engine starting systems military and
industry specifications and standards, considering
cartridge pneumatic, electric, gas turbine,
hydraulic and mechanical types
pOCOl A71-10103
Collision avoidance system flight test and
evaluation program for airline industry CAS
specification
p0030 A71-12896
IFR design reguirements for STOL navigation
equipment from flight tests
p0095 A71-151I2U
Light aircraft engine lubricating oil filter types
and model specification, noting dirt holding
ratings
fSAE PAPEB 710383] p0285 A71-212I48
Expandable structures for midair pilot rescue device
with hot air filled BAHOTE, discussing BALLOTE
material development
fAIAA PJPEB 71-102] p03«1 A71-25278
Aircraft industry materials development, discussing
innovations in governmental programs management,
procurement specifications and Department of
Defense contracting procedures
p0368 A71-27677
Systems performance/design reguirements
specifications for CH-16C helicopter digital
flight control and landing system
TNASA-CB-110889] p0037 N71-1029U
Development and characteristics of scanning systems
for thermal viewers and infrared detectors for
airborne operation
[AD-719851] pOU66 S71-25053
Tip-turbine lift fan design and specifications
CHASA-CJS-72974] p0679 N71-34945
Fabrication and field testing of lightweight,
recoverable, air-transportable hangar
[AD-727051] p0684 N71-35396
Fabrication and field testing of aircraft
maintenance hangars and general purpose shelters
fAD-727047] p0685 N71-35397
EQOIVALEHT CIRCUITS
Book on fluidic systems design covering analog and
digital control, application to aircraft,
spacecraft, computers, tracking devices and
equivalent circuits
p0503 A71-33475
ERECTIOH
0 CONSTBUCTION
EBGONOHICS
0 HUMAN FACTOR^ ENGINEEBING
EBOSIOB
NT BATER EEOSION
Inlet particle separators for engine erosion
prevention, discussing tests of various models for
separation efficiency, clogging resistance,
pressure loss and flow distortion
p0097 A71-15435
Sand and dust erosion on small VTOL gas turbine
. engines, discussing effects on inlets, compressor
housing and blades
p0097 A71-15436
Erosion control of soil on air force bases
[AD-713644] p0169 H71-15636
EBSOE &HALTSIS
Unsteady supersonic aerodynamic coefficients
evaluation to desired kinematic consistency level
using finite element method
TAIAA PAPER 71-177] p0154 A71-18616
Solid particle impurity effects on hypersonic shock
tube flow, determining error in blunt body
measurements
p0182 A71-18916
Aircraft systems assembly methods, discussing
rigidity effects on error redistribution in
external and internal force field application
p0205 A71-20792
Equation error approach to parameter identification
in third order pitch plane dynamics for high
performance aerodynamically controlled aerospace
vehicle
p0356 A71-26418
Modulation cancellation altimeter error analysis and
performance optimization
p0362 A71-27437
Measurement errors in testing single stage air
driven axial flow compressors and turbines
p0409 A71-28582
High speed electronic phase and frequency scanned
linear, static fed and monopulse arrays element '
and angular error analysis
p0447 A71-31049
Statistical analysis of error sources and magnitudes
in Boeing 747 weight values obtained by onboard
aircraft weighing system and by manual
calculations
[SAKE PAPEfi 897] pOSSI A71-35813
Radio tracking of aircraft by two geostationary
satellites, discussing measurement, navigation and
position errors
p0559 171-36508
Unified error analysis application to altimeter-
aided terrestrial inertial navigation systems
[AIAA PAPEE 71-901) p0595 A71-37152
Aircraft position errors computation for ATC
mathematical surveillance models, estimating
collision risk
CAIAA PAPES 71-927] p0597 A71-37173
Inertial navigation impact on aircraft safety,
discussing error sources and midair collision
risks
p0666 A71-12079
Combined inertial navigation and VOE/DBE systems
contribution to area navigation accuracy and
efficiency
p0666 A71-42080
Correlation system of equations for mathematical
expectations and phase coordinate correlation
moments for accuracy analysis in flight vehicle
dynamics problems
p0702 A71-44692
Error analysis for pressure measurements on blowdown
supersonic wind tunnel models
tNPL-iEBO-1306] p0227 871-17081
EBBOB BAND
D ACCDHSCY
EBBOB COBBBCTING DEVICES
Stress concentration correcting factors for fillets
in landed aircraft structures
p0276 A71-23539
Lift correction in perforated two dimensional
transonic wind tunnels, considering incidence
angle and streamline curvature effects on airfoil
models
p0298 A71-24953
EBBOB DETECTION CODES
Calculating delivery errors of automatically
released bombs caused by onboard computer and
attitude/air data sensor errors
p0114 N71-12612
Developing high integrity digital flight control of
variations in performance of complex systems
p011t N71-12614
EEEORS
NT INSTRUMENT EBROBS
NT PILOT EBBOB
NT POSITION ESROBS
NT RANDOM EHBOBS
HI VELOCITY EBEOHS
ESCAPE CAPSULES
Stowable aircrew vehicle escape rotoseat autogyro,
providing controllable flight for pilot after
ejection
p0094 A71-15418
ESCAPE SOCKETS
Tractor rocket actuated Yankee escape system,
discussing advantages of pulling action over
conventional pushed ejection seat under low speed
low altitude conditions
P0420 A71-29383
ESCAPE SYSTEMS
Aerospace Recommended Practice criteria for flight
deck crew escape systems applicable to all
commercial aircraft propulsion systems, design
speeds and payloads
[SAE-ABP-808A] p0187 A71-19646
Tractor rocket actuated Yankee escape system,
discussing advantages of pulling action over
A-188
SUBJECT INDEX EXHAUST GASES
conventional pushed ejection seat under low speed
lov altitude conditions
pOU20 A71-29383
Ejection system performance in relation to aircraft
performance dependent extreme flight conditions,
examining ejection seat design features and
trajectories
p012C 471-29385
ESBO SATELLITES
Scientific results from ESBO satellites and froa
sounding rocket campaign including aeronautical
fields, management planning, satellite
development, and telecommunication - 1969 report
pO<156 H71-24117
ESTEHS
HT POLYCABBONATES
NT OBETHANES
ESTIHATES
HI COST ESTIHATES
Beliability estimation, including failure effect
analysis of avionic systems
p071<! N71-36777
Hanual for development of needs'- estimates and
capital improvement programs for airports and
other intercity terminals for 1970 to 1990
[OSB-01-S71002] p0723 N71-3782U
ESTIMATING
Bind tunnel interference estimation for nodel design
applications using chart method
fNASA-TN-D-6«16] p0712 N71-36675
EUCLIDEAN GEOHETBT
NT CHOBDS (6EOHETBI)
BT LOCI
NT S CUBVES
ST TETRAHEDRONS
NT TRIANGLES
EDLEB-LAGBANGE EQUATION
Belation of Eulerian and Lagrangian structure of
pseudosound pressure and velocity fields in
turbulent shear flow to aerodynamic noise
generation
[NASA-CB-119359] p0589 N71-31211
EUROPE
Aeronautical projects development and planning in
European Economic Community, discussing aerospace
industry organizational problems and role in
economy
p0018 A71-11676
European subsonic, supersonic, transonic,
hypervelocity and low density wind tunnel
characteristics
p0227 H71-17099
Air transport supply on scheduled services in
Europe-Mediterranean and Southeast Asia regions
[EEPT-1970/1-E] p02U7 N71-18112
European hypersonic wind tunnels for testing
hypersonic transport aircraft, and space shuttle
aerodynamic configurations
p0250 N71-18U52
EUBOPEAH AIBBUS
French contribution to air transportation,
discussing international cooperation on supersonic
Concorde, medium range airbus and short range
Mercure
pOI»96 A71-32688
European airbus development, discussing basic, long
range and stretched capacity versions and
aerodynamic and structural design features
p0610 A71-387IJ9
European airbus design and performance, covering
electrical system, air conditioning, engines and
flying control circuits
p0668 A71-1I2236
EUBOPEAN SPACE PBOGBABS
Air traffic control by satellite, discussing
CNES-SGAC and ESRO experiments within Dioscures
project test program
pOOOS A71-10718
ESBO part of joint ATC communication experiment for
L band satellite use, giving voice and data
transmission and distance measurement techniques
tests results
p0559 A71-36510
Cost analysis of joint NASA-European space program
involving navigation and communication satellites
for civil air traffic control
[ESBO-SP-61] p0115 N71-12756
Geological exploration, development of ultrasonic
flow detector, review of scientific developments.
and tactical aircraft in Eastern Europe
[JEBS-531128] p0575 N71-30033
EVACUATING (TBAHSPOBTATIOH)
Aircraft emergency evacuation illumination
standards, considering independent power source,
crash survivable installation, operation
initiation and exit visibility
p0001 A71-10030
EVALUATION
Evaluating three component electronic wind tunnel
balance installed in 3.5 by 5.0 ft subsonic tunnel
[AD-722571] p0591 N71-31100
Evaluation of NASTBAN system based on large complex
airframe analysis
p0688 N71-36282
Evaluating current NASTBAH discrete element models
for monocogue and semimonocogue structures
p0688 »71-36290
EVAPOBATION
NT PBOPEILANT EVAPOBATION
Solutions of agueous fluorochemical surfactants
placed on surfaces of liquid hydrocarbons and
hydrocarbon fuels for suppression of fuel
evaporation
[AD-723189] p0627 N71-32050
EVAPORATION BATE
Benzene evaporation rate determined from flat plate
film boiling under high temperature air flow with
application to gas turbine air pollution reduction
[DLB-FB-70-58] p0371 N71-22072
EVAPOBATIVE COOLING
NT FILH COOLING
NT SWEAT COOLING
Turbocharged diesel engine prenmpressed inlet air
cooling by evaporation cooling, considering water
injection effects on centrifugal compressor
p020t A71-20781
EVASIVE ACTIONS
Efficient evasion strategies for vehicle pursuit-
evasion games with imperfect information, using
computer solution
pOlin A71-17331
Hidair collisions analysis for civil-military
integated ATC air space, discussing near miss
volume, random heading aircraft density and pilots
evasive action vs avoidance percentages
p0367 A71-27599
Performance of aircraft environmental control
systems under simulated tactical conditions
[AD-719101] pOI.57 N71-20U61
EBB AIBCBAFT
HT VJ-101 AIBCBAFT
EXCITATION
NT ACODSTIC EXCITATION
NT SELF EXCITATION
EXECDTIVE AIBCBAFT
0 GENERAL AVIATION AIBCRAFT
D PASSENGEB AIBCBAFT
EXHAUST DIFFDSEBS
Badial-inflow turbine performance with exit
diffusers designed for linear static-pressure
variation
[NASA-TH-X-2357] p0631 N71-32166
EXHAUST FLOS SIMULATION
NT FLIGHT SIHDLATION
One dimensional flow models of internal combustion
engine exhaust silencers in noisy systems
p0339 A71-25180
Jet exhaust nacelle subsonic flow -simulation
[ABC-CP-1111J p0228 N71-17113
EXHAUST GASES
Gas turbines air pollution control, discussing
exhaust composition, combustion chamber derign,
engine efficiency, etc
p0009 A71-10820
Critical nozzle pressure ratio and geometry effects
on free exhaust gas jets of jet engine models
TDGLR-70-055] p0130 A71-15966
Aircraft gas turbine engines nitric oxide enission
model, describing flow behavior and chemical
processes
[AIAA PAPER 71-123] p0155 A71-18659
Mathematical model of nonstationary intake and
exhaust gas motion in two cycle internal
combustion engine cylinders
p0204 A71-20780
Gas turbine engines emission characteristics,
discussing methods for pollutants reduction
p021« A71-21820
A-189
BXHAOST JETS SDBJECI IBDEI
Commercial supersonic flight, investigating air
pollution and alleged climate and weather
modification effects due to principal exhaust
products
p0214 A71-21821
Rational Air Pollution Control Administration
control of aircraft engine pollutant emissions
covering measurement, test instrumentation,
research, standards and regulations
p0216 A71-21831
Aircraft engine smoke emission control, discussing
Bingelmann chart assessment for various commercial
•jet aircraft and airport gaseous pollutants
p0216 A71-21832
Standard equipment and procedures for aircraft gas
turbine engine exhaust smoke measurement
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-88] p0353 A71-25995
Visible exhaust smoke trails from aircraft jet
engines, measuring optical density by photographic
photometry
[SAE PAPER 710428] p0406 A71-28314
Chemical kinetic calculation of nitric oxide
formation in spark ignition automobile engines and
gas turbine combustors
p0136 A71-30454
Dispersal of jet aircraft exhaust emissions near
airports and of smoke trails in upper atmosphere,
assessing.pollutant levels near'large urban
airports
p0492 A71-32244
Aircraft pollutant emission regulation, discussing
low smoke combustors and fuel dumping problem
p0492 A71-32246
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber outlet gas
temperature field peripheral nonnniformity,
detailing jets disruptive capacity effects in
mixing zone
p0504 A71-33609
Stratospheric ozone reduction through catalytic
action of nitrogen oxides from SST exhaust,
discussing degrading effect on atmospheric
radiation shield
p0562 A71-36922
Turbine propulsion system smoking and exhaust gas
emission, discussing aircraft and automobile
pollution emission
p0615 A71-39452
Operating variables effect on pollutant exhaust from
jet aircraft turbine engines, discussing combustor
design technigues for emissions reduction
p0695 A71-43600
Reingestion characteristics and inlet flow
distortion of V/STOL fighter powered by J-85
engine
tNASA-TN-D-7014] p0122 N71-13420
Development of methods for analyzing ratios of
sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioiide in jet exhaust
streams
tAD-713222] p0160 N71-14603
Investigation of engine-exhaust-airframe
interference on cruise vehicle at Hach 6
[NASA-TH-D-6060] p0161 N71-14635
Determining amount of smoke in exhaust of gas jet
turbine engines
tNiSA-CB-117031] p0317 N71-20050
Rind tunnel investigation of jets exhausting into
cross flow - description and data analysis
[AD-718122] pO«58 1171-24492
Reductions in smoke level and carbon monoxide
emissions resulting from air-assist fuel nozzles
in jet aircraft exhaust pollutant tests
p0585 N71-30784
Ose of air-assist fuel nozzle to reduce exhaust
emissions from gas turbine combustor at simulated
idle conditions - J-57 engine
[NASA-TH-D-6404]
 P0591 N71-31456
Exhaust emission from reciprocating aircraft
engines, and afterburning of exhaust gases on
contact with ambient air - air pollution study
(PB-197627] pC592 N71-31569
Impact of jet aircraft emissions on air quality in
vicinity of Los Angeles International Airport
CPB-198699] p0621 N71-31779
Heat flowmeter for measuring vertical takeoff
aircraft exhaust thermal insulation dissipation
tDLR-MITT-71-07] p0624 N71-31929
Hodel tests of concepts to reduce hot gas ingestion
in VTOL lift engines in low and cross wind
conditions - graphs
[H1SA-CR-1863] p0630 H71-32370
Analysis of phenomena occurring in exhaust gas spray
cooler utilizing liquid injection, and
mathematical model of optimum cooler
[AD-724687] p0637 H71-32991
Global stratospheric dispersion of supersonic
transport exhaust
[D180-12981-1] p0675 N71-34021
Air pollution by gas turbine aircraft engines
p0689 H71-36387
Sampling, handling, and measuring emissions from
aircraft gas turbine engines
[BEPT-430] p0719 N71-37604
Stratified charge engine tests to determine exhaust
emission characteristics
[AD-727745] . p0729 N71-38760
EXHAUST JETS
0 EXHAUST GASES
EXBADST NOZZLES
NT CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLES
NT PLOG NOZZLES
NT TURBINE EXBADST NOZZLES
Flow field of two dimensional nozzle exhausting to
vacuum, describing computer program based on BGK
eguation and plotting exhaust region density,
temperature and velocity
[AIAA PAPER 69-658] p0010 A71-10932
Twin jet aircraft engine installation effects and
exhaust nozzle integration, noting closely spaced
inlet interference
.[ICAS PAPER 70-47] p0067 A71-13148
Exhaust nozzles configurations effect on shear jet
noise based on Ribner theoretical model
p0132 A71-16278
Supersonic transport inlet-engine-airframe
compatibility programs, noting exhaust nozzle
installation effects, distortions and noise
[AIAA PAPER 68-993] p0295 A71-24854
Air bypass behind compressor into variable area
exhaust nozzle, obtaining energy losses from gas
turbine jet engine indices
p0410 A71-28586
Optimal penetration effect on peripheral gas flow
temperature field at outlet of turbine combustion
chamber with circular flame tubes
p0414 A71-28971
High entrainment constant area multiple nozzle
ejectors with twp mixing tube lengths for boundary
layer control, estimating performance with
analytical model
[ASBE PAPEB 71-FE-34] p0421 A71-29469
Airframe installation effects on underwing nacelle
nozzle performance, using calibrated engines and
load cells on F-106 for measurements
[AIAA PAPEB 71-681] p0441 A71-30745
Isolated axisymmetric jet engine exhaust nozzles
thrust and drag predictions in sub-, trans- and
supersonic flight regimes
[AIAA PAPER 71-719] p0442 A71-30770
Pressure distribution and drag prediction over
slender axisymmetric fuselages and afterbodies and
exhaust nozzles at transonic Hach numbers
[AliA PAPEB 71-720] p0442 A71-30771
Jet engines with afterburners, describing exhaust
nozzle control, takeoff and landing advantages and
thrust variations
p0659 A71-40858
Symmetrical and unilateral sticking flow modes of
nozzle air jets expelled into plane-parallel and
parabolic ducts
p0670 A71-42681
Supersonic propulsion system inlet, engine and
exhaust nozzle in wind tunnel and flight tests,
discussing boundary layer effects on performance
p0695 A71-43599
Flight and wind tunnel evaluations of flow field'
effects on performance of supersonic underving
exhaust nozzle at transonic speeds
[ NASA-IB-X-66887] p0302 117 1-19366
Aircraft afterbody and engine nozzle interferences
at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-66888] p0303 N71-19368
Design and characteristics of exhaust system for
supersonic aircraft
p0308 H71-19459
Hind tunnel tests of supersonic propulsion inlet,
engine and exhaust nozzles
[NASA-TB-X-67870] p0531 N71-28946
A-190
SOBJECT INDEX F-2 4IBCBAFT
Comparison of predicted and experimental vail
temperature for cylindrical ejector exhaust nozzle
operated with turbojet gas generator
[NASA-TN-D-6465] p0628 B71-32156
Exhaust jet mixing flow nozzles with peak axial
velocity degradation for noise suppression
CNASA-TH-X-67931] p0716 N71-37378
EIBiOST SYSTEMS
Book on aircraft gas turbine engine technology
covering combustion chambers, exhaust systems,
lubricating oils, thrust augmentation, inlet ducts
and overhaul procedures
p0210 A71-21625
Flow variation effect on velocity and flow angle
distribution at exit of shrouded radial flow
impeller with backward swept blades, using
streamline curvature method
[ASMS PAPEB 71-GT-15] p0349 A71-25961
Aircraft propulsion system testing, stressing noise
reduction and inlet-engine exhaust system
compatibility
[SAE PAPER 710150] p0107 A71-28328
Commercial SST aircraft engine noise during takeoff,
discussing exhaust geometries for suppression
p0486 A71-31595
Soundproofing of air inlets and fan exhausts with
reference to absorbent systems with resonant
cavities, technologies, environmental conditions
and material fatigue
p0188 A71-31880
Computerized statistical analysis of engine smoke
measurements
[AD-713612] p0160 N71-11617
Effect of tailpipe length on combuster stability in
ramjet combusters
p0241 871-17725
Design and characteristics of exhaust system for
supersonic aircraft
p0308 H71-19459
Noise attenuation by injection of evaporating
droplets into subsonic duct flow
[NASA-CR-111905] p0641 N71-33560
EXISTENCE THEOEEHS
Singularity carrier auxiliary curves in airfoil
cascade design, formulating and proving existence
theorem
p0133 A71-16397
EXITS (DOOBS)
0 DOOBS
EXPANDABLE STBBCTBBES
NT BALLOONS
NT BALLOTES
NT GAS BAGS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
NT INFLATABLE STBOCTDBES
NT HETEOBOLOGICAL BALLOONS
Bare base shelter/hangar expandable structures for
rapid worldwide Tactical Fighter Organization
deployment, noting foam and honeycomb fabrication
[AIAA PAPER 71-398] p0341 A71-25274
Expandable structures for midair pilot rescue device
with hot air filled BALLDTE, discussing BALLOTE
material development
[AIAA PAPER 71-102] p0311 A71-25278
EIPAHSION
NT GAS EXPANSION
NT THERMAL BUCKLING
EXPANSION SAVES
0 ELASTIC HAVES
EXPEBIBEBTAL DESIGN
Experimental arrangement for delay times in
propeller/rpm controller system
p0205 A71-20832
»ind tunnel force test program design for jet
aircraft configurations, including propulsion
system simulation
p0139 A71-30605
Free flight hypersonic wind tunnel model testing in
Ludwieg tube, discussing launching device and
recording setup
p0651 A71-40381
Experimental design of three dimensional air traffic
control radar tracking system
p0034, H71-10164
Design of 20-megawatt linear plasma accelerator
facility
[NASA-TN-D-6115] p0172 K71-15819
Design of shaft face seal with self-acting lift
augmentation for gas turbine engines
[NASA-TN-D-616II] p0326 N71-20392
Design, fabrication and static testing of attached
inflatable decelerator models for supersonic wind
tunnel evaluation
[NASA-CR-111831] p0383 N71-22538
EXPLODIBG COBDUCTOR CIRCUITS
D CIBCDITS
EXPLOBATION
HI SPACE EXPLORATION
EXPLOSIONS
NT GAS EXPLOSIONS
Aircraft crash investigation, deducing in-flight
explosion by failure analysis technigues
pOOOl A71-1C156
Sonic boom and explosive shock wave effects on
buildings and structural members
pOOSO N71-11035
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
NT BOMBS (OBDSANCE)
NT SHAPED CHARGES
EXPOBTS
D INTERNATIONAL TEADE
EXTERNAL STOBES
NT PODS (EXTEBNAL STORES)
External stores separation induced aerodynamic
interactions, using high speed cinematographic
recording of drop trajectories and/or store loads
weighing in aircraft flow field
[ONEBA-TP-849] p0090 A71-15357
High speed aircraft external store separation
testing and prediction technigues, considering
flow field survey, dynamically similar drop models
and captive trajectory methods
CAIAA PAPER 71-291) p0220 A71-22014
External store surface pressure distributions during
captive flight aboard F-4B aircraft, considering
carrying aircraft effects on flow field about
airborne ordnance
[AIAA PAPER 71-295] p0220 A71-22015
Performance evaluation of variable geometry external
fuel tank prototypes by static structural tests,
wind tunnel tests and flight tests on F-111
aircraft
(AIAA PAPEB 71-763] p0515 A71-35533
Active feedback wing/store flutter control for
fighter aircraft, using computer programs based on
freguency. and time domains for 'linear analysis
p0697 A71-11109
Botary wing aircraft external stores jettison
systems
[AD-713872] p0175 N71-16262
Computerized prediction of separated store
trajectories dropped from bomber aircraft at high
speed
p0301 N71-19379
Flight test measurements on interference and
aerodynamic drag effects caused by jettisoning of
external stores from F-2 aircraft
p0305 N71-19381
Computerized prediction of flow field interference
forces and moments on aircraft stores at subsonic
speeds
p0305 N71-19385
lind tunnel evaluation of lifting body store
configurations for captive flight drag and
separation characteristics
p0306 N71-19386
Statistical prediction of external store separation
characteristics from aircraft
p0306 N71-19388
Manufacture and dynamic testing of external store
models for transonic wind tunnels
[BEPT-23] p0681 N71-35212
EXTINGOISHBBS
D FIBE EXTINGUISHERS
EXTBATEBBESTRIAL RADIATION
NT GALACTIC RADIATION
NT SOLAR RADIATION
EXTBEMOM VALUES
Cumulative frequency distributions determined by
extreme value analysis used for fatigue analysis
and interpretation of e.g. vertical acceleration
and gust velocity measured on transport aircraft
[AGABD-B-579-71] p0466 N71-25080
F-2 AIECBAFT
Dynamic response of F-2 aircraft using cross
A-191
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correlation and power spectra
[ARC-CP-1121] P0171 N71-15720
Flight test measurements on interference and
aerodynamic drag effects caused by jettisoning of
external stores from F-2 aircraft
p03C5 N71-19384
F-U AIRCRAFT
OSAF F-4E Stall/Hear Stall Investigation, discussing
testing requirements, fighter aircraft
improvement, spin avoidance and high angle of
attack limitations
p0184 471-19095
Late model F-4 air superiority aircraft and
electronic flight control systems protection
against lightning discharges damage to electric
and electronic systeus
p0194 471-199UO
External store surface pressure distributions during
captive flight aboard F-4B aircraft, considering
carrying aircraft effects on flow field about
airborne ordnance
[AIAA PIPES 71-295] p0220 A71-22015
Skin friction, trailing edge boundary profiles and
tuft flow patterns on model F-4D aircraft in
transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 71-762] p0505 A71-34001
Potential benefits accruing to air superiority
fighters by integrating automatic feedback control
system technology into design, using F-4 as
baseline configuration
[ A I A A PAPER 71-764] p0505 A71-340C2
F-4E stall/spin development and flight tests,
relating mass distribution and angle of attack
aerodynamic design
[AIAA PAPER 71-772] p0506 A71-34008
Numerical method for near field antenna coupling
over conducting surface of aerospace vehicles
applied to L band slot antennas on F-4 Phantom
aircraft
p0608 A71-38445
Optimization design procedures for development of
stability augmentation systems
[AD-717168] pC328 N71-20617
Closure technique for retention of grease in large
bearings on F-4C aircraft wheels
[AD-723679] p0621 N71-31744
Aircraft accident report on midair collision
involving DC-9 commercial aircraft and Marine
Corps F-4B aircraft near Duarte, California on
June 6, 1971
[SB-71-62] p0632 N71-32491
Practical design procedure for F-4 aircraft
augmentation systems based on quadratic optimal
control technology
[AD-726584] p0682 H71-35221
Hydraulic power and actuation reguirements of
survivable flight control system utilizing fly by
wire control for F-4 aircraft
[AD-727763] p0719 N71-37608
F-8 AIRCRAFT
F-8D aircraft transonic flight and wing tunnel tests
for buffet onset prediction, considering effects
of g level and fluctuation amplitude and frequency
[AIAA PAPER 70-311] p0296 A71-24863
Mathematical modeling of F-8 aircraft wave off
trajectories for aircraft carrier approaches
[AD-727121] p0711 S71-36439
F-14 ilBCBlFT
F-14A twin engine variable geometry carrier based
jet fighter aircraft, discussing design,
development program and manufacturing techniques
p0021 A71-12050
Boron-epoxy structural skins design for F-14
honeycomb horizontal stabilizer, using computer
program
p0344 A71-25420
Fighter F-14 podded engine high variable sweep wing
design including nozzle, nacelle, fuselage shift,
aspect ratio and lift control improvements
p0509 471-34152
Flight test program, facilities and instrumentation
for F-14 aircraft structural, powerplant,
avionics, performance and carrier suitability
evaluation
p0510 A71-34153
Integrated logistics support program for F-14
aircraft maximum oaintainability, reliability and
operational readiness at optimum cost
p0510 A71-34154
Avionics systems for weapons control in F-14 fighter
aircraft, discussing track multiple targets,
sighting aids, radar, computer navigation,
communications and built-in self testing
p0510 A71-34155
Titanium and composite fabrication for F-14
aircraft, discussing hot forming, chemical milling
and electron beam welding
pOSIC A71-34156
Modular manufacturing for F-14 aircraft at low co'st
using end product configuration reducing final
assembly
p0510 A71-34157
F-15 AIECBAFT
F-15 air superiority fighter, describing military
reguirements, program management and procedures in
terms of speed, maneuverability, acceleration and
weaponry
p0183 A71-19078
F-15 aircraft integrated data system for flight test
program information, discussing development and
major elements
[AIAA PAPER 71-774] p0507 A71-34010
F-28 TEAHSPOHT AIBCBAFT
Experimental and theoretical aeroelastic analysis of
Fokker F-28 T tail, using flutter model and flight
flutter tests
p0547 A71-35649
Aeroelastic and flutter analysis for T tail of
Fokker F.28
p0568 N71-29344
Experimental aeroelastic analysis to determine
airworthiness of T-tail configuration of F-28
aircraft
p0673 N71-34002
F-80 AIBCBtFT
0 T-33 AIBCBAFT
F-84 AIBCBAFT
Crack formation in aluminum spoiler cables of F84 F
aircraft
[TDCK-55807] p0166 H71-15267
F-100 AIBCEAFT
Fatigue crack initiation and growth and residual
strength of F-100 wing, comparing service failure
data with full scale fatigue test results
p0539 A71-35159
F-10U AIBCBAFT
F-104D aircraft side stick control system design and
function, curriculum maneuvers and component
reliability
p0184 A71-19092
Minimum time profiles for F-104 aircraft by
Balakrishnan epsilon technique, comparing
solutions with energy method
pOi(12 A71-28831
Evaluating use of airborne digital computers for
guidance and control of x-15 and F-104 aircraft
[NASA-IB-X-66491] p0113 H71-12610
Dynamic loads on F-1C4G aircraft landing gears
[FB-82-1969] p0252 N71-18532
Computer program for optimum flight path defined by
flight test investigation of performance
characteristics /excess thrust, fuel flow, and
climb potential/ of F-104G aircraft
[NASA-TH-D-6398] p0513 H71-27002
F-106 AIBCHAFT
Measurement of turbojet engine exhaust nozzle
performance as affected by installation parameters
using load cells and calibrated engines on F-106
aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-67816] p0400 1171-23822
Thrust measurement system and aerodynamic drag
effects of underwing J-85 engine nacelles on F-106
aircraft propulsion system performance
[HASA-TH-X-2356] p0628 N71-32144
F-110 AIBCBAFT
H F-4 AIRCRAFT
F-111 AIBCBAFT
F-111 airframe static test instrumentation,
describing computerized processing of simultaneous
inputs from 400 channels of tape recorded strain,
load and deflection data
p0267 A71-22717
Cost effectiveness of reliability screening program
from parts procurement through system test, using
experience with attack radar for F-111 aircraft
p0357 471-26683
Performance evaluation of variable geometry external
fuel tank prototypes by static structural tests.
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wind tunnel tests and flight tests on F-111
aircraft
[&IAA PAPER 71-763] p0515 A71-35533
Design* analysis and testing of F-111 complex
fuselage full scale section of composite
materials, noting weight savings
[SAKE PiPEB 889] p0552 A71-35825
Congressional hearing on investigation of contract
for TFX aircraft
pOOSO N71-11031)
Congressional investigation into contract management
and development costs of IPX aircraft
[REPT-91-1196] p0170 N71-15619
Two variations of gas generator method to calculate
thrust of afterburning turbofan engines installed
in F-111A aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6297] p0381 N71-22611
In-fliqht F-111 data on total and static pressure
from left inlet during automatically scheduled and
manually controlled off-schedule positioning of
spike at Hach 0.68 to 2.18
[NAS4-TN-D-6190] p0610 N71-33211
FAB (PBOGBAHHIHG LANGUAGE)
D FORTRAN
FABBICATIOH
Sandwich metal construction with welded Norsial
corrugated core for light weight and strength,
discussing fabrication and application to
hypersonic research vehicles
p0089 471-15207
Filament winding manufacturing methods using
unidirectional glass reinforcements for design and
fabrication of aircraft wing structure
[SHE PAPER EM-70-106] p0202 A71-20516
TI alloys structural high temperature applications
in fighter aircraft, considering fabrication and
assembly methods
p0275 A71-23127
Representative Thornel fiber aircraft fuselage
component nondestructive testing and repair, and
Thornel fiber, polysulfone and polyamide-imide
composites fabrication and evaluation
p0311 A71-25127
Resin matrix composite airfoils in gas turbine
engines, considering performance, fabrication and
cost
[ASME PAPEfi 71-GT-47] p0351 A71-25980
Design and fabrication of Borsic aluminum composite
fan blades for supersonic turbofan engines,
considering 130 F application without severe
vibratory stress
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-90] p0353 A71-25997
Miniature transducers design and fabrication for
fluctuating pressure measurements in jet engine
testing, noting freguency response and power
dissipation
p0134 &71-30321
Reliability implications of Boeing 747 program,
considering problem detection and identification,
parts fabrication and installation, airline
operating variables, etc
P0500 A71-33285
Fabrication technigues of compact fluldic control
eguipment for aerospace engines
• p0055 N71-11651
Fabrication and tests of CO2 flat plate models in He
hypersonic wind tunnel
[SC-CR-69-3215] p0390 N71-23228
FABRICS
NT PA8ACHDTE FABRICS
FIBBI-PEBOT L1SEBS
D LASERS
FACETS
D FLAT SDBFACES
FACSIHILE COMMUNICATION
NT AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
FACTOB ANALYSIS
Poisson density functions and factor analysis of
shock wave propagation and sonic boos spectra in
turbulent flow
[NASA-CH-1879] p0611 N71-33283
FACTORIES
U INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FADING
NT SIGNAL FADIHG
FAIL-SAFE SYSTEMS
Wing structure fatigue substantiation procedures
under fail-safe concept for general aviation
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 71010<l] p0287 471-21264
Fatigue life, fail-safe capability and corrosion
resistance of comnercial aircraft structures
improved through adhesive metal-metal bonding
[ASHE PAPER 71-DE-27] p0361 A71-27325
Fail-safe helicopter rotor control design,
discussing damage tolerant components, redundant
system, failure warning and maintenance
[AHS PREPRINT 550] pOU52 A71-31102
Integral spar inspection system for making CH-16
rotor blade fail-safe
[AHS PREPRINT 551] p0452 A71-31103
DC-10 fuselage pressure shell fail-safe design,
presenting analysis methods for residual strength
prediction of damaged stiffened panels
pOSIO A71-35160
Helicopter rotor blades fail-safe design, presenting
criteria for' fatigue loaded structures residual
strength and life based on crack propagation rate
methods
pOStO A71-35163
FAILURE
NT ENGINE FAILURE
NT FAILURE ANALYSIS
NT STRUCTURAL FAILURE
NT SYSTEM FAILURES
FAILURE ANALYSIS
Aircraft crash investigation, deducing in-flight
explosion by failure analysis technigues
pOOOl A71-10156
Aircraft multiwheel undercarriage effect on rigid
and flexible pavements, examining failure modes
p0021 A71-12164
Computer aided automatic fault data logging,
classification, analysis and reporting methods in
integrated ATC system
p0186 A71-19556
Airborne Doppler radar receiver transmitter failure
testing by Versatile Avionics Shop Test computer
controlled system
p0412 471-28778
Structure service life and storage failure
probability calculation with current load
measurements and laboratory fatigue testing
p0418 471-29231
Gas turbine engine condition analysis by digital
computer and fault isolation techniques
[SAE PAPEB 710118] p0138 A71-30532
DC 10 dispatch reliability, discussing failure
mode/analysis and flight officers training/
evaluation standardization lists for abnormal
operation identification
pOSOO A71-33297
DC-10 fuselage pressure shell fail-safe design,
presenting analysis methods for residual strength
prediction of damaged stiffened panels
p0540 A71-35160
Aircraft structures sonic fatigue due to high
freguency noise from turbofan engines, discussing
case histories, failure diagnosis and
precautionary design measures
p0603 A71-37813
Rotor-bearing system analysis to determine cause of
brinelling failure of bearings from vibration
tested PLV fans
[NASA-CR-117855] p0383 N71-22527
Conference on prevention of mechanical failures
including bearing failures, spectrographic oil
analysis, failure mechanisms of helicopter
transmissions, and related problems
[AD-721359] p0520 1171-28057
Proceedings of conference dealing with advances in
decision making processes for detection,
diagnosis, and prognosis of mechanical failures
[AD-721355] p0521 N71-28121
Proceedings of conference on mechanical failures
prevention
[AD-721912] p0529 N71-28592
Investigation of adverse effects of producing QH-50
helicopters prior to completion of development and
flight tests
P0578 N71-30301
Analysis of low cycle thermal fatigue in laminated
porous wall turbine vanes
[NASA-CR-72954] p0678 N71-3I)914
Cost effectivness, failure analysis, and design
technigues for measuring reliability of avionics
systems
[AGARD-LS-U7-71] p0714 K71-36776
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FAILURE BODES SUBJECT IHDEI
Beliability estimation, incloding failure effect
analysis of avionic systems
P0714 B71-36777
FAILUBE BODES
Sailplane fatigae testing determining load spectra
fail safe structures and damage calculation
P0020 A71-11949
Helicopter power transmission failure modes,
presenting field experiences correlation vith
conventional design stress analysis and bench test
data
[SAE PAPEK 710154] p0408 471-28331
DC 10 dispatch reliability, discussing failure
mode/analysis and flight officers training/
evaluation standardization lists for abnormal
operation identification
pOSOO A71-33297
Aircraft parts lubrication friction and wear
problems, discussing failure modes, solid and
liguid lubricants, component damage and
lubrication systems
p0660 A71-II0902
Bandom errors in aluminum alloy fatigue tests and
failure modes
[ABC-CP-1123] p0231 1171-17330
Proceedings of conference on mechanical failures
prevention
[AD-721912] p0529 H71-28592
FAIHCHILD BILITiBY AIBCBAFT
D BILITABY AIBCRAFT
FAIBCBILD-BILLEE AIBCBAFT
BT XC-142 AIBCBAFT
FAIBISGS
Device and method for calculating optimal fairings
for aircraft antennas
[JPBS-52608] p0333 B71-21258
FAH IB SIHG AIBCBAFT
STOL commercial aircraft propulsion systems,
considering two stream augmentor wing engine and
high bypass ratio three stream engine
[AIAA PAPEB 71-746] p0480 A71-31325
Aerodynamic characteristics of large-scale model
with lift fan mounted in 5 percent thick
triangular wing
[BASA-TN-D-7031] p0161 871-14638
Cross flow wind tunnel performance tests of 15 in.
wing installed lift fen with coaxial drive turbine
for VTOL transport aircraft
[BASA-TH-X-67854] p0518 N71-27707
FABLIFT DEVICES
D LIFT FANS
F4BS
Large low-speed fan for low noise production,
testing performance on suppression effects of
acoustic treatment and exhaust jet noise
C A S H E PAPEB 70-HA/GT-15] poo77 A71-14123
Short rotor blade span supersonic fan for pressure
wave forward propagation elimination, obtaining
acoustic and aerodynamic characteristics
CAIAA PAPEB 71-182] p0155 A71-18621
Axial flow fan noise, investigating louvers effects
on sound field
p0357 A71-26704
Soundproofing of air inlets and fan exhausts with
reference to absorbent systems with resonant
cavities, technologies, environmental conditions
and material fatigue
p0488 A71-31880
FAB FIELDS
Far field sound radiated from steady loading of
isolated snbsoJic rotor, noting dependence on
spatial uniformity of flow entering rotor
p0140 A71-17160
Aerodynamic sound radiation from point force in
accelerative circular motion, obtaining closed
form for overall far field radiation
p0140 A71-17162
Far field sonic boom pressure profiles simulation by
methane-oxygen mixture detonation in balloons
[AIAA PAPEB 71-186] p0155 A71-18625
Hear field flow pattern of inclined slender body of
revolution, using BhithaB far field theory of
supersonic flow
[AIAA PAEEB 71-626] p0483 A71-3155U
Turbomachinery rotor and stator row aerodynamic •
interaction, describing discrete tone noise
generation from far field measurements
p0491 471-32134
Subsonic turbulent jets acoustic emission,
calculating noise intensity in far field for
various Bach numbers
p0533 471-34213
Sound radiation from subsonically rotating annular
disk source, calculating far field pressure and
efficiency
P0603 A71-37845
Transonic flows about two dimensional airfoils,
calculating far field boundary conditions with
coordinate transformation
P0702 471-41620
Jet noise contribution to far field sound from 1.83
neter diameter fan determined for two simulated
nacelle configurations
[BASA-TB-X-67825] p0402 H71-24009
FASTEHEBS
BT BOLTS
HI HOTS (FASTEHEBS)
BT PINS
BT BIVETS
Ultrasonic wrench for applying vibratory energy to
mechanical fasteners
[NASA-CASE-HFS-20586] p0240 N71-17686
FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)
BT FLIGHT FATIGUE
In-flight study of work/rest cycle effects on double
crew performance and fatigue in flying transport
missions
p0661 A71-U1829
FATIGUE (HATEBIALS)
BT BET4L FATIGUE
BT THERMAL FATIGUE
Cyclic thermal cracking and fatigue analysis in
large steam turbine rotors with three dimensional
temperature and triaxial stress computation
[ASHE PAPEB 70-PHB-1] p0198 A71-20198
Strain level counter monitoring aircraft structural
fatigae, describing system components consisting
of sensors in critical structure areas and
indicator unit with visual display
p0267 A71-22725
Ring structure fatigue substantiation procedures
under fail-safe concept for general aviation
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 710404] . p0287 A71-24264
Total fatigue damage estimates from ground and
flight loads on fixed-wing light aircraft
subjected to agricultural operations
[LTB-ST.422] p0106 H71-12233
Panel flutter and divergence as structural
aeroelastic problems leading to fatigue failure
[NASA-CR-111821] p0120 B71-13405
Analysis of aircraft wheel failures to determine
cause of fatigue fracture and establishment of
qualification tests
[NBC-11694] p0316 H71-19857
Cumulative freguency distributions determined by
extreme value analysis used for fatigue analysis
and interpretation of e.g. vertical acceleration
and gust velocity measured on transport aircraft
[AGABD-B-579-71] p0466 N71-25080
Fatigue and fracture mechanics of airframes and
materials including structural design and stress
analysis techniques
[AD-719756] . p0466 H71-25092
Experimental investigation on effect of spot welded
or adhesively bonded thermocouples and fatigue
behavior of two titanium alloys suitable for use
in high speed airplanes
[ NASA-TH-I-2288] p0531 N71-28891
General fatigue prediction method based on Beuber
notch stresses and strains for aluminum alloy
airframes
[AD-723631] p0627 M71-32025
Bodal analysis of response and fatigue of aluninum
aircraft panels modal response
P0688 N71-36273
FATIGUE LIFE
Bi base superalloys fatigue strength improvement for
gas turbine engine components, discussing
homogeneous deformation distribution, grain size
control, etc
P0002 A71-10166
Aircraft structure fatigue life improvement via
material stress coining inside and around holes
and slots
p0003 471-10170
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LAMS flight control systems for turbulence induced
fatigue damage reduction in B-52 and C-5A
aircraft, using mathematical models
p0017 A71-11660
Gas turbine engine Hi alloys heat resistance,
examining fatigue life and creep properties at
various temperatures and test durations
p0136 A71-16754
Aerodynamic heating effects on fatigue and creep
properties of supersonic aircraft alloys at high
temperatures, considering deformation mechanisms
interaction
p0273 A71-23204
Aircraft structural fatigue life in-flight
monitoring, describing sensor installation on
aircraft fin structure and measurement results
p0280 A71-23938
King structure fatigue substantiation procedures
under fail-safe concept for general aviation
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 710404]
 P0287 A71-24264
Fatigue failure probabilistic model under variable
amplitude loading, considering relation between
safety factor and fatigue failure probability
p0346 A71-25492
passenger aircraft structures accelerated testing
for safety and fatigue durability under
operational conditions, describing tests, planning
and evaluation
p0358 A71-26946
Fatigue life, fail-safe capability and corrosion
resistance of commercial aircraft structures
improved through adhesive metal-metal bonding
[ASHE P4PEE 71-DE-27] p0361 A71-27325
Artificial corrosion pits effect on fatigue
durability of smooth samples and aircraft
duraluminnm skin elements
p0103 A71-27819
Aircraft design and fatigue life monitoring,
investigating effects of gust velocity freguency
distribution in patches of atmospheric turbulence
p0428 A71-29789
Aircraft structures fatigue properties, discussing
stresses, life estimates, safety factors and
descriptive curves
p0501 A71-33343
Program parameters effects on fatigue life of
turbine blade heat resistant alloys at high
temperatures under cyclic loading
p0502 A71-33407
Probabilistic approach to prolonged lifetime design
and static strength of structures of monocoqne and
multispar wings, using fatigue characteristics of
individual elements
p0504 A71-33604
Atmospheric turbulence prediction, discussing gust
sensitive aircraft design for structural overload
and fatigue failure decreases
[AIAA PAPER 71-775] p0507 A71-34011
Fatigue crack initiation and growth and residual
strength of F-100 wing, comparing service failure
data with full scale fatigue test results
p0539 A71-35159
Helicopter rotor blades fail-safe design, presenting
criteria for fatigue loaded structures residual
strength and life based on crack propagation rate
methods
p0540 A71-35163
Aircraft structural panels under cyclic static
loads, examining fatigue life with probability
theory, statistics and regression analysis
p0542 A71-35312
Gas turbine engine steels and Hi alloys heat
resistance, examining fatigue life and creep
properties at various temperatures and test
durations
p05i!3 A71-35453
Cumulative freguency distributions of aircraft
landing gear loads in determining fatigue life
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1462] p0036 871-10273
Electron fractography for high strength steel to
determine fatigue life of military aircraft parts
[HLH-TB-6901(3-0] p0119 N71-13364
Scatter factor in statistical aircraft fatigue life
estimation
[AHL/SM-350] p0165 N71-15154
Aluminum alloy stress cycles and fatigue life of
airframe materials
[FB-78-1969] p0238 N71-17524
Elevated temperature effects on fatigue life of
tensile stressed titanium alloys, aluminum alloys,
and stainless steels
[NASA-TN-D-6145] p0374 N71-22076
Conference on fatigue life in helicopter components
[DLH-BITT-70-01] p0455 H71-24385
Fatigue life of helicopter rotary wings under
vibrational stresses
p0455 H71-24386
Variability of aluminum alloy aircraft structure
fatigue life under symmetric and asymmetric loads
[ARL/SH-REPOHT-329] p0717 H71-37524
FATIGUE TESTING HACBINES
Gas flame heater for heat resistant samples under
fatigue tests, simulating gas turbine engine
operating conditions
p0001 A71-10041
Aircraft structures fatigue testing device using
programmed control of electrical inputs to
electrodynamic vibration stand, noting load cycle
effects and damage accumulation
p0004 A71-10409
FATIGUE TESTS
Airplane materials mechanical properties degradation
due to fatigue, discussing breaking strain of Al
alloy
p0015 A71-11395
Sailplane fatigue testing determining load spectra
fail safe structures and damage calculation
P0020 A71-11949
Laboratory facilities for DC-10 structural test
program using fatigue test machines and computer
controlled servo loading systems
CSAE PAPEB 700829] p0072 A71-13724
Concorde thermal fatigue test installation,
controlling temperature by transfer temperature
variation in single heat exchanger block
p0276 A71-23580
King structure fatigue substantiation procedures
under fail-safe concept for general aviation
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 710104] p0287 A71-2426"
Al alloys one step fatigue tests under combined high
temperature and structural vibration conditions
p0294 A71-24821
Nonstationary stress modeling in aircraft structures
using random pulse generator applied to jet
landing gear break strut fatigue test
P0298 471-24954
Aircraft wing fatigue test procedures for gust,
maneuver, ground-air-ground, taxi and landing
impact loads
[SAE PAPER 710403] p0300 A71-25133
Structure service life and storage failure
probability calculation with current load
measurements and laboratory fatigue testing
pO«18 A71-29231
Structural fatigue in aircraft design, discussing
twin engine transport tests, crack propagation
rate, residual strength, etc
p0421 &71-29434
Hetal coated superalloys evaluation for gas turbine
engine components, including corrosion, impact and
fatigue tests
p0423 A71-29635
Pisa University Aeronautical Institute activities
/1960-1970^, considering supersonic and subsonic
flow research, thin stiffened shells fatigue under
compressive or tensile loads, etc
p0444 A71-30822
Thermal ground testing of Concorde and 7eras,
considering static and fatigue testing in heat
environment
p0558 A71-36464
Random loading parameters adjustment in fatigue
tests of welded aircraft structures
f>0663 A71-41692
Random errors in aluminum alloy fatigue tests and
failure modes
[AHC-CP-1123] p0231 N71-17330
Analysis of aircraft wheel failures to determine
cause of fatigue fracture and establishment of
qualification tests
[NRC-11694] p0316 H71-19857
Fatigue test equipment for evaluating Focker
aircraft wing
[HLH-TB-70008-L] p0389 H71-23157
Design data for regeneratively cooled panels from
low cycle fatigue evaluation of Bastelloy X and
A-195
FAULT BBCHAHICS SUBJECT INDEX
Inconel 625 sheet and sandwich panel specimens
fNASA-CS-1884} p0728 S71-38731(
FAULT HECH&HICS
0 FS4CTOEE BECHANICS
FEASIBILITY
Simulation and modeling of advanced avionic digital
computer system operation for optimum, hardware
configurations
[AD-723521] p0629 N71-32330
FEDERAL BUDGETS
Federal funding for SSI ana Concorde aircraft
development in 1971
p0646 N71-33758
FEEDBACK
Fliqht simulators simulation width and parameter
sensitivity analysis by state vector feedback
method, using multiparameter control root-locus
technigue
p0130 A71-15970
Naval Air Rework Facility, discussing primary
mission, technical disciplines and operational
performance feedback
C&IAA PAPEB 71-765] p0506 A71-31003
FEEDBACK CIRCUITS
Determination of unsteady forces during wind tunnel
test of elastic model by placing wind tunnel model
in feedback circuit of servosystem
[N4SA-CR-114287] p0313 K71-19796
FEEDBACK CONTROL
Aircraft manual flight control analysis using
continuous mathematical pilot model for closed
loop digital simulation
p0019 A71-11787
C-5 military transport stability augmentation for
pitch and yaw inertia at low speed, using pilot
evaluation on cockpit simulator
P0028 A71-12684
Aircraft longitudinal control during landing
approach, investigating back side operation
characteristics by closed loop system analysis
regarding pilot and aircraft as elements
P0133 A71-16388
Constrained gain problem optimality conditions,
presenting algorithm for optimal gains and
application to aircraft control problems
p0295 A71-24859
Automatic gust alleviation system employing inertial
sensors and feedback devices with ving flaps and
elevators, considering linkage control,
noninteracting control and split control
P0340 &71-25195
Quasi-optimal proportional navigation, deriving
feedback guidance laws for interceptor
aerodynamically controlled missiles
P0355 471-261(09
Hind tunnel model trajectory simulation system with
closed loop control by digital computer,
describing instrumentation, system servoamplifiers
and testing procedures
P043K A71-3033U
VIOL aircraft minimum climb-to-cruise time
transition optimal open loop and suboptimal closed
loop control synthesis
pOIII A71-30799
Potential benefits accruing to air superiority
fighters by integrating automatic feedback control
system technology into design, using F-4 as
baseline configuration
[AIAA PAPEH 71-76K] pOSOS A71-34002
Soviet book on radio control of various flight
vehicles covering closed loop synthesis, missile
guidance, spacecraft trajectory correction and air
traffic control
p05«3 A71-35403
Discrete time digital flight control systems design
resulting in closed loop aircraft response
characteristics approximation to prescribed flying
guality specifications
[AIAA PAPEB 71-955] p0597 A71-37196
OSAF total in-flight simulator model-following
feedback control system, discussing conceptual
design and flight test results
[AIAA PAPER 71-961] p0598 A71-37202
Hultivariable freguency response methods for
feedback control design for aircraft gas turbines,
involving digital test bed trials
p0611 A71-38989
Stability augmentation system for aircraft elastic
modes control, discussing active flutter
suppression technology
P0697 471-1(1(107
Active feedback wing/store flutter control for
fighter aircraft, using computer programs based on
freguency and time domains for linear analysis
p0697 A71-ui(109
Adaptive guaranteed cost control for systems with
parametric variation, demonstrating system
stability and airframe pitch control
p0697 A71-41H1.1
Automatic flight control systems, discussing pilot
as systems manager or retained in control loop
p0699 A71-I41|l(5l(
Investigating nonlinear digital control methods for
attitude stabilization of VTOL aircraft
p011« K71-12615
Improved feedback control of distributed parameter
systems for lunar landing vehicle simulator
[NASA-C8-116U82] p0231 S71-17345
Minimizing performance criterion to analyze ability
of automatically controlled aircraft to maintain
accurate flight path control during landing
approach
[NASA-IS-D-6230] p0255 N71-18761
Optimization design procedures for development of
stability augmentation systems
[AD-717168] p0328 N71-20617
Control system designs for USSR single-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors with control gyroscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
[NASA-TT-F-636] p0329 N71-20719
Normal shock control systems for supersonic mixed
compression inlet using feedback loops
[NASA-TN-D-6382] p0573 N71-297U5
Computerized simulation of aerodynamic loads and
dynamic responses for aircraft control system
design based on optimal and feedback control
theories
[AD-722652] p0625 H71-31933
FEEDING DEVICES
0 ANTENNA FEEDS
FELLOWSHIP AIRCRAFT
0 F-28 TRANSPORT AIHC8AFT
FEEHIOHS
NT XH-51 HELICOPTER
FET (TRANSISTORS)
0 FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
FIBER OPTICS
Fiber optic faceplates for contrast enhancement
under high ambient light conditions for commercial
and military cockpits, eliminating ghost, halo and
direct sunlight problems
p0184 A71-19175
FIBER STRENGTH
Parachute weight, configuration and strength
correlations for tradeoffs and design
P0182 A71-18900
FIBERGLASS
D GLASS FIBERS
FIBERS
NT CARBON FIBEHS
NT GLASS FIBERS
NT HYLON (TRADEMARK)
NT REINFORCING FIBEHS
Utilization of aerospace nonflammable cellulosic
elastomeric, fibrous, and composite materials in
commercial aircraft refurbishment
P0581 N71-30759
FIBROUS MATERIALS
D FIBERS
FIDELITI
D ACCURACY
FIELD EFFECT TB4HSISTOBS
Breadboard models of silicon carbide junction field
effect transistor amplifiers
[AD-727761] p0723 N71-37792
FIELD STRENGTH
HT BAGNETIC FLUX
FIELD THEORY. (ALGEBRA)
HT QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
FIELD THEORI (PHYSICS)
' Sonic boom near field behavior, discussing N wave
focusing
[AIAA PAPER 71-185] p0155 A71-18624
FIGBTEE AIRCRAFT
NT F-2 AIRCRAFT
NT F-<( AIRCRAFT
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT
A-196
SUBJECT IHDEI PILH COOIIBG
HT F-1U 1IBCRAFT
HT F-15 AIBCBAFT
HT F-100 AIECEiPT
HT F-104 AIBCBAFT
HT F-106 AIBCRAFT
HT f-111 AIBCBiFT
HT HARRIEB ilBCBAPT
HT JAGOAB AIRCBAPT
HT HIBAGE 3 AIECEAFT
HT SAAB 37 AIBCHAFT
HT VJ-101 AIBCHAFT
navigator role in TACAH of reconnaissance and
fighter aircraft, noting Weapon System Officer
functions
p0006 A71-10503
Hathematical model and digital simulation for
nonlinear characteristics of prototype integrated
actuator package for fighter aircraft control
p0019 A71-11783
swept wing fighter aircraft transonic buffet onset
lift coefficient from camber and trailing edge
deflection, considering design variations
• p0027 A71-12679
Bach 2 flirage Hilan ground attack fighter, noting
lift aid moustache, low speed and steep approach
handling from short airstrips
p0029 A71-12710
F~15 air superiority fighter, describing military
requirements, program management and procedures in
terms of speed, maneuverability, acceleration and
weaponry
p0183 A71-19078
High performance fighter aircraft engine pressure
ratio and turbine inlet temperature measurement,
using fluidic sensors
p0203 A71-20586
TI alloys structural high temperature applications
in fighter aircraft, considering fabrication and
assembly methods
p0275 A71-23<427
Hydraulically powered duplex input servos for flight
control system of VFK-Fokker V/STOL fighter
aircraft
p0358 A71-2688I1
Combat aircraft vulnerability to projectile impact
predicted by model giving target penetration,
damage size and structural response
[AIAA PAPER 71-777] p05C7 A71-34013
Interceptor aircraft optimal nonlinear command
guidance scheme for reduction of airborne
computation load with forward prediction of
interceptor and target state vectors
[AIAA PAPER 71-916] p0596 A71-37166
Interference loading linear prediction on aircraft
stores at supersonic speeds, considering flow
field due to jet fighter bomber
p0598 A71-37290
V/STOL developments at Hawker Siddeley Aviation,
noting circulation controlled rotor concept and
HS-1U1 aircraft
[CASI PAPEB 72/18] p0602 A71-37605
Aircraft performance and optimal energy flight path
control in combat environment
p0602 A71-37721
German VAK 19IB combat VTOL aircraft development
program, describing prototype ground tests,
autopilot preoptimization and hover flight tests
p0662 A71-11517
Active feedback wing/store flutter control for
fighter aircraft, using computer programs based on
frequency and time domains for linear analysis
p0697 A71-41109
Fighter aircraft design with consideration to
armament, detection capability, thrust, speed, and
load factor performance tradeoffs
[AD-710H97) p0035 H71-10183
Dynamic stability derivatives of twin-jet fighter
model for angles of attack from -10 deg to 110 deg
[NASA-TH-D-6091 ] p0161 N71-1M634
Simulation of aerial combat
tBAE-LIB-TRANS-1367] pG167 S71-15372
Transonic and supersonic dynamic stability
characteristics of variable sweep wing tactical
fighter aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-2163] p0236 N71-17U25
Feasibility of using fixed simulator to determine
stall and spin characteristics of fighter aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6117] p0325 N71-20292
Kalman linear least squares filtering applied to
estimation of fuel quantity and rate for fighter
aircraft
[AD-717610) p0371 B71-21922
Static force tests of model of twin jet fighter
aircraft at various angles of attack and sideslip
angles to obtain data for theoretical spin studies
[NASA-TN-D-6425] p0590 N71-31330
Inflight simulation with high wing loading fighter
aircraft approach using HFB-320 and Piaggio
aircraft
(DLB-FB-71-06] p0622 H71-31789
Baintenance, management planning, and requirements
for single seat attack/fighter aircraft
[AD-723227] p0623 N71-31805
Aerodynamic characteristics of twin jet, swept wing
fighter aircraft model with leading edge Kreuger
flaps at subsonic speeds
[HASA-TB-X-2325] p0710 N71-36426
wind tunnel performance characteristics of
single-engine fighter model fitted with in-flight
thrust reverser
[NASA-TH-D-6U60] p0716 H71-37384
FILAHEHT HIHDIHG
Filament winding manufacturing methods using
unidirectional glass reinforcements for design and
fabrication of aircraft wing structure
[SHE PAPER EB-70-1106] p0202 A71-20516
Tetra-Core structural composite material, discussing
fabrication techniques, test results, potential
and applications
p0208 A71-21225
FILABENT IODHD COtJSTBUCTIOH
0 FILAMENT WINDIHG
FILLEBS
Brazing filler metals as cost effective replacement
for Au-Ni in aircraft gas turbine engine component
p0657 A71-1I0621
FILLETS
Stress concentration correcting factors for fillets
in landed aircraft structures
p0276 A71-23539
FILB BOILIHG
Benzene evaporation rate determined from flat plate
film boiling under high temperature air flow with
application to gas turbine air pollution reduction
[DLR-PB-70-58] p0374 H71-22072
FILH COOLING
Gas to gas film cooling, describing physical
processes and performance prediction method based
on heat and mass transfer analogy
p0085 A71-1I1978
Pressure gradients and slot Reynolds number effects
on impervious wall film cooling effectiveness in
constant density flow
pOQ99 A71-1547H
Injection film cooling effect on surface heat
transfer downstream of flush nontangential
injection holes and slots in turbine applications
[AIAA PAPEB 69-523] p01«5 A71-17695
Supersonic turbine design, presenting performance
data for film cooled blunt leading edge rotor
blades measured in two dimensional cascade
experiments
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-76] p0352 A71-25990
Annular vaporizing combustion chamber with film
cooling, determining flame temperature under
supersonic flight conditions
pO«1 1 A71-28749
Data correlation and effectiveness prediction from
film cooling injection geometries, considering
finitely thick slot lip and boundary layers
pO«l11 A71-28751
Surface liquid film wave motion effect on air
supersonic turbulent boundary layer flow field,
discussing film thickness, heat transfer rates and
wall temperatures
[AIAA PAPER 71-623] pOt95 A71-3251U
Gas turbine blades effusion cooling effectiveness,
using boundary layer theory to calculate blade
profile local heat transfer
pOU97 A71-32716
Performance prediction for turbine blade film
cooling with injection through holes
[H4SA-CH-116376] p0233 N71-17388
Film cooling of gas turbine blades by air injection
through holes
P0231 N71-17391
A-197
FIB STABILIZBBS SUBJECT ISDEX
Effective heat transfer coefficients in film cooling
systems of gas turbine surfaces
P0234 H71-1739S
Technological aspects of film cooling for blades in
high temperature gas turbines
P0235 N71-17I101
Conference on high temperature turbines detailing
effect of film cooling on blade profile loss
CHASA-TH-X-67123] p0387 N71-22699
FIB STIBILIZEBS
0 FIDS
D STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
FIHITE DIFFEBEHCB IHEOBT
Laminar boundary layer on spinning bodies of
revolution in oncoming stream, using implicit
finite difference technique
fAIAA PAPER 70-1377] p0072 A71-13660
Conical body laminar boundary layer heat transfer
problem in supersonic flow, using guasi-
linearization and implicit finite difference
method
P0099 A71-15487
local heat transfer to transverse circular cylinder
at low Reynolds numbers, using iterative finite
difference approach
P0100 A71-15493
Soviet book on gas flow past blunt bodies. Part 1,
Flow analysis and calculation methods cbvering
finite difference theory, algorithms, etc
p0182 A71-190U9
Finite difference method application to three
dimensional boundary layer calculation on sphere-
segment surfaces in supersonic flow
p0546 A71-35632
Supersonic flow field computation for winq-body
combinations by shock-capturing finite difference
techniques, discussing improvement based on
Bunge-Kutta method
p0556 A71-36303
Small disturbance transonic flows potential
equations numerical solutions, using mixed finite
difference theory
p0556 A71-36325
Method of finite differences used for supersonic
nozzle design
[AD-716026] p0312 N71-19709
Finite difference method for calculating sonic boom
overpressure signatures in vicinity of caustics
[AD-718835] pC399 N71-23738
Finite difference method for calculating inviscid
flow field around supersonic/hypersonic space
shuttle
pO«72 H71-26056
Hypersonic and supersonic angle of attack flow about
asymmetric and axisymmetric blunt bodies based on
tioe dependent finite difference theory and method
of characteristics
fNASA-TH-D-6283] p0589 N71-31207
Two finite difference procedures for computation of
steady, three dimensional boundary layers in ducts
[EF/TN/A/40] p06lt4 N71-33S81
Finite difference method for two dimensional and
three dimensional viscous flow problem's with
applications to hypersonic leading edge equation
[AD-7265U7] p0685 N71-35420
FIHITE ELEMENT HETBOD
Unsteady supersonic aerodynamic coefficients
evaluation to desired kinematic consistency level
using finite element method
[&IAA PAPER 71-177] p015* &71-18616
Collocation method predicting oscillatory subsonic
pressure distributions on interfering parallel
lifting surfaces, considering approach more
economical than finite element method
[AIAA PAPER 71-329] p0342 A71-25309
Plate and acoustic finite elements simulation of
window-room system coupled transient response to
sonic booms, discussing equations of motion and
cavity depth effect
P036U A71-271B1
Finite element method for dynamic structural
analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft design
p0118 S71-1313«
Finite element analysis of structures in plastic
range
[mSA-CR-1649] p0260 N71-19276
Finite element computer program for estimating
airplane aerodynamic interference
fHASA-TM-X-66881] p0301 N71-19357
Analysis of elastic strength of marine propellers by
finite element method
[AD-716463] p0316 N71-19856
Optimization of aeroelastic constraints for aircraft
design using differential equation idealization
and finite element approximation
CNASA-CB-117198] p0322 N71-20139
FOBTBAN program for Koiter-type method for finite
element analysis of nonlinear structural behavior
of airframes
(AD-717181] , p0329 N71-20695
Koiter method for asymptotic analysis of
postbuckling behavior reformulated in finite
element notation
[AD-717740] p0383 N71-22485
Finite-element potential flow modeling for
predicting round lifting jet rolled up geometry
and path convergent into cross-flowing mainstream
as on VTOL or STOL aircraft
[AD-718121] p0396 N71-23U75
Finite element method for free vibrations and random
response of integrally-stiffened panel
[LB-544] p0402 B71-24298
Comparing and integrating NASTBAN with other finite
element computer programs
p0688 N71-36284
Comparison of finite element computer programs for
analysis of clamped flat plate and built-up wing
vibration frequencies
p0688 H71-36293
Leading edge suction of thin aerofoil theory
[ABL/SH-HOTE-360] p0707 N71-36399
FIBBED BODIES
Besonance instability of finned bodies with
nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics
[AD-715110] p02U1 H71-17733
Interference flow field of fin-flat plate
configuration in supersonic'turbulent boundary
layer channel
p0302 S71-19365
FIBS
Free fliqht measurement of aerodynamic coefficients
on fixed cruciform fin stabilized bombs,
determining aerodynamic forces and moments
dependence on angular velocity components
p0191 A71-19872
Gas flow near flat surface fitted with fins in
herring bone pattern in nuclear gas-qraphite power
reactors
[CEA-S-1329] p0128 H71-1<1110
Fin-flat plate combination model for flow
visualization studies of fin protubance partially
immersed in turbulent boundary layer at Hach 5
[AD-716023] p0311 K71-19656
Computer programs for calculating airforce
coefficients of wing-horizontal tail and fin-
horizontal tail oscillating in subsonic flow
p0568 N71-29342
FIBE CONTROL
Navigator role in TACAN of reconnaissance' and
fighter aircraft, noting Weapon System Officer
functions
p0006 A71-10503
Cheyenne attack helicopter weapons system,
discussing night vision capability, armament, fire
control and navigation eguipment integration
[ AHS PREPRINT 530] p0450 A71-31091
Weapons delivery computer for attack helicopters,
using planar distributed function generator for
general closed forffl instantaneous solution
capability
TABS PREPBINT 531] p0450 A71-31092
Avionics systems for weapons control in P-m fighter
aircraft, discussing track multiple targets,
sighting aids, radar, computer navigation,
communications and built-in self testing
pOSIO A71-3U155
Sight line autopilot /SLAP/ for side-firing aircraft
pointing accuracy improvement, using optimal
regulator theory to generate control gains
[AIAA PAPEB 71-960] p0598 A71-37201
One man Jaguar aircraft navigation, weapon aiming
system and pilot operational tasks, noting
inertial platform alignment, displays and target
attack modes
p0617 A71-39825
Flight test of fire control system in AH-1G
helicopter
[AD-711670] p0173 N71-16019
A-198
SUBJECT INDEX FLIPPING
PIBE EITIHCDISHEES
Airplane interior materials ignition and fire
extinguishing foam
[FAA-BD-70-81] p0179 N71-16818
FIBE PI6HIIHG
Soviet book on aircraft power plant systems and
devices covering layout, engine attachment,
propellers, control, fuel and oil systems, fire
fighting, monitoring, etc
p0028 A71-12722
Aerial land rover for special needs of developing
countries as passenger and freight aircraft, crop
spraying and dusting, aerial survey and fire
fighting
p0658 A71-U07C1
Airport crash fire fighting eguipment reguirments
and rescue operations
p069t A71-43389
Surveying crash fire and rescue eguipment at North
American and Canadian airports
p02«6 N71-18101
Survey conducted to develop minimum requirements for
airport fire fighting and rescue services
(FAA-AS-71-1] p03Q7 H71-19426
FIBE PBEVEHTIOH
Aircraft fire hazard reduction, discussing early
detection, extinguishing equipment and emergency
landing survival
pOOOa A71-10399
Cargo aircraft crew safety and survival, describing
restraint, escape, flight deck interior doors,
fire and smoke hazards and personnel environmental
protection
rSAE-ABP-1139] p0187 A71-196U3
Concorde pover plant fire protection system,
describing prototype engine bay overheat detection
system and additional DV optical fire detection
system
p0432 A71-30300
Fire protection tests in small fuselage mounted
turbojet engine and nacelle installation
tFAA-BA-70-4T) p0048 H71-11018
Jet engine combustion chamber burn-through fire and
methods for controlling damage
[FAA-RD-70-68] p0237 N71-17483
Design, development, and flight testing of fire
suppressant void filler foam kits for lover
hemisphere of fuel tanks in various tactical army
aircraft
[AD-719711] p0518 H71-27679
Demonstration and evaluation of crash-resistant
bladder fuel tank system in full-scale aircraft
wing assembly
[PAA-NA-71-34] P0627 S71-32077
Simulated JP-4 jet fuel fire tests of high
temperature cabin pressure sealant and insulating
plastics and rubbers
CFAA-Ni-71-22] p0726 1171-3811(9
FIBEPBOOFIHG
Flame retardant silicone elastomers for use as
aircraft construction materials, describing
fabrication technigues, mechanical, aging and
veathering properties
p0362 A71-27412
FIBES
Aircraft accident investigation of united Air Lines,
Boeing 727-22C near Los Angeles, 18 Jan. 1969
[PB-190812] p004M N71-10914
Beat flux distributions in pools of burning aircraft
fuels for design of protective clothing for
firefighting personnel
[AD-722774] p0591 H71-31376
FIBBROBKS
0 PIBOTECHNICS
PIBIBG (IGHITIHG)
Optimal firing temperature schedule during gas
turbine loading for minimal thermal fatigue of hot
gas path components, considering hollow stationary
airfoils
[ASRE PAPEB 70-BA/GT-2J p0076 A71-14116
FISHTAItllG
0 YAW
FISSIOB PBODOCTS
Studying aircraft accidents to determine impact
angle and speed criteria for designing nuclear
airplane fission product containment vessel
CHASA-TH-X-2245] p0468 H71-25411
?IXED EOI1TS (HATHBH1TICS)
Suboptimal fixed point data smoothing algorithm for
parameter and initial state estimation of
nonlinear dynamic systems
p0698 A71-44113
FIXED BTHGS
Book on fixed and rotary vinged aircraft air cooled
piston engine design, performance and maintenance
in business and military operators manual
terminology
p0138 A71-17125
Canadian B and D on fixed wing civil STOL aircraft,
discussing aagmentor wing concept using jet
powered lift augmentor system
p0503 471-33470
Augmentor wing high-lift aerodynamics, discussing
results of wind tunnel tests and simulation
studies
[CASI PAPEB 72/20] p0602 A71-37606
Design of supersonic aircraft with novel fixed,
swept wing planform
tHASA-CASE-XLA-OU4S1] p0108 S71-12243
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of wing
dihedral angle on aerodynamic characteristics of
highly swept fixed-wing configuration
CHASA-TH-X-22611 p0384 H71-22622
Computerized simulation of helicopter tactical
maneuvers in three body, three dimensional
environment including fixed wing and rotary wing
aerodynamic forces
CAD-721527] p0528 H71-28U09
Rotary wing downwash influence on fixed wing flow
using magnetic induction vortex model
[DLH-PB-70-62] p0575 H71-30040
Fixed wing aircraft employing free fall and
circling-line tecbnigues in rescue of personnel
and retrieval of eguipment
[AD-727007] p0683 N71-35228
PIXED-ilHG &IBCBAFT
0 AIBCRAFT COHFIGDBATIOHS
D FIXED WINGS
FIXTOBES
Airport lighting facilities in Japan, considering
fixtures, marker and obstruction lights and apron
floodlight
p0201 A71-20355
FLARE HOLDEBS
Afterburning flame stabilization in turbofan engines
[NASA-IT-F-13657] p0578 N71-30350
FLARE IHTEBACTIOH
0 CHERICAL HEACTIOBS
FLARE STABILITY
Aerodynamic flame stabilization by secondary air
jets obliquely directed toward combustion chamber
main flow, comparing with mechanical devices
characteristics
p0497 A71-32719
Afterburning flame stabilization in turbofan engines
[NASA-TT-F-136S7] - p0578 1171-30350
FLARE TEHPEBATOBE
Annular vaporizing combustion chamber with film
cooling, determining flame temperature under
supersonic flight conditions
p0411 A71-28749
FLAHEODT
Investigation of helicopter jet engine flameout due
to ingestion of snow and ice
[BBC-11893] p0371 H71-21927
FLARES
HT DIFFUSION FLAHES
HI PBEBIXED FLAKES
FLAHBABILITT
Crash fire hazard evaluation of jet fuels
[FAA-NA-70-64] p0180 H71-16864
Fuel tank vapor space characteristics for simulated
helicopter fuel tank and evaluation of existing
potential hazard from vibration environment
[AD-875901] p0329 H71-20702
Tests of jet engine fuels to. determine effects of
sloshing and vibration in aircraft fuel tanks on
flammability hazards
[AD-718091] pOlOO H71-23805
Small scale impact tests of aircraft type fuels for
gas turbines- to determine burning, misting, and
splatter characteristics
(FAA-HA-71-12J p0628 H71-32087
FLAP COKTBOL
D AIBCBAFT COBTBOL
D FLAPS (COKTBOL SUBFACES)
PLAPPIHG
Comparative vertical turbulence and loss restrictive
A-t99
FLAPPING BINGES SUBJECT INDEX
stochastic models for threshold crossing rotor
blade flapping vibrations at Ion lift high advance
ratio
[AIAA PAPEB 71-389] p03t3 A71-25351
FLIPPING HINGES
Rigid rotor hub flapping stiffness tailoring for
controllability, considering length and
fatigue/structural strength
pOU87 A71-31601
Low speed wind tunnel stability tests and flutter
analysis of flapped rotary wings
[NAL-TN-18] p0519 N71-27756
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
NT JET FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT TEAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT KING FLAPS
Cambered and symmetric wing profiles and flap
configurations, discussing wind tunnel tests at
moderate Reynolds numbers
p0021 A71-11950
Airfoil profiles with flaps at medium Reynolds
numbers, determining performance characteristics
in wind tunnel tests
p0088 A71-15025
Performance characteristics of horizontal and
vertical stabilizers at medium Reynolds number
from wind tunnel measurements, considering air
foil and flap effects
P0149 A71-18249
Variable camber flap automatic control eguipment for
glider, considering combinations of mechanical,
electrical and electronic approaches
P01M9 A71-18250
Multicooponent plane flap mechanism with
transmission angles diverging minimally from
ninety degrees, discussing synthesis by least
sguares method
p0185 A71-19361
Multielement flap mechanism design, considering
drive angles which deflect least from 90 degrees
p0267 A71-22652
Flap induced flow deflection effects in hypersonic
shock tunnel, obtaining turbulent heating, skin
friction and pressure data
[AIAA PAPEB 71-598] pOU82 A71-315HO
Externally blown flap powered transport high lift
wind tunnel model visual flow field investigation
with multiple filament smoke streamlines
[AIAA PAPER 71-577] pOU8<J A71-31567
Flap span length effects on boundary layer
separation, giving streamwise pressure
distributions
P0660 A71-40967
Sailplane circling cross-country speed increase by
variable geometry in high lift flap fora for
better compromise between cruise and climb
performance
p0698 A71-UH312
Evaluation of geared flap control system for
tiltwing V/STOL aircraft
[AD-712615] pC107 N71-12236
Viscous interacting flow in hypersonic streams,
including flow over flaps; corners, delta wings,
and wing-body combinations
[NASA-TH-X-6691H] p031t N71-19831
Flaps and leading edge modifications for improved
aerodynamic control stability of military aircraft
P0395 N71-23U22
Direct lift control system having flaps with slots
adjacent to their leading edge and particularly
adapted for lightweight aircraft
[NASi-CASE-LAR-10249-1 ] pOU73 N71-26110
Beating rate and efficiency of flaps at hypersonic
speeds
[SC-T-71-3016] p0518 N71-27671
Pressure measurements of harmonically oscillating
sweptback wing with two flaps in incompressible
flow
[DLR-FB-70-U7] p0570 N71-29K33
Potential flow solution for STOL wing propulsion
system presenting flow fields, pressure
distribution, and lift coefficient for externally
blown flap, high-lift configuration
[NASA-TN-D-639U] p0573 N71-29774
Aerodynamic characteristics of twin jet, swept wing
fighter aircraft model with leading edge Kreuger
flaps at subsonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-2325] p0710 071-361126
FLABED BODIES
Flare induced laminar boundary layer/shock wave
interactions on axisymmetric bodies at zero
incidence in supersonic flow under adiabatic
conditions
p0701 A71-1IU601
Hose bluntness effect on aerodynamic characteristics
of flared body in supersonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TH-221J p0375 N71-22160
FLASH LAMPS
Canadian Forces experiments on aircraft flashing•
lights covering warning signals, navigation and
anticollision displays and autokinetic-phenomenon
p0661 A71-U1491
Aircraft flash light designs, discussing tandem
oscillating lights, fixed lamp rotating reflectors
and lamps, xenon flashtube, guartz-iodine lamp and
flash freguencies
p0661 A71-II1U91
Aircraft anticollision flashing lights, discussing
current practices within national and
international air traffic regulations regarding
flash freguency, color and light sources
p0661 A71-U1199
FLASB POINT
Liguid fuel pool ignition at superflash and subflcsh
temperatures involving adjacent heat source, cross
wind and fluid motion
p0185 A71-192U5
FLASB TUBES
D FLASB LAHPS
FLAT PLATES
Flutter analysis of plates with inplane boundary
support flexibility exposed to transverse pressure
loading or buckled by uniform thermal expansion
p0011 A71-109UO
Boundary layer separation at free streamline
attachment to sharp trailing edge of flat plate,
deducing terminal velocity profile for two
dimensional flow
P0023 A71-12376
Three dimensional incompressible wake behind blunt
obstacle at leading edge of flat plate compared
with mathematical model by Oseen linearization
[AIAA PAPER 69-717] p0069 A71-13134
Compressible turbulent boundary layer skin friction
measurements on adiabatic flat plate, discussing
drag balance calibration
[ASHE PAPER 70-WA/FE-26] p0077 A71-1IH34
Discrete vortex formation above perforated flat
plate in wind tunnel, examining unsteady boundary
layer
p0083 A71-1<I568
Honte Carlo simulation for studying rarefied
hypersonic gas flow about slender cones and flat
plates
[AIAA PAPER 69-651] p0133 A71-16562
Incompressible turbulent boundary layer flow over
steadily rotating flat plate blade, discussing
centrifugal pumping and shear stress
p013« A71-16581
Supersonic flow field around flat plate at various
angles of attack, comparing Brieden and Lighthill
approximations
p0135 A71-16713
Flat plate wake displacement sources in potential
flow, considering high Reynolds numbers outside
boundary layer
p0137 A71-16960
Seaplane step /flat plate/ ricochet off ideal
incompressible fluid surface, determining free
surface shape by accounting for trailing vortices
effects
p0185 A71-19355
Viscosity effects on three dimensional supersonic
flow around circular half cones on flat plate,
examining turbulent boundary layer separation
p0190 A71-19713
Heavy fluid flow past partially cavitating flat
plate with cavity closed by fictitious plate,
considering lifting force under gravity
p0197 A71-20087
Twin vortex development in unsteady separated flow
past thin flat plate, using flow visualization
p0266 A71-22582
Supersonic turbulent boundary layer density profile
over flat plate at single Reynolds number, using
Mach-Zender interferometer
p0287 A71-2U270
A-200
SUBJECT IHDEI FLEXIBLE BODIES
C-5A cargo box side vail deformations, examining
sgaare plates center deflections with elastic
beams
p0297 A71-24871
Hean and fluctuating forces on flat plates nornal to
turbulent flow, giving power spectral density
measurements of drag flactnating component
pC299 471-25085
Oniform surface blowing effects on hypersonic
boundary layer with viscous interaction,
calculating heat transfer on flat plate and
slender wedge
p0299 471-25096
Height minimization of semiinfinite flat sandwich
panel at constant dynamic pressure in supersonic
flow subject to flutter constraint, using finite
element model
[AI44 P4PEB 71-330] p0342 471-25310
Flat plate trailing edge problem solution consistent
with second order boundary layer theory,
establishing laminar wake evolution nature and
upstream influence
p0345 A71-25469
Pressure orifices inclination in low density flow
from experiments with cooled flat plate model in
hypersonic low density wind tunnel
p03«6 A71-25490
Hypersonic wakes of two dimensional slender wedges
and flat plate, testing stability in transition
region in wind tunnel
p0366 471-27561
Asymptotic limiting viscous flow pattern and drag on
flat plate with stationary separation zones at
large Reynolds numbers
p0417 471-29201
Skin friction drag and velocity profile measurements
on flat plate in two phase circular pipe flow in
subsonic wind tunnel for gas-solid media, using
photographic technique
C4SME P4PER 71-FE-32] p0421 471-29467
Turbulent skin friction and heat transfer prediction
on flat plates and wind tunnel walls at supersonic
and hypersonic Mach numbers, using Van Driest
theory
p0129 471-29868
Aeroelastic stability of flat plates and shells,
considering panel flutter
p0499 471-32987
Detachment prediction in turbulent incompressible
plane flows on thick bodies applied to wall with
disconnections and flat plats normal to wind
p0533 471-34189
Flow visualization and hot-wire measurements,
showing vortex shedding association with turbulent
air jet issuing from flat plate into cross wind
p0536 471-34659
Two dimensional laminar incompressible fluid flow
past flat plate at various angles of attack,
studying vortex shedding characteristics
p0556 471-36311
Boundary layer disturbances influence on three
dimensional hypersonic flow about infinite
triangular flat plate, investigating pressure
effects on heat transfer and friction coefficients
p0657 471-40681
Vortex shedding from blunt trailing edge of flat
plate spanning wind tunnel under oscillating flap
and acoustic resonance excitations
p0699 471-44558
Surface heat transfer rates measured on flat plates
in hypervelocity shock tunnel
fN4S4-CR-1692] p0044 N71-10867
tail pressure, hypersonic forces and hypersonic heat
transfer for flat plates in low density flow
[REPT-70-4] p0119 N71-13401
Hypersonic boundary layer transition and hypersonic
heat transfer on cylindrical shells, cones and
flat plates
[REPT-1104/70] p0120 N71-13408
Flat plate and expansion corner models in hypersonic
wind tunnel
[4D-714074] p0176 H71-16290
Turbulent wakes of flat and rotationally symmetrical
bodies noting width development
p0251 N71-18472
Sound field effects on flat plate heat transfer in
turbulent boundary layer
[BEPT-70-8] p0253 H71-18572
Nonuniform flow field sonic boom redaction device
using slit jet impinging on inclined flat plate
[AD-717193] p0335 H71-21623
Supersonic combustion, fuel injection, and
recirculation in hydrogen hypersonic external
combustion at flat plates and bodies of revolution
[DLR-FB-70-64] p0374 H71-22129
Comparison of flat plate sharp and blunt edge
effects on heat transfer in supersonic flow and
heat transfer coefficient dependence on Reynolds
number
[4D-717825] p0375 H71-22156
Separated flow over flat plate with blunted fin at
zero angle of attack
[4D-717717] p0378 H71-22300
Fabrication and tests of C02 flat plate models in He
hypersonic'wind tunnel
[SC-CR-69-3215] p0390 H71-23228
Interference phenomenon of subsonic turbulent jet
exhausts from flat plate in low speed cross flow
[4D-718798] p0392 N71-23314
Low speed wind tunnel test of four ft diameter
circular plate model to determine surface static
pressure distributions for jet decay
characteristics of cross flow
[4D-7202-32] p0476 N71-26516
Low speed wind tunnel test of four ft diameter
circular plate model with three exhausting jets
[4D-720233] p0476 H71-26517
Notch sensitivity of flat plates used as structural
members in aircraft wings tested on load testing
machine
[TB-89] p0580 N71-30675
Turbulent boundary layer over flat plate and
compression corner models studied in hypersonic
gun tunnel
[IC/71/11] p0580 N71-30747
Comparison of finite element computer programs for
analysis of clamped flat plate and built-up wing
vibration freguencies
p0688 N71-36293
FLAT SDEF4CES
Gas flow near flat surface fitted with fins in
herring bone pattern in nuclear gas-graphite power
reactors
[CEA-H-1329] p0128 H71-14410
FL4TNESS
Planar and nonplanar dynamic stability coefficient
using biplanar wind tunnel, free flight system
p0588 N71-31107
FLAB DETECTIOH
D NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FLARS
U DEFECTS
FLEXIBILITY
Helicopter rotor stall characteristics,
investigating blade flexibility, unsteady
aerodynamics and variable inflow effects
[AHS PREPRINT 520] p0449 A71-31086
Analytical investigation of effects of blade
flexibility, unsteady aerodynamics, and variable
inflow on helicopter rotor stall characteristics
[N4S4-CR-1769] p0707 N71-36404
FLEXIBLE BODIES
LABS flight control systems for gust load
alleviation and structural mode stabilization on
large flexible aircraft, using aerodynamic
surfaces
p0017 471-11659
Flexible aircraft to atmospheric turbulence transfer
functions, discussing in-flight measurements
tONEHA-TP-894] p0147 471-18021
Validity range of response prediction methods for
large flexible aircraft to continuous atmospheric
turbulence, discussing power spectral densities
and fatigue life
[4144 PAPER 71-342] p0342 471-25321
Computer program for aerodynamic forces on flexible
plate undergoing transient motion in shear flow,
applying to panel flutter
p0366 471-27559
Aerodynamic control surfaces optimal location for
flexible aircraft disturbed by random wind gusts,
using matrix minimum principle and calculus of
variations
p0610 471-38713
Transient and steady state flexible rotor dynamics
analysis
[ A S M E PAPER 71-VIBR-92] p0651 471-40325
A-201
FLEXIBLE IIHGS •SUBJECT IHDEI
Bandom process theory method for estimating response
of flexible airplanes to atmospheric tnrbnlence
p0463 N71-24708
Computer program for calculating effects of
swash-plate stiffness on helicopter rotor system
dynamics and stability
e»AS4-CB-1818] p0633 H71-32797
Bathematical models for calculating flexible
swash-plate effects on vibratory and mechanical
stability characteristics of helicopter rotor
systems
[NASA-CB-1817] p0642 K71-33393
FLEXIBLE BIHGS
NT P4B4HINGS
Aerodynamic decelerator technology, emphasizing
ribbon parachutes and flexible vings
p0144 A71-17692
Flexible ran air inflated keel and leading edge
paraving design optimization for increased
stability and reliability, introducing semirigid
member concept
CA1AA PAPEB 71-986] p0700 A71-44582
Flexible rotor balancing by exact point-speed
influence coefficient method
(NASA-CH-7277U] p0033 BT1-10021
Low-speed wind tunnel tests of series of twin-keel
all-flexible parawings
[RASA-TN-D-5936] p0033 H71-10052
Feasibility of using flexible rotor blades for
ejection systems
fAD-711642) p0048 H71-11022
Development and characteristics of control system
for flexible wings
[NASA-CASE-XLA-06958] p0051 N71-11038
Determining deployment characteristics of
all-flexible parawings by free flight tests
[NASA-TB-X-2307] p0641 N71-33239
Calculations of aerodynamic properties of flexible
wing grid using Beynolds number
[NT-21] p0673 N71-34006
FLEXIBG
Torsional-flexural stability of stiffened Ti panels
for application to supersonic transport, using
small deflection energy methods
[AIAA PAPEB 71-338] p0342 A71-25317
FLBXOBB
D FLEXING
FLIGBI
Flow meter for measuring stagnation pressure in
boundary layer around high speed flight vehicle
[NASA-CASE-XFR-02007] p0463 N71-24692
High altitude flight test of reefed
12.2-neter-diameter disk-gap-band parachute with
deployment at 2.58 Hach number
[NASA-TN-D-6469] p0676 N71-34026
FLIGHT ALTITUDE
Ban machine considerations in all-weather low level
navigation system design, noting off-course error
reduction by command information display to pilot
p0007 A71-10515
Jet transport aircraft design for safety under air
turbulence conditions, considering cruise altitude
limitations and pitch and g excursion reduction by
special autopilot mode
p0427 A71-29777
Freguency modulated radio altimeters, discussing
problems of altitude measurement independent of
airplane motions in pitch and roll and immunity to
fog effects
P0491 A71-31918
Altitude, bank angle and thrust program for
minimizing time reguired by supersonic aircraft to
turn through specified heading angle and reach
required energy
[&IAA PAPEB 71-796] p0508 A71-3U021
Experimental and theoretical study of biologically
important radiation components and dose
eguivalents due to galactic and solar rays at SST
in high atmosphere - summary
p0584 N71-30779
FLIGHT CHABACTEBISTICS
Aircraft flying qualities research program,
discussing navy test pilot evaluations and
longitudinal handling characteristics for
simulated carrier landing task
[AIAA PAPEB 69-897] pC027 A71-12678
Acrostar acrobatic aircraft design and performance
p0062 A71-13016
clear air tnrbnlence effects on flight and
structural response of aircraft, using gust loads
model
p0065 A71-13136
Airfoil profiles with flaps at medium Beynolds
numbers, determining performance characteristics
in wind tunnel tests
p0088 A71-15025
Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft design, discussing ground
proximity effects on blade bending moments and
flying qualities.
P0092 471-15404
Botorcraft ideal height-velocity boundary and
critical decision point height prediction,
discussing pilots.optimal control under emergency
conditions
P0094 471-151(14
Air transportation systems ride vibration
environments in relation to human comfort
P0095 471-15421
Hovering and low speed flight capabilities of tilt
wing VIOL aircraft in terminal area under
near-zero visibility instrument landing conditions
[AIAi PAPEB 71-7] p0150 A71-18481
Design objectives for subsonic, transonic and
supersonic civil transport flying characteristics
based on HIL-F-8785, considering aircraft control
[S4E-ABP-842B] p0187 471-19645
Turbulent/total flight mile ratio in high altitude
clear air turbulence /HICAT/ program
P0201 A71-20314
Flight testing of Diamant 18 glider, discussing
aircraft behavior at low and high flight speed,
stall, spin, stability and control
characteristics, design and construction
p0203 A71-20686
Noise reduction at source, flight methods
adjustments and airport compatible land use for
jet noise abatement
p0214 A71-21815
Land use strategies and noise reduction by source
control and flight procedures for noise exposed
areas minimization
p0214 471-21818
Flight time, path and fuel consumption in climb at
constant radius turn, variable or constant
velocity and constant engine power, deriving
approximate simple formulas
p0223 A71-22050
Concorde airworthiness requirements and Air
Begistration Board participation in fliqht test
program, considering supersonic flight
characteristics
p0276 A71-23579
Soviet book on aircraft flight with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust covering probabilistic
characteristics, stability, landing and takeoff
with partial engine failures, etc
p0281 A71-24013
FAA flying and handling qualities program,
discussing development of optimum and minimum
acceptable flight characteristics criteria for new
civilian and military aircraft designs
[SAE PAPER 710372] p0285 A71-242M1
Light general aviation airplanes flying qualities
in-flight simulation, considering longitudinal
short period frequency and damping, pitch control
sensitivity and lift curve slope
[SSE PAPEB 710373] p0285 A71-24242
Light aircraft longitudinal stability control
systems, discussing downspring and bobweight
effects on flight characteristics
[SSE PAPER 710388] ' p0286 471-24252
Hind gradient effect on flight characteristics
during aircraft landing approach, particularly
path deviation
p0340 471-25194
Cruising flight range as function of
supersonic/subsonic transport fuselage geometrical
parameters
p0364 A71-27494
Aircraft flight characteristics dependence on angle
of attack, roll and pitch
p0415 A71-29043
Flight characteristics under atmospheric turbulence
conditions, analyzing analog trace records of
airspeed, normal acceleration, altitude, air
temperature, control surface and flight attitude
parameters
A-202
SOBJECT IHDEI FLIGHT COBTBOL
p0426 A71-29771
Forward flight performance of coaxial rigid rotor in
NASA wind tunnel, comparing to aerodynamic
stability with conventional rotors
[AHS PBEPRINT 521] pOI^O A71-31090
STOL aircraft flight characteristics in proximity to
ground, comparing analytical results ¥ith wind
tunnel test data
CAIAA PAPER 71-579] P0193 A71-32281
Concorde flight characteristics, discussing
performance flight test data relationship to
design •
pO<t96 A71-32690
Flying gualities military specification, discussing
longitudinal static stability, transonic flight
relaxation, control forces in maneuvering flight,
lateral-directional oscillations, etc
[AIAA PAPEB 71-766] p0506 A71-3UOOit
Civil 7/STOL aircraft projects, discussing design,
lift fan engines. Heights, flight performance,
noise levels, safety and comfort standards
p0509 A71-34101
High speed aircraft maneuvers stability
determination by constant angular
pitching/rotation velocity, angle of attack and
flight speed, using Liapnnov method
p0555 A71-36176
Flight dynamics for aircraft noise reduction, gust
effects decrease and dynamic stability of
parachute load systems
p0561 A71-36752
Flight investigation of turbulence effects on
aircraft longitudinal flying gualities, evaluating
pilot ratings for IIS approach task
[AIAA PAPER 71-905] p0595 A71-37156
Discrete time digital flight control systems design
resulting in closed loop aircraft response
characteristics approximation to prescribed flying
quality specifications
[AIAA PAPEB 71-955) p0597 A71-37196
Soviet book on practical aerodynamics of aircraft
with turboprop engines covering piloting, forces
and moments, stability, controllability, takeoff,
landing, etc
p0609 A71-3853U
Tilt-fold-proprotor VTOL aircraft stability and
control, emphasizing pylon tilt and rotor stop-
fold effects on flying gualities
p0610 A71-38652
Vortex vakes transport and decay for various
aircraft types, flight modes and meteorological
conditions
p0655 A71-t0499
Atmospheric wind, temperature, turbulence,
hydrometeors, ozone, cosmic radiation and radio
activity effects on commercial SST Concorde flight
p0659 A71-40829
Variable stability aircraft lateral directional
flying gualities, investigating turbulence effects
p0670 A71-42833
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
[DLH-FB-70-29] p0230 N71-17115
Flight characteristics of jet-flap STOL transport
aircraft during approach and landing
[NASA-TN-D-6225] p0236 B71-17133
Minimizing drag and increasing performance of
optimum shapes at hypersonic flight
p0163 N71-2U70U
Aircraft design, flight characteristics, and
atmospheric effects on sonic boom during
supersonic and hypersonic flight
p0585 N71-30787
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
[BM»G-FBiT-70-9] p0622 N71-31781
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
p0623 N71-31885
Characteristics of air motion with respect to ground
and analysis of dynamics of aircraft in turbulent
air
[NASA-IT-F-600] p0633 N71-32719
Development of method for determining angle of
pitch, flight path angle, and angle of attack for
aircraft daring steady or nonsteady flight
[VTH-156] p0647 N71-33926
Aerodynamic and flight characteristics of supersonic
aircraft and spacecraft motion in planetary
gravitational fields
[AD-726580] p0683 N71-3522U
Flight dynamics and calculation of flight
trajectories of various aircraft and spacecraft
[AD-727U74] p0718 H71-37602
FLIGHT COHDITIOIS
Soviet book on meteorological conditions and
supersonic aircraft flight covering atmospheric
composition and structure, temperature
distribution. Kind effects, etc
p0029 A71-128UO
VFB flying under bad weather conditions, discussing
flight through and above cloud layers, need for
radiotelephone communication and ground radar
support
p0213 A71-21767
Flight characteristics under atmospheric turbulence
conditions, analyzing analog trace records of
airspeed, normal acceleration, altitude, air
temperature, control surface and flight attitude
parameters
pO!»26 A71-29771
Automatic flight control accommodation to dynamic
characteristics variations of airframe, providing
uniform response for all flight conditions
P0599 A71-37296
Influence of environmental factors in aircraft
carrier landings and accidents
p0325 H71-20369
FLIGHT COHTBOL
NT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
NT FLY BY WISE CONTROL
NT POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS
NT THRUST VECTOR COBTBOL
LAMS flight control systems for gust load
alleviation and structural mode stabilization on
large flexible aircraft, using aerodynamic
surfaces
p0017 A71-11659
LAMS flight control systems for turbulence induced
fatigue damage reduction in B-52 and C-5A
aircraft, using mathematical models
p0017 A71-11660
Model performance index /Pi/ providing criterion for
approximating one dynamic flight control system by
another based on geometrical representation of
linear autonomous systems
[AIAA PAPER 69-885] p0027 A71-12682
Flight control systems influence on military
aircraft design and performance, discussing static
stability, ride quality, flutter margin and
maneuver load controls
[AIAA PAPEB 69-767] p0027 A71-12683
Army avionics technology transfer to civil aviation,
discussing communication systems, flight control
and landing aids
p0087 A71-15017
Time vector method extension to equations of motion
with real roots, noting applications to aircraft
flight control problems
p0147 A71-18049
ATC automated systems, discussing National Airspace
System En Route Stage A and Advanced Radar
Terminal System
[AIAA PAPER 71-211) p0188 A71-19719
Late model F-U air superiority aircraft and
electronic flight control systems protection
against lightning discharges damage to electric
and electronic systems
p019U A71-199MO
VOR/DME ground station oriented aircraft area
navigation horizontal guidance capability,
discussing digital input/output flight control
p0207 A71-21166
Experimental flight mechanics in terms of data
processing quality, discussing subsystems control
p0280 A71-23928
Constant attitude light aircraft flight control
system, describing design studies for minimum
pilot command requirements
[SAE PAPER 710393] p0286 A71-21257
Six degree of freedom hybrid digital computer
program for complex flight control and associated
mode logic design and training
p03M8 A71-25852
i-203
FLIGHT CEESS SUBJECT INDEX
Military aircraft flight test establishments,
discussing airfrane, engine, flight control and
weapons delivery systems tests work flow
integration requirements
p0355 A71-26315
Area navigation facility, discussing control and
display and navigation standards
p0358 171-26879
Hydraulically powered duplex input servos for flight
control system of VFH-Fokker V/STOI fighter
aircraft
p0358 A71-26884
L-1011 aircraft flying stabilizer, discussing choice
of longitudinal flight control systems
[SAB PAPER 710126] pOIOS 471-28312
VTOL aircraft minimum climb-to-cruise time
transition optimal open loop and snboptimal closed
loop control synthesis
pOHt« A71-30799
Heavy lift helicopter flight control system design,
emphasizing fly by wire electrical analog
[AHS PREPRINT 503] pOUIS A71-31079
Concorde flight simulator at Toulouse, discussing
flight control system, air navigation and
certification
pO«88 A71-31881
Control configured vehicle design longitudinal
regnirements due to application of relaxed static
stability and maneuver load control
CAIAA PAPER 71-786] p0507 A71-31016
Discrete time digital flight control systems design
resulting in closed loop aircraft response
characteristics approximation to prescribed flying
guality specifications
[AIAS PAPER 71-955] p0597 A71-37196
Power by wire actuators and fly by wire flight
controls, discussing systems configuration,
reliability, economy and durability
p0612 A71-39150
Aircraft wake turbulence relation to CAT, discussing
flight control loss, jumbo jets trailing vortex
wakes breakup and detection and safe aircraft
spacing
p0658 A71-U070lt
Minimal time climb velocity optimization for
stratospheric and tropospheric jet aircraft
flights
p066<l A71-U1972
Commercial ATC, considering VFR, flight control and
inertial navigation
p0666 i71-U2078
Microwave scanning beam guidance receiver design for
aircraft landing aid, discussing time sharing and
flight control
p0668 A71-12091
Minimum order state vector reconstruction linear
filters for constant plants optimal control,
applying to aircraft flight multiple control-point
problem
p0696 A71-44077
Stability augmentation system for aircraft elastic
modes control, discussing active flutter
suppression technology
P0697 A71-UI4107
Technology developments in rotor, drive, flight
controls and cargo handling systems of heavy lift
helicopter system, noting military and commercial
applications
[AIAA PAPER 71-994] pQJOU A71-U5296
STOL aircraft flight control problems, discussing
Bach trim, artificial feel, stability, feedback
system responses and lateral/directional laws
[AIAA PAPER 71-993] p070<l A71-45297
Pilot evaluation of movable and rigid cockpit
control sticks
[AD-709934] p0035 N71-1018U
Flight control software package for digital flight
control and landing system of CH-U6C helicopter
rNASA-CR-110905] p0036 N71-10283
Systems performance/design requirements
specifications for CH-U6C helicopter digital
flight control and landing system
[HASA-CR-1 10889] p0037 N71-1029H
Systems analysis of flight control and guidance of
CH-M6C helicopter
[NASA-CR-11102t] p0037 N71-10297
Flight simulation for evaluating proposed
stabilization system to ensure helicopter hovering
precision during cargo loading
[AD-710948] p0042 N71-1056H
Reliability of aircraft primary control
fNASA-TT-F-12709] p0121 N71-13U12
Methods for determining instantaneous values of
aircraft parameters with inertial navigation
systems
[HASA-TT-F-611] p0126 N71-1U055
B2-F2 lifting body flight control system
[NASA-TM-X-1809] p0157 H71-14526
Simulator study of lunar flying platform control .by
pilot body motion
[N4SA-TN-D-6016] p0161•N71-11981
Functional reguirements for ground-based trainers,
helicopter response characteristics
[AD-714954] p02«l) N71-18018
Flight tests to determine reliability of X-15 self
adaptive flight control system
[NASA-TN-D-6208] p02U9 N71-18U22
Optimal control of rotational and transversal
motions of flight vehicles based on torsional and
flexural deformations
[AD-716517] p0312 H71-19696
Flight simulator and airframe test stand for
evaluating operational performance of aircraft
flight control system
p0393 N71-23113 .
Aerodynamic characteristics affecting stability and
controllability of supersonic aircraft
[AD-718U7H] p0397 H71-23538
Jet vertical takeoff aircraft piloted cockpit
simulator for controlling aircraft flight
performance
[ARC-R/U-3647] p0466 N71-25065
Complexity of supersonic aircraft systems for
stability and controllability
[AD-721027] p0517 N71-27354
Effectiveness of attitude feedback and translational
velocity feedback flight control system assessed
for ability to provide positional stability arid
reduce pilot error at hover
[AD-721728] p0522 N71-28274
Development of aircraft control system with high
performance electrically controlled and
mechanically operated hydraulic valves for precise
flight operation
[NASA-CASE-XAC-00048] p0532 1171-29128
Theory of controllability for parabolic and second
order hyperbolic systems and for hereditary
differential systems applied to stabilization of
high speed aircraft in gust load disturbances
flD-722072] p0570 N71-29U30
Approximative solution of nonlinear potential
equation for squall disturbance in transonic range
and pressure distribution on aircraft
p0587 N71-31061
Evaluation of automatic guidance modes and software
for V/STOL aircraft flight control
[NASA-CR-121768] p067« N71-3U016
Practical design procedure for F-4 aircraft
augmentation systems based on guadratic optimal
control technology
[AD-726584] p0682 N71-35221
Hydraulic power and actuation reguirements of
survivable flight control system utilizing fly by
wire control for F-1 aircraft
[AD-727763] p0719 H71-37608
Analysis of criteria for survivable flight control
system using fly-by-wire and integrated actuator
package techniques
[AD-727762] p0720 N71-37616
FLIGHT CREBS
Aircraft compartment glare minimization for flight
crew visibility conditions and visual performance
improvement
p0001 A71-10028
Cargo aircraft crew safety and survival, describing
restraint, escape, flight deck interior doors,
fire and smoke hazards and personnel environmental
protection
[SAE-AHP-1139] p0187 A71-19643
Operational preparation and commissioning of IL-62
long distance jet aircraft, considering flight
crew and maintenance personnel training at
D.S.S.R. plant
p03ltO A71-25256
Flight and operation of IL-62 long distance jet
aircraft, considering flight crew composition and
training, passenger and cargo handling and
refueling
a-204
SUBJECT IHDEX FLIGHT OPTIHIZATIOH
p0341 A71-25260
DC 10 flight crew individualized ground training
progran, emphasizing hands-on equipment and
instruction hardware
[SAE PAPEB 710172] p0439 A71-30538
In-flight study of work/rest cycle effects on double
crew performance and fatigue in flying transport
missions
p0664 A71-41829
Sonar detection of submarines by helicopter and
protection of flight crew hearing
[AD-711910] p0109 N71-12UOO
Cockpit geometry evaluation program results and
techniques with computer input and output samples
of flight crew anthropometry
[AD-716395] p031U N71-19817
Analysis of flight crew duties and operations during
flight of DC-8 aircraft with recommended changes
to improve safety
[NAL-TR-215] p0645 N71-33585
FLIGHT FATIGUE
Sleep related fatigue in pilot performance and
flight safety, considering sleep lack and
disruption and irregular duty patterns
p0657 A71-40590
FLIGHT HAZARDS
Radiological risks of cosmic radiation during high
altitude supersonic flights, considering galactic,
solar and incident particles in aircraft
atmosphere
p0064 A71-13099
Lightning hazards for helicopters, discussing
components vulnerability and protective design
requirements
p0093 A71-15412
Materials and structural design development by high
velocity impact testing due to transport and
subsonic military aircraft susceptibility to bird
collision damage
p0423 A71-29642
Epidemiology statistics of USAF spatial
disorientation aircraft accidents, noting pilot
training, flight environment and indoctrination
remedy programs
p0651 A71-40359
Physiological factors in fatal aircraft accidents,
discussing pilot incapacitation and transient
functional disturbances
p0664 A71-41834
Report of transport aircraft accident and probable
causes
[NTSB-AAR-71-4] p0259 N71-190UO
Human factors and control system failures in jet
upsets during turbulence encounters
p0395 N71-23424
Whistling swan as potential hazard to aircraft
during migration periods along Eastern flyway
[AD-720889] p0516 N71-27220
Evaluation of lightning hazards to jet aircraft
including possibility of fuel tank explosions
[AD-724092] p0637 N71-33006
FLIGHT IHSTBDHEHTS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS
NT AUTOMATIC PILOTS
NT PLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTS
NT GYRO HORIZONS
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS
Man machine considerations in all-weather low level
navigation system design, noting off-course error
reduction by command information display to pilot
p0007 A71-10515
Three axis flight director for precise helicopter
control, deflected slipstream STOL or VTOL
attitude and power under low ceiling and
visibility landing
p0096 A71-15428
Navy pilots performance improvement through symbolic
flight displays
p0278 A71-23675
Turn rate gyro installation angle and airspeed
effects on instrument reliability, presenting
in-flight investigation results relative to turn
rate information usefulness under various flight
conditions
[SAE PAPER 710380] pC285 A71-24245
Onboard area navigation systems in ATC environment,
discussing route structure and flight instruments
[SAE PAPER 710455] pOUOS A71-28332
Frequency modulated radio altimeters, discussing
problems of altitude measurement independent of
airplane motions in pitch and roll and imnunity to
fog effects
pOU91 A71-31918
Pressure altimeter, airspeed and vertical velocity
instruments, discussing selection, installation,
pilot verification, error identification, repair
and use
p069U A71-43385
Feasibility of utilizing color cathode ray tubes for
aircraft crew station displays
[AD-717655] p0376 N71-22174
Holographic imagery for aviation and space flight
[JPRS-53420] . p0579 H71-30361
Tests to determine effectiveness of two linear
rate-field displays for use as flight instruments
[AD-726643] p0683 N71-35229
FLIGHT LO&D RECOBDERS
Boeing 747 flight loads measurements, describing
aircraft instrumentation with strain gages and
pressure pickups
p0073 A71-13766
Bonded and weldable strain gages for aircraft flight
loads measurements at high temperatures,
discussing installation, calibration and
performance tests
p0074 A71-13781
Aircraft structural fatigue life in-flight
monitorinq, describinq sensor installation on
aircraft fin structure and measurement results
p0280 A71-23938
Aircraft flight load measurements in high
temperature environment, determining optimal
strain qaqe installation and calibration
p0440 A71-30681
FLIGHT MECHANICS
Glider fliqht mechanics for turninq fliqht,
discussinq relationships between turning radius,
flight speed, sink rate and aerodynamic
characteristics
p0213 A71-21770
Experimental flight mechanics in terms of data
processing quality, discussing subsystems control
p0280 A71-23928
Aircraft integrated command and control system,
discussing vertical, aerodynamic and horizontal
situations, flight mechanics, power setting,
telecommunications, etc
pOU88 A71-31878
Correlation system of equations for mathematical
expectations and phase coordinate correlation
moments for accuracy analysis in fliqht vehicle
dynamics problems
p0702 A71-44692
Fliqht dynamics of noise optimal flight profiles for
V/STOL aircraft, minimization of qust effects on
aircraft and nonlinear dynamic stability of
parachute-load systems
p0702 A71-44761
Enqineering analysis on flight mechanics for
simulatinq pilot behavior in aircraft
p0174 N71-16068
Accident investiqations, fliqht control systems, and
operational recordinqs for improved aircraft
fliqht mechanics
[ AGARD-CP-76-71] p0393 N71-23410
Operational flight data analysis for improved
aviation safety levels
p0393 N71-23411
Onboard data acquisition for improved aircraft
design and operational flight safety
p0393 N71-23412
Design modifications on short takeoff Bronco
aircraft resultinq from combat operations tests
p0394 N71-23416
Landing accidents investigations for Hawker Siddeley
748 aircrafts with performance measurements on
rough surfaces
p0394 N71-23417
Safety measures to eliminate aircraft trailing
vortex hazards
[NASA-TH-X-67125] p0394 N71-23418
Fliqht mechanics problems in accident in vestiqations
for VJ-101 aircraft
p0395 N71-23428
FLIGHT OPTIHIZATIOH
Fliqht ranqe and optimum angle of attack under wind
conditions of constant velocity and direction.
A-205
FLIGHT PATHS SUBJECT IHDBX
considering fuel consumption for given distance
p0119 471-18325
Supersonic airplane minima tine tarns at constant
altitude, determining thrust, bank angle- and angle
of attack programs with optimal control theory
p0221 A71-22032
Optical stochastic control and gust alleviation for
jet aircraft response for flight through turbulent
npwash field
p0297 471-21870
Aircraft performance and optimal energy flight path
control in combat environment
p0602 471-37721
PLIGHT PATHS
NT GLIDE PATHS
Hissiles and aircraft trajectories computation time
reduced via time sharing and hybridization
P0020 A71-11791
Aircraft propulsive thrust moment effect on phugoid
motion, examining angle of attack and flight path
variations with resulting instability
p0068 471-13310
Optimum flight paths for V/STOL aircraft operating
in short haul transportation near city centers
p0098 471-15113
Frequency and amplitude during longitudinal control
surface pumping by pilots in precise flight path
handling for aircraft design
[AI44 PAPER 70-567] p0115 A71-17699
Aircraft navigation system requiring computer and
display for approach guidance to circular orbit
over fixed ground area
[AIAA. PAPER 69-986) p0200 A71-20305
Noise abatement power cutback takeoff procedures,
maximum altitude approaches and preferential
runway systems for noise relief
p0213 471-21813
Supersonic airplane minimum time turns at constant
altitude, determining thrust, bank angle and angle
of attack programs with optimal control theory
p0221 A71-22032
Cut-off Hach number of sonic bang propagation on
ground for flight track in relation to atmospheric
parameters
p0276 471-23577
Engine inlet noise prediction from static test and
flyover data as function of time at various
observer locations, examining suppression effects
on total spectra
[SAE PAPER 710386] p0286 471-21250
Flight path optimization with multiple time scales,
discussing decoupling of high order three
dimensional aircraft flight problem into several
low order problems
p0295 471-21858
Hind gradient effect on flight characteristics
during aircraft landing approach, particularly
path deviation
p0310 471-25191
Supersonic flight path curvature effects on local
shock wave production, considering no boom zone
and ground rules
p0351 471-26310
V/STOL aircraft flight path and attitude controls in
turbulence, discussing design based on state
variable methods of control theory
P0126 A71-29776
STOL aircraft guidance capability with onboard
digital computer, maintaining time of arrival
envelope at way points along complex flight paths
[AIA4 PAPER 71-770] p0515 471-35528
Omega navigation application to general aviation
aircraft, presenting diurnal course shift to
overcome deficiencies
p0518 471-35767
D.ynamic positioning stationkeepinj and stability
criteria for formation flight systems extended to
helicopter and V/STOL transports
p0552 471-35923
Cost effective high speed projectile trajectory
plotting system for gunnery range instrumentation,
applying to aircraft path recording during
automatic landing control
p0560 471-36613
Jet aircraft flyover noise measurement, determining '
average intrusion level in residential communities
under approach and departure corridors
p0600 471-37197
Sonic boomless transonic transports design,
performance, economics and airline routes at Bach
1.2 and 0.98
[CASI P4PEH 72/8] p0601 A71-37598
Aircraft lateral dynamics effect on positioning
accuracy along straight flight path, using Loran C
data
p0610 A71-38861
.Analytical model for air navigation and ATC system
design, demonstrating system parameters effects on
lateral separation standards for parallel flight
lanes
p0667 A71-12083
Prop rotor and lift fan VIOL aircraft ground noise
level reduction, using flight trajectory
management
[AIAA PAPER 71-991] p0701 A71-15295
Behavior of attitude gyro and gyro horizon during
looping flight
p0119 N71-13281
Optimization techniques for aircraft multiple flight
paths
[AD-713136] p0168 H71-15392
Relaxation in scaling parameters effect on free
flight path of wind tnnnel model with forced
ejection
[ARL/4-322] p0306 N71-19391
High intensity xeon flashtube lights for high
intensity xenon flashtube lights for during
daytime and nighttime flights
[AD-718639] p0162 N71-21669
Approach guidance system for side-firing tactical
aircraft
[AD-722112] p0573 N71-29708
Statistical analysis of Navy and Marine aircraft
activity and airspace nsage in Feb. and Mar. 1970
as part of National Airspace Utilization System
C4D-722698] p0576 N71-3C171
Application of two dimensional collision geometry to
collision avoidance warning techniques for
military aircraft operations
[4D-723977] p0635 N71-32931
Summary of instrument flight rule off-airway routes
for commercial and military aviation in OS and
overseas areas
p0678 N71-31592
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
D FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
FLIGHT PLANS
Commercial V/STOL aircraft area navigation system
requirements, discussing airborne computer, flight
plan data storage and control subsystems and
horizontal orientation display
p0283 A71-21150
Tu-151 responsibilities of three-man crews,
considering flight plan, refueling, cargo loading
and unloading
p0310 A71-25258
French ATC, discussing automatic coordinator
systems, computer utilization and flight plan data
processing
p0135 A71-30382
Northern Hemisphere temperature field atlas for SST
flight planning
[AD-712017] pOOSO N71-11031
FLIGHT RECORDERS
Civil aircraft accident and maintenance recording
regulations and systems, discussing airborne
equipment
p0073 471-13735
Plight characteristics under atmospheric turbulence
conditions, analyzing analog trace records of
airspeed, normal acceleration, altitude, air
temperature, control surface and flight attitude
parameters
p0126 471-29771
Concorde 002 aircraft equipment for flight data
recording and processing
[ESS/ES-13J p0331 N71-20857
Jet transport aircraft airspeed control and
controllability data obtained by flight recorders
[4RC-CP-1135] p0331 N71-20902
Event recorder with constant speed motor which
rotates recording disk
[N4S4-C4SE-XLA-01832] p0332 N71-21006
Onboard data acquisition for improved aircraft
design and operational flight safety
p0393 1171-23112
A-206
SUBJECT IHDBI FLIGHT SIBDLiTIOH
Analysis of 79.000 hours data obtained from NASA
V-G/VGH flight recorders installed on 734 general
aircraft engaged in eight types of operations
p0584 N71-30782
Performance evaluation of automatic flight progress
strip cutter and loader used in air traffic
control facility
[ACTEO-330] p0726 N71-38215
FLIGHT BOLES
NT INSTBUUENT FLIGHT BDLES
Sonic boon implications and decision on
acceptability with alternative policies of
complete barring, controlled corridors and
overflight limitations
[CASI PAPER 72/4] p0601 A71-37595
FLIGHT SAFETT
Avionics system maximizing pilot chances of
surviving mission and destroying selected target
by removing mental liaitations
p0006 A71-10506
ATC system improvement by procedural changes,
applying probability concepts to flight safety
p0018 A71-11699
General aviation safety and effectiveness
enhancement through electronic technology
applications, discussing airspace control system
based on beacon trajisponder, LF-VLF area
navigation and vertical radar
p01«1 A71-17228
Aerospace Recommended Practice criteria for flight
deck crew escape systems applicable to all
commercial aircraft propulsion systems, design
speeds and payloads
fSAE-ABP-808&] p0187 A71-19646
Jet aircraft airworthiness standards, discussing
airline fleet maintenance resources, inspection
systems and future reguirements
p0354 A71-26308
ATC system safety problems from user standpoint,
considering reguirements by pupil, test and
airline pilots and light, private, business, taxi
and military aircraft
p0542 A71-35372
Sleep related fatigue in pilot performance and
flight safety, considering sleep lack and
disruption and irregular duty patterns
p0657 A71-<10590
Aircraft ditching and flying personnel survival,
stressing passenger briefing and crew jacket
eguipment with VHF transceiver for rescue
operations coordination
p0692 A71-43229
Preliminary report of aircraft accident of DC-8 at
Anchorage, Alaska
(SB-71-5] p0173 N71-16059
Surveying air traffic controller occupation and
development of performance objectives
p02«7 H71-18105
Investigating statistics of aircraft accidents by
region and operator
[HEPT-1970/10-E] p02«7 N71-18115
Flight safety performance of V/STOL Harrier military
aircraft having jet control
p0395 N71-23427
Application of two dimensional collision geometry to
collision avoidance warning technigues for
military aircraft operations
[AD-723977] p0635 N71-32931
FLIGHT SIHOLATION
Real time six degree of freedom aircraft flight
digital simulation using SL-1 continuous system
simulation language
p0019 A71-11786
Engine/compressor test inlet flow field simulation,
considering ramp angle, screen location and
diffuser length effects
p0030 A71-12909
Ground and airborne aircraft flight simulation
methods, discussing simulator layouts and
application to Concorde project
p0088 A71-15206
Rotary wing and VTOL aircraft controllability
reguirements definition through in-flight
simulation of visual and kinetic impressions and
environmental conditions by BO-105 helicopter
p0131 A71-16135
Ground based flight simulation as engineering aid in
aircraft design for evaluation of aircraft
dynamics, handling qualities and control systea
characteristics over entire flight envelope
p0200 A71-20309
Sign tnrbulent flow simulation in hypervelocity wind
tunnel for reentry vehicles operational testing,
discussing nozzle gas dynamic and mechanical
design
[AIAA PAPBB 71-253] p0217 A71-21982
Light general aviation airplanes flying gualities
in-flight simulation, considering longitudinal
short period frequency and damping, pitch control
sensitivity and lift curve slope
[SAE PAPEB 710373] p0285 A71-24242
V/STOL aircraft gust effects prediction with
mathematical models based on nonlinear hybrid
simulation at takeoff and landing altitudes
pOt26 A71-29775
Computerized simulation technigues for investigating
aircraft accidents due to atmospheric turbulence
p0427 A71-29779
Augmentor wing high-lift aerodynaiics, discussing
results of wind tunnel tests and simulation
studies
tCASI PAPEB 72/20] p0602 A71-37606
VTOL and fan lift STOL aircraft, discussing
simulation and head-up displays for roll demand,
vertical speed and ILS beam
p0650 A71-40134
Nonlinear flight dynamic simulation using wind
tunnel and aircraft model as analog function
generator and computer for notion equation
processing and command orientation
p0651 A71-40392
Flight simulation for evaluating proposed
stabilization system to ensure helicopter hovering
precision during cargo loading
[AD-710948] p0012 N71-10564
Leading edge effect on aerodynamic characteristics
of 70 deg swept delta wing
[AD-712087] pOO«6 N71-11007
Fire protection tests in small fuselage mounted
tnrbojet engine and nacelle installation
[FAA-NA-70-U1] p0048 N71-11018
Flight simulation of rotor forces and flow field in
vicinity of step ground plane
[AD-711955] p0103 N71-12203
Flow visualization of trailing vortex wakes in
towing tank
[D1-82-1004] p0124 N71-13800
Human factors in aircraft simulation
[AGAHD-CP-79-70] p0173 N71-16060
Dynamic characteristics and linear control theory
for aircraft simulation
p017K N71-16061
Flight simulations for accelerated development of
aircraft at reduced cost
p0174 N71-16062
Psychological and environmental factors in selecting
pilot simulator tasks
p0174 N71-16067
Engineering analysis on flight mechanics for
simulating pilot behavior in aircraft
p017U N71-16068
Human factors in developing a piloted simulation
program for evaluating aircraft handling aspects
[NASA-TH-X-66583] p0175 N71-16069
Hind tunnel evaluation of lifting body store
configurations for captive flight drag and
separation characteristics
p0306 N71-19386
Television simulation for aircraft and space flight
[NASA-CASE-XFB-03107] p0307 N71-19149
Simulation studies for development of certification
criteria applicable to SST takeoff and engine
failure
p0584 N71-30777
Inflight simulation with high wing loading fighter
aircraft approach using HF6-320 and Piaggio
aircraft
CDLB-FB-71-06] p0622 N71-31789
Conference papers on flight simulation
[DLH-BITT-70-29] p0625 N71-31951
notion cues and pilot error in simulated instrument
landing system approach
p0626 S71-31953
Comparison of flight simulation technigues and costs
p0626 N71-31954
Flight simulation of hovering vertical takeoff
aircraft with various attitude and speed controls
p0626 N71-31955
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FLIGHT SIBDLATOES SUBJECT INDEX
Plight simulation of short takeoff aircraft and
Dornier-31 aircraft, and results using cockpit
simulator Kith 6 degrees of freedom for DO-31
p0626 N71-31956
Evaluation of in-flight simulation of flying
platform using helicopter with variable stability
and maneuverability
p0626 N71-31957
Simulation margins and independent variable
sensitivity of in-flight simulators using root
locus analysis
p0626 N71-31958
In-flight simulation with HFB-320 aircraft
p0626 N71-31959
Use of BO-105 helicopter for in-flight simulation of
V/STOL aircraft
P0627 N71-31960
FLIGHT SIMULATORS
NT COCKPIT SIMULATORS
Flight simulators procurement and commissioning,
discussing difficulties due to different aircraft
configurations, advantages of eguipment and
procedures standardization, etc
pOOOl A71-10015
Airborne flight simulator /helicopter/ as aircraft
development aid
[DGI.R-70-075] p0130 A71-15965
Pilot training flight simulators without visual or
motional cues, discussing validity for aircraft
handling gualities assessment and pilot role in
simulation process
fDGLR-70-070] p0130 A71-15968
Flight simulators simulation width and parameter
sensitivity analysis by state vector feedback
method, using multiparameter control root-locus
technique
p0130 A71-15970
Airborne variable stability helicopter flight
simulator for V/STOL aircraft design
p0137 A71-16954
Concorde economic flight testing methods, discussing
Blagnac flight simulator mobile cabin
visualization and color TV terrain model
p0368 A71-27608
Visual flight simulation devices, considering high
resolution photogrphic films and digital memories
p0421 A71-29483
Concorde flight simulator at Toulouse, discussing
flight control system, air navigation and
certification
p0488 A71-31881
Pilot training efficiency increase through advanced
simulation technology utilization, discussing
computerized flight simulators, CRT display
systems and automated briefings
p0489 A71-31886
Total in-flight simulator /TIFS/ in variable
stability C-131 aircraft, describing potential as
design tool
[AIAA PAPER 71-794] p0545 A71-35529
Link 747 simulator with six degrees c2 motion system
for engineers and pilot training
P0562 A71-36970
Boeing 747 digital computer'type flight simulator
with four degrees of movement for engineer and
pilot training
p0562 A71-36971
OSAF total in-flight simulator model-following
feedback control system, discussing conceptual
design and flight test results
[AIAA PAPER 71-961] p0598 A71-37202
Simulator study of lunar flying platform control by
pilot body motion
[NASA-TH-D-6016] p0164 H71-14981
Human factors in aircraft simulation
fAGARD-CP-79-70] p0173 H71-16060
Flight simulator mathematical modeling for aircraft
design
p0174 N71-16063
Technical and human engineering requirements for
simulating pilot flight
p0174 B71-16066
Functional requirements for ground-based trainers,
helicopter response characteristics
[AD-714954] p0244 N71-18018
Feasibility of visual tracking to determine effect
of lag in simulated aircraft dynamics
[IAM-B-479] p0256 H71-18838
High bypass turbofan powered propulsion simulator
for airframe engine integration analyses at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
p0303 N71-19369
Performance of reentry nose tip facility for missile
beat transfer simulations
p0324 H71-20251
Flight simulator and airframe test stand for
evaluating operational performance of aircraft
flight control system
p0393 N71-23413
Influence of lateral motion on effectiveness of
flight simulators in training air transport pilots
p0583 H71-30772
Simulation margins and independent variable
sensitivity of in-flight simulators using root
locus analysis
p0626 N71-31958
In-flight simulation with HFB-320 aircraft
p0626 N71-31959
Ose of BO-105 helicopter for in-flight simulation of
V/STOL aircraft
p0627 N71-31960
Development and evaluation of experimental test .plan
for solutions of motion drive problem in formation
flying task with flight simulators
[NASA-CE-114345] p0684 K71-35385
Motion cue and simulation fidelity aspects of
validation of general purpose airborne simulator
[UASA-TN-D-6432] p0712 N71-36672
Flight simulator for studying problems of aircraft
during approaches and landings at night under
category 2 visual conditions
[RiE-TM-AVIONICS-59(BLEU)] p0719 N71-37606
Analysis and validation of characteristics of
general purpose airborne simulator for simulation
of aerodynamic characteristics of large transport
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6431] p0723 N71-37823
FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
Bapid hybrid frequency response method for aircraft
flight flutter testing based on hybrid computing
system
p0003 A71-10228
F-8D aircraft transonic flight and wing tunnel tests
for buffet onset prediction, considering effects
of q level and fluctuation amplitude and frequency
[AIAA PAPER 70-341] p0296 A71-24863
Transient dynamic characteristics of aircraft under
unsteady flight, using Laplace-Carson integral
transforms
p0703 A71-45016
Low speed wind tunnel and flight stability tests of
BAG 221 aircraft longitudinal balance, noting
aileron difficulties
[ABC-CP-1134] p0333 N71-21205
Evaluation of helicopter flight loading and
structural stability
p0456 N71-24389
Flight evaluations using variable stability aircraft
to determine effects of turbulence induced
aerodynamic disturbances and lateral directional
dynamics on pilot performance
[HASA-CE-1718] p0474 N71-26170
Free flight stability tests on half cones in
hypervelocity wind tunnels including data
reduction program
[VKI-TN-66] p0619 N71-31663
FLIGHT TEST IHSTHOHBHTS
LAMS flight demonstration, discussing
instrumentation, flutter boundary and dynamic
response, aerodynamic testing and structural
response to turbulence
p0018 A71-11662
Space shuttle flight test instrumentation for
launcher, spacecraft and airplane triple
operational and maintenance system requirements,
discussing digital data bus monitoring concept
[AIAA PAPER 71-313] p0281 A71-23974
Flight test program, facilities and instrumentation
for F-14 aircraft structural, powerplant,
avionics, performance and carrier suitability
evaluation
p0510 A71-34153
FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
B-52 LAMS test vehicle structural modification and
instrumentation in flight phase
p0018 A71-11661
i-208
SUBJECT IHDEX FLIGHT TESTS
LAMS flight demonstration, discussing
instrumentation, flutter boundary and dynamic
response, aerodynamic testing and structural
response to turbulence
p0018 171-11662
PLIGHT TESTS
NT FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
Inertial navigation system augmented by digital
distance measuring equipment in FAA flight
inspection aircraft for performance evaluation
P0006 471-10507
Aircraft turbine engine development, considering
mismatch reduction between engine and airframe in
flight tests
P0013 A71-11180
B-52 LAHS test vehicle structural modification and
instrumentation in flight phase
P0018 A71-11661
Collision avoidance system flight test and
evaluation program for airline industry CAS
specification
P0030 A71-12896
Standard-Cirrus glider flight test performance,
noting cockpit design and instrumentation
P0062 A71-13019
Flight test evaluation of onboard automatic computer
controlled jet engine monitoring system with
reduced fault detection time
P0063 A71-13080
Time vector method for aircraft flight test data
evaluation, discussing control deflections effects
on phugoid motion, lateral stability derivatives
and error estimation
P0069 A71-13341
DC-10 aircraft test program effectiveness,
discussing performance, operational envelope,
airworthiness, noise measurements, etc
fSAE PAPER 700830] p0073 A71-13726
0H-1B helicopter flight test noise measurements data
reduction and analysis, presenting sound pressure
vs frequency and time plots
P0092 A71-15405
Helicopter in-flight noise radiation pattern and
spectra measurements for various operating
parameters
P0093 A71-15406
V/STOL aircraft visual aids flight evaluation
concerning minimum landing area operations
P0098 A71-15445
Elfe S-3 glider flight test, pointing out
imperfections in cockpit and wing design
pD131 A71-16128
Concorde progress toward certification, discussing
SSI airworthiness reguirements, flight test
program, takeoff and landing operational
experience and stability problems at high
incidence
P0133 A71-16487
F1A full scale aircraft vortex wake turbulence
flight test programs
[AIAA PAPER 71-97] p0152 A71-18552
Hypersonic flight test base pressure results at high
Reynolds numbers for slender cone in turbulent
flow, noting implications for ground test
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 71-134] p0153 A71-18578
Flight tests - Conference, Beverly Hills, September
1970
p0183 A71-19076
Naval aircraft testing, discussing weapons systems,
funding commitments, outfitting schedules, time
frames, contracts and management problems
P0183 A71-19077
ARAVA STOL aircraft, describing payloads,
configuration, design flight testing, stability
and landing characteristics
p0184 A71-19082
DC-10 flight test program, discussing handling,
takeoff and landing, and flutter, stall and
stability characteristics
P0184 A71-19085
Height velocity /iJ-V/ flight testing, giving results
from OH-58A Kiowa and AH-16 Huey Cobra helicopters
p0184 A71-19093
USAF F-4E Stall/Near Stall Investigation, discussing
testing reguireoents, fighter aircraft
improvement, spin avoidance and high angle of
attack limitations
P0184 A71-19095
Electrostatic charging noise measurement, reduction
and flight test verification
p0194 A71-19937
Flight testing of Diamant 18 glider, discussing
aircraft behavior at low and high flight speed,
stall, spin, stability and control
characteristics, design and construction
p0203 A71-20686
Hawker Siddeley Trident 3B flight test program,
booster engiae, structural features, power plants,
systems and landing gear
p0269 471-22890
Concorde airworthiness requirements and Air
Registration Board participation in flight test
program, considering supersonic flight
characteristics
p0276 A71-23579
Light aircraft standard fuel flight evaluation,
discussing compatibility with grades 80/87 and
100/130 certified engines and comparative
operational fuel consumption
[SAE PAPEH 710369] p0284 A71-24239
Light aircraft qualification for icing conditions
from flight test data, considering increase in
instrument rated pilots and IPE flying activity
[SAE PAPER 710391] p0287 A71-24258
Parachutes for low density atmospheres, describing
low and high altitude test results
[AIAA PAPER 70-1164] p03i|7 471-25525
Flight test completed on onboard real time engine
performance monitoring system, discussing
thermodynamic analysis technique
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-77] p0352 A71-25991
Military aircraft flight test establishments,
discussing airframe, engine, flight control and
weapons delivery systems tests work flow
integration reguirements
P0355 A71-26315
European airbus, considering flight trials of first
A.300B high capacity transport aircraft
p0358 A71-26921
Concorde economic flight testing methods, discussing
Blagnac flight simulator mobile cabin
visualization and color TV terrain model
p0368 A71-27608
Yak 10 aircraft flight test program, discussing
airworthiness requirements, static structural,
vibration and wind tunnel tests
p0429 A71-29911
Concorde SST flight test equipment installation with
PCS recording and visual instruments
p0430 A71-30055
Integrated flight test data system combining digital
airborne data acquisition/recording system with
telemetry/microwave link to computerized ground
station
p0433 A71-30318
Airborne integrated data system capabilities based
on flight tests with commercial aircraft
p0433 A71-30319
High performance UH-1 compound .helicopter high speed
flight research, considering rotor loads,
stability, control and flying gualities
[AHS PREPRINT 570] p0453 A71-31111
SYDAC ILS systems flight tests
pOU90 A71-31911
Concorde flight characteristics, discussing
performance flight test data relationship to
design
p0496 A71-32690
F-1E stall/spin development and flight tests,
relating mass distribution and angle of attack
aerodynamic design
[AIAA PAPEE 71-772] p0506 A71-34008
Harrier aircraft development from flight test
viewpoint, discussing conventional flight envelope
problems caused by V/STOL concept imposed
constraints
[AIAA PAPEH 71-773] p0506 A71-34009
F-15 aircraft integrated data system for flight test
program information, discussing development and
major elements
[AIAA PAPER 71-774] p0507 471-34010
DC 10 flight test program improvement using data
acquisition/processing with real time monitoring,
instrument landing and laser tracking
[AIAA PAPER 71-788] p0508 A71-34018
Flight test program, facilities and instrumentation
for F-14 aircraft structural, powerplant.
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avionics, performance and carrier suitability
evaluation
p0510 A71-34153
French flight test center role in development and
certification of Concorde aircraft, considering
cooperation with industry
[AIAA PAPEH 71-78*] p0544 A71-35526
Total in-flight simulator /TIPS/ in variable
stability C-131 aircraft, describing potential as
design tool
[AIAA PAPEB 71-791] p0545 A71-35529
1-1011 flight test program, describing aircraft
design and performance
[AIAA PAPEB 71-789] p0545 A71-35531'
Performance evaluation of variable geometry external
fuel tank prototypes by static structural tests,
wind tunnel tests and flight tests on F-111
aircraft
(AIAi PAPER 71-763] p0545 A71-35533
Experimental and theoretical aeroelastic analysis of
Fokker F-28 T tail, using flutter model and flight
flutter tests
p0547 A71-35649
BAG 111 autopilot development, discussing computer
compatible system for digital representation of
airborne flight test data and direct transmission
to ground-based computers
.p0560 A71-36672
Pilot workload reduction in steep approach landing
of light aircraft from flight test data analysis
[AIAA PAPEE 71-904] p0595 A71-37155
Flight investigation of turbulence effects on
aircraft longitudinal flying qualities, evaluating
pilot ratings for Its approach task
[AIAA PAPER 71-905] p0595 A71-37156
DSAF total in-flight simulator model-following
feedback control system, discussing conceptual
design and flight test results
[AIAA PAPEB 71-961] p0598 A71-37202
Flight test measurements of shock cell noise loading
of aircraft tail planes, noting alleviation by
noz2le and mirror structural modifications
p0609 A71-38467
Low noise levels of DC-10 aircraft with CF6-6D
turbofan.engines, discussing design, flyover tests
and FA& requirements
[CASI PAPEH 72/5] p0615 A71-39424
Trailing vortices behind wing tip with vortex
dissipator, using wind tunnel flow visualization
and flight tests
p0654 A71-40496
Boeing 747, Lockheed C-5A and other aircraft vortex
wake characteristics by tdwer flyby technique
p0655 A71-U0498
Flight tests for hazard evaluation to other aircraft
from wake turbulence generated by large jet
transport airplanes
p0656 A71-U0506
Flight test experiment to evaluate mechanized
automatic control system to minimize vake
turbulence effects on aircraft
p0657 A71-40509
German VAK 19 IB combat VTOL aircraft development
program, describing prototype ground tests,
autopilot preoptimization and hover flight tests
p0662 A71-41517
Flight test measurements for improved estimates of
aircraft states and aerodynamic parameters, using
relinearized Kalman filter
p0696 A71-44089
Active flutter mode control system synthesis for
flight test, showing mass balancing as possible
artificial symmetrical wing destabilization
p0697 A71-44106
Folding sidewall aircraft tires design, construction
and flight tests, noting advantages and
disadvantages
p0703 A71-44975
Flight assessment of trailing-cone static pressure
probe at subsonic speeds
[EAE-TB-69139] pOIOI 871-12214
Flight test program to obtain data on aided inertial
system for terminal guidance and navigation of
helicopter in designing V/STOL avionics system
[NASA-TH-X-66494] p0108 871-12244
Flight tests of all-weather landing systems
p0111 871-12437
Aided inertial flight test experiments for all
weather V/STOL operations
[BASJ-TH-X-66490] p0111 B71-12439
Flight tests of lifting reentry vehicles for
controllability prediction
[BASA-TH-X-1827] p0157 B71-14527
Flight evaluation of AN/APN 191 radar altimeter
[AD-714638] p0172 N71-15923
Flight test methods for determining aircraft dynamic
stability
[AGABD-B-573-70] p0173 N71-16039
Flight acoustical and performance evaluations of DC
8 nacelle modifications to reduce fan-compressor
noise in airport communities
[NASA-CB-1708] p0179 N71-16627
Advanced aircraft for flight testing of integrated
electronics system for reusable space shuttle
[BASA-CB-114832] p0179 H71-16713
Low speed lateral stability and control flight tests
on Avro 707 aircraft
[AEC-CP-1106-PT-3] p0227 871-17083
Flight tests to determine reliability of x-15 self
adaptive flight control system
[BASA-T8-D-6208] p0249 B71-18422
HL-10 and B-2F2 lifting body flight tests
[NASA-TH-X-66712] p0249 N71-18428
Determining equations of motion and aerodynamic
characteristics for Hagnus rotors by flight tests
[AD-716345] p0310 B71-19560
Flight testing military transport aircraft for
handling and performance in STOL applications
p0319 S71-20060
H-126 jet flap research aircraft development and
testing
p0320 871-20066
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at
high subsonic speeds on basis of pressure plotting
tests
[ABA-18] p0323 H71-20157
Flight tests of Boeing 747 aircraft and operational
analysis for supersonic transport
p0380 B71-22386
Flight tests of Concorde prototypes, design
modifications, and operational costs of supersonic
aircraft
p0381 N71-22387
Theoretical analysis of jet mixing nnder influence
of nonconstant pressure gradient
riRL/BE-127] p0383 B71-22503
Accident investigations, flight control systems, and
operational recordings for improved aircraft
flight mechanics
[AGAHD-CP-76-71] p0393 871-23410
Design modifications on short takeoff Bronco
aircraft resulting from combat operations tests
P0394 B71-23416
Flight test evaluation of military aircraft low
altitude high speed performance
p0394 871-23121
Beagle B125 training aircraft handling tests
[AAEE/963-PT-1] p0397 871-23498
Flight-measured base pressures from sharp leading
edge upper vertical fin of X-15 aircraft compared
with wind tunnel data for turbulent flow at Hach
numbers from 1.5 to 5.0
[HASA-T8-D-6348] p0401 B71-23922
Evaluation of fuel flowmeter instrumentation
conducted during flight tests
[AD-719280] p0457 871-24479
Flight tests for controlling slope approach of short
takeoff aircraft
[ABC-CP-1138] p0465 871-25050
Comparison of pilot performance using center stick,
dual side stick, and single side stick
configuration
[AD-720846] p0470 B71-25846
Konsteady flight test program on Siebel 204 D-1
aircraft for determining lateral directional
stability and control derivatives
[NLB-TB-70038-U] p0515 871-27109
Design, development, and flight testing of fire
suppressant void filler foam kits for lower
hemisphere of fuel tanks in various tactical army
aircraft
[AD-719711] p0518 871-27679
Flight tests of cross, modified ringsail, and
disk-gap-band parachute deployment performance
from low altitudes with structural load data
[BASA-TH-X-2221] . p0520 B71-28021
In-flight use of traversing boundary layer pitot
probes with mechanical and electrical features and
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sample boundary layer profiles
[NASA-TN-D-6U28] p0530 N71-28872
Flight tests for evaluating effect of wing-tip
vortex vake generated by large jet transports on
smaller aircraft
p0582 N71-30765
Vertical situation display concept for alleviating
problems of inadegnate guidance and display
information for making steep approaches
p0582 N71-30770
Flight tests to determine handling gualities of
general aviation aircraft during IIS approaches in
turbulent air
p0583 N71-30771
Problem of wind gust absorption by aircraft
structures, and flight tests of prototype H-100
[NASA-TT-F-13754] p0586 N71-30818
Data acquisition system for OS-21 aircraft training
flight evaluations
[AD-722583] p0591 N71-31347
Flight testing and performance evaluation of rotary
and fixed wing aircraft for military operations
[AD-723411] p0623 N71-31815
Flight test data on geometric, aerodynamic, and
kinematic characteristics of two twin keel
parawings during deployment
[NASA-CR-1788] p0629 H71-32303
Summary of flight test methods used for performance
measurement of Concorde aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-13728] p0631 N71-32455
Evaluation of performance, stability, and control
characteristics of XV-11 A short takeoff aircraft
[AD-724124] p063U N71-32818
Collision avoidance system for detecting probable
aircraft accidents - France
[ONEBA-TP-938] p0638 N71-33025
Determining deployment characteristics of
all-flexible parawings by free flight tests
[NASA-TH-X-2307] p06U1 1171-33239
Application of least squares method for determining
longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives of aircraft
from flight test data
[Z-12] p0641 1171-33305
Correlation studies based on wind tunnel test data
and flight tests to determine performance,
stability and control of XB-70-1 aircraft
[NASA-CB-114335) p0673 N71-34001
High altitude flight test of reefed
12.2-meter-diameter disk-gap-band parachute with
deployment at 2.58 Bach number
[NASA-TH-D-6469] p0676 N71-34026
Transition, approach, and vertical landing tests for
VTOL transport in terminal area
[NASA-TH-X-62083] p0681 1171-35209
Flight tests of airborne dissemination devices for
chemical warfare
[AD-726350] p0682 N71-35218
Fixed wing aircraft employing free fall and
circling-line technignes in rescue of personnel
and retrieval of eguipment
[AD-727007] p0683 1171-35228
All weather landing system design, development, and
field and flight testing
p0686 N71-35777
Guide to private and commerical multiengine aircraft
pilot certification
[FAA-AC-61-4C] p0711 N71-36438
FLIGHT TIRE
Hinimum time profiles for F-101 aircraft by
Balakrishnan epsilon technigue, comparing
solutions with energy method
p0412 A71-28831
STOL vehicle and systems air transportation
expansion by reducing trip time, congestion, noise
exposures and pollution for DOT, DOD and NASA
roles
[SAE PAPEB 710464) p0438 471-30535
Central terminal rapid processing and high speed
VIOL aircraft effects on airport design, flight
time, cost and ATC
p0614 A71-3939U
FLIGHT TEAIBIHS
Simulated low visibility landing training,
discnssing airborne and ground based simulators
p0001 A71-10022
Link 747 simulator design and operation, describing
cockpit layout, motion picture system and
malfunction insertion and display unit
p0156 A71-18665
Operational preparation and commissioning of IL-62
long distance jet aircraft, considering flight
crew and maintenance personnel training at
D.S.S.B. plant
P03I40 A71-25256
Boeing 7<17 crew members training program, describing
ground training, classrooms, inertial navigation
system and cockpit trainers
[SAE PAPEB 7101173) p0409 A71-28339
Commercial airlines flight training program, using
simulation and improved techniques for safety and
economy
[SAE PAPER 710175] p0409 A71-28340
DC 10 flight crew individualized ground training
program, emphasizing hands-on eguipment and
instruction hardware
[SAE PAPER 710U72] p0439 A71-30538
Aircraft accidents due to engine-out simulation,
discussing human factors, minimum control speed
certification reguirements and pilot flight
training procedures
[AIAA PAPEB 71-793] p0508 A71-34025
Corporate aircraft pilot ground and flight phase
training, errors and accidents
p0694 A71-43388
FLIGHT VEHICLES
Soviet book on antenna radomes of flight vehicles
covering electromagnetic wave transmission through
dielectric media, fabrication, construction
materials, etc
p0014 A71-11322
Book on foam polynrethanes synthesis and use in
flight vehicles
p0272 A71-23162
Nonlinear self adjusting and variable structure
automatic control systems for piloted and
pilot less flight vehicles, considering
oscillations due to electric servosystems
nonlinear characteristics ,
p0357 A71-26716
Unmanned flight vehicles recovery system, describing
built-in rotor design for navigation and high
precision landing
[DGLB-7 1-020) p0498 A71-32787
Correlation system of eguations for mathematical
expectations and phase coordinate correlation
moments for accuracy analysis in flight vehicle
dynamics problems •
p0702 A71-44692
Construction of leading edges of surfaces for aerial
vehicles performing from subsonic to above
transonic speeds
[HASA-C&SE-XLA-01486] p0397 N71-23497
FLOATS
Floating airport structural design, using hollow
concrete blocks filled with polystyrene foam as
runway basic unit
p0270 A71-22949
Development of operational system for measuring
ocean surface current from aircraft using floats
and fluorescent dyes
[AD-726568] p072H N71-37922
FLOOBS
Bent structure failure under pulse floor
acceleration shocks, concerning aircraft seat
damage during crash landing
p0204 A71-20747
FLOBIDA
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement" in airfield pavement condition
survey, DSNAS Cecil Field, Florida
[AD-721325] p0528 N71-28422
Interpretation of color infrared photography of
Florida tidewater coastline
[AD-727630] p0724 N71-37924
FLOTATIOB STSTEHS
D FLOATS
FLO! CHAHBEBS
Aircraft fuel and air conditioning systems vortex
valves and diodes, examining flow patterns into
and out of chambers
P0202 A71-20556
FLOB CHABACTEBISTICS
HT BODNDABY LAYER STABILITY
HT FLAHE STABILITY
HT FLOW DISTRIBUTION
BT FLOW STABILITY
ST FLOB VELOCITY
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Flow characteristics in tnrbomachine blade cascades
with transonic regime, emphasizing shock- boundary
layer interaction phenomena
p0066 471-13110
Vortex sheet behavior in inviscid subsonic flow of
lifting wing with nonzero trailing edge angle
p0073 471-13738
Axial compressor flow characteristics by
computerized calculation methods, considering
annular duct swirling flow model
p0075 471-13828
Hypersonic perfect gas.flow past thin three
dimensional body with strong viscous interaction,
obtaining aerodynamic characteristics and drag and
heat coefficients
p0083 471-11563
Plane ideal incompressible fluid jet impact on
curvilinear surface, considering flow
characteristics near stagnation point
pOOBI 471-11(592
Binary gas mixture rarefied hypersonic flow
structure near blunt body, investigating diffusive
effects on recovery temperature dependence
p0099 471-15188
Supersonic wind tunnel design, discussing flexible
nozzle flow aspects
p0115 471-17700
Irreversibility control in two gas flows mixture,
discussing jet engines thrust increase by
air-exhaust gases admixture
p0118 471-18051
Secondary losses in plane compressor grid with low
aspect vanes, discussing flow characteristics
dependence on fins, protruding elements and
smoothed junctions
p0156 471-18705
Transonic gas flows in axisymnetric snail throat
curvature radios Laval nozzle with appreciable
flow parameters variation in transverse direction
p0189 471-19732
Incident thermal flux parameters and wall
temperature effects on flow characteristics in
preseparation zone of laminar boundary layer and
separation point location
p0289 471-24368
Plenum chamber with nozzle wind tunnel model, noting
jet flow phenomena at various angles of attack
p0296 471-21865
Supersonic conical inlet additive drag formula,
using flow data in freestream
p0296 471-21866
Flow patterns within centrifugal and mixed flow
impeller channel, examining velocity
distributions, blade surface pressure and flow
behavior
[4SHE P4PES 71-GT-U1] p0350 471-25971
Equilibrium air boundary'layer flows at three
dimensional stagnation points, discussing flow
characteristics and real gas heat transfer
parameters
[4144 P4PEE 70-809] p0367 471-27582
iir flow past small aspect ratio thick-section wing
at small angles of attack, investigating vortex
system effect on flow characteristics in absence
of lift
pOi(18 471-29231
Helicopter rotor stall characteristics,
investigating blade flexibility, unsteady
aerodynamics and variable inflow effects
[4HS PBEPBIHT 520] p0119 471-31086
Low area ratio ejectors internal flow phenomena
synthesis, increasing thrust augmentation by
mixing and diffusion
[4144 P4PEE 71-576] pOISI 471-31566
Swirling flow in gas turbine engine combustion
chamber forward part, considering air flow
characteristics behind blade swirler
pOSOl 471-33606
Laminar boundary layer on wing profiles and bodies
of revolution, calculating flow characteristics
based on integral momentum relation
p0531 A71-31121
Hesh method for supercritical transonic flow
calculation with normal or oblique shock wave at
trailing edge
pOSSO 471-35799
Inclined wedges in rarefied hypersonic flow
conditions, investigating base and wake pattern
geometrical and aerodynamic characteristics
p0561 471-36756
Compressors and turbines centripetal stages
operational characteristics, investigating airflow
rate and pressure ratio effects on power
p0705 471-15380
viscous interactions and flight at high Hach numbers
[4D-712075] p0103 N71-12204
Measuring sonic boom pressure distribution on models
in supersonic wind tunnels
P0179 N71-16685
Flow characteristics of wire-form and laminate-form
porous materials
[NAS4-TM-X-2111] p0229 N71-17130
Smooth double-slotted circular cylinder aerodynamic
force characteristics measured for circulation
control by slot suction
[NBC-11711] p0321 N71-20196
Cavity resonance effects on dynamic and thermal
characteristics of resonant cavities in low speed,
turbulent, shear flow
p0327 N71-20539
Windage tests of cylindrical and Lundell-conical
rotors in ambient air producing Reynolds numbers
up to 100,000 for high speed alternators
[HiSA-TH-X-67809] p0388 N71-23116
Transonic wind tunnel investigation of flow
characteristics and pressure fluctuation of space
shuttle launch and reentry configurations
p0162 N71-21663
Digital computer and plotter for simulating flow
about Joukowski airfoil
[TECH-71-1] p0613 117 1-33103
Dnsteady flow characteristics of turbocompressors
and axial flow turbines including blade vibration
and damping
[OHEB4-TP-971] p0616 H71-33760
Computer program development for potential flow
calculation about lifting bodies
[4D-727628] p0718 N71-37597
FLOW COEFFICIENTS
Low speed two dimensional axial flow compressor
cascade data, considering lift drag ratio and
minimum loss coefficient
[ASME PAPEB 70-W4/GT-10] p0076 471-11118
Unsteady coefficient measurements to corroborate
theory for coefficient distribution about little
elongated two dimensional wings with control
surfaces
p0135 471-16737
Small curvature radius/throat radius ratio
supersonic nozzles mass flow rate coefficients at
high Beynolds numbers, appraising isentropic flow
prediction methods
p0191 A71-19877
FLOW DEFLECTIOS
Plane supersonic pverexpanded jet interaction with
obstacle, using hodographs for flow pattern
construction
pOOOl 471-10125
Supersonic laminar boundary layer structure near
convex corners for large turning angles
pOOOl 471-10161
Soviet book on nonlinear conical gas flow theory
covering flows with different characteristics past
bodies of various geometries and positions
p0028 471-12719
V/STOL aircraft wing-propeller interaction, using
mean flow deflection angle in lift and drag
characteristics prediction
p0086 471-11988
Initial structure of wing-body interaction in steady
inviscid supersonic flow, obtaining asymptotic
expansion from canonical problem solution
p0111 471-17219
ling-canard configurations nonlinear vortex
interactions, using Sacks method of vortex sheet
simulation with discrete vortices distribution
[4144 P4PEB 71-95) p0152 471-18550
Hypersonic radiating gas inviscid flow past blunt
bodies, using spherical harmonics approximation
p0185 471-19183
Flow pattern around arbitrary star-shaped contour,
deriving expression for complex potential as
velocity function
p0190 A71-19715
Jet engine contribution to lift at supersonic flight
velocities via air mass heating, studying three
dimensional flow with heat supply and stream
deflection
i-212
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p0190 A71-19746
cavitation flow of fluid with free surface past
underwater wing with jet flap, solving equations
of motion for thin foil with jet emergent from
trailing edge
p0197 471-20086
Heavy fluid flow past partially cavitating flat
plate with cavity closed by fictitious plate,
considering lifting force under gravity
p0197 471-20087
continuous flow past plate located perpendicular to
wall with inviscid incompressible fluid having
linear variation of velocity with height
p0205 A71-20828
onsteady analogy for hypersonic flows past blunt
bodies with shock deformation
p0217 471-21863
HUltielement flap mechanism design, considering
drive angles which deflect least from 90 degrees
p0267 471-22652
Steady nonrotational flow around rectilinear profile
in finite width uniform current in linear theory,
calculating fluid exerted forces
p0279 471-23822
Tvo dimensional jet flap cascades, presenting stream
deflection angles as function of jet to mainstream
momentum flux
[4SME P4PEK 71-FE-14] p0421 471-29153
Flap induced flow deflection effects in hypersonic
shock tunnel, obtaining turbulent heating, skin
friction and pressure data
[4144 P4PEE 71-598] p0482 A71-315I40
small disturbance equations for steady transonic
flows past thin lifting airfoils and slender
bodies
[4144 P4PEE 71-566] p0484 471-31560
Supersonic flow past V-shaped wings with leading
edges, applying method of establishment to space
variable for pressure distribution
p0547 471-35647
Two dimensional laminar incompressible fluid flow
past flat plate at various angles of attack,
studying vortex shedding characteristics
p0556 471-36311
Subcritical nonlinear potential flows over two
dimensional subsonic airfoils by multistrip method
of integral relations
p0556 471-36330
Supersonic flow past steady and oscillating blunt
bodies of revolution, using singularity
transformation and series truncation methods
p0603 471-37878
Heated jet interaction with deflecting flow in
subsonic wind tunnel, presenting flow
visualization and temperature and velocity
profiles
[ASHE P4PEB 71-HT-2] p06C4 471-37980
Unsteady analogy for hypersonic flows past blunt
bodies with shock deformation
p0613 471-39362
FLOi DIRECTION INDICATOBS
NT BIND V4NES
FLOB DISTOBTIOH
Centrifugal compressor impeller exit flow velocity
distribution distortion based on equations of
motion involving entropy gradient terms
p0075 471-13831
Subsonic fan noise, using helicopter rotor noise
theory for analysis of phase related and randomly
time varying flow distortions
pC140 A71-17161
Hanging shock wave in small supersonic flow past
profile with broken generatrix in plane ideal gas
p0217 471-21872
Normal shock wave interaction with deformable solid
walls, determining explosion or sonic booms
effects on elastic structures and protection
devices
p0291 471-241483
Supersonic boundary layer flow profile distortion
due to obli'gue shock during separation
p0291 471-24592
Velocity and static pressure redistribution in
distorted flow field upstream of axial flow
compressors
[4144 P4PEE 69-485] p0295 471-24856
Ideal incompressible fluid flow around fixed
obstacle near rectilinear wall, investigating
plane motion with profile couple method
p0354 471-26258
HF rake probes with high temperature integrated
sensor for inflight aircraft engine intake air
flow distortion measurements
p0433 471-30321
Tine variant distortions in supersonic inlet on
J-85-GE-13 turbojet engine from wind tunnel test,
considering instantaneous distortion amplitudes
and contours
[4144 PAPEB 71-667] p0441 471-30733
Measuring distortion characteristics at engine face
station of axisymmetric inlet
[NAS4-CR-1644] p0104 N71-12211
Inlet flow distortion testing of high Bach number
transonic fan stages - Vol. 1
[N4S4-CR-72786-VOL-1] p0163 N71-14863
Tabular data derived from inlet flow distortion
tests of high Nach number transonic fan stages -
Vol. 2
[N4S4-CB-72786-VOL-2] p0164 N71-14864
Effects of wave inlet distortion at high and low
flow rate on performance of axial flow compressor
[CDED/4-TORBO/TR-20] p0381 N71-22428
Computerized propeller design considered flow field
distortion by hub
p0572 H71-29690
Performance tests of single stage, transonic
compressor for advanced aircraft
[NASA-CR-72806] p0640 N71-33201
FLOB DISTEIBOTIOH
Plane supersonic overexpanded jet interaction with
obstacle, using hodographs for flow pattern
construction
pOOOt A71-10425
Flow field of two dimensional nozzle exhausting to
vacuum, describing computer program based on BGK
equation and plotting exhaust region density,
temperature and velocity
[AIAA PAPEH 69-658] p0010 471-10932
tihitham supersonic flow theory application to mid-
or near-field sonic boom of slender bodies in wind
tunnel research
p0011 471-10956
Sweptback turboblades in parallel wall channel,
investigating thickness, camber and leading edge
curvature effects on flow and pressure
distributions and vortex movement
p0025 471-12606
Numerical analysis of flow field around thin airfoil
in two dimensional nonuniform stream, using finite
difference method
P0027 471-12680
Two dimensional cascade flow, discussing methods of
flow field idealization, nonviscons incompressible
flow theoretical methods, compressibility and
viscosity effects
p0074 471-13826
Blunt body stagnation point heat transfer in
hypersonic flow, describing gas dynamic eguations
flow field viscosity and conductivity
p0100 471-15490
Nonself-similar wave type gas dynamic equations
solutions, considering flow fields due to Riemann
waves interaction in polytropic gas
p0133 471-16376
Nongray absorption and radiation cooling on smooth
symmetric blunt bodies included in modified Haslen
flow field method for radiation and large blowing
[4IA4 PAPEB 69-637] -p0134 A71-16566
Supersonic flow field around flat plate at various
angles of attack, comparing Brieden and Lighthill
approximations
P0135 A71-16713
Supersonic flow field downstream of turbofan
aircraft engine fan nozzle over bodies of
revolution, using boundary layer theory and method
of characteristics
p0138 A71-17150
Supersonic axisymmetric wake-like and two
dimensional shear nonuniform free stream flows
effects on inviscid flow fields and aerodynamic
coefficients of sharp and spherically blunted
cones
[AIAA PAPER 71-51] p0151 A71-18512
Three dimensional inviscid supersonic flow fields
with primary and embedded shock and expansion
waves determined over and behind wings and
wing-body configurations
[AIA4 PAPER 71-99] p0153 471-18554
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Supersonic air flow pattern over rectangular
indentations on plane and axisynnetric surfaces,
examining static pressure and adiabatic
temperature distributions
p0190 471-19711
Flow pattern around arbitrary star-shaped contour,
deriving expression for complex potential as
velocity function
p0190 471-19715
Transient and turbulent flow structure in wake
behind thin plates in wind tunnel, noting velocity
fields, temperature and initial boundary layers
p0190 471-19750
Aircraft fuel and air conditioning systems vortex
valves and diodes, examining flow patterns into
and out of chambers
p0202 471-20556
Plowfield isentropes in conical gas flow with
singular current surfaces
p0217 471-21860
External store surface pressure distributions during
captive flight aboard F-itB aircraft, considering
carrying aircraft effects on flow field about
airborne ordnance
[4I4A PAPEB 71-295] p0220 471-22015
Cross flow profiles for compressible turbulent
boundary layers with and without flow reversal via
hodograph models family
P0221 A71-22033
Bach disk in underexpanded exhaust plume predicted
by dividing flow field into subregions
[4IAA PAPER 70-231J p0261 471-22097
Incompressible viscous fluid nonsteady three
dimensional flow, obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
p0272 471-23092
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow pattern in wake
behind star-shaped body at supersonic speed,
determining drag and shock waves location
p0289 A71-2<!371
Incompressible nonviscous rotating fluid in toroidal
shell, obtaining flow patterns steady state
solutions for turbomachinery design
p0291 471-21520
Inviscid flow distribution of high temperature jet
of optically thick radiating gas exhausting from
two-dimensional nozzle into low temperature
guiescent medium
p0291 471-2*588
Flow field properties of impinging free jets from
circular convergent nozzle, measuring velocity,
surface pressure and momentum flux
P0292 471-21616
Velocity and static pressure redistribution in
distorted flow field upstream of axial flow
compressors
[4144 PAPEB 69-185] p0295 A71-21856
Time asymptotic solutions for hypervelocity blunt
body flow field with coupled nongray radiation,
treating shock as discrete surface
[4144 P4PEB 70-865] p0315 471-25153
Dnderexpanded transverse sonic jet-hypersonic stream
three dimensional flowfield based on inviscid
rotational flow model
P0345 A71-25172
Flow patterns within centrifugal and mixed flow
impeller channel, examining velocity
distributions, blade surface pressure and flow
behavior
[4SHE P4PEB 71-GT-11] p0350 471-25971
Ideal incompressible fluid flow around fixed
obstacle near rectilinear wall, investigating
plane motion with profile couple method
P035H A71-26258
Lifting force of wing with rotating flap, deriving
lift increase due to circulation redistribution at
surface
P0361 471-27191
Flow field model for steady asymmetric vortex system
shed from slender body of revolution in coning
motion
[4144 P4PEB 70-52] p0365 471-27552
4symptotic limiting viscous flow pattern and drag on
flat plate with stationary separation zones at
large Reynolds numbers
P0117 471-29201
Stratospheric air flow patterns and CAT measurements
onboard aircraft over and downwind of Western U.S.
mountain terrain
p0125 471-29755
Flowfield production by fluid injection into
supersonic crossflow, occurring with liquid/gas
jet control of vehicle with combustion ramjets
[4I4A P4PEB 71-728] pOI!12 471-30775
Hypersonic flow pattern past windward side of delta
wing with supersonic leading edges, joining
potential and vortex regions behind shock wave
pOlia 471-30871
Nonlinear mathematical model for dynamical behavior
of extensible towing cable subjected to
aerodynamic forces generated by uniform flow
field, discussing system stability'
p0115 A71-31026
Flow field velocity distribution at rotating wing
devices tip vortices
[SHS PHEPBIST 522] pOISO 471-31088
Near field flow pattern of inclined slender body of
revolution, using Whitham far field theory of
supersonic flow
[4144 P4PEB 71-626] p0183 471-31551
Externally blown flap powered transport high lift
wind tunnel model visual flow field investigation
with multiple filament snoke streamlines
[AIAA PAPEB 71-577] p0181 471-31567
Hulticomponent nonequilibrium air flow past
axisymmetric blunt body, calculating flow
distribution at various attack angles with time
dependent technique
[4IAA PAPEB 71-595] p0185 A71-31575
Inviscid supersonic flow field structure over blunt
delta wing, determining attack angle effects on
shock layer surface pressure distributions and
streamline patterns
[AIAA PAPEB 71-596] p0185 A71-31576
Slender cone at Hach 10 with underexpanded exhaust
plume, determining flow field interactions
separation pattern and aerodynamic coefficients
[4144 PAPEB 71-562] p0193 471-32280
German monograph on incompressible potential flow
field calculation about thick rectangular wings
with control surfaces and ground effects
P0491 471-32307
Skin friction, trailing edge boundary profiles and
tuft flow patterns on model F-1D aircraft in
transonic flow
[4IAA PAPEB 71-762] pOSOS A71-31001
Flow field induced by aircraft trailing vortices
near ground during takeoff and landing, noting
experimental departure from theory
P0538 471-31900
Hypersonic viscid-inviscid internal flow field
interaction with laminar boundary layer in
circular ducts, using method of characteristics
and implicit finite difference scheme
P0511 A71-35281
Flow distribution behind laminar boundary layer
separation point in supersonic flow, calculating
plateau region pressure
P0516 A71-35629
Supersonic flow field computation for wing-body
combinations by shock-capturing finite difference
techniques, discussing improvement based on
Bunge-Kutta method
P0556 471-36303
Dynamic parameters of supersonic flow incident on
conical bodies at large angles of attack,
considering flow field and entropy distribution
P0556 471-36328
Dear wake streamline configuration in symmetry plane
of slender cone in hypersonic flow at free stream
Hach number 7
P0561 471-36751
Interference loading linear prediction on aircraft
stores at supersonic speeds, considering flow
field due to jet fighter bomber
P0598 471-37290
Aircraft trailing vortex pair linear stability,
obtaining flow field near curved vortex filament
with swirl and axial velocities
P0655 471-10500
Conical diffusers outlet flow profile and
performance, investigating swirling inlet flow
effects on pressure recovery
P0660 471-10950
Two dimensional supersonic flow pattern, velocity
and loss in shock waves in front of blade cascade
p0661 471-11812
4-211
SUBJECT INDEX FLOW GEOBETRT
Symmetrical and unilateral sticking flow modes of
nozzle air jets expelled into plane-parallel and
parabolic ducts
p0670 A71-12681
Neasurements of hypersonic, rarefied flow field of
disk
[AD-710611] pOOtO N71-10161
Becirculation region of flow field caused by jet in
ground effect with crossflow
[AD-711665] pOOII N71-10832
Three dimensional flow patterns obtained during
boundary layer separation on airfoils
[NPL-AEHO-1309] p0017 N71-11011
Servosystem design of high-response maltislotted
bypass valving system for supersonic inlets
[NASA-TN-D-6081] pOOSI N71-11061
Boundary layer transition studies of several pointed
bodies of revolution at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TH-D-6063] p0053 N71-11520
Flight simulation of rotor forces and flow field in
vicinity of step ground plane
[AD-711955] p0103 N71-12203
Investigating flow field in near wake behind
rearward facing step in supersonic flow and heat
transfer distribution along reattachment surface
downstream of step
p0105 N71-12216
Flow distribution and performance of supersonic vane
diffusers for centrifugal compressors
[NASA-TT-F-13128] p0112 N71-12511
numerical study on controlling dynamic properties of
supersonic inlet using bypass bleed
[HASA-TN-D-6111] p0161 N71-11669
Aerodynamic characteristics of flow field about
axisymmetric and two dimensional bodies in
supersonic flow
[AD-713917] p0176 N71-16309
Wake flow properties of conical bodies at supersonic
speeds and various angles of attack
[NASA-TB-X-2139] p0251 N71-18U80
Aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airframe-propalsion systems of transport and
military aircraft
[AGAED-CP-71-71] p0301 N71-19353
Flight and wind tunnel evaluations of flow field
effects on performance of supersonic underwing
exhaust nozzle at transonic speeds
[HASA-TH-T.-66887] p0302 H71-19366
Kind tunnel surveys of flow fields about wing
fuselage store configuration inlets of transonic
and supersonic aircrafts
[NASA-TB-X-66885] p0303 1171-19371
Aerodynamic flow field interference effects on
supersonic intakes
P0303 N71-19372
Doppler radar measurements of flow generated by wing
tip vortices rising reflective chaff dispensed into
vortices
[NASA-CB-111877] p0328 N71-20630
Nonuniform flow field sonic boom reduction device
using slit jet impinging on inclined flat plate
[AD-717193] p0335 N71-21623
Examining solutions obtained from streamline
curvature method of calculating flow through
turbomachines for several operating points of
Eolls-Boyce compressor
[CUED/A-TUBBO/TR-19] p0378 N71-22291
Wind tunnel simulations of flow fields and
aerothermodynamics of space shuttle orbiters
p0471 H71-26053
Finite difference method for calculating inviscid
flow field around supersonic/hypersonic space
shuttle
p0172 H71-26056
Computerized simulation of shock waves and flow
fields behind supersonic edge delta wings and
wing-body combinations
p0523 H71-28365
Flow field mapping for determining sonic boom
intensity from wind tunnel measurements
p0526 N71-28381
Interferometric holographic analysis of density flow
fields around half-angle conical bodies in
supersonic wind tunnels with 10 deg angle of
attack
[AD-721513] p0528 N71-28U11
Rotary wing dowowash influence on fixed wing flow
using magnetic induction vortex model
[DLB-FB-70-62J p0575 H71-30010
Augmented ram wing vehicle performance and flow
field for high speed ground transportation
p0589 S71-31201
Hypersonic and supersonic angle of attack flow about
asymmetric and axisymmetric blunt bodies based on
time dependent finite difference theory and method
of characteristics
[NASA-TN-D-6283] p0589 H71-31207
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution in flow
field due to diffraction of plane shock wave by
thin wings
p0680 N71-35203
Drag coefficient measurements in flow around
rectangular cylinders
[IC-AEBO-71-15] p0713 N71-36695
Factors effecting volume from which data originate
in laser Doppler velocimeter dual scatter probe
[AD-727005] p0715 N71-36815
FLOW EQDiTIOHS
NT VON KABBAH EQUATION
NT VOBTICITY EQUATIONS
Flow field of two dimensional nozzle exhausting to
vacuum, describing computer program based on BGK
eguation and plotting exhaust region density,
temperature and velocity
[AIAA PAPEB 69-658] p0010 A71-10932
French book on hypersonic aerodynanics covering
aerothermochemistry, flow eguations, heat
transfer, etc
p0265 A71-22278
Nozzle area rated two component flow properties,
combining integrated solution eguations into
single transcendental eguation for equilibrium
condensation
p0288 A71-21336
Compressor surge effect on mixed compression inlet
flow from numerical solution of one dimensional
unsteady inviscid flow eguations in variable area
duct
[AIAA PAPEB 69-181] p0295 A71-21855
Laminar boundary layer equations for rotating plate
with surface of arbitrary curvilinear shape,
determining external flow pressure gradient
leading to separation
p0361 A71-27502
Axisymmetrical three component flow eguations for
incompressible viscous fluid in cylinder with
rotating disk
pOIII A71-308S5
Supersonic potential flow at large distance from
slender body of revolution at angle of attack,
deriving nonlinear partial differential equations
system
p0179 A71-31170
Compressible transonic flow about two dimensional
airfoils, developing inviscid nonlinear potential
equations by relaxation procedures
[AIAA PAPER 71-569] p0181 A71-31562
Self similar numerical and asymptotic solutions of
laminar multicomponent isothermal boundary layer
eguations for large blowing rates
p0517 A71-35633
Three dimensional nonlinear subsonic flow over
finite wings of arbitrary planform, solving
transonic small disturbance equation by integral
method
P0616 A71-39568
Computer programs to determine loss and deviation
correlations of flow in turbomachinery
[HE/A-70-1] p0106 H71-12226
Numerical solution of mixed supersonic and subsonic
steady wake flows by time-dependent method
p0386 S71-22671
System of nonlinear eguations of motion for
isentropic, compressible fluid solved by cyclic
relaxation method for subsonic and transonic
regimes
p0530 N71-28688
FLOW FIELDS
D FLOW DISTRIBUTION
FLOW GEOBETBY
Shock wave interaction with wedge moving at
supersonic speed, calculating geometry of regions
formed intersecting wavefronts
p0190 A71-19711
Numerical solution of nonuniforo enthalpy mixed
axisymmetric gas flow in curvilinear regions with
upper boundary and discontinuity using build-up
method
i-215
FLOW MEASUREMENT SUBJECT IHDEX
p0290 A71-24376
Curvature effects on laminar- and turbulent free jet
boundary between irrotational flow and stagnant
fluid, discussing pressure effects
p03M6 A71-25482
Reattachment angle of supersonic laminar mixed
boundary layer, using revolution model with
Reynolds number allowance
p0354 471-26194
Flow angularity prediction near supersonic fuselage
forebody with arbitrary cross section and zero
sideslip, using small perturbation theory
[AIAA PAPER 71-996] pC700 A71-44588
Finite-element potential flow modeling for
predicting round lifting jet rolled up geometry
and path convergent into cross-flowing mainstream
as on VTOL or STOL aircraft
[AD-7181211 p0396 N71-23475
Experimental investigation of large scale, two
dimensional, mixed compression inlet system
[NASA-TN-D-6392] p0513 N71-26985
FLOH MEASUREMENT
Wind tunnel experiments on vortex shedding from
circular cylinders in oscillating free stream
p0192 A71-19908
Mean flow measurement of cone laminar supersonic
waKe
p0264 A71-22091
Sonic nozzle design for precise mass flow
measurement, determining nozzle profile for axial
velocity distribution in conformity with laminar
boundary layer eguations solution
p0297 A71-24944
Two dimensional flow in radial turbomachine bladed
impeller, comparing numerical solution based on
potential theory with experimental results
[ASMS PAPER 71-GT-20] p0349 A71-25964
Vortex shedding characteristics of circular
cylinders at low Reynolds numbers from experiment
on tapered models wake structure
p0361 171-27220
Unsteady flow measurement around wing sections
during rapid angle of attack variations,
emphasizing helicopter rotor blades
p0363 A71-27468
Monograph on hypersonic shock tunnel supersonic
combustion research technigues covering test
facilities, optical and electromagnetic flow
measurement methods, etc
p0423 A71-29578
Supersonic mass flux probe description, discussing
inlet geometry, angle of attack and Reyrjlds and
Mach numbers effects on performance
p0429 A71-29925
Unsteady compressible flow measurement, determining
local lift coefficient from pressure distribution
along airfoil
p0501 A71-333U2
Flow visualization and hot-wire measurements,
showing vortex shedding association with turbulent
air jet issuing from flat plate into cross wind
p0536 A71-34659
Vortex laser Doppler velocimeter system for aircraft
wake turbulence velocity profile mapping,
describing optical arrangements, back and forward
scattering modes and prototype design
p0548 A71-35756
Turbulence measurement in subsonic wind tunnel gas
jet flows containing dust particles, using Doppler
difference laser velocimeter
p0652 A71-40397
Helicopter, tilt wing and jet lift hovering aircraft
outflow measurements to determine suitability as
rescue vehicles
[AIAA PAPES 71-992] p0700 A71-4U586
Computer programs to determine loss and deviation
correlations of flow in turbomachinery
[HB/A-70-1] p0106 K71-12226
Supersonic, turbulent boundary layer interaction
with compression corner at very high Reynolds
number
[NASA-CR-117052] p0315 N71-19834
Flow measurement of Nonweiler delta wing in
hypersonic slip flow
[Di.H-FB-70-46] pOU58 N71-24500
FLOW HETS
Flow lines construction in two dimensional
supersonic flow region with rarefaction waves
interaction from several disturbance sources
p0223 A71-22052
FLOW PATTERNS
0 FLOS DISTRIBUTION
FLO! RATE
0 FLOH VELOCITY
FLOH REGULATORS
NT FOEL FLOH REGULATORS
Flow control system design for blowdown wind tunnels
and disturbance effects on regulating accuracy
[NAL-TN-22] p0383 U71-22476
FLOW BESISTiHCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DHAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
NT VISCOUS DRAG
Low resistance nozzles for complete power
compensation in rate of climb indicators
p0003 A71-10350
circular pipe gas laminar flow at constant wall
temperature, determining heat exchange and drag by
motion and energy equations integration in
boundary layer approximations
p0022 A71-12192
Turbulent boundary layer interaction with supersonic
outer flow behind step, calculating pressure
distribution, momentum thickness and friction
p0546 A71-35631
FLOW SEPAB4TIOH
U BOUNDARY LAYEH SEPARATION
U SEPARATED FLOH
FLOW STABILITY
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
NT FLAKE STABILITY
Stability theory for pair of trailing vortices,
investigating induced field convection, modes,
amplification, cut-off distance, etc
[AIAA PAPER 70-53] p0069 A71-13436
Monograph on transonic shock free potential flow
around guasi-elliptical airfoil sections,
investigating flow stability under unsteady
disturbances
p0190 A71-19773
Laminar mixing region stratified free shear layer
stability between two uniform streams from
numerical solution of linear sixth order eguation
for disturbance amplitude function
p0269 A71-22851
Magnetically suspended laminar supersonic cone wake
stability from hot wire fluctuation and spectral
components amplitude/phase measurements
p0346 A71-25475
Laminar compressible wakes instability behind planar
and axisymmetric slender bodies, solving integral
conservation eguations for fluctuation amplitude
variations
p0604 A71-37879
Wing tip vortex control device, discussing design,
operation and effectiveness
p0611 A71-39084
Aircraft trailing vortex pair linear stability,
obtaining flow field near curved vortex filament
with swirl and axial velocities
p0655 A71-40500
Self induction function and stability for vortex
with finite core at aircraft wing, confirming Crow
theory
p0655 A71-40502
Flow visualization of aircraft trailing vortex wakes
in towing tank with electrochemically activated
dye, noting flow instability
p0656 A71-40505
Stability of smooth two dimensional transonic flows
[AD-712702] p0103 N71-12207
Stability of laminar flow in circular pipes with
respect to three dimensional disturbances
p0258 N71-18989
Additional slot and flow fence effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of single stage
compressor blading
[NASA-CH-72635] p0373 N71-21995
Aerodynamic sound radiation from lifting surfaces in
smooth and turbulent flow
[NASA-CH-114370] p0710 N71-36422
FLOW THEORY
HI HIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY
Unsteady flow theory, describing milestone
experiments in aerodynamics
p0003 A71-10266
A-216
SOBJECT IHDEX PLOB VELOCITY
Ihitham supersonic flow theory application to mid-
or near-field sonic boom of slender bodies in vind
tunnel research
p0011 A71-10956
Fredholm nethod for reversible transonic flov in
computing aircraft ving and turbomachiue or
helicopter blade airfoils for compressibility lav
p0012 A71-11022
Soviet book on nonlinear conical gas flow theory
covering flows with different characteristics past
bodies of various geometries and positions
p0028 A71-12719
Flow research on blading - Conference, Baden,
Switzerland, Harch 1969
p0066 171-13139
Two dimensional cascade flov, discussing methods of
flow field idealization, nonviscons incompressible
flow theoretical methods, compressibility and
viscosity effects
p007U A71-13826
Thin plane wings with mixed leading edges, applying
linearized supersonic flow theory
, p0079 A71-11211
Unsteady coefficient measurements to corroborate
theory for coefficient distribution about little
elongated two dimensional wings with control
surfaces
p0135 A71-16737
Soviet book on gas flow past blunt bodies. Part 1,
Flow analysis and calculation methods covering
finite difference theory, algorithms, etc
pQ182 A71-19019
Linear theory of weakly perturbed supersonic plane
axisymmetric flows of gas-particles mixture,
deriving partial differential equation for
perturbation potential
p0289 A71-2U373
Approximation of flov around jet flapped airfoil,
discussing ground effect on lift coefficient
increments
p0355 A71-2631U
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
calculations, using two dimensional method based
on turbulent energy eguation empirical conversion
into shear stress transport eguation
p0356 A71-264U3
Emmons spot theory extension for boundary layer flow
on blunt bodies, deducing spot formation rate
dependence on transition Reynolds and Kach numbers
p0366 A71-27557
Honograph on potential flow interaction between
blade rows in axial flow compressors covering
mathematical model, numerical analysis and
experiment
p0113 A71-28883
Dnsteady curvilinear motion of lifting surface,
calculating induced gas flow velocities in terms
of vortex densities
P0416 A71-29188
Propeller vortex theory, calculating vortex streets
pitch distributions and wake configuration
pO<136 A71-30443
Laminar boundary layer on wing profiles and bodies
of revolution, calculating flow characteristics
based on integral momentum relation
p0531 A71-31U2H
Supersonic jet interaction with turbulent wake,
calculating plane and axisynmetric flow behind
body butt face
p05«6 A71-35630
Transonic flow theory and experiment, considering
hodograpb method, integral eguation method,
parabolic method and method of characteristics
p0599 A71-3715U
Two dimensional thin airfoil theory with strong
inlet flow on upper surface
[AD-71U076] p0175 N71-16261
Numerical analysis of inviscid flow fields about
pointed circular cone and conical wing-body
configuration at various angles of attack
p0386 N71-22667
Numerical solution of mixed supersonic and subsonic
steady wake flows by time-dependent method
p0386 N71-2267t
FLO» VELOCITY
Two dimensional wake laminar-turbulent transition by
single and double frequency sounds imposition and
wind tunnel natural disturbance, inducing velocity
fluctuations
p0002 A71-10132
Plane linear cascades of thin curved profiles,
obtaining potential flow velocities and lifting
force on leading edge
p0003 A71-10339
Circular cone with cross shaped wings in supersonic
flow, determining flow characteristics, velocities
and pressure
p0021 A71-11958
Single stage axial flow tnrbocompressor with trips,
examining viscosity effects on flow velocity
profiles
tASHE PAPEB 70-WA/FE-2U] p0077 A71-14133
Two dimensional wake laminar-turbulent transition,
emphasizing velocity fluctuation nonlinear
interaction
p0138 A71-16964
Honstationary .isentropic low density flows with
axial or central symmetry, suggesting
characteristics with flow rate and sound speed
variation as in stationary source flow
P0189 A71-19729
Flow in channel with abrnpt asymmetric widening,
calculating expanding flow velocity profile by
Prandtl semiempirical turbulence theory
p0222 471-22011
Barefied gas flow density and velocity by total head
and flow rate adapters, noting isentropic flow
core region
P0268 A71-22728
Asymptotic far field velocity component in Prandtl
boundary layer eguations for steady laminar two
dimensional flow past rigid body
p0276 A71-23578
Pulsed subsonic wind tunnel, calculating
instantaneous flow velocity with allowance for
boundary layer thickness at walls
P0280 A71-23855
Unsteady inward and outward velocities of subsonic
radial air flow between two disks, using hot-wire
anemometer and cylindrical wave eguation
P0281 A71-21000
Ideal incompressible holomorphic fluid plane
irrotational motion velocity due to deformable
constant area airfoil displacement
D029Q A71-24153
Flow with time harmonic function velocity in wind
tunnel, controlling rate by sonic striction of
varying cross section
p0290 A71-2U151
Reynolds number effects on centrifugal compressor
performance characteristics, discussing power
losses in compressor, impeller and diffnser stages
and compressor adiabatic efficiency
CASHE PAPEB 71-GT-25] p0350 A71-25967
Three dimensional boundary layer flow and velocity
profiles in mixed diffuser with equal angle walls
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-40] p0350 A71-25973
Condenser microphones aerodynamically induced noise,
investigating acoustic pressure lower limit
dependence on air flow velocity and turbulence
P0359 A71-27063
Aerofoil cascades with axial velocity change in
incompressible flow, determining turbine blade
force dependence on circulation
p0409 A71-28167
Unsteady curvilinear motion of lifting surface,
calculating induced gas flow velocities in terms
of vortex densities
.p0116 A71-29188
Skin friction drag and velocity profile measurements
on flat plate in two phase circular pipe flow in
subsonic wind tunnel for gas-solid media, using
photographic technigne
[ASM! PAPEB 71-FE-32] p0121 A71-29167
Flow field velocity distribution at rotating wing
devices tip vortices
[AHS PBEPHINT 522] pOISO A71-31088
Rotational temperature and density measurements in
high speed gas flow by electron beam fluorescence
technique
[AIAA PBPER 71-605] p0183 A71-31544
Shearing flows in steady vortex around airfoil in
perturbed velocity, considering aerodynamic forces
torgue
p0189 A71-31903
Air injection into trailing vortex core, noting jet
flow effect on circumferential velocity
p0598 471-37291
4-217
FLOt VISUALIZATIOH SUBJECT IHDBI
Boundary layer approximation for isothernal
turbulent plane senibonnded Jet expanding over
porous surface, deriving friction stresses and
flow velocity in skin and streao regions
p0617 A71-39795
Sir flov over roughness discontinuity
[AD-712113] p0168 N71-15165
Quasi-three dimensional surface velocities and
choking flov for tnrbomachine blade cows
calculated by FOBTEAN program
[HAS4-TH-D-6177] p0389 H71-23126
Air flov velocity, altitude, fuel-air ratio, fuel
flow velocity, and pressure effects on fuel
temperature before and after prevaporization in
ramjet engines
[N4SA-TT-F-13605] p0102 H71-21053
Characteristics of turbulent structure of nixing
region near outlet of circular subsonic jet and
production of jet noise
[N4SA-CB-1836] p0530 H71-28882
Sing tip vortex test demonstrating use of Laser
Doppler Velocimeter system for measuring gas
velocities Kith high spatial and temporal
resolution
[HASA-CR-119801] p0577 N71-30278
FLOS VISOALIZATIOH
Transonic flow through planar cylinder .lattices,
discussing flow pattern visualization and
recording techniques by high speed camera
pOOOl A71-10108
Multiple source schlieren system for flow
visualization in Canadian trisonic wind tunnel,
using integrated logic circuitry for control
p0192 A71-1992U
Caret wing serial tests in Bach 8 to 15 hypersonic
flow, including three component force, spanwise
direction pressure distribution and shock wave
angular measurements by flow visualization
P0196 471-20015
Schlieren system conversion to holographic
visualization in operational wind tunnels and test
facilities
p0268 A71-22788
Instantaneous aerodynamic force measurements and
flow visualization on flapping wing, showing
increase of thrust force mean value over maximum
steady state value
P0289 A71-21362
Hele-Shaw flow viscous tails from airfoil, observing
high Reynolds number trailing edge flow for
separation and initiation of Kutta condition
p0356 A71-26117
Schlieren visualization for supersonic annular fixed
cascade and freon compressor wind tunnels, using
vane holding cylinder devices
p0369 A71-27717
Turbulence level effects on mixing of three plane
parallel slipstreams with egual velocities and
temperature from smoke visualization
p0111 A71-28962
Helicopter rotor vortex system and induced velocity
field for various angles of attack, flight
conditions and unit loads, using smoke
visualization technique
p0418 A71-29235
Holographic recording of optical inhomogeneities in
gas flow in hypersonic wind tunnels, using
Hach-Zehnder interferometer and schlieren
apparatus
p0179 A71-31271
Holographic interferometry for flow visualization
within aerodynamic wind tunnels with retrodiffuser
apparatus
pOISO 471-31276
Flow visualization and hot-wire measurements,
showing vortex shedding association with turbulent
air jet issuing from flat plate into cross wind
p0536 A71-31659
Supersonic cylindrical freon compressor with low
blade height for elementary compression and flow
visualization aerodynamic and thermodynamic tests
pOSII 471-35167
High speed neutral buoyancy bubble generators for
aerodynamic flow visualization, investigating tip
vortex from wing or helicopter rotor blade
p0603 A71-37725
Heated jet interaction with deflecting flow in
subsonic wind tunnel, presenting flow
visualization and temperature and velocity
profiles
[ASHE PAPEB 71-HT-2] p0604 A71-37980
Vortex flow over helicopter rotor square tips, using
visualization technique with anaonia vapor
boundary layer flow over diazoniun salt solution
p0650 471-10169
Gas density measurement and flow visualization in
hypersonic wind tunnel by electron beam probe,
noting isobaric boundary layer application
p0652 A71-40395
Trailing vortices behind wing tip with vortex
dissipator, using wind tunnel flow visualization
and flight tests
p0651 A71-10196
Vortex wake development and aircraft dynamics, using
computer graphics and flow visualization
techniques .
p0651 471-10197
Flow visualization of aircraft trailing vortex wakes
in towing tank with electrochemically activated
dye, noting flo» instability
p0656 471-10505
Delta wing shock envelope visualization at
hypersonic speed, obtaining flow field photographs
by vapor screen technique
p0660 471-10973
Photogrammetric recording of helicopter rotor
induced aerodynaiic effects using wind tunnel test
smoke visualization technique
p0695 A71-13588
Flow visualization study of flyable fluidic low
speed wind sensor
[NASA-CB-111808] p0115 H71-12728
Investigating possibilities and limitations of
applying holographic techniques to aerospace
technology
tNASA-SP-218] p0115 H71-12776
Investigating air flow in noisy wind tunnels using
holographic flow visualization system
p0115 S71-12795
Differential interferometry and schlieren
photography for hypersonic aerodynamic hologram
analysis
CISL-T-49/69] p0116 H71-12985
Flow visualization of trailing vortex wakes in
towing tank
[D1-82-1001J p0121 N71-13800
Digital computer simulation of automobile impacting
flexible safety barrier, and multiple source
schlieren system for NAE trisonic wind tunnel
[DHE/NAE-1970/3/] p0306 N71-19101
Hultiple-source schlieren system for HAE trisonic
wind tunnel
p0306 N71-19103
Fin-flat plate combination model for flow
visualization studies of fin protubance partially
immersed in turbulent boundary layer at Hach 5
[4D-716023] P0311 N71-19656
Schlieren and phase contrast methods of hypersonic
flow visualization
P0385 »71-22637
Laminar boundary layer transition, separation and
streamline direction on rotating helicopter blades
[NASA-TN-D-6321] p0399 H71-23779
Angle of incidence effect on delta wing leading-edge
vortices with cross flow visualization in
hydraulic test tunnel
[4BC-B/H-3615] p0157 H71-21182
Flow visualization, thermocouple measurements, and
analyses of shock interference heating effects on
straight wing space shuttle model
p0172 N71-26057
Experimental capabilities and operating conditions
of hydrodynamic wind-water tunnel including flow
visualization
[NASA-TT-F-13727] p0577 K71-30263
Hodographs applied to calculation of compressible
flow on turbomachine blades and nse of
visualization terminal display
[ONEBA-HT-176] p0620 N71-31706
Simulation of ground effect in hydrodynamic tunnel
analyzed by visualizations
[HASA-TT-F-13799] p0613 N71-33191
PLOKHBTEES
NT HOT-HIEE FLOBBETEBS
flethods for calibrating low mass flow rate sensors
in electrogasdynamic facilities
[AD-713625] p0168 H71-15128
A-218
SUBJECT IHDBI FIDID FLOH
Evaluation of fuel flowmeter instrumentation
conducted during flight tests
CAD-719280] pO!457 H71-2U179
Flow meter for measuring stagnation pressure in
boundary layer around high speed flight vehicle
CNASA-CASE-XFB-02007] p0463 N71-2U692
Heat flovmeter for measuring vertical takeoff
aircraft exhaust thermal insulation dissipation
[DLR-MITT-71-07] pC62U N71-31929
Factors effecting volume from which data originate
in laser Doppler velocimeter dual scatter probe
[AD-727005J p0715 H71-36845
FLUCTUATION
0 VARIATIONS
FLOCTOATIOH THEORY
Fluctuating circulation, lift and flow induced
structural vibrations of two dimensional bodies,
including vortex shedding on sluice gates
p0187 A71-19592
Laminar compressible wakes instability behind planar
and axisymmetric slender bodies, solving integral
conservation equations for fluctuation amplitude
variations
p060« A71-37879
FLDID AMPLIFICATION
0 FIDID AHPLIFIEHS
FLUID AMPLIFIERS
Fluid amplifiers theory and use as temperature and
pressure sensors, discussing applications in
chemical and ammunition industries and jet
aircraft control
[IEEE PAPER 70-TP-120-IGA] p0691 A71-12921
High total temperature sensing probe using fluid
oscillator concept for X-15 hypersonic aircraft
rNASA-CR-116772] p0391 N71-23250
FLUID BODHDABIES
NT GAS-SOLID INTERFACES
NT JET BOUNDARIES
NT LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACES
Ground effect vehicles limiting volumetric
dissipations from air cushion and propulsion
systems with fluid boundary by coanda effect
P0192 A71-19923
Propulsion, guidance and stability of ground effect
vehicle with perimetric Coanda fluid boundary
pOU19 A71-29308
FLUID D7HAHICS
NT AERODYNAMICS
ST AEROTHERHODTNAHICS
NT GAS DYNAMICS
NT HYDRODYNAMICS
NT HYPERSONICS
NT RAREFIED GAS DYNAHICS
NT ROTOR AERODYNAMICS
Jet fluid dynamics under various boundary conditions
and velocity distributions
p0071 A71-13579
Centrifugal compressor fluid dynamics, discussing
unresolved problems governing design and
performance prediction
p028U A71-24216
German monograph on accelerating grids in wind
tunnel and axial flow turbine, covering
plane/secondary flows past cascades and
stator/rotor blading
p019lt A71-32303
Fluid dynamics numerical methods - Conference,
University of California at Berkeley, September
1970
p0555 A71-36301
Transonic airfoil cascade analytical design,
determining efficiency from velocity distribution
p0705 A71-U5381
Gas and fluid response to high intensity ruby laser
bean
[AD-717728] P038H N71-22593
Analytical procedures for predicting coupled fluid
structural responses of aircraft hydraulic systems
p0688 N71-36276
FLUID FILMS
Crosshatched wave patterns in liquid films,
discussing supersonic wind tunnel experiments
ained at elimination of sublimation or
vaporization as pattern generating mechanisms
[AIAA PAPEB 71-622] p0183 A71-31551
FLUID FILTERS
NT AIR FILTERS
Light aircraft engine lubricating oil filter types
and model specification, noting dirt holding
ratings
[SAE PAPER 710383] p0285 A71-212H8
Three micron absolute main oil filter for aircraft
gas turbine lubrication system, discussing
indicator system and bench and engine tests
pOSUM A71-35488
FLDID FLOH
NT ADIABATIC FLOH
NT AIR COHRENTS
NT AIR FLOB
NT AIR JETS
NT ANNULAR FLOH
NT AXIAL FLOB
NT AXISYHHETRIC FLOH
NT BAEOTEOPIC FLOM
NT BASE FLOB
NT BODNDAEY LAYER PLOW
NT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
NT CASCADE FLOW
NT CAVITATION FLOW
NT CHANNEL FLOB
NT COAXIAL FLOH
NT COBBOSTIBLE PLOW
NT COHPRESSIBLE FLOB
NT CONVECTIVE PLOW
NT CORE FLOB
NT DUCTED PLOB
NT EQUILIBRIUH PLOB
NT FREE FLOB
NT FREE MOLECULAR PLOB
NT FUEL FLOH
NT GAS FLOH
NT HELICAL FLOH
NT HYPERVELOCITY FLOB
NT INCOMPRESSIBLE PLOW
NT INLET FLOH
NT INVISCID FLOW
NT JET FLOH
NT JET MIXING FLOH
NT JET STHEAHS (METEOROLOGY)
NT KNUDSEN FLOH
NT LAMINAE FLOH
NT LIQUID FLOH
NT MAGNETOHYDRODYNAHIC FLOH
NT MASS FLOB
NT MERIDIONAL FLOH
NT MULTIPHASE FLOH
NT NONEQDILIBRIDM FLOH
NT NONDNIFOBB FLOH
NT NOZZLE FLOH
NT ONE DIMENSIONAL FLOH
NT ORIFICE FLOH
NT OSCILLATING FLOB
NT PERIPHEBAL JET FLOH
NT PIPE PLOW
NT POTENTIAL FLOH
NT RADIAL FLOB
NT REATTACHED FLOH
NT RECIRCOLATIVE FLUID FLOB
NT REVERSED FLOH
NT SECONDARY FLOH
NT SEPARATED FLOH
NT SHEAR FLOB
NT SINGLE-PHASE PLOB
NT SLIP PLOB
NT STAGNATION FLOH
NT STEADY FLOH
NT STEAM FLOH
NT STOKES FLOH
NT STRATIFIED FLOB
NT SUBCHITICAL FLOW
NT SUBSONIC FLOR
NT SUPERCAVITATING FLOH
NT SUPERCRITICAL PLOH
NT SUPERSONIC JET PLOW
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOH
NT TRANSITION FLOH
NT TUBBULENT FLOH
NT THO DIMENSIONAL FLOB
NT THO PHASE FLOB
NT UNIFORM FLOW
NT UNSTEADY FLO.H
NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
NT VISCOUS FLOH
NT HALL FLOH
NT HATEB FLOB
NT HEDGE FLOB
Slender deformable airfoil in bounded fluid flow,
determining lift coefficient by one dinensional
t-219
FLUID IHJECTIOH SUBJECT INDEX
integrodifferential equation for elastic large
aspect ratio wing
. p0084 471-11590
Incompressible nonviscous rotating fluid in toroidal
shell, obtaining flow patterns steady state
solutions for turbonachinery design
p0291 A71-24520
Lift and particle displacement around lifting body
with stream function as fluid motion eguation
integral
p0367 471-27577
Dirichlet problem in hodograph plane of compressible
fluid flow from aircraft, helicopter blades or
turbine blade airfoils
p0541 A71-35470
Two dimensional laminar incompressible fluid flow
past flat plate at various angles of attack,
studying vortex shedding characteristics
p0556 471-36311
Laboratory experiment on flow of viscons fluid along
traveling waves
p0378 H71-22221
Forms and causes of noise due to fluid flow
[NLL-CB-TRANS-5124-/9022.09/] p0572 U71-29622
FLUID INJECTION
NT GAS INJECTION
.NT LIQUID INJECTION
NT 84TER INJECTION
Gas flow parameter changes under partially vaporized
fluid injection, considering effects on pressure,
temperature and rate of resultant mixture
pOOBO 471-14252
Injection film cooling effect on surface heat
transfer downstream of flush nontangential
injection holes and slots in turbine applications
[4144 P4PEB 69-523] p0145 471-17695
Flowfield production by fluid injection into
supersonic crossflow, occurring with liquid/gas
jet control of vehicle with combustion ramjets
[4141 P4PEE 71-728] p0442 471-30775
FLOID JET AHPLIFIEBS
0 FLDID AMPLIFIERS
FLOID JETS
NT 4IE JETS
NT FREE JETS
ST GAS JETS
NT HTDRADLIC JETS
Breakup mechanism of liquid sheets and jets in
supersonic gas stream, using spark
photomicrographs and high speed movies
P0345 A71-25471
FLDID MECHANICS
NT AERODYNAMICS
NT ABROTHEBBODTNABICS
NT FLDID DYNABICS
NT G4S DYNAMICS
NT HYDRODYNABICS
NT HYPERSONICS
NT PNEUHATICS
NT B4EEFIED -AS DYNAMICS
NT ROTOB AErtODYNAHICS
Boundary value problems and applications in fluid
and gas mechanics - Conference, Kazan, O.S.S.B.,
Bay 1969
P0197 471-20076
Analytic functions and fluid mechanics for noise
propagation in supersonic jet exhaust flow
[NASA-CR-1848] " pOSIU N71-27028
Mechanics of free piston engine, aspects of human
factors engineering, and compressible boundary
layer studies at high Reynolds numbers
[DHE/NAE-1971/1/] p0632 N71-32620
FL0ID POBEB
4erospace fluid power - Conference, Detroit,
Michigan, October 1970
P0612 471-39117
FLOIDICS
Pressure regulator design and construction, using
high pressure fluidic proportional chain
P0202 471-20580
High performance fighter aircraft engine pressure
ratio and turbine inlet temperature measurement,
using fluidic sensors
p0203 J71-20586
Fluidic pressure ratio control for vertical takeoff
aircraft lift engine fuel system, describing
breadboard circuit, test bed and flight standard
p0203 471-20587
Fluidic fuel control valve for uniform fuel
distribution to gas turbine annular combustor,
providing sufficient pressure drop at low fuel
flow rates
[4SBE PAPER 71-GT-44] p0351 471-25977
Fluidic cabin pressure automatic control systems for
military and civil aircraft, discussing design,
operation and performance
p0432 471-3030.8
Book on fluidic systems design covering analog and
digital control, application to aircraft,
spacecraft, computers, tracking devices and
equivalent circuits
p0503 471-33175
Two-axis pneumatic rate gyroscope with externally
pressurized gas bearing for airborne vehicle
fluidic autostabilizer sensor
p0663 471-11666
Fabrication techniques of compact fluidic control
equipment for aerospace engines
p0055 N71-11651
FLDORESCENCE
NT X E4Y FLDORESCENCE
Rotational temperature and density measurements in
high speed gas flow by electron beam fluorescence
technique
[4IA4 P4PEB 71-605] pOU83 471-31541
Development of operational system for measuring
ocean surface current from aircraft using floats
and fluorescent dyes
[4D-726568] p0721 N71-37922
FLDOBESCENT EMISSION
D FLDOEESCENCE
FLOOBINE COMPOUNDS
NT FLUORO COMPOUNDS
NT FLUOROCARBONS
NT FLUOROSILICATES
Solutions of aqueous fluorochemical surfactants
placed on surfaces of liquid hydrocarbons and
hydrocarbon fuels for suppression of fuel
evaporation
[4D-723189] p0627 N71-32050
FLOOBINE OBGANIC COBPOUNDS
NT FLUOROC4BBONS
FLDOBO COMPOUNDS
NT FLUOBOCABBONS
Performance testing of fluorosilicone hydraulic
fluid in high temperature supersonic aircraft
piston pumps
p0359 471-27040
FLOOBOCABBOHS
Accelerated testing of jet fuel containment sealant,
using reduced pressure and hybrid fluorocarbon
silicone
p0282 471-24083
FLUOBOHICA
U FLUOROSILICATES
FIDOROSCOPI
Aircraft parts testing by NOT methods, considering
ultrasonic system for valve defects and
fluorescent particle system for crack detection
p0563 471-37056
FIDOBOSILIC4TES
Fluorosilicone sealants for aircraft fuel
containment, discussing resistance to heat, jet
fuel, moisture and heat aging
p0282 471-24080
FLUTING
D GROOVING
FLUTTER
HT P4NEL FLUTTER
NT SUBSONIC FLDTTEB
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER
NT TBANSONIC FLUTTER
DC-10 flight test program, discussing handling,
takeoff and landing, and flutter, stall and
stability characteristics
p018» 471-19085
Flutter suppression with dissipated energy reduced
to quadratic form for control surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-6199] p0388 N71-23091
Effects of variations in location of concentrated
masses on transonic flutter characteristics of
sveptback thin cantilever wings
[NAL-TB-226] p0640 N71-33173
FLDTTEE ANALYSIS
Rapid hybrid frequency response method for aircraft
flight flutter testing based on hybrid computing
A-220
SOBJECT INDEX FLYIHG PERSONNEL
p0003 A71-10228
Critical flatter of wing with rigid aileron studied
by analog computer modeling
p0007 A71-10606
Flutter analysis of plates with inplane boundary
support flexibility exposed to transverse pressure
loading or buckled by uniforn thermal expansion
p0011 471-10910
LAMS flight demonstration, discussing
instrumentation, flutter boundary and dynamic
response, aerodynamic testing and structural
response to turbulence
p0018 A71-11662
Tip vortex effects on rotor blade flutter in
hovering flight, discussing compressibility and
oscillation freguency
p0134 A71-16561
Flutter analysis of stressed flat simply supported
skev panels in supersonic flow, using small
deflection thin plate theory
p0209 A71-21302
Flutter analysis of rotating thin cylindrical shell
with outer surface exposed to i'nviscid helical air
flowfield
p0263 A71-22078
Nonlinear panel flutter analysis and response under
random excitation or nonlinear aerodynamic
loading, using Hayleigh-Ritz approximation to
Hamilton variational principle
p0263 A71-22080
Spring supported circular cylinder stability in vake
flow of similar cylinder at various spacings using
guasi-static aerodynamic derivatives and flutter
theory
p0269 A71-22912
I tail flutter analysis, considering dihedral, angle
of attack and aerodynamic force effects
p0340 A71-25188
Sweptback thin cantilever wing transonic flutter
density and velocity coefficients, investigating
engine pod shaped concentrated mass location
effects
p03UO A71-25189
Wing-fuselage-tail interacting low speed flutter,
considering mechanical tuning and aerodynamic
interference couplings
[AIAA PAPER 71-326] p0341 A71-25306
Flutter analysis of clamped thin skew panels with
midplane forces in supersonic flow, using Galerkin
method
p0357 A71-26766
Flutter of buckled plate exposed to static pressure
differential and streamwise applied in- plane
load, comparing experimental results with
stability boundary calculations
p0367 A71-27581
supersonic flutter analysis of clamped skew panels
with in-plane forces by Galerkin method, using two
dimensional static approximation for aerodynamic
loading
p0139 A71-30607
Mechanical support system role in determination of
aeroelastic stability of leeward cylinder immersed
in wake using undamped flutter theory
- p04<!5 A71-31021
Cylindrical membrane aeroelastic stability and
flutter analysis at high supersonic or low
hypersonic Mach numbers
p0491 A71-32019
Aircraft structural parameters optimization
satisfying flutter velocity constraint and minimum
mass, applying to box beam design
P0537 A71-3II874
Experimental and theoretical aeroelastic analysis of
Fokker F-28 T tail, using flutter model and flight
flutter tests
p0547 A71-35649
Active flutter mode control system synthesis for
flight test, showing mass balancing as possible
artificial symmetrical wing destabilization
p0697 A71-14106
Stability augmentation system for aircraft elastic
modes control, discussing active flutter
suppression technology
p0697 A71-14107
Control surfaces and direct jet force flutter
suppression system shown to increase flutter speed
of wing
p0697 A71-1U108
Active feedback wing/store flutter control for
fighter aircraft, using computer programs based on
freguency and time domains for linear analysis
p0697 A71-UIH09
Flutter analysis on axial turbomachine blading
[AD-710794] pOO<(1 H71-10562
Flutter analysis for thin lifting surfaces by
application of supersonic kernel function
procedure
[NASA-TN-D-6012] pOOtt H71-10866
Characteristics of flutter in thin plates, shells,
or membranes due to aerodynamic loading
p0123 H71-13610
Nonlinear panel flutter analyses by perturbation and
harmonic balance methods
[NASA-CH-111907] p0167 H71-25362
Low speed wind tunnel stability tests and flutter
analysis of flapped rotary wings
[NAL-TN-18] p0519 H71-27756
Aeroelastic and flutter analysis for T tail of
Fokker F.28
p0568 N71-293U4
Hethod for calculating flutter using interference
aerodynamic forces between wing and tail
p0568 N71-293H5
Supersonic panel flutter and aerodynamic load stress
analysis -of finite cylindrical shells based on
Galerkin method and aeroelastic equilibrium
equations
[AD-7221it7] p0589 N71-31183
Flutter analysis and reduction in short takeoff
aircraft with tilt wings
[AD-723321] p0625 N71-31931
Examining model theory for static and dynamic
aeroelastic phenomena
P06U7 N71-33805
Numerical analysis of derivatives of flutter .
velocity of aircraft structures to determine
optimization of complex structures
[NASA-CB-111955] p0679 1171-35126
Comparison of finite element computer programs for
analysis of clamped flat plate and built-up wing
vibration frequencies
p0688 N71-36293
FLOX (BATE)
NT HEAT FLUX
NT MAGNETIC FLUX
FLOI DENSITY
NT LUMENS
NT RADIANT FLDX DENSITY
NT SOUND INTENSITY
FLUX HAPPING
0 MAPPING
FLDIMETERS
0 HAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
FLY BY SIBE CONTROL
Aircraft flaps and ailerons actuators electronic fly
by wire control as alternative to mechanical
linkages for maneuverability and reliability in
flight
p0009 A71-10825
Heavy lift helicopter flight control system design,
emphasizing fly by wire electrical analog
[AHS PREPRINT 503] p0448 A71-31079
Aircraft electronic or fly by wire control systems,
discussing aircraft design fuel-structure weight
reduction cycle and control system redundancy
reguirements
[AIAA PAPER 71-959] p0598 A71-37200
Power by wire actuators and fly by wire flight
controls, discussing systems configuration,
reliability, economy and durability
p0612 A71-39150
Hydraulic power and actuation reguirements of
survivable flight control system utilizing fly by
wire control for F-U aircraft
[AD-727763] p0719 N71-37608
Analysis of criteria for survivable flight control
system using fly-by-wire and integrated actuator
package techniques
CAD-727762] p0720 N71-37616
FLYING
0 FLIGHT
FLYING BEDSTEAD AIRCRAFT
D FLYING PLATFORMS
FLYING PERSONNEL
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
HT FLIGHT CREWS
A-221
FLUNG PLATFOBH STABILITY •SUBJECT INDEX
HT PILOTS (PEBSONSEL)
NT TEST PILOTS
Hyperventilation syndrome in flying personnel,
discussing symptoms of paresthesia and extremities
contraction, psychoenotional causes and control
mechanism
p0662 A71-41569
FLIIHG PLATFORH STABILITY.
D AEBODYNAHIC STABILITY
0 FLYING PLATFOBSS
FLTING PLATFOBHS
Geomagnetic components measurement from moving
platforms, discussing coordinate system
stabilization methods for errorless time averaging
of measurements
pOIUO A71-1719<T
Geomagnetic components measurement from moving
platforms, discussing coordinate system
stabilization methods for errorless time averaging
of measurements
pOilOt 171-28219
Radio controlled snail aircraft as measurement
platform for meteorological sensors, discussing
development and performance from field tests
p05U2 A71-3533U
Construction and operation of body-motion controlled
five-degree-of-freedom simulation of jet-supported
lunar flying machine
[NASA-TN-D-6001] p0115 N71-12736
Design and development of lunar escape system
simulator for investigation of lunar escape
problems and simplified manual guidance and
control for lunar escape vehicles
[NASA-TN-D-6111] p038U N71-22590
Evaluation of in-flight simulation of flying
platform using helicopter with variable stability
and maneuverability
p0626 N71-31957
FLTING QUALITIES
D FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
FOAHS
Jet noise reduction by foam injection, developing
mathematical model for foam behavior in sound
field
C A I A A PAPER 71-731] poiso 471-31327
Acoustical properties of liquid base foams and
application for jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-1695] p0259 N71-19139
Design, development, and flight testing of fire
suppressant void filler foam kits for lower
hemisphere of fuel tanks in various tactical army
aircraft
[AD-719711] p0518 N71-27679
Polyisocyanurate foam and intumescent paint for
thermal protection of aircraft passengers in
ground accident fires
p0581 N71-30758
FOCUSING
Sonic boom near field behavior, discussing N vave
focusing
[AHA PAPER 71-185] p0155 A71-18624
Approximative solutions for diffracted and focusing
vave front expansions in sonic boom shock wave
propagation
p0521 S71-28370
FOG
Airport runway mechanical fog dispersal, using
trailer mounted rotating wire mesh sieves
p0086 A71-1U983
Soviet book on fog, cloud and humidity measuring
instruments, discussing artificial fog formation
and natural fog dispersion problems
p0199 A71-20298
Fog removal by high power carbon dioxide lasers,
evaluating possibility of clearing airport runways
[AIAA PAPER 69-670] p0200 A71-20308
Beteorological observations for terminal weather
modification in aviation, noting airport fog
dispersal
p0212 A71-21732
Fog clearance from airport runways, discussing
available technigues, economic aspects and
importance for military operations
p0361 A71-272U7
Supercooled fog dissipation by liguid propane,
determining effectiveness in providing operational
support to aircraft landing and takeoff
p0503 A71-33536
Fog dissipation programs by commercial and military
agencies
P0557 A71-36150
Helicopter experimental fog clearing by downwash
mixing at Greenbrier Valley Airport, Lewisbnrg,
Best Virginia
P0612 A71-39206
Fog formation and dispersal by velocity field
induced by helicopter trailing vortices,
presenting dynamic model with droplet depletion,
evaporation and condensation
P0657 A71-40510
Describing technigues and equipment used by air
weather services for fog dissipation
[AD-712392] P0116 H71-12997
iettability of microfog streams of high temperature
lubricants on static metal surface
[NASA-CE-727«3] p0163 H71-14817
Fog modification over airports using helicopters
[AD-716818]' p0330 H71-20806
FOILS (BATBRIALS)
BT HETAL FOILS
FOKKEB AIBCBAFT
HT F-28 TBAHSPOBT AIBCBAFT
Hydraulically powered duplex input servos for flight
control system of VF»-Fokker 7/STOL fighter
aircraft
P0358 A71-2688*)
Fatigue test equipment for evaluating Focker
aircraft wing
[NLR-TH-70008-L] p0389 N71-23157
FOKKEB BOND TESTERS
D ADHESION TESTS
FOKKEB F 28 AIBCBAFT
0 F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
FOLDING STRUCTURES
NT SAILBINGS
Folding sidewall aircraft tires design, construction
and flight tests, noting advantages and
disadvantages
p0703 A71-11975
Development and characteristics of variable sweep
wing control system for supersonic aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XLA-03659] p0051 N71-110t1
FOBCE DISTBIBDTIOH
Lifting and side force distributions acting on body
in transonic flow
p0078 A71-1Q232
Elastic, inertial and aerodynamic forces aeroelastic
triangle, examining lift changes due to aircraft
structure deformation, dynamic flight stability
and space shuttle development problems
p0196 A71-20063
Aircraft systems assembly methods, discussing
rigidity effects on error redistribution in
external and internal force field application
p0205 A71-20792
Steady nonrotational flow around rectilinear profile
in finite width uniform current in linear theory,
calculating fluid exerted forces
p0279 A71-23822
Mean and fluctuating forces on flat plates normal to
turbulent flow, giving power spectral density
measurements of drag fluctuating component
p0299 A71-25085
High lift wing characteristics with/without
additional devices, emphasizing lift control and
load distribution
p0364 A71-27U76
Rind tunnel test models and force measuring balances
design, fabrication, inspection and calibration
p0181 A71-311UO
Fluctuating aerodynamic force measurement on
stationary circular cylinder spanning wind tunnel,
using direct method without support interference
p0652 A71-H0393
Spanwise lift distribution over wings and wake
formation in thin airfoils of finite aspect ratio
in linear subsonic potential flow
p065M A71-ilOt95
Control surfaces and direct jet force flutter
suppression system shown to increase flutter speed
of wing
p0697 A71-U1H08
Oscillating flow effects on pressure force normal to
symmetrical airfoil chord
[AD-711830] pOO<»6 1171-11011
Aerodynamic coefficients, pressure, load and force
distributions on cambered delta wings
A-22 2
SOBJECT INDEX FEACTOBE STRENGTH
[ABC-CP-1129J p0228 N71-17112
Lift force distribution calculation technique for
wings vith jet flaps including rectangular and
swept wing examples
rN4SA-TT-F-13714l p0586 N71-30852
Spanwise integration of kernel functions for
calculating wing lift distributions in subsonic
flow
p0640 H71-33219
Computer program for calculating lifting force
distributions on symmetrical and cambered wings in
subsonic flow based on numerical integration and
lifting surface theory
p0640 H71-33220
FOBCE FIELDS
0 FIELD THEOBY (PHYSICS)
FOBCED COHVECTIOB
Flow direction effect on combined forced and free
convective heat transfer from cylinders to air
p0415 A71-28985
FOBCED OSCILLATION
0 FORCED VIBRATION
FORCED VIBRATION
Nonlinear forced vibrations of aeroelastic plate in
two dimensional supersonic flow under harmonic
pressure near critical Hach number
p0292 471-2461)3
FOBCED VIBB4TOBI HOTIOB EQUATIONS
0 FOBCED VIBB4TION
POBEBODIES
NT NOSE COHES
NT NOSES (FOBEBODIES)
Flow angularity prediction near supersonic fuselage
forebody with arbitrary cross section and zero
sideslip, using small perturbation theory
[4IA4 P4PEB 71-996] p0700 471-44588
FOBEC4STIBG
NT PEBFOBH4NCE PEEDICTION
NT PBEDICTIOH 4N4LYSIS TECHNIQUES
HT TECHNOLOGIC4L FOBEC4STING
NT WE4THEE FOBEC&STING
Forecasting passenger travel' demands
[PB-192455] p0037 N71-10299
airport/aircraft system noise reduction including
land use and noise forecasting
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-3] p0648 N71-33937
FORECASTS
U FOBEC4STING
FOREIGN POLICT
NT INTEBNATIONAL COOPEB4TION
NT INTEBN4TION4L RELATIONS
FOSEBSIC SCIENCES
D LAI (JURISPBDDENCE)
FORESTS
Using helicopter for spray dusting forests with DDT
for tick borne encephalitis
[AD-703998] p0571 H71-29557
Remote aerial sensing and automatic mapping for
forest resources information system
[HASA-CB-122922] p0713 H71-36770
FORGING
High velocity metal working, discussing airfoil
forging, ansforging of bearing race blanks,
tooling, etc
[SHE PAPER HF-70-228] p0014 471-11267
Titanium alloys for drop and press forged airframe,
engine, rocket and spacecraft components,
presenting physical and mechanical properties for
various alloys and applications
p0132 A71-16136
Closed die forgings for aircraft industry,
discussing technology, tolerances, materials and
costs
p0197 471-20075
Aircraft engines and stationary gas turbines high
precision components, discussing die forging and
machining combined with joining processes
p0274 A71-23299
Precision forging and pressing of Al alloy and Ti
alloy parts of aircraft structures at cost
effective prices
p0279 A71-23691
Closed die forgings of vacuum remelted carbon and
low alloy steels to improve transverse ductility
and microcleanness for aircraft industry
p0542 A71-35336
Precision forging of spiral bevel gears for Amy
helicopters
[AD-715419] p0256 N71-18920
FOBH
0 SHAPES
FORE PBRCEPTIOH
U SP4CE PERCEPTION
FORHATIONS
Dynamic positioning stationkeeping and stability
criteria for fomation flight systems extended to •
helicopter and V/STOL transports
p0552 A71-35923
FORMING TECHNIQUES
NT AOSFOBHING
HT COINING
NT BLECTBOFOBHISG
HT FOBGIBG
NT PRESSING (FOBBING)
Peen forming of large complex parts from sheet and
plate, illustrating dihedral break in airplane
wing skin
p0016 A71-11550
Ball forming technique application to 41 alloys
structural part contouring, discussing L-1011 wing
panel forming and prestress tooling
P0211 A71-21681
Fabrication of cobalt alloy and nickel alloy gas
turbine blades and disks
p0234 N71-17392
FORTRAN
FORTRAN program for computing coordinates of
circular arc single and tandem turbonachinery
blade sections on plane
[NASA-TN-D-6020] p0039 N71-10411
Vortex-lattice FORTR4N program for estimating
subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of complex
planforms •
[NASA-TN-D-6142] p0236 N71-17424
FOHTRAN program for Koiter-type method for finite
element analysis of nonlinear structural behavior
of airframes
[AD-717181] p0329 N71-20695
Quasi-three dimensional surface velocities and
choking flow for turbogachine blade rows
calculated by FORTRAN program
[N4SA-TN-D-6177] p0389 N71-23126
FODBDBIES
Foundary precision in domain of aeronautical
turbines
p0054 N71-11638
FBACTIOB4TIOH
Aviation fuels lubricating characteristics,
discussing refining methods, viscosity, service
performance and load testing
p0705 A71-U5383
FRACTOGRAPHY
Electron fractography for high strength steel to
determine fatigue life of military aircraft parts
[NLH-TB-69043-D] p0119 N71-13364
FRACTURE HECBAHICS
Al-Zn-Bg-Cu type high strength Al alloys mechanical
properties evaluation by fracture mechanics
methods
p0015 A71-11540
Aircraft structures damage tolerance - 4ST/1
Conference, Philadelphia, June 1970
p0539 A71-35151
Fatigue and fracture mechanics of airframes and
materials including structural design and stress
analysis technigues
[AD-719756] p0466 N71-25092
FRACTDBE RESISTANCE
D FRACTOBE STRENGTH
FBACTOBB STBEBGTH
Ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering jet
engines applications and structural stability
improvements related to fracture toughness,
fatigue and stress corrosion
P0274 A71-23292
Thickness effect on fracture"toughness and crack
propagation of Al alloy sheets used for aircraft
skins
p0539 A71-35153
Damage tolerant aircraft structures material
toughness and residual strength, presenting
fracture test results on precracked panels
reinforced with crack stoppers
p0539 A71-35157
Fatigue crack initiation and growth and residual
strength of F-100 wing, comparing service failure
data with full scale fatigue test results
p0539 A71-35159
A-223
FB4CTOBB TOOGHHBSS SffBJECT IHDBJC
DC-10 fuselage pressure shell fail-safe design,
presenting analysis methods for residual strength
prediction of damaged stiffened panels
P0540 471-35160
Helicopter rotor blades fail-safe design, presenting
criteria for fatigue loaded structures residual
strength and life based on crack propagation rate
methods
p0540 A71-35163
Static strength, stiffness, fatigue, and damage
resistance of materials in design optimization for
shell structure
p0118 N71-13143
FBACTOBE TOUGHNESS
D FR4CTDHE STBESGTH
FHAGMENTATIOH
Status of research program to develop criteria for
designing aircraft protective devices from rotor
fragments
p0581 N71-30762
FBAHE FHOTOGBAPHT
High speed photographic assembly with turbine drive
for continuous recording and frame photography
p0297 A71-24872
FBABES
NT AIBFBABES
NT DNDEBCAEBIAGES
..FBAICB
Synoptic meteorology for airports in Spain, Austria,
France, Switzerland, and Alps
rAD-720708] p0519 N71-27807
Conclusions of studies by French Committee for Air
Transport to prepare proposals and recommended
directions in air transport field for next five
years
[NASA-TT-F-13947] p0674 N71-34015
FEADHHOFEE EEGIOH
D FAB FIELDS
FEEDBOLH EQUATIONS
Hypersonic flow around delta wing at small angles of
attack, using pressure sources method and Fredholm
integral egnation
p0416 A71-29189
Numerical solution of Fredholm eguation for air duct
vortices of shrouded propeller with tip clearance
[DLB-FB-71-15] p0622 N71-31788
FEEDHOLH OPEB4TOES
U FEEDHOLM EQDATIOHS
D OPEHATOBS (BATHEHATICS)
FREE BOUHOABIES
Air inlet for simulation of shock wave separated
flow in supersonic diffusers, deriving pressure
variation profile along free boundary
pO«16 A71-29175
FBEE COH7ECTION
Flow direction effect on combined forced and free
convective heat transfer from cylinders to air
p0415 A71-28985
Combined free and forced laminar convective heat
transfer to nonNewtonian fluids flowing in
constant wall temperature vertical tubes and
controlling parameter analysis
P0387 H71-22702
FBEE FALL
Fixed wing aircraft employing free fall and
circling-line technigues in rescue of personnel
and retrieval of eguipment
[AD-727007] p0683 S71-35228
FBEE FLIGHT
Critigue of Chapman-Kirk iterative method for
differential equations yielding aerodynamic
coefficients from free flight data
P0011 A71-10971
Nonlinear aerodynamic moments for arbitrary motions
of bodies of revolution in free flight
C A I A A PAPEB 70-205] p0069 471-13435
Free flight measurement of aerodynamic coefficients
on fixed cruciform fin stabilized bombs,
determining aerodynamic forces and moments
dependence on angular velocity components
p0191 A71-19872
Aerodynamic effects of bluntness on slender cones in
free flight tests at Hach 17
[AIAA PAPEB 70-554] p0264 A71-22090
Bigid towed and free flight glider, considering
loads and turbulent atmosphere effects
p0278 A71-23669
Ballistic wind tunnel for drag measurement on mqdels
during free flight at supersonic speeds
P0417 A71-29201
Free flight static and dynamic stability tests on
lightweight cone shaped models in longshot tunnel
at hypersonic speeds, using spark recording
pOU99 A71-32879
Free flight hypersonic wind tunnel model testing in
Ludwieg tube, discussing launching device and
recording setup
p0651 A71-40381
Aerodynamic characteristics of free flight bodiee in
ballistic ranges
[NASA-TM-X-66536] p0123 N71-13583
Relaxation in scaling parameters effect on free
flight path of wind tunnel model with forced
ejection
[ABL/A-322] p0306 H71-19391
Application of free flight ranges to high
temperature gas dynamics
p0385 1171-22633
Planar and nonplanar dynamic stability coefficient
using biplanar wind tunnel, free flight system
p0588 N71-31107
Free flight stability tests on half cones in
hypervelocity wind tunnels including data
reduction program
[VKI-TN-66] p0619 N71-31663.
Wind tunnel free flight model trajectory control
using photoelectric screen for aerodynamic force
determination
[VKI-TN-72] p0620 H71-31694
Determining deployment characteristics of
all-flexible parawings by free flight tests
[NASA-TM-X-2307] p0641 B71-33239
FBEE FLIGHT TEST APPABATOS
Comparative sting supported and free flight tests in
hypersonic wind tunnel on modified Apollo launch
configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 71-265] p0218 A71-21991
Launch and data reduction in supersonic wind tunnel
free flight testing of high fineness ratio bodies
[AIAA PAPEB 71-278] p0219 A71-22003
Free flight measurements of aerodynamic lateral
force and moment coefficients using gyroscopes and
accelerometers
[HSA-TN-164] p0045 N71-11001
Schlieren photography and differential
interferometry for free flight tunnel holography
[ISL-T-39/69] p0105 H71-12223
Differential interferometry and schlieren
photography for hypersonic aerodynamic hologram
analysis
[ISL-T-49/69] P0116 N71-12985
Conference on ballistic range technigues and
eguipment
[AGABDOGBAPH-138] p0123 N71-13576
Free flight suspension system for use with aircraft
models in wind tunnel tests
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00939] p0172 N71-15926
Free flight tests in hoovering and forward flight
free flight tests in hovering and forward flight
lift fans
[NASA-TN-D-6198 J p0373 N71-22069
FBE2 FLOf
Supersonic axisymmetric wake-like and two
dimensional shear nonuniform free stream flows
effects on inviscid flow fields and aerodynamic
coefficients of sharp and spherically blunted
cones
[AIAA PAPEB 71-51] p0151 A71-18512
Rind tunnel experiments on vortex shedding from
circular cylinders in oscillating free stream
P0192 A71-19908
Laminar mixing region stratified free shear layer
stability between two uniform streams from
numerical solution of linear sixth order eguation
for disturbance amplitude function
P0269 A71-22851
Thin airfoils theory in nonegnilibrium
magnetogasdynamics with nonuniform nonequilibrinm
free stream, using Green function technique
p0273 A71-23200
Supersonic conical inlet additive drag formula,
using flow data in freestream
P0296 A71-24866
Loads induced on infinite aspect ratio wing by
straight infinite free vortex in subsonic
compressible freestream, using planar lifting
surface theory
P0345 A71-25474
A-224
SUBJECT IBDEX FREQUBBCY DISTEIBDTIOS
Equation for motion of buoyant free vortices in
inviscid fluid subjected to gravity
[AIAA PAPER 71-604] p0483 471-31543
Low speed testing of VTOL models in vind tunnels,
describing method for estimating free air approach
velocity and angle of attack
pOU98 A71-32724
Aerodynamic free vortex loading on two dimensional
ving at zero incidence at lov speeds in
incompressible flow
p0503 A71-33420
Noise generation due to inlet free stream turbulence
incident on isolated stators and rotors, using
flat plate cascade blade rov model
p0559 A71-36498
Near wake streamline configuration in symmetry plane
of slender cone in hypersonic flow at free stream
Bach number 7
p0561 471-36754
Modified asymptotic perturbation expansion method
application to free flow rotation effect on
boundary layer for hypersonic flow about blunt
body
p0615 471-39483
Free vortices froo slender wings, controlling
strength, position, core stability and thickness
on basis of one dimensional flow model
p0654 471-40492
Shock wave diffraction at symmetric lenticular wing
profile with free stream critical Mach number of
0.87, using Godunov difference scheme
p0657 471-40679
Blunt and hemispherical base axisymraetric bodies in
Hach 4 free stream, investigating turbulent.near
wakes generation
P0660 A71-U0999
Numerical analysis of plane steady transonic flows
past lifting airfoils with free-stream Mach
numbers less than unity
[D180-12958-1] H71-34275
FBEE JETS
Critical nozzle pressure ratio and geometry effects
on free exhaust gas jets of jet engine models
[DGLE-70-055] "p0130 471-15966
Aerodynamic sound generation by turbulent circular
free jets, presenting solution to inhomogeneous
acoustical wave equation by Lighthill
P0142 A71-17421
Aeroacoustic phenomena in free turbulent gas jets,
discussing structure, noise-turbulence
correlations and acoustic field generation at
subsonic/critical velocities
p0277 A71-23607
Flow field properties of impinging free jets from
circular'convergent nozzle, measuring velocity,
surface pressure and momentum flux
p0292 A71-24616
Curvature effects on laminar and turbulent free jet
boundary between irrotational flow and stagnant
fluid, discussing pressure effects
p0346 A71-25482
FREE HOLECDLAB FLOW
Spheres drag coefficient at hypersonic Hach numbers
for near free molecular flow
POG11 A71-10969
Photoelectric, bolometric and photographic recording
assembly for measurement of light pressure and
aerodynamic forces on complex shape body in free
molecular flow
p0415 A71-29155
Aerodynamic characteristics similarity and variation
in hypersonic flow transition region from free
molecular flow to solid medium
p0416 A71-29172
Shock tunnel drag measurements on sharp slender
cones in near free molecule hypersonic flow in air
and He
p0604 A71-37897
FBBB OSCILliTIOHS
0 FBEE VIBRATION
FBEE BADICALS
Temperature and radical concentration measurements
for high temperature flowing gas streams in rig
simulating conditions in ramjet combustion chamber
and nozzle
p0411 A71-28758
FBEE STBEAB EFFECTS
D FREE FLOW
FBEE STHEAHS
0 FBEE FLO»
FBEE VIBBiTIOH
Nonlinear partial differential equation solution for
natural free-free vibrations of beam structures
[ASME PAPEB 70-HA/APH-55] p0078 A71-14172
Gas flow past straight airfoil, analyzing damped
natural oscillations
p0083 A71-14561
Integrally stiffened five bay panel, calculating
free vibration and random response to jet noise
excitation
[AIAA PAPEB 71-585] p0482 A71-31532
Natural vibrations of two coaxial rotors with
unbalanced disk and different angular velocities,
solving equations of motion by energy balance
method
p0600 A71-37536
Finite element method for free vibrations and random
response of integrally-stiffened panel
[LB-5tt<(] p0402 N71-24298
Computation of uncoupled vibrations of rotary wings
using transfer matrix method
[DLB-FB-70-63] p0570 N71-29543
FREIGHT
O CARGO
FBEIGHT COSTS
Air freight economics and growth forecast,
discussing rates, cost and technological aspects
p0664 A71-41840
FRENCH SPACE PBOGRAHS
Project DIOSCDRES for global sea and air traffic
control using synchronous satellites for
ground-air-ground communications
p0056 N71-11768
Policies for participation of French aerospace
industry in space programs
p0058 N71-12069
FBEON
Supersonic cylindrical freon compressor with low
blade height for elementary compression and flow
visualization aerodynamic and thernodynamic tests
p0544 A71-35467
FBEQOENCIES
NT 4DDIO FBEQOENCIES
NT BROADBAND
NT C BAND
NT HIGH FREQUENCIES
NT INFRASONIC FREQUENCIES
NT LOW FREQUENCIES
HI HICBOBAVE FREQUENCIES
NT RESONANT FREQUENCIES
NT SOEEKHIGH FREQUENCIES
NT SWEEP FREQUENCE
NT ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES
NT VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
FREQUENCY ASSIGNHENT
Minimum channel reguirements for ILS localizer
freguency assignment, 1970-1975
[AD-714111] p0175 N71-16198
Survey of very high and ultrahigh freguency
utilization in US aeronautics for communication
satellite freguency assignment
[HAS&-TK-X-65527] pOftTl N71-2S920
Third order-two signal intermodulation products for
242 frequencies between 225 and 400 HHz as used in
FAA frequency assignment processes
CECAC-PB-70-0185 p0571 N71-29551
Third order-two signal intermodulation products for
360 frequencies between 118 and 136 MHz when f.-O
kHz channel spacing is used as in FAA freguency
assignment processes
fECAC-PB-70-016] p0571 N71-29552
Third order-two signal intermodulation products
within 118-136 MHZ band with 50 kHz spacing
[ECAC-PR-70-015] p0571 B71-2y554
FREQUENCY CONTBOL
Air traffic control radar separation by pulse
repetition freguency discrimination for double and
triple stagger configurations
p0133 A71-16347
FREQUENCY CONVERSION
U FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
Aircraft design and fatigue life monitoring,
investigating effects of gust velocity freguency
distribution in patches of atmospheric turbulence
p0428 471-29789
4-225
FBEQOBHCT HODOLATION SUBJECT IHOEZ
Jet turbulence orderly structure enhancement,
control and relation to noise, studying response
to periodic surging of frequency and amplitude
p0606 471-38204
Discrete frequency sound radiation from rotating
periodic sources covering rotor blade noise in
near field apd from disk loading asymmetries
p0609 A71-38466
Cumulative frequency distributions determined by
extreme value analysis used for fatigue analysis
and interpretation of e.g. vertical acceleration
and gust velocity measured on transport aircraft
CiGiBD-B-579-71] pOU66 N71-25080 .
FBBQOBHCI HODDLATIOH
Frequency modulated radio altimeters, discussinq
problems of altitude measurement independent of
airplane motions in pitch and roll and immunity to
fog effects
p0491 471-31918
FBEQUBNCY EiNGES
Airborne communications «ith AN/4BC-154 transceiver
in single radio, discussing extended frequency
coverage, onltimode operation, navigation and
input/output provisions
p0548 471-35758
FBEQOEHCY BEGOL4TIOS
0 FBEQ.OENCY CONTBOL
FBEQOEHCT BESPONS8
Bapid hybrid frequency response method for aircraft
flight flatter testing based on hybrid computing
system
p0003 471-10228
Aircraft fuselage internal noise and structural
freguency response due to random excitation, using
transfer matrix analysis
[ASME .P4PEB 70-W4/DE-9] p0077 471-14143
Periodically supported and damped closed circular
beam structure, determining freguency response
matrix
p0221 471-22026
Frequency response of five component strain gage
oscillating balance for dynamic wind tunnel
stability testing
p0434 471-30333
Power spectrum method for determining gust frequency
response functions in dynamic aircraft design
p0390 H71-23211
FBEQOEBCY SCABBING
High speed electronic phase and frequency scanned
linear, static fed and monopulse arrays element
and angular error analysis
p0447 471-31049
Doppler scanning landing microwave system for air-
derived azimuth and elevation angle aircraft
guidance by frequency coding and reference carrier
transmission
p0667 471-12089
FBEQOEBCY SBIFT
Laser system for atmospheric wind velocity and
turbulence, using Doppler freguency shift
undergone by radiation beam scattered by particles
suspended in flows
p0653 471-140190
FRBQUEBCT STABILITY
Aircraft DC to AC converters freguency stabilization
systems, describing circuit diagrams and operation
principles
p0079 A71-14217
FBEQDEBCI STHCHBOHIZATIOB
ATA Collision Avoidance System based on time and
freguency synchronization via ground stations or
other aircraft
p0030 A7T-12895
FBEQDEHCY TBAHSLATIOH
0 FREQUENCY COHVEBTEBS
FHICTIOH
NT AEBODYNAHIC DBAG
NT FLOIf BESISTAHCE
HT FBICTION DB4G
NT SKIS FBICTION
NT SLIDING PBICTIOB
BT SDPEBSONIC DB4G
NT VISCODS DB4G
Lubrication by boundary, elastohydrodynamic, and
fluid films, wear due to fretting, erosion,
scuffing, and pitting, and friction in aircraft
tN4SA-TH-X-67872] p0588 N71-31131
FBICTION DBAG
NT AERODYNAMIC DBAG
NT SUPERSONIC DBAG
HT VISCOOS DBAG
Heat transfer and friction drag calculation for
turbulent boundary layer of gas with temperature
dependent physical properties
P0020 471-11884
Skin friction drag and velocity profile measurements
on flat plate in two phase circular pipe flow in
subsonic wind tunnel for gas-solid media, using
photographic technique
CASHE PAPER 71-FE-32] pOH2l A71-29U67
Turbulent skin friction drag for tapered wings as
function of root chord Beynolds number
p0671 A71-42839
FBICTIOH FACTOB
Test time and contact stresses effect on jet fuels
antiwear properties under rolling friction
p0025 471-12570
Friction factor for low Beynolds number turbulent
flow in large aspect ratio rectangular ducts,
comparing Blasius and Prandtl relations
(ASBE P4PEB 71-FB-A] p0420 A71-29378
Aircraft parts damage by corrosive friction forces,
hot gases and intercrystalline attack, noting worn
universal joint and blade grain boundary damage
p0700 A71-44574
FBICTIOH LOSS COEFFICIENT
D FBICTION FACTOB
FBICTIOH HE&SOBEHENT
Compressible turbulent boundary layer skin friction
measurements on adiabatic flat plate, discussing
drag balance calibration
[ASHE PAPEB 70-HA/FE-26] p0077 A71-14134
FBICTIOH PBBSSOBB DBOP
D SKIN FBICTION
FBIHGE PATTEBNS
D DIFFBACTION PATTEBKS
FBOST
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics^of airfoil
profiles including effects of upper'surface
roughness simulating hoar frost
[NPL-AEBO-1308] pOO«7 N71-11016
FBOODE NDHBEB
Three dimensional surface planing at high Froude
number with small angle of attack
[AD-717067] p0335 N71-21600
FDEL CELLS
Aircraft self sealing fuel tank and fuel cell
systems damage control, considering chemical,
precompressed foam and swellable elastomer seal
concepts
p0282 471-24079
FDEL COMBUSTION
Jet engine liquid fuel wall layer combustion
stimulation by repeated oxidizer injection into
supersonic section of -nozzle
pOOSO 471-14256
Dispersion model of turbulent mixing of isothermal
and nonisothermal slipstreams of air-gasoline
combustion products in nozzles
p0100 471-15622
Luminometer numbers of hydrocarbons and reactive
fuels as function of molecular weight and
structure
p0150 471-18471 .
Liquid fuel pool ignition at superflash and subflasb
temperatures involving adjacent heat source, cross
wind and fluid motion
pOISS 471-19245
Kerosene type fuels for aircraft gas turbine
engines, discussing combustion problems, smoke
emission reduction and bacterial or fungal
contamination
p0411 A71-28754
Swirl-can modular turbojet combustor burning natural
gas fuel
CNASA-TN-D-7020] p0109 N71-12421
Combustion characteristics of gas turbine aircraft
engines
[AD-727175] p0717 N71-37387
FDEL COHSDHPTION
Aircraft propulsion, discussing piston, turbojet,
turboprop and turbofan engines in terms of thrust
to weight ratio, specific fuel consumption and
propulsive efficiency
p0085 A71-14977
High pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas turbine engines, investigating power and
specific fuel consumption variation with pressure
A-226
SOBJECT IBDEI FOEL SYSTBHS
and temperature
p0284 A71-24218
Light aircraft standard fuel flight evaluation,
discussing compatibility with grades 80/87 and
100/130 certified engines and comparative
operational fuel consumption
[SAE PAPEB 710369] p0284 A71-24239
Jet-supported VTOL aircraft fuel-time-optimal
landing control, using mathematical model,
Pontryagin naximum principle and analog computer
solution
p0419 A71-29281
Subsonic and supersonic turbojet aircraft engines
development, discussing design, operation,
reliability. Height, fuel consumption and cost
p0428 A71-29811
French SNECHA B56 turbofan engine design for median
capacity airliners, featuring low specific fuel
consumption and low noise level
pOU96 471-32692
Turbojet engines thrust and fuel economy improvement
by gas-air jet mixing, discussing efficiency
increase and noise reduction
p0497 171-32717
Air transport propulsion systems economics,
considering first cost, specific weight, fuel
consumption and maintenance effect on direct
operating cost
p0503 A71-33469
Three dimensional minimum fuel turns for supersoni
aircraft by energy state approximation
[AIAA PAPER 71-913] p0596 A71-37163
Fuel consumption and propulsive and thermodynaoic
efficiency comparisons for ships, hydrofoil craft,
helicopters, jet aircraft, and ground effect
machines
[NPL-HOVE8CBAFT-12J p0230 N71-17161
Kalman linear least sguares filtering applied to
estimation of fuel guantity and rate for fighter
aircraft
[AD-717640] p0371 H71-21922
PDEL COHTAHIHiTIOB
Aircraft fuel tank nitrogen inerting, fire and
explosion suppression for foreign particle
contamination, sludge and lacguering reduction[ASBE PAPER 7i-si-45] P0351 A71-25978
Polyurethane foam effects on fuel contamination
during installation for fuel system fire and
explosion protection
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-54] p0351 A71-25981
Microbiological contamination of jet aircraft fuel
tanks in tropical regions, considering maintenance
[SAE PAPEB 710438] p0406 A71-28320
Kerosene type fuels for aircraft gas turbine
engines, discussing combustion problems, smoke
emission reduction and bacterial or fungal
contamination
P0411 A71-28754
Development of radiotracer method for detecting
contribution of selected components to storage
instability of jet engine fuels
[BM-HI-7493] p0327 N71-20505
FDEL CONTROL
Fluidic fuel control valve for uniform fuel
distribution to gas turbine annular combustor,
providing sufficient pressure drop at low fuel
flow rates
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-44] p0351 A71-25977
Energy state approximation and supersonic aircraft
minimum fuel fixed range trajectory optimization,
noting not convex velocity set
P0439-A71-30609
Turbine engine fuel control stability on CH-U7C
helicopter, using flight tests and lag damper
simulation
[AHS PREPRINT 560] p0452 A71-31107
FDEL COEBOSIOH
Jet fnel soluble corrosion inhibitors evaluation by
potentiostatic polarization methods
p0081 A71-1U323
Jet fuels thermal stability and corrosive properties
during prolonged storage
p0186 A71-19492
Antiwear properties of jet fuels as function of
dissolved oxygen, resin and heteroorganic compound
content and temperature, considering antioxidant
additives
P0504 A71-33579
Soviet monograph on carbon deposits in jet engines
covering distribution, formation, fuel properties,
reduction and removal and harmful effects in gas
turbines
p0659 A71-40871
Ricrobiological fuel corrosion by bacteria and fungi
in fuel tanks
[iD-712103] p0056 H71-11848
FDEL ECOBOHY
0 FOEL COHSBBPIIOH
FDEL FLOH
Optimal gas temperature in bypass and turbojet
engines afterburners ensuring minimum fuel flow
rate dependence on thrust augmentation
p0504 A71-33607
Air flow velocity, altitude, fuel-air ratio, fuel
flow velocity, and pressure effects on fuel
temperature before and after prevaporization in
ramjet engines
[SASA-TT-F-13605] pO*02 H71-2U053
FOEL FLOi REGULATORS
D-30 bypass engine hydraulic control system for
Tu-134 aircraft, discussing fuel flow regulator
assembly and operation
p0270 A71-22917
Propulsion system and fuel regulator design effect
on thrust change during air ejection for VTOL
aircraft stabilization in hovering flight
p0293 A71-21753
Fluidic fuel control valve for uniform fuel
distribution to gas turbine annular combustor,
providing sufficient pressure drop at low fnel
flow rates
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-44] p0351 A71-25977
FDEL GAGES
Electrical and physical nature of microbial
membranes implicated in aircraft fuel quantity
probe malfunction
[SAB PAPEB 710439] p0406 A71-28321
FDEL IHJECTIOH
Internal mixing scheme for continuous fuel injection
in Hankel engine via swirl nozzle during
intake-compression cycle
p0025 A71-12559
Supersonic combustion ramjet engine with liquid fuel
injection, considering atomization process and
ignition criteria
p0133 A71-16531
Low pressure drop fnel liquid injectors for jet
engine combustors, using gas turbine vaporizer
design
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-38] p0350 A71-25972
Gas dynamics of fan jets at various injection angles
[AD-714790] p0245 H71-18034
Supersonic combustion, fuel injection, and
recirculation in hydrogen hypersonic external
combustion at flat plates and bodies of revolution
[DLB-FB-70-64] p0374 N71-22129
Gas-air mixture reguirements for turbine and
injection burner combustion efficiencies
[AD-71983U] p0467 N71-25359
FOEL PDHPS
Concorde aircraft fuel system and fuel pumps,
considering center of gravity and center of
pressure relationship to maintain trim
p0276 A71-23581
High speed vane type main engine fuel pump for small
gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-24] p0349 A71-25966
FOEL SYSTEBS
HI AIRCRAFT FDEL SYSTEMS
Fluidic pressure ratio control for vertical takeoff
aircraft lift engine fnel system, describing
breadboard circuit, test bed and flight standard
p0203 A71-20587
Soviet book on aircraft and rocket engines control
automation, discussing nuclear power plant/fuel
systems design and control simulation methods
pp355 A71-26403
Material, design and operating principles of rotary
seals used in gas ducts, bearing elements and fnel
systems of 'aircraft gas turbine engines
p0604 A71-38015
Evaluation of fuel flowmeter instruaentation
conducted during flight tests
[AD-719280] . p0457 1171-24479
Ose of air-assist fuel nozzle to reduce exhaust
emissions from gas turbine combustor at simulated
idle conditions - J-57 engine
»-227
FUEL TABKS SUBJECT IHDEZ
[NASA-TN-D-6U01I] p0591 N71-31U56
Design criteria for crashworthy aircraft fuel
systems for military aircraft
[AD-723988] pC637 N71-32992
FOEl TASKS •>
NT SING TASKS £>
Supersonic transport fuel tank environments and
sealant requirements, describing Boeing laboratory
environment approach
P0275 A71-23424
Aircraft self sealing fuel tank and fuel cell
systems damage control, considering chemical,
precompressed foam and swellable elastomer seal
concepts
P0282 A71-21C79
Fluorosilicone sealants for aircraft fuel
containment, discussing resistance to heat, jet
fuel, moisture and heat aging
p0282 A71-24080
Long tern exposure effects on high temperature
resistant supersonic aircraft fuel tank sealants
P0282 &71-2U081
Accelerated testing of jet fuel containment sealant,
using reduced pressure and hybrid fluorocarbon
silicone
P0282 A71-24083
Automated fueling for Kennedy jet airport, using
computer controlled underground bulk storage-
satellite tank pipeline system
p0288 A71-21300
Variable geometry external fuel tanks for high
performance aircraft with drag reduction upon fuel
transfer
fAIAA PAPEB 71-395] p03t1 A71-25271
Aircraft fuel tank nitrogen inerting, fire and
explosion suppression for foreign particle
contamination, sludge and lacquering redaction
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-tS] p0351 A71-25978
Microbiological contamination of jet aircraft fuel
tanks in tropical regions, considering maintenance
[SAE PAPER 710U38] p0106 A71-28320
Medium strength corrosion resistant weldable Al-Mg
alloy for aircraft jettisonable tanks, napalm
containers and jet shroud pipes fabrication
p0181 A71-31137
Performance evaluation of variable geometry external
fuel tank prototypes by static structural tests,
•ind tunnel tests and flight tests on F-111
aircraft
fAIAA PAPEB 71-763] p0515 A71-35533
Drop and impact tests for improving crashworthiness
of integral fuel tanks
[FAA-NA-70-46] pOOHS N71-11019
Microbiological fuel corrosion by bacteria and fungi
in fuel tanks
[AD-712103] p0056 N71-11848
Thermodynamic properties of insulated liquid methane
fuselage tanks for supersonic cruise aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-6157] p0238 N71-17506
Fuel tank vapor space characteristics for simulated
helicopter fuel tank and evaluation of existing
potential hazard from vibration environment
[4D-875901] p0329 N71-20702
Pressure sensor network for measuring liquid dynamic
response in flight including fuel tank
acceleration, liquid slosh amplitude, and fuel
depth monitoring
[NASA-CASE-XLA-05541] p0475 N71-26387
Design, development, and flight testing of fire
suppressant void filler foam kits for lower
hemisphere of fuel tanks in various tactical army
aircraft
[AD-719711] p0518 H71-27679
Effectiveness of nitrogen inerting of aircraft fuel
tanks under conditions of fuel sloshing
tAD-721675] p0529 N71-28576
Bibliography on fuel- and propellant-tanks
[AD-723920] p0627 N71-3207I!
Demonstration and evaluation of crash-resistant
bladder fuel tank system in full-scale aircraft
wing assembly
rFAA-HA-71-3U] p0627 N71-32077
Determination and evaluation of safety parameters of
jet fuels in aircraft fuel tanks when using
nitrogen as inerting agent
[FAA-NA-71-26] p0629 H71-32305
Evaluation of lightning hazards to jet aircraft
including possibility of fuel tank explosions
[AD-721092] p0637 N71-33006
Thermally resistant polymers for fuel tank sealants
of advanced high speed aircraft
tNASA-CR-119940] p0686 N71-35546
FUEL TESTS
Test time and contact stresses effect on jet fuels
antiwear properties under rolling friction
P0025 A71-12570
Soviet book on automotive and jet aircraft engine
fuel chemical stabilizers under storage, transit
and operational conditions, examining additives in
relation to stability ratings
P0142 A71-17133
Nuclear magnetic resonance method of determining
aromaticity of hydrocarbon fuels
[AD-711892] p0056 N71-11890
Conversion of experimental turbojet combustor from •
ASTH A-1 fuel to natural gas fuel
[NASA-TM-X-22U1] p0327 N71-20533
Fuel tests to determine feasibility of gelled
methane for use in jet engine
[NASA-CR-72876] p0469 N71-25772
FUEL VALVES
Fluidic fuel control valve for uniform fuel
distribution to gas turbine annular combustor,
providing sufficient pressure drop at low fuel
flow rates
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-Ult] p0351 A71-25977
FDEL-AIB RATIO
Test bed engine studies of overall excess air ratio
permissible deviation, obtaining diagram for
constraints calculation
P0704 A71-45022
Gas-air mixture requirements for turbine and
injection burner combustion efficiencies
[AD-719831] p0467 1171-25359
Gaseous fission measurements from jet engine
afterburners- over range of fuel-air ratios
fNASA-TM-X-2323] p0576 N71-30117
FUELING
D RBFBBLING
FUELS
NT AIRCRAFT FDELS
NT CHEMICAL FUELS
NT GASOLINE
HT HYDROCARBON FUELS
NT HYDROGEN FUELS
NT JET ENGINE FDELS
NT JP-5 JET FUEL
NT HDCLEAR FUELS
NT SLURRY PROPELLANTS
NT SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
FULL SCALE FATIGUE TESTS
U FATIGUE TESTS
0 FULL SCALE TESTS
FULL SCALE TESTS
F4A full scale aircraft vortex wake turbulence
flight test programs
[AIAA PAPER 71-97] p0152 A71-18552
Airfoil profile drag measurements, correlating full
scale flight tests and scale model tests in
transonic and high Reynolds number wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 71-289] p0220 A71-22012
Design, analysis and testing of F-111 couples
fuselage full scale section of composite
materials, noting weight savings
[SSWE PAPER 889] " p0552 A71-35825
Full scale tests on tilted propeller and tilting
rotor models in transonic wind tunnel of
Modane-Avrieux, France, for aircraft performance
prediction
[ONEBA-NT-161] p0623 N71-31813
FDHCTIOH TESTS
D TESTS
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
HT FHEDHOLM EQUATIONS
NT HARMONIC ANALYSIS
NT INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
»T INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS
NT SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Functional analysis of landing gear systems
[ASD-TR-69-113] p0106 N71-12231
Functional analysis of pilot warning instruments and
pilot relationships during collision situations
[FAA-HD-71-59] p0682 N71-35216
FUNCTIONS (MATHEMATICS)
NT ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
NT APERIODIC FUNCTIONS
NT CONFOBMAL MAPPING
NT COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
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SUBJECT IHDEX GAS CHBOHAIOGB4PHI
HI DISCRETE FDBCTIOBS
HT EHTIBE FOHCTIOHS
BT GHEEH FOHCTIOH
»T HABHOHIC FONCTIOHS
BT HYPERBOLIC FOBCTIOBS
BT KERNEL FDBCTIOBS
BT LiHE FDHCTIOHS
HT POISSOB DEHSITt FDHCTIOBS
HT PBOBABILITY DISTBIBDTIOH FDHCTIOHS
HT BECOBSIVE FONCTIOHS
HT SPHERICAL HARMONICS
HT TIHE FDHCTIOBS
FDBGI
Microbiological fuel corrosion by bacteria and fungi
in fuel tanks
CAD-712103] p0056 H71-11848
FDBBACES
BT VACOOH FOHHACES
FDSELAGE BOOHTIHG
D AIBCBAFT PHODOCTION
ftlSELAGES
Lift of slender aircraft with rectangular cross
section fuselage and high wing
p0073 A71-13737
Aircraft fuselage internal noise and structural
frequency response due to random excitation, using
transfer matrix analysis
[ASHE PAPER 70-HA/DE-9] p0077 A71-111K3
Aircraft fuselage vibration response to turbulent
boundary layers, measuring structural wavelengths
and phase velocities as functions of freguency
fASME PAPEB 70-RA/DE-10] p0078 A71-1t1U<(
Helicopter fuselage design for crashworthiness under
specific conditions
p009« A71-15116
Representative Thornel fiber aircraft fuselage
component nondestructive testing and repair, and
Thornel fiber, polysulfone and polyamide-imide
composites fabrication and evaluation
p03t<t A71-25127
Prototype graphite fiber/plastic fuselage component
design, test and performance prediction, using
structural analysis methods
p03t4 A71-25128
Cruising flight range as function of
supersonic/subsonic transport fuselage geometrical
parameters
p0364 A71-2749H
Fuselage influence on total aircraft drag in
subsonic passenger aircraft, considering high
aspect radio cylindrical fuselages
pOllt A71-30821
Automated ultrasonic inspection system for L-1011
adhesive bonded fuselage panels using through
transmission technique
[SHE PAPER IQ-71-716] p0195 A71-32137
DC-10 fuselage pressure shell fail-safe desig'n,
presenting analysis methods for residual strength
prediction of damaged stiffened panels
pOSUO A71-35160
Design, analysis and testing of F-111 complex
fuselage full scale section of composite
materials, noting weight savings
CSAHE PAPEB 889] p0552 A71-35825
Near field noise measurement on-guarter-scale model
to estimate fuselage pressure in VTOL aircraft for
conventional, short and vertical takeoff
configurations
p0603 A71-37841
In-flight noise radiation by wing-mounted jet
engines on aircraft fuselage based on correlation
with turbulent boundary layer pressure
fluctuations
p0603 A71-37846
Aircraft fuselage design with marine type bulkhead
construction, discussing advantages in cabin
decompression and fire hazards reduction
p0610 A71-38752
Real wieght formula for shell fuselages based on
theoretical similarity considerations
p0615 A71-39U11
Agusta helicopter design and testing criteria,
discussing four-blade rotor, fuselage and radio
navigation equipment
p0668 A71-42224
Flow angularity prediction near supersonic fuselage
forebody with arbitrary cross section and zero
sideslip, using small perturbation theory
[ilAA PAPEB 71-996] p07CO »71-l»i|588
Aircraft fuselage antisymmetric loading strain
effects on small aspect delta wing performance
P070IJ A71-U5018
Ideal weight of axisynmetric fuselage shells, taking
into account load distribution and cabin
pressurization
p070i| A71-45180
Practical aerodynamics of Hi-6 helicopter - lift
system and fuselage
[AD-711915] p0243 B71-17908
Three dimensional interactions in half cone pressure
fields and effects on intakes mounted adjacent to
aircraft fuselage
p0303 B71-19367
Low speed static wind tunnel tests of half-span
fuselage and variable sweep pressure wing model
[BASA-TH-D-6215] p0646 H71-33776
FDSIFOBH SHAPES
D COHES
FOSIOB RELDIBG
HT BRAZING
BT ELECTBOB BEAD "ELDING
HT PLASMA ABC RELDIBG
F«H AIBCfiAFT
D F-4 AIBCB4FT
F80 AIBCBAFT
D F-8 AIRCRAFT
6 FOBCE
0 ACCELEBATIOB (PHYSICS)
GAGES
0 MEASURING IHSTBDHEBTS
GAIB (AMPLIFICATION
D AMPLIFICATION
GALACTIC BADIATIOH
Jet aircraft measurements of galactic cosmic
radiation dose and comparison with theoretical
values for supersonic flights
[DCRL-20209] p0728 B71-38552
GALAXY AIBCBAFT
D C-5 AIRCRAFT
GAME THEOBI
BT KINIMAX TECHNIQOE
German monograph on game theory and planning
techniques for aircraft evaluation
pO»12 A71-28880
Differential game theory applied to pursuit-evasion
problems of two jet aircraft
CAD-711055] p0037 H71-10328
GAMMA BADIATIOH
0 GAMMA BAYS
GAMMA BAYS
Design and testing of stabilized balloon gondola for
astronomical gamma ray spectrometer
[OHNL-TB-2882] p0108 H71-12242
Hondestructive testing of aircraft structures using
thulium and iridium gamma sources
tJAERI-HEHO-11163] pOA6<t N71-2H8U9
GiS BAGS
Cargo airship standard atmosphere operation modes,
discussing long range gas capacity and short range
applications for large compact loads
p0351 A71-26309
GAS BEABINGS
Three degree of freedom gas bearing for wind tunnel
dynamic measurements, allowing models simultaneous
spin, pitch and yaw motions
[AIAA PAPER 71-279] p0219 A71-22001
Surface geometry effect of polycentric gas bearing
on rotor stability in dynamic eguilibrium without
radial load
p0268 A71-22799
Time dependent clearance changes effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of sectorially grooved
gas bearings, describing lift and drag
coefficients calculation
pO"31 A71-30227
Two-axis pneumatic rate gyroscope witb externally
pressurized gas bearing for airborne vehicle
fluidic antostabilizer sensor
p0663 471-«1666
Stability of equilibrium state of rotor in
pressurized gas bearing
[AD-722828] p0589 871-31213
GAS CHBOHATOGBAPBY
Conference on propulsion and energetics techniques
for diagnosing high velocity flows
A-229
5AS COOLIBG •SUBJECT IHDEX
[AGABD-CP-38] p0385 N71-22626
GAS COOLIHG
Metal temperatures in rotating cooled gas turbine
blades, discussing coolant flow aerodynamics
p0411 A71-28748
GAS DEBSITI
Barefied gas flow density and velocity by total head
and flow rate adapters, noting isentropic flov
core region
p0268 A71-22728
Viscous flov in supersonic de Laval nozzle,
measuring gas density and rotational temperatures
by electron beam techniques
[AIAA PIPER 70-810] p0366 A71-27555
Gas density measurement and flov visualization in
hypersonic vind tunnel by electron beam probe,
noting isobaric boundary layer application
p0652 A71-U0395
Hypersonic shock/density ratio effects in
aerothermodynamic heating of space shuttle
configuration
pOM72 N71-26058
GAS DISCHARGES
Large volume high pressure gas uniform electrical
discharges, applying to laser amplifier
[AIAA PAPER 71-65] p0152 A71-18524
GAS DISSOCIATION
Dissociating airflov over tvo dimensional blunt
body, determining laminar boundary layer chemical
reaction suppression effects on heat exchange
P0190 A71-19748
Stationary longitudinal turbulent flov of air vith
eguilibrium ionization and dissociation around
plate, calculating heat exchange and frictional
drag
P0217 A71-21922
Nitrous oxide dissociation as natural source of
stratospheric nitric oxide, noting estimates use
as yardstick for artificial source
p0693 A71-M347
GAS DYNAMICS
NT AERODYNAMICS
NT AEROTHERHODYNAMICS
NT HYPEESONICS
NT RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS
NT BOTOR AERODYNAMICS
Blunt body stagnation point heat transfer in
hypersonic flov, describing gas dynamic equations
flov field viscosity and conductivity
pOlOO A71-15190
Steady tvo dimensional ideal gas flov past blunt
body at incident infinite Hach number, obtaining
gas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa approaches infinity
p0100 A71-15553
Nonself-similar vave type gas dynamic equations
solutions, considering flov fields due to Riemann
vaves interaction in polytropic gas
p0133 47J-16376
Holographic interferometry application to gas
dynamics, analyzing interferential patterns in
monochromatic and achromatic light
pOIUO A71-17166
Soviet book of gas dynamic function tables for tvo
and three dimensional flovs past blunt bodies
p01B3 A71-19050
Boundary value problems and applications in fluid
and gas mechanics - Conference, Kazan, U.S.S.R.,
Hay 1969
p0197 A71-20076
Aircraft turbine engines strength and gas dynamic
characteristics improved by vibration decrease
using elastic elements
pC212 A71-21710
High turbulent flov simulation in hypervelocity vind
tunnel for reentry vehicles operational testing,
discussing nozzle gas dynamic and mechanical
design
[AIAA PAPER 71-253] p0217 A71-21982
French book on thermodynamics and gas dynamics
covering theoretical and applied thermodynamics,
air compressors, combustion, internal combustion
engines, vater vapor, compressible fluid cooling,
etc
p0271 A71-22965
Acoustic and gas dynamic characteristics of jet
noise muffler, using adapters at outlet section of
exhaust nozzle
pOU87 A71-31710
Methods for calibrating lov mass flov rate sensors
in electrogasdynamic facilities
[AD-713625] p0168 N71-15428
Canadian research on aerospace sciences and
engineering, gas and plasma dynamics, and related
topics
p0383 H71-22515
Gas and fluid response to high intensity ruby laser
beam
[AD-717728] p038<» H71-22593
Application of free flight ranges to high
temperature gas dynamics
p0385 N71-22633
Solving exact gas dynamic egnations for supersonic
. flovs far from axis of slender lifting bodies
[NASA-TN-D-6I1U6] p0633 N71-32792
615 ErPAHSION
German monograph on centered tvo dimensional
nonequilibrium hypersonic expansion flov,
considering real gas flov vith chemical reactions
p0131 A71-1612K
GAS EXPLOSIONS
Spark ignited hydrogen-oxygen detonations in
supersonic vind tunnel, using schlieren
photographs
p0133 A71-16520
Far field sonic boom pressure profiles simulation by
methane-oxygen mixture detonation in balloons
[AIAA PAPER 71-186] p0155 A71-18625
GAS FLOV
NT AIR CURRENTS
HI AIH PLOW
HT EQUILIBRIUM FLOS
HT FREE HOIECOLAB FLOS
HT JET STBEABS (METEOROLOGY)
BT KHODSEN FLOS
HT MERIDIONAL FLOS
HT SOBEQ.OILIBRIOH FLOW
NT SLIP FLOH
HT TRANSITION FLOU
NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
Heat transfer and friction drag calculation for
turbulent boundary layer of gas vith temperature
dependent physical properties
p0020 A71-11884
Circular pipe gas laminar flov at constant vail
temperature, determining heat exchange and drag by
motion and energy equations integration in
boundary layer approximations
p0022 A71-12192
Soviet book on nonlinear conical gas flov theory
covering flovs vith different characteristics past
bodies of various geometries and positions
p0028 A71-12719
Gas flov parameter changes under partially vaporized
fluid injection, considering effects on pressure,
temperature and rate of resultant mixture
pOOSO A71-11252
Gas flov past straight airfoil, analyzing damped
natural oscillations
P0083 A71-1IJ561
Hypersonic perfect gas flov past thin three
dimensional body vith strong viscous interaction,
obtaining aerodynamic characteristics and drag and
heat coefficients
P0083 A71-1U563
Symmetric airfoil profiles vith sharp and rounded
leading edges in inviscid gas unbounded uniform
adiabatic transonic flov, solving by nonlinear
approximation
pOOSU A71-U591
Steady tvo dimensional ideal gas flov past blunt
body at incident infinite Mach number, obtaining
gas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa approaches infinity
p0100 A71-15553
Irreversibility control in tvo gas flovs mixture,
discussing jet engines thrust increase by
air-exhaust gases admixture
P0118 A71-18051
Soviet book on gas flov past blunt bodies. Part 1,
Flov analysis and calculation methods covering
finite difference theory, algorithms, etc
p0182 A71-19019
Hypersonic radiating gas inviscid flov past blunt
bodies, using spherical harmonics approximation
p0185 A71-19183
Transonic gas flovs in axisyometric small throat
curvature radius Laval nozzle vith appreciable
A-230
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flow parameters variation in transverse direction
p0189 171-19732
Viscous gas flow interaction on delta wing and
oblique airfoil at Bach number of infinity
p0189 471-19739
Approximation of Chaplygin equation for subsonic
ideal qas plane adiabatic flow, applying to
discharge from flat channel with contraction
p0197 A71-20083
Surface construction of body of revolution in
supersonic gas flow from distribution of velocity
vector modulus along generatrix of body, using
Frankl method of characteristics
p0198 A71-20089
Mathematical model of nonstationary intake and
exhaust gas motion in two cycle internal
combustion engine cylinders
p020<» A71-20780
Flowfield isentropes in conical gas flow with
singular current surfaces
p0217 A71-21864
Barefied gas flow density and velocity by total head
and flow rate adapters, noting isentropic flow
core region
p0268 A71-22728
Reactive equilibrium hypersonic qas flow over
slender pointed body, neglecting rate chemistry
p0272 A71-23054
Plane sandwich plates in supersonic qas flow,
investigating aeroelastic stability, transverse
shear flexibility and axial loads
p0277 A71-23609
Numerical solution of axisymmetric minimum drag
bodies in hypersonic viscous gas flow, obtaining
coefficient of friction by local variations method
p0289 A71-24370
Vortex layer near circular cone surface in
supersonic axisymmetric steady flow of homogeneous
inviscid gas
p0289 A71-24372
Initially spherical liquid droplet transient
response under surface tension accelerated by
external gas flow
[AIAA PAPER 71-393] p0344 471-25355
Heat shield ablation under high enthalpy chemically
active turbnlent gas flow in hydrojet engine
manifolds
p0410 471-28589
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber outlet, noting
gas flow temperature field peripheral
nonuniformity
p0415 471-28972
Three dimensional steady separated liquid and gas
flows past low aspect ratio bodies, deriving
similarity laws for reduction to two dimensional
problem
p0415 471-29169
Beat transfer on spheres and sharp cones in rarefied
hypersonic gas flow at zero angles of attack in ^
wind tunnel vacuum '
p0416 471-29176
Unsteady curvilinear motion of lifting surface,
calculating induced gas flow velocities in terms
of vortex densities
p0416 471-29188
Unsteady hypersonic self similar gas flow and drag
on circular cone accelerated according to power
law, using snail perturbation theory
pOai7 A71-29205
Soviet book on experimental aerodynamics covering
wind tunnels, shock tubes, liquid and qas physical
properties, flow parameter measurement equipment,
etc
p0422 471-29524
Holoqraphic recording of optical inhomogeneities in
gas flow in hypersonic wind tunnels, using
Bach-Zehnder interferometer and schlieren
apparatus
p0479 471-31274
Botational temperature and density measurements in
high speed gas flow by electron beam fluorescence
technique
[AIAA PAPER 71-605] p0483 A71-31544
Gas flow behind cylindrical nozzles at roots and
along periphery for narrow blades, using radial
equilibrium equation
p0505 A71-33617
Cascading tnrbomachine blades vibrations measurement
in subsonic and sonic high temperature gas flows.
describing test facility
p0505 A71-33993
Method of characteristics application to supersonic
jet and nozzle gas flow with allowance for
equilibrium and nonequilibrino condensation
p0547 A71-35636
Compressible viscous gas supersonic flow, observing
near wake region behind perpendicular trailing
face of rectangular plate with motion, state,
energy and continuity equations
p0649 A71-40081
Supersonic and hypersonic viscous qas flows with
boundary layer induced pressure gradients,
investigating disturbance upstream propagation by
asymptotic theory
p0657 471-40680
Pitot tube interaction with subsonic rarefied gas
flow, considering impact pressure
p0658 471-40695
Gas flow near flat surface fitted with fins in
herring bone pattern in nuclear gas-graphite power
reactors
[CEA-N-1329] p0128 H71-14410
Stability of laminar flow in circular pipes with
respect to three dimensional disturbances
p0258 H71-18989
Analysis of supersonic and hypersonic flow of
inviscid ideal gas over conical wings with sharp
leading edges and attached shock waves by three
dimensional method of characteristics
[NASA-CH-1738] p0386 N71-22672
Vortical transonic gas flow over wing profile
p0469 N71-25714
Wing tip vortex test demonstrating use of Laser
Doppler Velocimeter system for measuring gas
velocities with high spatial and temporal
resolution
[NASA-CB-119804] p0577 N71-30278
Unsteady viscous gas flow between stationary solid
wall and free solid wall vibrating at high
frequency
1171-34276
Analysis of maximum internal efficiency of single
impulse stage of turbine engine
[KLL-CE-THANS-5631-(9022.09) ] p0713 H71-3670U
GAS GEHEBATOB ENGINES
D ENGINES
D GAS GENEBATOBS
GAS GENEBATOBS
Jet fuel starter, describing small gas turbine for
starter, providing sufficient pressurized gas flow
to rotate main engine[ A S H E PAPER 71-01-43] p035i 471-25976
4fterburning turbofan engine thrust calculation by
gas generator method, using F-111A for comparison
tests
[AIAA PAPER 71-680] p0441 A71-30744
Gas generator with high thrust-weight ratio,
discussing thermodynamic cycles, mass flow rates
and combustion chamber
p0496 471-32571
Validating gas qenerator method of calculating jet
enqine thrust, and evaluation of XB-70-1 engine
performance at ground static conditions
[NASA-TN-D-7028] p0122 N71-13419
Gas generators as vertical takeoff aircraft energy
sources to operate lift fans or helicopter rotary
wings
p0377 N71-22194
Two variations of gas generator method to calculate
thrust of afterburning turbofan engines installed
in J-1114 aircraft
[NAS4-TN-D-6297] p0384 N71-22614
Helicopter payload capability indicator in terms of
gas generator speed
IAD-723436] p0620 N71-31723
GAS INJECTION
Heat exchange in dissociating partly ionized gas
flow over critical point on permeable surface with
injection into laminar boundary layer
p0073 A71-13748
Air, helium and carbon dioxide injection effect on
turbnlent boundary layer thermodynamic behavior by
wind tunnel experiments
p0100 A71-15615
Boundary layer flow with large lass injection rate,
presenting numerical method with rapid convergence
for increasing blowing parameter
p0265 A71-22108
A-231
GAS IOHIZATIOH SUBJECT INDEX
Hypersonic flow interaction with transverse jet,
discussing experimental investigation of Reynolds
number, jet pressure ratio and mass flux effects
p0270 A71-229I41
Sir and carbon dioxide intensive injection effect on
turbulent boundary layer of subsonic channel air
flow
p0290 471-21(378
Heat and mass transfer in supersonic laminar
boundary layers with light qas injection, deriving
approximate solution for binary mixture flow with
variable fluid properties
p0299 471-25097
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber start-up and
burning performance, considering air injection and
propellant atomization
pOIIU 471-28968
Gas turbine engine startup igniter with modified
propellant atomizer enhanced by air injection
pfllHI 471-28969
iir injection into turbulent boundary layer flow
through porous plate, examining heat transfer and
shielding efficiency
p0500 &71-33035
4ir injection into trailing vortex core, noting jet
flow effect on circumferential velocity
p0598 471-37291
windward injection into supersonic stream at angle
of attack, minimizing vortex, disruption
p0670 471-12787
Two dimensional, supersonic mixing of hydrogen
injected from wall slot into airstream
[NASA-C8-1793] p0321 H71-20127
Jet to free-stream dynamic pressure ratio effects on
penetration and mixing of hydrogen injected normal
to supersonic airstreams
rNASA-TH-D-61141 p0324 S71-20195
Mixing; of hydrogen downstream from multiple
injectors normal to supersonic jet flow, for
supersonic combustion on ramjet engines
[L-7896] K71-3»27t
GAS IONIZATION
NT ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION
Gas ionization in supersonic wake at throat,
transition and breakthrough points in
hyperballistic firing tunnel for atmospheric
reentry study
p0065 471-13131
Stationary longitudinal turbulent flow of air with
eguilibrium ionization and dissociation around
plate, calculating heat exchange and frictional
drag
p0217 471-21922
GAS JETS
Parallel nonuniform supersonic flow of two coaxial
gas jets past sphere
p0083 471-11562
4xisymmetric supersonic overexpanded ideal gas jet
calculation, using finite difference method based
on buildup principle
p0083 A71-1U573
Two link approximation of Chaplygin function by
coupling to integral eguations, applying to ideal
gas jet separation flow past symmetrical arc
p0197 471-20084
Ideal gas jet sonic flow past wedge according to
Kirchhoff scheme, testing sine series solution for
convergence
p0197 A71-20085
Aeroacoustic phenomena in free turbulent gas jets,
discussing structure, noise-turbulence
correlations and acoustic field generation at
subsonic/critical velocities
p0277 471-23607
Shock standoff distance and Hach disk diameter
measurements in underexpanded sonic jets, using
nitrogen dioxide-tetroxide working fluid
pC538 A71-34895
Turbulence measurement in subsonic wind tunnel gas
jet flows containing dust particles, using Doppler
difference laser velocimeter
p0652 471-1(0397
Electric and magnetic cross field effects on
aerodynamics and thermal regime of gas flame cone
[AD-712336] p0058 N71-12075
Combustion physics of gas jet in tnrbulent wake
behind stabilizer
[4D-721026] p0519 N71-27987
Boise reduction in turbulent axisymmetric gas jet by
repeated air injection method applied to
supersonic transport aircraft
CNASA-TT-F-13667] p0522 N71-28222
Jet penetration into Mach 2 airstream using
sweptback injectors at angle of attack
[NASA-TH-X-2319] p0575 N71-29920
GAS XASEBS
NT CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
High temperature aerodynamics with electromagnetic
radiation, considering thermally radiating shock
layers, electric arc driven wind tunnels and gas
dynamic lasers
p0361 471-27277
GAS LOBBICAHTS
Design and performance of gas-film and oil-film
lubricated self sealing mainshaft seals for gas
turbine engines
[SAS4-CR-72737] p0057 N71-12035
Design of self-acting gas-film seal for turboshaft
of gas turbine engine
p0057 N71-12036
Computerized sealing dam design analysis for gas
film seal of turboshaft
p0058 N71-12039
4nalysis and tests of self-acting mainshaft seals to
provide gas film lubrication for advanced gas
turbine engines
[N4S4-CH-72987] p072S H71-38022
GAS LDBBICATED BEABIHGS
D GAS BEARINGS
GAS HIITDBES
NT DETO8ABLE GAS BIXTDBES
Inviscid binary gas mixture steady supersonic two
dimensional flow past convex corner, taking into
account spontaneous condensation
p0082 A71-1U559
Binary gas mixture rarefied hypersonic flow
structure near blunt body, investigating diffusive
effects on recovery temperature dependence
p0099 A71-15i(88
German monograph on ignition and combustion
processes in rapidly flowing gas mixtures covering
supersonic flow, ramjet parameters, flow heating,
etc
p0137 A71-16900
Irreversibility control in two gas flows mixture,
discussing jet engines thrust increase by
air-exhaust gases admixture
p01i(8 A71-18051
Detonation processes in gases, considering
Zeldovich-Doering-Heumann model and reaction
kinetics
p0599 A71-37457
Air and jet fuel-air mixtures, calculating
temperature dependent laminar and turbulent heat
transfer parameters and transport properties
[ASME PAPER 71-HT-1CI] p0604 471-38002
GAS PIPES
Material, design and operating principles of rotary
seals used in gas ducts, bearing elements and fuel
systems of aircraft gas turbine engines
p0604 A71-38015
GAS PRESSURE
Fluidic cabin pressure automatic control systems for
military and civil aircraft, discussing design,
operation and performance
p0432 A71-30308
GAS STBEAHS
Breakup mechanism of liquid sheets and jets in
supersonic gas stream, using spark
photomicrographs and high speed movies
p0345 A71-25K71
Temperature and radical concentration measurements
for high temperature flowing gas streams in rig
simulating conditions in ramjet combustion chamber
and nozzle
pOU11 A71-28758
GAS TEflPEEATDRE
Gas temperature measurement in aircraft combustion
chambers, using calorimetric probe
pO!(11 A71-28757
Optimal gas temperature in bypass and turbojet
engines afterburners ensuring minimum fuel flow
rate dependence on thrust augmentation
p0504 471-33607
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber outlet gas
temperature field peripheral nonuniformity,
detailing jets disruptive capacity effects in
A-232
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nixing zone
p050« A71-33609
6AS TOBBIHE EHGIBES
HI BBISTOL-SIDDELEY OLIBPOS 593 ENGINE
HT DOCTED PAN ENGINES
NT J-57 ENGINE
BT J-85 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT FOLSEJET ENGINES
NT BAKJET ENGINES
NT SUPEBSONIC COBBUSTION BAHJET ENGINES
NT TORBOFAN ENGINES
NT TOBBOJET ENGINES
HT TOBBOPBOP ENGINES
HT TOBBOBAHJET ENGINES
Ni base superalloys fatigue strength improvement for
gas turbine engine components, discussing
homogeneous deformation distribution, grain size
control, etc
p0002 A71-10166
Computerized analysis of seal temperature, elastic
displacements and seal force balance in iterative
design method for gas turbine mainshaft seals
pOOOl A71-10179
Gas turbines air pollution control, discussing
exhaust composition, combustion chamber design,
engine efficiency, etc
p0009 A71-10820
Tubular gas turbine engine combustor design by
combining turbulent flame speed, microvolume
burning and stirred reactor models
p0029 A71-12852
Niobium alloys for gas turbine blades, examining
trorking temperatures, protective coatings and
ductility
p0031 A71-12939
Automatic antisurge control of axial compressor
using partial gas recycling bypass method
p0069 A71-13370
High temperature tests of gas turbine .engine with
transpiration air cooled blades, discussing blade
design, fabrication, ductility and oxidation
resistance
[ASHE PAPEH 70-UA/GT-1] p0076 A71-14115
Nozzle system elements size relation to passage
cross section in full size two cascade and
miniaturized gas turbine engine power plant
pOOSO A71-1U258
Gas turbine engines nozzles flow passage cross
sections area measurement, using gas flowmeter,
pipes system and vacuum pump
pOOSO A71-14260
Sand and dust erosion on small VIOL gas turbine
engines, discussing effects on inlets, compressor
housing and blades
p0097 A71-15U36
Soviet book on aircraft gas turbine engine assembly
covering organization, specified accuracy,
automatic systems, mechanization problems, quality
control, etc
p0098 A71-15HU9
Aircraft turbine engines with elevated gas inlet
temperatures
p0101 A71-15670
Gas turbine engines materials and components
equivalent service life estimation
p0136 A71-16753
Gas turbine engine Ni alloys heat resistance,
examining fatigue life and creep properties at
various temperatures and test durations
p0136 A71-16751
Gas turbine engine nozzle guide vanes under pulsed
thermal operation, discussing service lifo
evaluation and increase
p0136 A71-16756
Aircraft gas turbine engine components equivalent
testing by shortening testing time required to
increase service life
p0136 A71-16761
Helicopter gas turbine engine health indication
using instrument panel for correcting gas
temperature and producer speed
p01iC4 A71-17690
Infection film cooling effect on surface heat
transfer downstream of flush nontangential
infection holes and slots in turbine applications
[AIAA PAPER 69-523] pOIIS A71-17695
Gas turbine aircraft engine compressor blades
foreign object ingestion control by inlet vortex
flow suppression jets, indicating wind tunnel air
intake applications
p01<!5 A71-17696
Small gas turbines for helicopters and fixed wing
aircraft, discussing designs, materials,
lubrication, etc
p01*8 A71-18052
Aircraft gas tarbine engines nitric oxide emission
model, describing flow behavior and chemical
processes
[AIAA PAPEB 71-123] p0155 A71-18659
Aerospace Becoamended Practice for gas turbine
engine steady state performance presentation for
digital computer programs, describing engine type,
operating and control characteristics
[SAE-AHP-681B] p0187 A71-196U7
Soviet book on aircraft gas turbine and internal
combustion engines covering structural design
schemes, inlet•devices, 'combustion chambers,
materials, compressors, etc
p0203 A71-20671
Gas dynamic test stand for cyclic thermal load
testing of gas turbine engine materials and
components at variable heating and cooling rates
and mechanical loads
p0206 A71-20839
Combustor design for minimum exhaust smoke emission
from aircraft gas turbine jet engines, considering
air pollution
p0206 A71-20867
Book on aircraft gas turbine engine technology
covering combustion chambers, exhaust systems,
lubricating oils, thrust augmentation, inlet ducts
and overhaul procedures
p0210 A71-21625
Aircraft turbine engines strength and gas dynamic
characteristics improved by vibration decrease
using elastic elements
p0212 A71-21710
Gas turbine engines emission characteristics,
discussing methods for pollutants reduction
P021U A71-21820
Probabilistic estimate of aerodynamic imbalance of
aircraft gas turbine rotors due to production
errors in compressor blade angle
p0222 A71-22045
Cost reduction concepts in gas turbine engine design
and fabrication for general aviation aircraft
' p0268 A71-22811
High temperature corrosion in aircraft engine
components and gas turbines by sulfur in fuels,
vanadium pentoxide and NaCl
:
 p027« A71-23288
High temperature steel and alloys metallurgical
processes for stationary and aircraft gas turbine
engine components, discussing production-quality
control-research interrelationship
p027« A71-23301
Concorde environmental testing, considering
endurance tests, thermal shock rigs and plant for
simulating air supply from compressor stages of
aircraft gas turbine engines
p0276 A71-23583
High pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas turbine engines, investigating power and
specific fuel consumption variation with pressure
and temperature
p0284 A71-211218
High speed vane type main engine fuel pump for small
gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPEB 71-GT-24] p03t9 A71-25966
Jet fuel starter, describing small, gas turbine for
starter, providing sufficient pressurized gas flow
to rotate main engine
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-43] . p0351 A71-25976
Metal matrix composite fabrication procedures for
gas turbine engine fan blades, stressing diffusion
bonding process susceptibility to blades volume
producibility
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-16] p0351 A71-25979
Resin matrix composite airfoils in gas turbine
engines, considering performance, fabrication and
cost
[ASBE PAPER TI-GT-in] p0351 A71-25980
Lightweight high performance regenerative gas
turbine designs for aircraft propulsion, comparing
various compressor, turbine, combustor and
recuperator arrangements
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-67] p0351 A71-25983
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Gas turbine engine combustor stability dynamic
aodel, representing prefixing and combustion
chambers as Helnholtl resonators for stability
criteria derivation
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-73] p0352 A71-25987
Aircraft gas turbine condition analysis
instrnnentation used for status diagnosis of naval
turbine engines, discussing sensor and electronic
data interpretation progress
[ASHB PAPEB 71-GT-86] p0353 A71-25991
Gas field nonnniformity as function of turbine
engine combustion chanber design parameters,
discussing hot tube circumferential holes total
area effect
p0364 171-27501
VIOL propulsion, discussing gas turbine pressure
ratio inlet temperature and lifting and high
bypass fans
p0403 A71-27838
Commercial aircraft powerplant development,
discussing engine and components test programs and
techniques
[SAE PAPER 710419] p0407 A71-28327
Silicide coated Sb alloys for gas turbine engine
components operating at temperatures above 2000 F
CSAE PAPEB 710160] p0408 A71-28334
High temperature aircraft gas turbine engine design,
discussing developments in manufacturing
processes, materials, cooling techniques,
aerodynamic and mechanical design improvements
[SAE PAPEB 710162] pO<(08 A71-28335
Air bypass behind compressor into variable area
exhaust nozzle, obtaining energy losses from gas
turbine jet engine indices
pOU10 A71-28586
Diffusion and thermal mechanism ignition theories,
applying to altitude relighting of gas turbine
engine combustors
pOI!10 A71-28745
Kerosene type fuels for aircraft gas turbine
engines, discussing combustion problems, smoke
emission reduction and bacterial or fungal
contamination
p0411 A71-28751
Soviet papers on combustion processes in turbulent
and laminar flows of kerosene and gasoline
mixtures, stressing gas turbine engines problems
p0414 A71-28954
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber start-up and
burning performance, considering air injection and
propellant atomization
p0414 A71-28968
Gas turbine engine startup igniter with modified
propellant atomizer enhanced by air injection
p0414 A71-28969
Carbon deposition rates in gas turbine engine
combustion chambers with airstream-mechanical
propellant atomization
p0414 A71-28970
Optimal penetration effect on peripheral gas flow
temperature field at outlet of turbine combustion
chamber with circular flame tubes
p0414 A71-28971
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber outlet, noting
gas flow temperature field peripheral
nonuniformity
p0415 A71-28972
Gas turbine auxiliary power unit accessories,
discussing high energy igniters, cables and
connectors, thermocouples and speed and
temperature monitoring equipment
pOU18 A71-29262
Petal coated superalloys evaluation for gas turbine
engine components, including corrosion, impact and
fatigue tests
p0123 A71-29635
Chemical kinetic calculation of nitric oxide
formation in spark ignition automobile engines and
gas turbine combustors
pOU36 A71-30454
Aircraft JT9D engine development for airline
operation, discussing construction, condition
monitoring, maintenance, noise and smoke reduction
[SAE PAPER 710434] p0137 A71-30528
Gas turbine engine condition analysis by digital
computer and fault isolation technigues
[SAE PAPEB 710118] p0438 A71-30532
Turbopropulsion systems thrust augmentor combustion
instability, discussing physical causes due to
various pressure oscillation modes
[AIAA P1PEH 71-697] pOUUI A71-30756
Jet engines nitric oxide air pollutant emission
formation, developing gas turbine combnstor models
[AIAA PAPER 71-712] p0493 A71-32289
Flight mission severity in cumulative damage /low
cycle fatigue and creep stress rupture/ not
detected by usual nondestructive testing in
aircraft gas turbine industry
P0501 A71-33298
Gas turbine design advances for helicopter
powerplants, illustrating by Turbomeca engines
p0502 A71-33416
Swirling flow in gas turbine engine combustion
chamber forward part, considering air flow
characteristics behind blade swirler
p0504 A71-33S06
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber outlet gas
temperature field peripheral nonnniformity,
detailing jets disruptive capacity effects in
nixing zone
pOSOU A71-33609
Soviet book on subsonic gas turbine passenger planes
power supply systems covering Boeing 747, short
haul aircraft, DC-10, L-1011, etc
p0534 A71-34472
Gas turbine with high velocity combustor, pure
impulse compressor and turbine and isothermal
burner
p0535 A71-34590
Gas turbine engines materials and components
equivalent service life estimation
PC543 A71-35452
Gas turbine engine steels and Hi alloys heat
resistance, examining fatigue life and creep
properties at various temperatures and test
durations
p0543 A71-35453
Gas turbine engine nozzle guide vanes under pulsed
thermal operation, discussing service life
evaluation and increase
p0544 A71-35U55
Aircraft gas turbine engine components equivalent
testing by shortening testing time reguired to
increase service life
p0544 A71-35460
Three micron absolute main oil filter for aircraft
gas turbine lubrication system, discussing
indicator system and bench and engine tests
p0544 A71-35488
Propulsion systems trends for 198os, discussing
environmental noise levels, stoichiometric gas
turbine engines for military aircraft, high bypass
ratio engines for v/STOL aircraft, etc
p0546 A71-35625
Computerized solutions of gas turbine engines motion
equations, considering Enler, fourth order and
fifth order Bunge-Kutta, Adams, Basbforth and
implicit methods
p0561 A71-36809
Material, design and operating principles of rotary
seals used in gas ducts, bearing elements and fuel
systems of aircraft gas turbine engines
p0604 A71-38015
Vacuum brazing for nozzle guide vanes repair in
aircraft gas turbine engines, noting economic
advantages
p0607 A71-38313
Hultivariable freguency response methods for
feedback control design for aircraft gas turbines,
involving digital test bed trials
p0611 A71-38989
Gas turbine engine adjustable nozzle ring flat
arrays aerodynamic characteristics determination
from profile loss factor dependence on setting
angle
p0612 A71-39172
Higher pressure ratios trend in aircraft gas
turbines leading to higher exit temperatures from
compressor, noting real gas effects
p0651 A71-10170
Brazing filler metals as cost effective replacement
for Au-Bi in aircraft gas turbine engine component
p0657 A71-40621
Soviet monograph on carbon deposits in jet engines
covering distribution, formation, fuel properties,
reduction and removal and harmful effects in gas
turbines
p0659 A71-40871
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Book OD aircraft propulsion covering design,
dynamics, control, installation, gas turbine,
ramjet, rocket and piston engines, compressors,
coobustion and energy cycles, etc
p0669 A71-42427
Temperature field profiling along radins in front of
gas turbine stage, applying to regeneratively
cooled turbine engine
p0703 A71-H5011
Aircraft gas turbine engine design and construction
[AD-711757] pOOtl N71-10853
Mach 1 burner rig tests at 2100 F for oxidation
resistance evalnation of NiCrAl and FeCrAlT
claddings on TD-HiCr
[HASA-TH-I-52916] p0052 H71-11426
Sealing dam analysis for design of shaft face seal
uith self-acting lift augmentation for advanced
gas turbine engines
[HASA-TN-D-7006] p0053 N71-11579
Design and performance of gas-film and oil-film
lubricated self sealing mainshaft seals for gas
turbine engines
[BASA-CB-72737] p0057 1171-12035
Design of self-acting gas-film seal for turboshaft
of gas turbine engine
p0057 1171-12036
Design of oil-film seal for turboshaft of gas
turbine engine
p0057 N71-12037
Computer graphics terminal for disc profile design
of gas turbine engine
p0118 N71-13141
Seal ring carbon-graphite materials for aircraft gas
turbines
[NASA-CR-72799] p016U H71-14890
Advanced cooling systems and heat resistant
materials for turbine blades of high temperature
aeronautical gas turbine engines
[AGABD-CP-73-71] p0231 N71-17372
High entrance temperatures for improved performance
of turbogenerators and gas turbine engines
p0231 N71-17373
Mathematical model for calculating blade
temperatures in convective cooled gas turbines
p0232 H71-17375
Heat transfer and heat flux measuring sensors for
gas turbine engines
p0232 N71-17377
Design and component testing of cooled radial gas
turbine engine
p0232 N71-17381
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic performance of sveat
cooled gas turbine engine blades
p0233 1171-17382
Heat transfer in air cooling and sveat cooling
technigues for high temperature gas turbine engine
components
p0233 N71-17383
Transpiration cooled blades for high temperature
inlets in gas turbine engines
p0233 N71-17384
Design of gas turbine engines for high operating
temperature
p0233 N71-17386
Temperature field measurements within convection
cooled rotor blade of gas turbine engine
p0233 H71-17387
Cobalt and nickel based alloy metallurgy for high
temperature gas turbine materials
p0233 N71-17389
Thermal control coatings for refractory gas turbine
materials
p023« H71-17391
Performance of alnminide coatings in simulated liigh
temperature tests on gas turbine engine inlets
[BASA-CB-116371] p0231 H71-17393
Film cooling of gas turbine blades by air injection
through holes
p023M H71-17391
Effective heat transfer coefficients in fill cooling
systems of gas turbine surfaces
p023U N71-17395
Air cooling systems for nozzle guide vanes of
aircraft gas turbines
p0235 1171-17396
Operational design criteria for gas turbine engines
p0235 H71-17U02
Protective coatings for heat resistant materials for
aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
[NASA-TH-X-52977] p0311 1171-19677
Determining amount of smoke in exhaust of gas jet
turbine engines
[NASA-CB-1170313 p0317 B71-20050
Design of shaft face seal with self-acting lift
augmentation for gas turbine engines
[HASA-m-D-6164] p0326 1171-20392
Thermal performance analysis of solar Brayton heat
receiver in transferring heat to working gas of
Brayton engine
(HASA-TH-D-6268] p0335 H7V21512
Beguirements analysis of airbreathing gas turbine
engines for shuttle vehicles
[HASA-TM-X-67806J p0399 N71-23764
Design point characteristics of 15-80 kwe nuclear
reactor Brayton cycle power system
[NASA-TH-X-67811] p0462 H71-24689
Predicted performance of 15-80 kHe reactor Brayton
power system over range of operating conditions
[HASA-TH-X-67833] p0462 N71-24690
Motor starting technigues for 2-15 kw Brayton space
power system
CBASA-TM-X-67819J p0462 B71-24691
Assembly methods for three types of aircraft gas
turbine engines
[AD-719823] pOU67 K71-25209
Fundamentals of aircraft gas turbine engines
[AD-719913] p0470 H71-25808
Aircraft gas turbine combustion chamber design
[BAL-TB-208] p0474 117 1-26298
Production and efficiency of small gas turbine
engine for helicopter and surface vehicles
[AGABD-LS-46-71] p0511 H71-26951
Cost effectiveness as critical s.election requirement
for small gas turbines in military and commercial
operations
p0511 N71-26952
Design and performance of gas turbine engines for
helicopters and surface transport vehicles
p0512 N71-26953
Components for low weight/small volume aircraft gas
turbine engines
p0512 1171-26955
Engineering aspects and manufacturing of gas turbine
engines for helicopters and ground transport
vehicles
p0512 1171-26956
Comparison of small gas turbine and diesel engine
power plants for aircraft and ground vehicle
propulsions
p0512 S71-26958
Jet aircraft noise sources and reduction from gas
turbine engines including jet exhausts, fans, lift
devices, and unducted rotors
p0585 H71-30785
Mechanics of free piston engine, aspects of human
factors engineering, and compressible boundary
layer studies at high Beynolds numbers
[DME/HiE-1971/1/] p0632 H71-32620
Development history and application of free piston
engine
p0632 S71-32621
Air pollution by gas turbine aircraft engines
p0689 B71-36387
Combustion characteristics of gas turbine aircraft
engines
[AD-727175] p0717 871-37387
Sampling, handling, and measuring emissions from
aircraft gas turbine engines
[HEPT-U30] p0719 B71-37604
Technical aviation handbook covering aircraft
maintenance, navigation aids, airframes,
lubricants, piston and gas turbine engines, and
checkout procedures
[AD-727195] p0720 N71-37613
Analysis and tests of self-acting mainshaft seals to
provide gas film lubrication for advanced gas
turbine engines
[NASA-CB-72987]' p0725 H71-38022
Design and performance characteristics of gas
turbine engines for helicopters
[AD-727959] p0727 H71-38541
Textbook on combustion chambers of gas turbine
engines
[AD-727960] p0728 S71-38542
GAS TOBBIHBS
Small gas turbines for aircraft auxiliary power
unit, considering compressor and combustor design.
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noise, fuel consumption and specific weight
problems
pOOOS A71-10751
Rotor loss coefficients for prediction of radial gas
turbine performance using one dimensional analysis
p0011 A71-11016
Optimal firing temperature schedule during gas
turbine loading for minimal thermal fatigue of hot
ejas path components, considering hollow stationary
airfoils
[ASME PAPEB 70-WA/GT-2] p0076 A71-1U116
Bultistage gas turbine design optimization, using
parameter and component analysis with computer
calculations
p0208 A71-21267
Aircraft engines and stationary gas turbines high
precision components, discussing die forging and
machining combined with joining processes
p0274 A71-23299
High temperature Ni and Co alloys for stationary gas
turbines and jet engine parts, considering
dierestructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
p0275 A71-23302
Supersonic gas turbine nozzles with condensed
particles, determining optimal contour geometries
by direct variational procedures
P0290 A71-21379
Low alloy steels and superalloys inertia welding in
gas turbine field, discussing microstructure
tensile strength and stress rupture
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-21] p0349 A71-25965
High subsonic flow two dimensional turbine cascade
design by approximate hodograph method, noting
pressure distribution measurements
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-34] p0350 A71-25971
Low pressure drop fuel liquid injectors for jet
engine combustors, using gas turbine vaporizer
design
[ASHE P4PEB 71-GT-38] p03SO A71-25972
Low cost short life gas turbine design based on
parametric performance and component selection,
outlining turbojet production
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-69] p0352 A71-2598H
Standard equipment and procedures for aircraft gas
turbine engine exhaust smoke measurement
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-88] p0353 A71-25995
Steady transonic flow through two dimensional gas
turbine cascades predicted with time dependent
formulation of flow equations, giving airfoil
surface pressure distributions
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-89] p0353 A71-25996
Continuous combustion gas turbine with stepwise heat
release, investigating ideal thermal efficiency
cycle of gas overexpansion, cooling and
compression
pOU09 A71-28583
Combustion and heat transfer in gas turbine systems
- Conference, Cranfield, England, April 1969
p0110 A71-28739
Metal temperatures in rotating cooled gas turbine
blades, discussing coolant flow aerodynamics
p0411 A71-287U8
Gas turbine blades effusion cooling effectiveness,
using boundary layer theory to calculate blade
profile local heat transfer
pO<497 A71-32716
Axial flow gas turbines blade cascades forming
arrays with convergent channels, discussing
contours design
p0505 A71-33615
Stream lines construction in meridional plane of
blade nozzle annular cascades of steam and gas
turbines in subsonic and supersonic flow
p053U A71-344H6
Heavy load transportation Mi 12 helicopter design
and performance, noting gas turbine rigid shaft
connection
p0691 A71-112926
Friction points, and oil system of aviation gas
turbine engines
[AD-717835J p0373 N71-22011
Benzene evaporation rate determined from flat plate
film boiling under high temperature air flow with
application to gas turbine air pollution reduction
[DLR-FB-70-58] p0374 N71-22072
Conference on high temperature turbines detailing
effect of film cooling on blade profile loss
[NASA-TH-X-67123] . p0387 N71-22699
Cost effectiveness as critical selection requirement
for small gas turbines in military and commercial
operations
p0511 N71-26952
Thermodynamic cycle and power output parameters of
gas turbine
p0512 N71-26954
Thermodynamic properties of small gas turbines for
power generation in aeronautics, space, and
industry
P0512 N71-26957
Flow and heat transfer technology resulting from
NASA turbine cooling program
[NASA-TK-X-2384] p0687 N71-36120
Design and tests of high temperature, air cooled
radial turbine configurations
[AD-726466] p0716 N71-37381
GAS VISCOSITY
Heating effects on wing tip vorticity diffusion rate
in gas vortex, causing outward radial convection
and increased kinematic viscosity
[Alii PAPER 71-616] p048« A71-31556
GAS IELDIHG
ST BBAZING
GAS-GAS IHTEBACTIOHS
Interaction flowfield of two dimensional supersonic
airstream with transversely injected jets of
various gases, presenting wall static pressure,
gas concentration and temperature measurements
p0265 A71-22111
GAS-HETAL IHTEBACTIOHS
Metal embrittleutent by gaseous hydrogen, discussing
countermeasures against hydrogen metal interaction
and cracking
p0665 A71-41999
GAS-SOLID IHTEEFACES
Solid particle impurity effects on hypersonic shock
tube flow, determining error in blunt body
measurements
p0182 A71-18916
GASEOUS CAVITATIOH
D CAVITATION FLOH
0 GAS FLOB
GASEOUS DIFFUSION
Heating effects on wing tip vorticity diffusion rate
in gas vortex, causing outward radial convection
and increased kinematic viscosity
[AIAA PAPER 71-616] p048U A71-31556
Gaseous fission measurements from jet engine
afterburners over range of fuel-air ratios
[NASA-TM-X-2323] p0576 N71-30117
GASES
NT ABGOH
NT CARBON DIOXIDE
NT CARBON MONOXIDE
NT COMPRESSED GAS
NT DETONABLE GAS MIXTURES
NT EXHAUST GASES
NT GAS HIXTORES
NT GAS STREAMS
NT HELIUM
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
NT HYDROGEN
NT IDEAL GAS
NT IONIZED GASES
NT LIQUEFIED GASES
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN
NT LIQUID NITROGEN
NT NITROGEN
NT OXYGEN
NT REAL GASES
NT XENON
GASOLINE
Book on aviation fuels covering gasoline and turbine
fuel properties, handling problems and future
fuels
pOOSI A71-14298
Gasoline icing inhibitors for aircraft carburetors
and fuel systems
[LR-536] p0121 N71-13414
GADSSHETEBS
0 MAGNETOMETERS
GC-130 AIHCBAFT
U C-130 AIRCRAFT
GEABS
Power train systems gear induced noise analysis,
using in-flight vibration and noise measurements
for comparison with calculated noise spectra
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[ASBE PAPER 70-iA/C6P-1] p0077 A71-14137
Aircraft gear palps bearing elements design for
increasing service life
p0205 &71-20793
VIOL aircraft gear systems, discussing bearings,
shaft connection, ti alloy components, etc
p0271 A71-22963
Reduction gearbox reliability problems from
development and service experience with PT6A
turboprop engine
[SAE P&PEE 710433] p0406 171-28318
precision forging of spiral bevel gears for Army
helicopters
[AD-715119] p0256 H71-18920
GELLED PBOPELLABTS
Fuel tests to determine feasibility of gelled
methane for use in jet engine
[NASA-CR-72876] " p0469 H71-25772
Chemical and physical properties of aircraft fuels
gelled with hydrocarbon resins
[FAA-HA-71-17] p0627 1171-32078
Determination of physical and chemical properties of
fuels gelled with carbohydrate resins to evaluate
effectiveness in reducing aircraft fire hazards
[FAA-NA-71-18J p0716 H71-37369
GEHEBAL iVIATIOH AIRCRAFT
NT YAK 40 AIRCRAFT
General aviation safety and effectiveness
enhancement through electronic technology
applications, discussing airspace control system
based on beacon transponder, LF-VLF area
navigation and vertical radar
p0141 A71-17228
Betro commuter aircraft specifications, performance
and CAB certification problems
p0142 A71-17573
Book on general aviation future and economic impact
covering fleet size and distribution, aircraft
types, passenger and cargo profiles, etc
p0144 A71-17678
Avionics for gliders and touring aircraft,
considering safety and VHF radio eguipment
p0203 A71-20684
Avionics for gliders and touring aircraft, surveying
available electronic eguipment for 1971
p0213 A71-21768
Cessna Citation twin turbofan business aircraft
design, performance characteristics,
communications, navigation and automatic flight
control eguipment and flight evaluation
p0265 A71-22112
Cost reduction concepts in gas turbine engine design
and fabrication foe general aviation aircraft
p0268 A71-22811
FAA flying and handling gualities program,
discussing developnent of optimum and minimum
acceptable flight characteristics criteria for new
civilian and military aircraft designs
[SAE PAPER 710372] p0285 A71-24241
Light general aviation airplanes flying gualities
in-flight simulation, considering longitudinal
short period freguency and damping, pitch control
sensitivity and lift curve slope
[SAE PAPER 710373] p0285 A71-24242
Executive -jet landing approach lateral-directional
handling under IFR ILS simulated conditions,
investigating Dutch roll control power effect on
crosswind component
[S&E PiPEB 710374] p0285 171-24243
NASA aerodynamic research applicable to business
aircraft concerning wind tunnel and flight tests,
STOL performance and high speed cruise technology
[SAE PAPER 710378] p0285 A71-24244
Business jet aircraft noise certification,
discussing test programs and cost reduction
[SAE PAPER 710384] p0286 A71-24249
General aviation aircraft accidents involving seat
belt and shoulder harness restrained occupants,
discussing vertical force effects on survivability
and injuries in severe crashes
[SAE PAPER 710399] p0287 171-24261
Wing structure fatigue substantiation procedures
under fail-safe concept for general aviation
aircraft
[SAE P&PEB 710104) p0287 A71-24264
U.S. General Aviation safety record, discussing
National Transportation Safety Board and
accident/injury prevention
[SAE PAPER 710397] p0300 A71-25132
Lateral-directional handling qualities and roll
control power requirements for executive jet and
military class II airplanes in landing approach
flight phase
[AIAA PAPER 71-771] p0506 A71-34007
Omega navigation application to general aviation
aircraft, presenting diurnal course shift to
overcome deficiencies
p0548 A71-35767
Aerial land rover for special needs of developing
countries as passenger and freight aircraft, crop
spraying and dusting, aerial survey and fire
fighting
p0658 A71-40701
Corporate aircraft 1970 accident statistics analysis
stressing pilot selection, training and
supervision
P0692 A71-43227
Corporate aircraft safety - Conference, San Antonio,
Bay 1970.
p0693 A71-43379
General aviation aircraft altimeter errors,
tolerances and static system tests
p0694 A71-H3386
Corporate aircraft pilot ground and flight phase
training, errors and accidents
p0694 A71-43388
FAA statistical handbook of aviation 1958-1968
p0038 H71-10372
General aviation airport planning for east central
Florida
[PB-191239] p0128 N71-14494
DS general aviation and supplemental air carrier
accident statistical tables for 1969
[NTSB-BA-70-6] p0237 N71-17475
Hidair collision hazards, incidents, and
recommendations for safe aircraft operations
p0246 N71-18103
Investigation of angle of attack information display
for pilots to increase efficiency of general
aviation aircraft operation
[NASA-TN-D-6210] p0250 N71-18442
Development and characteristics of low cost engines
for general aviation aircraft
p0308 N71-19458
Benefits and problems of using head-up displays in
commercial and general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CH-117135] p0313 N71-19752
Analysis of eguipment, crew training, and operations
involved in use of fixed ving aircraft for
aeromedical transportation
[FAA-AH-71-18] p0628 N71-32080
Statistical compilation of annual aircraft accident
data of US general aviation for 1969
[NTSB-ARG-71-1] p0630 N71-32454
Analysis of general aviation during year 1969 noting
growth of aircraft operating, accident data,
analysis of accidents, and injuries resulting from
accidents
p063U N71-32854
Sensitivity analysis of advance propeller
configurations designed for general aviation
aircraft of 1980 time period
[NiSA-CR-114289] p0680 N71-35206
Potential impact of advanced technology in 1985 on
four types of general aviation aircraft including
STOI V/STOL, and helicopters
[NASA-CE-114339] p0681 N71-35210
Influence of advanced technology and design .
philosophies on general aviation aircraft for 1985
[NASA-CS-114338] p0682 N71-35217
Aircraft accident briefs for 1969 including date,
location, aircraft data, injuries, flight purpose,
and pilot data
[NTSB-BA-71-2] p0711 H71-36433
GEBEEAL DIBASICS AIRCRAFT
NT C-131 AIRCRAFT
NT CV-U40 AIRCRAFT
NT C¥-990 AIRCRAFT
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
GEHEB1L DTHAHICS HILIT1BI AIECBiFT
0 MILITARY AIRCRAFT
GEOCENTEIC COORDINATES
Control, navigation and guidance review, considering
application of earth reference coordinates for
aircraft, missiles and spacecraft
p0440 A71-30710
A-237
GEODETIC COORDINATES SDBJECT INDEX
6BODETIC COORDINATES
Laser altimeter-range finder techniques applied to
geodetic measurements and mapping
[NASA-TM-X-66U89] p0109 N71-12U25
6BODETIC SOBVEIS
Airport geodetic control stations, discussing
obstruction charting program
p0365 A71-27537
GE010GI
Geological exploration, development of ultrasonic
flow detector, review of scientific developments,
and tactical aircraft in Eastern Europe
[JPRS-53U28] P0575 H71-30033
Quantity and quality of geodetic information
transmitted by space photography compared with low
altitude aerial photography
[IR-USGS-229] p0725 N71-380.13
GEOBAGNETIC AHOBA1IES
0 MAGNETIC ABOBALIES
GEOBAGHETIC EFFECTS
D BAGHET1C EFFECTS
GEOBAGHETIC FIELD
D GEOBAGNETISB
GBOBAGHETISB
Geomagnetic components measurement from moving
platforms, discussing coordinate system
stabilization methods for errorless time averaging
of measurements
pOIIO A71-17194
Geomagnetic components measurement froo moving
platforms, discussing coordinate system
stabilization methods for errorless time averaging
of measurements
pOtOt A71-28249
GEOBETBY
NT CHORDS (GEOBETRY)
NT CURVES (GEOMETRY)
NT FIXED POINTS (HATHEHATICS)
NT FLOW GEOMETBY
SI LOCI
NT NOZZLE GEOMETRY
NT s CORVES
NT TETRAHEDRONS
NT TRIANGLES
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS
NT VOHTICITY
British Aircraft Corporation Numerical Master
Geometry system using parameter surface
mathematics and digital computer
pC279 A71-23759
GEBDIEN ABC BEATERS
D BEATING EQUIPMENT
GEBHABI
Vest German parachute research, discussing
stretching/filling shock, fabric material
properties and static stability
p0191 A71-32373
Historical development, limits, and future trends in
rocket technology
CNASA-TT-F-131436] P0109 H71-12116
GLANDS (SEALS)
Material, design and operating principles of rotary
seals used in gas ducts, bearing elements and fuel
systems of aircraft gas turbine engines
p060U A71-38015
Sealing dam analysis for design of shaft face seal
»ith self-acting lift augmentation for advanced
gas turbine engines
fHASA-TN-D-7006] x p0053 N71-11579
GLACE
Aircraft compartment glare minimization for flight
crew visibility conditions and visual performance
improvement
pC001 A71-10028
GLASS
NT GLASS FIBERS
Structural response and acoustic transmission
characteristics of glass pane and standard vood
frame construction wall panels subjected to sonic
booms
[NASA-CR-111925] p0631 N71-32188
GLASS FIBEBS
Filament winding manufacturing methods using
unidirectional glass reinforcements for design and
fabrication of aircraft wing structure
[SHE PAPEfi EH-70-106] p0202 A71-20516
Glass fiber reinforced plastics aerospace
applications covering radomes, dielectric panels,
aircraft ducting, secondary structures.
furnishings, mouldings and tooling
p0347 A71-25652
Glass fiber rotor blades design with longitudinal
pressure tappings for cascade wind tunnel and
tnrbonachinery flow research applications
p0355 A71-26316
Design and fabrication of plane and trapezoidal
fiber glass wings with laminar profiles
[AD-716526] p0311 N71-1957U
GLAOEBT COEFFICIENT
D AERODYNAMIC FORCES
0 MACH NUMBER
GLIDE ANGLES
U GLIDE PATHS
GLIDE LANDINGS
Application of IFR with unpowered, low lift drag
ratio landing approaches
p0033 N71-10110
Test and evaluation of aircraft glide slope landing
system operating at nltrahigh frequency
[FAA-NA-71-15] p0628 N71-32085
GLIDE PATHS
Maximum stagnation temperature on swept wing leading
edge for equilibrium glide entry of space shuttle
p0182 A71-18902
Light aircraft spoilers to minimize landing risk,
discussing spoiler/dive brake area effects on
glide path angular control
[SAE PAPEB 710387] p0286 A71-2M251
Aircraft approach and landing under low altitude
wind shear conditions, discussing flying hazards
and glide path correction procedures
p0355 A71-26364
Quasi-stationary gliding trajectories of aircraft in
planetary atmosphere during constant control of
attack and bank angles
p0116 A71-29185
Visual approach slope indicator system for
long-bodied aircraft
[FAA-RD-70-76] p0056 N71-11905 '
Analysis of glide-slope infornation requirements for
low visibility aircraft landing approach using
Ralman filter-optimal control combination to
simulate DC-8 control system
[AD-722655] . p0586 N71-30887
Pilot transition from conventional visual cross
pointer display to aural glide slope cues
CFAA-AM-71-24] p0721 N71-37682
GLIDE SLOPES
D GLIDE PATHS
GLIDERS
ST FLEXIBLE WINGS
NT HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
NT HYPERSONIC GLIDERS
NT PARAGLIDERS
NT PABARINGS
Sailplane fatigue testing determining load spectra
fail safe structures and damage calculation
p0020 A71-119H9
Standard-Cirrus glider flight test performance,
noting cockpit design and instrumentation
p0062 A71-13019
Trailing edge flap automatic control for glider
performance improvement
p0063 A71-13020
Elfe S-3 glider flight test, pointing out
imperfections in cockpit and wing design
p0131 A71-16128
Balloon and glider vertical speed indicators,
considering barometric devices and electric
variometer
p0148 A71-182118
Variable camber flap automatic control eguipment for
glider, considering combinations of mechanical,
electrical and electronic approaches
p01i49 A71-18250
Avionics for gliders and touring aircraft,
considering safety and VHF radio eguipment
p0203 A71-2068U
Glider flight in thermal air currents, discussing
aircraft behavior, pilot sensory perceptions and
reactions and use of variometers for ascent rate
determination
p0203 A71-20685
Flight testing of Diamant 18 glider, discussing
aircraft behavior at lo» and high flight speed,
stall, spin, stability and control
characteristics, design and construction
p0203 A71-20686
A-23 8
SUBJECT INDEX GBiPBS (CB1BTS)
Avionics for gliders and touring aircraft, surveying
available electronic equipment for 1971
p0213 A71-21768
Motorized glider equipped with Rankel engine for
self powered takeoff, describing prototype design
and flight test data
p0213 A71-21769
Glider flight mechanics for turning flight,
discussing relationships between turning radius,
flight speed, sink rate and aerodynamic
characteristics
p0213 AM-21770
In-flight profile drag measurement of gliders with
total and static pressure sensors in bouadary
layer wake, using moments method
p0278 A71-23667
Bigid towed and free flight glider, considering
loads and turbulent atmosphere effects
p0278 AJ1-23669
Sailplanes tail load static derivation for
instantaneous unchecked longitudinal maneuver,
considering aperiodic response
p0356 A71-26486
Sailplanes control, deriving incremental aerodynamic
load on horizontal tail produced by instantaneous
elevator deflection
p0356 A71-26487
Sailplane elevator induced maneuvering and
horizontal tail surface loads, discussing
airworthiness requirements
p0418 A71-29256
Rind tunnel tests of geometrically compatible
airfoils for variable chord sailplane
p0418 A71-29257
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoil
fastened between tunnel walls, investigating
variable chord concept applicability in sailplane
design
p0494 A71-32294
High lift device application to high performance
competition gliders, considering merit of design
for conflicting climb/cruise-requirements
p0691 A71-43089
Sailplane circling cross-country speed increase by
variable geometry in high lift flap form for
better compromise between cruise and climb
performance
p0698 A71-44342
Optimnn lift coefficient and aspect ratio determined
analytically as conditions for construction of
gliders with lift drag ratio of 100
(BAE-LIB-TBANS-1565] p0520 N71-28010
GLIDING
Gliding guided ribbon parachute for transonic speed
deployment, investigating turn capability, opening
reliability, structural integrity and effective
draq
p0296 A71-24868
World championship gliding team medicophysiological
problems during competition at Harfa, Texas,
discussing climatic adaptation, nutrition, hypozia
and pilots general physical and psychomotor
conditions
p0662 A71-41576
Lift and draq characteristics of HL-10 lifting body
during subsonic gliding flight
[NASA-TH-D-6263] p0256 1171-18867
GLOSSABIES
0 DICTIONARIES
GLYCEBIBS
0 GLYCEBOLS
GLYCEEOLS
Glycerin initiated spontaneous combustion in copper
feedline for high pressure oxyqen bottle carrier
in military aircraft
[B70-777-BBE/LEE] p0162 N71-14792
GOALS
National Science Council goals in low speed
aerodynamics - Canada
p0728 N71-38627
GOLD ALLOTS
Brazing filler metals as cost effective replacement
for Au-Ni in aircraft gas turbine engine component
p0657 A71-40621
GONDOLAS
Thermal coatings of gondola payloads
[NTO-3747-12] p0041 N71-10496
GOHIOHETEBS
Laser gyro goniometry for fluctuations and angular
measurements at low rotational velocities, noting
conntup/conntdown detection systems
p0030 A71-12924
GOSS (SUPPORT SYSTEB)
D GBODND OPEBATIONAL SDPPOBT SYSTEB
GOYEBHBEHT/IHDDSTBY BELATIOBS
Noise pollution control and airport noise levels
abatement regulation by state government, taking
into account economic and technical feasibility
p0215 A71-21825
Federal legislation and regulatory activities for
control and abatement of aircraft noise
p0215 A71-21827
State, local government and airport proprietor legal
role in regulating aircraft noise at airports
p0215 A71-21828
Airport environmental protection, discussing area-
wide agency, FAA planning grant program and legal
aspects
p0492 A71-32247
French flight test center role in development and
certification of Concorde aircraft, considering
cooperation with industry
[AIAA PAPEB 71-784] p0544 A71-35526
V/STOL airworthiness certification, considerinq
standards developed by FAA in cooperation with
industry
CCASI PAPEB 72/21] p0602 A71-37607
GBADIEHTS
NT ELECTBON DENSITY PBOFILES
NT PBESSOBE GBADIENTS
NT TEBPEBATUBE GBADIENTS
GBADIOBETEBS
0 BAGNETOBETEBS
GRADUATION
D CALIBRATING
GBAIH BODHDABIES
Aircraft parts damage by corrosive friction forces,
hot gases and intercrystalline attack, notinq worn
universal joint and blade grain boundary damage
p0700 A71-UU574
GBAPHITE
Lightning protective coatings for boron and qraphite
fiber reinforced plastics
p0195 A71-19944
Prototype graphite fiber/plastic fuselaqe component
design, test and performance prediction, using
structural analysis methods
p0344 A71-25428
Air Force development programs with graphite
reinforced composites, discussing matrix materials
and cost and weight savings
CASBE PAPEB 71-DE-13] p036l A71-27323
Graphite-epoxy composite skins for commercial
aircraft flight spoiler, discussing mnltianqle ply
design and fabrication
p0362 A71-27413
Ti, B and graphite fiber composites application to
aircraft design, discussing mechanical properties
and market competition
p0368 A71-27676
High modulus graphite composites application for
structural weight reduction and stiffness
requirement without strength loss
p0540 A71-35202
Ablation performance of glasslike carbons, pyrolytic
qraphite, and artificial graphite in stagnation
pressure range 0.035 to 15 atm
tNASA-TN-D-7005] p0127 N71-14138
Seal ring carbon-qraphite materials for aircraft gas
turbines
[NASA-CB-72799] p0164 N71-14890
GBAPBS (CBABTS)
Rind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with hiqh thrust-weight ratio and
external flow jet flap - graphs
[NASA-TS-D-6058] p0040 N71-10495
Rind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with external flow jet flap and
inboard pod-mounted enqines - qraphs
[NASA-TN-D-7004]1 p0160 H71-14605
Predicting aerodynamic characteristics of arrow,
delta, and diamond wing platforms using
Prandtl-Glauert transformation
[NASA-TN-D-6243] . p0372 N71-21973
Effect of engine position and high lift devices on
aerodynamic characteristics of external flow, jet
flap STOL model - graphs
[BASA-TN-D-6222] p0388 N71-23124
A-239
GBAVELS SUBJECT INDEX
Estimating unsteady pressure distributions in T tail
configuration from measured distribution and
theory
[NLR-TR-68048-L] p0389 J71-23131
Performance test of single stage turbine Kith low
solidity tandem rotor blade assembly
[NASA-CB-1803] p0389 N71-23132
Low subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of twin body space shuttle booster
configuration using low turbulence pressure tunnel
- graphs
[N4SA-TH-X-2162] p038J N71-23135
Comparison of predicted and experimental wall
temperature for cylindrical ejector exhaust nozzle
operated with turbojet gas generator
rNAS4-TN-D-6465] p0628 N71-32156
Aerodynamic characteristics at Bach numbers 1.60 to
2.16 of blunt-nose missile model having triangular
cross section and fixed triform fins
[N4S4-TH-X-2340] p0629 N71-32211
Full scale wind tunnel tests of low ving, single
engine, light aircraft with positive and negative
propeller thrust and up and down flap deflection -
graphs
[N4S4-CR-1783] p0629 N71-32369
Hodel tests of concepts to reduce hot gas ingestion
in VTOL lift engines in low and cross wind
conditions - graphs
fNASA-CH-1863] p0630 N71-32370
Rind tunnel investigation of external-flow jet-flap
transport configuration having full-span
tripple-slotted flaps - graphs
[NAS4-TN-D-6391] p0676 H71-34028
Pressure distributions and drag coefficients of 18
constant length and volume slender bodies of
revolution at zero incidence for Bach numbers 2.0
to 12.0 - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6536] p0709 N71-36U16
Wind tunnel interference estimation for model design
applications using chart method
[N4SA-TN-D-6416] p0712 H71-36675
Graphs and tables of aircraft traffic over North
America - 1966 through 1969
[R4E-LIB-TKANS-1580] p0726 N71-38210
GBAVELS
Influence of gravel depth and tire inflation
pressure on soft-ground arresting of civil
aircraft
[RAE-TK-69001] pOOSI N71-11040
GBAVITATIOHAL EFFECTS
Pointed body of revolution in gravitationally
stratified atmosphere, discussing supersonic boom
and minimum drag
p0135 471-16712
Eguation for motion of buoyant free vortices in
inviscid fluid subjected to gravity
[AIA4 PAPER 71-601] . p0483 471-31543
GEAVITY GRADIENT SATELLITES
NT 4PPLIC4TIONS TECHNOLOGT SATELLITES
NT ATS 1
HT 4TS 3
GRAVITY RAVES
Clear air turbulence due to large amplitude
Kelvin-Belmholtz billows, noting simultaneous
measurements by instrumented aircraft and radar
p0088 471-15043
GREASES
Military aviation greases for subsonic commercial
airplane lubricants, discussing economic and
technical benefits based on service experience and
testing
[SAE P4PER 710U11] p0404 471-28301)
Closure technigue for retention of grease in large
bearings on F-4C aircraft wheels
fAD-723679] p0621 N71-31744
GBEAT BRITAIN
Air pollution emissions at Heathrow Airport, London,
from aircraft operations, heating installations
and road traffic
p0214 A71-21823
Economic appraisal of British aerospace industry and
plans for future development
p0586 N71-30940
GBEEN PDBCTIOB
Thin airfoils theory in noneguilibrium
magnetogasdynamics with nonuniform noneguilibrium
free stream, using Green function technigue
p0273 471-23200
GBEEN THEOREM
D GKEEN FUNCTION
GBIDS
Secondary losses in plane compressor grid with low
aspect vanes, discussing flow characteristics
dependence on fins, protruding elements and
smoothed junctions
p0156 A71-18705
GRINDING (MATERIAL BENOVAL)
Jet engine high pressure turbine high temperature
alloy blades and vanes grinding operation,
discussing testing, operating conditions and
coolant application
TSKE PAPER MR-71-802] p0494 471-32432
GRINDING HACHINES
Helicopter component surface finish smoothness and
residual stress requirements, using abrasive
grinding belt machines with gear link mechanisms
P0413 471-28943
GBOOVES
Bate of wheel spin-up, and tire degradation at
aircraft touchdown with different runway grooves
[FAA-RD-71-2] p0320 N71-20069
GROOVING
Chevron cutting and effects of braking on wear of
aircraft tires
p0582 N71-30768
Grooved and ungrooved runway surface effects on
aircraft tire spin-up characteristics and tread
damage
[NASA-TH-X-2345] p0633 N71-32798
GEODND BASED CONTROL
NT 4IR TRAFFIC CONTROL
NT RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
Steep approach to landing for jet transport aircraft
noise abatement, using ground based eguipment and
onboard TV display
pOCIU A71-11311
Optimum VTOL aircraft landing maneuverability, 'using
short range three dimensional surveillance system
and ground computer
p0071 A71-135711
GBODBD CRESS
Operational preparation and commissioning of IL-62
long distance jet aircraft, considering flight
crew and maintenance personnel training at
U.S.S.E. plant
pC3<40 A71-2S256
GROOND EFFECT
Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft design, 'discussing ground
proximity effects on blade bending moments and
flying qualities
p0092 471-15104
Ground effects on pressure distribution on slender
wing bodies with low aspect ratio and thick cross
sections
p0147 A71-18047
Ground boundary layer effects of fixed ground plane
for powered STOL wind tunnel model, discussing
flow breakdown criteria, contraction lag, strut
fairing interference, etc
[AIAA P4PER 71-266] p0218 471-21992
4pproximation of flow around jet flapped airfoil,
discussing ground effect on lift coefficient
increments
p0355 471-26314
Longitudinal stability of ground effect airplane,
discussing influence on aerodynamic
characteristics of height, ground surface
roughness and wing aspect ratio
p0418 471-29228
STOL aircraft flight characteristics in proximity to
ground, comparing analytical results with wind
tunnel test data
[AIAA PAPER 71-579] p0493 471-32281
German monograph on incompressible potential flow
field calculation about thick rectangular wings
with control surfaces and ground effects
p0494 A71-32307
terodynanic characteristics of arbitrary planform
wing moving near screen, ground or water surface,
using vortex model
p0504 471-33596
Flow field induced by aircraft trailing vortices
near ground during takeoff and landing, noting
experimental departure from theory
p0538 471-34900
Trailing wake hazards of large transports in takeoff
and landing, examining configuration stability of
1-240
SOBJECT INDEX GBODHD STATIONS
vortex pair in ground effect
p05M8 A71-35757
Becircolation region of flow field caused by jet in
ground effect with crossflow
[AD-711665] pOOIIt H71-10832
Low speed wind tunnel tests of gronnd proximity
effects on static longitudinal characteristics and
boundary layer control of short takeoff aircraft
[NAL-TR-201] p0321 N71-20106
Bind tunnel investigation of helicopter directional
control in rearward flight in ground effect
(NASA-TN-D-6118] p0323 N71-20191
Theory and operation of air cushion vehicles and
other application of gronnd effect in industrial
transportation
[AD-721254] p0516 H71-27196
Characteristics of air motion with respect to gronnd
and analysis of dynamics of aircraft in turbulent
air
[NASA-TT-F-600] p0633 N71-32719
Simulation of ground effect in hydrodynamic tunnel
analyzed by visualizations
[NASA-TT-F-13799] p0643 H71-33491
Hall interference for static stability tests in
closed rectangular test sections and in ground
effect
[NASA-TR-R-36«] p068t N71-35386
GHOOHD EFFECT HACBIBES
Forward horizontal speed influence on aerodynamic
characteristics of air cushion vehicle with
circular nozzles and cylindrically or conically
shaped curtains
p0025 A71-12551
Edge jet Hovercraft dynamic stability in heaving
motion, deriving two dimensional mathematical
model
[ASHE PAPER 70-APH-QQQ] p0072 A71-13712
Ground effect vehicles limiting volumetric
dissipations from air cushion and propulsion
systems with fluid boundary by Coanda effect
p0192 A71-19923
Air cushion vehicle technology, considering
economics, propulsion, structures,
controllability, flexible skirt systems and R and
D
[SAE PAPEE 710183] p0212 A71-21713
Nuclear surface effect vehicle and subsonic aircraft
for transoceanic cargo shipping, discussing mobile
reactor safety tests under high speed impact
conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 70-1221] p0268 A71-22779
High speed tracked air cushion vehicles dynamic
interactions with guideways, considering model of
lumped double-sprung vehicle masses traveling in
tandem along simply supported beams
[AIAA PAPER 71-386] p0343 A71-25350
Propulsion, guidance and stability of ground effect
vehicle with perimetric Coanda fluid boundary
pOU19 A71-29308
Air breathing nuclear propulsion, considering
reactor safety in air cushion vehicles and
aircraft
pOt29 A71-29930
SK-5 air cushion vehicles evaluation including
search/rescue, aids to navigation, law
enforcement, safety logistics and oil pollution
[AHS PBEPRIHT 572] p0153 A71-31113
Life cycle cost optimization of STOI aircraft and
tracked air cushion vehicles for operating
transportation system
p0501 A71-33306
Digital simulation for predicting static directional
aerodynamic forces and moments characteristics of
air cushion vehicle configuration through 180
degrees of sideslip
[AIAA PAPEB 71-907] p0596 A71-37158
Critical forward speed effects on two dimensional
peripheral jet ground effect support systems,
comparing theoretical analysis with wind tunnel
model data
[IIAA PAPEE 71-908] p0596 A71-371S9
Investigating high speed ground transportation
systems based on tracked air cushion vehicles
[PB-190939] pOOSO N71-11033
Hovering type flying vehicle design and principle
mechanisms for manned or unmanned use
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12111-1] p0051 N71-11039
Examining tracked air cushion vehicles as advanced
ground transportation system
[PB-195030] p0225 B71-16901
Sea state, wind velocity and wind direction
regression analysis for gronnd effect machines
[NPL-HOVEBCBAFT-16] p0230 N71-171f1
Vertical motion of static loads over baffles during
loading operations using ground effect machines
[NPL-HOVEBCHAFT-TH-31] p0230 H71-17160
Rave resistance of air cushion vehicle traveling
over water of uniform finite or infinite depth in
steady or unsteady motion
[AD-716055] p0312 N71-19731
Mathematical model for suspension system of actively
controlled air cushion vehicle
[PB-196465] p0337 H71-21676
Numerical analysis of dynamic and thernodynaaic
state of plenum-type air-cushion vehicle to
determine heave response and control system
operating characteristics
[NASA-TH-D-6257] p038« N71-22589
Hind tunnel study of augmented ram-wing vehicle with
various blowing arrangements
[PB-189125] p0392 N71-23283
Potential feasibility of safe, practical, and
economical air breathing nuclear propulsion system
for aircraft and air cushion vehicles
[NASA-TB-X-67837] p0468 N71-25524
Characteristics and cost analysis of nuclear powered
air cushion vehicles for oceanic commercial
operations
[NASA-TH-X-2293] p0470 N71-25783
Theory and operation of air cushion vehicles and
other application of ground effect in industrial
transportation
[AD-72125M] p0516 B71-27196
Use of aerodynamic lift for application to high
speed ground transportation by two dimensional
airfoils
[PB-197242] p0573 N71-29762
Augmented ram wing vehicle performance and flow
field for high speed ground transportation
p0589 N71-31204
Model of peripheral air jets in air cushion vehicles
hovering over water surface
[NT-27-1971] p0620 H71-31688
Cost comparison of ground effect machines using box,
inverted-tee, and channel cross section tracks
[PB-197501] p0622 N71-31782
One dimensional channel flow theory for designing
ram wing surface effect vehicle
[AD-72777U] p0709 N71-36419
GBODHD HANDLING
Boeing 747 aircraft passenger handling measures in
Frankfurt airport, discussing loading, unloading,
baggage claim and customs control
p0279 A71-23696
Frankfurt terminal baggage conveyor system,
describing passenger capacity and luggage handling
equipment
p0419 A71-29312
Lockheed L-1011 passenger jumbo jet layout, ground
handling and servicing
p0553 A71-35995
Narita site Tokyo international airport, discussing
transportation, runways, ground handling,
navigation aids, lighting, etc
p0553 A71-35997
Beagle B125 training aircraft handling tests
[ AAEE/963-PT-1 ] p0397 N71--23198
GBODRD OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEB
Bare base shelter/hangar expandable structures for
rapid worldwide Tactical Fighter-Organization
deployment, noting foam and honeycomb fabrication
[AIAA PAPEB 71-398) p03U1 A71-25271
GHODBD OPEBATIOHAL SOPPOBT SISTEBS
Large capacity aircraft reception and serviciag
problems consideration for facilitating traffic
p0143 A71-17588
GBODHD BESOBABCE
0 GROUND EFFECT
D RESONANCE
GBOOBD BOH-OP
D ENGINE TESTS
D GROUND TESTS
GBODND STATIONS
VOR/DHE ground station oriented aircraft area
navigation horizontal guidance capability,
discussing digital input/output flight control
p0207 A71-21166
A-241
GBODBD SOPPOBT EQOIP1EBT SOBJECT IHDBX
ATC satellites providing communications channels
between aircraft and ground control stations and
aircraft localization
pOU98 &71-328<I9
Traffic control system for supersonic transports
using synchronous satellite for data relay betveen
vehicles and ground station
[HASA-CASB-GSC-10087-1] p0260 H71-19287
Development and characteristics of lightweight,
mobile structures for aircraft storage and
maintenance
[AD-727056] p0712 N71-3667II
GBODHD SOPPOBT EQOIPBEHT
NT GBODHD OPEBAT10NAL SDPPOBT SYSTEM
Ground deicing system for transport aircraft,
discussing antifreeze liquid spray application
after mechanical snow removal
p0270 A71-229U8
Soviet booK on aircraft ground support and onboard
radio equipment operation and reliability increase
by redundancy and rational methods, discussing
preventive maintenance
p0292 A71-2«670
Mobile LF air navigation AN/MBN-13 equipment,
operation and maintenance
p0696 A71-43878
Flight maneuvers and airborne and ground equipment
for landing 7TOL aircraft in adverse conditions
pO.111 N71-12U36
Aided inertial flight test experiments for all
weather V/STOL operations
[NASA-TM-X-66490] p0111 N71-12139
Data handling eguipment for aerospace and ground
support applications - conference
tAGABD-CP-67-70] p0124 N71-13826
Procedures for evaluating effectiveness of self
propelled and portable ground servicing units for
Army aircraft
[AD-719102] pO«57 H71-24459
Design, development, and test of ground support
equipment for analyzing aircraft eguipment
condition and performance
[AD-719675] p0160 S71-2»603
Test methods and testing techniques for determining
technical performance and safety characteristics
of ground support service aviation eguipment
[AD-723036] p0577 K71-30258
Cold weather tests to determine effectiveness of
resonant combnstor as power source for starting
aircraft engines
[AD-721125] p0634 N71-32801
Development of procedures for conducting service
tests of aircraft refueling and defueling systems
[AD-726872] p0683 S71-35227
Simulation of aircraft ground operations for
Dallas-Fort worth Regional Airport
p0719 N71-37607
GBODBD TESTS
NT COLD FLOW TESTS
Automatic excitation forces generation for aircraft
structure ground vibration tests using digital
computer
[ONEBA-TP-870] p0090 A71-15352
Aircraft continuous elastomechanical system
parameters determination by ground vibration
tests, using integral equation, phase resonance
and separation technique
p0298 A71-2«9i)6
Thermal ground testing of Concorde and Veras,
considering static and fatigue testing in heat
environment
p0558 A71-36M6II
German VAK 191B combat VTOL aircraft development
program, describing prototype ground tests,
autopilot preoptimization and hover flight tests
p0662 A71-11517
Sound pressure levels produced by C-5A during ground
tests
[AD-716814] p033C N71-20824
GEODND HAVE PROPAGATION
C band SYDAC system compatible with conventional
ILS, considering transmission sensitivity to
ground reflection and lateral obstacles
pOU?0 A71-31910
GBODHD BIND
Low altitude slow aerodynamics, discussing earth
surface wind modeling, powered-lift flight
efficiency and animal flight
p0009 A71-10818
6BODBD-AIB-GBOOHD COHMOBICATIOBS
ATC station ground to air communication via VHP
tropospheric scatter, discussing high power radio
transmitters and low noise over the horizon
receivers combination
p028» A71-2U175
Low carrier power aircraft antenna module for
airborne DBF communications system, considering
range/field strength measurements
p(W6 A71-31046
Ground-aircraft link via synchronous communication
satellite, discussing transmission frequency
selection, ionospheric effect on propagation and
satellite antenna
p0599 A71-373H
Project DIOSCUBES for global sea and air traffic
control using synchronous satellites for
ground-air-ground communications
p0056 B71-11768
GBOOT
Cement and asphaltic materials evaluation for use as
grout under landing mats
[AD-710962] p0042 N71-10681
GROWTH
HI CHOP GROWTH
GBOBHAH AIBCBAFT
NT A-6 AIBCRAFT
HT F-1U AIBCBAFT
BT F-111 AIRCRAFT
Gnlfstream 2 acoustics program for cabin noise level
reduction, compliance with FAA takeoff and landing
noise certification and structure qualification
against sonic fatigue
C A I A A PAPER 71-7833 posts A71-35527
GBDHHAN MILITARY AIBCBAFT
U HILITABY AIBCBAFT
GUIDANCE (MOTION)
NT AIBCBAFT GOIDABCE
NT COHHABD GOIDABCE
NT INEBTIAL GDIDANCE
NT MAP MATCHING GOIDANCE
NT SPACECBAFT GDIDANCE
NT STBAPDOHN IHEBTIAL GDIDANCE
NT TEBMINAL GOIDANCE
High speed tracked air cushion vehicles dynamic
interactions with quideways, considering model of
lumped double-sprung vehicle masses traveling in
tandem along simply supported beams
[AIAA PAPER 71-386] p03«3 A71-253SO
Quasi-optimal proportional navigation, deriving
feedback guidance laws for interceptor
aerodynamically controlled missiles
p0355 A71-26U09
Control, navigation and guidance review, considering
application of earth reference coordinates for
aircraft, missiles and spacecraft
pOIIO A71-30710
Bovering type flying vehicle design and principle
mechanisms for manned or unmanned use
[NASA-CASE-MSC-12111-1] p0051 N71-11039
Simplified linear guidance and control for keeping
trajectory deviations minimal
[AD-717567] p0371 N71-21915
GUIDANCE SENSORS
Sensing and communications technoloqies for short
wayside headways, considering applicable eguipment
for personal rapid transit systems, modulation,
coding and data transmission techniques
P0435 A71-30337
GDIDANCE STABILITY
0 COBTBOL STABILITY
0 GDIDANCE (MOTIOB)
GOIDE VANES
BT JET VANES
Guide vanes small aspect ratio effect on high
pressure stages of axial flow compressors
p0025 A71-12558
Superalloy turbine engine guide vane thermal fatigue
cracks repair by plasma arc fusion method
p0067 A71-13257
Gas turbine engine nozzle guide vanes under pulsed
thermal operation, discussing service life
evaluation and increase
p0136 A71-16756
Gas turbine engine nozzle guide vanes under pulsed
thermal operation, discussing service life
evaluation and increase
p05U4 A71-35U55
A-242
SOBJECT IHDEI
Vacuum brazing for oozzle guide vanes repair in
aircraft gas turbine engines, aoting economic
advantages
p0607 A71-38313
Normal shock existence in blade spacings of rotor
and guide vanes of axial flow supersonic
compressor as function of pressure nonuniformity
p066t A71-41843
Axial flow conpressors stable operation, using
rotating guide vanes regulation
p0695 A71-M551I
Overall performance of 6-inch.radial-bladed
centrifugal compressor with various diffuser vane
setting angles
[NASA-TH-X-2107] pOIOH N71-12208
Air cooling systems for nozzle guide vanes of
aircraft gas turbines
p0235 H71-17396
Noise reduction studies involving variable geometry
inlet guide vanes for choking using two-sector
cascade apparatus with three inlet configurations
[BASA-TH-X-2392] p0718 N71-37601
GOBS (OBDHiHCE)
Cheyenne attack helicopter weapons system,
discussing night vision capability, armament, fire
control and navigation equipment integration
[AHS PBEPBIH1 530] p01(50 A71-31091
60S! ALLEVIATORS
LAMS flight control systems for gust load
alleviation and structural mode stabilization on
large flexible aircraft, using aerodynamic
surfaces
p0017 A71-11659
Sensitivity analysis and optimal control theory used
to design optimal gast alleviation systems,
discussing gain and gear ratios
[AIAA PAPER 71-9] p0150 A71-18M83
Aircraft elastic mode control for turbulence /gust/
alleviation, noting riding guality, structural
fatigue life and peak loads
p0199 A71-20301
Optimal stochastic control and gust alleviation for
jet aircraft response for flight through turbulent
upvash field
p0297 A71-24870
Automatic gust alleviation system employing inertial
sensors and feedback devices with wing flaps and
elevators, considering linkage control,
noninteracting control and split control
p0340 A71-25195
Aircraft gust alleviation, considering movement
correction based real time atmospheric turbulence
measurement
pO*27 A71-29785
Analysis of effects of spanwise variations of gust
velocity in isotropic turbulence on
vane-controlled gust alleviation system
[NASA-TN-D-6126] p0373 S71-22068
Alleviation of lateral and longitudinal gust effects
on aircraft
pO<(63 H71-2«709
Effects of spanwise variation of gust velocity on
alleviation system designed for uniform gust
velocity across span
[NASA-TH-D-63U6] p0520 N71-28009
Problem of wind gust absorption by aircraft
structures, and flight tests of prototype H-100
CNASA-TT-F-1375U] p0586 H71-30848
GOST LOADS
Aircraft response to atmospheric gust, discussing
spectral analysis procedures and calculation
results on T-tail aircraft design
pOOOS A71-10752
Clear air turbulence effects on flight and
structural response of aircraft, using gust loads
model
p0065 A71-13136
Inertial aircraft lateral guidance system
limitations in stochastic gust environnent,
comparing configurations using aileron or
differential spoilers
[AIAA PAPEB 71-22] p0151 A71-18489
Two dimensional rigid wings, investigating response
characteristics to gust loads
p0275 A71-23Q1IO
Optimal control stabilization under continuous small
disturbances applied to aircraft stability in
horizontal flight under vertical gust loads
p0292 A71-21726
Plane rigid airfoil with fixed center of gravity,
discussing motion in turbulent air and gust loads
p0298 A71-21947
Atmospheric turbulence effect on turbine powered
transport aircraft, discussing gust accelerations,
avoidance, detection, forecasting and pilot
control
p0121 A71-29750
Aircraft structural design regnirenents based on
statistical analysis of air turbulence intensity
and gust loads records from large number of
research flights
pOt27 A71-29781
Gust transfer functions relating lift and moments to
upwash in single sinusoidal wave for large aspect
ratio rectangular wings in turbulent
incompressible flow
pO*39 A71-30604
Gust loading on two dimensional thin airfoil in
compressible flow, deriving closed-form lift
expression
pOStl A71-35285
Flight dynamics for aircraft noise reduction, gust
effects decrease and dynamic stability of
parachute load systems
p0561 A71-36752
Aerodynamic control surfaces optimal location for
flexible aircraft disturbed by random wind gusts,
using matrix minimum principle and calculus of
variations
p0610 A71-38713
Flight dynamics of noise optimal flight profiles for
V/STOL aircraft, minimization of gust effects on
aircraft and nonlinear dynamic stability of
parachute-load systems
p0702 A71-UH761
Hind effect criteria for structural design and
engineering of buildings
p0166 N71-15301
Aeroelastic responses of tall buildings to vortex
shedding and gust loading
p0167 H71-15312
Aeroelastic wind tunnel modeling and three
dimensional structural analysis for dynamic
building response prediction to wind loads
p0167 H71-15314
Aircraft pilot direct lift control for aircraft
landing and reducing gust load effects
[ABC-E/H-3629] p0228 H71-17102
Heasurement of force and pressure fluctuations on
airfoils during transverse and streamwise gust
flows
[CDED/A-TOBBO/TB-21] p0379 N71-2237U
Cumulative fregnency distributions determined by
extreme value analysis used for fatigue analysis
and interpretation of e.g. vertical acceleration
and gust velocity measured on transport aircraft
[ AGABD-H-579-71] pOU66 H71-25080
Theory of controllability for parabolic and second
order hyperbolic systems and for hereditary
differential systems applied to stabilization of
high speed aircraft in gust load disturbances
[AD-722072] p0570 N71-29430
Gust load reduction by feedback control using direct
and tuned lift controls
p0624 N71-31889
Horizontal and vertical gust load frequency and
power spectra influence on longitudinal aircraft
stability
p062« N71-31890
Atmospheric turbulence models showing gust load
influence on aircraft yaw notion
p0624 N71-31891
Development of power spectral density method for
determining gust criteria for airplane structural
strength based on discrete gusts
[NBL-TB-233] p06<|i) N71-335Q7
Heasurement and analysis of atmospheric turbulence
along Pacific Coast air route in Japan
[HA1-TB-222] p06M5 H71-33583
Single degree of'freedom roll response due to
vertical random two dimensional vertical gusts
[HASA-CB-111966] p0710 N71-36121
COSTS
Extreme turbulence measurement daring low level
flights of Dirage 13-76 fighter aircraft,
determining true gust velocities and power
spectral energy distributions
pO«25 A71-29756
i-243
GTBATIOH SUBJECT INDEX
V/STOL aircraft gust effects prediction with
mathematical models based on nonlinear hybrid
simulation at takeoff and landing altitudes
p0426 &71-29775
Aircraft with T tail configuration, examining
dynamic response to lateral gusts
p0427 A71-29786
Aircraft design and fatigue life monitoring,
investigating effects of gust velocity frequency
distribution in patches of atmospheric turbulence
p0428 A71-29789
High rotor advance ratio from multiblade general
coordinates method in linear analysis of lifting
rotor dynamic stability and gnst ratio
[JHS PREPRINT 512] p0449 171-31083
Performance limitation of simplified radio- inertial
lateral control guidance system subject to
stochastic gusts for automatic landing
[4IAA PAPER 71-957] p0597 A71-37198
Atmospheric and wake turbulence effects on aircraft
from discrete gust and spectral interpretations,
discussing load production and uncontrollable
rolling moments
p0656 171-40507
Power spectrum method for determining gust freguency
response functions in dynamic aircraft design
p0390 N71-23211
GYBATION
HI ADTOROTATION
GTBO HORIZONS
Laser gyro goniometry for fluctuations and angular
measurements at low rotational velocities, noting
countup/countdovn detection systems
p0030 A71-12921
Inertial navigation system consisting of gyro
horizon compass, directional gyro and computer,
considering errors due to compass vibrations
p0360 A71-27169
Behavior of attitude gyro and gyro horizon during
looping flight
p0119 N71-13281
GYROCOMPASSES
Gyrocompass strapdown three coil synchro sensor
magnetometer in conjunction with vertical gyro,
eliminating azimuth detector inertial platforms
p0201 A71-20340
Small parameter method in gyrocompass theory,
deriving differential eguations for motion of
sensitive element of two rotor gyrocompass
p0279 A71-23804
Inertial navigation system consisting of gyro
horizon compass, directional gyro and computer,
considering errors due to compass vibrations
p0360 471-27169
Gyrocompass stability during circulations and
arbitrary periodic maneuvers, taking into account
translational motion vertical inertia component
p0546 A71-35604
Statistical analysis of gyrocompass mode of A-6A
inertial navigation system
[BM-511] p0578 S71-30315
GYBODYBE AIRCRAFT
NT QH-50 HELICOPTER
GTBODIBE DSN-3 HELICOPTER
D QH-50 HELICOPTER
GYRODTHE HILITiRY AIRCRAFT
0 QH-50 HELICOPTER
GYROPLANES
D HELICOPTERS
GYBOS
D GYROSCOPES
GIBOSCOPES
NT ATTITDDE GYROS
NT CONTROL BOHENT GYROSCOPES
NT PLOID ROTOR GYROSCOPES
HI GYBO HORIZONS
NT GYROCOMPASSES
NT SOTABY GYROSCOPES
Soviet book on supports and suspensions of aircraft
gyroscopic devices covering accuracy, reliability
and lifetime factors related to quality and
operational conditions
p0199 A71-20299
Astatic gyroscope mounted on aircraft moving
arbitrarily near earth surface, obtaining
integrals of kinematic eguations
p0704 A71-45160
Free flight measurements of aerodynamic lateral
force and moment coefficients using gyroscopes and
accelerometers
[HS1-1B-16U] pOOU5 N71-11001
Gyroscope theory and applications to inertial
guida-ice and navigation, vehicle stabilization,
and related uses - bibliography
[AGARD-R-582-71] p0317 N71-20002
GTBOSCOPIC CODPLING
Helicopter stability, using Lockheed rotor system
with gyro coupled to cantilevered blades
p0486 A71-31599
GYBOSCOPIC:DRIFT
0 GYROSCOPES
0 GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
GYHOSCOPIC STABILITY
Holographic interferometry fringe patterns
interpretation for small displacements
measurement, considering precision gyro stability
p0541 A71-35286
Gyrocompass stability during circulations and
arbitrary periodic maneuvers, taking into account
translational motion vertical inertia component
p0546 A71-35604
GYBOST1BILIZBBS
Two-axis pneumatic rate gyroscope with externally
pressurized gas bearing for airborne vehicle
fluidic antostabilizer sensor
p0663 171-41666
GYBOSTATS
0 GYROSCOPES
H
H-19 HELICOPTER
Flight test program to obtain data on aided inertial
system for terminal guidance and navigation of
helicopter in designing V/STOL avionics system
[NASA-TM-X-66494] pOIOS N71-12244
H-51 HELICOPTER
0 XH-51 HELICOPTER
H-53 HELICOPTEB
Night rescue terminal navigation, considering
design, development and tests of Limited Night
Recovery System for HH-53 helicopter
[1H5 PREPRINT 534] p0450 A71-31095
B-56 HELICOPTEB
AH-56A Cheyenne compound helicopter icing spray rig
tests, discussing ice protection systems design
and operating performance
p0097 171-15438
Cheyenne attack helicopter weapons system,
discussing night vision capability, armament, fire
control and navigation equipment integration
[AHS PREPRINT 530] p0450 A71-31091
AH-564 compound helicopter rigid rotor stability and
handling gualities, using flight, whirl tower and
wind tunnel tests
[AHS PREPRINT 574] p0453 171-31115
H-126 AIBCBAFT
B-126 jet flap research aircraft development and
testing
p0320 N71-20066
HAIL
Mathematical analysis of denting of thin aircraft
skin by hail
[NAS1-TN-D-6102] p0168 N71-15422
Technology review on electric automobiles, and
modified T-33 aircraft system for pyrotechnic hail
suppression seeding
[DME/NAE-1970/4/0 p0378 S71-22198
Modified T-33 aircraft system for pyrotechnic hail
suppression seeding
p0378 N71-22200
Meteorological radar for detection of thunderstorms,
hail, and turbulence hazardous to aviation noting
echo interpretation and radar transmission
[KMO-264-TP-148] p0456 N71-24391
Testing armored T-28B for exploring severe hail
storms
[HRI-69-FB-841] p0529 N71-28646
HilLSIOBES
D HAIL
HALF CONES
Lift and drag interference characteristics of delta
winged half cones with leading edges
p0301 N71-19359
Three dimensional interactions in half cone pressure
fields and effects on intakes mounted adjacent to
aircraft fuselage
p0303 N71-19367
A-24 4
SUBJECT IHDEI HABKEB SIDDELEY AIBCBAFT
Free flight stability tests on hal£ cones in
hypervelocity wind tunnels including data
redaction program
[VKI-TN-66] p0619 H71-3.1663
HillDES
HI SILVER IODIDES
HI SODIDB IODIDES
Ti alloy hot salt stress corrosion under simulated
engine environmental conditions, presenting
threshold data based on residual tensile ductility
p0029 471-12885
BAIL COEFFICIENT
D BALI EFFECT
HALL CDBEEBTS
D ELECTBIC CURRENT
D HALL EFFECT
HALL EFFECT
Varying electrical resistivity incompressible fluid
flow with Hall effect in presence of thin airfoil
p0075 A71-13903
Measurement of macroscopic aerodynamic guantities in
plasma jets produced by electrothermal and hall
current accelerators
p0385 N71-22639
HALO PABACHUTIHG
0 PARACHUTE DESCENT
HALOGEN C01PODHDS
NT CHLORATES
MT DICBLORODIPHEHYLTRICHLOHOETHANE
NT FLOOSO COHPOONDS
NT FLUOROCARBONS
HT HALIDES
NT SILVER IODIDES
NT SODIDB IODIDES
HABBUBGBB AIBCBAFT
NT HFB'320 AIRCRAFT
HAHBUBGEB HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
D HFB-320 AIRCRAFT
HANDBOOKS
Handbook for summing two harmonics
[AD-717201] p0337 N71-21803
Internal aerodynamics design manual considering
internal air flow system effect on aircraft
performance including bibliography
[AD-7238231 p0627 N71-32059
Aerodynamic lesign manual considering internal air
flow systei effects on aircraft performance
[AD-723821] p0627 N71-32060
Internal aerodynamics manual containing tabulations
for calculating internal combustion engine
thermodynamics
[AD-723841] p0627 N71-32061
Handbook for airframe and powerplant mechanics
preparing for mechanic certification for FAA
aircraft and engine mechanic examinations
[FAA-AC-65-9] p06U6 N71-33678
Guide to private and commerical mnltiengine aircraft
pilot certification
[FAA-AC-61-1IC] p0711 N71-36138
Aerodynamic calculations in designing axial
compressors with emphasis on compressors of
stationary installations - handbook
[AD-727191] p0725 N71-38032
Design and performance characteristics of gas
turbine engines for helicopters
[AD-727959] p0727 N71-385U1
HANDLING
D MATERIALS HANDLING
HANDLING EQUIPMENT
NT CRANES
Melbourne/Tullamarine airport, describing
facilities, capacity, road system, cargo and
passenger handling areas and runway layout
pOl)19 A71-29310
Frankfurt terminal baggage conveyor system,
describing passenger capacity and luggage handling
equipment
p0119 A71-29312
SADDLING QUALITIES
U CONTROLLABILITY
BANGABS
Bare base shelter/hangar expandable structures for
rapid worldwide Tactical Fighter Organization
deployment, noting foam and honeycomb fabrication
[AIAA PAPER 71-398] p03«1 A71-2527U
International airport planning, considering runways,
hangars, second level Loading, cargo handling and
safety
p061l( A71-39388
Fabrication and field testing of lightweight,
recoverable, air-transportable hangar
[AD-727051] p068U N71-35396
Fabrication and field testing of aircraft
maintenance hangars and general purpose shelters
[AD-7270117] p0685 N71-35397
Development and characteristics of lightweight,
mobile structures for aircraft storage and
maintenance
[AD-727056] p0712 N71-3667*
HAHDEHING
Haterial properties, impregnation, shaping,
hardening and structural design in mass production
of reinforced laminates for aircraft construction
P0359 A71-26954
HARDWARE
Hardware executive'control with associative memory
for avionic digital computer system, comparing
computation speed, cost and reliability with
software method
p0519 A71-35778
HABHOHIC ANALYSIS
Bandbook for summing two harmonics
tAD-717201] p0337 N71-21803
HAEBONIC FDNCTIONS
Flow with tine harmonic function velocity in wind
tunnel, controlling rate by sonic striction of
varying cross section
p0290 A71-21i»5tt
HABBONIC OSCILLATION
Three dimensional wings harmonic oscillation with
arbitrary freguency in subsonic flow, presenting
approximation method for singular integral
egnation
p0009 A71-108UU
Aerodynamic forces on harmonically oscillating wing
in subsonic flow of ideal gas
p0277 A71'23615
Airfoils unsteady stall by testing two dimensional
model in harmonic pitching oscillation for
helicopter rotor blades characteristics
p0368 A71-27609
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads and
coefficients for tandem and T tail surfaces
harmonically oscillating in subsonic flow
p0566 N71-29335
Calculation of pressure distributions over wings
with harmonic oscillating control surfaces using
kernel function method
p0568 N71-293U6
Unsteady pressure measurements on harmonically
oscillating swept wing with two control surfaces
in incompressible flow
p0569 N71-29350
Pressure measurements of harmonically oscillating
sweptback wing with two flaps in incompressible
flow
(DLR-FB-70-47] p0570 N71-29133
HABBONICS
NT HARMONIC OSCILLATION
ST SPHERICAL H&RHONICS
HARNESSES
Automated electrical wire harness manufacturing for
Boeing 747 aircraft, discussing development of
numerical control program
P0652 471-401(111
HABBIEB AIBCBAFT
Supersonic staggered gutter colander combustion
system for plenum chamber burning on high bypass
. Pegasus turbofan engine of Harrier VTOL aircraft,
noting performance improvement
pOU10 A71-28703
Harrier aircraft development from flight test
viewpoint, discussing conventional flight envelope
problems caused by V/STOL concept imposed
constraints
[AIAA PAPER 71-773] p0506 A71-311009
HASTELLOT (TBADEBABK)
Design data for regeneratively cooled panels from
low cycle fatigue evaluation of Hastelloy X and
Inconel 625 sheet and sandwich panel specimens
[NASA-CR-188H] p0728 N71-38731I
HAiKEB HUNTEB AIBCBAFT
U F-2 AIBCHAFT
HAIKEB SIDDELEY 4IRCBAFT
NT AVRO 707 AIRCRAFT
NT BUCCANEER AIRCRAFT
NT COMET I) AIRCRAFT
NT DH 121 AIRCRAFT
A-245
BAZABDS SUBJECT IHDBI
HI F-2 AIHCEAPT
NT BARBIEB AIHCHAFT
HT HS-748 AIHCBAFT
V/STOJ. lift fan airliner project HS 141 for
intercity transport, describing features, weight
and perfornance data, noise characteristics and
reliability criteria
p0481 A71-31413
V/STOt developments at Hanker Siddeley Aviation,
noting circulation controlled rotor concept and
HS-141 aircraft
[CASI PAPEB 72/18] p0602 A71-37605
Operational performance of Hawker Siddeley aircraft
automatic flight approach and landing control
system
p0393 N71-23414
BAZABDS
NT AIBCBAPT HAZABDS
NT FLIGHT BAZABDS
NT OPERATIONAL BAZABDS
NT BADIATION BAZABDS
Plug-in relay hazards and minimization for aircraft
flight safety applications
fO>f\2 A71-28841
HC-1 BELICOPTEB
0 CH-47 HELICOPTEB
BEAD (PBESSOBE)
D PEESSOBE BEADS
BEAD-OP DISPLAYS
Display devices in aircraft cockpit providing pilots
with information from various sources, considering
head-up display and GET
p0649 A71-40113
Aircraft head-up display systems for providing pilot
information focused at infinity within pilot
normal field of view
p0650 A71-1I0131
VIOL and fan lift STOI aircraft, discussing
simulation and head-up displays for roll demand,
vertical speed and ILS beam
p0650 A71-40134
BEABING'
NT ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Aircraft noise effects on hearing acuity and
perceptual and intellectual judgment tasks
p0651 A71-40351
Sonar detection of submarines by helicopter and
protection of flight crew hearing
[AD-711910] p0109 N71-12400
BEAT CONDUCTION
D CONDUCTIVE BEAT TEANSFEB
BEAT COHCEHT
U ENTBAJ.PY
HEAT DISSIPATION
D COOLIHG
BEAT DISSIPATION CBILLING
U COOLING
HEAT EFFECTS
0 TEHPEBATDBE EFFECTS
BEAT ENGINES
D ENGINES
BEAT EQUATIONS
0 TBEBMODYNAHICS
BEAT EXCHANGEES
Al 27 for heating working body in heat exchangers of
jet engines
p0156 A71-18706
Concorde thermal fatigue test installation,
controlling temperature by transfer temperature
variation in single heat exchanger block
p0276 A71-23580
Beat exchanger miniaturization for avionics
applications, discussing design and fabrication
[BEAT EXCB. CONF. PAPEB 15] p0487 A71-31636
Graphite drilled-core storage heater for supplying
heated nitrogen gas to supersonic tunnel
[NASA-TB-X-2202] p02«3 1171-17876
HEAT FLOW
D BEAT TRANSMISSION
BEAT FLOS
Beat exchange in dissociating partly ionized gas
flow over critical point on permeable surface with
injection into laminar boundary layer
p0073 A71-137U8
Incident thermal flux parameters and wall
temperature effects on flow characteristics in
preseparation zone of laminar boundary layer and
separation point location
p0289 A71-24368
Beat transfer and heat flux measuring sensors for
gas turbine engines
p0232 N71-17377
Beat flux sensor adapted for mounting on aircraft or
spacecraft to measure aerodynamic heat flux inflow
to aircraft skin
[NASA-CASE-XFB-03802] p0388 N71-23085
Heat flux distributions in pools of burning aircraft
fuels for design of protective clothing for
firefighting personnel
CAD-722774] p0591 N71-31376
HEAT GAIN
U BEATING
BEAT PDHPS
Thermal pump-compressor for converting solar energy
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00377] p0240 N71-17610
BEAT REGULATION
D TEHPEBATDBE CONTBOL
BEAT RESISTANCE
0 TBEBHAL BESISTANCB
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOTS
NT NIOBIOH ALLOYS
NT BEFBACTORY HETAL ALLOYS
NT TUNGSTEN ALLOYS
Ni base superalloys fatigue strength improvement for
gas turbine engine components, discussing
homogeneous deformation distribution, grain size
control, etc
p0002 A71-10166
Snperalloy turbine engine guide vane thermal fatigue
cracks repair by plasma arc fusion method
P0067 A71-13257
Aircraft construction materials for 1990s,
discussing need for high temperature resistant
materials for supersonic and hypersonic airframe
and engine structural components
p0132 A71-16141
Bigh temperature Ni and Co alloys for stationary gas
turbines and jet engine parts, considering
microstructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
p0275 A71-23302
Superalloy dispersion strengthened and fused slurry
silicide coatings for aircraft gas turbine engines
and space shuttle heat shields
p0347 A71-25555
Low alloy steels and superalloys inertia welding in
gas turbine field, discussing microstructure
tensile strength and stress rupture
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-21] p0349 A71-25965
Hetal coated superalloys evaluation for gas turbine
engine components, including corrosion, impact and
fatigue tests
p0423 A71-29635
Intermetallic compounds application in structural
materials, emphasizing role in superalloys
development for gas turbine engine parts and high
temperature environments
p0482 A71-31531
Jet engine high pressure turbine high temperature
alloy blades and vanes grinding operation,
discussing testing, operating conditions and
coolant application
[SHE PAPEB HB-71-802] p0494 A71-32432
Program parameters effects on fatigue life of
turbine blade heat resistant alloys at high
temperatures under cyclic loading
p0502 A71-33407
Boom temperature ultrasonic freguency fatigue
behavior of Ni-base superalloy single crystals
p0535 A71-34493
Semifinished product production technology influence
on heat resistant alloys mechanical properties,
considering forging, rolling, casting, melting,
diffusion welding and powder metallurgy
p0561 A71-36725
Bigh temperature ball bearing design for turbojet
engines
[NASA-TH-X-52958] p0178 N71-16554
Thermal control coatings for refractory gas turbine
materials
p0234 N71-17391
Fabrication of cobalt alloy and nickel alloy gas
turbine blades and disks
p0234 N71-17392
Protective coatings for heat resistant materials for
aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
[NASA-TB-X-52977] p0311 N71-19677
A-246
SUBJECT INDEX BEIT TBANSFBB COEFFICIEHTS
Aluminide coatings for nickel-base superalloy
developed for high temperature jet engine
components
[NASA-CR-72863] p0468 H71-25U5<1
HEAT SaiELDIHG
Heat shield ablation under high enthalpy chemically
active turbulent gas flow in hydrojet engine
manifolds
p0410 471-28589
Air injection into turbulent boundary layer flow
through porous plate, examining heat transfer and
shielding efficiency
pOSOO A71-33035
Parameters contributing to aeroelastic problems in
thermal protection of space shuttle
pO<!61 N71-21661
Comparison of space shuttle aerodynamic heating
analyses for metallic heat shield and surface
insulation concepts
p0172 N71-26050
BEAT SIBKS
Heat sink capabilities of Jet-A fuel - heat transfer
and coking studies
[NASA-CB-72951] p0592 N71-31482
HEAT SOURCES
Al 27 for heating working body in heat exchangers of
jet engines
p0156 A71-18706
HEAT STORAGE
Thermal performance analysis of solar Brayton heat
receiver in transferring heat to working gas of
Brayton engine
[NASA-TN-D-6268] p0335 N71-21512
HEAT TESTS
D HIGH TEHPERATU8E TESTS
HEAT TBAHSFEB
HI AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
HT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
HI CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT HYPERSOHIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TBAHSFEB
NT TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER
Circular pipe gas laminar flow at constant wall
temperature, determining heat exchange and drag by
notion and energy eguations integration in
boundary layer approximations
p0022 A71-12192
Gas to gas film cooling, describing physical
processes and performance prediction method based
on heat and mass transfer analogy
p0085 A71-111978
Air flow turbulence effect on heat transfer and
boundary layer growth around flat plate,
aerodynamic profile and cylinder
p0099 A71-15H83
Started supersonic axisymmetric parallel diffuser,
examining wall static pressure and heat transfer
p0099 A71-15189
Injection film cooling effect on.surface heat
transfer downstream of flush nontangential
injection holes and slots in turbine applications
[AIAA PAPER 69-523] p0145 A71-17695
Dissociating airflow over two dimensional blunt
body, determining laminar boundary layer chemical
reaction suppression effects on heat exchange
p0190 A71-19718
Gas-particle mixture cascade flow over turbine
blades, considering momentum/heat transfer and
particle trajectories
C A I A A PAPER 70-712] p0200 A71-20311
Stationary longitudinal turbulent flow of air with
equilibrium ionization and dissociation around
plate, calculating heat exchange and frictional
drag
P0217 A71-21922
French book on hypersonic aerodynamics covering
aerothermochemistry, flow eguations, heat
transfer, etc
p0265 A71-22278
Heat transfer to slender bodies in hypersonic flow,
comparing wind tunnel measurements with modified
reference enthalpy method predictions for laminar
and turbulent flow
p0269 A71-22911
Uniform surface blowing effects on hypersonic
boundary layer with viscous interaction,
calculating heat transfer on flat plate and
slender wedge
p0299 A71-25096
Heat and mass transfer in supersonic laminar
boundary layers with light gas injection, deriving
approximate solution for binary mixture flow with
variable fluid properties
p0299 A71-25097
Equilibrium air boundary layer flows at three
dimensional stagnation points, discussing flow
characteristics and real gas heat transfer
parameters
[AIAA PAPER 70-809] p0367 A71-27582
Combustion and heat transfer in gas turbine systems
- Conference, Cranfield, England, April 1969
pOi(10 A71-28739
Heat transfer on spheres and sharp cones in rarefied
hypersonic gas flow at zero angles of attack in
wind tunnel vacuum
p0416 A71-29176
Heat transfer within resonant cavities at subsonic
and supersonic flow, discussing wind tunnels, test
procedures and data reduction
CASHE PAPER 71-FE-9] pOU21 A71-29450
Air injection into turbulent boundary layer flow
through porous plate, examining heat transfer and
shielding efficiency
pOSOO A71-33035
Supersonic aircraft propulsion by external heat
addition, discussing numerical method for suitable
caret wing design
p05«3 A71-35398
Surface heat transfer rates measured on flat plates
in hypervelocity shock tunnel
[NASA-CB-1692] pOOUU N71-10867
Theoretical analysis and measurement of single-phase
pressure losses and heat transfer for helical flow
in tube
[NASA-TN-D-6097] p0104 N71-12213
Investigating flow field in near wake behind
rearward facing step in supersonic flow and heat
transfer distribution along reattachment surface
downstream of step
p0105 N71-12216
Flat plate pressure distribution and heat transfer
in conical hypersonic flow
tVKI-TN-56] p0119 N71-13236
Osing thin-wall technique for describing fast
mechanically operated model-injection system for
heat transfer measurements
CNPL-AERO-1300] 'p0126 N71-14087
Free boundary value problems of heat flow around
aerodynamic bodies
[AD-714621] p0172 N71-15963
Heat transfer prediction for turbine blade design
p0232 N71-17374
Heat transfer and heat flux measuring sensors for
gas turbine engines
p0232 N71-17377
Wall pressure and heat transfer distribution on
delta wings in rarefied hypersonic flow
[REPT-70-9] p0249 N71-18H23
Sound field effects on flat plate heat transfer in
turbulent boundary layer
[REPT-70-8] p0253 N71-18572
Resonant cavity heat transfer in turbulent, subsonic
and supersonic speeds including resonance effects
p0327 N71-205UO
Aerodynamic and heat transfer performance of air
cooled nozzle cascade for high temperature turbine
[NAL-TB-231-PT-1] p06U1 N71-3330U
BEAT TBAHSFEB COEFFICIEHTS
Lifting body leeward surface maximum heat transfer
coefficient in hypersonic flow, considering
Reynolds number, incidence and shape effects
p0099 A71-15186
Air and jet fuel-air mixtures, calculating
temperature dependent laminar and turbulent heat
transfer parameters and transport properties
[ASHE PAPER 71-HT-U1] ' p060« A71-38002
Beat transfer and exchange measurements on fixed
turbine blades in high temperature combustion
chamber
p0232 N71-17378
Beat transfer in air cooling and sweat cooling
technigues for high temperature gas turbine engine
components
p0233 1171-17383
Effective heat transfer coefficients in film cooling
systems of gas turbine surfaces
p023<t N71-17395
A-2K7
HEAT TRANSMISSION SUBJECT INDEX
Heat transfer in liquid metal cooled gas turbine
blades
P0235 N71-17398
Comparison of flat plate sharp and blunt edge
effects on heat transfer in supersonic flow and
heat transfer coefficient dependence on Reynolds
number
rAD-717825] P0375 N71-22156
Conference on high temperature turbines detailing
effect of film cooling on blade profile loss
[NASA-TH-X-67123] pC387 H71-22699
BEAT TBABSBISSIOH
NT AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFEB
NT HEAT TRANSFER
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT TORBOLENT HEAT TRANSFER
Heat flowmeter for measuring vertical takeoff
aircraft exhaust thermal insulation dissipation
[DLR-BITT-71-07] p0624 N71-31929
HEAT TREATMENT
NT STRESS RELIEVING
Alloy and heat treatment effect on Ti bondability
for adhesive bonded aircraft structure, using
annealed and aged Ti-6Al-4V and Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn
alloys for testing
P0282 A71-24093
Vacuum heat treatment of brazed and diffusion bonded
jet engine components near melting temperature
P0403 A71-28145
Soviet book on aircraft materials science and
treatment covering steel/cast iron processing,
metallography, heat/thermochemical conditioning,
surface protection and corrosion prevention
p0422 A71-29529
HEATERS
Heater and nozzle design of ONERA/SUMA hypersonic
wind tunnel for supersonic combustion ramjet tests
[ONERA-TP-924] p0553 A71-36017
HEATING
NT AERODYNAMIC HEATING
NT KINETIC HEATING
NT RESISTANCE HEATING
NT SHOCK HEATING
Heating rate and efficiency of flaps at hypersonic
speeds
[SC-T-71-3016] p0518 N71-27674
HEATIBG EQUIPMENT
NT VACUOM FURNACES
NT VAPORIZERS
Gas flame heater for heat resistant samples under
fatigue tests, simulating gas turbine engine
operating conditions
p0001 471-10041
High speed wind tunnels air heating system
optimization, considering pebble bed air heater
for intermittent operations
p0611 A71-39086
Procedures for evaluating effectiveness of self
propelled and portable ground servicing units for
Army aircraft
[SD-719102] p0457 N71-24459
HEAVING
Edge jet Hovercraft dynamic stability in heaving
motion, deriving two dimensional mathematical
model
[ASMS PAPER 70-APM-Q.QQ] p0072 471-13712
HEAVY ELEMENTS
NT PLUTONIUM
HELICAL FLOil
Flutter analysis of rotating thin cylindrical shell
with outer surface exposed to inviscid helical air
flowfield
p0263 A71-22078
Primary/secondary flow density ratio effect on
rotary jet flow induction, describing experimental
results with 1/7-1/1 density ratios
p0295 A71-24853
Theoretical analysis and measurement of single-phase
pressure losses and heat transfer for helical flow
in tube
[NASA-TN-D-6097] p0104 N71-12213
HELICAL BINDINGS
Hind tunnel aerodynamic stability tests on chimneys
with pipes and helical winding stabilizers
[NPL-AERO-1310] p0231 N71-17334
HELICOPTER ATTITUDE INDICATORS
U ATTITUDE INDICATORS
D HELICOPTERS
HELICOPTER CONTROL
Airborne radar as helicopter approach aid
p0095 A71-15425
Three axis flight director for precise helicopter
control, deflected slipstream STOL or VIOL
attitude and power under low ceiling and
visibility landing
p0096 A71-15428
Sand and dust effects on military helicopter flight
controls and equipment service life, discussing
relief program
p0096 A71-15430
Airborne variable stability helicopter flight
simulator for V/STOL aircraft design
p0137 A71-16954
Single rotor helicopter directional stability in
rectilinear flight with constant angle of side
slip
P01I49 A71-18307
Helicopter longitudinal stability in forward flight
and hover modes under attitude, height and speed
constraints, noting need for cyclic pitch control
due to instabilities
p0186 A71-19421
Helicopter handling under ASW flight conditions,
discussing sea state effect on low altitude hover
stability
p0420 A71-29384
Rotor blade stall induced helicopter control loads,
combining unsteady aerodynamics with aeroelastic
rotor analysis
[AHS PREPRINT 513] p0449 A71-31084
AN/ASN-86 inertial navigation system consisting of
inertial platform, digital computer and control
indicator
[AHS PREPRINT 533] p0450 A71-31094
Electromechanical control system synthesis for
compound hingeless rotor helicopter, using root
locus method with transfer functions from airframe
motion linear model
[AHS PREPRINT 536] p0451 471-31096
Heavy lift helicopters IFR hover capability with
slung load, discussing sensors controls and
displays
[AHS PREPRINT 540] p0451 A71-31097
Hingeless rotor helicopter stability and control
characteristics, considering induced flow field,
flapwise bending modes and blade-fuselage dynamic
coupling
[AHS PREPRINT 541] p0451 471-31098
Handling qualities and control sensitivity of hiqh
performance helicopters, considering pitch and
collective control
[AHS PREPRINT 542] p0451 A71-31099
Fail-safe helicopter rotor control design,
discussing damage tolerant components, redundant
system, failure warning and maintenance
[AHS PREPRINT 550] p0452 A71-31102
High performance UH-1 compound helicopter high speed
flight research, considering rotor loads,
stability, control and flying qualities
[AHS PREPRINT 570] p0453 471-31111
AH-564 compound helicopter rigid rotor stability and
handling qualities, using flight, whirl tower and
wind tunnel tests
[4HS PREPRINT 574] p0453 471-31115
Helicopter automatic flight control equipment,
discussing autopilot stabilizer, localization
system, ground approach guidance coupler and
flight director
p0490 A71-31916
Large crane heavy lift helicopter stability and
controllability, considering effects of slang
loads, performance improvement, automatic flight
control and physical size
p0609 A71-38651
Tilt-fold-proprotor VIOL aircraft stability and
control, emphasizing pylon tilt and rotor stop-
fold effects on flying qualities
p0610 A71-38652
Hodel following technique for optimal control
applied to hovering motion of CH-3 helicopter
P0611 A71-39000
Helicopter optimal autorotation landing parameters
for touchdown at zero speed, including rotor rpm
drop due to flow separation on blades
A-248
SUBJECT IBDEZ 'HELICOPTER EHGIHES
p0692 A71-13090
Control system designs for USSR single-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors iiith control gyroscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
[NASA-IT-F-636] p0329 H71-20719
Helicopter gyro displacement measurements at
differing flying conditions
[FOA-2-C-2356-U9-/72/] p0177 N71-26567
Handbook of analytical methods and stability data
for determining dynamic stability and control
characteristics of generalized single-rotor
compound helicopter configurations
[AD-722250] P0523 N71-28338
Analysis of problems and requirements for nonvisual
formation flight of helicopters
[AD-727635] p0720 N71-37610
1E1ICOPTEB DESIGH
NACA/SASA rotating wing aircraft research history
during 1955-1970 period, discussing wind tunnel
research
P0015 A71-11377
Carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composites, evaluating
application as helicopter tail rotor blade
material
P0021 A71-12177
BACA/NASA rotary wing aircraft research, considering
rotor loads and configurations, ground resonance,
blade flutter and flapping, motion equations and
VIOL
P0088 A71-15171
KG.13 Lynx battlefield helicopter design and
performance
p0091 A71-15391
Helicopter downwash velocities, noise and airloads,
examining rotor tip modification effects
P0093 A71-15110
lightning hazards for helicopters, discussing
components vulnerability and protective design
reguirements
P0093 A71-15112
Helicopter fuselage design for crashworthiness under
specific conditions
p009U A71-15116
Helicopters safe antitorque control, describing
Fenestron ducted fan design
p0091 A71-15M17
Helicopter design for cabin noise level reduction
P0095 A71-15123
Helicopter structural damage due to icing,
discussing secondary effects on tail rotor,
horizontal tail and engine from ice shed by main
rotor
P0096 A71-15132
Environmental development and testing of OH-58A
light observation helicopter for close ground
support, noting particle separator and injestion
seals
P0097 A71-15U39
Military helicopter design and weaknesses
correction, considering man/machine combat
survivability and operational accidents reduction
P0098 A71-15147
Do 132 turbine powered helicopter, discussing icing
problems solution
p01t6 A71-17715
Aerodynamic synthesis of helicopter rotor under
hover and vertical ascent conditions, using
nonlinear vortex approach
P0189 471-1971(0
Materials and construction technigues in lightning
protection for aircraft and helicopters
PC193 A71-1993C
Lightning and static electricity effects on
helicopter design, considering rotor protection,
cargo hook operation and passive dischargers for
radio interference reduction
P0191 A71-19938
Helicopter vibrational behavior prediction in flight
with known aerodynamic loads, using branch modes
method
P0277 A71-23606
Stability analysis and design optimization with
dynamics and aeroelastics constraints for
helicopter rotor blade minimum weight with bending
torsion flutter and favorable frequency placements
[AIAA PAPER 71-388] p031|1 A71-25352
Helicopter auxiliary power unit /APD/ life cycle
cost computation
p0357 A71-26679
Costs-reliability relationships in helicopter
development testing and demonstration, emphasizing
decision making in program management
[SAE PAPEH 710152] p0107 A71-28330
Helicopter design for use as crane and for carrying
external loads
p0109 &71-28489
Helicopter component surface finish smoothness and
residual stress regnirements, using abrasive
grinding belt machines with gear link mechanisms
p0113 471-28913
Soviet book on helicopter design covering
aerodynamic properties, power plants, control
systems, fatigue minimization and strength
analysis
P0430 A71-29911
lestland HG 13 Lynx helicopter, discussing design
features,-performance characteristics and civil
and military applications
p0132 A71-30301
Soviet nil V-12 heavy lift helicopter for civil and
military missions, noting turbine engines, rotor
configuration, cargo hold and navigation system
pO<436 A7 1-30120
Advancing Blade Concept helicopter lifting rotor
development, discussing full scale analysis,
design, fabrication and wind tunnel tests
CAHS PREPRINT 501] p0118 A71-31080
High rotor advance ratio from multiblade general
coordinates method in linear analysis of lifting
rotor dynamic stability and gust ratio
CAHS PREPRINT 512] p0119 A71-31083
Optimal turbofan engine and reaction drive rotor
combinations for helicopter design
[AHS PREPRINT 561] p0152 A71-31108
Strain gage torguemeter as primary power indicating
instrument in helicopter transmission systems,
providing advantages for helicopter designer and
operator
[AHS PREPRINT 563] pO»53 A71-31110
French helicopters design and performance,
considering Alouette 2 and 3 and military versions
p0196 A71-32691
Lynx military helicopter design high reliability and
low maintenance demands
p0503 A71-33157
Helicopter rotor blades fail-safe design, presenting
criteria for fatigue loaded structures residual
strength and life based on crack propagation rate
methods
pOSIO A71-35163
Analytical weight determination of articulated shaft
driven helicopter main rotor blades, presenting
computer program
[SAHE PAPER 893] p0552 A71-35826
Tilt-fold-proprotor VTOL aircraft stability and
control, emphasizing pylon tilt and rotor stop-
fold effects on flying qualities
p0610 A71-38652
Bil Hi-12 Soviet giant rigid rotor helicopter with
30,000 kg load or 250 passenger capacity
p0613 A71-39375
Agusta helicopter design and testing criteria,
discussing four-blade rotor, fuselage and radio
navigation equipment
p0668 A71-12221
Heavy load transportation Hi 12 helicopter design
and performance, noting gas turbine rigid shaft
connection
'p0691 A71-U2926
Technology developments in rotor, drive, flight
controls and cargo handling systems of heavy lift
helicopter system, noting military and commercial
applications
[AIAA PAPER 71-991] p0701 A71-45296
Design criteria for optimal hoverable helicopter in
hot weather climate
[AD-717025] p0337 1171-21707
Fatigue life of helicopter rotary wings under
vibrational stresses
p0155 N71-21386
Dynamic tests of helicopter components
p0156 N71-24388
HELICOPTER EHGIHES
Helicopter turbine engine protection device design
guidelines
p0097 A71-15131
A-219
HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE SUBJECT IIDEI
Book on fixed and rotary winged aircraft air cooled
piston engine design, performance and maintenance
in business and military operators manual
terninology
P0138 A71-17125
Helicopter gas turbine engine health indication
using instrument panel for correcting gas
temperature and producer speed
p0144 471-17690
Helicopter jet propulsion systems, considering
turbocompressors, gas generators, turbine air jet
systems, pulsed jet engines, ramjet engines and
rocket engines
P0341 A71-25259
Helicopter power transmission failure modes,
presenting field experiences correlation with
conventional design stress analysis and bench test
data
[SAB P4PER 710454] p0408 A71-28331
Soviet book on helicopter design covering
aerodynamic properties, power plants, control
systems, fatigue minimization and strength
analysis
P0430 471-29944
Gas turbine design advances for helicopter
powerplants, illustrating by Turbomeca engines
P0502 471-33416
Investigation of helicopter jet engine flaneout due
to ingestion of snow and ice
[NRC-11893] p0371 N71-21927
Production and efficiency of small gas turbine
engine for helicopter and surface vehicles
[4G4RD-LS-46-71] p0511 H71-26951
Design and performance of gas turbine engines for
helicopters and surface transport vehicles
P0512 N71-26953
Engineering aspects and manufacturing of gas turbine
engines for helicopters and ground transport
vehicles
P0512 N71-26956
Design and performance characteristics of gas
turbine engines for helicopters
[AD-727959] p0727 N71-38541
HELICOPTEB PERFORMANCE
Helicopter noise minimization by various piloting
maneuvers, discussing takeoff and landing,
transition to forward flight, route selection, etc
p0093 471-15408
Helicopter pilot and passenger comfort/vibration
tolerance criteria
p0095 A71-15420
Airborne flight simulator /helicopter/ as aircraft
development aid
[DGLR-70-075] p0130 A71-15965
Height velocity /H-V/ flight testing, giving results
from OH-58A Kiowa and AH-1G Huey Cobra helicopters
p0184 A71-19093
Helicopter nr-ise minimization by various piloting
maneuvers discussing takeoff and landing,
transition to forward flight, route selection, etc
p0207 A71-21049
Westland WG 13 Lynx helicopter, discussing design
features, performance characteristics and civil
and military applications
p0432 A71-30301
Soviet Mil V-12 heavy lift helicopter for civil and
military missions, noting turbine engines, rotor
configuration, cargo hold and navigation system
p0436 A71-30U20
Noise production during aerodynamic tests on
helicopter rotor in wind tunnel
p0436 A71-30519
Army rotorcraft performance data, discussing
hovering and forward flight performance out of
ground and level flight power reguirements and
drag and compressibility effects
[AHS PREPRINT 500] pO«48 A71-31076
Helicopter fuselage vertical and in-plane main rotor
head vibratory forces isolation with
hydropneunatic servocentered system at
transmission/airframe interface
[AHS PREPBINT 514] p0449 A71-31085
Helicopter rotor stall characteristics,
investigating blade flexibility, unsteady
aerodynamics and variable inflow effects
CAHS PREPRINT 520] p04«9 A71-31G86
High performance DH-1 compound helicopter high speed
flight research, considering rotor loads,
stability, control and flying gualities
[AHS PREPRINT 570] pOU53 A71-31111
Helicopter stability, using Lockheed rotor system
with gyro coupled to cantilevered blades
pOU86 &71-31599
French helicopters design and performance,
considering Alouette 2 and 3 and military versions
p0496 471-32694
Helicopter rotor noise due to blade-vortex
interaction, using linear gust model
p0562 471-36934
Large crane heavy lift helicopter stability and
controllability, considering effects of slung
loads, performance improvement, automatic flight
control and physical size
p0609 471-38651
Helicopter wake and boundary layer effects on rotor
aerodynamic performance in hovering, low and high
speed forward flight
[AIAA PAPEB 71-581] p0662 471-41500
Heavy load transportation Hi 12 helicopter design
and performance, noting gas turbine rigid shaft
connection
P0691 471-42926
Blade root cutout effects on hover performance of
helicopter rotors with rotor thrust and torque
characteristics and wake pattern analysis
[AD-711396] p0049 N71-11030
Evaluation of helicopter flight loading and
structural stability
P0456 N71-24389
Aerodynamic configurations and characteristics of
DSSH military helicopters
CAD-719585] p0466 H71-25133
HELICOPTEB PBOPBLLER DBIVE
Helicopter rotor system vibratory and mechanical
stability characteristics, investigating
anisotropically mounted flexible swash plate and
blade out of track effects
[AHS PREPRINT 511] p0449 A71-31082
Optimal turbofan engine and reaction drive rotor
combinations for helicopter design
TABS PREPRINT 561] p0452 471-31108
Laminar boundary layer transition, separation and
streamline direction on rotating helicopter blades
[NASA-TS-D-6321 J p0399 N71-23779
HELICOPTER ROTORS
0 BOTA8I WINGS
HELICOPTEB WAKES
Helicopter wake impulsive noise calculation based on
rotor tip vortex interaction
P0093 471-15107
Helicopter and V/STOL aircraft external noise and
downwash measurements during simulated jungle
rescue mission
P0093 471-15409
flake model and computer program to compute
geometries, flows and velocity influence
coefficients for helicopter blade load
calculations
[AHS PREPRINT 523] pO»50 471-31089
Helicopter experimental fog clearing by downwash
mixing at Greenbrier Valley Airport, Lewisburg,
Best Virginia
p0612 471-39206
Fog formation and dispersal by velocity field
induced by helicopter trailing vortices,
presenting dynamic model with droplet depletion,
evaporation and condensation
p0657 471-40510
Helicopter wake and boundary layer effects on rotor
aerodynamic performance in hovering, low and high
speed forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 71-581] p0662 471-41500
Method for calculating helicopter vortex paths and
wake velocities
[AD-710694] p0040 N71-10470
Blade root cutout effects on hover performance of
helicoptoc rotors with rotor thrust and torque
characteristics and wake pattern analysis
[AD-711396] p0049 N71-11030
Mathematical models for lifting rotor aerodynamic
calculations, noting wake configurations
[DLR-NITT-70-19] p0458 871-24489
HELICOPTERS
HI ALOUETTE HELICOPTERS
NT BO-105 HELICOPTER
ST CH-3 HELICOPTEB
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER
4-250
SOBJECT IHDEX BELICOFTEBS COHTD
NT CH-54 HE1ICOPTEE
NT COBPOOND HELICOPTEES
NT H-19 HELICOPTER
NT H-53 HELICOPTEB
NT H-56 HELICOPTEB
NT MILITARY HELICOPTERS
NT OH-6 HELICOPTEB
NT QH-50 HELICOPTEB
NT BIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS
NT TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTERS
NT DH-1 HELICOPTEB
NT WESTLAND WHIBLWIND HEtlCOPTEB
NT XH-51 HELICOPTER
Do-132 liqht five seat tip drive turbine helicopter,
discussing applications, fliqht testing, desiqn
and major components
pOOOU A71-10465
Helicopter operations integration into civil air
traffic system, noting special reguirements for
mixed fixed and rotary wing terminal environments
p0029 A71-12892
VIOL systems for commercial short haul air
transportation, discussing large helicopters and
compound aircraft applications for system capacity
profitability and efficiency increases
p0071 A71-13575
Helicopter in-flight noise radiation pattern and
spectra measurements for various operating
parameters
p0093 A71-15406
Helicopters, heliports and helistops, discussing
need for public facilities
p0098 A71-15440
Public-use ground level and rooftop helicopter and
STOL aircraft landing facilities for city and
suburban traffic
p0098 A71-15442
Helicopter automatic and manual Ion visibility
landing systems evaluation by hybrid computer
simulation
p01i»9 471-18423
Helicopter charging mechanisms, considering engine
and rain precipitation charging
p0193 A71-19933
Boundary layer discontinuity on helicopter roter
blade in hovering using flow visualization
CAIAi PAPER 69-197] p0200 A71-20307
Helicopter rotor inertial system kinetic energy,
examining takeoff advantages
p0278 171-23670
Mutual aerodynamic effects of SB-1 helicopters
during simultaneous takeoff and landing,
determining minimum distances between helicopters
p0359 A71-26953
Helicopter operation as cranes and for external load
transportation, discussing operational and
economic aspects
p0360 A71-27142
Helicopters as cranes and external load carriers,
considering operational costs and investment
return
p0415 A71-29144
Soviet book on airplane and helicopter electrical
power supply systems covering storage batteries,
DC generators, alternators, voltage regulators,
current and frequency control, etc
p0422 A71-29525
Helicopter systems operations in, around and between
major metropolitan areas, considering performance
of New York Airways
[AIAi PAPEB 71-507] p0422 A71-29549
Helicopter aerial design problems, considering
antenna multiplicity use of nonmetallic structures
and complexity of airborne radio systems
p0447 A71-31048
Heavy lift helicopter flight control system design,
emphasizing fly by wire electrical analog
[AHS PBEPBINT 503] p0448 A71-31079
Helicopter rotor blade airload by applying lifting
surface solution
[AHS PREPRINT 510] p0448 A71-31081
Tethered, ground supplied, rotor-borne, self
stabilized surveillance platform /Kiebitz/ system,
discussing reconnaissance tasks, fire and
communication control and data acquisition
transmission and evaluation
p0479 A71-31212
Helicopter radar equipment for obstacle avoidance in
all-weather low altitude flight, describing
components installation, cockpit display and
controls
p0491 471-31919
Ice formation and prevention on helicopters, taking
into account presence of big drops of undercooled
rain
p0613 471-39374
Longitudinal stability of plate-like load towed
beneath helicopter in horizontal forward flight
p0698 471-44346
Helicopter, tilt wing and jet lift hovering aircraft
outflow measurements to determine suitability as
rescue vehicles
[AI4A P4PEB 71-992] p0700 A71-44586
Development study for VFB heliport standard lighting
system
[AD-710982] p0042 H71-10682
Delayed bubble movement on airfoil during helicopter
stall
[AD-711540] pOO<45 B71-11005
Surveillance radar installed on helicopter for
obstacle avoidance
p0125 N71-13938
Fuel consumption and propulsive and theroodynaoic
efficiency comparisons for ships, hydrofoil craft,
helicopters, jet aircraft, and ground effect
machines
[NPL-HOTERCHAFT-12] p0230 N71-17161
Practical aerodynamics of Mi-6 helicopter - lift
system and fuselage
[AD-714915] p0243 N71-17908
Functional requirements for ground-based trainers,
helicopter response characteristics
[AD-714954] p0244 N71-18018
Effectiveness of anti-torque aerodynamic surfaces
immersed in helicopter rotor downwash
[AD-715438] p0257 N71-18937
Wind tunnel investigation of helicopter directional
control in rearward flight in ground effect
[NASA-TN-D-6118] p0323 N71-20191
Fixed base simulation evaluation of one fully
automatic and six manual low visibility landing
systems for helicopters
[NASA-TN-D-5913] p0325 N71-20305
Fuel tank vapor space characteristics for simulated
helicopter fuel tank and evaluation of existing
potential hazard from vibration environment
[AD-875901] p0329 N71-20702
Fog modification over airports using helicopters
[AD-716818] p0330 N71-20806
Conference proceedings on vertical takeoff aircraft
technology, noting tandem wing aircraft, tilt wing
aircraft, helicopters, lift fans, and jet engines
[DLB-HITT-70-15] p0376 N71-22186
Normal and compound helicopters to be used as short
haul aircraft in view of burden on today's air
traffic control
p0377 N71-22189
Conference on fatigue life in helicopter components
[DLK-MITT-70-01] p0455 N71-24385
Rotary wing structural stability of Cornier high
temperature gas jet helicopter
p0456 N71-24387
Dynamic tests of helicopter components
p0456 N71-24388
Structural stability tests of helicopter components
p0456 N71-24390
High intensity xeon flashtnbe lights for high
intensity xenon flashtnbe lights for during
daytime and nighttime flights
[AD-718639] p0462 N71-24669
Calculating and testing antiicing systems of
aircraft and helicopters
(AD-719922J p0469 H71-25622
Effectiveness of attitude feedback and translational
velocity feedback flight control system assessed
for ability to provide positional stability and
reduce pilot error at hover
[AD-721728] p0522 N71-28274
Computerized simulation of helicopter tactical
maneuvers in three body, three dimensional
environment including fixed wing and rotary wing
aerodynamic forces
[AD-721527] p0528 N71-28409
Airborne nucleonics equipment desiqn for indicatinq
helicopter lift capability using I ray backscatter
from Kr-85, temperature sensor, and digital
computer
[SAN-805-1] P0565 N71-29215
A-251
HELIPORTS SOBJECT IHDEI
Dsing helicopter for spray dustinq forests with DDT
for tick borne encephalitis
[£0-703998] p0571 N71-29557
Systems analysis of directional control, rotary wing
vibratory loads, lift sharing, and fuselage
vibration and damping during helicopter maneuvers
p0583 N71-30775
Helicopter payload capability indicator in terms of
gas generator speed
[AD-723436] p0620 N71-31723
Flying, technical, and economic characteristics of
helicopters noting contribution to national
economy of DSSB
[AD-723594] p0621 H71-31771
Development and characteristics of aircraft,
helicopters, and airships for detecting and
destroying submarines
[AD-723558] p0621 N71-31772
Evaluation of in-flight simulation of flying
platform using helicopter with variable stability
and maneuverability
p0626 H71-31957
Computer program for calculating effects of
swash-plate stiffness on helicopter rotor system
dynamics and stability
fNASA-CB-1818] p0633 N71-32797
.. Analysis of bonded metal surfaces used in
manufacture of helicopter components
[AD-724663] p0636 N71-32953
Calculation of turbulent compressible boundary layer
on helicopter rotors for range of hover conditions
using two different analytical methods
[AD-723989] p06<42 H71-33312
Hind tunnel tests of full scale advancing blade
concept rotor system at high advance ratio
[NASA-TH-X-62081] p0643 N71-33517
Potential impact of advanced technology in 1985 on
four types of general aviation aircraft including
STOL V/STOL, and helicopters
[NASA-CB-114339] p0681 N71-35210
Calculations of helicopter airloads using lifting
surface theory compared with experimental data
[AD-726717] p0683 N71-35226
Principles of helicopter flight including flight
stability
CAD-726841] p0710 H71-36429
Analysis of problems and reguirements for nonvisual
formation flight of helicopters
[AD-727635] p0720 N71-37610
BELIPOBTS
Helicopters, heliports and helistops, discussing
need for public facilities
p0098 A71-15440
Aircraft noise propagation in city streets due to
intertown V/STOL and helicopter ports, using small
scale models
p0613 A71-39264
HELIOH
Brayton cycle turbogenerator performance tests using
helium xeion gas mixture including gas turbine
engine, -urboconpressor, coolant pump, and heat
exchanger power efficiencies
[NASA-TM-X-67846] p0518 N71-27713
HELIXES
0 CURVES (GEOBETBY)
HEHISPHEBE CYLIHDEB BODIES
Hypersonic flow past freely vibrating hemisphere-
cylinder-cone, noting Reynolds and Bach numbers
dependence and conical stabilizer aperture angle
p0083 A71-1U571
Laminar convective heat transfer rates on hemisphere
cylinder ia rarefied hypersonic flow, comparing
experimental results with Cheng, Davis and Lees
theories
p0538 A71-34902
HEHISPHEBES
Blunt and hemispherical base axisymmetric bodies in
Uach 4 free stream, investigating turbulent near
wakes generation
p0660 A71-10999
HEBCDLES AIBCBiFT
O C-130 AIBCHAFT
HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
Inflight simulation with high wing loading fighter
aircraft approach using HFB-320 and Piaggio
aircraft
[DLR-FB-71-06] p0622 N71-31789
In-flight simulation with HPB-320 aircraft
p0626 H71-31959
HHX HELICOPTER
0 H-53 HELICOPTER
HIGH A1TITDDE
Turbulent/total flight mile ratio in high altitude
clear air turbulence /BICAT/ program
p0201 A71-20314
Maximum length of arc in altitudes up to 9500 ft in
200 volt ac and dc electric aircraft system
[BAE-T8-69259] p0520 N71-28063
Evaluating effects of high altitude turbulence
encounters on XB-70 airplane
[SiSA-TN-D-6457] p0580 N71-30718
Experimental and theoretical study of biologically
important radiation components and dose
eguivalents due to galactic and solar rays at SST
in high atmosphere - summary
p0581 N71-30779
Study of concept of inertially aided barometric
altimetry system to meet vertical separation
reguirements of 1000 and 2000 feet for Mach 3.5
aircraft in altitude hold at 80,000 feet
[NASA-CF-1770] p0590 H71-31307
High altitude flight test of reefed
12.2-meter-diameter disk-gap-band parachute with
deployment at 2.58 Mach number
[HASA-TH-D-6U69] p0676 N71-34026
HIGH ALTITDDE BALLOONS
High altitude balloons pressure-altitude transducer
assembly, discussing electronic circuitry,
calibration and temperature and vibration effects
p0430 A71-30070
Alcyon project PTA 1, considering balloon
stabilization efficiency during night-day
transition and system reliability
p0669 A71-42400
HIGH ALTITDDE BHVIROHHEHTS
Radiological risks of cosmic radiation during high
altitude supersonic flights, considering galactic,
solar and incident particles in aircraft
atmosphere
p0064 A71-13099
Supersonic transport air traffic meteorology,
considering high altitude and flight velocities,
applications technology satellites for lower
stratosphere thunderstorms, clear air turbulence,
etc
p0272 A71-23070
Parachutes for low density atmospheres, describing
low and high altitude test results
[AIAA PAPER 70-1164] p0317 A71-25525
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT
0 FLIGHT
D HIGH ALTITUDE
HIGH ASPECT BATIO
Turbine blades with high aspect ratios, calculating
behavior at small Reynolds number
C A S H E PAPEB 70-BA/GT-11] p0076 A71-14119
Large aspect ratio rectangular duct with nonuniform
surface texture, investigating turbulent flow,
maximum velocity positions and zero shear stress
p0181 A71-18772
High aspect ratio jet flap liftinq-line theory,
using matched asymptotic expansions method
p0263 A71-22083
Three dimensional jet flapped wing matched
asymptotic expansion solution for high aspect
ratios based on thin airfoil theory assuming
inviscid and incompressible flow
p0360 A71-27217
Friction factor for low Reynolds number turbulent
flow in large aspect ratio rectangular ducts,
comparing Blasins and Prandtl relations
[ASHE PAPEB 71-FE-A] p0420 A71-29378
Gnst transfer functions relating lift and moments to
upvash in single sinusoidal wave for large aspect
ratio rectangular wings in turbulent
incompressible flow
p0439 A71-30604
Fuselage influence on total aircraft drag in
subsonic passenger aircraft, considering high
aspect radio cylindrical fuselages
p0444 A71-30821
High aspect ratio planing surface gliding on
infinitely deep, incompressible, inviscid, and
gravity-free fluid
[AD-717667] p0379 H71-22345
HIGH ASPECT BATIO SIHGS
0 SLEHDER RIHGS
i-252
SUBJECT IBDEX HIGH TEMPERATURE EBVIHOHMBBTS
HIGH EFFICIEHCI
D EFFICIENCY
BIGB EHBBGY ELECTEOHS
Velocity determination in hypersonic low density
wind tunnel based on high energy electron beam
produced nitrogen ions time of flight
p0538 A71-34887
HIGH FREQUENCIES
Performance and cost design tradeoff between HF and
synchronous meteorological satellite data
collection systems, considering platform
transmitting pover and SHE
p0445 A71-30900
Compact, self contained, symmetrical antenna for
airborne use at high frequencies with capability
to function in two independent modes for both
transmission and reception
[AD-722736] p0574 B71-29895
HIGH LIFT DEVICES
0 LIFT DEVICES
HIGH HELTIHG COHPOORDS
D REFRACTORY MATERIALS
HIGH PASS FILTERS
Third order correlations in grid turbulence,
investigating high pass filtering effect at small
cut-off freguencies
p0088 A71-15027
HIGH PRESSURE
Large volume high pressure gas uniform electrical
discharges, applying to laser amplifier
[AIAA PAPER 71-65] p0152 A71-18521
Pressure regulator design and construction, using
high pressure fluidic proportional chain
p0202 A71-20580
Hypersonic test facility for studying ablation in
models under high pressure and high temperature
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00378J p0172 N71-15925
HIGH RESOLOTIOH
Visual flight simulation devices, considering high
resolution photogrphic films and digital memories
p0421 A71-29483
HIGH SEBSITIVITY
U SENSITIVITY
HIGH SPEED
High velocity metal working, discussing airfoil
forging, ausforging of bearing race blanks,
tooling, etc
[SME PAPER MF-70-228] p001t A71-11267
High speed tracked air cushion vehicles dynamic
interactions with guideways, considering model of
lumped double-sprung vehicle masses traveling in
tandem along simply supported beans
[AIAA PAPER 71-386] p03U3 A71-25350
Development and characteristics of high speed ground
transportation system
[PB-193144] p0115 N71-12760
Flight test evaluation of military aircraft low
altitude high speed performance
p039t N71-23421
Flow meter for measuring stagnation pressure in
boundary layer around high speed flight vehicle
[HASA-CASE-XFR-02007] p0463 B71-24692
Short-term creep properties of OT-4 alloy in high
speed air flows under aerodynamic vibrations
[NASA-TT-F-13658] p0530 N71-28832
Ose of aerodynamic lift for application to high
speed ground transportation by two dimensional
airfoils
[PB-197212] p0573 N71-29762
Moving long cylindrical model for aerobraking tests
at high speed in drop wire facility
p0588 N71-31109
Analysis of technology for high speed ground
transportation
[PB-198015] p0621 N71-31766
HIGH SPEED CAMERAS
High speed photographic assembly with turbine drive
for continuous recording and frame photography
p0297 A71-24872
HIGH SPESD FLIGHT
0 FLIGHT
0 HIGH SPEED .
HIGH SPEED TRABSPORTATIOH
D RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS
HIGH STRENGTH
High strength polyimide resin composites, discussing
commerical and aerospace applications, chemistry,
void content, volatiles and moisture absorption
p0024 A71-12487
HIGH STREHGTB ALLOYS
HI HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
Al-Zn-Mg-Cu type high strength Al alloys mechanical
properties evaluation by fracture mechanics
methods
pOQIS A71-11510
Problems in riveting and welding of high strength
aluminum aircraft alloys
[AD-717053] p0331 N71-20924
Tungsten reinforced oxidation resistant Columbian
alloys with operating temperature above 2000 F for
use in gas turbine engines
(AD-717969] p0398 H71-23673
HIGH STEEBGTH STEELS
Metallic coating effects on aircraft high strength
steel fatigue, considering chromium plating, shot
peening and plasma spraying
CNACE PAPER 23] p0269 A71-22889
Dltrahigh tensile steels for landing gear and other
aircraft design applications, discussing
composition, mechanical properties, guality
requirements, manufacture and testing
p0272 A71-22996
Optical holographic interferonetry for radial
microcracks detection from bolt holes in high
strength aircraft steel
[ASME PAPEE 71-HET-C] p0361 A71-27312
Low alloy high strength steels undetected
fabrication originated anomalies, causing brittle
behavior and crack propagation susceptibility
[SHE PAPER EH-71-706] p0494 A71-32435
Electron fractography for high strength steel to
determine fatigue life of military aircraft parts
[BLR-TB-69043-U] p0119 B71-13364
HIGH TEMPERATURE
Hypersonic test facility for studying ablation in
models under high pressure and high temperature
tBASA-CASE-XLA-00378] p0172 H71-15925
Application of free flight ranges to high
temperature gas dynamics
p0385 N71-22633
High total temperature sensing probe using fluid
oscillator concept for X-15 hypersonic aircraft
[BASA-CR-116772] p0391 N71-23250
Aerodynamic and heat transfer performance of air
cooled nozzle cascade for high temperature turbine
[BAL-TR-231-PT-1]
 P06lt1 N71-33304
Velocity pulsations of high temperature hypersonic
flow based on interrelation of total stagnation
pressure pulsations and longitudinal velocity
pulsations
[AD-726605] p0685 H71-35421
Thermally resistant polymers for fuel tank sealants
of advanced high speed aircraft
(NASA-CR-119940] p0686 N71-35546
HIGH TEMPEEATDRE 41B
High temperature aerodynamics with electromagnetic
radiation, considering thermally radiating shock
layers, electric arc driven wind tunnels and gas
dynamic lasers
p0361 A71-27277
HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOYS
0 HEAT RESISTABT ALLOYS
HIGH TEMPERATURE EHVIROBMEBTS
Engine vibration high temperature transducer,
discussing piezoelectric materials properties and
design considerations relative to temperature,
pressure, acoustic noise, humidity environment
p0030 A71-12911
German monograph on high energy propellant- oxidizer
systems changes of state under high temperature
conditions with chemical relaxation taken into
account
p0138 A71-17106
High temperature corrosion in aircraft engine
components and gas turbines by sulfur in fuels,
vanadium pentoxide and BaCl
p0274 A71-23288
High temperature oxidation protective coatings
behavior, emphasizing jet engine applications
p027« A71-23296
TI alloys structural high temperature applications
in fighter aircraft, considering fabrication and
assembly methods
p0275 A7 1-23427
Aircraft flight load measurements in high
temperature environment, determining optimal
strain gage installation and calibration
p0440 A71-30681
A-253
HIGH TEHPBBATOBB F1DIDS SUBJECT IHDEX
High temperature ball bearing design for turbojet
engines
tNASA-TB-X-52958] p0178 N71-1655H
HIGH TEBPBHATOBB FLUIDS
NT HIGH TEBPEHATOBE AIB
NT HIGH TEBPEBATUBE GASES
HIGH TEBPEBATDBE GASES
NT HIGH TEBPEBATDBE AIB
Aircraft turbine engines with elevated gas inlet
temperatures
P0101 A71-15670
Inviscid flow distribution of high temperature jet
of optically thick radiating gas exhausting from
two-dimensional nozzle into low temperature
quiescent medium
p0291 A71-21588
Gas temperature measurement in aircraft combustion
chambers, using calorinetric probe
pOIII A71-28757
Temperature and radical concentration measurements
for high temperature flowing gas streams in rig
simulating conditions in ramjet combustion chamber
and nozzle
pO«t11 A71-28758
Cascading tnrbomachine blades vibrations measurement
in subsonic and sonic high temperature gas flows,
describing test facility
p0505 A71-33993
Aircraft parts damage by corrosive friction forces,
hot gases and intercrystalline attack, noting worn
universal joint and blade grain boundary damage
p0700 A71-41I57I1
Advanced cooling systems and heat resistant
materials for turbine blades of high temperature
aeronautical gas turbine engines
[AGABD-CP-73-71] p0231 N71-17372
High entrance temperatures for improved performance
of turbogenerators and gas turbine engines
p0231 B71-17373
Heat transfer and exchange measurements on fixed
turbine blades in high temperature combustion
chamber
p0232 N71-17378
Design of gas turbine engines for high operating
temperature
p0233 1171-17386
Computerized optimization of thermal resistant gas
turbine blades
p0235 N71-17UOO
Model tests of concepts to reduce hot gas ingestion
in VTOL lift engines in low and cross wind
conditions - graphs
fMASA-CB-1863] p0630 S71-32370
HIGH TEBPEBATDBE LUBRICANTS
Bettability of microfog streams of high temperature
lubricants on static metal- surface
[NASA-CB-72743] p0163 N71-1U817
HIGH TEHPEBATDBE BATEBIALS
D BEFBACTOBJ MATERIALS
EIGH TESPEBATOBE BESEABCB
Conference on high temperature turbines detailing
effect of film cooling on blade profile loss
[NASA-TH-X-67123] p0387 H71-22699
BIGH TEHPBBATOBE TESTS
Bonded and weldable strain gages for aircraft flight
loads measurements at high temperatures,
discussing installation, calibration and
performance tests
pOOTi A71-13781
High temperature tests of gas turbine engine with
transpiration air cooled blades, discussing blade
design, fabrication, ductility and oxidation
resistance
[ASBE PAPEH 70-HA/GT-1] p0076 A71-1U115
High temperature dynamic strain gage test equipment
for evaluating precision, life and environmental
limitations
p0267 A71-22719
Aerodynamic heating effects on fatigue and creep
properties of supersonic aircraft alloys at high
temperatures, considering deformation mechanisms .
interaction
p0273 A71-2320U
Al alloys one step fatigue tests under combined high
temperature and structural vibration conditions
p029» A71-24821
Performance testing of fluorosilicone hydraulic
fluid in high temperature supersonic aircraft
piston pumps
p0359 A71-270UO
Program parameters effects on fatigue life of
turbine blade heat resistant alloys at high
temperatures under cyclic loading
p0502 A71-33107
Bach 1 burner rig tests at 2100 F for oxidation
resistance evaluation of BiCrAl and FeCrAlY
claddings on TD-HiCr
[NASA-TB-X-52916] p0052 N71-11126
Simulated JP-1 jet fuel fire tests of high
temperature cabin pressure sealant and insulating
plastics and rubbers
[FAA-NA-71-22] p0726 H71-38119
BIGH THBOST
Civil aircraft future propulsion requirements,
considering larger engine sizes, higher takeoff
thrusts and lower noise levels
[CASI PAPEB 72/10] p0601 A71-37600
HIGHBAYS
Bass transport systems for airport access
p0257 N71-18952
Visual factors in air and surface transportation
systems
[PB-196011] p0306 N71-19397
Economic analysis of intercity short-haul business
passenger travel
[NASA-IB-1-2228] p0321 N71-2011U
Aviation and surface transportatation safety for
1970 with related accident investigations and
recommendations
[AB-1] p046« H71-21925
Noise reduction laws for air, rail, and highway
transportation including legal liability in OS
fOST-OSA-71-1-VOL-7] p0618 H71-33938
HIJACKING
0 AIB PIB1CT
BILLEfi HILITABY SIBCBAPT
0 BILITAHY AIBCBAFT
HIBDB&NCE
D CONSTRAINTS
HIHGE HOHENTS
0 TOBQDE
HIHGED BOTOB BLADES
D EOTABY KINGS
HINGELESS HOTOBS
0 BIGID BOTOBS
HIHGES
NT FLAPPING HINGES
HISTORIES
NT CASE HISTOBIES
BACA/BASA rotating wing aircraft research history
during 1955-1970 period, discussing wind tunnel
research
p0015 A71-11377
Development history and application of free piston
engine
p0632 N71-32621
HL-10 REENTRY VESICLE
HL-10 and B-2F2 lifting body flight tests
[BASA-TH-X-66712] p02U9 N71-18428
Lift and drag characteristics of HL-10 lifting body
during subsonic gliding flight
[NASA-TN-D-6263] p0256 N71-18867
HO-6 BELICOPTEB
U OH-6 HELICOPTEB
HODOGBAPHS
Plane supersonic overexpanded jet interaction with
obstacle, using hodographs for flow pattern
construction
pOOO<« A71-10125
Transonic wing profiles analog determination by
hodograph method
p0135 A71-16735
Cross flow profiles for compressible turbulent
boundary layers with and without flow reversal via
hodograph models family
p0221 A71-22033
High subsonic flow two dimensional turbine cascade
design by approximate hodograph method, noting
pressure distribution measurements
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-31] p0350 A71-25971
Transonic flow theory and experiment, considering
hodograph method, integral equation method,
parabolic method and method of characteristics
p0599 A71-37454
Hodographs applied to calculation of compressible
flow on tnrbomachine blades and use of
visualization terminal display
[ONEBA-BT-176] p0620 N71-31706
A-25U
SUBJECT IHDEI HOBH AHTEHHAS
BOLDEES
NT FLAHE HOLDEBS
BOLE DISTBIBDTIOH (HECBAHICS)
Interaction between supersonic flow and transverse
sonic or supersonic jet blown perpendicular to
main stream through circular hole in wall
p0083 A71-14572
Assembling accuracy of three dimensional joints
using assembly holes in aircraft construction
p0085 471-11(609
BOLOGBAPHY
Holographic interferometry application to gas
dynamics, analyzing interferential patterns in
monochromatic and achromatic light
p01«0 A71-17166
Schliereo system conversion to holographic
visualization in operational wind tunnels and test
facilities
p0268 A71-22788
Asymmetric three dimensional aerodynamic density
fields fron holographic interferograms, applying
to supersonic flow from free jet
p03U7 A71-25802
Pulsed laser holographic applications to aerospace
components nondestructive testing, inspecting
electron beam welds and internal structural flaws
CASHE PAPER 71-GT-7U} p0352 AT1-25988
Surface strain measurements in turbine blades by
time average holographic interferometry, reviewing
resonant modes and holographic fringe patterns
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-84] p0353 A71-25992
Optical holographic interferometry for radial
microctacks detection from bolt holes in high
strength aircraft steel
[ASHE PAPER 71-BET-C) p0361 A71-27312
Holographic techniques, optical data processing and
laser properties for aerospace instrumentation
P013« A71-30329
Holographic recording of optical inhomogeneities in
gas flow in hypersonic wind tunnels, using
Mach-Zehnder interferometer and schlieren
apparatus
pO«79 A71-31274
Holographic interferometry for flow visualization
within aerodynamic wind tunnels with retrodiffuser
apparatus
pOtSO A71-31276
Optical technigues for holographic HOT inspection
speeds increase in laninate structures flaw
detectability
p0187 A71-31815
Holography applications in aeronautics and
astronautics, discussing advantages of three
dimensional information in aircraft navigation,
space missions and astronomic experiments
pO«95 A71-32528
Holographic interferometry fringe patterns
interpretation for small displacements
measurement, considering precision gyro stability
p05Q1 A71-35286
Holographic display for blind landing system with
variable image perspective over wide field of
view, using collimated or cylindrical laser beam
p0551 A71-36061
Holographic interferometry for study of transparent
media
[OBEBA-TP-851] p0039 H71-10U07
Betrodiffusion interferometric holography in wind
tunnels including displacement and deformation of
deflectors
[ONEBA-TP-852] p0053 N71-11510
Schlieren photography and differential
interferpmetry for free flight tunnel holography
[ISL-T-39/69] p0105 H71-12223
Investigating possibilities and limitations of
applying holographic techniques to aerospace
technology
[HASA-SP-208] p0115 N71-12776
Investigating air flow in noisy wind tunnels using
holographic flow visualization system
p0115 S71-12795
Differential interferometry and schlieren
photography for hypersonic aerodynamic hologram
analysis
[IS1-T-19/69] p0116 S71-12985
Q-switched ruby laser holography with optical
equipment to compensate for spatial and temporal
incoherence for contouring, aerodynamic
visualization, and nondestructive testing
fSASA-CB-11U291] p033<( H71-21320
Interferometric holographic analysis of density flow
fields around half-angle conical bodies in
supersonic wind tunnels with 10 deg angle of
attack
[AD-7215U3] p0528 N71-28<(11
Holographic imagery for aviation and space flight
[JPBS-53i(20] p0579 H71-30361
HOLOHORPBTSH
D AHALYTIC FDHCTIOHS
BOHIBG DEVICES
Theoretical principles of radio direction finding
and operation of radio direction finders
[AD-71U509] p0178 H71-16616
BOHEYCOBB STBDCTOBES
High peel strength epozy and nrethane adhesives for
aircraft bonding, discussing high temperature
curing and honeycomb panel repair
p0282 A71-2U06U
Variable weight composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural designs,
discussing C-5A tow weight saving Ti honeycomb
applications
p0282 A71-21084
Boron-epoxy structural skins design for F-1U
honeycomb horizontal stabilizer, using computer
program
pQ3UH A71-25I(20
HOBIZOHTAI FIHS
D PINS
HOBIZOHTAL FLIGHT
Forward horizontal speed influence on aerodynamic
characteristics of air cushion vehicle with
circular nozzles and cylindrically or conically
shaped curtains
p0025 A71-12551
Optimum automatic flight control techniques in
horizontal guidance of aircraft at terminal
p0200 A71-20306
Optimal control stabilization under continuous small
disturbances applied to aircraft stability in
horizontal flight under vertical gust loads
p0292 A71-24726
Longitudinal stability of plate-like load towed
beneath helicopter in horizontal forward flight
p0698 A71-143U6
Tu-13<( aerodynamic characteristics during takeoff,
climb, horizontal flight, landing stability and
maneuverability, and strength under various loads
[AD-727196] p0720 N71-37612
HOBIZOBTAL STABILIZERS
0 STABILIZERS (FLUID DY8AHICS)
HOBIZOBTAL TAIL SDBFACES
Aft vs canard horizontal tail locations for
fighter/attack configuration at sub and supersonic
speeds, observing lift coefficient, L/D and
longitudinal stability
[AIAA PAPEB 71-8] pOISO A71-18U82
Supersonic flow separation around cross shaped
horizontal tail plane with subsonic leading edge,
obtaining pressure distribution and aerodynamic
characteristics
p0277 A71-23608
Sailplane elevator induced maneuvering and
horizontal tail surface loads, discussing
airworthiness requirements
pOU18 A71-29256
Development and characteristics of translating
horizontal tail assembly for supersonic aircraft
CNASA-CASE-XLA-08801-1] p0051 N71-11043
Lift, aerodynamic drag and pitching moment study of
transport aircraft horizontal tail surfaces in low
speed wind tunnels
[ABC-B/H-3642] p0170 1171-15702
Wind tunnel tests with jet simulation of tailplane
interference on European airbus models
p030i( H71-19371I
Computer programs for calculating airforce
coefficients of wing-horizontal tail and fin-
horizontal tail oscillating in subsonic flow
p0568 H71-29312
HOBIZOSTAL TAILS
0 HOBIZONTAL TAIL SDBFACES
0 TAIL ASSEKBLIES
HOBH ASTEHHAS
High speed airborne scanning navigational radar
antenna with matched patterns, using offset horn
fed relector and polarization modes for improved
visual display
A-255
HOT AIB SUBJECT IHDBX
P0116 A71-31036
HOT AIB
0 HIGH TEHPEBATDBE AIB
HOT CTCLB PBOPOLSIOg SISTES
0 TIP DBIVEN BOTOBS
HOT GAS SYSTE9S
0 HIGH TEHPEBATDBE GASES
HOT GASES
a HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
HOT JET EXH&DST
0 HIGH TEMPEBATDBB GASES
D JET EXHAUST
HOT JETS
D JET FLOK
HOT 'WEATHER
Design criteria for optimal hoverable helicopter in
hot weather climate
[AD-717025] p0337 N71-21707
HOT WOBKIHG
NT AOSFOBHING
HOT-BIBB ABEHOHETEBS
Hot-wire anemometer for wind tunnel turbulence
measurement and wind tunnel oscillation reduction
[DLR-FB-70-39] p0516 K71-27161
Hot-wire anemometer measurements of streamvise
magnitudes and normal velocity components of wing
tip vortex
[NASA-TM-X-62087] p0712 N71-36679
HOT-BIBE FLOIHETEBS
X-type hot-wire probe thermal turbulent wake
interference, discussing wind tunnel investigation
of wire distance effect on pitch angle sensitivity
pOUIS A71-31022
BOT-BIBE TDBBOLEHCE BETEBS
D HOT-BIRE FLOBMETERS
0 TOBBOLEBCE BETEBS
HODSIHGS
NT BADOHES
HOVEBCBAFT
D GBODND EFFECT MACHINES
HOVEBING
Army rotorcraft hot day standard design hover
criterion, developing analytical models for
hovering aircraft, cost, climatology and
environmental features
p0096 A71-15U31
V/STOL spray generation tests concerning pilot
visibility impairment in low altitude overwater
hover
p0098 A71-151UU
Hovering and low speed flight capabilities of tilt
winq VTOL aircraft in terminal area under
near-zero visibility instrument landing conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 71-7] pOISO A71-18181
Boundary layer discontinuity on helicopter roter
blade in hovering using flow visualization
(AIAA PAPEB 69-197] p0200 A71-20307
Army rotorcraft performance data, discussing
hovering and forward flight performance out of
ground and level flight power reguirements and
drag and compressibility effects
[AHS PBEPBINT 500] pOt«8 A71-31076
Heavy lift helicopters IFB hover capability with
slung load, discussing sensors controls and
displays
fAHS PBEPBINT 5tO] p0451 A71-31097
German VAK 191B combat VTOL aircraft development
program, describing prototype ground tests,
autopilot preoptimization and hover flight tests
p0662 A71-41517
Helicopter, tilt wing and jet lift hovering aircraft
outflow measurements to determine suitability as
rescue vehicles
[AIAA PAPEB 71-992] p0700 A71-4D586
Blade root cutout effects on hover performance of
helicoptor rotors with rotor thrust and torgue
characteristics and wake pattern analysis
[AD-711396] p0019 N71-11030
Hovering type flying vehicle design and principle
mechanisms for manned or unmanned use
tNASA-CASE-HSC-12111-1] p0051 H71-11039
Hovering performance tests of jet-flapped rotors and
comparison of predicted and actual results
[NAL-TB-211] p0467 N71-25396
Effectiveness of attitude feedback and translational
velocity feedback flight control system assessed
for ability to provide positional stability and
reduce pilot error at hover
CAD-721728] P0522 H71-2827*
Acoustic measurements of helicopter rotor noise at
hover
[AD-721312] p0522 N71-28275
Model for predicting pilot rating of VTOL aircraft
in hover mode
[AD-72114II] p0637 N71-32981
Calculation of turbulent compressible boundary layer
on helicopter rotors for range of hover conditions
using two different analytical methods
[AD-723989] p0612 N71-33312
HOTEBING STABILITY
Aircraft ultrasonic altitude and vertical velocity
sensor for low flight, discussing VTOL aircraft
automatic hovering control and time lag
p0016 A71-1162H
Attitude and velocity control for VTOL aircraft
takeoff and landing operations in hovering flight,
discussing simulation devices and testing
operations
[DGLB-70-073] p0129 A71-15918
Tip vortex effects on rotor blade flutter in
hovering flight, discussing compressibility and
oscillation freguency
p0134 A71-16564
Helicopter longitudinal stability in forward flight
and hover modes under attitude, height and speed
constraints, noting need for cyclic pitch control
due to instabilities
p0186 A71-19U21
Propulsion system and fuel regulator design effect
on thrust change during air ejection for VTOL
aircraft stabilization in hovering flight
P0293 A71-21753
Helicopter handling under ASW flight conditions,
discussing sea state effect on low altitude hover
stability
P0420 A71-29384
Hodel following technique for optimal control
applied to hovering motion of CH-3 helicopter
p0611 471-39000
Flight simulation for evaluating proposed
stabilization system to ensure helicopter hovering
precision during cargo loading
[AD-7109U8] pOO<!2 N71-10564
VTOL display and control system for deceleration to
instrument hover
[NASA-TN-D-6108] p0178 N71-16584
Design criteria for optimal hoverable helicopter in
hot weather climate
[AD-717025] P0337 N71-21707
Flight simulation of hovering vertical takeoff
aircraft with various attitude and speed controls
P0626 N71-31955
Evaluation of in-flight simulation of flying
platform using helicopter with variable stability
and maneuverability
P0626 N71-31957
HBB-1 HELICOPTEB
0 CH-U6 HELICOPTEB
HS-748 AIBCBAFT
Landing accidents investigations for Hawker Siddeley
718 aircrafts with performance measurements on
rough surfaces
p0394 N71-23U17
HO-1 HELICOPTEB
0 DH-1 HELICOPTEB
HOBS
Bigid rotor hub flapping stiffness tailoring for
controllability, considering length and
fatigue/structural strength
p0487 A71-31601
Computerized propeller design considered flow field
distortion by hub
p0572 S71-29690
HUGHES AIBCBAFT
NT OH-6 HELICOPTEB
HUGHES HILITABI AIBCBAFT
D HILITABY AIBCBAFT
HDHAN BEHAVIOR
Sonic boom effects on human physiology and behavior
and structures, based on theoretical studies and
simulators
p0213 A71-21812
Aircraft noise reduction criteria, examining noise
measurements relation to human behavior and
physical measures connection to subjective
judgments
pO*88 A71-31879
i-256
SUBJECT INDEX BTBBID COHPOTEBS
HOBAH BODY
Simulator study of lunar flying platform control by
pilot body motion
[NASA-TN-D-6016] p0164 N71-14981
HOBAH ENGINEERING
0 HOMAH FACTORS EH6INEEBIHG
BOHAB FiCfOBS ENGINEERING
Bole of man in naFigation - Conference, Colorado
Sprinqs, July 1970
pOOOS A71-10501
Han role in future navigation from SAC viewpoint,
considering relationships to mission and machine
p0006 471-10502
Navigator role in Military Airlift Command /MAC/ as
navigator, weather analyst, fuel manager and
flight planner
p0006 A71-10504
Electronic controli indicator for human pilot
capability enhancement using color coded cathode
ray display, presenting information from seven
different instruments
pOOOS A71-10750
Fiber optic faceplates for contrast enhancement
under high ambient light conditions for commercial
and military cockpits, eliminating ghost, halo and
direct sunlight problems
pOISU A71-19175
Aerospace Becommended Practice criteria for flight
deck crew escape systems applicable to all
commercial aircraft propulsion systems, design
speeds and payloads
fSAE-AEP-808A] p0187 A71-19646
Aircraft accidents due to engine-out simulation,
discussing human factors, minimum control speed
certification reguirements and pilot flight
training procedures
OIAA PAPEB 71-793] p0508 A71-3U.025
ATC system safety problems from user standpoint,
considering requirements by pupil, test and
airline pilots and light, private, business, taxi
and military aircraft
p0542 A71-35372
Air safety standards and objectives, discussing
human factors as accident causes, piloting aids
and management
p061i( A71-39395
Human factors in aircraft simulation
rAGARD-CP-79-70] p0173 N71-1606C
Human factors in Concorde cockpit simulation
p0174 N71-16065
Technical and human engineering reguirements for
simulating pilot flight
p0174 N71-16066
Human factors in developing a piloted simulation
program for evaluating aircraft handling aspects
rNASA-TM-X-66583] p0175 N71-16069
Cockpit geometry evaluation program results and
techniques with computer input and output samples
of flight crew anthropometry
fAD-716395] p0314 N71-19817
Transfer functions in modelling human pilot and
dynamic structural aircraft responses
fAGABD-R-580-71) p0390 N71-23210
Human factors and safety requirements in aircraft
design
p0395 N71-231423
Hunan factors and control systeo failures in jet
upsets during turbulence encounters
p0395 N71-23I)24
Flying safety factors in close to ground operational
design of XH-51 helicopter
p0396 N71-23430
Identification and control of aeromedical factors
associated with aircraft noise and acoustic
measurements during c-111 operational missions
[AD-718097] p0399 N71-237U8
Analysis of aircraft structures which cause majority
of injuries in aircraft accidents and
recommendations for structural improvement to
reduce accident severity
[FAA-AM-71-3] p0630 N71-32IIU7
Bechanics of free piston engine, aspects of human
factors engineering, and compressible boundary
layer studies at high Reynolds numbers
rDBE/NAE-1971/1/] p0632 N71-32620
HOHAN PATHOLOGY
Sick and injured transportation aboard regular
airliners, considering pathological and
psychological contraindications
p0662 A71-41572
HOBAN PEBPOBBASCE
HT OPERATOB PEBFOBBANCE
NT PILOT PERFORMANCE
Aircraft compartment glare minimization for flight
crew visibility conditions and visual performance
improvement
p0001 471-10028
Manned aircraft crew long range navigation,
discussing sensor, information processing and
display systems for future commercial and military
missions
P0201 A71-20343
Attitudes and motivational factors ia job
performance of terminal area air traffic control
personnel
[FAA-AB-71-30] . p0715 N71-370U1
BDBAN BEACTIONS
Human subjective responses to approaching and
receding aircraft sounds during flight over
stationary observer
p0003 A71-10345
Community reactions to aircraft noise, discussing
short term interim alleviation measures in airport
operations and runway usage scheduling
p021« A71-21819
Pilot subjective evaluation of XB-70 aircraft
response to atmospheric turbulence in comparison
with measured accelerations
p0126 A71-2977U
Air and land transportation noise sources and
measurement, noise level scales, and individual
and community responses - conference
[PB-191117] p0037 N71-10349
Community physical, psychological, and social
reactions to aircraft noise around 7 OS
international airports
[NASA-CR-111316] pOOSO N71-11032
Community reactions to aircraft and airport'noise
from physical, psychological, and social aspects
[NASA-CR-1761] p0532 N71-29023
Literature survey and bibliography on noise
pollution including sources, effects, and control
CAD-72431U] p06U2 H71-33315
HOHAN TOLERANCES
Helicopter pilot and passenger comfort/vibration
tolerance criteria
p0095 A71-15420
Air transportation systems ride vibration
environments in relation to human comfort
p0095 A71-15421
Survey on acoustics technology emphasizing noise
reduction and human tolerances
[NASA-SP-5093] p0128 N71-14307
comparison test to evaluate perceived noise level
for STOL and other aircraft sounds
[HR-70-9] p0587 N71-31075
Analysis of aircraft structures which cause majority
of injuries in aircraft accidents and
recommendations for structural improvement to
reduce accident severity
[FAA-AB-71-3] p0630 B71-32UI47
Relations between aircraft and road traffic noise
and noise tolerance in communities
[TT-7102] p0675 N71-34019
HUHIDITT
Effect of atmospheric humidity on characteristics of
turbofan engine
[AD-715232] p02U1 B71-17728
HOHIOITI HEASUREBENT
Soviet book on fog, cloud and humidity measuring
instruments, discussing artificial fog formation
and natural fog dispersion problems
p0199 A71-20298
BDHTER F-2 AIRCRAFT
0 F-2 AIRCRAFT
HDNTIBG B-126 AIRCRAFT
D H-126 AIRCRAFT
HIBBID COHPOTEBS
Missiles and aircraft trajectories computation time
reduced via time sharing and hybridization
p0020 A71-11794
Complex real time hybrid computer simulator for
captive two blade rotor platform dynamic problem
solving
p0348 A71-25847
Six degree of freedom hybrid digital computer
program for complex flight control and associated
mode logic design and training
A-257
HYDRAULIC ACTUATORS SUBJECT IHDEX
P0348 A71-25852
HYDRAULIC ACTUATOBS
0 ACTUATORS
D HYDRAULIC EQOIPBEHT
HIDBAOLIC COHTBOL
Electrohydraalic thrust control system for
supersonic transport aircraft engines, considering
reliability, performance and weight
[SAE PAPER 700819] p0016 A71-11516
Aircraft electronic control systems, considering
hydraulic servocontrol, force simulation and
reliability models
p0196 A71-2006I*
BTDBADLIC EQOIPHEHT
HT ilBCRAPT HYDRAULIC SYSTEHS
Third Chance flight control system, discussing
aircraft control capability with backup hydraulic
system after loss of dual main hydraulic systems
due to combat damage
pO«20 A71-29382
Thrust measurement of aircraft propulsion systems,
considering hydraulic piston device, edge
clearance, oil quantity and calibration
pO»28 A71-29860
Development of aircraft control system with high
performance electrically controlled and
mechanically operated hydraulic valves for precise
flight operation
[NASA-CASE-XAC-00048] p0532 N71-29128
Analytical procedures for predicting coupled fluid
structural responses of aircraft hydraulic systems
p0688 N71-36276
Hydraulic power and actuation requirements of
survivable flight control system utilizing fly by
wire control for F-4 aircraft
CAD-727763] p0719 N71-37608
HYDRAULIC FLOTDS
Soviet book on aviation fuels, lubrication materials
and special fluids covering compositions,
physicochemical properties, filtration, etc
pOOIH A71-11320
Performance testing of fluorosilicone hydraulic
fluid in high temperature supersonic aircraft
piston pumps
p0359 A71-27040
Characteristics of hydraulic systems and application
to aircraft systems
[AD-70197B] P0571 N71-29562
HYDRAULIC BEATIHG SOURCES
D HEAT SOURCES
U HYDRAULIC EQOIPHENI
HYDRAD1IC JETS
Wind tunnel photography for determining water
droplet size in breakup of water jets
[NASA-CH-116820) p0258 N71-18962
HYDRAULIC POHPS
D HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
U PUSPS
HYDRAULIC SYSTEHS
U HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
HYDBAOLIC TEST TOBBELS
Trajectories prediction for subsonic spin stabilized
projectiles via water tunnel tests, considering
blunt nose and tail and rounded nose right
circular cylinders
CAIAA PAPER 71-296] p0220 A71-22016
Helicopter rotor model testing in water tunnel,
discussing advantages over wind tunnel testing due
to Reynolds number scaling and avoidance of wall
interference effects
p0509 A71-3I1151
Low speed and supersonic wind tunnel and hydraulic
test tunnel tables
[IC-AEBO-70-01] p0119 H71-13237
Experimental capabilities and operating conditions
of hydrodynamic wind-water tunnel including flow
visualization
; :'.i:;A-TT-P-13727] p0577 N71-30263
Drag coefficient of vehicle traveling coaxially with
uniform velocity through solid wall tube of finite
length
[PB-197871] p0621 H71-31763
Hater tunnel tests of helicopter rotor performance
[AD-72H191] p0636 N71-32931
Design, construction, and performance of water
tunnel for two dimensional testing of pitching
airfoils
[D180-11130-1] p0723 N71-37827
HYDBAUIIC VALVES
U HYDRAULIC EQUIPHEHT
O HALVES
HTDBOACODSTICS
U UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS
HTDBOABBOBBCBANTCS
U AERODYHAHICS
HYDROCARBOH COHBUSTIOH
Hater vapor condensation effects on methane-air
combustion gases for aerodynamic test medium
[AIAA PAPER 71-258] p0217 A71-21986
Soviet papers on combustion processes in turbulent
and laminar flows of kerosene and gasoline
mixtures, stressing gas turbine engines problems
pO«1» A71-2895U
HYDROC&BBOH FUELS
NT GASOLIHE
NT JET ENGINE FUELS
HT JP-5 JEI FUEL
Hydrocarbon fuel ignitability, investigating
molecular structural characteristics and
homogeneous additives effect
[HSS/CI PAPER 70-19] p01<»t A71-17661
Lnminometer numbers of hydrocarbons and reactive
fuels as function of molecular weight and
structure
p0150 A71-18U71
Thermal stability of naphthenes up to 1000 F,
considering hypersonic aircraft fuel applications
p0671 A71-42837
Liquid hydrogen as future replacement for
hydrocarbon fuels in surface and air
transportation, noting advantages in energy per
unit weight and pollution-free combustion
p0699 A71-44365
Performance of reducing electrode for neutralizing
electrically charged hydrocarbon fuel flow
[AD-712368] p0056 N71-11876
Nuclear magnetic resonance method of determining
aromaticity of hydrocarbon fuels
CAD-711892] p0056 S71-1189C
Evaluation of Aqua-Glo free water detector for use
in measuring nndissolved water in hydrocarbon
fuels
CAD-718418] p0396 H71-23138
Solutions of aqueous fluorochemical surfactants
placed on surfaces of liquid hydrocarbons and
hydrocarbon fuels for suppression of fuel
evaporation
[AD-723189] p0627 N71-32050
HYDBOCARBOHS
NT BENZENE
NT METHANE
ST NAPHTHENES
HYDBODYNAHIC STABILITY
U FLOS STABILITY
HYDRODYNAHIC TUNNELS
U PLASBA JET HIND TUNNELS
HYDRODYNAMICS
Centrifugal compressor vaneless diffuser, estimating
energy losses with hydrodynamic model
p0208 A71-21266
Have resistance of air cushion vehicle traveling
over water of uniform finite or infinite depth in
steady or unsteady motion
tAD-716055] p0312 N71-19731
Unsteady hydrodynamic loads on two dimensional
hydrofoil
tAD-717953] p0397 N71-23591
Characteristics of hydraulic systems and application
to aircraft systems
tAD-701974] p0571 N71-29562
Experimental capabilities and operating conditions
of hydrodynamic wind-water tunnel including flow
visualization
[SASA-TT-F-13727] p0577 B71-30263
HYDBOELASTICITY
Hydroelasticity, aeroelasticity, and dynamic
stability of bars, plates, shells, and beams of
various structural elements.
[AD-716938] p0330 M71-20811
HYDROFOILS
NT KEELS
Cavitation flow of fluid with free surface past
underwater wing with jet flap, solving equations
of motion for thin foil with jet emergent from
trailing edge
p0197 A71-20086
A-258
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Unsteady hydrodynamic loads on two dimensional
hydrofoil
[AD-717953] p0397 N71-23591
BYDEOGEH
NT LIQOID HYDBOGEN
Hetal embrittlement by gaseous hydrogen, discussing
countermeasnres against hydrogen metal interaction
and cracking
p0665 A71-IM999
Two dimensional, supersonic mixing of hydrogen
injected from wall slot into airstream
[NASA-CR-1793] p0321 N71-20127
Bixing of hydrogen downstream from multiple
injectors normal to supersonic jet flow, for
supersonic combustion on ramjet engines
[L-7896] N71-3127K
HYDBOGEH PUE1S
Hypersonic ramjet reaction mechanisms for H
combustion, discussing computational models,
operation principles and atomic, radical and
molecular collisions
p0141 A71-17410
Supersonic hydrogen diffusion flames ignition aids
at near-thermal self ignition point, discussing
catalytically induced prereactions
p0497 A71-32718
Liquid hydrogen as future replacement for
hydrocarbon fuels in surface and air
transportation, noting advantages in energy per
unit weight and pollation-free combustion
p0699 A71-44365
Comparison of hydrogen and methane as coolants in
regeneratively cooled panels
[NASA-CB-1652] p0261 N71-19289
Supersonic combustion, fuel injection, and
recirculation in hydrogen hypersonic external
combustion at flat plates and bodies of revolution
[DLR-FB-70-64] p037t N71-22129
Design and development of air breathing engine
system for space shuttle vehicle
p0572 N71-29607
Modified wind tunnel tests of supersonic combustion
chamber for hydrogen burning ramjet
[ONERA-TP-924] p0647 N71-33841
HIDBOLYSIS
Plastics as potting compounds in military aircraft
electrical systems, investigating resistance to
reversion and hydrolytic stability
p0283 A71-21115
HTDBOHAGHETIC FLOR
D HAGNETOHYDRODYNAHIC FLOH
HYDBOHECHASICS
NT HYDRODYNAMICS
HYDBOHETEOBOLOGY
Computer code for prediction of hydrometeor impact
erosion on high speed sphere-cone vehicles
[SC-DB-70-373] p0112 N71-12489
HYDBOPLABING
Aircraft aquaplaning skidding prevention by runway
resurfacing and water depth sensor warning
indicators
p0280 A71-239U6
HYPEBBOLIC FOHCTIOBS
Time dependent asymptotic solution for transonic
flows in hyperbolic nozzle and turbine cascades
with obligue shock
CiSHE PAPER 71-GT-42J p03SO A71-25975
HYPEBBOLIC NAVIGATION
NT DECCA NAVIGATION
NT LOBAN
NT LOBAN C
Long range hyperbolic navigation in D.S., discussing
loran and Omega systems
pOiao A71-30711
HYPERSONIC AIBCBAFT
NT HYPERSONIC GLIDERS
Hypersonic conventional and rocket transport
aircraft, discussing costs and air and noise
pollution
[AIAA PAPER 70-1218] p0014 A71-11302
Aircraft construction materials for 1990s,
discussing need for high temperature resistant
materials for supersonic and hypersonic airframe
and engine structural components
p0132 A71-16111
Hypersonic ramjet reaction mechanisms for H
combustion, discussing computational models,
operation principles and atomic, radical and
molecular collisions
p0141 A71-17410
Hypersonic cruise aircraft configuration reliable
Reynolds numbers extrapolation from laminar
boundary to turbulent layer
[AIAA PAPER 71-132] p0153 A71-18576
Optimal weight of aerodynamic heat protection layers
of stressed skin and optimal efficiency of cooling
system for hypersonic aircraft compartments
p0205 A71-20836
Hypersonic air transportation future prospects,
discussing technical problems and feasibility in
view of space shuttle development
p0288 A71-24285
Hypersonic aircraft design usable as transport or
space shuttle, determining aerodynamic behavior in
viscous flow
p0557 A71-36431
Feasibility assessment of hypersonic transports with
actively cooled airframe structure, considering
liguid hydrogen fuel use as coolant
p0595 A71-37123
Hypersonic air transportation based on supersonic
combustion ramjet development, discussing economic
feasibility
p0595 A71-37124
Thermal stability of naphthenes up to 1000 F,
considering hypersonic aircraft fuel applications
p0671 A71-42837
Evaluating performance characteristics of parallel
turboramjet propulsion system for all-body Hach 6
hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-TS-D-5993] p0167 N71-15380
Aerodynamic heating and structural analyses for
radiatively cooled delta wing of hypersonic
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6138] p02!!5 N71-18025
Flight constraints and aerodynamic characteristics
of hypersonic research aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-2222] p0248 N71-18367
European hypersonic wind tunnels for testing
hypersonic transport aircraft, and space shuttle
aerodynamic configurations
p0250 N71-18152
Estimated aerodynamics of all-body hypersonic
aircraft configurations
[NASA-TH-X-2091] p0312 N71-19706
Hind tunnel investigation of aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-body and lifting body
configurations for hypersonic cruise aircraft at
hypersonic speeds
[NASA-IB-X-2287] p0530 N71-28861
Development of data for commercially viable
hypersonic transport aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-13793] p0645 N71-33625
Preliminary research requirements analysis and
design and cost synthesis of ground research
facilities for hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-114323] p0677 N71-34236
Parameteric research requirements analysis and
synthesis of ground research facilities for
hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CB-111(325] p0677 N71-34237
Analysis of ground research facilities for
hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CB-114328] p0677 N71-34238
Summary of analyses on research requirements and
research facilities for hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-114329] p0677 N71-34239
Assessing research and development in hypersonic
aircraft for determining requirements for
hypersonic research facilities
[NASA-CB-114322] p0684 N71-35384
HYPEBSOHIC BOUNDARY IAYEB
Three dimensional attached compressible laminar
boundary layer on slender cones in hypersonic
flight at high angles of attack derived by
numerical integration
p0010 A71-10926
Hypersonic boundary layer of spinning circular cone
at angle of attack, using finite difference method
[AIAA PAPEB 71-57] p0151 A71-18516
Slender cone hypersonic laminar three dimensional
boundary layer separation at angle of attack,
proposing helical vortex model
[AIAA PAPER 71-129] p0153 A71-18S73
Nozzle wall hypersonic boundary layers in helium
tunnel, presenting skin friction measurements and
heat transfer rates
[AIAA PAPEB 71-161] p0154 A71-18603
A-259
HIPEBSOHIC COMBUSTION SUBJECT INDEX
Dniform surface blowing: effects on hypersonic
boundary layer with viscous interaction,
calculating heat transfer on flat, plate and
slender wedge
pC299 A7T-25096
Slender cone boundary layer transition under angle
of attack at Mach 21 with promoted leeward1 and
fixed windward ray
p0429 A71S-29887
Binary laminar boundary layer in* hypersonic
axisymmetric stagnation point flow with
temperature dependent material properties,
presenting exact and approximate calculation
methods
p0543 A7V-35422
Modified asymptotic perturbation expansion method
application to free flow rotation effect on
boundary layer for hypersonic flow about blunt
body
p0615 A71-39483
Hypersonic boundary layer transition and hypersonic
heat transfer on cylindrical shells, cones and
flat plates
[REPT-1101/70) p0120 N71-13408
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer near sharp
expansion corner
p0241 S71—17752
Near-continuum axisymmetric hypersonic flow past
very slender bodies
[AD-715901] p0252 N71-18556
Limits of hypersonic boundary layer theory, and
leading and trailing edge phenomena in laminar
hypersonic boundary layer
p0315 N71-19833
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer growth over
concave and convex surfaces
p0315 N71-19836
HYPERSONIC COMBUSTION
Hypersonic ramjet technology review
[PB-193911] p0127 N71-14199
HYPERSONIC FLIGHT
Statics and aerodynamics of lifting decelerators
/parawings and sailwings/ at supersonic and
hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 68-945] pOOlO &71-10927
Hypersonic flight test base pressure results at high
Reynolds numbers for slender cone in turbulent
flow, noting implications for ground test
simulation
fAIAA PAPER 71-1311] p0153 A71-18578
Noneguilibrium multicomponent ionization
calculations for stagnation merged shock layer of
hypersonic blunt body by successive accelerated
replacement
[AIAA PAPEE 69-655] p0191 A71-19890
Hypersonic minimum drag slender wing leading edge
shape for given airfoil section, using Newtonian
theory
p0222 A71-22039
Shock interaction effects on flapped delta wing at
hypersonic speed, presenting method for estimating
reflected expansion wave impingement boundaries
and resulting aerodynamic coefficients
p0367 A71-27598
Hypersonic flight load bearing refractory alloy
control surface protective coatings, emphasizing
oxidation screening tests
p0423 A71-29646
Viscous interactions and flight at high Hach numbers
CAD-712075) p0103 N71-12204
Thermal performance of hypersonic engine struts
t NASA-CR-111812] p0126 N71-14045
Flight constraints and aerodynamic characteristics
of hypersonic research aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-2222] p02«8 N71-18367
Conductive heat transfer effect on temperature
distribution in vicinity of wing leading edge in
hypersonic flight
[ABC-CP-1126] pO«56 H71-21416
Minimizing drag and increasing performance of
optimum shapes at hypersonic flight
p0463 N71-24704
Aircraft design, flight characteristics, and
atmospheric effects on sonic boom daring
supersonic and hypersonic flight
p0585 N71-30787
HIPERSOHIC FLOB
Spheres drag coefficient at hypersonic Mach numbers
for near free molecular flow
p0011 A71-10969
Leading edge bluntness and boundary layer
displacement effects on attached and separated
laminar boundary layers in high temperature
hypersonic flow over compression corner
[AIAA PAPER 68-68] p0070 A71-13437
Hypersonic viscous air flow past blunt bodies with
radiation, obtaining solution for Navier-Stokes
equations by finite difference scheme
p0076 A71-14062
Hypersonic conical flow with attached shock waves
over delta wings
p0079 A71-14243
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of flat delta
and caret wing models at high incidence angles for
space shuttles
p0082 J71-14445
Hypersonic perfect gas flow past thin three
dimensional body with strong viscous interaction,
obtaining aerodynamic characteristics and drag and
heat coefficients
p0083 A71-14563
Hypersonic flow past freely vibrating hemisphere-
cylinder-cone, noting Reynolds and Mach numbers
dependence and conical stabilizer aperture angle
p0083 A71-14571
Lifting body leeward surface maximum heat transfer
coefficient in hypersonic flow, considering
Reynolds number, incidence and shape effects
p0099 A71-15486
Binary gas mixture rarefied hypersonic flow
structure near blunt body, investigating diffusive
effects on recovery temperature dependence
p0099 A71-15488
Steady two dimensional ideal gas flow past blunt
body at incident infinite Mach number, obtaining
gas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa approaches infinity
p0100 A71-T5553
German monograph on centered two dimensional
noneguilibrium hypersonic expansion flow,
considering real gas flow with chemical reactions.
p0131 A7T-1.6,1i24
Monte Carlo simulation for studying rarefied.
hypersonic gas flow about slender cones and' flat
plates
[AIAA PAPER 69-651] p0133 A.7T-16562
Hypersonic radiating gas inviscid flow past blunt
bodies, using spherical harmonics approximation
p01.85. AT:\-19183
Interaction between radiation from shock wave region
and oncoming cold air flow in hypersonic flow past
blunt body
p0189 A7t-19730
Incompressible hypersonic laminar boundary layer
flow over sharp cone, based on asymptotic inner
and outer flow field expansion
p0191 A71-19892
Caret wing serial tests in Mach 8 to 15 hypersonic
flow, including three component force, spanwise
direction pressure distribution and shock wave
angular measurements by flow visualization
p0196 A71-20015
Dnsteady analogy for hypersonic flows past blunt
bodies with shock deformation
p0217 A71-21863
Static pressure port errors in hypersonic turbulent
flow, using approximate shear layer momentum
balance for pressure increase derivation
[AIAA PAPER 71-270] p0219 A71-21996
Hypersonic strong interaction flow over inclined
surface, using asymptotic expansion in powers of
hypersonic interaction parameter for boundary
layer equations reduction
p0265 A71-22109
French book on hypersonic aerodynamics covering
aerothermochemistry, flow equations, heat
transfer, etc
p0265 A71-22278
Heat transfer to slender bodies in hypersonic flow,
comparing wind tunnel measurements with modified
reference enthalpy method predictions for laminar
and turbulent flow
p0269 A71-22941
Hypersonic flow interaction with transverse jet,
discussing experimental investigation of Reynolds
number, jet pressure ratio and mass flux effects
p0270 A71-22944
A-260
SOEJECT IHDEI HTPEBSOHIC FLOB COHTD
Reactive equilibrium hypersonic gas flow over
slender pointed body, neglecting rate chemistry
p0272 A71-230511
Tnrbalent wakes fron subsonic-hypersonic bodies for
• downstream mean flow predictions analysis,
considering eddy viscosity function
p0289 471-21338
Numerical solution of axisymmetric minimum drag
bodies in hypersonic viscous gas flow, obtaining
coefficient of friction by local variations method
p0289 471-21370
Onderezpanded transverse sonic jet-hypersonic stream
three dimensional flowfield based on inviscid
rotational flow model
p0315 471-25172
Reentry vehicles configuration lift and drag
coefficients in hypersonic flow from pressure
distribution and balance measurements, comparing
with isolated cone data
p0316 471-25187
Small surface curvature effect on unsteady
hypersonic flow over thin oscillating wedge, using
perturbation theory
p0351 471-26197
Thin delta wing in hypersonic inviscid flow at small
angles of attack, calculating motion eguations and
boundary conditions at small perturbations
p0362 471-27330
Aerodynamic characteristics similarity and variation
in hypersonic flow t-ransition region from free
molecular flow to solid medium
p0116 471-29172
Heat transfer on spheres and sharp cones in rarefied
hypersonic gas flow at zero angles of attack in
wind tunnel vacuum
p0116 471-29176
Hypersonic flow around delta wing at small angles of
attack, using pressure sources method and Fredholm
integral equation
pOUIS 471-29189
Unsteady hypersonic self similar gas flow and drag
on circular cone accelerated according to power
law, using small perturbation theory
p0117 471-29205
Bind tunnel simulation of viscons hypersonic flow-
laminar boundary layer interactions, presenting
similarity parameter effects on aerodynamic
characteristics
p0117 471-29221
Honograph on hypersonic shock tunnel supersonic
combustion research techniques covering test
facilities, optical and electromagnetic flow
measurement methods, etc
p0123 471-29578
Turbulent skin friction and heat transfer prediction
on flat plates and wind tunnel walls at supersonic
and hypersonic Mach numbers, usinq Van Driest
theory
p0129 471-29868
Hypersonic flow pattern past windward side of delta
winq with supersonic leading edges, joining
potential and vortex regions behind shock wave
pOIII 471-30871
Rarefaction and angle of attack effects on delta
wing in hypersonic flow in wind tnnnel
p0502 471-33376
Laminar convective heat transfer rates on hemisphere
cylinder in rarefied hypersonic flow, comparing
experimental results with Cheng, Davis and Lees
theories
p0538 A71-31902
Hypersonic viscid-inviscid internal flow field
interaction with laminar boundary layer in
circular ducts, using method of characteristics
and implicit finite difference scheme
p0541 471-35281
V shaped conical wing in supersonic and hypersonic
flow with shock attached to leading edge,
investigating complex wave system with time
dependent and analytical methods
p0556 471-36339
Hear wake streamline configuration in symmetry plane
of slender cone in hypersonic flow at free stream
Hach number 7
p0561 471-36751
Vortex-induced heating alleviation to lee side of
slender wings in hypersonic flow by contouring
leading edge planform
P060H 471-37892
Hypersonic lee surface vortex heating alleviation on
delta wing by apex alignment with free stream
p0601 A71-37895
Unsteady analogy for hypersonic flows past blunt
bodies with shock deformation
p0613 471-39362
Supersonic and hypersonic viscons gas flows with
boundary layer induced pressure gradients,
investigating disturbance upstream propagation by
• asymptotic theory
p0657 471-10680
Boundary layer disturbances influence on three
dimensional hypersonic flow about infinite
triangular flat plate, investigating pressure
effects on heat transfer and friction coefficients
p0657 471-10681
Delta wing shock envelope visualization at
hypersonic speed, obtaining flow field photographs
by vapor screen technique
p0660 471-10973
Slender two dimensional wedge wings aerodynamic
characteristics in hypersonic strong interaction
flow, determining wall shear stress and lift drag
ratio effects
p0702 471-11621
Measurements of hypersonic, rarefied flow field of
disk
[AD-710611] pOOlO H71-10161
Surface heat transfer rates measured on flat plates
in hypervelocity shock tunnel
[N4SA-CR-1692] pOOII N71-10867
Laminar boundary layer effect on dynamic viscous
pressure interaction in hypersonic flow
CLB-535] pOOIS N71-11003
Beasuring low-density flow over two-dimensional
blunt bodies in hypersonic arc tunnel
[NASA-TK-D-6017] p0105 N71-12215
Differential interferometry and schlieren
photography for hypersonic aerodynamic hologram
analysis
[ISL-T-19/69] p0116 N71-12985
Plat plate pressure distribution and heat transfer
in conical hypersonic flow
[VKI-TN-56] p0119 N71-13236
Aerodynamic forces on lifting bodies and delta wings
in hypersonic slip flow
tBBBH-FB-R-70-11] p0170 H71-15701
Flat plate and expansion corner models in hypersonic
wind tunnel
[4D-711071] p0176 N71-16290
Numerical computation of viscous hypersonic flow
around slender bodies
p0225 1171-16951
Rectangular and caret winq sails in supersonic and
hypersonic turbulent flow for hypersonic vehicles
[4RC-R/B-3621] p0228 N71-17103
Hall pressure and heat transfer distribution on
delta wings in rarefied hypersonic flow
fREPT-70-9] p0219 N71-18123
Hypersonic two phase flow realized by air-water
mixtures
[BHVTDG-FBWT-70-1] p0219 N71-18111
Proceedings for symposium on viscous interaction
phenomena in supersonic and hypersonic flow
[AD-711362] p0311 N71-19830
Viscous interacting flow in hypersonic streams,
including flow over flaps, corners, delta wings,
and winq-body combinations
tN4S4-TH-X-669111 p0311 N71-19831
4ttached and separated laminar boundary layer
characteristics over high cooled, curved
compression surfaces in hypersonic airflow
p0315 N71-19837
Design of hypersonic test facility for ablation
tests and performance tests of vehicles under
conditions of high temperature and pressure
[NAS4-CASE-XL4-05378] p0331 N71-21175
Schlieren and phase contrast methods of hypersonic
flow visualization
p0385 N71-22637
Analysis of supersonic and hypersonic flow of
inviscid ideal gas over conical wings with sharp
leading edges and attached shock waves by three
dimensional method of characteristics
[NASA-CR-1738] p0386 N71-22672
Hypersonic wind tunnel test on conical and ogival
nosed static pressure probes
[ARL/A-327] p0399 N71-23778
A-261
BIPEBSOHIC FORCES SUBJECT INDEX
Flow measurement of Nonweiler delta wing in
hypersonic slip flow
tDLB-FB-70-16] p0158 S71-24500
Hach namber redaction in low density hypersonic wind
tunnel by increasing nozzle throat area
rDlB-FB-70-13] p0515 N71-27060
Velocity pulsations of high temperature hypersonic
flow based on interrelation of total stagnation
pressure pulsations and longitudinal velocity
pulsations
[AD-726605] p0685 1)71-35121
BIPEBSOHIC POECES
Wall pressure, hypersonic forces and hypersonic heat
transfer for flat plates in low density flow
[BEPT-70-1] p0119 N71-13101
BIPEBSOHIC GLIDEBS
Nb alloys in hypersonic glider fabrication,
discussing mechanical properties, oxidation
resistance and sandwich panel design
p0030 A71-12935
Thermal ground testing of Concorde and Veras,
considering static and fatigue testing in heat
environment
p0558 A71-36161
HYPEBSOHIC BEIT TBASSPEB
Blunt body stagnation point heat transfer in
hypersonic flow, describing gas dynamic eguations
flow field viscosity and conductivity
pOlOO A71-15190
Turbulent heat transfer measurements on blunt cone
in nitrogen flow at high Mach number under various
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 71-38] p0151 A71-18199
Nozzle vail hypersonic boundary layers in helium
tunnel, presenting skin friction measurements and
heat transfer rates
[AIAA PAPEH 71-161] p0151 A71-18603
Ball pressure, hypersonic forces and hypersonic heat
transfer for flat plates in low density flow
[REPT-70-1] p0119 N71-13101
Hypersonic boundary layer transition and hypersonic
heat transfer on cylindrical shells, cones and
flat plates
[EEPT-1101/70] p0120 N71-13108
Approximative solutions for heat transfer and drag
coefficients in viscous interacting flow on thin
three dimensional body
[HASA-TT-F-13538] p0321 1171-20256
Enthalpy and wall heat flux calculations for
stagnation region aft of blunt axisymmetric bodies
in hypersonic axial flow
[AD-717118] p037K H71-22087
BIPEBSOHIC ISLETS
Boundary layer interactions with turbulent heated
compressed flows from hypersonic inlets
p0317 N71-19952
Dse of gun tunnel as low temperature test facility
for hypersonic intake research
p0385 N71-22635
HYPEBSOHIC BEE8TBI
Spacecraft reentry aerodynamics regarding hypersonic
high altitude lifting bodies, shock wave and flow
field, heat, mass and energy transfer, etc
(ICAS PAPEB 70-01] pQ01S A71-11686
Hypersonic body optimum lift control during
atmospheric entry, taking into account drag
coefficients and density
[AIAA PAPEB 71-21] p0150 A71-18188
Hypersonic lifting entry vehicle turbulent heat
transfer and boundary layer transition at various
angles of attack and Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 71-100] p0153 A71-18555
Badio wave propagation through plasmas studied for
communication with hypersonic vehicles during
reentry
p0332 S71-21102
Hypersonic shock/density ratio effects in
aerothermodynamic heating of space shuttle
con figurat ion
pO«72 N71-26058
BIPEBSOHIC SHOCK
Solid particle impurity effects on hypersonic shock
tube flow, determining error in blunt body
measurements
p0182 A71-18916
Flap induced flow deflection effects in hypersonic
shock tunnel, obtaining turbulent heating, skin
friction and pressure data
[AliA PAPEB 71-598] p0182 A71-31510
Hypersonic shock tunnel of AFAPL
[AD-715907] p0251 H71-18717
HIPBBSOBIC SPEED
Aerodynamic effects of bluntness on slender cones in
free flight tests at Hach 17
[AIAA PAPEB 70-551] p0261 471-22090
Unperturbed atmospheric parameters calculation from
surface measurements of blunt body at hypersonic
speeds under various aerodynamic conditions
P0267 A71-22678
Slender cone at Hach 10 with underexpanded exhaust
plume, determining flow field interactions
separation pattern and aerodynamic coefficients
[AIAA PAPEB 71-562] p0193 A71-32280
Free flight static and dynamic stability tests on
lightweight cone shaped models in longshot tunnel
at hypersonic speeds, using spark recording
P0199 A71-32879
Onsymmetrical nose bluntness effect on stability
derivatives of slender cone at Hach 11
[AD-711921] p0016 N71-11008
Stability and postcritical response of infinite
width panels on hinged supports due to aerodynamic
loads at hypersonic speed
[NASA-CB-115851] p0167 H71-15311
Viscous drag on'variable sweep wings and wedges at
supersonic and hypersonic speeds
[ AHC-B/H-3623] p0228 H71-17109
Laminar two dimensional boundary layer separation
measurements at moderately hypersonic speeds
P0315 N71-19815
Effect of heat conduction of material on temperature
distribution in vicinity of wing leading edge in
hypersonic flight
[BEPT-6901] p0383 S71-22191
Wind tunnel investigation of hypersonic transport
model aerodynamic characteristics at Hach numbers
to 6 - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6191] p0389 N71-23127
Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle control system
comprising elevons with hinge line sweep and free
of adverse aerodynamic cross coupling
[NASA-CASE-XLA-08967] p0515 N71-27088
Heating rate and efficiency of flaps at hypersonic
speeds
[SC-T-71-3016] p0518 N71-27671
HIPEBSOHIC VEHICLES
NT HYPERSONIC AIBCBAFT
NT HYPERSONIC GLIDEBS
NT LIFTIHG BEENTBI VEHICLES
Sandwich metal construction with welded Norsial
corrugated core for light weight and strength,
discussing fabrication and application to
hypersonic research vehicles
p0089 A71-15207
Hypersonic vehicles low speed handling qualities,
describing test flights approach and landing
operations
p0135 A71-16680
Composite rocket cum hypersonic airbreathing
propulsion reducing space exploration program cost
p0209 A71-21301
Hypersonic cruise vehicles viscous interactions
areas, examining compression corners, shock
interactions, laminar and turbulent flow, boundary
layer separation, etc
[AIAA PAPEB 70-781] p0365 A71-27551
Axisymmetric inlet design for turboramjet powered
hypersonic cruise vehicle, examining effects of
spillage and cowl drags on air flow
characteristics
p0509 A71-31119
Hypersonic ramjet technology review
[PB-193911] p0127 N71-11199
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
hypersonic lifting body spacecraft with variable
sweep wings
[NASA-TH-X-2102] p0161 K71-11915
Engineering design analysis of hydrogen cooled
structural panels for application to hypersonic
aircraft
[NASA-CB-1650] p0385 N71-22625
Configuration optimization and performance of air
breathing hypersonic cruise vehicles
[AD-721171] p0529 N71-28580
HYPERSONIC WAKES
Hypersonic wakes of two dimensional slender wedges
and flat plate, testing stability in transition
region in wind tunnel
A-262
SUBJECT INDEX HYPEBVELOCITY BIND TUNNELS
p0366 171-27561
Inclined wedges in rarefied hypersonic flow
conditions, investigating base and vake pattern
geometrical and aerodynamic characteristics
p0561 471-36756
Two dimensional and three dipensional vakes in
supersonic and hypersonic rarefied gas wind
tunnels, comparing cone and dihedron
configurations
p0693 A71-13357
Laminar near wake characteristics behind circular
cylinder in Bach 6 rarefied air stream
(BEPT-1108/70] pOOIV N71-11012
Schlieren method for measuring wake density behind
hypervelocity projectile
CISL-T-12/69] p0105 H71-12221
Knudsen flow and Bach number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic vakes of cylindrical bodies and
spheres
[REPT-69-7] p0120 N71-13103
Hire and probe support interference on hypersonic
wakes of magnetically suspended round based
conical body
[ABC-CP-1133] p0331 N71-20818
BIPEBSOHIC BIHD TONNELS
D HYPEBVELOCITI BIND TUNNELS
HYPEBSOHICS
Nose bluntness, angle of attack and oscillation
amplitude effect on hypersonic unsteady
aerodynamics of slender cones
[4I4A P4PEB 70-216] p0192 471-19895
HYPEBVELOCITY CBATBRING
D HYPEBVELOCITY PROJECTILES
D PROJECTILE CB4TEBING
HYPERVELOCITY FLOI
Time asymptotic solutions for hypervelocity blunt
body flow field with coupled nongray radiation,
treating shock as discrete surface
[4144 P4PEB 70-865] p0315 471-25153
Tests to determine short-term creep of metals and
alloys under conditions of aerodynamic heating
with high velocity air flow
[HASA-TT-F-13633] p0170 H71-25822
Finite difference method for calculating inviscid
flow field around supersonic/hypersonic space
shuttle
p0172 H71-26056
HYPEBVELOCITY PROJECTILES
Velocity and density measurements in hypervelocity
ballistic projectile turbulent wakes, using hot
film anemometers
[AI44 P4PEH 68-701] p0191 471-19891
Cost effective high speed projectile trajectory
plotting system for gunnery range instrumentation,
applying to aircraft path recording during
automatic landing control
p0560 471-36613
Flexible trailing wire effect on aerodynamic
characteristics and radar cross sections of
hypervelocity cone
[4D-712509] p0103 871-12205
Schlieren method for measuring wake density behind
hypervelocity projectile
[ISL-T-12/69] p0105 N71-12221
HYPEBVULOCITY BIND TDBSELS
NT C4SC4DE HIND TONNELS
NT PLSSHA JET RIND TUNNELS
NT SHOCK TDNNELS
Axisymmetric hypersonic wind tunnel nozzle design by
determining inviscid contour and correcting for
turbulent boundary layer growth
[SIAA PAPEB 69-337] p0016 471-11578
Gas ionization in supersonic wake at throat,
transition and breakthrough points in
hyperballistic firing tunnel for atmospheric
reentry study
p0065 471-13131
OHEKS hypersonic wind tunnels used for ballistic and
aerodynamic research kinetic heating problems and
control surface efficiency
[ONEB4-TP-877] p0117 471-18025
Hypersonic low pressure wind tunnel design and
operation, describing instrumentation
p01«7 471-18015
Blunt cylinder with small thread in anomalous seeded
flow in hypersonic wind tunnels, observing
separated shock wave distortion
p0182 471-18921
iind tunnel history, evolution and use, covering low
speed variable density, high speed transonic,
supersonic, hypersonic and hypervelocity wind
tunnels
p0211 471-21666
High turbulent flow simulation in hypervelocity wind
tunnel for reentry vehicles operational testing,
discussing nozzle gas dynamic and mechanical
design
[4IA4 PAPEB 71-253] p0217 A71-21982
Comparative sting supported and free flight tests in
hypersonic wind tunnel on modified Apollo launch
configuration
f.AIAA PAPER 71-265] p0218 471-21991
Aerodynamic support interference in wind tunnel
testing of configurations involving bulbous base,
mass addition, transition near base and hypersonic
low density flows
[AIAA PAPEB 71-277] p0219 471-22002
Pressure orifices inclination in low density flow
from experiments with cooled flat plate model in
hypersonic low density wind tannel
p0316 471-25190
Hind tunnel simulation of viscous hypersonic flow-
laminar boundary layer interactions, presenting
similarity parameter effects on aerodynamic
characteristics
pOU17 471-29221
Holographic recording of optical inhomogeneities in
gas flow in hypersonic wind tunnels, using
Hach-Zehnder interferometer and Schlieren
apparatus
p0179 A71-31271
Rarefaction and angle of attack effects on delta
wing in hypersonic flow in wind tannel
p0502 471-33376
Velocity determination in hypersonic low density
wind tunnel based on high energy electron beam
produced nitrogen ions time of flight
p0538 471-31887
Heater and nozzle design of ONERA/S1NA hypersonic
wind tunnel for supersonic combustion ramjet tests
CONEBA-TP-921] p0553 471-36017
Free flight hypersonic wind tunnel nodel testing in
Ludwieg tube, discussing launching device and
recording'setup
p0651 A71-10381
Gas density measurement and flow visualization in
hypersonic wind tunnel by electron beam probe,
noting isobaric boundary layer application
p0652 A71-10395
Surface heat transfer rates measured on flat plates
in hypervelocity shock tunnel
[NASA-CB-1692] pOOII N71-10867
Heasnring low-density flow over two-dimensional
blunt bodies in hypersonic arc tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-6017] pOIOS N71-12215
Hypersonic test facility for studying ablation in
models under high pressure and high temperature
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00378] p0172 H71-15925
Hypervelocity wind tunnel data acguisition
[DLR-FB-70-11] p0226 N71-17016
European subsonic, supersonic, transonic,
hypervelocity and low density wind tunnel
characteristics
p0227 N71-17099
European hypersonic wind tunnels for testing
hypersonic transport aircraft, and space shuttle
aerodynamic configurations
p0250 N71-18152
Hypersonic low density wind tunnel including
auxiliary egnipment for electroforming and
electroplating wind tunnel models
CBHBB-FB-B-70-51] . p0253 N71-18593
Hypersonic shock tunnel of AFAPL
fAD-715907] p025U B71-18717
Design of hypersonic test facility for ablation
tests and performance tests of vehicles under
conditions of high temperature and pressure
[NASA-CASE-XLA-05378] p0331 H71-21175
Isentropic-cojapression tube techniques producing
hypersonic flow in wind tunnels including
isentropic flow and free-piston shock tube modes
(AD-717727] p0375 N71-22158
Fabrication and tests of CO2 flat plate models in He
hypersonic wind tunnel
rsc-CR-69-3215] p0390 N71-23228
Effects of flow containing dust on results of
hypersonic wind tunnel experiments
A-263
HYPEBVEHTILATIOH SUBJECT INDEX
[N&SA-TT-F-13529] p0398 N71-23702
Hypetvelocity blovdown nitrogen Mind tunnel with
graphite resistance heater noting nozzles,
diffuser, and calibration
fIC-AERO-71-011 pOU62 N71-24675
Liquid nitrogen cooled nozzle for hypersonic low
density wind tunnel
fDlR-FB-70-41] p0514 N71-27035
Hach number reduction in low density hypersonic wind
tunnel by increasing nozzle throat area
rDLR-FB-70-43] p0515 N71-27060
Integral equations of motion and momentum for
hypervelocity wind tunnel nozzle design
[AD-722346] p057U N71-29906
Support systems and operational design of nitrogen
hypervelocity blowdown wind tunnel
[AD-722345] p0574 N71-29907
Turbulent boundary layer over flat plate and
compression corner models studied in hypersonic
gun tunnel
[IC/71/11] p0580 N71-30747
Free flight stability tests on half cones in
hypervelocity wind tunnels including data
reduction program
[VKI-TN-66] p0619 N71-31663
Pressure distributions and drag coefficients of 18
constant length and volume slender bodies of
revolution at zero incidence for Mach numbers 2.0
to 12.0 - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6536] p0709 N71-36416
Nozzle design procedure and calculations for
hypervelocity wind tunnel including thermodynamic
properties of nitrogen and invlscid core and
boundary layer calculations
fAD-727591] p0723 N71-37821
Hypersonic wind tunnel test of two delta wing
orbiter models
[NASA-CB-119984] p0728 N71-38668
HTPEBVENTILATIOH
Hyperventilation syndrome in flying personnel,
discussing symptoms of paresthesia and extremities
contraction, psychoemotional causes and control
mechanism
p0662 A71-41569
HTPOXIA
World championship gliding team medicophysiological
problems during competition at Harfa, Texas,
discussing climatic adaptation, nutrition,•hypoxia
and pilots general physical and psychomotor
conditions
p0662 A71-41576
IBH COHPUTEBS
IBB 9020 multiprocessing computer application to
ATC, discussing control.sectors for inflight
control at air route traffic control centers in
U.S.
p0696 A71-43888
ICE
Computer code for prediction of hydrometeor impact
erosion on high speed sphere-cone vehicles
[SC-DB-70-373] p0112 B71-12489
Techniques for minimizing snow and ice effects on
TACAN antenna signals
[FAA-RD-71-56] p0686 N71-35773
ICE FOHHATIOH
Helicopter structural damage due to icing,
discussing secondary effects on tail rotor,
horizontal tail and engine from ice shed by main
rotor
p0096 A71-15432
VTOL operation under snow and ice conditions,
discussing adhesion, radiation absorption and
electrical properties of ice
p0097 A71-15437
, AH-56A Cheyenne compound helicopter icing spray rig
tests, discussing ice protection systems design
and operating performance
p0097 A71-15438
Do 132 turbine powered helicopter, discussing icing
problems solution
p01«6 A71-17745
Gasoline icing inhibitors effect on light aircraft
piston engine carburetor icing
[SAE PAPER 710371] p0284 A71-24240
Light aircraft qualification for icing conditions
from flight test data, considering increase in
instrument rated pilots and IFF flying activity
fSAE PAPER 710394] p0287 A71-24258
Fincap communication antennas design and
environmental tests for vibration, acceleration,
waterproofing, salt corrosion, ice formation and
compass safe distance
P0446 A71-31047
Ice formation and prevention on helicopters, taking
into account presence of big drops of undercooled
rain
P0613 A71-39374
Arctic ocean pack ice terrain profiling by airborne
laser altimeter and coincident photography,
analyzing data for ice development stages
interpretation
p0703 A71-44986
Douglas DC 9 aircraft crash during takeoff caused by
ice formation on airfoils
CHTSB-AAR-70-20] p0043 N71-10815
Microwave radiometry for snow and ice sensing in
aerial reconnaissance
p0052 H71-11160
ICE OBSEBVATIOH
D ICE REPORTING
ICE PREVENTION
AH-56A Cheyenne compound helicopter icing spray rig
tests, discussing ice protection systems design
and operating performance
p0097 A71-15438
Aircraft ice protection problems, considering one
dimensional Stefan method for cyclic deicing
system
p0537 A71-34850
Ice formation and prevention on helicopters, taking
into account presence of big drops of undercooled
rain
P0613 A71-39374
Bibliography on control and prevention of icing in
transportation systems
[AD-711534] p0043 N71-10735
Test procedures for evaluating capability of
antiicing/deicing eguipment aboard aircraft
[AD-724082] p0637 N71-33005
ICE REPORTING
Characteristics of sensors for aerial observation of
ice formations and comparison of effectiveness of
various methods
[JPHS-54162] p0714 N71-36801
ICING
D ICE FORMATION
IDEAL FLDIDS
Ideal incompressible holomorphic fluid plane
irrotational motion velocity due to deformable
constant area airfoil displacement
p0290 A71-24453
Incompressible nonviscous rotating fluid in toroidal
shell, obtaining flow patterns steady state
solutions for turbomachinery design
p0291 A71-24520
Airfoil profiles coupling method for determininq
complex potential of two dimensional ideal
incompressible fluid flow due to arbitrary airfoil
section movement near rectilinear wall
P0299 A71-25015
Ideal incompressible fluid flow around fixed
obstacle near rectilinear wall, investigating
plane motion with profile couple method
p0354 A71-26258
Three dimensional incompressible flow about slender
foil in perfect fluid, stressing vortex field
effect
P0364 A71-27477
IDEAL GAS
Hypersonic perfect gas flow past thin three
dimensional body with strong viscous interaction,
obtaining aerodynamic characteristics and drag and
heat coefficients
p0083 A71-14563
Axisymmetric supersonic overexpanded ideal gas jet
calculation, using finite difference method based
on buildup principle
P0083 A71-14573
German monograph on shock wave diffraction wedqe
angular changes in ideal gas region, comparing
experimental with perturbation theoretical results
P0138 A71-17107
Approximation of Chaplygin equation for subsonic
ideal gas plane adiabatic flow, applying to
discharge from flat channel with contraction
i-264
SUBJECT IBDBI IMPACT DABAGB
p0197 171-20083
Tvo link approximation of Chaplygin fanction by
coupling to integral equations, applying to ideal
gas jet separation flow past symmetrical arc
p0197 171-20084
Ideal gas jet sonic flov past Hedge according to
Kirchhoff scheme, testing sine series solution for
convergence
p0197 A71-20085
Shock wave shape attached to cone moving in ideal
gas studied by Pade-Shanks approximation method,
considering angle of attack
p0266 171-22105
lerodynamic forces on harmonically oscillating ving
in subsonic flov of ideal gas
p0277 171-23615
Steady supersonic isoenergetic flow of thermally and
calorically perfect gas past circular cones at
zero angle of attack, using dimensional
perturbation method
p03S8 171-26939
Linear formulation of aeroelastic stability of plane
sandwich-type structures' placed in current of
supersonic gas
CN1S1-TT-F-13778] p0630 N71-32452
IFB (BOLES)
D IHSTHOHEHT FLIGHT BOLES
IGHITEBS
Gas turbine engine startup igniter with modified
propellant atomizer enhanced by air injection
p0414 171-28969
Gas turbine auxiliary power unit accessories,
discussing high energy igniters, cables and
connectors, thermocouples and speed and
temperature monitoring equipment
p0418 171-29262
IGHITIOH
NT ELECTRIC IGNITION
NT SP1BK IGNITION
Supersonic combustion ramjet engine with liquid fuel
injection, considering atomization process and
ignition criteria
p0133 171-16531
German monograph on ignition and combustion
processes in rapidly flowing gas mixtures covering
supersonic flow, ramjet parameters, flow heating,
etc
p0137 171-16900
Hydrocarbon fuel ignitability, investigating
molecular structural characteristics and
homogeneous additives effect
tHSS/CI PIPER 70-19] p0144 171-17661
Supersonic hydrogen diffusion flames ignition aids
at near-thermal self ignition point, discussing
catalytically induced prereactions
pOI(97 A71-32718
IGNITION LIBITS
Liquid fuel pool ignition at superflash and subflash
temperatures involving adjacent heat source, cross
wind and fluid motion
p0185 171-19215
IGSITIOS SYSTEMS
Dual magneto ignition system for business and small
military aircraft, describing development, design
and test program
fSlE PIPER 710382] p0285 171-24247
Diffusion and thermal mechanism ignition theories,
applying to altitude relighting of gas turbine
engine combustors
P0410 171-28745
IGHITIOH TEHPERATUBE
NT FL1SH POINT
IL-62 1IBCB1FT
Operational preparation and commissioning of IL-62
long distance jet aircraft, considering flight
crew and maintenance personnel training at
O.S.S.B. plant
p0340 171-25256
Flight and operation of IL-62 long distance jet
aircraft, considering flight crew composition and
training, passenger and cargo handling and
refueling
P0341 171-25260
ILLOHIRATIOB
lircraft emergency evacuation illumination
standards, considering independent power source,
crash survivable installation, operation
initiation and exit visibility
p0001 171-10030
ILS (LANDING STSTEBS)
0 INSTBOHENT LANDING SISTERS
ILYOSHIH 1IBCBAFT
NT IL-62 1IBCB1FT
Flexible runway surfaces classification by LCH
method, calculating for Ilfushin aircraft
P0354 171-26201
ILTDSHIN IL-62 1IRCB1FT
0 IL-62 AIBCBAFT
IHiGE CONTRAST
Fiber optic faceplates for contrast enhancement
under high ambient light conditions for comnercial
.and military cockpits, eliminating ghost, halo and
direct sunlight problems
P0184 171-19175
Contrast level reading tests of CRT and self
luminous display devices with optical filters at
high ambient light for cockpit applications
p0650 171-40127
IHIGE CONVERTERS
Schlieren system conversion to holographic
visualization in operational wind tunnels and test
facilities
P0268 171-22788
IHAGE INTENSIFIERS
Real time reconnaissance cockpit display system for
airborne sensor systems, providing night combat
imagery
p0549 171-35772
IB1GERY
NT 1ERI1L PHOTOGB1PHY
NT CHRONOPHOTOGHAPHY
NT CLOOD PHOTOGB1PHY
NT HOLOGR1PHY
NT B1D1R IMAGERY
NT RADIOGRAPHY
NT SATELLITE-BORNE PHOTOGR1PHY
NT SCHLIEREN PHOTOGB1PHI
NT SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
NT SPACEBOHNE PHOTOGB1PHY
IHAGING TECHNIQUES
NT R1D1R IB1GERY
Holography applications in aeronautics and
astronautics, discussing advantages of three
dimensional information in aircraft navigation,
space missions and astronomic experiments
pO«95 A71-32528
Real time reconnaissance cockpit display system for
airborne sensor systems, providing night combat
imagery
p0549 171-35772
Remote image-forming sensors on satellites and
aircraft, considering resolving power, contrast
rendition, dynamic range, SNR, sensitivity, and
reliability as performance measures
p0616 171-39608
IBBITTANCE
0 ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
IMPACT ACCELEBATIOS
Bent structure failure under pulse floor
acceleration shocks, concerning aircraft seat
damage during crash landing
p0204 A71-20747
Studying aircraft accidents to determine impact
angle and speed criteria for designing nuclear
airplane fission product containment vessel
[NASA-IB-X-2245] p0468 N71-25411
IHPACT DAHAGE
NT BAIN IBPACT DAHAGE
Helicopter structural damage due to icing,
discussing secondary effects on tail rotor,
horizontal tail and engine from ice shed by main
rotor
p0096 A71-15132
Aircraft self sealing fuel tank -and fuel cell
systems damage control, considering chemical,
precompressed foam and swellable elastomer seal
concepts
p0282 A71-24079
Bird impact hazard to general aircraft, discussing
structural damage, flight safety and testing
procedures
p0299 A71-24997
Materials and structural design development by high
velocity impact testing due to transport and
subsonic military aircraft susceptibility to bird
collision damage
p0423 171-29642
A-265
IHPACT DECELERATION SDBJECT IHDBI
Conbat aircraft vulnerability to projectile impact
predicted by model giving target penetration,
danage size and structural response
[AIAA PAPER 71-777] p0507 A71-31013
Ring structural elements ballistic damage tolerance
and residual fracture strength characteristics,
discussing projectile velocity, impact angle and
target thickness effects
pOSKO A71-35161
Hathematical analysis of denting of thin aircraft
skin by hail
[NASA-TN-D-6102] p0168 H71-15U22
IBPACT DECELERATION
0 DECELEBATIOH
D IHPACT ACCELERATION
IHPiCT LOADS
Airdrop impact load effect on complex structures
[AD-711555] pC127 N71-14163
Aircraft landing lift decay and elevator oscillation
analysis
[ARC-CP-1119] p0171 H71-15722
Analysis of normal accelerations through center of
gravity of aircraft due to landing impacts and
ground operations associated with.taxi, takeoff,
and landing
[BASA-TN-D-6124] p0384 S71-22620
IHPACT PBEDICTIOH
Computer code for prediction of hydrometeor impact
erosion on high speed sphere-cone vehicles
[SC-DB-70-373] p0112 N71-12489
IHPACT PRESSURES
0 IHPACT LOADS
IHPACT RESISTANCE
Impact response modeling for design of weapon
container
[SC-BR-70-8801] p0519 N71-27986
IHPACT SEHSITIVITI
D IHPACT HESISTASCE
IHPACT STRBHGTH
Equations of motion for elastic plate foundation
system under dynamic load applied to aircraft
landing
p0717 N71-37513
IRPACT TESTS
Nuclear surface effect vehicle and subsonic aircraft
for transoceanic cargo shippirg, discussing mobile
reactor safety tests under high speed impact
conditions
[AIAA PAPER 70-1221] p0268 A71-22779
Drop and impact tests for improving crashworthiness
of integral fuel tanks
[FAA-NA-70-U6] pOOUS N71-11019
Digital computer simulation of automobile impacting
flexible safety barrier, an 1 multiple source
schlieren system for NAE trisonic wind tunnel
[DHE/NAE-1970/3/] p0306 N71-19U01
Testing armored T-28B for exploring severe hail
storms
[MHI-69-FB-841] p0529 N71-286«6
Analysis of seaplane impact on planing deadrise in
smooth and rough water
[AD-727753] p0720 N71-37614
IHPEDANCB
NT ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
NT ELECTRICAL IHPEDANCE
NT MECHANICAL IHPEDANCE
IHPEDANCE HBASOREHENTS
Impedance measurements on modified broadband metal
antenna for speech communication
[POA-3-C-3602-61] pO«74 N71-26150
IHPELLEB BLADES
0 ROTOR BLADES (TOHBOHACHINERY)
IHPELLEBS
Centrifugal compressor impeller exit flow velocity
distribution distortion based on equations of
motion involving entropy gradient terms
p0075 A71-13831
Flow variation effect on velocity and flow angle
distribution at exit of shrouded radial flow
impeller with backward swept blades, using
streamline curvature aethod
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-15] p03<49 A71-25961
Impeller blade loading vorticity on stream surface
of revolution for mixed floi compressor, using
annular cascade theory
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-17] p03«9 A71-25962
Two dimensional flow in radial turbomachine bladed
impeller, comparing numerical solution based on
potential theory with experimental results
[ASHE PAPER 71-61-20] p03«9 A71-25961
Inlet conditions for centrifugal compressor impeller
covering pressure, temperature and velocity
measurements on guasi-three dimensional model
p0665 A71-1I2035
Swept-back vane impeller tested on low speed
centrifugal compressor rig
[NRC-12020] p0718 H71-37596
IHPEBFECTIONS
0 DEFECTS
IHPEBHEABILITT
0 PERMEABILITY
IBPIHGEHENT
NT JET IHPINGEHENT
Hetals erosion by cavitation and liquid impinqenent,
discussing test methods and resistance prediction
p0078 A71-111174
IHPLEHEHTATIOH
D PERFOBHANCE
IMPREGNATING
Material properties, impregnation, shaping,
hardening and structural design in mass production
of reinforced laminates for aircraft construction
p0359 A71-2695U
IHPDLSE NOISE
D ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
IB-FLIGHT MONITORING
Flight test evaluation of onboard automatic computer
controlled jet engine monitoring system with
reduced fault detection time
p0063 A71-13080
Helicopter gas turbine engine health indication
using instrument panel for correcting gas
temperature and producer speed
p01M1 A71-17690
Strain level counter monitoring aircraft structural
fatigue, describing system components consisting
of sensors in critical structure areas and
indicator uait with visual display
P0267 A71-22725
In-flight profile drag measurement of gliders with
total and static pressure sensors in boundary
layer wake, using moments method
p0278 A71-23667
Aircraft structural fatigue life in-flight
monitoring, describing sensor installation on
aircraft fin structure and measurement results
p0280 A71-23938
Onboard computer for aircraft engine testing,
monitoring and data reduction, emphasizing
automatic in-flight recording for post-flight
displays
[AIAA PAPER 71-651] pOUHO A71-30727
Engine condition monitoring systems, discussing
engineering design requirements with respect to
accessibility, accuracy, economics, effectiveness,
reliability and maintainability
[AIAA PAPEB 71-652] pOiaO A71-30728
Aircraft noise in-flight measurement and analysis,
including engine parameters, synchronous
recordings, flight paths and coded analog bands
p0189 A71-31884
Engine performance monitorinq for jet engine
troubleshooting, noting analyzable malfunctions
p0195 A71-32521
Aircraft engine in-flight thrust determination,
discussing indirect and direct measurement methods
pOU97 A71-32720
Flight test program, facilities and instrumentation
for F-1<l aircraft structural, powerplant,
avionics, performance and carrier suitability
evaluation
p0510 A71-31153
Total in-flight simulator /TIFS/ in variable
stability C-131 aircraft, describing potential as
design tool
[AIAA P4PEH 71-7911] p0545 A71-35529
Synoptic aerological conditions for occurrence of
CAT, considering in-flight registrations and
observations under jet stream conditions over
North Atlantic
p0603 A71-37751
On-condition monitoring of aircraft hydraulic
systems for component deterioration, applying to
Boeing 717, L-1011 and DC 10 aircraft
P0666 A71-II2075
In-flight monitoring of aircraft turbine engine
reliability
p0692 A71-U3233
A-26 6
SUBJECT INDEX ISCOHPBESSIBLE FLOg
In-flight determination of lateral-directional
dynamics for landing approach
[AD-715317] p0212 H71-17792
Concorde 002 aircraft equipment for flight data
recording and processing
[ESS/ES-13J p0331 N71-20857
Lov-inertia flow-direction vane static and dynamic
wind tunnel tests at subsonic and supersonic
speeds for in-flight measurement of bust
velocities
[NASA-TH-D-6193J p0388 N71-23115
Radio frequency interference monitoring for
instrument landing system in automatic landing
[8AE-TR-70076] p0393 N71-23356
Airborne equipment for approach path control on
reduced noise trajectories in Boeing transport
aircraft traffic
P0395 N71-23125
IB-FLIGHT THRUST HEASOBBflEST
D IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
0 THEOST HEASOBEHENT
INCIDENCE
Effects of unit Reynolds number and incidence on
boundary layer transition in supersonic vind
tunnels
[NPL-AERO-1301] p0121 N71-13109
INCIDENT BADIATIOH
Simply supported normal mode plate time response to
traveling vave at oblique incidence, using
numerical analysis
P0430 A71-30068
Incident sonic boom shock wave reflection factors
off smooth surface, discussing pressure rise and
flight near threshold Hach number
P04UO A71-30610
INCOHEBEHCE
Q-switched ruby laser holography with optical,
eguipment to compensate for spatial and temporal
incoherence for contouring, aerodynamic
visualization, and nondestructive testing
[NASA-CR-114291] p0334 N71-21320
IHCOHPBESSIBLE PLOi
NT STOKES FLOH
Three dimensional incompressible wake behind blunt
obstacle at leading edge of flat plate compared
with mathematical model by Oseen linearization
[ilAA PAPER 69-747] p0069 471-13434
Varying electrical resistivity incompressible fluid
flow with Hall effect in presence of thin airfoil
p0075 A71-13903
Incompressible two dimensional inviscid stably
stratified fluid flow over vertical step in
channel bounded by rigid horizontal lid
p0078 A71-11201
Incompressible turbulent boundary layer flow over
steadily rotating flat plate blade, discussing
centrifugal pumping and shear stress
p0131 A71-16581
Incompressible boundary layers with specific
velocity distribution, studying stability on
straight and yawing wings
p0136 471-16849
Incompressible hypersonic laminar boundary layer
flow over sharp cone, based on asymptotic inner
and outer flow field expansion
p0191 A71-19892
Solid foil small oscillations in unsteady
incompressible flow, mapping physical plane and
corresponding complex potential region onto
curvilinear half strip
p0198 A71-20088
Computerized transonic airfoil design from
predetermined supercritical velocity distribution,
obtaining equivalent incompressible flow through
streamline and potential line network
transformation
p0199 471-20301
Thin rectangular winq load distribution in
nonstationary incompressible flow, usinq downwash
integral equation Fourier transform
p0270 471-22916
Incompressible viscous fluid nonsteady three
dimensional flov, obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
p0272 A71-23092
Electrical resistive incompressible fluid motion
past thin airfoils in oblique field, showing
inverse dependence of lift on magnetic Reynolds
number
p0280 A71-23956
Prandtl first order boundary layer equations for two
dimensional laminar incompressible flow past
circulation controlled circular lifting rotor
p0346 A71-25494
Three dimensional incompressible flow about slender
foil in perfect fluid, stressing vortex field
effect
p0364 471-27(177
Quasi-axisyometric and superposed fine fluctuating
structure of ideal incompressible vortex flows in
axial flow turbines, assuming infinite mutual
blade proximity
p0369 471-27711
Nonlinear limit rotation velocity and circulation
induced by wheel in axial flow turbomachine for
incompressible ideal fluid, usinq iterative
numerical algorithm
P0369 A71-27715
Aerofoil cascades with axial velocity change in
incompressible flow, determining turbine blade
force dependence on circulation
p0409 A71-28467
Incompressible fluid motion in laminar boundary
layer on blade rotating uniformly about axis
perpendicular to winq span
P0431 A71-30218
German monograph on incompressible potential flow
field calculation about thick rectangular wings
with control surfaces and ground effects
p0494 A71-32307
Aerodynamic free vortex loadinq on two dimensional
wing at zero incidence at low speeds in
incompressible flow
P0503 A71-33420
Detachment prediction in turbulent incompressible
plane flows on thick bodies applied to wall with
disconnections and flat plate normal to wind
p0533 471-31189
Viscous stresses distribution in isothermal
incompressible turbulent boundary layer with
positive pressure gradient by diffusers in open
jet wind tunnel
P0533 471-31209
Inviscid. incompressible flow past thin circular arc
airfoil at zero incidence, expanding for complex
potential or velocity in powers of1 thickness ratio
P0536 A71-34674
Incompressible turbulent boundary layers at low
Reynolds numbers, using eddy viscosity and mixing
lenqth concepts for computation
P0537 A71-31881
Steady incompressible flow with potential vortex
over flat surface under suction
P0538 471-34889
Plane laminar incompressible jet flow along parabola
with no external stream, usinq second order
boundary layer theory
[ASHZ P4PEH 71-APH-HH] pOSSS 471-36268
Two dimensional laminar incompressible fluid flow
past flat plate at various angles of attack,
studying vortex shedding characteristics
p0556 471-36311
Incompressible potential cascade flow interaction,
presenting approximate method based on blade
profile flow expression by power series with
distance between cascades as parameter
p0658 471-10685
Lifting rectanqular thin airfoil in symmetrical
incompressible steady uniform orthoqonal flow at
snail angle of attack, deriving Seissinger
integral equation
p0695 A71-43187
Separation point study of incompressible laminar
boundary layers around parabolic bodies at angle
of attack
tAD-712084] p0053 N71-11519
Analytical and numerical calculations for
cylinder-vortex combination in incompressible flow
noting pressure distribution and downwash
CHLB-TH-69057-OJ ' p0169 N71-15548
Entrainment coefficient used for computation of two
dimensional incompressible turbulent boundary
layers
[4BC-R/B-3613] p0249 S71-18421
Second-order slender wing theory for incompressible
flow over low aspect ratio winqs with and without
leadinq edqe separation
[NASA-CR-66762] p0317 N71-19912
»-267
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS SUBJECT INDEX
Graphical computer simulation of incompressible flow
about airfoil
CTN-71-2.3 p0375 H71-22149
Oscillatory pitching moment derivatives measurement
on delta wings in incompressible flow
t&EC-R/H-3628-PT-1-1] p0459 N71-24569
Measurements of oscillatory pitching moments on
round leading edged delta wing in incompressible
flow noting vortex flow development
p0459 N71-24570
Aspect ratio effect on oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives of slender sharp-edged delta wing in
incompressible flow
p0459 N71-24571
Unsteady pressure measurements on harmonically
.oscillating swept wing with two control surfaces
in incompressible flow
p0569 N71-29350
Pressure measurements of harmonically oscillating
sweptback wing with two flaps in incompressible
flow
[DLB-FB-70-47] p0570 N71-29433
Numerical analysis of laminar, incompressible flow
along corner formed by intersection of two thin
airfoils
[AD-726546] p0679 N71-35201
IHCOHPBESSIBLE FLUIDS
Seaplane step /flat plate/ ricochet off ideal
incompressible fluid surface, determining free
surface shape by accounting for trailing vortices
effects
p0185 471-19355
Lifting surface nonstationary aperiodic motion in
incompressible fluid- solved by asymptotic method
of function parameters, using algorithm for Cauchy
problem
p020<t 471-20778
Continuous flow past plate located perpendicular to
wall with inviscid incompressible flnid having
linear variation of velocity with height
P0205 471-20828
Ideal incompressible holomorphic fluid plane
irrotational motion velocity due to deformable
constant area airfoil displacement
p0290 471-241453
Airfoil profiles coupling method for determining
complex potential of two dimensional ideal
incompressible fluid flow due to arbitrary airfoil
section movement near rectilinear wall
p0299 471-25015
Ideal incompressible fluid flow around fixed
obstacle near rectilinear wall, investigating
plane motion with profile couple method
p0354 471-26258
Incompressible conducting fluid plane jet expansion
in homogeneous slipstream, deriving partial
differential egnations for nonconduction
approximation
p0423 471-29610
Axisymmetrical three component flow equations for
incompressible viscous fluid in cylinder with
rotating disk
p0444 471-30855
IHCOBB1 (TBADEHABK)
Design data for regeneratively cooled panels from
low cycle fatigue evaluation of Hastelloy X and
Inconel 625 sheet and sandwich panel specimens
[N4S4-CB-188U3 p0728 N71-38734
IHDEPEHDEHT VARIABLES
Two shaft turbojet engine parameter plot technigues
effectiveness, varying low pressure cascade rpra or
nozzle system passage cross sections
pOOBO 471-14259
Equation error approach to parameter identification
in third order pitch plane dynamics for high
performance aerodynamically controlled aerospace
vehicle
p0356 471-26418
IHDEXES (DOCUHBNTATION)
Aircraft industry license norms and standards,
describing indexing procedures, storage technigues
and data recovery operations with computer
p0561 471-36810
Subject and author index on aeroelasticity documents
fAGABD-B-578-71] p0236 K71-17432
Tabulation of B-57 aerial cload photography of
tropical convection systems for 11 to 28 July 1969
with flight path over Barbados Islands
(ESSA-TB-EBLTB-BOBAP-1] p0399 N71-23746
Computer based cataloging and subject indexing
system
[REPT-22] p0689 N71-36381
INDIANS
Airport study for Vigo County, Indiana with data
bank of airport activity for past 10 years
[PB-197309] p0573 N71-29721
IBDICATIHG IHSTEOHEBTS
NT ANEBOBETERS
NT APPEOACH INDICATORS
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS
BT GYBO HORIZONS
NT GTEOCOBPASSES
NT HOT-HIBE ANEBOBETEBS
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
NT POSITION INDICATOBS
NT RADIO DIEECTION FINDEBS
NT SPACECRAFT POSITION INDICATOBS
NT SPEED INDICATOBS
NT STRAIN GAGE BALANCES
NT HEIGHT INDICATOBS
NT HIND VASES
Aircraft visual warning indicating system, outlining
design criteria, color and brightness
recommendations
[SAE-AEP-1088] p0187 471-19644
Address indicator for pressure scanner
[ARL/HE-314] p0169 N71-15577
INDUCED FLUID FLOW
D FLUID FLOH
IBDOCERS
U INTAKE SYSTEBS
INDUCTION STSTEBS
D INTAKE STSTEBS
INDUCTORS
Double-induction variable speed system for
constant-freguency electrical power generation
[NASA-CASE-ERC-10065] p0517 N71-27364
INDUSTRIAL BANAGEHEHT
NT INVENTORY BANAGEHENT
NT PERSONNEL BANAGEHENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
NT FODNDBIES
Han oriented program system for industrial
facilities engineering design with modular
structure, operating in time sharing mode
p0273 A71-23275
INDUSTRIES
BT AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
NT AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
Theory and operation of air cushion vehicles and
other application of ground effect in industrial
transportation
[AD-721254] p0516 N71-27196
INELASTIC BODIES
0 RIGID STBOCTDEES
INELASTICITY
0 ELASTIC PROPERTIES
INEBT ATHOSPHEBE
Effectiveness of nitrogen inerting of aircraft fuel
tanks under conditions of fuel sloshing
[AD-721675] p0529 N71-28576
INBBTIA
NT INERTIA PRINCIPLE
Helicopter rotor inertial system kinetic energy,
examining takeoff advantages
p0278 A71-23670
Compressible flow across shaft face seals and narrow
slots, examining fluid inertia, viscous friction
and entrance losses
p0695 471-43592
INERTIA HOBEBTS
0 HOBENTS OF INERTIA
INBBTIA PRINCIPLE
Jet engine components inertia welding, discussing
process, eguipment, low weight-cost advantage and
mechanical properties reproducibility
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-33] p0350 A71-25970
INEBTIJL ACCELBROBETERS
0 ACCELEROBETERS
INBBTIAL COORDINATES
Tensor inertia conversion from principal to rotated
coordinates system, obtaining negative products in
aircraft
P0298 A71-24949
IHERTIAL FOBCES
U INERTIA
INBBTIAL GUIDANCE
NT STRAPDOHN INEHTIAL GUIDANCE
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SOBJECT IHDEX IBFLAIABLE STBUCTORES
Inertial aircraft lateral guidance system
limitations in stochastic gust environment,
comparing configurations using aileron or
differential spoilers
[AIAA PSPEB.71-22] p0151 471-18189
Performance limitation of simplified radio- inertial
lateral control guidance system subject to
stochastic gusts for automatic landing
C&IAA PAPER 71-957] p0597 A71-37198
Aerospace guidance technology evolution at HIT with
emphasis on inertial systems
p0665 A71-11993
Flight test program to obtain data on aided inertial
system for terminal guidance and navigation of
helicopter in designing V/STOL avionics system
[NASA-TB-X-66191] p0108 N71-12214
Considering design of digital computers for guidance
and control of aerospace vehicles
CAGARD-CP-68-70] p0113 H71-12601
IHEBTIAL HEASUBIBG OBITS
0 IHERTIAL PLATFOHHS
IHEBTIAL NAVIGATIOB
Inertial navigation system augmented by digital
distance measuring equipment in FAA flight
inspection aircraft for performance evaluation
P0006 A71-10507
Airborne inertial and area navigation systems
performance reguirements proposed for U.S.
domestic airspace, including projection through
1995
p0007 A71-10508
Airline experience with dual inertial systems as
sole means of navigation, considering equipment
reliability, cockpit design, training, etc
P0007 A71-10509
Gyrocompass strapdown three coil synchro sensor
magnetometer in conjunction with vertical gyro,
eliminating azimuth detector inertial platforms
P0201 A71-20340
IKS. domestic ATC airspace enroute and terminal area
navigation system effects on pilot workload,
projecting future FAA reguirements
p0201 A71-20347
Strapdown inertial navigator alignment by digital
filtering technigues, discussing application to
aircraft and spacecraft
pC208 471-21170
Heather influence on long range radio navigation
aids, considering supersonic aircraft operation
and inertial navigation
P0299 A71-24963
Inertial navigation system consisting of gyro
horizon compass, directional gyro and computer,
considering errors due to compass vibrations
p0360 A71-27169
Boeinq 71)7 crew members training program, describing
ground training, classrooms, inertial navigation
system and cockpit trainers
CSAE PAPE2 710473] p0409 A71-28339
Inertial navigation systems improvements for
commercial air transportation, noting digital
computer program revision and increased functional
capability
[SAE PAPEB 710158] p0438 A71-30531
Combined inertial and instrument landing aircraft
navigation systems with reduced cross runway
position and velocity errors, using optimal linear
estimation
p0439 A71-30606
Air navigation technigues history, considering
radio, radar, loran Doppler and inertial
navigation
fOUHO A71-30712
AN/ASN-86 inertial navigation system consisting of
inertial platform, digital computer and control
indicator
[AHS PfiEPBINT 533] p0450 A71-31091
Automatic landing systems using inertial navigation
derived translational state information,
discussing evaluation by simulation of transport
aircraft operating with conventional instrument
landing system
[AIAA PAPER 71-795] p0508 A71-34020
Carousel IV inertial navigation system of Boeing 717
aircraft, discussing informational capabilities,
accuracy and reliability
p0509 A71-31079
ATC avionics equipment, discussing inertial area
navigation, autopilots, airborne data acquisition.
altitude reporting, collision avoidance, CAT,
satellite communications, etc
p0536 A71-34615
Unified error analysis application to altimeter-
aided terrestrial inertial navigation systems
[AIAA PAPER 71-901] p0595 A71-37152
Badio and radar air navigation for civil aviation,
discussing Doppler effect, inertia and satellite
systems
p0599 A71-373B1
Concorde aircraft navigation system comprising
triple inertial systems, dual VOR/DBE. dual ILS
and dual ADF
CCASI PAPER 72/9] p0601 A71-37599
Commercial ATC, considering VFB, flight control and
inertial navigation
p0666 A71-42078
Inertial navigation impact on aircraft safety,
discussing error sources and midair collision
risks
p0666 A71-U2079
Combined inertial navigation and VOR/DME systems
contribution to area navigation accuracy and
efficiency
p0666 A71-120801
Carrier aircraft inertial navigation system /CAINS/
design, noting thermal modeling, statistically
filtered alignment modes and' digital data links
p0666 A71-12081
Automatic landing system optimization using inertial
navigation data and modern control theory
[NASA-CB-111575]; p0110 S71-12U31
Aided inertial flight test experiments for all
weather V/STOL. operations
[HASA-TJt-X-66490] p0111 N71-12439
Methods for determining' instantaneous values of
aircraft parameters: with inertial navigation
systems
[HaSA-TT-F-6T4] p0126 H7J-14055
Gyroscope theory and applications to inertial
guidance and navigation, vehicle stabilization,
and related uses - bibliography
[ AGAHD-R-582-71] p0317 H71-20002
Computerized solution of nonlinear differential
equations for inertial navigation systems
[AD-717058] p0329 H71-20765
Statistical analysis of gyrocompass mode of A-6A
inertial navigation system
[RH-511] p0578 K71-30315
IHEBTIAL PLATFOBBS
AN/ASN-86 inertial navigation system consisting of
inertial platform, digital computer and control
indicator
TABS PREPRINT 533] pOISO A71-31091
IHEBTIAL BEFEBENCE STSTEBS
Methods for determining instantaneous values of
aircraft parameters with inertial navigation
systems
f NASA-IT-F-6 14] p0126 N71-HI055
IBPIHITE SP'N VINGS
Potential flow past cylinder with sources and sinks
singularities, deriving formulas for aerodynamic
characteristics of infinite span wings with
boundary layer control
p0201 A71-20777
Pressure gradient effects on three dimensional
turbulent boundary layer of infinite span
sweptback wing
[NPL-AERO-1305] p0230 N71-17179
INFLATABLE DEVICES
0 INFLATABLE STBOCTDHES
IBFLATABLE STRUCTURES
NT BALLOONS
NT BALLOTES
NT GAS BAGS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
NT HETEOBOLOGICAL BALLOONS
Inflatable restraint collar for large balloons with
heavy loads using winch driven cable launching
p0020 A71-11821
Flexible ram air inflated keel and leading edge
parawing design optimization for increased
stability and reliability, introducing semirigid
member concept
[AIAA PAPEB 71-986] p0700 A71-11582
Method for arranging filamentary, load bearing
material to approximate stress condition in gas
envelope of free floating balloon for maximizing
structural efficiency
A-269
INFLATIHG SUBJECT IHDBX
[AD-713188] p0163 N71-11811
Design and characteristics of doable hull dirigible
airship
[JPRS-52330] p0260 N71-19217
Design, fabrication and static testing of attached
inflatable decelerator models for supersonic wind
tunnel evaluation
[NASi-CB-111831] p0383 N71-22538
Numerical analysis of influence coefficients,
natural frequencies, and mode shapes of vibration
of triangular inflatable wing
p0386 H71-22666
Steady state inflated shape and included volume of
24 and 30 gore flat circular, extended skirt,
porous ring slot, and porous ribbon parachutes
[AD-718808] p0393 H71-23387
Design, fabrication, and static testing of vino.
tunnel models of first-stage Attached Inflatable
Decelerator canopies for supersonic vehicles
[NASA-CB-111931] p0680 N71-35205
Design, development, and performance requirements
for large rigid airships for freight and cargo
transportation
CREPT-5] p0710 N71-36125
INFLATING
Inflation of initially spherical balloon of elastic
rubber-like material, discussing tensile
instability
PQ3U5 A71-25U15
Free-body tests of flat circular parachutes and
determination of aerodynamic drag coefficients
during partial inflation
t NASA-TN-D-6123] p06l|2 N71-33395
INFLUENCE COBFFICIEHT
Influence coefficients for aircraft engine gas/air
ducts parameter deviations, using statistical
analysis
pOOSO A71-11257
Wake model and computer program to compute
geometries, flows and velocity influence
coefficients for helicopter blade load
calculations
[AHS PREPRINT 523] pOISO A71-31089
Flexible rotor balancing by exact point-speed
influence coefficient method
[NASA-CR-72771] p0033 N71-10021
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
NT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Integrated project information and simulation system
for management of aerospace vehicle development,
discussing simulation models application
[AIAA PAPER 71-238] p0188 A71-19711
Three-phase time-ordered functional organization for
ground based collision avoidance, discussing
information flow, display capability and dynamic
simulation model
[AIAA PAPEE 71-210] p0188 A71-19716
Development program for multiple access real time
tactical information distribution system,
designing and constructing tactical air control
system test facility
[AIAA PAPER 71-213] p0188 A71-19718
Manned aircraft crew long range navigation,
discussing sensor, information processing and
display systems for future commercial and military
missions
P0201 A71-20313
Observational data characteristics analysis as
contributor to knowledge and utilization of all
atmospheric physical occurrences
p0212 A71-21722
ATC data automation, discussing fliqht plant
processing system /FPPS/, radar data processing
system /RDPS/ and signal automatic control system
/SATCO/
p0195 A71-32523
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
D DATA TRANSMISSION
INFRARED ASTROHOBI
StarLifter borne large aperture astronomical
telescope for IB and submillimeter observations,
discussing design and operation
p0612 A71-39173
INFRARED DETECTORS
Airborne equipment for CAT detection ahead of
aircraft, considering pulsed Doppler laser and IR
detectors
p0125 A71-29765
Development and characteristics of scanning systems
for thermal viewers and infrared detectors for
airborne operation
[AD-719851] p0166 S71-25053
Aircraft mounted infrared detectors for remote
measurements of optical cloud properties
p0167 N71-25260
Airborne infrared radiometer measurement of ocean
water surface temperatures
[AD-726512] p0686 N71-35191
INFRARED HORIZON SCANNERS
D INFRABED SCANNERS
INFRARED INSPECTION
Traversing Infrared Inspection System for C-5
aircraft fail-safe strap panels of bonded Ti-Al
laminates, discussing design and application
[ASHB PAPER 71-DE-37] p0361 A71-27327
Infrared and thermal evaluation of tactical aircraft
phased array radar antenna design with cooling air
distribution for steady state operating
temperature maintenance
P0652 A71-10131
INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
NT INFBARED SCANNERS
Development and characteristics of scanning systems
for thermal viewers and infrared detectors for
airborne operation
[AD-719851] P0166 N71-25053
INFRARED RADIATION
Closed cycle refrigeration system for cryogenic
cooling of IR illuminator in helicopter mounted
U.S. Army NVASS Night Vision System for night
reconnaissance
p0613 A71-39275
INFBARED SCANNERS
NT BOLTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS
Airborne IR linescan equipment for commercial aerial
survey, discussing operational principle,
temperature sensitivity, data processing and
individual system components specifications
p0668 A71-12151
Calculations of clear column radiances using
infrared temperature profile radiometer
measurements taken by Convair-990 over partly
cloudy areas
[NOAA-TM-NESS-28] p0337 N71-21812
INFRASONIC FREQUENCIES
Aerodynamic infrasound, considering atmospheric
pressure variations in seconds to minutes period
range
p0297 A71-21915
INGESTION (ENGINES)
Gas turbine aircraft engine compressor blades
foreign object ingestion control by inlet vortex
flow suppression jets, indicating wind tunnel air
intake applications
p0115 A71-17696
F 101 30,000 Ib thrust augmented turbofan engine for
B-1 bomber, considering maintainability and bird
ingestion tolerance
p0600 A71-37191
Ingestion of debris into aircraft engine inlets
during takeoff
[ARC-CP-1111] p0227 N71-17081
Investigation of helicopter jet engine flaneout due
to ingestion of snow and ice
CNRC-11893] p0371 (171-21927
Exhaust gas ingestion and recirculating flow field
characteristics of small scale vertical take off
engine pod
[NASA-CR-1771] p0168 N71-25397
Model tests of concepts to reduce hot gas ingestion
in VTOL lift engines in low and cross wind
conditions - graphs
[NASA-CH-1863] p0630 N71-32370
INHIBITORS
Jet fuel soluble corrosion inhibitors evaluation by
potentiostatic polarization methods
p0081 A71-11323
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS
U BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
INJECTION
NT FLUID INJECTION
NT FUEL INJECTION
NT GAS INJECTION
NT LIQUID INJECTION
NT SECONDARY INJECTION
NT WATER INJECTION
A-270
SOBJECT IHDEZ IHSTBDCTIOHS
IHJECIIOH CiBBOBETOBS
D CABBOBETOBS
0 FOEL INJECTION
IHJECTOBS
NT VOBTEX ISJECTOBS
Low pressure drop fuel liquid injectors for jet
engine combnstors, using gas turbine vaporizer
design
' CASBE PIPES 71-GT-38] p0350 A71-25972
Hixingj of hydrogen downstream from multiple
"injectors normal to supersonic jet flow, for
supersonic combustion on ramjet engines
[L-7896] N71-34274
IBJDBIES
NT CBiSH INJURIES
NT NOISE IHJBSIES
D.s. General Aviation safety record, discussing
National Transportation Safety Board and
accident/injury prevention
[SAE PAPEB 710397] p0300 A71-25132
Summary and statistical analysis of aircraft
accidents
CBTSB-AAS-70-1] pOO«2 N71-10674
Statistical, cause/factor and injury tables,
accident rates, and briefs of accidents involving
OS carriers in 1969
[NTSB-ABC-7L-1] p0711 N71-36137
INLET PLOi
Engine/compressor test inlet flow field simulation,
considering ramp angle, screen location and
diffuser length effects
p0030 671-12909
Cone shaped diffusers effectiveness, noting inlet
conditions effect on pressure recovery coefficient
p0136 A71-16750
Inlet turbulence interaction with rotor potential
flow as noise source in axial flow fans,
developing expression for sound power radiated
p0140 A71-17163
Gas turbine aircraft engine compressor blades
foreign object ingestion control by inlet vorter
flow suppression jets, indicating wind tunnel air
intake applications
p0145 A71-17696
High performance fighter aircraft engine pressure
ratio and tnrbine inlet temperature measurement,
using fluidic sensors
p0203 A71-20586
Air temperature effects on internal combustion
engines intake process, using similarity theory
p0204 A71-20782
Optimal lining impedance for jet engine inlet duct,
yielding discrete freguency, flow velocity and
geometry on basis of minimum radiated power
p0211 A71-21661
Turbulent flow in initial section of convergent
axisymmetric nozzle based on logarithmic velocity
law
p0266 A71-22409
Compressor surge effect on mixed compression inlet
flow from numerical solution of one dimensional
unsteady inviscid flow eguations in variable area
duct
[AIAA PAPEB 69-484] p0295 A71-24855
Three dimensional boundary layer flow and velocity
profiles in mixed diffuser with equal angle walls
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-40] p0350 A71-25973
Noise generation due to inlet free stream turbulence
incident on isolated stators and rotors, using
flat plate cascade blade row model
p05S9 A71-36498
Conical diffusers outlet flow profile and
performance, investigating swirling inlet flow
effects on pressure recovery
p0660 A71-40950
Inlet conditions for centrifugal compressor impeller
covering pressure, temperature and velocity
measurements on quasi-three dimensional model
p0665 A71-42035
Beingestion characteristics and inlet flow
distortion of V/STOL fighter powered by J-85
engine
[NASA-TN-D-7014] p0122 N71-13420
Inlet flow distortion testing of high Bach number
transonic fan stages - Vol. 1
CHASA-CB-72786-VOL-1] p0163 N71-14863
Tabular data derived from inlet flow distortion
tests of high Hach number transonic fan stages -
Vol. 2
[NASA-CB-72786-VOL-2] p0164 B71-14864
Two dimensional thin airfoil theory with strong
inlet flow on upper surface
[AD-714076] P0175 N71-16261
High entrance temperatures for improved performance
of turbogenerators and gas tnrbine engines
P0231 N71-17373
Interference effect between oscillating and
distorted inlet flow on compressor stall
P0303 N71-19370
Quasi-three dimensional surface velocities and
choking flow for turbomachine blade rows
calculated by POETBAN program
[NASA-TN-D-6177] p0389 N71-23126
Test description and results for high Hach number
transonic fan stages to determine range and
distortion tolerance for various rotor tip casing
treatment configurations
[NASA-CB-82862] p0468 N71-25460
Tabulations of blade element and circumferential
distortion flow data in tests of high Hach number
transonic fan stages with various rotor tip casing
treatment configurations
[NASA-CB-82867] pO«68 N71-25461
Design and characteristics of supersonic inlet
controls for minimizing inlet unstarts
[NASA-TH-D-6408] p0576 N71-30072
Velocity profile control tests of diffuser wall
bleed to control COBbustor inlet airflow
distribution
[NASA-TN-D-6435] pOS86 N71-30817
INLET NOZZLES
Aircraft turbine engines with elevated gas inlet
temperatures
P0101 A71-15670
Supersonic propulsion system inlet, engine and
exhaust nozzle in wind tunnel and flight tests,
discussing boundary layer effects on performance
P0695 A71-43599
Auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle designed for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[ NASA-IB-X-2182] p0256 N71-18863
Flight test investigation of effects of variable
geometry plug nozzles installed on f-106b aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-2295] p0578 N71-30283
INLET PBESSOBE
Pitot type intake inlet additive drag in terms of
capture area ratio, static and total pressure
coefficients
P0028 A71-12688
Engine surge pressure transients in mixed-
compression supersonic inlet, describing scale
wind tunnel model simulation and measurement
techniques
[AIAA PAPEB 71-671] p0441 A71-30735
INLETS (DEVICES)
D INTAKE SYSTEHS
INOBGAHIC COHPOONDS
NT AHBONIA
INSECTICIDES
NT DICHLOBODIPHENILTBICBLOBOETHANE
HT OBETHANES
INSECTS
NT BEES
INSENSITITITI
0 SENSITIVITY
INSPECTION
NT INFBABED INSPECTION
Airport certification and safety inspection
procedures and minimum safety standards
[SAE PAPEB 710413] p0404 A71-28305
Determination of inspection intervals and nature of
inspections for safe and 'economical operation of
aircraft structures
[FFA-120] P0382 N71-22431
Fatigue crack length relationship with aircraft
inspection intervals and structural reinforcement,
high strength materials, and aircraft usage
effects
P0584 N71-30783
INSTALLATION
0 INSTALLING
INSTALLING
Aircraft flight load measurements in high
temperature environment, determining optimal
strain gage installation and calibration
P0440 A71-30681
INSTBOCTIORS
0 EDUCATION
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IHSTBDHEHI APPBOACH SUBJECT IHDEX
IHSTBOMEBT APPROACH
Cockpit, simulator motion effects on ILS approach
pilot guidance errors, usinq Erdmann model
tDGLB-70-071] p0129 A71-15956
Aircraft IIS landing approaches, discussing approach
area and surface and obstruction clearance surface
and limit
p0659 471-10891
Jet aircraft crash during instrument approach due to
electrical systems failure
[NTSB-AAR-70-22] p0013 871-10812
Lear jet crash during instrument approach due to
descent below path profile
[NTSB-AAH-70-21] p0013 H71-10813
VTOL display and control system 'for deceleration to
instrument hover
tNASA-TK-D-6108] p0178 H71-16581
Index of standard instrument approach procedures for
domestic and foreign airports
p0391 B71-23233
Operational performance of Hawker Siddeley aircraft
automatic flight approach and landing control
system
p0393 N71-23U11
Mathematical perturbation models of aircraft ILS
approach and landing
[VTH-159] p0570 (I71-29U96
Terminal area studies with XC-112, XV-5, Do-31, and
P 1127 aircraft to develop powered lift control
techniques for instrument approach
p0583 N71-30771
IHSTBDHBBT COHPEHSSTIOH
Low resistance nozzles for complete power
compensation in rate of climb indicators
p0003 471-10350
IBSTBUHEBT EHBOBS
Honcircular cross section static pressure probes
theoretically insensitive to pitch, yaw and Hach
number, testing performance
p0073 471-13730
Aircraft radio compass navigation errors due to loop
antenna inclinations during maneuvering
p0205 471-20787
Static pressure port errors in hypersonic turbulent
flow, using approximate shear layer momentum
balance for pressure increase derivation
[AIAA PAPEH 71-270] p0219 471-21996
High temperature dynamic strain gage test equipment
for evaluating precision,. life and environmental
limitations
p0267 471-22719
Turn rate gyro installation angle and airspeed
effects on instrument reliability, presenting
in-flight investigation results relative to turn
rate information usefulness under various flight
conditions
[S4E PAPER 710380] p0285 471-24215
Hodulation cancellation altimeter error analysis and
performance optimization
p0362 471-27137
Aircraft barometric altimeter errors caused by
atmospheric temperature deviations from
International Standard Atmosphere
p0133 471-30323
Fan-produced sound pressure fluctuation in very low
speed subsonic wind tunnel test stream, noting
resulting anemometer calibration errors
p0137 471-30526
Eotor asymmetry effect on errors of two degrees of
freedom gyro mounted on dynaoic platfora
p0546 471-35608
Mass and center of gravity determining system model,
describing eguipment, operation principle,
calibration data and techniques accuracy and
errors
[SAWE PAPES 879] p0551 471-35821
Unaided, integrated and differential OHEGA radio
navigation configurations, comparing accuracy and
suitability for airways system operations
p0667 471-12082
Pressure altimeter, airspeed and vertical velocity
instruments, discussing selection, installation,
pilot verification, error identification, repair
and use
p0691 A71-13385
General aviation aircraft altimeter errors,
tolerances and static system tests
p0694 471-13386
Behavior of attitude gyro and gyro horizon during
looping flight
p0119 N71-13281
Statistical analysis of gyrocompass mode of 4-64
inertial navigation system
[RH-511] p0578 N71-30315
IHSTBDHEHT FLIGHT BOLES
Haximum throughput-rate capacity for runway and
final approach path airspace involving multiple
Ifr landings
P0029 471-12893
ATA Collision Avoidance System based on time and
frequency synchronization via ground stations or
other aircraft
p0030 471-12895
IFR design requirements for STOL navigation
equipment from flight tests
p0095 A71-15421
VTOL aircraft IFR airworthiness, noting necessity of
higher safety levels for metropolitan air transit
systems
p0095 A71-15426
VTOL handling qualities criteria for civil IFR
gualifications, taking into account pilot
abilities
p0096 A71-15427
ATC automation program for en route and terminal
centers, discussing combined nationwide system
features, IFH volume and video digitizer data
links
p0210 471-21659
Light aircraft qualification for icing conditions
from flight test data, considering increase in
instrument rated pilots and IFR flying activity
[SAE PAPER 710391] p0287 A71-24258
Heavy lift helicopters IFR hover capability with
slung load, discussing sensors controls and
displays
fAHS PREPRINT 510] p0151 471-31097
Application of IFB with nnpowered, low lift drag
ratio landing approaches
p0033 H71-10110
Environmental tests of VOBLOC 2 simplified
directional approach system to determine
compliance with FAB-Part 171
[FiA-RD-71-12] p0328 H71-20666
Flight simulator evaluation of aircraft instrument
departure procedure
CFA4-FS-600-2] p0572 N71-29635
Effects of aircraft system noise and signal fading
on pilot performance during IFH approach based on
computerized simulation of XV-5 aircraft and DH-1
helicopter
[AD-724336] p0638 B71-33076
Summary of instrument flight rule off-airway routes
for commercial and military aviation in US and
overseas areas
p0678 N71-3U592
IBSTBUHENT LAUDING STSTEHS
ST AOTOHATIC L4NDIHG CONTROL
STOL navigation equipment and microwave landing
instruments test programs, noting data recording
and flight operations
p0068 471-13286
VC-10 aircraft ILS electronic equipment reliability
tests
p0101 471-15873
Cockpit simulator motion effects on ILS approach
pilot quidance errors, using Erdmann model
(DGLR-70-071] p0129 A71-15956
Blind landing by mobile beams and Doppler systems,
superseding heavy infrastructure ILS
p01i(6 A71-17951
Hovering and low speed flight capabilities of tilt
wing VTOL aircraft in terminal area under
near-zero visibility instrument landing conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 71-7] p0150 A71-18181
Aircraft automatic landing improvement through use
of space diversity ILS receiving system
p0181 A71-18830
Structures electromagnetic scattering and multipath
transmission effects on aircraft instrument
landing system localizer signals, using computer
program
p0181 A71-18831
Aircraft final approach and landing aids, describing
ILS, VHF omnidirectional radio range, distance
measuring equipment and satellite systems for air
navigation
A-272
SUBJECT IHDBX IBTAKE SYSTEMS
p0182 171-190111
Kalman filter application as observer of observable
signals derivatives, using gain matrix to minimize
variance estimate for instrument landing systems
p0209 A71-21343
Microwave and modular solid state ILS designs,
discussing accelerated progress, international
standard and present system life expectancy
p0280 A71-23943
Combined inertial and instrument landing aircraft
navigation systems with reduced cross runway
position and velocity errors, using optimal linear
estimation
p0439 171-30606
Handling gualities of V/STOL research vehicles
during steep terminal area approaches, discussing
powered lift fan VIOL aircraft limitations and
instrument landing approach
[IBS PBEPBINT 544] p0451 171-31101
Performance category III all-weather capability ILS
landing eguipment standards, discussing high
directivity antennas and transmission and control
system redundance technigues for reliability
p0490 471-31909
C band SYDAC system compatible-, with conventional
ILS, considering transmission sensitivity to
ground reflection and lateral obstacles
p0490 171-31910
SYD1C ILS systems flight tests
p0490 171-31911
Aircraft ILS signal reception system, obtaining
category III reliability performance by circuit
redundance and automatic incoming information
surveillance
p0490 171-31912
DC 10 flight test program improvement using data
acquisition/processing with real time monitoring,
instrument landing and laser tracking
[Sill PIPER 71-788] p0508 A71-34018
lutomatic landing systems using inertial navigation
derived translational state information,
discussing evaluation by simulation of transport
aircraft operating with conventional instrument
landing system
[1114 PIPES 71-7953 p0508 171-34020
lir navigation and traffic control systems with
application to western Europe and Itlantic area,
noting regoirements for ILS successor
p0553 171-35998
Holographic display for blind landing system with
variable image perspective over wide field of
view, using collimated or cylindrical laser beam
p0554 171-36061
Concorde aircraft navigation system comprising
triple inertial systems, dual VO8/DHE, dual ILS
and dual IDF
TC1SI PIPER 72/9] p0601 171-37599
All-weather operations, including pilot role,
instrument landing systems and guidance aids
[C4SI PIPER 72/11] p0601 171-37601
Aircraft ILS landing approaches, discussing approach
area and surface and obstruction clearance surface
and limit
p0659 171-40891
Doppler scanning landing microwave system for air-
derived azimuth and elevation angle aircraft
guidance by frequency coding and reference carrier
transmission
p0667 171-42089
Scanning microwave landing guidance system
coordinates choice, discussing signal format,
antennas planar or conical beams and V/SIOL
application
p0667 171-42090
Aeronautical radio navigation aids photo-optical
calibration, describing photogramraetric procedure
and ground eguipment for checking out airport ILS
systems
P0695 171-43587
Application of IFR with unpowered, low lift drag
ratio landing approaches
p0033 K71-10110
Program effectiveness and facility criteria for ILS
investment decisions
p0038 N71-10355
Evaluation of systems, procedures, and
instrumentation for air traffic control
[1D-711662] p0043 H71-10737
Idvanced ILS and automatic landing systems for
conventional- and V/STOL aircraft - conference
[1GABD-CP-59-70] p0109 N71-12426
Psychological and procedural aspects to ILS
approaches and landings in visibilities less than
1200 feet
P0110 H71-12429
lutomatic landing system optimization using inertial
navigation data and modern control theory
CNASA-CB-111575] pOIIO N71-12431
Past and projected development of VHP ILS
p0112 871-12447
Minimum channel requirements for ILS localizer
frequency assignment, 1970-1975
[AD-714111] p0175 H71-16198
Fixed base simulation evaluation of one fully
automatic and six manual low visibility landing
systems for helicopters
[NASA-T8-D-5913] p0325 H71-20305
Hicrowave landing guidance systems initial concept
validation tests in BTC1 signal format
[1D-717183] p0334 N71-21368
Radio freguency interference monitoring for
instrument landing system in automatic landing
[RAE-TR-70076] p0393 H71-23356
Landing systems signal reflection interference on
correlation protected instrument landing system
beams
[RAE-TB-70141] ' p0393 N71-23361
Mathematical perturbation models of aircraft ILS
approach and landing
[VTH-159] p0570 871-29496
Systems analysis of aircraft, aircraft guidance and
control systems, and atmospheric turbulence for
low visibility instrument landing system
requirements
[AD-722773] p0576 N71-30173
Minimum variance estimates of signal derivatives
with application to case of aircraft descent rate
in instrument landing systems
[NASA-CB-11192B] p0577 N71-30241
Flight tests to determine handling gualities of
general aviation aircraft during ILS approaches in
turbulent air
p0583 U71-30771
Analysis of glide-slope information requirements for
low visibility aircraft landing approach using
Kalman filter-optimal control combination to
simulate DC-8 control system
[AD-722655] p0586 N71-30887
Motion cues and pilot error in simulated instrument
landing system approach
p0626 N71-31953
Test and evaluation of aircraft glide slope landing
system operating at ultrahigh freguency
[F1A-NA-71-15] p0628 N71-32085
Effect of turbulence and aircraft performance on ILS
approach task and longitudinal stability
tNlSA-CR-1821] p0642 871-33325
All weather landing system design, development, and
field and flight testing
p0686 871-35777
IBSTEDHENTAL ANALYSIS
U 1UTOH1TION
INSOLATION
HT THERMAL INSOLATION
INTAKE SYSTEMS
NT AIR I8TAKES
HT CONICAL INLETS
NT ENGINE INLETS
NT HYPERSONIC INLETS
NT INTERNAL COSPRESSION ISLETS
NT SDPERSONIC INLETS
Inlet particle separators for engine erosion
prevention, discussing tests of various models for
separation efficiency, clogging resistance,
pressure loss and flow distortion
p0097 A71-15435
Axisymmetric inlet design for turboraojet powered
hypersonic cruise vehicle, examining effects of
spillage and cowl drags on air flow
characteristics
p0509 A71-34149
Shortening transition liner to decrease overall
length of ram induction combustor
[BiSl-TN-D-7021] p0109 871-12422
Bind tunnel tests of mixed compression axisymmetric
inlet system at Hach numbers 0.6 to 3.5
[NASA-TN-D-6078] p0116 N71-13024
A-273
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS SUBJECT IHDEZ
Static tests to determine effects of throat inlet
concepts on forward-radiated fan noise of
707-32QB/C airplanes
[NASA-CB-1715] p0236 N71-17426
Effect of various diffaser designs on performance of
experimental tarbojet combustor insensitive to
radial distortion of inlet airflow
[NASA-TB-X-2216J p0253 N71-18561
Aerodynamic flo» field interference effects on
supersonic intakes
p0303 B71-19372
Design and characteristics of supersonic cruise
inlets
p0309 N71-19460
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
HI FREDBOLH EQUATIONS
BT SINGDLAB INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Lifting surface in unsteady subsonic flow,
describing integral equation calculation method
including kernel logarithmic singularity
p0012 A71-11020
Transonic supercritical flow past arbitrary
airfoils, using integral relations method
CAIAA PAPER 71-98] P?15? 471-18553
Unsteady motion of finite span wing in ideal
incompressible liquid near solid surface by
integral operator method in potential acceleration
space
p0156 A71-18701
Two link approximation of Chaplygin function by
coupling to integral equations, applying to ideal
gas jet separation flow past symmetrical arc
p0197 A71-20084
Transonic flow theory and experiment, considering
hodograph method, integral equation method,
parabolic method and method of characteristics
p0599 f.71-37154
Lifting line theory extension to low aspect ratio
wings, proposing formulation for PrandtJ. integral
equation
p0669 A71-42288
Lifting rectangular thin airfoil in symmatrical
incompressible steady uniform orthogonal flow at
small angle of attack, deriving Weissinger
integral equation
p0695 A71-43487
Integral equations of motion and momentum for
hypervelocity wind tunnel nozzle design
[AD-722346] p0574 N71-29906
INTEGRAL FOBCTIOSS
D ENTIRE FUNCTIONS
INTEGRAL TR&NSFOBBATIOHS
Direct and inverse application of Dorodnitsyn
technique to incompressible transonic flow over
symmetric Joukowski airfoil sections
[NAL-TR-220T] p0313 N71-19750
Numerical evaluation of downwash integral for wing
loading of lifting rectangular planform
[NPL-HA-90] P0457 N71-2UU83
INTEGRATED CIBCDITS
NT LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Interface 1C circuits for driving high voltage
transistor switches from low level logic inputs,
noting avionics application
p1413 A71-28910
INTEGRATION (BEAL VAEISBLES)
D MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
IHTBGBODIPFEBBNTIM. EQUATIONS
U DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
U INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
INTELLIGIBILITY
NT SPEECH RECOGNITION
Speech intelligibility prediction in time varying
aircraft noise based on test score relationship to
articulation index for steady state noise
p0616 A71-39766
Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech
intelligibility, discussing test for relation to
articulation index
p0658 A71-40709
INTENSIFICATION
U AHPLIFICATION
INTERCEPTOR AIBCBAFT
D FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
INTEBFACB STABILITY
Turbulent wakes flow entrainment mechanism,
investigating turbulence spreading near interface
between laminar and turbulent regions
p0538 A71-34899
INTERFACES
NT FLUID BOUNDARIES
8T GAS-SOLID INTEBFACBS
NT JET BOUNDARIES
NT LIQUID-SOLID INTEBFACES
INTEBFACIAL SIBAIH
U INTEBFACIAL TENSION
INTERFACIAL TENSION
Initially spherical liquid droplet transient
response under surface tension accelerated by
external gas flow
[AIAA PAPER 71-393] p0344 A71-25355
INTEBFEBENCE
Rocket/launcher aerodynamic interference effects
investigation by wind tunnel simulation,
determining interference coefficients for rockets
ballistic dispersion calculations
CAIAA PAPER 71-269] p0218 A71-21995
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference effects
experimental determination, investigating porous
and slotted walls
[AIAA PAPER 71-292] p0220 A71-22013
Corrections for subsonic wall interference effects
in two dimensional perforated wall wind tunnel
[LTR-HA-5] p0648 N71-33992
INTERFEBENCE DRAG
Jet interference effects on aircraft static
stability with ejector afterbody, noting wind
tunnel methods of drag minimization and
measurement
[DGLR-70-048] p0129 A71-15953
Interference analysis of wing with overlapping
multipropellers in uniform velocity stream
confined in elliptical cross section cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 71-614] p0486 A71-31583
Interference loading linear prediction on aircraft
stores at supersonic speeds, considering flow
field due to jet fighter bomber
P0598 A71-37290
Hind tunnel study of aerodynamic interference drag
caused by fan jet engine wake of subsonic
transport
[NASA-TN-D-6067] p0045 N71-11004
Aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airframe-propulsion systems of transport and
military aircraft
[AGARD-CP-71-71] p0301 N71-19353
Kind tunnel vortex flow study on body of revolution
with or without wings
p0301 S71-19355
Optimization of interferences between aircraft
components in supersonic flow
p0301 N71-19356
Finite element computer program for estimating
airplane aerodynamic interference
[NASA-TH-X-66884] p0301 N71-19357
Lift and drag interference characteristics of delta
winged half cones with leading edges
p0301 N71-19359
Numerical analysis of downwash interference on wings
of missile tails
p0302 N71-19360
Calculation methods for wing-body interference drag
on supersonic aircraft in stationary or
nonstationary Clow
p0302 N71-19362
Interference flow field of fin-flat plate
configuration in supersonic turbulent boundary
layer channel
p0302 N71-19365
Flight and wind tunnel evaluations of flow field
effects on performance of supersonic nnderwing
exhaust nozzle at transonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-66887] p0302 N71-19366
Aircraft afterbody and engine nozzle interferences
at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-66888] p0303 N71-19368
Interference effect between oscillating and
distorted inlet flow on compressor stall
p0303 N71-19370
Wind tunnel surveys of flow fields about wing ,
fuselage store configuration inlets of transonic
and supersonic aircrafts
[NASA-TH-X-66885] p0303 N71-19371
Aerodynamic flow field interference effects on
supersonic intakes
p0303 N71-19372
Rind tunnel tests with jet simulation of tailplane
interference on European airbus models
A-274
SUBJECT IHDEX IBTEBHAL COHBUSTIOH EHGIHBS
p030!) H71-1937I»
Aerodynamic interference caused by rear fuselage
mounted power plants on BAC aircraft
p030« N71-19375
Hind tnnnel evaluation of interference drag in
turbofan engine-wing configuration of subsonic
aircraft
p030it H71-19376
Computer program for determining low speed
interference effects of flow fields about
arbitrary bodies by superposition
p0304 N71-19377
Photographic recording of aerodynamic interference
in wind tunnel simulation of jettisoned drop loads
from aircraft
p03C4 B71-19378
Flow field interference beneath swept wing- fuselage
store installation on aircraft
p0305 H71-19380
Computerized prediction of interference flow field
for wing-fuselage store location on bomber
aircraft
p0305 1171-19381
Hind tunnel studies of external store induced flow
field instability effects on longitudinal
stability of arrow wing aircraft
p0305 N71-19382
Flight test measurements on interference and
aerodynamic drag effects caused by jettisoning of
external stores from F-2 aircraft
p0305 871-19381
Computerized prediction of flow field interference
forces and moments on aircraft stores at subsonic
speeds
p0305 H71-19385
Users manual for 3 computer programs for predicting
aerodynamic interference between lifting surfaces
and lift and crnise fans in transport-type
aircraft
[NASA-CB-111332] p0637 M71-33002
Conclusions and recommendations concerning wind
tunnel tests of interaction between engine flow
and wall corrections in transonic wind tunnels
p0707 N71-36401
Compilation of responses to guestionnaire on
engine-airframe interference in transonic tests
p0707 N71-36402
Hall corrections for airplanes with interference
lift in transonic wind tunnel tests
p0707 U71-36403
Thrust-oinus-drag forces and pressure distributions
of closely spaced twin-jet afterbodies with
different inboard-outboard fairing and nozzle
shapes
[NASA-TH-X-2329] p0709 N71-36412
INTERFERENCE LIFT
Upwash interference on two dimensional jet flap wing
in slotted wall tunnel, using snail disturbance
theory
p0028 A71-12690
Jet interference effects on rectangular and swept
wings, presenting wind'tunnel test data for range
of jet locations, inclinations and velocity ratios
tDGLB-70-052] p0129 A71-15951
Hind tunnel boundary interference on V/STOL oodel
calculated in test section with solid vertical and
slotted horizontal walls, using image method and
Fourier transforms
CAI4A PAPER 70-575] p0221 A71-22029
Collocation method predicting oscillatory subsonic
pressure distributions on interfering parallel
lifting surfaces, considering approach more
economical than finite element method
[AIAA PAPER 71-329] p0342 A71-25309
Hing-jet interference effects in cross wind on
thrust and aerodynamic characteristics at large
distance fron and near ground
p0417 171-29207
Hind tunnel testing of interference lift of tandem
wing aircraft lifting surfaces
[ONEBA-TP-890] p0250 H71-18449
Mathematical aodel for aircraft lifting surface
interference in steady or unsteady supersonic flov
fOHEBA-TP-850] p0251 B71-18U62
Aerodynamic interference effects between wing and
fuselage junctions
p0301 N71-1935U
Lift and drag interference characteristics of delta
winged half cones with leading edges
p0301 S71-19359
Computerized prediction of aerodynamic lifting
characteristics for wing-horizontal tail and
canard wing configurations
[NASA-TK-X-66886] p0302 N71-19361
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads on wing and
tail surfaces with oscillations in unsteady
supersonic and subsonic flow including
interference lift
[AGABD-CP-80-71-PT-1] p0566 S71-29333
Hing interference lift line lattice simulation and
application to aerodynamic loads on tandem wings
in unsteady flow
p0567 H71-29336
Users manual for 3 computer programs for predicting
aerodynamic interference between lifting surfaces
and lift and cruise fans in transport-type
aircraft
[SASA-CR-1114332] p0637 K71-33002
Computer program for calculating lift interference
factors of wind tunnel test sections by vortex
lattice method
[TAE-121] p0708 B71-36407
IHTEBFEBOGBAHS
U IBTERFEROKETBY
IBTEEFEBOBETBY
HT DIFFERENTIAL INTEHFEBOHETBY
Holographic interferometry application to gas
dynamics, analyzing interferential patterns in
monochromatic and achromatic light
P0110 A71-17166
Asymmetric three dimensional aerodynamic density
fields from holographic iaterferograras, applying
to supersonic flow from free jet
p03U7 A71-25802
Surface strain measurements in turbine blades by
time average holographic interferometry, reviewing
resonant modes and holographic fringe patterns
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-84] p0353 A71-25992
Optical holographic interferometry for radial
microcracks detection from bolt holes in high
strength aircraft steel
[ASBE PAPER 71-HET-C] p0361 A71-27312
Holographic interferometry for flow visualization
within aerodynamic wind tannels with retrodiffuser
apparatus
pOMSO A71-31276
Holographic interferometry fringe patterns
interpretation for small displacements
measurement, considering precision gyro stability
p0541 A71-35286
Holographic interferoaetry for study of transparent
media
[ONERA-TP-851] p0039 H71-10407
Betrodiffusion interferometric holography in wind
tunnels including displacement and deformation of
deflectors
[ONERA-TP-852] p0053 N71-11510
Interferometric holographic analysis of density flow
fields around half-angle conical bodies in
supersonic wind tunnels with 10 deg angle of
attack
CAD-721543] p0528 N71-28411
ISTEBBETALLICS
Intemetallic compounds application in structural
materials, emphasizing role in superalloys
development for gas turbine engine parts and high
temperature environments
p0482 A71-31531
IHTEBHODOLATIOH
Third order-two signal intermodnlation products for
2<(2 frequencies between 225 and 400 KHz as used in
FiA frequency assignment processes
[ECAC-PH-70-018] p0571 H71-29551
Third order-two signal intermodnlation products for
360 frequencies between 118 and 136 BHz when 50
kHz channel spacing is used as in FAA frequency
assignment processes
[ECAC-PB-70-016] p0571 H71-29552
Third order-two signal internodnlation products
within 118-136 HHz band with 50 kHz spacing
[EC4C-PB-70-015] p0571 H71-29554
IHIEBHAL COHBDSTION BHGIHES
HT BBISTOL-SIDDELEI OLYBPDS 593 ESGI8E
HT DIESEL ENGINES
HT DUCTED FAN ENGINES
NT GAS TDBBIHE ENGINES
HT HELICOPTEB ENGINES
HT J-57 ENGINE
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IHTEBNAL COBPBESSIOS ISLETS SOBJECT I8DEX
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT JET EUGINES
NT POLSEJET ENGINES
NT RAMJET ENGINES
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION EAMJET ENGINES
NT TORBOFAN ENGINES
NT TURBOJET ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
NT TDBBORAHJET ENGINES
NT WANKEL ENGINES
Soviet book on aircraft gas turbine and internal
combustion engines coverinq structural design
schemes, inlet devices, combustion chambers,
materials, compressors, etc
p0203 471-20674
Mathematical model of nonstationary intake and
exhaust gas motion in two cycle internal
combustion engine cylinders
p0204 A71-20780
iir temperature effects on -internal combustion
engines intake process, using similarity theory
p0204 471-20782
French book on thermodynamics and gas dynamics
covering theoretical and applied thermodynamics,
air compressors, combustion, internal combustion
engines, vater vapor, compressible fluid cooling,
etc
p0271 A71-22965
• One dimensional flow models of internal combustion
engine exhaust silencers in noisy systems
p0339 A71-25180
Book on aircraft propulsion covering design,
dynamics, control, installation, gas turbine,
ramjet, rocket and piston engines, compressors,
combustion and energy cycles, etc
p0669 A71-U2U27
Numerical analysis of gas turbine supercharging in
multi-cylinder four cycle engines
[AD-713873] p0175 N71-16225
Aerodynamic characteristics, rocket nozzles,
spacecraft propulsion, antenna design, and
internal combustion engines
[NASA-CR-119315] p0588 N71-31106
Internal aerodynamics design manual considering
internal air flow system effect on aircraft
performance including bibliography
[AD-723823] p0627 N71-32059
Aerodynamic design manual considering internal air
flow system effects on aircraft performance
fAD-723824] p0627 N71-32060
Internal aerodynamics manual containing tabulations
for calculating internal combustion engine
thermodynamics
[AD-723841] p0627 N71-32061
INTBBN&L COMPRESSION IHLETS
Analytical model of compressor sensitivity to
transient and distorted transient flows,
considering inlet duct, compressor stages and
coobustor up to turbine nozzles
[AI4A PAPER 71-670] p0441 A71-30734
Bind tunnel tests to determine Mach 2.5 performance
of bicone inlet with internal focused compression
and 40-percent internal contraction
tNASA-TH-X-2294] p0470 N71-25872
INTERNS! STEESS
D BESIDOAl STBESS
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Airworthiness and iir Registration Board, discussing
aims, objectives, technical changes and national
and international control
p0073 A71-13734
Economic trends of international air transport in
1970s
p0086 A71-14991
Aircraft nationality legal problems concerning
regional cooperation and registration
p0142 A71-17423
Aircraft noise abatement control on international
basis by setting acoustic technological capability
compulsory standards of guietness
p0215 A71-21826
Microwave and modular solid state ILS designs,
discussing accelerated progress, international
standard and present system life expectancy
p0280 A71-23943
Air transport development trends, considering
increased speed and capacity, STOL aircraft, urban
service, and European cooperation for
manufacturing
p0432 A71-3030.2
French contribution to air transportation,
discussing international cooperation on supersonic
Concorde, medium range airbus and short range
Mercure
P0496 A71-32688
New IATA passenger and baggage international air
transport conditions, discussing passenger/carrier
legal relationships, with emphasis on differences
between new and old regulations
p0561 A71-36918
Finnish air traffic law based on international civil
aviation convention, discussing regulations
relative to aircraft, personnel and airports
p0562 A71-36919
Warsaw air traffic convection agreements as amended
at The Hague and Guatemala, presenting air
transport regulations in present form
p0562 A71-36920
International cooperation in aerospace projects,
discussing Concorde program organization
P0665 A71-42011
Project DIOSCDEES for global sea and air traffic
control using synchronous satellites for
ground-air-qround communications
p0056 N71-11768
Aeronautical climatological tables of international
commercial airports
p0165 N71-15143
.European aerospace and electronic equipment
industrial cooperation for air traffic control and
communication satellites
p0230 N71-17181
International conference on rain erosion and
associated phenomena
rAD-715100] p0243 N71-17906
US cooperation with ESRO DBF satellite system
development for air traffic control in Europe
tNASA-TT-F-136511 pO«01 N71-23967
Simulation studies for development of certification
criteria applicable to SST takeoff and engine
failure
p0584 N71-30777
INTERNATIONAL LAB
NT SPACE LAW
Aviation accidents liability limitation by treaty
and statute for passengers personal injury or
death, discussing Warsaw Convention revisions
p0060 A71-12966
Air crash litigation liability limitations, noting
international inequality
p0061 471-12968
Hijacking and acts of violence against civil
aircraft, concerning draft convention by legal
committee of International Civil Aviation
Organization
p0087 471-14997
Air charter flights legal status, considering
public, private and international laws and civil
responsibility
P01U2 A71-17422
Revision of 1929 Warsaw Convention Articles 3 and 25
relative to air carrier liability, discussing
possible U.S. secession
p0142 A71-17424
European view on liability and compensation
limitation for death and injury in international
commercial air transport
p0271 A71-22989
U.S. view on legal liability and compensation for
death and injury in international air transport
p0272 A71-22990
Book on air law and civil air policy covering
international regulation, air traffic market,
passenger and cargo services, etc
p0430 A71-29938
Air piracy /hijacking/ bibliography, considering
national and international law, extradition,
punishment, prevention and safety ensurance for
passengers and crews
p0663 A71-U1617
Members attitudes on revisions to Warsaw convention
and The Hague Protocol amendments on liability to
international air transport passengers
CREPT-1970/8-E] p0246 N71-18100
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Air piracy resolutions presented to Congress and OS
and worldwide air piracy statistics
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SUBJECT I5DEX IODISE COBPOBSDS
p0633 N71-32689
IBTBRBiTIOBiL TBiDB
Long haul international air transport, analyzing
traffic growth rates
p0131 A71-30161
DS commercial aircraft export strategy and
recommendations for financing and expansion
p0216 N71-18087
IHTBBPLABETABY PROPULSION
0 SOCKET ENGINES
IBTBUDBB AIBCBAFT
0 1-6 AIRCBAFT
IBVALIDITI
0 EBBORS
IHVABIiHCE
Aircraft longitudinal coordinates invariance
relative to atmospheric disturbances, giving
simultaneous thrust variation, rudder deflection
and flap deflection control rules
p0362 A71-27339
IHVEHTOBIES
Statistical methods for inventory boundary
determination and data compression in automatic
processing of multispectral scanner remote sensor
earth observations from aircraft and spacecraft
[AIAA PAPER 71-23H] p0188 A71-19711
Inventory of private and public airports ana air
facilities in state of Texas
[PB-196935] p0336 S71-21629
XHVEHTOBY HAHAGEBEBT
Multilevel supply system operationally ready
aircraft number evaluator based on item stock
levels, demand rates and repair/resupply times
pOt96 471-32700
Computerized simulation of alternate logistics for
overhaul and expensive parts inventory procedures
of comnerical airlines
p0218 N71-18118
IS7EBTEBBATES
NT BEES
INVESTIGATION
HI ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
NT AIBCBAPT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
INVESTHEHT
Air transport development, examining capital
investment, traffic volume and facilities
pC079 A71-11216
IBVESTHEHTS
Costs/benefits strategy for investment in STOL
fleets reducing delay and airport congestion,
using heuristic computer model
pC606 A71-38029
IHVISCID F101
NT STAGNATION PLOW
King-body interference in supersonic inviscid flow,
extending Stewartson approach to arbitrary smooth
convex cylinder
pOOOB A71-10771
Inviscid ideally conducting fluid flow past thin
foil in transverse magnetic field, using small
parameter method
p0026 A71-12629
Steady supercritical planar inviscid transonic flows
over lifting airfoils, generating unsteady flow by
impulsively imposing airfoil boundary condition
[AIAA PAPER 70-17) p0069 A71-13133
Incompressible two dimensional inviscid stably
stratified fluid flow over vertical step in
channel bounded by rigid horizontal lid
p0078 A71-14201
Aerodynamic characteristics of low aspect ratio wing
in bounded inviscid fluid flow, considering
planform relation to lifting force derivative and
angle of attack
pCOSI A71-11589
Supersonic axisymmetric wake-like and two
dimensional shear nonuniform free stream flows
effects on inviscid flow fields and aerodynamic
coefficients of sharp and spherically blunted
cones
CAIAA PAPER 71-51) pcisi A71-18512
Three dimensional inviscid compressible flow past
sharp shouldered blunt bodies at angle of attack,
presenting time dependent finite difference
technigue
[AIAA PAPER 71-56) p0151 A71-18515
Three dimensional inviscid supersonic flow fields
with primary and embedded shock and expansion
waves determined over and behind wings and
wing-body configurations
[AIAA PAPER 71-99] p0153 A71-18551
Hypersonic radiating gas inviscid flow past blunt
bodies, using spherical harmonics approximation
p0185 A71-19183
Computer calculation of high Reynolds number viscous
and inviscid flow over arbitrary shaped two
dimensional bodies and airfoils
p0201 A71-20313
Continuous flow past plate located perpendicular to
wall with inviscid incompressible fluid having
linear variation of velocity with height
p0205 A71-20828
Vortex layer near circular cone surface in
supersonic axisymmetric steady flow of homogeneous
inviscid gas
p0289 A71-2U372
Critical speeds for inviscid compressible potential
flow past thin elastic cylindrical shells, using
long wave approximation
p0291 A71-24565
Inviscid flow distribution of high temperature jet
of optically thick radiating gas exhausting from
two-dimensional nozzle into low temperature
guiescent medium
p0291 A71-2U588
Steady three dimensional subsonic nonviscous flow
through .tarbomachine with arbitrary hub and shroud
shapes and finite blade nuuber, using iterative
blade to blade procedure
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-2] p0318 A71-2591)8
Thin delta wing in hypersonic inviscid flow at small
angles of attack, calculating notion eguations and
boundary conditions at small perturbations
p0362 A71-27330
Equation for motion of buoyant free vortices in
inviscid fluid subjected to gravity
[AIAA PAPER 71-601) p0183 A717315U3
Compressible transonic flow about two dimensional
airfoils, developing inviscid nonlinear potential
eguations by relaxation procedures
[AIAA EAPEB 71-569) p018« A71-31562
Inviscid supersonic flow field structure over blunt
delta wing, determining attack angle effects on
shock layer surface pressure distributions and
streamline patterns
[AIAA PAPER 71-596) p0185 A71-31576
Inviscid incompressible flow past thin circular arc
airfoil at zero incidence, expanding for complex
potential or velocity in powers of thickness ratio
p0536 A71-3U671
Hypersonic viscid-inviscid internal flow field
interaction with laminar boundary layer in
circular ducts, using method of characteristics
and implicit finite difference scheme
p05«1 A71-35281
Turbulent motions in fluids of small viscosity as
inviscid flows with vortex sheets and rolled-up
cores
p0619 A71-10010
Lift and aerodynamic drag due to trailing-edge flaps
on sveptback wings in inviscid subsonic flow
[ARC-CP-1110] p0229 N71-17114
Application of integral relations to inviscid
supercritical flow over symmetric airfoils at zero
angle of attack
[AD-717339] p0371 1171-22098
Numerical analysis of inviscid flow fields about
pointed circular cone and conical wing-body
configuration at various angles of attack
P0386 N71-22667
Asymptotic solution of low frequency wing
oscillations in transonic shockless adiabatic
inviscid gas flow based on complete approximation
p0390 B71-23193
Nozzle design procedure and calculations for
hypervelocity wind tunnel including thermodynamic
properties of nitrogen and inviscid core and
boundary layer calculations
[AD-727591] p0723 N71-37821
INVISIBILITY
0 VISIBILITY
IODIDES
NT SILVER IODIDES
NT SODIUH IODIDES
IODINE COMPOUNDS
NT SILVER IODIDES
NT SODIOH IODIDES
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IOHIC RIVES SUBJECT IHDKX
IOIIC RAVES
Ion acoustic waves propagation and structure
measurements with metal electrode technique and
continuous channel electron multiplier in plasma
wind tunnel
p0291 A71-24517
IONIZATIOH
NT ATBOSPHEHIC IONIZATIOH
HT GAS IOSIZATION
BT HONEQDTLIBBIOB IOHIZATIOH
IONIZED GASES
HT PLASHA JETS
Heat exchange in dissociating partly ionized gas
flow over critical point on permeable surface with
injection into laminar boundary layer
p0073 A71-13748
Bass flow, velocity, and in-flight thrust
measurements by ion deflection
CAD-713587] pOISO N71-1U604
IODIZED PLASBAS
D PLASBAS (PHYSICS)
IORIZING BADIATIOH
HT COSBIC EAIS
HT GABBA BATS
BT X BAYS
IOHOSPHEBIC ABSOBPTIOH
D ELECTBOHAGNETIC ABSOBPTIOH
D IOHOSPHEBIC PEOPAGATIOH
IOHOSPHEBIC PBOPAGATION
Satellite-to-aircraft links propagation
characteristics, considering specular reflected
signals, diffuse scattering and scattering
function
p0538 A71-35097
Besearch and development of solid state and
electronic equipment, microwave circuits,
semiconductors, and ionospheric radar
p003U H71-10126
IOHOSPHEBIC BEFLECTIOH
D IOHOSPHBEIC PBOPAGATIOH
IOHOSPHEBIC SODHDIHG
Auroral oval continuity during winter /1969-1970/
from jet aircraft ionospheric instrumentation,
showing band distribution along geomagnetic pole
p0082 A71-1I1526
Upper air sounding systems problems, discussing
aerodynamic heat transfer between temperature
sensor and ambient air
p0212 A71-21739
IOHS
HT HITBOGEN IOHS
IP (IBFACT PEEDICTIOH)
D COBPOTEBIZED SIBDLATIOH
IBIDIOH
HT IBIDIOB ISOTOPES
IBIDIUB ISOTOPES
nondestructive testing of aircraft structures using
thulium and iridium ganna sources
[JAEBI-HEHO-4163] p0464 H71-24849
IBOH ALLOTS
HT AUSTEHITIC STAIHLESS STEELS
HT CABBOH STEELS
NT CHBOHIUB STEELS
NT HIGH STHENGTH STEELS
NT STAINLESS STEELS
NT STEELS
Bach 1 burner rig tests at 2100 F for oxidation
resistance evaluation of NiCrAl and FeCrAlY
claddings on TD-NiCr
[HASA-TB-X-52916] p0052 N71-11426
IBOQOOIS HELICOPTEB
U OH-1 HELICOPTEB
IBBEVEBSIBLE PBOCESSES
Irreversibility control in two gas flows mixture,
discussing jet engines thrust increase by
air-exhaust gases admixture
p0148 A71-18051
IBBOTATIOHAL FLOB
D POTENTIAL FLOW
ISEHTBOPIC PBOCESSES
Nonstationary isentropic low density flows with
axial or central symmetry, suggesting
characteristics with flow rate and sound speed
variation as in stationary source flow
p0189 A71-19729
Small curvature radius/throat radius ratio
supersonic nozzles mass flow rate coefficients at
high Beynolds numbers, appraisiBg isentropic flow
prediction methods
p0191 A71-19877
Flowfield isentropes in conical gas flow with
singular current surfaces
p0217 A71-21864
Two dimensional subsonic irrotational isentropic
flow around thick profiles, using coordinate
perturbation method
p0479 A71-31167
Isentropic-compression tube techniques producing
hypersonic flow in wind tunnels including
isentropic flow and free-piston shock tube modes
[AD-717727,] p0375 N71-22158
ISIHG HODEL
D BATHE3ATICAL BODELS
ISLANDS
NT GBEAT BBITAIN
HT PHILLIPINES
HT BEST INDIES
ISOESEBGETIC PBOCESSES
Steady supersonic isoenergetic flow of thermally and
calorically perfect gas past circular cones at
zero angle of attack, using dimensional
perturbation method
P0358 A71-26939
ISOLATOBS
HT VIBBATION
HT VIBBATION ISOLATOBS
ISOPLETHS
0 NOHOGBAPHS
ISOTEHSOID STBOCTDBES
Bethod for arranging filamentary, load bearing
material to approximate stress condition in gas
envelope of free floating balloon for maximizing
structural efficiency
[AD-713188] p0163 N71-14811
ISOTHEBBAL LAYEBS
Viscous stresses distribution in isothermal
incompressible turbulent boundary layer with
positive pressure gradient by diffnsers in open
jet wind tunnel
p0533 A71-31209
Self similar numerical and asymptotic solutions of
laminar multicomponent isothermal boundary layer
equations for large blowing rates
p0547 A71-35633
ISOTOPES
NT ALOBINOB 27
NT COBALT ISOTOPES
NT IBIDIOB ISOTOPES
NT PLOTONIOB
NT THULIOB ISOTOPES
ISOTBOPIC TUBBOLENCB
Aerodynamic theory of pressure field induced on
lifting surface by isotropic atmospheric
turbulence, considering transfer function of
Concorde aircraft
[ICAS PAPEB 70-30] p0012 A71-11019
Analysis of effects of spanwise variations of gust
velocity in isotropic turbulence on
vane-controlled gust alleviation system
[NASA-TN-D-6126] p0373 N71-22068
ISBAEL
Planning for Boeing 747 aircraft integration into
Israel airline operations
p0381 N71-22388
Integrated systems approach for developing
requirements of increased civil aviation in Israel
p0381 N71-22391
ITEBATION
HT ITERATIVE SOLUTION
ITEBATIVE SOLDTIOH
Critique of Chapman-Kirk.iterative method for
differential equations yielding aerodynamic
coefficients from free flight data
p0011 A71-10971
Local heat transfer to transverse circular cylinder
at low Reynolds numbers, using iterative finite
difference approach
p0100 A71-15493
Least squares method and iteration technique for
obtaining aerodynamic stability derivatives
p0463 N71-24703
Technique for improving calibration accuracy
standards from boundary layer calculations
CIC/71/23] p0724 N71-37851
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SUBJECT IHDEX JET AIRCRAFT
J-57 EHGIHE
Structure constant of jet exhaust turbulence of J-57
with afterburner by laser beai probing compared
with scintillation and hot-Hire anemometer
measurements
p0354 471-26301
Engine modifications to reduce smoke emission from
J-57 turbojet engine
CNASA-IB-X-2236] p0326 H71-20419
Dse of air-assist fuel nozzle to reduce exhaust
emissions from gas turbine combustor at simulated
idle conditions - J-57 engine
rNASA-TH-D-6404] p0591 N71-31456
J-85 EHGIHE
Time variant distortions in supersonic inlet on
J-85-GE-13 turbojet engine from wind tunnel test,
considering instantaneous distortion amplitudes
and contours
[AIAA PAPER 71-667] p0111 A71-30733
Reingestion characteristics and inlet flow
distortion of V/STOL fighter powered by J-85
engine
[HASA-TN-D-7011] P0122 N71-13120
Effect of circumferential, radial, and combined
pressure distortions on stall margin of J-85
engine
CHASA-TH-X-2239] p0329 H71-20766
Hind tunnel tests for instantaneous and dynamic
analysis of effects of tine-variant distortions
produced in supersonic inlet on J85-GE-13 turbojet
engine
[NASA-TB-X-67821] pO«01 1171-23927
Thrust measurement system and aerodynamic drag
effects of underwing J-85 engine nacelles on F-106
aircraft propulsion system performance
[N4SA-T11-X-2356] p0628 H71-32144
JACKING EQUIPMENT
0 JACKS (LIFTS)
JACKS (LIFTS)
Aircraft weighing in place during maintenance
operations, describing load cell eguipped jacks
design for time saving weight determination
[SAKE PAPER 898] p0551 471-35811
J4GU4B AIRCRAFT
One man Jaguar aircraft navigation, weapon aiming
system and pilot operational tasks, noting
inertial platform alignment, displays and target
attack nodes
p0617 471-39825
Describing digital computer used in navigation and
attack system of Jaguar aircraft
p0111 H71-12611
JAHRIHG
D MECHANICAL SHOCK
JC-130 AIRCRAFT
0 C-130 AIRCRAFT
JEEPS
0 AUTOMOBILES
JET AIRCRAFT
HT 4-1 4IECRAFT
HT A-6 AIRCRAFT
HI A-7 AIRCRAFT
HT 4-300 4IRCRAFT
NT AVRO 707 AIRCRAFT \
NT B-52 AIRCRAFT
NT B-57 AIRCRAFT
HT B-70 AIRCRAFT
NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEIHG 707 AIRCBAFT
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
HT BOEING 717 AIRCRAFT
HT BOEIHG 2707 AISCRAFT
HT BREGDET 911 4IBCRAFT
HT BOCC4HEER AIRCRAFT
HT C-5 AIRCRAFT
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT
NT C-111 AIRCRAFT
HT COHET 1 AIHCBAFT
NT CONCORDE 4IRCR4FT
HT CV-990 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 8 4IHCR4FT
HT DC 9 AIRCRAFT
HT DC 10 AIRCRAFT
HT DH 121 AIRCRAFT
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT
HT F-2 AIRCRAFT
HT F-1 AIRCRAFT
HT F-8 AIRCRAFT
NT F-11 AIRCRAFT
NT F-15 AIRCBAFT
NT F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT
NT F-101 4IHCR4FT
NT F-106 4IHCR4FT
NT F-111 4IRCRAFT
NT H-126 AIRCRAFT
BT HFB-320 AIRCRAFT
NT HS-718 AIRCRAFT
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT
NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
NT OV-10 AIRCRAFT
HT P-3 AIRCRAFT
NT PHANTOM AIRCRAFT
NT S44B 37 4IHCR4FT
NT SE-210 AIRCRAFT
NT T-33 AIRCRAFT
NT T-39 AIRCRAFT
NT TSR-2 AIRCRAFT
NT TO-131 AIRCRAFT
NT TO-111 AIRCRAFT
NT TDRBOFAN AIRCRAFT
NT TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
NT VC-10 4IHCR4FT
NT VJ-101 4IRCRAFT
NT XC-112 AIRCRAFT
NT YAK. 10 AIRCRAFT
German monograph on commercial jet aircraft
maintenance systems covering changes and
adaptations for performance improvement
P0002 A71-1011U
Steep approach to landing for jet transport aircraft
noise abatement, using ground based equipment and
onboard TV display
p0011 A71-11311
Twin jet aircraft engine installation effects and
exhaust nozzle integration, noting closely spaced
inlet interference
[ICAS PAPER 70-17] p0067 A71-13148
STOL future performance and safety level,
considering current jet aircraft fatal accident
record and proportional perpetuation,
airworthiness and operational considerations
p0070 A71-13568
Aircraft engine smoke emission control, discussing
Ringelmann chart assessment for various commercial
jet aircraft and airport gaseous pollutants
p0216 471-21832
Cessna Citation twin turbofan business aircraft
design, performance characteristics,
communications,.navigation and automatic flight
control equipment and flight evaluation
p0265 A71-22112
Optimal stochastic control and gust alleviation for
jet aircraft response for flight through turbulent
upwash field
p0297 471-24870
Jet aircraft airworthiness standards, discussing
airline fleet maintenance resources, inspection
systems and future requirements
p0351 A71-26308
Microbiological contamination of jet aircraft fuel
tanks in tropical regions, considering maintenance
[SAE PAPER 710438] p0106 471-28320
En route turbojet aircraft flight speed control,
assessing impact on 4TC procedures
p0413 471-28884
Dassault Mercure short range twin jet aircraft
capable of using powerful engine
p0419 471-29276
Jet-supported VTOl aircraft fuel-time-optimal
landing control, using mathematical nodel,
Pontryagin maximum principle and analog computer
solution
p0419 471-29281
Integrated short-haul interurban transportation
system, considering combination of conventional
jet aircraft, STO1 aircraft and high-speed ground
transportation
[4I4A PAPER 71-508] p0422 471-29550
Atmospheric turbulence effect on turbine powered
transport aircraft, discussing gust accelerations,
avoidance, detection, forecasting and pilot
control
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p0121 A71-29750
Jet transport aircraft stability and controllability
under atmospheric turbulence conditions,
discussing longitudinal and lateral- directional
characteristics with particular attention to
unstable spiral mode
p0126 A71-29772
Jet transport aircraft design for safety under air
turbulence conditions, considering cruise altitude
limitations and pitch and g excursion reduction by
special autopilot mode
p0127 471-29777
Hind tunnel force test program design for jet
aircraft configurations, including propulsion
system simulation .
p0139 471-30605
Alpha jet trainer/ describing design, configuration,
power plants, landing gear maintainability and
mission duration
pOt79 A71-31209
Dispersal of jet aircraft exhaust emissions near
airports and of smoke trails in upper atmosphere,
assessing pollutant levels near large urban
airports
p0192 471-32211
Jumbo jet trailing vortex mathematical model for
studying effect on penetrating aircraft
p0517 471-35751
Large jet transport aircraft trailing vortices,
studying velocity fields, core diameters and
logarithmic variations of circulation
p05t8 A71-35755
Administrative technigues of cost/weight tradeoff
program for jet transport airplane
[SAWE PAPER 899] p0550 471-35812
Variable geometry B-1A bomber aircraft, discussing
size, payloads, speed, altitude range and runway
takeoff
p0600 471-37516
Single seater turbojet aircraft landing via
automatic band switch for ABK-5 and ASK-10 radio
compass
p0601 471-38017
Peak velocity vectors in transverse plane of jet
transport aircraft wake, measuring tip vortices
core size
p0651 471-10191
Flight tests for hazard evaluation to other aircraft
from wake turbulence generated by large jet
transport airplanes
p0656 471-10506
Minimal time climb velocity optimization 'jr
stratospheric and tropospheric jet aircraft
flights
p0661 A71-11972
Fluid amplifiers theory and use as temperature and
pressure sensors, discussing applications in
chemical and ammunition"industries and jet
aircraft control
[IEEE P4PEB 70-TP-120-IGA] p0691 471-12921
Jet aircraft fuel additives covering functions and
applications
p0701 471-15325
Differential game theory applied to pursuit-evasion
problems of two jet aircraft
C4D-711055] p0037 H71-10328
Jet aircraft crash during instrument approach due to
electrical systems failure
[NTSB-4AB-70-22) p0013 N71-10812
Lear jet crash during instrument approach due to
descent below path profile
[NTSB-AAR-70-21] p0013 H71-10813
Rind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with external flow jet flap and
inboard pod-mounted engines - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-7001J pC160 N71-11605
Fuel consumption and propulsive and thermodynamic
efficiency comparisons for ships, hydrofoil craft,
helicopters, jet aircraft, and ground effect
machines
[NPL-HOVEBCB4FT-12] pC230 N71-17161
Hathematical model of large jet transport aircraft
simulation
[N4S4-CB-1756] p0260 H71-19239
Wind tunnel tests with jet simulation of tailplane
interference on European airbus models
p0301 N71-19371
Jet VTOL fighter-type model inlet-air temperature
rise analysis with various exhaust pressure ratios
and gas temperatures and surface wind velocities
for correlating parameters
[N4SA-CE-111867] p0321 N71-20271
Jet transport aircraft airspeed control and
controllability data obtained by flight recorders
[ABC-CP-1135] p0331 N71-20902
Jet vertical takeoff aircraft piloted cockpit
simulator for controlling aircraft flight
performance
[ABC-B/H-3617] p0166 N71-25065
Flight evaluation of lateral handling, stability,
control, and flying gualities of jet transport
aircraft during up-and-away and approach flight in
landing configuration
[NASA-TN-D-6339] p0168 N71-25537
Cooling, coking, construction, and structural
characteristics of jet fuel-cooled plug nozzle for
afterburning turbojet
[NASA-TH-X-2301] p0521 N71-28128
Determination of relationship between visibility of
in-flight jet exhaust to SAE smoke number
[FAA-N4-71-21] p0566 H71-29307
Theory of controllability for parabolic and second
order hyperbolic systems and for hereditary
differential systems applied to stabilization of
high speed aircraft in gust load disturbances
[AD-722072] p0570 N71-29130
Seductions in smoke level and carbon monoxide
emissions resulting from air-assist fuel nozzles
in jet aircraft exhaust pollutant tests
p0585 N71-30781
Impact of jet aircraft emissions on air guality in
vicinity of Los Angeles International Airport
[PB-198699] p0621 1(71-31779
Evaluation of lightning hazards to jet aircraft
including possibility of fuel tank explosions
[40-721092] p0637 N71-33006
'Technology of thrust reversers with particular -
application to STOL aircraft
[4B-1] S71-31259
JET 4IECBAPT BOISE
High bypass ratio jet engine noise reduction in
relation to mission requirements
[4SME P4PEB 70-8A/GT-13] p0076 A71-11121
High bypass ratio fan engine design for low noise,
discussing acoustic treatment, turbine noise and
modulation tones
[ASME PAPEB 70-HA/GT-11] p0077 A71-11122
Large low-speed fan for. low noise production,
testing performance on suppression effects of
acoustic treatment and exhaust jet noise
[ASME PAPEB 70-HA/GT-15] ' p0077 471-11123
Jet noise suppressor development test technigues and
facilities, discussing model tests at hydrodynamic
ONEBA wind tunnel
p0101 471-15819
Low velocity and coaxial jet noise data and
correlations for noise prediction of turbofan
engines
p0139 471-17155
Supersonic jet transport legal aspects in land
overflight, discussing ground noise and sonic boom
effects on persons and property
pOIII 471-17611
Supersonic aircraft turbojet engine exhaust noise
suppressor research program, predicting full scale
noise spectra from model suppressor tests
[4IAA PAPEB 68-1023] p0111 471-17693
Supersonic jet noise problem, discussing eddy- Mach
wave radiation source mechanism from nonlinear
streamwise development of inviscid instability
waves in turbulent mixing layer
[AIAA PAPEB 71-150] p0151 A71-18592
Finite amplitude waves from supersonic jet,
discussing pressure fluctuations measurement for
explaining wave patterns visible on spark
shadowgraphs
[AIAA PAPEB 71-151] p0151 A71-18593
Hear and far noise fields from coaxial interacting
supersonic jet flows
[AIAA PAPEB 71-152] p0151 A71-18591
Noise-producing subsonic jet turbulence eddies
hot-wire anemometer measurements of convection
velocity as functions of freguency
[AIAA PAPER 71-151] p0151 A71-18596
SST noise suppression research, discussing engine
noise suppressor conceptual designs and test
results with installed devices
p0199 A71-20302
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Aircraft optimum minimum noise takeoff profile,
solving by equations of notion system for jet
aircraft
p0204 A71-20779
Jet aircraft noise over residential areas,
discussing actual and permissible noise levels and
proposals for remedial action
p0207 A71-21163
Noise reduction at source, flight methods
adjustments and airport compatible land use for
jet noise abatement-
p0214 A71-21815
Business jet aircraft noise certification,
discussing test programs and cost reduction
CSAE PAPEB 710384] p0286 A71-24249
Noise attenuation prediction in absorbing ducts
adaptable to bypass jet engines, using Horse
theory
p0437 A71-30522
Jet aircraft sound spectrum on ground and in air,
comparing calculation with experiment
p0437 A71-30524
Acoustic liner design for propellant combustion
instability and jet aircraft noise suppression,
discussing cross flow and oscillatory pressure
effects
[AIAA PAPER 71-757] p0443 A71-30791
Jet noise reduction by foam injection, developing
mathematical model for foam behavior in sound
field
[AIAA PAPER 71-73<4] p0480 A71-31327
Integrally stiffened five bay panel, calculating
free vibration and random response to jet noise
excitation
[AIA4 PAPEB 71-585] p0482 A71-31532
Temperature and shock structure effects on choked
jet noise characteristics, using axisymmetric
convergent and convergent-divergent nozzles for
radiated noise fields investigation
[AIAA PAPER 71-582] p0485 A71-31570
Computational technique for acoustic field of jet
aerodynamic noise; using Lighthill theory for
spectral calculations
[AIAA PAPER 71-583] p0485 A71-31571
Analytical predictions of supersonic jet noise,
considering acoustic intensity, directivity,
refraction, convection and peak Strouhal number
[AIAA PAPER 71-581] pC485 A71-31572
Commercial SST aircraft engine noise during takeoff,
discussing exhaust geometries for suppression
p0486 A71-31595
Quiet turbofan STOI feasibility, discussing
structural, propulsive and technical aspects,
economy, passenger comfort and performance
estimates
p0487 A71-31605
Acoustic and gas dynamic characteristics of jet
noise muffler, using adapters at outlet section of
exhaust nozzle
p0487 A71-31710
Aircraft poverplant noise test facilities and
reduction, emphasizing jet acoustic Hach number,
pressure and temperature ratio and exit turbulence
effects
P0488 A71-31876
Concorde aircraft engine noise emission and
reduction, examining acoustic measurements in
takeoff and approach phases, reduced thrust and
retractable silencer
p0488 671-31877
STOL jet aircraft uoise reduction by using engines
with moderate dilution rate
pC489 A71-31882
Aircraft engine noise test methods for acoustic
certification, investigating jet and compressor
silencing, absorbent materials, rotor and
propeller noise and psychoacoustic tests
pOU89 A71-31890
Jet aircraft noise generation, transmission and
reduction, emphasizing turbofan engine acoustics,
operational characteristics and exhaust sound
p0492 A71-32241
Community actions for jet aircraft noise reduction,
discussing noise environments, nationwide goals,
decision making and economic incentives
p0493 A71-32209
Sonic boom phenomena, discussing supersonic flow
near aircraft, atmospheric propagation,
distortion, focusing, caustics, turbulence effects
and reduction
pOU95 A71-32566
French disengageable silencer for jet engine noise
attenuation during aircraft takeoff
p0496 A71-32695
Jet aircraft flyover noise measurement, determining
average intrusion level in residential communities
under approach and departure corridors
p0600 A71-37497
Aircraft structures sonic fatigue due to high
frequency noise from turbofan engines, discussing
case histories, failure diagnosis and
precautionary design measures
p0603 A71-37843
In-flight noise radiation by wing-mounted jet
engines on aircraft fuselage based on correlation
with turbulent boundary layer pressure
fluctuations
p0603 A71-37846
Review of September 1970 aerodynamic noise symposium
covering jet and helicopter rotor noise, nonlinear
acoustics and diffraction theory
p0606 471-38205
Simple source theory of aerodynamic noise,
approximating relationship between radiated sound
power and jet pressure spectra
p0609 A71-38531
Low noise levels of DC-10 aircraft with CF6-6D
turbofan-engines, discussing design, flyover tests
and FAA requirements
[CASI PAPER 72/5] p0615 A71-39424
Sound absorptive materials selection for jet
aircraft noise control
p0615 A71-39451
Acoustic noise output from round interfering
subsonic jets, considering suppressor nozzle
attenuation
p0699 A71-44560
Sonic aircraft boom propagation analysis for •
horizontal flight in unperturbed atmosphere
pOOSO 1171-11036
Acoustic properties of supersonic fan with short
blade span
[NASA-TH-X-52937] p0105 N71-12218
Measurement of noise levels during OV-10 aircraft
operations
[AD-712667] p0106 H71-12230
Jet noise suppression by impedance shroud .
[AD-712406] p0107 1171-12240
Performance of noise suppressors for turbofan
engines
[NASA-TM-X-52941] p0115 H71-12939
Psychoacoustic evaluation of modifications to DC-8
aircraft nacelles to reduce fan-compressor noise -
Part 6
[SASA-CR-1710] p0158 N71-14591
Economic impact of modifications to DC-8 aircraft
nacelles to reduce fan-compressor noise - Part 5
[NASA-CR-1709] p0158 H71-14592
Static tests of noise suppressor configurations of
DC-8 aircraft nacelle modifications to reduce
fan-compressor noise levels - Part 3
[»ASA-CR-1707] p0159 N71-14593
Modifications to reduce fan-compressor noise level
of DC-8 aircraft - Part 2
[NASA-CR-1706) p0159 H71-14594
Modifications to reduce fan-compressor noise level
of DC-8 aircraft - Part 1
[HASA-CR-1705] p0159 N71-14595
Turbofan nacelle modifications to minimize
fan-compressor noise radiation of -Boeing 707
aircraft - Vol. 1
[BASA-CB-1711] p0159 N71-14596
Static tests to determine effects of throat inlet
concepts on forward-radiated fan noise of
707-320B/C airplanes
[NASA-CR-1715] p0236 1171-17426
Jet aircraft noise reduction near airports
p0246 N71-18079
Noise associated with operation of C-9A /aeromedical
evacuation/ aircraft
[AD-715222] p0248 N71-18269
Subjective evaluation tests of ground observers on
relative noise from acoustically treated engine
nacelles of Boeing 707 aircraft
[NASA-CR-1717] p0252 N71-18499
Acoustical properties of liquid base foams and
application for jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-16953 p0259 871-19139
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Acoustic measurements of deflected jet VTOL aircraft
[AD-715939] p0310 N71-19549
Air transportation system noise propagation and
redaction
[PB-196391J p0336 N71-21638
Development and description of basic descriptors
used to analyze jet engine noise, aircraft noise,
and noise level of airports
p0372 H71-21980
Noise characteristics of circular double jet issuing
from 3 cm and 6 cm diameter nozzles compared with
those of single jet
[HAL-TB-212] p0382 N71-22469
Determination of lov speed jet noise from fan engine
for simulated nacelle configuration
(NASA-TN-D-6314] p0389 N71-23134
Identification and control of aeromedical factors .
associated with aircraft noise and acoustic
measurements during C-141 operational missions
[AD-718097] p0399 N71-237U8
Jet noise contribution to far field sound from 1.83
meter diameter fan determined for two simulated
nacelle configurations
C1IASA-TH-X-67825] p0402 N71-24009
Analytic functions and fluid mechanics for noise
propagation in supersonic jet exhaust flow
[HASA-CB-18U8] p0514 H71-27028
Parametric turbofan engine study for Mach 0.98
transport with low takeoff and approach noise
levels using supercritical wing
[NASA-TS-X-67865] p0531 N71-29011
Probable impact of future supersonic transport
aircraft operations on noise environment around
seven airports in OS
[AD-722365] p0574 N71-29777
Jet aircraft noise sources and reduction from gas
turbine engines including jet exhausts, fans, lift
devices, and unducted rotors
p0585 N71-30785
Plug nozzle configuration for jet noise suppression
[AD-722851] p0620 B71-31698
Noise exposure from supersonic transport operations
and estimates of changes in noise levels
[AD-722366] p0622 H71-31793
Noise attenuation by injection of evaporating
droplets into subsonic duct flow
[NASA-CB-111905] p0644 N71-33560
Reduction of jet exhaust noise at airports
p0689 N71-36388
JET 4IBSTEEAHS
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Supersonic and subsonic jets coexistence in
rectilinear constant section duct, characterizing
flow boundaries by pressure readings and Schlieren
flow v? .ualization
p0277 A71-23605
Curvature effects on laminar and turbulent free jet
boundary between irrotational flow and stagnant
fluid, discussing pressure effects
p0346 A71-25482
Plane and circular turbulent jet boundary layer
expansion in slipstream, comparing analytical with
experioental results
p0365 A71-27505
JET COHTBOL
Flowfield production by fluid injection into
supersonic crossflow, occurring with liguid/gas
jet control of vehicle with combustion ramjets
CAIAA PAPEB 71-728] p0442 A71-30775
JET DAHPIHG
0 DAHPING
JET DBIVE
D JET PROPULSION
JET EHGIHE FDEIS
UT JP-5 JET FDEL
Test time and contact stresses effect on jet fuels
antiwear properties under rolling friction
p0025 A71-12570
Jet engine liguid fuel wall layer combustion
stimulation by repeated oxidizer injection into
supersonic section of nozzle
pOOSO A71-14256
Jet fuel soluble corrosion inhibitors evaluation by
potentiostatic polarization methods
pOOSI A71-14323
Soviet book on automotive and jet aircraft engine
fuel chemical stabilizers under storage, transit
and operational conditions, examining additives in
relation to stability ratings
p01<12 A71-17433 .
Jet fuels thermal stability and corrosive properties]
during prolonged storage
p0186 A71-19492
Device for jet fuels antiwear properties measurement
under rolling friction
p0186 A71-19493
Long term exposure effects on high temperature
resistant supersonic aircraft fuel tank sealants
p0282 A71-21081
Automated fueling for Kennedy jet airport, using
computer controlled underground bulk storage-
. satellite tank pipeline system
p0288 A71-24300
Jet fuel starter, describing small gas turbine for
starter, providing sufficient pressurized gas flow
to rotate main engine
[ASBE PAPEB 71-GT-43] p0351 A71-25976
Jet fuels deoxygenation effects on steels antiwear
properties and critical loading under vibrational
and gliding friction
p0368 A71-27662
Airport jet fuel delivery system salt driers for
reducing water content below saturation,
lengthening filter life and improving downstream
system components performance
[SAE PAPEB 710111(0] p0406 A71-28322
Jet fuel dissolved oxygen concentration effects on
plunger antiwear properties
p0487 171-31677
Jet fuel antiwear properties relation to viscosity
and adsorption tar and mercaptans content
p0487 A71-31678
Antiwear properties of jet fuels as function of
dissolved oxygen, resin and heteroorganic compound
content and temperature, considering antioxidant
additives
p0504 A71-33579
Antiwear property assessment of piston engine and
aviation jet fuels under point contact conditions,
recommending ball and cylinder test technique
p0534 A71-31447
Air and jet fuel-air mixtures, calculating
temperature dependent laminar and turbulent heat
transfer parameters and transport properties
[ASME PAPER 71-BT-41] p0604 A71-38002
Soviet monograph on carbon deposits in jet engines
covering distribution, formation, fuel properties,
reduction and removal and harmful effects in gas
turbines
p0659 A71-40871
Jet aircraft fuel additives covering functions and
applications
p0704 A71-45325
Performance of reducing electrode for neutralizing
electrically charged hydrocarbon fuel flow
[AD-712368] p0056 N71-11876
Corrosion inhibitor effects on water coalescing
characteristics of DOD type filter/coalescer
elements
[AD-712999] p0116 N71-13070
Crash fire hazard evaluation of jet fuels
[FAA-NA-70-64] p0180 H71-16864
Development of radiotracer method for detecting
contribution of selected components to storage
instability of jet engine fuels
[BB-BI-7493] p0327 N71-20505
Conversion of experimental turbojet combustor from
ASTB A-1 fuel to natural gas fuel
[NASA-TH-X-2241] p0327 N71-20533
Tests of jet engine fuels to determine effects of
sloshing and vibration in aircraft fuel tanks on
flammability hazards
[AD-718091] p0400 N71-2380S
Performance of simplex and dual orifice fuel nozzles
with ambient and heated fuel in annular turbojet
combustor
CNASA-TN-D-6355] p0520 H71-28041
Effects of corrosion inhibitors and anti-icer
inhibitor combinations on coalescing properties of
filter coalescer elements used to decontaminate
jet engine fuels
[AD-722231] p0529 N71-28577
Beat sink capabilities of Jet-A fuel - heat transfer
and coking studies
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[NASA-CB-72951 ] p0592 N71-31482
Small scale impact tests of aircraft type fuels for
gas turbines to determine burning* misting, and
splatter characteristics
[Fli-Hl-71-12] p0628 N71-32087
JET EHGIHES
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NT TOFBOFAN ENGINES
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NT TDSBOBAHJET ENGINES
Jet engine evolution, considering thrust, combustion
chamber, fans, high-pressure-ratio compressors and
turbine inlet temperature
p0013 A71-11181
Electrochemical machining role in jet engine
industry, discussing drilling, contouring,
electrolyte handling, etc
[SME PAPEB MB-70-193] p0013 A71-11253
Flight test evaluation of onboard automatic computer
controlled jet engine monitoring system with
reduced fault detection tine
p0063 A71-13080
Aerodynamic characteristics of jet engine
installation above wing of swept wing aircraft,
noting large lift dependent drag
p0129 A71-15954
Critical nozzle pressure ratio and geometry effects
on free exhaust gas jets of jet engine models
[DGLR-70-055] p0130 A71-15966
Irreversibility control in two gas flows mixture,
discussing jet engines thrust increase by
air-exhaust gases admixture
p0148 A71-18051
Al 27 for heating working body in heat exchangers of
jet engines
p0156 A71-18706
Concorde aircraft Olympus 593 two-spool turbojet
engine, discussing variable nozzle and intake
assembly, afterburner and control system
p0183 A71-19081
Jet engine rotor strain and temperature data
transmission, examining special purpose telemeters
design
p0187 A71-19628
Optimal lining impedance for jet engine inlet duct,
yielding discrete freguency, flow velocity and
geometry on basis of minimum radiated power
p0211 A71-21661
plasma arc welding of jet engine components of Ti
and Bi alloys, comparing to gas tungsten arc and
electron beam processes
p0211 A71-2168U
Subsonic jet engine noise reduction, considering
turbojets, turbofans and jet suppressors
p021U A71-2181U
ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering jet
engines applications and structural stability
improvements related to fracture toughness,
fatigue and stress corrosion
p0274 A71-23292
High temperature oxidation protective coatings
behavior, emphasizing jet engine applications
p027U A71-23296
High temperature Si and Co alloys for stationary gas
turbines and jet engine parts, considering
microstructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
p0275 471-23302
Metallic and nonmetallic composite materials in jet
engine component design, discussing integral
blade/disk, reinforcement hoop, rotors and
airfoils
pQ275 A71-23307
VTOL heat engine and propulsion system design and
performance, citing Pegasus jet lift engine as
compromise between takeoff and cruise function
p0293 A71-24751
Jet engine components Inertia welding, discussing
process, equipment, low weight-cost advantage and
mechanical properties reproducibility
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-33) p0350 A71-25970
Low pressure drop fuel liquid injectors for jet
engine combustors, using gas turbine vaporizer
design
[ASHE PAPEE 71-GT-38] p0350 A71-25972
Vacuum beat treatment of brazed and diffusion bonded
jet engine components near melting temperature
pOU03 A71-281i)5
Olympus 593 pure jet twin shaft engine development
program for Concorde, discussing engine evolution,
design considerations and flight development
[SAE PiPEK 710U22] pOIOS A71-28309
Air bypass behind compressor into variable area
exhaust nozzle, obtaining energy losses from gas
turbine jet engine indices
pOH10 A71-28S86
Beat shield ablation under high enthalpy chemically
active turbulent gas flow in hydrojet engine
manifolds
pO«10 A71-28589
Aircraft jet engines technological progress review
over past 25 years, emphasizing industry economics
considerations
pO<(32 A71-30303
Miniature transducers design and fabrication for
fluctuating pressure measurements in jet engine
testing, noting freguency response and power
dissipation
pO»3« A71-30324
Fluctuating pressure measurements in jet engine
testing, using miniature transducers with
calibration and data acguisition equipment
p043it A71-30325
Modular concept mathematical model for combustion
and pollution formation processes in jet engine
combustors, including turbulent mixing and
reaction kinetics
[AIAA PAPEB 71-714] p0142 A71-30766
Isolated axisymmetric jet engine exhaust nozzles
thrust and drag predictions in sub-, trans- and
supersonic flight regimes
[AIAA PAPER 71-719] p04»2 A71-30770
Jet engines nitric oxide air pollutant emission
formation; developing gas turbine combustor models
[AIAA PAPEB 71-712] p0493 A71-32289
Engine performance monitoring for jet engine
troubleshooting, noting analyzable malfunctions
p0495 A71-3252U
Jet engine combustion chamber design, considering
air supply and geometrical criteria
pOSOl A71-333U1
Performance characteristics of jet engines eguipped
with afterburner, discussing combustion, flame
stabilization, outlet nozzle regulation and
operational cost
p05«3 A71-35439
Aircraft jet engine application of electric
discharge machining for repetitive continuous
production, considering automated closed cycle
eguipment
[SHE PAPEB BB-71-1U3] p0560 A71-36658
In-flight noise radiation by wing-mounted jet
engines on aircraft fuselage based on correlation
with turbulent boundary layer pressure
fluctuations
p0603 A71-37846
Jet engines with afterburners, describing exhaust
nozzle control, takeoff and landing advantages and
thrust variations
p0659 A71-<t0858
Condensate particle crystallization retardation
effect on energy characteristics of jet engine,
calculating noneguilibrinm flows of two phase
combustion products in nozzle
P0703 A71-45001
Manufacturing technology and production engineering
methods in aerospace industry
pOOSt H71-11627
Validating gas generator method of calculating jet
engine thrust, and evaluation of XB-70-1 engine
performance at ground static conditions
[NASA-TS-D-7028.] p0122 N71-13419
Development of methods for analyzing ratios of
sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide in jet exhaust
streams
tAD-713222] p0160 H7 1-11)603
Absorptive, nonreflecting barrier mounted between
closely spaced jet engines on supersonic aircraft,
for preventing shock wave interference
[HASA-CASE-TIA-02865] p0169 N71-15563
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Jet engine combustion chamber burn-through fire and
methods for controlling damage
[FAA-RD-70-68] p0237 N71-17483
Determining amount of smoke in exhaust of gas jet
turbine engines
[NASi-CH-117031] p0317 N71-2005C
Development of thrust dynamometer for measuring
performance of jet and rocket engines
[HASA-CASE-XLE-05260] p0326 N71-20429
Afterburner-eguipped -jet engine nacelle with slotted
configuration afterbody
[NASA-CASE-XLA-10450] p0334 N71-21193
Investigation of helicopter jet engine flameout due
to ingestion of snow and ice
[NRC-11893] p0371 H71-21927
Conference proceedings on vertical takeoff aircraft
technology, noting tandem wing aircraft, tilt wing
aircraft, helicopters, lift fans, and jet engines
[DIR-HITT-70-15] . p0376 N71-22186
DO-231 V/STOL aircraft design, noting passenger
comfort, aerodynamic noise, aerodynamic
characteristics, and cost analysis
p0376 N71-22187
Theoretical analysis of jet mixing under influence
of nonconstant pressure gradient
[ARL/ME-127] p0383 N71-22503
Exhaust gas ingestion and recirculating flow field
characteristics of small scale vertical take off
engine pod
[NASA-CR-1774] p0468 N71-25397
Aluminide coatings for nickel-base superalloy
developed for high temperature jet engine
components
[NASA-CR-72863] p0468 N71-25454
Fuel tests to determine feasibility of gelled
methane for use in jet engine
[NASA-CB-72876] p0169 N71-25772
Properties and selective applications of high
strength steels, aluminum and titanium alloys,
polymeric materials, ceramic materials, and
composite materials in aerospace engineering
[AGAHD-LS-51-71] p0514 N71-27038
Properties and selective applications of titanium
alloys in airframes and jet engines
p0515 S71-27045
Future technology trends in air breathing propulsion
systems for aircrafts
[NASA-TH-X-67871] p0531 N71-28947
Determination of relationship between visibility of
in-flight jet exhaust to SAE smoke number
[FAA-NA-71-24] p0566 1171-29307
Control eguipment and engine development for air
pollution control from jet aircraft engine
emissions
p0591 N71-31403
Materials research for thermal reactors, jet
engines, space shuttles, and space nuclear power
systems
[NASA-TH-X-67885] p0629 N71-32349
Numerical m thod for calculating optimal lining
impedance for inlet duct of jet engine
[NASA-CR-1832] p0632 N71-32563
Stratified charge engine tests to determine exhaust
emission characteristics
[AD-727745] p0729 N71-38760
Combustion efficiency and performance of swirl can
modules under conditions simulating operation of
10,000 pound thrust lift engine for vertical
takeoff
(NASA-TN-D-6542] p0729 N71-38767
JET EXHAUST
Combustor design for minimum exhaust smoke emission
from aircraft gas turbine jet engines, considering
air pollution
p0206 A71-20867
Bach disk in nnderexpanded exhaust plume predicted
by dividing flow field into subregions
[AIAA PAPER 70-231] p0264 A71-22097
Transonic aircraft jet exhaust wave structure,
examining reflection geometry at shear layer and
shock diamond train
p0296 A71-24867
Structure constant of jet exhaust turbulence of J-57
with afterburner by laser beam probing compared
with scintillation and hot-wire anemometer
measurements
p0354 A71-26304
Air polluting nitric oxide and soot production by
jet aircraft, discussing mixing process and
atmospheric dispersion
[AIAA PAPER 70-115] p0366 A71-27560
Visible exhaust smoke trails from aircraft jet
engines, measuring optical density by photographic
photometry
[SAE PAPER 710428] p0406 A71-28314
Isolated axlsymmetric jet engine exhaust nozzles
thrust and drag predictions in sub-, trans- and
supersonic flight regimes
[AIAA PAPER 71-719] p0442 A71-30770
Probability theory of stresses during random
vibrations of flat panel in acoustic field of jet
engine exhaust
p0487 A71-31704
Aircraft pollutant emission regulation, discussing
low smoke combustors and fuel dumping problem
p0492 A71-32246
Two dimensional analysis on jet exhaust into
crosswind with mixing flow interference
[AD-711578] p0046 N71-11006
Jet exhaust nacelle subsonic flow simulation
[ASC-CP-1111] p0228 K71-17113
Interference phenomenon of subsonic turbulent jet
exhausts from flat plate in low speed cross flow
[AD-718798] p0392 H71-23314
Hind tunnel investigation of jet exhausting into
cross flow - data for three jet configuration
[AD-718123] p0458 N71-24491
Low speed wind tunnel test of four ft diameter
circular plate model with three exhausting jets
[AD-720233] p0476 H71-26517
Determination of relationship between visibility of
in-flight jet exhaust to SAE smoke number
[FAA-NA-71-24] p0566 N71-29307
Control equipment and engine development for air
pollution control from jet aircraft engine
emissions
p0591 H71-31403
JET FLABES
0 JET FLO.H
JET FLAPS
Upwash interference on two dimensional jet flap wing
in slotted wall tunnel, using small disturbance
theory
p0028 471-12690
Trailing vortex generation behind jet flapped wing
at high wing lift coefficients
p0094 A71-15413
Cavitation flow of fluid with free surface past
underwater wing with jet flap, solving eguations
of motion for thin foil with jet emergent from
trailing edge
p0197 A71-20086
High aspect ratio jet flap lifting-line theory,
.using matched asymptotic expansions method
p0263 A71-22083
Approximation of flow around jet flapped airfoil,
discussing ground effect on lift coefficient
increments
p0355 A71-26314
Three dimensional jet flapped wing matched
asymptotic expansion solution for high aspect
ratios based on thin airfoil theory assuming
inviscid and incompressible flow
p0360 A71-27217
Two dimensional jet flap cascades, presenting stream
deflection angles as function of jet to mainstream
momentum flux
[ASHE PAPER 71-FE-14] p0421 A71-29453
Three dimensional jet flap and lifting line/ surface
theories application to STOL aerodynamic systems
with externally blown flaps and augmentor wing
[AIAA PAPER 71-578] p0484 A71-31568
Two dimensional jet flapped symmetric wing in
subsonic flow, assuming irrotational flow inside
jet bounded by vortex sheets
p0651 A71-40172
Jet flaps application to autogyro rotor, using
pressure jump for air centrifugation
p0661 A71-41399
Wind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with external flow jet flap and
inboard pod-mounted engines - graphs
[HASA-TN-D-7004] p0160 N71-14605
Investigating effects of leading-edge blowing on
aerodynamic characteristics of jet flapped airfoil
p0240 N71-17702
Trailing vortex systems generated by jet-flapped
wing operating at high wing lift coefficients
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[AD-715315] p0241 H71-17753
Helicopter application studies of variable
deflection thruster jet flaps
(AD-715071] p02t3 H71-17907
H-126 jet flap research aircraft development and
testing
p0320 S71-2Q066
Single stage turbine performance with modified jet
flap rotor blade
[NASA-CB-1759] p0323 H71-20182
Effect of engine position and high lift devices on
aerodynamic characteristics of external flow, jet
flap STOL model - graphs
[HiSi-TH-D-6222] p0388 N71-2312U
Hovering performance tests of jet-flapped rotors and
comparison of predicted and actual results
[NAL-TH-211] p0067 N71-25396
Bind tunnel tests to determine low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of large-scale STOL transport
model with augmented jet flap
[S1SA-TH-X-62017] pO"»7U B71-26183
Noise data with models of both internally and
externally blown jet flaps designed for STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-67850] p0518 N71-27673
Lift force distribution calculation technique for
wings with jet flaps including rectangular and
swept wing examples
[NASA-TT-F-1371M] p0586 N71-30852
Induced lift characteristics of swept wing-body
configuration with 'partial-span jet in flow at
Bach 0.20 to 1.30
[NASA-TH-X-2309] p0629 N71-32307
Investigating bidirectional jet flap device for
application to helicopter rotors
[NASA-CH-11t359] p0630 N71-32385
Theoretical and experimental determination of lift
and pitching moment distribution on jet flap wings
of rectangnlar design with various aspect ratios
[NASA-TT-F-13715] p0647 N71-33803
Hind tunnel investigation of external-flow jet-flap
transport configuration having full-span
tripple-slotted flaps - graphs
tNASA-TN-D-6391] p0676 N71-34028
Dynamic stability of jet transport configuration
with high thrust-weight ratio and externally blown
jet flap
[ NASA-TN-D-6IC40] p0681 N71-35213
JET FLIGHT
0 JET AIHCKAFT
JET FLOW
NT AIR JETS
NT PERIPHERAL JET FLOW
NT SUPERSONIC JET FLOB
Supersonic overexpanded jet flow past cone,
determining impingement point by method of
characteristics
p0007 A71-10613
Jet fluid dynamics under various boundary conditions
and velocity distributions
P0071 A71-13579
Plane ideal incompressible fluid jet impact on
curvilinear surface, considering flow
characteristics near stagnation point
pOOBt A71-1U592
Jet interference effects on rectangular and swept
wings, presenting wind tunnel test data for range
of jet locations, inclinations and velocity ratios
[DGLR-70-052J p0129 A71-15951
Jet interference effects on aircraft static
stability with ejector afterbody, noting wind
tunnel methods of drag minimization and
measurement
[DGLR-70-C18] p0129 A71-15953
Aerodynamic sound generation by turbulent circular
free jets, presenting solution to inhomogeneous
acoustical wave eguation by Lighthill
p01i42 A71-17421
High subsonic jet near-field acoustic energy flux
distribution calculation from pressure gradient
measurements
[AIAA PAPEB 71-155] p015U A71-18597
Ideal gas jet sonic flow past wedge according to
Kirchhoff scheme, testing sine series solution for
convergence
p0197 A71-20085
Hypersonic flow interaction with transverse jet,
discussing experimental investigation of Reynolds
number, jet pressure ratio and mass flux effects
p0270 A71-229<!4
Inviscid flow distribution of high temperature jet
of optically thick radiating gas exhausting from
two-dimensional nozzle into low temperature
guiescent medium
p0291 A71-2<4588
Plenum chamber with nozzle wind tunnel model, noting
jet flow phenomena at various angles of attack
p0296 A71-21865
Dnderexpanded transverse sonic jet-hypersonic stream
three dimensional flowfield based on inviscid
rotational flow model
P0345 A71-25472
Aerodynamic noise produced by supercritical jets,
using high speed flash photography for schlieren
and shadowgraph studies
P0112 A71-28767
Incompressible conducting fluid plane jet expansion
in homogeneous slipstream, deriving partial
differential eguations for noncondnction
approximation
p0123 A71-29610
Low thrust jet effect on base pressures on
boat-tailed afterbodies in Bach number 0.8-1.2
flow
p0429 A71-29889
Hot jet aerodynamic parameters from emissions of
electromagnetic and acoustic energies by crossed
beam IB probing
p0136 A71-30520
Aerodynamics of axial and axial tangential blade
swirler twisted jet near nozzle, testing
effectiveness of eguivalent problem of heat
conduction theory
pOM82 A71-31522
Plane laminar incompressible jet flow along parabola
with no external stream, using second order
boundary layer theory
[ASHE PAPER 71-APM-HH] p0555 A71-36268
Air injection into trailing vortex core, noting jet
flow effect on circumferential velocity
p0598 A71-37291
Symmetrical and unilateral sticking flow modes of
nozzle air jets expelled into plane-parallel and
parabolic ducts
p0670 A71-42681
Resultant aerodynamic forces on circular arc profile
with normal jet in subsonic steady compressible
flow, using Imai-Lamla approximation method
p0698 A71-44271
Determination of low speed longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of four engine externally blowing
jet-flap STOL aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-7031] p0107 N71-12239
Considering seguence of transient acoustical point
sources as noise generator in two-dimensional jet
[D1-82-1002] p0126 N71-11073
Sound generation by small perturbation jet flow
[DLR-FB-71-02] p0398 N71-23596
Flow breakdown from inclined jets in V/STOL
propulsion tunnel
[NRC-LR-545] p06U3 N71-33491
JET FDELS
D JET ENGINE FDELS
JET IHPIHGEHEHT
Plane supersonic overexpanded jet interaction with
obstacle, using hodographs for flow pattern
construction
P0001 A71-10U25
Supersonic overexpanded jet flow past cone,
determining impingement point by. method of
characteristics
p0007 A71-10613
Plane ideal incompressible fluid jet impact on
curvilinear surface, considering flow
characteristics near stagnation point
p0084 A71-11592
Liguid properties effect on secondary injection from
spray nozzle, determining jet penetration in
supersonic stream by scattered light and schlieren
photographs
p026U A71-22089
Flow field properties of impinging free jets from
circular convergent nozzle, measuring velocity,
surface pressure and momentum flux
p0292 A71-21616
Screech noise generation by supersonic jet
impingement on flat plate, discussing jet
disintegration mechanism with resultant shock wave
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oscillations
p03»6 A71-25521
Bang-jet interference effects in cross wind on
thrust and aerodynamic characteristics at large
distance from and near ground
pOU17 471-29207
Supersonic jet interaction with turbulent wake,
calculating plane and alisymmetric flow behind
body butt face
p05«6 A71-35630
Becirculation region of flow field caused by jet in
ground effect with crossflow
CAD-711665] pOOUit H71-10832
Tunnel flow separation induced by impinging jet of
vertical takeoff aircraft
[NRC-11617] p0117 H71-13082
Nonuniform flow field sonic boom reduction device
using slit jet impinging on inclined flat plate
C4D-717193J p033S N71-21623
JET LIFT
Bound cold jet inclination effects on TTOL aircraft
tail assembly lift and longitudinal stability in
transition region
[DGLB-70-053] p0130 A71-15967
Jet engine contribution to lift at supersonic flight
velocities via air mass heating, studying three
dimensional flow with heat supply and stream
deflection
p0190 A71-197U6
High aspect ratio jet flap lifting-line theory,
using matched asymptotic expansions method
p0263 A71-22083
Telecontrolled Botormobile flying crane with jet
powered lifting rotor for carrying heavy loads
over short distances
p0290 A71-24420
Optimal blowing wall jet prediction for suppressing
separation from high lift aerofoils with
incomplete mixing of upstream boundary layer
p0354 A71-26196
Hybrid V/SIOL jet lift aircraft design, examining
wing area-lift engine bypass ratios relation
[AIAA PAPER 71-767] p0555 A71-36273
Helicopter, tilt wing and jet lift hovering aircraft
outflow measurements to determine suitability as
rescue vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 71-992] p0700 A71-11586
Hind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with high thrust-weight ratio and
external flow jet flap - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6058] pOOHO 1)71-10195
Finite-element potential flow modeling for
predicting round lifting jet rolled up geometry
and path convergent into cross-flowing mainstream
as on VTOL or S1OL aircraft
[AD-718121] p0396 N71-23475
Induced lift characteristics of swept wing-body
configuration with partial-span jet in flow at
Hach 6.20 to 1.30
tNASA-TM-X-2309] p0629 N71-32307
JET BIXIBG FLOH
Flow separation and reattachment in confined jet
mixing of air with secondary flow in duct
[ASME PAPER 70-FE-B] p0072 A71-13703
Turbulent and laminar jet propagation and mixing in
rotor downwash field
[DGLR-70-050] p0130 A71-15961
Supersonic jet-bounded subsonic wake interactions,
determining recirculation zone boundaries
P0136 A71-16848
Hear and far noise fields from coaxial interacting
supersonic jet flows
(AIAA PAPER 71-152] p0151 A71-18594
Supersonic and subsonic jets coexistence in
rectilinear constant section duct, characterizing
flow boundaries by pressure readings and Schlieren
flow visualization
p0277 A71-23605
Primary/secondary flow density ratio effect on
rotary jet flow induction, describing experimental
results with 1/7-1/1 density ratios
p0295 A71-24853
Optimal penetration effect on peripheral gas flow
temperature field at outlet of turbine combustion
chamber with circular flame tubes
p0414 A71-28971
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber outlet gas
temperature field peripheral nonuniformity,
detailing jets disruptive capacity effects in
mixing zone
p0504 A71-33609
Heated jet interaction with deflecting flow in
subsonic wind tunnel, presenting flow
visualization and temperature and velocity
profiles
[ASHE PAPEB 71-HT-2] p060<( A71-37980
Two dimensional analysis on jet exhaust into
crosswind with nixing flow interference
[AD-711578] pOOU6 H71-11006
Two dimensional, supersonic mixing of hydrogen
injected from wall slot into airstream
[8ASA-CB-1793] p0321 N71-20127
Jet to free-stream dynamic pressure ratio effects on
penetration and mixing of hydrogen injected normal
to supersonic airstreams
[H&SA-TN-D-611U] p032U N71-20195
Wind tunnel investigation of jet exhausting into
cross flow - data for three jet configuration
[AD-718123] pO«58 N71-2UU91
Hind tunnel investigation of jets exhausting into
cross flow - description and data analysis
[AD-718122] pOU58 N71-2UU92
Characteristics of turbulent structure of mixing
region near outlet of circular subsonic jet and
production of jet noise
[NASA-CB-1836] p0530 N71-28882
tailing of hydrogen downstream frou multiple
injectors normal to supersonic jet flow, for
supersonic combustion on ramjet engines
[L-7896] H71-3U27H
Exhaust jet mixing flow nozzles with peak axial
velocity degradation for noise suppression
[NASi-TH-X-67934] p0716 1171-37378
JET BOISE
D JET AIBCBAFT NOISE
JET NOZZLES
High secondary/primary mass ratio multinozzle jet
pump /ejector/ operation feasibility
[AIAA PAPER 70-579] p0082 A71-14452
Inclined engine cold circular jet effects on tail
control surfaces aerodynamic characteristics,
considering aircraft longitudinal stability
p0291 A71-21593
Nozzle lateral spacing effect on drag and
performance of twin jet afterbody configurations
with convergent nozzles at ffach 0.6 to 2.2
[NASA-TH-X-2099] p0036 1171-10276
Air cooling systems for nozzle guide vanes of
aircraft gas turbines
p0235 1171-17396
Hind tunnel tests of supersonic propulsion inlet,
engine and exhaust nozzles
[NASA-IB-X-67870] p0531 N71-28946
JET PILOTS
0 AIBCBAFT PILOTS
JET PLDHES
0 PLDHES
JET PBOPOLSIOB
Composite propulsion systems including Turbo-
Bam-Scramjet. Ejector Bamjet, Hyperjet and
Bi-liguid Ramjet Bocket
p0089 A71-15285
Jet propulsion optimization by exergy and anergy for
minimum total cost flux by varying unit compressor
pressure ratio
p0209 A71-21300
Helicopter jet propulsion systems, considering
turbocompressors, gas generators, turbine air jet
systems, pulsed jet engines, ramjet engines and
rocket engines
p03«1 A71-252S9
Canadian B and D on fixed wing civil STOL aircraft,
discussing augmentor wing concept using jet
powered lift augjnentor* system
p0503 A71-33470
Auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle designed for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-2182) p0256 N71-18863
Test section of combustion wind tunnel for jet
propulsion
[DLB-HITT-71-08] p0623 N71-31812
JET PDBPS
High secondary/primary mass ratio multinozzle jet
pump /ejector/ operation feasibility
[AIAA PAPEB 70-579] p0082 A71-10U52
JET STBBABS (HETEOEOLOGY)
Synoptic aerological conditions for occurrence of
CAT, considering in-flight registrations and
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observations under jet stream conditions over
north Atlantic
p0603 471-37751
JET THBOST
Thrustmeter for direct in-flight measurement of
aircraft engine jet thrust
p0068 A71-13332
Round cold jet inclination effects on VIOL aircraft
tail assembly lift and longitudinal stability in
transition region
[DGLR-70-053] p0130 471-15967
Hing-jet interference effects in cross wind on
thrust and aerodynamic characteristics at large
distance from and near ground
p0117 471-29207
4fterburning turbofan engine thrust calculation by
gas generator method, using F-1114 for comparison
tests
(AIAA P4PEE 71-680] p0111 471-3071(11
Jet engine thrust induced nonconservative effects in
aeroelastic analysis of vertical takeoff, using
cantilever beam torsion and bending differential
equations
P0199 471-33019
Optimum rotor/jet thrust ratio determination
procedure for tip jet driven rotors, considering
performance upper bound
p0610 471-38653
Construction and operation of body-motion controlled
five-degree-of-freedom simulation of jet-supported
lunar flying machine
[NASA-TN-D-6001] p0115 N71-12736
System for aerodynamic control of rocket vehicles by
secondary injection of fluid into nozzle exhaust
stream
[NASA-CASE-XLA-01163] p0169 N71-15582
Rotary King structural stability of Cornier high
temperature gas jet helicopter
p01)56 N71-21387
JET VAHES
Jet engine high pressure turbine high temperature
alloy blades and vanes grinding operation,
discussing testing, operating conditions and
coolant application
[SHE PIPED BR-71-802] p049U A71-32I132
JETAVATOBS
0 GDIDE VANES
JETTISON SYSTEMS
Requirements for ejection seat systems
[R4E-LIB-TRANS-li)71 ] pOOSI N71-11012
Rotary wing aircraft external stores jettison
systems
CAD-713872] p0175 N71-16262
JETTISONING
Wind tunnel testing of aerodynamic interactions
between aircraft and jettisoned loads using
trajectory analysis
[ONERA-TP-8I(9] p0251 N71-18U6U
Photographic recording of aerodynamic interference
in wind tunnel simulation of jettisoned drop loads
from aircraft
p030« N71-19378
Computerized prediction of separated store
trajectories dropped from bomber aircraft at high
speed
p030U N71-19379
Flight test measurements on interference and
aerodynamic drag effects caused by jettisoning of
external stores from F-2 aircraft
p0305 M71-1938it
Hind tunnel evaluation of lifting body store
configurations for captive flight drag and
separation characteristics
p0306 N71-19386
Statistical prediction of external store separation
characteristics from aircraft
p0306 H71-19388
JITTEB
D VIBBATION
JOBS
D TASKS
JOIHTS (JOHCTIOBS)
NT METAL JOINTS
HI SPOT HELDS
BT WELDED JOINTS
Aerodynamic interference effects between wing and
fuselage junctions
p0301 N71-19351
JODKOiSKI TB4NSFOBBATION
Direct and inverse application of Dorodnitsyn
technique to incompressible transonic flow over
symmetric Joukowski airfoil sections
[NAL-TR-220T] p0313 N71-19750
Digital computer and plotter for sinulating flow
about Joukowski airfoil
[TECH-71-4] p061)3 N71-33403
JODLE HEATING
U RESISTANCE HEATING
JOURNALS (SHAFTS)
0 SHAFTS (MACHINE E1EHENTS)
JP-1 JET FUEL
Simulated JP-1 jet fuel fire tests of high
temperature cabin pressure sealant and insulating
plastics and rubbers
[FAA-NA-71-22] p0726 N71-381119
JP-5 JET FUEL
Electrostatic charge by JP-5 jet fuel at truck fill
stand with 30-second relaxation chamber and bottom
loading
[AD-717317] p0378 N71-22232
K
KALHAN-SCHMIDT FILTERING
Kalman filter simulation for estimating aircraft
position and velocity from airborne digital
computer data in zero-zero landing system
[AIAA PAPER 69-9111] pOIIS A71-17697
Ralman filtering algorithm for hybrid navigation in
army aircraft
[AD-713553] p0167 N71-15391
Kalman linear least squares filtering applied to
estimation of fuel quantity and rate for fighter
aircraft
IAD-7176HO] p0371 H71-21922
Minimum variance estimates of signal derivatives
with application to case of aircraft descent rate
in instrument landing systems
[HASA-CR-111928] p0577 N71-30211
KABBAH VORTEX STREET
Aircraft wake turbulence, reviewing aerodynamic
vortex research as exemplified by Karman vortex
street and edgetone phenomenon
p0653 A71-U0483
KC-130 AIRCRAFT
D C-130 AIRCRAFT
KC-135 AIRCRAFT
tJ C-135 AIRCRAFT
KEELS
Aerodynamic and deployment characteristics of twin
keel all-flexible parawing rigged with several
variations' of multistage canopy and suspension
line reefing system
[NAS4-TN-D-6306] p0580 N71-307t»8
KERHEL FUNCTIONS
Flutter analysis for thin lifting surfaces by
application of supersonic kernel function
procedure
[N4SA-TN-D-6012] pOOII N71-10866
Method foe calculating flutter using interference
aerodynamic forces between wing and tail
p0568 H71-293U5
Calculation of pressure distributions over wings
with harmonic oscillating control surfaces using
kernel function method
p0568 N71-29316
Spanwise integration of kernel functions for
calculating wing lift distributions in subsonic
flow
p0640 N71-33219
KEROSENE
Kerosene type fuels for aircraft gas turbine
engines, discussing combustion problems, smoke
emission reduction and bacterial or fungal
contamination
pOU11 471-28751
KIBEHATIC EQUATIONS
Controlled aircraft motion under strict kinematic
constraints in terms of simple subsystems, noting
pilots role in Newmark theory
pOtlS A71-31021
Astatic gyroscope nonnted on aircraft moving
arbitrarily near earth surface, obtaining
integrals of kinematic equations
p0701 A71-15160
KINEMATICS
Kinematics of subsonic unsteady airloads on multiple
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lifting surfaces
P0567 N71-29339
Flight test data on geometric, aerodynamic, and
kinematic characteristics of two twin keel
parawings during deployment
[NASA-CR-1788] p0629 N71-32303
KINETIC ENERGY.
Helicopter rotor inertial systeii kinetic energy,
examining takeoff advantages
p0278 A71-23670
KINETIC EQDiTIONS
NT KINEMATIC EQDATIONS
KINETIC FHICTIOH
NT SLIDING FBICTION
KIHETIC BE4TI8G
NT AERODYNABIC HEATING
NT SHOCK HEATING
ONERA hypersonic wind tunnels used for ballistic and
aerodynamic research kinetic heating problems and
control surface efficiency
[ONERA-TP-877] pOl«7 471-18025
KINETIC THEORY
NT MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY
KINETICS
NT KINETIC ENERGY
NT NEKTON THEORY
NT REACTION KINETICS
KIRCBHOFF-HELHHOLTZ FLOB
D PIPE FLOH
KIRCHHOFF-HDYGENS PRINCIPLE
0 WAVE PROPAGATION
KNDDSEB FLOW
Knudsen flow and Bach number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic wakes of cylindrical bodies and
spheres
[REPT-69-7] p0120 N71-13403
KIODSEN NOBBER
D KBBDSEN FLOH
KD BAND
D SDPERHIGH FREQUENCIES
KDTTA-JOUKOtSKI CONDITION
Hele-Shaw flow viscous tails from airfoil, observing
high Reynolds number trailing edge flow for
separation and initiation of Kutta condition
P0356 471-26117
L BARD
D ULTHAHIGH FREQUENCIES
L-1011 AIRCRAFT
L-1011 aircraft auxiliary power unit with
lightweight free turbine engine, giving fuel
economy and lower pneumatic pressures
[SAE PAPER 700811] p0072 A71-13725
Ball forming technigue apelication to Al alloys
structural part contouring, discussing L-1011 wing
panel forming and prestress tooling
P0211 A71-21681
L-1011 aircraft flying stabilizer, discussing choice
of longitudinal flight control systems
(SAE PAPER 710126] pOIOS A71-28312
Automatic landing systems independent monitor for
L-1011 aircraft, providing pilot confidence under
reduced visibilities
[SAE PAPER 710113] pO»07 A71-28321
L-1011 Tristar antenna arrangement test results,
considering weight, aerodynamic and structural
design reguirements
P0117 A71-31060
Automated ultrasonic inspection system for L-1011
adhesive bonded fuselage panels using through
transmission technigue
[SHE PAPER IQ-71-716] p0195 A71-32137
1-10J11 flight test program, describing aircraft
design and performaace
[AIAi PAPER 71-789] pOSUS A71-35531
Lockheed L-1011 development, discussing flying
stabilizer design, direct lift control and
antoland system
C A I A A PAPEB 71-782] posis 471-35532
Lockheed L-1011 passenger jumbo jet layout, ground
handling and servicing
p0553 A71-35995
L-1011 aircraft automatic landing safety and
performance improvement through direct lift
control, discussing flight control system
integration
[AIAA PAPER 71-906] p0596 A71-37157
L-1011 aircraft hydraulic system design
modifications and improvements, discussing gas
turbine power source, fluids evaluation, filters,
welded steel tubing and maintenance procedures
p0612 471-39149
On-condition monitoring of aircraft hydraulic
systems for component deterioration, applying to
Boeing 747, L-1011 and DC 10 aircraft
p0666 471-12075
LABELING (BABKING)
D HARKING
LABORATORIES
NT ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES
LAG (DELAY)
0 TIME LAG
LAGBAHGE COORDINATES
Slender body of revolution in supersonic and
subsonic air flow, calculatino boundary conditions
with Lagrange formulation
p066C A71-40963
LAGRASGE EQBATIOSS OF BOTIOH
D EULER-LAGRASGE EQUATION
LAHE FUNCTIONS
Lame eguation perturbation soluiion and applications
to problems involving elliptic cones or infinite
sectors
P0615 A71-39197
Delta wing problem reduction to Laplace eguation
solution, using perturbation technigue to solve
Lame eguation resulting from elliptic conal
coordinates transformation
p0616 471-39198
LAHINAE BOUNDARY LAYER
Supersonic laminar boundary layer structure near
convex corners for large turning angles
pOOOl A71-10161
Three dimensional attached compressible laminar .
boundary layer on slender cones in hypersonic
flight at high angles of attack derived by
numerical integration '
P0010 471-10926
Binimum suction rate preventing laminar boundary
layer separation from curvilinear porous surface
in jet flow
p0025 A71-12553
Two dimensional axisyametric laminar boundary layer
on blown wing and body of revolution, using
sixth-order polynomial for velocity distribution
p0025 A71-12554
Laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition point on
wing, using hot-wire anemometer and oscilloscope
P0025 A71-12555
Leading edge blnntness and boundary layer
displacement effects on attached and separated
laminar boundary layers in high temperature
hypersonic flow over compression corner
[4I4A PAPER 68-68] p0070 A71-13137
Laminar boundary layer on spinning bodies of
revolution in oncoming stream, using implicit
finite difference technigue
[AIAA PAPER 70-1377] p0072 A71-13660
Heat exchange in dissociating partly ionized gas
flow over critical point on permeable surface with
injection into laminar boundary layer
P0073' A71-13748
Conical body laminar boundary layer heat transfer
problem in supersonic flow, using guasi-
linearization and implicit finite difference
method
p0099 471-15487
Slender cone hypersonic laminar three dimensional
boundary layer separation at angle of attack,
proposing helical vortex model
[AIAA PAPER 71-129] p0153 A71-18573
Dissociating airflow over two dimensional blunt
body, determining laminar boundary layer chemical
reaction suppression effects on heat exchange
p0190 A71-19708
Reacting and nonreacting gases laminar boundary
layer flows over two dimensional and axisymmetric
bodies at zero lift, comparing numerical methods
p0190 A71-19860
Incompressible hypersonic laminar boundary layer
flow over sharp cone, based on asymptotic inner
and outer flow field expansion
p0191 A71-19892
Three dimensional laminar boundary layer on cone at
incidence in supersonic flow evaluated by pressure
distribution technique, comparing heat transfer.
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Pitot probe measurements, etc
fllii P4PES 70-1183 p026<; A71-22088
Laminae boundary layer interaction with shock nave
in viscous supersonic flow near concave
compression corner
p0278 A71-23618
Laminar incompressible boundary layer flow over thin
Joukowski, parabolic and slender wedge airfoils,
using small perturbation and quasi-similar
theories
p0281 871-23957
incident thermal flux, parameters and wall
temperature effects on flow characteristics in
preseparation zone of laminar boundary layer and
separation point location
p0289 471-21(368
Blowing and suction effects on laminar boundary
layer flow of quiet fluid over permeable rotating
cone, discussing skin friction and heat transfer
p0290 A71-2U406
Heat and mass transfer in supersonic laminar
boundary layers with light gas injection, deriving
approximate solution for binary mixture flow with
variable fluid properties
p0299 471-25097
Beattachment angle of supersonic laminar mixed
boundary layer, using revolution model with
Reynolds number allowance
p0351 471-2619«
Two dimensional laminar boundary layer equation
local drag coefficient from one and two term Herk
expansion in regions upstream of stagnation point
p0359 471-27051
Laminar boundary layer perturbation by sinusoidal
wall roughness, analyzing effect on transition
nature and position
p0363 471-27170
Laminar boundary layer equations for rotating plate
with surface of arbitrary curvilinear shape,
determining external flow pressure gradient
leading to separation
p0361 471-27502
Hind tunnel simulation of viscous hypersonic flow-
laminar boundary layer interactions, presenting
similarity parameter effects on aerodynamic
characteristics
p0117 471-29221
Incompressible fluid motion in laminar boundary
layer on blade rotating uniformly about axis
perpendicular to wing span
p0131 471-30218
laminar boundary layer on wing profiles and bodies
of revolution, calculating flow characteristics
based on integral momentum relation
p0534 471-31121
Hypersonic viscid-inviscid internal flow field
interaction with laminar boundary layer in
circular ducts, using method of characteristics
and implicit finite difference scheme
pOSII 471-35281
Flow distribution behind laminar boundary layer
separation point in supersonic flow, calculating
plateau region pressure
p0516 471-35629
Self similar numerical and asymptotic solutions of
laminar multicomponent isothermal boundary layer
equations for large blowing rates
p0517 471-35633
French monograph on laminar boundary layer on
circular cone at angle of incidence in supersonic
stream, calculating separation from parabolic
equations by numerical integration
p0609 471-38617
Flare induced laminar boundary layer/shock wave
interactions on axisymmetric bodies at zero
incidence in supersonic flow under adiabatic
conditions
p0701 471-11601
Laminar boundary layer effect on dynamic viscous
pressure interaction in hypersonic flow
[LB-535] pOOIS K71-11003
Computerized calculations of adiabatic laminar
boundary layer and shock wave interactions using
Klineberq method
[VKI-TN-60] pOOIS N71-11017
Separation point study of incompressible laminar
boundary layers around parabolic bodies at angle
of attack
[4D-712081] p0053 1171-11519
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer near sharp
expansion corner
p0211 B71-17752
Limits of hypersonic boundary layer theory, and
leading and trailing edge phenomena in laminar
hypersonic boundary layer
p0315 H71-19833
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer growth over
concave and convex surfaces
p0315 H71-19836
4ttached and separated laminar boundary layer
characteristics over high cooled, curved
compression surfaces in hypersonic airflow
P0315 B71-19837
Laminar two dimensional boundary layer separation
measurements at moderately hypersonic speeds
p0315 B71-19815
Laminar boundary layer on wing and body of
revolution in presence of blowing
IHASA-TT-F-13627] pOi»00 H71-23796
Feasibility study of combined laminar and turbulent
boundary layer control system using distributed
suction with application to low-speed research
aircraft of glass reinforced plastic
[4D-727767] p0719 H71-37609
LAHIBAB BOOBDABY LAYBE SEPABATIOH
D BOOHDABY LAYEB SEPAB4TIOH
0 LAMINAE BOUNDARY LAYER
LAHIKAB FLAMES
0 LAMINAR FLOB
LAHI8AB FLOW
NT STRATIFIED FLOU
Circular pipe gas laminar flow at constant wall
temperature, determining heat exchange and drag by
motion and energy equations integration in
boundary layer approximations
p0022 471-12192
Boundary layer separation at free streamline
attachment to sharp trailing edge of flat plate,
deducing terminal velocity profile for two
dimensional flow
p0023 471-12376
Turbulent and laminar jet propagation and mixing in
rotor downwash field
CDGLB-70-050] pOUO A71-15961
Small surface elements local skin friction sensor
measurements near wall during laminar and
turbulent flow, making direct shear force
measurements
p0135 471-16731
Two dimensional wake laminar-turbulent transition,
emphasizing velocity fluctuation nonlinear
interaction
pC138 471-16961
Incompressible hypersonic laminar boundary layer
flow over sharp cone, based on asyaptotic inner
and outer flow field expansion
p0191 471-19892
Boundary layer model of laminar viscous flow around
high speed slender bodies with surface mass
transfer
[4144 P4PBR 68-719] p0263 471-22081
Heat transfer to slender bodies in hypersonic flow,
comparing wind tunnel measurements with modified
reference enthalpy method predictions for laminar
and turbulent flow
P0269 471-22911
Asymptotic far field velocity component in Prandtl
boundary layer equations for steady laminar two
dimensional flow past rigid body
p0276 471-23578
Curvature effects on laminar and turbulent free jet
boundary between irrotational flow and stagnant
fluid, discussing pressure effects
p0316 A71-25182
Prandtl first order boundary layer equations for two
dimensional laminar incompressible flow past
circulation controlled circular lifting rotor
p031€ A71-25191
Hypersonic cruise vehicles viscous interactions
areas, examining compression corners, shock
. interactions, laminar and turbulent flow, boundary
layer separation, etc
(4144 P4PEH 70-781] p0365 471-27551
Soviet papers on combustion processes in turbulent
and laminar flows of kerosene and gasoline
mixtures, stressing gas turbine engines problems
p0114 471-28951
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Stream lines construction in neridional plane of
blade nozzle annular cascades of steam and gas
turbines in subsonic and supersonic flow
p0534 A71-34446
Plane laminar inconpressible jet flow alonq parabola
with no external stream, using second order
boundary layer theory
(ASME PAPEB 71-APB-BH] p0555 A71-36268
Two dimensional laminar incompressible fluid flow
past flat plate at various angles of attack,
studying vortex shedding characteristics
p0556 A71-36311
Dear wake streamline configuration in symmetry plane
of slender cone in hypersonic flow at free stream
Nach number 7
p0561 A71-36754
Beat transfer in base type supersonic laminar and
transitional separated flows
[AD-710347] p0035 N71-10249
Stability of laminar flow in circular pipes with
respect to three dimensional disturbances
p0258 N71-18989
Combined free and forced laminar convective heat
transfer to nonNewtonian fluids flowing in
constant wall temperature vertical tubes and
controlling parameter analysis
p0387 N71-22702
Sound generation by small perturbation jet flow
CDLR-FB-7I-02] p0398 N71-23596
Numerical analysis of laminar, incompressible flow
along corner formed by intersection of two thin
airfoils
[AD-726546] p0679 N71-3S201
LAHIHAB PLOH CONTBOL
0 BOUNDARY LAYEB CONTBOL
0 LAMINAE BODNDABY LAYEB
LABINAB JETS
0 JET PLOW
0 LABIHAR FLOW
LAHINAR MIXING
Laminar mixing region stratified free shear layer
stability between two uniform streams from
numerical solution of linear sixth order equation
for disturbance amplitude function
p0269 A71-22851
LAHIHAB RAKES
Two dimensional wake laminar-turbulent transition by
single and double freguency sounds imposition and
wind tunnel natural disturbance, inducing velocity
fluctuations
p0002 A71-10132
Mean flow measurement of cone laminar supersonic
wake
p0264 A71-22091
Flat plate trailing edge problem solution consistent
with second order boundary layer theory,
establishing laninar wake evolution nature and
upstream influence
p0315 A71-25469
Magnetically suspended laminar supersonic cone wake
stability from hot wire fluctuation and spectral
components amplitude/phase measurements
p0316 A71-25475
Laminar compressible wakes instability behind planar
and axisymmetric slender bodies, solving integral
conservation equations for fluctuation amplitude
variations
p0604 A71-37879
Laminar near wake characteristics behind circular
cylinder in Hach 6 rarefied air stream
IHEPT-1108/70] p0047 N71-11012
Laminar-turbulent transition measurements of two
dimensional wake with imposed disturbances
[ISAS-453-VOL-35-NO-11] pC117 N71-13083
LAMINATED HATEBIALS
D LAMINATES
LAHIHATES
Optical techniques for holographic NDT inspection
speeds increase in laminate structures flaw
detectability
p0487 A71-31815
Analysis of low cycle thermal fatigue in laminated
porous wall turbine vanes
[NASA-CR-7295H] p0678 N71-34944
LAHINATIONS
0 LAMINATES
LABPS
U LOHINAIRES
LAND OSB
Land use strategies and noise reduction by source
control and flight procedures for noise exposed
areas minimization
p0211 A71-21818
Land use control in aircraft noise abatement,
considering airport development and community
goals
p0216 471-21836
Land development planning and aircraft noise at
Kansas City International Airport
p0216 A71-21837
Air naviqation, surveillance and traffic control
technology effects on land and airspace uses at
airports
p05U2 A71-35371
Aircraft noise reduction in takeoffs/operational
procedures and by land use planning
P061U A71-39392
Airport/aircraft system noise reduction including
land use and noise forecasting
roST-ONA-71-1-VOL-3] p0648 N71-33937
LAHDIHG
ST AIRCRAFT LANDING
HT BLIND LANDING
NT CBASH LANDING
HT DITCHING (LANDING)
NT GLIDE LANDINGS
NT SKID LANDINGS
BT SOFT LANDING
NT SPACECBAFT LANDING
NT TOUCHDOWN
NT VEBTICAL LANDING
NT WATER LANDING
LANDING AIDS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT ARBESTING GEAB
NT ADTOBATIC LANDING CONTROL
NT INSTBDMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
NT LANDING INSTRDHENTS
NT RUNWAY LIGHTS
Optimum VIOL aircraft landing maneuverability, using
short range three dimensional surveillance system
and ground computer
p0071 A71-13574
V/STOL aircraft visual aids flight evaluation
concerning minimum landing area operations
p0098 A71-15445
Kalman filter simulation for estimating aircraft
position and velocity from airborne digital
computer data in zero-zero landing system
[AIAA PAPER 69-944] p0145 A71-17697
Aircraft final approach and landing aids, describing
ILS, VHP omnidirectional radio range, distance
measuring eguipment and satellite systems for air
navigation
p0182 A71-19014
V/STOL microwave scanning beam approach and landing
system, describing ground and airborne station
equipment and operation
p0211 A71-21680
Technical aspects of tactical all-weather instrument
landing system of Swedish STOL aircraft Saab 37
Viggen
p0340 A71-25233
Report on guidance system for approach and landing,
discussing airports, aircraft, approach and
landing paths, service classes, failure protection
and weather penetration
p03i)7 A71-2553H
All-weather landing systems military constraints and
requirements, considering ground eguipment
mobility and insensitivity topographic
environments
p0490 A71-31908
Civil and military aviation operational problems,
including cloud masses and CAT detection, landing
aids and radar navigation
pOf91 A71-319I7
Short haul air transportation, discussing
performance requirements, community acceptance and
navigation and landing aids
p0665 A71-42073
Modular step scan microwave aircraft landing system
/TALAR/ design and operation, noting short takeoff
and landing
p0667 A71-42088
Microwave scanning beam guidance receiver design for
aircraft landing aid, discussing time sharing and
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flight control
p0668 A71-12091
Flight test program- to obtain data on aided inertial
system for terminal guidance and navigation of
helicopter in designing V/STOL avionics system
[BASA-TH-X-66191) p0108 N71-12211
All-weather automatic landing systems and problem
areas
p0110 N71-12127
Technical synthesis and development of advanced
communication systems for aircraft landings
p0110 N71-12130
Guidance developments for all-weather landing
p0110 N71-12133
All weather landing systems of Thomson/CSF
p0112 N71-12IH6
Development of signal acgnisition methods for
television aided aircraft carrier landing
operations
[AD-712511] p0119 N71-13191
Shuttlecraft landing and navigational aid
capabilities
[NASA-TH-X-66720] p0218 N71-18187
Aviation ground lighting, visual landing aids,-dual
baseline transmissometer, photometric measurements
of deck-landing projector sight, and lamp for
Presnel optical landing system
[NBS-10508] p0382 N71-22156
Shipboard test procedure of Fresnel lens optical
landing system UK 6 HOD 2 for carrier landings
[AD-718335] p0397 N71-23188
Microwave scanning guidance system for aircraft
approach and landing
[DO-118-VOL-1] p0511 N71-26801
Experimental pulsed neodyminm lidar system modified
for measuring slant visibility conditions for
aircraft landing operations
[AD-716483] p0522 N71-28217
Approach power compensator system for manual and
automatic Navy carrier landing system
[AD-722025] p0522 N71-28211
Flight simulator for studying problems of aircraft
during approaches and landings at night under
category 2 visual conditions
[RAE-TH-AVIONICS-59(BLED)] p0719 N71-37606
Aircraft takeoff, navigation, and landing aids,
aerodynamics characteristics, and crew rescue
eguipment
[AD-727860] p0721 N71-37618
Evaluation of visual landing aids involving
visibility meters and airfield lighting and
marking
[NBS-10601] p0726 N71-38211
LAHDIHG GEAB
Transport aircraft tire pressure and multiwheeled
landing gear limitations regarding pavement design
p0021 A71-12163
Stress analysis of DC 10 nose landing gear unit,
using photoelastic coating technique
p0101 A71-15669
Dltrahigh tensile steels for landing gear and other
aircraft design applications, discussing
composition, mechanical properties, quality
requirements, manufacture and testing
p0272 A71-22996
Light aircraft steel landing gear springs structural
design at Cessna, considering certification
requirements
tSAE PAPER 7101003 p0287 A71-24262
Analytical nonlinear landing qear model of flexible
aircraft and strut lockup-breakout interaction
using digital simulation language /DSL/
CSAE PAPER 710101] p0287 A71-21263
Nonstationary stress modeling in aircraft structures
using random pulse generator applied to jet
landing gear break strut fatigue test
p0298 A71-21951
Power spectral density analysis of aircraft
structural response to taxiing produced random
vibrations involving landing gear orifice damping
and Coulomb friction
p0355 A71-26311
Powered landing gear wheel system requirements for
parking and taxiing of commercial jet transport
airplanes
[SAE PAPER 710416] p0138 A71-30530
Aircraft steering system design, considering
oversteering effects in nose wheels, torgue for
reaction moment balance and tire behavior
pOSOO A71-33225
Concorde lightweight.disk brakes, discussing
operating costs, weight and volume factors, design
philosophy, structural materials, component life,
maintenance and reliability
pOSOO A71-33226
' Cumulative frequency distributions of aircraft
landing gear loads in determining fatigue life
CHAE-LIB-THANS-1162] p0036 N71-10273
Functional analysis of landing gear systems
[ASD-TB-69-113] p0106 N71-12231
Dynamic loads on F-10UG aircraft landing gears
[FB-82-1969] p0252 H71-18532
Analysis of aircraft wheel failures to determine
cause of fatigue fracture and establishment of
gualification tests
[NHC-11691] p0316 N71-19857
Analysis of aircraft ground flotation
characteristics based on aircraft type and
airfield construction
[AD-720273] p0675 H71-31021
LAHDIHG INSTROHBHTS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
Design and development of flight director systems
based on theory of manual control displays
[NASA-CR-1748] p0332 N71-21087
LANDING LOADS
Landing load estimation methods for preliminary
design weight prediction for military aircraft
pOIOI A71-28211
Analysis of stresses and deflections in platforms
used for airdrop operations
fAD-711556] p0057 N71-11968
Analysis of normal accelerations through center of
gravity of aircraft due to landing impacts and
ground operations associated with taxi, takeoff,
and landing
fNASA-TN-D-6121] p0381 N71-22620
Development of mechanistic models for predicting
behavior of landing mat systems
p0387 N71-22891
Analysis of seaplane impact on planing deadrise in
smooth and rough water
[AD-727753] p0720 N71-37611
LANDING MODULES
NT L0NA8 LANDING HODDLES
LANDING SIMULATION
Simulated low visibility landing training,
discussing airborne and ground based simulators
p0001 A71-10022
Aircraft flying qualities research program,
discussing navy test pilot evaluations and
longitudinal handling characteristics for
simulated carrier landing task
[AIAA PAPER 69-897] p0027 A71-12678
Helicopter automatic and manual low visibility
landing systems evaluation by hybrid computer
simulation
p0119 A71-18423
Executive jet landing approach lateral-directional
handling under IFR ILS simulated conditions,
investigating Dutch roll control power effect on
crosswind component
CSAE PAPEB 710374J p0285 A71-2U213
Low visibility approach and landing simulation for
jet transports
[NASA-CR-73495] p0159 N71-11600
Development of mechanistic models for predicting
behavior of landing mat systems
p0387 N71-22891
LANDING SITES
Airport master plan for Poplar Bluff, Missouri
[PB-189720] p0161 N71-14895
Tables and maps of selected landing airfields for
shuttle orbiters with various crossranges
[NASA-TB-X-67080] " p0373 N71-21996
Development of mechanistic models for predicting
behavior of landing mat systems
p0387 N71-22891
Determination of .effectiveness of chevron type
markings to indicate potentially deceptive,
nonload-bearing paved areas before runway
threshold
[FAA-NA-71-27] p0566 N71-29306
Performance and environmental tests of membranes for
airfield surfacing
[AD-726891] p0685 N71-35398
LANDING SISTEHS
0 LANDING AIDS
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LANGUAGES
NT FORTRAN
NT HACHINE ORIENTED LANGUAGES
LAPLACE EQUATION
Delta wing problem reduction to Laplace equation
solution, using perturbation technique to solve
Lame equation resultinq from elliptic conal
coordinates transformation
p0616 A71-39198
LAPLACE TBANSFOBHATION
Transient dynamic characteristics of aircraft under
unsteady flight, using Laplace-Carson integral
transforms
p0703 A71-45016
LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Converter-indicator direct digital readout design,
using photodiodes for LSI 7OB area navigation
display systems low power operation
p0266 A71-22610
Large scale MOS 1C digital VOR navigation converter,
comparing accuracy, size, weight and cost with
standard design
p0550 A71-35789
LASER ALTIHETEBS
Arctic ocean pack ice terrain profiling by airborne
laser altimeter and coincident photography,
analyzing data for ice development stages
interpretation
p0703 A71-44986
LASER OUTPUTS
Laser gyro goniometry for fluctuations and angular
measurements at low rotational velocities, noting
countup/countdown detection systems
p0030 A71-1292H
Fog removal by hiqh power carbon dioxide lasers,
evaluating possibility of clearing airport runways
[AIAA PAPER 69-670] p0200 A71-20308
Holographic display for blind landing system with
variable inage perspective over wide field of
view, using collimated or cylindrical laser beam
p0554 A71-36061
Laser system for atmospheric wind velocity and
turbulence, using Doppler frequency shift
undergone by radiation beam scattered by particles
suspended in flows
p0653 A71-40490
Laser technigue for runway and slant visibility
range, lower cloud boundary and atmospheric
damping coefficient
p0696 A71-43889
LASER RADAR
U OPTICAL RADAR
LASER RANGER/TBACKER
DC 1C flight test proqram improvement using data
acguisition/processing with real time monitoring,
instrument landing and 'laser tracking
[AIAA PAPEB 71-788] p0508 A71-34018
Aircraft tracking and guidance facility using FPS-16
radar supplemented by laser tracker permanently
mounted on antenna
rNASA-CH-111931] p0677 N71-34240
LASERS
NT CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
NT GAS LASERS
NT PDLSED LASERS
NT Q SIITCHED LASERS
NT 8DBY LASERS
Coherent laser synthetic aperture radar at microwave
frequencies for airborne ground point target
mapping
p0021 A71-12044
Larqe volume high pressure gas uniform electrical
discharges, applying to laser amplifier
CAIAA PAPER 71-65] pd52 A71-1852"
Integrated electro-optical microwave radar and laser
/lidar/ systems for earth oriented, environmental
and domestic applications
p0181 171-18827
Laser Doppler velocimetric technique for supersonic
flow particle trajectory and density measurements,
noting particle lag
[AIAA PAPER 71-287] p0220 A71-22010
Structure constant of jet exhaust turbulence of J-57
with afterburner by laser beam probing compared
with scintillation and hot-wire anemometer
measurements
p0354 A71-26301
Holographic techniques, optical data processing and
laser properties for aerospace instrumentation
pO»34 A71-30329
Vortex laser Doppler velocimeter system for aircraft
wake turbulence velocity profile napping,
describinq optical arrangements, back and forward
scattering modes and prototype design
P0548 A71-35756
Dual scatter laser Doppler velocimeters for
transonic wind tunnel measurements and calibration
applied to simulated helicopter downwash, high
lift wing and jet crossflow
P0652 A71-40399
Laser altimeter-range finder techniques applied to
geodetic measurements and mapping
[NASA-IK-1-661)89] p0109 N71-12425
Ring tip vortex test demonstrating use of Laser
Doppler Velocimeter system for measuring gas
velocities with high spatial and temporal
resolution
[NASA-CH-119804] p0577 N71-30278
Installation and structure of aerial laser camera
for photographic scanning from aircraft
[AD-723820] p0620 N71-31727
Factors effecting volume from which data originate
in laser Doppler velocimeter dual scatter probe
[AD-727005] P0715 N71-36845
L4S?
D F-111 AIRCRAFT
LATERAL CONTROL
Inertial aircraft lateral guidance system
limitations in stochastic gust environment,
comparing configurations using aileron or
differential spoilers
[AIAA PAPER 71-22] p0151 A71-18489
Executive jet landing approach lateral-directional
handling under IFR ILS simulated conditions,
investigating Dutch roll control power effect on
crosswind component
[SAE PAPER 710374] p0285 A71-24243
Ming design criteria imposed by high speed
requirement for short takeoff aircraft,
considering thin sweptback wing with small aspect
ratio for lateral control
p0363 A71-27471
Elevons as longitudinal and lateral control elements
on low aspect ratio wings, calculating subsonic
and supersonic aerodynamic characteristics
P0116 A71-29190
Performance limitation of simplified radio- icertial
lateral control guidance system subject to
stochastic gusts for automatic landing
[AIAA PAPER 71-957] p0597 A71-37198
Low speed lateral stability and control flight tests
on Avro 707 aircraft
[ARC-CP^1106-PT-3] p0227 N71-17083
In-flight determination of lateral-directional
dynamics for landing approach
[AD-715317] p0242 H71-17792
Roll-control effectiveness of spoiler configurations
on aircraft model with variable sweep wings at
supersonic speeds
[KASA-TH-X-2165] p0321 K71-20126
Supersonic aircraft lateral control equipment
[4D-720740] p0477 N71-26538
Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle control system
comprisinq elevens with hinge line sweep and free
of adverse aerodynamic cross couplinq
[NASA-CASE-XLA-08967] p0515 N71-27088
LATERAL OSCILLATION
Lateral vibration effects on heaving airfoil blunt
trailing edge vortex shedding flows, examining
base cavity damping by flow visualization
p01«3 A71-17621
Twin turboprop STOL aircraft lateral directional
oscillation traced to rudder vibration due to
aerodynamic hinge moments interaction with
friction
[AIAA PAPER 71-792] p0508 A71-34019
Lateral oscillations and low speed and lateral
stability of free flight lifting bodies
[ARC-H/U-3641] p0171 N71-15705
LATERAL STABILITY
Aircraft lateral dynamics effect on positioning
accuracy along straight flight path, using Loran C
data
p0610 A71-3886U
Variable stability aircraft lateral directional
flying qualities, investigating turbulence effects
P0670 A71-42833
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Lateral oscillations and low speed and lateral
stability of free flight lifting bodies
CAHC-H/M-3611] p0171 N71-15705
Boundary layer separation and longitudinal and
lateral stability of ivro 707 aircraft daring
flight tests
[ARC-CP-1107-PT-4] p0227 N71-17082
Low speed lateral stability and control flight tests
on ivro 707 aircraft
[AHC-CP-1106-PT-3] p0227 N71-17083
Flight evaluations nsing variable stability aircraft
to determine effects of turbulence induced
aerodynamic disturbances and lateral directional
dynamics on pilot performance
[NASA-CH-1718] p0474 N71-26170
Equations of motion for time vector calculus for
aircraft lateral stability
[ABC-B/B-3631] p0515 H71-27097
Nonsteady flight test program on Siebel 201 D-1
aircraft for determining lateral directional
stability and control derivatives
[NLH-TR-70038-U] p0515 H71-27109
LATEBALITY
0 LATERAL STABILITY
LATEBALIZATIOH
D LATERAL CONTROL
LATEX
Laboratory tests of polymeric latex modified
fast-fix C-1 cement for repair of damaged runway
pavements
[AD-727728] p0725 N71-38132
LATTICES
Transonic flow through planar cylinder lattices,
discussing flow pattern visualization and
recording techniques by high speed camera
p0001 A71-10108
LATTICES (HATHEHATICS)
Kinematics of subsonic unsteady airloads on multiple
lifting surfaces
p0567 N71-29339
LAUNCH VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
Buffet response of straight wing and delta wing
model of space shuttle launch configuration
p0161 N71-24662
Transonic wind tunnel investigation of flow
characteristics and pressure fluctuation of space
shuttle launch and reentry configurations
pOi(62 N71-24663
LADHCH VEHICLES
Space shuttle flight test instrumentation for
launcher, spacecraft and airplane triple
operational and maintenance system requirements,
discussing digital data bus monitoring concept
[AIAA PAPER 71-313] p0281 A71-23971
LADHCHERS
NT AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
HI MISSILE LAUNCHERS
NT ROCKET LAUNCHERS
Free flight hypersonic wind tunnel model testing in
Ludwieg tube, discussing launching device and
recording setup
p0651 A71-1I0381
LAUNCHING
NT ROCKET LAUNCHING
LADHCHING DEVICES
U LAUNCHERS
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
NT INTERNATIONAL LAH
NT LEGAL LIABILITY
NT LIABILITIES
NT SPACE LAW
Air accident investigation and litigation -
Conference, Dallas, March 1970
p0060 A71-12961
Aviation accident long interrogatories for analyzing
man, machine and environmental factors, noting
legal aspects and preparation
p0061 A71-12967
Aircraft nationality legal problems concerning
regional cooperation and registration
p0112 A71-17423
Rumanian air law of 1953 and penal codes of 1969,
discussing statues concerning in flight committed
crimes against persons and property or air piracy
p01«2 A71-17425
Supersonic jet transport legal aspects in land
overflight, discussing ground noise and sonic boom
effects on persons and property
A71-176«it
Federal legislation and regulatory activities for
control and abatement of aircraft noise
p0215 A71-21827
State, local government and airport proprietor legal
role in regulating aircraft noise at airports
p0215 A71-21828
Federal legislation and regulation of aircraft
noise, legal rights of airport neighbors and legal
aspects of compatible land use, discussing noise
control efforts
p0215 A71-21829
Legal aspects of military sonic booms, discussing
administrative remedies, liability and various
cases
p0215 A71-21830
U.S. federal legislation and regulations for
aircraft noise and sonic boom
p0492 A71-32245
Airport environmental protection, discussing area-
wide agency, FAA planning grant program and legal
aspects
p0492 A71-322U7
Finnish air traffic law 'based on international civil
aviation convention, discussing regulations
relative to aircraft, personnel and airports
p0562 A71-36919
German aircraft noise protection law of 30 March
1971, discussing objectives and applicability
p0562 A71-36921
Wrongful death liability in aviation and admiralty,
considering U.S. Congress refusal to enact
legislation
p0665 A71-42068
Judicial Panel on Hultidistrict Litigation of
federal district and court of appeals judges with
power to transfer cases to single district
p0665 A71-U2069
Federal Aviation Act amendment prohibiting
controlling interest in air carrier without Civil
Aeronautics Board approval
p0665 A71-42070
Noise reduction laws for air, rail, and highway
transportation including legal liability in US
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-7] p06U8 N71-33938
Convention for suppression of unlawful aircraft
seizure and article by article analysis
p0717 N71-37590
LAWS
NT STEFAN-BOLTZHANN LAW
LAYOUTS
Lyons-Satolas /France/ International Airport
project, discussing layout, facilities and noise
control problem
p01U3 A71-17590
LEADING EDGE SLATS
High lift nose slats generation for arbitrary
airfoil, using conformal transformations and
computer program
[AIAA PAPER 71-11] p0150 A71-18185
Two dimensional flow around wing sections with slats
and slotted flaps in various positions, presenting
surface pressure and boundary layer measurements
[AIAA PAPER 71-96] p0152 A71-18551
Lift and pressure distribution on leading edge slats
and trailing-edge flaps of wing profile with
boundary layer control
[ARC-R/H-3639] p0171 N71-15706
Investigating effects of leading-edge blowing on
aerodynamic characteristics of jet flapped airfoil
p0240 N71-17702
Low speed wind tunnel model assessment of porous
boundary layer control by suction at civil
aircraft leading edge flaps
[ARC-R/B-3610] p0330 N71-20847
LEADING EDGE SWEEP
Flaps and leading edge modifications for improved
aerodynamic control stability of military aircraft
p0395 N71-23122
LEADING EDGES
NT SHARP LEADING EDGES
Plane linear cascades of thin curved profiles,
obtaining potential flow velocities and lifting
force on leading edge
p0003 A71-10339
Poliymide/boron reinforced plastic structures
fabrication, discussing use in leading edges
[SHE PAPER EH-70-133] p0013 A71-11263
Thin delta wing with leading edge separation,
obtaining drag lift and rolling moment
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coefficients and pressure distribution
p002U 471-121108
Leading edge bluntness and boundary layer
displacement effects on attached and separated
laminar boundary layers in high temperature
hypersonic flow over compression corner
CAIAA PAPER 68-68] p0070 A71-13437
Thin plane wings with mixed leading edges, applying
linearized supersonic flov theory
p0079 471-14241
Symmetric airfoil profiles with sharp and rounded
leading edges in inviscid gas unbounded uniform
adiabatic transonic flovv solving by nonlinear
approximation
p0084 471-14591
Phantom and Buccaneer aircraft boundary layer
control, examining lift from trailing and leading
edges
p0146 A71-17953
Raximum stagnation temperature on swept wing leading
edge for egnilibrinm glide entry of space shuttle
p0182 A71-18902
Hypersonic minimum drag slender wing leading edge
shape for given airfoil section, using Newtonian
theory
p0222 A71-22039
Pressure distribution on arbitrary finite
symmetrical wings with rounded leading edges at
zero incidence in subsonic flow
p0270 A71-22945
Supersonic flow separation around cross shaped
horizontal tail plane with subsonic leading edge,
obtaining pressure distribution and aerodynamic
characteristics
p0277 A71-23608
Surface roughness ensuring turbulent reattachment at
low Reynolds numbers on airfoil sections with
separation near leading edge resulting in bubbles
[ONEHA-TP-9231 p0279 A71-23762
Hypersonic flow pattern past windward side of delta
wing with supersonic leading edges, joining
potential and vortex regions behind shock wave
pOItt A71-30874
STOL aerodynamics of leading edge high lift devices
on thick profiles, externally blown flaps,
boundary layer control and jet flap effect
pO<(79 471-31214
Supersonic flow past V-shaped wings with leading
edges, applying method of establishment to space
variable for pressure distribution
p0547 A71-356t7
Pressures, velocities and aerodynamic
characteristics of supersonic flow around slender
delta wings with forced asymmetry and separation
at leading edges
pOS5» 471-36134
Supersonic flow past thin delta wings with finite
velocities at leading edges, noting wing
deiormation to avoid cornet vortices appearance
p0555 471-36181
V shaped conical wing in supersonic and hypersonic
flow with shock attached to leading edge,
investigating complex wave system with time
dependent and analytical methods
p0556 A71-36339
Vortex-induced heating alleviation to lee side of
slender wings in hypersonic flow by contouring
leading edge planform
p0604 471-37892
Leading edge effect on aerodynamic characteristics
of 70 deg swept delta wing
T4D-712087] p0046 N71-11007
Limits of hypersonic boundary layer theory, and
leading and trailing edge phenomena in laminar
hypersonic boundary layer
p0315 1171-19833
Second-order slender wing theory for incompressible
flow over low aspect ratio wings with and without
leading edge separation
[N4SA-CR-66762] p0317 N71-19912
Representations of flow separation bubbles near
airfoil leading edge
p0320 N71-20064
Effect of heat conduction of material on temperature
distribution in vicinity of wing leading edge in
hypersonic flight
[REPT-6901] p0383 N71-22494
Construction of leading edges of surfaces for aerial
vehicles performing from subsonic to above
transonic speeds
[NASA-CASE-XLA-01486] p0397 N71-23497
Conductive heat transfer effect on temperature
distribution in vicinity of wing leading edge in
hypersonic flight
[AHC-CP-1126] p0456 871-214116
Angle of incidence effect on delta wing leading-edge
vortices with cross flow visualization in
hydraulic test tunnel
(AHC-H/B-3645] p0457 N71-24482
Second order slender wing theory for calculating
supersonic flow over low aspect ratio wings with
subsonic leading edges and leading edge separation
[NiSA-CR-1860] p0673 871-34001
Leading edge shock impingement and interaction
heating on scale model straight wing orbiter
CNASA-CR-115159] p0679 H71-35196
Finite difference method for two dimensional and
three dimensional viscous flow problems with
applications to hypersonic leading edge eguation
[AD-726547] p0685 H71-35420
Leading edge suction of thin aerofoil theory
[ ABL/SH-HOTE-360] p0707 N71-36399
LEAKAGE
Drop and impact tests for improving crashworthiness
of integral fuel tanks
[FAA-NA-70-46] p0048 N71-11019
LEAR JET AIRCRAFT
Causes and results of aircraft accident of Lear jet
aircraft
[HTSB-ARR-71-3] p0238 S71-17511
LEARHIHG
NT ASYHPTOTIC METHODS
HT ITERATIVE SOLUTION
BT PROBLEM SOLVING
LEARHIHG HACHIHES
Developing self-organizing control systems for
application in aeronautics
p011U N71-12613
Canadian National Science Council research in low
speed aerodynamics, machine learning, and
turbulent jet transducer
[DHE/NAE-1971 (2) ] p0728 N71-38626
LEARNING THEORY
Adaptive self-organizing and -learning control
systems with long and short term memory retention,
using logic random searches to find parameter
values
[ASHE PAPER 71-DE-22] p0361 471-27324
LEAST SQUARES BETHOD
Hulticomponent plane flap mechanism with
transmission angles diverging minimally from
ninety degrees, discussing synthesis by least
squares method
p0185 A71-19361
Kalman linear least squares filtering applied to
estimation of fuel guantity and rate for fighter
aircraft
[AD-717610] p0371 N71-21922
Halthopps subsonic lifting surface theory, using
least squares method
[NAL-TN-21] p0382 N71-22472
Least sguares method and iteration technique for
obtaining aerodynamic stability derivatives
p0463 N71-24703
Application of least sguares method for determining
longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives of aircraft
from flight test data
[Z-12] p0641 N71-33305
LEE RAVES
Lee surface flow and aerodynamic heating on delta
wing orbiter
P0472 N71-26060
Leeside aerodynamic heating of lifting reentry
vehicle configurations
P0473 N71-26061
LEGAL LIABILITY
Airline liability and insurance in relation to
aircraft hijacking, sabotage, etc
P0003 471-10359
Aviation accidents liability limitation by treaty
and statute for passengers personal injury or
death, discussing Warsaw Convention revisions
P0060 A71-12966
Air crash litigation liability limitations, noting
international ineguality
P0061 471-12968
Aircraft accident reconstruction by lawyers using
expert testimony and admissible evidence
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p0061 471-12969
Aircraft accident damages recovery trial procedure,
discussing pleadings, settlements, depositions and
jury summation
P0061 A71-12970
Aviation products liability and warranty law, noting
reliability trends and guality control methods
p0061 A71-12971
Air charter flights legal status, considering
public, private and international laws and civil
responsibility
p0142 A71-17Q22
Revision of 1929 Warsaw Convention Articles 3 and 25
relative to air carrier liability, discussing
possible O.S. secession
P0142 471-17424
Legal aspects of military sonic booms, discussing
administrative remedies, liability and various
cases
p0215 A71-21830
Air traffic controllers legal responsibility and
disciplinary procedure, considering clearances,
flight crew instructions and aircraft accidents
p0269 A71-22891
European view on liability and compensation
limitation for death and injury in international
commercial air transport
p0271 A71-22989
U.S. view on legal liability and compensation for
death and injury in international air transport
p0272 A71-22990
Aircraft accident litigation related to wake
turbulence concerning pilot or air traffic
controller faults
p0543 A71-35387
New IATA passenger and baggage international air
transport conditions, discussing passenger/carrier
legal relationships, with emphasis on differences
between new and old regulations
p0561 A71-36918
Wrongful death liability in aviation and admiralty,
considering U.S. Congress refusal to enact
legislation
p0665 471-1(2068
LEGENDHE CODE
0 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
LENS DESIGN
High aperture wide angle lens design for compact
electro-optical systems of airborne moving map
projection navigational instruments
p0560 A71-36605
LENSES
NT BIDE ANGLE LENSES
LETTEBS (SYMBOLS)
U SYMBOLS
LIABILITIES
NT LEGAL LIABILITY
Members attitudes on revisions to Warsaw Convention
and The Hague Protocol amendments on liability to
international air transport passengers
[REPT-1970/8-E] p0246 N71-18100
LIDAE
D OPTICAL RADAR
LIFE (DURABILITY)
NT FATIGUE LIFE
HT SERVICE LIFE
NT STORAGE STABILITY
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
NT EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
LIFT
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT
NT JET LIFT
NT HOTOE LIFT
Plane linear cascades of thin curved profiles,
obtaining potential flow velocities and lifting
force on leading edge
p0003 A71-10339
Swept wing fighter aircraft transonic buffet onset
lift coefficient from camber and trailing edge
deflection, considering design variations
p0027 471-12679
Lift of slender aircraft with rectangular cross
section fuselage and high wing
p0073 A71-13737
Lifting and side force distributions acting on body
in transonic flow
p0078 471-111232
Sectional drag relationships in linearized wing
theory, examining lifting and thickness problems
for various planforms
p0079 A71-14240
Slender deformable airfoil in bounded fluid flow,
determining lift coefficient by one dimensional
integrodifferential equation for elastic large
aspect ratio wing
p0084 A71-14590
V/STOL aircraft wing-propeller interaction, using
Bean flow deflection angle in lift and drag
characteristics prediction
p0086 471-11(988
Wing representation by lifting line lattice as
computation method for complex configurations
unsteady aerodynamic forces, presenting numerical
program for wings in two parallel planes
[ONERA-TP-891] p0090 A71-15356
Trailing vortex generation behind jet flapped wing
at high wing lift coefficients
p009U 471-15413
Phantom and Buccaneer aircraft boundary layer
control, examining lift from trailing and leading
edges
p0146 471-17953
Fluctuating circulation, lift and flow induced
structural vibrations of two dimensional bodies,
including vortex shedding on sluice gates
p0187 A71-19592
Heavy fluid flow past partially cavitating flat
plate with cavity closed by fictitious plate,
considering lifting force under gravity
p0197 A71-20087
Thin rectangular wing load distribution in
nonstationary incompressible flow, using downwash
integral equation Fourier transform
p0270 A71-22946
Leading edge suction analogy for predicting low
speed lift and drag-due-to-lift characteristics of
sharp edge delta and related wing planforms
[AIAA PAPER 69-1133] p0294 A71-24851
Lift characteristics of semicircular channel wing
with pusher propeller at trailing edge, comparing
theoretical, wind tunnel and flight test results
p0295 471-24857
Lift correction in perforated two dimensional
transonic wind tunnels, considering incidence
angle and streamline curvature effects on airfoil
models
'p0298 A71-24953
Reentry vehicles configuration lift and draq
coefficients in hypersonic flow from pressure
distribution and balance measurements, comparing
with isolated cone data
p0346 A71-25487
Approximation of flow around jet flapped airfoil,
discussing ground effect on lift coefficient
increments
p0355 471-26314
Lifting force of wing with rotating flap, deriving
lift increase due to circulation redistribution at
surface
p0364 A71-27491
Lift and particle displacement around lifting body
with stream function as fluid motion equation
integral
p0367 471-27577
Air flow about low aspect ratio delta wing at large
angles of attack, deriving lift coefficient
p0404 471-28282
Minimum drag wing-fuselage combination for
supersonic speeds and prescribed lifting force,
longitudinal moment and volume, using method of
successive approximations
p0416 A71-29182
Supercavitating flow past straight cascade with
arbitrary blade shapes, considerinq lift and drag
coefficients, cavitation number, cavity shape and
exit flow conditions
[ASME PAPER 71-FE-6] p0421 471-29048
V/STOL propulsion units lift ratings based on
aircraft system requirements
[S4E P4PER 710471] p0439 471-30537
Externally blown flap powered transport high lift
wind tunnel model visual flow field investigation
with multiple filament smoke streamlines
[4144 P4PER 71-577] p0484 471-31567
Unsteady compressible flow'measurement, determining
local lift coefficient from pressure distribution
along airfoil
p0501 471-33342
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Gust loading on two dimensional thin airfoil in
compressible flow, derivinq closed-form lift
expression
P0541 471-35285
Rotor blade stability, calculating unsteady local
lift and effects of blade profile camber and
steady angle of attack
p0544 A71-35468
Wing group weight prediction for subsonic aircraft
design, taking into account root bending moments
due to lift
pC552 471-35925
Slender wing lift in supersonic flow, analyzing
suction force on leading edge and viscosity and
nonlinear effects
p0560 471-36677
Total lift data correlation for thin sharp edged low
aspect ratio delta wings at low speeds, noting
trailing edge effects in incompressible flow
p0615 471-39398
Spanwise lift distribution over wings and wake
formation in thin airfoils of finite aspect ratio
in linear subsonic potential flow
p0654 471-40195
Aerodynamic aspect ratio effects on drag and
aircraft performance, noting span loading as major
force on wing lifting function
p0661 471-41216
KC-135 aircraft climb trajectories for optimum
constant lift coefficient, range and fuel amount
p0670 471-42834
Lifting line equation inversion for twisted wings of
elliptic planform with arbitrary spanwise upwash
p0671 471-42838
4ngle of attack instrumentation for evaluating
aircraft lift performance and phugoid oscillations
p0693 J71-43382
Direct lift control system for producing lift
without pitching moments during aircraft approach
and landing
p0111 H71-12443
Lift, aerodynamic drag and pitching moment study of
transport aircraft horizontal tail surfaces in low
speed wind tunnels
[ABC-B/B-3642] p0170 N71-15702
Aircraft landing lift decay and elevator oscillation'
analysis
[ABC-CP-1119] P?1?1 171-15722
Lift and aerodynamic drag due to trailing-edge flaps
on sweptback wings in inviscid subsonic flow
[AHC-CP-1110] p0229 N71-17114
Lift and aerodynamic drag data on slender wings with
trailing edge sweepback
[AEC-CP-1130) p0229 N71-17117
Trailing vortex systems generated by jet-flapped
wing operating at high wing lift coefficients
CAD-715315] p0241 N71-17753
Practical aerodynamics of Mi-6 helicopter - lift
system and fuselage
[AD-714915] p0243 H71-17908
Wind tunnel investigation of .lift-induced sonic boom
characteristics of two simple wing models at Hach
numbers from 2.3 to 4.63
[NASA-TN-D-6201] p0388 N71-23125
High lift and boundary layer separation behavior of
sweptback wing airfoil profile noting trailing and
leading edge stall pattern
[ABC-H/M-3648] p0458 N71-24488
Measurement of lift and drag forces experienced by
ejector in wind tunnel and correlation with
geometry and static performance of device
[40-721192] p0511 N71-26920
Steady tailplane lift effect on subcritical response
of subsonic T tail flutter aircraft model in low
speed wind tunnels
[AHC-8/M-3652] p0515 S71-27096
Use of aerodynamic lift for application to high
speed ground transportation by two dimensional
airfoils
[PB-197242] p0573 N71-29762
Terminal area studies with XC-142, XV-5, Do-31, and
P 1127 aircraft to develop powered lift control
techniques for instrument approach
p0583 N71-30774
Lift force distribution calculation technique for
wings with jet flaps including rectangular and
swept wing examples
[BASA-TT-F-13714] p0586 N71-30852
High lift aerodynamic and propulsion system
configurations for short takeoff aircraft design -
bibliographies
[AD-724186] p0638 N71-33015
Computer program for calculating lifting force
distributions on symmetrical and cambered wings in
subsonic flow based on numerical integration and
lifting surface theory
p0640 N71-33220
Theoretical analysis of trailing edge blowing
effects on circulation around airfoils based on
iterative solutions with lift coefficients
[AD-726434] p0680 N71-35202
LIFT AUGMENTATION
Power augmented lift STOL aircraft operating costs
reduction by channel wing concept, discussing
aerodynamic theory and structural applications to
high lift flaps aircraft
p0266 A71-22592
Electrical resistive incompressible fluid motion
past thin airfoils in oblique field, showing
inverse dependence of lift on magnetic Beynolds
number
p0280 A71-23956
STOL commercial aircraft propulsion systems,
considering two stream augmentor wing engine and
high bypass ratio three stream engine
[4144 PAPEB 71-746] p0480 471-31325
Canadian E and D on fixed wing civil STOL aircraft,
discussing augmentor wing concept using jet
powered lift augmentor system
p0503 471-33470
Augmentor wing high-lift aerodynamics, discussing
results of wind tunnel tests and simulation
studies
[CASI PAPEB 72/20] p0602 A71-37606
Sealing dam analysis for design of shaft face seal
with self-acting lift augmentation for advanced
gas turbine enqines
[NASA-TN-D-7006] p0053 N71-11579
Determination of low speed longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of four engine externally blowing
jet-flap STOL aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-7034] p0107 N71-12239
Feasibility study of counter insurgency aircraft
with suction boundary layer control
[4EBO-1] p0121 H71-13415
Aerodynamics and applications of lift augmentation
devices - AGARD lecture series
[4G4BD-LS-U3-71] p0318 871-20051
High lift systems desiqn for combat aircraft
p0319 N71-20059
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 1, interface problems between engine and
airframe
p0319 N71-20061
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 2, thermodynamic problems
p0319 K71-20062
Optimizing propulsive/lift system for turbofan STOL
aircraft considering cost effectiveness
p0319 N71-20063
High lift wing characteristics - wing with plain
hinged flaps and boundary layer control, and wing
with drag and high lift devices extended
p0320 N71-20065
Aerodynamics of two dimensional flow on high lift
systems
p0320 H71-20067
Noise reduction effectiveness of mixer nozzle for
increasing lift capability in STOL aircraft
[NASA-IB-X-67938] p0710 N71-36424
Some aspects of propulsion for augmentor wind
concept
[NASA-TT-F-14005] p0727 N71-38535
LIFT COEFFICIEHTS
0 AEBODYNAHIC COEFFICIENTS
U LIFT
LIFT DEVICES
Aerodynamic theory of pressure field induced on
lifting surface by isotropic atmospheric
turbulence, considering transfer function of
Concorde aircraft
fICAS PAPEB 70-30] p0012 A71-11019
Lifting surface in unsteady subsonic flow,
describing integral equation calculation method
including kernel logarithmic singularity
p0012 A71-11020
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High lift systems for four-engine Hach 0.8 turbofan
STOL aircraft, discussing propulsion, aerodynanics
and design trends
[SAE PAPEB 700811] p0015 171-115145
Analog and digital methods for interactions between
aircraft lifting elements in steady or unsteady
supersonic flow
[ONEBA-TP-850] p0090 A71-15358
Boeing 737 aircraft takeoff and landing performance,
emphasizing high lift systems and stopping
capability
p018i| A71-19083
Airplane wing high lift and flap designs by
interactive computer graphics system
[AIAA PAPEB 71-227] p0187 A71-19705
Lifting surface nonstationary aperiodic motion in
incompressible fluid solved by asymptotic method
of function parameters, using algorithm for Cauchy
problem
p0204 A71-20778
Lifting surfaces supersonic-hypersonic flutter at
angle of attack determined by shock expansion,
Newtonian flow and local flow piston theory
[AIAA PAPEE 71-327] p0342 A71-25307
Vertical straight lift turbojet, engine design and
development, presenting component materials
properties/weights, endurance tests and
performance data
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-75] p0352 A71-25989
High lift wing characteristics with/without
additional devices, emphasizing lift control and
load distribution
p0364 A71-27476
Vortex wakes behind STOI operations high lift wings,
discussing height above ground and various wind
tunnel dimensions effects
p0403 471-28033
Two dimensional flow research on high lift airfoils
for STOL aircraft, using vorticity distribution
and wind tunnel wall blowing technigues
p0429 A71-29910
STOL aerodynamics of leading edge high lift devices
on thick profiles, externally blown flaps,
boundary layer control and jet flap effect
p0479 A71-31214
Ihree dimensional jet flap and lifting line/ surface
theories application to STOL aerodynamic systems
with externally blown flaps and augmentor wing
[AIAA PAPEB 71-578] pO«84 471-31568
Lifting configurations unsteady air loads
prediction, investigating loading singularities in
linearized potential theory
p0670 471-42832
High lift device application to high performance
competition gliders, considering merit of design
for conflicting climb/cruise reguirements
p0691 A71-t3089
Sailplane circling cross-country speed increase by
variable geometry in high lift flap form for
better compromise between cruise and climb
performance
p0698 471-44342
Performance prediction and evaluation of
propulsion-augmented high lift systems for STOL
aircraft, considering weight, thrust and wing
loading
[AIAA PAPEB 71-990] p0700 471-44585
Bibliography of documents containing numerical data
on planar lifting surfaces
[AGABD-R-574-70] p0037 H71-10339
Mathematical model for aircraft lifting surface
interference in steady or unsteady supersonic flow
[ONERA-TP-850] p0251 N71-18462
Aerodynamics and applications of lift augmentation
devices - AGABD lecture series
[AG8BD-LS-43-71] p0318 H71-20051
Aerodynamic effects of mechanical high lift devices
on conventional airfoils
p0318 N71-20052
Aerodynamics of pneumatic high lift devices
p0318 K71-20053
Flow separation concepts under high lift conditions
p0318 N71-20055
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoils with
high lift devices
p0318 N71-20056
Three dimensional testing of high lift device models
p0319 N71-20057
High lift applications in transport aircraft design
p0319 571-20058
High lift systems design for combat aircraft
p0319 B71-20059
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 1, interface problems between engine and
airframe
p0319 N71-20061
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 2, thermodynamic problems
p0319 H71-20062
High lift wing characteristics - wing with plain
hinged flaps and boundary layer control, and wing
with drag and high lift devices extended
p0320 N71-2006S
Aerodynamics of two dimensional flow on high lift
systems
p0320 N71-20067
Effect of engine position and high lift devices on
aerodynamic characteristics of external flow, jet
flap STOL model - graphs
[NASA-TH-D-6222] p0388 N71-23124
Numerical evaluation of downwash integral for wing
loading of lifting rectangular planform
[NPL-MA-90] p0457 N71-24483
Direct lift control system having flaps with slots
adjacent to their leading edge and particularly
adapted for lightweight aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10249-1] p0473 N71-26110
Tabulated data for wing planforms with variation in
sweepback, tapering and aspect ratio noting
correction to subsonic lifting device theory
[AHC-CP-1137] p0518 N71-27715
Kinematics of subsonic unsteady airloads on multiple
lifting surfaces
p0567 N71-29339
Application of lifting surface theory to wing with
control surfaces in unsteady subsonic flow
p0569 N7.1-29347
Safety characteristics for powered lift of
commerical STOL aircraft
p0583 N71-30773
Spanwise integration of kernel functions for
calculating wing lift distributions in subsonic
flow
p0640 N71-33219
Aerodynamic sound radiation from lifting surfaces in
smooth and turbulent flow
[N4S4-CF-114370] p0710 N71-36422
LIFT DISTEIBDTIOH
D FOBCE DISTRIBUTION
0 LIFT
LIFT DBAG B4TIO
Low speed two dimensional axial flow compressor
cascade data, considering lift drag ratio and
minimum loss coefficient
[ASHE PAPEB 70-BA/GT-10] p0076 A71-14118
Aerodynamic characteristics of jet engine
installation above wing of swept wing aircraft,
noting large lift dependent drag
p0129 A71-15954
Aft vs canard horizontal tail locations for
fighter/attack configuration at sub and supersonic
speeds, observing lift coefficient, L/D and
longitudinal stability
[AI44 PAPEE 71-8] p0150 A71-18482
Conical body lift/drag ratio increase by wedge
shaped nose, noting applications to space vehicles
entering atmosphere above escape velocity
p0416 A71-29183
Aspect ratio influence on instability and nonminimum
phase effects of longitudinal motion of aircraft
relative to negative lift-drag expression transfer
functions
p0502 471-33405
Estimated aerodynamics of all-body hypersonic
aircraft configurations
[NASA-IB-X-2091] p0312 N71-19706
Optimum lift coefficient and aspect ratio determined
analytically as conditions for construction of
gliders with lift drag ratio of 100
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1565] p0520 N71-28010
Wind tunnel tests of full scale advancing blade
concept rotor system at high advance ratio
[NASA-TH-X-62081] p0643 N71-33517
LIFT FANS
Lift fan propulsion for civil VTOL transports,
considering applicability, attitude control,
system design, fan transition and cross flow noise
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p0202 A71-20373
VIOL lift fan engine design for minimum noise
levels, noting silencers application
p0292 A71-24750
Discrete frequency rotor interaction noise from
lifting fans* using force harmonics acting on
blades
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-12] p0348 A71-25958
VIOL propulsion, discussing gas turbine pressure
ratio inlet temperature and lifting and high
bypass fans
p0403 A71-27838
Tip turbine driven lift fan noise reduction tests,
considering design parameters effects
CAIAA PAPER 71-743] potus A71-30784
Handling qualities of V/STOL research vehicles
during steep terminal area approaches, discussing
powered lift fan VIOL aircraft limitations and
instrument landing approach
[AHS PREPRINT 514] pO<l51 A71-31101
V/STOL lift fan airliner project HS 111 for
intercity transport, describing features, weight
and performance data, noise characteristics and
reliability criteria
p0481 A71-31413
Ring installed VTOL coaxial drive lift fan model in
wind tunnel test, investigating performance in
crosswind environment
[AIAA PAPER 71-742] p0493 A71-32284
Civil V/STOL aircraft projects, discussing design,
lift fan engines, weights, flight performance,
noise levels, safety and comfort standards
p0509 A71-34101
Civil V/STOL aircraft engines requirements,
considering noise reduction, thrust, multifunction
propulsion/bloving, lift and booster fan engines
[CiSI PAPER 72/19]
 P0605 471-38021
VTOL and fan lift STOL aircraft, discussing
simulation and head-up displays for roll demand,
vertical speed and ILS beam
p0650 A71-40134
V/stol aircraft lift fan aerodynamics, discussing
optimum fan pressure ratios, augmentation ratio,
noise constraints, wing loading and fan
configurations
[ A I A A PAPER 71-981] p0700 A71-44577
Aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL transport
model with tandem lift fans mounted at
mid-semispan of wing
[NASA-TN-D-6234] p0252 N71-18558
Free flight tests in hoovering and forward flight
free flight tests in hovering and forward flight
lift fans
[NASA-TN-D-6198] p0373 H71-22069
Short haul vertical takeoff aircraft with lift fans
incorporated in aircraft body, noting wide
aircraft compartment
p0377 N71-22190
Gas generators as vertical takeoff aircraft energy
sources to operate lift fans or helicopter rotary
wings
p0377 N71-22194
Comparison of two lift fan configurations using wind
tunnel model pressure distributions
p0377 N71-22195
Cross flow wind tunnel performance tests of 15 in.
wing installed lift fan with coaxial drive turbine
for VTOL transport aircraft
[NASA-TK-X-67854] p0518 N71-27707
Theoretical analysis of aerodynamic interference
induced by cruise and lift fans on transport type
aircraft
[NASA-CR-1730] p0630 N71-32453
Tip-turbine lift fan design and specifications
[NASA-CR-72974] p0679 N71-34945
Aerodynamic characteristics of lift fan installation
for direct lift V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-62086] p0680 1171-35204
Evaluation of air generator-remote lift fan
propulsion system for VTOL transports
[NASA-TH-X-67916] p0680 N71-35207
LIFT FORCES
0 LIFT
LIFTIHG BODIES
NT HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
NT LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
ST H-2 LIFTING BODY
NT M-2F2 LIFTING BODY
NT H-2F3 LIFTING BODI
Steady supercritical planar inviscid transonic flows
over lifting airfoils, generating unsteady flow by
impulsively imposing airfoil boundary condition
[AIAA PAPER 70-47] p0069 A71-13433
Vortex sheet behavior in inviscid subsonic flow of
lifting wing with nonzero trailing edge angle
p0073 A71-13738
Kind tunnel tests for measuring aerodynamic
interaction forces between two tandem lifting
surfaces
[ONERA-TP-890] p0090 A71-15354
Rings with control surfaces in unsteady subsonic
flow, applying lifting surface theory
[ONERA-TP-889] p0090 A71-15355
Lifting body leeward surface maximum heat transfer
coefficient in hypersonic flow, considering
Reynolds number, incidence and shape effects
p0099 A71-15'!86
Pressure distribution singularity at tip of thin
lifting parabolic wing in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 71-10] pOISO A71-18484
Lifting surfaces supersonic-hypersonic flutter at
angle of attack determined by shock expansion,
Newtonian flow and local flow piston theory
[AIAA PAPER 71-327] p0342 A71-25307
Lift and particle displacement around lifting body
with stream function as flnid motion equation
integral
p0367 A71-27577
Hiniature aerodynamic turbulence gage using
axisymmetric lifting body sensor
p0403 A71-28158
Trailing vortices shed by aircraft lifting surfaces,
noting wake effects importance at low speeds
p0404 A71-28176
Unsteady curvilinear motion of lifting surface,
calculating induced gas flow velocities in terms
of vortex densities
P0416 A71-29188
Three dimensional jet flap and lifting line/ surface
theories application to STOL aerodynamic systems
with externally blown flaps and augmentor wing
[AIAA PAPER 71-578] p0484 A71-31568
Bibliography of documents containing numerical data
on planar lifting surfaces
[AGARD-R-574-70] p0037 B71-10339
Linear theoretical method for arbitrary wing
planform and trailing edge control surfaces in low
frequency oscillatory motion in subsonic flow
[NPL-AERO-1303] p0047 N71-11013
Graphic illustration of lifting body design
[NASA-CASE-FBC-10063] pOIOS N71-12217
Fin loads and control surface hinge moments measured
in full scale wind tunnel tests on X-24A flight
vehicle
[NASA-Id-X-1922] p0157 N71-14501
H2-F2 lifting body flight control system
[8ASA-TH-X-1809] p0157 N71-11526
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
hypersonic lifting body spacecraft with variable
sweep wings
[NASA-TH-X-2102] p0164 N71-14945
Aerodynamic forces on lifting bodies and delta vings
in hypersonic slip flow
[BHBB-FB-H-70-41] p0170 N71-15704
Lateral oscillations and low speed and lateral
stability of free flight lifting bodies
[AHC-R/M-3641] p0171 N71-15705
Wind tunnel tests to determine unsteady aerodynamic
forces between two lifting surfaces in tandem
[NASA-TT-F-13482] p0248 N71-18397
Numerical analysis of low frequency subsonic lifting
surface theory noting ving oscillations in steady
flow
[ARC-H/Z1-3634] p0249 N71-18425
Hulthopps subsonic lifting surface theory, using
least squares method
[NAL-TN-24] p0382 N71-22472
Solving exact gas dynamic equations for supersonic
flows far from axis of slender lifting bodies
[NASA-TN-D-6446] p0633 N71-32792
Numerical analysis of plane steady transonic flows
past lifting airfoils with free-stream Mach
numbers less than unity
[D180-12958-1] N71-34275
Calculations of helicopter airloads using lifting
surface theory compared with experimental data
fAD-726717] p0683 N71-35226
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Computer program development for potential flow
calculation about lifting bodies
[AD-727628] p0718 N71-37597
LIFTIHG BEEHTBY VEHICLES
NT HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
NT H-2 LIFTING BODY
Spacecraft reentry aerodynamics regarding hypersonic
high altitude lifting bodies, shock wave and flov
field, heat, mass and energy transfer, etc
[ICAS PAPEH 70-01] pOOIS 471-11686
Hypersonic body optimum lift control during
atmospheric entry, taking into account .drag
coefficients and density
[AIAA PAPER 71-21] p0150 A71-18488
Hypersonic lifting entry vehicle turbulent heat
transfer and boundary layer transition at various
angles of attack and Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 71-100] p0153 A71-18555
Flat delta and caret Kings aerodynamic performance
over incidence angle and Hach number range
suitable for lifting reentry
p0498 A71-32877
Flight tests of lifting reentry vehicles for
controllability prediction
[NASA-TB-X-1827] p0157 H71-1U527
Designing spacecraft for flight into space,
atmospheric reentry, and landing at selected sites
[NASA-CASE-XAC-02058] p0175 N71-16087
Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of model of
HL-10 flight research vehicle with basic and
modified tip fins
[NASA-TB-X-2119] p0177 H71-16538
Convective heat transfer characteristics of M2 and
B2-F2 lifting entry vehicles
[NASA-TB-X-1691] p0229 N71-17131
Leeside aerodynamic heating of lifting reentry
vehicle configurations
pOU73 N71-26061
Analysis of aerodynamic forces on DL-1 lifting entry
vehicle and comparison with theoretical methods
[NASA-TB-X-1991] pOH75 N71-26354
LIFTIHG ROTORS
Aerodynamic synthesis of helicopter rotor under
hover and vertical ascent conditions, using
nonlinear vortex approach
p0189 A71-19700
Telecontrolled Rotormobile flying crane with jet
powered lifting rotor for carrying heavy loads
over short distances
p0290 A71-2i)l»20
Comparative vertical turbulence and loss restrictive
stochastic models for threshold crossing rotor
blade flapping vibrations at low lift high advance
ratio
[AIAA PAPER 71-389] p03U3 A71-25351
Prandtl first order boundary layer eguations for two
dimensional laminar incompressible flow past
circulation controlled circular lifting rotor
p0346 A71-25194
Harginal vortex effects on aerodynamics of
helicopter lifting surfaces, considering blade
form and noise spectrum tested in hydrodynamic
tunnel
p0363 A71-27473
Advancing Blade Concept helicopter lifting rotor
development, discussing full scale analysis,
design, fabrication and wind tunnel tests
[AHS PHEPBINT 501] pOMIS A71-31080
Helicopter rotor blade airload by applying lifting
surface solution
[AHS PREPRINT 510] p0448 A71-31081
High rotor advance ratio from multiblade general
coordinates method in linear analysis of lifting
rotor dynamic stability and gust ratio
[AHS PREPRINT 512] p04«9 A71-31083
Hingeless rotor helicopter stability and control
characteristics, considering induced flow field,
flapwise bending modes and blade-fuselage dynamic
coupling
[AHS PREPRINT 5111] pO«51 A71-31098
Composite materials application to V/STOL
prop/rotors, determining material properties
parametric effect on freguencies and weight by
Southwell coefficients
[AHS PREPRINT 5514] pO«52 A71-31106
Helicopter wake and boundary layer effects on rotor
aerodynamic performance in hovering, low and high
speed forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 71-581] p0662 A71-U1500
Agusta helicopter design and testing criteria,
discussing four-blade rotor, fuselage and radio
navigation eguipment
p0668 A71-1222U
Photogrammetric recording of helicopter rotor
induced aerodynamic effects nsing wind tunnel test
smoke visualization technigue
p0695 A71-43588
Lifting rotors aerodynamic damping in forward
flight, describing methods for blade response
variance matrix computation
p0699 A71-41559
Mathematical models for lifting rotor aerodynamic
calculations, noting wake configurations
[DLR-BITT-70-19] p0158 N71-21189
Survey on different methods for lifting rotor
downwash analysis
[DLR-BITT-70-23] p0569 N71-29395
Mathematical model for induced velocity distribution
of lifting rotor in horizontal flight
[DLR-MITT-70-22] p0575 N71-30039
LIFTING SURFACES
D LIFT DEVICES
0 LIFTING BODIES
H SURFACES
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
ST LIGHT BEAHS
LIGHT ABSORPTION
0 ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
NT OHr6 HELICOPTER
ST PIPER AIRCRAFT
ST YAK 10 AIRCRAFT
Air cooled opposed t, 6 and 8 cylinder light
aircraft engines with or without
turbosupercharging, considering horsepower
improvement and torsional vibration control
[SAE PAPER 700205] p0002 A71-10129
Short haul air transportation technological factors
for VIOL, STOL, CTOL and light aircraft,
considering operating costs, passenger service and
environment impact
[AIAA PAPER 70-1287] p0018 A71-11700
Environmental development and testing of OH-58A
light observation helicopter for close ground
support, noting particle separator and injestion
seals
p0097 A71-15439
Light Sprite aircraft design and construction for
building at home by nonprofessionals
p0101 A71-1567U
Light amphibian passenger STOL P-300 Equator
aircraft, using single tnrbosnpercharged engine
driving two blade propeller at tail assembly
p0131 A71-16132
Universal mini carrier OBC-120 light turboprop STOL
transport
p0131 A71-16133
Automated design system producing wire format data
for cabling avionics subsystem of light attack
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 69-976] p01«5 A71-17698
BD-1 Yankee aircraft development, design and
construction
p0184 A71-1908U
Light aircraft standard fuel flight evaluation,
discussing compatibility with grades 80/87 and
100/130 certified engines and comparative
operational fuel consumption
[SAE PAPER 710369] p028M A71-21239
Gasoline icing inhibitors effect on light aircraft
piston engine carburetor icing
[SAE PAPER 710371] p028t A71-2U210
Dual nagneto ignition system for business and small
military aircraft, describing development, design
and test program
[SAE PAPER 710382] p0285 A71-242t7
Light aircraft engine lubricating oil filter types
and model specification, noting dirt holding
ratings
[SAE PAPER 710383] p0285 A71-24218
Light aircraft spoilers to mininize landing risk,
discussing spoiler/dive brake area effects on
glide path angular control
[SAE PAPER 710387] . p0286 A71-24251
Light aircraft longitudinal stability control
systems, discussing downspring and bobweight
effects on flight characteristics
[SAE PAPER 710388] p0286 A71-24252
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Constant attitude light aircraft flight control
system, describing design studies for minimum
pilot command requirements
[SAB PAPER 710393] p0286 A71-24257
Light aircraft qualification for icing conditions
from flight test data, considering increase in
instrument rated pilots and IFR flying activity
[SAE PAPEB 710394] p0287 A71-24258
Light aircraft steel landing gear springs structural
design at Cessna, considering certification
requirements
fSAE PAPEB 710400] p0287 A71-24262
Pilot workload reduction in steep approach landing
of light aircraft from flight test data analysis
[AIAA PAPER 71-904] p0595 A71-37155
Aircraft generated vortex wakes and core air motions
hazards for encountering light airplane
p0693 A71-43381
Acrostar Mk II all wood single seat acrobatic light
weight aircraft designed for plus/minus 8g and
inverted flight
p0696 A71-43887
Total fatigue damage estimates from ground and
flight loads on fixed-wing light aircraft
subjected to agricultural operations
[LTR-ST.422] p0106 N71-12233
..Direct lift control system having flaps with slots
adjacent to their leading edge and particularly
adapted for lightweight aircraft
[NASA-CASE-J.AR-10249-1 ] p0473 U71-26110
Effect of wing-tip vortex wakes generated by large
jet transport aircraft on smaller airplane.1;
p0582 N71-30764
Flight tests for evaluating effect of wing-tip
vortex wake generated by large jet transports on
smaller aircraft
p0582 N71-30765
Flight tests to determine handling qualities of
general aviation aircraft during ILS approaches in
turbulent air
p0583 H71-30771
Analysis of 79,000 hours data obtained from HASA
V-G/VGH flight recorders installed on 734 general
aircraft engaged in eight types of operations
p0584 H71-30782
Full scale wind tunnel tests of low wing, single
engine, light aircraft with positive and negative
propeller thrust and up and down flap deflection -
graphs
[NASA-CH-1783] p0629 N71-32369
LIGHT ALLOTS
NT ALUMINUM ALLOYS
NT BERYLLIDH AL1OYS
NT MAGNESIUM ALI.OYS
LIGHT BDLBS
D LDHINAIRES
LIGHT DURATION
U FLASH
LIGHT EHISSIOH
NT ELECTROLUMINESCENCE
NT FLDORESCENCE
NT X HAY FLUORESCENCE
LIGHT PROBES
0 LIGHT BEAMS
LIGHT SCATTERING
Photometric observations of auroral scattering by CV
990 aircraft
[NASA-CR-117466] p0374 N71-22135
LIGHT TRANSMISSION
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
LIGHTHILL GAS MODEL
Solution of Lighthill gas model wave equation for
engine noise generation in circular jets noting
cylindrical coordinate system
[DLR-FB-70-57] p0373 N71-22070
LIGHTHILL METHOD
Aerodynamic noise scattering near Lighthill
multiples, considering intense near-field energy
conversion into sound waves
p0356 A71-26448
Aerodynamic combustion noise generation from
premixed or diffusion open turbulent flumes, using
fluid mechanics and Lighthill method
p0694 J71-43448
Low aerodynamic drag airfoil designing by Lighthill
method
[ARC-R/M-3618] p0458 N71-24498
LIGHTING EQDIPMEST
NT AIRCRAFT LIGHTS
NT FLASH LAMPS
NT LUHIHAIFES
NT QUARTZ LAMPS
NT RUNHAY LIGHTS
NT SEARCHLIGHTS
NT XENON LAMPS
Airport lighting facilities in Japan, considering
fixtures, marker and obstruction lights and apron
floodlight
p0201 A71-20355
Civil aircraft cockpit lighting evaluation
guidelines
p0607 A71-38241
Performance tests and characteristics of capsule-
type and prismatic-head lights used for airport
approach and runway lighting systems
[NBS-10121] p0382 N71-22453
LIGHTNING
Lightning hazards for helicopters, discussing
components vulnerability and protective design
requirements
p0093 A71-15412
Lightning induced voltages in aircraft wing
structures, examining induced voltage across load
impedances in electric circuits
P0142 A71-17581
Lightning and static electricity - Conference, San
Diego, December 1970
P0193 A71-19926
Lightning stroke probability model for point
selection on aerospace vehicles
P0193 A71-19928
Statistical information on lightning and static
hazards relative to airworthiness
p0193 A71-19929
Materials and construction techniques in lightning
protection for aircraft and helicopters
p0193 A71-19930
Artificial lightning generation facilities for
aircraft component developmental testing by
manufacturer
p0193 A71-19931
Lightning current transfer tests of p-static
discharger for aircraft installations
p0194 A71-19935
Swept lightning stroke effects on aircraft design
involving Ti and Al sheets
p0194 A71-19936
Lightning and static electricity effects on
helicopter design, considering rotor protection,
cargo hook operation and passive dischargers for
radio interference reduction
p0194 A71-19938
Lightning protection for nonmetallic helicopter
rotor blades
p0194 A71-19939
Late model F-4 air superiority aircraft and
electronic flight control systems protection
against lightning discharges damage to electric
and electronic systems
p0194 A71-19940
Lightning and surge protection devices for
survivability of aircraft electrical systems
p0194 A71-19941
Lightning protection for dielectric composites,
analyzing damage from shock waves, vaporization
pressure, magnetic forces and burning
p0195 A71-19942
Composite plastic aircraft structures lightning
protection, considering hazard to composite
materials and use of metal filled or plasma
sprayed coatings and metal foil coverings
p0195 471-19943
Lightning protective coatings for boron and graphite
fiber reinforced plastics
p0195 A71-19944
Radome lightning protection systems involving
electrostatic shield, considering effect on
electromagnetic characteristics and radiation
patterns of nearby antennas
p0608 A71-38450
Lightning induced voltages in aircraft electrical
circuits
[NASA-TM-Z-52906] p0039 N71-10391
Measurements and analysis of lightning-induced
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits
[NASA-CB-1744] p0259 N71-19122
Magnitude of induced voltages and their relation to
characteristics of lightning discharge and
A-300
SUBJECT INDEX LIQUID HIDBOGEH
electrical properties of aircraft electrical
systems
p0581 N71-30761
Evaluation of lightning hazards to.jet aircraft
including possibility of fuel tank explosions
[AD-721092] p0637 B71-33006
LIGHTS
0 LDHINAIRES
L1HITATIOHS
D CONSTBAINTS
LIHE SPECTRA
Complex noise emission spectra from superposition of
continuous component and peaks, calculating level
separations due to perfectly reflecting plane
pO<437 A71-30523
LIHEAB &CCELEBATOBS
Design of 20-megawatt linear plasma accelerator
facility
[NASA-TN-D-6115] p0172 N71-15819
LIHEAB ABEAYS
High speed electronic phase and freguency scanned
linear, static fed and monopnlse arrays element
and angular error analysis
p(W7 A71-310U9
Blade antenna linear array design for aircraft-
satellite communication, determining mutual
influences by array measurements in simulated
electrical environment
pO<»U7 A71-31062
LINEAR EQUATIONS
Transient pressures and aerodynamic coefficients of
rectangular wings in subsonic flow using linear
eguations
[ONBBA-NT-163] p0119 H71-13402
Coefficient determination of flight dynamics
multivariable systems by means of computer
simulated aircraft dynamic models
[DLB-FB-70-30] p0253 N71-18586
LIHEAB FILTERS
Stochastic model for analysis of track-while-scan
technique for aircraft search radar, based on
Kalman filter theory
p0015 A71-11393
SAGE/Buic vs Kalman filters for aircraft tracking,
determining accuracy by radar model
[AIAA PAPER 71-58] p0152 A71-18517
Kalnan-Bucy linear filtering algorithm application
to nonlinear estimation of single channel missile
attitude control system parameters
p0182 A71-18835
Kalman filter application as observer of observable
signals derivatives, using gain matrix to minimize
variance estimate for instrument landing systems
p0209 A71-213U3
VOB/DME air navigation equipment using Kalman-Bucy
filter and airborne air data system /ADS/
p0669 A71-I42289
Minimum order stata vector reconstruction linear
filters for constant plants optimal control,
applying to aircraft flight multiple control-point
problem
p0696 A71-44077
Flight test measurements for improved estimates of
aircraft states and aerodynamic parameters, using
relinearized Kilman filter
p0696 A71-44089
LIHEAB FBEDICTIOB
Interference loading linear prediction on aircraft
stores at suparsonic speeds, considering flow
field due to jet fighter bomber
p0598 A71-37290
Flight test measurements for improved estimates of
aircraft states and aerodynamic parameters, using
relinearized Kalman filter
p0696 A71-1U089
LINEAR SYSTEMS
Simplified linear guidance and control for keeping
trajectory deviations minimal
fAD-7175671 p0371 N71-21915
Application of linear control of systems with random
inputs to gust response control of aircraft
guidance in atmospheric turbulence
[ONEBA-P-131] pC578 N71-30321
Algorithm for identification of system parameters
from input-output data with application to air
vehicles
[NASA-TN-D-6U68] p0631 N71-32M73
LIHEBS
D LININGS
LIHES (GEOHETBY)
HT CHORDS (GEOHETBY)
LISG-TEHCO-YODGHT AIBCBAFT
HT A-7 AIBCBAPT
HT F-8 AIBCBAFT
HT 1C-112 AIBCBAFT
LIHG-fEHCO-VODGHT HILITABI AIBCBAFT
0 HILITABI AIBCBAFT
LIHIHG PROCESSES
Acoustic linings for attenuation of fan generated
noise in turbofan engines, considering interaction
between analytical lining performance prediction
and flow duct testing
[AIAA PAPEB 71-731] pQUH3 A71-30778
Flow-duct test facility data on acoustic behavior of
lined ducts and duct-lining materials for turbojet
engine applications
[HASA-CB-111887] p0176 H71-26117
LININGS
HT SOCKET LIHIHGS
Aircraft engine double-reverberant chamber duct
lining test facility, discussing noise fields, air
flow, layout, performance, insertion and
transmission losses, etc
p0143 A71-17619
Turbofan engine noise reduction, using acoustic
liners in inlet and exhaust ducts
[AIAA PAPER 71-183] p0155 A71-18622
Optimal lining impedance for jet engine inlet duct,
yielding discrete freguency, flow velocity and
geometry on basis of minimum radiated power
p0211 A71-21661
Acoustic liner design for propellant combustion
instability and jet aircraft noise suppression,
discussing cross flow and oscillatory pressure
effects
[AIAA PAPEB 71-757] pO<443 A71-30791
Shortening transition liner to decrease overall
length of ram induction combustor
[NASA-TN-D-7021] p0109 N71-12422
LIQUEFIED GASES
HT LIQUID HYDROGEN
HT LIQUID NITROGEH
Turbojet engine design for methane element of
liguified natural gas as aircraft fuel, discussing
supersonic transport applications
pOOOS A71-10U85
Thermodynamic properties of insulated liguid methane
fuselage tanks for supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6157] p0238 N71-17506
LIQUID ATOHIZATION
Breakup mechanism of liquid sheets and jets in
supersonic gas stream, using spark
photomicrographs and high speed movies
p03«5 A71-25H71
Carbon deposition rates in gas turbine engine
combustion chambers with airstream-mechanical
propellant atomization
p011U A71-28970
LIQUID COOLED BEACTOBS
NT PRESSUBIZED WATEB REACTORS
LIQUID COOLIHG
HT FILM COOLING
Cooling water system for compressor of supersonic
wind tunnel
[AD-710971] p0042 N71-10679
Cooling, coking, construction, and structural
characteristics of jet fuel-cooled plug nozzle for
afterburning turbojet
[NASA-TM-X-230U] p0521 N71-28128
LIQUID DROPS
U DROPS (LIQUIDS)
LIQUID DY.HAHICS
U FLUID DYNAMICS
U LIQUID PLOW
LIQUID FLOR
NT HATES FLOB
Three dimensional steady separated liguid and gas
flows past low aspect ratio bodies, deriving
similarity laws for reduction to two dimensional
problem
P0415 A71-29169
Evaluation of liguid methane storage and transfer
problems for future supersonic aircraft cryogenic
fuel requirements
[NASA-CB-72952] p0678 N71-346U8
LIQUID HYDROGEN
Feasibility assessment of hypersonic transports with
actively cooled airframe structure, considering
A-301
LIQUID INJECTION SUBJECT IHDEX
liquid hydrogen fuel use as coolant
p0595 A71-37123
Liquid hydrogen as future replacement for
hydrocarbon fuels in surface and air
transportation, notinq advantages in enerqy per
unit weight and pollution-free combustion
p0699 A71-<C4365
LIQUID INJECTION
NT HATER INJECTION
Liquid properties effect on secondary injection from
spray nozzle, determining jet penetration in
supersonic stream by scattered light and schlieren
photoqraphs
p026t A71-22089
System for aerodynamic control of rocket vehicles by
secondary injection of fluid into nozzle exhaust
stream
[NASA-CASE-XLA-01163] p0169 N71-15582
Analysis of phenomena occurring in exhaust gas spray
cooler utilizing liquid injection, and
mathematical model of optimum cooler
fAD-724687] p0637 H71-32991
LIQUID HETALS
Beat transfer in liquid metal cooled gas turbine
blades
p0235 N71-17398
LIQUID NITROGEN
Liquid nitrogen cooled nozzle for hypersonic low
density wind tunnel
[DLB-FB-70-ltl] p051i» N71-27035
LIQUID ROCKET PBOPELLABTS
NT SLURRY PHOPELLANTS
LIQUID ROTATION
U ROTATING LIQUIDS
LIQUID SLOSBIBG
Tests of jet engine fuels to determine effects of
sloshing and vibration in aircraft fuel tanks on
flammability hazards
[AD-718091] pOtOO N71-23805
Pressure sensor network for measuring liquid dynamic
response in flight including fuel tank
acceleration, liquid slosh amplitude, and fuel
depth monitoring
[NASA-CASE-XLA-05541] pO«75 S71-26387
LIQUID SURFACES
Crosshatched wave patterns in liquid films,
discussing supersonic wind tunnel experiments
aimed at elimination of sublimation or
vaporization as pattern generating mechanisms
[AIAA PAPER 71-622] pOl|83 A71-31551
LIQUID-GAS MIXTURES
NT AEROSOLS
NT FOG
Hypersonic two phase flow realized by air-water
mixtures
tBHVTDG-FBBT-70-1 ] p0219 N71-18U11
LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACES
Seaplane step /flat plate/ ricochet off ideal
incompressible fluid surface, determining free
surface shape by accounting for trailing vortices
effects
p0185 A71-19355
LIQUID-VAPOR EQUILIBRIUM
Nethod of characteristics application to supersonic
jet and nozzle gas flow with allowance for
equilibrium and noneguilibrium condensation
p05«7 A71-35636
LIQUIDS
HT CRYOGENIC FLUIDS
NT HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
HT LIQUEFIED GASES
NT LIQUID BYDBOGEN
NT LIQUID HETALS
NT LIQUID NITHOGEH
NT ROTATING LIQUIDS
NT SLURRY PROPELLANTS
LITHOSPHERE
NT EARTH SURFACE
LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FORCES)
Tail assembly load distribution in steady uniform
flow for nonzero angles of attack, using slender
body theory
p0090 A71-15367
Plane and spatial load transfer and diffusion in
linear elastostatics, notinq application to
aircraft and civil engineering structures and
fiber reinforced materials
p01«8 A71-18222
High lift wing characteristics with/without
additional devices, emphasizing lift control and
load distribution
P036U A71-27176
Sailplane elevator induced maneuvering and
horizontal tail surface loads, discussing
airworthiness requirements
p0418 A71-29256
Linear radial loads effect on stress and strain of
hyperboloidal rotor disk applied to aircraft
engine compressors with two stream flow of working
medium
P0535 A71-3U597
Thyristor power conditioning application to high
voltage DC electric power system, presentinq SST
aircraft sample load profiles
p0548 A71-35770
Drooped wing tip effects on trailing vortex sheet
structure and position from spanwise load
distribution determination by vortex lattice
theory
p065U A71-40493
Aircraft fuselage antisymmetric loading strain
effects on small aspect delta wing performance
p0704 A71-45018
Aerodynamic coefficients, pressure, load and force
distributions on cambered delta winqs
[ARC-CP-1129] p0228 N71-17112
LOAD FACTORS
D LOADS (FORCES)
LOAD TESTS
Aircraft wing fatigue test procedures for gust,
maneuver, ground-air-ground, taxi and landing
impact loads
CStE PAPER 710103] p0300 A71-25133
LOADING FORCES
U LOADS (FORCES)
LOADING HOHBHTS
Rind loading moments produced on scale models of
tall buildings in wind tunnel tests
p0166 N71-15306
Compilation of aerodynamic basic definitions,
including aerodynamic coefficients, and relations,
expansions, and derivatives of forces and moments
[ARC-R/B-3562-PT-ll] p0636 N71-32975
LOADING OPERATIONS
Boeing 707 aircraft passenger handling measures in
Frankfurt airport, discussing loading, unloading,
baggage claim and customs control
p0279 A71-23696
Tu-151 responsibilities of three-man crews,
considering flight plan, refueling, cargo loading
and unloading
p03tO A71-25258
Flight and operation of IL-62 long distance jet
aircraft, considering flight crew composition and
training, passenger and cargo handling and
refueling
p03U1 A71-25260
Helicopters as cranes and external load carriers,
considering operational costs and investment
return
pOilS A71-291U11
Aircraft loading system consisting of onboard weight
and balance equipment and fully mechanized cargo
pallet transfer, using computerized simulation
model for parametric evaluation
[SAVE PAPER 900] p0550 A71-35811
Vertical motion of static loads over baffles during
loading operations using ground effect machines
(NPL-BOVEBCRAFT-TH-31 ] p0230 N71-17160
LOADING RAVES
U ELASTIC RAVES
U LOADS (FORCES)
LOADS (FORCES)
NT AERODYNAHIC LOADS
NT AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS
NT AXIAL LOADS
NT COMPRESSION LOADS
NT CRITICAL LOADING
NT CYCLIC LOADS
NT DYNAMIC LOADS
NT GUST LOADS
NT IMPACT LOADS
NT LANDING LOADS
NT RANDOM LOADS
NT ROLLING CONTACT LOADS
NT SHOCK LOADS
NT STATIC LOADS
A-30 2
SUBJECT INDEX LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT VIBRATORY LOADS
NT WING LOADING
Sailplane fatigue testing determining load spectra
fail safe structures and damage calculation
p0020 A71-11949
Biqid toved and free flight glider, considering
loads and turbulent atmosphere effects
p0278 471-23669
Flexible runvay surfaces classification by LCN
method, calculating for Ilyushin aircraft
p0354 A71-26201
Sailplanes tail load static derivation for
instantaneous unchecked longitudinal maneuver,
considering aperiodic response
p0356 A71-26486
Aerodynamic behavior of bodies in wake of two
dimensional bluff bodies, discussing loads
p0419 471-29265
Atmospheric turbulence effects on handling qualities
and structural loads on aircraft
p0427 A71-29787
Unsteady hydrodynamic loads on two dimensional
hydrofoil
[AD-717953] p0397 N71-23591
Variability of aluminum alloy aircraft structure
fatigue life under symmetric and asymmetric loads
[ARL/SH-BEPORT-329] p0717 N71-37524
LOCALIZATION
U POSITION (LOCATION)
LOCATION
D POSITION (LOCATION)
IOCI
Approximate root locus method in S plane for sampled
data systems, mapping constant frequency and
constant damping ratio loci onto H plane
p0491 471-31942
LOCKHEED AIBCBAFT
NT C-5 AIRCRAFT
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT
NT C-141 AIRCRAFT
NT P-10H AIRCRAFT
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT
NT P-3 AIRCRAFT
UT T-33 AIRCRAFT
NT XH-51 HELICOPTER
LOCKHEED C-5 AIRCRAFT
D C-5 AIRCRAFT
LOCKHEED CL-595 HELICOPTEB
D XH-51 HELICOPTEH
LOCKHEED HILITAHT AIHCBAFT
0 MILITARY AIRCRAFT
LOCKHEED 186 HELICOPTER
D XH-51 HELICOPTER
LOGIC CIBCDITS
Interface 1C circuits for driving high voltage
transistor switches from low level logic inputs,
noting avionics application
p0413 A71-28910
LOGIC NETiOBKS
D LOGIC CIRCUITS
LOGISTICS
Problems in civil.air transportation and logistics
p0242 N71-17799
Computerized simulation of alternate logistics for
overhaul and expensive parts inventory procedures
of commerical airlines
p0248 N71-18118
LOGISTICS BANAGEHENT
NT INVENTORY HANAGEHENT
Multilevel supply system operationally ready
aircraft number evaluator based on item stock
levels, demand rates and repair/resupply times
p0496 471-32700
Integrated logistics support program for F-14
aircraft maximum maintainability, reliability and
operational readiness at optiaum cost
p0510 471-34151
LOH HELICOPTEB
D OH-6 HELICOPTEB
LONG RANGE NAVIGATION
D LOBAN
LOBG TERH EFFECTS
Long term exposure effects on high temperature
resistant supersonic aircraft fuel tank sealants
p0282 471-24081
LONGEBONS
Optimal cross sectional dimensions of thin walled
longeron beams and ribs of skin reinforced delta
vings miniaizing weight
p0025 471-12562
LONGITUDINAL CONTBOL
Aircraft flying qualities research program,
discussing navy test pilot evaluations and
longitudinal handling characteristics for
simulated carrier landing task
[4144 PAPER 69-897] p0027 A71-12678
Ming upper surface air suction influence on aircraft
longitudinal controllability, considering control
stick forces for deflected flaps and angle of
attack
p0084 A71-14594
Aircraft longitudinal control during landing
approach, investigating back side operation
characteristics by closed loop system analysis
regarding pilot and aircraft as elements
P0133 A71-16388
Frequency and amplitude during longitudinal control
surface pumping by pilots in precise flight path
handling for aircraft design
CAIAA PAPER 70-567] p0145 A71-17699
Light general aviation airplanes flying gualities
in-flight simulation, considering longitudinal
short period frequency and damping, pitch control
sensitivity and lift curve slope
[ SAE PAPER 710373] p0285 A71-24242
Light aircraft longitudinal stability control
systems, discussing downspring and bobweight
effects on flight characteristics
[SAE PAPER 710388] p0286 471-24252
Sailplanes tail load static derivation for
instantaneous unchecked longitudinal maneuver,
considering aperiodic response
p0356 471-26486
Aircraft longitudinal coordinates invariance
relative to atmospheric disturbances, giving
simultaneous thrust variation", rudder deflection
and flap deflection control rules
p0362 471-27339
L-1011 aircraft flying stabilizer, discussing choice
of longitudinal flight control systems
[S4E P4PER 710426] p0405 A71-28312
Elevens as longitudinal and lateral control elements
on low aspect ratio vings, calculating subsonic
and supersonic aerodynamic characteristics
p0416 A71-29190
Control configured vehicle design longitudinal
requirements due to application'of relaxed static
stability and maneuver load control
[AIAA PAPER 71-786] p0507 A71-34016
Flight investigation of turbulence effects on
aircraft longitudinal flying qualities, evaluating
pilot ratings for ILS approach task
[AIAA PAPER 71-905] p0595 471-37156
Longitudinal adaptive aircraft control through sum
of normal acceleration and pitch rate
p0696 471-44093
Adaptive guaranteed cost control for systems vith
parametric variation, demonstrating system
stability and airframe pitch control
p0697 A71-44111
Importance of aircraft speed control relative to
longitudinal touchdown dispersion
p0110 N71-12432
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - supersonic
[N4S4-TN-D-7048] p0177 N71-16535
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
Aircraft longitudinal motion decoupling through
direct lift control, investigating flight control
for landing
P0068 A71-13339
Aircraft propulsive thrust nonent effect on phugoid
motion, examining angle of attack and flight path
variations with resulting instability
p0068 A71-13340
Round cold jet inclination effects on VTOL aircraft
tail assembly lift and longitudinal stability in
transition region
[DGLR-70-053] p0130 A71-15967
Helicopter longitudinal stability in forward flight
and hover modes under attitude, height and speed
constraints, noting need for cyclic pitch control
due to instabilities
p0186 A71-19421
Light aircraft longitudinal stability control
systems, discussing downspring and bobweiqht
effects on flight characteristics
[SAE PAPER 710388] p0286 471-24252
»-303
LONGITUDINAL SAVES SUBJECT INDEX
Wind tunnel evaluation of analytical method for
predicting longitudinal stability and aerodynamic
characteristics of large flexible aircraft applied
to supersonic transport configuration
[AIAA PAPER 71-31*3] p0343 A71-25322
Longitudinal stability of ground effect airplane,
discussing influence on aerodynamic
characteristics of height, ground surface
roughness and wing aspect ratio
p0418 A71-29228
Aspect ratio influence on instability and nonminimum
phase effects of longitudinal motion of aircraft
relative to negative lift-drag expression transfer
functions
p0502 A71-33405
Phugoid motion at constant angle of attack without
thrust line displacement from aircraft center of
gravity, noting longitudinal stability
P0650 A71-U0168
Longitudinal stability of plate-like load towed
beneath helicopter in horizontal forward flight
p0698 A71-44346
Aerodynamic data recording for determining
longitudinal static stability of OS-2A aircraft
[AD-710722] p0041 N71-10563
Boundary layer separation and longitudinal and
lateral stability of Avro 707 aircraft during
flight tests
[ARC-CP-1107-PT-4] p0227 N71-17082
Low speed wind tunnel and flight stability tests of
BAG 221 aircraft longitudinal balance, noting
aileron difficulties
[ARC-CP-113U] p0333 N71-21205
Low-speed wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests
on sweptback wing model with blowing at leading
edge slats and trailing edge flaps for Buccaneer
aircraft performance
[ARC-R/M-3655] pOU59 N71-24565
Horizontal and vertical gust load frequency and
power spectra influence on longitudinal aircraft
stability
p0624 N71-31890
Effect of turbulence and aircraft performance on ILS
approach task and longitudinal stability
[HASA-CH-1821] p0642 N71-33325
LONGITUDINAL RAVES
NT PLANE SAVES
LOOK ANGLES
0 AZIBOTH
LOE4N
NT LOBAN C
Long range hyperbolic navigation in U.S., discussing
loran and Omega systems
p0440 A71-30711
Air navigation techniques history, considering
radio, radar, loran Doppler and inertial
navigation
p0440 A71-30712
LOBAH C
Aircraft lateral dynamics effect on positioning
accuracy along straight flight path, using Loran C
data
p0610 A71-38861
LOTS CABGO SHIPS
0 CARGO SHIPS
LOODNESS
Sonic booms loudness as function of peak
overpressures and rise times, using semiempirical
formulae
p0657 A71-40530
Prediction methods for human aircraft noise
perception, assessing weighted sound pressure
level or complex loudness-noisiness computation
scales
p0659 A71-40866
LOOISIAHA
Survey of airfield pavement condition at USNAS New
Orleans, Louisiana
[AD-724286] p0637 N71-33007
LODVEBS
Axial flow fan noise, investigating louvers effects
on sound field
p0357 A71-26704
LOB ALTITDDE
Scale lenqths in atmospheric turbulence from spectra
and autocorrelation of vertical air velocity
component measured in low flying aircraft
p0009 A71-10859
Flight test evaluation of military aircraft low
altitude high speed performance
p0394 N71-23421
Flight tests of cross, modified ringsail, and
disk-gap-band parachute deployment performance
from low altitudes with structural load data
[NASA-TM-X-2221] p0520 N71-28021
LOR ALTITDDE SDPEBSONIC VEHICLES
0 F-111 AIRCRAFT
LOB ASPECT BATIO
Ground effects on pressure distribution on slender •
winq bodies with low aspect ratio and thick cross
sections
p0147 A71-18047
Low aspect ratio compressor blade cascade
performance at blade span center, discussing
pressure loss, angle of attack and staggering
p0203 A71-20624
Rotating low aspect ratio turbomachinery blades
natural freguencies and mode shapes, using finite
element method for equilibrium eguations
eigenvalue problem
[AIAA PAPER 71-374] p0343 A71-25347
Three dimensional steady separated liquid and gas
flows past low aspect ratio bodies, deriving
similarity laws for reduction to two dimensional
problem
p0415 A71-29169
Total lift data correlation for thin sharp edged low
aspect ratio delta wings at low speeds, noting
trailing edge effects in incompressible flow
p0615 A71-39398
Measuring characteristics of low Hach number flow of
air from two planar nozzles with aspect ratio of 3
at exit
[AD-711313] p0052 N71-11139
LOR ASPECT RATIO RIHGS
NT DELTA WINGS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS
Aerodynamic characteristics of low aspect ratio winq
in bounded inviscid fluid flow, considering
planform relation to lifting force derivative and
angle of attack
p0084 A71-14589
Air flow about low aspect ratio delta wing at large
angles of attack, deriving lift coefficient
p0404 A71-28282
Elevens as longitudinal and lateral control elements
on low aspect ratio wings, calculating subsonic
and supersonic aerodynamic characteristics
p0416 A71-29190
Air flow past small aspect ratio thick-section wing
at small angles of attack, investigating vortex
system effect on flow characteristics in absence
of lift
p0418 A71-29234
Aerodynamic characteristics of low-aspect-ratio wing
mounted on cylindrical body, simulating by system
of horseshoe vortices
p0432 A71-30264
Lifting line theory extension to low aspect ratio
wings, proposing formulation for Prandtl integral
eguation
p0669 A71-42288
Aircraft fuselage antisymmetric loading strain
effects on small aspect delta wing performance
p0704 A71-45018
Second-order slender wing theory for incompressible
flow over low aspect ratio wings with and without
leading edge separation
[HASA-CR-66762] p0317 N71-19912
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of rocket
vehicle model with low aspect ratio wing and tail
surfaces
[NASA-TH-X-2159] p0323 N71-20181
Second order slender wing theory for calculating
supersonic flow over low aspect ratio wings with
subsonic leading edges and leading edge separation
[NASA-CR-1860] p0673 N71-34004
LOR DENSITY FLOR
Nonstationary isentropic low density flows with
axial or central symmetry, suggesting
characteristics with flow rate and sound speed
variation as in stationary source flow
p0189 A71-19729
Ball pressure, hypersonic forces and hypersonic heat
transfer for flat plates in low density flow
[REPT-70-4] p0119 N71-13401
A-304
SUBJECT IBDEX LOR VISIBILITY
LOR DEHSITI RIHD TDHHELS
Aerodynamic support interference in wind tunnel
testing of configurations involving bulbous base,
mass addition, transition near base and hypersonic
low density flows
[AIAA PAPEB 71-277] p0219 A71-22002
Pressure orifices inclination in low density flow
from experiments with cooled flat plate model in
hypersonic low density wind tunnel
p0316 A71-25490
European subsonic, supersonic, transonic,
hypervelocity and low density wind tunnel
characteristics
p0227 N71-17099
Hypersonic low density wind tunnel including
auxiliary equipment for electroforming and
electroplating wind tunnel models
[BHBW-FB-R-70-51] p0253 N71-18593
Description and operational behavior of hypersonic
low density wind tunnel at Goettingen, Best
Germany
[DLR-FB-70-42] p051U N71-27034
Liguid nitrogen cooled nozzle for hypersonic low
density wind tunnel
[DLR-FB-70-41] p0514 N71-27035
Bach number reduction in low density hypersonic wind
tunnel by increasing nozzle throat area
[DLB-FB-70-43] p0515 N71-27060
LOR FBEQ0ENCIES
Mobile LF air navigation AN/MBN-13 equipment,
operation and maintenance
p0696 A71-43878
LOR LATITUDES
D TROPICAL REGIONS
LOR LEVEL TDBBDLEHCE
Extreme turbulence measurement during low level
flights of Mirage A3-76 fighter aircraft,
determining true gust velocities and power
spectral energy distributions
pO«25 A71-29756
Conference papers on low level turbulence models to
determine influence on aircraft stability and
missile trajectories
[DLB-HITT-70-12] p0623 N71-31882
LOB NOISE
Large low-speed fan for low noise production,
testing performance on suppression effects of
acoustic treatment and exhaust jet noise
CASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-15] p0077 A71-14123
LOR PRESSDEE CHAMBERS
D VACDDH CHAMBERS
LOR SPEED
Hypersonic vehicles low speed handling gualities,
describing test flights approach and landing
operations
p0135 A71-16680
Numerical calculation of trailing vortex sheet
pattern behind unstalled swept wing at low speed,
obtaining downwash field
p0611 A71-39397
Low speed aerodynamics, detailing relevance tree
technological forecasting method of Canadian
science council national goals list
p0670 A71-42766
Low speed boundary layer separation on compressor
blades of varying aspect ratios
fARC-CP-1103] p0228 N71-17108
National Science Council goals in low speed
aerodynamics - Canada
p0728 N71-38627
LOB SPEED HANDLIHG
U CONTROLLABILITY
D LOB SPEED
LOB SPEED STABILITY.
C-5 military transport stability augmentation for
pitch and yaw inertia at low speed, using pilot
evaluation on cockpit simulator
p0028 A71-12684
Lateral oscillations and low speed and lateral
stability of free flight lifting bodies
[ARC-R/H-36«1] p0171 N71-15705
LOB SPEED BI8D TUNNELS
NT SUBSONIC BIND TDNSELS
Bind tunnel history, evolution and use, covering low
speed variable density, high speed transonic,
supersonic, hypersonic and hypervelocity wind
tunnels
p0211 A71-21666
Low-speea wind tunnel tests of series of twin-keel
all-flexible parawings
[NASA-TN-D-5936] p0033 N71-10052
Low speed and supersonic wind tunnel and hydraulic
test tunnel tables
[1C-AERO-70-01] P0119 N71-13237
Low speed wind tunnel tests of ground proximity
effects on static longitudinal characteristics and
boundary layer control of short takeoff aircraft
[NAL-TR-201] p0321 N71-20106
Cavity resonance effects on dynamic and thermal
characteristics of resonant cavities in low speed,
turbulent, shear flow
p0327 H71-20539
Low speed wind tunnel model assessment of porous
boundary layer control by suction at civil
aircraft leading edge flaps
[ ARC-R/M-3640] p0330 117 1-20847
Estimating unsteady pressure distributions in T tail
configuration from measured distribution and
theory
[NLR-TR-68048-L] p0389 N71-23131
Bind tunnel investigation of jets exhausting into
cross flow - description and data analysis
[&D-718122] p0458 N71-24492
Bind tunnel tests to determine low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of large-scale STOL transport
model with augmented jet flap
[NASA-TM-X-62017] p0474 N71-26183
Low speed wind tunnel test of four ft diameter
circular plate model to determine surface static
pressure distributions for jet decay
characteristics of cross flow
[AD-720232] p0476 N71-26516
Low speed wind tunnel test of four ft diameter
circular plate model with three exhausting jets
[AD-720233] p0476 N71-26517
Steady tailplane lift effect on subcritical response
of subsonic T tail flutter aircraft model in low
speed wind tunnels
[ARC-R/H-3652] p0515 N71-27096
Low speed static wind tunnel tests of half-span
fuselage and variable sweep pressure wing model
rNASA-TN-D-6215] p0646 N71-33776
LOB TEHPEBATORE
Ose of gun tunnel as low temperature test facility
for hypersonic intake research
p0385 N71-22635
LOB THBOST
Low thrust jet effect on base pressures on
boat-tailed afterbodies in Bach number 0.8-1.2
flow
p0429 A71-29889
LOR TDBBDLENCE
Aerodynamic performance of shuttle-orbiter
configuration with variable delta wing geometry in
low turbulence subsonic wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-X-2206] p016« N71-14943
Dependence of low turbulence flow in supersonic wind
tunnel on conditions in supply header
[AD-718227] p0396 N71-23480
LOR VELOCITY
0 LOH SPEED
LOR VISIBILITY
Simulated low visibility landing training,
discussing airborne and ground based simulators
P0001 A71-.10022
Helicopter automatic and manual low visibility
landing systems evaluation by hybrid computer
simulation
p0149 A71-18423
Automatic landing systems independent monitor for
L-1011 aircraft, providing pilot confidence under
reduced visibilities
[SAE PAPER 710443] p0407 A71-28324
Psychological and procedural aspects to ILS
approaches and landings in visibilities less than
1200 feet
P0110 N71-12429
Low visibility approach and landing simulation for
jet transports
tNASA-CR-73495] p0159 N71-14600
Experimental pulsed neodymium lidar system modified
for measuring slant visibility conditions for
aircraft landing operations
[AD-716483] p0522 N71-28217
Testing ASMI/transponder for moving emergency
service vehicles on airfields during poor
visibility conditions
A-305
LOB BIHG AIBCBAFT SUBJECT IHDEX
p0571 N71-29553
Systems analysis of aircraft, aircraft guidance and
control systems, and atmospheric turbulence for
lov visibility instrument landing system
requirements
[AD-722773] p0576 H71-30173
Analysis of glide-slope information requirements for
low visibility aircraft landing approach using
Hainan filter-optimal control combination to
simulate DC-8 control system
[AD-722655] p0586 H71-30887
LOB BISO AIRCRAFT
Full scale nind tunnel tests of low wing, single
engine, light aircraft with positive and negative
propeller thrust and up and down flap deflection -
graphs
[NASA-CR-1783] p0629 N71-32369
LOBEB ATMOSPHERE
NT TROPOSPHERE
Lower atmosphere wind shear determined for aircraft
approach control from observations in different
American sites
p0586 1171-30837
LSI
U LABGE SCALE INTEGRATION
LDBEICABT TESTS
Olympus 593 supersonic engine lubricants tests,
defining requirements in terms of bulk thermal
stability, resistance to hot bearing breakdown,
oil mist coking, etc
pOU28 A71-29826
LUBRICANTS
NT GAS LUBRICANTS
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE LUBRICANTS
NT LUBRICATING OILS
Soviet book on aviation fuels, lubrication materials
and special fluids covering compositions,
physicochemical properties, filtration, etc
p0011 A71-11320
Technical aviation handbook covering aircraft
maintenance, navigation aids, airframes,
lubricants, piston and gas turbine engines, and
checkout procedures
[AD-727195] p0720 N71-37613
Control and chemical compositon of aircraft fuels,
lubricants, and special liquids
[AD-727199] p0727 S71-38531
LDBRICATING OILS
High traction fluid effect on high speed roller
bearing cage skidding, comparing with military
specification oil
[ASME PAPER 70-LUB-E] p0072 A71-13707
Transmission impending failure detection via
lubricating oil monitoring for metal particle
content
p009i( A71-15115
Book on aircraft gas turbine engine technology
covering combustion chambers, exhaust systems,
lubricating oils, thrust augmentation, inlet ducts
and overhaul procedures
p0210 A71-21625
Light aircraft engine lubricating oil filter types
and model specification, noting dirt holding
ratings
[SAE PAPER 710383] p0285 A71-2U218
Military aviation greases for subsonic commercial
airplane lubricants, discussing economic and
technical benefits based on service experience -and
testing
[SAE PAPER 710111] pOIOI A71-28301
Olympus 593 supersonic engine lubricants tests,
defining requirements in terms of bulk thermal
stability, resistance to hot bearing breakdown,
oil mist coking, etc
p0128 A71-29826
Three micron absolute main oil filter for aircraft
gas turbine lubrication system, discussing
indicator system and bench and engine tests
pOSUq A71-35188
Aircraft turbine oils acid number potentiometric
determination, discussing automatic titration
procedure and apparatus and solvents influence on
titration curve and inflection point
p0560 A71-36680
Design and performance of gas-film and oil-film
lubricated self sealing mainshaft seals for gas
turbine engines
[NASA-CR-72737] p0057 N71-12035
Friction points, and oil system of aviation gas
turbine engines
[AD-717835] p0373 871-22011
Technique for experimental determination of fluid
viscosity of synthetic turbine engine lubricants
over temperature range of 100 to 700 F
[AD-727060] p0715 N71-36930
LUBBICATIOH
Tapered roller bearing lubrication, considering
application to CH-17 Boeing helicopter
transmission
pOSHI A71-35300
Aircraft parts lubrication friction and wear
problems, discussing failure modes, solid and
liquid lubricants, component damage and
lubrication systems
P0660 A71-10902
Aviation fuels lubricating characteristics,
discussing refining methods, viscosity, service
performance and load testing
p0705 A71-U5383
Lubrication by boundary, elastohydrodynamic, and
fluid filns, wear due to fretting, erosion,
scuffing, and pitting, and friction in aircraft
[ NASA-IK-X-67872] p0588 N71-31131
LOBBICATION SISTEHS
Three micron absolute main oil filter for aircraft
gas turbine lubrication system, discussing
indicator system and bench and engine tests
p0541 A71-35188
Influence of Concorde powerplant operating
conditions on design of Olympus 593 fuel and oil
system
p0055 N71-11653
LUDEE BANDS
D PLASTIC DEFORMATION
LUHENS
Luminometer numbers of hydrocarbons and reactive
fuels as function of molecular weight and
structure
p0150 A71-18471
LUHINAIBES
NT AIRCRAFT LIGHTS
NT FLASH LAHPS
NT QUARTZ LAMPS
NT SUNBAT LIGHTS
NT SEARCHLIGHTS
NT XENON LAHPS
Feasibility of electroluminescent panels and rotor
tip lighting for military helicopters to aid in
observation by other vehicles in formation
[AD-715851] p0255 N71-18731
LUMINESCENCE
NT ELECTROLUMINESCENCE
NT FLUORESCENCE
NT X RAT FLUORESCENCE
LUNAR BASES
Manned flight from Montgolfier Balloon to Apollo 13,
discussing future space programs including lunar
base and space shuttle
p0186 A71-19417
LDNAB ESCAPE DEVICES
Design and development of lunar escape system
simulator for investigation of lunar escape
problems and simplified manual guidance and
control for lunar escape vehicles
[NASA-TN-D-6111] p038« N71-22590
LDNAB FLUNG VEHICLES
Simulator study of lunar flying platform control by
pilot body motion
[NASA-TN-D-6016] p016t N71-14981
LUNAB GRAVITY SIMULATOR
Construction and operation of body-motion controlled
five-degree-of-freedom simulation of jet-supported
lunar flying machine
[NASA-TN-D-6001] p0115 N71-12736
Improved feedback control of distributed parameter
systems for lunar landing vehicle simulator
[NASA-CR-116182] p0231 N71-17315
LDHAB LANDING MODULES
Improved feedback control of distributed parameter
systems for lunar landing vehicle simulator
[NASA-CR-116182] P0231 N71-173U5
LUNAB PBOGBAHS
NT APOLLO PROJECT
LUNAB SATELLITES
NT LUNAR ORBITEH
LUNAR SPACECRAFT
NT APOLLO SPACECRAFT
A-30 6
SUBJECT INDEX HAGBBTIC FIELDS
NT LUNAR LANDING HODULES
NT LUNAR OEBITBE
LONEBEBG LENSES
0 RADAR CORNER REFLECTORS
M
H IINGS
D VAEI1BLE SWEEP SINGS
H-2 LIFTIBG BODY
NT H-2F2 LIFTING BODI
H-2F2 LIFTIHG BODI
H2-F2 lifting body flight control system
[NASA-TH-X-1809] p0157 N71-U526
Vertical tail loads and control surface hinge moment
measurements on H2-F2 lifting body at subsonic
speeds
[NASA-TH-X-1712] p0165 H71-15003
Convective heat transfer characteristics of M2 and
H2-F2 lifting entry vehicles
[BASA-TM-X-1691J p0229 N71-17131
HL-10 and H-2F2 lifting body flight tests
[NASA-TH-X-66712J p02«9 N71-18128
Analysis of coupled roll-spiral-mode, pilot induced
oscillation occurring with M-2F2 lifting body
[NASA-TN-D-6196] p0642 N71-33307
H-2F3 LIFTIBG BODY
Transonic wind tunnel tests of vertical fin loads
and rudder hinge moments on M2-F3 lifting body
scale model at Hach 0.50 to 1.30
[NASA-TH-X-2286] p0160 N71-2U581
HACH CORES
Hach cones reflection at thin ving subsonic leading
edges in supersonic flow, considering axial
disturbance velocity and pressure distributions
p0277 A71-23616
Shock standoff distance and Hach disk diameter
measurements in underexpanded sonic jets, using
nitrogen dioxide-tetroxide working fluid
p0538 A71-34895
HACH BOBBER
Blunt body problem with detached shock, considering
methods of lines and integral relations agreement
for vide range of Hach numbers
p0082 A71-K1449
Steady two dimensional ideal gas flow past blunt
body at incident infinite Hach number, obtaining
gas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa approaches infinity
p0100 A71-15553
Turbulent boundary layer separation at low
supersonic Hach numbers based on blowdown wind
tunnel tests
p0134 A71-16S82
Hach disk in underexpanded exhaust plume predicted
by dividing flow field into subregions
CAIAA PAPER 70-231] p0264 A71-22097
Cut-off Hach number of sonic bang propagation on
ground for flight track in relation to atmospheric
parameters
p0276 A71-23577
Unsteady low Hach number flow calculation by
singular perturbation method with matched
asymptotic expansions, considering application to
aerodynamic noise
p0280 A71-23936
Triple point trajectory of shock-shock Hach
reflection off plane wall, comparing to Bhitham
theory
p0354 A71-26192
Altimeter-airspeed and Hach number pressure
transducer with diaphragm free of temperature and
vibration effects
p0433 A71-30322
Hach number effects on axial flow transonic
compressor characteristics, using empirical
corrections based on measured three dimensional
grid characteristics
p0497 A71-32715
Shock wave diffraction patterns on plane walled
convex corners in air, nitrogen and carbon dioxide
at various Hach numbers
p0499 A71-32918
Two dimensional supersonic variable area nozzle
geometry calculation as function of Hach number
p0696 A71-44071
Hind tunnel tests of mixed compression axisymmetric
inlet system at Hach numbers 0.6 to 3.5
[NASA-TH-D-6078] p0116 N71-13024
Knndsen flow and Hach number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic wakes of cylindrical bodies and
spheres
fREPT-69-7] p0120 H71-13403
Parametric engine study for Hach 0.98 commercial air
transport with supercritical wing
[NASA-TH-X-52961] p0254 N71-18733
Numerical analysis of plane steady transonic flows
past lifting airfoils with free-stream Hach
numbers less than unity
[0180-12958-11 N71-34275
Comparison of blockage corrections in porous tunnel
wall to closed wall tunnel at subsonic Hach
numbers
[AHA-19] p072U N71-37853
HACBIHE LEARNING
0 LEABSING HACHINES
HACHINE LIFE
D SERVICE LIFE
HACHIHE ORIENTED LANGUAGES
NT FORTBAN
Hultiple dialect automatic test language for
avionics industry, considering software design
p0063 A71-13077
Abbreviated test language for avionic systems,
discussing program organization, statement
formats, vocabulary and syntax diagrams
p0659 A71-40812
HACBINE STORAGE
0 COHPOTEB STORAGE DEVICES
HACBIBE IDOLS
NT GRINDING SACHINES
Hoire effect analysis of stress and strain of
machine parts and structural elements
[AD-717826] p0376 N71-22168
HACHIBER1
Precipitation detector and mechanism for stopping
and restarting machinery at initiation and
cessation of rain
[NASA-CASE-XLA-02619] p0475 N71-26334
HACBINING
NT ELECTROCHEHICAL HACHIHING
NT HILLING (HACHINING)
NT SPARK HACHINING
Concorde airframe structures, discussing numerically
controlled machining of aluminum alloy integral
units
p0146 A71-1795U
Aircraft engines and stationary gas turbines high
precision components, discussing die forging and
machining combined with joining processes
p0274 A71-23299
HAGHESIUM
Combustion of large magnesium particles during
pressure change in ambient medium within range
from 100 to 760 mm Hq
CHASA-TT-F-13503] p0327 H71-20531
HAGNESIDH ALLOTS
Hedinm strength corrosion resistant weldable Al-Hg
alloy for aircraft jettisonable tanks, napalm
containers and jet shroud pipes fabrication
pfli(81 A71-31H37
Comparison between silicon-magnesium-aluminum alloy
and copper aircraft electric conductors and
terminals noting types of tests
[TRC-BR-19785] p0397 N71-23547
HAGNETIC ABSORPTION
D ELECTROHAGHETIC ABSORPTION
HAGNETIC ABOHALIES
Aircraft permanent magnetic fields strength
variation, observing magnetic anomaly detection
equipment performance degradation
p0691 A71-42923
HAGBETIC COILS
Gyrocompass strapdown three coil synchro sensor
magnetometer in conjunction with vertical gyro,
eliminating azimuth detector inertial platforms
p0201 A71-20340
HAGNETIC EFFECTS
Electrical resistive incompressible fluid motion
past thin airfoils in oblique field, showing
inverse dependence of lift on magnetic Reynolds
number
p0280 A71-23956
HAGBBTIC FIELD INTENSITY
D 5AGNETIC FLUX
HAGNETIC FIELDS
NT GEOHAGNETISH
i-307
MAGNETIC FLUX SUBJECT INDEX
Electric and magnetic cross field effects on
aerodynamics and thermal regime of gas flame cone
[AD-712336] pOOSS N71-12075
Aircraft mechanical and battery operated clocks
resistant to high intensity magnetic fields
[AD-726700] p0710 N71-36430
MAGNETIC FLUX
Aircraft permanent magnetic fields strength
variation, observing magnetic anomaly detection
equipment performance degradation
p0691 A71-42923
HAGBETIC INDUCTION
Analysis of solid rotors used in high speed
induction motors for aerospace applications
p0371 N71-21898
Double-induction variable speed system for
constant-frequency electrical power generation
CNASA-CASE-EEC-10065] p0517 N71-27364
HAGBETIC HEASUBEHBNT
Geomagnetic components measurement from moving
platforms, discussing coordinate system
stabilization methods for errorless time averaging
of measurements
p0140 A71-17194
Geomagnetic components measurement from moving
platforms, discussing coordinate system
stabilization methods for errorless time averaging
of measurements
p0404 A71-28249
HAGHETIC HETALS
D HETALS
HAGIETIC POLES
Auroral oval continuity during winter /1969-1970/
from jet aircraft ionospheric instrumentation,
shoving band distribution along geomagnetic pole
p0082 A71-14526
MAGNETIC PEOPEBTIES
NT GEOMAGNETISM
NT MAGNETIC EFFECTS
NT MAGNETIC INDOCTION
NT MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
MAGNETIC BECOBDIBG
Address indicator for pressnre scanner
[ARL/HE-314] p0169 N71-15577
HAGHETIC BESOBANCE
NT NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
Magnetically suspended laminar supersonic cone wake
stability from hot wire fluctuation and spectral
components amplitude/phase measurements
p0346 A71-25475
Wire and probe support interference on hypersonic
wakes of magnetically suspended round based
conical body
[ARC-CP-1133] p0331 N71-20848
Data reduction technigues for deriving aerodynamic
forces and moments in absence of support
interference
[NASA-CF-111844] p0388 N71-23122
Subsonic static characteristics of slender wing
configurations using magnetic suspension and
balance system
[NASA-CR-1796] p0574 N71-29775
HAGHETIC TAPE RECORDERS
O MAGNETIC FECOSDING
BAGNETOGBAPBS
0 MAGNETOMETERS
0 EECOBDING INSTRUMENTS
HAGBETOHYDBODYNAMIC FLOB
Inviscid ideally conducting fluid flow past thin
foil in transverse magnetic field, using small
parameter method
P0026 A71-12629
Plane steady incompressible MHD flow past slender
nonconducting profile, determining magnetic field
components boundary conditions
p0137 A71-16892
Thin airfoils theory in noneguilibrium
magnetogasdynamics with nonuniform nonegnilibrium
free stream, using Green function technique
p0273 A71-23200
Characteristics of magnetoaerodynamic flow around
blunt bodies
p0104 N71-12212
HAGHETOHYDBODYNAMIC HAVES
NT PLASMA HAVES
HAGNETOIOBIC PLASHA
0 PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
MAGBETOHETEBS
NT VARIOMETERS
Gyrocompass strapdown three coil synchro sensor
magnetometer in conjunction with vertical gyro,
eliminating azimuth detector inertial platforms
p0201 A71-20340
MAGHETOMETBI
D MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
HAGHETOPLASHAS
U PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
HAGNETOTELLDBIC PROFILING
D GEOMAGNETISM
HAGBETOVABIOGBAPBS
U VARIOMETERS
HAGRETS
NT ELECTROMAGNETS
NT SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS
MAGNUS EFFECT
Determining equations of motion and aerodynamic
characteristics for Magnus rotors by flight tests
[AD-716345] p0310 N71-19560
Magnus force and moment data for standard 10 degree
cone calibration model as determined in supersonic
wind tunnel
[SC-DC-71-3821] p0713 N71-36688
MAINTAINABILITY
Airline operator evaluation of maintainability,
considering costs and investment return
[SAE PAPER 710432] p0406 A71-28317
Beliability and maintainability as concepts in life
cycle costs applied to airline operations
pOSOO A71-33287
F 101 30,000 Ib thrust augmented turbofan engine for
B-1 bomber, considering maintainability and bird
ingestion tolerance
pOSOO A71-37491
MAINTENANCE
NT AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
HT SPACE MAINTENANCE
Computer program for prediction of repair time
elements for versatile avionic ship test
p0501 A71-33314
Reliability controlled maintenance plan for avionics
equipment based on mean time between failures
p0611 A71-39087
Systems maintenance program evaluation of Eastern
Region air transportation facilities
p0033 N71-10114
Systems maintenance program evaluation conducted in
central region of US
p0619 N71-31623
Laboratory tests of polymeric latex modified
fast-fix C-1 cement for repair of damaged runway
pavements
[AD-727728] P0725 N71-38132
HiLAYA
Oklahoma and Malaysia thunderstorms comparison based
on weather reconnaissance aircraft measurements,
considering turbulence patches
p0424 A71-29752
MALFUNCTIONS
MAC malfunction detection, analysis and recording
system applications in commercial airlines,
emphasizing real time response for maintenance
function
[SAE PAPER 710425] p0405 A71-28311
Electrical and physical nature of microbial
membranes implicated in aircraft fuel quantity
probe malfunction
[SAE PAPER 710439] p0406 &71-28321
HAN MACHINE SISTERS
Man role in future navigation from SAC viewpoint,
considering relationships to mission and machine
p0006 &71-10502
Avionics system maximizing pilot chances of
surviving mission and destroying selected target
by removing mental limitations
p0006 A71-10506
Han machine considerations in all-weather low level
navigation system design, noting off-course error
reduction by command information display to pilot
p0007 A71-10515
Aircraft information display simulation and flight
tests of experimental display systems, discussing
man machine communication systems development
p0069 A71-13344
. Spacecraft and aircraft automatic control man
machine interface, bionics and traffic control
systems
A-30 8
SUBJECT IHDEX BAHAGEHEBT FLAHBIHG
p0081 A71-14393
Hilitary helicopter design and weaknesses
correction, considering man/machine combat
snrvivability and operational accidents reduction
p0098 A71-15447
Aircraft longitudinal control during landing
approach, investigating back side operation
characteristics by closed loop system analysis
regarding pilot and aircraft as elements
P0133 A71-16388
Banned aircraft crew long range navigation,
discussing sensor, information processing and
display systems for future commercial and military
missions
p0201 A71-20343
Han-machine considerations in all-weather low-
altitude navigation system design, discussing
computer generation of roll command guidance,
visual display and pilot modeling
p0201 A71-20344
Human role in Aerospace Defense Command navigation,
discussing Airborne Warning And Control System and
navigational aspects of ADC mission
p0201 A71-203I16
Ban oriented program system for industrial
facilities engineering design 'with modular
structure, operating in time sharing mode
p0273 A71-23275
Controlled aircraft motion under strict kinematic
constraints in terms, of simple subsystems, noting
pilots role in Newmark theory
P0445 A71-31024
Optimization and operational problems of man powered
aircraft, noting Kremer Competition design
[AIAA PAPER 71-798] p0508 A71-34023
Soviet book on aircraft automatic control systems
covering linear theory, design, autopilot, man
machine performance, operation modes, etc
p0534 A71-34473
Fast time digital computer simulation model for
evaluation of man-machine interface /display/
problem of ATC system including personnel and
eguipment
p0649 A71-40112
Display devices in aircraft cockpit providing pilots
with information from various sources, considering
head-up display and CRT
p0649 A71-40113
ATC display device man-computer interaction faults
and delays effects on operator performance
p0650 A71-40119
Automatic flight control systems, discussing pilot
as systems manager or retained in control loop
p0699 A71-44454
Human factors in aircraft simulation
tAGARD-CP-79-70] p0173 N71-16060
Engineering analysis on flight mechanics for
simulating pilot behavior in aircraft
p0174 N71-16068
Functional requirements for ground-based trainers,
helicopter response characteristics
CAD-714954] p0244 N71-18018
Mechanics of free piston engine, aspects of human
factors engineering, and compressible boundary
layer studies at high Reynolds numbers
tDHE/NAE-1971/1/] p0632 N71-32620
BANAGEHENT
NT CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
NT CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
NT DATA BANAGEMENT
NT INVENTORY BANAGEMENT
NT LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
NT PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
NT PROJECT MANAGEMENT
NT SAFETY HANAGEHENT
MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS
British civil aircraft airworthiness requirements,
discussing aircraft industry management philosophy
ensuring guality standards in design, development,
production, inspection and product support
p0560 A71-36673
BAHAGEBEST ISFOBBATIOH SYSTEMS
Basic engineering technology for Automatic
Inspection Diagnostic And Prognostic Systems
(AIDAPS) for Army aircraft
[AD-726951] p0711 N71-36432
BANAGEBENT BETBODS
Design, construction, operation, and management of
military airports
[AD-716603] p0312 H71-19702
BABAGEBENT PLANNING
NT PRODUCTION PLANNING
NT PEOJECT PLANNING
Cost efficiency, management and economics of airport
operation, considering facilities relationship to
airline operations
p0087 A71-14993
Uncertainty factors in management decisions and
operations optimization in international air
transportation industry
p0287 A71-24265
Soviet airlines operations planning, discussing
principal objectives, methodology and
organizational principles
p0360 A71-27144
Technical, sales/marketing and management -
Conference, Coronado, California, Hay 1971
p0403 A71-28164
German monograph on game theory and planning
techniques for aircraft evaluation
p0412 A71-28880
Aviation within total transport system, discussing
decision making and management planning
p0431 A71-30165
Criteria for converting aeronautical project
operational targets into actual requirements and
technical specifications, emphasizing cost
effectiveness
p0444 A71-30824
Airline fleet equipment planning, discussing
management decision making based on aircraft and
ground equipment life cycle costs
p0501 A71-33307
Soviet aircraft industry R and D organizations and
management
p0698 A71-44189
Commercial air transportation industry trends and
optimal planning reguirements, discussing airline
economic viability, industry regulation, public
service and environmental compatibility
[AIAA PAPER 71-1022] p0701 A71-44600
Systems approach to accident investigation in civil
aviation and homes
p0033 N71-10115
Calibration and preliminary analysis of passenger
demand and modal split models for Northeast
Corridor of United States
[PB-190946] p0048 N71-11021
Development model for Oklahoma airport
[PB-194937] p0225 N71-16987
Development planning manual for national
transportation system
[PB-194964] p0245 N71-18072
Freight transportation in Great Lakes Area for year
2000
p0261 N71-19320
Planning for expected civil aviation developments
caused by change-over to Boeing 747 aircraft and
supersonic transport
p0380 N71-22381
Planning for civil aviation operations including
Boeing 747 aircraft and supersonic aircraft
p0380 N71-22382
Economics and operational planning for future civil
air transportation
p0380 N71-22384
Planning for Boeing 747 aircraft integration into
Israel airline operations
p0381 N71-22388
Support systems planning for expanded passenger and
cargo traffic in civil aviation
p0381 N71-22390
Scientific results from ESBO satellites and from
sounding rocket campaign including aeronautical
fields, management planning, satellite
development, and telecommunication - 1969 report
p0456 N71-24447
Predicted civilian air travel increase and airport
use in United states of America for 1980
[AD-720732] p0515 H71-27155
Investigation of air charter operations utilizing
large airplanes to fulfill demands of aircraft
capacity and speed, cargo type and size, as well
as frequency of operation
(PB-197636] p0619 N71-31624
Maintenance, management planning, and reguirements
for single seat attack/fighter aircraft
CAD-723227] p0623 N71-31805
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS SOBJBCT IHDEX
Assessing research and development in hypersonic
aircraft for determining reguirements for
hypersonic research facilities
CNASA-CB-114322] p0684 N71-3538M
Development of analysis technigaes for determining
causes for airport congestion and interaction of
various causes
[FAA-HD-71-55] p0684 N71-35393
Planning short-haul intercity commercial air
transportation vith STOL aircraft
CKHCN-2] p0719 N71-37605
Antonatic data processing systems for air traffic
control, health services, operations research,
management planning, information systems, and
reading machines
p0722 N71-37742
HANAGEHEHT STSTEHS
NT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Airport planning by management systems approach,
considering airspace, taxiways, runways,
terminals, parking lots and roadways
p0060 A71-12962
HAHDEELS
Contoured silicone internal pressure bag mandrels
for helicopter rotor blades fabrication
p0283 A71-24096
MANEUVERABILITY
Optimum VTOL aircraft landing maneuverability, using
short range three dimensional surveillance system
and ground computer
p0071 A71-13574
A-7 low altitude tactical fighter spin evaluation
• program, discussing maneuvering capability,
external stores and departure mode
p0184 A71-19094
Large variable sweep wing maneuver load relief
system with ailerons reducing resulting bending
moment at pivot
p0486 A71-31600
Evaluation of in-flight simulation of flying
platform using helicopter with variable stability
and maneuverability
p0626 N71-31957
Tu-134 aerodynamic characteristics during takeoff,
climb, horizontal flight, landing stability and
maneuverability, and strength under various loads
fAD-727196] p0720 H71-37612
HAHEOVEBABLB SPACECRAFT
NT AEROSPACEPLANES
NT APOLLO SPACECRAFT
NT HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
NT LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
NT H-2 LIFTING BODY
HiHEOVEBS
NT SIDESLIP
Flight time, path and fuel consumption in climb at
constant radius turn, variable or constant
velocity and constant engine power, deriving
approximate simple formulas
p0223 A71-22050
MANGANESE COHPODHDS
NT PERMANGANATES
BANNED SPACECRAFT
NT AEROSPACEPLANES
NT APOLLO SPACECRAFT
NT SPACE SHUTTLES
Manned space vehicle unsteady aerodynamics,
considering flow separation, vortex interference,
shock and stall flutter problems in space shuttle
design
p0089 A71-15337
MANOMETERS
Hanometric equipment arrangement in nose cone of
oriented satellite with aerodynamic system
stabilization
P0206 A71-21022
MANDAL CONTBOL
NT CONTROL STICKS
NT VISUAL CONTROL
Aircraft manual flight control analysis using
continuous mathematical pilot model for closed
loop digital simulation
p0019 A71-11787
Helicopter automatic and manual low visibility
landing systems evaluation by hybrid computer
simulation
p0149 A71-18423
F-104D aircraft side stick control system design and
function, curriculum maneuvers and component
reliability
p0184 A71-19092
Integrated system for aircraft control and operation
with visualization and manual regulation
technigues, emphasizing interconnections with
onboard electronic equipment
p0699 671-44353
Approach power compensator system for manual and
automatic Navy carrier landing system
[AD-722025] p0522 H71-28241
MABOALS
Development planning manual for national
transportation system
[PB-194960 ] , p0245 N71-18072
Users manual for 3 computer programs for predicting
aerodynamic interference between lifting surfaces
and lift and cruise fans in transport-type
aircraft
[NASA-CB-114332] p0637 N71-33002
MABDFACTDRING
Aircraft manufacturing technigues, discussing
structural components fabrication, economics,
lightweight, high strength and heat resistance
tSME PAPER MB-71-725] p0494 A71-32436
Semifinished product production technology influence
on heat resistant alloys mechanical properties,
considering forging, rolling, casting, melting,
diffusion welding and powder metallurgy
p0561 A71-36725
Automated electrical wire harness manufacturing for
Boeing 717 aircraft, discussing development of
numerical control program
p0652 A71-40441
Manufacturing technology and production engineering
methods in aerospace industry
pOOS4 N71-11627
Manufacturing and advancement technology for turbine
engine coatings
p0054 N71-11635
Design and fabrication of plane and trapezoidal
fiber glass wings with laminar profiles
[AD-716526] p0311 N71-19574
Cost effectiveness of closer tolerances in
manufacturing
[UCHL-72380] p0321 N71-20109
Manufacture and dynamic testing of external store
models for transonic wind tunnels
[REPT-23] p0681 N71-35212
MASY BODY PROBLEM
Aerodynamic drag of many bodies of revolution in
supersonic flow
[DLB-FB-71-04] p0578 N71-30325
BANT PARTICLE THEOBT
D MANY BODY PROBLEM
MAP BATCHING GUIDANCE
High aperture wide angle lens design for compact
electro-optical systems of airborne moving map
projection navigational instruments
p0560 A71-36605
Avionics combined display system for area
navigation, discussing design, color map
projection, overlays, CRT unit and viewability
p0650 A71-U0137
BAPPING
ATC radar display systems mapping technigues using
vectors and optical projections
p0430 A71-30014
Flow field mapping for determining sonic boom
intensity from wind tunnel measurements
p0526 N71-28384
Application of aerial reconnaissance and remote
sensor techniques to development of master
engineering soil plans
CPB-199422] p0685 S7 1-35447
Remote aerial sensing and automatic mapping for
forest resources information system
[NASA-CH-122922] p0713 N71-36770
SAPS
NT METEOROLOGICAL CHARTS
Tables and maps of selected landing airfields for
shuttle orbiters with various crossranges
rNASA-TM-X-67080] p0373 N71-21996
MARINE NAVIGATION
D SURFACE NAVIGATION
MARINE PBOPDLSION
Aircraft gas turbine condition analysis
instrumentation used for status diagnosis of naval
turbine engines, discussing sensor and electronic
data interpretation progress
A-310
SOBJECT IHDEI HATEEIiLS SCIENCE
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-86] p0353 A71-259911
SK-5 air cushion vehicles evaluation including
search/rescue, aids to navigation, lav
enforcement, safety logistics and oil pollution
[AHS PREPRINT 572] pO«53 A71-31113
Analysis of elastic strength of marine propellers by
finite element method
[AD-716463] p0316 N71-19856
HABINE TECHNOLOGY
Haritime and aeronautical technology - Conference,
Paris, May 1970
p0088 A71-15201
BASKET RESEARCH
Book on aviation technology and market structure
covering technological and scientific effects on
industry innovative behavior, R and D programs,
operating costs, etc
p0281 A71-23982
Boron and graphite fiber market competition,
considering aerospace application
p0344 A71-25<400
Passenger travel demand model for STOL
transportation in underdeveloped areas
p0557 A71-36318
Civil aircraft market analysis, examining
replacement cycle and used aircraft market based
on aircraft histories
p0560 A71-36676
Comparison of automobile, rail transportation, and
short haul aircraft performance by means of market
research noting central city airports
p0377 N71-22192
Analysis of current status and future outlook of OS
comouter airline industry
[AD-718871] p0522 N71-28216
HABKETING
Concorde role in air traffic market, discussing
operating costs and profit potential
p0029 A71-12746
Technical, sales/marketing and management -
Conference, Coronado, Califotnia, Hay 1971
p0403 A71-28164
HARKIIG
Concorde aircraft components electrochemical
marking,'considering stamping and engraving
unacceptability for highly stressed thin material
parts
p0276 A71-23582
DABS (PLANET)
Real gas effects on drag and trajectories of
nonlifting conical shell during Mars atmospheric
entry
[NASA-TN-D-62'40] p02<14 N71-18015
HABTIN AIBCEAFT
NT B-57 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft accident report of Hartin tOI R40412
[NTSB-AAR-70-25] p0121 N71-13416
HARTIN HILITABI AIHCRAFT
0 HAHTIN AIHCRAFT
0 HILITAHY AIRCRAFT
HAHILAHD
Air carrier demand for slots particularly in area of
Hashington-Baltimore
[PB-193350] p0037 N71-103M7
Feasibility of rail access to Friendship
International Airport from Rash., D.C. and
Baltimore, Hd.
[PB-196023] p0307 N71-1913U
BASS BALANCE
Aircraft loading system consisting of onboard weight
and balance equipment and fully mechanized cargo
pallet transfer, using computerized simulation
model for parametric evaluation
[SABE PAPER 900] p0550 A71-35811
STAN/HASS system aircraft weight and balance
determination, discussing basic concepts, design
requirements and applications
[SAKE PAPER 896] pOSSI A71-35816
BASS DISTRIBOTION
Sveptback thin cantilever wing transonic flutter
density and velocity coefficients, investigating
engine pod shaped concentrated mass location
effects
p0340 A71-25189
F-4E stall/spin development and flight tests,
relating mass distribution and angle of attack
aerodynamic design
[AIAA PAPEB 71-772) p0506 A71-3U008
Hass loading effects on pyrotechnic shock
environnent of aerospace systems
[NASA-CR-116019] p026C N71-19250
BASS FILTERS
0 FLOID FILTERS
HASS FLOR
Circumferential traversing probe technique for
intrastage analysis of axial flow compressors,
considering mass flow averaging data reduction
technigue
[ASHE PAPER 71-FE-33] pO<421 A71-29168
BASS FLOR RATE
High secondary/primary mass ratio mnltinozzle jet
pump /ejector/ operation feasibility
[AIAA PAPER 70-579] p0082 A71-14452
Small curvature radius/throat radius ratio
supersonic nozzles mass flow rate coefficients at
high Reynolds numbers, appraising isentropic flow
prediction methods
p0191 A71-19877
Supersonic mass flux probe description, discussing
inlet geometry, angle of attack and Reynolds and
Hach numbers effects on performance
pOK29 A71-29925
Gas generator with high thrust-weight ratio,
discussing thermodynamic cycles, mass flow rates
and combustion chamber
p0496 A71-32571
Hass-flux probe as useful diagnostic tool in high
Hach number and high enthalpy flows
[NASA-TM-X-5297U] p0312 N71-19699
HASS BATIOS
NT PAYLOAD MASS RATIO
High secondary/primary mass ratio multinozzle jet
pump /ejector/ operation feasibility
[AIAA PAPER 70-579]
 P0082 A71-1UU52
HASS TRANSFEB
Gas to gas film cooling, describing physical
processes and performance prediction method based
on heat and mass transfer analogy
p0085 A71-1H978
Boundary layer model of laminar viscous flow around
high speed slender bodies with surface mass
transfer
[AIAA PAPER 68-719] p0263 A71-22084
Heat and Bass transfer in supersonic laminar
boundary layers with light gas injection, deriving
approximate solution for binary mixture flow with
variable fluid properties
p0299 A71-25097
HATEBIAL BEBOVAL (HACBINING)
D MACHINING
HATEBIALS EBOSION
0 EROSION
HATEBIALS HANDLING
NT GRODNO HANDLING
Helbourne/Tullamarine airport, describing
facilities, capacity, road system, cargo and
passenger handling areas and runway layout
pO«19 A71-29310
Exchange regulation of standardized container
loading units in air freight transportation
p0606 A71-38220
Aerial surveys for determining plutonium
concentration using array of Nal detectors
[EGG-1183-1517] p0687 N71-35980
Sampling, handling, and measuring emissions from
aircraft gas turbine engines
[BEPT-430] p0719 N71-37604
HATEBIALS SCIENCE
Gas turbine engines materials and components
equivalent service life estimation
p0136 A71-16753
Corrosion damage relationship to military aircraft
accidents, discussing quality.control, material
selection and manufacturing processes
p0111 A71-17415
Soviet book on aircraft materials science and
treatment covering steel/cast iron processing,
metallography, beat/thermochemical conditioning,
surface protection and corrosion prevention
pO"22 A71-29529
Aerospace materials - Conference, Anaheim,
California, April 1971
pO«23 A71-29633
Advanced composite vs conventional material
components in cost comparison for aircraft parts
pOH21t A71-29656
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MATERIALS TESTS SUBJECT INDEX
Gas turbine engines materials and' components
equivalent service life estimation
p0513 A71-35452
Abstracts of papers presented at us Air Force
materials symposium held at Miami Beach, Florida
in May, 1970
[AD-718432] p0398.H71-23625
Materials research for thermal reactors, jet
engines, space shuttles, and space nuclear power
systems
[NASA-TH-X-67885] p0629 N71-32319
Rate of introducing new or improved materials in
national programs
[NASA-CR-121375] p0636 N71-329U3
HATEBIALS TESTS
Airplane materials mechanical properties degradation
due to fatique, discussing breaking strain of Al
alloy
p0015 A71-11395
Al-Zn-Mg-cu type high strength Al alloys mechanical
properties evaluation by fracture mechanics
methods
p0015 A71-11540
Material stiffness/weight ratio effects on
helicopter blades uncoupled flapvise, chordwise
and torsional natural freguencies by rapid
estimation
p01<W A71-17691
Gas dynamic test stand for cyclic thermal load
testing of gas turbine engine materials and
components at variable heating and cooling rates
and mechanical loads
p0206 A71-20839
Materials and structural design development by high
velocity impact testing due to transport and
subsonic military aircraft susceptibility to bird
collision damage
p0423 A71-29642
Performance tests and evaluation of wire cable
materials for use with aircraft arresting gear
[AD-72II28H] p0681 N71-35211
Chemical and structural analysis techniques for
materials suitable for aircraft structures
[AD-727017] p0689 K71-36323
MATHEMATICAL LOGIC
NT ALGORITHMS
XT LATTICES (MSTffEHATICS)
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION
Commercial transport aircraft maintenance simulation
Monte carlo Modeling techniques, considering
application to airline operations
[SAE PAPER 700315] p0002 A71-10128
4TC communication environment simulation via
mathematical model based on Ale statistics
p0011 A71-10979
Stochastic model for analysis of track-while-scan
technique for aircraft search radar, based on
Kalman filter theory
pOOIS A71-11393
Mathematical model and digital simulation for
nonlinear characteristics of prototype integrated
actuator package for fighter aircraft control
p0019 A71-11783
Aircraft manual flight control analysis using
continuous mathematical pilot model for closed
loop digital simulation
p0019 A71-11787
Pseudoshock mechanism model, explaining supersonic
diffuser main flow static pressure increase and
decrease alternately and wall increase
monotonously
p0020 A71-11870
Blade bound vortex system mathematical model for
optimum heavily loaded ducted fans, including
thrust, power and efficiency design parameters
p0027 A71-12677
Model performance index /Pi/ providing criterion for
approximating one dynamic flight control system by
another based on geometrical representation of
linear autonomous systems
[AIAA PAPER 69-885] p0027 A71-12682
Tubular gas turbine engine combustor design by
combining turbulent flame speed, microvolume
burning and stirred reactor models
p0029 A71-12852
Edge jet Hovercraft dynamic stability in heaving
motion, deriving two dimensional mathematical
model
[ASME PAPER 70-APM-QQQ] p0072 A71-13712
Wing representation by lifting line lattice as
computation method for complex configurations
unsteady aerodynamic forces, presenting numerical
program for wings in two parallel planes
[ONERA-TP-891] p0090 A71-15356
Airfoils in two dimensional nonuniformly sheared
slipstreams, predicting pressure distribution from
mathematical model for comparison with measurement
[AIAA PAPEE 71-911] p0152 A71-185U9
Pressure wave distortion effects on combustor
acoustic mode instability based on model with
burning rate related to Reynolds number
p0192 A71-19906
Alternate reduced order particle dynamics model in
aircraft mission analysis featuring
instantaneously variable speed by time scale
separation
p0192 A71-19913
Mathematical model of nonstationary intake and
exhaust gas motion in two cycle internal
combustion engine cylinders
p0201 A71-20780
Boundary layer model of laminar viscous flow around
high speed slender bodies with surface mass
transfer
[AIAi PAPER 68-719] p0263 A71-2208U
Two phase mixture noneguilibrium flow mathematical
model with allowance for colliding droplets
coagulation and atomization based on high speed
photographic studies
p0290 A71-24380
Flexible tires theoretical models application to
wheel shimmy analysis, examining stretched string
and point contact theories validity
p0296 A71-2<4864
Aircraft tires mechanical data from small models,
discussing mechanical properties, tire stresses
and tire temperatures
[AIAA PAPER 71-346] p0343 A71-25325
High speed tracked air cushion vehicles dynamic
interactions with guideways, considering model of
lumped double-sprung vehicle masses traveling in
tandem along simply supported beams
[AIAA PAPER 71-386] p0313 471-25350
Fatigue failure probabilistic model under variable
amplitude loading, considering relation between
safety factor and fatigue failure probability
p03U6 A71-25492
Variable sweep wing aircraft angular motion
mathematical model, analyzing inertial moments
influence on control dynamics
p03t7 A71-25661
Flow field model for steady asymmetric vortex system
shed from slender body of revolution in coning
motion
[AIAA PAPER 70-52] p0365 A71-27552
Monograph on potential flow interaction between
blade rows in axial flow compressors covering
mathematical model, numerical analysis and
experiment
P0413 A71-28883
High entrainment constant area multiple nozzle
ejectors with two mixing tube lengths for boundary
layer control, estimating performance with
analytical model
[ASME PAPER 71-FE-311] p0421 A71-29169
V/STOL aircraft gust effects prediction with
mathematical models based on nonlinear hybrid
simulation at takeoff and landing altitudes
p0426 A71-29775
Modular concept mathematical model for combustion
and pollution formation processes in jet engine
combustors, including turbulent mixing and
reaction kinetics
[AIAA PAPEE 71-714] pO<442 A71-30766
Nonlinear mathematical model for dynamical behavior
of extensible towing cable subjected to
aerodynamic forces generated by uniform flow
field, discussing system stability
pOIIS A71-31026
Hake model and computer program to compute
geometries, flows and velocity influence
coefficients for helicopter blade load
calculations
[AHS PREPRINT 523] pOISO A71-31089
Analytical model of oscillatory combustion in
aircraft engine augmentors
[4IAA PAPER 71-700] pOUSO A71-3132U
i-312
SUBJECT IHQBX BITHEBATICAL BODBLS COBTD
Jet noise redaction by foam injection, developing
mathematical model for foam behavior in sound
field
[4144 P4PER 71-731] pOISO 471-31327
Linear two shaft turbojet model development and
conditions for stability, observability,
controllability and feedback loop parameters
p0196 471-32711
Combat aircraft vulnerability to projectile impact
predicted by model giving target penetration,
damage size and structural response
[&IA& PAPEH 71-777] p0507 471-31013
Two vortex model for dounvash variations in
supersonic flov past thin delta wing with
separation at leading edges
p0533 471-31(190
ATC system models, covering surface movement, runway
utilization, terminal areas and enroute traffic
p0535 471-311523
Jumbo jet trailing vortex mathematical model for
studying effect on penetrating aircraft
p0517 471-35751
4ircraft position errors computation for 4TC
mathematical surveillance models, estimating
collision risk
C4I4A P4PEE 71-927] p0597 471-37173
Co-site analysis model automated for evaluation EB
compatibility of single site employing large
number of transmitting and receiving eguipments
P0608 471-38157
Analytical model for air navigation and &TC system
design, demonstrating system parameters effects on
lateral separation standards for parallel flight
lanes
p0667 471-12083
Mathematical models for computerized 4TC automatic
aircraft flight tracking logics without tracks
smoothing
p0669 471-12396
Stochastic optimal control theory application to
airplane rescheduling model, obtaining dynamic
programming algorithm for optimal landing and
takeoff rules
p0697 471-11101
Subcritical flows over two dimensional airfoils by
multistrip method of integral relations
[BE-393J] - pOO<12 1171-10581
Calibration and preliminary analysis of passenger
demand and modal split models for Northeast
Corridor of United States
[PB-190916] pOOIS N71-11021
Developing mathematical model for tandem rotor
helicopter for analysis of automatic approach and
landing system
[NASA-Tfl-X-66193] p0106 N71-12225
Stabilization, model for rigid rotor helicopters
[AD-713102] p0158 N71-11585
Pressure distributions calculated with Sells method
on series of guasi-elliptical symmetrical airfoils
in subcritical flow
[NEC-11693] p0160 S71-1U612
Mathematical analysis of denting of thin aircraft
skin by hail
[NASA-TN-D-6102] f>0168 N71-15122
Flight simulator mathematical modeling for aircraft
design
p0171 H71-16063
Improved feedback control of distributed parameter
systems for lunar landing vehicle simulator
[NASA-CR-116182] p0231 N71-17315
Systems analysis and mathematical model for air
transportation design
[NASA-CH-116131] p0212 N71-17813
Mathematical models for aerodynamic forces of
aircraft tandem wings using lifting line wing
representation
[ONERA-TP-891] p0219 H71-18139
Bathematical model for aircraft lifting surface
interference in steady or unsteady supersonic flow
[OSERA-TP-850] p0251 871-18162
Mathematical models for control surface wings in
subsonic unsteady flow
[ONERA-TP-889] p0251 N71-18173
Quadratic performance index for VT01 aircraft model
reference attitude control system
[NASA-TN-D-6231] p0255 N71-1C836
Stability and response characteristics of directly
controlled rigid rotors at high advance ratios and
correlation of mathematical model with wind tunnel
test data
[KASA-CH-111290] p0326 N71-20121
Numerical method for calculating steady asymmetrical
supersonic flow past pointed conical bodies at yaw
p0333 N71-21269
Mathematical models for acoustic scattering by
porous elliptic cylinder with nonlinear resistance
[N4S4-TB-X-67019] p0331 B71-21108
Mathematical model for suspension system of actively
controlled air cushion vehicle
[PB-196165] p0337 N71-21676
Engineering design analysis of hydrogen cooled
structural panels for application to hypersonic
aircraft
[H4S4-CH-1650J p0385 H71-22625
Transfer functions in modelling human pilot and
dynamic structural aircraft responses
C4G4HD-8-580-71] p0390 S71-23210
Fabrication' and tests of C02 flat plate models in He
hypersonic wind tunnel
[SC-CB-69-3215] p0390 N71-23228
Mathematical models for lifting rotor aerodynamic
calculations, noting wake configurations
[DLR-MITT-70-19] p0158 N71-21189
General aviation traffic implied densities and
interaction frequencies computed with model using
southern California to judge difficulty for naval
air traffic
[AD-719906] p0169 H71-25621
Computer program for optimum flight path defined by
flight test investigation of performance
characteristics /excess thrust, fuel flow, and
climb potential/ of F-101G aircraft
[N4SA-TN-D-6398] p0513 N71-27002
Handbook of analytical methods and stability data
for determining dynamic stability and control
characteristics of generalized single-rotor
compound helicopter configurations
C4D-722250] p0523 H71-28338
Mathematical model for supersonic aircraft Hach
number threshold operation for atmospheric
reflection of sonic boom
p0525 N71-28376
Survey on different methods for lifting rotor
downwash analysis
[DLB-HITT-70-23] p0569 N71-29395
Mathematical perturbation models of aircraft ILS
approach and landing
[VTH-159] p0570 N71-29196
Mathematical, model for induced velocity distribution
of lifting rotor in horizontal flight
[DLB-HITT-70-22] p0575 N71-30039
Mathematical simulation and gueuing models for air
traffic control systems
[AD-721726] p0627 N71-32065
Linear formulation of aeroelastic stability of plane
sandwich-type structures placed in current of
supersonic gas
tHASA-TT-F-13778] p0630 H71-32452
Synthesis of aircraft across track errors using
mathematical models with statistical parameters
[HEPT-E/C-2] p0635 N71-32885
Bodel for predicting pilot rating of VTOL aircraft
in hover mode
[4D-721111] p0637 H71-32981
Analysis of phenomena occurring in exhaust gas spray
cooler utilizing liquid injection, and
mathematical model of optimum cooler
[AD-721687] p0637 S71-32991
Calculation of turbulent compressible boundary layer
on helicopter rotors for range of hover conditions
using two different analytical methods
[AD-723989] p0612 N71-33312
Hatheraatical models for calculating flexible
swash-plate effects on vibratory and mechanical
stability characteristics of helicopter rotor
systems
[liiSA-CB-1817] p0612 871-33393
semiempirical formulae representing sonic boom
loudness as function of overpressure and time
compared with experimental and theoretical
calculations
[ISVR-TR-16] pC681 N71-35211
Mathematical modeling of F-8 aircraft wave off
trajectories for aircraft carrier approaches
[AD-727121] p0711 N71-36139
Method of lines technigue for computing flow field
about conical configurations at incidence in
supersonic flow
4-313
BATHEBATICAL STATISTICS SUBJECT IBDEX
r. N1SS-TE-B-37U] p0713 N71-36697
Computing dispersal of atmospheric pollutants near
airports by use of mean wind and temperature
profiles
[N&S1-CE-111962] p0713 H71-36720
Aerodynamic calculations in designing axial
compressors with emphasis on compressors of
stationary installations - handbook
[AD-727191] p0725 H71-38032
H&THEHATICAL STATISTICS
B STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
RATBICES (BiTHEBlTICS)
Hainan filter application as observer of observable
signals derivatives, using gain matrix to minimize
variance estimate for instrument landing systems
p0209 A71-21343
Ring interference lift line lattice simulation and
application to aerodynamic loads on tandem wings
in unsteady floir
p0567 N71-29336
Computation of uncoupled vibrations of rotary vings
using transfer natrix method
[DLR-FB-70-63] p0570 N71-29513
Compilation of aerodynamic basic definitions,
including aerodynamic coefficients, and relations,
expansions, and derivatives of forces and moments
CA8C-R/H-3562-Pr-«] p0636 N71-32975
MATRIX ALGEBBA
U MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
HATEIZ ABALZSIS
0 MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
MATRIX METHODS
Periodically supported and damped closed circular
beam structure, determining frequency response
matrix
p0221 A71-22026
Integrating matrix aethod- for determining natural
lateral vibration data on rotating twisted
propeller blade
[NASA-TN-D-6064] p0116 N71-13023
Digital computer program description with updating
case data mode and extended force method matrix
generation capability
fAD-715982] p0323 N71-20180
BATBIX STBESS CALCULATION
U MATRIX METHODS
HAXIHOH LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES
Navigational accuracy improvement by combining
VOR/DME information with airspeed and heading data
via maximum likelihood filter, using small
airborne computer
CAIAA PAPER 71-9283 p0597 A71-37171
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT
BT F-H AIRCBAPT
NT PHANTOM AIRCRAFT
MCDONBELL DOOGLAS AIRCRAFT
NT DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
BCDOBNELL HILITiBI AIBCBAFT
0 MILITARY AT .C8AFT
BEAU TIME BBUBEH FAILURES
0 BTBF
MEASURE AND INTEGBATIOB
NT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
NT RUNGE-KDTTA METHOD
Astatic gyroscope mounted on aircraft moving
arbitrarily near earth surface, obtaining
integrals of kinematic eguations
p070H A71-U5160
8EASUBE TBEOBT
U HEASDRE AND INTEGRATION
HEASUBIBG APPARATUS
U BEASURING INSTRUMENTS
HEASUBIBG IHSTBOHENTS
NT ACCELEROHETERS
NT ALTIMETERS
NT ANEMOMETERS
NT APPSOACH INDICATOBS
NT ATOMIC CLOCKS
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS
NT BAROMETERS
NT CALORIMETERS
NT CLOCKS
NT COMPASSES
NT DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
ST DYSAffOHETESS
NT ELECTRON PROBES
NT ENGINE MONITORING INSTRUBENTS
NT FLIGHT LOAD RECORDERS
HT FLIGHT RECORDERS
HI FLOBMETEBS
IT FUEL GAGES
NT GONIOMETERS
ST GYBO HORIZONS
NT GYROCOMPASSES
HI HOT-SIBE ANEMOMETERS
BT HOT-BIBE FLOBMETERS
HT INDICATING INSTBDMENTS
NT ISFBABED DETECTOBS
ST INFBABED INSTRUMENTS
NT INFBABED SCANNEBS
NT LASER ALTIMETERS
NT HAGNETOBETEBS
NT BANOHETEBS
NT METEOBOLOGICAL INSTBOHENTS
NT HICBOBAVE BADIOMETEBS
NT OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
ST OPTICAL MEASURING ISSTBOHESTS
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
NT POSITION INDICATORS
NT POTEHTIOBETBBS (INSTRUMENTS)
NT PRESSURE GAGES
NT RADIATION DETECTOBS
NT RADIATION MEASURING INSTBDBERTS
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS
ST RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
NT RADIOSONDES
NT RANGE FINDERS
HT BABISSOSDBS
NT BEFRACTOBETERS
NT SPACECRAFT POSITION INDICATOBS
NT SPECTROMETERS
NT SPECTBOPHOTOMETERS
NT SPECTBOBADIOHETERS
NT SPEED INDICATOBS
NT STBAIN GAGE BALANCES
BT STRAIN GAGES
NT TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT TEMPEBATUEE PROBES
NT THERMOCOUPLE PtBOMETEBS
NT TIMING DEVICES
ST TOBQOEBETEBS
ST TSANSMISSOBETERS
NT TURBULENCE HETEBS
NT VARIOMETEBS
ST BEIGHT INDICATORS
NT BIND VANES
Analog periodmeter with short response time for
helicopter blade vibration studies
p0135 A71-16736
Device for jet fuels antiwear properties measurement
under rolling friction
P0186 A71-19U93
Soviet book on fog, cloud and humidity measuring
instruments, discussing artificial fog formation
and natural fog dispersion problems
P0199 A71-20298
Standard equipment and procedures for aircraft gas
turbine engine exhaust smoke measurement
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-88] p0353 A71-25995
Circumferential traversing probe technique for
intrastage analysis of axial flow compressors,
considering mass flow averaging data reduction
technique
[ASME PAPER 71-FE-33] pO«21 A71-29H68
Soviet book on experimental aerodynamics covering
wind tunnels, shock tubes, liquid and gas physical
properties, flow parameter measurement equipment,
etc
POU22 A71-29521
Supersonic mass flux probe description, discussing
inlet geometry, angle of attack and Reynolds and
Hach numbers effects on performance
P0129 A71-29925
Mass flow, velocity, and in-flight thrust
measurements by ion deflection
[AD-713587] p0160 N71-1«60"t
Development and performance testing of visibility
meters and airport runway and carrier lighting
equipment
[NBS-10-577] p0619 N71-31619
Canadian National Science Council research in low
speed aerodynamics, machine learning, and
turbulent jet transducer
tDME/NAE-1971(2) ] p0728 N71-38626
MECHANICAL DEVICES
Aerodynamic effects of mechanical high lift devices
on conventional airfoils
A-31U
SUBJECT INDEX BECHANICAL PBOPEBTIES
p0318 B71-20052
Proceedings of conference dealing with advances in
decision making processes for detection,
diagnosis, and prognosis of mechanical failures
[AD-721355] p0521 N71-28121
HECBAHICAL DBAKIHGS
0 ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
HECBAHICAL OBIVES
NT HELICOPTER PROPELLER DRIVE
NT PBOPELLEB DBIVE
Power train systems gear induced noise analysis,
using in-flight vibration and noise measurements
for comparison with calculated noise spectra
[ASBE PAPEB 70-WA/DGP-1] p0077 471-11137
Transmission impending failure detection via
lubricating oil monitoring for metal particle
content
p0094 471-15115
Fan propulsion power plants with mechanical and gas
dynamical energy distribution systems for
commercial VTOL aircraft
p0271 471-22961
Boron-glass-epoxy lightweight composite gear case
for aircraft engine reduction gearbox, describing
design, molding, machining and testing
[ASHE PiPEB 71-GT-85] p0353 S71-25993
Reduction gearbox reliability problems from
development and service experience with PT6A
turboprop engine
[SAE PAPEB 710133] pOIOS 471-28318
Tapered roller bearing lubrication, considering
application to CR-17 Boeing helicopter
transmission
P05U1 &71-35300
HECHANICAL EHGIHEEBING
Hulticomponent plane flap mechanism with
transmission angles diverging minimally from
ninety degrees, discussing synthesis by least
sguares method
p0185 A71-19361
Mechanics of free piston engine, aspects of human
factors engineering, and compressible boundary
layer studies at high Beynolds numbers
rDME/NAE-1971/1/] p0632 N71-32620
Annotated bibliography of aeronautical and
mechanical engineering and test reports - Jan.
1971
p0618 N71-33918
BECHANICAL IBPED4NCE
Optimal lining impedance for jet engine inlet duct,
yielding discrete frequency, flow velocity and
geometry on basis of minimum radiated power
p0211 471-21661
HECHAHICAL HEASOBEBBNT
NT DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT
NT DBAG HE4SOBE8ENT
NT FLOW MEASUREMENT
NT FBICTION BEASDBEMENT
NT PHESSDRE HE4SOREHENTS
NT STRESS HE4SDBEBENT
NT THROST HEASDBEMENT
NT VELOCITY BE4SUREMENT
NT VIBRATION HEASOREBENT
NT WIND BEASOREBENT
NT HIND VELOCITY MEASUBEBEHT
Oscillatory pitching moment derivatives measurement
on delta wings in incompressible flow
[ABC-B/B-3628-PT-1-1] p0159 N71-21569
Measurements of oscillatory pitching moments on
round leading edged delta wing in incompressible
flow noting vortex flow development
p0159 H71-24570
Beasurements of aerodynamic drag, interference lift,
and pitching moment on delta wings
p0160 N71-21573
BECHANICAL PBOPERTIES
HT AEROELASTICITY
NT CBEEP PROPERTIES
HT CBEEP BDPTOBE STBEBGTH
NT DIBEHSIONAL STABILITY
HT DUCTILITY
NT ELASTIC PROPERTIES
HT ELASTOPLASTICITY
11T F4TIGDE LIFE
HT FIBER STRENGTH
HT FLEXIBILITY
NT FRACTDRE STREHGTB
HT HIGH STBEHGTH
HT HYDBOEIASTICITY
HT IHPACT STBEHGTH
NT MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
NT HOTCH SENSITIVITY
NT NOTCH STBEHGTH
NT PLASTIC PROPERTIES
HT SHEAS STBENGTH
NT SHELL STABILITY
HT STIFFNESS
BT STRESS CYCLES
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
HT TENSILE PROPERTIES
HT TENSILE STRENGTH
HT THERMAL BESIST4NCE
NT THEBMOELASTICITY
BT TOUGHNESS
NT VISCOELASTICITY
4irplane materials mechanical properties degradation
due to fatigue, discussing breaking strain of 41
alloy
p0015 471-11395
Be mechanical and physical properties, corrosion
behavior, toxicity, fabrication and application as
aircraft and spacecraft structural material
p0015 471-11539
Al-Zn-Bg-Cu type high strength 41 alloys mechanical
properties evaluation by fracture mechanics
methods
pOOIS 471-11510
Runways, aprons and taxiways strengthening to
accommodate higher tire pressures and landing
speeds, heavier aircraft and surface riding
requirements
P0022 471-12169
Bb alloys in hypersonic glider fabrication,
discussing mechanical properties, oxidation
resistance and sandwich panel design
p0030 471-12935
Titanium alloys for drop and press forged airframe,
engine, rocket and spacecraft components,
presenting physical and mechanical properties for
various alloys and applications
P0132 A71-16136
Mechanical properties of plastic composites with
boron, beryllium, silicon carbide and graphite
fiber reinforcement
[PL4STICS IHST. P4PER 29] p0206 471-20917
Dltrahigh tensile steels for landing gear and other
aircraft design applications, discussing
composition, mechanical properties, guality
reguirements,'manufacture and testing
p0272 471-22996
High temperature Ni and Co alloys for stationary gas
turbines and jet engine parts, considering
microstructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
P0275 471-23302
Aircraft continuous elastomechanical system
parameters determination by ground vibration
tests, using integral equation, phase resonance
and separation technique
p0298 471-21916
Aircraft tires nechanical data from small models,
discussing mechanical properties, tire stresses
and tire temperatures
[AIAA PAPEB 71-316] p0313 471-25325
Material properties, impregnation, shaping,
hardening and structural design in mass production
of reinforced laminates for aircraft construction
p0359 471-26954
Aircraft engine production components and alloys
mechanical properties evaluation for improved
reliability of Bass produced products
p0111 471-28911
Composite materials application to V/STOL
prop/rotors, determining material properties
parametric effect on frequencies and weight by
Southwell coefficients
(AHS PREPRINT 551] p0152 A71-31106
Diffusion' bonding as economical fabrication process
for aerospace applications involving Ti alloys,
emphasizing mechanical properties and structural
reliability iapcovement
[SBE PAPEB AD-71-215] p0560 A71-36661
Semifinished product production technology influence
on heat resistant alloys mechanical properties,
considering forging, rolling, casting, melting,
diffusion welding and powder metallurgy
p0561 A71-36725
A-315
MECHANICAL 8ESOHANCB SUBJECT ISDEX
Cobalt and nickel based alloy metallurgy for high
temperature gas turbine materials
p0233 N71-17389
Properties and selective applications of high
strength steels, aluminum and titanium alloys,
polymeric materials, ceramic materials, and
composite materials in aerospace engineering
fiGAED-lS-51-71] p051f|' N71-27038
Properties and selective applications of aluminum
alloys in airframe construction
p051i* H71-270ti»
Conference on prevention of mechanical failures
including bearing failures, spectrographic oil
analysis, failure mechanisms of helicopter
transmissions, and related problems
fAD-721359] p0520 N71-28057
Status of research program to develop criteria for
designing aircraft protective devices from rotor
fragments
p0581 N71-30762
Nonflammable polyurethane foam for ejection seat
cushions and statistical analysis of its
mechanical properties
CAD-723302] p0621 N71-31775
HECHANICAL BESOSAHCE
0 RESONANT VIBRATION
MECHANICAL SHOCK
Aerodynamic broadband noise mechanism applicable to
axial compressors
[NASA-C8-1713] p0244 1J71-17958
HECHANICS (PHYSICS)
Hovering type flying vehicle design and principle
mechanisms for manned or unmanned use
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12111-1] pOOSI N71-11039
BEDICAL ELECTBOHICS
Cathode ray tubes as real time display device in
various types of professional equipment,
describing functional performance and related tube
design aspects
p01U1 A71-17319
HEDICAL EQOIPHBST
Carbon fiber reinforced plastics, considering
aerospace and medical applications
p0658 A71-U0702
HEDICAL PEBSONHEL
NT PHYSICIANS
BEDICAL SCIEHCE
NT SYBPTOMOLOGY
BEDICAL SERVICES
Sick and injured transportation aboard regular
airliners, considering pathological and
psychological contraindications
p0662 A71-U1572
Hedico-legal examination of aircraft parts to
determine cause of crash
C&D-726559] p0683 N71-35222
Automatic data processing systems for air traffic
control, b'Mlth services, operations research,
managemer•••. planning, information systems, and
reading machines
p0722 N71-37712
BEDITEERANEAH SEA
Tables on climatological conditions for airfields
and climatic areas of Mediterranean region
[AD-721160J pOS19 N71-27830
BEETINGS
0 CONFERENCES
BBLTISG
NT VACUUM BELTING
BEBBEAHE ABALOGY
0 HEHBRANE STBDCTORES
U STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
BEBBBABE STBOCTOBES
NT SKIS (STBOCTDBAL MEHBEfl)
Cylindrical membrane aeroelastic stability and
flutter analysis at high supersonic or low
hypersonic Mach numbers
pOU91 A71-32019
BEBBBABE THEOBY
D MENBBANE STBUCTUHES
U STBUCTUHAL ANALYSIS
HBHBRAHES
NT BEHBBiNE STRUCTURES
NT SKIN (STBUCTUBAL HEBBEB)
Performance and environmental tests of membranes for
airfield surfacing
CAD-726891] p0685 N71-35398
BEBOBY STOBAGE OBITS
0 COMPUTES STORAGE DEVICES
HESTAL PEBFOEBSHCE
ATC automation system design, considering
controllers decision time savings
p0288 A71-2U271
Aircraft noise effects on hearing acuity and
perceptual and intellectual judgment tasks
p0651 A71-KG351
BBBCAPTAH
0 THIOLS
BEBCAPTO COBPOUHDS
U THIOLS
BEEIDIOSiL FLOS
Sweep and dihedral geometry effects on blade to
blade and meridional flows in turbomachinery blade
rows, using actuator disk theory
p0607 471-38274
HESOSPHERE
Mesosphere and stratosphere data from high level
observations for supersonic transport and
reentering space vehicle operations
p0212 A71-2172t
HETAL ALLOTS
U ALLOYS
HETAL BOWING
NT BETAL-BETAL BONDING
Surface treatment effects on high shear strength
adhesive bonding of fiber reinforced plastics to
metal substructures
P0282 A71-2"069
Alloy and heat treatment effect on Ti bondability
for adhesive bonded aircraft structure, using
annealed and aged Ti-6Al-«V and Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn
alloys for testing
P0282 A71-24093
Experimental investigation on effect of spot welded
or adhesively bonded thermocouples and fatigue
behavior of two titanium alloys suitable for use
in high speed airplanes
[NASA-TB-X-2288] P0531 N71-28891
HETAL COATINGS
HI ALDHISUM COATINGS
Metallic coating effects on aircraft high strength
steel fatigue, considering chromium plating, shot
peening and plasma spraying
[NACE PAPER 23] p0269 A71-22889
Superalloy dispersion strengthened and fused slurry
silicide coatings for aircraft gas turbine engines
and space shuttle heat shields
p0347 A71-25555
Metal coated superalloys evaluation for gas turbine
engine components, including corrosion, impact and
fatigue tests
p0123 A71-29635
Manufacturing and advancement technology for turbine
engine coatings
pOOSt N71-11635
HETAL COBBOSIOB
D COB8OSIOM
HBTAL FATIGUE
Central hole effect on flat metal sheet fatigue
under tension-compression load cycles, noting
application to aircraft materials
p0091 A71-15389
Aircraft light alloys fatigue characteristics for
component endurance evaluation
p0136 A71-16757
Axial compressor blades surface finish and fatigue
strength restoration by vibrational tumbling
p0206 A71-208U3
Metallic coating effects on aircraft high strength
steel fatigue, considering chromium plating, shot
peening and plasma spraying
fNACE PAPEB 23] p0269 A71-22889
Aerodynamic heating effects on fatigue and creep
properties of supersonic aircraft alloys at high
temperatures, considering deformation mechanisms
interaction
p0273 A71-2320M
Ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering jet
engines applications and structural stability
improvements related to fracture toughness,
fatigue and stress corrosion
p027U A71-23292
Al alloys one step fatigue tests under combined high
temperature and structural vibration conditions
p029ll A71-2U821
Flight mission severity in cumulative damage /low
cycle fatigue and creep stress rupture/ not
detected by usual nondestructive testing in
A-316
SUBJECT IHDEX HETALLOIDS
aircraft gas turbine industry
pOSOl A71-33298
Aircraft structures fatigue properties, discussing
stresses, life estimates, safety factors and
descriptive curves
p<3501 A71-333U3
Neuber elastoplastic analysis of residual notch
stresses for improved cumulative damage
predictions applied to aluminum alloy under
overload
(AIAA PAPEB 71-776] p0507 A71-31012
Boom temperature ultrasonic frequency fatigue
behavior of Ni-base superalloy single crystals
p0535 A71-34493
Environmental effects on SST structural materials
fatigue, discussing Ti alloys studies involving
temperature effects, crack propagation and
residual strength
p0535 A71-34556
Fatigue crack propagation in Al alloy panels
stiffened with bolted and integral stringers,
determining stress intensity factor/crack growth
rate relationship
p0539 A71-35156
light alloys fatigue characteristics for aircraft
components endurance evaluation
p05<4H 471-35156
Crack formation in aluminum spoiler cables of FBI f
aircraft
[TDCK-55807] p0166 N71-15267
Investigation and conclusions concerning metal
fatigue in aircraft components as cause of civil
aircraft accidents
p0517 N71-27429
BETAL FINISHING
NT PEEKING
BETAL FOILS
Ti-Al-7 foils by electron beam vapor deposition,
discussing metallurgical characteristics
p0132 171-16237
Composite plastic aircraft structures lightning
protection, considering hazard to composite
materials and use of metal filled or plasma
sprayed coatings and metal foil coverings
p0195 A71-199H3
METAL FOBGIHG
D FOBGIHG
METAL FOBBING
D FOBBING TECHNIQUES
D BETAL »OBKING
BETAL BALIDES
NT SILVEB IODIDES
KT SODIUB IODIDES
METAL JOISTS
NT SPOT HELDS
NT HELPED JOINTS
Service life of pin jointed connections with
elastoplastic strains in bore vails
pOOSU A71-1U606
Assembling accuracy of three dimensional joints
using assembly holes in aircraft construction
p0085 A71-14609
Statistical analysis of spot welded and adhesive
joints of high strength Al alloy sheet in aircraft
structures
p0703 A71-«5012
HETAL BATBII COMPOSITES
Betal matrix composite fabrication procedures for
gas turbine engine fan blades, stressing diffusion
bonding process susceptibility to blades volume
producibility
[ASBE PAPEB 71-GT-46] p0351 A71-25979
Design and fabrication of Borsic aluminum composite
fan blades for supersonic turbofan engines,
considering 430 F application without severe
vibratory stress
[ASMS PAPEB 71-GT-90] p0353 A71-25997
Bechanical properties of composites consisting of Al
matrix reinforced by boron fibers, considering
high temperature creep, corrosion and thermal
shock resistivity
p0436 A71-30473
Tungsten reinforced oxidation resistant columbium
alloys with operating temperature above 2000 F for
use in gas turbine engines
[AD-717969] p0398 N71-23673
HETAL OXIDE SEHICONDDCTOBS
Large scale MOS 1C digital VOB navigation converter,
comparing accuracy, size, weight and cost with
standard design
p0550 A71-35789
METAL PABTICLES
Transmission impending failure detection via
lubricating oil monitoring for metal particle
content
p0094 A71-15415
HETAL PLATES
Flight service effects on residual tensile
properties of C-130 aircraft center wing plate
section
tNAS4-CB-111828] p0402 N71-24021
HETAL SHEETS
Central hole effect on flat metal sheet fatigue
under tension-compression load cycles, noting
application to aircraft materials
p0091 A71-15389
Swept lightning stroke effects on aircraft design
involving Ti and Al sheets
P0191 A71-19936
Thickness effect on fracture toughness and cracK
propagation of Al alloy sheets used for aircraft
skins
p0539 A71-35153
Fatigue crack propagation in Al alloy panels
stiffened with bolted and integral stringers,
determining stress intensity factor/crack growth
rate relationship
p0539 A71-35156
HETAL SURFACES
Passivation of metal aircraft surfaces
[AD-711950] p0055 N71-11670
Wettability of microfog streams of high temperature
lubricants on static metal surface
[NASA-CB-72743] p0163 N71-14817
HETAL BOBKING
NT AOSFOBMING
HI COINING
NT FOBGING
Electrochemical machining for aircraft engine metal
components, discussing cost, time comparisons,
tooling techniques and applications
[SHE PAPEB BB-70-206] p0013 A71-11252
Peen forming of large complex parts from sheet and
plate, illustrating dihedral break in airplane
wing skin
p0016 A71-11550
Titanium and composite fabrication for F-14
aircraft, discussing hot forming, chemical milling
and electron beam welding
p0510 A71-34156
Semifinished product production technology influence
on heat resistant alloys mechanical properties,
considering forging, rolling, casting, melting,
diffusion welding and powder metallurgy
p0561 A71-36725
HETIL-HETAL BOSDISG
Adhesive/metal interface corrosion resistance tests,
discussing salt fog chamber for shear, compression
buckling and cleavage stresses
p0141 A71-17218
Corrosion resistance of adhesive bonded airframe
structure components under outdoor weather and
salt spray conditions, discussing test results
with Al alloy specimens
p0278 A71-23690
Fatigue life, fail-safe capability and corrosion
resistance of commercial aircraft structures
improved through adhesive metal-metal bonding
(ASBE PAPEB 71-DE-27] p0361 A71-27325
Traversing Infrared Inspection System for C-5
aircraft fail-safe strap panels of bonded Ti-Al
laminates, discussing design and application
fASHE PAPEB 71-DE-37] . p0361 A71-27327
Corrosive delamination occurrence, reduction and
prevention in metal-metal adhesive bonded aircraft
structures
p0670 A71-42594
Analysis of bonded metal surfaces used in
manufacture of helicopter components
[AD-724663] p0636 N71-32953
BETALLIZING
Adhesive and coating material formulations and
manufacturing processes for lightweight
low-permeability braces for use in high altitude
decelerators
(NASA-CB-111964] p0681 N71-35208
HETALLOIDS
NT BOBOS
A-317
HBTALLDBGY SUBJECT IHDEX
HET4LLOEGI
Ti-Al-v foils by electron beam vapor deposition,
discussing metallurgical characteristics
p0132 A71-16237
HETALS
NT ALOHINDB
NT ALOHINOH COSTINGS
HI ALOBINOM 27
NT BEBYLLIDB
NT COBALT ISOTOPES
NT IBIDIOB ISOTOPES
NT LIQUID HETALS
NT BAGNESIOH
NT HETAL COATINGS
ST BETAL FOILS
»T HETAL HATRIX COMPOSITES
NT NIOBIOH
ST PLDTONIDB
NT BEFB&CTORY HETALS
HI THDLIDB ISOTOPES
NT TITANIUM
Plastics and metals as construction materials in
aircraft, missile and rocket design
p0196 A71-20044
Tests to determine short-term creep of metals and
alloys under conditions of aerodynamic heating
with high velocity air flow
[NASA-TT-F-13633] p0470 N71-25822
Impedance measurements on modified broadband metal
antenna for speech communication
[FOA-3-C-3602-61] pOUT) N71-26150
HETEOBITE COHPHESSIOH TESTS
0 COMPRESSION TESTS
D HECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HETEOBITIC IOBIZATION
0 ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATIOS
HETEOBOLOGICAL BALLOONS
Aerodynamically stable meteorological balloon using
surface roughness effect
tNASA-CASE-XHF-OlH63] p0387 N71-23007
First-order theory of fluctuating lift and drag
coefficients for aerodynamically induced motions
of rising and falling spherical balloon wind
sensors
[NiSA^TN-D-6373] p0521 N71-28129
BETEOROLOGICAL CHABTS
Traffic radar generated weather contours for air
traffic controller in helping aircraft avoid
thunderstorms
p0007 A71-10587
Northern Hemisphere temperature field atlas for SST
flight planning
[AD-712017] pOOSO N71-11031
Aeronautical climatological tables of international
commercial airports
p0165 N71-15113
Airborne photoelectric particle counter for napping
clear air turbulence
[KASA-CR-1 11864 ] p0326 N71-20398
HETEOBOLOGICAL FLIGHT
Spatial correlations between inside cumulus cloud
conditions and precipitation onset and intensity
for modification experiments from aircraft
penetration measurements
P0210 A71-21U50
Research Flight Facility participation in BOHEX
program and aircraft data inventory
[NOAA-TR-EBL-198-BPF-t] p0685 N71-35153
HETEOBOLOGICAL IHSTBDHENTS
NT BABOHETEHS
NT RADIOSONDES
NT BAHINSONDES
HI HIND VANES
Self contained lightweight airborne data acguisition
system for atmospheric and meteorological
research, using analog recorder and telemetry
system
P0433 A71-30311
Badio controlled small aircraft as measurement
platform for meteorological sensors, discussing
development and performance from field tests
p05U2 A71-3533U
First-order theory of fluctuating lift and drag
coefficients for aerodynamically induced motions
of rising and falling spherical balloon wind
sensors
[NASA-TH-D-6373] p0521 N71-28129
METEOROLOGICAL PABAHETEBS
Soviet book on meteorological conditions and
supersonic aircraft flight covering atmospheric
composition and structure, temperature
distribution, wind effects, etc
p0029 A71-12810
Heteorological observations for terminal weather
nodification in aviation, noting airport fog
dispersal
p0212 A71-21732
Meteorological problems of operation of commercial
supersonic aircraft, including sonic boom
intensity and extent
[CASI PAPEB 72/7] p0601 A71-37597
Vortex wakes transport and decay for various
aircraft types, flight modes and meteorological
conditions
p0655 A71-40U99
SST sonic boom generation, discussing aircraft
design and atmospheric conditions effects and
property damage
p0658 A71-t0705
Atmospheric wind, temperature, turbulence,
hydrometeors, ozone, cosmic radiation and radio
activity effects on commercial SST Concorde flight
p0659 A71-40829
Heather interruption effects on air transportation
operations and economics, considering fog, snow,
freezing rain, thunderstorms, winds, CAT and
runway conditions
p0703 A71-44983
Reference file of factors affecting weather at Beese
AFB, Texas
[AD-711390] pOOUS N71-10948
Reference file of factors affecting weather at Vance
AFB, Oklahoma
[AD-711381] pOOHS N71-109H9
Terminal weather forecast data for Randolph AFB,
Texas
[AD-712681] pOIIS N71-12680
Heteorological effects on air transportation,
including atmospheric and runway conditions
p02U7 N71-18117
Description of method for determining visibility in
earth atmosphere
[AD-719502] p0455 N71-21375
Heteorological flight search for clear air
turbulence in stratosphere above Australia, 1966
p06«5 N71-33671
Relation between turbulence in stratosphere causing
aircraft buffeting, and vertical distribution of
meteorological parameters calculated from
radiosonde data
[NASA-TT-F-13981] p0707 N71-36398
METEOROLOGICAL BADAB
Thin CAT layer detection in lower stratosphere by L
band radar complemented by radiosonde and U-2
aircraft probes
p0007 A71-10567
Traffic radar generated weather contours for air
traffic controller in helping aircraft avoid
thunderstorms
p0007 A71-10587
Onboard meteorological pulse radars for cloud
formations detection, navigational aids, ground
reference points determination and relief
surveillance ,
p0491 A71-31920
Solid state airborne weather radar for civil
aviation, discussing design, weight and power
requirement reduction
p0698 A71-H4273
Severe thunderstorm radar tracking and related
weather events hazardous to aviation operations
CESSA-TH-ERLTH-HSSL-46] p0012 N71-10720
Airline meteorological radar operational policies
and procedures
[AD-713636] p0161 N71-14623
Heather outline generators for producing contours
around radar weather clutter for all weather air
navigation
[FAA-HA-70-62] p0238 M71-17527
Meteorological radar for detection of thunderstorms,
hail, and turbulence hazardous to aviation noting
echo interpretation and radar transmission
[HHO-26U-TP-148] p0156 N71-2U394
METEOROLOGICAL SOCKETS
0 SODNDING ROCKETS
HEIEOROLOGICiL SATELLITES
NT SYNCHRONOUS HETEOHOLOGICAL SATELLITE
A-318
SUBJECT IHDEX BICBOBAVE EQUIPHBHT
BETEOROLOGICIL SERVICES
Observational data characteristics analysis as
contributor to knowledge and utilization of all
atmospheric physical occurrences
p0212 471-21722
Describing techniques and equipment used by air
weather services for fog dissipation
[4D-712392] p0116 N71-12997
BBTEOROLOGY
NT 4EBOLOGY
NT HYDBOBETEOBOLOGY
NT POL4R BETEOBOLOGY
NT SYNOPTIC BETEOBOLOGY
NT WEATHER FOBECASTIHG
Poor visual flight meteorological conditions,
discussing instrumental and visual aids, airport
landing and approach, holding patterns and
overshoots
p01U6 J71-17922
Supersonic transport air traffic meteorology,
considering high altitude and flight velocities,
applications technology satellites for loner
stratosphere thunderstorms, clear air turbulence,
etc
p0272 471-23070
Single anemometer wind measurement reguired for
aircraft landing, comparing data from different
sampling periods
p0135 471-30395
HETEBS
0 HE4SDBING INSTRUMENTS
HETBSHE
Turbojet engine design for methane element of
liguified natural gas as aircraft fuel, discussing
supersonic transport applications
pOOOS 471-10185
Rater vapor condensation effects on methane-air
combustion gases for aerodynamic test medium
[4144 P4PEB 71-258] p0217 471-21986
Comparison of hydrogen and methane as coolants in
regeneratively cooled panels
[N4S4-CB-1652] p0261 N71-19289
Performance prediction of methane-fueled supersonic
transports over range of cruise speeds up to Bach
1
rNASA-TB-X-2281) p0167 N71-25381
Fuel tests to determine feasibility of gelled
methane for use in jet engine
[N4S4-CB-72876] p0169 N71-25772
Evaluation of.liguid methane storage and transfer
problems for future supersonic aircraft cryogenic
fuel reguirements
fN4S4-CB-72952] p0678 N71-31618
BETHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
Supersonic overexpanded jet flow past cone,
determining impingement point by method of
characteristics
p0007 471-10613
Surface construction of body of revolution in
supersonic gas flow from distribution of velocity
vector modulus along generatrix of body, using
Frankl method of characteristics
p0198 471-20089
Method of characteristics application to supersonic
jet and nozzle gas flow with allowance for
eguilibrium and noneguilibrium condensation
P0517 471-35636
Transonic flow theory and experiment, considering
hodograph method, integral eguation method,
parabolic method and method of characteristics
p0599 471-371151
BETBODOLOGY
Blunt body problem with detached shock, considering
methods of lines and integral relations agreement
for wide range of Hach numbers
p0082 A71-14KI9
Aircraft engine noise test methods for acoustic
certification, investigating jet and compressor
silencing, absorbent materials, rotor and
propeller noise and psychoacoastic tests
p0189 471-31890
BBTHODS
0 METHODOLOGY
0 PROCEDURES
BETHYL COBPODBDS
Kinetics of catalytic dehydrogenation of
methylcyclohexane at 600. 650, and 700 deg F and 5
atm pressure
[4D-715926] p025t N71-18729
BETBOPOLITAB ilBCBiFT
0 CV-110 4IHCB4PT
HICBOBE
0 HICROOBG4NISBS
HICBOBIOLOGY
flicrobiological contamination of jet aircraft fuel
tanks in tropical regions, considering maintenance
[S4E P4PEB 710*38] pOi|06 471-28320
SICROCAL08IBETERS
D CALORIMETERS
BICBOCIBCDITS
0 BICBOELECTRONICS
BICBOCB4CKS
Optical holographic interferometry for radial
microcracks detection from bolt holes in high
strength aircraft steel
[4SHE P4PER 71-BET-C] p0361 471-27312
MICROELECTRONICS
BT L4BGE SC41E INTEGRATION
Bicroelectronic circuits reliability in aircraft
engine control applications, discussing testing
and selection for severe temperature and vibration
environments
[S4E P4PER 700822] p0209 471-21369
BICBOBAHOBETEBS
0 H4NOHETEBS
HICBOBIBIATUBIZiTIOS
NT LARGE SC4LE INTEGRATION
BICBOOBGABISBS
HI B4CTERI4
Electrical and physical nature of microbial
membranes implicated in aircraft fuel guantity
probe malfunction
CS4E P4PEB 710*39] p0106 &71-28321
HICBOPHOHBS
Condenser microphones aerodynamically induced noise,
investigating acoustic pressure lover limit
dependence on air flow velocity and turbulence
p0359 471-27063
HICBOSTBUCTUBE
High temperature Hi and Co alloys for stationary gas
turbines and jet engine parts, considering
microstructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
p0275 471-23302
BICBOBAVE AHTEHHAS
NT HORN 4NTENN4S
NT SLOT 4NTENN4S
Planar microwave array antenna for scan requirement,
discussing tilt angle and element arrangement
optimization
[4144 P4PER 70-191] p0221 471-22030
Flush mounted aeronautical waveguide antennas with
dielectric plug for 5GHz operation
pflt<46 471-31013
Lou carrier power aircraft antenna module for
airborne DHF communications system, considering
range/field strength measurements
P0116 671-31016
Aircraft phased arrays for L-band 4TC satellite
system application, alleviating problems of power
budget and vulnerability to multipath and
interference
pO>K»7 &71-31051
Performance of engineering model microwave radio
relay system for remote radar display
[FAA-NA-70-52] p0109 N71-12386
BICHOiAVE CIRCUITS
Research and development of solid state and
electronic eguipoent, microwave circuits,
semiconductors, and ionospheric radar
p003t| B71-10126
UCROIAVB EQOIPBEHT
NT CATHODE B4Y TUBES
NT BORN ANTENNAS
NT BICBOBAVE 4NTENNAS
NT HICBOBAVE R4DIOBETERS
NT PHOTOBDLTIPLIEB TUBES
NT SLOT ANTENNAS
STOL navigation equipment and microwave landing
instruments test programs, noting data recording
and flight opefations
p0068 471-13286
Integrated electro-optical microwave radar and laser
/lidar/ systems for earth oriented, environmental
and domestic applications
p0181 471-18827
V/STOL microwave scanning bean approach and landing
system, describing ground and airborne station
4-319
MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES SUBJECT INDEX
eguipnent and operation
P0211 471-21680
Microwave and modular solid state ILS designs,
discussing accelerated progress, international
standard and present system life expectancy
P0280 471-23913
Beinforced plastics components in supersonic
transport nose radome and missile radar antennas,
discussing molding, sandwich materials and
computer controlled spraying techniques
P0359 471-27016
Hicrostrip p-i-n diode controlled L band digital
phase shifter for aircraft-satellite communication
P0117 471-31055
Millimeter system, devices and guides - Conference,
Los Angeles, August 1970, Volume 11
p0536 471-31601
Modular step scan microwave aircraft landing system
/TALAB/ design and operation, noting short takeoff
and landing
p0667 471-12088
Doppler scanning landing microwave system for air-
derived azimuth and elevation angle aircraft
guidance by freguency coding and reference carrier
transmission
p0667 471-12089
Operational requirements of microwave guidance
systems, comparing guidance and position
measurement applied to aircraft approach and
landing
p0668 471-12092
Microwave landing guidance systems initial concept
validation tests in ETC4 signal format
[4D-717183] p0331 N71-21368
Design and characteristics of continuous wave,
microwave scanning-beam aircraft landing system
operating at C band and superhigh freguencies
[AD-718972] pO«59 N71-24555
BICEOWAVE FBEQUESCIES
NT C B4ND
NT SOPEBHIGH FBEQOENCIES
Automatic RF and microwave test equipment for
communication, navigation, radar and tactical
systems
P0063 471-13083
Scanning microwave landing guidance system
coordinates choice, discussing signal format,
antennas planar or conical beams and v/STOL
application
P0667 471-12090
BICBOB4VB BiDIOHETEBS
Microwave radiometry for snow and ice sensing in
aerial reconnaissance
P0052 N71-11160
BICBOH4VE TBABSBISSIOH
Integrated flight test data system combining digital
airborne data acquisition/recording system with
telemetry/microwave link to computerized ground
station
P0133 471-30318
Past and projected development of VHP IIS
p0112 N71-12117
HICROVAVE TUBES
NT CATHODE RAI TUBES
NT PHOTO8ULTIPLIEH TDBES
HICROHEIGHING
D HEIGHT MEASOBEHENT
BID4IB COLLISIONS
Aircraft midair collision avoidance, discussing
Elimination Range Zero system operation procedures
and cost
p0183 471-19079
ATC system analysis, discussing airport and airspace
utilization, area navigation, midair collisions
and traffic mix
p0266 471-22170
Midair collisions analysis for civil-military
integated 4TC air space, discussing near miss
volume, random heading aircraft density and pilots
evasive action vs avoidance percentages
p0367 471-27599
Inertial navigation impact on aircraft safety,
discussing error sources and midair collision
risks
p0666 A71-12079
Nidair collision hazards, incidents, and
recommendations for safe aircraft operations
p0216 N71-18103
Investigation of midair collision between Boeing 707
and Cessna 150 at Edison, New Jersey, on January
9, 1971
fSB-71-28] p0332 N71-21169
HILIT4RT AIR FACILITIES
Bare base shelter/hangar expandable structures for
rapid worldwide Tactical Fighter Organization
deployment, noting foam and honeycomb fabrication
[4144 P4PE8 71-398] p0341 471-2527U
Reference file of factors affecting weather at Beese
4FB, Texas
[4D-711390] pOOIS N71-109H8
Reference file of factors affecting weather at Vance
AFB, -Oklahoma
[AD-711381] pOO«5 1171-11)919
Inventory of existing airport system in Rhode Island
CPB-189332] p0019 N71-11C28
Terminal weather forecast data for Randolph AFB,
Texas
[AD-712681] P0115 N71-12680
Describing techniques and eguipment used by air
weather services for fog dissipation
[40-712392] p0116 N71-12997
Hilitary air traffic report for calendar year 1969
in United States and overseas
[BEPT-70-10] p0122 N71-13118
Erosion control of soil on air force bases
[AD-713611] p0169 N71-15636
Design, construction, operation, and management of
military airports
[AD-716603] p0312 N71-19702
Bunway concrete pavement condition at Naval Station,
Adak, Alaska
[4D-719889] p0469 H71-25601
Survey of airfield pavement conditions at Point Bugu
Naval Air Station, Calif.'
[AD-720319] p0516 N71-27206
Survey of airfield pavement condition at USNAS New
Orleans, Louisiana
[AD-721286] p0637 N71-33007
Condition survey of military airfield runways and
taxiways
[AD-724069] p0639 1171-33093
Fabrication and field testing of lightweight,
recoverable, air-transportable hangar
[AD-727051] p0681 N71-35396
Fabrication and field testing of aircraft
maintenance hangars and general purpose shelters
[AD-727017] p0685 1171-35397
Development and characteristics of lightweight,
mobile structures for aircraft storage and
maintenance
[AD-727056] p0712 N71-36671
BILITAEY 4IBCRAFT
Combat aircraft cockpit temperature control system
design and operation
p0003 471-10270
4vionics system maximizinq pilot chances of
surviving mission and destroyinq selected target
by removing mental limitations
p0006 471-10506
Flight control systems influence on military
aircraft design and performance, discussing static
stability, ride quality, flutter margin and
maneuver load controls
[AHA PAPEB 69-767] p0027 A71-12683
Electric power source requirements of USAF aircraft,
missile ana spacecraft electrical systems
p0063 471-13036
STOL aircraft for tactical support, discussing USAF
intertheater requirements
p0087 A71-15021
RG.13 Lynx battlefield helicopter design and
performance
p0091 A71-15391
Reliability and maintenance problems of U.S. Army
operational environment, noting inadequate design
and test criteria during development
p0092 471-15102
4rmy rotorcraft hot day standard design hover
criterion, developing analytical models for
hovering aircraft, cost, climatology and
environmental features
p0096 471-15131
Corrosion damage relationship to military aircraft
accidents, discussing quality control, material
selection and manufacturing processes
P0111 A71-17115
A-320
SUBJECT INDEX HILITART. HBLICOPTEBS
Development program for multiple access real time
tactical information distribution system,
designing and constructing tactical air control
system test facility
[ilAA PIPER 71-243) p0188 171-19718
Bilitary aircraft zinc silver oxide battery service
requirements and performance
P0207 A71-21103
FAA flying and handling qualities .program,
discussing development of optimum and minimum
acceptable flight characteristics criteria for new
civilian and military aircraft designs
fSiE P4PEE 710372] p0285 A71-24241
Bedium Height SABC C-1A tactical transport aircraft
technical specifications
p0340 A71-25231
Hilitary aircraft flight test establishments,
discussing airframe, engine, flight control and
weapons delivery systems tests work flow
integration requirements
P0355 A71-26315
Terrain following radar for airborne guidance of low
flying military aircraft
p0358 A71-26881
Landing load estimation methods for preliminary
design weight prediction for military aircraft
p0404 A71-28211
Optimization of military VIOL aircraft secondary
power systems, considering alternate power source
for aircraft hydraulics, pneumatic drives, etc
[SAE PAPER 710145] p0407 A71-28326
Military/commercial STOL transport design,
discussing performance, payload and equipment
reguirements with emphasis on production cost
benefits
[SAE PAPEE 710468] p0408 A71-28336
Commercial vs military design criteria for STO1
.transport aircraft, noting landing and takeoff
distances and noise levels
fSAE PAPES 710465] p0438 A71-30536
Army aircraft automatic inspection and maintenance
monitoring system, considering feasibility,
technology approach and effectiveness
[AIAA PAPEE 71-6119] pOIUO A71-30726
Hultimission strategic aircraft installation effects
testing in propulsion and aerodynamic wind
tunnels, yielding flowfield definition, inlet
internal performance, drag, forebody shape and
orientation
CAIAA PAPER 71-759] p04U3 A71-30792
Flightworthy 25-foot diameter proprotor wind tunnel
test, considering civil and military need for VIOL
transportation
TABS PREPRINT 501] p0448 A71-31077
Lateral-directional handling gualities and roll
control power requirements for executive 3et and
military class II airplanes in landing approach
flight phase
[AIAA PAPER 71-771] p0506 A71-34007
Sight line autopilot /SLAP/ for side-firing aircraft
pointing accuracy improvement, using optimal
regulator theory to generate control gains
[AIAA PAPER 71-960] p0598 A71-37201
Army aircraft modification program management review
and recommendations
p0036 N71-10287
Cost effectiveness of pulse Doppler radar in
airborne aircraft of early warning system
p0125 N71-13939
High lift systems design for combat aircraft
p0319 N71-20059
Flight testing military transport aircraft for
handling and performance in STOL applications
p0319 N71-20060
Flight test evaluation of military aircraft low
altitude high speed performance
p0394 1171-23421
Procedures for service test evaluations of Army
aircraft automatic navigation systems
[AD-719096] p0455 N71-24369
Procedures for-evaluating effectiveness of self
propelled and portable ground servicing units for
Army aircraft
[AD-719102] p0457 S71-24459
Design, development, and flight testing of fire
suppressant void filler foam kits for lower
hemisphere of fuel tanks in various tactical army
aircraft
[AD-719711J p0518 N71-27679
Approach power compensator system for manual and
automatic Havy carrier landing system
[AD-722025] p0522 B71-28241
Functional suitability of internal/external lighting
systems for military aircraft
tAD-723034] p0574 N71-29797
Statistical analysis of Navy and Marine aircraft
activity and airspace usage in Feb. and Bar. 1970
as part of National Airspace Utilization System
CAD-722698] p0576 N71-30174
Flight testing and performance evaluation of rotary
and fixed wing aircraft for military operations
[AD-723411] p0623 N71-31815
Application of two dimensional collision geometry to
collision avoidance warning techniques for
military aircraft operations
[AD-723977] p0635 N71-32931
Design criteria for-crashworthy aircraft fuel
systems for military aircraft
[AD-723988] p0637 H71-32992
Integration of photographic methods in test
procedures for military aircraft, aircraft
weapons, and ancillary equipment
CAD-724081] p0639 N71-33080
Bibliographies on Japanese, German, and Italian
military aircraft during Second World War
[EAE-LIB-BIB-312] p0639 S71-33162
Analysis of 56 Army midair collisions which occurred
during period Jan. 1963 to Nov. 1969 with
conclusions and recommendations
[AD-724682] p0641 N71-33278-
Performance test and evaluation of hand tools used
in support of military aircraft maintenance
[AD-726893] p0686 N71-35558
Basic engineering technology for Automatic
Inspection Diagnostic And Prognostic Systems
(AIDAPS) for Army aircraft
[AD-726951] p0711 N71-36432
Statistical, cause/factor and injury tables,
accident rates, and briefs of accidents involving
DS carriers in 1969
[MTSB-ARC-7L-1 ] p0711 N71-36437
MILITARY AVIATION
Man role in future navigation from SAC viewpoint,
considering relationships to mission and machine
p0006 A71-10502
Navigator role in Military Airlift Command /MAC/ as
navigator, weather analyst, fuel manager and
flight planner
pOOC6 A71-10504
Legal aspects of military sonic booms, discussing
administrative remedies, liability and various
cases
p0215 A71-21830
Fog clearance from airport runways, discussing
available techniques, economic aspects and
importance for military operations
p0361 &71-27247
Military aviation greases for subsonic commercial
airplane lubricants, discussing economic and
technical benefits based on service experience and
testing
[SAE PAPER 710411] p0404 171-28304
Army rotorcraft performance data, discussing
hovering and forward flight performance out of
ground and level flight power requirements and
drag and compressibility effects
CABS PEEPEINT 500] p0448 A71-31076
Civil and military aviation operational problems,
including cloud oasses and CAT detection, landing
aids and radar navigation
pOU91 A71-31917
Hilitary and civil aircraft navigation systems
development, emphasizing self contained airborne
equipment
p0542 A71-35374
OK military and civil ATC coordination, discussing
Mediator plan for modernization of communication
and navigation eguipment and technigues
p0662 471-41519
HILIXABT HELICOPTERS
NT CH-3 HELICOPTER
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER
NT CH-54 HELICOPTER
HT H-19 HELICOPTER
NT H-53 HELICOPTER
NT H-56 HELICOPTER
NT OH-6 HELICOPTER
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HILITABT TECHHOLOOr SUBJECT IHDEI
NT QH-50 HELICOPTER
MT OH-1 HELICOPTER
 v
Sand and dust effects on military helicopter flight
controls and equipment service life, discussing
relief program
P0096 471-15430
Environmental development and testing of OH-58A
light observation helicopter for close ground
support, noting particle separator and injestion
seals
p0097 471-15439
Military helicopter design and weaknesses
correction, considering man/machine combat
survivability and operational accidents reduction
p0098 471-15447
Height velocity /H-V/ flight testing, giving results
from OH-584 Kiova and 4H-1G Huey Cobra helicopters
p0184 471-19093
Soviet Mil v-12 heavy lift helicopter for civil and
military missions, noting turbine engines, rotor
configuration, cargo hold and navigation system
p0436 471-30420
Weapons delivery computer for attack helicopters,
using planar distributed function generator for
general closed form instantaneous solution
capability
C4HS PREPRINT 531] p0450 471-31092
Lynx military helicopter design high reliability and
lov maintenance demands
p0503 471-33157
U.S. 4rmy 4TC cost-effective system developments for
high density low altitude helicopter tactical
operations to avoid enemy radar under near-all
weather conditions
p0667 471-42084
Flight test of fire control system in 4H-1G
helicopter
[4D-714670] p0173 N71-16019
Feasibility of electroluminescent panels and rotor
tip lighting for military helicopters to aid in
observation by other vehicles in formation
[AD-715851] p0255 N71-18734
Flight safety performance of V/STOL Harrier military
aircraft having jet control
p0395 N71-23427
Aerodynamic configurations and characteristics of
OSSH military helicopters
[AD-719585] p0466 N71-25133
Flight testing and performance evaluation of rotary
and fixed wing aircraft for military operations
[AD-723411] p0623 N71-31815
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY
4rmy avionics technology transfer to civil aviation,
discussing communication systems, flight control
and landing aids
p0087 471-15017
Electronic warfare technology, discussing airborne
platforms, battlefield surveillance, jamming
devices, hosing and warning systems
p0087 A71-15019
USAF technology programs providing near term
particular capability needs and long term
fundamental incremental gains
P0132 A71-16286
Human role in Aerospace Defense Command navigation,
discussing Airborne naming And Control System and
navigational aspects of ADC mission
P0201 471-20346
Plastics as potting compounds in military aircraft
electrical systems, investigating resistance to
reversion and hydrolytic stability
P0283 471-24115
MAC malfunction detection, analysis and recording
system applications in commercial airlines,
emphasizing real time response for maintenance
function
CSAE PAPER 710425] p0405 471-28311
All-weather landing systems military constraints and
requirements, considering ground eguipment
mobility and insensitivity topographic
environments
p0490 471-31908
Naval Air Rework Facility, discussing primary
mission, technical disciplines and operational
performance feedback
(4144 PiPEB 71-765) p0506 471-34003
Flying gualities military specification, discussing
longitudinal static stability, transonic flight
relaxation, control forces in maneuvering flight.
lateral-directional oscillations, etc
CAIAA PAPER 71-766] p0506 471-34004
OSAF total in-flight simulator model-following
feedback control system, discussing conceptual
design and flight test results
[AIAA PAPEB 71-961] p0598 A71-37202
Salman filtering algorithm for hybrid navigation in
aray aircraft
[AD-713553] p0167 N71-15391
Description of Air Force tactical air control and
communications system
[AD-714292] p0176 N71-16492
Evaluation procedures to determine effectiveness of
visible and infrared searchlights mounted on fixed
and rotary wing aircraft during tactical support
missions
tAD-721155] p0511 N71-26895
Air Force research program objectives for 1971
[SD-720905] p0516 S71-27208
MILLING (HACHINIHG)
Ding models development by tangent milling on
jig-borer, approximating cross section by hand
finish smoothened polygon
p0481 471-31439
HIHEHALS
NT FLDOROSILICATES
HIHIATOHE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Miniature transducers design and fabrication for
fluctuating pressure measurements in jet engine
testing, noting freguency response and power
dissipation
p0434 471-30324
HIHIATDRIZATIOH
Hiniature aerodynamic turbulence gage using
axisymmetric lifting body sensor
p0403 471-28158
Heat exchanger miniaturization for avionics
applications, discussing design and fabrication
[HE4T EXCH. CONF. P4PER 15) pOt87 471-31636
HINIMAX TECHNIQUE
Application of multivariable search techniques to
design of low sonic boom overpressure
[NASA-CR-73496] p0160 S71-14613
HI8IHIZATIOS
0 OPTIMIZ4TION
HIHIHOH DRAG
Civil aircraft aspect ratio relationship to
commercial viability, considering need for minimum
induced drag at wing loading to improve payloads,
speeds and ranges
p0017 471-11628
Pointed body of revolution in gravitationally
stratified atmosphere, discussing supersonic boom
and minimum drag
p0135 471-16712
Hypersonic minimum drag slender wing leading edge
shape for given airfoil section, using Newtonian
theory
p0222 471-22039
Numerical solution of axisymmetric minimum drag
bodies in hypersonic viscous gas flow, obtaining
coefficient of friction by local variations method
p0289 471-24370
Minimum drag surface shape of thick lifting delta
wing integrated with conical fuselage for
supersonic cruising speed
p0369 A71-27716
Minimum drag wing-fuselage combination for
supersonic speeds and prescribed lifting force,
longitudinal moment and volume, using method of
successive approximations
pOf16 A71-29182
Minimum drag and lifting line characteristics of
large aspect ratio wing in uniform shear flow with
velocity variations along span
p0693 A71-U3312
Minimum drag airfoil shape solutions with supersonic
flow and turbulent boundary layers for given chord
length and heat transfer rate
[AD-726767] p0708 N71-36409
BIBAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
Mach 2 Mirage Hilan ground attack fighter, noting
lift aid moustache, low speed and steep approach
handling from short airstrips
P0029 471-12740
Extreme turbulence measurement during low level
flights of Mirage 43-76 fighter aircraft,
determining true gust velocities and power
spectral energy distributions
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SUBJECT INDEX BODELS
p0125 A71-29756
MISFIRES
0 PIBIHG (IGNITIHG)
HISS DISTAHCE
Midair collisions analysis for civil-military
inteqated ATC air space, discussing near miss
volume, random heading aircraft density and pilots
evasive action vs avoidance percentages
p0367 A71-27599
Eadar avoidance action logic for converging aircraft
safe passage, discussing near miss and collision
situations
p0367 A71-27600
HISSILE CONFIGURATIONS
Cone-cylinder-cone missile type body in transonic
buffeting environment determining static and
fluctuating vail pressnre distribution
fONEKA-TP-9«2] p0553 A71-36020
Numerical analysis of dovnvash interference on wings
of missile tails
p0302 S71-19360
Angle of attack effects on induced rolling moment of
low aspect ratio missile at transonic speed
p0302 N71-19363
HISSILE COHSTHOCTIOH
U MISSILE STHUCTDBES
HISSILE COHIEOL
Kalman-Bucy linear filtering algorithm application
to nonlinear estimation of single channel missile
attitude control system parameters
p0182 A71-18835
Control, navigation and guidance review, considering
application of earth reference coordinates for
aircraft, missiles and spacecraft
pOtitO A71-30710
Soviet book on radio control of various flight
vehicles covering closed loop synthesis, missile
guidance, spacecraft trajectory correction and air
traffic control
p0513 A71-35K03
Avionic and missile computer control systems,
describing universal function unit design and
digital processing reguirements
p0519 A71-35775
Principles of operation and characteristics of
attitude control systems for surface-to-surface
missiles
[AD-717096] p0331 N71-20922
Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft radio control
systems analysis and network synthesis
[JPBS-53789] p0633 N71-32691
Wind tunnel static longitudinal stability and
control characteristics of cruciform delta winged
missile with various horizontal canards and
trailing-edge flap control between Bach 1.50 and
a.63
[SASA-TH-X-2367] p0709 N71-36115
HISSILE DEFENSE STSTBHS
U HISSILE SYSTEMS
HISSILE DESIGN
Plastics and metals as construction materials in
aircraft, missile and rocket design
p0196 A71-2001U
Aerodynamic characteristics at Hach numbers 1.60 to
2.16 of blunt-nose missile model having triangular
cross section and fixed triform fins
rHASA-TH-I-23140] p0629 N71-32211
HISSILE DETECTION
NT BADAB DETECTION
HISSILE GUIDANCE
D MISSILE CONTBOL
HISSILE LAUNCHBBS
Launch and data reduction in supersonic wind tunnel
free flight testing of high fineness ratio bodies
[AIAA PAPEB 71-278] p0219 A71-22003
HISSILE BOLL COHTBOL
0 LATERAL CONTBOL
0 BISSILE CONTBOL
HISSILE SIBOLATIOS (HATH HODELS)
0 HATHEHATICAL BODELS
HISSILE SIBDLATOHS (THIISIHG)
0 TBAINING SIMDLATOBS
BISSILE STABILIZATION
0 HISSILE CONTBOL
D STABILIZATION
BISSILE STBUCTOBES
Composite structures development, discussing wiug,
fuselage, aeropropulsion and missile development,
weight savings of hardware and fighter empennage
applications
[AIAA PAPEB 71-367) p0555 A71-36275
Effects of nose bluntness on static aerodynamic
characteristics of cruciform wing missile at Hach
1.50 to 2.86
[NASA-TM-X-2289] p0585 N71-30813
MISSILE SYSTEHS
Beal time missile radio telemetry data transmission
to ground station, using instrumented aircraft
p0089 A71-15321
BISSILE TBAJECTOBIBS
Bissiles and aircraft trajectories computation time
reduced via time sharing and hybridization
p0020 A71-1179H
Conference papers on low level tttrbalence models to
determine influence on aircraft stability and
missile trajectories
[DLB-HITT-70-12] p0623 N71-31882
HISSILE BIHGS
D LOU ASPECT BATIO WINGS
HISSILES
NT ANTIAIBCBAFT BISSILES
NT SUBFACE TO SOBFACE HISSILES
MISSION PLANHIHG
Man role in future navigation from S&C viewpoint,
considering relationships to mission and machine
p0006 A71-10502
High bypass ratio jet engine noise reduction in
relation to mission reguirements
[ASBE PAPEB 70-HA/GT-13] p0076 A71-14121
Al-ternate reduced order particle dynamics model in
aircraft mission analysis featuring
instantaneously variable speed by time scale
separation
p0192 A71-19913
BISSOOBI
Analysis of airport travel demands at Lambert-St.
Louis Municipal Airport
CPB-192057] p0123 N71-13695
HIIED FLOR
0 BDLTIPHASE FLOW
MIXING
NT LAMINAB MIXING
NT TORBOLENT HIXING
BIXING LENGTH FLOW THEOBT
Numerical solution of nonuniform enthalpy mixed
axisymmetric gas flow in curvilinear regions with
upper boundary and discontinuity using build-up
method
p0290 A71-2U376
High entrainment constant area multiple nozzle
ejectors with two mixing tube lengths for boundary
layer control, estimating performance with
analytical model
[ASME PAPEB 71-FE-31] pO«21 A71-29169
Incompressible turbulent boundary layers at low
Beynolds numbers, using eddy viscosity and mixing
length concepts for computation
p0537 A71-34881
BIXTOBES
NT AEBOSOLS
NT BINABY FLOIDS
NT BINABY HIXTDBES
NT DETONABLE GAS MIXTOBES
NT FOG
NT GAS HIXTDBES
NT LIQDID-GAS MIXTOBES
HI METAL HATBIX COMPOSITES
HT SMOKE
HODAL BESPONSE
Botating low aspect ratio tnrbomachinery blades
natural frequencies and mode shapes, using finite
element method for equilibrium equations
eigenvalue problem
[AIAA PAPEB 71-37U;) p0313 471-25317
Modal characteristic pick-up, system for vibration
tests of rockets or aircraft on ground using small
size accelerometers with individual electronic
circuit
P0369 A71-27719
Mathematical abdelling of aircraft structural
response modes to active control system
p0390 N71-23212
MODE OF VIBBATION
0 TIBBATIOH MODE
BODE SHAPES
U HODAL BESPONSE
BODELS
NT &IBCEAFT HODELS
A-323
NODES SUBJECT INDEX
NT ATMOSPHERIC HODELS
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION
NT DYBAHIC MODELS
NT ENVIRONMENT HODELS
HI LIGHTHILL GAS MODEL
NT MATHEMATICAL MODELS
NT REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES
NT SCALE MODELS
MT SEHISPAN MODELS
NT KIND TUNNEL MODELS
Aerodynamic characteristics of free flight bodies in
ballistic ranges
fNASA-TM-X-66536] p0123 N71-13583
Transonic testing of double flux engine nacelles
with two separate models for air intake and
afterbody
[OHEBA-TP-943] p0617 N71-33791
Evaluating current NASTRAN' discrete element models
for monocoque and semimonocogue structures
p0688 H71-36290
NODES
NT PROPAGATION MODES
NT UNCOUPLED MODES
NT VIBRATION MODE
BODIFIERS
D ADDITIVES
HODOLATIOH
NT DELTA MODULATION
NT FREQUENCY 8ODDLATION
NT INTE8.1ODULATIOK
NT PULSE CODE.MODULATION
Sensing and communications technologies for short
wayside headways, considering applicable eguipment
for personal rapid transit systems, modulation,
coding and data transmission techniques
p0435 A71-30337
MODULES
NT ELECTRONIC MODULES
NT LUNAR LANDING MODULES
HODDLI
U RATIOS
BODULDS OF ELASTICITY
High modulus graphite composites application for
structural weight reduction and stiffness
requirement without strength loss
pOSKO A71-35202
HOHB CIRCLES
D FRACTURE MECHANICS
BOIBE EFFECTS
Hoire effect analysis of stress and strain of
machine parts and structural elements
[AD-717826] p0376 N71-22168
NOISTDBE CONTENT
NT ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE
Directional control capability of 18 r 5.5, type 7
aircraft tires on wet surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-6202] p0323 N71-20158
HOLDING HATEBIALS
Calculating changes in shape of solid fuel charges
for ramjet engines after hardening in steel and
Durestos casings
CFOA-2-C-2337-U6] p0160 N71-14618
MOLECULAR BEARS
Aerodynamic molecular beam interactions with solid
surfaces
tNASA-CH-1l70<H] p0317 N71-200UO
MOLECULAR COLLISIONS
Acoustic attenuation determined experimentally
during engine ground tests of IB-70 airplane and
comparison with predictions
[NASA-TH-X-2223] p024U. N71-17951
Aerodynamic molecular beam interactions with solid
surfaces
[NASA-CH-1170U1] p0317 N71-200UO
MOLECULAR DIPFOSIOB
Intensified molecular diffusion during turbulent
miring of supersonic slipstreams in cylindrical
mixing chamber, using optical Prudnikov method
p0189 A71-19733
MOLECULAR ELBCTBOHICS
NT LAHGE SCALE INTEGRATION
MOLECOLAR FLOW
NT SLIP FLOW
NT TRANSITION FLOS
MOLECULAR IHTBfiiCTIOBS
NT MOLECULAR COLLISIONS
MOLECULAR RELAIATION
German monograph on high energy propellant- oxidizer
systems changes of state under high temperature
conditions with chemical relaxation taken into
account
p0138 A71-17106
MOLECULAR SEECTBA
NT VIBBATIONAL SPECTRA
BOLECDLAB STBDCTOBE
Hydrocarbon fuel ignitability, investigating
molecular structural characteristics and
homogeneous additives effect
[WSS/CI PAPER 70-19] pOIW A71-17661
MOLIEEE FORMULA
U SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
HOHEHT DISTRIBUTION
Airloads and moments changes of aircraft flying over
trailing vortices, investigating time dependent
aerodynamic forces
p0656 A71-U0508
MOMENTS
NT LOADING MOMENTS
NT BOBENTS OF INEBTIA
NT PITCHING MOMENTS
NT ROLLING MOMENTS
NT STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT TORQUE
NT VARIANCE (STATISTICS)
NT YAWING MOMENTS
MOMENTS OF INEBTIA
Tensor inertia conversion from principal to rotated
coordinates system, obtaining negative products in
aircraft
p0298 A71-2U9U9
Variable sweep wing aircraft angular motion
mathematical model, analyzing inertial moments
influence on control dynamics
p0307 471-25661
Roll moment of inertia to static margin ratio effect
on yaw of repose angle magnitude in ballistic •
match of projectiles
p0429 A71-29890
BOHEHTBB
Integral equations of motion and momentum for
hypervelocity wind tunnel nozzle design
[AD-7223M6] p057<l N71-29906
HOMENTUH ENERGY
O KINETIC ENERGY
MOMENTUM TBEOBX
Momentum thickness of boundary layer of circular
cylinder in cross flow at high Reynolds numbers
from static pressure and skin friction
measurements
p0369 A71-27738
MOMENTUM TRANSFER
Gas-particle mixture cascade flow over turbine
blades, considering momentum/heat transfer and
particle trajectories
[AIAA PAPER 70-712] p0200 A71-20311
BONITOBS
Transmission impending failure detection via
lubricating oil monitoring for metal particle
content
P0094 A71-15IH5
MONOCHEORATIC RADIATION
Holographic interferometry application to gas
dynamics, analyzing interferential patterns in
monochromatic and achromatic light
pOIUO A71-17166
HOHOCOQUE CYLINDERS
D CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
D BONOCOQUE STBOCTURES
BOHOCOQDE STBUCTOBES
Probabilistic approach to prolonged lifetime design
and static strength of structures of monocogue and
aultispar wings, using fatigue characteristics of
individual elements
pOSOl A71-33604
Evaluating current NASTBAN discrete element models
for monocogue and seeimonocoque structures
p0688 N71-36290
BOBOCBYSTALS
0 SINGLE CBYSTALS
MONOLITHIC CIRCUITS
U INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
MONOPLANES
ST A-1 AIRCBAFT
NT A-6 AIRCRAFT
MT A-7 AIBCRAFT
NT AVHO 707 AIRCRAFT
NT B-52 AIRCBAFT
NT B-57 AIRCRAFT
A-32«
SUBJECT IHDEZ MULTIPHASE PlOg
NT B-70 AIECEAFT
HT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 707 AIBCBAFT
ST BOEISG 137 AIECBAFT
HT BBEGDET 9U1 AIRCBAFT
ST BOCCASEEB A1BCHAFT
HT C-51 AIBCBiFT
HT C-130 AIRCBAFT
HT C-131 AIBCBAFT
HT C-135 AIBCBAPT
HT C-141 AIBCBAFT
ST COMET 14 AIBCBiFT
NT CV-ltlO AIBCBAFT
HT CV-990 AIBCBAFT
NT DC 3 AIBCRAFT
HT DC 8 AIBCBAFT
KT DH 121 AIBCBAFT
HT DHC 1 AIBCBAFT
HT DO-31 AIBCBAFT
HT F-2 AIBCBAFT
HT F-8 AIBCBAFT
NT F-28 TBANSPOET AIBCBiFT
HT F-100 AIBCBiFT
NT F-104 ilECEiFT
NT F-106 AIBCBAFT
HT H-126 AIBCBAFT
NT HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
NT HS-718 AIBCRAFT
HT IL-62 ilBCBAFT
NT MIRAGE 3 AIBCBiFT
NT OV-10 AIECEiFT
HT P-3 AIECBiFT
NT PHANTOM AIBCBiFT
NT SE-210 AIECBAFT
HT T-28 AIBCRAFT
NT T-33 AIECRAFT
HT T-39 AIBCBiFT
HT TSB-2 ilRCBlFT
HT TD-131 AIBCBiFT
NT VC-10 AIRCBAFT
HT VJ-101 AIRCRAFT
HT XC-142 AIBCBiFT
HOHTE CABLO HETBOD
Commercial transport aircraft maintenance simulation
Monte carlo Modeling techniques, considering
application to airline operations
fSAE PAPER 7003145] p0002 A71-10128
Air traffic congestion and delay Monte Carlo digital
simulation in FORTRAN, exemplifying two- runway
airport operation under instrument flight rules
p0605 &71-3802U
HOBTALITY
Heather factors in fatal civil transport aircraft
accidents
p0396 H71-23U31
HOS (SEMICONDUCTORS)
0 HETAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS
HOSFET
0 FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
HOTIOH
Influence of lateral motion on effectiveness of
flight simulators in training air transport pilots
p0583 1171-30772
MOTION EQUATIONS
0 EQUATIONS OF MOTION
MOTION PEBCEPTION
U SPACE PERCEPTION
MOTION STABILITY
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT FLAME STABILITY
NT FLOW STiBILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STiBILITY
NT HOVERIHG STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
HT LOW SPEED STiBILITY
NT BOTARY STABILITY
Axisymmetric body rapid rotation under center of
gravity velocity vector conditions, solving for
plane gliding motion stability in air
p0185 A71-19354
Aspect ratio influence on instability and nonminimum
phase effects of longitudinal motion of aircraft
relative to negative lift-drag expression transfer
functions
p0502 A71-331405
ilcyon project PT4 1, considering balloon
stabilization efficiency during night-day
transition and system reliability
p0669 A71-I42400
BOTIViTIOB
Air transport and travel expansion rate, discussing
motivations and cost
pO<430 A71-30159
Attitudes and motivational factors in job
performance of terminal area air traffic control
personnel
[FAA-AM-71-30] p0715 H71-370<41
HOTOES
NT ELECTRIC MOTORS
MODBTING
Aerodynamic interference caused by rear fuselage
mounted power plants on BAC aircraft
p030<4 N71-19375
MODHTS
D SOPPOBTS
MOVEMENT
C MOTION
MOVING TARGET INDICATORS
Design of digital moving target indicator for air
traffic control radar system
p0125 H71-13926
HTBF
Reliability controlled maintenance plan for avionics
equipment based on mean time between failures
p0611 A71-39087
MTI RADAR
D MOVING TARGET INDICiTOBS
MUFFLERS
Acoustic and gas dynamic characteristics of jet
noise muffler, using adapters at outlet section of
exhaust nozzle
pOI»87 A71-31710
MULTICBASNEL COMMUNICATION
Frequency memories application to earth-satellite-
aircraft tlHF communications, repeater apparata and
multiple access transmission of half tone images
in worldwide satellite communication
P0560 i71-36553
HOtTICHlHHEL RECEIVERS
D HULTICHiHHEL COMMDHICiTION
0 BECEIVERS
MULTICHANNEL TRANSMITTERS
D KQ-J.TICHA8NEL COMMUNICATION
D TRANSMITTERS
BULTIEHGIHB VEHICLES
Guide to private and commerical multiengine aircraft
pilot'certification
TFAA-AC-61-14C] p0711 H71-36438
BDLTILAYER STBOCTOBES
D LAMINATES
BULTIPATB TRAHSBISSIOS
Structures electromagnetic scattering and multipath
transmission effects on aircraft instrument
landing system localizer signals, using computer
program
p0181 A71-18831
Multiple access digital communication system for low
flying aircraft with infrequent users
p0371 N71-21855
Homograms for computing multipath effects on VHP and
UHF aircraft radio communication
. [RAE-TR-70097] p0569 H71-29361
Calculation of divergence factor of earth surface
reflected signals on aircraft radio communication,
and multipath transmission between two aircraft
[RiE-TR-70210] p0570 H71-291438
MULTIPHASE FLOW
NT TWO PHASE FLOW
Impeller blade loading vorticity on stream surface
of revolution for mixed flow compressor, using
annular cascade theory
[ASKE PAPER 71-GT-17] p0349 A71-25962
Three dimensional boundary layer flow and velocity
profiles in mixed diffuser with equal angle walls
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-40] p0350 A71-25973
Reattachment angle of supersonic laminar mixed
boundary layer, using revolution model with
Beynolds number allowance
P035I4 A71-2619<4
Turbulence level effects on mixing of three plane
parallel slipstreams with equal velocities and
temperature from smoke visualization
pO<41<4 A71-28962
i-325
BULTIPLB DEGREES OF FEEEDOH SUBJECT INDEX
MULTIPLE DBGBBBS OF FHEEDOB
0 DEGREES OP FREEDOM
BDLTIPLEIING
HI TIHE DIVISION HOLTIPLEXING
BOLTIPLIEB PHOTOTUBES
D PHOTOHDLTIPLIEH TDBES
BULTISPECTBAL B1BD SC4NNBBS
Statistical methods for inventory boundary
determination and data compression in automatic
processing of multispectral scanner remote sensor
earth observations from aircraft and spacecraft
[4IAA PAPER 71-234] p0188 171-19711
Multispectral scanner and data system with 24
channels for NASA C-130 earth resources survey
aircraft
P0557 A71-36361
Measuring solar irradiance data obtained at 75 to 80
km by x-15 aircraft using narrow band multichannel
radiometer
P0179 871-16686
Shallow ocean depth measurements by aerial
photographs of wave refraction and wavelength
changes and by oultispectral scanning of vave
reflection
rtlASA-CR-123194] p0724 N71-37862
MULTISTAGE COHPEBSSOHS
U TDRBOCOHPBESSOBS
MULTISTAGE SOCKET VEHICLES
NT NIKE-C4JUN ROCKET VEHICLE
HDLTIVAEIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT COBEELATION
NT DISCRETE FONCTIONS
NT BEGBESSION ANALYSIS
N
81-300 AIHCBAFT
D OV-10 AIRCRAFT
NACELLES
Airframe installation effects on underwing nacelle
nozzle performance, using calibrated engines and
load cells on F-106 for measurements
[AIAA PAPER 71-681] p0441 471-30745
Transonic wind tunnel testing of air intake and
afterbody of double flux engine nacelle at high
subsonic Mach numbers and high Eeynolds numbers
[ONER4-TP-943] p0554 471-36021
Fire protection tests in small fuselage mounted
turbojet engine and nacelle installation
[FAA-NA-70-41] p0048 N71-11018
Noise reduction of Boeing 707 during landing
approach by modifying turbofan nacelle with
polyimide fiber glass acoustic sandwich materials
[NASA-CR-1713] p0173 N71-15964
Flight acoustical and performance evaluations of DC.
8 nacelle modifications to reduce fan-compressor
noise in airport comounities
fNASA-CS-17083 p0179 N71-16627
Jet exhaust nacelle subsonic flow simulation
CARC-CP-1111] p0228 N71-17113
Interaction of nacelle-mounted supersonic propulsion
system with simulated wing boundary layer
[NASA-TM-X-2184J p0316 N71-19853
Afterburner-equipped jet engine nacelle with slotted
configuration afterbody
fNASA-CASE-XLA-10450] p0331 N71-21493
Determination of low speed jet noise from fan engine
for simulated nacelle configuration
[N&SA-TN-D-6314] p0389 N71-23134
Jet noise contribution to far field sound from 1.83
meter diameter fan determined for two simulated
nacelle configurations
[NASA-Tn-X-67825] p04C2 N71-24009
Transonic testing of double flux engine nacelles
with two separate models for air intake and
afterbody
[ONERA-TP-943] p0647 N71-33794
HAPHTHENES
Thermal stability of naphthenes up to 1000 F,
considering hypersonic aircraft fuel applications
p0671 A71-42837
NASA PBOGBABS
ST APOLLO PROJECT
NT EARTH RESOURCES PROSBAK
NACA/NASA. rotating wing aircraft research history
during 1955-1970 period, discussing wind tunnel
research
P0015 A71-11377
NACA/NASA rotary wing aircraft research, considering
rotor loads and configurations, ground resonance,
blade flutter and flapping, motion equations and
VIOL
p0088 A71-15171
Manned flight from Bontgolfier Balloon to Apollo 13,
discussing future space prograos including lunar
base and space shuttle
p0186 A71-19417
NASA aerodynamic research applicable to business
aircraft concerning wind tunnel and flight tests,
STOL performance and high speed cruise technology
[SAE PAPER 710378] p0285 A71-24244
BASA reliability program provisions for aeronautical
and space system contractors, reviewing evolution
process
p0356 A71-26667
Cost analysis of joint NASA-European space program
involving navigation and communication satellites
for civil air traffic control
[ESBO-SP-61] p0115 H71-12756
Proposed objectives of aeronautical and space
research
pOISO N71-16858
Authorization hearings on NASA space flight program
- Part H, 1972
p0467 N71-25196
Conference on NASA research in aircraft safety and
operating problems
CNASA-SP-270] p0580 N71-30756
Analysis of 79,000 hours data obtained from NASA
V-G/VGH flight recorders installed on 734 general
aircraft engaged in eight types of operations
p0584 N71-30782
Application of noise reduction technology to design
of propulsion system for subsonic civil transport
aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-67884] p0589 N71-31191
Flow and heat transfer technology resulting from
NASA turbine cooling program
[NASA-TB-X-2384] p0687 N71-36120
NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
ATC automated systems, discussing National Airspace
System En Route Stage A and Advanced Radar
Terminal system
[AIAA PAPEB 71-244] p0188 A71-19719
Data communication role in National Airspace System,
concerning radar and flight data acguisition,
intersystem transfer and voice control
[AIAA PAPEB 71-248] p0189 A71-19722
German monograph on airport role in national economy
and growth and location determination for
enterprises maintaining connections with foreign
countries
p0534 A71-34482
Airborne traffic situation display for use with
national airspace/automatic radar control terminal
system, using computer selected message, map and
heading data
[AHA PAPER 71-929] p0597 A71-37175
Statistical analysis of Navy and Marine aircraft
activity and airspace usage in Feb. and Bar. 1970
as part of National Airspace Dtilization System
[AD-722698] p0576 N71-30174
NATIONAL AVIATION SrSTBH
National Aviation System stage A ATC displaying
digitized radar data positions together with
automatic track positions
P0663 A71-41634
IBH 9020 multiprocessing computer application to
ATC, discussing control sectors for inflight
control at air route traffic control centers in
D.S.
p0696 471-43888
Systems maintenance program evaluation conducted in
central region of US
p0619 S71-31623
HATIONS
Air and cosmic space common lav, discussing
boundaries, sovereignty over state territories and
jurisprudence related to travel development
p0355 A71-26325
IATOBAL FBEQDEHCIES
0 BESONANT FREQUENCIES
NAVIEB-STOKES EQUATION
Spheres Oseen drag, extending Goldstein expansion
for Navier-Stokes eguation in powers of Beynolds
number
p0023 A71-12380
A-326
SUBJECT IBDEI HAVIGATIOS I8STBDHEBTS
Turbine engine vibration dampers viscous resistance
calculation based on equations of motion for
incompressible and anbeated Navier- Stokes liquid
p0076 471-13956
Hypersonic viscous air flow past blunt bodies with
radiation, obtaining solution for Navier-Stokes
equations by finite difference scheme
p0076 471-11(062
Tuo dimensional steady viscous gas transonic flow
Havier-Stokes equations, establishing uniqueness
of solutions to boundary value problems
p0547 A71-35646
NAVIGATIOB
HT 4IR H4VIG4T1OH
NT AIL-REATHER 4IR NAVIGATION
NT DECCA NAVIG4TION
NT DIGIT4L NAVIGATION
NT DOPPLEE B4VIG4TION
NT HYPERBOLIC H4VIG4TION
NT ISEBTIA1 SAVIG4TIOH
NT LORAN
NT LOR4N C
NT OMEGA H4VIG4TIOH SISTEH
HT RADAR HAVIG4TION
NT B4DIO N4VIG4TIOH
NT SP4CE N4VIG4TION
HT SURFACE NAVIGATIOH
HT T4C4N
NT VBF OHNIE4N6E HAVIG4TIOH
Role of man in navigation - Conference, Colorado
Springs, July 1970
pOOOS 471-10501
Quasi-optimal proportional navigation, deriving
feedback guidance laws for interceptor
aerodynamically controlled missiles
P0355 471-26409
BAVIGATIOB 4IDS
NT BEACONS
NT COMPASSES
HT GYBOCOBPASSES
HT LASER 4LTIHETERS
NT N47IG4TION INSTRBBENTS
ST R4D4R BEACONS
NT E4DIO BE4CONS
NT R4DIO DIRECTION PIHDERS
4irborne inertial and area navigation systems
performance requirements proposed for U.S.
domestic airspace, including projection through
1995
p0007 471-10508
4irline experience with dual inertial systems as
sole means of navigation, considering equipment
reliability, cockpit design, training, etc
p0007 471-10509
IFR design requirements for STOL navigation
equipment from flight tests
P0095 471-1542U
VIOL aircraft avionics systems, discussing automatic
fliqht control and navigation systems integration
P0146 471-17925
Manned aircraft crew long range navigation,
discussing sensor, information processing and
display systems for future commercial and military
missions
p0201 471-20313
VFS flying under adverse weather conditions,
discussing radio navigational aid equipment and
communication with ground stations
p0203 471-20683
Commercial 7/STOL aircraft area navigation system
requirements, discussing airborne computer, flight
plan data storage and control subsystems and
horizontal orientation display
p0283 471-24150
weather influence on long range radio navigation
aids, considering supersonic aircraft operation
and inertial navigation
p0299 471-24963
4rea navigation facility, discussinq control and
display and naviqation standards
p0358 471-26879
Optimum functional integration and performance
requirements of navigation aids and &TC in
terminal area
[S4E P4PER 710156] p0408 471-28333
Area navigation system based on radio aids by
airborne receivers and sensors for aircraft
movement improvement, noting advantages of pilot
displays
[ S4E P4PEH 710U57] pO<*38 A71-30533
Control, navigation and guidance review, considering
application of earth reference coordinates for
aircraft, missiles and spacecraft
p044C 471-30710
SK-5 air cushion vehicles evaluation including
search/rescue, aids to navigation, law
enforcement, safety logistics and oil pollution
[4HS PREPRINT 572] p0453 471-31113
Onboard meteorological pulse radars for cloud
formations detection, navigational aids, ground
reference points determination and relief
surveillance
pOU91 471-31920
Precision area navigation system, considering
position and velocity continuous measurement in
three dimensional space, system components and
simulation proqram
p0536 471-34616
Military and civil aircraft naviqation systems
development, emphasizing self contained airborne
equipment
p05«2 471-35374
Harita site ToKyo international airport, discussinq
transportation, runways, ground handling,
navigation aids, lighting, etc
p0553 471-35997
4ircraft onboard equipment tests in air navigation
aid satellite project, estimating tracking random
errors
p0559 &71-36509
Unified error analysis application, to altimeter-
aided terrestrial inertial navigation systems
(AIAA PAPER 71-901] p0595 471-37152
Short haul air transportation, discussing
performance requirements, community acceptance and
navigation and landing aids
P0665 471-42073
Aeronautical radio navigation aids photo-optical
calibration, describing photogranmetric procedure
and ground equipment for checking out airport IIS
systems
P0695 471-43587
STOL aircraft system, discussinq ground
installations, runways, three dimensional area
navigational aids, noise reduction, air traffic
and short haul productivity
[4114 P4PES 71-983] 'p0700 471-44579
4dvanced ILS and automatic landing systems for
conventional and V/ST01 aircraft - conference
[AGARD-CP-59-70] p0109 H71-12426
Kalman filtering algorithm for hybrid navigation in
army aircraft
[4D-713553] p0167 N71-15391
Shuttlecraft landing and navigational aid
capabilities
[8ASA-TB-I-66720] p0248 871-18187
Cockpit display of automatic radar control systems
data
[4D-716425] p0315 H71-198U8
Procedures for service test evaluations of 4rmy
aircraft automatic navigation systems
[4D-719096] pOi)55 N71-2H369
Bibliography on radar and radio naviqation
[DLB-BITT-70-21] p0513 N71-26970
Operating instructions of Decca Bark 19 navigation
system
p0634 N71-32861
Operating instructions for Decca Bark 25 navigation
system
p0635 N71-32917
Position fixing navigation aids for use in Army
aircraft, surface vehicles, and waterborne
vehicles
[4D-724079] p0639 N71-33124
B4VIGATIOB ISSTBDBEBTS
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS
HT COBPASSBS
NT GYRO HORIZONS
NT GYBOCOHPASSES
HT R4DIO ALTIHETERS
NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDEBS
STOL navigation equipment and microwave landing
instruments test programs, noting data recording
and flight operations
P0068 A71-13286
Area navigation in commuter/air taxi operations
concerning airborne equipment, airport utilization
and CTOL, STOL and VIOL aircraft
i-327
NAVIGATION SATELLITES SUBJECT INDEX
pOOSS A71-11650
Aircraft naviqation system requiring computer and
display for approach guidance to circular orbit
over fixed ground area
fAIAA PAPEB 69-986] p0200 A71-20305
Gyrocompass strapdown three coil synchro sensor
magnetometer in conjunction with vertical gyro,
eliminating azimuth detector inertial platforms
P0201 A71-20340
High speed airborne scanning navigational radar
antenna with matched patterns, using offset horn
fed relector and polarization modes for improved
visual display
pOi>U6 471-31036
ATC system improvement, presenting data acguisition
upgrading and ground automation- aircraft
navigation systems interface
p0536 A71-34614
Large scale HOS 1C digital VOR navigation converter,
comparing accuracy, size, weight and cost with
standard design
p0550 A71-35789
High aperture wide angle lens design for compact
electro-optical systems of airborne moving map
projection navigational instruments
p0560 A71-36605
Avionics combined display system for area
navigation, discussing design, color map
projection, overlays, CRT unit and viewability
p0650 A71-40137
Aerial photographic equipment survey, describing
topographic cameras, aerial photograph orientation
equipment, onboard navigation instruments and
mapping survey system
p0659 A71-40875
Unaided, integrated and differential ONEGA radio
navigation configurations, comparing accuracy and
suitability for airways system operations
p0667 471-42082
Air traffic control integrated communication,
navigation and identification system, discussing
design, economics, technology and flexibility
p0667 A71-a2086
Describing digital computer used in navigation and
attack system of Jaguar aircraft
p0114 N71-12611
Evaluation of flight plan position information
display for ocean flying control
[FAA-NA-71-21] p0628 N71-32084
SAVIGATIOB SATELLITES
Satellite systems for transatlantic simultaneous air
and marine navigation, traffic control and rescue,
stressing technical and economical factors
P0146 A71-18015
Electronically scanned cruciform slot-array aircraft
antenna for satellite controlled navigation aid,
discussing circularly polarized wave radiation
p0509 471-34123
Navigation and communication satellites development
for civil aviation and shipping, examining
technical, organizational, operational and cost
problems
p0533 471-34240
Civil aviation and merchant marine satellites,
considering aircraft and surface vessel antenna
characteristics and modulation techniques for
optimum communication channel frequencies
p05i(6 A71-35582
Satellite naviqation system for aviation and marine
use, examining operational requirements, economic
viability and technical solutions
p0662 A71-41S09
Aeronautical satellite systems -program planning for
improved aircraft communications, ATC and other
air traffic services in airspace over oceanic
areas
p0668 471-42096
Cost analysis of joint NASA-European space program
involving naviqation and communication satellites
for civil air traffic control
[ES80-SP-61 ] p0115 N71-12756
Tropospheric and ionospheric absorption at VHP for
North Atlantic aeronautical satellite system
[NASA-TH-X-65507] p0464 N71-24914
Satellite aided aircraft collision avoidance system
effective for large number of aircraft
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10090] p0464 N71-24948
MVIGATOBS
Han role in future navigation from SAC viewpoint.
considering relationships to mission and machine
P0006 A71-10502
Navigator role in TACAN of reconnaissance and
fighter aircraft, noting Heapon System Officer
functions
p0006 A71-1C503
Navigator role in Military Airlift command /!)AC/ as
naviqator, weather analyst, fuel manager and
flight planner
p0006 A71-10504
HAVY
Naval aircraft testing, discussing weapons systems,
fundinq commitments, outfitting schedules, time
frames, contracts and management problems
p0183 A71-19077
HC-130 AIBCH4FT
D C-130 AIRCRAFT
NEUTRAL BE&BS
NT SOLECULAR BEAMS
NEH IORK
Extension of New York Waterfront Commission to area
airports and establishment of security measures to
combat air cargo theft
[ REPT-91-1262] p0576 N71-30164
NEKTON THEOEY
Nonaffine similarity laws and transformations
subject to limitations of Newtonian impact theory
for two dimensional bodies, obtaining aerodynamic
coefficients
p0011 A71-10948
NICKEL ALLOYS
NT HASTELLOY (TBADEHABK)
NT INCOBEL (TB4DEH&RK)
Ni base superalloys fatigue strength improvement for
gas turbine engine components, discussing
homogeneous deformation distribution, grain size
control, etc
p0002 A71-10166
Gas turbine engine Ni alloys heat resistance,
examining fatigue life and creep properties at
various temperatures and test durations
p0136 471-16754
Plasma arc welding of jet engine components of Ti
and Ni alloys, comparing to gas tunqsten arc and
electron beam processes
p0211 A71-21684
Hiqh temperature Ni and Co alloys for stationary qas
turbines and jet enqine parts, considering
microstructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
p0275 A71-23302
Room temperature ultrasonic frequency fatigue
behavior of Ni-base superalloy single crystals
p053S A71-34493
Gas turbine engine steels and Ni alloys heat
resistance, examining fatigue life and creep
properties at various temperatures and test
durations
p0543 471-35453
Bach 1 burner rig tests at 2100 F for oxidation
resistance evaluation of NiCrAl and FeCrAlY
claddings on TD-NiCt
[NASA-TH-X-52916] p0052 N71-11426
Cobalt and nickel based alloy metallurgy for hiqh
temperature qas turbine materials
p0233 N71-17389
Thermal fatigue behavior of fiber reinforced nickel
alloy gas turbine blades
p023U N71-17390
Aluminide coatings for nickel-base snperalloy
developed for hiqh temperature jet enqine
components
fNASA-CB-72863] p0468 N71-25454
NIGHT
Night rescue terminal navigation, considering
design, development and tests of Limited Night
Becovery System for HH-53 helicopter
[AHS PREPRINT 534] p0450 471-31095
SIGHT VISIOB
Cheyenne attack helicopter weapons system,
discussinq night vision capability, armament, fire
control and naviqation equipment inteqration
[AHS PREPRINT 530] pOISO 471-31091
Closed cycle refriqeration system for cryogenic
cooling of IB illuminator in helicopter mounted
U.S. Amy NV4SS Night vision System for night
reconnaissance
P0613 471-39275
A-328
SUBJECT IHDEZ BOISE ISTEBSIIT
BIKE SOCKET VEHICLES
NT NIKE-CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE
BIKB-CAJDB SOCKET VEHICLE
laboratory testing of breakdown on Hike-Cajun VHP
quadraloop antenna
p0179 N71-16634
HIOBIDH
Tungsten reinforced oxidation resistant Columbian
alloys with operating temperature above 2000 F for
use in gas turbine engines
CAD-717969] p0398 H71-23673
NIOBIUM ALLOTS
Nb alloys in hypersonic glider fabrication,
discussing mechanical properties, oxidation
resistance and sandwich panel design
pOOSO A71-12935
Niobium alloys for gas turbine blades, examining
working temperatures, protective coatings and
ductility
p0031 A71-12939
Silicide coated Nb alloys for gas turbine engine
components operating at temperatures above 2000 F
[S4E PSPEE 710160] p0408 471-28331
BIIBIC OXIDE
Aircraft gas turbine engines nitric oxide emission
model, describing flow behavior and chemical
processes
[AIAA PiPEE 71-123] p0155 A71-18659
iir polluting nitric oxide and soot production by
jet aircraft, discussing mixing process and
atmospheric dispersion
fAIAA PAPER 70-115] p0366 A71-27560
Chemical kinetic calculation of nitric oxide
formation in spark ignition automobile engines and
gas turbine conbustors
p0436 471-30454
Turbojet engine combustor nitric oxide formation
prediction based on adiabatic micromixed perfectly
stirred reactor model analysis
[AIA& PAPER 71-713] p0493 A71-32286
Jet engines nitric oxide air pollutant emission
formation, developing gas turbine combustor models
CAIAi PAPER 71-712] p0193 A71-32289
Nitrous oxide dissociation as natural source of
stratospheric nitric oxide, noting estimates use
as yardstick for artificial source
p0693 471-43347
Depletion of atmospheric ozone by nitric oxide from
SST exhausts
p0643 1171-33439
NITROGEN
NT LIQUID NITBOGEN
NT NITROGEN IONS
Aircraft fuel tank nitrogen inerting, fire and
explosion suppression for foreign particle
contamination, sludge and lacguering reduction
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-45] p0351 A71-25978
Support systems and operational design of nitrogen
hypervelocity blowdown wind tunnel
[AD-722345] p0574 N71-29907
Nozzle design procedure and calculations for
hypervelocity wind tunnel including thermodynamic
properties of nitrogen and inviscid core and
boundary layer calculations
[AD-727591] p0723 N71-37821
HITBOGEN COMPOUNDS
NT AMMONIA
NT NITRIC OXIDE
NT NITROGEN OXIDES
NT NITROUS OXIDES
NT POLYIBIDES
BITHOGEfi IONS
Velocity determination in hypersonic low density
wind tunnel based on high energy electron beam
produced nitrogen ions time of flight
p0538 471-34887
NITEOGEN OXIDES
NT NITRIC OXIDE
NT NITROUS OXIDES
Stratospheric ozone redaction through catalytic
action of nitrogen oxides from SST exhaust,
discussing degrading effect on atmospheric
radiation shield
p0562 471-36922
NITROUS OXIDES
Nitrous oxide dissociation as natural source of
stratospheric nitric oxide, noting estimates use
as yardstick for artificial source
p0693 471-43347
BOISE (SOUND)
BT AERODYNAMIC NOISE
NT AIRCRAFT NOISE
BT ENGINE BOISE
NT JET AIRCRAFT BOISE
BT ROCKET EKGINE NOISE
NT SONIC BOOMS
Discrete tone noise generation by high speed fans
and compressor blades, using McCune analysis for
linearized three dimensional compressible flow in
infinite annulus
[AIAA PAPER 71-617] p0483 A71-31555
Noise sources in axial flow fans, considering
radiation from turbulent boundary layers,
scattering of incident turbulence and secondary
flow influence
p0658 471-10710
Fundamentals of turbocompressor and turbofan noise
and noise reduction possibilities
[DL8-FB-70-71] p0569 N71-29374
Forms and causes of noise due to fluid flow
[NLL-CE-TRANS-5424-/9022.09/] p0572 N71-29622
BOISE ATTEHOATIOS
D NOISE REDUCTION
BOISE ELIMINATION
D HOISE REDUCTION
BOISE HAZARDS
U HAZARDS
D HOISE (SOUND)
NOISE INJURIES
Determining sound pressure and noise spectra of
turboshaft engines to assess potential noise
injury
[DRET-TM-788] P0716 N71-37113
BOISE INTENSITY
Human subjective responses to approaching and
receding aircraft sounds during flight over
stationary observer
P0003 471-10345
Low velocity and coaxial jet noise data and
correlations for noise prediction of turbofan
engines
P0139 A71-17155
Noise nuisance value index /noise pollution level/,
considering aircraft and motor vehicle noise
surveys and tradeoff of intensity against duration
p0205 A71-20802
Jet aircraft noise over residential areas,
discussing actual and permissible noise levels and
proposals for remedial action
p0207 A71-21163
Engine inlet noise prediction from static test and
flyover data as function of time at various
observer locations, examining suppression effects
on total spectra
[SAE PAPER 710386] p0286 A71-24250
Two dimensional sound vave eguation solution in
terms of time retarded arguments, deriving
analytical expressions for aircraft noise
intensity and power
p0339 A71-25144
Transonic compressor shock wave noise generation and
decay rates at multiple tones, using sonic boom
analysis
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-7] p0348 A71-25953
Temporal and spectral stimuli combinations effects
on judged noisiness of aircraft sounds by college
students
p0365 A71-27531
Aircraft noise on and near airports and factors
affecting its intensity
pO«19 471-29304
Civil V/STOL aircraft projects, discussing design,
lift fan engines, weights, flight performance.-
noise levels, safety and comfort standards
p0509 A71-34101
Subsonic turbulent jets acoustic emission,
calculating noise intensity in far field for
various Mach numbers
P0533 &71-34213
Propulsion systems trends for 198os, discussing
environmental noise levels, stoichiometric gas
turbine engines for military aircraft, high bypass
ratio engines for V/STOL aircraft, etc
p0546 471-35625
Jet aircraft flyover noise measurement, determining
average intrusion level in residential communities
under approach and departure corridors
P0600 A71-37497
A-329
NOISE HBASOBEHENT SOBJECT IHDEI
Prediction methods for human aircraft noise
perception, assessing weighted sound pressure
level or complex loudness-noisiness computation
scales
p0659 A71-U0866
Determining types of acoustical measurements
suitable for test section of H4SA Langley wind
tunnel
[HAS4-CR-111868] p0311 H71-19630
Development and description of basic descriptors
used to analyze jet engine noise, aircraft noise,
and noise level of airports
p0372 N71-21980
Second order slender body theory for calculating
nonlinear effects on sonic boom intensity
pQ523 N71-28361I
Flow field mapping for determining sonic boom
intensity from wind tunnel measurements
p0526 N71-28384
Analysis of aircraft noise recordings to determine
experimental values of atmospheric sound
absorption
[NASA-CH-1751] p0531 N71-28883
Comparison test to evaluate perceived noise level
for STOL and other aircraft sounds
[IH-70-9] p0587 1171-31075
Noise exposure from supersonic transport operations
and estimates of changes in noise levels
CAD-722366] p0622 N71-31793
Analysis of factors creating aircraft noise problems
and efforts to reduce level of aircraft noise
p0628 N71-32086
Aircraft noise problems in vicinity of Kennedy
International Airport, New York and
recommendations for noise reduction
[PB-199723] p0677 S71-3U032
NOISE BEASDEEBENT
0 ACODSTIC MEASUREMENTS
HOISE ECH-LUIICm
Noise nuisance value index /noise pollution level/,
considering aircraft and motor vehicle noise
surveys and tradeoff of intensity against duration
P0205 A71-20802
Noise pollution control and airport noise levels
abatement regulation by state government, talcing
into account economic and technical feasibility
p0215 A71-21825
SAE/DOT conference on aircraft and environments
covering noise pollution, airport noise, sonic
booms, regulatory/legal aspects and air pollution
[AIAi PAPER 71-729] pOUU3 471-30776
Aircraft and environment - Conference, Washington,
d.c., February 1971, Part 2
pO<192 A71-322U.O
Control and abatement of transportation noise
pollution
[NASA-CR-115881] p0169 H71-15557
Urban air and surface vehicle noise levels and
abatement potential
[OST-ON4-71-1-VOL-2] p0332 1171-21085
Literature survey and bibliography on noise
pollution including sources, effects, and control
[AD-7243Ut] p0642 H71-33315
Annotated bibliography on noise pollution-sonic
booms
[AD-722910] p0675 N71-34023
NOISE PROPAGATION
Nonlinear planar propagation of sinusoidal and
band-limited noise signals in air, extending to
spherical waves
p0139 471-17157
Sound radiation by rotor from interaction with
nonuniform flow, considering multiple blades
p01i»0 471-17159
Far field sound radiated from steady loading of
isolated subsonic rotor, noting dependence on
spatial uniformity of flow entering rotor
P0140 471-17160
Aerodynamic sound radiation from point force in
accelerative circular motion, obtaining closed
form for overall far field radiation
pOIAO A71-17162
Fan noise random propagation and sound power in
cylindrical air ducts from modal spectra and
pressure measurements
p0294 471-24831
Combustion generated aerodynamic noise, considering
sound radiation from open turbulent flames,
spectral content, power output and origin
[AIAA PAPER 71-735] p0443 471-30780
Jet aircraft Boise generation, transmission and
reduction, emphasizing turbofan engine acoustics,
operational characteristics and exhaust sound
P0492 471-32241
Experimental research at Building Research Station
on outdoor sound propagation for building design
in relation to aircraft and road traffic noise
pOSIO 471-35237
Aircraft noise propagation in city streets due to
intertown V/STOL and helicopter ports, using small
scale models
P0613 A71-39261
Air transportation system noise propagation and
reduction
{PB-196391] p0336 871-21638
Analysis of aircraft noise recordings to determine
experimental values of atmospheric sound
absorption
[NASA-CR-1751] p0531 N71-28883
801SE BEDOCTIOH
Aladin 2 interurban Stol transport design with blown
wings and jet deflection by wing flaps,
emphasizing engine noise reduction
pOOOS 471-10749
Boise reduction relationship to air transportation
progress, considering cost/technology balance,
guiet engine, research and development programs,
etc
p0009 471-10819
Steep approach to landing for jet transport aircraft
noise abatement, using ground based eguipment and
onboard TV display
p0014 471-11311
Axial flow compressors radiated sound reduction by
segmented stator blades
p0068 471-13283
High bypass ratio jet engine noise reduction in
relation to mission requirements
[4SHE P4PER 70-W4/GT-13] p0076 471-14121
High bypass ratio fan engine design for low noise,
discussing acoustic treatment, turbine noise and
modulation tones
[ASHE PAPER 70-«A/GT-14] p0077 471-11122
Large low-speed fan for low noise production,
testing performance on suppression effects of
acoustic treatment and exhaust jet noise
[ASHE P4PER 70-BA/GT-15] p0077 A71-14123
Helicopter noise minimization by various piloting
maneuvers, discussing takeoff and landing,
transition to forward flight, route selection, etc
p0093 A71-15108
Helicopter design for cabin noise level reduction
p0095 A71-15123
Jet noise suppressor development test techniques and
facilities, discussing model tests at hydrodynamic
ONEHA wind tunnel
P0101 A71-15819
Rotating blade noise technology, discussing vehicles
and components, noise nature, generation,
reduction and prediction
p0139 A71-17158
Supersonic aircraft turbojet engine exhaust noise
suppressor research program, predicting full scale
noise spectra from model suppressor tests
[AIAA PAPER 68-1023] p0144 A71-17693
Turbofan engine noise reduction, using acoustic
liners in inlet and exhaust ducts
[AIAA PAPEB 71-183] p0155 A71-18622
Electrostatic charging noise measurement, reduction
and flight test verification
p0194 471-19937
SST noise suppression research, discussing engine
noise suppressor conceptual designs and test
results with installed devices
p0199 471-20302
Aircraft optimum minimum noise takeoff profile,
solving by equations of. motion system for jet
aircraft
p0204 A71-20779
Helicopter noise minimization by various piloting
maneuvers, discussing takeoff and landing,
transition to forward flight, route selection, etc
p0207 471-2101*9
Jet aircraft noise over residential areas,
discussing actual and permissible noise levels and
proposals for remedial action
p0207 471-21163
A-3 30
SUBJECT IHOEX BOISE BEDUCTIOH COHTD
Q-Star experimental aircraft design and acoustical
characteristics to study Quiet iircraft Technology
P0210 A71-21141
Noise abatement power cutback takeoff procedures,
maximum altitude approaches and preferential
runway systems for noise relief
p0213 471-21813
Subsonic jet engine noise reduction, considering
turbojets, turbofans and jet suppressors
p021U 471-21811
Noise reduction at source, flight methods
adjustments and airport compatible land use for
jet noise abatement
p021« A71-21815
Land use strategies and noise reduction by source
control and flight procedures for noise exposed
areas minimization
P0211 A71-21818
Community reactions to aircraft noise, discussing
short term interim alleviation measures in airport
operations and runway usage scheduling
p0211 471-21819
Noise pollution control and airport noise levels
abatement regulation by state government, taking
into account economic and technical feasibility
p0215 A71-21825
Aircraft noise abatement control on international
basis by setting acoustic technological capability
compulsory standards of quietness
p0215 471-21826
Federal legislation and regulatory activities for
control and abatement of aircraft noise
p0215 A71-21827
Federal legislation and regulation of aircraft
noise, legal rights of airport neighbors and legal
aspects of compatible land use, discussing noise
control efforts
p0215 A71-21829
Land use control in aircraft noise abatement,
considering airport development and community
goals
p0216 471-21836
Business jet aircraft noise certification,
discussing test programs and cost reduction
[SAE PAPER 710384] p0286 A71-21219
VTOL lift fan engine design for minimum noise
levels, noting silencers application
p0292 A71-21750
Axial flow fan noise, investigating louvers effects
on sound field
p0357 471-26701
Aircraft propulsion system testing, stressing noise
reduction and inlet-engine exhaust system
compatibility
[SAE PAPER 710150] pOU07 A71-28328
Operations research minimum cost model of aircraft
noise abatement in airport communities
[AIAA PAPER 71-525] p0123 A71-29551
Noise attenuation prediction in absorbing ducts
adaptable to bypass jet engines, using Horse
theory
P0137 471-30522
Tip turbine driven lift fan noise reduction tests,
considering design parameters effects
(AIAA PAPEB 71-71(3) p0113 471-30781
Acoustic liner design for propellant combustion
instability and jet aircraft noise suppression,
discussing cross flow and oscillatory pressure
effects
[4144 PAPER 71-757] pO««3 471-30791
SST sonic boom minimization, discussing cross-
country flight
p014* A71-3i>820
Jet noise reduction by foam injection, developing
mathematical model for foam behavior in sound
field
[AIAA PAPEE 71-731] pOISO A71-31327
Commercial SST aircraft engine noise during takeoff,
discussing exhaust geometries for suppression
P0186 A71-31595
Quiet turbofan ST01 feasibility, discussing
structural, propulsive and technical aspects,
economy, passenger comfort and performance
estimates
pO«87 A71-31605
Acoustic and gas dynamic characteristics of jet
noise muffler, using adapters at outlet section of
exhaust nozzle
pO»87 471-31710
Aircraft powerplant noise test facilities and
reduction, emphasizing jet acoustic Hach number,
pressure and temperature ratio and exit turbulence
effects
p0188 471-31876
Concorde aircraft engine noise emission and
reduction, examining acoustic measurements in
takeoff and approach phases, reduced thrust and
retractable silencer
p0188 471-31877
Aircraft noise reduction criteria., examining noise
measurements relation to human behavior and
physical measures connection to subjective
judgments
p0188 471-31879
Soundproofing of air inlets and fan exhausts with
reference to absorbent systems Kith resonant
cavities, technologies, environmental conditions
and material fatigue
p0188 471-31880
SIOL jet aircraft noise reduction by using engines
with moderate dilution rate
pO<!89 471-31882
4ircraft engine noise test methods for acoustic
certification, investigating jet and compressor
silencing, absorbent materials, rotor and
propeller noise and psychoacoastic tests
p0189 471-31890
Jet aircraft noise generation, transmission and
reduction, emphasizing turbofan engine acoustics,
operational characteristics and exhaust sound
P0192 471-32211
Community actions for jet aircraft noise reduction,
discussing noise environments, nationwide goals,
decision making and economic incentives
p0193 471-32219
Sonic boom phenomena, discussing supersonic flow
near aircraft, atmospheric propagation,
distortion, focusing, caustics, turbulence effects
and reduction
P0195 471-32566
French disengageable silencer for jet engine noise
attenuation during aircraft takeoff
P0196 471-32695
Botorcraft and VTOL aircraft noise characteristics,
noting implications of reduction to acceptable
levels
P0503 471-33119
Gulfstream 2 acoustics program for cabin noise level
reduction, compliance with FAA takeoff and landing
noise certification and structure qualification
against sonic fatigue
[4144 PAPEB 71-783] p0515 A71-35527
Flight dynamics for aircraft noise reduction, gust
effects decrease and dynamic stability of
parachute load systems
P0561 A71-36752
Sonic boom implications and decision on
acceptability with alternative policies of
complete barring, controlled corridors and
overflight limitations
[CASI PAPEH 72/1] p0601 471-37595
Civil aircraft future propulsion requirements,
considering larger engine sizes, higher takeoff
thrusts and lower noise levels
[C4SI PAPEB 72/10] p0601 471-37600
Civil V/STOL aircraft engines requirements,
considering noise reduction, thrust, multifunction
propulsion/blowing, lift and booster fan engines
[C4SI P4PBS 72/19] p0605 471-38021
Super CTOL airport planning, discussing location of
runway pairs, aircraft operations, noise
reduction, comaaoity relations and efficiency
p0605 471-38023
Flight test measurements of shock cell noise loading
of aircraft tail planes, noting alleviation by
'nozzle and mirror structural modifications
p0609 471-38167
Segmented stator vanes performance in axial flow
compressor, noting radiated sound reduction
p0611 471-39093
4ir traffic control delays, airport airspace
congestion, flyover noise reduction and
performance requirements effect on airline
operations econoaics
p0611 A71-39391
Aircraft noise reduction in takeoffs/operational
procedures and by land use planning
p0611 A71-39392
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Low noise levels of DC-10 aircraft with CF6-6D
turbofan engines, discussing design, flyover tests
and FAA reguirements
[CAS! PAPER 72/5] p0615 A71-39424
Sound absorptive materials selection for jet
aircraft noise control
p0615 A71-39U51
Airport noise control regulations enforcement
feasibility, noting financial burden
p0663 A71-41796
Aeronautics future, discussing aircraft noise
reduction, computer tecbnigues and aircraft design
p0668 A71-U2237
Prop rotor and lift fan VIOL aircraft ground noise
level reduction, using flight trajectory
management
f l l A A PAPER 71-991] p0701 A71-U5295
Research and developments .in aircraft noise
reduction
p0035 N71-10171
Jet noise suppression by impedance shroud
CAD-712106] p0107 H71-12240
Performance of noise suppressors for turbofan
engines
[NASA-TH-X-52941] p0115 H71-12939
Survey on acoustics technology emphasizing noise
reduction and human tolerances
rNASA-SP-5093] p0128 N71-11307
Static tests of noise suppressor configurations of
DC-8 aircraft nacelle modifications to reduce
fan-compressor noise levels - Part 3
[NiSA-CB-1707] p0159 N71-14593
Modifications to reduce fan-compressor noise level
of DC-8 aircraft - Part 2
[HASA-CR-1706] p0159 N71-1U594
Modifications to reduce fan-compressor noise level
of DC-8 aircraft - Part 1
tBASA-CR-1705] P°?5? 871-11595
Turbofan nacelle modifications to minimize
fan-compressor noise radiation of Boeing 707
aircraft - Vol. 1
[ HASA-CB-1711] p0159 S71-11596
Control and abatement of transportation noise
pollution
CNASA-CR-115881] p0169 N71-15557
Noise reduction of Boeing 707 during landing
approach by modifying turbofan nacelle with
polyimide fiber glass acoustic sandwich materials
[NASA-CR-1713] p0173 N71-15964
Cost analysis of torbofan nacelle modifications to
minimize fan-compressor noise radiation
[NASA-CR-1716] p0178 N71-16564
Flight acoustical and performance evaluations of DC
8 nacelle modifications to reduce fan-compressor
noise in airport communities
[NASA-CS-1708] . p0179 N71-16627
Development of acoustic lining for turbofan nacelle
modification to minimize fan compressor noise
radiation
[NASA-CR-1712] p0239 S71-17591
Flightworthy nacelle development to minimize fan
compressor noise radiation - Vol. t
[NAS&-CR-171U] p02UO H71-17668
Jet aircraft noise reduction near airports
P02H6 H71-18079
Subjective evaluation tests of ground observers on
relative noise from acoustically treated engine
nacelles of Boeing 707 aircraft
tNASA-CB-1717] p0252 N71-18199
Urban air and surface vehicle noise levels and
abatement potential
[OST-ONAT71-1-VOL-2] p0332 1171-21085
Nonuniform flow field sonic boom reduction device
using slit jet impinging on inclined flat plate
[AD-717193] p0335 N71-21623
Air transportation system noise propagation and
reduction
[PB-196391] p0336 N71-21638
Aircraft noise generation, propagation, and
reduction and noise effects on environment
[PB-196392] p0337 N71-21796
Noise characteristics of circular double jet issuing
from 3 cm and 6 cm diameter nozzles compared with
those of single jet
[NAL-TB-212] p0382 N71-22U69
Airborne equipment for approach path control on
reduced noise trajectories in Boeing transport
aircraft traffic
p0395 N71-23425
Identification and control of aeromedical factors
associated with aircraft noise and acoustic
measurements during C-141 operational missions
[AD-718097] p0399 N71-23748
Noise data with models of both internally and
externally blown jet flaps designed for STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-67850] p0518 N71-27673
Noise reduction in turbulent axisymmetric gas jet by
repeated air injection method applied to
supersonic transport aircraft
[NASA-T1-F-13667] p0522 N71-28222
Prediction methods for sonic boom generation and
propagation with overpressure minimization in
supersonic transport design and operation
[NASA-SP-255] p0523 N71-28363
Turbofan engine designs and tests for engine noise
reduction
[SASA-CB-72967] p0532 H71-23187
Low pressure turbofan rotor, stator, frame, and
exhaust nozzle designs for turbofan engine noise
reduction including acoustics and engine tests
[SASA-CB-72967] p0532 H71-29188
Fundamentals of turbocompressor and turbofan noise
and noise reduction possibilities
[DLR-FB-70-74] p0569 N71-2937U
Jet aircraft noise sources and reduction from gas
turbine engines including jet exhausts, fans, lift
devices, and unducted rotors
p0585 N71-30785
Development of noise measurement units for airport
and aircraft noise reduction and psychoacoustic
studies
p0585 N71-30786
Inlet noise suppressors having perforated plate over
honeycomb wall construction evaluated over range
of passage heights and engine speeds using
turbojet engine as noise source
[NASA-TN-D-6395] p0587 N71-31096
Application of noise reduction technology to design
of propulsion system for subsonic civil transport
aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-67884] p0589 1171-31191
Plug nozzle configuration for jet noise suppression
CAD-722851] p0620 N71-31698
Analysis of factors creating aircraft noise problems
and efforts to reduce level of aircraft noise
p0628 1171-32086
Cost estimations, noise constraints, and
supercritical wing compatibility in optimization
of turbofan engines for Bach 0.90 to Hach 0.98
commercial air transports
CNASA-TH-X-67906] p0611 N71-33246
Noise attenuation by injection of evaporating
droplets into subsonic duct flow
[NASA-CR-111905] p0611 N71-33560
Flow acoustic problems of ventilators, sound
production mechanisms, and noise reduction
[NASA-TT-F-13798] p0615 N71-33611
Airport/aircraft system noise reduction including
land use and noise forecasting
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-3] p06«8 1171-33937
Boise reduction laws for air, rail, and highway
transportation including legal liability in OS
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-7] p06H8 871-33938
Aircraft noise problems in vicinity of Kennedy
International Airport, New lork and
recommendations for noise reduction
[PB-199723] p0677 1)71-31)032
Legal aspects of compulsory soundproofing for
structures next to John F. Kennedy International
Airport
[PB-199725] p0677 N71-3I1033
Reduction of jet exhaust noise at airports
p0689 N71-36388
Noise reduction effectiveness of mixer nozzle for
increasing lift capability in STOL aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-67938] p0710 N71-36124
Exhaust jet mixing flow nozzles with peak axial
velocity degradation for noise suppression
[NASA-TH-X-6793U] p0716 N71-37378
Noise reduction studies involving variable geometry
inlet guide vanes for choking using two-sector
cascade apparatus with three inlet configurations
[NASA-TH-X-2392] p0718 N71-37601
KOISE SPECTEi
Power train systems gear induced noise analysis,
using in-flight vibration and noise measurements
for comparison with calculated noise spectra
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fASHE PAPEB 70-B4/DGP-1] p0077 A71-1U137
Helicopter in-flight noise radiation pattern and
spectra measurements for various operating
parameters
p0093 A71-15106
Supersonic aircraft turbojet engine exhaust noise
suppressor research program, predicting full scale
noise spectra from model suppressor tests
fAIAA PAPER 68-1023] p0144 A71-17693
Engine inlet noise prediction from static test and
flyover data as function of time at various
observer locations, examining suppression effects
on total spectra
[SAE PAPER 710386] p0286 A71-24250
Complex noise emission spectra from superposition of
continuous component and peaks, calculating level
separations due to perfectly reflecting plane
pO«37 A71-30523
Temperature and shock structure effects on choked
jet noise characteristics, using axisymmetric
convergent and convergent-divergent nozzles for
radiated noise fields investigation
fAiAA PAPER 71-582] pO«85 A71-31570
Rotorcraft sound characteristics, discussing rotor
noise spectrum, directivity, measurement and
instrumentation
p0502 A71-33417
Simple source theory of aerodynamic noise,
approximating relationship between radiated sound
power and jet pressure spectra
p0609 A71-38531
Propeller vortex noise analysis by on-line 1/3
octave band resolution, discussing characteristic
results from noise measurements on various
propeller configurations
P0659 A71-40868
Acoustic noise output from round interfering
subsonic jets, considering suppressor nozzle
attenuation
p0699 A71-4I1560
Poisson density functions and factor analysis of
shock wave propagation and sonic boon spectra in
turbulent flow
[NASA-CR-1879] p0611 N71-33283
Determining sound pressure and noise spectra of
turboshaft engines to assess potential noise
injury
[DRET-TM-788] p0716 N71-37113
HOISE SUPPRESSORS
U NOISE HEDOCTION
NOISE THRESHOLD
Mathematical model for supersonic aircraft Mach
number threshold operation for atmospheric
reflection of sonic boom
p0525 H71-28376
Low Mach number supersonic flight data on sonic boom
signatures at cutoff Bach number
p0525 N71-28381
Low sonic boom design for supersonic transport
configurations
P0526 N71-28382
Computerized multivariate design analysis for low
sonic boom overpressure supersonic transport
configuration
p0526 N71-28386
Air flow thermodynamics for low sonic boom design of
supersonic transport configuration
p0526 N71-28387
BOISE TOLERANCE
Air and land transportation noise sources and
measurement, noise level scales, and individual
and coocmnity responses - conference
[PB-191117] p0037 N71-10349
Survey on acoustics technology emphasizing noise
reduction and human tolerances
[NiSA-SP-5093] p0128 N71-14307
Relations between aircraft and road traffic noise
and noise tolerance in communities
[TT-7102] p0675 N71-34019
HOHEHCLATOBES
Notation and nomenclature for systems of axes,
attitude angles, direction angles, and flight
control systems for aircraft dynamics
fARC-R/M-3562-PT-2) p0634 N71-32862
notation and nomenclature for equation of motion of
aircraft dynamics
[ARC-R/B-3562-PT-3] p0635 N71-32875
Compilation of aerodynamic basic definitions,
including aerodynamic coefficients, and relations.
expansions, and derivatives of forces and moments
[ABC-H/B-3562-PT-U] p0636 N71-32975
Scheme of notation and nomenclature for aircraft
dynamics and aerodynamics
[ARC-B/B-3562-PT-1] p0638 871-33027
Mathematical and standardization data for aircraft
dynamics and associated aerodynamics nomenclature
and symbols system
[ABC-B/B-3562-PT-5J p0638 H7 1-33028
HOHINAL VALUES
0 APPROXIMATION
HOHOGBAHS
D NOBOGRAPHS
HOMOGRAPHS
Noaograms for computing aultipath effects on 7HP and
DBF aircraft radio communication
[HAE-TR-70097] p0569 H71-29361
BOBADIABATIC COHDITIOHS
0 ADIABATIC CONDITIONS
HONCOHSEBVATIVE FORCES
Jet engine thrust induced nonconservative effects in
aeroelastic analysis of vertical takeoff, using
cantilever beam torsion and bending differential
eguations
pOU99 A71-33019
NOBDESTEOCTIVE TESTS
Nondestructive testing techniques for airline
maintenance inspection, describing ultrasonic,
eddy current, magnetic particles, and X ray
methods
p002U A71-12449
Photochromic paints for nondestructive testing of
aerospace materials and structures
p0283 A71-24102
Bepresentative Thornel fiber aircraft fuselage
component nondestructive testing and repair, and
Thornel fiber, polysulfone and polyamide-ioide
composites fabrication and evaluation
p0344 A71-25127
Pulsed laser holographic applications to aerospace
components nondestructive testing, inspecting
electron beam welds and internal structural flaws
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-71] p0352 A71-25988
Optical holographic interferometry for radial
microcracks detection from bolt holes in high
strength aircraft steel
[ASHE PAPEB 71-BET-C] p0361 A71-27312
Optical technigues for holographic NOT inspection
speeds increase in laminate structures flaw
detectability
pOi)87 A71-31815
Flight mission severity in cumulative damage /low
cycle fatigue and creep stress rupture/ not
detected by usual nondestructive testing in
aircraft gas turbine industry
p0501 A71-33298
Aircraft parts testing by NDT methods, considering
ultrasonic system for valve defects and
fluorescent particle system for crack detection
p0563 A71-37056
Nondestructive detection of hot corrosion-
sulfidation in D.S. Navy aircraft turbine engines
pOlOU A71-45280
Advanced technology for production of aerospace
engines - conference
[AGAED-CP-64-70] p0053 N71-11626
Radiographic nondestructive testing method on
titanium billets for engine disk forging
POOS'! H71-11639
Investigating possibilities and limitations of
applying holographic techniques to aerospace
technology
[HASA-SP-248] p0115 N71-12776
Fabrication and tests of C02 flat plate models in He
hypersonic wind tunnel
[SC-CR-69-3215] p0390 N71-23228
Nondestructive testing of aircraft structures using
thulium and iridium gamma sources
[ JAERI-HEBO-1163] pOU6U N71-248I49
Application of photochromic coatings to provide
nondestructive inspection for aerospace materials
and structures
[AD-720239] pfli(75 N71-26383
NONBQ.UILIBBIOH CONDITIONS
Noneguilibrium electron temperature, concentration
and reflection in reentry boundary layers,
discussing heat transfer and ionization energy
diffusion
CAIAA PAPER 69-82] pfli9i A71-19879
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HOREQOILIBBIOB DBAG SUBJECT IHOEX
BOBEQUILIBBIDB DBIG
0 FRICTION DRAG
BOBEQOILIBBIOB FLOW
German monograph on centered tvo dimensional
nonequilibrium hypersonic expansion flov,
considering real gas flow vith chemical reactions
p0131 171-16124
Thin airfoils theory in nonequilibrium
magnetogasdynamics vith nonuniform nonequilibrium
free stream, using Green function technique
p0273 A7 1-23200
Two phase mixture nonequilibrium flov mathematical
model with allowance for colliding droplets
coagulation and atomization based on high speed
photographic studies
p0290 471-24380
Hulticomponent noneguilibrinm air flov past
axisymoetric blunt body, calculating flov
distribution at various attack angles vith time
dependent technique
[AIAA PAPEB 71-595] p0485 A71-31575
Condensate particle crystallization retardation
effect on energy characteristics of jet engine,
calculating noneguilibrium flovs of tvo phase
combustion products in nozzle
p0703 A71-45004
BOBEQOILIBBIHH IONIZATION
Noneguilibrium electron temperature, concentration
and reflection in reentry boundary layers,
discussing heat transfer and ionization energy
diffusion
[AIAA PAPEB 69-82] p0191 A71-19879
Honeguilibrium multicomponent ionization
calculations for stagnation merged shock layer of
hypersonic blunt body by successive accelerated
replacement
[AIAA PAPEE 69-655] p0191 A71-19890
BONFLAMHABLE HATEBIA1S
Flame retardant silicone elastomers for use as
aircraft construction materials, describing
fabrication technigues, mechanical, aging and
veathering properties
p0362 A71-27412
Airplane interior materials ignition and fire
extinguishing foam
[FAA-BD-70-81] p0179 N71-16818
Design, development, and flight testing of fire
suppressant void filler foam kits for lover
hemisphere of fuel tanks in various tactical army
aircraft
[AD-719711] p0518 N71-27679
Utilization of aerospace nonflammable cellulosic
elastomeric, fibrous, and composite materials in
commercial aircraft refurbishment
p0581 N71-30759
nonflammable polyurethane foam for ejection seat
cushions and statistical analysis of its
mechanical properties
[AD-723302] p0621 1171-31775
HOBGBAT ATHOSPBBBBS
Nongray absorption and radiation cooling on smooth
symmetric blunt bodies included in modified Haslen
flov field method for radiation and large bloving
[AI4A PAPEB 69-637] p0134 A71-16566
BOBISOTBOPIC PLATES
D ANISOTBOPIC PLATES
SOSLINEAB EQUATIONS
NT QUADBATIC EQUATIONS
Nonlinear partial differential equation solution for
natural free-free vibrations of beam structures
CASHE PAPEB 7C-WA/APH-55] p0078 A71-14172
System of nonlinear equations of motion for
isentropic, compressible fluid solved by cyclic
relaxation method for subsonic and transonic
regimes
p0530 N71-28688
NONLINEAB SYSTEBS
Nonlinear control systems with transport lag,
obtaining parameter plane equations for stability
analysis
p0202 A71-20369
Nonlinear self adjusting and variable structure
automatic control systems for piloted and
pilotless flight vehicles, considering
oscillations due to electric servosystems
nonlinear characteristics
p0357 A71-26716
Nonlinear systems optimal control computational
method, using Chebyshev algorithm
p0367 A71-27592
Snboptimal fixed point data smoothing algorithm for
parameter and initial state estimation of
nonlinear dynamic systems
P0698 A71-44113
Investigating nonlinear digital control methods for
attitude stabilization of VTOL aircraft
p0114 S71-12615
Mathematical models for acoustic scattering by
porous elliptic cylinder vith nonlinear resistance
[NASA-TH-X-67019] p0334 N71-21408
BOBHESTOSIAN FLUIDS
Combined free and forced laminar convective heat
transfer to nonNevtonian fluids floving in
constant vail temperature vertical tubes and
controlling parameter analysis
p0387 N71-22702
BOBBIGIDITI
0 FLEXIBILITY
BOBSYNCHBOHIZATIOB
Nonsynchronous interrogation repetition frequency
selection methods applied to radar beacon systems
[AD-715335] p0242 N71-17766
BOBDBIFOBB FLOB
Numerical analysis of flov field around thin airfoil
in tvo dimensional nonnniform stream, using finite
difference method
p0027 A71-12680
Parallel nonuniform supersonic flov of tvo coaxial
gas jets past sphere
p0083 A71-14562
Sound radiation by rotor from interaction vith
nonuniform flov, considering multiple blades
pOlUC A71-17159
Thin airfoils theory in nonequilibrium
magnetogasdynamics vith nonuniform noneguilibrium
free stream, using Green function technique
p0273 A71-23200
Numerical solution of nonuniform enthalpy mixed
axisymmetric gas flov in curvilinear regions vith
upper boundary and discontinuity using build-up
method
p0290 A71-24376
Nonuniform flov field sonic boom reduction device
using slit jet impinging on inclined flat plate
[AD-717193] p0335 N71-21623
BONVISCODS FLOB
0 TDBBULENT FLOW
BOBBAL FOBCE DISTBIBDTION
0 FOBCE DISTBIBOTION
BOBHAL SHOCK BATES
Hesh method for supercritical transonic flov
calculation vith normal or oblique shock vave at
trailing edge
p0550 A71-35799
Normal shock existence in blade spacings of rotor
and guide vanes of axial flov supersonic
compressor as function of pressure nonuniforraity
p0664 A71-41843
Normal or oblique plane detonation vaves producing
combustion products in supersonic flov
[ ABC-B/B-3638] p0332 N71-20938
Turbulent boundary layers in compressible flov and
their interactions vith normal shock vaves in zero
and adverse pressure gradients
[ABL/HE-321] p0517 N71-27602
Normal shock control systems for supersonic mixed
compression inlet using feedback loops
rtJASA-TN-D-6382] p0573 N71-29715
BOBTB AHBBICA
Graphs and tables of aircraft traffic over North
America - 1966 through 1969
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1580] p0726 N71-38210
BOBTB AHEBICAB AIBCBAFT
NT B-70 AIBCBAFT
NT F-100 AIBCRAFT
NT OV-10 AIECFAFT
NT T-28 AI8CBAFT
NT T-39 AIBCEAFT
NT X-15 AIBCBAPT
BOBTH AHEBICAN BILITABT AIBCBAFT
0 BILITAB? AIRCRAFT
NOETH ATLANTIC TBEATT OBGASIZATIOH (NATO)
Consideration by SATO of transonic wind tunnel
requirements to support evolution of aeronautical
and aerospace systems during next decade
[AGARD-AH-35-71] pO«66 N71-25073
AGABD report on engine-airplane interference and
vail correction in transonic vind tunnel tests
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tAGABD-AR-36-71] p0707 S71-36400
BOBTHEBN HEHISPHEBE
northern Hemisphere temperature field atlas for SST
flight planning
[AD-712017] pOOSO H71-11031
HOBTHBOP HILITABY 4IBCBAFT
0 BILITARY AIRCRAFT
NOSE CAPS
0 NOSE COHES
NOSE COBES
Hanometric eguipment arrangement in nose cone of
oriented satellite with aerodynamic system
stabilization
p0206 A71-21022
Unsymoetrical nose bluntness effect on stability
derivatives of slender cone at Bach It
fAD-711921] pOOUS N71-11008
Experimentally determined aerodynamic noise
environment analysis for three nose-cylinder
con figurations
fNASA-CR-102933] p01C1 N71-12210
Performance of reentry nose tip facility for missile
heat transfer simulations
p032« N71-20251
Effects of nose bluntness on static aerodynamic
characteristics of cruciform King missile at Bach
1.50 to 2.86
fNiSA-TK-X-2289] p0585 N71-30813
Aerodynamic characteristics at Hach numbers 1.60 to
2.16 of blunt-nose missile model having triangular
cross section and fixed triform fins
[HASA-TM-X-2340] P0629 N71-32211
NOSE WHEELS
Taxiing aircraft position and wheel trajectories for
specific nose wheel path
p0017 A71-116U1
Aircraft steering system design, considering
oversteering effects in nose wheels, torgue for
reaction moment balance and tire behavior
pOSOO A71-33225
HOSES (FOBEBODIES)
NT DOSE COBES
Conical body lift/drag ratio increase by vedge
shaped nose, noting applications to space vehicles
entering atmosphere above escape velocity
P0116 A71-29183
BOTCH SENSITIVITY
Notch sensitivity of flat plates used as structural
members in aircraft wings tested on load testing
machine
CTB-89] p0580 N71-30675
BOTCH STRENGTH
General fatigue prediction method based on Neuber
notch stresses and strains for aluminum alloy
airframes
[AD-723631] p0627 N71-32025
BOTCH TESTS
Neuber elastoplastic analysis of residual notch
stresses for improved cumulative damage
predictions applied to aluminum alloy under
overload
tAIAA PAPER 71-776]
 P0507 A71-34012
BOTCHED HETALS
D NOTCH TESTS
NOTCHED STEEL
D NOTCH TESTS
D STEELS
NOXIOUS BATEBIALS
D CONTAMINANTS
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT
U NOZZLE FLOW
NOZZLE DESIGN
Low resistance nozzles for complete power
compensation in rate of climb indicators
p0003 A71-10350
Axisymmetric hypersonic vind tnnnel nozzle design by
determining inviscid contour and correcting for
turbulent boundary layer growth
fAIAA PAPER 69-337] p0016 A71-11578
Internal mixing scheme for continuous fuel injection
in Hankel engine via swirl nozzle during
intake-compression cycle
p0025 A71-12559
Supersonic wind tunnel design, discussing flexible
nozzle flow aspects
p0145 A71-17700
Baximum thrust plug nozzle design for fixed inlet
geometry, using calculus of variations for optimum
contour determination
[AIAA PAPER 71-UC] p0151 A71-18501
High turbulent flow simulation in hypervelocity wind
tunnel for reentry vehicles operational testing,
discussing nozzle gas dynamic and mechanical
design
[AIAA PAPER 71-253) p0217 A71-21982
Sonic nozzle design for precise mass flow
measurement, determining nozzle profile for axial
velocity distribution in conformity with laminar
boundary layer equations solution
p0297 A71-219U4
Supersonic propelling nozzle optimal parameters for
maximum thrust coefficient, discussing nozzle
control and efficiency
p0364 A71-275C1
Heater and nozzle design of ONERA/S48A hypersonic
wind tunnel for supersonic combustion ramjet tests
[OHERA-TP-924] p0553 A71-36017
Optimal design of rigid unadjustable contour for
supersonic nozzle, taking into account aircraft
flight conditions variation
p0613 A71-39364
Performance of auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle with
floating inlet doors and floating single hinge
trailing edge flaps
[NASA-TB-X-2173] p0239 N71-17554
Hethod of finite differences used for supersonic
nozzle design
[AD-716C26J p0312 N71-19709
Design and development of gas turbine combustion
unit with nozzle guide vanes for introducing
diluent air into combustion qases
CNASA-CASE-XLE-103477-1] p0325 N71-20330
Integral equations of motion and momentum for
hypervelocity wind tunnel nozzle design
[AD-722346] p057i( N71-29906
Flight test investigation of effects of variable
geometry plug nozzles installed on f-106b aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-2295] p0578 N71-30283
Dse of air-assist fuel nozzle to reduce exhaust
emissions from gas turbine combustor at simulated
idle conditions - J-57 engine
[NASA-TN-D-6404] p0591 N71-31456
Nozzle design procedure and calculations for
hypervelocity wind tunnel including thernodynamic
properties of nitrogen and inviscid core and
boundary layer calculations
(AD-727591] •
 P0723 N71-37821
Technigue for relating transient tolerances in inlet
throat Bach number and shock position to
supersonic unstart frequency due to atmospheric
turbulence for supersonic inlet design
[NASA-CR-114372] p0723 N71-37835
NOZZLE EFFICIENCY
Nozzle performance prediction inaccuracy due to
invalid drag laws, considering unresolved problem
of condensed phase particle size
P0082 A71-14453
Supersonic propulsion system inlet, engine and
exhaust nozzle in wind tunnel and flight tests,
discussing boundary layer effects on performance
p0695 A71-43599
Noise reduction effectiveness of mixer nozzle for
increasing lift capability in STOL aircraft
[NASA-IB-X-67938] p0710 H71-36121
NOZZLE EXPANSION
0 GAS EXPANSION
D NOZZLE FLOS
NOZZLE FLOS
Gas turbine engines nozzles flow passage cross
sections area measurement, using gas flowmeter,
pipes system and vacuum pump
pOOSO A71-14260
Dispersion model of turbulent mixing of isothermal
and nonisotheraal slipstreams of air-gasoline
combustion products in nozzles
p0100 A71-15622
Supersonic flow field downstream of turbofan
aircraft engine fan nozzle over bodies of
revolution, using boundary layer theory and method
of characteristics
p0138 A71-17150
Nozzle wall hypersonic boundary layers in helium
tunnel, presenting skin friction measurements and
heat transfer rates
[AIAA PAPER 71-161] • p0154 A71-18603
Turbulent flow in initial section of convergent
axisymmetric nozzle based on logarithmic velocity
law
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NOZZLE GEOMETRY. SUBJECT INDEX
P0266 A71-22U09
Nozzle area rated two component flow properties,
combining integrated solution equations into
single transcendental equation for equilibrium
condensation
P0288 471-21336
Flow field properties of impinging freq jets from
circular convergent nozzle, measuring velocity,
surface pressure and momentum flux
p0292 A71-21616
Viscous flow in supersonic de Laval nozzle,
measuring gas density and rotational temperatures
by electron beam techniques
[AIAA PAPER 70-810] p0366 A71-27555
Viscous convergent-divergent nozzle flow slender
channel approximation, discussing nozzle geometry,
Reynolds number and wall temperature effects
[AI4A PAPEH 69-651] p0366 A71-27556
Pressure distribution and drag prediction over
slender axisymmetric fuselages and afterbodies and
exhaust nozzles at transonic Bach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 71-720] p0142 A71-30771
Aerodynamics of azial and axial tangential blade
swirler twisted jet near nozzle, testing
effectiveness of equivalent problem of heat
conduction theory
p0182 A71-31522
Measuring characteristics of low Mach number flow of
air from two planar nozzles with aspect ratio of 3
at exit
[AD-711313] p0052 N71-11139
System for aerodynamic control of rocket vehicles by
secondary injection of fluid into nozzle exhaust
stream
t tlASA-CASE-XLA-01163] p0169 N71-15582
Wind tunnel photography for determining water
droplet size in breakup of water jets
[NASA-CR-116820] p0258 1171-18962
Nozzle flow calibration in blowdown wind tunnel
[WRE-TN-HSA-171 ] p0259 N71-1917C
Noise characteristics of circular double jet issuing
from 3 cm and 6 cm diameter nozzles compared with
those of single jet
[NAL-TB-212] p0382 N71-22169
Liguid nitrogen cooled nozzle for hypersonic low
density wind tunnel
[DLR-FB-70-11] p0511 N71-27035
Exhaust jet mixing flow nozzles with peak axial
velocity degradation for noise suppression
fNASA-TH-X-67931] p0716 N71-37378
NOZZLE GEOHBTBY
Axisymmetric hypersonic wind tunnel nozzle design by
determining inviscid contour and correcting for
turbulent boundary layer growth
[AIAA PAPEH 69-337] p0016 A71-11578
Nozzle system elements size relation to passage
cross section in full size two cascade and
miniaturized gas turbine engine power plant
pOOSO A71-11258
Critical nozzle pressure ratio and geometry effects
on free exhaust gas jets of jet engine models
[D6LR-70-055] p0130 471-15966
Exhaust nozzles configurations effect on shear jet
noise based on Ribner theoretical model
p0132 471-16278
Maximum thrust plug nozzle design for fixed inlet
geometry, using calculus of variations for optimum
contour determination
[AIAA PAPER 71-10] pC151 A71-18501
Transonic gas flows in axisymmetric small throat
curvature radius Laval nozzle with appreciable
flow parameters variation in transverse direction
p0189 A71-19732
Small curvature radius/throat radius ratio
supersonic nozzles mass flow rate coefficients at
high Reynolds numbers, appraising isentropic flow
prediction methods
p0191 A71-19877
Optimal design of rigid unadjustable contour for
supersonic nozzle, taking into account vehicle
flight conditions
p0217 A71-21865
Supersonic gas turbine nozzles with condensed
particles, determining optimal contour geometries
by direct variational procedures
p0290 471-21379
Compressor surge effect on mixed compression inlet
flow from numerical solution of one dimensional
unsteady inviscid flow equations in variable area
duct
[Alii PAPEH 69-18U] p0295 A71-21S55
Sonic nozzle design for precise mass flow
measurement, determining nozzle profile for axial
velocity distribution in conformity with laminar
boundary layer eguations solution
p0297 A71-21911
Twin spool turbojet engine dynamic response,
discussing simulator predictions, digital computer
control, nozzle area variations and operating
trajectories
[4SME PAPEE 71-GT-11] p0319 A71-25960
Viscous convergent-divergent nozzle flow slender
channel approximation, discussing nozzle geometry,
Reynolds number and wall temperature effects
[AIAA PAPER 69-651] p0366 A71-27556
Gas flow behind cylindrical nozzles at roots and
along periphery for narrow blades, using radial
equilibrium equation
p0505 A71-33617
Gas turbine engine adjustable nozzle ring flat
arrays aerodynamic characteristics determination
from profile loss factor dependence on setting
angle
p0612 A71-39172
Optimal design of rigid unadjustable contour for
supersonic nozzle, taking into account aircraft
flight conditions variation
p0613 A71-39361
Two dimensional supersonic variable area nozzle
geometry calculation as function of Mach number
p0696 A71-U1071
Nozzle lateral spacing effect on drag and
performance of twin jet afterbody configurations
with convergent nozzles at Mach 0.6 to 2.2
[NASA-TK-X-2099] . p0036 N71-10276
Flap and nacelle geometry effects on conical plug
nozzle performance at subsonic and supersonic
velocities
[NASA-TH-X-2086] p0125 N71-11019
Thrust-minus-drag forces and pressure distributions
of closely spaced twin-jet afterbodies with
different inboard-outboard fairing and nozzle
shapes
[NASA-TB-X-2329] p0709 N71-36112
BOZZLE THRUST COBFFICIEBTS
Supersonic propelling nozzle optimal parameters for
maximum thrust coefficient, discussing nozzle
control and efficiency
p0361 471-27501
Isolated axisymmetric jet engine exhaust nozzles
thrust and drag predictions in sub-, trans- and
supersonic flight regimes
[AIAA P4PEH 71-719] p0112 471-30770
Effects of retronozzle located at apex of 110 deg
blunt cone at Mach numbers of 3.00, 1.50, and 6.00
[NASA-TN-D-6002] p0160 N71-14611
NOZZLES
Plenum chamber with nozzle wind tunnel model, noting
jet flow phenomena at various angles of attack
p0296 471-21865
HUCLE&R AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
NT SPACE POWEE UNIT REACTORS
NDCLEAR ELECTRIC POKER GENERATION
NT HOCLEAH POHEH PLANTS
NT NUCLEAR POWEE REACTORS
NT SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS
NDCLE4R FUELS
Nuclear powered long distance aircraft engines,
discussing high burnup fuel, weight factors and
safety problems
P0115 471-17691
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
Nuclear magnetic resonance method of determining
aromaticity of hydrocarbon fuels
[AD-711892] p0056 N71-11890
NUCLEAR PHYSICS
»T FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
NUCLEAE POKES PLANTS
Soviet book on aircraft and rocket engines control
automation, discussing nuclear power plant/fuel
systems design and control simulation methods
p0355 471-26103
SDCLES.R POWEB EE4CTORS
NT SPACE POKER UNIT REACTORS
Gas flow near flat surface fitted with fins in
herring bone pattern in nuclear gas-graphite power
reactors
[CEA-N-1329] p0128 N71-11110
4-336
SUBJECT IHDEX NOBEBICAL ANALYSIS
Materials research for thermal reactors, jet
engines, space shuttles, and space nuclear power
systems
[NASA-IB-X-67885] p0629 N71-323U9
NUCLEAR POBEBED SHIPS
Nuclear surface effect vehicle and subsonic aircraft
for transoceanic cargo shipping, discussing mobile
reactor safety tests under high speed impact
conditions
[AIAA PiPEB 70-1221] p0268 A71-22779
HOCLEAB PBOEELLED &1BCHAFT
Nuclear powered long distance aircraft engines,
discussing high burnop fuel, veight factors and
safety problems
p0145 A71-17694
Nuclear surface effect vehicle and subsonic aircraft
for transoceanic cargo shipping, discussing mobile
reactor safety tests under high speed impact
conditions
CAIAA PAPEB 70-1221] P0268 A71-22779
Air breathing nuclear propulsion, considering
reactor safety in air cushion vehicles and
aircraft
pOU29 A71-29930
Studying aircraft accidents to determine impact
angle and speed criteria for designing nuclear
airplane fission product containment vessel
rNASA-TM-X-22U5] pOU68 N71-25IH1
Performance and costs of nuclear aircraft used in
transoceanic commerce
[NASA-TM-X-2386] p0726 N71-38277
BUCLEAB PBOPDLSION
Ar condensation onset location in supersonic nozzles
for nuclear space propulsion systems, using
supercooled vapor pressure measurements beyond
saturation point
p0288 A71-2U328
Air breathing nuclear propulsion, considering
reactor safety in air cushion vehicles and
aircraft
pOt29 A71-29930
Economic and safety factors of nuclear povered
surface vehicles and aircrafts in transoceanic
commerce
[NASA-TM-X-52963] p025U N71-18628
Potential feasibility of safe, practical, and
economical air breathing nuclear propulsion system
for aircraft and air cushion vehicles
[NASi-TB-X-67837] pOU68 N71-25524
Characteristics and cost analysis of nuclear powered
air cushion vehicles for oceanic commercial
operations
CNASA-T8-X-2293] p0470 N71-25783
BDCLEAB BiDIiTIOH
NT GAMMA BAYS
NOCLEAR BEACTOBS
NT HOCLEAB POWEB BEACTOBS
NT PHESSDBIZED VATEB BEACTOBS
NT SPACE POWEB UNIT BEACTOBS
ST THERMAL BEACTOES
Design point characteristics of 15-80 kHe nuclear
reactor Brayton cycle power system
[NASA-TM-X-67811] pOU62 N71-21689
Predicted performance of 15-80 kBe r«actor Brayton
pover system over range of operating conditions
[NASA-TB-X-67833] pO«62 N71-2«690
NDCLEAB SUBBABIHES
0 NUCLEAR POWEBED SHIPS
HUCLE4TION
NT CLODD SEEDING
NUCLIDES
ST ALOHIKDH 27
NT COBALT ISOTOPES
NT IBIDIDS ISOTOPES
NT PLDTONIOM
NT THULIDM ISOTOPES
BDLL BEFEBESCE GLIDE PITH
U GLIDE PATHS
NOBEBIC4L ABALTSIS
NT APPBOXIM4TION
NT CHEBYSHEV APPBOXIBATION
NT EBBOB ANALYSIS
NT FINITE DIFFEBENCE THEOBI
[IT ITERATIVE SOLOTIOM
NT LEAST SQUARES BETHOD
NT MONTE CARLO METHOD
NT NOMOGRAPHS
NT NUMEBICAL INTEGRATION
NT OSEEN APPBOXIBATION
HI BAYLBIGH-BITZ HETHOD
NT RELAXATION HETHOD (MATHEMATICS)
NT RONGE-KOTTA METHOD
Numerical stress-strain calculation for design of
high pressure fiberglass-reinforced plastic
balloons
p0012 A71-110U8
Numerical analysis of flow field around thin airfoil
in two dimensional nonuniform stream, using finite
difference method
p0027 A71-12680
wing computation in steady or unsteady supersonic
flow, using network, inverse discrete and
numerical inversion methods
p006<4 A71-13129
Sonic boom wave pressure history prediction on
arbitrarily oriented plane walls by explicit fixed
mesh time dependent numerical method
tASBE PAPBB 70-RA/APH-9] p0078 A71-KI153
Finite supercavitating wings numerical calculation
using acceleration potential method
p0089 A71-15210
Boundary layer flow with large mass injection rate,
presenting numerical method with rapid convergence
for increasing blowing parameter
p0265 A71-22108
Numerical solution of axisynmetric BiniBua drag
bodies in hypersonic viscous gas flow, obtaining
coefficient of friction by local variations method
p0289 A71-24370
Two dimensional flow in radial turbomachine bladed
impeller, comparing numerical solution based on
potential theory with experimental results
CASHE PAPEB 71-01-20] p03i9 A71-25961
Self similar numerical and asymptotic solutions of
laminar multicomponent isothermal boundary layer
eguations for large bloving rates
p05t7 471-35633
Fluid dynamics numerical methods - Conference,
University of California at Berkeley, September
1970
p0555 A71-36301
Small disturbance transonic flows potential
eguations numerical solutions, using mixed finite
difference theory
p0556 A71-36325
Numerical analysis of plane transonic flows past
shock free airfoils without boundary layer
separation using inverse method of complex
characteristics
p0607 471-38307
Numerical calculation of trailing vortex sheet
pattern behind (installed swept wing at low speed,
obtaining downwash field
p0614 471-39397
Test cases for numerical analysis of airfoil two
dimensional transonic flow
[AGABD-B-575-70J p011" N71-1267U
Numerical computation of viscous hypersonic flow
around slender bodies
P0225 N71-16951
Numerical analysis of low frequency subsonic lifting
surface theory noting wing oscillations in steady
flow
CARC-R/H-3634] p0219 N71-18125
Calculation methods for wing-body interference drag
on supersonic aircraft in stationary or
nonstationary flow
P0302 N71-19362
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads on wing and
tail surfaces with oscillations in unsteady
supersonic and subsonic flow including
interference lift
[AGABD-CP-80-71-PT-1] p0566 N71-29333
Numerical method for evaluating discontinuous
downwash distribution for steady flow over swept
and rectangular wings
p0569 N71-293t9
Simulation margins and independent variable
sensitivity of in-flight simulators using root
locus analysis
P0626 N71-31958
Numerical method for calculating optimal lining
impedance for inlet duct of jet engine
CNASA-C8-1832] p0632 N71-32563
Corrections for subsonic wall interference effects
in two dimensional perforated wall wind tunnel
fLTB-HA-5] p0618 N71-33992
A-337
IOBEBICAL COHTE01 SUBJECT IBDEX
Numerical analysis of plane steady transonic flows
past lifting airfoils with, free-stream Bach
numbers less than unity
(D180-12958-1J H71-3U275
numerical analysis of pressure distribution in flow
field due to diffraction of plane shock wave by
thin wings
p0680 H71-35203
Theoretical method for calculating aerodynamic
loading on wing-body combinations
[NASA-TN-D-6441] p0708 N71-36411
HOBEBICAL CONTBOL
Concorde airframe structures, discussing numerically
controlled machining of aluminum alloy integral
units
P01U6 A71-17951!
Automated electrical wire harness manufacturing for
Boeing 747 aircraft, discussing development of
numerical control program
p0652 471-40141
NDHEBICAL IBTBGB1TIOH
HT RUHGE-KUTTA HETHOD
Integrating matrix method for determining natural
lateral vibration data on rotating twisted
propeller blade
CNASA-TN-D-6064) p0116 N71-13023
Humerical integration method based on potential flow
theory to evaluate aerodynamic characteristics of
thin supersonic wings
fDI.R-FB-71-01] p0398 B71-23597
Spanwise integration of kernel functions for
calculating wing lift distributions in subsonic
flow
p0640 N71-33219
HOSSELT H0BBBB
Heat transfer to airfoil in oscillating flow at
large angles of attack, showing vortex shed
reattachment and Nusselt numbers increase
[ASHE EiPEB 71-GT-18} p0349 471-25963
HDTBXTION
World championship gliding team medicophysiological
problems'during competition at Barfa, Texasf
discussing climatic adaptation, nutrition, bypoxia
and pilots general physical and psychomotor
conditions
p0662 471-41576
SOTS JFASTBHEBS)
Powder metallurgy parts application in aircraft,
illustrating flareless-sleeve coupling nut of
pressed and sintered Ti-6Al-47 alloy
p0293 A71-24762
HILON (TB4DEDABK)
Dynamic decelerators using nylon tricot knit fabric
and high elongation suspension lines for reduced
peak force parachute deployment
[AIAA PAPEB 70-1185) pOOSI 471-14273
OBLIQDE SHOCK SAVES
Supersonic boundary layer flow profile distortion
due to oblique shock during separation
p0291 471-24592
Time dependent asymptotic solution for transonic
flows in hyperbolic nozzle and turbine cascades
with obligue shock
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-42] p0350 &71-25975
Design shock wave correspondence to strong obligue
shock, discussing off design behavior of caret
wing
p0541 471-35280
Mesh method for supercritical transonic flow
calculation with normal or obligue shock wave at
trailing edge
p0550 A71-35799
Normal or obligue plane detonation waves producing
combustion products in supersonic flow
fiHC-B/M-3638] p0332 1171-20938
OBSEBVATION
NT SATELLITE OBSEBVATION
HT VISUAL OBSERVATION
OBSEBVATIOH 4IBCB4FT
NT MIBAGB 3 AIBCB4FT
NT OH-6 HELICOPTER
NT 07-10 4IRCB4FT
NT TSB-2 AIBCRAFT
HT BEATHEB RECONNAISSANCE AIBCBAFT
OBSTRUCTING
D BLOCKING
OCEAN BOTTOB
Shallow ocean depth measurements by aerial
photographs of wave refraction and wavelength
changes and by multispectral scanning of wave
reflection
[N4S4-CB-123194] p0724 N71-37862
OCEAN CDBBENTS
Development of operational system for measuring
ocean surface current from aircraft using floats
and fluorescent dyes
CAD-726568] p0724 H71-37922
OCE4N SDBFACE
Aeronautical satellite systems program planning for
improved aircraft communications, 4TC and other
air traffic services in airspace over oceanic
areas
p066B 471-42096
Airborne infrared radiometer measurement of ocean
water surface temperatures
C4D-726512] p0686 N71-35494
Development of operational system for measuring
ocean surface current from aircraft using floats
and fluorescent dyes
CAD-726568] p0724 N71-37922
OCE4SOGRAPBI
Research Flight Facility participation in BOBEI
program and aircraft data inventory
[NOAA-TB-ERL-198-RFF-4J p0685 871-35453
OCEA8S
NT ARCTIC OCEAN
NT ATLANTIC OCEAN
Penetration of sonic boom energy into ocean in
experimental simulation
[AD-711963] p0033 N71-10094
OGEE RINGS
0 VARIABLE SHEEP HIHGS
OB-6 HELICOPTEB
Botor stability derivatives determination from
instrumented OH-6A prototype helicopter wind
tunnel tests, comparing data with analytical
results obtained by digital computing technigue
[AHS PREPRINT 543] p0451 471-31100
OIL ADDITIVES
Friction points, and oil system of aviation gas
turbine engines
[4D-717835] p0373 N71-22011
OILS
NT CRUDE OIL
NT LBBRIC4TING OILS
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma and Malaysia thunderstorms comparison based
on weather reconnaissance aircraft measurements,
considering turbulence patches
p0424 471-29752
OBEGA NAVIGATION STSTEB
Omega for aircraft navigation and traffic control,
discussing reliability, resolution and prediction
errors
p0146 A71-17924
Long range hyperbolic navigation in U.S., discussing
loran and Omega systems
p0440 A71-30711
Omega navigation application to general aviation
aircraft, presenting diurnal course shift to'
overcome deficiencies
p0548 A71-35767
Unaided, integrated and differential OHEGA radio
navigation configurations, comparing accuracy and
suitability for airways system operations
p0667 471-42082
OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION
0 VHF OBNIRAHSE NAVIGATION
ONBOARD EQDIPBENT
NT AIRBORNE EQUIPHENT
NT AIRBOBNE/SPACEBOBSE COMPUTERS
NT AIRCRAFT EQDIPBENT
American ATA prototype aircraft collision avoidance
equipment ana proposed noncooperative system
pOOOS 471-10753
Zinc-silver oxide batteries underwater and aerial
applications, designing medium high rate long life
cells
P0207 A71-21102
Flight test completed on onboard real time engine
performance monitoring system, discussing
thermodynamic analysis technique
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-77] p0352 471-25991
Onboard aircraft refractometer design, operation and
effectiveness
A-338
SUBJECT IHDEI OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
pOaOt 471-28250
Onboard area navigation systems in ATC environment,
discussing route structure and flight instruments
[SAE PAPER 710455] p0408 A71-28332
Onboard meteorological pulse radars for cloud
formations detection, navigational aids, ground
reference points determination and relief
surveillance
P0191 471-31920
Aircraft loading system consisting of onboard weight
and balance eguipment and fully mechanized cargo
pallet transfer, using computerized simulation
model for parametric evaluation
(SAKE PAPER 900] p0550 A71-35811
Strut pressure and axle strain gage systems testing
for balance and weighing onboard De Havilland C-7A
aircraft
[SAHE PAPER 881] p0552 A71-35827
Investigating tasks of data processing equipment in
advanced navigation systems for aircraft
P0113 S71-12604
Evaluating use of airborne digital computers for
guidance and control of X-15 and P-10K aircraft
fNASA-TM-X-66091] p0113 N71-12610
Calculating delivery errors of automatically
released bombs caused by onboard computer and
attitude/air data sensor errors
p011« N71-12612
Satellite aided aircraft collision avoidance system
effective for large number of aircraft
[NASA-CASE-ERC-10090] pOU64 N71-21948
OBBOiHD HAVIGATIOH
0 BAVIGATION
OHE DIMENSIONAL FLOS
One dimensional flow models of internal combustion
engine exhaust silencers in noisy systems
p0339 A71-25180
Free vortices from slender wings, controlling
strength, position, core stability and thickness
on basis of one dimensional flow model
p0654 A71-aO<(92
One dimensional channel flow theory for designing
ram wing surface effect vehicle
[AD-72777«] p0709 117 1-36119
OPEBIHGS
ST PORTS (OPENINGS)
OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS)
Navy avionic modular multiprocessing digital
computer operating system reliability, comparing
totally software and partly hardware approaches
p0182 A71-18833
OPERATING TEHPEBATOBE
Gas turbine engine nozzle guide vanes under pulsed
thermal operation, discussing service life
evaluation and increase
p0136 A71-16756
Gas'turbine engine nozzle guide vanes under pulsed
thermal operation, discussing service life
evaluation and increase
p05«U A71-35155
Aircraft high temperature turbine engine design,
reviewing technological advances coupled with
laboratory engine and component tests
p0615 A71-39399
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic performance of sweat
cooled gas turbine engine blades
p0233 S71-17382
Temperature field measurements within convection
cooled rotor blade of gas turbine engine
p0233 N71-17387
OPEEATIOBAL HAZARDS
Safety tests for aircraft equipment
[AD-723033] p0625 H71-31910
OPERATIONAL PBOBLEHS
Reliability and maintenance problems of D.S. Army
operational environment, noting inadequate design
and test criteria during development
p0092 A71-15102
Sand and dust effects on military helicopter flight
controls and eguipment service life, discussing
relief program
p0096 A71-15130
VTOL operation under snow and ice conditions,
discussing adhesion, radiation absorption and
electrical properties of ice
p0097 A71-15137
Subsonic and supersonic airline operations,
restraints, considering noise, air pollution and
inadequate airport facilities
p0358 A71-26870
Optimization and operational problems of man powered
aircraft, noting Kremer Competition design
[AIAA PAPER 71-798] pOSOB A71-31023
Technological aspects of film cooling for blades in
high temperature gas turbines
P0235 N71-17101
Survey of air traffic control radar beacon system
operational problems
p02"17 H71-18116
Description and operational behavior of hypersonic,
low density wind tunnel at Goettingen, test
Germany
[DLR-FB-70-42] p0514 N71-27031
OPERATIONS RESEARCH
NT DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
ST GAME THEORY
NT HINIHAX TECHNIQDE
Operations research minimum cost model of aircraft
noise abatement in airport communities
[AIAA PAPEB 71-525] pO«23 A71-29551
Accident investigations, flight control systems, and
operational recordings for improved aircraft
flight mechanics
[AGARD-CP-76-71] p0393 B71-23410
Automatic data processing systems for air traffic
control, health services, operations research,
management planning, information systems, and
reading machines
p0722 N71-377H2
OPERATOE PERFORMANCE
ATC automation system design, considering
controllers decision time savings
p0288 A71-2U271
ATC display device man-computer interaction faults
and delays effects on operator performance
' p0650 A71-10119
Feasibility of visual tracking to determine effect
of lag in simulated aircraft dynamics
[IAH-B-479] p0256 H71-18838
OPERATORS (HATBERAIICS)
Unsteady motion of finite span wing in ideal
incompressible liquid near solid surface by
integral operator method in potential acceleration
space
p0156 A71-18701
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
NT TEST PILOTS
Air traffic controllers legal responsibility and
disciplinary procedure, considering clearances,
flight crew instructions and aircraft accidents
p0269 A71-22891
OPTICAL ABSORPTION
0 ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
OPTICAL CORRECTION PROCEDURE
Automatic approach and landing system with flash
warning signal for Caravelle aircraft control
p0396 H71-23U29
OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
Holographic techniques, optical data processing and
laser properties for aerospace instrumentation
p043U A71-30329
Pulse compression and optical data correlation in
side-looking radar, considering Doppler effect
p0196 A71-32650
Investigating possibilities and liaitations of
applying holographic techniques to aerospace
technology
CNASA-SP-2118] pOIIS H71-12776
OPTICAL DEBSITY
Visible exhaust smoke trails from aircraft jet
engines, measuring optical density by photographic
photometry
[SAE PAPER 710128] pOU06 A71-28311
Schlieren method for measuring w'ake density behind
hypervel'ocity projectile
[ISL-T-12/69] pOIOS N71-12221
OPTICAL EQUIPHEST
NT ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES
ST CABERAS
NT HIGH SPEED CAMERAS
ST I8AGE CONVEBTEBS
NT BOLTISPECTBAL BAND SCANNERS
ST OPTICAL MEASURING ISSTBOHESTS
ST OPTICAL RADAB
ST BBFRACTOMETERS
NT SPECTBOPBOTOHETEBS
i-339
OPTICAL FILTERS SUBJECT IHDEX
NT STfiOBOSCOPES
NT TBANSMISSOMETEBS
NT WIDE ANGLE LENSES
Low profile optical system producing annular cone of
radiation from point source for high speed
aircraft beacon
p0185 A71-19203
Combined optical attitude and altitude indicating
instrument for use in aircraft or spacecraft
rNASA-CASE-XLA-01907] p0391 N71-23268
Shipboard test procedure of Fresnel lens optical
landing system UK 6 MOD 2 for carrier landings
[AD-718335] p0397 M71-23488
Development and characteristics of scanning systems
for thermal viewers and infrared detectors for
airborne operation
[AD-719854;) p0466 N71-25053
OPTICAL FILTERS
Contrast level reading tests of CRT and self
luminous display devices- with optical filters at
high ambient light for cockpit applications
p0650 A71-B.0127
OPTICAL GEHEBATOBS
0 LASERS
OPTICAL BASEBS
U LASERS
OPTICAL HEASUHEHEHT
NT PHOTOMETRY
* Structure constant of jet exhaust turbulence of J-57
with afterburner by laser beam probing compared
with scintillation and hot-wire anemometer
measurements
p035« A71-26304
Optical holographic interferometry for radial
microcracks detection from bolt holes in high
strength aircraft steel
fASHE PAPEB 71-BET-C] p0361 A71-27312
Optical measurement of sprays mean droplet size,
assessing operating variables effect on air-blast
atomizer characteristics
p0111 A71-28756
Photoelectric, bolometric and photographic recording
assembly for measurement of light pressure and
aerodynamic forces on complex shape body in free
molecular flow
p0415 A71-29155
Vortex laser Doppler velocimeter system for aircraft
wake turbulence velocity profile mapping,
describing optical arrangements, back and forward
scattering modes and prototype design
p05«8 A71-357S6
Aeronautical radio navigation aids photo-optical
calibration, describing photogrammetric procedure
and ground eguipment for checking out airport ILS
systems
p0695 A71-43587
Ground visibility observations and automatic
measurement of runway visual range of airport
runways
p003« N71-10118
Automatic calculation of runway visual range of
airport runways
p0034 N71-10120
OPTICAL HEASDBIHG INSTRUMENTS
NT BEFHACTOHETE8S
NT SPECTBOPHOTOMETERS
NT TRANSMISSOBETEHS
Feasibility evaluation on optical probing of
supersonic aerodynamic turbulence with statistical
correlation
CNASA-TN-D-6077] p0237 N71-17H1U
OPTICAL PBOPESTIES
NT ABSORPTIVITY
NT OPTICAL BEFLECTION
NT PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT
ST TRANSPARENCE
Holographic recording of optical inhomogeneities in
gas flow in hypersonic wind tunnels, using
Hach-Zehnder interferometer and schlieren
apparatus
p0179 A71-3127U
Aircraft mounted infrared detectors for remote
measurements of optical cloud properties
pO«67 B71-25260
OPTICAL BADAB
Coherent laser synthetic aperture radar at microwave
fregnencies for airborne ground point target
mapping
p0021 A71-120i»4
Integrated electro-optical microwave radar and laser
/lidar/ systems for earth oriented, environmental
and domestic applications
P0181 A71-18827
Experimental pulsed neodymium lidar system modified
for measuring slant visibility conditions for
aircraft landing operations
[AD-716483] p0522 N71-28217
OPTICAL REFLECTION
Pilot performance in recognizing electronic display
systems under varying dazzle and color conditions
in cockpits
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-ISltS] p0721 N71-37621
OPTICAL BESOHATOBS
0 LASEES
OPTICAL SCANNERS
HI HDLTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS
OPTICAL SENSOES
U OPTICAL MEASDBIN6 INSTRUMENTS
OPTICAL THICKNESS
Inviscid flow distribution of high temperature jet
of optically thick radiating gas exhausting from
two-dimensional nozzle into low temperature
guiescent medium
p0291 A71-21588
OPTICAL TRACKING
Apollo range instrumentation aircraft, describing
C-135A modification with airborne lightweight
optical tracking systems
p0609 A71-38546
OPTIMAL CONTROL
NT TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL
Optimal synthesis of selective multidimensional
invariant control systems applied to turboprop
engine with differential reductor
p0008 471-10718
Botorcraft ideal height-velocity boundary and
critical decision point height prediction,
discussing pilots optimal control under emergency
conditions
p0091 A71-15414
Sensitivity analysis and optimal control theory used
to design optimal gust alleviation systems,
discussing gain and gear ratios
CAIAA PAPER 71-9] pOiso A7i-is<i83
Hypersonic body optimum lift control during
atmospheric entry, taking into account drag
coefficients and density
[AIAA PAPER 71-21] p0150 A71-18I488
Aircraft collision avoidance dynamical system,
determining barriers between possible capture
regions by optimal control problem solution
p0209 A71-21322
Optimal air traffic control coordinating flow and
holding patterns of aircraft landing in single
runway using linear-quadratic technique
p0209 A71-21335
Supersonic airplane minimum time turns at constant
altitude, determining thrust, bank angle and angle
of attack programs with optimal control theory
p0221 A71-22032
Aircraft motion and traffic control at air corridors
intersections for minimum flight schedule
deviation under random disturbance due to weather,
using statistical simulation
p0283 A71-24158
Optimal control stabilization under continuous small
disturbances applied to aircraft stability in
horizontal flight under vertical gust loads
p0292 A71-21726
Constrained gain problem optimality conditions,
presenting algorithm for optimal gains and
application to aircraft control problems
p0295 A71-21859
Optimal stochastic control and gust alleviation for
jet aircraft response for flight through turbulent
upwash field
p0297 A71-24870
Quasi-optimal proportional navigation, deriving
feedback guidance laws for interceptor
aerodynamically controlled missiles
P0355 A71-26U09
Nonlinear systems optimal control computational
method, using Chebyshev algorithm
p0367 A71-27592
Aircraft optimum control synthesis for powered
flight phase, determining angle of attack for
transfer to maximum velocity by Canchy problem
P0503 A71-334U2
A-3HO
SUBJECT IRDEX OPTIMIZATION
Interceptor aircraft optimal nonlinear command
guidance scheme for reduction of airborne
computation load with forward prediction of
interceptor and target state vectors
[AIAA PAPER 71-916] p0596 A71-37166
Aircraft control design by implicit model- following
technique with optimal feedback sampled data and
continuous control algorithm, exemplifying STOL
aircraft landing approach control
[ A I A A PAPER 71-956] P0597 471-37197
.Model following technique for optimal control
applied to hovering motion of CH-3 helicopter
p0611 A71-39000
Helicopter optimal autorotation landing parameters
for touchdown at zero speed, including rotor rpin
drop due to flow separation on blades
pQ692 A71-43090
Hinimum order state vector reconstruction linear
filters for constant plants optimal control,
applying to aircraft flight multiple control-point
problem
p0696 A71-14H077
Stochastic optimal control theory application to
airplane rescheduling model, obtaining dynamic
programming algorithm for optimal landing and
takeoff rules
p0697 A71-44104
Computer-aided decision algorithm for ATC problem in
near terminal area, emphasizing scheduling and
holding strategies
P0697 471-44105
Trends in automatic control field in last two
decades, emphasizing optimal control and
performance criteria selection
[AIAA PAPER 71-1001] P0701 A71-44S91
Quadratic performance index for VIOL aircraft model
reference attitude control system
[NASA-TN-D-6231] p0255 N71-18836
Computerized simulation of aerodynamic loads and
dynamic responses for aircraft control system
design based on optimal and feedback control
theories
tAD-722652] p0625 N71-31933
Coordination of traffic flow and holding patterns of
aircraft landing on same runway
tNASA-CR-121466] p0646 N71-33747
Practical design procedure for F-4 aircraft
augmentation systems based on guadratic optimal
control technology
[AD-726584] p0682 B71-35221
OPTIMIZATION
NT PLIGHT OPTIMIZATION
KT OPTIMAL CONTROL
NT TIKE OPTIHAL CONTBOL
NT TRAJECTORY OPTIHIZATION
Maximum thrust plug nozzle design for fixed inlet
geometry, using calculus of variations for optimum
contour determination
[4IAA PAPER 71-40] p0151 A71-18501
Mathematical model of small scale versatile aircraft
component production process, developing computer
production optimization algorithm
p0156 A71-18715
Aircraft optimum minimum noise takeoff profile,
solving by equations of motion system for jet
aircraft
p0204 A71-20779
Planar microwave array antenna for scan requirement,
discussing tilt angle and element arrangement
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 70-191] p0221 A71-22030
Optimization of slot angle, slot positioning and
flow quantity affecting boundary layer control in
energy transfer over airfoil profiles
P0273 A71-23201
Design optimization of aircraft starting and
generating systems, identifying information •
required and system analysis methods
[SAE PAPER 710392] p0286 A71-24256
Flight path optimization with multiple time scales,
discussing decoupling of high order three
dimensional aircraft flight problem into several
low order problems
. p0295 A71-2|(858
Weight minimization of semiinfinite flat sandwich
panel at constant dynamic pressure in supersonic
flow subject to flutter constraint, using finite
element model
[AIAA PAPER 71-330] p0342 A71-25310
Automated optinal weight fully stressed large scale
structural design of aircraft, using matrix-
matheoatical programming technique
[AIAA PAPER 71-361] p03«3 A71-25340
Stability analysis and design optimization with
dynamics and aeroelastics constraints for
helicopter rotor blade minisua weight with bending
torsion flutter and favorable frequency placements
[AIAA PAPEB 71-388] p031|U A71-25352
Optimal blowing wall jet prediction for suppressing
separation from high lift aerofoils with
incomplete mixing of upstrean boundary layer
p035i| 471-26196
Modulation cancellation altimeter error analysis and
performance optimization
p0362 A71-27437
Optimization of military VTOL aircraft secondary
power systems, considering alternate power source
for aircraft hydraulics, pneumatic drives, etc
[SAE PAPER. 710*115] p0407 A71-28326
Optimal penetration effect on peripheral gas flow
temperature field at outlet of turbine combustion
chamber with circular flame tubes
pOUlU 471-28971
King thickness optimal distribution for minimum wave
drag in supersonic flow at zero angle of attack
for given planform, using Ritz nethod at lower
Hach numbers
p0117 A71-29222
Design interface requirements for optimal aircraft
engine condition monitoring system, using
parameter, vibration, oil, borescope and
radiography analysis
[SAE PAPER 710147] p0438 471-30531
Life cycle cost optimization of STOL aircraft and
tracked air cushion vehicles for operating
transportation system
pOSOl 471-33306
Constrained optimization problems solution combining
modified pattern search methods and polynomial
constraints in aircraft design parameters
selection
p0505 471-33721
Optimization and operational problems of man powered
aircraft, noting Kremer Competition design
[AIAA PAPER 71-798] p0508 A71-34023
Aircraft structural parameters optimization
satisfying flutter velocity constraint and minimum
mass, applying to box beam design
P0537 A71-34874
Random access signaling system application to
aircraft control, discussing signal redundancy
requirement for access capability optimization
based on radio environment model
p0550 A71-35783
Three dimensional minimum fuel turns for supersoni
aircraft by energy state approximation
[AIAA PAPER 71-913] p0596 471-37163
Aerodynamic control surfaces optimal location for
flexible aircraft disturbed by random wind gusts,
using matrix minimum principle and calculus of
variations
P0610 471-38713
Centrifugal blowers optimum blade number for maximum
efficiency, discussing design measures for shock
and friction loss minimization
p0610 A71-38750
High speed wind tunnels air heating system
optimization, considering pebble bed air heater
for intermittent operations
P0611 471-39086
Monograph on satellite airport system modeling for
large metropolitan areas covering systems analysis
methodology and computer algorithms for
optimization
[SU-TR-71-1] p0658 471-1.0799
Sonic boom minimization including front and rear
shocks, exemplified by SSI aircraft
P0660 A71-40972
Flexible ram air inflated keel and leading edqe
parawinq design optimization for increased
stability and reliability, introducing semirigid
member concept
[AIAA PAPER 71-986] p0700 A71-1IU582
Computerized aerodynamic optimization of aircraft
propellers
tAD-710356] p0034 S71-10122
Optimization techniques in aircraft confiquration
design
A-341
OPTIMUM COHTBOL SUBJECT INDEX
[AD-711U10] pOOUS H71-11023
Automatic landing system optimization using inertial
navigation data and modern control theory
[NASA-CB-111575] p0110 N71-12431
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
[ AGABD-CP-36-70] p0117 H71-13126
Application of aeroelastic constraints in structural
optimization of aircraft design
p0117 N71-13131
Computer system for optimal design of aircraft
structures
p0118 N71-13132
Matrix methods in computer-aided design optimization
of aircraft structures
p0118 H71-13135
Computer program for structural design optimization
of horizontal stabilizer of supersonic aircraft
p0118 N71-13137
Optimization technigues for aircraft multiple flight
paths
[AD-713136] p0168 N71-15392
Design optimization for cylindrical shell subjected
to reentry loads and heating
p02«<t N71-18022
Optimization of interferences between aircraft
components in supersonic flow
p0301 H71-19356
Optimal bomb release intervals from B-52 aircraft
bombing system
p0305 871-19383
Optimization of aeroelastic constraints for aircraft
design using differential eguation idealization
and finite element approximation
tNASA-CR-117198] p0322 D71-20139
Computer and' optimization technigues in aircraft
design
p0322 S71-20140
Optimization design procedures for development of
stability augmentation systems
[AD-717168] p0328 N71-20617
Configuration optimization and performance of air
breathing hypersonic cruise vehicles
[AD-721U71] p0529 N71-28580
Cost estimations, noise constraints, and
supercritical wing compatibility in optimization
of turbofan engines for Mach 0.90 to Bach 0.98
commercial air transports
[NASA-TM-X-67906] p0641 N71-332U6
Use of NASTRAN as analysis tool in structural design
optimization process applied to aircr'-t fuselage
type structure
p0688 N71-36280
OPTIMUM CONTBOL
D OPTIMAL CONTBOL
OBBITEB PBOJECT
NT LUNAR ORBITEB
DEBITS
NT EABTH ORBITS
OBDINATES
D COORDINATES
OBDB1NCE
External store surface pressure distributions during
captive flight aboard F-tB aircraft, considering
carrying aircraft effects on flov field about
airborne ordnance
TAIAA PAPER 71-295] p0220 A71-22015
OBEGON
Airport development recommendations for Lane County,
Oregon with projections of passenger and aircraft
operations at 5 year intervals through 1990
CPB-197860] p0573 N71-29756
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
NT FLUOBOCARBONS
ORGANIZATIONS
NT SOBTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)
OBIFICE FLOH
Pressure orifices inclination in low density flow
from experiments with cooled flat plate model in
hypersonic low density wind tunnel
p0316 A71-25U90
OBIPICES
Automated orifice drilling optimal treatment
routines, including proper timing and adeguate
total depth allowance
p0413 A71-28911
ORION AIRCRAFT
C P-3 AIRCRAFT
OBBITHOPTEB AIBCBAFT
U BESEABCR AIRCBAFT
OROGRAPHY
Stratospheric air flow patterns and CAT measurements
onboard aircraft over and downwind of Western U.S.
mountain terrain
pOU25 A71-29755
OBTHOTHOPIC SHELLS
NT CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
OSCILLATING CYLINDERS
Bypersonic flow past freely vibrating hemisphere-
cylinder-cone, noting Reynolds and Mach numbers
dependence and conical stabilizer aperture angle
P0083 A71-11571
Spring supported circular cylinder stability in wake
flow of similar cylinder at various spacings using
guasi-static aerodynamic derivatives and flutter
theory
p0269 A71-229U2
Cylinder vibration due to wake force in wind tunnel,
discussing self exciting force induction
P0272 A71-23057
OSCILLATING FLOH
Gas flow past straight airfoil, analyzing damped
natural oscillations
p0083 A71-1U561
Rind tunnel experiments on vortex shedding from
circular cylinders in oscillating free stream
P0192 A71-19908
Heat transfer to airfoil in oscillating flow at
large angles of attack, showing vortex shed
reattachment and Nusselt numbers increase
[ASME PAPEB 71-GT-18] p03<!9 A71-25963
Quasi-axisymmetric and superposed fine fluctuating
structure of ideal incompressible vortex flows in
axial flow turbines, assuming infinite mutual
blade proximity
p0369 A71-2771M
Oscillating flow effects on pressure force normal to
symmetrical airfoil chord
CAD-711830] pOO!46 N71-11011
Using thin-wall technique for describing fast
mechanically operated model-injection system for
heat transfer measurements
[NPL-AEBO-1300] p0126 N71-1U087
OSCILLATION DAHPEBS
Linear damping in piston type liquid damped
accelerometers, using porous glass materials
p0273 A71-23173
Light aircraft longitudinal stability control
systems, discussing downspring and bobweight
effects on flight characteristics
[SAE PAPEB 710388] p0286 A71-21252
Design and operation of viscous pendulum damper
[NASA-CASE-XLA-02079] p0180 N71-168914
Damper system for alleviating air flow shock loads
on wind tunnel models
[NASA-CASE-XLA-09480] p0645 N71-33612
OSCILLATIONS
NT HARMONIC OSCILLATION
NT PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS
HT TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION
NT HING OSCILLATIONS
Aircraft propulsive thrust moment effect on phugoid
motion, examining angle of attack and flight path
variations with resulting instability
p0068 A71-133<tO
Phugoid motion at constant angle of attack without
thrust line displacement from aircraft center of
gravity, noting longitudinal stability
p0650 A71-1S0168
Angle of attack instrumentation for evaluating
aircraft lift performance and phngoid oscillations
p0693 A71-M3382
OSEEN APPROXIMATION
Spheres Oseen drag, extending Goldstein expansion
for Navier-Stokes equation in powers of Reynolds
number
p0023 A71-12380
OUTPUT
NT LASER OUTPUTS
OV-10 AIBCBAFT
Measurement of noise levels during 07-10 aircraft
operations
[AD-712667] p0106 B71-12230
OVERCAST
U CLOUD COVEB
OTEBESTIHATION
U EEBOES
A-3U2
SUBJECT INDEX PAHBL FLOTTEB
0 ESTIMATING
OVEEEXPOSDEE
U RADIATION DOSAGE
OVEBPBESSOBE
Plane compression waves propagation into constant
state nonviscous fluid, considering shock
formation of pressure pulses and overpressure as
function of time
p0195 471-19961
Rind tunnel stability tests of wing with different
bloving nozzle arrangements on bottom overpressure
surface at 18 and 30 m/sec air speeds
p0278 A71-23663
Sonic booms londness as function of peak
overpressures and rise times, using semiempirical
formulae
pC657 A71-U0530
Application of multivariable search techniques to
design of low sonic boom overpressure
[NASA-CR-731196 J p0160 N71-11613
Prediction methods for sonic boom generation and
propagation with overpressure minimization in
supersonic transport design and operation
fNASA-SP-255] p0523 H71-28363
Approximative sound wave scattering behind sonic
boom overpressure signatures
pOS2« 1171-28368
Sonic boom pressure signature variations as function
of distance to ground due to atmospheric
refraction
p0527 N71-28389
Finite difference method for predicting sonic boom
overpressure signature near caustic
p0527 JJ71-28390
Structural response and acoustic transmission
characteristics of glass pane and standard wood
frame construction wall panels subjected to sonic
booms
[NASA-CR-111925] p0631 N71-32«88
semiempirical formulae representing sonic boom
loudness as function of overpressure and time
compared with experimental and theoretical
calculations
riSVE-TE-16] p0681 N71-3S214
OXIDATION
Hypersonic flight load bearing refractory alloy
control surface protective coatings, emphasizing
oxidation screening tests
pO«23 A71-296H6
OXIDATION RESISTANCE
Nb alloys in hypersonic glider fabrication,
discussing mechanical properties, oxidation
resistance and sandwich panel design
p0030 A71-12935
High temperature turbine parts protective coatings,
discussing aluminum diffusion prevention and crack
and oxidation resistance
p0274 A71-23290
High temperature oxidation protective coatings
behavior, emphasizing jet engine applications
p027U A71-23296
Bach 1 burner rig tests at 2100 F for oxidation
resistance evaluation of RiCrAl and FeCrAlY
claddings on TD-HiCr
[NASA-TB-X-52916] p0052 B71-1KI26
Tungsten reinforced oxidation resistant columbium
alloys with operating temperature above 2000 F for
use in gas turbine engines
[AD-717969] p0398 H71-23673
OXIDES
HT CARBON DIOXIDE
NT CAEBON BOSOXIDE
NT NITRIC OXIDE
NT NITEOGEN OXIDES
NT NITROUS OXIDES
NT S01FDR OXIDES
OIIDIZEBS
NT ROCKET OIIDIZEBS
Jet engine liquid fuel wall layer combustion
stimulation by repeated oxidizer injection into
supersonic section of nozzle
pOOSO A71-1U256
OXYGEN
NT OZONE
Jet fuel dissolved oxygen concentration effects on
plunger antiwear properties
pOU87 A71-31677
OIIGEN DEFICIENCY
D HYPOXIA
OXIGEN PRODUCTION
Commercial business and utility aircraft chemical
oxygen generators to satisfy FAA requirements,
discussing weight, size and maintenance savings
and increased safety
[SAE PAPER 710390] p0286 A71-2U251
OXYGEN SDPPLY EQOIPHEBT
Commercial business and utility aircraft chemical
oxygen generators to satisfy FAA requirements,
discussing weight, size and maintenance savings
and increased safety
[SAE PAPER 710390) p0286 A71-2U25*
Oxygen supply to air transported patients by
chemical compounds, suggesting use of
permanganates and chlorates
p0662 A71-11571
Glycerin initiated spontaneous combustion in copper
feedline for high pressure oxygen bottle carrier
in military aircraft
[H70-777-BHE/LEE] p0162 N71-11792
OIIGEN SISTEBS
D OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
OZONE
Stratospheric ozone reduction through catalytic
action of nitrogen oxides from SST exhaust,
discussing degrading effect on atmospheric
radiation shieLd
p0562 A71-36922
Depletion of atmospheric ozone by nitric oxide from
SST exhausts
p06U3 N71-33U39
P-I-H DIODES
D DIODES
D P-I-N JDNCTIONS
P-I-H JUNCTIONS
Microstrip p-i-n diode controlled L band digital
phase shifter for aircraft-satellite communication
pO«U7 A71-31055
P-3 AIBCBAFT
Computerized aerodynamic optimization of aircraft
propellers
[AD-710356] p0034 B71-10122
Analysis of integrated high frequency antenna system
for P-3C aircraft radio communications
[AD-718167] ' p0392 N71-23306
Tests for determining spectral signatures of
integrated high-frequency antenna systems for P-3
aircraft
[AD-71805H] p0398 S71-23609
PACIFIC ISLANDS
NT PHILLIPINES
PACKINGS (SEALS)
Development of bearings, seals, and lubricants for
air breathing turbojet engines
p0309 N71-1916U
Performance tests of compressor seals and stator
pivot seals used with air breathing propulsion
systems - Part 2
[NASA-CS-72887] p0716 N71-37373
PAD .
Analysis of self-acting lift pad for gas-film seal
of tnrboshaft
p0058 N71-12038
PAINTS
Photochrooic paints for nondestructive testing of
aerospace naterials and structures
p0283 A71-21102
Airfield tests of specially formulated marking
paints for asphalt pavements
[AD-716755] p0335 N71-21523
Polyisocyanurate foam and intunescent paint for
thermal protection of aircraft passengers in
ground accident fires
p0581 N71-30758
PANAVIA BILlTABY AIBCBAFT
Panavia 200 sultipucpose military aircraft,
describing variable geometry design concept,
performance characteristics, engines, armament and
electronics
p0702 A71-11766
PANEL FLOTTEB
Skew panels with in-plane forces under yawed
supersonic flow, calculating flutter by matrix
displacement methods
p0011 A71-10939
A-3»3
PANELS SOBJECT IHDEX
Flutter analysis of stressed flat simply supported
skew panels in supersonic flow, using small
deflection thin plate theory
pC209 A71-21302
Nonlinear panel flutter analysis and response under
random excitation or nonlinear aerodynamic
loading, using Rayleigh-Ritz approximation to
Hamilton variational principle
p0263 471-22080
Cylindrical shells panel flutter analysis for
internal stress and supersonic flow, considering
still air buckling data useful for determining
buckling loads
[ A I A A PAPER 71-328] p0312 471-25308
Height minimization of semiinfinite flat sandwich
panel at constant dynamic pressure in supersonic
flow subject to flutter constraint, using finite
element model
[4144 P4PER 71-330] ' p0312 471-25310
Flutter analysis of clamped thin skew panels with
midplane forces in supersonic flow, using Galerkin
method
p0357 471-26766
Computer program for aerodynamic forces on flexible
plate undergoing transient motion in shear flow,
applying to panel flutter
p0366 471-27559
Supersonic flutter analysis of clamped skew panels
with in-plane forces by Galerkin method, using two
dimensional static approximation for aerodynamic
loading
pOi»39 471-30607
Structural and inertial nonlinearities influence on
flat or curved panel flutter
pOIII 171-30825
Integrally stiffened five bay panel, calculating
free vibration and random response to jet noise
excitation
[4144 P4PER 71-585] p0182 471-31532
Probability theory of stresses during random
vibrations of flat panel in acoustic field of jet
engine exhaust
p0487 471-31701
4eroelastic stability of flat plates and shells,
considering panel flutter
pOU99 471-32987
Response of, and acoustic radiation from panels
excited by turbulent boundary layers
[4D-710696] p0038 N71-10386
Panel flutter and divergence as structural
aeroelastic problems leading to fatigue failure
[N4S4-CR-111821] p0120 H71-13105
Calculating flutter boundaries and estimate-g
stresses in infinite spanwise array of panels
using exact method of Zeydel
[NASA-CB-1721] p0126 H71-11086
Stability and postcritical"response of infinite
width panels on hinged supports due to aerodynamic
loads at hypersonic speed
[NASA-CR-1158511] p0167 N71-153U1
Application of research in panel flutter and
boundary layer thickness to space shuttle
• p0161 N71-21660
Nonlinear panel flutter analyses by perturbation ana
harmonic balance methods
[N4SA-CR-111907] p0167 N71-25362
A l u m i n u m panel flutter tests at supersonic Bach
numbers
[NASA-CR-1837] p0521 N71-28161
Supersonic panel flutter and aerodynamic load stress
analysis of finite cylindrical shells based on
Galerkin method and aeroelastic equilibrium
equations '
[AD-722147] p0589 N71-31183
PANELS
NT COB7SD PANELS
NT RECTAHGDLAK PANELS
NT KING PANELS
Bibbed aluminum panels airborne sound transmission
loss, evaluating structural damping effects
p0210 471-21431
Aircraft structural panels under cyclic static
loads, examining fatigue life with probability
theory, statistics and regression analysis
p05«2 A71-35312
Finite element method for free vibrations and random
response of integrally-stiffened panel
[LR-5U1] p0102 N71-21298
nodal analysis of response and fatigue of aluninum
aircraft panels modal response
p0688 N71-36273
Reduction of resonant vibrations in integrally
stiffened skin-stringer panels using viscoelastic
materials
[AD-727773] p0717 N71-37510
Design data for regeneratively cooled panels from
low cycle fatigue evaluation of Hastelloy X and
Inconel 625 sheet and sandwich panel specimens
[NASA-CR-1884] p0728 N71-38731
PiBABOLIC BODIES
Laminar incompressible boundary layer flow over thin
Joukowski, parabolic and slender wedge airfoils,
using small perturbation and quasi-similar
theories
p0281 471-23957
Separation.point study of incompressible laminar
boundary layers around parabolic bodies at angle
of attack
[AD-712C81] p0053 N71-11519
PARABOLOIDS
U P4EABOLIC BODIES
PiRiCHDTE DESCENT
Para-plane type parachute design with pilot chute
controlled reefing for long range target
p0131 471-16129
Gliding guided ribbon parachute for transonic speed
deployment, investigating turn capability, opening
reliability, structural integrity and effective
drag
P0296 A71-21868
Dimensionless products associated with scale factor
effects of parachute critical opening /sguidding/
velocity
P0599 A71-37293
Flight dynamics of noise optimal flight profiles for
Y/STOL aircraft, minimization of gust effects on
aircraft and nonlinear dynamic stability of
parachute-load systems
p0702 A71-11761
Analysis of stresses and deflections in platforms
used for airdrop operations
[AD-711556] p0057 N71-11968
Development of mathematical model for opening
behavior of parachutes noting drag and velocity as
functions of time
IAD-719698] p0156 N71-21133
Flight tests and evaluation of parachutes, parachute
fabrics, and supporting equipment - Tol. 1
[AD-721500] p0610 N71-33180
Guided parachute-payload system analog simulation
device for pilot training in maneuvering remotely
controlled parachute-payloads
[SC-DR-710097] p0710 N71-36127
PABACBBTE FABRICS
Dynamic decelerators using nylon tricot knit fabric
and high elongation suspension lines for reduced
peak force parachute deployment
[illA PAPER 70-11853 p0081 A71-14273
Flight tests and evaluation of parachutes, parachute
fabrics, and supporting eguipment - Tol. 1
[AD-721500] p0610 N71-33180
PABACBOTES
NT DEAG CHUTES
NT RIBBON PAHACHDTES
Para-plane type parachute design with pilot chute
controlled reefing for long range target
p0131 A71-16129
Aerodynamic decelerator technology, emphasizing
ribbon parachutes and flexible wings
p0111 471-17692
Parachute weight, configuration and strength
correlations for tradeoffs and design
p0182 471-18900
Low speed wind tunnel stability tests of small guide
surface, slotted solid, ring slot, cross and
streamer decelerators, considering parachutes and
drag measurement
p0200 A71-20310
Stokes flow parachute extremely lightweight
decelerator for increasing altitude and rocket^
borne radiosondes atmospheric data sampling
quality
[AIAA PAPER 71-101] p0311 A71-25277
Parachutes for low density atmospheres, describing
low and high altitude test results
[AIAi PAPER 70-1161] p0317 A71-25525
SUBJECT INDEX PASSENGEB AIECEAFT
Vest German parachute research, discussing
stretching/filling shock, fabric material
properties and static stability
pO<t9t A71-32373
investigating effects of air permeability and
porosity on performance of parachutes
[NAS1-TT-F-13431] p0108 N71-122H5
Measurement of external and internal flov fields
during parachute inflation
[AD-713520] p0158 N71-14559
Steady state inflated shape and included volume of
2U and 30 gore flat circular, extended skirt,
porous ring slot, and porous ribbon parachutes
(AD-718808] p0393 H71-23387
Brief history of parachute development including
devices and methods for canopy deployment
[AD-719lt80] pOU55 H71-24351
Development of mathematical model for opening
behavior of parachutes noting drag and velocity as
functions of time
[AD-719698] p0456 N71-21433
Flight tests of cross, modified ringsail, and
disk-gap-band parachute deployment performance
from low altitudes with structural load data
[NASA-TM-X-2221] pC520 N71-28021
Flight tests and evaluation of 'parachutes, parachute
fabrics, and supporting eguipment - Vol. 1
[AD-72U500] p06ltO N71-33180
Free-body tests of flat circular parachutes and
determination of aerodynamic drag coefficients
during partial inflation
CNASA-TN-D-61123] p06t2 N71-33395
High altitude flight test of reefed
12.2-meter-diameter disk-gap-band parachute with
deployment at 2.58 Hach number
[NASA-TN-D-6469] p0676 N71-34026
PABACHOTIHG
D PAEACHUTE DESCENT
PABAGLIDEBS
NT FLEXIBLE WINGS
NT PABAHINGS
Flexible ram air inflated keel and leading edge
paraving design optimization for increased
stability and reliability, introducing semirigid
member concept
CAIAA PAPEH 71-986] P0700 A7i-ii<»582
PAEAILKL PROCESSING (COBPOTEBS)
Navy avionic modular multiprocessing digital
computer operating system reliability, comparing
totally software and partly hardware approaches
p0182 A71-18833
PABABETEBIZATIOH
British Aircraft corporation Numerical Master
Geometry system using parameter surface
mathematics and digital computer
p0279 A71-23759
Algorithm for identification of system parameters
from input-output data with application to air
vehicles
CNASA-TN-D-6U68] p0631 N71-32173
PABA8ETEBS
D IMDEPEUDENT VARIABLES
PABAiTNGS
Statics and aerodynamics of lifting decelerators
/parawings and sailwings/ at supersonic and
hypersonic speeds
filAA PAPER 68-945] p0010 A71-10927
Para-plane type parachute design with pilot chute
controlled reefing for long range target
p0131 A71-16129
Low-speed wind tunnel tests of series of twin-keel
all-flexible parawings
fNASA-TN-D-5936] p0033 N71-10052
Aerodynamic and structural aspects of all-flexible
parawings
fNASA-CR-167U] p0120 N71-13101
Aerodynamic and deployment characteristics of twin
keel all-flexible parawing rigged with several
variations of multistage canopy and suspension
line reefing system
[NASA-TN-D-6306] p0580 N71-30748
Flight test data on geometric, aerodynamic, and
kinematic characteristics of two twin keel
parawings during deployment
fNASi-CB-1788] p0629 N71-32303
PABKING
Airport facilities operational planning, discussing
computer simulation parking systems and arrivals
building
p0605 A71-38026
Unassisted aircraft parking system /Accu-Park/,
discussing eguipment design safety and accuracy
p0661 A71-<t12U7
PARTIAL DIFFEREHTIAL EQUATIONS
HT BDSGER EQUATION
Nonlinear partial differential equation solution for
natural free-free vibrations of beam structures
CASHE PAPER 70-RA/APB-55] p0078 A71-11172
Linear theory of weakly perturbed supersonic plane
axisymmetric flows of gas-particles mixture,
deriving partial differential eguation for
perturbation potential
p0289 A71-21373
Small perturbations of stationary parallel flow with
relaxation, considering boundary conditions around
slender wings, partial differential eguations and
similarity law
p0616 171-39569
PARTICLE ACCELEBATORS
NT LINEAR ACCELEBATORS
PARTICLE BEAHS
NT ELECTRON BEAHS
NT HOLECDLAR BEABS
PARTICLE CLODDS
D CLODDS
PiBTICLE COLLISIONS
Two phase supersonic barotropic flow with solid
particles around thin profile with allowance for
elastic particle collisions
P0362 A71-27450
PARTICLE DENSITY. (COHCEHTBATIOH)
NT ELECTROS DENSITY PROFILES
PiBTICLE ENERGY
NT ELECTRON ENERGY
PARTICLE INTERACTIONS
NT HOLECHLAR COLLISIONS
Particle interaction with wedge surface in
supersonic two phase flow, determining incidence
coordinates and collision frequency as function of
initial conditions
p0368 A71-27665
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Wind tunnel photography for determining water
droplet size in breakup of water jets
[NASA-CR-116820] p0258 N71-18962
Combustion of large magnesium particles during
pressure change in ambient medium within range
from 100 to 760 mm Hg
[NASA-TT-F-13503] p0327 N71-20531
PABTICLE THEOBI
Lift and particle displacement around lifting body
with stream function as fluid motion eguation
integral
P0367 A71-27577
PARTICLE TRACKS
U PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
PABTICLE TRAJECTORIES
Gas-particle mixture cascade flow over turbine
blades, considering momentum/heat transfer and
particle trajectories
[AIAA PAPER 70-712] p0200 A71-20311
Laser Doppler velocimetric technigue for supersonic
flow particle trajectory and density measurements,
noting particle lag
CAIAA PAPER 71-287] p0220 A71-22010
Trajectories and velocities of solid particles
entrained by fluid flows in cascade nozzles
(AB-711121] pOOUl 871-10546
PARTICLES
NT AEROSOLS
NT DROPS (LIQDIDS)
NT ELECTRON BEAMS
NT FOG
NT HIGH ENEEGY ELECTRONS
NT LIGHT BEARS
NT HETAL PARTICLES
ST PLASMA JETS
NT PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
NT EAIBDBOPS
NT SOOT
PABTICULATE FI1TESS
U FLUID FILTERS
PABTICDLATE SAHPLIHG
Sampling, handling, and measuring emissions from
aircraft gas turbine engines
(REPT-iUOJ p0719 N71-3760<t
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
NT A-300 AIECEAFT
A-3t5
PASSENGEBS SUBJECT INDEX
NT B4C 111 AIRCRAFT
NT BO-105 HELICOPTEB
NT BOEING 707 AIBCB&FT
SI BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT
NT BREGUET 911 AIRCRAFT
NT CH-3 HELICOPTER
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER
NT CH-54 HELICOPTER
NT COKET 4 AIRCRAFT
NT CV-440 AIRCRAFT
NT CV-990 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT
NT DH 121 AIRCRAFT
NT EUROPEAN AIRBDS
NT F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
NT H-19 HELICOPTER
NT H-53 HELICOPTEB
NT H-56 HELICOPTER
NT HFB-320 AIRCRAFT
NT HS-748 AIRCRAFT
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT
NT SE-210 AIRCRAFT
NT T-39 AIRCRAFT
NT TU-134 AIRCRAFT
NT TU-144 AIRCRAFT
NT VC-10 AIRCRAFT
NT YAK HO AIRCRAFT
VC 400 tilt wing VIOL cargo and passenger transport
aircraft, discussing component and system
development and testing phase
p0004 A71-10466
Aviation accidents liability limitation by treaty
and statute for passengers personal injury or
death,.discussing iarsav Convention revisions
p0060 A71-12966
ATC regulations considered for Concorde introduction
to passenger service, discussing landing and
takeoff characteristics
p03<10 A71-25232
Passenger aircraft structures accelerated testing
for safety and fatigue durability under
operational conditions, describing tests, planning
and evaluation
p0358 A71-269H6
Fuselage influence on total aircraft drag in
subsonic passenger aircraft, considering high
aspect radio cylindrical fuselages
P0444 A71-30821
European airbus automatic pilot and flight control
system, including computers in electromechanical
subassemblies
p0490 A71-31914
Soviet book on subsonic gas turbine passenger planes
power supply systems covering Boeing 747, short
haul aircraft, DC-10, L-1011, etc
p0534 A71-34472
Lockheed L-1011 passenger jumbo jet layout, ground
handling and servicing
p0553 A71-35995
Passenger travel demand model for STOL
transportation in underdeveloped areas
p0557 A71-36348
Hercure short range passenger aircraft design
conception, analyzing cost
P0607 A71-38242
Mil Mi-12 Soviet giant rigid rotor helicopter with
30,000 kg load or 250 passenger capacity
p0613 A71-39375
Cabin air conditioning for passenger aircraft noting
air purification and recirculation, odor control,
and pressurization requirements
fARC-CP-1136) p0331 N71-20849
Tabulation data on United States commercial aircraft
accidents during 1938 to 1952
[PB-196672] p0335 N71-21624
Tabulation data on United States commercial aircraft
accidents during 1953 to 1957
[PB-196673] p0337 N71-21663
Tabulation data on United States commercial aircraft
accidents during 1958 to 1963
[PB-196674] p0337 N71-21665
Support systems planning for expanded passenger and
cargo traffic in civil aviation
p0381 N71-22390
Polyisocyanurate foam and intumescent paint for
thermal protection of aircraft passengers in
•ground accident fires
pOS81 N71-30758
PASSENGERS
Boeing 747 aircraft passenger handling measures in
Frankfurt airport, discussing loading, unloading,
baggage claim and customs control
P0279 A71-23696
Seasonal distribution of air transportation
requirements and utilization rate of transport
capacity in passenger traffic
p0606 A71-38221
Airport design for passenger and baggage handling
efficiency, considering choice between continuous
and batching type intra-airport transit system
P0665 A71-42072
Traveler service problems in domestic intercity air,
bus, and rail transportation
[PB-193300] p0034 N71-10116
Pricing system for landing and takeoff slots by
passenger flights for use of Washington National
Airport
p0035 N71-10170
Forecasting passenger travel demands
[PB-192455] p0037 871-10299
Selected tabulations from Cleveland Hopkins Airport
user surveys before and after rail transit service
p0038 N71-10360
Capacity measurement methodology for air traffic
control system with long range objectives
[FAA-RD-70-70] p0163 N71-14835
Survey of rapid transit railway impact on airport
passenger traffic
[PB-195045] p0226 N71-16990
Tabulations for rapid transit system effect on
airport traffic
fPB-195049] p0226 N71-16991
Members attitudes on revisions to Harsaw Convention -
and The Hague Protocol amendments on liability to
international air transport passengers
[8EPT-1970/8-SJ p0216 S71-18100
Airline passenger survey to determine future
reguirements for state airport system
[PB-195939] p0311 N71-19611
Experimental and theoretical study of biologically
important radiation components and dose
equivalents due to galactic and solar rays at SST
in high atmosphere - summary
p058« S71-30779
Developing aircraft ride criteria and/or acceptable
vibration levels and problems in measuring and
recording low level vibration environment
p0584 B71-30781
PASSIVATION
u PASSIVITY
PASSIVITY
Passivation of metal aircraft surfaces
[AD-711950] pOOSS N71-11670
PATCHING
U MAINTENANCE
PATHOLOGY
NT HUMAN PATHOLOGY
PATIEHTS
Oxygen supply to air transported patients by
chemical compounds, suggesting use of
permanganates and chlorates
p0662 A71-41571
Sick and injured transportation aboard regular
airliners, considering pathological and
psychological contraindications
P0662 A71-41572
PAVEMENTS
Aircraft pavement design - Conference, London,
November 1970
P0021 A71-12162
Transport aircraft tire pressure and multiwheeled
landing gear limitations regarding pavement design
p0021 A71-12163
Aircraft multiwheel undercarriage effect on rigid
and flexible pavements, examining failure modes
p0021 A71-12164
Municipal airport rigid pavements design considering
supporting effects of soil subgrade, asphaltic
concrete subbase and pavement strength
P0022 A71-12165
Flexible pavements design for giant transports
considering load repetitions, total systems.
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environmental effects, etc
pC022 A71-12166
Hiqid and flexible pavement desiqn and construction
in Europe, discussing unreinforced and crack
reinforced slabs and CBF method
p0022 A71-12167
Aircraft pavements in DK, discussing reinforced and
unreinforced concrete, tar-bound bases and surface
coatings
P0022 A71-12168
Runways, aprons and taxiways strengthening to
accommodate higher tire pressures and landing
speeds, heavier aircraft and surface riding
requirements
p0022 A71-12169
Aircraft pavements design and construction problems
regarding adverse soil conditions
p0022 A71-12170
Airport pavement design principles, considering
imposed stresses at flight operation areas,
runways, taxiways, apron and waiting position
overrun areas, shoulders and strips
pOU19 A71-29311
Asphalt pavement design for heavy multiwheel
aircraft, using BISTEO computer program
p0553 A71-36000
Systems approach to airfield pavement for future
aircraft, integrating design, construction,
operation and maintenance
p0556 A71-363U6
Airfield tests of specially formulated marking
paints for asphalt pavements
[AD-716755} p0335 N71-21523
Runway concrete pavement condition at Naval Station,
Adak, Alaska
[AD-719889] p0469 N71-2560U
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, OSNAS Cecil Field, Florida
C.AD-7213251 P0528 N71-28422
weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, OSNAS Willow Grove, Pennsylvania
rAD-721321] p0528 N71-28423
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavenent in airfield pavement condition
survey, OSNALF Charleston, Bhode Island
[AD-721323] p0528 N71-28424
Effects of runway contaminants and pavement surface
properties on runway slipperiness
p0582 N71-30767
Survey of airfield pavement condition at USNiS Sew
Orleans, Louisiana
[AD-724286] p0637 N71-33007
Bunway conditions survey of pavements at Chase
Field, Texas
[AD-7211676] p0639 N71-33079
Evaluation of braking performance of light, twin
engine airplane on grooved and nngrooved runway
surfaces
[BASA-TN-D-etlt] p0711 N71-36131
PAYLOAD HASS BATIO
Nuclear powered long distance aircraft engines,
discussing high burnup fuel, weight factors and
safety problems
P01U5 A71-1769«
"AYLOADS
Variable geometry B-1A bomber aircraft, discussing
size, payloads, speed, altitude range and runway
takeoff
p0600 A71-37516
Optimization of payload for space shuttle by
reducing structural loading and weight
p0162 N71-2466I1
Helicopter payload capability indicator in terns of
gas generator speed
[AD-723136] p0620 N71-31723
Guided parachute-payload system analog simulation
device for pilot training in maneuvering remotely
controlled parachute-payloads
[SC-D8-710097] pOTIO N71-36127
PCB (BODDLATIOH)
0 PULSE CODE HODOLATION
PCB TELEBBTBT.
Electrical and environmental tests on PCB telemetry
system for earth resources aircraft
[NASA-CR-108700] p0123 N71-13l|7lt
PEEKING
Peen forming of large complex parts from sheet and
plate, illustrating dihedral break in airplane
wing skin
p0016 A71-11550
PEBETBATION BALLISTICS
D TEBMIHAL BALLISTICS
PENNSYLVANIA
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, DSNAS Willow Grove, Pennsylvania
[AD-721321] p0528 N71-28423
PERCENTAGE
0 BATIOS
PERCEPTION
NT AUDITORY. PERCEPTION
NT AUTOKINESIS
KT SPACE PERCEPTION
HT VISUAL PEBCEPTIOH
PERCEPTRONS
D SELF OBGANIZING SISTEBS
PBBFECT GAS
0 IDEAL GAS
PERFORATED PLATES
Discrete vortex formation above perforated flat
plate in wind tunnel, examining unsteady boundary
layer
P0083 A71-1U568
Central hole effect on flat metal sheet fatigue
under tension-compression load cycles, noting
application to aircraft materials
P0091 A71-15389
Wake flow behind two dimensional perforated plates
normal to air stream, measuring drag, shedding,
velocity and turbulence at Reynolds number
25,000-90,000
p0356 A71-26419
PEBFOBHANCE
Beynolds number effects on centrifugal compressor
performance characteristics, discussing power
losses in compressor, impeller and diffuser stages
and compressor adiabatic efficiency
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-25] p0350 A71-25967
Augmented ram wing vehicle performance and flow
field for high speed ground transportation
p0589 N71-31201
PERFORBAHCE CHARACTERISTICS
B PEHFORBANCE
PERFOBBAHCE DECEEBENT
D PESFOBBANCE
PEBFOBBANCE PREDICTION
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
STOL future performance and safety level,
considering current jet aircraft fatal accident
record and proportional perpetuation,
airworthiness and operational considerations
p0070 A71-13568
Nozzle performance prediction inaccuracy due to
invalid drag laws, considering unresolved problem
of condensed phase particle size
p0082 A71-14453
High speed aircraft external store separation
testing and prediction technigues, considering
flow field survey, dynamically similar drop models
and captive trajectory methods[AIAA PAPER 7i-29t] p0220 A71-2201U
Flight time, path and fuel consumption in climb at
constant radius turn, variable or constant
velocity and constant engine power, deriving
approximate simple formulas
p0223 A71-22050
Helicopter vibrational behavior prediction in flight
with known aerodynamic loads, using branch modes
method
p0277 A71-23606
Centrifugal compressor fluid dynamics, discussing
unresolved problems governing design and
performance prediction
p028H A71-24216
Validity range of response prediction methods for
large flexible aircraft to continuous atmospheric
turbulence, discussing power spectral densities
and fatigue life
CAIAA PAPER 71-342] p03U2 A71-25321
Steady transonic flow through two dimensional gas
turbine cascades predicted with time dependent
formulation of flow equations, giving airfoil
surface pressure distributions
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-89] p0353 A71-25996
Helicopter blades inherent vibration damping,
comparing theoretical and semiempirical
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predictions to experimental results
P0360 471-27123
Modulation cancellation altimeter error analysis and
performance optimization
p0362 471-271*37
Data correlation and effectiveness prediction from
film cooling injection geometries, considering
finitely thick slot lip and boundary layers
pO«11 A71-28751
German monograph on game theory and planning
technigues for aircraft evaluation
p0412 471-28880
Acoustic linings for attenuation of fan generated
noise in turbofan engines, considering interaction
between analytical lining performance prediction
and flow duct testing
[4IAA PAPER 71-731] p04«3 A71-30778
Performance prediction model for electromagnetic
compatibility of ATC radar beacon system, testing
interrogator-transponder links along air route
p0608 471-381135
Fast time digital computer simulation model for
evaluation of man-machine interface /display/
problem of 4TC system including personnel and
eguipment
PC649 471-40112
Performance levels prediction for airborne solid
state phased array radar transmission sources,
considering TR4PATT devices
p0663 471-41630
Performance prediction and evaluation of
propulsion-augmented high lift systems for STOL
aircraft, considering weight, thrust and wing
loading
r.AI4A PAPER 71-990] p07CO A71-4U585
Flight tests of lifting reentry vehicles for
controllability prediction
[NASA-TH-JC-1827] p0157 N71-14527
Transfer functions of pilot for determining
longitudinal aircraft controllability and pilot
performance prediction
fNASA-TH-D-eiOU] p0164 871-14914
Heat transfer prediction for turbine blade design
p0232 H71-17374
Operational design criteria for gas turbine engines
p0235 1171-17402
Helicopter application studies of variable
deflection thruster jet flaps
fAD-715071] p02U3 N71-17907
Acoustic attenuation determined experimentally
during engine ground tests of XB-70 airplane and
comparison with predictions
[NASA-TH-X-2223] p0244 N71-17951
Takeoff performance predictions for XB-70 delta wing
supersonic aircraft
[N4SA-TM-X-2215] p0252 1171-18509
Finite element computer program for estimating
airplane aerodynamic interference
fNASA-TP-it-66884] p0301 H71-19357
Computerized prediction of aerodynamic lifting
characteristics for wing-horizontal tail and
canard wing configurations
CNASA-TH-X-66886] p0302 H71-19361
Statistical prediction of external store separation
characteristics from aircraft
p0306 1)71-19388
Mathematical model for predicting erosion of
charring ablator in aerodynamic environment
p0324 B71-20248
Development of mathematical model for opening
behavior of parachutes noting drag and velocity as
functions of time
[AD-719698] . p0456 N71-24433
Predicted performance of 15-80 kwe reactor Brayton
power system over range of operating conditions
[NASA-TM-X-67833] p0462 H71-24690
Performance prediction of methane-fueled supersonic
transports over range of cruise speeds up to Mach
u
[N4S4-TM-J[-2281] pp467 N71-25384
Predicted civilian air travel increase and airport
use in United States of America for 1980
T4D-720732] p0515 N71-27155
Effects of spanwise variation of gust velocity on
alleviation system designed for uniform gust
velocity across span
[H4S4-TN-D-63146] p0520 N71-28009
Prediction methods for sonic boom generation and
propagation with overpressure minimization in
supersonic transport design and operation
(NASA-SP-255J p0523 N71-28363
Finite difference method for predicting sonic boom
overpressure signature near caustic
p0527 B71-28390
Extrapolation of measured overpressure data for
predicting sonic boom characteristics of different
aerodynamic configurations
P0527 H71-28392
Aircraft design and atmospheric turbulence effects
on sonic boom generation and overpressure
prediction methods using flight test data
P0527 1171-28393
Limitations of overpressure prediction methods for
sonic boom configuration research
p0527 H71-28394
Systems analysis approach to airport planning and
predicting terminal facility and aircraft demands
in year 2000 for air traffic control systems
[ HASA-CR-119287] p0585 1171-30800
Prediction method for performance of total
pilot-vehicle system in turbulence with
application to tracking tasks
[AD-722855] p0590 H71-31288
First order motion of cable towed and tethered
bodies for predicting aircraft dynamic stability
performance
[VKI-TN-68] p0639 N71-33116
Computer output tables for performance tests of
single stage, transonic compressor for advanced
aircraft
[NASA-CE-72964] p0639 N71-33169
Conclusions and recommendations concerning wind
tunnel tests of interaction between engine flow
and wall corrections in transonic wind tunnels
p0707 S71-36401
Compilation of responses to guestionnaire on
engine-airframe interference in transonic tests
p0707 H71-36402
Prediction formulations for transonic fluctuating
pressure environments including protuberance
induced turbulent boundary layer flows
CHASA-CB-119947] p0712 N71-36677
Development of methods for measuring and predicting
behavior of rigid rotors with stiff blades at high
advance ratios and low rotor speeds
[HASA-CR-114362] p0718 N71-37594
PEBFOBB1NCE TESTS
Inertial navigation system augmented by digital
distance measuring eguipment in FAA flight
inspection aircraft for performance evaluation
p0006 471-10507
Koncircular cross section static pressure probes
theoretically insensitive to pitch, yaw and Bach
number, testing performance
p0073 471-13730
Bonded and weldable strain gages for aircraft flight
loads measurements at high temperatures,
discussing installation, calibration and
performance tests
p0074 A71-13781
Cascade flow test data, considering blade section
performance in transonic and supersonic axial flow
compressors
p0075 471-13829
Large low-speed fan for low noise production,
testing performance on suppression effects of
acoustic treatment and exhaust jet noise
[ASME PAPER 70-W4/GT-15] p0077 471-14123
Performance characteristics of horizontal and
vertical stabilizers at medium Reynolds number
from wind tunnel measurements, considering air
foil and flap effects
P0149 A71-18249
Terrain-following radar for TSR-2 aircraft,
discussing reliability trials and improvement
P0186 A71-19557
Low aspect ratio compressor blade cascade
performance at blade span center, discussing
pressure loss, angle of attack and staggering
p0203 A71-20624
Airline collision avoidance system test and
evaluation program, considering range, rate and
altitude accuracy, communications reliability,
synchronization and system integration with air
traffic control
P0208 471-21167
Performance test methods and equipment for aircraft
avionics and weapons systems, discussing computer
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integration with radar and phototheodolite range
instrumentation system
p0211 A71-21660
High temperature dynamic strain gage test equipment
for evaluating precision, life and environmental
limitations
p0267 A71-22719
Alloy and heat treatment effect on Ti bondability
for adhesive bonded aircraft structure* using
annealed and aged Ti-6Al-*V and Ti-611-6V-2Sn
alloys for testing
p0282 171-21093
Trisonic wind tunnel calibration tests results
including second throat effects, Mach number and
static pressure distributions, floir inclination
and aerodynamic characteristics
p0294 A71-24819
performance testing of fluorosilicone hydraulic
fluid in high temperature supersonic aircraft
piston pumps
p0359 A71-27040
CP6 turbofan engine development, discussing
performance and endurance tests and design changes
for reliable low cost operation
fSAE PAPEE 710121] pOtCS A71-28308
Airline engine performance testing from operator
perspective, using automated test cell data
acguisition system
[SAE PAPEE 71GU51] p0107 A71-28329
Measurement errors in testing single stage air
driven axial flow compressors and turbines
pOU09 A71-28582
Wind tunnel tests of geometrically compatible
airfoils for variable chord sailplane
pOI»18 A71-29257
High entrainment constant area multiple nozzle
ejectors with two mixing tube lengths for boundary
layer control, estimating performance with
analytical model
[ASHE PAPER 71-FE-34] pOU21 A71-29469
Axial flow turbines comparative performance tests
under steady and pulse flow conditions for
turbocharger application
pO<428 A71-29819
Airframe installation effects on underwing nacelle
nozzle performance, using calibrated engines and
load cells on F-106 for measurements
[AIAA PAPEE 71-681] pOltl A71-30745
HUltimission strategic aircraft installation effects
testing in propulsion and aerodynamic wind
tunnels, yielding flowfield definition, inlet
internal performance, drag, forebody shape and
orientation
f AIAA PAPER 71-759) pOHU3 A71-30792
SK-5 air cushion vehicles evaluation including
search/rescue, aids to navigation, law
enforcement, safety logistics and oil pollution
[AHS PBEPBINT 572] p0453 A71-31113
SYDAC ILS systems flight tests
p0490 A71-31911
Jet engine high pressure turbine high temperature
alloy blades and vanes grinding operation,
discussing testing, operating conditions and
coolant application
[SHE PAPEE BE-71-802] p049« A71-32U32
Eadio controlled small aircraft as measurement
platform for meteorological sensors, discussing
development and performance from field tests
p0512 A71-35334
Performance evaluation of variable geometry external
fuel tank prototypes by static structural tests,
wind tunnel tests and flight tests on F-111
aircraft
CAIAA PAPEE 71-763] posts A71-35533
Performance limitation of simplified radio- inertial
lateral control guidance system subject to
stochastic gusts for automatic landing
fMAA PAPER 71-957] p0597 A71-37198
Hemote image-forming sensors on satellites and
aircraft, considering resolving power, contrast
rendition, dynamic range, SNE, sensitivity, and
reliability as performance measures
p0616 A71-39608
Computerized 'touch display for ATC tasks compared to
conventional keyboard tabular display performance
p0619 A71-IJ0111
Agusta helicopter design and testing criteria,
discussing four-blade rotor, fuselage and radio
navigation equipment
p0668 A71-1222t
Takeoff and landing performance evaluation for
commercial STOL aircraft, noting high bypass ratio
tnrbofans and high lift systens use
p0669 A71-12286
Aircraft permanent magnetic fields strength
variation, observing magnetic anomaly detection
eguipment performance degradation
p0691 A71-12923
Aviation fuels lubricating characteristics,
discussing refining methods, viscosity, service
performance and load testing
p0705 A71-45383
Performance characteristics of Bendix type DBA-12
airborne Doppler radar system
[FAA-HA-70-50] p0039 N71-10391
Design and performance of flexible nozzle supersonic
wind tunnel model
[TAE-86] pOOUO S71-10U78
Description and capabilities of traveling wave sonic
boom simulators
fSASA-CS-1696] p0052 1171-111(22
Overall performance of 6-inch radial-bladed
centrifugal compressor with various diffuser vane
setting angles
[NASA-TH-X-2107] pOIOI B71-12208
Sweptback-bladed centrifugal compressor overall
performance in argon
[NASA-TH-X-2129] p0104 B71-12209
Evaluation of geared flap control system for
tiltwing V/STOL aircraft
[AD-712645] p0107 N71-12236
Brushless dc motor design and performance tests
[NASA-CK-1029U2] pC112 H71-12533
Inlet flow distortion testing of high Hach number
transonic fan stages - Vol. 1
[NASA-CK-72786-VOL-1] p0163 N71-14863
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - subsonic
[NASA-TH-D-7046] p0177 H71-16533
Semiscale blowdown and emergency core cooling
project test report
CIH-1393] p0230 N71-17190
Performance of aluminide coatings in simulated high
temperature tests on gas turbine engine inlets
[SASA-CB-1163711] p023U S71-17393
Performance of axial flow compressor for Brayton
cycle electrical power generating system with
argon
C N A S A - T M - X - 2 1 9 ' 4 ] p0243 N71-17882
Hypersonic shock tunnel of AFAPL
[AD-715907] p025<4 S71-18717
Design and tests of WTF-48 single rotor compressor
engine
[AD-715626] p0255 U71-18801
Balanced measured thrust performance of various
axial fan configurations in 90 deg cross flow in
V/STOL propulsion tunnel
CH8C-11740] p0311 N71-19635
Design and performance of 0.9-hub-tip-ratio axial
flow pump rotor with blade-tip diffusion factor of
0.63
[NASA-IE-X-2235] p0324 N71-20288
Windage tests of cylindrical and Lundell-conical
rotors in ambient air producing Eeynolds numbers
up to 100,000 for high speed alternators
[HASA-TH-X-67809] p0388 N71-23116
Theory, calculation, and design of centrifugal
compressor machines
[AD-717878] p0392 B71-23297
Flight simulator and airframe test stand for
evaluating operational performance of aircraft
flight control system
p0393 (171-23113
Operational performance of automatic V/STOL flight
control systems using jet thrust or air bleed
p039t N71-23415
Operational performance and handling safety
reguirements for single engine boundary layer
controlled aircraft in STOL mode
P0394 N71-23119
Flight safety performance of V/ST01 Harrier military
aircraft having jet control
p0395 N71-23M27
Flight mechanics problems in accident investigations
for VO-101 aircraft
p0395 N71-23128
Aerodynamic performance of sweptback-bladed
centrifugal compressor in argon as function of
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equivalent weight flow
[NASA-TM-X-2269] p0398 H71-23659
Hypersonic wind tunnel test on conical and ogival
nosed static pressure probes
[ AHL/A-327] p0399 N71-23778
Procedures for service test evaluations of Army
aircraft automatic navigation systems
CAD-719096] p0455 N71-24369
Dynamic tests of helicopter components
p0456 K71-24388 '
Hovering performance tests of jet-flapped rotors and
comparison of predicted and actual results
[HAI-TR-211] p0167 N71-25396
Cross flow wind tunnel performance tests of 15 in.
wing installed lift fan with coaxial drive turbine
for VT01 transport aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-67854] p0518 N71-27707
Brayton cycle turbogenerator performance tests us'ing
helium xenon gas mixture including gas turbine
engine,' turbocompressor, coolant pump, and heat
exchanger power efficiencies
CNASA-TM-X-67846] p0518 N71-27713
Performance of simplex and dual orifice fuel nozzles
with ambient and heated fuel in annular turbojet
combustor
[NASA-TN-D-6355] p0520 N71-28041
Configuration optimization and performance of air
breathing hypersonic cruise vehicles
[AD-721471] p0529 N71-28580
Rind tunnel tests of supersonic propulsion inlet,
engine and exhaust nozzles
[NASA-TM-X-67870] p0531 N71-28946
Test methods and testing techniques for determining
technical performance and safety characteristics
of ground support service aviation eguipment
[AD-723036] p0577 N71-30258
Performance tests on liguid explosive emergency exit
for civil aircraft
[FAA-RD-71-33] p0587 N71-3106U
Development and performance testing of visibility
meters and airport runway and carrier lighting
eguipment
CNBS-10-577 ] p0619 N71-31619
Safety tests for aircraft eguipment
fAD-723033] p0625 1171-31940
Eadial-inflow turbine performance with exit
diffusers designed for linear static-pressure
variation
[NASA-TH-X-2357] p0631 N71-32466
Performance and acoustic near field measurements on
variable camber propeller having STOL applications
[AD-724145] p0635 N71-32927
Test procedures for evaluating capability of
antiicing/deicing eguipment aboard aircraft
[AD-724082] p0637 N71-33005
Integration of photographic methods in test
procedures for military aircraft, aircraft
weapons, and ancillary eguipment
[AD-724081] p0639 H71-33080
Performance tests of single stage, transonic
compressor for advanced aircraft
tNASA-CE-72806] p0640 K71-33201
Modified wind tunnel tests of supersonic combustion
chamber for hydrogen burning ramjet
[OHERA-TP-924] p0647 N71-33841
Annotated bibliography of aeronautical and
mechanical engineering and test reports - Jan.
1971
p0648 N71-33948
Tests to determine effectiveness of two linear
rate-field displays for use as flight instruments
[AD-726643] p0683 N71-35229
Performance and environmental tests of membranes for
airfield surfacing
[ AD-726891] p0685 N71-35398
Performance test and evaluation of hand tools used
in support of military aircraft maintenance
rAD-726893] p0686 1171-35558
Partial admission performance of single stage
supersonic turbine at low Reynolds numbers
[SASA-TW-X-2382] p0709 N71-36414
Design and tests of high temperature, air cooled
radial turbine configurations
rAD-726466] p0716 N71-37381
Performance evaluation of automatic flight progress
strip cutter and loader used in air traffic
control facility
[ACTEU-330] p0726 N71-38215
Stratified charge engine tests to determine exhaust
emission characteristics
[AD-727745] p0729 S7t-38760
PERIODIC OSC1ILATIOBS
D OSCILLATIONS
PEBIODIC VARIATIONS
HI ANNUAL VARIATIONS
HT DIURNAL VARIATIONS
PERIPHERAL JET FLOW
Optimal penetration effect on peripheral gas flow
temperature field at outlet of turbine combustion
chamber with circular flame tubes
pO«14 i71-28971
Critical forward speed effects on two dimensional
peripheral jet ground effect support systems,
comparing theoretical analysis with wind tunnel
model data
[AIAA PAPER 71-908] p0596 A71-37159
Model of peripheral air jets in air cushion vehicles
hovering over water surface
[NT-27-1971] P0620 N71-31688
EERHANGANATES
Oxygen supply to air transported patients by
chemical compounds, suggesting use of
permanganates and chlorates
P0662 A71-41571
PERMEABILITY
Investigating effects of air permeability and
porosity on performance of parachutes
[HASA-TT-F-13431] p0108 N71-12245
PERSONNEL
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
ST FLIGHT CREBS
NT FLYING PERSONNEL
NT GROUND CREHS
NT NAVIGATORS
NT PHYSICIANS
NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
NT TEST PILOTS
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
Proceedings of conference to train personnel in
conducting aircraft noise certification tests
fHRC-TS-300-SBPPL-1] p0474 N7 1-26303
Familiarization of Federal Aviation Administration
personnel in acoustic measurement technigues and
procedures involved in noise certification of
aircraft
[HRC-TR-300] p0475 1171-26304
PERSONNEL PROPULSION SYSTEMS
D SELF MANEUVERING UNITS
PERSONNEL SELECTION
NT PILOT SELECTION
Employment opportunities for economists and air
transportation analysts with Civil Aeronautics
Board
P0242 N71-17798
Surveying air traffic controller occupation and
development of performance objectives
p0247 N71-18105
PERTURBATION
Mathematical perturbation models of aircraft ILS
approach and landing
[VTH-159] p0570 N71-29496
PERTURBATION THEORY
German monograph on shock wave diffraction wedge
angular changes in ideal gas region, comparing
experimental with perturbation theoretical results
p0138 A71-17107
Unsteady low Kach number flow calculation by
singular perturbation method with matched
asymptotic expansions, considering application to
aerodynamic noise
p0280 A71-23936
Linear theory of weakly perturbed supersonic plane
axisymmetric flows of gas-particles mixture,
deriving partial differential eguation for
perturbation potential
P0289 &71-24373
Nonuniform transonic shear compressible flow past
symmetric airfoil, using linearized small
disturbance theory
P0293 A71-24761
Steady supersonic isoenergetic flow of thermally and
calorically perfect gas past circular cones at
zero angle of attack, using dimensional
perturbation method
p0358 A71-26939
Modified asymptotic perturbation expansion method
application to free flow rotation effect on
A-350
SOBJECT INDEX PHOTOGRAPHY
boundary layer for hypersonic flow about blunt
body
p0615 471-39483
Lame equation perturbation solution and applications
to problems involving elliptic cones or infinite
sectors
p0615 A71-39U97
Delta ving problem reduction to Laplace equation
solution, using perturbation technigue to solve
lame equation resulting from elliptic conal
coordinates transformation
p0616 A71-39I498
Nonlinear panel flutter analyses by perturbation and
harmonic balance methods
fNASA-CR-1119071 p0467 F71-25362
Second order slender body theory for calculating
nonlinear effects on sonic boom intensity
p0523 N71-2836U
PETBOLEDH
0 CRUDE Oil
paANTOfl AIBCBAPT
ST F-4 AIRCRAFT
Phantom and Buccaneer aircraft boundary layer
control, examining lift from trailing and leading
edges
pC116 A71-17953
PHASE SHIFT CIRCUITS
Hicrostrip p-i-n diode controlled 1 band digital
phase shifter for aircraft-satellite communication
p0117 A71-31055
PHASE TRANSFORHATIONS
NT EVAPORATION
HI FILM BOILING
HT PBOPELLANT EVAPORATION
NT VACUUM BELTING
HT VAPORIZING
PHASED ARRAYS
High speed electronic phase and frequency scanned
linear, static fed and monopulse arrays element
and angular error analysis
p<W7 171-310IJ9
Aircraft phased arrays for L-band ATC satellite
system application, alleviating problems of power
budget and vulnerability to multipath and
interference
p04<47 A71-31051
Infrared and thermal evaluation of tactical aircraft
phased array radar antenna design with cooling air
distribution for steady state operating
temperature maintenance
p0652 A71-<IOH3lt
Performance levels prediction for airborne solid
state phased array radar transmission sources,
considering TRAPATT devices
pQ663 A71-U1630
PBILLIPIHES
Statistical analysis of airfield pavement condition
at OS Naval Air Station, Cubi Point. Philippines
f AD-72it675] p0640 N71-3322D
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS
NT PHOTOCHHOHISH
PHOTOCHROHISB
Photochromic paints for nondestructive testing of
aerospace materials and structures
p0283 A71-24102
Application of photochromic coatings to provide
nondestructive inspection for aerospace materials
and structures
[AD-72C239] p0175 N71-26383
PHOTOCOBBENTS
0 ELECTRIC CURRENT
PHOTODIODES
Converter-indicator direct digital readout design,
using photodiodes for LSI VOB area navigation
display systems low power operation
p0266 A71-22610
PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS
HI PHOTOGRABHETRT
Stress analysis of DC 10 nose landing gear unit,
using photoelastic coating technique
p0101 A71-15669
PHOTOELASTIC STRESS BBASUBEBBRT
D PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS
PHOTOELECTRIC WPBCT
Hind tunnel free* flight model trajectory control
using photoelectric screen for aerodynamic force
determination
tVKI-TN-72] p0620 N71-31694
PHOTOBIECTBOBAGBETIC DETECTOBS
D PHOTOELECTBOMAGNETIC EFFECTS
D RADIATION HEASORING INSTRUMENTS
PHOTOELECTROBAGHETIC EFFECTS
Airborne photoelectric particle counter for mapping
clear air turbulence
tNASA-CR-11186«] p0326 N71-20398
PBOTOELECTBOHICS
0 ELECTRONICS
PHOTOGRABBETRY
Photogrammetry of moving objects - Conference,
Saint-Maude, France, September 1970
p0695 471-43586
Aeronautical radio navigation aids photo-optical
calibration, describing photogramsetric procedure
and ground equipment for checking out airport ILS
systems
p0695 471-43587
Photogrammetric recording of helicopter rotor
induced aerodynamic effects using wind tunnel test
smoke visualization technique
p0695 A71-43588
Techniques for aerial time-lapse cloud photographic
analysis, Doppler navigation data analysis, and
photogrammetric data acquisition
p0715 N71-36990
PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION
0 PHOTOINTEBPBETATION
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
NT CAMERAS
NT HIGH SPEED CAMERAS
High speed photographic assembly with turbine drive
for continuous recording and frame photography
pC297 471-21872
Aerial photographic equipment survey, describing
topographic cameras, aerial photograph orientation
equipment, onboard navigation instruments and
napping survey system
p0659 A71-40875
Integration of photographic methods in test
procedures for military aircraft, aircraft
weapons, and ancillary equipment
CAD-721081] p0639 1171-33080
PHOTOGBAPHIC FILH
Visual flight simulation devices, considering high
resolution photogrphic films and digital memories
p0421 A71-29483
PHOTOGRAPHIC HEASUBEHENT
NT PHOTOGBAMBETRY
PHOTOGBAPHIC RECORDING
Transonic flow through planar cylinder lattices,
discussing flow pattern visualization and
• recording techniques by high speed camera
p0001 A71-10108
High speed photographic assembly with turbine drive
for continuous recording and frame photography
p0297 471-24872
Delta ving shock envelope visualization at
hypersonic speed, obtaining flow field photographs
by vapor screen technique
p0660 A71-U0973
Investigating possibilities and limitations of
applying holographic technigues to aerospace
technology
[NASA-SP-248J p0115 N71-12776
PHOTOGBAPHIC BECOBDING INSTRUMENTS
D OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRDBENTS
U PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
D RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
PHOTOGRAPHS
Design, construction, and performance of water
tunnel for two dimensional testing of pitching
airfoils
[D180-14130-1] p0723 N71-37827
Development of operational system for measuring
ocean surface current fron aircraft using floats
and fluorescent dyes
[AD-726568] p072* S71-37922
PHOTOGRAPHY
NT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
HT CHRONOPHOTOGBAPHY
NT CLOOD PHOTOGRAPHY
ST FRACTOGRAPHY
NT FRAHE PHOTOGRAPHY
NT BOLOGRAPHY
BT SATELLITE-BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY
NT SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
HT SHADOSGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
NT SPACEBORNE PHOTOGRAPHY
A-351
PHOTOISTE8PRETATIOS SOBJECT INDEX
PHOTOINTEBPBETATION
Statistical diameter size distribution of random
circles on plane or spheres in space from
satellite and aircraft measurements for aerial and
cloud photography
p0359. A71-27100
Interpretation of color infrared photography of
Florida tidewater coastline
[AD-727630] p0724 N71-37924
PHOTOLUHINESCENCE
NT X HAY FLUORESCENCE
PHOTOMETBY
Photometric observations of auroral scattering by CV
990 aircraft
[ NASA-CR-117466] pC374 N71-22135
PHOTOHDL1IPIIEE TUBES
Ion acoustic waves propagation and structure
measurements with metal electrode technique and
continuous channel electron multiplier in plasma
wind tunnel
p0291 A71-24517
PHOTOS ABSORPTION
0 ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
PHOTON BEAHS
NT LIGHT BEAMS
PHOTOHS
NT LIGHT BEAMS
PHOTOSEHSOES
D BADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
PHOTOTHEBHOTHOPISH
0 TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
PHOTOTUBES
NT PHOTOMULTIPLIEB TUBES
PHU60ID OSCILLATIONS
U OSCILLATIONS
0 PITCH (INCLINATION)
PHYSICAL PBOPEBTIES
Be mechanical and physical properties, corrosion
behavior, toxicity, fabrication and application as
aircraft and spacecraft structural material
P0015 A71-11539
Titanium alloys for drop and press forged airframe,
engine, rocket and spacecraft components,
presenting physical and mechanical properties for
various alloys and applications
p0132 A71-16136
Electrical and physical nature of microbial
membranes implicated in aircraft fuel guantity
probe malfunction
[SAE PAPER 710139] p0406 A71-28321
Soviet book on experimental aerodynamics covering
wind tunnels, shock tubes, liquid and gas physical
properties, flow parameter measurement equipment,
etc
pfli»22 A71-29524
PHYSICIANS
Comparison of fatal aircraft accidents with medical
personnel as pilots against aircraft accident
fatalities among general aviation pilots
[FAA-AM-71-9] p0517 N71-27428
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Sonic boom effects on human physiology and behavior
and structures, based on theoretical studies and
simulators
p0213 A71-21812
French shock tube test facility for reproducing and
investigating effects of sonic booms on vision and
physiological processes
P0502 A71-33350
Aircraft noise effects on hearing acuity and
perceptual and intellectual judgment tasks
p0651 A71-I40351
world championship gliding team medicophysiological
problems during competition at Marfa, Texas,
discussing climatic adaptation, nutrition, hypoxia
and pilots general physical and psychomotor
conditions
p0662 A71-41576
Analysis of aircraft structures which cause majority
of injuries in aircraft accidents and
recommendations for structural improvement to
reduce accident severity
rFAi-AM-71-3] p0630 N71-32UU7
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
Physiological factors in fatal aircraft accidents,
discussing pilot incapacitation and transient
functional disturbances
p0661 A71-4183U
PIAGGIO AIBCRAPT
Inflight simulation with high wing loading fighter
aircraft approach using BPB-320 and Piaggio
aircraft
[DLR-FB-71-06] p0622 N71-31789
PIASECKI HILITAHI AIBCBiFT
U HILITABY AIRCRAFT
PICKLING
U CHEMICAL CLEANING
PICKOFFS
U SENSORS
PICKUPS
U SENSORS
PICTURES
U PHOTOGRAPHS
PIEZOELECTRIC TR&HSDDCEBS
Engine vibration high temperature transducer,
discussing piezoelectric materials properties and
design considerations relative to temperature,
pressure, acoustic noise, humidity environment
p0030 A71-12911
PILOT ERBOB
Aircraft spin tests preparation and evaluation,
describing pilot errors
p0482 A71-31462
Epidemiology statistics of USAF spatial
disorientation aircraft accidents, noting pilot
training, flight environment and indoctrination
remedy programs
P0651 A71-40359
Physiological factors in fatal aircraft accidents,
discussing pilot incapacitation and transient
functional disturbances
p0664 471-41834
Corporate aircraft pilot ground and flight phase
training, errors and accidents
p0694 A71-43388
Boeing 71)7 aircraft crash landing in Hashington
caused by pilot error
[NTSB-AAR-7C-19] p0043 N71-10814
Investigating aircraft crash landing caused by
engine failure and aircrew errors
[NTSB-AJS-7C-17] p0227 N71-17063
Motion cues and pilot error in simulated instrument
landing system approach
p0626 N71-31953
PILOT PEBFOBBANCE
Avionics system maximizing pilot chances of
surviving mission and destroying selected target
by removing mental limitations
pOOOS A71-10506
Electronic control indicator for human pilot
capability enhancement using color coded cathode
ray display, presenting information from seven
different instruments
pOOOS A71-10750
Aircraft flying qualities research program,
discussing navy test pilot evaluations and
longitudinal handling characteristics for
simulated carrier landing task
[AIAA PAPER 69-897] p0027 A71-12678
Helicopter noise minimization by various piloting
maneuvers, discussing takeoff and landing,
transition to forward flight, route selection, etc
p0093 471-15408
Eotorcraft ideal height-velocity boundary and
critical decision point height prediction,
discussing pilots optimal control under emergency
conditions
p0094 471-15414
VTOL handling qualities criteria for civil IFR
qualifications, takinq into account pilot
abilities
p0096 471-15427
7/STOL spray generation tests concerning pilot
visibility impairment in low altitude overwater
hover
p0098 471-15444
Cockpit simulator motion effects on ILS approach
pilot guidance errors, using Erdmann model
[DGLB-70-071] p0129 A71-15956
Frequency and amplitude during longitudinal control
surface pumping by pilots in precise flight path
handling for aircraft desiqn
[AIAA PAPER 70-567] p0145 A71-17699
U.S. domestic ATC airspace enroute and terminal area
navigation system effects on pilot workload,
projecting future FAA requirements
p0201 A71-20347
A-352
SUBJECT IHDEX PHOT SBLBCTIOH
Glider flight in thermal air currents, discussing
aircraft behavior* pilot sensory perceptions and
reactions and use of variometers for ascent rate
determination
p0203 471-20685
Helicopter noise minimization by various piloting
maneuvers, discussing takeoff and landing,
transition to forward flight, route selection, etc
p0207 A71-21019
Navy pilots performance improvement through symbolic
flight displays
p0278 A71-23675
Automatic landing systems independent monitor for
L-1011 aircraft, providing pilot confidence under
reduced visibilities
fSAE PAPER 7101(13] p0407 A71-28324
Commercial aircraft piloting in atmospheric
turbulence, discussing aircraft characteristics,
instrumentation, flying procedures, pilot training
and kinesthetic cues
p0127 A71-29782
Controlled aircraft motion under strict kinematic
constraints in terms of simple subsystems, noting
pilots role in Nevmark theory
pOIUS A71-31021
Soviet book on aircraft automatic control systems
covering linear theory, design, autopilot, man
machine performance, operation modes, etc
p0531 A71-34173
Aircraft accident litigation related to wake
turbulence concerning pilot or air traffic
controller faults
p0513 A71-35387
Pilot workload reduction in steep approach landing
of light aircraft from flight test data analysis
CAIAA PAPEH 71-901] p0595 A71-37155
Flight investigation of turbulence effects on
aircraft longitudinal flying gualities, evaluating
pilot ratings for ILS approach task
[AIAA PAPER 71-905] p0595 A71-37156
All-weather operations, including pilot role,
instrument landing systems and guidance aids
[CASI PAPER 72/1U] p0601 A71-37601
Automation in third generation ATC reguiring
distributed management and spacing functions
delegation to pilot
[CASI PAPEB 72/15] p0602 A71-37602
Air safety standards and objectives, discussing
human factors as accident causes, piloting aids
and management
p0611 A71-39395
One man Jaguar aircraft navigation, weapon aiming
system and pilot operational tasks, noting
Inertial platform alignment, displays and target
attack modes
p0617 A71-39825
Aircraft noise effects on hearing acuity and
perceptual and intellectual judgment tasks
p0651 A71-10351
Sleep related fatigue in pilot performance and
flight safety, considering sleep lack and
disruption and irregular duty patterns
p0657 A71-40590
Simulated airline pilot cerebral incapacitation
etiology, incidence and detection, noting
unimpaired crew members conduct and reaction times
during approach for landing
p0661 A71-41821
In-flight study of work/rest cycle effects on double
crew performance and fatigue in flying transport
missions
p0664 A71-41829
Hilitary pilot handling characteristics, discussing
combat operations, accident prevention and blind
landing
p0669 A71-U2239
Aircraft accelerate-stop factors and regulations,
pilot reaction times and accidents during takeoff
p0693 A71-43380
Automatic flight control systems, discussing pilot
as systems manager or retained in control loop
P0699 A71-tUU5U
American development in automatic flight control,
noting FAA requirements, pilot involvement and
visibility enhancement
p0699 A71-11155
Pilot evaluation of movable and rigid cockpit
control sticks
[AD-709931] p0035 N71-10181
Psychological and procedural aspects to ILS
approaches and landings in visibilities less than
1200 feet
p0110 H71-12129
Transfer functions of pilot for determining
longitudinal aircraft controllability and pilot
performance prediction
[HASA-TB-D-6104] p0161 H71 -149"» 9
Human factors in aircraft simulation
tAGABD-CP-79-70] p01T3 H71-16060
Technical and human engineering reguirenents for
simulating pilot flight
p017U. N71-16066
Psychological and environmental factors in selecting
pilot simulator tasks
P017U H71-16067
Engineering analysis on flight necbanics for
simulating pilot behavior in aircraft
p0174 N71-16068
Human factors in developing a piloted simulation
program for evaluating aircraft handling aspects
[NASA-TH-X-66583] pO!75 H71-16069
Functional reguirements for ground-based trainers,
helicopter response characteristics
[AD-711951] p0211 H71-18018
Investigation of angle of attack information display
for pilots to increase efficiency of general
aviation aircraft operation
[NASA-TN-D-6210] p0250 871-18112
Aircraft safety and aircraft reliability, noting
pilot performance, landing approach and takeoff,
and clear air turbulence
p0377 H71-22197
Transfer functions in modelling human pilot and
dynamic structural aircraft responses
[AGABD-E-580-71] p0390 N71-23210
Comparison of pilot performance using center stick,
dual side stick, and single side stick
configuration
[AD-720846] pOU70 N71-25816
Plight evaluations using variable stability aircraft
to determine effects of turbulence induced
aerodynamic disturbances and lateral directional
dynamics on pilot performance
[BASA-CR-1718] p0171 S71-26170
Flight tests and simulation for determining effects
of peripheral viewing losses on pilot performance
during commercial aircraft landing
tBAE-TB-70205] p0570 N71-29197
Investigation of Mississippi Valley Airways De
Havilland DHC-6, N956SH crash at Lacrosse,
Wisconsin Nov. 9, 1970
[NTSB-AAR-71-10] p0575 N71-29911
Prediction method for performance of total
pilot-vehicle system in turbulence with
application to tracking tasks
[AD-722855] p0590 N71-31288
Effects of aircraft system noise and signal fading
on pilot performance during IFR approach based on
computerized simulation of XV-5 aircraft and UH-1
helicopter
CAD-724336] p0638 H71-33076
Functional analysis of pilot warning instruments and
pilot relationships during collision situations
[FAA-RD-71-59] p0682 N71-35216
Development and evaluation of experimental test plan
for solutions of motion drive problem in formation
flying task with flight simulators
[NASA-CB-111315] p0681 N71-35385
Statistical, cause/factor and injury, tables,
accident rates, and briefs of accidents involving
OS carriers in 1969
[NTSB-ARC-7L-1] p0711 N71-36137
notion cue and simulation fidelity aspects of
validation of general purpose airborne simulator
[NJSA-Tll-D-6t32] p0712 071-36672
Flight simulator for studying problems of aircraft
during approaches and landings at night under
category 2 visual conditions
' 18AE-TH-AV10SXCS-59(BLED)] p0719 N71-37606
Pilot performance in recognizing electronic display
systems under varying dazzle and color conditions
in cockpits
[RAE-LIB-THAHS-1545] P0721 S71-37621
Pilot transition from conventional visual cross
pointer display to aural glide slope cues
[FAA-AM-71-2U] p0721 H71-37682
PILOT SELECTIOS
Hedical rejection statistics of applicants for
A-353
PILOT TB1IBIBG SUBJECT IHOBI
BEA/BOIC pilot training, considering ophthalmic,
ear, nose, throat and general health condition
p0663 171-1(1823
Corporate aircraft 1970 accident statistics analysis
stressing pilot selection, training and
supervision
p0692 171-43227
PILOT TBAIBIBG
Pilot training flight simulators without visual or
motional cues, discussing validity for aircraft
handling gualities assessment and pilot role in
simulation process
[DGLH-70-070] p0130 171-15968
Link 747 simulator design and operation, describing
cockpit layout, motion picture system and
malfunction insertion and display unit
p0156 171-18665 .
DC 10 flight crew individualized ground training
program, emphasizing hands-on equipment and
instruction hardware
CSAE PIPER 710472] p0439 171-30538
lircraft-simulating cockpit procedure trainer
statistical data and development problems
concerning safety, economy and efficiency
performance
pfli|89 171-31883
Pilot training efficiency increase through advanced
simulation technology utilization, discussing
computerized flight simulators, CRT display
systems and automated briefings
p0489 471-31886
DC 10 dispatch reliability, discussing failure
mode/analysis and flight officers training/
evaluation standardization lists for abnormal
operation identification
pOSOO 171-33297
lircraft accidents due to engine-out simulation,
discussing human factors, minimum control speed
certification reguirements and pilot flight
training procedures
[1I1A PIPES 71-793] p0508 171-3*025
Category II operations at various airports,
considering all-weather landing reguirements of
airborne equipment, maintenance standards, pilot
training, etc
[S1E PIPEB 710112] p0535 171-34199
Link 717 simulator with six degrees of motion system
for engineers and pilot training
p0562 171-36970
Boeing 747 digital computer type flight simulator
with four degrees of movement for engineer and
pilot training
p0562 171-36971
Medical rejection statistics of applicants for
BEl/BOAC pilot training, considering ophthalmic,
ear, nose, throat and general health condition
p0663 171-11823
Corporate aircraft 1970 accident statistics analysis
stressing pilot selection, training and
supervision
p0692 171-13227
Corporate aircraft pilot ground and flight phase
training, errors and accidents
P0691 171-13388
Boatine unprotected exposure to acoustic noise
within cockpits of trainer aircraft presenting
potential hazardous stress|;iD-717852] p0381 N71-22426
Influence of lateral motion on effectiveness of
flight simulators in training air transport pilots
P0583 N71-30772
Cockpit simulators without visual or motion cues in
pilot training
P0625 N71-31952
Guided parachnte-payload systen analog simulation
device for pilot training in maneuvering remotely
controlled parachute-payloads
[SC-DR-710097] p0710 N71-36127
PILOTLESS AIECB1PT
NT DHONE &IBCRIPT
Remotely piloted vehicles development and
limitations, considering air superiority, weapons
delivery, sensors and survivability
P0552 471-35899
PILOTS
Comparison of fatal aircraft accidents with medical
personnel as pilots against aircraft accident
fatalities among general aviation pilots
[FAi-AH-71-9] p0517 1)71-27128
PILOTS (PEBSOHBBL)
NT 1IHCB1FT PILOTS
HT TEST PILOTS
Vorld championship gliding team aedicophysiological
problems during competition at Harfa, Texas,
discussing climatic adaptation, nutrition, hypoxia
and pilots general physical and psychomotor
conditions
P0662 171-U1576
Military pilot handling characteristics, discussing
combat operations, accident prevention and blind
landing
p0669 171-42239
Aircraft accident investigation including types of
aircraft, pilot certificates, and accidents
[HSTB-Bi-70-4] p0019 H71-11021
Simulator study of lunar flying platform control by
pilot body motion
[H1S1-TB-D-6016] p0161 571-11981
PIHS
Service life of pin jointed connections with
elastoplastic strains in bore walls
p0081 171-14606
PIPE FLOB
Circular pipe gas laminar flow at constant wall
temperature, determining heat exchange and drag by
motion and energy equations integration in
boundary layer approximations
P0022 171-12192
Theoretical analysis and measurement of single-phase
pressure losses and heat transfer for helical flow
in tube
[N1S1-TN-D-6097] p0101 1171-12213
PIPELIBES
Glycerin initiated spontaneous combustion in copper
feedline for high pressure oxygen bottle carrier
in military aircraft
CH70-777-BHE/LEE] p0162 N71-14792
PIPEB 1IBCH1FT
Piper Cherokee aircraft air conditioning system,
discussing various operating principles, design
criteria, power drain, effects on aircraft
performance and weight, system serviceability and
control
[S1E PIPEB 710391] p0286 171-21255
PIPES (TDBES)
BT GAS PIPES
wind tunnel aerodynamic stability tests on chimneys
vith pipes and helical winding stabilizers
[NPL-1EBO-1310] p0231 H71-17334
Combined free and forced laminar convective heat
transfer to nonNewtonian fluids flowing in
constant wall temperature vertical tubes and
controlling parameter analysis
P0387 H71-22702
Aerodynamic characteristics of vehicle models in
aluminum tube
P0588 H71-31108
PISTON ENGINES
NT DIESEL ENGINES
Air cooled opposed 4, 6 and 8 cylinder light
aircraft engines with or without
turbosupercharging, considering horsepower
improvement and torsional vibration control
[SIE PAPER 700205] p0002 J71-10129
Book on fixed and rotary winged aircraft air cooled
piston engine design, performance and maintenance
in business and military operators manual
terminology
p0138 A71-17125
Gasoline icing inhibitors effect on light aircraft
piston engine carburetor icing
[SAE PAPEB 710371) p0284 A71-2424C
Light aircraft piston engines design and
maintenance, discussing engine design features,
materials, lubrication, controlled flight
operation and maintenance technigues
[SAE PAPER 710381] p0285 171-24216
Antiwear property assessment of piston engine and
aviation jet fuels under point contact conditions,
recommending ball and cylinder test technigue
P0531 471-3441(7
Torsional natural freguencies in coupled turbine and
reciprocating engine system driving common
propeller, using matrix techniques
[ASBE PIPEB 71-VIBB-83) P0651 171-40319
Hechanics of free piston engine, aspects of human
factors engineering, and compressible boundary
layer studies at high Reynolds numbers
1-354
SOBJECT INDEX PLANFOEBS
[DME/NAE-1971/V] p0632 N71-32620
Development history and application of free piston
engine
p0632 N71-32621
Technical aviation handbook covering aircraft
maintenance, navigation aids, airframes,
lubricants, piston and gas turbine engines, and
checkout procedures
[4D-727195] p0720 N71-37613
PISTOB THEOHI
Linear damping in piston type liguid damped
acceleroaeters, using porous glass materials
P0273 471-23173
PITCH (INCLINATION)
Aircraft propulsive thrust moment effect on phugoid
motion, examining angle of attack and flight path
variations with resulting instability
p0068 A71-13340
Light general aviation airplanes flying qualities
in-flight simulation, considering longitudinal
short period freguency and damping, pitch control
sensitivity and lift curve slope
[SAE PAPEH 710373] p0285 471-24242
Equation error approach to parameter identification
in third order pitch plane dynamics for high
performance aerodynamically controlled aerospace
vehicle
p0356 A71-26418
Airfoils unsteady stall by testing two dimensional
model in harmonic pitching oscillation for
helicopter rotor blades characteristics
p0368 471-27609
Aircraft flight characteristics dependence on angle
of attack, roll and pitch
pOU15 471-29043
Propeller vortex theory, calculating vortex streets
pitch distributions and wake configuration
P0436 471-30443
Handling qualities and control sensitivity of high
performance helicopters, considering pitch and
collective control
[AHS PREPRINT 542] p0451 471-31099
Phugoid motion at constant angle of attack without
thrust line displacement from aircraft center of
gravity, noting longitudinal stability
p0650 471-40168
Angle of attack instrumentation for evaluating
aircraft lift performance and phugoid oscillations
p0693 471-43382
PITCH ANGLES
D PITCH (INCLINATION)
PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL
D LONGITDDIBAL CONTBOL
PITCHING HOHENTS
Direct lift control system for producing lift
without pitching moments during aircraft approach
and landing
p0111 H71-12443
Lift, pitching moments and damping of delta wings in
slotted transonic wind tunnels with perforated
walls
[NPL-AEBO-1307] p0227 1171-17085
Pitching moment suppression on VTOL aircraft model
by deflecting jets in wind tunnel test
[NAL-TH-209] p0375 H71-22147
Oscillatory pitching moment derivatives measurement
on delta wings in incompressible flow
[4RC-B/H-3628-PT-1-4] p0459 N71-24569
Measurements of oscillatory pitching moments on
round leading edged delta wing in incompressible
flow noting vortex flow development
p0459 B71-24570
Aspect ratio effect on oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives of slender sharp-edged delta wing in
incompressible flow
p0459 N71-24571
Measurement of oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives on sharp-edged delta wing at vortex
breakdown angle of attack
; p0460 N71-24572
Expressions for relating pressure field to total
aerodynamic thrust and steady pitching and rolling
moments experienced by helicopter rotor
p0477 1171-26583
Design, construction, and performance of water
tunnel for two dimensional testing of pitching
airfoils
[D180-14130-1] p0723 N71-37827
PITOT ST&TIC TUBES
D PITOT TDBES
0 SPEED INDICATORS
PITOT TDBES
Pitot type intake inlet additive drag in terms of
capture area ratio, static and total pressure
coefficients
p0028 471-12688
Pitot tube interaction with subsonic rarefied gas
flow, considering impact pressure
p0658 A71-40695
Aircraft pitot static systems design with removable
drain plug, noting line installation problems
p069« 471-43387
In-flight use of traversing boundary layer pitot
probes with mechanical and electrical features and
sample boundary layer profiles
[N4S4-TN-D-6428] p0530 N71-28872
PITTING
Artificial corrosion pits effect on fatigue
durability of smooth samples and aircraft
duraluminum skin elements
pOU03 471-27819
PIVOTED RING 1IBCBAFT
0 TILT MING AIRCRAFT
PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
Air traffic controller height and plan position
indicator composite picture display system design
and operation, combining functions of primary and
secondary surveillance radars
p065C 471-40128
Radar observation of convective process.in clear
air, presenting turreted top cell contour tracings
from PPI sequence
p0691 471-43088
PL4N4B STBOCTDRES
Measuring characteristics of low Bach number flow of
air from two planar nozzles with aspect ratio of 3
at exit
[AD-711313] p0052 N71-11139
PLANE HATES
Honograph on plane shock wave interactions covering
supersonically moving two dimensional thin
airfoils, slender bodies of revolution and thin
wings
p0013 471-11227
Nonlinear planar propagation of sinusoidal and
band-limited noise signals in air^ extending to
spherical waves
p0139 471-17157
Plane sound waves incident on flat plate airfoils
lattice, obtaining transmitted and reflected
pressure amplitudes
[4I4A PAPER 71-181] p0155 471-18620
Normal or oblique plane detonation waves producing
combustion products in supersonic flow
tABC-B/M-3638] p0332 N71-20938
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution in flow
field due to diffraction of plane shock wave by
thin wings
p0680 N71-35203
PLANETABY EHTRY
D ATHOSPHEKIC ENTRY
PLANETAEY EXPLORATION
D SPACE EXPLORATION
PLANETOCENTBIC COOBDIIATES
NT GEOCENTfilC COORDINATES
PLAHETS
NT MARS (PLANET)
P14HFOBHS
NT ABBOH MINGS
NT CARET WINGS
NT DELT4 WINGS
HT INFINITE SPAN BIHGS
NT BECTANGDLAR PANELS
FT RECTANGULAR PLANFOBHS
BT BECTANG014R PL4TES
BT BECTANGDLAR KINGS
NT SWEPTBACK T4IL SnRF4CES
BT SWEPTBACK SINGS
NT TBAPEZOID4L WINGS
NT V4BI4BLE SWEEP WINGS
BT WING PL4NFOBHS
Vortex-lattice FOBTBAN program for estimating
subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of complex
planforms
[N4S4-TB-D-6142] p0236 N71-17424
Tabulated data for wing planforms with variation in
sweepback, tapering and aspect ratio noting
1-355
FLAHIHG SUBJECT INDEX
correction to subsonic lifting device theory
[ARC-CP-1137] p0518 N71-27715
Correlation of measured and calculated sonic boom
signatures for wind tunnel planforoi models
p0526 N71-28388
PLABIBG
Three dimensional surface planing at high Froude
number with small angle of attack
[AD-717067] p0335 N71-21600
High aspect ratio planing surface gliding on
infinitely deep* incompressible, inviscid, and
gravity-free fluid
tAD-717667] p0379 N71-223U5
PLANNING
NT AIEPORT PLANNING
NT MANAGEMENT PLANNING
KT MISSION PLANNING
NT PRODUCTION PLANNING
NT PROJECT PLANNING
NT URBAN PLANNING
PLAHOTEOHS
NT CATHODE BAY TUBES
PLANTS (BOTANY)
NT BACTERIA
NT PDNGI
PLANTS (INDUSTRIES)
0 INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PLASHA ACCELERATORS
Design of 20-megawatt linear plasma accelerator
facility
[ NASA-TN-D-6115] p0172 N71-15819
PLASBA ABC WELDING
Superalloy turbine engine guide vane thermal fatigue
cracks repair by plasma arc fusion method
p0067 A71-13257
Plasma arc welding of jet engine components of Ti
and Ni alloys, comparing to gas tungsten arc and
electron bsam processes
p0211 A71-21684
Modern welding methods in aircraft and aerospace
industry
p0055 N71-11650
PLASBA ARCS
D PLASHA JETS
PLASBA DISCHARGES
U PLASMA JETS
PLASBA DYBAHICS
Canadian research on aerospace sciences and
engineering, gas and plasma dynamics, and related
topics
p0383 N71-22515
PLASBA FLOW
0 MAGNETOHYDBODYNAHIC FLOW
PLASBA INTERACTIONS
NT PLASHA-ELECXROMAGNETIC INTERACTION
PLASBA JET RIND TDNNELS
Experimental capabilities and operating conditions
of hydrodynamic wind-water tunnel including flow
visualization
[NASA-TT-F-13727] p0577 N71-30263
Simulation of ground effect in hydrodynamic tunnel
analyzed by visualizations
[NASA-TT-F-13799] p0643 N71-33494
PLASJ1A JETS
Measurement of macroscopic aerodynamic guantities in
plasma jets produced by electrothermal and hall
current accelerators
p0385 N71-22639
PLASSA SODND HAVES
0 PLASMA HAVES
PL&SRA WAVES
Ion acoustic waves propagation and structure
measurements with metal electrode technigne and
continuous channel electron multiplier in plasma
wind tunnel
p0291 A71-24517
Laboratory high beta plasma shock wave generation
(AD-717397] p0376 N71-22166
PLASHA-ELECTBOHAGNETIC INTERACTION
Radio wave propagation through plasmas studied for
communication with hypersonic vehicles during
reentry
p0332 N71-21102
PLASSAS (PHYSICS)
Gas and fluid response to high intensity ruby laser
beam
fAD-717728] p0384 N71-22593
PLASBOIDS
0 PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
PLASTIC AIHCBAFT STBOCTDBES
Poliymide/boron reinforced plastic structures
fabrication, discussing use in leading edges
[SHE PAPER EH-70-133J p0013 A71-11263
Nonmetallic aircraft construction materials,
discussing wood epoxy and polyester resins
p0023 A71-12299
High strength polyimide resin composites, discussing
commerical and aerospace applications, chemistry,,
void content, volatiles and moisture absorption
P0024 A71-12487
Carbon fiber-epoxy resin composites in aircraft
industry, examining fatigue life, cost, specific
moduli and mechanical properties
p002t A71-12488
Carbon fibers for low weight aircraft plastic
structural materials
pOIUS A71-177U3
Lightning protection for nonmetallic helicopter
rotor blades
p019t A71-19939
Composite plastic aircraft structures lightning
protection, considering hazard to composite
materials and use of netal filled or plasma
sprayed coatings and metal foil coverings
p019S A71-199U3
Boron-epoxy structural skins design for F-14
honeycomb horizontal stabilizer, using computer
program
P0341 A71-25420
Graphite-epoxy composite skins for commercial
aircraft flight spoiler, discussing multiangle ply
design and fabrication
p0362 A71-27413
Haterials and processing methods for rain erosion
resistant ceramic coated plastic structures for
.supersonic aircraft, considering fiberglass
reinforced polyimide radomes with alumina coating
pO<423 A71-29645
PLASTIC COATINGS
Polyurethane coatings development for subsonic rain
erosion protection for aircraft structures, using
whirling arm apparatus with simulated rainfall
p0283 A71-2D1C1
Adhesive and coating material formulations and
manufacturing processes for lightweight
low-permeability braces for use in high altitude
decelerators
[NASA-CR-111964] p0681 N71-35208
Development of rain erosion resistant plastic
coatings as high speed aircraft surface finish
[AD-727750] p0725 N71-38133
PLASTIC DEFOBHATION
Stresses and deformations in multi-ply aircraft
tires subject to inflation pressure loading
[AD-711073] p0039 N71-10M34
Rotor-bearing system analysis to determine cause of
brinelling failure of bearings from vibration
tested PLV fans
[NASA-CR-117855] p0383 N71-22527
PLASTIC BATEBIALS
D PLASTICS
PLASTIC PBOPEBTIES
NT ELASTOPLASTICITY
Calculations on plasticity and creep properties of
elementary structures
[SC-T-7C-4047] p0317 N71-19921
PLASTIC YIELDING
0 PLASTIC DEFORMATION
PLASTICITY
0 PLASTIC PROPERTIES
PLASTICS
NT EPOXY RESINS
NT NYLON (TRADEMARK)
NT POLYBDTADIENE
NT POLYESTER RESINS
NT REINFORCED PLASTICS
Plastics and metals as construction materials in
aircraft, missile and rocket design
p0196 A71-20044
Plastics as potting compounds in military aircraft
electrical systems, investigating resistance to
reversion and hydrolytic stability
p0283 A71-21115
Simulated JP-4 jet fuel fire tests of high
temperature cabin pressure sealant and insulating
plastics and rubbers
CFAA-NA-71-22] p0726 N71-38149
A-356
SUBJECT INDEX POUTJHG COHTEOL SISTEHS
PLASTISOLS
HT SHORE
PLATE (BETAI.)
D HETAL PLATES
PLATE THEOET
Flatter analysis of plates with inplane boundary
support flexibility exposed to transverse pressure
loading or buckled by uniform thermal expansion
p0011 A71-10940
Soviet papers on three dimensional structures
covering strength and stability of compound
curvature shells, bodies of revolution and
multilayer plates
pOttS A71-30888
Aeroelastic stability of flat plates and shells,
considering panel flutter
p0499 A71-32987
PLATES
Plate critical surface temperature in case of
stabilization by supersonic boundary layer cooling
p0137 A71-16852
Continuous flow past plate located perpendicular to
vail vith inviscid incompressible fluid having
linear variation of velocity with height
p0205 A71-20828
PLATES (STRUCTURAL HEHBEBS)
HT ANISOTROPIC PLATES
NT ANNULAR PLATES
NT CORRUGATED PLATES
HI PERFORATED PLATES
NT POROUS PLATES
NT EEINFORCED PLATES
Plane sandwich plates in supersonic gas flov,
investigating aeroelastic stability, transverse
shear flexibility and axial loads
p0277 A71-23609
Nonlinear forced vibrations of aeroelastic plate in
two dimensional supersonic flow under harmonic
pressure near critical Hach number
p0292 A71-2Q6U3
Plate and acoustic finite elements simulation of
window-room system coupled transient response to
sonic booms, discussing eguations of motion and
cavity depth effect
p036U A71-27481
Computer program for aerodynamic forces on flexible
plate undergoing transient motion in shear flow,
applying to panel flutter
p0366 A71-27559
Flutter of buckled plate exposed to static pressure
differential and streamwise applied in- plane
load, comparing experimental results with
stability boundary calculations
p0367 A71-27584
Simply supported normal node plate time response to
traveling wave at obligue incidence, using
numerical analysis
pO«3C A71-30068
Equations of motion for elastic plate foundation
system under dynamic load applied to aircraft
landing
p0717 N71-37543
PLATING
BT ELECTROPLATING
PLEHDH GRABBERS
Plenum chamber with nozzle wind tunnel model, noting
jet flow phenomena at various angles of attack
p0296 171-24865
Supersonic staggered gutter colander combustion
system for plenum chamber burning on high bypass
Pegasus turbofan engine of Harrier VTOL aircraft,
noting performance improvement
pOi410 471-28743
Inlet plenum chamber noise measurement comparison of
20 inch diameter fan rotors with aspect ratios of
3.6 and 6.6
[NiSA-TR-X-21913 p0312 N71-19707
PLOTTERS
Cost effective high speed projectile trajectory
plotting system for gunnery range instrumentation,
applying to aircraft path recording during
automatic landing control
p0560 A71-36613
Digital coaputer and plotter for simulating flow
about Joukowski airfoil
VTECH-71-4} p06H3 S71-334Q3
PLOTTING
Two shaft turbojet engine parameter plot techniques
effectiveness, varying low pressure cascade rpm or
nozzle system passage cross sections
p0080 A71-14259
NASTRAN static, nodal, and transient analyses
plotting techniques with delta wing examples
p0688 N71-36299
PLOTTING INSTBUHENTS
D PLOTTEBS
FLOG NOZZLES
Haxinum thrust plug nozzle design for fixed inlet
geometry, using calculus of variations for optimum
contour determination
[AIAi PAPEB 71-40] pOISI A71-18501
Flap and nacelle geonetry effects on conical plug
nozzle performance at subsonic and supersonic
velocities
[NASA-IB-X-2086J p0125 N71-14019
Cooling, coking, construction, and structural
characteristics of jet fuel-cooled plug nozzle for
afterburning turbojet
[NASA-TH-X.-2304] p0521 H71-28128
Plug nozzle configuration for jet noise suppression
[AD-722851] p0620 B71-31698
PLUGGING
Plug-in relay hazards and minimization for aircraft
flight safety applications
p0412 A71-28841
PLOHES
NT ROCKET EXHAUST
Hach disk.in nnderexpanded exhaust plume predicted
by dividing flow field into subregions
[AIAA PAPER 70-231] p0264 A71-22097
PLUNGERS
Jet fuel dissolved oxygen concentration effects on
plunger antiwear properties
p0487 A71-31677
PLUTONIBH
Aerial surveys for determining plutonium
concentration using array of Nal detectors
tEGG-1183-1517} p0687 N71-35980
PLOVI06BAPHS
0 RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
PNEOHATIC CONTROL
Fluidic pressure ratio control for vertical takeoff
aircraft lift engine fuel system, describing
breadboard circuit, test bed and flight standard
p0203 A71-20587
Fabrication techniques of compact fluidic control
eguipment for aerospace engines
p0055 N71-11654
PNEUBiTIC BQUIPHEBT
Aerodynamics of pneumatic high lift devices
p0318 N71-20053
PBEUHATIC BESET
0 PNEOHATIC COBTROL
PODS (BXTEBHAL STOBES)
Hedium strength corrosion resistant weldable Al-Hg
alloy for aircraft jettisonable tanks, napalm
containers and jet shroud pipes fabrication
p0481 A71-31437
Fighter F-14 podded engine high variable sweep.wing
design including nozzle, nacelle, fuselage shift,
aspect ratio and lift control improvements
pOS09 A71-34152
wind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with external flow jet flap and
inboard pod-mounted engines - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-7004] p0160 N71-14605
Bind tunnel testing of aerodynamic interactions
between aircraft and jettisoned loads using
trajectory analysis
[ONERA-TP-849] .p0251 N71-18464
POINT HATCHING METHOD (BATHEBATICS)
U BOUNDARI VALUE PBOBLEBS
POIHT SODBCES
Aerodynamic sound radiation from point force in
accelerative circular motion, obtaining closed
form for overall far field radiation
p0140 A71-17162
Low profile optical system producing annular cone of
radiation from point source for high speed
aircraft beacon
p0185 A71-19203
Sound radiation from time varying point force in
accelerative motion, applying to fan or helicopter
rotor noise at subsonic tip speeds
p0357 A71-26702
POINTING CONTROL SISTEHS
Passive airborne computer augmented aircraft antenna
pointing control system for communication
A-357
POIHTS (BATHEBATICS) SUBJECT IHDBX
satellites tracking
f A I A S PAPEB 71-233] p0188 471-19710
Sight line autopilot /SLAP/ for side-firing aircraft
pointing accuracy improvement, using optimal
regulator theory to generate control gains
[ A I A A PJPEH 71-960) p0598 A71-37201
POUTS (BATHESATICS)
BT FIXED POIHTS (BATHEBATICS)
POISEDIL1E FLOS
0 LABINAB FLOW
POISOHS
HI DICHLOBODIPHENYLTBICHLOBOETHANE
NT OBETHANBS
POISSON DEHSITY FUNCTIONS
Poisson density functions and factor analysis of
shock vave propagation and sonic boom spectra in
turbulent flow
[NASA-CB-1879] p06«1 N71-33283
POISSOH PROCESS
0 POISSON DENSITY FUNCTIONS
D STOCHASTIC PBOCESSES
POLAB AUBOBiS
0 AOBORAS
POLAB BETEOBOLOGY
Commercial aviation stratospheric water vapor
injections influence on radiation budget, ozone,
polar night cloudiness and potential climatic
effects
P0214 A71-21822
POLARIZATIOH CHARTS
0 GRAPHS (CHSBTS)
POLICIES
Sonic boom implications and decision on
acceptability with alternative policies of
complete barring, controlled corridors and
overflight limitations
fCASI PAPEB 72/1] p0601 A71-37595
POLLUTANTS
D CONTABIKANTS
POLLUTION
NT AIB POLLUTION
NT ENVIBONHENT POLLUTION
NT WATER POLLUTION
POLYAHIDE BESIHS
NT NYLON (TBADEBARK)
POLTBUTADIBBE
Theoretical calculations for predicting performance
of solid' fuel charges for ramjet engines
rFOA-2-C-2331-16] p0161 N71-14619
POLYCARBONATES
Polycarbonates transparency applications in1aircraft
windshield design, discussing heat resistance,
mechanical, chemical and optical properties
P0610 A71-38751
POLTESTEB BESIHS
Nonmetallic aircraft construction materials,
discussing wood epoxy and polyester resins
P0023 A71-12299
POLYGONS
NT TRIANGLES
POLYHEDRONS
NT TETRAHEDRONS
POLIIHIDE BESIMS
High strength polyimide resin composites, discussing
commerical and aerospace applications, chemistry,
void content, volatiles and moisture absorption
P002U A71-12H87
Noise reduction of Boeing 7G7 during landing
approach by modifying turbofan nacelle with
polyloide fiber glass acoustic sandwich materials
[NASA-CR-1713] p0173 N71-15964
POLYIBIDES
Poliymide/boron reinforced plastic structures
fabrication, discussing use in leading edges
[SHE PAPER EB-70-133] p0013 A71-11263
POLIBEBS
Thermally resistant polymers for fuel tank sealants
of advanced high speed aircraft
[HASA-CR-1199UOJ • p0686 N71-35546
POLYNOBIALS
Constrained optimization problems solution combining
modified pattern search methods and polynomial
constraints in aircraft design parameters
selection
p0505 A71-33721
POLXSACCHABIDES
NT CELLULOSE
POLIUBETBANE POAH
Book on foam polyurethanes synthesis and use in
flight vehicles
p0272 171-23162
Polyurethane foam effects on fuel contamination
during installation for fuel system fire and
explosion protection
[ASBE PAPEB 71-ST-5<»] p0351 A71-25981
Nonflammable polyurethane foaa for ejection seat
cushions and statistical analysis of its
mechanical properties
[AD-723302] p0621 S71-31775
POLYURETHASE BESINS
Polyurethane coatings development for subsonic rain
erosion protection for aircraft structures, using
whirling arm apparatus with simulated rainfall
P0283 A71-21101
POBES
D POROSITY
POBOSITI
Investigating effects of air permeability and
porosity on performance of parachutes
tHASA-TT-F-13U31] pOIOS S71-122U5
POBOUS BOUNDABY LAXEB CONTBOL
BinimuD suction rate preventing laminar boundary
layer separation from curvilinear porous surface
in jet flow
P0025 A71-12553
Two dimensional test facility in blowdown wind
tunnel transonic section, discussing porous
sidewall boundary layer control effects on
airfoils geometric characteristics
[AIAA PAPB8 71-293] p0271 A71-22957
Boundary layer approximation for isothermal
turbulent plane senibounded jet expanding over
porous surface, deriving friction stresses and
flow velocity in skin and stream regions
P0617 471-39795
Low speed wind tunnel model assessment of porous
boundary layer control by suction at civil
aircraft leading edge flaps
[ABC-B/B-3640] p0330 N71-20847
POBOUS BATEBIALS
Flow characteristics of wire-form and laminate-form
porous materials
CNASA-TB-X-2111] p0229 K71-17130
Analysis of low cycle thermal fatigue in laminated
porous wall turbine vanes
[NASA-CB-7295t] p0678 N71-3U9U1*
POBODS PLATES
Air injection into turbulent boundary layer flow
through porous plate, examining heat transfer and
shielding efficiency
pOSOO A71-33035
POBOUS HALLS
Heat exchange in dissociating partly ionized gas
flow over critical point on permeable surface with
injection into laminar boundary layer
p0073 A71-13718
Hathematical models for acoustic scattering by
porous elliptic cylinder with nonlinear resistance
[NASA-TB-X-67019] p0334 N71-21408
Analysis of low cycle thermal fatigue in laminated
porous wall turbine vanes
[NASA-CB-72951] f>0678 N71-34944
Comparison of blockage corrections in porous tunnel
wall to closed wall tunnel at subsonic Bach
numbers
[ABA-19] p0724 N71-37853
PORTABLE EQOIPHEHT
Low cost go/no-go portable aircraft engine tester
connected to engine mounted sensors
p0434 A71-30327
Procedures for evaluating effectiveness of self
propelled and portable ground servicing units for
Army aircraft
[AD-719102] pOH57 N71-24459
Portable skid-mounted thermoelectric power source
for radio beacon use during emergency
[AD-721887] p0528 N71-28434
Fabrication and field testing of lightweight,
recoverable, air-transportable hangar
fAD-727051] p0684 N71-35396
Development and characteristics of lightweight,
mobile structures for aircraft storage and
maintenance
[AD-7270561 p0712 N71-3667U
POBTS (OPENINGS)
Static pressure port errors in hypersonic turbulent
flow, using approximate shear layer momentum
balance for pressure increase derivation
A-358
SUBJECT INDEX POTEHTIAL FL01
[AIAA PAPER 71-270] P0219 171-21996
POSITIOH (LOCATIOH)
Locating neutral layer and critical curvature radius
in aircraft components waffle panels under
elastoplastic bending
pO»13 A71-28910
Position locating system for remote aircraft using
voice communication and digital signals
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10087-2] p0125 N71-139S8
Sonobuoy location
[AD-713077] p0164 N71-11I913
POSITIOH EBBOBS
Combined inertial and instrument landing aircraft
navigation systems with reduced cross runway
position and velocity errors, using optimal linear
estimation
pOU39 A71-30606
Radio tracking of aircraft by two geostationary
satellites, discussing measurement, navigation and
position errors
p0559 A71-36508
Aircraft position errors computation for ATC
mathematical surveillance models, estimating
collision risk
CAIAA PAPER 71-927] p0597 A71-37173
Synthesis of aircraft across track errors using
mathematical models with statistical parameters
[REPT-E/C-2] p0635 H71-32885
POSITION INDICATORS
NT P1AN POSITION INDICATORS
ST RADIO DIRECTIOS FIHDEBS
NT SPACECRAFT POSITION INDICATORS
Precision area navigation system, considering
position and velocity continuous measurement in
three dimensional space, system components and
simulation program
p0536 A71-3U616
Describing angular position and velocity sensing
apparatus
[NASA-CASE-XGS-OS680] p0239 N71-17585
Functions and development of Decca Navigation radio
position fixing system
p0635 N71-32892
Position fixing navigation aids for use in Army
aircraft, surface vehicles, and waterborne
vehicles
[AD-721079] p0639 N71-3312U
POSITIONING
Dynamic positioning stationkeeping and stability
criteria for formation flight systems extended to
helicopter and V/ST01 transports
p0552 A71-35923
Aircraft lateral dynamics effect on positioning
accuracy along straight flight path, using Loran c
data
p0610 A71-38864
POSITIONING DEVICES (BACBINEBI)
NT CABS
POTENTIAL ENERGY
NT ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
POTENTIAL FIELDS
Finite supercavitating vings numerical calculation
using acceleration potential method
p0089 A71-15210
POTEBTIAL FLOS
Plane linear cascades of thin curved profiles,
obtaining potential flow velocities and lifting
force on leading edge
p0003 A71-10339
Flat plate vake displacement sources in potential
flow, considering high Reynolds numbers outside
boundary layer
p0137 A71-16960
Inlet turbulence interaction with rotor potential
flow as noise source in axial flow fans,
developing expression for sound power radiated
p01»0 A71-17163
Honograph on transonic shock free potential flow
around guasi-elliptical airfoil sections,
investigating flow stability under unsteady
disturbances
p0190 A71-19773
Potential flow past cylinder with sources and sinks
singularities, deriving formulas for aerodynamic
characteristics of infinite span wings with
boundary layer control
p0201 &71-20777
Steady nonrotational flow around rectilinear profile
in finite width uniform current in linear theory.
calculating fluid exerted forces
p0279 A71-23822
Low speed airfoil characteristics calculation by
digital computer, using Theodorsen conformal
transformation method for potential flow pressure
distribution
[SAE PAPEB 710389] p0286 A71-21253
Ideal incompressible holomorphic fluid plane
irrotational motion velocity due to deformable
constant area airfoil displacement
p0290 A71-2itt53
Critical speeds for inviscid compressible potential
flov past thin elastic cylindrical shells, using
long wave approximation
p0291 A71-21565
Airfoil profiles coupling method for determining
complex potential of two dimensional ideal
incompressible fluid flow due to arbitrary airfoil
section movement near rectilinear wall
p0299 A71-25015
Two dimensional subsonic irrotational isentropic
flow around thick profiles, using coordinate
perturbation method
pO<l79 A71-31167
Supersonic potential flow at large distance from
slender body of revolution at angle of attack,
deriving nonlinear partial differential eguations
system
p0179 A71-31170
Compressible transonic flow about two dimensional
airfoils, developing inviscid nonlinear potential
equations by relaxation procedures
[AIAA PAPEB 71-569] pOIBI A71-31562
German monograph on incompressible potential flow
field calculation about thick rectangular wings
with control surfaces and ground effects
pO»91 A71-32307
Steady incompressible flow with potential vortex
over flat surface under suction
p0538 A71-31889
Small disturbance transonic flows potential
eguations numerical solutions, using mixed finite
difference theory
p0556 A71-36325
Subcritical nonlinear potential flows over two
dimensional subsonic airfoils by nultistrip method
of integral relations
p0556 A71-36330
Two dimensional jet flapped symmetric wing in
subsonic flov, assuming irrotational flow inside
jet bounded by vortex sheets
p0651 A71-U0172
Spanwise lift distribution over wings and wake
formation in thin airfoils of finite aspect ratio
in linear subsonic potential flow
p065« A71-40495
Straight line vortices in uniform two dimensional
straining field, detailing irrotational strain and
simple shear
p0655 A71-40501
Incompressible potential cascade flow interaction,
presenting approximate method based on blade
profile flow expression by power series with
distance between cascades as parameter
p0658 A71-H0685
Tawing moments of swept wings in asymmetric subsonic
potential flow
CNPl-AEHO-NOTE-1084] p0170 N71-15703
Singularity method for calculation of potential flow
around axisymmetric rings
p0251 H71-18469
Numerical calculation of steady three dimensional
potential flow around lifting nonplanar
aerodynamic configurations based on surface
distribution of gnadrilateral vortex-rings
[TT-7009] " p0321 N71-20115
Finite-element potential flow modeling for
predicting round lifting jet rolled up geometry
and path convergent into cross-flowing mainstream
as on VTOL or SJIOL aircraft
CAD-718121] p0396 N71-23175
Numerical integration method based on potential flow
theory to evaluate aerodynamic characteristics of
thin supersonic wings
CDLB-FB-71-01] p0398 N71-23597
Potential flow solution for STOL wing propulsion
system presenting flow fields, pressure
distribution, and lift coefficient for externally
blown flap, high-lift configuration
A-359
POTENTIAL PBOBLEBS SUBJECT IHDEI
[HASA-TN-D-6394] p0573 N71-29774
Solutions of potential flow for two dimensional
compressible flo» for guasi-elliptical airfoil
profiles notinq pressure distribution
[M.R-TB-69028-0] p0622 N71-31791
Calculated values of air forces on oscillating thin
wings obtained by linearized potential flow
[4GAHD-R-583-71] p0679 N71-35198
Computer program development for potential flow
calculation about lifting bodies
fAD-727628] p0718 1171-37597
POTENTIAL PBOBLEHS
D POTENTIAL THEOBY
POTENTIAL THEORY.
Solid profile wing motion near solid wall or free
surface, using acceleration potential method
p0360 471-27174
Lifting configurations unsteady air loads
prediction, investigating loading singularities in
linearized potential theory
p0670 A71-42832
POTBHTIOHBTEfiS (IBSTROBEHTS|
Device for controlling rotary potentiometer mounted
'on aircraft steering vheel or aileron control
[HASA-CASE-XAC-10019] p0400 S71-23809
POTENTIOBETHIC ANALYSIS
Aircraft turbine oils acid number potentiometric
determination, discussing automatic titration
procedure and apparatus and solvents influence on
titration curve and inflection point
p0560 A71-36680
POTENTIOHETHY
U POTEMTIOHETBIC ANALYSIS
POTTIHG COBPODNDS
Plastics as potting compounds in military aircraft
electrical systems, investigating resistance to
reversion and hydrolytic stability
P0283 A71-24115
POHDEB METALLURGY
Powder metallurgy parts application in aircraft,
illustrating flareless-sleeve coupling nut of
pressed and sintered Ti-6Al-4V alloy
P0293 A71-24762
POWER CONDITIONING
Thyristor power conditioning application to high
voltage DC electric power system, presenting SST
aircraft sample load profiles
p0548 A71-35770
POHER COBVEBSIOS
0 ELECTRIC GENERATORS
POBEB EFFICIENCY
Power augmented lift STOL aircraft operating costs
reduction by channel wing concept, discussing
aerodynamic theory and structural applications to
high lift flaps aircraft
p0266 A71-22592
High pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas turbine engines, investigating power and
specific fuel consumption variation with pressure
and temperature
p028t 471-24218
Compressors and turbines centripetal stages
operational characteristics, investigating airflow
rate and pressure ratio effects on power
p0705 471-45380
Transonic airfoil cascade analytical design,
determining efficiency from velocity distribution
p0705 471-45381
Production and efficiency of small gas turbine
engine for helicopter and surface vehicles
[ AGAED-LS-46-71] p0511 S71-26951
Thermodynaoic cycle and power output parameters of
gas turbine'
p0512 H71-26954
Brayton cycle turbogenerator performance tests using
helium xenon gas mixture including gas turbine
engine, turbocompressor, coolant pump, and heat
exchanger power efficiencies
fNASA-TB-X-67846] p0518 N71-27713
Safety characteristics for powered lift of
commerical STOL aircraft
p0583 N71-30773
POIEB GENERATORS
D ELECTRIC GENEB4TOBS
POIEB PLiHTS
Production and efficiency of small gas turbine
engine for helicopter and surface vehicles
[4G4BD-LS-46-71] p0511 N71-26951
Cost effectiveness as critical selection requirement
for small gas turbines in military and commercial
operations
p0511 N71-26952
Thermodynamic properties of small gas turbines for
power generation in aeronautics, space, and
industry
p0512 H71-26957
POBEH SERIES
Hypersonic strong interaction flow over inclined
surface, using asymptotic expansion in powers of
hypersonic interaction parameter for boundary
layer equations reduction
p0265 A71-22109
POBEB SPECTBA
Mean and fluctuating forces on flat plates normal to
turbulent flow, giving power spectral density
measurements of drag fluctuating component
p0299 A71-25085
Power spectral density analysis of aircraft
structural response to taxiing produced random
vibrations involving landing gear orifice damping
and Coulomb friction
p0355 A71-26311
Extreme turbulence measurement during low level
flights of Mirage A3-76 fighter aircraft,
determining true gust velocities and power
spectral energy distributions
PC425 471-29756
Simple source theory of aerodynamic noise,
approximating relationship between radiated sound
power and jet pressure spectra
P0609 A71-38531
Relationship between small scale wind shears and
wind profile power spectra
[NASA-TB-X-64562] p0035 N71-10240
Dynamic response of F-2 aircraft using cross
correlation and power spectra
[ARC-CP-1121] p0171 N71-15720
Power spectrum method for determining gust freguency
response functions in dynamic aircraft design
p0390 N71-23211
Horizontal and vertical gust load frequency and
power spectra influence on longitudinal aircraft
stability
P0624 N71-31890
Numerical analysis and analog simulation of
temperature distributions of convection-cooled
turbine blades
[HSL-TR-232] p0644 N71-33509
POBE8 SUPPLIES
Soviet book on subsonic gas turbine passenger planes
power supply systems covering Boeing 747, short
haul aircraft, DC-10, L-1011, etc
p0534 471-34472
POIEB TRANSMISSION
Power train systems gear induced noise analysis,
using in-flight vibration and noise measurements
for comparison with calculated noise spectra
[ASHE PAPER 70-WA/DGP-1] p0077 A71-14137
Helicopter power transmission failure nodes,
presenting field experiences correlation with
conventional design stress analysis and bench test
data
CSAE PAPER 710451] pO«08 471-28331
Powered landing gear wheel system requirements for
parking and taxiing of commercial jet transport
airplanes
[SAE PAPEB 710446] p0438 471-30530
Strain gage torguemeter as primary power indicating
instrument in helicopter transmission systems,
providing advantages for helicopter designer and
operator
£AHS PREPRINT 563] p0453 471-31110
Tapered roller bearing lubrication, considering
application to CH-47 Boeing helicopter
transmission
p0541 471-35300
Power by wire actuators and fly by wire flight
controls, discussing systems configuration,
reliability, economy and durability
p0612 471-39150
PPI (POSITIOB IHDICATOBS)
0 PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
PB4CTICES
D PBOCEDDRES
PBANDTL HDBBEB
Asymptotic far field velocity component in Prandtl
boundary layer equations for steady laminar two
4-360
SOBJECT IHDEX PBESSOBE DISTBIBDTIOH
dimensional flov past rigid body
p0276 171-23578
PRANDTL-BEIEB EXPANSION
NT THERHA1 BUCKLING
PEECiDTIOSS
D ACCIDENT PBEVEHTION
PRECIPITATION (BETEOROLOGY)
HI HAIL
HI B4IN
HT SKOH
Spatial correlations between inside cumulus cloud
conditions and precipitation onset and intensity
for modification experiments from aircraft
penetration measurements
p0210 A71-21U50
Reference file of factors affecting ireather at Beese
AFB, Texas
[AD-711390] pOOIS N71-10948
Static electrification of aircraft when flying
through clouds and precipitation
CAD-726581] p0683 871-35225
Development, testing, and utilization of silver
iodide pyrotechnic cloud seeding system
[ESSA-TH-EBLTH-APCl-5] p0715 N71-36985
PBEDICTIOH ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Interceptor aircraft optimal nonlinear command
guidance scheme for reduction of airborne
computation load with forward prediction of
interceptor and target state vectors
[AIAA PAPER 71-916] p0596 A71-37166
Computerized automatic estimation technigues
application to real time aircraft tracking in ATC
system design
[1IAA PAPEB 71-926] p0596 A71-37172
Performance prediction model for electromagnetic
compatibility of ATC radar beacon system, testing
interrogator-transponder links along air route
p0608 A71-38435
Data processing and impact analysis on rapid rail
access system for airport
[PB-1950"7] p0226 H71-16988
Engineering methods for predicting temperatures and
velocities in vicinity of vertical lift engines of
jet V/STOL aircraft operating near ground
[NASA-CB-1118((5] p02S<l H71-18711
PREDICTIONS
NT IMPACT PREDICTION
NT LIHEAB PBEDICTION
NT PEBFOBBANCE PBEDICTION
Air traffic pattern prediction for 1980 peak summer
periods in London, England terminal area
p0031 N71-10163
Ten year forecast for eight major traffic categories
at Washington national and Dulles International
airports for period 1971 through 1982
p0372 N71-21979
Procedures for predicting properties of transonic
flows about thin airfoils and slender bodies
[NASA-CR-1722] p0389 N71-23133
Probable impact of future supersonic transport
aircraft operations on noise environment around
seven airports in DS
fAD-722365] p057« N71-29777
Test data reduction and prediction technigues for
high lift aerodynamic and propulsion system
configurations for short takeoff aircraft design -
bibliographies
[AD-721185] PC638 N71-33016
PREDICTORS
D PREDICTIOBS
PBEBEATEBS
D HEATING EQUIPMENT
PREHEATING
U HEATISG
PBEBIZED FLiflES
Aerodynamic combustion noise generation from
premised or diffusion open turbulent flames, using
fluid mechanics and Lighthill method
p069t A71-13UU8
PRESSING (FOBBING)
NT COINING
Titanium alloys for drop and press forged airframe,
engine, rocket and spacecraft components,
presenting physical and mechanical properties for
various alloys and applications
p0132 A71-16136
Precision forging and pressing of Al alloy and Ti
alloy parts of aircraft structures at cost
effective prices
p0279 A71-23691
PBESSDBE
NT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
HT BASE PBESSOBE
BT CRITICAL PRESSDBE
HT DIFFERENTIAL PBESSDBE
HT DYNAHIC PRESSURE
HT GAS PRESSURE
ST HIGH PBESSUBE
HT IHPACT LOADS
ST INLET PRESSURE
HT L0HENS
NT OVEBPHESSOBE
HT RADIATION PBESSDRE
HT SOUND PBESSDHE
UT STAGH4TIOR PRESSURE
HT STATIC PBESSORE
NT TRANSIENT PRESSURES
HT VAPOB PRESSURE •
HT MILL PBESSURE
NT HIND PRESSURE
FBESSOBE CABIHS
0 PRESSURIZED CABINS
PBESSDBE CHABBEBS
NT ViCUUB CHAHBEHS
PBESSORE COEFPICIEHT
D AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
P5ESSDBE DISTBIBDTIOH
Aerodynamic theory of pressure field induced on
lifting surface by isotropic atmospheric
turbulence, considering transfer function of
Concorde aircraft
[ICAS PAPEB 70-30] p0012 A71-11019
Pressure distributions prediction on blunt bodies at
angle of attack, considering bodies of revolution
and large angle cones
[AIAA PAPER 70-208] p0016 171-11580
Sweptback turboblades in parallel wall channel,
investigating thickness, camber and leading edge
curvature effects on flow and pressure
distributions and vortex movement
p0025 A71-12606
Aerodynamic forces on control surfaces in subsonic
range, investigating pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating wing
pOOSI 171-11347
Ground effects on pressure distribution on slender
wing bodies with low aspect ratio and thick cross
sections
p01U7 171-180U7
Pressure distribution singularity at tip of thin
lifting parabolic wing in subsonic flow
[1IAA PAPER 71-10] p0150 A71-18484
Airfoils in two dimensional nonuniformly sheared
slipstreams, predicting pressure distribution from
mathematical model for comparison with measurement
[AIAA PAPER 71-9t|] p0152 A71-18549
Far field sonic boom pressure profiles simulation by
methane-oxygen mixture detonation in balloons
[AIAA PAPEH 71-186] p0155 A71-18625
Caret wing serial tests in Bach 8 to 15 hypersonic
flow, including three component force, spanwise
direction pressure distribution and shock wave
angular measurements by flow visualization
p0196 A71-20015
Inverse boundary value problems in
hydroaeromechanics, involving profile construction
from given velocity or pressure distribution and
supersonic flow boundaries determination
p0197 A71-20078
Jet 'propulsion optimization by exergy and anergy for
minimum total cost flux by varying unit compressor
pressure ratio
P0209 A71-21300
External store surface pressure distributions during
captive flight aboard F-itB aircraft, considering
carrying aircraft effects on flow field about
airborne ordnance
[AIAA PAPEB 71-295] p0220 A71-22015
Three dimensional laminar boundary layer on cone at
incidence in supersonic flow evaluated by pressure
distribution technigue, comparing heat transfer,
Pitot probe measurements, etc
[AIAA PAPER 70-18] p026<! A71-22088
Pressure distribution on arbitrary finite
symmetrical wings with rounded leading edges at
zero incidence in subsonic flow
p0270 J71-22945
s-361
PBESSOBE DISTRIBOTIOH COSTD SUBJECT IHDEZ
Incompressible viscous fluid nonsteady three
dimensional flow, obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
p0272 A71-23092
Supersonic flov separation around cross shaped
horizontal tail plane with subsonic leading edge,
obtaining pressure distribution and aerodynamic
characteristics
p0277 171-23608
Bach cones reflection at thin wing subsonic leading
edges in supersonic flow, considering azial
disturbance velocity and pressure distributions
p0277 A71-23616
Low speed airfoil characteristics calculation by
digital computer, using Theodorsen conformal
transformation method for potential flow pressure
distribution
[SAE PAPER 710389] p0286 171-21253
Short H wave refraction and diffraction by gas-
filled soap bubble, discussing measurements to
explain peaking and rounding in sonic boom
pressure signature
p0293 471-24811
Velocity and static pressure redistribution in
distorted flow field upstream of axial flow
compressors
[AIAA PIPER 69-485] p0295 471-24856
Propeller blade profile thickness distribution for
given pressure distribution, deriving integral
equation with singular kernel function via
source-sink and vorticity distribution linearized
theory
p0298 ni-24945
Collocation method predicting oscillatory subsonic
pressure distributions on interfering parallel
lifting surfaces, considering approach more
economical than finite element method
[1144 PAPER 71-329] p0342 A71-25309
Reentry vehicles configuration lift and drag
coefficients in hypersonic flow from pressure
distribution and balance measurements, comparing
with isolated cone data
p0346 471-25487
High subsonic flow two dimensional turbine cascade
design by approximate hodograph method, noting
pressure distribution measurements
[1SHE PAPER 71-6T-34] pC350 471-25971
Glass fiber rotor blades design with longitudinal
pressure tappings for cascade wind tunnel and
turbomachinery flow research applications
p0355 471-26316
Air inlet for simulation of shock wave separated
flow in supersonic diffusers, deriving pressure
variation profile along free boundary
p0416 171-29175
Sound radiation and pressure fields inside vibrating
turbomachine blades, using miniaturized
microphones and compact capacitive detectors
p0436 A71-30517
Pressure distribution and drag prediction over
slender axisymmetric fuselages and afterbodies and
exhaust nozzles at transonic Hach numbers
[AIAA PAPEE 71-720] p0442 A71-30771
Retreating blade stall experiments on model
helicopter rotor, considering series of pressure
distribution and boundary layer events
[IBS PBEPRIKT 521] p0449 171-31087
Stagnation pressure changes in unsteady flow
downstream of turbomachine blades with fluctuating
circulation related to vortex sheets
p05U1 171-35279
Flow distribution behind laminar boundary layer
separation point in supersonic flow, calculating
plateau region pressure
p0546 A71-35629
Turbulent boundary layer interaction with supersonic
outer flow behind step, calculating pressure
distribution, momentum thickness and friction
p0546 471-35631
Supersonic flow past V-shaped wings with leading
edges, applying method of establishment to space
variable for pressure distribution
p0547 171-35647
Siren wail in turbine azial stage due to nonuniform
pressure fields behind blade cascades
p0555 171-36180
Near field noise measurement on guarter-scale model
to estimate fuselage pressure in 7TOI aircraft for
conventional, short and vertical takeoff
configurations
p0603 471-37844
Simple source theory of aerodynamic noise,
approximating relationship between radiated sound
power and jet pressure spectra
p0609 471-38531
Turbulent boundary layer response to step change in
surface roughness, discussing wind tunnel
measurements of pressure and velocity profiles
P0616 A71-39505
Two dimensional flow over two dimensional finite
wing without correction for downwash, assuming
known pressure distribution
P0651 171-40173
Flap span length effects on boundary layer
separation, giving streamwise pressure
distributions
p0660 171-40967
Jet flaps application to autogyro rotor, using
pressure jump for air centrifugation
p0661 171-41399
Normal shock existence in blade spacings of rotor
and guide vanes of axial flow supersonic
compressor as function of pressure nonuniformity
p0664 A71-41843
Laminar boundary layer effect on dynamic viscous
pressure interaction in hypersonic flow
[LR-535] p0045 N71-11003
Oscillating flow effects on pressure force normal to
symmetrical airfoil chord
[AD-711830] p0046 N71-11011
Computer calculations of pressure distributions on
swept wings
[NLR-TN-T-189] p0047 N71-11015
Measuring characteristics of low Hach number flow of
air from two planar nozzles with aspect ratio of 3
at exit
[AD-711313] p0052 N71-11139
Computation of pressure induced by control surface
oscillation in subsonic flow
CNASA-TT-F-13385] p0105 N71-12219
Transonic pressure distribution on airfoils
[AD-712397] p0116 N71-13060
Flat plate pressure distribution and heat transfer
in conical hypersonic flow
[VKI-TN-56] p0119 H71-13236
Pressure distributions calculated with Sells method
on series of quasi-elliptical symmetrical airfoils
in subcritical flow
CNRC-11693] p0160 N71-14612
Analytical and numerical calculations for
cylinder-vortex combination in incompressible flow
noting pressure distribution and downwash
[NLR-TK-69057-U] p0169 N71-15548
Address indicator for pressure scanner
[ARL/HE-314] p0169 N71-15577
Lift and pressure distribution on leading edge slats
and trailing-edge flaps of wing profile with
boundary layer control
C1RC-R/H-3639] p0171 N71-15706
Measuring sonic boom pressure distribution on models
in supersonic wind tunnels
p0179 N71-16685
Aerodynamic coefficients, pressure, load and force
distributions on cambered delta wings
[ARC-CP-1129] p0228 N71-17112
Static pressure contours of turbine rotor blade tips
at high Hach nunbers
[N1S4-TH-X-2170] p0230 N71-17247
Technigue of extrapolating measured near-field
overpressure data to larger altitude applied to
wind tunnel overpressure data
[NASi-TB-X-2219] p0253 N71-18559
Nozzle flow calibration in blowdown wind tunnel
[HRE-TN-HSA-171] p0259 N71-19170
Approximation of pressure distribution on wing- body
configurations at subcritical speeds
p0302 N71-19364
Flow field development for series of sonic boom wind
tunnel models
[H1S4-TN-D-6143] p0322 N71-20156
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at
high subsonic speeds on basis of pressure plotting
tests
[AF4-18] p0323 N71-20157
Pressure field steady state calculations for sonic
boom signal transmission into rooms through open
windows
[N1S1-CR-111786] p0323 N71-20183
A-362
SUBJECT IHDEI PBESSOBE EFFECTS
Measurements of sonic boon pressure distribution of
bodies of revolution at Bach 2.96, 3.83, and 1.63
in Unitary Plan vind tunnel
fNASA-TH-D-6195] p0372 H71-21961
Estimating unsteady pressure distributions in T tail
configuration from measured distribution and
theory
[NLE-TE-680I18-L] p0389 N71-23131
Low speed vind tunnel test of four ft diameter
circular plate model to determine surface static
pressure distributions for jet decay
characteristics of cross flov
[AD-7202323 f>0476 N71-26516
Expressions for relating pressure field to total
aerodynamic thrust and steady pitching and rolling
moments experienced by helicopter rotor
pOU77 H71-26583
Wind tunnel measurements of pressure distributions
on wing having KACA 4415 airfoil sections with
trailing-edge flaps set at 0 deg and 40 deg
[NASA-TM-X-2225] p0521 N71-28077
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom shock
vave thickness
p0523 B71-28367
Acoustic wave front reflection from caustic for
predicting sop.ic boom pressure distribution
p0524 N71-28371
Accuracy of shock pressure attenuation in near field
sonic boom profiles
p0527 H71-28391
Chord and rotary wing span differential pressure
distribution effects on high freguency aerodynamic
noise propagation from helicopters
[AD-721661] p0528 S71-28507
Calculation of pressure distributions over irings
vith harmonic oscillating control surfaces using
kernel function method
p0568 W71-29346
Asymptotic expansion technigues to define pressure
loading effects on wings vith unbalanced control
surfaces
p0569 N71-29348
Pressure measurements of harmonically oscillating
sweptback wing with two flaps in incompressible
flow
tDLH-FB-70-47] p0570 N71-29433
Potential flow solution for STOL wing propulsion
system presenting flow fields, pressure
distribution, and lift coefficient for externally
blown flap, high-lift configuration
[NASA-TH-D-6394] p0573 S71-29774
Total pressure, static pressure, surface shear
stress, and yaw angle measurements of S curved
ducted flow
(IC-71-10J p0577 K71-30264
Application of Fredholm integral equations of second
kind for determining pressure distribution on
cascade of thick airfoils
CNASA-TT-F-702] p0579 H71-30488
Approximative solution of nonlinear potential
eguation for squall disturbance in transonic range
and pressure distribution on aircraft
p0587 N71-31061
Relation of Eulerian and Lagrangian structure of
psendosonnd pressure and velocity fields in
turbulent shear flow to aerodynamic noise
generation
CKASA-CS-119359] p0589 H71-31211
Solutions of potential flow for two dimensional
compressible flow for guasi-elliptical airfoil
. * profiles noting pressure distribution
[NLE-TB-69028-0] P0622 N71-31791
Pressure distribution near center line of trailing
edges of delta wings and conical bodies at high
supersonic speeds
[ARC-CP-1153] P0635 H71-32868
Transonic pressure distributions on 12 percent
thick, uncambered airfoils with maximum thickness
at 0.3 and 0.7 of chord
p0645 N71-33615
Pressure distributions on planar delta wings
attached to cylindrical bodies in supersonic flow
- theoretical results for sonic leading edge,
angle of attack case
[»8E-TN-HSA-186] p0646 871-33699
Pressure distribution analysis of sound inside duct
of ducted propellers
[NASA-TH-D-6345] p0673 N71-34009
Comparisons of theoretical and experimental pressure
distribution over wing-body model at high
supersonic speeds
fHASA-TN-D-6480] p0679 H71-35197
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution in flow
field due to diffraction of plane shock wave by
thin wings
P0680 N71-35203
Thrust-minos-drag forces and pressure distributions
of closely spaced twin-jet afterbodies with
different inboard-outboard fairing and nozzle
shapes
[NASA-TH-X-2329] p0709 B71-36412
Pressure distributions and drag coefficients of 18
constant length and volume slender bodies of
revolution at zero incidence for Hach numbers 2.0
to 12.0 - graphs
[ NASA-TN-D-6536] p0709 H71-36416
Methods for prediction of centerline shock layer
•thickness and pressure distribution on delta wing
body configurations
r.NASA-TN-D-6550] p0709 N71-36418
PBESSDBE DBAG
HI INTEBFBBEHCE DBAG
NT SOPEESONIC DEA6
NT NAVE OEAG
Pitot type intake inlet additive drag in terms of
capture area ratio, static and total pressure
coefficients
p0028 A71-12688
Pressure drag and cross flow force- coefficients of
inclined circular cylinder in supercritical flow
p0265 A71-22098
Two dimensional analysis on jet exhaust into
crosswind with mixing flow interference
CAD-711578] p0046 N71-11006
PEESSDEE EFFECTS
Shock wave diffraction at sharp edges, discussing
physical principles, angle and pressure ratio
effects
p0002 A71-10109
Flutter analysis of plates with inplane boundary
support flexibility exposed to transverse pressure
loading or buckled by uniform thermal expansion
pOC11 A71-10940
Circular cone vith cross shaped wings in supersonic
flow, determining flow characteristics, velocities
and pressure
p0021 A71-11958
Aerodynamic sound generation dependence on
convective derivative of hydrodynamic pressure
within turbulence source region
p0139 A71-17154
High pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas'turbine engines, investigating power and
specific fuel consumption variation with pressure
and temperature
p028« A71-24218
Aerodynamic infrasound, considering atmospheric
pressure variations in seconds to minutes period
range
p0297 A71-2M915
Structures dynamic loading and damage by sonic
booms, discussing structural response prediction
by boom pressure wave model
p0299 A71-2S052
Turbomachine blade cascades in supersonic flow,
noting wave configurations, entropy and counter
pressure variations
p0363 A71-27475
Incident sonic boom shock wave reflection factors
off smooth surface, discussing pressure rise and
flight near threshold Hach number
p0440 A71-30610
Sonic booms loudness as function of peak
overpressures and rise times, "using semiempirical
formulae
p0657 A71-40530
Sonic boom and explosive shock vave effects on
buildings and structural members
pOOSO B71-11035
Impact cooling method for turbine rotor blades
p0235 H71-17397
Combustion of large magnesium particles during
pressure change in ambient medium vithin range
from 100 to 760 mm Hg
CNASA-TT-F-13503] p0327 K71-20531
Effect of circumferential, radial, and combined
pressure distortions on stall margin of J-85
»-363
PBESSOBE FIELDS SUBJECT IFDEI
engine
[BASA-TH-X-2239] p0329 N71-20766
Turbulent boundary layers in compressible flow and
their interactions with normal shock waves in zero
and adverse pressure gradients
[ARL/HE-321] p0517 N71-27602
Grooved and ungrooved runway surface effects on
aircraft tire spin-up characteristics and tread
damage
tHASA-TM-X-2345] p0633 N71-32798
Electrical analog for sonic boom indoor pressure
wave effect on structural members
[DTIAS-TH-158] p0648 N71-33964
Leading edge suction of thin aerofoil theory
[ARL/SM-NOTE-360] p0707 N71-36399
PBESSORE FIELDS
U PBESSDRE DISTRIBUTION
PBESSDKE GAGES
NT BAROMETERS
NT MANOMETERS
Static pressure measuring instruments operating
principles and characteristics
P0268 A71-22768
PBESSDRE GAUGES
0 PBESSDHE GAGES
PBESSOBE GRADIENTS
Pressure gradients and slot Beynolds number effects
on impervious wall film cooling effectiveness in
constant density flow
P0099 A71-15474
Bigh subsonic jet near-field acoustic energy flux
distribution calculation from pressure gradient
measurements
[AIAA PAPEB 71-155] p0154 A71-18597
Laminar boundary layer equations for rotating plate
with surface of arbitrary curvilinear shape,
determining external flow pressure gradient
leading to separation
p0364 A71-27502
Flutter of buckled plate exposed to static pressure
differential and streamwise applied in- plane
load, comparing experimental results with
stability boundary calculations
p0367 A71-27584
Viscous stresses distribution in isothermal
incompressible turbulent boundary layer with
positive pressure gradient by diffusers in open
jet wind tunnel
p0533 A71-34209
German monograph on pressure changes as boundary
layer effect in tube wind tunnels covering test
eguipment and experimental design, Becker theory,
pipe flow, etc
p0537 A71-34792
Higher pressure ratios trend in aircraft gas
turbines leading to higier exit temperatures from
compressor, noting real gas effects
p0651 A71-40170
Supersonic and hypersonic viscous gas flows with
boundary layer induced pressure gradients,
investigating disturbance upstream propagation by
asymptotic theory
P0657 A71-40680
Unsteady pressure gradient reduction effect on
airfoil dynamic stall delay
p0671 A71-42841
Pressure gradient effects on three dimensional
turbulent boundary layer of infinite span
sweptback wing
(NPL-AEBO-1305] p0230 1171-17179
Determining feasibility of increasing stator blade
loading of single stage compressor rig by bleeding
or bloving suction surface boundary layer
[NASA-CR-54573] p0255 N71-18749
Supersonic wind tunnel measurements of turbulent
boundary layer in moderate adverse pressure -
gradient
[AD-716336] p0310 N71-19548
Turbulent boundary layers in compressible flow and
their interactions with normal shock waves in zero
and adverse pressure gradients
[ARL/BE-321] p0517 871-27602
Acoustic resonance excited by vortex shedding from
circular cylinders and thin plates in wind tunnels
noting pressure gradients
[ARC-CP-1141] p0519 N71-27716
PBBSSDBE BEADS
Suction and pressure head and temperature effects on
cavitation flow in aircraft fuel pumps
[ARC-CP-1128] p0226 N71-17044
FBESSDEE HEASOBEHBHTS
Mountainous region vertical air flow research,
describing superpressure balloon and precise
pressure radiosonde system
p0024 A71-12420
Noncircular cross section static pressure probes
theoretically insensitive to pitch, yaw and Hach
number, testing performance
p0073 A71-13730
Boeing 747 flight loads measurements, describing
aircraft instrumentation with strain gages and
pressure pickups
p0073 A71-13766
Finite amplitude waves from supersonic jet,
discussing pressure fluctuations measurement for
explaining wave patterns visible on spark
shadowgraphs
[AIAA PAPER 71-151] p015» A71-18593
Sonic boom problem, investigating pressure signature
of large models in supersonic wind tunnels
fAIAA PAPER 71-184] p0155 A71-18623
Turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations
in-flight measurements on Boeing 737 aircraft,
obtaining power spectral densities and BMS
pressure fluctuations for various Hach numbers
P0210 A71-21426
Static pressure port errors in hypersonic turbulent
flow, using approximate shear layer momentum
balance for pressure increase derivation
[AIAA PAPER 71-270] p0219 A71-21996
Static pressure measuring instruments operating
principles and characteristics
P0268 A71-22768
Supersonic and subsonic jets coexistence in
rectilinear constant section duct, characterizing
flow boundaries by pressure readings and Schlieren
flow visualization
p0277 A71-23605
Large axial compressor flow straightening stator
blades unsteady pressure measurements with short
response tine detectors
p0363 A71-27469
Miniature transducers design and fabrication for
fluctuating pressure measurements in jet engine
testing, noting freguency response and power
dissipation
p0434 A71-30324
Fluctuating pressure measurements in jet engine
testing, using miniature transducers with
calibration and data acguisition equipment
p0434 A71-30325
Sonic boom pressure signature laboratory scale
measurement after modification by traveling
through air jet turbulence, comparing with
statistical prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 71-618] p0483 A71-31547
Sonic boom wave interaction with topographic models,
measuring surface pressure time history
[AIAA PAPER 71-619] p0483 A71-31548
Theoretical analysis and measurement of single-phase
pressure losses and heat transfer for helical flow
in tube
[NASA-TS-D-6097] p0104 N71-12213
Hind tunnel pressure measuring techniques
[AGABD-AG-145-70] p0165 N71-14988
Technology review on wind tunnel pressure measuring
technigues and eguipment
[AD-714565] p0177 H71-16549
Error analysis for pressure measurements on blowdown
supersonic wind tunnel models
[NPL-AERO-1306] p0227 H71-17081
Base pressure measurements on XB-70 aircraft at Bach
numbers from 0.4 to 3.0
[BASA-TM-X-1612] p0229 N71-17132
Pressure measurements of flow induced cavity
resonance and effects of resonance suppressing
devices
[SiSA-T8-D-6205] p0243 871-17877
Technigue of extrapolating measured near-field
overpressure data to larger altitude applied to
wind tunnel overpressure data
[NASA-TM-X-2219] p0253 N71-18559
Wind tunnel investigation of lift-induced sonic boom
characteristics of two simple wing models at Bach
numbers from 2.3 to 4.63
[BASA-TN-D-6201] p0388 1171-23125
Bnsteady pressure measurements on harmonically
oscillating swept wing with two control surfaces
»-36«
SUBJECT INDEX PBESTOH 10BBS
in incompressible flov
P0569 H71-29350
Pressure measurements of harmonically oscillating
sweptback wing vith tvo flaps in inconpressible
flow
[D1B-FB-70-U7] p0570 H71-29433
Surface pressure measurements and schlieren
photographs of flov about leveys shock free
aitfoil
[A8L/AEBO-325J p0612 H71-33102
PBESSOBE HICBOPEOHES
0 HICBOPHONES
PBBSSOBE OSCILLiTIOBS
Supersonic and transonic flov including effects of
pressure oscillations vithin cavity, predicting
rectangular cavities drag from mathematical model
P0010 A71-10931
Pressure fluctuations on fixed blades of axial flov
compressor, determining sensor dynamic
characteristics
p0012 A71-11024
Turbulent boundary layer vail pressure fluctuations
on hydrodynamically smooth and rough surfaces,
investigating eddies, space-time decay rate and
flow structure
P0137 A71-16961
Finite amplitude vaves from supersonic jet,
discussing pressure fluctuations measurement for
explaining wave patterns visible on spark
shadowgraphs
[HAi P4PEE 71-151]' p015U A71-18593
Fan-produced sound pressure fluctuation in very lov
speed subsonic wind tunnel test stream, noting
resulting anemometer calibration errors
pO«37 A71-30526
Turbopropulsion systems thrust augmentor combustion
instability, discussing physical causes due to
various pressure oscillation modes
tAIAA PAPEB 71-697] pO«U1 A71-30756
Turbojet and tnrbofan augmentors combustion
instability, discussing pressure oscillations
elimination by screech liner and flameholder
design
[AIAA PAPER 71-698] p04!42 A71-30757
Acoustic radiation of supersonic jet tovard nozzle
exit section, plotting pressure pulsations vs
active/passive pressure ratio
P0554 A71-36122
In-flight noise radiation by wing-mounted jet
engines on aircraft fuselage based on correlation
vith turbulent boundary layer pressure
fluctuations
p0603 A71-37846
Sveep frequency nozzle pressure oscillation effects
on turbojet combustor dynamics
(HASA-TH-D-6084] p0045 N71-10982
Transonic wind tunnel investigation of flow
characteristics and pressure fluctuation of space
shuttle launch and reentry configurations
P0462 N71-24663
Hot-wire anemometer for wind tunnel turbulence
measurement and wind tunnel oscillation reduction
[DLB-FB-70-39] p0516 N71-27161
Prediction formulations for transonic fluctuating
pressure environments including protuberance
induced turbulent boundary layer' flows
[NASA-CB-119947J p0712 H71-36677
PRESSURE PBOBES
D PBESSUBE SENSOBS
PBESSOBE POISES
Plane compression waves propagation into constant
state nonviscous fluid, considering shock
formation of pressure pulses and overpressure as
function of time
p0195 A71-19961
PBESSDBE BECOVEBT
Cone shaped diffusers effectiveness, noting inlet
conditions effect on pressure recovery coefficient
p0136 A71-16750
Conical diffusers outlet flow profile and
performance, investigating swirling inlet flow
effects on pressure recovery
p0660 A71-40950
PBESSDBE BEDOCT.IOB
Accelerated testing of jet fuel containment sealant,
using reduced pressure and hybrid fluorocarbon
silicone
p0282 A71-24083
Unsteady pressure gradient reduction effect on
airfoil dynamic stall delay
p0671 A71-42841
Parameter effects on coalescence of nose and wing
shocks in wing/body pressure signature for sonic
boom reduction
P0526 1171-28385
Velocity profile control tests of diffnser vail
bleed to control coabnstor inlet airflow
distribution
[NASA-TN-D-6435] p0586 H71-30817
PBESSOBE BEGDLATOBS
Pressure regulator design and construction, using
high pressure fluidic proportional chain
p0202 A71-20580
Flow control system design for blovdown wind tunnels
and-disturbance effects on regulating accuracy
CBAL-TN-22] p0383 N7 1-22176
PBESSOBE SENSOBS
Noncircular cross section static pressure probes
theoretically insensitive to pitch, yaw and Bach
number, testing performance
p0073 A71-13730
High performance fighter aircraft engine pressure
ratio and turbine inlet temperature measurement,
using flnidic sensors
p0203 A71-20586
In-flight profile drag measurement of gliders with
total and static pressure sensors in boundary
layer wake, using moments method
p0278 A71-23667
Cam profile selection for adjustment in computing-
resolving unit of aneroid sensors of altimeters
p0413 A71-28938
High altitude balloons pressure-altitude transducer
assembly, discussing electronic circuitry,
calibration and temperature and vibration effects
p0430 A71-30070
Altimeter-airspeed and Bach number pressure
transducer with diaphragm free of temperature and
vibration effects
p0433 A71-30322
Miniature transducers design and fabrication for
fluctuating pressure measurements in jet engine
testing, noting frequency response and power
dissipation
p0434 A71-3032U
Fluctuating pressure measurements in jet engine
testing, using miniature transducers vith-
calibration and data acquisition equipment
p0434 A71-30325
Fluid amplifiers theory and use as temperature and
pressure sensors, discussing applications in
chemical and ammunition industries and jet
aircraft control
[IEEE PAPEB 70-TP-120-IGA] p0691 A71-42921
Flight assessment of trailing-cone static pressure
probe at subsonic speeds
[BAE-TR-69139] p0104 H71-12214
Hypersonic wind tunnel test on conical and ogival
nosed static pressure probes
[AB1/4-327] p0399 H71-23778
Pressure sensor network for measuring liquid dynamic
response in flight including fuel tank
acceleration, liquid slosh amplitude, and fuel
depth monitoring
[HASA-CASE-XLA-05541J p0475 N71-26387
PBESSOBE TBAHSDUCEBS
0 PBESSDBE SENSOBS
PBESSDBE IAVES
D ELASTIC BATES
PBESSOBE WELDING
NT DIFFUSION iELDING
Jet engine components inertia welding, discussing
process, equipment, lov veight-cost advantage and
mechanical properties reproducibility
[»SME PAPEfi 71-GT-33] p0350 471-25970
PBESSUBIZED CABINS
Fluidic cabin pressure automatic control systems for
military and civil aircraft, discussing design,
operation and performance
pOU32 A71-30308
PBESSDBIZED RATES BEACTOBS
Semiscale blovdown and emergency core cooling
project test report
[IH-1393J p0230 N71-17190
PBESTOH TOBES
0 PITOT TOBES
D SPEED INDICATOBS
A-365
PRETESTS SUBJECT INDEX
PBETESTS
0 TESTS
PREVENTION
NT ACCIDENT PBEVE8TION
NT CORROSION PREVENTION
NT FIEE PREVENTION
NT ICE PREVENTION
PRIHEHS (COATINGS)
Adhesive primers corrosion resistance test methods,
noting aircraft design implications
p0283 A71-2U112
PBIHCETOH SilLIIIHGS
D SAILSINGS
FEINTED CIRCUITS
NT LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
PBIViTE AIRCRAFT
D GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
PRIVATE AVIATION
0 CIVIL AVIATION
D GENEBAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
PROBABILITY
0 PROBABILITY THEOBY
PBOBABILITI DISTRIBDTIOB FONCTIONS
Relationship between small scale wind shears and
wind profile pover spectra
[NASA-TM-S-6U562] p0035 N71-102I40
Scatter factor in statistical aircraft fatigue life
estimation
[ABL/SM-350] p0165 N71-1515U
PBOBABILITT THEORY
ATC system improvement by procedural changes,
applying probability concepts to flight safety
p0018 A71-11699
Lightning stroke probability model for point
selection on aerospace vehicles
p0193 A71-19S28
Probabilistic estimate of aerodynamic imbalance of
aircraft gas turbine rotors doe to production
errors in compressor blade angle
p0222 A71-220U5
Uncertainty factors in management decisions and
operations optimization in international air
transportation industry
p0287 A71-24265
Fatigue failure probabilistic model under variable
amplitude loading, considering relation betveen
safety factor and fatigue failure probability
p03<!6 A71-25H92
Probabilistic methods for solving ATC and navigation
problems, considering stochastic processes theory
pO«82 471-31463
Probabilistic approach to prolonged lifetime design
and static strength of structures of monocogue and
multispar vings, using fatigue characteristics of
individual elements
pOSOU A71-33604
Characteristic coefficients technigue for
probability models of wind profiles in missile
design and environment analysis
CAD-713522] p0165 N71-15215
PROBES
HF rake probes with high temperature integrated
sensor for inflight aircraft engine intake air
flow distortion measurements
pOU33 A71-30321
Hire and probe support interference on hypersonic
wakes of magnetically suspended round based
conical body
[ABC-CP-1133] p0331 N71-20848
PBOBLEB SOLVING
NT ASYMPTOTIC HBTHODS
NT ITERATIVE SOLOTION
Control problems in airline operations particularly
air cargo handling
p0128 N71-14430
Asymptotic expansion techniques to define pressure
loading effects on wings with unbalanced control
surfaces
p0569 N71-29348
Numerical method for evaluating discontinuous
downwash distribution for steady flow over swept
and rectangular wings
p0569 N71-29349
PROCEDDBES
NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
NT OPTICAL CORRECTION PROCEDURE
Standard eguipment and procedures for aircraft gas
turbine engine exhaust smoke measurement
C A S M E PAPER 71-01-88] p0353 A71-25995
PROCUREMENT
Flight simulators procurement and commissioning,
discussing difficulties due to different aircraft
configurations, advantages of eguipment and
procedures standardization, etc
p0001 471-10015
Cost effectiveness of reliability screening program
from parts procurement through systen test, using
experience with attack radar for F-111 aircraft
p0357 A71-26683
PBODUCT DESIGN
U PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
PBODDCT DEVELOPMENT
NT WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT
HU9 Larzac turbofan engine, describing design,
development, performance data, manufacturing
technigues, operation and maintenance
p0026 A71-12607
BD-1 Yankee aircraft development, design and
construction
p018U A71-19081
Vertical straight lift turbojet engine design and
development, presenting component materials
properties/weights, endurance tests and
performance data
[ASME PAPEB 71-GT-75) p0352 S71-25989
Air Force development programs with graphite
reinforced composites, discussing matrix materials
and cost and weight savings
[ASME PAPER 71-DE-13] p0361 A71-27323
Olympus 593 pnre jet twin shaft engine development
program for Concorde, discussing engine evolution,
.design considerations and flight development
CSAE PAPER 7101(22] p0405 A71-28309
Commercial aircraft powerplant development,
discussing engine and components test programs and
techniques
[SAE PJPER 710419] pO»07 A71-28327
DC-10 wide body tri-jet aircraft design and
development, considering sizing, number of engines
and thrust optimization and selection of cruise,
approach and stall speeds
[AIA4 PAPER 71-780] p0535 A71-31525
Theory, calculation, and design of centrifugal
compressor machines
[AD-717878] p0392 N71-23297
Design, development, and flight testing of fire
suppressant void filler foam kits for lower
hemisphere of fuel tanks in various tactical army
aircraft
[AD-719711] p0518 N71-27679
Aircraft tracking and guidance facility using FPS-16
radar supplemented by laser tracker permanently
mounted on antenna
[NASA-CB-111931] p0677 N71-31210
PEODDCTION ENGINEERING
MT PRODUCTION PLANNING
Soviet book on aircraft construction technology
covering parts fabrication, protective coatings,
production automation, etc
p0081 A71-14399
Mathematical model of small scale versatile aircraft
component production process, developing computer
production optimization algorithm
p0156 A71-18715
High temperature steel and alloys metallurgical
processes for stationary and aircraft gas turbine
engine components, discussing production-quality
control-research interrelationship
p027i) A71-23301
Quality assurance in Ti and Ti alloys processing,
discussing smelting, ingot homogenization staging,
costs and facilities
p0275 A71-23303
Contoured silicone internal pressure bag mandrels
for helicopter rotor blades fabrication
p0283 471-24096
Metal matrix composite fabrication procedures for
gas turbine engine fan blades, stressing diffusion
bonding process susceptibility to blades volume
producibility.
[ASME PAPES 71-GT-46] p0351 A71-25979
Complex structural aircraft components manufacture,
using group technology principle based on
subdivision of parts classes
pO«32 A71-30267
Multilevel supply system operationally ready
aircraft number evaluator based on item stock
levels, demand rates and repair/resupply times
A-366
SUBJECT INDEX PBOPELLAHT STOEAGE
P0496 A71-32700
Aircraft industrial cleaning agents, processes and
techniques applied to components in course of
nanufacturing and assembly phases, emphasizing
emulsion and alkaline methods
fiSH PAPEE C70-1. 3] pOSOl A71-335<I2
Modular manufacturing for F-14 aircraft at low cost
using end product configuration reducing final
assembly
P0510 A71-3U157
Aircraft jet engine application of electric
discharge machining for repetitive continuous
production, considering automated closed cycle
equipment
[SHE PAPEE Hfi-71-143) p0560 A71-36658
Semifinished product production technology influence
on heat resistant alloys mechanical properties,
considering forging, rolling, casting, melting,
diffusion welding and powder metallurgy
P0561 471-36725
Advanced technology for production of aerospace
engines - conference
[AGABD-CP-64-70] p0053 N71-11626
Hanufactnring technology and production engineering
methods in aerospace industry
pOOSU N71-11627
Nanufacturing and advancement technology for turbine
engine coatings
pOOSI N71-11635
Automation of technological processes in aircraft
engine production
[AD-714858] p0242 N71-17832
Engineering aspects and manufacturing of gas turbine
engines for helicopters and ground transport
vehicles
P0512 N71-26956
PRODUCTION HETBODS
D PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
PRODUCTION PLANNING
Production and efficiency of small gas turbine
engine for helicopter and surface vehicles
[AGABD-LS-46-71] p0511 N71-26951
PRODUCTIVITY
Negotiations of BEA/BOAC productivity agreements in
aircraft industry
P0552 A71-3592<t
PROFICIENCY BEiSUBEBEHT
D BUHAN PERFORHANCE
D PERFORMANCE TESTS
PBOPILES
Steady nonrotational flow around rectilinear profile
in finite width uniform current in linear theory,
calculating fluid exerted forces
P0279 A71-23822
PBOGBAB H4HAGEHEHT
U PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PBOGBABS
NT APOLLO PROJECT
NT DEFENSE PROGRAM
NT EARTH EESOUECES PROGBAH
NT EUROPEAN SPACE PEOGEAHS
NT NASA PBOGEAMS
NT SPACE PEOGBAMS
PROJECT BANAGEHE8T
p-15 air superiority fighter, describing military
reguirements, program management and procedures in
terms of speed, maneuverability, acceleration and
weaponry
p0183 A71-19078
Integrated project information and simulation system
for management of aerospace vehicle development,
discussing simulation models application
CAIAA PAPER 71-238) pOiss A71-19714
Aircraft industry materials development, discussing
innovations in governmental programs management,
procurement specifications and Department of
Defense contracting procedures
p0368 A71-27677
Costs-reliability relationships in helicopter
development testing and demonstration, emphasizing
decision making in program management
tSAE PAPER 710452] p0407 A71-28330
Criteria for converting aeronautical project
operational targets into actual regnirements and
technical specifications, emphasizing cost
effectiveness
p0444 A71-30824
Administrative techniques of cost/weight tradeoff
program for jet transport airplane
[SAWE PAPER 899] p0550 A71-35812
International cooperation in aerospace projects,
discussing Concorde program organization
p0665 A71-42011
Systems maintenance program evaluation of Eastern
Region air transportation facilities
p0033 N71-10114
Army aircraft modification program management review
and recommendations
p0036 N71-10287
PBOJECT PLANNING
Manual for development of needs estimates and
capital improvement programs for airports and
other intercity terminals for 1970 to 1990
[OMB-04-S71002] p0723 N71-37824
PROJECTILE CBATEBIHG
Combat aircraft vulnerability to projectile impact
predicted by model giving target penetration,
damage size and structural response
tAIAA PAPER 71-777] p0507 A71-34013
PROJECTILE PENETRATION
U TEBMIHAL BALLISTICS
PROJECTILES
NT HYPEBVELOCITI PROJECTILES
Trajectories prediction for subsonic spin stabilized
projectiles via water tunnel tests, considering
blunt nose and tail and rounded nose right
circular cylinders
[AIAA PAPER 71-296) p0220 A71-22016
Roll moment of inertia to static margin ratio effect
on yaw of repose angle magnitude in ballistic
match of projectiles
pO«29 A71-29890
PROJECTORS
High aperture wide angle lens design for compact
electro-optical systems of airborne moving map
projection navigational instruments
p0560 A71-36605
Optical projector system for establishing optimum
arrangement of instrument displays in aircraft,
spacecraft, other vehicles, .and industrial
instrument consoles
[NASA-CASE-XNP-03853] p0371 N71-21882
PROJECTS
NT APOLLO PBOJECT
NT OEBITEB PBOJECT
PROPAGATION (EXTENSION)
NT CRACK PROPAGATION
PBOPAGATrOH BODES
Simply supported normal mode plate time response to
traveling wave at obligue incidence, using
numerical analysis
p0430 A71-30068
PBOPELLABT ADDITIVES
Hydrocarbon fuel ignitability, investigating
molecular structural characteristics and
homogeneous additives effect
[HSS/CI PAPER 70-19] p014"» A71-17661
PBOPELLANT COBBOSTIOH
Acoustic liner design for propellant combustion
instability and jet aircraft noise suppression,
discussing cross flow and oscillatory pressure
effects
CAIAA PAPER 71-757] p0443 A71-30791
PBOPELLANT EVAPORATION
Air flow velocity, altitude, fuel-air ratio, fuel
flow velocity, and pressure effects on fuel
temperature before and after pcevaporization in
ramjet engines
CNASA-TT-F-13605] pOU02 N71-24053
PBOPELLAHT OIIDIZEBS
O ROCKET OXIDIZEBS
PROPBLLANT PROPERTIES
Book on aviation fuels covering gasoline and turbine
fuel properties, handling problems and future
fuels
p0081 171-14298
PBOPELLAHT SPRATS
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber start-up and
burning performance, considering air injection and
propellant atomization
p0414 A71-28968
Gas turbine engine startup igniter with modified
propellant atomizer enhanced by air injection
p0414 A71-28969
PBOPELLANT STOBAGE
Jet fuels thermal stability and corrosive properties
during prolonged storage
p0186 A71-19492
i-367
PBOPELLAHT TANKS SDBJECT INDEX
Combustion research laboratory at Purdue university
consisting of buildings, housing test cells, data
acquisition system, propellant storage and
instrument service area
p0267 A71-22727
PBOPELLAHT TANKS
Bibliography on fuel- and propellant-tanks
[AD-723920] p0627 N71-32071(
PBOPELLAHTS
NT GELLED PROPELLANTS
NT SLORBY PROPELLAHTS
NT SOLID ROCKET PHOPELLANTS
German monograph on high energy propellant- oxidizer
systems changes of state under high temperature
conditions with chemical relaxation taken into
account
p0138 A71-17106
PBOPELLEB BLADES
Density gradient visualization with schlieren
optical system, discussing propeller aerodynamics
p0283 &71-2t103
Propeller blade profile thickness distribution for
given pressure distribution, deriving integral
eguation with singular kernel function via
source-sink and vorticity distribution linearized
theory
p0298 A71-219U5
Aerodynamic design of VTOL propellers, denonstrating
possibility of cyclic control of 1C-112
experimental propeller
[DGLB-71-017 ] pO*98 A71-3278"
Propeller blade structures for high speed tilt wing
turboprop V/STOL aircraft, considering materials
selection, weight control, cyclic pitch control,
noise reduction, etc
[DGLH-71-018] p0498 A71-32785
Dirichlet problem in hodograph plane of compressible
fluid flow from aircraft, helicopter blades or
turbine blade airfoils
p054t A71-351I70
Low noise turbofan engine without aerodynamic blade
loading
[NASA-TN-D-6080J pC056 N71-11882
Integrating matrix method for determining natural
lateral vibration data on rotating twisted
propeller blade
[NASA-IN-D-eOSI] p0116 N71-13023
Aerodynamic characteristics of wings, propeller
blades, and entire aircraft at various velocities
including flow viscosity and compressibility -
textbook
[AD-723512] p0625 N71-31932
Performance and acoustic near field measurements on
variable camber propeller having STOL applications
CAD-721H15] p0635 H71-32927
PBOPELLEB DBIVE
NT HELICOPTER PBOPELLEB DSIVE
Propeller-driven short haul tilt wing aircraft
noting aerodynamic noise
p0377 N71-22191
PBOPELLEB EFFICIEHCY
Propeller driven VIOL aircraft performance
improvement, comparing variable camber/diameter
counterrotating and blowing device equipped
propellers
(DGLB-71-023] pOU98 A71-32786
Computerized aerodynamic optimization of aircraft
propellers
fAD-710356] p0034 N71-10122
PBOPELLEB PAHS
Pan propulsion power plants with mechanical and gas
dynamical energy distribution systems for
commercial VTOL aircraft
p0271 A71-2296*
Prop-fan propulsion system for V/STOL short haul
transport aircraft, discussing performance, noise
and weight characteristics
[SAE PAPER 710170] pOI|09 A71-28338
Noise research facility for fan and multistage
compressor sound radiation, discussing anechoic
chamber, power drive, test control, recording and
real time analysis system
p0503 A71-33418
Balanced measured thrust performance of various
axial fan configurations in 90 deg cross flow in
V/STOL propulsion tunnel
rNRC-117UO] p0311 N71-19635
Acoustic measurements on prop-fan model propulsion
system - Vol. 2, appendices
fHASA-CR-111842-2] pO«70 N71-2578U
Acoustic measurements on prop-fan model propulsion
system
[NASA-CR-111812-1] p01(70 S71-25785
PBOPELLEB SLIPSTREAHS
V/STOL aircraft wing-propeller interaction, using
mean flow deflection angle in lift and drag
characteristics prediction
p0086 &71-1<I988
Aerodynamics of wing immersed in propeller
slipstreams, presenting calculation method for
lift, drag, pitching moment, normal force
distribution and wake characteristics
[DGLa-70-057J p0129 A71-15917
King flap slipstream deflection correction method
for evaluation of propeller power effect on lift
and drag coefficients of Arava twin engine STOL
aircraft
p0339 A71-25164
Propeller vortex theory, calculating vortex streets
pitch distributions and wake configuration
p0136 A71-30443
Interference analysis of wing with overlapping
nultipropellers in uniform velocity stream
confined in elliptical cross section cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 71-614] p0186 A71-31583
PBOPE1LEB SI8CHHONIZEBS
D PROPELLERS
PROPELLERS
NT PBOPELLEB FANS
NT SHROUDED PROPELLERS
NT TILTED PROPELLERS
Soviet book on aircraft power plant systems and
devices covering layout, engine attachment,
propellers, control, fuel and oil systems, fire
fighting, monitoring, etc
p0028 A71-12722
Experimental arrangement for delay times in
propeller/rpm controller system
p0205 A71-20832
Low disk-loading proprotor application to propeller
and fanjet STOL and fanjet VTOL short haul
aircraft
[AliA PAPEB 71-781] p0534 A71-3<H|81
Propeller vortex noise analysis by on-line 1/3
octave band resolution, discussing characteristic
results from noise measurements on various
propeller configurations
p0659 A71-40868
Analysis of elastic strength of marine propellers by
finite element method
[AD-7161463] p0316 N71-19856
Computerized propeller design considered flow field
distortion by hub
p0572 N71-29690
Sensitivity analysis of advance propeller
configurations designed for general aviation
aircraft of 1980 time period
[NASA-CR-11U289] p0680 N71-35206
PROPOBTIONAL CONTROL
Eigen proportional control method for second order
system with time varying parameters, applying to
aircraft autopilot systems
p01U9 A71-18308
Pressure regulator design and construction, using
high pressure fluidic proportional chain
p0202 A71-20580
Quasi-optimal proportional navigation, deriving
feedback guidance laws for interceptor
aerodynamically controlled missiles
p0355 A71-26U09
PBOPEIOCEPTI08
NT AOTOKINESIS
PROPULSION
NT ELECTBIC PSOPDLSION
NT JET PROPULSION
NT HABIHE PBOPDLSIOS
NT NUCLEAR PROPULSION
NT SPACECRAFT PROPULSION
PROPULSION CALCULATIONS
0 HATHEBATICAL MODELS
P80POLSIOH SISTER CONFIGURATIONS
German monograph on systems analysis of future jet
and fan propulsion systems for VTOL commercial
aircraft weight and cost reduction
p0002 A71-10115
V/STOL aircraft in civil air transportation,
discussing safety, reliability, maintainability
and propulsion system concepts
A-368
SOBJECT IBDEZ PBOPOLSIOS SrSTBH PBBFOBHiSCB
p0071 A71-13576
Aircraft propulsion, discussing piston, turbojet,
turboprop and turbofan engines in terms of thrust
to weight ratio, specific fuel consumption and
propulsive efficiency
p0085 471-14977
Composite propulsion systems including Turbo-
Ham-Scramjet, Ejector Ramjet, Hyperjet and
Bi-liquid Ramjet Rocket
p0089 A71-15285
Ground effect vehicles limiting volumetric
dissipations from air cushion and propulsion
systems with fluid boundary by Coanda effect
p0192 A71-19923
Lift fan propulsion for civil VTOL transports,
considering applicability, attitude control,
system design, fan transition and cross flow noise
p0202 471-20373
Composite rocket cum hypersonic airbreathing
propulsion reducing space exploration program cost
p0209 A71-21301
Air cushion vehicle technology, considering
economics, propulsion, structures,
controllability, flexible skirt systems and R and
D
(SAE PAPER 710183] p0212 A71-21713
Aladin 2 French STOL project, consisting of suitably
flapped wings with multiple propulsion units with
fishtail exhaust nozzles inside rectangular
ejectors
p0288 A71-21283
Propulsion system and fuel regulator design effect
on thrust change during air ejection for VTOL
aircraft stabilization in hovering flight
p0293 A71-21753
Supersonic transport inlet-engine-airframe
compatibility programs, noting exhaust nozzle
installation effects, distortions and noise
[AIAA PAPER 68-993] p0295 471-21854
Helicopter jet propulsion systems, considering
turbocompressors, gas generators, turbine air jet
systems, pulsed jet engines, ramjet engines and
rocket engines
p0341 A71-25259
Lightweight high performance regenerative gas
turbine designs for aircraft propulsion, comparing
various compressor, turbine, combustor and
recuperator arrangements
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-67] p0351 A71-25983
Convertible fan/shaft engine for V/STOL tactical and
transport aircraft, detailing mechanical
arrangement, design and performance
p0353 A71-26054
Prop-fan propulsion system for V/STOL short haul
transport aircraft, discussing performance, noise
and weight characteristics
fSAE PAPER 710170] . pO<109 A71r28338
Propulsion, guidance and stability of ground effect
vehicle with perimetric Coanda fluid boundary
p0119 A71-29308
Hind tunnel force test program design for jet
aircraft configurations, including propulsion
system simulation
p0439 A71-30605
VTOL turboshaft engine powered propulsion system
development, detailing design reguirements,
program planning, component research and system
integration
[AHS PREPRINT 562) p0452 A71-31109
STOL commercial aircraft propulsion systems,
considering two stream augmentor wing engine and
high bypass ratio three stream engine
fAIAA PAPER 71-746] pOUSC A71-31325
Propeller blade structures for high speed tilt wing
turboprop V/STOL aircraft, considering materials
selection, weight control, cyclic pitch control,
noise reduction, etc
tDGLS-71-018] p0498 A71-32785
Gas turbine design advances for helicopter
powerplants, illustrating by Turbomeca engines
pC502 A71-33416
VTOL transport optimal airframe/propulsion systems
design, discussing thrust requirements,
performance, control, cruise functions, fuel
consumption and fan characteristics
fAIAA PAPER 71-7t<l] p0533 A71-34225
Supersonic aircraft propulsion by external heat
addition, discussing numerical method for suitable
caret wing design
P0543 A71-3S398
Propulsion systems trends for 198os, discussing
environmental noise levels, stoichionetric gas
turbine engines for military aircraft, high bypass
ratio engines for V/STOL aircraft, etc '
p0546 471-35625
Civil aircraft future propulsion requirements,
considering larger engine sizes, higher takeoff
thrusts and lower noise levels
CCASI PAPEB 72/10] p0601 A71-37600
Book on aircraft propulsion covering design,
dynamics, control, installation, gas turbine,
ramjet, rocket and piston engines, compressors,
combustion and energy cycles, etc
p0669 471-12427
Theoretical calculations for predicting performance
of solid fuel charges for ramjet engines
(FOA-2-C-2331-46] p0161 H71-11619
Propulsion technology for STOL and V/STOL commercial
aircraft
p0308 N71-19456
Interaction of nacelle-mounted supersonic propulsion
system with simulated wing boundary layer
[NASA-TH-X-2184] p0316 H71-19853
Supersonic inlet engine control using engine speed
as primary variable for controlling normal shock
position
[NASA-TN-D-6021] p0328 N71-20674
Heasnrement of turbojet engine exhaust nozzle
performance as affected by installation parameters
using load cells and calibrated engines on F-106
aircraft
[HASA-TM-X-67816 J pOlOO H71-23822
Future technology trends in air breathing propulsion
systems for aircrafts
[NASA-TH-X-67871J p0531 N71-28947
Potential flow solution for STOL wing propulsion
system presenting flow fields, pressure
distribution, and lift coefficient for externally
blown flap, high-lift configuration
[NASA-TN-D-6394] p0573 N71-29774
Flight test investigation of effects of variable
geometry plug nozzles installed on f-106b aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-2295] p0578 N71-30283
Design, development, and characteristics of pulsejet
engines without flap valves
p0587 N71-31102
High lift aerodynamic and propulsion system
configurations for short takeoff aircraft design -
bibliographies
[AD-724186J p0638 H71-33015
Evaluation of air generator-remote lift fan
propulsion system for VTOL transports
[NASA-TH-X-67916] . p0680 H71-35207
Performance tests of compressor seals and stator
pivot seals used with air breathing propulsion
systems - Part 2
[SASA-CS-72887] p0716 N71-37373
PROPULSION SYSTEB PERFORMANCE
Air transportation reliability through turbojet
engine performance monitoring
p0023 A71-12368
M49 Larzac turbofan engine, describing design,
development, performance data, manufacturing
techniques, operation and maintenance
p0026 A71-12607
Aerospace Recommended Practice for gas turbine
engine steady state performance presentation" for
digital computer programs, describing engine type,
operating and control characteristics
[ SAE-ARP-681B] p0187 A71-19647
VTOL heat engine and propulsion system design and
performance, citing Pegasus jet lift engine as
compromise between takeoff and .cruise function
p0293 A71-24751
Supersonic compressor performance, discussing shock
and dump losses and wave structure model errors
p0297 A71-24869
Thrust measurement of aircraft and rocket propulsion
systems, comparing cost and characteristics of
mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems
p0359 A71-26991
Air transport propulsion systems, discussing
aircraft operating economics vith reference to
weight, size, powerplant efficiency, noise and air
pollution
p0365 A71-27542
CF6 turbofan engine development, discussing
performance and endurance tests and design changes
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for reliable low cost operation
[SAE PAPEB 710121] pOIOS A71-28308
Aircraft propulsion systen testing, stressing noise
reduction and inlet-engine exhaust system
compatibility
[SAB PAPEB 710450] p0107 A71-28328
Thrust measurement of aircraft propulsion systems*
considering hydraulic piston device, edge
clearance, oil guantity and calibration
p0128 A71-29860
V/STOL propulsion units lift ratings based on
aircraft system reguireoents
[SAE PAPER 710171] p0139 A71-30537
Airframe installation effects on underwing nacelle
nozzle performance, using calibrated engines and
load cells on F-106 for measurements
[AIAA PAPER 71-681] pO«41 A71-30715
Bnltimission strategic aircraft installation effects
testing in propulsion and aerodynamic wind
tunnels, yielding flovfield definition, inlet
internal performance, drag, forebody shape and
orientation
CAIAA PAPER 71-759] pO«<43 A71-30792
Baximum temperature engine concept, definition and
application to future aircraft propulsion system
performance
[SAE PAPEB 710161] p0535 A71-31198
Performance characteristics of jet engines eguipped
with afterburner, discussing combustion, flame
stabilization, outlet nozzle regulation and
operational cost
p05t3 A71-35139
V/STOL aircraft with vectored thrust propulsion
systems, noting weight and center of gravity-lift-
thrust relationship changes effect on performance
[SAWE PAPEB 891] p0551 A71-35817
Civil aircraft future propulsion requirements,
considering larger engine sizes, higher takeoff
thrusts and lower noise levels
[CASI PAPER 72/10] p0601 A71-37600
Supersonic propulsion system inlet, engine and
exhaust nozzle in wind tunnel and flight tests,
discussing boundary layer effects on performance
p0695 A71-43599
Coupled supersonic inlet-engine control using
overboard bypass doors and engine speed to control
normal shock position
[NASA-TN-D-6019] p0117 N71-13080
Evaluating performance characteristics of parallel
turboramjet propulsion system for all-body Ilach 6
hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-5993] p0167 H71-15380
Effects of turbojet engine unstart on engine
operation and characteristics of stall propagation
through compressor and inlet system
[NASA-TH-X-2192] p0248 N71-18138
Effects of engine inlet disturbances on engine stall
performance
p0309 N71-19161
Dynamics and control of supersonic propulsion
systems
p0309 N71-19162
Measurement of turbojet engine exhaust nozzle
performance as affected by installation parameters
using load cells and calibrated engines on F-106
aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-67816] pOlOO N71-23822
Acoustic measurements on prop-fan model propulsion
system - Vol. 2, appendices
[NASA-CR-111812-2] p0470 N71-25784
Acoustic measurements on prop-fan model propulsion
system
[NASA-CR-111812-1] p0170 N71-25785
Wind tunnel tests to determine Hach 2.5 performance
of bicone inlet with internal focused compression
and 10-percent internal contraction
[NiSA-TH-X-2291] p0170 N71-25872
Prediction of combustion temperature, product
species, and air specific impulse values as
function of total eguivalence ratio for slurry
fueled propulsion systems
[AD-721665] p0529 N71-28578
Thrust measurement system and aerodynamic drag
effects of undenting J-85 engine nacelles on F-106
aircraft propulsion system performance
[NASA-TM-X-2356] p0628 H71-32111
PBOPOLSIVE EFFICIENCY
NT PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
Air cooled opposed 1, 6 and 8 cylinder light
aircraft engines vith or without
turbosupercharging, considering horsepower
inprovement and torsional vibration control
[SAE PAPEB 700205] p0002 A71-10129
Aircraft propulsion, discussing piston, turbojet,
turboprop and tnrbofan engines in terms of throst
to weight ratio, specific fuel consumption and
propulsive efficiency
p0085 A71-11977
Turbojet engines thrust and fuel economy improvement
by gas-air jet mixing, discussing efficiency
increase and noise reduction
: pOU97 A71-32717
Control power requirements of VTOL aircraft
[HASA-CR-115907] p0170 S71-15698
Fuel consumption and propulsive and thecmodynamic
efficiency comparisons for ships, hydrofoil craft,
helicopters, jet aircraft, and ground effect
machines
[NPL-HOVERCBAFT-12] p0230 N71-17161
PBOTECTIOH
HT CIRCUIT PROTECTION
HT COBBOSION PREVENTION
HI THERMAL PBOTECTION
Materials and construction technigues in lightning
protection for aircraft and helicopters
p0193 A71-19930
Lightning protection for nonmetallic helicopter
rotor blades
p019U A71-19939
Lightning protection for dielectric composites,
analyzing damage from shock waves, vaporization
pressure, magnetic forces and burning
p0195 A71-19912
PBOTECTIVE CLOTHING
Heat flux distributions in pools of burning aircraft
fuels for design of protective clothing for
firefighting personnel
[AD-722771] p0591 N71-31376.
PBOTECTIVE COATINGS
NT PRIHEBS (COATINGS)
Niobium alloys for gas turbine blades, examining
working temperatures, protective coatings and
ductility
p0031 A71-12939
Soviet book on aircraft construction technology
covering parts fabrication, protective coatings,
production automation, etc
p0081 A71-1U399
Composite plastic aircraft structures lightning
protection, considering hazard to composite
materials and use of metal filled or plasma
sprayed coatings and metal foil coverings
p0195 A71-19913
Lightning protective coatings for boron and graphite
fiber reinforced plastics
p0195 A71-19914
High temperature turbine parts protective coatings,
discussing aluminum diffusion prevention and crack
and oxidation resistance
p0271 A71-23290
High temperature oxidation protective coatings
behavior, emphasizing jet engine applications
p0271 A71-23296
Polyurethane coatings development for subsonic rain
erosion protection for aircraft structures, using
whirling arm apparatus with simulated rainfall
p0283 A71-21101
Superalloy dispersion strengthened and fused slurry
silicide coatings for aircraft gas turbine engines
and space shuttle heat shields
P0317 A71-25555
Silicide coated Nb alloys, for gas turbine engine
components operating at temperatures above 2000 F
[SAE PAPER 710160] pOIOS A71-28331
Materials and processing methods for rain erosion
resistant ceramic coated plastic structures for
supersonic aircraft, considering fiberglass
reinforced polyimide radomes with alumina coating
p0123 A71-29615
Hypersonic flight load bearing refractory alloy
control surface protective coatings, emphasizing
oxidation screening tests
pOU23 A71-29616
Development of thermal insulation system for wing
and control surfaces of hypersonic aircraft and
reentry vehicles
fNASA-CASE-XLA-00892] p02«3 N71-17897
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Protective coatings for heat resistant materials for
aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
[NASA-TH-X-52977] p0311 H71-19677
Application of photochromic coatings to provide
nondestructive inspection for aerospace materials
and structures
[AD-720239] pOK75 H71-26383
PHOTON SATELLITES
HT PSOTON 2 SATELLITE
PHOTON 2 SATELLITE
Atmospheric density variations determination from
Proton 2 braking data for aerodynamic drag
coefficient, constructing model for rarefied gas
flow-satellite interaction
p0131 A71-160113
PSYCHOACOOSTICS
Psychoacoustic evaluation of modifications to DC-8
aircraft nacelles to reduce fan-compressor noise -
Part 6
[NASA-CR-1710] p0158 N71-14591
Development of noise measurement units for airport
and aircraft noise reduction and psychoacoustic
studies
p0585 N71-30786
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Human subjective responses to approaching and
receding aircraft sounds during flight over
stationary observer
p0003 A71-103U5
Psychological and procedural aspects to ILS
approaches and landings in visibilities less than
1200 feet
p0110 S71-12t29
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTOBS
Sick and injured transportation aboard regular
airliners, considering pathological and
psychological contraindications
p0662 A71-U1572
PSYCHOLOGY
HT PSYCHOACODSTICS
Attitudes and motivational factors in job
performance of terminal area air traffic control
personnel
[FAA-AH-71-30J p0715 N71-370IH
PSYCHOPHYSICS
NT PSYCHOACODSTICS
PDLSATIHG FLOW
D UNSTEADY FLOW
PULSE CODE MODULATION
BT DELTA HODULATION
Concorde SST flight test equipment installation with
PCM recording and visual instruments
p0130 A71-30055
PULSE COHMUBICATIOH
Hultiple access digital communication system for low
flying aircraft with infreguent users
p0371 N71-21855
EDLSE COBPEESSION
Pulse compression and optical data correlation in
side-looking radar, considering Doppler effect
pOU96 A71-32650
PULSE DIPPBACTION
Pressure pulse diffraction by three dimensional
structural corner subjected to sonic boom
p052t N71-28375
PDLSE DOPPLEB BADAE
NT PULSE BADAH
PULSE GENEBATOBS
Nonstationary stress modeling in aircraft structures
using random pulse generator applied to jet
landing gear break strut fatigue test
p0298 A71-2195U
PULSE HODOLATIOH
NT DELTA MODULATION
NT PDLSE CODE HODULATION
PULSE EADAB
Air traffic control radar separation by pulse
repetition frequency discrimination for double and
triple stagger configurations
p0133 A71-16347
Onboard meteorological pulse radars for cloud
formations detection, navigational aids, ground
reference points determination and relief
surveillance
pO<(91 A71-31920
PDLSE BATE
Velocity pulsations of high temperature hypersonic
flow based on interrelation of total stagnation
pressure pulsations and longitudinal velocity
pulsations
[AD-726605] p0685 N71-35U21
PULSED LASERS
NT Q SWITCHED LASEBS
Pulsed laser holographic applications to aerospace
components nondestructive testing, inspecting
electron beam welds and internal structural flaws
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-7"] p0352 A71-25988
Airborne equipment for CAT detection ahead of
aircraft, considering pulsed Doppler laser and IB
detectors
pOU25 A71-29765
Feasibility and design criteria of laser Doppler
system for detecting and mapping turbulence levels
and wind or velocity profiles in various
applications
[NASA-CH-103105] p0102 N71-21081
PULSEJET ENGIRES
Design, development, and characteristics of pulsejet
engines without flap valves
p0587 N71-31102
PDHPS
NT AXIAL FLOS PUHPS
NT CENTRIFUGAL PDHPS
NT FUEL PDBPS
NT JET PUHPS
NT BAMS (PUHPS)
NT TOBBINE POHPS
Aircraft gear pumps bearing elements design for
increasing service life
P0205 A71-20793
Performance testing of fluorosilicone hydraulic
fluid in high temperature supersonic aircraft
piston pumps
p03S9 A71-27040
PURIFICATION
NT AIR PURIFICATION
PURSUIT TRACKING
Efficient evasion strategies for vehicle pursuit-
evasion games with imperfect information, using
computer solution
p01U1 A71-17331
PYBAMIDAL BODIES
Aerodynamic characteristics of conical and
pyramidical configurations with various planforms
by slender body theory, replacing three
dimensional flow by two dimensional flow
p020« A71-20776
PYROGBAPHALLOY
U COHPOSITE (I4TEBIALS
D REFRACTORY HATERIALS
PYROMETERS
NT THERMOCOUPLE PYEOHETERS
PIROMETBY
D TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
PIHOTECHHICS
Hass loading effects on pyrotechnic shock
environment of aerospace systems
[SASA-CH-116019] p0260 N71-19250
Modified T-33 aircraft system for pyrotechnic hail
suppression seeding
p0378 1171-22200
P3V AIRCRAFT
D P-3 AIRCRAFT
Q
Q SWITCHED LASEBS
0-switched ruby laser holography with optical
eguipment to compensate for spatial and temporal
incoherence for contouring, aerodynamic
visualization, and nondestructive testing
CNASA-CB-114291] p0334 S71-21320
QB-50 HELICOPTER
Investigation of adverse effects of producing QH-50
helicopters prior to completion of development and
flight tests
p0578 N71-30301
QUADRATIC EQUATIONS '
Flutter suppression with dissipated energy reduced
to quadratic form for control surfaces
CNASA-TN-D-6199] p0388 N71-23091
QUALITY COHTBOL
Soviet book on bolting and coupling elements threads
used in aircraft industry covering configurations
selection, cutting, tolerance requirements and
quality control
p0028 A71-12723
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Aviation products liability and warranty law, noting
reliability trends and quality control methods
p0061 471-12971
Corrosion damage relationship to military aircraft
accidents, discussing quality control, material
selection and manufacturing processes'
pOT41 A71-17415
High temperature steel and alloys metallurgical
processes for stationary and aircraft gas turbine
engine components, discussing production-quality
control-research interrelationship
p027<l A71-23301
Quality assurance in Ti and Ti alloys processing,
discussing smelting, ingot homogenization staging,
costs and facilities
p0275 A71-23303
Traversing Infrared Inspection System for C-5
aircraft fail-safe stcap- panels of bonded Ti-Al
laminates, discussing design and application
[ASME PAPER 71-DB-37] p0361 A71-27327
X ray fluorescence analysis for quality control of
gas turbine aircraft engine parts during
manufacture and overhaul
pOOSU N71-11641
Residual stress measurements and heat treatments for
electron beam welding of rotating turbine engine
parts
pOOSS N71-1164U
QDAETZ LAMPS
Aircraft flash light designs, discussing tandem
oscillating lights, fixed lamp rotating reflectors
and lamps, xenon flashtube, quartz-iodine lamp and
flash frequencies
p0661 A71-1HU9D
QUEDBIHQ THEORY
Queueing theory approach to communication satellite
network design, applying to ocean air traffic
control and worldwide military broadcast systems
p0539 A71-35106
BACON BEACOHS
D RADAR BEACOHS
BADAB
NT COHERENT RADAR
NT DOPPLER BADAR
NT METEOROLOGICAL RADAE
HT MOVING TARGET INDICATORS
NT OPTICAL RADAR
NT PULSE HADA8
NT RADAB MEASUREMENT
NT RANGE AND RANGE BATE TRACKING
NT SEARCH RADAR
NT SECONDARY RADAR
NT SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
NT SDRVEILLANCE RADAR
NT TRACKING RADAR
HADAB ALTIHETERS
0 RADIO ALTIMETERS
BADAR AHTEHHAS
Soviet book on antenna radomes of flight vehicles
covering electromagnetic wave transmission through
dielectric media, fabrication, construction
materials, etc
p0014 A71-11322
Reinforced plastics components in supersonic
transport nose radome and missile radar antennas,
discussing molding, sandwich materials and
computer controlled spraying techniques
p0359 A71-27016
High speed airborne scanning navigational radar
antenna with matched patterns, using offset horn
fed relector and polarization modes for improved
visual display
pO<t«6 A71-31036
Structural design, mechanical stability and aircraft
compatibility for airborne side-looking radar
antennas, using end fed slotted waveguide arrays
p0116 A71-310U1
Infrared and thermal evaluation of tactical aircraft
phased array radar antenna design with cooling air
distribution for steady state operating
temperature maintenance
p0652 A71-UOIJ3U
BADAR APPROACH COHTBOL
Airborne radar as helicopter approach aid
p0095 A71-15425
V/STOL microwave scanning beam approach and landing
system, describing ground and airborne station
eguipment and operation
p0211 A71-21680
BiDAB BACKSCATTEB
D BACKSCATTERING
0 HADAR SCATTERING
BADAB BEACONS
Badarscope net for target azimuth and distance and
for direct altitude readout through beacon
numerics
P0413 A71-28886
Performance prediction model for electromagnetic
compatibility of ATC radar beacon system, testing
interrogator-transponder links along air route
p0608 A71-38435
Investigation of transponder reply fadeout in
vicinity of 0 Hare Airport, Chicago, Illinois
[PAA-HD-70-75] p0169 N71-15U98
Nonsynchronous interrogation repetition frequency
selection methods applied to radar beacon systems
[&D-7153351 p02U2 871-17766
Survey of air traffic control radar beacon system
operational problems
p0247 N71-181.16
Development of improved surveillance and
communication subsystems for automated air traffic
control system
[AD-716816] p0330 N71-20774
Analysis of two plans for assigning identity codes
to aircraft by digital computer simulation of peak
IFR traffic conditions
[NBS-TN-568] p0631 N71-32456
Range and azimuth resolution characteristics and
aircraft separation measurment capability of radar
beacon-digitizer subsystem
[FAA-NA-71-16] p0715 N71-37038
BADAB CHAFF
D CHAFF
BADAB COBNEB BEFLECTOBS
Multiple planar Luneberg lens circular array for
airborne electronically scanned X band narrow beam
antenna mounted under aircraft nose or fuselage
p0446 A71-31038
BADAB CBOSS SECTIONS
Flexible trailing wire effect on aerodynamic
characteristics and radar cross sections of
hypervelocity cone
[AD-712509] p0103 N71-12205
BADAR DATA
Acquisition and processing of aircraft search radar
data obtained by track-while-scan technique, using
off-line digital computer
pOOIS A71-11392
Data communication role in National Airspace System,
concerning radar and flight data acguisition,
intersystem transfer and voice control
[AIAA PAPER 71-2U8] p0189 A71-19722
National Aviation System stage A ATC displaying
digitized radar data positions together with
automatic track positions
p0663 A71-41631
Digital radar data transmission system for use in
air traffic control
p0121 871-138*0
Computerized radar plot extractor module for
automatic air traffic control
p012S N71-13936
BADAB DETECTION
Airborne ECH receiver, determining conditions for
detecting victim radar signal before signal
reflection from aircraft
p0179 A71-31207
Civil and military aviation operational problems,
including cloud masses and CAT detection, landing
aids and radar navigation
p0491 A71-31917
Feasibility and design criteria of laser Doppler
system for detecting and mapping turbulence levels
and wind or velocity profiles in various
applications
[NASA-CR-103105] p0102 871-24081
Meteorological radar for detection of thunderstorms,
hail, and turbulence hazardous to aviation noting
echo interpretation and radar transmission
[HHO-264-TP-148] pOU56 K71-214394
BADAR DIRECTION FINDERS
0 BADIO BISECTION FINDERS
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BADAB DISPLAYS
D BADABSCOPES
BADAB ECHOES
Echoing area relation to radar range resolution cell
size and aircraft dimensions, using mathematical
model
p0017 A71-116H3
BADAB EQOIPBENT
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
NT BADAB ANTENNAS
NT BADAB BEACONS
NT BADAB CORNER BEFLECTOBS
NT BADAB BECEIVEBS
NT BADiB BEFLECTOBS
NT BADABSCOPES
Terrain-following radar for TSB-2 aircraft,
discussing reliability trials and improvement
p0186 A71-19S57
Radar analog simulators for Polish air traffic
controllers training, describing optical and
electronic equipment
p0270 A71-22950
Cost effectiveness of reliability screening program
from parts procurement through system test, using
experience with attack radar for F-111 aircraft
p0357 A71-26683
Helicopter radar equipment for obstacle avoidance in
all-weather low altitude flight, describing
components installation, cockpit display and
controls
p0491 A71-31919
Airborne traffic situation display for use with
national airspace/automatic radar control terminal
system, using computer selected message, map and
heading data
CAIAA PAPEB 71-929] p0597 A71-37175
Solid state airborne weather radar for civil
aviation, discussinq design, weight and power
requirement reduction
p0698 A71-U1273
Computerized optimization of airport radome design
p012<l N71-13913
Turbulence measurements in and near thunderstorms
correlated with aircraft stability measurements
from ground based radar
[HBC-11703] p0165 N71-15152
Flight evaluation of AN/APN 191 radar altimeter
[AD-71M638] p0172 N71-15923
System description of field test model of SETS 2
modular alphanumeric nontracking ATC system
p0255 N71-18815
Operational evaluation of capability of bright radar
microwave remotinq system to provide useful radar
data in satellite control tower
[FAA-RD-71-48] p0616 N71-33788
Computer simulation of aircraft collision-hazard
warninq radar techniques in terminal area
p0677 N71-31170
All weather landing system design, development, and
field and flight testing
p0686 N71-35777
C band radar transmitter for airborne radar system
fAD-727086] p0721 N71-37707
BADAB IHAGEBT
Application of aerial reconnaissance and remote
sensor techniques to development of master
enqineering soil plans
[PB-199122] p0685 N71-3541I7
BADAB BAPS
NT HADAB IMAGERY
BADAB HEASDBEHENT
Thin CAT layer detection in lower stratosphere by L
band radar complemented by radiosonde and 0-2
aircraft probes
p0007 A71-10567
Clear air turbulence doe to large amplitude
Kelvin-Helmholtz billows, noting simultaneous
measurements by instrumented aircraft and radar
p0088 A71-15013
Simultaneous radar and instrumented aircraft
observations in clear air turbulent layer for eddy
dissipation rates calculation
p0612 471-39207
BADAB NAVIGATION
ATC automated systems, discussing National Airspace
System En Boute Stage A and Advanced Badar
Terminal System
[AIAA PAPEB 71-211] p0188 A71-19719
Terrain following radar for airborne guidance of low
flying military aircraft
p0358 A71^26881
Badar avoidance action logic for converging aircraft
safe passage, discussing near miss and collision
situations
p0367 A71-27600
Air navigation techniques history, considering
radio, radar, loran Doppler and inertial
navigation
pOluo A71-30712
Badio and radar air navigation for civil aviation,
discussing Doppler effect, inertia and satellite
systems
p0599 A71-37311
Evaluation of systems, procedures, and
instrumentation for air traffic control
[AD-711662] . p0043 N71-10737
Cockpit display of automatic radar control systems
data
[AD-716125] p0315 N71-198U8
Bibliography on radar and radio navigation
[DLH-HITT-70-21] p0513 N71-26970
Testing ASHI/transponder for moving emergency
service vehicles on airfields during poor
visibility conditions
p0571 N71-29553
BADAB OBSEBVATION
0 BADAB TEACHING
BADAB BANGS
Three dimensional ATC radar supplying simultaneous
range, azimuth and elevation information for
indefinite number of targets by continuous
searching
p0491 A71-32167
BADAB BECEIVEBS
Airborne ECM receiver, determining conditions for
detecting victim radar signal before signal
reflection from aircraft
pOU79 A71-31207
BADAB REFLECTIONS
D BADAB ECHOES
BADAB BEFLECTOBS
Nonexpanding reflecting balloon for radar
measurement of stratospheric circulation
CSLL-B-20326-/5828.4F/] pOU01 N71-23931
BADAB BESOLUTION
Echoing area relation to radar range resolution cell
size and aircraft dimensions, using mathematical
model
p0017 A71-11613
Air traffic control radar separation by pulse
repetition frequency discrimination for double and
triple stagger configurations
p0133 A71-16347
Bange and azimuth resolution characteristics and
aircraft separation measnrment capability of radar
beacon-diqitizer subsystem
[FAA-NA-71-16] p0715 N71-37038
BADAB SCANNING
Acquisition and processing of aircraft search radar
data obtained by track-while-scan technique, using
off-line digital computer
pOOIS A71-11392
Stochastic model for analysis of track-while-scan
technique for aircraft search radar, based on
Kalman filter theory
p0015 A71-11393
BADAB SCATTERING
Effect of decreasing altitude on statistics of radar
backscatter from random rough surface
[ NASA-CR-111803] p0162 N71-117S5
BADAB TARGETS
Coherent laser synthetic aperture radar at microwave
frequencies for airborne ground point target
mapping
p0021 A71-12011
Three dimensional ATC radar supplying simultaneous
range, azimuth and elevation information for
indefinite number of targets by continuous
searching
pO«91 A71-32167
BADAB TRACKING
Stochastic model for analysis of track-while-scan
technique for aircraft search radar, based on
Kalsnan filter theory
p0015 A71-11393
Statistical connection strategies for automatic
multiradar air traffic surveillance using track
A-373
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coopnter
P0081 471-11(395
SAGE/Buic vs Kalman filters for aircraft tracking,
determining accuracy by radar model
[AIA4 PAPEB 71-58] p0152 A71-18517
Computer-based aircraft tracking with aid of twin
radar air traffic control system, discussing
components and operation
P0562 471-36993
Radar observation of convective process in clear
air, presenting tnrreted top cell contour tracings
from PPI sequence
P0691 A71-U3088
Experimental design of three dimensional air traffic
control radar tracking system
P0031 N71-1016U
Severe thunderstorm radar tracking and related
weather events hazardous to aviation operations
[ESSA-TH-EBLTH-NSSL-46] pOOU2 N71-10720
Radar observations of bird migrations to reduce risk
of bird-aircraft collisions
[AD-712720] P0106 N71-12232
Statistical comparison of computer logics for
controlled radar tracking of air traffic
P0125 H71-13935
Improved surveillance and communication capability
of air traffic control
[4D-721I463] P0530 N71-28685
Aircraft tracking and guidance facility using FPS-16
radar supplemented by laser tracker permanently
mounted on antenna
[N4SA-CH-111931] p0677 H71-312UO
BADAB TRANSMISSION
Performance levels prediction for airborne solid
state phased array radar transmission sources,
considering TRAPATT devices
P0663 A71-»1630
BADABSCOPES
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATOBS
Badarscope net for target azimuth and distance and
for direct altitude readout through beacon
numerics
POU13 A71-28886
ATC radar display systems mapping techniques using
vectors and optical projections
P0430 A71-30011
ATC display devices with computer-derived
alphanumeric labels on radar screen, examining
feasibility and effectiveness
P0619 471-10118
Performance of engineering model microwave radio
relay system for remote radar display
[FAA-NA-70-52] pOIOS, N71-12386
Design of digital moving target indicator for air
traffic control radar system
P0125 N71-13926
BADIAL DISTBIBDTIOH
Temperature field profiling along radius in front of
gas turbine stage, applying to regeneratively
cooled turbine engine
P0703 A71-U5011
RADIAL FLOW
Compressible flow similarity parameters,
establishing dimensionless relations for radial
turbomachines design
p0075 A71-13830
Radial flow energy losses in rotating cylindrical
cascade of inward-flow turbine wheel, determining
profile losses and exit blade angle
P0222 A71-220UU
Axial-radial and radial compressor stage optimum
exit blade angle, considering flow rate control by
variable pitch nozzle guide vanes
P0222 A71-22049
Unsteady inward and outward velocities of subsonic
radial air flow between two disks, using hot-wire
anemometer and cylindrical wave equation
P0281 A71-2UOOO
High pressure ratio radial outflow compressor
analysis, design, construction and testing
P0284 A71-21217
Flow variation effect on velocity and flow angle
distribution at exit of shrouded radial flow
impeller with backward swept blades, using
streamline curvature method
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-15] p0349 A71-25961
Two dimensional flow in radial turbomachine bladed
impeller, comparing numerical solution based on
potential theory with experimental results
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-20] p03U9 471-2596*
Quasi-three dimensional method for radial flow
compressor blade loadings computation, presenting
combined meridional plane and blade to blade
solutions for adaptation to computer
[ASHE PAPEB 71-6T-60] p0351 471-25982
Gas flow behind cylindrical nozzles at roots and
along periphery for narrow blades, using radial
equilibrium equation
p0505 471-33617
Overall performance of 6-inch radial-bladed
centrifugal compressor with various diffuser vane
setting angles
[NASA-TH-X-2107] p0104 871-12208
Design and component testing of cooled radial gas
turbine engine
p0232 N71-17381
' Quasi-three dimensional surface velocities and
choking flow for turbomachine blade rows
calculated by FOBTBAN program
[NASA-TN-D-6177] p0389 H71-23126
BADIAL VELOCITY
Nonlinear limit rotation velocity and circulation
induced by wheel in axial flow turbomachine for
incompressible ideal fluid, using iterative
numerical algorithm
p0369 471-27715
RADIANT COOLING
Nongray absorption and radiation cooling on smooth
symmetric blunt bodies included in modified Haslen
flow field method for radiation and large blowing
[AIAA PAPEB 69-637] p013U A71-16566
BADIABT FLOI DENSITY
NT LDHENS
Convective flow at stagnation point relation to
radiation flux decrease as result of absorption in
cold boundary layer
p0541 471-35259
RADIANT INTENSITY
0 RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
RADIATION ABSORPTION
NT ATMOSPHERIC A1TBHOATION
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC 4BSOBPTION
Nongray absorption and radiation cooling on smooth
symmetric blunt bodies included in modified Haslen
flow field method for radiation and large blowing
[AIAA PAPEB 69-637] p013« A71-16566
Interaction between radiation from shock wave region
and oncoming cold air flow in hypersonic flow past
blunt body
p0189 A71-19730
BADIATIOB DETECTOBS
Sound radiation and pressure fields inside vibrating
turbomachine blades, using miniaturized
microphones and compact capacitive detectors
pOU36 A71-30517
Aerial surveys for determining plutoninm
concentration using array of Nal detectors
[EGG-1183-1517] p0687 N71-35980
RADIATION DISTBIBDTIOH
NT 4NTENN4 RADIATION PATTERNS
NT DIFFRACTION PATTEBNS
Helicopter in-flight noise radiation pattern and
spectra measurements for various operating
parameters
p0093 A71-1S"406
Low profile optical system producing annular cone of
radiation from point source for high speed
aircraft beacon
p0185 A71-19203
Jet aircraft sound spectrum on ground and in air,
comparing calculation with experiment
p0137 A71-30524
RADIATION DOSAGE
Jet aircraft measurements of galactic cosmic
radiation dose and comparison with theoretical
values for supersonic flights
[UCRL-20209] p0728 N71-38552
RADIATION EFFECTS
4tmospheric wind, temperature, turbulence,
hydrometeors, ozone, cosmic radiation and radio
activity effects on commercial SST Concorde flight
p0659 A71-I10829
RADIATION EXPOSURE
0 RADIATION DOSAGE
RADIATION FIELDS
0 RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
RADIATION HAZARDS
Radiological risks of cosmic radiation during high
4-37U
SOBJECT INDEX BADIO FBEQDEKCY IBTBBPEEEHCE
altitude supersonic flights, considering galactic,
solar and incident particles in aircraft
atmosphere
p006<4 A71-13099
Radiation hazards of supersonic transport, and tidal
characteristics of Saint Lawrence River
[AD-710638] p0039 H71-10390
Experimental and theoretical stndy of biologically
important radiation components and dose
eguivalents due to galactic and solar rays at SST
in high atmosphere - summary
p058M 1171-30779
RADIATION IBDICATOBS
D INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
EADIATIOH IHTEHSITY
U 8ADIAST FLUX DENSITY
RADIATIOH LAWS
NT STEFAN-BOLTZMANN LAS
RADIATION BEASOEING INSTRDHENTS
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
NT INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
NT INFRARED SCANNERS
NT MICBOKAVE RADIOMETERS
NT RADIATION DETECTORS
NT SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
NT SPECTHORADIOMETERS
Development of radiotracer method for detecting
contribution of selected components to storage
instability of jet engine fuels
(BM-RI-7493] p0327 N71-20505
RADIATION HETEBS
U RADIATION MEASURING ISSTROMENTS
RADIATIOH NOISE
U ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
RADIATION PBESSOHE
NT LDMENS
NT SOUND PBESSDRE
Photoelectric, bolometric and photographic recording
assembly for measurement of light pressure and
aerodynamic forces on complex shape body in free
molecular flow
pOU15 A71-29155
RADIATION SOUBCES
NT POINT SOUBCES
Supersonic jet noise problem, discussing eddy- Mach
wave radiation source mechanism from nonlinear
streamwise development of inviscid instability
waves in turbulent mixing layer
[AIAA PAPER 71-150] p015U A71-18592
RADIATION SPECTRA
NT ABSORPTION SPECTBA
NT EMISSION SPECTBA
NT LINE SPECTRA
NT VIBRATIONAL SPECTBi
Acoustic radiation spectra from turbulent jets,
assuming approximate Gaussian statistics and
second order velocity correlation space-time
characteristics obtainable from frozen flow
p0195 A71-19959
BADIO ALTIMETERS
Frequency modulated radio altimeters, discussing
problems of altitude measurement independent of
airplane motions in pitch and roll and immunity to
fog effects
pO«91 A71-31918
Flight evaluation of AN/APN 191 radar altimeter
tAD-71i»638] p0172 N71-15923
RADIO ANTENNAS
Airborne blade antenna tunable for 26-100 MHz by
individual bands, using binary related inductors
switched by miniature high vacuum relays
pO«i|6 A71-3104<t
Light aircraft notch antenna for efficient radiation
at BF band lower end and minimal interference with
aircraft structure
pO<tU7 A71-31053
EADIO BEACONS
Single seater turbojet aircraft landing via
automatic band switch for ABK-5 and AHK-10 radio
compass
pOSOU A71-38017
Portable skid-mounted thermoelectric power source
for radio beacon use during emergency
[AD-721887] P0528 N71-28434
BADIO BROADCASTING
D BROADCASTING
BADIO COMMUNICATION
NT RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS
NT BADIO TELEHETBI
Airborne radio communication systems, stressing
electronic equipment design reliability
p0358 A71-26880
ATS 1 and 3 satellite VHF transponders for ships and
aircraft location, communication and remote
sensing, discussing performance test results
p0415 A71-30898
Helicopter aerial design problems, considering
antenna multiplicity use of nonmetallic structures
and complexity of airborne radio systems
pOtU7 A71-310U8
Airborne communications with•AN/ARC-15Q transceiver
in single radio, discussing extended freguency
coverage, multimode operation, navigation and
input/output provisions
p05U8 A71-35758
Analysis of integrated high freguency antenna system
for P-3C aircraft radio communications
rAD-718167] p0392 N71-23306
Calculation of divergence factor of earth surface
reflected signals on aircraft radio communication,
and multipath transmission between two aircraft
[HAE-TR-70210] p0570 N71-29438
Fundamental characteristics of analog and digital
modulation used in ATC communication system
(ESSA-TM-EHL-ITS-232] p0571 N71-29555
BADIO CONTBOL
Telecontrolled Rotormobile flying crane with jet
powered lifting rotor for carrying heavy loads
over short distances
p0290 A71-2U420
Radio controlled small aircraft as measurement
platform for meteorological sensors, discussing
development'and performance from field tests
p0542 A71-35331I
Soviet book on radio control of various flight
vehicles covering closed loop synthesis, missile
guidance, spacecraft trajectory correction and air
traffic control
p0513 A71-35403
Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft radio control
systems analysis and network synthesis
[JPRS-53789] p0633 N71-32691
BADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
Theoretical principles of radio direction finding
and operation of radio direction finders
[AD-714509] .p0178 N71-16616
RADIO ENERGY
U RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
BADIO EQUIPMENT
NT BADIO ANTENNAS
NT RADIO BEACONS
NT RADIO RECEIVERS
NT RADIOSONDES
NT RADIOTELEPHONES .
NT RABINSONDES
NT SONOBOOYS
NT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS
NT TRANSMITTER BECEIVEBS
NT TRANSPONDERS
NT VERY HIGH FREQUENCY BADIO EQUIPMENT
Soviet book on aircraft ground support and onboard
radio equipment operation and reliability increase
by redundancy and rational methods, discussing
preventive maintenance
p0292 A71-24670
Mobile LF air navigation AN/MRN-13 equipment,
operation and maintenance
p0696 A71-13878
Evaluation of airborne transponders used for air
traffic control facilities
[AD-723028] p0577 N71-30253
BADIO FREQUENCIES
NT C BAND
NT HIGH FREQUENCIES
NT LOU FBEQDENCIES
NT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES
NT SOPEBHIGH FREQUENCIES
NT ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES
NT VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
BADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
Secondary currents on conducting cylinder near
dipole antenna manifested as radio frequency
interference, considering.effect on radiation
pattern
P0012 A71-11167
Lightning and static electricity effects on
helicopter design, considering rotor protection.
A-375
BADIO FREQUENCY NOISE SUBJECT INDEX
cargo hook operation and passive dischargers for
radio interference redaction
P0194 471-19938
Tine sharing technique application to EF
interference with ATC resulting from transmitting
and receiving antennas collocation
P0608 471-38136
Streamer discharges effects on integrated aircraft
antenna and associated avionics, emphasizing RF
interference and component damage
P0608 A71-38462
Measurements of urban,.suburban, and rnral radio
frequency noise interfering with aircraft
communication
[NASA-CR-72802] p0162 N71-14754
Radio frequency interference monitoring for.
instrument landing system in automatic landing
[RAE-TR-70076] p0393 N71-23356
Interference prediction model for evaluating
expected interactions between avionics eguipment
on aircraft
[AD-7189971 pO"55 N71-24357
Alternate air traffic control co-channel separation
criteria based on probability-of-interference
considerations
[IST-101] p0721 N71-37712
RADIO FREQUENCY NOISE
U ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
RADIO INTERFERENCE
0 RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
BADIO NAVIGATION
NT DECCA NAVIGATION
NT HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION
NT LORAN
NT LOBAN C
NT TACAN
NT VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION
Aircraft radio compass navigation errors due to loop
antenna inclinations during maneuvering
p0205 471-20787
Heather influence on long range radio navigation
aids, considering supersonic aircraft operation
and inertial navigation
p0299 A71-24963
Area navigation system based on radio aids by
airborne receivers and sensors for aircraft
movement improvement, noting advantages of pilot
displays
[SAE PAPER 710157] p0438 A71-30533
Air navigation techniques history, considering
radio, radar, loran Doppler and inertial
navigation
pOIIO A71-30712
Radio and radar air navigation for civil aviation,
discussing Doppler effect, inertia and satellite
systems
p0599 A71-373UU
Unaided, integrated and differential ONEGA radio
navigation configurations, comparing accuracy and
suitability for airways system operations
p0667 471-142082
Agusta helicopter design and testing criteria,
discussing four-blade rotor, fuselage and radio
navigation eguipment
p0668 A71-4222U
Aeronautical radio navigation aids photo-optical
calibration, describing photogrammetric procedure
and ground eguipment for checking out airport ILS
systems
p0695 A71-43587
Theoretical principles of radio direction finding
and operation of radio direction finders
[AD-7HI509] p0178 N71-16616
Bibliography on radar and radio navigation
[DLR-MITT-70-21] p0513 N71-26970
BADIO PBOPAGATIOI
0 RADIO TRANSMISSION
BADIO RANGES
0 RADIO BEACONS
BADIO BECEIVERS
NT TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS
Aircraft automatic landing improvement through use
of space diversity ILS receiving system
p0181 A71-18830
Microwave scanning beam guidance receiver design for
aircraft landing aid, discussing time sharing and
flight control
p0668 A71-42091
Functions and development of Decca Navigation radio
position fixing system
p0635 N71-32892
BADIO RELAY SYSTEMS
Skynet communication systems, describing long
distance strategic communication links between
ground and mobile air/helicopter stations via wide
and narrow band pathways
p0024 471-12139
Performance of engineering model microwave radio
relay system for remote radar display
[FAA-NA-70-52] p0109 N71-12386
BADIO SIGNAL ABSORPTION
D ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
0 RADIO TRANSMISSION
BADIO SIGNAL PROPAGATION
D RADIO TRANSMISSION
RADIO TELEMETRY
Heal time missile radio telemetry data transmission
to ground station, using instrumented aircraft
p0089 471-15321
RADIO TRACKING
ATS 1 and 3 satellite VHF transponders for ships and
aircraft location, communication and remote
sensing, discussing performance test results
pOIIS 471-30898
Radio tracking of aircraft by two geostationary
satellites, discussing measurement, navigation and
position errors
p0559 A71-36508
BADIO TRANSMISSION
NT IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
NT MICROHAVE TR4NSMISSION
NT MDLTIPATH TRANSMISSION
Radio wave propagation through plasmas studied for
communication with hypersonic vehicles during
reentry
p0332 N71-21102
Device and method for calculating optimal fairings
for aircraft antennas
[JPRS-52608] p0333 N71-21258
RADIO TRANSMITTERS
NT RADIO BEACONS
NT RADIOSONDES
NT RADIOTELEPHONES
NT RAWINSONDES
NT SONOBOOYS
NT TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS
RADIO HAVES
NT SUBMILLIHETER HAVES
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
NT PLDTONIUM
RADIOACTIVE HASTES
Aerial surveys for determining plutonium
concentration using array of Nal detectors
CEGG-1183-1517] p0687 N71-35980
BADIOGBAPHT
Radiographic nondestructive testing method on
titanium billets for engine disk forging
pOOSt N71-11639
RADIOMETERS
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
NT INFRARED SCANNERS
NT HICHOHAVE RADIOMETERS
NT SPECTHORADIOMETERS
BADIOSONDES
NT RAHINSONDES
Reverse flow temperature probe design and
calibration for vertical soundings from aircraft,
comparing to radiosonde method
p0020 A71-11822
Mountainous region vertical air flow research,
describing superpressure balloon and precise
pressure radiosonde system
p0024 A71-12120
Stokes flow parachute extremely lightweight
decelerator for increasing altitude and rocket-
borne radiosondes atmospheric data sampling
quality
[AIA4 PAPER 71-101] p0311 471-25277
Relation between turbulence in stratosphere causing
aircraft buffeting, and vertical distribution of
meteorological parameters calculated from
radiosonde data
[NASA-TT-F-13981] p0707 N71-36398
RADIOTELEPHONES
Aeronautical electronic equipment, discussing static
transformer, radiotelephone sets, angle of
approach meter, etc
4-376
SUBJECT IHDEI BABJET EHGIHBS
p0062 A71-13018
BADOBE BATEBIALS
Beinforced plastics components in supersonic
transport nose radome and missile radar antennas,
discussing molding, sandwich naterials and
computer controlled spraying techniques
p0359 471-27016
Materials and processing methods for rain erosion
resistant ceramic coated plastic structures for
supersonic aircraft, considering fiberglass
reinforced polyimide radomes with alumina coating
pO«23 A71-29645
BADOBBS
Soviet book on antenna radomes of flight vehicles
covering electromagnetic wave transmission through
dielectric media, fabrication, construction
materials, etc
p001t A71-11322
Materials and processing methods for rain erosion
resistant ceramic coated plastic structures for
supersonic aircraft, considering fiberglass
reinforced polyimide radomes with alumina coating
p0123 A71-29615
Eadooe lightning protection systems involving
electrostatic shield, considering effect on
electromagnetic characteristics and radiation
patterns of nearby antennas
p0608 A71-38H50
Computerized optimization of airport radome design
p012* H71-13913
HAIL TBAHSPOBTATIOH
Integrated short-haul interurban transportation
system, considering combination of conventional
jet aircraft, STOL aircraft and high-speed ground
transportation
[AIAA PAPEB 71-508] p0122 A71-29550
Traveler service problems in domestic intercity air,
bus, and rail transportation
fPB-193300] p0034 N71-10116
Bapid rail transit service to airports
p0031 N71-10167
Selected tabulations from Cleveland Hopkins Airport
user surveys before and after rail transit service
p0038 N71-10360
Statistical analysis of direct rail rapid transit
system impact on transportation to Cleveland
airport
p0038 H71-10370
File formats and code descriptions for analysis of
direct rail rapid transit system impact on
transportation to Cleveland airport
p0038 H71-10371
High speed access system evaluation for
transportation from jetport to Miami with cost
estimates and network descriptions
CPB-1928K2] p0039 N71-10U17
Impact of rapid rail transient service from central
business district to airport
pOOtO N71-10140
Bibliography on control and prevention of icing in
transportation systems
[AD-71153t] p0043 N.71-10735
Data processing and impact analysis on rapid rail
access system for airport
[PB-1950U7) p0226 N71-16988
Data recordings and computer codes for airport rapid
transit access system study
[PB-195018] p0226 N71-16989
Bapid transit railway effect on airport passenger
traffic
[PB-195046] p0226 N71-16992
Public transportation in airport access systems
p0257 N71-18951
Mass transport systems for airport access
p0257 N71-18952
Public transportation reguirements for Heathron
Airport
p0257 H71-189514
Cleveland rapid rail transport system to Hopkins
International Airport
P0258 H71-18956
Existing access systems for Logan International
Airport, and plans for improvement
p0258 H71-18957
Feasibility of rail access to Friendship
International Airport from Hash., D.C. and
Baltimore, (id.
[PB-196023] p0307 N71-19130
Economic analysis of intercity short-haul business
passenger travel
[HASA-TH-X-2228] p0321 H71-2011U
Aviation and surface transportatation safety for
1970 with related accident investigations and
recommendations
[AB-ll] pO«6« H71-2U925
Investigation of aerodynamic forces imposed on
vehicles proposed for operation in improved urban
transportation system
p0473 N71-26129
Noise reduction laws for air, rail, and highway
transportation including legal liability in OS
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-7] p06«8 H71-33938
BAIB
Calibration and charting at rain simulation facility
for rain erosion tests
[AD-7H155K] p0175 H71-16252
Precipitation detector and mechanism for stopping
and restarting machinery at initiation and
cessation of rain
[MASA-CASE-XLA-02619] pOH75 H71-26331
BAIH EBOSIOH
0 WATEB EBOSIOH
BAIH IHPACT DA0AGB
Polyurethane coatings development for subsonic rain
erosion protection for aircraft structures, using
whirling arm apparatus with simulated rainfall
p0283 A71-24101
BAIHDBOPS
Ice formation and prevention on helicopters, taking
into account presence of big drops of undercooled
rain
p0613 A71-3937«
International conference on rain erosion and
associated phenomena
[AD-715100] p02U3 H71-17906
BAIHSTOBHS
NT THDNDEBSTOBHS
BAHJET ESGIHES
HT POLSEJET EHGIHES
NT SOPEBSONIC COHBOSTION BA8JET ENGINES
NT TOBBOEAHJET ENGINES
Supersonic and subsonic combustion modes in constant
area ramjet combustors, deriving dimensionless
parameter for varying flow ratios as combustion
stability criterion
CASBE PAPEB 70-HA/AV-lt] p0078 A71-141U8
Supersonic combustion ramjet engine with liguid fuel
injection, considering atomization process and
ignition criteria
p0133 A71-16531
German monograph on ignition and combustion
processes in rapidly flowing gas mixtures covering
supersonic flow, ramjet parameters, flow heating,
etc
p0137 A71-16900
Hypersonic ramjet reaction mechanisms for H
combustion, discussing computational models,
operation principles and atomic, radical and
molecular collisions
p0111 A71-17410
Book on aircraft propulsion covering design,
dynamics, control, installation, gas turbine,
ramjet, rocket and piston engines, compressors,
combustion and energy cycles, etc
p0669 A71-1J2127
Hypersonic ramjet technology review
[PB-193911] p0127 N71-11199
Calculating changes in shape of solid fuel charges
for ramjet engines after hardening in steel and
Durestos casings
CFO&-2-C-2337-1161 p0160 H71-1H618
Theoretical calculations for predicting performance
of solid fuel charges for ramjet engines
fFOA-2-C-2331-U6] p0161 N71-10619
Effect of tailpipe length on combuster stability in
ramjet combusters
p02<41 N71-17725
Supersonic combustion and burning rates of
stoichiometric hydrogen mixtures in ramjet engines
CAD-716855] p0336 N71-21634
Air flow velocity, altitude, fuel-air ratio, fuel
flow velocity, and pressure effects on fuel
temperature before and after prevaporization in
ramjet engines
[NASA-TT-F-13605] pO"02 N71-20053
Modified wind tunnel tests of supersonic combustion
chamber for hydrogen burning ramjet
A-377
BABS (PDBPS) SDBJEC1 IHDEI
[ONEBA-TP-9211] p06U7 N71-338I41
BiBS (PUBPS)
Flexible ran air inflated keel and leading edge
paraving design optimization for increased
stability and reliability, introducing semirigid
member concept
(AIAA PiPEH 71-986] p0700 A71-4U582
BiHDOB ACCESS HEHOBT
Bultiple access digital communication system for low
flying aircraft with infreguent users
p037t S71-21855
HAHDOB DISTBIBOTIOHS
0 STATISTICAL DISTBIBOTIONS
BANDOB EBBOBS
Aircraft onboard equipment tests in air navigation
aid satellite project, estimating tracking random
errors
P0559 A71-36509
Bandom errors in aluminum alloy fatigue tests and
failure modes
[ABC-CP-1123J p0231 N71-17330
BAHDOB LOADS
NT GUST LOADS
Nonlinear panel flutter analysis and response under
random excitation or nonlinear aerodynamic
loading, using Bayleigh-Bitz approximation to
Hamilton variational principle
P0263 A71-22080
Elastic structures stability under randomly
fluctuating external loads based on statistical
methods
p0499 A71-329B8
Aircraft random heave-pitch response to taxiing on
rough runways, analyzing dynamic loads and fatigue
damage by power spectral technigues
P0560 A71-36675
Aerodynamic control surfaces optimal location for
flexible aircraft disturbed by random wind gusts,
using matrix minimum principle and calculus of
variations
P0610 A71-38713
Bandoa loading parameters adjustment in fatigue
tests of welded aircraft structures
p0663 A71-IH692
Application of linear control of systems with random
inputs to gust response control of aircraft
guidance in atmospheric turbulence
[ONEBA-P-131] p0578 N71-3032H
BAHDOB NOISE
NT SANDOH SIGNALS
BAHDOH PBOCESSES
Aircraft motion and traffic control at air corridors
intersections for minimum flight schedule
deviation under random disturbance due to weather,
using statistical simulation
p0283 A71-2U158
Time optimal control for distributed systems with
random properties, considering n integral
relations and flying wing vehicle torsional
vibration roblems
p0595 A71-3709U
Finite element method for free vibrations and random
response of integrally-stiffened panel
[LH-51U] pOU02 N71-2H298
Bandom process theory method for estimating response
of flexible airplanes to atmospheric turbulence
p0163 N71-2U708
BABDOB SIGNALS
• Random access signaling system application to
aircraft control, discussing signal redundancy
reguirement for access capability optimization
based on radio environment model
p0550 A71-35783
BAHDOB 7IBBATIOH
Aircraft fuselage internal noise and structural
frequency response due to random excitation, using
transfer matrix analysis
fASHE P4PEB 70-WA/DE-9] p0077 A71-1U1U3
Botor blade random vibrations in response to
turbulence
CilAi PAPEK 70-5*8] p0263 A71-22081
Power spectral density analysis of aircraft
structural response to taxiing produced random
vibrations involving landing gear orifice damping
and Coulomb friction
p0355 A71-26311
Integrally stiffened five bay panel, calculating
free vibration and random response to jet noise
excitation
[AIAA PAPEB 71-585] pO»82 A71-31532
Probability theory of stresses during random
vibrations of flat panel in acoustic field of jet
engine exhaust
pOt87 A71-3170U
Computer simulation of random response induced by
complex, ergodic, Gaussian excitation as function
of response spectral densities
[AD-7131H1] p0168 H71-15393
BADGE
Flight range and optimum angle of attack under wind
conditions of constant velocity and direction,
considering fuel consumption for given distance
p0149 A71-18325
BARGE (EXTBEBES)
ST FBEQUENCI BASGES
BARGE AND BARGE BATE TBACKIHG
Apollo range instrumentation aircraft, describing
C-135A modification with airborne lightweight
optical tracking systems
p0609 A71-38516
BARGE CORTBOL
0 THAJECTOBT CONTBOL
BAHGE FIKDEBS
Laser altimeter-range finder techniques applied to
geodetic measurements and mapping
[NASA-IB-X-66U89] p0109 N71-12U25
Algorithm for digital resolution of range for V/STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6232] p0253 R71-18566
BANGE INDICATOBS
U INDICATING IHSTBOBENTS
0 BANGE FINDERS
BARGE BEASOBEBENT
0 BANGEFINDING
BARGEFINDIRG
Satellite based position fixing data by ranging
technigues, discussing application to navigation
and ATC
p0558 A71-36193
Bange and azimuth resolution characteristics and
aircraft separation measurment capability of radar
beacon-digitizer subsystem
[PAA-NA-71-16] p0715 N71-37038
BARGES (FACILITIES)
NT BALLISTIC BANHES
BARGIRG
0 EANGEPINDING
BAPCOB (CONTROL)
B EADAR APPEOACH CONTBOL
BAPID TBAHSIT SISTEHS
Sensing and communications technologies for short
wayside headways, considering applicable equipment
for personal rapid transit systems, modulation,
coding and data transmission technigues
pO<435 A71-30337
Impact of rapid rail transient service from central
business district to airport
pOOlO N71-10I4UO
Calibration and preliminary analysis of passenger
demand and modal split models for Northeast
Corridor of United States
[PB-190916J pOOtB H71-11021
Investigating high speed ground transportation
systems based on tracked air cushion vehicles
[PB-190939] pOOSO 1171-11033
Examining tracked air cushion vehicles as advanced
ground transportation system
[PB-195030] p0225 N71-1690U
Data processing and impact analysis on rapid rail
access system for airport
CPB-1950U7] p0226 N71-16988
Data recordings and computer codes for airport rapid
transit access system study
[PB-1950U8] p0226 N71-16989
Survey of rapid transit railway impact on airport
passenger traffic
[PB-1950U5] p0226 N71-16990
Tabulations for rapid transit system effect on
airport traffic
[PB-195CW9] p0226 S71-16991
Bapid transit railway effect on airport passenger
traffic
[PB-1950U6] p0226 H71-16992
BABE BABTB ELEBENTS
NT TUULIUH ISOTOPES
BABE GASES
NT ARGON
NT HELIDB
A-37 8
SUBJECT IHDEX REACTOR CORES
NT XBHOH
BABEFACTIOH
Rarefaction and angle of attack effects on delta
wing in hypersonic flow in wind tunnel
p0502 A71-33376
BAEEF4CTIOB RAVES
0 ELASTIC SAVES
RABEFIED GAS DYNAMICS
Barefied gas low speed slip flow over wedge, solving
for velocity profiles and skin friction
[ASHE PAPER 70-WA/APM-26] p0078 A71-14158
Binary gas mixture rarefied hypersonic flow
structure near blunt body, investigating diffusive
effects on recovery temperature dependence
p0099 A71-15488
Monte Carlo simulation for studying rarefied
hypersonic gas flow abont slender cones and flat
plates
CAIAA PAPER 69-651] P0133 A71-16562
Barefied gas steady and unsteady motions, proposing
approximate method for various problems
p0265 A71-22372
Rarefied gas flow density and velocity by total head
and flow rate adapters, noting isentropic flow
core region
p0268 A71-22728
Heat transfer on spheres and sharp cones in rarefied
hypersonic gas flow at zero angles of attack in
wind tonnel vacuum
pO«16 A71-29176
Laminar convective heat transfer rates on hemisphere
cylinder in rarefied hypersonic flow, comparing
experimental results with Cheng, Davis and Lees
theories
p0538 A71-34902
Inclined wedges in rarefied hypersonic flow
conditions, investigating base and wake pattern
geometrical and aerodynamic characteristics
p0561 A71-36756
Pitot tute interaction with subsonic rarefied gas
flow, considering impact pressure
p0658 A71-40695
Two dimensional and three dimensional wakes in
supersonic and hypersonic rarefied gas wind
tunnels* comparing cone and dihedron
Q configurations
p0693 A71-433S7
Measurements of hypersonic, rarefied flow field of
disk
fAD-710641] p0040 N71-10461
Laminar near wake characteristics behind circular
cylinder in Mach 6 rarefied air stream
[HEPT-1108/70] p0047 N71-11012
Aerodynamic molecular beam interactions with solid
surfaces
[NASA-CH-1170<41] p0317 N71-20040
BATE HETEBS
0 HEASORING IHSTBUMEHTS
BATE OF CLI8B IBDICATOBS
Low resistance nozzles for complete power
compensation in rate of climb indicators
p0003 A71-10350
BATES (PER TIME)
HI ACCELEBATION (PHYSICS)
NT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
NT AIRSPEED
HT ANGULAR ACCELERATION
NT ANGDLAR VELOCITY
NT BURNING BATE
NT COLLISIOH PARAMETERS
NT COLLISION RATES
NT CRITICAL VELOCITY
HT DECELERATION
NT EVAPORATION BATE
NT FLOS VELOCITY
NT HEAT FLOX
NT HIGH SPEED
NT HYPERSONIC SPEED
NT IMPACT ACCELEBATION
NT LOB SPEED
NT LOHENS
NT MAGNETIC FLOX
NT MASS FLOW RATE
NT PULSE HATE
NT BADIAL VELOCITY
NT RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
NT ROTOR SPEED
NT SOUND INTENSITY
NT STRAIN BATE
NT SUBSONIC SPEED
NT SUPEBSONIC SPEEDS
NT TIP SPEED
NT TRANSONIC SPEED
NT KIND VELOCITY
Heating rate and efficiency of flaps at hypersonic
speeds
[SC-T-71-3016] p0518 N71-27674
RATIOS
NT ASPECT RATIO
NT FROUDE NUMBER
NT FUEL-AIB RATIO
NT HIGH ASPECT RATIO
NT LIFT DBAG RATIO
NT LOW ASPECT RATIO
NT MACH NUMBEB
NT MASS RATIOS
NT NUSSELT SUHBEB
NT OPTICAL REFLECTION
NT PAYLOAD MASS RATIO
NT PHANDTL NUMBER
NT REYNOLDS NUMBEB
NT RICHARDSON NUMBER
NT SIMILARITY NUMBERS
NT STRODHAL NUMBER
NT THICKNESS RATIO
ST THRUST-HEIGHT RATIO
Jet to free-stream dynamic pressure ratio effects on
penetration and mixing of hydrogen injected normal
to supersonic airstreams
[NASA-TN-D-6114] p0324 B71-20195
BARIHSOHDES
Rawinsonde reported extreme wind speed in arctic
stratosphere at SST altitudes
p013S A71-16700
BAYLEIGH-HITZ METHOD
Nonlinear panel flutter analysis and response unJer
random excitation or nonlinear aerodynamic
loading, using Bayleigh-Ritz approximation to
Hamilton variational principle
p0263 A71-22080
BB-57 AIBCBAFT
D B-57 AIRCRAFT
BEACTIOS JET ATTITUDE CONTROL
0 ATTITUDE CONTBOL
U JET THBUST
BEACTION JET BACKPACKS
H SELF MANEUVERING UNITS
SESCTION JETS
U JET FLOW
U JET THBUST
BEACTION KINETICS
Hypersonic ramjet reaction mechanisms for H
combustion, discussing computational models,
operation principles and atomic, radical and
molecular collisions
p01<(1 A71-17U10
Cheaical kinetic calculation of nitric oxide
formation in spark ignition automobile engines and
gas turbine combustors
p0436 A71-30454
Modular concept mathematical model for combustion
and pollution formation processes in jet engine
combustors, including turbulent nixing and
reaction kinetics
[AIAA PAPEH 71-714] p0442 A71-30766
Detonation processes in gases, considering
Zeldovich-Doering-Nennann model and reaction
kinetics
p0599 A71-37457
Combustion chemistry and mixing in supersonic flow
[AD-714109] p0180 1171-16886
Kinetics of catalytic dehydrogenation of
methylcyclohexane at 600, 650, and 700 deg F and 5
atm pressure
[AD-715926] p0254 H71-18729
Prediction of combustion temperature, product
species, and air specific impulse values as
function of total eguivalence ratio for slurry
fueled propulsion systems
[AD-721665] p0529 N71-28578
REACTOR CORES
Semiscale Slowdown and emergency core cooling
project test report
[IN-1393] p0230 H71-17190
Studying aircraft accidents to determine impact
angle and speed criteria for designing nuclear
airplane fission product containment vessel
[NASA-TM-1-2245) p0468 N71-25411
A-379
BEACTOB FOELS SUBJECT INDEX
BE4CTOB FDELS
0 NUCLEAR FUELS
BE4CTOB SAFETT
Nuclear powered long distance aircraft engines,
discussing high bnrnup fuel, weight factors and
safety problems
p0145 A71-17694
Nuclear surface effect vehicle and subsonic aircraft
for transoceanic cargo shipping, discussing mobile
reactor safety tests under high speed impact
conditions
[MAS PAPER 70-1221] p0268 A71-22779
Air breathing nuclear propulsion, considering
reactor safety in air cushion vehicles and
aircraft
pO«29 A71-29930
Seaiscale blowdovn and emergency core cooling
project test report
[IN-1393] p0230 N71-17190
BEADEES
Automatic data processing systems for air traffic
control, health services, operations research,
management planning, information systems, and
reading machines
p0722 S71-37712
BEADING MACHINES
0 READERS
READJDSTSENT
" 0 ADJUSTING
HEAL GASES
German monograph on centered two dimensional
nonequilibrium hypersonic expansion flow,
considering real gas flow with chemical reactions
p0131 A71-16121
Elliptical cones at large angle of attack,
calculating three-component real gas properties
effects on aerodynamic characteristics
P0117 471-29191
Higher pressure ratios trend in aircraft gas
turbines leading to higher exit temperatures from
compressor, noting real gas effects
p0651 A71-10170
Beal gas effects on drag and trajectories of
nonlifting conical shell during Mars atmospheric
entry
[NASA-TN-D-6210] p0241 N71-18015
HEAL TIHE OPERATION
Real time six degree of freedom aircraft flight
digital simulation using SI-1 continuous system
simulation language
p0019 A71-11786
Beal time missile radio telemetry data transmission
to ground station, using instrumented aircraft
P0089 471-15321
Cathode ray tubes as real time display device in
various types of professional eguipment,
describing functional performance and related tube
design asper-cs
p01«1 A71-17319
Development program for multiple access real time
tactical information distribution system,
designing and constructing tactical air control
system test facility
[AIAA P4PEE 71-213] p0188 471-19718
Beal time remote test site computation and display
of complex engine inlet distortion parameters from
dynamic pressure signal, using analog computer
p0267 471-22726
Digital simulation facility for airborne collision
avoidance system effects on 4TC terminal
automation, discussing operation, hardware and
software eguipment
p0293 A71-21771
Complex real time hybrid computer simulator for
captive two blade rotor platform dynamic problem
solving
p03U8 A71-258U7
Flight test completed on onboard real time engine
performance monitoring system, discussing
thermodynamic analysis technique
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-77] p0352 A71-25991
H4C malfunction detection, analysis and recording
system applications in commercial airlines,
emphasizing real time response for maintenance
function
CSAE PAPEB 710125] pOIOS A71-28311
DC 10 flight test program improvement using data
acguisition/processing with real time monitoring,
instrument landing and laser tracking
[AIAA PAPER 71-788] p0508 A71-31018
Beal time reconnaissance cockpit display system for
airborne sensor systems, providing night combat
imagery
p0519 471-35772
BEAL V4BIABLES
HI ASlMPTOTIC SEEIES
NT BESSEL FUNCTIONS
NT BURGER EQUATION
NT C4LCDLUS OF V4BIATIONS
NT DIFFEBENTI4L EQD4TIONS
NT EXISTENCE THEOREMS
NT EXTREMUH VALUES
ST GREEN POKCTION
NT HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
NT KERNEL FUNCTIONS
NT LINEAR EQUATIONS
NT MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
NT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
NT NUMERICAL INTEGBATION
NT PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT POWEB SERIES
NT QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
NT HUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS
NT VORTICITY
BE4TTACHED FlOB
Turbulent separation and reattachment at
turbomachine blade trailing edge at supersonic
speeds, discussing various flow models
P0066 A71-131U2
Leading edge bluntness and boundary layer
displacement effects on attached and separated
laminar boundary layers in high temperature
hypersonic flow over compression corner
[AIAA PAPER 68-68] . p0070 471-13137
Flow separation and reattachment in confined jet
mixing of air with secondary flow in duct
[ASME PAPEB 70-FE-B] p0072 A71-13703
Interaction theory for supersonic separated and
reattaching turbulent boundary layers, comparing
to real flow past compression ramp
[AIAA PAPER 71-128] p0153 A71-18572
Backward facing step in confined supersonic two
dimensional flow, investigating turbulent shear
layer reattachment A
p0292 A71-21622
Interaction theory for supersonic separated and
reattaching turbulent boundary layers, comparing
to real flow past compression ramp
[AIAA PAPEB 71-128] p0346 471-25176
Heat transfer to airfoil in oscillating flow at
large angles of attack, showing vortex shed
reattachment and Nusselt numbers increase
[4SME P4PER 71-GT-18] p0319 471-25963
Reattachment angle of supersonic laminar mixed
boundary layer, using revolution model with
Reynolds number allowance
p0351 471-26191
4ttached and separated laminar boundary layer
characteristics over high cooled, curved
compression surfaces in hypersonic airflow
p0315 B71-19837
RECEIVERS
NT RADIOTELEPHONES
Thermal performance analysis of solar Brayton heat
receiver in transferring heat to working gas of
Brayton engine
[NASA-TN-D-6268] p0335 H71-21512
RECEIVING SYSTEMS
D RECEIVERS
BECEPT4CLES (CONT4INEBS)
0 CONTAINERS
RECIPROCATING ENGINES
U PISTON ENGINES
HECIRCULATIVE FLDID FLOi
Supersonic jet-bounded subsonic wake interactions,
determining recirculation zone boundaries
p0136 471-16818
BECOGSITION
NT SPEECH RECOGNITION
ST TARGET RECOGNITION
RECOMMENDATIONS
Actions and recommendations of Ninth Meeting of
Airworthiness Committee
[DOC-8925] p0675 N71-31020
RECONNAISSANCE
NT AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
A-380
SUBJECT IHDBI BBDDSDAHT COBPOHBBTS
BECONBAISSABCE AIBCBAFT
HI EABTH BESOOBCES SOBVBY 1IBCBAFT
NT HIBAGE 3 AIBCBAFT
NT OV-10 AIBCBAFT
NT TSB-2 AIBCBAFT
NT WEATHEB BECONNAISSANCE AIBCBAFT
Navigator role in TACAN of reconnaissance and
fighter aircraft, noting Beapon System Officer
functions
p0006 A71-10503
Statistical diameter size distribution of random
circles on plane or spheres in space from
satellite and aircraft measurements for aerial and
cloud photography
p0359 A71-27100
Tethered, ground supplied, rotor-borne, self
stabilized surveillance platform /Kiebitz/ system,
discussing reconnaissance tasks, fire and
communication control and data acguisition
transmission and evaluation
pO«79 A71-31212
BECONBAISSABCE DBONE AIBCBAFT
0 DRONE AIBCBAFT
U BECONNAISSANCE AIBCBAFT
BECOBDING
NT DATA BECOBDING
NT DATA SMOOTHING
NT MAGNETIC RECOBDING
NT PHOTOGRAPHIC RECOBDING
BECOBDING INSTBOBENTS
NT FLIGHT 1OAD BECOBDEBS
NT FLIGHT RECORDERS
NT PLOTTEBS
Photoelectric, bolometric and photographic recording
assembly for measurement of light pressure and
aerodynamic forces on complex shape body in free
molecular flow
pOH15 A71-29155
Concorde SSI flight test equipment installation with
PCS recording and visual instruments
pOU30 A71-30055
Developing aircraft ride criteria and/or acceptable
vibration levels and problems in measuring and
recording Ion level vibration environment
p0584 H71-30781
Airborne audio-video recording system designs and
reguirements
[AD-727025] p068t N71-35280
RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
NT AEBOSPACEPLANES
BT APOLLO SPACECRAFT
NT REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
NT SPACE SHDTTLES
BECOTERI TEBPEBATuBE
D SKIN TEHPERATOBE (NON-BIOLOGICAL)
RECTANGULAR GUIDES
Large aspect ratio rectangular doct with nonuniforn
surface texture, investigating turbulent flov,
maximum velocity positions and zero shear stress
p0181 A71-18772
BECTANGULAB PANELS
Structural response and acoustic transmission
characteristics of glass pane and standard wood
frame construction wall panels subjected to sonic
booms
[NASA-CR-111925] p0631 N71-32U88
BECTAHGDLAB PLAHFOBBS
NT BECTANGOLAB PANELS
NT BECTANGULAB PLATES
NT RECTANGULAB WINGS
Lifting rectangular thin airfoil in symmetrical
incompressible steady uniform orthogonal flow at
small angle of attack, deriving (ieissinger
integral eguation
p0695 A71-U3487
Numerical evaluation of downwash integral for ving
loading of lifting rectangular planforo
CNPL-SA-90] pO«57 N71-2<tM83
Sonic boom in near field and far field of nonlifting
rectangular wing
p0525 N71-28379
Computer program for numerical integration of
downwash subsonic flow about rectangular
planforms, for different aspect ratios
CHPL-HA-99] p0708 N71-36405
RECTANGULAR PLATES
Compressible viscous gas supersonic flow, observing
near wake region behind perpendicular trailing
face of rectangular plate with motion, state.
energy and continuity egnations
p06<(9 A71-U0081
BECTAHGOLAR BIBD TUNNELS
Beturn circuit rectangular wind tunael design,
construction, instrumentation and calibration,
discussing drive, jet inclination, velocity
distribution, etc
p0209 A71-21305
Bectangular wind tunnel study of suction effect on
velocity profiles and characteristics of turbulent
boundary layer
p0616 A71-39788
Ball interference for static stability tests in
closed rectangular test sections and in ground
effect
[NASA-TB-B-364] p068t N71-35386
BECTiBGDLAB (INGS
Thin rectangnlar wing load distribution in
nonstationary incompressible flow, using downwash
integral eguation Fourier transform
p0270 A71-2291I6
Gust transfer functions relating lift and moments to
upwash in single sinusoidal wave for large aspect
ratio rectangnlar wings in turbulent
incompressible flow
p0139 A71-30604
German monograph on incompressible potential flow
field calculation about thick rectangular wings
with control surfaces and ground effects
pOU9i» A71-32307
Straight or moderately sweptback wings tip shape
effect on vortex sheet roll, using detachment laws
p0615 A71-39I418
Subsonic force effect calculations on rectangular
wings, using downwash velocity potential method
p0702 A71-41613
Transient pressures and aerodynamic coefficients of
rectangular wings in subsonic flow using linear
eguations
CONERA-NT-163] p0119 N71-13U02
Transonic flutter and buffeting for elastic wind
tunnel models of straight wing proposed for space
shuttles
pO»61 N71-24659
Flow field approximation for sonic boom shock wave
generation by thin nonlifting rectangular wing
p0524 N71-28372
Numerical method for evaluating discontinuous
downwash distribution for steady flow over swept
and rectangnlar wings
p0569 M71-293U9
Lift force distribution calculation technigue for
wings with jet flaps including rectangular and
swept wing examples
[NASA-TT-F-1371U] p0586 N71-30852
Theoretical and experimental determination of lift
and pitching moment distribution on jet flap wings
of rectangular design with various aspect ratios
[NASA-TT-F-13715] p06«7 K71-33803
EECTIFICATIOH
Applications of electrolyte rectification in
aeronautics industry
pOOSH N71-11637
RECTIFIERS
NT AVALANCHE DIODES
NT TBYRISTOHS
BECURSION FOBBULAS
U BECDBSIVE FUNCTIONS
RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS
Analog recursive computer with serial digital
program for arithmetic unit and storage system
control
p'0360 A71-27150
BEDDNDANCX ENCODING
Bandom access signaling system application to
aircraft control, discussing signal redundancy
reguirement for access capability optimization
based on radio environment model
p0550 A71-35783
REDUNDANT COHPONENTS
Third Chance flight control system, discussing
aircraft control capability with backup hydraulic
system after loss of dual main hydraulic systems
due to combat damage
pO«20 A71-29382
Aircraft ILS signal reception system, obtaining
category III reliability performance by circuit
redundance and automatic incoming information
surveillance
A-381
BEDDBDiBT STBDCTORBS SOBJECT IBDEX
p0490 A71-31912
Space shuttle avionics system redundancy,
calculating costs for individual line replaceable
units
p0558 471-36479
Space shuttle design concerning fault detection and
isolation, redundancy and maintenance for cost and
downtime minimization by application of airline
methods
p0558 471-36480
BBDDHDAHT STBOCIDHBS
0 EEDCND4NT COHPONBNTS
BEEHTBT
NT HYPEBSOSIC BEENTBY
NT SPACECRAFT BEENTBY
Nonequilibrium electron temperature, concentration
and reflection in reentry boundary layers,
discussing heat transfer and ionization energy
diffusion
C4IA4 PAPER 69-82] p0191 A71-19879
REBBTRY 4BGLE
0 BEEHTBY TBAJECTOBIES
BEEHTBY BODIES
0 BEENTBY VEHICLES
BEEHTBT COBHUHICATIOB
Badio wave propagation through plasmas studied for
communication with hypersonic vehicles during
reentry
p0332 B71-21102
BBENTBY COHDITIONS
0 REENTRY
BEESTBI EFFECTS
Design optimization for cylindrical shell subjected
to reentry loads and heating
p024U N71-18022
Performance of reentry nose tip facility for missile
heat transfer simulations
p0324 N71-20251
Transformation in air components due to marked
increase in temperature during reentry shock wave
p0386 1171-22640
BEEBTBY GLIDEBS
D LIFTING BEEHTBY VEHICLES
RBEBTBY PHYSICS
Spacecraft reentry aerodynamics regarding hypersonic
high altitude lifting bodies, shock wave and flow
field, heat, mass and energy transfer, etc
[ICAS PAPEB 70-01] p0018 A71-11686
Sesosphere and stratosphere data from high level
observations for supersonic transport and
reentering space vehicle operations
p0212 471-21724
BEEBTBY TBAJECTOBIES
Spacecraft optimal atmospheric reentry trajectory
for minimum flight distance, investigating angle
of attack control with allowance for load
constraints
P0418 A7 1-29229
Examining three-dimensional motion of flying vehicle
entering atmosphere at low angles of attack
P0225 H71-16901
BEEHTBY VEHICLES
NT AEBOSPACEPLANES
NT APOLLO SPACECBAFT
NT HL-10 BEENTBY VEHICLE
NT LIFTING HEENTEY VEHICLES
NT H-2 LIFTING BODY
NT BEOS4BLE SP4CECB4FT
Reentry vehicle angle of attack control by
mechanically varying center of mass for axial
loads
P0131 471-16039
High turbulent flow simulation in hypervelocity wind
tunnel for reentry vehicles operational testing,
discussing nozzle gas dynamic and mechanical
design .
T4I44 PAPEB 71-253] p0217 471-21982
Reentry vehicles configuration lift and drag
coefficients in hypersonic flow from pressure
distribution and balance measurements, comparing
with isolated cone data
P0346 471-25487
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - subsonic
[NASA-TN-D-7046] p0177 N71-16533
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - transonic
CNASA-TN-D-7047] p0177 N71-16534
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - supersonic
tHASA-TN-D-7048] p0177 H71-16535
Bessel function solutions for low angle of attack
approach of flying vehicle to atmospheric boundary
and transition into vibrational motion
P0225 B71-16983
Protective coatings for heat resistant materials for
aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
CNASA-TH-X-52977] p0311 N71-19677
Wind tunnel stability and thermal cycling tests
performed on reentry vehicle configurations in
French and German test facilities
P0331 N71-20859
Transonic wind tunnel investigation of flow
characteristics and pressure fluctuation of space
.shuttle launch and reentry configurations
p0462 B71-21663
BEFEBEHCE A7BOSPHEBES
Cargo airship standard atmosphere operation modes,
discussing long range gas capacity and short range
applications for large compact loads
p0354 A71-26309
Aircraft barometric altimeter errors caused by
atmospheric temperature deviations from
International Standard Atmosphere
p0433 471-30323
BEFEBBBCES (STAHDABDS)
0 STAHDABDS
REFLECTED BADIATIOB
D BEFLECTB0 HAVES
REFLECTED BAYS
0 BEFLECTBD BAVES
REFLECTED BAVES
Triple point trajectory of shock-shock Mach
reflection off plane wall, comparing to Bhitham
theory
p0354 471-26192
BEFLECTIOH
NT SIGNAL BEFLECTIOB
NT SPECOLAB REFLECTION
NT SAVE BEFLECTIOB
BEFLECTOBS
NT BADAB CORNER REFLECTORS
NT HADAB HEFLECTOHS
NT SOLAB REFLECTORS
Aircraft flash light designs, discussing tandem
oscillating lights, fixed lamp rotating reflectors
and lamps, xenon flashtube, quartz-iodine lamp and
flash freguencies
p0661 471-41(191
BEFBACTEO BADIATIOB
0 REFRACTED HAVES
BEFBACTED BAYS
0 EEFBACTED HAVES
BEFBACTED RAVES
Short N wave refraction and diffraction by gas-
filled soap bubble, discussing measurements to
explain peaking and rounding in sonic boom
pressure signature
p0293 A71-24811
BEFBACTIOB
NT ATBOSPHEBIC BEFBACTION
BEFBACTOBETBBS
Onboard aircraft refractometer, design, operation
principles and effectiveness
p0140 471-17195
Onboard aircraft refractometer design, operation and
effectiveness
p0404 471-28250
BEFRACTORY HATEHIALS
NT NIOBIOH
BT NIOBIDM ALLOYS
NT REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS
NT BEFBACTOBY KETALS
NT TDBGSTEB ALLOYS
Gas flame heater for heat resistant samples under
fatigue tests, simulating gas turbine engine
operating conditions
P0001 471-10041
4ircraft construction materials for 1990s,
discussing need for high temperature resistant
materials for supersonic and hypersonic airframe
and engine structural components
p0132 471-16141
High temperature turbine parts protective coatings,
discussing aluminum diffusion prevention and crack
and oxidation resistance
4-382
SUBJECT INDEX BEIHFOBCED FUSTICS
p027« A71-23290
Advanced cooling systems and heat resistant
materials for turbine blades of high temperature
aeronautical gas turbine engines
[AGABD-CP-73-71] p0231 H71-17372
BBFRiCTOBY BETAL ALLOTS
NT NIOBIUM ALLOYS
ST TUNGSTEN ALLOTS
Hypersonic flight load bearing refractory alloy
control surface protective coatings, emphasizing
oxidation screening tests
pO*23 A71-296Q6
Thermal control coatings for refractory gas turbine
materials
p023lt H71-17391
BEPBACTOBI HETALS
NT KIOBIBS
Protective coatings for heat resistant materials for
aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
[NASA-TM-X-52977] p0311 N71-19677
BEFBASIL (TBADBBABK)
U FIBERS
BEFUELIHG
Quick connect/disconnect dry break couplings for
aircraft fueling, describing design and operation
pOIHS A71-18215
Static discharge hazards for aircraft, discussing
causes for static charge build-up, dangers and
precautionary methods during refueling operations
p0186 A71-19U21
Automated fueling for Kennedy jet airport, using
computer controlled underground bulk storage-
satellite tank pipeline system
p0288 A71-2U300
Flight and operation of IL-62 long distance jet
aircraft, considering flight crew composition and
training, passenger and cargo handling and
refueling
p0341 A71-25260
Electrostatic charge by JP-5 jet fuel at truck fill
stand Kith 30-second relaxation chamber and bottom
loading
[AD-7173H7] p0378 S71-22232
Procedures for evaluating effectiveness of self
propelled and portable ground servicing units foe
Army aircraft
tAD-719102] pOU57 N71-21U59
Development of procedures for conducting service
tests of aircraft refueling and defueling systems
[AD-726872] p0683 B71-35227
BEGENEEATIVE COOLING
Temperature field profiling along radius in front of
gas turbine stage, applying to regeneratively
cooled turbine engine
p0703 A71-45011
Design and component testing of cooled radial gas
turbine engine
p0232 N71-17381
Comparison of hydrogen and methane as coolants in
regeneratively cooled panels
[NASA-CB-1652:] p0261 K71-19289
Engineering design analysis of hydrogen cooled
structural panels for application to hypersonic
aircraft
fNASA-CB-1650] p0385 S71-22625
BEGIONS
NT TBOPICAL BEGIONS
BEGBESSION (STATISTICS)
D BEGBESSION ANALYSIS
BEGBESSIOB ANALYSIS
Aircraft structural panels under cyclic static
loads, examining fatigue life with probability
theory, statistics and regression analysis
p05U2 A71-35312
Sea state, vind velocity and wind direction
regression analysis for ground effect machines
CNPL-HOVBBCBAFT-16] p0230 R71-171U«
BEGDLATIOBS
Book on air lav and civil air policy covering
international regulation, air traffic market,
passenger and cargo services, etc
pO<t30 A71-29938
SAE/DOT conference on aircraft and environments
covering noise pollution, airport noise, sonic
booms, regulatory/legal aspects and air pollution
[AIAA PAPEB 71-729] P01U3 A71-30776
U.S. federal legislation and regulations for
aircraft noise and sonic boOB
p0492 A71-32245
Aircraft industry license norms and standards,
describing indexing procedures, storage technigues
and data recovery operations with computer
p0561 A71-36810
New IATA passenger and baggage international air
transport conditions, discussing passenger/carrier
legal relationships, with emphasis on differences
between new and old regulations
P0561 A71-36918.
Finnish air traffic law based on international civil
aviation convention, discussing regulations
relative to aircraft, personnel and airports
p0562 A71-36919
Harsaw air traffic convection agreements as amended
at The Hague and Guatemala, presenting air
transport regulations in present form
P0562 A71-36920
Exchange regulation of standardized container
loading units in air freight transportation
P0606 A71-38220
Aircraft anticollision flashing lights, discussing
current practices within national and
international air traffic regulations regarding
flash freguency, color and light sources
P0661 A71-U1U99
Airport noise control regulations enforcement
feasibility, noting financial burden
p0663 A71-U1796
BEGOLATOBS
HI FLOW BEGDLATOBS
NT FREQUENCY CONTBOL
NT FDEL FLOU BEGOLATOBS
NT P8ESSUBB BEGDLATOBS
NT VOLTAGE BEGDLATOHS
BEHEATING
0 HEATIHG
8EIGNITION
0 IGNITION
BEINFOBCED BATEBIALS
0 COMPOSITE HATEBIALS
BEINFOBCED PLASTICS
Numerical stress-strain calculation for design of
high pressure fiberglass-reinforced plastic
balloons
p0012 A71-11018
Poliymide/boron reinforced plastic structures
fabrication, discussing use in leading edges
[SHE PAPEB EH-70-133] p0013 A71-11263
Carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composites', evaluating
application as helicopter tail rotor blade
material
p002H A71-12H77
High strength polyimide resin composites, discussing
commerical and aerospace applications, chemistry,
void content, volatiles and moisture absorption
p0021 A71-12487
Carbon fiber-epoxy resin composites in aircraft
industry, examining fatigue life, cost, specific
moduli and mechanical properties
p0024 A71-12M88
Aluminum reinforced epoxy model making, testing and
stress analysis for aircraft structures, including
creep, photoelastic coating and strain gage
effects
p0132 A71-16346
High modulus boron-epoxy composite aircraft
structures adhesive bonding, discussing mechanical
properties, manufacturing technignes and quality
control
{ SAB PAPEB 7101101 p01U3 A71-1762<»
Carbon fibers for low weight aircraft plastic
structural materials
p0145 A71-17743
Lightning protective coatings for boron and graphite
fiber reinforced plastics
p0195 A71-19914
Hechanical properties of plastic composites with
boron, beryllium, silicon carbide and graphite
fiber reinforcement
(PLASTICS INST. PAPEB 29] p0206 A71-20917
Surface treatment effects on high shear strength
adhesive bonding of fiber reinforced plastics to
metal substructures
p0282 A71-21069
Filamentary composites for primary aircraft
structural applications, emphasizing boron-epoxy
material
p0293 A71-2U770
1-383
BEINFORCED PLATES SUBJECT IHDEX
Glass fiber reinforced plastics aerospace
applications covering radomes, dielectric panels,
aircraft ducting, secondary structures,
furnishings, mouldings and tooling
P0347 S71-25652
Reinforced plastics components in supersonic
transport nose radome and missile radar antennas,
discussing molding, sandwich materials and
computer controlled spraying techniques
P0359 A71-27016
Materials and processing methods for'rain erosion
resistant ceramic coated plastic structures for
supersonic aircraft, considering fiberglass
reinforced polyimide radomes with alumina coating
P0423 A71-29645
Monograph on fiber-resin composites covering glass,
boron and carbon fibers and epoxy matrix materials
tensile and thermoelastic properties
P0534 A71-34469
Boron-epoxy composite wing box beam design,
describing preliminary weight estimation from
layouts
[SAKE PAPER 891] p0551 A71-35815
Carbon fiber reinforced plastics, considering
aerospace and medical applications
P0658 A71-40702
' Design and fabrication of plane and trapezoidal
fiber glass wings with laminar profiles
[AD-716526] P0311 N71-19574
REINFORCED PLATES
Integrally stiffened five bay panel, calculating
free vibration and random response to jet noise
excitation
[AIAA PAPER 71-585] p0482 A71-31532
Eccentrically stiffened thin cylindrical panels
instability under uniform axial compression,
uniform hoop compression and uniform shear .
P0509 A71-34150
Fatigue crack propagation in 41 alloy panels
stiffened with bolted and integral stringers,
determining stress intensity factor/crack growth
rate relationship
P0539 471-35156
Damage tolerant aircraft structures material
toughness and residual strength, presenting
fracture test results on precracked panels
reinforced with crack stoppers
P0539 A71-35157
BEIHFOBCEHEHT (STBOCTOHES)
Optimal cross sectional dimensions of thin walled
longeron beams and ribs of skin reinforced delta
wings minimizing weight
p0025 A71-12562
Airport runway surface strengthening, discussing
overlaying additional rigid or flexible layers,
replacing used sections-and reinforcement problems
p0293 471-24756
Material properties, impregnation, shaping,
hardening and structural design in mass production
of reinforced laminates for aircraft construction
p0359 A71-26954
Buckling for thin stress walled open sections on
elastic foundation with constrained direction
reinforcement
p0663 471-41693
Torsional stress analysis of multiweb wing
structures
p0330 N71-20768
Fatigue crack length relationship with aircraft
inspection intervals and structural reinforcement,
high strength materials, and aircraft usage
effects
p0584 B71-30783
Adhesive and coating material formulations and
manufacturing processes for lightweight
low-permeability braces for use in high altitude
decelerators
[NASA-CR-111964] p0681 H71-35208
BEIHFOHCIHG FIBERS
HI CARBON FIBERS
Fiber reinforced composites application in aerospace
and aircraft, discussing boron and graphite and
cost effectiveness
p0014 A71-11277
Carbon fiber-epoxy resin composites in aircraft
industry, examining fatigue life, cost, specific
moduli and mechanical properties
P0024 471-12488
Carbon fiber reinforced plastics and roetals
structural components design, discussing
properties, processing and applications
p0030 A71-12910
Carbon fibers for low weight aircraft plastic
structural materials
P0145 A71-17743
Plane and spatial load transfer and diffusion in
linear elastostatics, noting application to
aircraft and civil engineering structures and
fiber reinforced materials
P0148 A71-18222
Lightning protective coatings for boron and graphite
fiber reinforced plastics
P0195 A71-19944
Filament winding manufacturing methods using
unidirectional glass reinforcements for design and
fabrication of aircraft wing structure
[SHE PAPER EH-70-406] p0202 A71-20546
Mechanical properties of plastic composites with
boron, beryllium, silicon carbide and graphite
fiber reinforcement
[PLASTICS INST. PAPEB 29] p0206 A71-20917
Cost aspects of carbon fiber reinforced composites
in aircraft structures, suggesting increased
aviation market for carbon fiber
[PLASTICS INST. PAPER 16] p0206 A71-20929
Composite materials for compressor blades in
aircraft engines, considering boron and carbon
fiber reinforced materials
p0274 A71-23286
Filamentary composites for primary aircraft
structural applications, emphasizing boron-epoxy
material
P0293 A71-24770
Representative Thornel fiber aircraft fuselage
component nondestructive testing and repair, and
Thornel fiber, polysulfone and polyamide-imide
composites fabrication and evaluation
p0344 A71-25427
Prototype graphite fiber/plastic fuselage component
design, test and performance prediction, using
structural analysis methods
P0344 A71-25428
Glass fiber reinforced plastics aerospace
applications covering radomes, dielectric panels,
aircraft ducting, secondary structures,
furnishings, mouldings and tooling
P0347 A71-25652
Ti, B and graphite fiber composites application to
aircraft design, discussing mechanical properties
and market competition
P0368 A71-27676
Filamentary composite reinforced metal aircraft
structures, considering boron/epoxy in combination
with aluminum
P0404 A71-28168
Mechanical properties of composites consisting of Al
matrix reinforced by boron fibers, considering
high temperature creep, corrosion and thermal
shock resistivity
p0436 A71-30473
Monograph on fiber-resin composites covering glass,
boron and carbon fibers and epoxy matrix materials
tensile and thermoelastic properties
P0534 A71-34469
Carbon fiber reinforced plastics, considering
aerospace and medical applications
P0658 A71-40702
Thermal fatigue behavior of fiber reinforced nickel
alloy gas turbine blades
p0234 N71-17390
SBLAZiTION (MECHANICS)
Small perturbations of stationary parallel flow with
relaxation, considering boundary conditions around
slender wings, partial differential eguations and
similarity law.
p0616 A71-39569
RELAXATION HETHOD (MATHEMATICS)
System of nonlinear equations of motion for
isentropic, compressible fluid solved by cyclic
relaxation method for subsonic and transonic
regimes
p0530 H71-28688
RELEASING
Optimal bomb release intervals from B-52 aircraft
bombing systen
P0305 S71-19383
4-381
SUBJECT INDEX BESCOE OPERATIONS
BELIABILITI
NT AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY
NT CIBCDIT BE1IABILITY
HT COHPONENT RELIABILITY
NT SPACECBAFT BEIIABILITI
NT STROCTORAL BELIABILITT
Terrain-following radar for TSB-2 aircraft,
discussing reliability trials and improvement
p0186 A71-19557
Beliability of aircraft primary control
CNASA-TT-F-12709] p0121 N71-13412
Reliability estimation, including failure effect
analysis of avionic systems
p0714 H71-36777
Effectiveness of reliability programs for avionic
eguipment
p0714 N71-36779
BELIABILITY. ANALYSIS
Cost effectiveness of reliability screening program
from parts procurement through system test, using
experience with attack radar for F-111 aircraft
p0357 A71-26683
Beliability controlled maintenance plan for avionics
equipment based on mean time between failures
p0611 A71-39087
Alcyon project PTA 1, considering balloon
stabilization efficiency dur'ing night-day
transition and system reliability
p0669 A71-42400
Digital computer bibliography, programming
technigues and applications, and software
standardization and reliability
fAD-7276053 p0722 N71-37766
BELIABILITI CON1BOL
0 QUALITY CONTBOL
0 RELIABILITY ENGINEEBING
BELIABILITI ENGINBEBIHG
Air transportation reliability through turbojet
engine performance monitoring
P0023 A71-12368
Navy avionic modular multiprocessing digital
computer operating system reliability, comparing
totally software and partly hardware approaches
p0182 A71-18833
Soviet book on aircraft ground support and onboard
radio eguipment operation and reliability increase
by redundancy and rational methods, discussing
preventive maintenance
p0292 A71-24670
HASA reliability program provisions for aeronautical
and space system contractors, reviewing evolution
process
p0356 A71-26667
Pan American reliability program effect on airline
maintenance, considering cost effectiveness,
aircraft performance, data collection and analysis
p0356 A71-26671
Performance category III all-weather capability ILS
landing eguipment standards, discussing high
directivity antennas and transmission and control
system redundance technigues for reliability
p0490 A71-31909
Beliability implications of Boeing 747 program,
considering problem detection and identification,
parts fabrication and installation, airline
operating variables, etc
pOSOO ATI-33285
In-flight monitoring of aircraft turbine engine
reliability
p0692 A71-43233
Methods for determining reliability of aircraft
eguipment
[AD-722721] p0574 N71-29796
Development of procedures for conducting service
tests of aircraft refueling and defueling systems
[AD-726872] p0683 N71-35227
Cost effectivness, failure analysis, and design
technigues for measuring reliability of avionics
systems
[ AGABD-LS-47-71 ] • p0714 N71-36776
BELIEVING
HT STBESS RELIEVING
BEBOTE CONTROL
NT BADIO CONTROL
Bemote power controller as static circuit protection
device for aircraft and spacecraft automatically
controlled electrical wiring system, discussing
performance improvement
P0550 A71-35782
Bemotely piloted vehicles development and
limitations, considering air superiority, weapons
delivery, sensors and survivability
p0552 A71-3S899
Guided parachute-payload system analog simulation
device for pilot training in maneuvering remotely
controlled parachute-payloads
[SC-DB-710097] p0710 N71-36427
REBOTE SESSOBS
Agricultural information and advisory service,
utilizing remote sensing, computer sciences,
research programs, educational involvement,
satellites and aircraft
p0149 471-18408
Worldwide remote sensing with satellites, high
flying aircraft and computer data processing,
discussing application in less developed countries
p0149 A71-18409
Statistical methods for inventory boundary
determination and data compression in automatic
processing of multispectral scanner remote sensor
earth observations from aircraft and spacecraft
[AIAA PAPEB 71-234] p0188 A71-19711
Bemote image-forming sensors on satellites and
aircraft, considering resolving power, contrast
rendition, dynamic range, SNB, sensitivity, and
reliability as performance measures
p0616 A71-39608
Aircraft heat viewer for underlying surfaces
radiation properties, suggesting qualitative
survey type thermal aerial photo combination with
simultaneous radiometric measurements
P0661 A71-41300
Aircraft mounted infrared detectors for remote
measurements of optical cloud properties
p0467 S71-25260
Application of aerial reconnaissance and remote
sensor technigues to development of master
engineering soil plans
[PB-199422] p0685 N71-35447
Airborne remote sensing of Hojave Desert playas for
use as natural landing areas
[AD-727031] p0713 N71-36748
Bemote aerial sensing and automatic mapping for
forest resources information system
[BASA-CR-122922] p0713 N71-36770
Characteristics of sensors for aerial observation of
ice formations and comparison of effectiveness of
various methods
[JPRS-54162] p0714 N71-36801
BEPAIRING
0 MAINTENANCE
BEPOBLIC BILITABY AIBCBAFT
0 MILITARY AIRCRAFT
BBQOIBEHBHTS
Manual for development of needs estimates and
capital improvement programs for airports and
other intercity terminals for 1970 to 1990
COBB-04-S71002] p0723 N71-37824
RESCDE OPEBATIOHS
Helicopter and V/STOL aircraft external noise and
downwash measurements during simulated jungle
rescue mission
p0093 A71-1S409
Expandable structures for midair pilot rescue device
with hot air filled BALLOTE, discussing BALLOTS
material development
TAIAA PAPEB 71-U02] p034i A71-25278
Night rescue terminal navigation, considering
design, development and tests of Limited Sight
Recovery system for HB-53 helicopter
[AHS PBEPBINT 534] . p0450 A71-31095
SK-5 air cushion vehicles evaluation including
search/rescue, aids to navigation, law
enforcement, safety logistics and oil pollution
CABS PBEPRINT 572] p0453 A71-31113
Airport crash fire fighting equipment requirments
and rescue operations
P0694 A71-43389
Helicopter, tilt wing and jet lift hovering aircraft
outflow measurements to determine suitability as
rescue vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 71-992] pC700 A71-44586
Surveying crash fire and rescue eguipment at North
American and Canadian airports
p0246 N71-18101
Survey conducted to develop minimum requirements for
airport fire fighting and rescue services
rFAA-AS-71-1] p0307 N71-19426
A-385
BESEiECB SUBJECT IBDEX
Test procedures to evaluate aircraft borne equipment
for use in crash rescue operations
rAD-720563] p0474 N71-26195
Fixed wing aircraft employing free fall and
circling-line techniques in rescue of personnel
and retrieval of equipment
[AD-727007] p0683 N71-35228
Aircraft takeoff, navigation, and landing aids,
aerodynamics characteristics, and crew rescue
equipment
[AD-727860] p0721 N71-37618
BBSEABCH
NT DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
NT GAME THEORY
NT HIGH TEHPESATD8E RESEARCH
HI BASKET RESEARCH
NT MINIMA! TECHNIQUE
NT OPERATIONS RESEARCH
BBSEABCH AIRCBAFT
NT AVRO 707 AIRCRAFT
NT B-70 AIRCRAFT
NT H-126 AIRCRAFT
NT X-15 AIRCRAFT
NT XH-51 HELICOPTER
Q-Star experimental aircraft design and acoustical
characteristics to study Quiet Aircraft Technology
p0210 A71-21it«1
Feasibility study of combined laminar and turbulent
boundary layer control system using distributed
suction with application to low-speed research
aircraft of glass reinforced plastic •
[AD-727767] p0719 N71-37609
Development of operational system for measuring
ocean surface current from aircraft using floats
and fluorescent dyes
fAD-726568] p072U N71-37922
BESEABCH AND DEVELOPMENT
NACA/NASA rotating wing aircraft research history
during 1955-1970 period, discussing wind tunnel
research
p0015 A71-11377
Turbomachinery R and D to improve components and
engine performance
p007U A71-1382*
Papers on aerospace R and D covering wind tunnels,
film cooling, blast waves, flow acoustics, fog
dissipation, compound ceramics, etc
p0085 A71-1U976
High temperature steel and alloys metallurgical
processes for stationary and aircraft gas turbine
engine components, discussing production-quality
control-research interrelationship
p027U A71-23301
Best German parachute research, discussing
stretching/filling shock, fabric material
properties and static stability
pOU94 A71-32373
Canadian R and D on fixed wing civil STOL aircraft,
discussing augmentor wing concept using jet
powered lift augmentor system
p0503 A71-33470
Soviet aircraft industry R and D organizations and
management
p0698 A71-44189
Civil aviation research and development policy
review covering aircraft noise, congestion, ATC,
runway capacity and airport development problems
CAIAA PAPER 71-1024] pOTOi A7i-a«602
Research and development of solid state and
electronic equipment, microwave circuits,
semiconductors, and ionospheric radar
p0031 N71-10126
Research and developments in aircraft noise
reduction
p0035 N71-10171
Transportation research needs related to civil
engineering
fPB-193388] pOC35 N71-10217
Congressional hearing on investigation of contract
for TFl aircraft
pOOSO N71-11031
Historical development, limits, and future trends in
rocket technology
fNASA-TT-P-13136] p0109 N71-12116
Soviet aviation R and D structure and management
[AD-716410] p0313 N71-19769
Research and development in aerospace systems
including design and fabrication of U-ft trisonic
wind tunnel
p0379 K71-22331
Cost benefit analysis and technology assessment in
civil aviation research and development with case
histories
[NASA-CR-1808] p0513 N71-27010
Economic analysis of aeronautical S and D efforts in
OS and aeronautical contributions to noise and air
pollution, including technology assessment and
data analysis techniques \
[NASA-CR-1809] p0511 N71-27011
Air Force research program objectives for 1971
CAD-720905] p0516 N71-27208
Civil aviation research and development projects
noting characteristics and growth to date, current
problems, future requirements, potential
solutions, and recommendations
tNASA-SP-266] p0579 N71-30507
Rate of introducing new or improved materials in
national programs
[NASA-CR-121375] p0636 N71-329U3
Evaluation of visual landing aids involving
visibility meters and airfield lighting and
marking
[NBS-10601] ?°?26 N71-38211
Summaries of 'air force research activities
[AD-727338] . P0729 S71-38789
EESEABCB FACILITIES
German book on Goettingen Aerodynamic Research
Institute /1915-1969/
p0015 A71-11406
Combustion research laboratory at Purdue University
consisting of buildings, housing test cells, data
acquisition system, propellant storage and
instrument service area
p0267 A71-22727
Noise research facility for fan and multistage
compressor sound radiation, discussing anechoic
chamber, power drive, test control, recording and
real time analysis system
p0503 A71-33<I18 .
Naval Air Rework Facility, discussing primary
mission, technical disciplines and operational
performance feedback
[AIAA PAPER 71-765] p0506 A71-34003
Transportation research needs related to civil
engineering
(PB-193388] p0035 N71-10247
Design of 2C-megawatt linear plasma accelerator
facility
[NASA-TN-D-6115] p0172 N71-15819
Hypersonic shock tunnel of APAPL
[AD-715907] p025U N71-18717
French research aerothermodynamic facility at
Hodane-Avrieux including wind tunnels and
auxiliary installations
[OHEBA-NT-181] p0623 N71-3181U
Preliminary research requirements analysis and
design and cost synthesis of ground research
facilities for hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CB-114323] p0677 N71-31236
Parameteric research requirements analysis and
synthesis of ground research facilities for
hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CB-114325] p0677 N71-3U237
Analysis of ground research facilities for
hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-111328] p0677 N71-34238
Summary of analyses on research requirements and
research facilities for hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-11U329] p0677 N71-34239
Assessing research and development in hypersonic
aircraft for determining requirements for
hypersonic research facilities
[NiSA-CB-111(322] . p068it N71-35384
BESEABCH PBOJECTS
NACA/NASA rotary wing aircraft research, considering
rotor loads and configurations, ground resonance,
blade flutter and flapping, motion equations and
VTOL
D0088 A71-15171
Proposed objectives of aeronautical and space
research
p0180 N71-16858
Research projects in automotive engineering for
ground and air transportation
p0327 N71-205U8
Geological exploration, development of ultrasonic
flow detector, review of scientific developments,
and tactical aircraft in Eastern Europe
A-386
SUBJECT IBDEI BEVBBSED FLOH
[; JPBS-53428] p0575 N71-30033
Beview of policies affecting civil aviation,
problems confronting it, and potential for future
contributions to national benefits
fNASA-SP-265] p0579 N71-30506
Civil aviation research and development projects
noting characteristics and growth to date, current
problems, future reguirements, potential
solutions, and recommendations
[NASA-SP-266] p0579 N71-30507
BESEABCB VEHICLES
Sandwich metal construction with welded Horsial
corrugated core for light weight and strength,
discussing fabrication and application to
hypersonic research vehicles
p0089 A71-15207
BESIDDAL STBESS
Helicopter component surface finish smoothness and
residual stress reguirements, using abrasive
grinding belt machines with gear link mechanisms
pOH13 A71-289U3
Neuber elastoplastic analysis of residual notch
stresses for improved cumulative damage
predictions applied to aluminum alloy under
overload
fAIAA PAPEB 71-776] p0507 A71-34012
Besidual stress measurements and heat treatments for
electron beam welding of rotating turbine engine
parts
p0055 N71-11644
Internal loads and stresses caused by space vehicle
vibration resulting from induced or natural
environments
[NASA-SP-8050] p0260 H71-19281
BESIBS
NT EPOXY RESINS
NT NYLON (TRADEMARK)
NT POLYESTER BESINS
NT POLYIHIDE RESINS
NT POLYURETHANE RESINS
RESISTANCE BEATING
Hypervelocity blowdown nitrogen wind tunnel with
graphite resistance heater noting nozzles,
diffuser, and calibration
[IC-AEBO-71-01] p0462 N71-24675
RESISTIVITY
0 ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
RESOLUTION
NT HIGH RESOLUTION
NT RADAR RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION CELL
Echoing area relation to radar range resolution cell
size and aircraft dimensions, using mathematical
model
p0017 A71-11643
BESOLVENTS
D PROBLEM SOLVING
RESONANCE
NT NUCLEAB MAGNETIC RESONANCE
NT RESONANT VIBRATION
RESONANT CAVITIES
U CAVITY RESONATORS
BESOHANT FREQUENCIES
Natural frequencies of cantilever turbine blade with
asymmetric aerofoil under coupled bending- torsion
vibrations, using Ritz-Galerkin method for
eguations of motion
p0011 A71-11014
Turbomachine blades torsional-bending vibrations
aerodynamic damping, noting natural freguency
shift
p0066 A71-131M1
Material stiffness/weight ratio effects on
helicopter blades uncoupled flapwise, chordwise
and torsional natural frequencies by rapid
estimation
p0144 A71-17691
Rotating low aspect ratio tnrbonachinery blades
natural frequencies and mode shapes, using finite
element method for equilibrium equations
eigenvalue problem
[AIAA PAPEB 71-374] p0343 A71-25347
Pretwisted cantilever airfoil cross section tnrbine
and compressor blades vibration natural
frequencies and mode shapes
p0541 A71-35282
Torsional natural frequencies in coupled tnrbine and
reciprocating engine system driving common
propeller, using matrix techniques
TASBE PAPER 71-VI3R-83] p0651 A71-40319
Parametric study of natural frequencies of skin
stringer structures
[AD-711383] p0043- N71-10734
Pressure measurements of flow induced cavity
resonance and effects of resonance suppressing
devices
[NASA-TN-D-6205] p02«3 N71-17877
Numerical analysis of influence coefficients,
natural frequencies, and mode shapes of vibration
of triangular inflatable wing
p0386 N71-22666
RESONANT VIBRATION
Power train systems gear induced noise analysis,
using in-flight vibration and noise measurements
for comparison with calculated noise spectra
[ASME PAPER 70-HA/DGP-1] p0077 A71-14137
Book on vibration measurements covering resonant and
self excitation patterns, aeroengines, machine
parts, transducers and engineering techniques
p0132 A71-16275
Mechanical support system role in determination of
aeroelastic stability of leeward cylinder immersed
in wake using undamped flutter theory
p0445 A71-31021
End play influence on dynamic bending vibration
stresses induced by aerodynamic forces in axial
flow turbine rotor blades in case of resonant
vibrations
P0494 A71-32298
Reduction of resonant vibrations in integrally
stiffened skin-stringer panels using viscoelastic
materials
CAD-727773] p0717 N71-37540
RESONATORS
NT CAVITY RESONATORS
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Federal funding for SST and Concorde aircraft
development in 1971
p0646 N71-33758
RESPOHDEBS
U TRANSPONDERS
RESPONSES
NT DYNAHIC RESPONSE
NT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
NT MODAL RESPONSE
NT TIME RESPONSE
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
RESTRAINTS
U CONSTBAINTS
BET&RDIN6
Aircraft fuel tank nitrogen inerting, fire and
explosion suppression for foreign particle
contamination, sludge and lacguerinq reduction
CASHE PAPER 71-GT-45] p035i A71-25978
BETRACTABLE LANDING GEAB
U LANDING GEAR
BETBIEVAL
NT DATA RETRIEVAL
RETROACTION
D RETROTHRUST
RETROBOCKET ENGINES
Fuel-optimal retrothrusted soft landing of airdrops
through atmosphere
(AD-718405] p0396 N71-23487
BETROTHROST
Effects of retronozzle located at apex of 110 deg
blunt cone at Mach numbers of 3.00, 4.50, and 6.00
[NASA-TB-D-6002] p0160 N71-14614
BEDSABLE SFACECBAFT
NT AEBOSPACEPLANES
NT SPACE SHUTTLES
Interactions of atoms with space shuttle surface and
methods for improving heat transfer
[NASA-IB-X-62016] p0327 N71-20523
REOSEABLE SP&CECBAFT
NT SPACE SHUTTLES
BEVEBSED FLOW
Fredholm method for reversible transonic flow in
computing aircraft wing and turbomachine or
helicopter blade airfoils for compressibility law
p0012 A71-11022
Reverse flow temperature probe design and
calibration for vertical soundinqs from aircraft,
comparinq to radiosonde method
p0020 A71-11822
Cross flow profiles for compressible turbulent
boundary layers with and without flow reversal via
hodoqraph models family
A-387
REYNOLDS NDBBEB SUBJECT INDEX
p0221 A71-22033
REYNOLDS HUHBBB
Turbine blades with hiqh aspect ratios, calculating
behavior at small Reynolds number
CASBE P&PEB 70-wa/GT-n ] p0076 471-11119
Pressure gradients and slot Beynolds number effects
on impervious wall film cooling effectiveness in
constant density flow
p0099 A71-15471
Local heat transfer to transverse circular cylinder
at low Reynolds numbers, using iterative finite
difference approach
pOlOO A71-15193
Flat plate wake displacement sources in potential
flow, considering high Reynolds numbers outside
boundary layer
p0137 A71-16960
Performance characteristics of horizontal and
vertical stabilizers at medium Reynolds number
from wind tunnel measurements, considering air
foil and flap effects
p0149 A71-18219
Hypersonic cruise aircraft configuration reliable
Reynolds numbers extrapolation from laminar
boundary to turbulent layer
[AIAA PAPER 71-132] p0153 A71-18576
Hypersonic flight test base pressure results at high
Reynolds numbers for slender cone in turbulent
flow, noting implications for ground test
simulation
fAIAA PAPER 71-134] p0153 A71-18578
Small curvature radius/throat radius ratio
supersonic nozzles mass flow rate coefficients at
high Reynolds numbers, appraising isentropic flow
prediction methods
p0191 A71-19877
Sphere and disk drag measurements for.Eeynolds
numbers from 5 to 100,000, examining forces,
moments, flow visualization, unsteady modes and
constant acceleration
P0192 A71-19893
Computer calculation of high Beynolds number viscous
and inviscid flow over arbitrary shaped two
dimensional bodies and airfoils
p0201 A71-20313
Surface roughness ensuring turbulent reattachment at
low Reynolds numbers on airfoil sections with
separation near leading edge resulting in bubbles
[ONEBA-TP-923] p0279 A71-23762
High Beynolds number transonic wind tunnel need in
0.S., discussing wing maximum lift and pitching
moment, shock induced flow separation, etc
p0284 A71-21171
Supersonic turbulent boundary layer density profile
over flat plate at single Reynolds number, using
Mach-Zender interferometer
p0287 A71-21270
Reynolds number effects on centrifugal compressor
performance characteristics, discussing power
losses in compressor, impeller and dlffuser stages
and compressor adiabatic efficiency
[ASHE PAPEB 71-6T-25] p0350 A71-25967
Vortex shedding characteristics of circular
cylinders at low Reynolds numbers from experiment
on tapered models wake structure
p0361 A71-27220
Transonic airfoil testing technigues in two
dimensional flow, discussing wind tunnel
conditions at various Reynolds numbers
p0362 471-27467
Viscous convergent-divergent nozzle flow slender
channel approximation, discussing nozzle geometry,
Reynolds number and wall temperature effects
[AIAA PAPEB 69-651] p0366 A71-27556
Momentum thickness of boundary layer of circular
cylinder in cross flow at high Beynolds numbers
from static pressure and skin friction
measurements
p0369 A71-27738
Asymptotic limiting viscous flow pattern and drag on
flat plate with stationary separation zones at
large Reynolds numbers
p0417 A71-2920U
Friction factor for low Reynolds number turbulent
flow in large aspect ratio rectangular ducts,
comparing Blasius and Prandtl relations
[iSHE PAPER 71-PE-A] p0420 A71-29378
Supersonic mass flux probe description, discussing
inlet geometry, angle of attack and Reynolds and
Hach numbers effects on performance
p0429 A71-29925
Helicopter rotor model testing in water tunnel,
discussing advantages over wind tunnel testing due
to Reynolds number scaling and avoidance of wall
interference effects
p0509 A71-34151
Incompressible turbulent boundary layers at low
Beynolds numbers, using eddy viscosity and mixing
length concepts for computation
p0537 A71-34884
Transonic wind tunnel testing of air intake and
afterbody of double flux engine nacelle at high
subsonic Mach numbers and high Beynolds numbers
[ONERA-TP-943] p0554 A71-36021
Sting-free aerodynamic drag measurement on
ellipsoidal cylinders in subsonic wind tunnel at
transition Beynolds numbers
p0554 A71-36037
Reynolds number effect on wind velocity distribution
at subsonic speed
[AD-712527] p0103 H71-12206
Effects of unit Eeynolds number and incidence on
boundary layer transition in supersonic wind
tunnels
[NPL-AEBO-1301] p0121 H71-13U09
Beynolds number simulation requirements for subsonic
wind tunnel tests of space shuttle configurations
p0173 H71-26065
Design and characteristics of guasi-steady devices
for simulation of high Beynolds number flows
[NASA-CR-1838] p0590 N71-31262
Calculations of aerodynamic properties of flexible
wing grid using Reynolds number
[NT-21J p0673 N71-31006
BF-4 AIBCBAFT
D F-4 AIRCRAFT
HF-8 ilBCBAFT
0 F-3 AIBCBAFT
BB-2 HELICOPTEB
0 UH-1 HELICOPTER
RHEOELECTRICAL SIMULATION
Sonic boom induced indoor acoustical waves, using
electrical analog
p0431 A71-30200
Heavy lift helicopter flight control system design,
emphasizing fly by wire electrical analog
[AHS PREPRINT 503] p0448 471-31079
BBEOGBAPHI
U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
RHODE ISLAND
Inventory of existing airport system in Rhode Island
[PB-189332] p0049 H71-11028
Survey of passenger volume and destinations at
Theodore F. Green State Airport in R.I.
[PB-195940] p0316 N71-19865
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, USNALF Charleston, Rhode Island
[AD-721323] p0528 N71-2842I)
BIBBOR PARACHUTES
Gliding guided ribbon parachute for transonic speed
deployment, investigating turn capability, opening
reliability, structural integrity and effective
drag
p0296 A71-24868
BIBS (SUPPORTS)
Bibbed aluminum panels airborne sound transmission
loss, evaluating structural damping effects
p0210 471-21131
BICH&BDSON BUHBEB
Stratospheric turbulence induced aircraft buffeting
dependence on vertical wind shear, Richardson
number and thermal stability change from
underlying to overlying layer
pOISO 471-31365
BICHAHDSON-DUSHHAN EQUATION
D TEHPEBATDBE EFFECTS
BZEBAHH INTEGBAL
D MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
BIEHAHH PBOBLEH
D CAUCHY PBOBLEH
BIEHAHS RIVES
Nonself-similar wave type gas dynamic equations
solutions, considering flow fields due to Biemann
waves interaction in polytropic gas
p0133 A71-16376
BIGGIHG
Airspeeds, rotorspeeds, engine rigging, and gross
A-388
SUBJECT INDEX ROCKET LADHCBIHG
•eight effects on DH-1 C helicopter during
aatorotation
[AD-717047] p033« H71-21363
BIGID BODIES
D BIGID STBDCTDBES
BIGID EOTOE HELICOPTBBS
NT CH-3 HELICOPTER
NT XH-51 HELICOPTER
Betreatinq blade stall experiments on model
helicopter rotor, considering series of pressure
distribution and boundary layer events
[4HS PREPRINT 521] p0449 471-31087
Electromechanical control system synthesis for
compound hingeless rotor helicopter, using root
locus method with transfer functions from airframe
motion linear model
[AHS PREPRINT 536] p0451 471-31096
AH-56A compound helicopter rigid rotor stability and
handling qualities, using flight, whirl tower and
wind tunnel tests
[AHS PREPRINT 57U] p0453 A71-31115
Coriolis coupled bending vibrations of hingeless
helicopter rotor blades, noting out-of-plane
component contribution to aerodynamic coupling
p0599 471-37294
Mil Mi-12 Soviet giant rigid rotor helicopter with
30,000 kg load or 250 passenger capacity
p0613 A71-39375
Stabilization model for rigid rotor helicopters
[AD-713402] p0158 N71-14585
RIGID BOTOBS
Loads on compressor, ventilator and turbine rotor
disks having large central holes, giving formulas
for stress distributions
p0359 A71-26952
Stiffened horizontal stoppable hingeless rotor
conversion from helicopter to airplane flight
speeds *
[AHS PREPRINT 502] p0448 471-31078
Forward flight performance of coaxial rigid rotor in
NASA wind tunnel, comparing to aerodynamic
stability with conventional rotors
[AHS PBEPHINT 524 ] p>0450 471-31090
Hinqeless rotor stability characteristics at high
advance ratios, examining eguations of motion and
time variant aerodynamic coefficients
[1IAA PAPER 71-580] p0484 A71-31569
Rigid rotor hub flapping stiffness tailoring for
controllability, considering length and
fatigue/structural strength
pOU87 471-31601
Development of methods for measuring and predicting
behavior of rigid rotors with stiff blades at high
advance ratios and low rotor speeds
[S4SA-CR-1 11362] p0718 N71-37594
RIGID STRUCTDRES
NT BIGID ROTORS
NT RIGID WINGS
Plane rigid airfoil with fixed center of gravity,
discussing motion in turbulent air and gust loads
p0298 471-2(1917
Torsional-flexural stability of stiffened Ti panels
for application to supersonic transport, using
small deflection energy methods
[AIAA PAPER 71-338] p0342 A71-25317
Boundary layer separation in viscous flow around
rigid bodies
[AD-717772] p0378 1171-22241
BIGID RINGS
Two dimensional rigid wings, investigating response
characteristics to gust loads
p0275 471-231(40
RIGIDITY
Aircraft systems assembly methods, discussing
rigidity effects on error redistribution in
external and internal force field application
p0205 A71-20792
BILLS
U VALLEYS
HIHG STRUCTURES
NT RIHG WINGS
Theoretical and experimental vibration and buckling
results for blunt truncated conical shells with
ring supported edges
(NASli-TiI-D-7003] • pC126 S71-14056
Singularity method for calculation of potential flow
around axisymmetric rings
p0251 N71-18169
(INGS
Lift characteristics of semicircular channel wing
with pusher propeller at trailing edge, comparing
theoretical, wind tunnel and flight test results
p0295 471-24857
RIVERS
Radiation hazards of supersonic transport, and tidal
characteristics of Saint Lawrence Biver
[4D-710638] P0039 N71-10390
RIVETING
Problems in riveting and welding of high strength
aluminum aircraft alloys
[AD-717053] p0331 N71-20924
BIYETS
Additions of nickel and niobium to improve ductility
of APC-77 steel for rivet material
[AD-716677] p0313 N71-19735
BO&DS
NT HIGHWAYS
Bibliography on control and prevention of icing in
transportation systems
[4D-711534] p0043 N71-10735
Hetamorphiso of snow for high strength roads and
runways
[4D-716417] p0316 N71-19908
Analysis of adegnacy of access routes to Dulles
International Airport and need for additional
facilities to accommodate future expansion
[PB-19409«] p0474 N71-26301
Relations between aircraft and road traffic noise
and noise tolerance in communities
[TT-7102] p0675 N71-34019
SOCKET BOOSTERS
D BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
SOCKET CHAHBERS
D COHBDSTION CHABBERS
SOCKET COBBOSTOBS
D COHBDSTION CHAHBERS
SOCKET ENGINE CONTROL
Soviet book on aircraft and rocket engines control
automation, discussing nuclear power plant/fuel
systems design and control simulation methods
p0355 471-26403
SOCKET ENGINE DESIGN
Plastics and metals as construction materials in
aircraft, missile and rocket design
p0196 A71-20044
Design and development of air breathing engine
system for space shuttle vehicle
p0572 N71-29607
SOCKET ENGINE BOISE
Optimal digital controller based on linear
approximation of acoustical test facility, for
determining effects of supersonic rocket engine
noise on vehicle surface
[SASA-CR-115073] p0580 N71-30741
SOCKET ENGINES
NT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
NT RETROROCKET ENGINES
Thrust measurement of aircraft and rocket propulsion
systems, comparing cost and characteristics of
mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems
p0359 A71-26991
Book on aircraft propulsion covering design,
dynamics, control, installation, gas turbine,
ramjet, rocket and piston engines, compressors,
combustion and energy cycles, etc
p0669 A71-42427
SOCKET EXH4DST
Slender cone at Mach 10 with underexpanded exhaust
pluroe, determining flow field interactions
separation pattern and aerodynamic coefficients
[AIAA PAPER 71-562] p0493 471-32280
SOCKET FOEL TANKS
D PROPELLANT TANKS
SOCKET LADNCBERS
External store interference caused by rocket
launcher pod positioning on aircraft wing
P0306 N71-19387
SOCKET LAONCHING
Rocket/launcher aerodynamic interference effects
investigation by wind tunnel simulation,
determining interference coefficients for rocketF
ballistic dispersion calculations
[AIAA PAPER 71-269] p0218 &71-21995
Historical development, limits, and future trends in
rocket technology
[N4SA-TT-P-13136] p0109 N71-12416
A-389
SOCKET LIHIHGS SUBJECT INDEX
BOCKET LISISGS
Numerical method for calculating optimal lining
impedance for inlet duct of jet engine
[HASA-CH-1832] p0632 H71-32563
BOCKET HOZ2LES
Aerodynamic characteristics, rocket nozzles,
spacecraft propulsion, antenna design, and
internal combustion engines
fNASA-CR-119315] p0588 H71-31106
BOCKET OIIDIZEES
German monograph on high energy propellant- ozidizer
systems changes of state under high temperature
conditions with chemical relaxation taken into
account
p0138 A71-17106
BOCKET PLANES
NT X-15 AISCHAFT
BOCKET PBOPELLANT TANKS
D PROPELLANT TANKS
BOCKBT PKOPELLAHTS
NT SLDHRI P80PE11ANTS
NT SOLID ROCKET PEOPELLAHTS
BOCKET SOUDES
0 SOONDING SOCKETS
BOCKET TEST PiCILITIKS
Modal characteristic pick-up system for vibration
tests of rockets or aircraft on ground using small
size accelerometers with individual electronic
circuit
p03.69 A71-27719
BOCKET THBOST
NT BETROTHEOST
BOCKET ?EHICLES
NT NIKE-CAJUN BOCKET VEHICLE
NT SOONDING EOCKETS
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of rocket
vehicle model with Ion aspect ratio King and tail
surfaces
[NASA-TM-X-2159] p0323 N71-20181
SOCKET-BORNE IBSTBDREBTS
Stokes flow parachute extremely lightweight
decelerator for increasing altitude and rocket-
borne radiosondes atmospheric data sampling
quality
fAIAA. PAPEB 71-U01] p03«1 A71-25277
BODS
Boundary layer development on slender rod in axial
shear flow for different profiles
p0135 A71-16711
BOGALIO HIBGS
D FLEXIBLE WIHGS
D FOLDING STEOCTOBES
BOLL
Aircraft flight characteristics dependence on angle
of attack, roll and pitch
p0115 A71-290M3
Roll moment of inertia to static margin ratio effect
on yaw of repose angle magnitude in ballistic
match of projectiles
p0129 A71-29890
Single degree of freedom roll response due to
vertical random two dimensional vertical gusts
fHASA-CR-1 11966] p0710 S71-36t21
ROLL CONTBOL
B LATERAL CONTROL
BOLLEB BEARINGS
High traction fluid effect on high speed roller
bearing cage skidding, comparing with military
specification oil
(ASHE PAPER 70-LOB-E] p0072 A71-13707
Tapered roller bearing lubrication, considering
application to CH-U7 Boeing helicopter
transmission
p05U1 A71-35300
Closure technique for retention of grease in large
bearings on F-uc aircraft wheels
[AD-723679] p0621 N71-317UII
BOLLING CONTACT BEABINGS
U ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS
BOLLING CONTACT LOADS
Test time and contact stresses effect on jet fuels
antiwear properties under rolling friction
p0025 A71-12570
Device for jet fuels antiwear properties measurement
under rolling friction
p0186 A71-19493
BOLLING HOHEHTS
Anglo of attack effects on induced rolling moment of
low aspect ratio missile at transonic speed
p0302 S71-19363
Expressions for relating pressure field to total
aerodynamic thrust and steady pitching and rolling
moments experienced by helicopter rotor
pOH77 N71-26583
ROOFS
Wind pressure and cross flow velocity profiles for
short takeoff aircraft building roof airports
p0583 N71-30776
BOOB IBHPEBATUBE
Boom temperature ultrasonic frequency fatigue
behavior of Ni-base superalloy single crystals
p0535 A71-3U493
BOOBS
Transmission of sonic booms into rooms through open
windows
p0121 N71-13413
BOOTS OF EQUATIONS
Time vector method extension to eguations of motion
with real roots, noting applications to aircraft
flight control problems
p01M7 A71-18019
Simulation margins and independent variable
sensitivity of in-flight simulators using root
locus analysis
p0626 N71-31958
BOTABY DBIVES
0 HECHANIC4L DRIVES
BOTAB! GYBOSCOPES
HI FLDID ROTOR GYROSCOPES
Turn rate gyro installation angle and airspeed
effects on instrument reliability, presenting
in-flight investigation results relative to turn
rate information usefulness under various flight
conditions
[SAE PAPES 710380] p0285 A71-2t2<)5
Sotor asymmetry effect on errors of two degrees of
freedom gyro mounted on dynamic platform
p0516 A71-35608
Helicopter gyro displacement measurements at
differing flying conditions
[FOA-2-C-2356-<l9-/72/J pOU77 N71-26567
BOTABY STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
Helicopter rotor system vibratory and mechanical
stability characteristics, investigating
anisotropically mounted flexible swash plate and
blade out of track effects
[AHS PREPRINT 511] pOU<49 A71-31082
AH-56A compound helicopter rigid rotor stability and
handling gualities, using flight, whirl tower and
wind tunnel tests
(AHS PREPRINT 571] p01453 A71-31115
Hingeless rotor stability characteristics at high
advance ratios, examining equations of motion and
time variant aerodynamic coefficients
[AIA1 PAPER 71-580] pOUSd A71-31569
Low speed wind tunnel stability tests and flutter
analysis of flapped rotary wings
[NAL-TN-18] p0519 N71-27756
BOTABY KING AIBCBAFT
NT ALOHETTE HELICOPTERS
HT AUTOGYROS
NT BO-105 HELICOPTER
NT CH-3 HELICOPTER
NT CH-S6 HELICOPTER
NT CH-17 HELICOPTER
NT CH-5t HELICOPTER
NT COMPOUND HELICOPTERS
NT H-19 HELICOPTER
NT H-53 HELICOPTER
NT H-56 HELICOPTER
NT HELICOPTERS
»T MILITARY HELICOPTERS
NT OH-6 HELICOPTER
NT QH-50 HELICOPTER
NT RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS
NT TANDES BOTOR HELICOPTERS
NT UH-1 HELICOPTER
NT WESTLAND BHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
NT XH-51 HELICOPTER
NACA/NASA rotating wing aircraft research history
during 1955-1970 period, discussing wind tunnel
research
p0015 A71-11377
NACA/NASA rotary wing aircraft research, considering
rotor loads and configurations, ground resonance,
blade flutter and flapping, motion equations and
VTOL
A-390
SDBJECT INDEX ROTARY »IH6S
p0088 471-15171
Army rotorcraft hot day standard design hover
criterion, developing analytical models for
hovering aircraft, cost, climatology and
environmental features
p0096 471-15131
Rotary wing and VTOL aircraft controllability
requirements definition through in-flight
simulation of visual and kinetic impressions and
environmental conditions by BO-105 helicopter
p0131 471-16135
Book on fixed and rotary winged aircraft air cooled
piston engine design, performance and maintenance
in business and military operators manual
terminology
p0138 471-17125
4rmy rotorcraft performance data, discussing
hovering and forward flight performance out of
ground and level flight power regnirements and
drag and compressibility effects
[AHS PREPRINT 500] p0148 A71-31076
Rotorcraft sound characteristics, discussing rotor
noise spectrum, directivity, measurement and
instrumentation
p0502 A71-33417
Rotorcraft and VTOL aircraft noise characteristics,
noting implications of reduction to acceptable
levels
p0503 A71-33H19
Convertible rotor transport aircraft, considering
ATC, mass transportation systems, safety, noise
and socio-economics
p0613 A71-39387
Rotor performance and design for hover and cruise
VTOL flights
p0668 A71-42238
Rotary wing aircraft external stores jettison
systems
T4D-713872] p0175 S71-16262
Gas generators as vertical takeoff aircraft energy
sources to operate lift fans or helicopter rotary
wings
p0377 N71-22194
SOT4EY UIHGS
NT LIFTING ROTOBS
NT EIGID ROTORS
NT TILTING ROTOHS
NT TIP DRIVEN ROTOHS
Carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composites, evaluating
application as helicopter tail rotor blade
material
p0024 A71-12177
Analog periodmeter with short response time for
helicopter blade vibration studies
p0135 471-16736
Material stiffness/weight ratio effects on
helicopter blades uncoupled flapwise, chordwise
and torsional natural frequencies by rapid
estimation
p0114 A71-17691
Lightning and static electricity effects on
helicopter design, considering rotor protection,
cargo hook operation and passive dischargers for
radio interference reduction
p019« 471-19938
Lightning protection for nonmetallic helicopter
rotor blades
p0191 A71-19939
Boundary layer discontinuity on helicopter roter
blade in hovering using flow visualization
[4144 PAPER 69-197] p0200 A71-20307
Helicopter rotor inertial system kinetic energy,
examining takeoff advantages
p0278 471-23670
Contoured silicone internal pressure bag mandrels
for helicopter rotor blades fabrication
p0283 471-21096
Sound radiation from time varying point force in
accelerative motion, applying to fan or helicopter
rotor noise at subsonic tip speeds
p0357 A71-26702
Helicopter blades inherent vibration damping,
comparing theoretical and semiempirical
predictions to experimental results
p0360 A71-27123
0nsteady flow measurement around wing sections
during rapid angle of attack variations,
emphasizing helicopter rotor blades
p0363 471-27468
Harginal vortex effects on aerodynamics of
helicopter lifting surfaces, considering blade
form and noise spectrum tested in hydrodynamic
tunnel
p0363 471-27173
Airfoils unsteady stall by testing two dimensional
model in harmonic pitching oscillation for
helicopter rotor blades characteristics
p0368 A71-27609
Structure and shape of vortex wake associated with
obligue flow past mnltiblade hinged rotor, using
cavitation method
P0417 471-29217
Helicopter rotor vortex system and induced velocity
field for various angles of attack, flight
conditions and unit loads, using smoke
visualization technique
p0418 471-29235
Noise production during aerodynamic tests on
helicopter rotor in wind tunnel
p0436 A71-30519
Stiffened horizontal stoppable hingeless rotor
conversion from helicopter to airplane flight
speeds
CAHS PBEPRINT 502] p0448 A71-31078
Helicopter rotor blade airload by applying lifting
surface solution
[AHS PREPRINT 510] p0448 471-31081
Helicopter rotor system vibratory and mechanical
stability characteristics, investigating
anisotropically mounted flexible swash plato and
blade out of track effects
[AHS PREPRINT 511] p0449 A71-31082
Helicopter fuselage vertical and in-plane main rotor
head vibratory forces isolation with
hydropneumatic servocentered system at
transmission/airframe interface
[AHS PREPRINT 511] p0449 A71-31085
Helicopter rotor stall characteristics,
investigating blade flexibility, unsteady
aerodynamics and variable inflow effects
[AHS PREPRINT 520) p0449 A71-31086
Flow field velocity distribution at rotating wing
devices tip vortices
[AHS PREPRINT 522] p0450 A71-31088
Rake model and computer program to compute
geometries, flows and velocity influence
coefficients for helicopter blade load
calculations
[ABS PREPRINT 523] p0450 A71-31089
Rotor stability derivatives determination from
instrumented OH-6A prototype helicopter wind
tunnel tests, comparing data with analytical
results obtained by digital computing technique
[AHS PREPRINT 513] p0151 471-31100
Pail-safe helicopter rotor control design,
discussing damage tolerant components, redundant
system, failure warning and naintenance
[AHS PREPRINT 550] p0452 A71-31102
Size effects on large rotor systems design,
considering weight, blade loading, tip speed, etc
[AHS PREPRINT 552] p0152 A71-31101
Optimal turbofan engine and reaction drive rotor
combinations for helicopter design
[AHS PBEPHIST 561] pOU52 471-31108
High performance OH-1 compound helicopter high speed
flight research, considering rotor loads,
stability, control and flying qualities
[4HS PREPRINT 570] p0153 471-31111
Helicopter stability, using Lockheed rotor system
with gyro coupled to cantilevered blades
p0186 471-31599
Dnmanned flight vehicles recovery system, describing
built-in rotor design for navigation and high
precision landing
[DGLR-71-020] ' p0198 471-32787
Helicopter rotor model testing in water tunnel,
discussing advantages over wind tunnel testing due
to Reynolds number scaling and avoidance of wall
interference effects
p0509 471-34151
Helicopter rotor blades fail-safe design, presenting
criteria for fatigue loaded structures residual
strength and life based on crack propagation rate
methods
p0540 471-35163
Dirichlet problem in hodograph plane of compressible
fluid flow from aircraft, helicopter blades or
turbine blade airfoils
i-391
ROTATING BODIES SOBJBCT INDEX
pOSII A71-35170
Analytical weight determination of articulated shaft
driven helicopter main rotor blades, presenting
computer program
[SAWE PAPER 8931 p0552.A71-35826
Helicopter rotor noise due to blade-vortex
interaction, using linear gust model
p0562 A71-36931
Coriolis coupled bending vibrations of hingeless
helicopter rotor blades, noting out-of-plane
component contribution to aerodynamic coupling
p0599 A71-37291
Review of September 1970 aerodynamic noise symposium
covering jet and helicopter rotor noise, nonlinear
acoustics and diffraction theory
p0606 A71-38205
Optimum rotor/jet thrust ratio determination
procedure for tip jet driven rotors, considering
performance upper bound
p0610 A71-38653
Vortex flow over helicopter rotor square tips, using
visualization technique with ammonia vapor
boundary layer flow over diazonium salt solution
P0650 A71-10169
Jet flaps application to autogyro rotor, using
pressure jump for air centrifugation
p0661 A71-11399
Photogrammetric recording of helicopter rotor
induced aerodynamic effects using wind tunnel test
smoke visualization technique
p0695 A71-43588
Technology developments in rotor, drive, flight
controls and cargo handling systems of heavy lift
helicopter system, noting military and commercial
applications
fAIAA PAPER 71-994] p070U A71-15296
Flexible rotor balancing by exact point-speed
influence coefficient method
[NASA-CK-72771J p0033 N71-10021
Method for calculating helicopter vortex paths and
wake velocities
fAD-710691J pOOlO N71-10470
Delayed bubble movement on airfoil during helicopter
stall
[AD-711510] p0045 H71-11005
Feasibility of using flexible rotor blades for
ejection systems
[AD-711612] p0018 N71-11022
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of rotary wing
configurations for VTOL aircraft in cruise mode
[NASA-TN-D-5945] p0019 1171-11025
Blade root cutout effects on hover performance of
helicoptor rotors with rotor thrust and torque
characteristics and wake pattern analysis
[AD-711396] pOO«9 N71-11030
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic forces on thin
airfoil operating in unsteady potential flow
[NASA-CR-111813] p0172 N71-15827
Helicopter application studies of variable
deflection thruster jet flaps
fAD-715071] p0243 H71-17907
Effectiveness of anti-torque aerodynamic surfaces
immersed in helicopter rotor downwash
[AD-715138] p0257 H71-18937
Fatigue life of helicopter rotary wings under
vibrational stresses
p0155 N71-21386
Rotary wing structural stability of Dornier high
temperature gas jet helicopter
p0156 N71-21387
Hovering performance tests of jet-flapped rotors and
comparison of predicted and actual results
[NAL-TB-211] p0167 N71-25396
Expressions for relating pressure field to total '
aerodynamic thrust and steady pitching and rolling
moments experienced by helicopter rotor
POM77 N71-26583
Analytical investiqation of three dimensional
turbulent boundary layers on helicopter rotors
including cross flow derivatives and effects of
centrifugal and Coriolis forces
fNASA-CR-1815] p0513 N71-27003
Low speed wind tunnel stability tests and flutter
analysis of flapped rotary wings
[NAL-TN-18] p0519 1171-27756
Acoustic measurements of helicopter rotor noise at
hover
[AD-721312] P0522 N71-28275
Chord and rotary wing span differential pressure
distribution effects on high freguency aerodynamic
noise propagation from helicopters
fAD-721661] p0528 H71-28507
Computation of uncoupled vibrations of rotary wings
using transfer matrix method
[DLR-FB-70-63] p0570 N71-29513
Rotary wing downwash influence on fixed wing flow
using magnetic induction vortex model
(DLR-FB-7Q-62] p0575 N71-30010
Investigating bidirectional jet flap device for
application to helicopter rotors
rsASA-CB-1HJ359] p063C N71-3233S
Computer program for calculating effects of
swash-plate stiffness on helicopter rotor system
dynamics and stability
[KASi-CR-1818] p0633 N71-32797
Water tunnel tests of helicopter rotor performance
00-721191] p0636 H71-32931
Flight tests of elastoneric bearings in main rotor
of AH-1G helicopter
[AD-724192] p0636 N71-32935
Calculation of turbulent compressible boundary layer
on helicopter rotors for range of hover conditions
using two different analytical methods
[AD-723989] p06«2 N71-33312
Mathematical models for calculating flexible
swash-plate effects on vibratory and mechanical
stability characteristics of helicopter rotor
systems
fNASA-CR-1817] p0612 N71-33393
Wind tunnel tests of full scale advancing blade
concept rotor system at high advance ratio
[KASA-TH-I-62081] p0613 N71-33517
Analytical investigation of effects of blade
flexibility, unsteady aerodynamics, and variable
inflow on helicopter rotor stall characteristics
[BAS&-CR-1769J p0707 1171-36101
Wind tunnel study of tip vortex modification by mass
flow injection
[AD-726736] p0708 N71-36106
Development of methods for measuring and predicting
behavior of rigid rotors with stiff blades at high
advance ratios and low rotor speeds
[NASA-CR-1HI362] p0718 1171-37591
Measurements of unsteady, rotary wing air loads and
time derivatives for rotor blade intersecting
completely rolled up vortex
[NASA-CR-1909] p0718 1171-37598
BOTATIHG BODIES
HT COMPHESSOR BOTOBS
NT IMPELLERS
NT LIFTING ROTORS
NT RIGID ROTORS
»T BOTARI KINGS
HI BOTATING CYLINDERS
NT ROTATING DISKS
BT BOTORS
NT TILTING ROTORS
NT TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
NT TURBINE ilHEELS
Laminar boundary layer on spinning bodies of
revolution in oncoming stream, using implicit
finite difference technique
[AIAA PAPER 70-1377] p0072 A71-13660
Incompressible turbulent boundary layer flow over
steadily rotating flat plate blade, discussing
centrifugal pumping and shear stress
p0131 A71-16581
Hypersonic boundary layer of spinning circular cone
at angle of attack, using finite difference method
[AIAA PAPER 71-57] p0151 A71-18516
Axisymmetric body rapid rotation under center of
gravity velocity vector conditions, solving for
plane gliding motion stability in air
pQ185 A71-19351
Blowing and suction effects on laminar boundary
layer flow of quiet fluid over permeable rotating
cone, discussing skin friction and heat transfer
p0290 A71-21106
Cascade and single' stage rotating rig data
comparison with aerodynamic predictions based on
intrablade analysis, including wall boundary layer
model
[4SME PAPER 71-GT-13] p0319 A71-25959
Lifting force of wing with rotating flap, deriving
lift increase due to circulation redistribution at
surface
p0361 A71-27191
A-392
SUBJECT IHDEX BOTOB BLADES
Laminar boundary layer equations for rotating plate
with surface of arbitrary curvilinear shape,
determining external flow pressure gradient
leading to separation
p0364 A71-27502
Hetal temperatures in rotating cooled gas turbine
blades, discussing coolant flov aerodynamics
pO<!11 471-28748
ROTtTIBG COSES
0 CONICAL BODIES
0 BOTATING BODIES
BOT&TIHG CYLIHDEBS
Flutter analysis of rotating thin cylindrical shell
with outer surface exposed to inviscid helical air
flowfield
p0263 A71-22078
BOT&TIHG DISKS
Axisymmetrical three component flow equations for
incompressible viscous fluid in cylinder with
rotating disk
p0444 A71-30855
Sound radiation from subsonically rotating annular
disk source, calculating far field pressure and
efficiency
p0603 A71-37845
Fabrication of cobalt alloy and nickel alloy gas
turbine blades and disks
p023U N71-17392
BOTATIHG ELECTRICAL MACHINES
Double-induction variable speed system for
constant-freguency' electrical power generation
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10065] p0517 N71-27361
BOTATIHG FLUIDS
HI BOTATING LIQUIDS
Nonlinear limit rotation velocity and circulation
induced by wheel in axial flow turbomachine for
incompressible ideal fluid, using iterative
numerical algorithm
p0369 A71-27715
ROTATING GEHEBATOBS
NT AC GENEBATOBS
NT DYNAMOMETEBS
NT TUBBOGENEBATOBS
BOTATIHG LIQUIDS
Incompressible nonviscous rotating fluid in toroidal
shell, obtaining flow patterns steady state
solutions for turbomachinery design
p0291 A71-24520
BOTATING SHAFTS
NT SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
NT TOBBOSHAFTS
Heavy load transportation Mi 12 helicopter design
and performance, noting gas turbine rigid shaft
connection
p0691 A71-42926
Anemometer with braking mechanism to prevent
rotation of wind driven elements
[NASA-CASE-XMF-05224] p0399 N71-23726
BOT&TIHG STALLS
Botating stall in axial flow compressor high
pressure stages, taking into account boundary
layer separation
p0012 A71-11063
Interference effect between oscillating and
distorted inlet flow on compressor stall
p0303 N71-19370
BOTATING VEHICLES
0 BOTATING BODIES
a VEHICLES
BOT&TION
NT ADTOBOTATION
ROTATIONAL FLOI
0 FLUID FLOW
U VORTICES
BOTOB AEBODTNABICS
Rotor loss coefficients for prediction of radial gas
turbine performance using one dimensional analysis
pC011 A71-11016
Turbulence level effects on aerodynamic losses of
axial flow turbomachines, discussing boundary
layer of blades
p0066 A71-13143
Sound generation by rotor-stator interaction in
subsonic axial flow compressors, using
acceleration potential and wake technique
p0067 A71-13277
Turbulent and laminar jet propagation and mixing in
rotor downwash field
[DGLB-70-050] p0130 A71-15961
Aerodynamic synthesis of helicopter rotor under
hover and vertical ascent conditions, using
nonlinear vortex approach
p0189 A71-197UO
Probabilistic estimate of aerodynamic imbalance of
aircraft gas turbine rotors due to production
errors in compressor blade angle
p0222 A71-22045
Conparative vertical turbulence and loss restrictive
stochastic models for threshold crossing rotor
blade flapping vibrations at low lift high advance
ratio
C A I A A PAPEB 71-389] p0343 A71-25351
Aerodynamic design of VTOL propellers, demonstrating
possibility of cyclic control of XC-142
experimental propeller
[DGLB-71-017] p0498 &71-32784
Transient and steady state flexible rotor dynamics
analysis
[ASHE PAPEB 71-VIBB-92] . p0651 A71-40325
Helicopter wake and boundary layer effects on rotor
aerodynamic performance in hovering, low and high
speed forward flight
CAIAA PAPEB 71-581] p0662 A71-41500
Photogrammetric recording of helicopter rotor
induced aerodynamic effects using wind tunnel test
smoke visualization technique
P0695 A71-43588
Lifting rotors aerodynamic damping in forward
flight, describing methods for blade response
variance matrix computation
p0699 A71-41559
Flight simulation of rotor forces and flow field in
vicinity of step ground plane
[AD-711955] p0103 N71-12203
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - subsonic
[HASA-TN-D-7046] p0177 N71-16533
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - transonic
[NASA-TN-D-7047] p0177 N71-16534
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - supersonic
TNASA-TN-D-7048] p0177 N71-16535
iind tunnel investigation of helicopter directional
control in rearward flight in ground effect
[NASA-TN-D-6118] p0323 N71-20191
Stability and response characteristics of directly
controlled rigid rotors at high advance ratios and
correlation of mathematical model with wind tunnel
test data
[NASA-CB-114290] p0326 N71-20421
Laminar boundary layer transition, separation and
streamline direction on rotating helicopter blades
[NASA-TN-D-63211 p0399 N71-23779
Mathematical models for lifting rotor aerodynamic
calculations, noting wake configurations
[DLB-MITT-70-19] p0458 N71-24489
Principles of helicopter flight including flight
stability
[AD-726841] p0710 N71-36429
BOTOB BL&DES
Tip vortex effects on rotor blade flutter in
hovering flight, discussing compressibility and
oscillation freguency
p0134 A71-16564
Botating blade noise technology, discussing vehicles
and components, noise nature, generation,
reduction and prediction
p0139 A71-17158
Sound radiation by rotor from interaction with
nonuniform flow, considering multiple blades
p01«0 A71-17159
Far field sound radiated from steady loading of
isolated subsonic rotor, noting dependence on
spatial uniformity of flow entering rotor
p0140 A71-17160
Inlet turbulence interaction with rotor potential
flow as noise source in axial flov fans,
developing expression for sound power radiated
p0140 A71-17163
Short rotor blade span supersonic fan for pressure
wave forward propagation elimination, obtaining
acoustic and aerodynamic characteristics
CAIAA PAPER 71-182] poiss A71-18621
Transonic compressor rotors blade camberline shape
optimization by various tip diffusion factor-ratio
combinations
P0198 A71-20200
A-393
BOTOB BLADES (TOBBOMACHINEBY) SOBJECT IHDBI
Boundary layer discontinuity on helicopter roter
blade in hovering using flov visualization
[4IAA PAPEB 69-197] pOZOO A71-20307
Botor blade random vibrations in response to
turbulence
[AIAA PAPEB 70-5118] p0263 A71-22081
Stability analysis and design optimization with
dynamics and aeroelastics constraints for
helicopter rotor blade minimum veight with bending
torsion flutter and favorable freguency placements
[AIAA PAPEB 71-388] p0344 A71-25352
Complex real time hybrid computer simulator for
captive two blade rotor platform dynamic problem
solving
p0348 A71-25847
Discrete freguency rotor interaction noise from
lifting fans, using force harooni.cs acting on
blades
[ASBE PAPEB 71-01-12) p03«8 A71-25958
Helicopter blades inherent vibration damping,
comparing theoretical and semiempirical
predictions to experimental results
p0360 A71-27123
Incompressible fluid motion in laminar boundary
layer on blade rotating uniformly about axis
perpendicular to wing span
P0431 A71-30218
Advancing Blade Concept helicopter lifting rotor
development, discussing full scale analysis,
design, fabrication and wind tunnel tests
[AHS PBEPBINT 504 ] p0448 A71-31080
Botor blade stall induced helicopter control loads,
combining unsteady aerodynamics* with aeroelastic
rotor analysis
[AHS PBEPBINT 513] p0449 A71-31084
Betreating blade stall experiments on model
helicopter rotor, considering series of pressure
distribution and boundary layer events
[&HS PBEPBINT 521) p0449 A71-31087
Integral spar inspection system for making CH-46
rotor blade fail-safe
[AHS PBEPBINT 551] p0452\ A71-31103
Size effects on large rotor,systems design,
considering weight, blade loading, tip speed, etc
[AHS PBEPBINT 552] p0452 A71-31104
Dynamic stress on rotor blades of aircraft engine
axial compressor stages with low hub/diameter
ratio ". \
P0502 A71-33345
Noise generation due to inlet free stream turbulence
incident on isolated stators and rotors, using :
flat plate cascade blade row model
p0559 A71-36498 \
Discrete freguency sound radiation from rotating
periodic sources covering rotor blade noise in
near field and from disk loading asymmetries
pC609 A71-38466
BOTOB BLADES (TORBOB1CBINEBY) -
Flow research on blading - conference, Baden,
Switzerland, Harch 1969
p0066 A71-13139
Two stage compressors with subsonic and supersonic
air velocity and high camber rotor blades,
discussing strength against centrifugal force
p0134 A71-16647
Flow variation effect on velocity and flow angle
distribution at exit of shrouded radial flow
impeller 'with backward swept blades, using
streamline curvature method
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-15] p0349 A71-25961
Optimum weight protective system against uncontained
rotor failure with radial fragment passage through
turbine engine casing
[ASMS PAPEB 71-GT-70) p0352 A71-25985
Glass fiber rotor blades design with longitudinal
pressure tappings for cascade wind tunnel and
turbomachinery flow research applications
PC355 A71-26316
Loads on compressor, ventilator and turbine rotor
disks having large central holes, giving formulas
for stress distributions
pC359 A71-26952
Air cooling methods for aircraft engine turbine
rotor blades, considering heat distribution in
rotor disk
p0481 A71-31461
Jet engine high pressure turbine high temperature
alloy blades and vanes grinding operation,
discussing testing, operating conditions and
coolant application
[SHE PAPEB BB-71-802] p0494 A71-32432
Botor blade stability, calculating unsteady local
lift and effects of blade profile camber and
steady angle of attack
p0544 A71-35468
Sweep and dihedral geometry effects on blade to
blade and meridional flows in tnrbomachinery blade
rows, using actuator disk theory
p0607 A71-38274
Normal shock existence in blade spacings of rotor
and guide vanes of axial flow supersonic
compressor as function of pressure nonuniformity
p066l» A71-41843
Characteristics of highly-loaded, high Hach number,
single stage compressor
[HASi-CR-72772] p0128 H71-1U363
Static pressure contours of tnrbine rotor blade tips
at high Hach numbers
[NASA-TH-X-2170] p0230 H71-17247
Temperature field measurements within convection
cooled rotor blade of gas turbine engine
p0233 H71-17387
Impact cooling method for tnrbine rotor blades
p0235 871-17397
Heat transfer «nd thermal stress calculations for
gas turbine rotor blade design
p0235 N71-17401
Single stage turbine performance with modified jet
flap rotor blade
[NASA-CB-1759] p0323 B71-20182
Performance test of single stage turbine with low
solidity tandem rotor blade assembly
[SASA-CB-1803] p0389 N71-23132
Status of research program to develop criteria for
designing aircraft protective devices from rotor
fragments
p0581 N71-30762
Visualized flov patterns of airflow in centrifugal
rotors vith -thin plate blading and with thick
airfoil blades
[HE-238] p0708 N71-36410
BOTOB DISKS
0 TOBBIHE HHEELS
BOTOB BUBS
D HOBS
0 BOTOBS
NBOTOH LIFT
\ V/STOL civil aircraft, considering rotor lift and
\ variable sweep wings
\ \ p0294 A71-24850
1
 Large crane heavy lift helicopter stability and
controllability, considering effects of slung
loads, performance improvement, automatic flight
\ -,control and physical size
\ \ p0609 A71-38651
\ Optimum rotor/jet thrust ratio determination
\ procedure for tip jet driven rotors, considering
\ performance upper bound
\ p0610 A71-38653
A-irborne nucleonics eguipment design for indicating
helidopter lift capability using X ray backscatter
from Kr-8_5, temperature sensor, and digital
computer^'-""•— •;-.
[SAN-8051!] \ p0565 N71-29215
BOTOB SPEED \ * „
Characteristics of highly-loaded, high Hach number,
single stage 'compressor
[NASA-CB-72772] . " p0128 N71-14363
Airspeeds, rotorspeeds, engine rigging, and gross
weight effects on OH-1 C helicopter daring
autorotation ' -,
[AD-717047] ' p033l» S71-21363
BOTOBCBAPT s
U BOTABY IIHG AIHCBAFT
 s
BOTOBCBAFT AIBCBAFT
Botorcraft ideal height-velocity boundary and
critical decision point height prediction,
discussing pilots, optimal control under emergency
conditions
p0094 A71-15414
Low disk-loading proprotor application to propeller
and fanjet STOL and fanjet VIOL short haul
aircraft
[JIAA PAPER 71-781] p0534 A71-34481
BOTOBS
NT COHPBESSOB BOTOBS
 v
NT IHPELLEBS
NT LIFTISG BOTOBS
A-394
SUBJECT IHDEI BDHRAT COHDITIOHS
NT RIGID 80TOBS
NT BOTABY HINGS
NT TILTING EOTOES
NT TIP DE1VEN EOTOES
NT TOBBINE WHEELS
Jet engine rotor strain and temperature data
transmission, examining special purpose telemeters
design
p0187 471-19628
Surface geometry effect of polycentric gas bearing
on rotor stability in dynamic egailibriun without
radial load
p0268 A71-22799
Natural vibrations of two coaxial rotors with
unbalanced disk and different angular velocities,
solving equations of motion by energy balance
method
p0600 A71-37536
Describing angular position and velocity sensing
apparatus
[NASA-CASE-XGS-05680] p0239 N71-17585
Design and performance of 0.9-hub-tip-ratio axial
flow pump rotor with blade-tip diffusion factor of
0.63
[NASA-TH-X-2235] p0321 N71-20288
Analysis of solid rotors used in high speed
induction motors for aerospace applications
p0371 N71-21898
Windage tests of cylindrical and Lundell-conical
rotors in ambient air producing Beynolds numbers
up to 100,000 for high speed alternators
[NASA-TM-X-67809] p0388 N71-23116
Stability of equilibrium state of rotor in
pressurized gas bearing
fAD-722828] p0589 N71-31213
BODGBBESS
HT SOEF&CE B00GHNESS
BOONDED LEADING EDGES
0 LEADING EDGES
BODIES
Summary of instrument flight rule off-airway routes
for commercial and military aviation in US and
overseas areas
p0678 N71-31592
ROUTINES
NASTEAN static, modal, and transient analyses
plotting techniques with delta wing examples
p0688 N71-36299
RUBBER
NT ELASTOHEBS
NT LATEX
NT SILICOHE BOBBEB
Inflation of initially spherical balloon of elastic
rubber-like material, discussing tensile
instability
p03U5 A71-25115
BOBI LASEBS
Q-switched ruby laser holography with optical
equipment to compensate for spatial and temporal
incoherence for contouring, aerodynamic
visualization, and nondestructive testing
fNASA-CB-111291) p0331 N71-21320
Gas and fluid response to high intensity ruby laser
beam
[40-717728] p0381 N71-22593
BDDDEBS
NT AEBI4L BUDDEES
BOLES
NT FLIGHT BOLES
NT INSTBOMENT FLIGHT BOLES
NT HHITH4M BOLE
BOB TIDE (COHPDTBBS)
Hardware executive control with associative.memory
for avionic digital computer system, comparing
computation speed, cost and reliability with
software method
p0519 A71-35778
BOBGE-KOTT1 BETBOD
Supersonic flow field computation for wing-body
combinations by shock-capturing finite difference
techniques, discussing improvement based on
Bunge-Kutta method
p0556 A71-36303
Computerized solutions of gas turbine engines motion
equations, considering Enler, fourth order and
fifth order Bunge-Kutta. Adams, Bashforth and
implicit methods
p0561 A71-36809
BOBOF
0 ENGINE TESTS
BOHBAT ALIGNHEHT
Fliqht simulator evaluation of aircraft instrument
departure procedure
fFAA-FS-600-2] p0572 S71-29635
BDH8AI COBDITIOBS
Airport runway mechanical fog dispersal, using
trailer mounted rotating wire mesh sieves
p0086 471-11983
Bunway deicing methods, discussing spreading of
chemicals by ground vehicles and aircraft
p0186 471-19125
Fog removal by high power carbon dioxide lasers,
evaluating possibility of clearing airport runways
[AIAA PAPEB 69-670] p0200 471-20308
Noise abatement power cutback takeoff procedures,
maximum altitude approaches and preferential
runway systems for noise relief
p0213 471-21813
Aircraft aquaplaning skidding prevention by runway
resurfacing and water depth sensor warning
indicators
p0280 471-23916
Flexible runway surfaces classification by LCN
method, calculating for Ilyushin aircraft
p0351 471-26201
Butual aerodynamic effects of SH-1 helicopters
during simultaneous takeoff and landing,
determining minimum distances between helicopters
p0359 471-26953
Fog clearance from airport runways, discussing
available techniques, economic aspects and
importance for military operations
p0361 471-27217
Airport pavement design principles, considering
imposed stresses at flight operation areas,
runways, taxiways, apron and waiting position
overrun areas, shoulders and strips
p0119 A71-29311
Uneven runway taxiing vibration effects on
supersonic transport aircraft, comparing
calculation with measurement
P0132 A71-30305
Civil aircraft arresting on runway overshoots,
describing safe deceleration method by use of soft
ground arresters
pOSIO 471-35210
Systems approach to airfield pavement for future
aircraft, integrating design, construction,
operation and maintenance
p0556 A71-36316
Aircraft random heave-pitch response to taxiing on
rough runways, analyzing dynamic loads and fatigue
damage by power spectral techniques
p0560 471-36675
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel,
considering runway capacity and adjusted demand
p0606 471-38028
Aircraft skidding accidents investigation, comparing
airplane stopping distance computations and
observations
p0692 A71-13228
Laser technique for runway and slant visibility
range, lower cloud boundary and atmospheric
damping coefficient
p0696 A71-13889
Bapid assessment of aircraft landing sites
[AD-713502] p016» 1171-11902
Thickness requirements for unsurfaced roads and
airfields
[AD-713897] p0176 N71-16152
Heteorological effects on air transportation,
including atmospheric and runway conditions
p0217 H71-18117
Developing basic methodology foe predicting aircraft
stopping distance on wet runway using computerized
simulation
[F4A-N4-70-5] p0320 N71-20068
Bate of vheel spin-up, and tire degradation at
aircraft touchdown with different runway grooves
[F44-BD-71-2] p0320 N71-20069
Fog modification over airports using helicopters
[4D-716818] p0330 N71-20806
Bunway concrete pavement condition at Naval station,
4dak, Alaska
(AD-719889] p0169 N71-25601
Survey of airfield pavement conditions at Point Hugo
Naval Air Station, Calif.
4-395
ROHHAY LIGHTS SUBJECT INDEI
ffiD-720319] p0516 H71-27206
Runway and taxiway profile and airplane response
measurements to determine runway roughness
p0582 H71-30766
Surrey of airfield pavement condition at OSNAS Hew
Orleans, Louisiana
[40-724286] p0637 S71-33007
Runway conditions survey of pavements at Chase
Field, Texas
[40-721(676] p0639 N71-33079
Condition survey of military airfield runways and
taxiways
[AD-724069] p0639 N71-33093
Evaluation of braking performance of light, twin
engine airplane on grooved and ungrooved runway
surfaces
[KiSA-TS-D-SttU] p0711 H71-36131
Effect of wet, icy, and snow covered runways on
aircraft stopping distance and directional control
in crosswinds, effect of surface texture and
contamination on runway slipperiness
rFS-160-65-68-2] p0723 H71-37820
RUNWAY LIGHTS
Horizontal visibility range determination of lights
on landing strip
pOMSO 471-31360
Development study for VFR heliport standard lighting
system
[AD-710982] pOOt2 S71-10682
Performance tests and characteristics of capsule-
type and prismatic-head lights used for airport
approach and runway lighting systems
fNBS-10121] p0382 H71-22153
Aviation ground lighting, visual landing aids, dual
baseline transmissometer, photometric measurements
of deck-landing projector sight, and lamp for
Fresnel optical landing system
fKBS-10508] p0382 S71-22U56
Development and performance testing of visibility
meters and airport runway and carrier lighting
eguipment
fHBS-10-577] p0619 N71-31619
BOHIATS
Aircraft pavement design - Conference, London,
November 1970
p0021 471-12162
Transport aircraft tire pressure and multiwheeled
landing gear limitations regarding pavement design
p0021 A71-12163
.Aircraft multiwheel undercarriage effect on rigid
and flexible pavements, examining failure modes
p0021 471-12164
Municipal airport rigid pavements design considering
supporting effects of soil subgrade, asphaltic
concrete subbase and pavement strength
pQQ22 471-12165
Flexible pavements design for giant transports
considering load repetitions, total systems,
environmental effects, etc
p0022 A71-12166
Rigid and flexible pavement design and construction
in Europe, discussing unreinforced and crack
reinforced slabs and CBR method
p0022 171-12167
Aircraft pavements in OK, discussing reinforced and
unreinforced concrete, tar-bound bases and surface
coatings
p0022 471-12168
Runways, aprons and taxiways strengthening to
accommodate higher tire pressures and landing
speeds, heavier aircraft and surface riding
reguirements
p0022 A71-12169
Aircraft pavements design and 'construction problems
regarding adverse soil conditions
p0022 471-12170
Baximum throughput-rate capacity for runway and
final approach path airspace involving multiple
Ifr landings
p0029 A71-12893
Floating airport structural design, using hollow
concrete blocks filled with polystyrene foam as
runway basic unit
p0270 471-22949
Airport runway surface strengthening, discussing
overlaying additional rigid or flexible layers,
replacing used sections and reinforcement problems
p0293 471-24756
Boissy-en-France airport, describing construction,
passenger handling, terminal facilities, traffic
volume and runway system
POU19 A71-29309
Melbourne/Tullamarine airport, describing
facilities, capacity, road system, cargo and
passenger handling areas and runway layout
p0119 A71-29310
Binational Basle-Hulhouse airport, discussing
traffic structure, buildings and runway
development
P0553 471-35996
Narita site Tokyo international airport, discussing
transportation, runways, ground handling,
navigation aids, lighting, etc
P0553 A71-35997
Asphalt pavement design for heavy multiwheel
aircraft, using BISTRO computer program
P0553 471-36000
Operating costs and runway lengths for V/STOL in
city and suburban short haul air transportation
p0557 171-36317
Atlanta airport instant runway construction using
concrete pavement, compacted subbase and
longitudinal/herringbone underdrain
p0557 471-36319
Super CTOL airport planning, discussing location of
runway pairs, aircraft operations, noise
reduction, community relations and efficiency
p0605 471-38023
International airport planning, considering runways,
hangars, second level loading, cargo handling and
safety
p0614 471-39388
Airport operation costs affected by runway
utilization, parking bays alignment, baggage
handling and aircraft noise
p061U 471-39390
STOL aircraft system, discussing ground
installations, runways, three dimensional area
navigational aids, noise reduction, air traffic
and short haul productivity *
[MAA PAPER 71-9831 p0700 A71-44579
Ground visibility observations and automatic
measurement of runway visual range of airport
runways
p0034 N71-10118
Automatic calculation of runway visual range of
airport runways
p0034 H71-10120
Cement and asphaltic materials evaluation for use as
grout under landing mats
[AD-710962] p0042 N71-10681
Bibliography on control and prevention of icing in
transportation systems
[AD-711534] p0043 H71-10735
Comparison of aircraft and surface vehicle stopping
performance under varying runway conditions
[NASA-TU-D-6098] p0107 H71-12235
Ingestion of debris into aircraft engine inlets
during takeoff
[ARC-CP-1114] p0227 N71-17084
Hetamorphism of snow for high strength roads and
runways
[AD-716417] p0316 N71-19908
Directional control capability of 18 x 5.5, type 7
aircraft tires on wet surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-6202] p0323 N71-20158
Airfield tests of specially formulated marking
paints for asphalt pavements
[AD-716755] p0335 N71-21523
Tables on climatological conditions for airfields
•and climatic areas of Mediterranean region
[AD-721160] p0519 H71-27830
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, DSHAS Cecil Field, Florida
[AD-721325] p0528 N71-28422
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, OSNAS Willow Grove, Pennsylvania
[40-7213241 p0528 N71-28U23
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, USNALF Charleston, Rhode Island
[AD-721323] p0528 N71-28424
Determination of effectiveness of chevron type
markings to indicate potentially deceptive,
nonload-bearing paved areas before runway
4-396
SUBJECT IBDEI SAILKBGS
threshold
[FAA-NA-71-27] p0566 N71-29306
Effects of ranvay contaminants and pavement surface
properties on runway slipperiness
p0582 N71-30767
Grooved and angrooved runway surface effects on
aircraft tire spin-up characteristics and tread
damage
[NASA-TH-X-2345] p0633 N71-32798
Systems approach in design, construction, operation,
and maintenance of airport rnnvays
[AD-724132] p0635 H71-32890
Statistical analysis of airfield pavement condition
at OS Naval Air Station, Cubi Point, Philippines
[AD-724675] p0640 S71-33224
Analysis of aircraft ground flotation
characteristics based on aircraft type and
airfield construction
[AD-720273] p0675 S71-34024
Performance and environmental tests of membranes for
airfield surfacing
[AD-726891] p0685 H71-35398
Evaluation of braking performance of light, twin
engine airplane on grooved and ungrooved runway
surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-6444] p0711 N71-36<431
Laboratory tests of polymeric latex modified
fast-fix C-1 cement for repair of damaged runway
pavements
[AD-727728] p0725 N71-38132
RVAR MILITARY AIBCBAFT
U HILITARY AIRCRAFT
BIAN AIBCBAFT
NT XC-142 AIHCBAFT
BSD AIBCBAFT
0 C-54 AIRCRAFT
S BAND
0 SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES
0 ULTEAHIGH FREQUENCIES
S COB7ES
Total pressure, static pressure, surface shear
stress, and yaw angle measurements of S curved
ducted flow
[IC-71-10] pC577 N71-30264
S-64 HELICOPTEB
D CH-54 HELICOPTER
SAAB AIBCBAFT
NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT
SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
Technical aspects of tactical all-weather instrument
landing system of Swedish STOL aircraft Saab 37
Viggen
p03UO A71-25233
SABBELINEB AIBCBAFT
U T-39 AIRCRAFT
SACCBABIDES
0 CARBOHYDRATES
SAFETY
NT AIRCRAFT SAFETY
NT FLIGHT SAFETY
NT REACTOR SAFETY
Test methods and testing techniques for determining
technical performance and safety characteristics
of ground support service aviation eguipment
[AD-723036] p0577 N71-30258
SAFETY DEVICES
NT ARRESTING GEAR
NT EJECTION SEATS
NT ESCAPE CAPSULES
NT ESCAPE ROCKETS
NT SEAT BELTS
Helicopter turbine engine protection device design
guidelines
p0097 A71-15434
Aircraft midair collision avoidance, discussing
Elimination Range Zero system operation procedures
and cost
p0183 A71-19079
Cargo aircraft crew safety and survival, describing
restraint, escape, flight deck interior doors,
fire and smoke hazards and personnel environmental
protection.
fSAE-ARP-1139] p0187 A71-19643
Concorde power plant fire protection system,
describing prototype engine bay overheat detection
system and additional DV optical fire detection
system
p0432 &71-30300
Air transportation safety review covering weather
knowledge, aircraft structures, instrumentation,
radio aids and power plants
pOSSt 471-36175
Performance monitor for aircraft automatic landing
systems safety control
CAIAA PAPEH 71-958] p0597 A71-37199
Aircraft ditching and flying personnel survival,
stressing passenger briefing and crew jacket
equipment with VHF transceiver for rescue
operations coordination
p0692 A71-43229
Safety standards development analysis for passenger
vehicles and aircraft
[AD-718397] p0392 N71-23333
SHBTT. FACTORS
Aircraft galley design safety criteria, considering
injuries from routine use, normal, crash or
ditching conditions component dislodgment,
equipment malfunctions and defects
pOOOl A71-10029
VTOL propulsion systems safety requirements,
considering single and double breakdowns
p0293 A71-24752
Fatigue failure probabilistic model under variable
amplitude loading, considering relation between
safety factor and fatigue failure probability
p03«6 A71-251192
Plug-in relay hazards and minimization for aircraft
flight safety applications
p0412 A71-28841
Aircraft structures fatigue properties, discussing
stresses, life estimates, safety factors and
descriptive curves
p0501 A71-33343
Convertible rotor transport aircraft, considering
ATC, mass transportation systems, safety, noise
and socio-economics
p0613 A71-39387
Jet engine advent impact on aviation fuels safety,
discussing gasoline hazards in prejet aircraft
P0692 A71-43231
Surveying crash fire and rescue equipment at North
American and Canadian airports
p0246 N71-18101
Economic and safety factors of nuclear powered
surface vehicles and aircrafts in transoceanic
commerce
[ NASA-TH-X-52963] p0254 N71-18628
Safety measures to eliminate aircraft trailing
vortex hazards
[NASA-TH-X-67125] p039« N71-23418
Speed and field length safety factors for approach
and landing mechanics of Breguet aircraft
p039t N71-23420
Human factors and control system failures in jet
upsets during turbulence encounters
p0395 H71-2342H
Flying safety factors in close to ground operational
design of XH-51 helicopter
P0396 N71-23430
Development of numerical rating for correlating
safety-of-flight factors with aircraft speed and
visibility restrictions
[FAA-RD-70-48] p0686 N71-35735
SAFETY HAZARDS
U HAZARDS
SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Airport certification and safety inspection program
mandated by Airport and Airway Development Act of
1971
P0693 A71-43235
SAILPLANES
0 GLIDERS
SAILS
NT SAILHINGS
Rectangular and caret wing sails in supersonic and
hypersonic turbulent flow for hypersonic vehicles
[ARC-R/H-3624] p0228 N71-17103
SAILBIHGS
Statics and aerodynamics of lifting decelerators
/parawings and sailwings/ at supersonic and
hypersonic speeds
fAIAA PAPER 68-915] pOOlO A71-10927
Sailwing aerodynamic characteristics, obtaining
aerodynamic loading by two dimensional flexible
airfoil and Prandtl lifting line theories
A-397
SALINITY SUBJECT IHDEX
p0199 471-20303
SALINITY
Airborne surveillance for environmental management,
discussing earth resources program, aerial sensors
for thermal water pollution, crop disease,
salinity and geological structure
p0183 471-19080
SALT SPRAY TESTS
Adhesive/metal interface corrosion resistance tests,
discussing salt fog chamber for shear, compression
buckling and cleavage stresses
p0111 A71-17218
SILTS
Airport jet fuel delivery system salt driers for
reducing water content below saturation,
lengthening filter life and improving downstream
system components performance
[SAE PAPER 710110] p0106 A71-28322
SABAHITAN AIBCBAFT
0 C-131 AIHCBAFT
SABPLED DATA
0 DATA SAMPLING
SAHPLED DATA SISTEHS
D DATA SAHPLING
SAHPLIHG
NT DATA SAHPLING
NT PABTICDLATE SAMPLING
SAHDS
Sand and dust effects on military helicopter flight
controls and eguipment service life,, discussing
relief program
p0096 A71-15130
SANDWICH COBSTBOCTION
0 SANDWICH STBHCTOBES
SANDflCH PLATES
0 PLATES (STBDCTOBAL BEBBEHS)
0 SANDWICH STBDCTOBES
SAHDBICB STBDCTOBES
Sandwich structures applications in aircraft and
space vehicles, discussing component
characteristics, manufacturing processes and
mechanical testing procedures
p0021 A71-11959
Nb alloys in hypersonic glider fabrication,
discussing mechanical properties, oxidation
resistance and sandwich panel design
p0030 A71-12935
Sandwich metal construction with welded Norsial
corrugated core for light weight and strength,
discussing fabrication and application to
hypersonic research vehicles
p0089 471-152Q7
Plane sandwich plates in supersonic gas flow,
investigating aeroelastic stability, transverse
shear flexibility and axial loads
p0277 471-23609
Weignt minimization of semiinfinite flat sandwich
panel at constant dynamic pressure in supersonic
flow subject to flutter constraint, using finite
element model
[AIAA PAPEB 71-330) p0312 A71-25310
Reinforced plastics components in supersonic
transport nose radome and missile radar antennas,
discussing molding, sandwich materials and
computer controlled spraying technigues
p0359 A71-27016
Application of corrugated core sandwich structures
to powerplant components
p0051 N71-11636
Linear formulation of aeroelastic stability of plane
sandwich-type structures placed in current of
supersonic gas
fNASA-TT-y-13778] p0630 N71-32152
Design data for regeneratively cooled panels from
low cycle fatigue evaluation of Hastelloy X and
Inconel 625 sheet and sandwich panel specimens
[NASA-CR-18841 pC728 N71-3873M
SATAN (SEHSOB)
0 TEBBAIN ANALYSIS
SATELLITE ATTITDDE DISTDBBANCE
D ATTITUDE STABILITY
SATELLITE COHHONICATIOHS
U SPACECRAFT COHBUHICATIOH
SATELLITE COBHONICATIONS SHIPS
Civil aviation and merchant marine satellites,
considering aircraft and surface vessel antenna
characteristics and modulation technigues for
optimum communication channel freguencies
p0516 A71-35582
SATELLITE INSTBUHENTS
ST LASEB ALTIBETEBS
Remote image-forming sensors on satellites and
aircraft, considering resolving power, contrast
rendition, dynamic range, SNB, sensitivity, and
reliability as performance measures
P0616 471-39608
SATELLITE NAVIGATION STSTEBS
Air traffic control by satellite, discussing
CNES-SGAC and ESBO experiments within Dioscures
project test program
pOOOB 471-10718
Badio and radar air navigation for civil aviation,
discussing Doppler effect, inertia and satellite
systems
p0599 A71-37341
Satellite navigation system for aviation and marine
use, examining operational requirements, economic
viability and technical solutions
p0662 471-11509
Feasibility of satellite navigation system for
subsonic and supersonic air traffic control over
North 4tlantic Ocean
P0113 N71-12591
SATELLITE NETBOBKS
Skynet communication systems, describing long
distance strategic communication links between
ground and mobile air/helicopter stations via wide
and narrow -band pathways
p0021 471-12139
Dioscures project commercial satellite system for
telecommunications, air traffic control and
navigation, describing simulation method used in
cost effectiveness study
p0265 471-22276
4ircraft phased arrays for L-band ATC satellite
system application, alleviating problems of power
budget and vulnerability to multipath and
interference
p0117 A71-31051
Queueing theory approach to communication satellite
network design, applying to ocean air traffic
control and worldwide military broadcast systems
p0539 A71-35106
Aeronautical satellite systems program planning for
improved aircraft communications, ATC and other
air traffic services in airspace over oceanic
areas
p0668 A71-12096
Satellite applications to aircraft communications,
navigation, and surveillance over US including
synthesized satellite network and aircraft
eguipment for air traffic control
[NASA-CB-117760] p0379 N71-22339
Location/identification transmitter and eguipment
for use in satellite applications in aircraft
communication, navigation, and surveillance for US
air traffic control
[NASA-CR-117759] p0379 N71-22310
US cooperation with ESBO UHF satellite system
development for air traffic control in Europe
[N4S4-TT-F-13651) p0101 N71-23967
S4TELLITE OBSERVATION
Agricultural information and advisory service,
utilizing remote sensing, computer sciences,
research programs, educational involvement,
satellites and aircraft
p0119 471-18108
Worldwide remote sensing with satellites, high
flying aircraft and computer data processing,
discussing application in less developed countries
p01l|9 471-18109
Sounding system constant level superpressure
balloons for atmospheric circulation global
description at all levels and latitudes in
conjunction with satellite observations
p0213 A71-21712
Satellite based position fixing data by ranging
techniques, discussing application to navigation
and ATC
p0558 A71-36193
SATELLITE OBIENTATION
Manometric eguipment arrangement in nose cone of
oriented satellite with aerodynamic system
stabilization
P0206 A71-21022
SATELLITE TRACKING
Passive airborne computer augmented aircraft antenna
pointing control system for communication
A-39 8
SUBJECT INDEX SCHLIEBEH PHOTOGRAPHY
p0188 A71-19710
satellites tracking
fAIAA PAPEE 71-233]
SATELLITE TBAHSHISSION
ATS 1 and 3 satellite VHF transponders for ships and
aircraft location, communication and remote
sensing, discussing performance test results ,
pOUUS A71-30898
Performance and cost design tradeoff between HP and
synchronous meteorological satellite data
collection systems, considering platform
transmitting poxer and SNE
pOltS A71-30900
Aircraft onboard equipment tests in air navigation
aid satellite project, estimating tracking random
errors
p0559 A71-36509
ESRO part of joint ATC communication experiment for
L band satellite use, giving voice and data
transmission and distance measurement techniques
tests results
p0559 A71-3651C
Satellite to aircraft radio link simulation,
evaluating electronic scanning antenna operation,
intelligibility, data transmission rate and
distance measurement accuracy
p0559 A71-36511
Heter wave aircraft slot antenna for Concorde air to
ground communication via satellite, presenting
synthetic radiation patterns
p0560 A71-3651«
Ground-aircraft link via synchronous communication
satellite, discussing transmission freguency
selection, ionospheric effect on propagation and
satellite antenna
p0599 A71,-3731«
S4TELLITE-BOBNE PHOTOGBAPHY
Statistical diameter size distribution of random
circles on plane or spheres in space from
satellite and aircraft measurements for aerial and
cloud photography
p0359 A71-27100
SATELLITES
NT APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
NT ATS 1
NT ATS 3
NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
NT LONAB OBBITEB
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES
NT PBOTON 2 SATELLITE
NT SKYNET SATELLITES
NT SYNCHBONODS METEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITE
NT SYNCHBONOUS SATELLITES
SCALE EFFECT
High Beynolds number transonic wind tunnel need in
U.S., discussing wing maximum lift and pitching
moment, shock induced flow separation, etc
p028t A71-2U17U
Size effects on large rotor systems design,
considering weight, blade loading, tip speed, etc
[AHS PBEPBINT 552] p0152 A71-311GU
Helicopter rotor model testing in water tunnel,
discussing advantages over wind tunnel testing due
to Beynolds number scaling and avoidance of wall
interference effects \
p0509 A71-34151
Dimensionless products associated with scale factor
effects of parachute critical opening /sguidding/
velocity
p0599 A71-37293
Relaxation in scaling parameters effect on free \
flight path of wind tunnel model with forced
ejection
fABL/A-322] p0306 N71-19391
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at
high subsonic speeds on basis of pressure plotting
tests
[ABA-18] p0323 N71-20157
SCALE HODELS
Airfoil profile drag measurements, correlating full
scale flight tests and scale model tests in
transonic and high Beynolds number wind tunnels
fAIAA PAPEB 71-289] p0220 A71-22012
Aircraft tires mechanical data from small models,
discussing mechanical properties, tire stresses
and tire temperatures
[AIAA PAPEB 71-316] p03U3 A71-25325
Near field noise measurement on guarter-scale model
to estimate fuselage pressure in TTOL aircraft for
conventional, short and vertical takeoff
configurations
p0603 A71-37844
Subscale modeling of aircraft trailing vortices in
controllable laboratory environment
p0653 A71-40488
Buffet response of straight wing and delta wing
model of space shuttle launch configuration
pO<461 N71-24662
Acoustic measurements on prop-fan model propulsion
system - Vol. 2, appendices
[HASA-CB-1118112-2] pOU70 N71-2578U
Acoustic measurements on prop-fan model propulsion
system
[NASA-CR-111812-1 ] pO«70 N71-25785
Beynolds number simulation requirements for subsonic
wind tunnel tests of space shuttle configurations
pO«73 N71-26065
Static tests of augmentor-wing flap system for
modified C-8A jet STOL research airplane using 0.7
scale model
[NASA-CB-114315] p0176 N71-26U16
Impact response modeling for design of weapon
container
[SC-BB-70-8801] p0519 N71-27986
Aerodynamic characteristics of vehicle models in
aluminum tube
p0588 N71-31108
Leading edge shock impingement and interaction
heating on scale model straight wing orbiter
[NASA-CB-115159J p0679 N71-35196
SCANNEBS
NT INFBiBED SCANNEBS
V/STOL microwave scanning beam approach and landing
system, describing ground and airborne station
equipment and operation
p0211 A71-21680
Address indicator for pressure scanner
[ABL/HE-311] p0169 N71-15577
Selection of scanning systems for aircraft thermal
viewers
p0260 N71-19220
SCANNING
NT CONICAL SCANNING
NT FBEQOEHCY SCANNING
NT BADAB SCANNING
SCABBING DEVICES
D SCAHNEBS
SCAT
0 SOPEBSOHIC COHHEBCIAL AIB TRANSPOBT
SCATTEEEBS
U SCATTEBING
SCiTTEBIHG
NT ACODSTIC SCATTERING
NT BACKSCATTEBING
NT ELASTIC SCATTEBING
NT ELECTBOBAGNETIC SCATTEBING
NT LIGHT SCATTEBING
NT BADAB SCATTEBING
NT TBOPOSPHEBIC SCATTEBING
SCATTEBING FUNCTIONS
Satellite-to-aircraft links propagation
characteristics, considering specular reflected
signals, diffuse scattering and scattering
function
p0538 A71-35097
SCBEDDLIBG
NT PBEDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQDES
Stochastic optimal control theory application to
airplane rescheduling model, obtaining dynamic
programming algorithm for optimal landing and
takeoff rules
p0697 A71-«410»
Investigation of air charter operations utilizing
large airplanes to fulfill demands of aircraft
capacity and speed, cargo type and size, as well
as frequency of operation
[PB-197636] p0619 N71-3162U
SCHLIEBEN PBOTOGBAPBI
Hultiple source schlieren system for flow
visualization £n Canadian trisonic wind tunnel,
using integrated logic circuitry for control
p0192 A71-19921
Schlieren system conversion to holographic
visualization in operational wind tunnels and test
facilities
p0268 A71-22788
Density gradient visualization with schlieren
optical system, discussing propeller aerodynamics
p0283 A71-24103
A-399
SCIESTIPIC SATELLITES SUBJECT ISDEX
Schlieren visualization for supersonic annular fixed
cascade and freon compressor wind tunnels, using
vane holding cylinder devices
p0369 471-27717
Schlieren method for measuring wake density behind
hypervelocity projectile
[ISL-T-12/69] p0105 N71-12221
Schlieren photography and differential
interferometry for free flight tunnel holography
[ISL-T-39/69] p0105 N71-12223
Differential interferometry and Schlieren
photography for hypersonic aerodynamic hologram
analysis
CISL-T-49/69] p0116 N71-12985
Digital computer simulation of automobile impacting
flexible safety barrier, and multiple source
Schlieren system for USE trisonic wind tunnel
rD.1E/HAE-1970/3/] ' p0306 N71-19401
Huitiple-source schlieren system for NAE trisonic
wind tunnel
p0306 N71-19403
Schlieren and phase contrast methods of hypersonic
flow visualization
p0385 N71-22637
Surface pressure measurements and schlieren
photographs of flow about Leveys shock free
airfoil
fAHL/AEBO-3251 p0642 N71-33402
SCIEHTIFIC SATELLITES
NT APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
ST ATS 1
NT ATS 3
SCINTILLATIOH SPECTBOBETEBS
0 SPECTBOHETEBS
SCBAHJET ENGIHES
D SOPEESONIC COMBUSTION EAHJET ENGINES
SCBAMJETS
D SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION HAHJET ENGINES
SCBEEH EFFECT
Aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary planform
wing moving near screen, ground or water surface,
using vortex model
p0504 A71-33596
SE-210 AIBCBAFT
Caravelle aircraft all-weather Sud Lear automatic
landing system operation and performance
p0490 A71-31913
European automatic flight control systems for
landing in category IIIA conditions, discussing
triplex system in Trident and simplex in Caravelle
p0699 A71-44456
Automatic approach and landing system with flash
warning signal for Caravelle aircraft control
p0396 N71-23429
SEA KNIGHT HELICOPTEB
U CH-46 HELICOPTER
SEA STATES
Sea state, wind velocity and wind direction
regression analysis for ground effect machines
[NPL-HOVERCBAFT-16] p0230 N71-17144
SEALANTS
U SEALERS
SBALEBS
Supersonic transport fuel tank environments and
sealant reguirements, describing Boeing laboratory
environment approach
p0275 A71-23424
Long term exposure effects on high temperature
resistant supersonic aircraft fuel tank sealants
p0282 A71-24081
Accelerated testing of jet fuel containment sealant,
using reduced pressure and hybrid fluorocarbon
silicone
p0282 A71-24083
Aircraft power plants sealing materials, emphasizing
porous cermet seals heat resistance under thermal
cyclic loads
p0368 A71-27688
Thermally resistant polymers for fuel tank sealants
of advanced high speed aircraft
rNASA-CR-119940] p0686 N71-35546
Simulated JP-4 jet fuel fire tests of high
temperature cabin pressure sealant and insulating
plastics and rubbers
[FAA-NA-71-22] p0726 N71-38149
SEALING
NT SELF SEALING
Fluorosilicone sealants for aircraft fuel
containment, discussing resistance to heat, jet
fuel, moisture and heat aging
p0282 A71-24080
SEALS (STOPPERS)
NT GLANDS (SEALS)
NT PACKINGS (SEALS)
Computerized analysis of seal temperature, elastic
displacements and seal force balance in iterative
design method for gas turbine mainshaft seals
p0004 A71-10479
Static seals - IHE Conference, London, December 1970
p0148 A71-18214
Compressible flow across shaft face seals and narrow
slots, examining fluid inertia, viscous friction
and entrance losses
P0695 A71-43592
Design and performance of gas-film and oil-film
lubricated self sealing mainshaft seals for gas
turbine engines
[ NASA-CE-72737] p0057 N71-12035
Design of self-acting gas-film seal for turboshaft
of gas turbine engine
p0057 N71-12036
Design of oil-film seal for turboshaft of gas
turbine engine
p0057 N71-12037
Analysis of self-acting lift pad for gas-film seal
of turboshaft
p0058 N71-12038
Computerized sealing dam design analysis for gas
film seal of turboshaft
p0058 N71-12039
Seal ring carbon-graphite materials for aircraft gas
turbines
[NASA-CH-72799] ' p0164 N71-14890
Design of shaft face seal with self-acting lift
augmentation for gas turbine engines
[NASA-TN-D-6164] p0326 N71-20392
Shrouded step pads for separating seal surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-6384 J p0715 N71-36830
Analysis and tests of self-acting mainshaft seals to
provide gas film lubrication for advanced gas
turbine engines
[NASA-CB-72987] p0725 N71-38022
SEAPLANES
Seaplane step /flat plate/ ricochet off ideal
incompressible fluid surface, determining free
surface shape by accounting for trailing vortices
effects
p0185 A71-19355
Analysis of seaplane impact on planing deadrise in
smooth and rough water
CAD-727753] p0720 N71-37614
SEABCH BADAB
Acguisition and processing of aircraft search radar
data obtained by track-while-scan technigue, using
off-line digital computer
p0015 A71-11392
Stochastic model for analysis of track-while-scan
technigue for aircraft search radar, based on
Kalman filter theory
p0015 A71-11393
SEARCHLIGHTS
Evaluation procedures to determine effectiveness of
visible and infrared searchlights mounted on fixed
and rotary wing aircraft during tactical support
missions
[AD-721155] p0511 N71-26895
SEAS
NT CABIBBEAN SEA
NT BEDITEBBANEAN SEA
SEASOHAL VARIATIONS
D ANNUAL VARIATIONS
SEASONS
NT HINTEB
SEAT BELTS
General aviation aircraft accidents involving seat
belt and shoulder harness restrained occupants,
discussing vertical force effects on survivability
and injuries in severe crashes
[SAE PAPER 710399] p0287 A71-24261
SEATS
HI EJECTION SEATS
SECONDARY AIB
0 AIR
SECONDARY FLOS
Flow separation and reattachment in confined jet
mixing of air with secondary flow in duct
[ASHE PAPER 70-FE-B] p0072 A71-13703
A-400
SOBJECT INDEX SENSORS
Primary/secondary flow density ratio effect on
rotary jet flow induction, describing experimental
resnlts with 1/7-1/1 density ratios
P0295 A71-2U853
German monograph on accelerating grids in wind
tunnel and axial flow turbine, covering
plane/secondary flows past cascades and
stator/rotor blading
p0494 A71-32303
Noise sources in axial flow fans, considering
radiation from turbulent boundary layers,
scattering of incident turbulence and secondary
flow influence
p0658 A71-40710
SECONDARY IHJECTION
Liquid properties effect on secondary injection from
spray nozzle, determining jet penetration in
supersonic stream by scattered light and schlieren
photographs
p026U A71-22089
Aerodynamic flame stabilization by secondary air
jets obliguely directed toward combustion chamber
main flow, comparing with mechanical devices
characteristics
p0197 A71-32719
Performance prediction for turbine blade film
cooling with injection through holes
[NASA-CR-116376] p0233 S71-17388
SECOHDARY BADAB
Secondary surveillance radar in ATC systems,
discussing advantages and implications for
controllers
p0271 A71-22955
SECDLAB PEETDBBATION
0 LONG TEEH EFFECTS
SBCDBITY
Extension of Hew York Waterfront Commission to area
airports and establishment of security measures to
combat air cargo theft
[BEPT-91-1262] p0576 N71-30164
Intrusion detector for parked aircraft using sensing
technique to detect human touch
p0619 N71-31651
SEEKEES
D HOBING DEVICES
SEGBEGATION
0 SEPARATION
SE1ECTIOH
NT PEBSONNEL SELECTION
NT PILOT SELECTION
SE1F ADAPTIVE COHTBOL SISTEBS
Nonlinear self adjusting and variable structure
automatic control systems for piloted and
pilotless flight vehicles, considering
oscillations due to electric servosystems
nonlinear characteristics
p0357 A71-26716
Aeroelastic aircraft self adjusting automatic
control systems, discussing elimination of elastic
oscillations caused noise from angular velocity
sensing circuits
p0357 A71-26718
Flight tests to determine reliability of x-15 self
adaptive flight control system
[NASA-TN-D-6208] p02<49 N71-18M22
SELF BBECTISG ANTENNAS
0 ANTEHHAS
SELF EXCITATION
Book on vibration measurements covering resonant and
self excitation patterns, aeroengines, machine
parts, transducers and engineering techniques
p0132 A71-16275
Cylinder vibration due to wake force in wind tunnel,
discussing self exciting force induction
p0272 A71-23057
Self induction function and stability for vortex
vith finite core at aircraft wing, confirming Crow
theory
p0655 A71-10502
SELF INDUCED VIBRATION
NT PANEL FLUTTER
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER
NT SDPEBSONIC FLUTTER
NT TRANSONIC FLUTTEB
SELF BANEOVEHIHG OBITS
Procedures for evaluating effectiveness of self
propelled and portable ground servicing units for
Army aircraft
fAD-719102] pOt57 N71-211S9
SELF ORGANIZING SISTERS
Adaptive self-organizing and -learning control
systems with long and short tern neaory retention,
using logic random searches to find parameter
values
[ASBE PAPEB 71-DE-22] p0361 A71-2732U
Developing self-organizing control systems for
application in aeronautics
p011« K71-12613
SELF REGULATING
0 AOTOBATIC CONTROL
SELF SEALING
Aircraft self sealing fuel tank and fnel cell
systems damage control, considering chemical,
precompressed foam and swellable elastomer seal
concepts
P0282 A71-2U079
Analysis and tests of self-acting mainshaft seals to
provide gas fila lubrication for advanced gas
turbine engines
[NASA-CB-72987] p0725 N71-38022
SEBICOHDDCTOB DEVICES
NT AVALANCHE DIODES
NT FIELD EFFECT TBANSISTOHS
NT BETAL OXIDE SESICONDOCTORS
NT PHOTODIODES
HI THYBISTORS
NT TRANSISTOB ABPLIFIERS
Aircraft electric systems control by solid state
switching, discussing reliability, service life,
versatility and compatibility
P0016 A71-11627
SEHICONDDCTOR JUNCTIONS
NT P-I-N JUNCTIONS
SEHICOSDDCTOfiS (BATEBIALS)
NT HETAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS
Research and development of solid state and
electronic equipment, microwave circuits,
semiconductors, and ionospheric radar
p003t N71-10126
SBBISPAN BODELS
Avoidance of disrupting effects in dynamic tests on
semispan delta wing models in transonic slotted
and perforated wind tunnels
[AHC-B/S-3636] p0170 N71-15701
Wind tunnel investigation of tip vortex structure of
semispan wing for several wing-tip modifications
[NASA-TN-D-6101] p0177 N71-16539
Wind tunnel investigation of longitudinal '
aerodynamic characteristics of semispan wing
deflected-slipstream configuration with double
slotted flap and auxiliary wing
[NASA-TN-D-6323] pOtOO N71-23861
SENDEES
n TBANSHITTERS
SENSIBILITY
D SENSITIVITY
SENSITIVITY
NT IMPACT RESISTANCE
NT NOTCH SENSITIVITY
Flight simulators simulation width and parameter
sensitivity analysis by state vector feedback
method, using multiparameter control root-locus
technigue
P0130 A71-15970
Sensitivity analysis of advance propeller
configurations designed for general aviation
aircraft of 1980 time period
[NASA-CB-111289] p0680 S71-35206
SBNSOK-4IBBOBNB TBBBAIH ANALYSIS
0 SENSOBS
D TEBRAIN ANALYSIS
SENSOBS
Banned aircraft crew long range navigation,
discussing sensor, information processing and
display systems for future commercial and military
missions
p0201 A71-20343
Automatic gust alleviation system employing inertial
sensors and feedback devices with wing flaps and
elevators, considering linkage control,
- noninteracting control and split control
p03UO A71-25195
Biniature aerodynamic turbulence gage using
axisymmetric lifting body sensor
p0403 A71-28158
Two-axis pneumatic rate gyroscope with externally
pressurized gas bearing for airborne vehicle
fluidic autostabilizer sensor
A-401
SENSOBY PEBCEPTIOH SUBJECT IHDEI
p0663 A71-11666
SEHSOBT PEBCEPTIOH
NT AUDITOBY PEBCEPTIOH
HT ADTOKINESIS
HT SPACE PEBCEPTION
HT VISUAL PEBCEPTIOH
SEPABATED FLOD
HT BODNDABY LAYEB SEPABATIOK
Thin delta wing with leading edge separation,
obtaining drag lift and rolling moment
coefficients and pressure distribution
p0021 A71-12408
Turbulent separation and reattachment at
turbomachine blade trailing edge at supersonic
speeds, discussing various flow models
p0066 A71-13142
Flow separation and reattachment in confined jet .
mixing of air with secondary flow in duct
CASHE PAPER 70-FE-B] P0072 A71-13703
Supersonic flow past notch in lateral body surface
or in two closely lying coaxial bodies, applying
turbulent jet theory to separation zone
pCMOO A71-15626
Interaction theory for supersonic separated and
reattaching turbulent boundary layers, comparing
to real flow past compression ramp
[AIAA PAPEB 71-128] p0153 A71-18572
Blunt cylinder with small thread in anomalous seeded
flow in hypersonic wind tunnels, observing
separated shock wave distortion
p0182 A71-18924
Two link approximation of Chaplygin function by
coupling to integral eguations, applying to ideal
gas jet separation flow past symmetrical arc
p0197 471-20081
Twin vortex development in unsteady separated flow
past thin flat plate, using flow visualization
p0266 A71-22582
Supersonic flow separation around cross shaped
horizontal tail plane with subsonic leading edge,
obtaining pressure distribution and aerodynamic
characteristics
p0277 A71-23608
Interaction theory for supersonic separated and
reattaching turbulent boundary layers, comparing
to real flow past compression ramp
[AIAA PAPEB 71-128] p0316 A71-2S476
Bele-Shaw flow viscous tails from airfoil, observing
high Reynolds number trailing edge flow for
separation and initiation of Kutta condition
p0356 171-261417
Three dimensional steady separated liguid and gas
flows past low aspect ratio bodies, deriving
similarity laws for reduction to two dimensional
problem
p0415 A71-29169
Air inlet for simulation of shock wave separated
flow in supersonic diffusers, deriving pressure
variation profile along free boundary
p0116 A71-29175
Asymptotic limiting viscous flow pattern and drag on
flat plate with stationary separation zones at
large Beynolds numbers
pO<!17 A71-29201
Separation control of two dimensional air flow with
turbulent boundary layer along circular
cylindrical wall by jets- or suction
p0420 A71-29433
Slender cone at Bach 10 with underexpanded exhaust
plume, determining flow field interactions
separation pattern and aerodynamic coefficients
[ A I A A PAPER 71-562] po<t93 A71-32280
Two vortex model for downwash variations in
supersonic flow past thin delta wing with
separation at leading edges
p0533 A71-31H90
Negative pressure gradient effect on separation of
supersonic flow over notches, comparing theory
with wind tunnel determination
p0538 471-31898
Pressures, velocities and aerodynamic
characteristics of supersonic flow around slender
delta wings with forced asymmetry and separation
at leading edges
p0554 A71-36131
Tunnel flow separation induced by impinging jet of
vertical taKeoff aircraft
[NRC-11617] p0117 B71-13082
Bake blockage corrections for rectangular flat
plates subjected to separated flow in closed wind
tunnel
[ABC-B/H-3619] p0250 N71-18156
Attached and separated laminar boundary layer
characteristics over high cooled, curved
compression surfaces in hypersonic airflow
P0315 N71-19837
Second-order slender wing theory for incompressible
flow over low aspect ratio wings with and without
leading edge separation
[NASA-CB-66762] p0317 N71-19912
Flow separation concepts under high lift conditions
P0318 N71-20055
Bepresentations of flow separation bubbles near
airfoil leading edge
p0320 N71-20061
Separated flow over flat plate with blunted fin at
zero angle of attack
[AD-717717] p0378 H71-22300
Surface pressure measurements and schlieren
photographs of flow about Leveys shock free
airfoil
[ABL/AEBO-325] p0642 N71-33402
SEPABATIOH
Shrouded step pads for separating seal surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-6381J p0715 N71-36830
SEPABATOES
BT AIR FILTERS
HT DDST COLLECTORS
HT FLDID FILTERS
Inlet particle separators for engine erosion
prevention, discussing tests of various models for
separation efficiency, clogging resistance,
pressure loss and flow distortion
p0097 A71-15135
SEQOBHTIAL ANALYSIS
Motion seguential analysis of airways utilization,
using mathematical-statistical methods
p0360 A71-27113
SEQUENTIAL DETECTION
D SEQOEHTIAL ANALYSIS
SEBIES (MATHEMATICS)
NT ASYMPTOTIC SEBIES
NT POWER SERIES
SEBVICE LIFE
Service life of pin jointed connections with
elastoplastic strains in bore walls
pOOSit 471-11606
Gas turbine engines materials and components
equivalent service life estimation
P0136 471-16753
Gas turbine engine nozzle guide vanes under pulsed
thermal operation, discussing service life
evaluation and increase
p0136 A71-16756
Aircraft gas turbine engine components equivalent
testing by shortening testing time reguired to
increase service life
P0136 A71-16761
Aircraft generator service life improvement and
weight minimization by close coupling with drive
and heat producing components cooling with oil
spray and mist
p0119 A71-18463
Aircraft gear pumps bearing elements design for
increasing service life
P0205 471-20793
Zinc-silver oxide batteries underwater, and aerial
applications, designing medium high rate long life
cells
p0207 A71-21102
Military aircraft zinc silver oxide battery service
requirements and performance
P0207 A71-21103
Complex airframe design for economic and safe
operation and long life using fatigue and fracture
mechanics
[AIAA PAPEB 70-512] p0221 A71-22025
Turboprop aircraft engine service life extension,
correcting deficiencies via accelerated tests
based on relation between failure rate and usage
p0266 A71-22633
Helicopter auxiliary power unit /APO/ life cycle
cost computation
p0357 A71-26679
Structure service life and storage failure
probability calculation with current load
measurements and laboratory fatigue testing
A-10 2
SOBJECT INDEX SHEAB LAY.BBS
pOU18 A71-29231
Reliability and maintainability as concepts in life
cycle costs applied to airline operations
pCSOO A71-33287
Life cycle cost optimization of STOL aircraft and
tracked air cushion vehicles for operating
transportation system
p05C1 A71-33306
Gas turbine engines materials and components
equivalent service life estimation
p05«3 A71-35U52
Gas turbine engine nozzle guide vanes under pulsed
thermal operation, discussing service life
evaluation and increase
P05H14 A71-35155
Aircraft gas turbine engine components eguivalent
testing by shortening testing time reguired to
increase service life
pC54Q A71-35K60
Integrated drive generator for aircraft electrical
power systems, improving weight, life and
reliability
P0519 A71-35781
Automatic pilots for control of rotary and fixed
wing aircraft
fAD-727789] p0720 N71-37611
SEBVICES
HT MEDICAL SEBVICES
NT METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES
SEBVO LOOPS
0 FEEDBACK CONTROL
SEBVOACTUATORS
D ACTOATOBS
SEBVOAHPLIFIBBS
Wind tunnel model trajectory simulation system with
closed loop control by digital computer,
describing instrumentation, system servoamplifiers
and testing procedures
pO«31 A71-30331
SEBVOHECHASISHS
NT SERVOAHELIFIERS
Helicopter fuselage vertical and in-plane main rotor
head vibratory forces isolation with
hydropneuoatic servocentered system at
transmission/airframe interface
TABS PREPRINT 511] p01«9 A71-31085
Servosystem design of high-response mnltislotted
bypass valving system for supersonic inlets
tNASA-TN-D-6081] p0051 H71-11061
SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
NT SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
Finite amplitude waves from supersonic jet,
discussing pressure fluctuations measurement for
explaining wave patterns visible on spark
shadowgraphs
TAIAA PAPER 71-151;] P015H A71-18593
Shadowgraph photography and differential
interferometry for studying aircraft boom effect
on building shell
[ISL-T-2/70] p0108 H71-12247
SHADOWGRAPHS
0 SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
NT TURBOSHAFTS
Computerized analysis of seal temperature, elastic
displacements and seal force balance in iterative
design method for gas turbine mainshaft seals
pOOOU A71-10U79
Compressible flow across shaft face seals and narrow
slots, examining fluid inertia, viscous friction
and entrance losses
P0695 A71-U3592
Sealing dam analysis for design of shaft face seal
with self-acting lift augmentation for advanced
gas turbine engines
[NASA-TN-D-7006] p0053 871-11579
Design of shaft face seal with self-acting lift
augmentation for gas turbine engines
[NASA-TN-D-61611] p0326 H71-20392
SHABKS
0 JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SHAPED CHARGES
Performance tests on liguid explosive emergency exit
for civil aircraft
[FAA-BD-71-33] p0587 H71-31064
SHAPES
BT CONVEXITY
NT ELLIPTICITY
BT FLATNESS
Minimum suction rate preventing laminar boundary
layer separation from curvilinear porous surface
in jet flow
P0025 A71-12553
SBABP LEADING EDGES
Circular stagnation line position on axisyametrical
blunt bodies with circular sharp edge
P0278 A71-23672
Leading edge suction analogy for predicting low
speed lift and drag-due-to-lift characteristics of
sharp edge delta and related wing planforms
[AIAA PAPER 69-1133] pC291 A71-24851
Measurement of vortex breakdown on slender
sharp-edged wings
p0103 N71-12201
Flight-measured base pressures from sharp leading
edge upper vertical fin of x-15 aircraft compared
with wind tunnel data for turbulent flow at Hach
numbers from 1.5 to 5.0
[NASA-TN-D-63t8] pOUOl N71-23922
Aspect ratio effect on oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives of slender sharp-edged delta wing in
incompressible flow
POU59 N71-24571
Measurement of oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives on sharp-edged delta wing at vortex
breakdown angle of attack
p0160 N71-24572
SHATTERING
D FRAGMENTATION
SHEAB FATIGDE
U SHEAR STRESS
SHEAB FLOW
Boundary layer development on slender rod in axial
shear flow for different profiles
P0135 A71-16711
Grid turbulence interaction with uniform mean shear
flow, examining initial disturbance length scale
effects
p0138 A71-16965
Airfoils in two dimensional nonuniformly sheared
slipstreams, predicting pressure distribution from
mathematical model for comparison with measurement
[AIAA PiPEB 71-91] p0152 A71-18519
Nonuniform transonic shear compressible flow past
symmetric airfoil, using linearized small
disturbance theory
p0293 A71-24761
Computer program for aerodynamic forces on flexible
plate undergoing transient motion in shear flow,
applying to panel flutter
p0366 A71-27559
Shearing flows in steady vortex around airfoil in
perturbed velocity, considering aerodynamic forces
torque
pOH89 A71-31903
Straight line vortices in uniform two dimensional
straining field, detailing irrotational strain and
simple shear
p0655 A71-U0501
Minimum drag and lifting line characteristics of
large aspect ratio wing in uniform shear flow with
velocity variations along span
p0693 A71-U3312
Low speed and supersonic wind tunnel and hydraulic
test tunnel tables
[IC-AEBO-70-01] p0119 N71-13237
Structure of three dimensional transonic shear flow
in tnrbomachine cascade examined in context of
time dependent computer experiment
[NASA-CR-1816] p0513 N71-2700U
Relation of Eulerian and Lagrangian structure of
• pseudosound pressure and velocity fields in
turbulent shear flow to aerodynamic noise
generation
[BASA-CB-119359] p0589 N71-31211
SHEAB LAIEBS
Static pressure port errors in hypersonic turbulent
flow, using approximate shear layer momentum
balance for pr.essare increase derivation
. C4IAA PAPEB 71-270] p0219 A71-21996
Laminar mixing region stratified free shear layer
stability between two uniform streams from
numerical solution of linear sixth order equation
for disturbance amplitu-de function
p0269 A71-22851
Backward facing step in confined supersonic two
dimensional flow, investigating turbulent shear
layer reattachment
A-U03
SBEAB PBOPEBTIES SUBJECT INDEX
P0292 A71-2U622
Transonic aircraft jet exhaust wave structure,
examining reflection geometry at shear layer and
shock diamond train
P0296 A71-2U867
SBEAB FBOFEBT1ES
NT SHEAB STRENGTH
SHEAB STBEIGTB
Surface treatment effects on high shear strength
adhesive bonding of fiber reinforced plastics to
metal substructures
p0282 A71-2U069
SBEAB STBESS
NT TORSIONS! STBESS
Small surface elements local skin friction sensor
measurements near wall during laminar and
turbulent flow, making direct shear force
measurements
p0135 A71-16731
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
calculations, using two dimensional method based
on turbulent energy eguation empirical conversion
into shear stress transport eguation
p0356 A71-26«U3
Eccentrically stiffened thin cylindrical panels
instability under uniform axial compression,
uniform hoop compression and uniform shear
p0509 A71-31150
Stresses and deformations in multi-ply aircraft
tires subject to inflation pressure loading
[AD-711073] p0039 M71-1013U
Effect of turbulent shear on decay of trailing
vortex system behind aircraft
[AD-720852] p0516 N71-27333
Total pressure, static pressure, surface shear
stress, and yaw angle measurements of S curved
ducted flow
riC-71-10] p0577 N71-30264
SHEARING STBESS
D SBEAB STRESS
SHEDDING
Acoustic resonance excited by vortex shedding from
circular cylinders and thin plates in wind tunnels
noting pressure gradients
[A8C-CP-1141] p0519 N71-27716
SHEET HETAL
D HETAL SHEETS
SHELL STABILITY
Soviet papers on three dimensional structures
covering strength and stability of compound
curvature shells, bodies of revolution and
multilayer plates
pOUIS A71-30888
Aeroelastic stability of flat plates and shells,
considering panel flutter
pO<(99 A71-32987
Estimation of stability of elastic noncircular
conical and cylindrical orthogonal shells
[AD-717014] p0329 N71-20754
SHELLS (STBOCTDBAL FOBBS)
NT CIRCULAR SHELLS
NT CONICAL SHELLS
NT CYLINDBICAL SHELLS
NT ELASTIC SHELLS
NT RADOHBS
NT THIN WALLED SHELLS
Beal wieqht formula for shell fuselages based on
theoretical similarity considerations
p0615 A71-39411
Static strength, stiffness, fatigue, and damage
resistance of materials in design optimization for
shell structure
p0118 N71-131U3
SHELTERS
•Bare base shelter/hangar expandable structures for
rapid worldwide Tactical Fighter Organization
deployment, noting foam and honeycomb fabrication
fAIAA PAPER 71-398] p03U1 A71-25271
Fabrication and field testing of aircraft
maintenance hangars and general purpose shelters
(AD-727047] p0685 N71-35397
SHIELDING
NT ElECTBOHAGNETIC SHIELDING
NT ELECTROSTATIC SHIELDING
NT HEAT SHIELDING
NT SPACECRAFT SHIELDING
SHIBS
0 COHPENSATOBS
SHIP PBOPDLSION
D BAEINE PBOPULSION
SBIPS
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
NT CiBGO SHIPS
NT NUCLEAR POSERED SHIPS
NT SATELLITE COHHUNICATIONS SHIPS
Fuel consumption and propulsive and thermodynamic
efficiency comparisons for ships, hydrofoil craft,
helicopters, jet aircraft, and ground effect
machines
[NPL-HOVERCRAFT-12] p0230 N71-17161
SHOCK ABSORBERS
Parachute decelerator towline energy absorber shock
attenuation characteristics, discussing drop test
results
[AIAA PAPEB 70-1202] p0317 A71-25527
Nonlinear elastic suspension springs with
symmetrically hardened behavior for shock and
vibration isolation of aerospace instruments and
controls
P0538 A71-34890
Functional analysis of landing gear systems
fASD-TR-69-113] p0106 N71-12231
Coupled supersonic inlet-engine control using
overboard bypass doors and engine speed to control
normal shock position
[NASA-TN-D-6019] p0117 N71-13080
SHOCK DIFFDSEES
U DIFFUSERS
0 SHOCK HAVE ATTENUATION
SHOCK DISCONTINUITY
Unsteady analogy for hypersonic flows past blunt
bodies with shock deformation
p0217 A71-21863
Numerical solution of nonuniform enthalpy mixed
axisymmetric gas flow in curvilinear regions with
upper boundary and discontinuity using build-up
method
p0290 A71-24376
Unsteady analogy for hypersonic flows past blunt
bodies with shock deformation
p0613 A71-39362
SHOCK FROSTS
Shock wave interaction with wedge moving at
supersonic speed, calculating geometry of regions
formed intersecting wavefronts
p0190 A71-19741
Measuring low-density flow over two-dimensional
blunt bodies in hypersonic arc tunnel
[HASA-TN-D-6017] p0105 H71-12215
Approximative solutions for diffracted and focusing
wave front expansions in sonic boom shock wave
propagation
p0521 N71-28370
SHOCK HEATING
Aerothermodynamic shock heating of space shuttle
booster surface during atmospheric ascent
p0472 N71-26059
SHOCK LATEBS
Nonegnilibrium multicomponent ionization
calculations for stagnation merged shock layer of
hypersonic blunt body by successive accelerated
replacement
[AIAA PAPEB 69-655] p0191 A71-19890
High temperature aerodynamics with electromagnetic
radiation, considering thermally radiating shock
layers, electric arc driven wind tunnels and gas
dynamic lasers
p0361 A71-27277
Shock standoff distance and Bach disk diameter
measurements in underexpanded sonic jets, using
nitrogen dioxide-tetroxide working fluid
p0538 A71-31895
Investigating supersonic viscous gas flow around
blunt bodies
p0225 N71-16902
Hethods for prediction of centerline shock layer
thickness and pressure distribution on delta wing
body configurations
[NASA-TN-D-6550] p0709 N71-36418
SHOCK LOADS
Bent structure failure under pulse floor
acceleration shocks, concerning aircraft seat
damage during crash landing
p0201 A71-207H7
Supersonic compressor performance, discussing shock
and dump losses and wave structure model errors
p0297 A71-21869
4-HOt
SUBJECT INDEX SHOCK BATE IHTEBACTIOB
Best German parachute research, discussing
stretching/filling shock, fabric material
properties and static stability
pO<!9tt A71-32373
Flight test measurements of shock cell noise loading
of aircraft tail planes, noting alleviation by
nozzle and mirror structural modifications
p0609 A71-38U67
Damper system for alleviating air flow shock loads
on wind tannel models
[NASA-CASE-XLA-09U80] p06U5 H71-33612
SHOCK BESISfAHCE
NT IMPACT RESISTANCE
SHOCK SIHOLATORS
Mechanism simulating vibrational and acoustic
properties of sonic booms
[NASA-CB-111839J p0173 N71-16029
SHOCK SFECTBA
Bass loading effects on pyrotechnic shock
environment of aerospace systems
[HASi-CE-116019] P0260 H71-192SO
SHOCK TUBES
NT SHOCK TUNNELS
Solid particle impurity effects on hypersonic shock
tube flow, determining error .in blunt body
measurements
p0182 A71-18916
Soviet book on experimental aerodynamics covering
wind tunnels, shock tubes, liguid and gas physical
properties, flow parameter measurement eguipment,
etc
P01I22 A71-29524
French shock tube test facility for reproducing and
investigating effects of sonic boons on vision and
physiological processes
P0502 A71-33350
German monograph on pressure changes as boundary
layer effect in tube wind tunnels covering test
equipment and experimental design, Becker theory,
pipe flow, etc
P0537 A71-34792
Shock tube procedure and tone-bust technigae for
evaluating sound absorption of materials at high
intensities
[NASA-CB-1698] p0179 N71-16660
Conference on propulsion and energetics technigues
for diagnosing high velocity flows
[AGAKD-CP-38] p0385 H71-22626
Turbulent boundary layer over flat plate and
compression corner models studied in hypersonic
gun tunnel
[IC/71/11] p0580 N71-307U7
SHOCK TUNNELS
Monograph on hypersonic shock tunnel supersonic
combustion research technigues covering test
facilities, optical and electromagnetic flow
measurement methods, etc .
P0423 A71-29578
Flap induced flow deflection effects in hypersonic
shock tunnel, obtaining turbulent heating, skin
friction and pressure data
CAIAA PAPEB 71-598] pOt82 A71-315«0
Shock tunnel drag measurements on sharp slender
cones in near free molecule hypersonic flow in air
and He
P060H 471-37897
Simulation of supersonic ramjet combustion chamber
in shock tunnel
P0385 N71-22630
SHOCK IAVE ATTENUATION
Supersonic flight path curvature effects on local
shock wave production, considering no boom zone
and ground rules
P0354 A71-26310
Supersonic aircraft shape for shock waves
minimization based on channel configuration with
converging inlet and diverging outlet section
P0699 A71-44572
Accuracy of shock pressure attenuation in near field
sonic boom profiles
POS27 H71-28391
SHOCK BATE CONTROL
Numerical analysis of plane transonic flows past
shock free airfoils without boundary layer
separation using inverse method of complex
characteristics
P0607 A71-38307
Parameter effects on coalescence of nose and wing
shocks in wing/body pressure signature for sonic
boom reduction
p0526 H71-28385
SHOCK BATE GENERATORS
NT SHOCK TUBES
HT SHOCK TUNNELS
Plane compression waves propagation into constant
state nonviscous fluid, considering shock
fornation of pressure pulses and overpressure as
function of time
p0195 A71-19961
Bnltiple tone generation by axial flow transonic
.compressors, considering shock waves production
and propagation associated with supersonic
elements of blading
p0558 A71-36U97
SST sonic boom generation, discussing aircraft
design and atmospheric conditions effects and
property damage
p0658 A71-U0705
SHOCK BATE INTERACTION
Monograph on plane shock wave interactions covering
supersonically moving two dimensional thin
airfoils, slender bodies of revolution and thin
wings
p0013 A71-11227
Flow characteristics in turbomachine blade cascades
with transonic regime, emphasizing shock- boundary
layer interaction phenomena
p0066 A71-131UO
Plane transonic flow with curved compression shock
wave between subsonic and supersonic regions
p0083 A71-1U560
Strong blast wave interaction and transient pressure
on conical slender supersonic bodies
p0086 A71-14979
Far and near field solutions of plane steady
transonic flow past thin airfoil including
imbedded shock waves, using small disturbance
theory
[AIAA PAPER 70-188] p0131 A71-16565
Interaction between radiation from shock wave region
and oncoming cold air flow in hypersonic flow past
blunt body
p0189 A71-19730
Shock wave interaction with wedge moving at
supersonic speed, calculating geometry of regions
formed intersecting wavefronts
p0190 A71-19711
Hypersonic strong interaction flow over inclined
surface, using asymptotic expansion in powers of
hypersonic interaction parameter for boundary
layer equations reduction
p0265 A71-22109
Laminar boundary layer interaction with shock wave
in viscous supersonic flow near concave
compression corner
p0278 A71-23618
Normal shock wave interaction with deformable solid
walls, determining explosion or sonic booms
effects on elastic structures and protection
devices
p0291 A71-24483
Triple point trajectory of shock-shock Bach
reflection off plane wall, comparing to whitham
theory
p035U A71-26192
Hypersonic cruise vehicles viscous interactions
areas, examining compression corners, shock,
interactions, laminar and turbulent flow, boundary
layer separation, etc
[»IAA PAPEB 70-781] .p0365 A71-27551
Shock interaction effects on flapped delta wing at
hypersonic speed, presenting method for estimating
reflected expansion wave impingement boundaries
and resulting aerodynamic coefficients
p0367 A71-27598
Sonic boom pressure signature laboratory scale
measurement after modification by traveling
through air jet turbulence, comparing with
statistical prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 71-618] pOU83 A71-31547
Sonic boom wave interaction with topographic models,
measuring surface pressure time history
C A I A A PAPES 71-619] po«83 A7i-3is«8
V shaped conical wing in supersonic and hypersonic
flow with- shock attached to leading edge,
investigating complex wave system with time
dependent and analytical methods
p0556 A71-36339
A-405
SHOCK HAVE PBOFILBb SDBJECT IHDEI
Viscous slipstream flov downstream of triple shock
wave intersection in supersonic diffuser air flov,
using Pitot and static pressure probe measurements
p0660 A71-10981
Flare induced laminar boundary layer/shock wave
interactions on axisymmetric bodies at zero
incidence in supersonic flov under adiabatic
conditions
p0701 471-116011
Computerized calculations of adiabatic laminar
boundary layer and shock vave interactions using
Klineberg method
fTKI-TN-60] pOOIS N71-11017
Absorptive, nonreflecting barrier mounted between
closely spaced jet engines on supersonic aircraft,
for preventing shock vave interference
tNASA-CASE-XLA-02865] p0169 N71-15563
Oscillating interaction of turbulent boundary layers
and shock waves in supersonic diffusers
p0309 N71-19196
Proceedings for symposium on viscous interaction
phenomena in supersonic and hypersonic flov
[AD-71U362] p031U H71-19830
Supersonic, turbulent boundary layer interaction
with compression corner at very high Reynolds
number
[NASA-CH-1170521 p0315 N71-19831
Turbulent boundary layers in compressible flow and
their interactions with normal shock waves in zero
and adverse pressure gradients
[ARL/HE-321] . p0517 N71-27602
Shock wave interaction between supersonic airfoils,
slender bodies, and thin wings and plane shock
wave
[TTH-158] p0578 H71-30321
Leading edge shock impingement and interaction
heating on scale model straight wing orbiter
rNASA-CR-115159] p0679 N71-35196
SHOCK RATE PROFILES
Caret wing serial tests in Hach 8 to 15 hypersonic
flow, including three component force, spanwise
direction pressure distribution and shock wave
angular measurements by flow visualization
p0196 A71-20015
Shock wave shape attached to cone moving in ideal
gas studied by Pade-Shanks approximation method,
considering angle of attack
p0266 A71-22105
Shock wave diffraction patterns on plane walled
convex corners in air, nitrogen and carbon dioxide
at various Hach numbers
P0199 «71-32918
Design shock wave correspondence to strong oblique
shock, discussing off design behavior of caret
wing
p0511 A71-35280
Delta wing shock envelope visualization at
hypersonic speed, obtaining flow field photographs
by vapor screen technigue
p0660 A71-10973
Laboratory high beta plasma shock wave generation
[AD-717397} p0376 N71-22166
Prediction methods for sonic boom generation and
propagation with overpressure minimization in
supersonic transport design and operation
fHiSA-SP-255] p0523 N71-28363
Atmospheric-turbulence effects on sonic boom shock
wave thickness .
p0523 H71-28367
Approximative sound vave scattering behind sonic
boom overpressure signatures
p0521 N71-28368
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom shock
wave scattering
p0521 N71-28369
Flow field approximation for sonic boom shock wave
generation by thin nonlifting rectangular wing
p0521 N71-28372
Sonic boom cusped shock wave near focusing ray
system of supersonic wing flow field
p052U N71-28373
Hind tunnel models for sonic boom simulation at high
Hach numbers
p0525 N71-28377
Waveform parameters for extrapolating wind tunnel
sonic boom signatures to far field
p0525 N71-28378
Sonic boom in near field and far field of nonlifting
rectangular wing
pOS25 H71-28379
Low Hach number supersonic flight data on~ sonic boom
signatures at cutoff Hach number
p0525 N71-28381
Hind tunnel effects on experimental sonic boom
signature determinations
p0526 H71-28383
Correlation of measured and calculated sonic boom
signatures for vind tunnel planform models
p0526 H71-28388
Accuracy of shock pressure attenuation in near field
sonic boom profiles
p0527 N71-28391
SHOCK RATE PROPAGATION
Nonlinear acoustics propagation theoretical
solutions by weak shock theory and Burger
equation, noting differences in exactness and
complexity of methods
p0139 A71-17156
Hanging shock wave in small supersonic flow past
profile with broken generatrix in plane ideal gas
p0217 A71-21872
Sonic boom and explosion shock wave propagation over
long distances through turbulence modeled by sound
speed fluctuation, including acoustic scattering
effect
p0269 A71-22858
Transonic compressor shock wave noise generation and
decay rates at multiple tones, using sonic boom
analysis
CASHE PAPEB 71-GT-7] p03is A71-25953
Sonic boom phenomena, discussing supersonic flow
. near aircraft, atmospheric propagation,
distortion, focusing, caustics, turbulence effects
and reduction
p0195 A71-32566
Hultiple tone generation by axial flow transonic
compressors, considering shock waves production
and propagation associated with supersonic
elements of blading
p0558 A71-36197
Sonic aircraft boom propagation analysis for
horizontal flight in unperturbed atmosphere
pOOSO H71-11036
Transmission of sonic boom pressure through glass
window panes
rNASA-CR-111816] p0178 N71-16557
Second order slender body theory for calculating
nonlinear effects on sonic boom intensity
p0523 N71-28364
Computerized simulation of shock waves and flow
fields behind supersonic edge delta wings and
wing-body combinations
p0523 N71-28365
Sonic boom in interaction of conical field and plane
shock wave
p0523 N71-28366
Numerical analysis of two-dimensional steady gas
flow around thin symmetrical wings and shock wave
formation during transition from sonic to
supersonic flow
[AD-727854] p0721 N71-37850
SHOCK RATES
NT DETOBATIOS HAVES
NT HACH CONES
NT NORMAL SHOCK BATES
NT OBLIQUE SHOCK HATES
NT HIEMANN HATES
NT SONIC BOOHS
Shock wave diffraction at sharp edges, discussing
physical principles, angle and pressure ratio
effects
p0002 A71-10109
Pseudoshock mechanism model, explaining supersonic
diffuser main flow static pressure increase and
decrease alternately and wall increase
monotonously
p0020 A71-11870
Free wave reflection measurements of normal acoustic
impedance of ground surfaces in relation to shock
waves from large supersonic commercial aircraft
p0068 A71-13278
Hypersonic conical flow with attached shock waves
over delta wings
p0079 A71-11213
Blunt body problem with detached shock, considering
methods of lines and integral relations agreement
for wide range of Hach numbers
p0082 A71-11119
A-406
SUBJECT IHDB* SBORT HADL AIBCBAFT
German monograph on shock wave diffraction wedge
angular changes in ideal gas region, comparing
experimental with perturbation theoretical results
p0138 A71-17107
Shock wave bisector rule improvement, applying to
asymptotic behavior of bow shock attached to
airfoil in two dimensional supersonic flow
p0142 A71-17420
Blunt cylinder with small thread in anomalous seeded
flow in hypersonic wind tunnels, observing
separated shock wave distortion
p0182 A71-18924
Shock wave diffraction by two dimensional weak
disturbances, using aerodynamics blast method
p0185 471-19255
Closing shock position in supersonic underexpanded
single and two phase jets, determining liguid
phase concentration effects on flach number and
nozzle pressure in wind tunnel
p0217 A71-21925
Combustion reactions development with velocity
gradient downstream steady shock wave, considering
aerodynamic field in supersonic wind tunnel
p0279 A71-23813
Dissipative fluid sonic flow and shock conditions
downstream of symmetrical plane barrier
p0279 A71-2382U
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow pattern in wake
behind star-shaped body at supersonic speed,
determining drag and shock waves location
p0289 A71-24371
Air inlet for simulation of shock wave separated
flow in supersonic diffusers, deriving pressure
variation profile along free boundary
p0416 A71-29175
Incident sonic boom shock wave reflection factors
off smooth surface, discussing pressure rise and
flight near threshold Mach number
p0440 A71-30610
Hypersonic flow pattern past windward side of delta
wing with supersonic leading edges, joining
potential and vortex regions behind shock wave
p0444 A71-30874
Temperature and shock structure effects on choked
jet noise characteristics, using axisymmetric
convergent and convergent-divergent nozzles for
radiated noise fields investigation
[AIAA PAPEB 71-582] p0485 A71-31570
Shock wave diffraction at symmetric lenticular wing
profile with free stream critical Bach number of
0.87, using Godunov difference scheme
p0657 A71-10679
Noise sources in axial flow fans, considering
radiation from turbulent boundary layers,
scattering of incident turbulence and secondary
flow influence
p0658 A71-U0710
Sonic boom minimization including front and rear
shocks, exemplified by SST aircraft
p0660 A71-40972
Two dimensional supersonic flow pattern, velocity
and loss in shock waves in front of blade cascade
p0664 A71-41842
Approximate solution for position and strength of
shock waves about cones in steady supersonic flow
p0702 A71-44624
Supersonic flow with separated shock wave past wedge
shaped profile
fNASA-TT-F-13469] p0237 N71-17443
Semi-empirical determination of adiabatic efficiency
of supersonic compressor stage
[AD-715005] p0215 N71-18036
Begions upstream and downstream from shock waves of
airfoils in uniform and transonic flow
[NASA-TT-F-13472] p02«8 N71-18U01
Investigation of generation of sound by jet of air
at high subsonic velocity issuing fron slot nozzle
and passing over rigid, flat plate of finite
dimensions
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1460] p0333 S71-21226
Transformation in air components due to marked
increase in temperature during reentry shock wave
p0386 N71-22640
Device for controlling terminal shock waves in
supersonic inlets
[NASA-CASE-LEIT- 11 188-1] p0674 N71-34017
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution in flow
field due to diffraction of plane shock wave by
thin wings
p0680 N71-35203
Technique for relating transient tolerances in inlet
throat Hach number and shock position to
supersonic unstart freguency due to atmospheric
turbulence for supersonic inlet design
[NASA-OS-1.11372] . p0723 N71-37835
SHOOTING STAB AIBCBAFT
0 T-33 AIBCBAPT
SBOBT BADL AIBCBAFT
Economic contributions of U.S. domestic airline
industry in 1970s regarding air transportation"
constraints and impact on short haul
[AIAA PAPEB 70-1309] pOOOS A71-10U86
Short haul air transportation in U.S., interagency
cooperation and federal involvenent
[AIAA PAPEB 70-1286] pOOlO A71-10875
Short haul air transportation technological factors
for VTO1, STOL, CTO1 and light aircraft,
considering operating costs, passenger service and
environment impact
[AIAA PAPEB 70-1287] p0018 A71-11700
V/STOL short haul transport systems, discussing
interurban applications, all-weather operation,
operating costs, noise and atmospheric pollution
p0070 A71-13565
Intercity V/STOL air transportation system,
discussing traffic movements, cost and terminals
p0070 A71-13566
Intercity V/STO1 aircraft transport system, solving
congestion problems through all weather
superiority, low noise level and separate ATC
p0070 A71-13571
VTOL systems for commercial short haul air
transportation, discussing large helicopters and
compound aircraft applications for system capacity
profitability and efficiency increases
p0071 A71-13575
Short haul STOL aircraft transport system,
discussing neighborhood stolport ownership,
technical feasibility and economic, emotional,
ecological and sociological viability
p0071 A71-13618
Compound and VTOL aircraft and prototype compact
downtown V-ports for short haul air transportation
improvement and expansion
p0071 A71-13619
Short haul STOL concepts including stolport
potentials, onboard avionics, vehicle
characteristics, tradeoffs and current
nonproductive flying due to traffic congestion
p0072 A71-13620
Area navigation in commuter/air taxi operations
concerning airborne equipment, airport utilization
and CTOL, STOL and VTOL aircraft
p0085 A71-14650
Optimum flight paths for V/STOL aircraft operating
in short haul transportation near city centers
p0098 A71-15443
V/STOL component of unified transportation system,
discussing transportation modes, airport
locations, noise reduction, cost factors, etc
p0288 A71-24274
Turbofan VTOL or STOL intercity aircraft, examining
high bypass lift engine design
p0296 A71-24861
European airbus, considering flight trials of first
A.300B high capacity transport aircraft
p0358 A71-26921
Prop-fan propulsion system for V/STOL short haul
transport aircraft, discussing performance, noise
and weight characteristics
[SAE PAPEB 710470] p0409 A71-28338
Dassault Bercure short range twin jet aircraft
capable of using powerful engine
pOH19 A71-29276
Aircraft capabilities in intraurban transportation
for Detroit metropolitan area, considering vehicle
design, fleet size, cost and terminal location
[AIAA PAPEB 71-504] p0422 A71-29548
Integrated short-haul interurban transportation
system, considering combination of conventional
jet aircraft, STOL aircraft and high-speed ground
transportation
[AIAA PAPEB 71-508] p0422 A71-29550
French contribution to air transportation,
discussing international cooperation on supersonic
Concorde, medium range airbus and short range
Hercure
p0496 A71-32688
A-407
SHOBT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT SUBJECT IHDEX
Low disk-loading proprotor application to propeller
and faniet STOL and fanjet VTOL short haul
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 71-781] p0531 A71-3H481
Operating costs and runway lengths for V/STOL in
city and suburban short haul air transportation
P0557 'A71-36347
Future air transportation concepts, discussing short
haul travel market, economic, environmental,
safety, convenience and reliability aspects
p0560 A71-36671
European air traffic employed in transportation of
tourists, considering European Airbus A-30CB super
twin
p0598 A71-37273
Hercure short range passenger aircraft design
conception, analyzing cost
p0607 A71-38242
Short haul air transportation, discussing
performance requirements, community acceptance and
navigation and landing aids
p0665 A71-42073
STOL aircraft system, discussing ground
installations, runways, three dimensional area
navigational aids, noise reduction, air traffic
and short haul productivity
[AIAA PAPER 71-983] p0700 A71-<IU579
Demonstration plan for Western Region Short Haul Air
Transportation Program
[ATR-71-/7190/-1-VOL-1 ] p0036 1171-10279
Technical studies for Western Region Short Hani iir
Transportation Program
[ ATB-71-/7190/-1-VOL-2] p0036 N71-102BO
Normal and compound helicopters to be used as short
haul aircraft in view of burden on today's air
traffic control
p0377 N71-22189
Short haul vertical takeoff aircraft with lift fans
incorporated in aircraft body, noting wide
aircraft compartment
p0377 871-22190
Propeller-driven short haul tilt wing aircraft
noting aerodynamic noise
p0377 N71-22191
Comparison of automobile, rail transportation, and
short haul aircraft performance by means of market
research noting central city airports
p>0377 1171-22192
Cost analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft operation
for short haul traffic noting influence of airport
operation
p0377 H71-22193
SHOBT TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
NT BREGDET 9U1 AIRCRAFT
NT DHC 1 AIRCRAFT
Aladin 2 interurban Stol transport design with blown
wings and jet deflection- by wing flaps,
emphasizing engine noise reduction
pOOOS A71-107119
High lift systems for four-engine Hach 0.8 turbofan
STOL aircraft, discussing propulsion, aerodynamics
and design trends
fSAE PAPER 700811] p0015 A71-115U5
STOL navigation equipment and microwave landing
instruments test programs, noting data recording
and flight operations
p0068 A71-13286
STOL future performance and safety level,
considering current jet aircraft fatal accident
record and proportional perpetuation,
airworthiness and operational considerations
p0070 A71-13568
Short haul STOL aircraft transport system,
discussing neighborhood stolport ownership,
technical feasibility and economic, emotional,
ecological and sociological viability
p0071 A71-13618
Short haul STOL concepts including stolport
potentials, onboard avionics, vehicle
characteristics, tradeoffs and current
nonproductive flying due to traffic congestion
p0072 A71-13620
STOL and boundary layer control aircraft takeoff and
landing distance, considering jet suction action
influence on lift and drag coefficients
p008t A71-1M595
STOL aircraft for tactical support, discussing OSAF
intertheater requirements
p0087 A71-1502«
IFH design requirements for STOL navigation
equipment from flight tests
p0095 A71-15U21
Three axis flight director for precise helicopter
control, deflected slipstream STOL or VTOL
attitude and power under low ceiling and
visibility landing
p0096 A71-15428
VTOL and STOL port federal design criteria,
outlining planning and construction
P0098 A71-15UU1
Public-use ground level and rooftop helicopter and
STOL aircraft landing facilities for city and
suburban traffic
P0098 A71-15112
Light amphibian passenger STOL P-300 Equator
aircraft, using single turbosupercharged engine
driving two blade propeller at tail assembly
p0131 A71-16132
Universal mini carrier UHC-120 light turboprop STOL
transport
p0131 A71-16133
ARAVA STOL aircraft, describing payloads,
configuration, design flight testing, stability
and landing characteristics
pOISU A71-19082
Ground boundary layer effects of fixed ground plane
for powered STOL wind tunnel model, discussing
flow breakdown criteria, contraction lag, strut
fairing interference, etc
[AIAA PAPEH 71-266] p0218 A71-21992
Power augmented lift STOL aircraft operating costs
reduction by channel wing concept, discussing
aerodynamic theory and structural applications to
high lift flaps aircraft .
P0266 A71-22592
Fluid mechanics of atmospheric environment and flow
on swept wings in short and medium ranqe aircraft
design, concerning STOL capability in India
p0273 A71-23199
NASA aerodynamic research applicable to business
aircraft concerning wind tunnel and flight tests,
STOL performance and high speed cruise technology
[SAB PAPER 710378] p0285 A71-2H2U1I
Aladin 2 French STOL project, consisting of suitably
flapped wings with multiple propulsion units with
fishtail exhaust nozzles inside rectangular
ejectors
p0288 A71-24283
Turbofan VTOL or STOL intercity aircraft, examining
high bypass lift engine design
p0296 A71-21861
Hing flap slipstream deflection correction method
for evaluation of propeller power effect on lift
and drag coefficients of Arava twin engine STOL
aircraft
p0339 A71-25161
Technical aspects of tactical all-weather instrument
landing system of Swedish STOL aircraft Saab 37
Viggen
p03HO A71-25233
Hing design criteria imposed by high speed
requirement for short takeoff aircraft,
considering thin sweptback wing with small aspect
ratio for lateral control
p0363 A71-27U71
Turbofan STOL transport application to air
transportation congestion, discussing conditioning
landing field length, navigational/control
problems and jet flap concepts
p0367 A71-27602
Vortex wakes behind STOL operations high lift wings,
discussing height above ground and various wind
tunnel dimensions effects
pOU03 A71-28033
STOL aircraft electric power variable freguency
generation and high voltage DC distribution with
secondary square wave AC distribution
[SAE PAPER 71011HI] pOU07 A71-28325
Hilitary/commercial STOL transport design,
discussing performance, payload and equipment
requirements with emphasis on production cost
benefits
[SAE PAPER 7101468] pOIOS A71-28336
STOL aircraft/engine integrated systems for median
distance air transportation, discussing tradeoff
factors involving performance, noise, weight and
cost
[SAE PAPEH 710169] p O K O B A71-28337
A-408
SOBJECT IBDEX SHOBT TiKEOPF AIRCBAFT COHTD
Integrated short-haul interurban transportation
system, considering coabination of conventional
jet aircraft, STOL aircraft and high-speed ground
transportation
fMAl PAPEB 71-508] p0422 A71-29550
Two dimensional flow research on high lift airfoils
for STO1 aircraft, using vorticity distribution
and vind tunnel wall bloving techniques
p01»29 171-29910
Civil aviation customer /operator, passenger and
community/ needs, describing STOL and V/STOL
aircrafts
p0431 471-30162
VTOL and STOL aircraft comparative study covering
site area, cost and noise and toxic gas production
p0431 171-30163
Air transport development trends, considering
increased speed and capacity, STOL aircraft, urban
service, and European cooperation for
manufacturing
p0432 171-30302
STOL vehicle and systems air transportation
expansion by reducing trip time, congestion, noise
exposures and pollution for DOT, DOD and NASA
roles
fSAE P1PEH 710464] , p0438 171-30535
Commercial vs military design criteria for STOL
transport aircraft, noting landing and takeoff
distances and noise levels
[SAE PAPER 710165] p0438 171-30536
STOL aerodynamics of. leading edge high lift devices
on thick profiles, externally blown flaps,
boundary layer control and jet flap effect
p0479 171-31214
STOL commercial aircraft propulsion systems,
considering two stream augmentor wing engine and
high bypass ratio three stream engine
fllll P1PEH 71-746] p0480 171-31325
lladin II four-jet engined STOL intercity transport
aircraft, noting low noise characteristics and
passenger capacity
P0481 171-31412
Three dimensional jet flap and lifting line/ surface
theories application to STOL aerodynamic systems
with externally blown flaps and augmentor wing
[HAS PAPEB 71-578] p0484 A71-31568
Quiet turbofan STOL feasibility, discussing
structural, propulsive and technical aspects,
economy, passenger comfort and performance
estimates
p0487 171-31605
STOL jet aircraft noise reduction by using engines
with moderate dilution rate
p0489 171-31882
STOL aircraft flight characteristics in proximity to
ground, comparing analytical results with wind
tunnel test data
[AHA P1PEB 71-579] p0493 471-32281
Life cycle cost optimization of STOL aircraft and
tracked air cushion vehicles for operating
transportation system
p0501 171-33306
Canadian R and D on fixed wing civil STOL aircraft,
discussing augmentor wing concept using jet
powered lift augmentor system
•p0503 171-33470
Twin turboprop STOL aircraft lateral directional
oscillation traced to rudder vibration due to
aerodynamic hinge moments interaction with
friction
[1111 PIPER 71-792] p0508 171-34019
Low disk-loading proprotor application to propeller
and fanjet STOI. and fanjet VTOL short haul
aircraft
fllU P1PEB 71-781] P0534 171-34481
STOL aircraft guidance capability with onboard
digital computer, maintaining time of arrival
envelope at way points along complex flight paths
[AIAA PIPES 71-770] p0545 171-35528
passenger travel demand model for STOL
transportation in underdeveloped areas
pC557 171-36348
aircraft control design by implicit model7 following
technigue with optimal feedback sampled data and
continuous control algorithm, exemplifying STOL
aircraft landing approach control
fllAA PAPEB 71-956] p0597 171-37197
lirport system utilization, discussing aircraft
noise, 1TC, STOL development and passenger
handling capacity problems
[C1SI PAPEB 72/3] p0600 A71-37594
Costs/benefits strategy for investment in STOL
fleets reducing delay and airport congestion,
using heuristic computer node!
p0606 171-38029
VTOL and fan lift STOL aircraft, discussing
simulation and head-up displays for roll demand,
vertical speed and ILS beam
p0650 171-40134
Modular step scan microwave aircraft landing system
/TALAB/ design and operation, noting short takeoff
and landing
p0667 A71-42088
Takeoff and landing performance evaluation for
commercial STOL aircraft, noting high bypass ratio
turbofans and high lift systems use
P0669 A71-42286
Canadian STOL program, discussing Quebec- Hindsor
corridor passenger traffic
[AIAA PAPEB 71-982] p0700 A71-44578
STOL aircraft system, discussing ground
installations, runways, three dimensional area
navigational aids, noise reduction, air traffic
and short haul productivity
[AIAA PAPEB 71-983] p0700 A71-44579
Performance prediction and evaluation of
propulsion-augmented high lift systems for STOL
aircraft, considering weight, thrust and wing
loading
[1IA1 PAPEB 71-990] p0700 171-44585
AI11 members comments on STOL, VTOL and V/STOL
aircraft merits and developments
[AIAA PAPEB 71-1015] p0701 171-44596
STOL aircraft flight control problems, discussing
Hach trim, artificial feel, stability, feedback
system responses and lateral/directional laws
[1111 PAPEB 71-993] p0704 A71-45297
Wind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with high thrust-weight ratio and
external flow jet flap - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6058] pOOUO H71-10495
Various vertical takeoff and landing and short
takeoff modal configurations for air
transportation
[PB-190940] P0049 N71-11027
Air mode service analysis in Northeast Corridor
[PB-190935] p0049 N71-11029
Determination of low speed longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of four engine externally blowing
jet-flap STOL aircraft
[HiSA-TN-D-7034] p0107 N71-12239
Assessment of STOL technology for establishment of
Canadian transport system
[OTI1S-1621 p0162 N71-14701
Flight characteristics of jet-flap STOL transport
aircraft during approach and landing
[NASA-TH-D-6225] p0236 H71-17433
Proposed STOL operations in Northeast Corridor with
respect to air traffic control
p0244 N71-17963
Feasibility of inter-metropolitan transport system
using Breguet 941 STOL aircraft
[BEPT-50] p0247 N71-18104
Propulsion technology for STOL and V/STOL commercial
aircraft
p0308 1171-19456
Flight testing military transport aircraft for
handling and performance in STOL applications
p0319 N71-20060
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 1, interface problems between engine and
airframe
P0319 N71-20061
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 2, thermodynamic problems
p0319 N71-20062
Optimizing propulsive/lift system for turbofan STOL
aircraft considering cost effectiveness
pC319 N71-20063
Low speed wind tunnel tests of ground proximity
effects on static longitudinal characteristics and
boundary layer control of short takeoff aircraft
[NAL-TB-201] p0321 N71-20106
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender delta wing
aircraft and response to vertical and lateral
gusts during landing approach
[BAE-LIB-TEA US-1524] p0333 N71-21223
1-409
SHOBT RAVE EiDIATIOH SUBJECT IBDEI
Evaluation of short takeoff aircraft for commercial
shuttle flight applications to reduce traffic
congestion in San Francisco, California area
P0371 B71-21871
Effect of engine position and high lift devices on
aerodynamic characteristics of external flow, jet
flap STOL model - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6222;! p0388 N71-2312U
Accident investigations, flight control systems, and
operational recordings for improved aircraft
flight mechanics
[4GABD-CP-76-71] p0393 N71-23110
Design modifications on short takeoff Bronco
aircraft resulting fron combat operations tests
p0394 N71-23416
Operational performance and handling safety
requirements for single engine boundary layer
controlled aircraft in STOL mode
p0394 N71-23119.
Lou wing loading STOL transport ride smoothing using
Boeing aircraft
CN1SA-CB-111819) p0160 N71-24586
Stability, control, and handling quality
characteristics of STOL and 7/STOL airplanes
p0163 S71-24702
Flight tests for controlling slope approach of short
takeoff aircraft
[ ABC-CP-1138] p0465 1171-25050
Bind tunnel tests to determine low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of large-scale STOL transport
model with augmented jet flap
[NASA-TH-X-62017] p0474 N71-26183
Static tests of augmentor-winq flap system for
modified C-8A jet STOL research airplane using 0.7
scale model
(NASA-CB-111315] p0176 1)71-26416
Boise data with models of both internally and
externally blown jet flaps designed for STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-67850] p0518 H71-27673
Potential flow solution for STOL ving propulsion
system presenting flow fields, pressure
distribution, and lift coefficient for externally
blown flap, high-lift configuration
[NASA-TN-D-6391] pOS73 N71-29771
Hind tunnel investigation of static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of semispan swept wing
for STOL jet transport with deflected thrust and
boundary -layer control
fHASA-TN-D-6256) p0577 K71-30282
Safety characteristics for powered lift of
commerical STOL aircraft
P0583 N71-30773
Wind pressure and cross flow velocity profiles for
short takeoff aircraft building roof airports
pC583 N71-30776
Comparison test to evaluate perceived noise level
for STOL and other aircraft sounds
[HB-70-91 p0587 1171-31075
Flutter ar .lysis and reduction in short takeoff
aircraft with tilt wings
CAD-723321] p0625 N71-31934
Flight simulation of short takeoff aircraft and
Dornier-31 aircraft, and results using cockpit
simulator with 6 degrees of freedom for DO-31
p0626 N71-31956
Evaluation of performance, stability, and control
characteristics of XY-11 A short takeoff aircraft
[AD-724124] p0634 1171-32818
Performance and acoustic near field measurements on
variable camber propeller having STOL applications
CAD-724145] p0635 N71-32927
High lift aerodynamic and propulsion system
configurations for short takeoff aircraft design -
bibliographies
rAD-721186] p0638 N71-33015
Test data reduction and prediction techniques for
high lift aerodynamic and propulsion system
configurations for short takeoff aircraft design -
bibliographies
[AD-721185J p0638 H71-33C16
PA-200XS experimental aircraft for investigating
operational problems of STOL type aircraft
[ NAL-T8-229] p0673 N71-31005
Wind tunnel investigation of external-flow jet-flap
transport configuration having full-span
tripple-slotted flaps - graphs
fNASA-TH-D-6391] p0676 N71-34028
Technology of thrust reversers with particular
application to STOL aircraft
tAH-1] N71-31259
Potential impact of advanced technology in 1985 on
four types of general aviation aircraft including
STOL T/STOL, and helicopters
[NAS4-CB-111339} p0681 B71-35210
Noise reduction effectiveness of mixer nozzle for
increasing lift capability in STOL aircraft
[NASA-IS-X-67938] P0710 1171-36421
Bind tunnel tests of stability and control
characteristics of large scale model
representative of propeller-driven STOL transport
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6393] p0711 H71-36135
Rind tunnel tests of propeller driven, deflected
slipstream, short takeoff aircraft model to
determine longitudinal and lateral-directional
stability when in ground effect
[NASA-TH-X-2313] p0711 N71-36436
Planning short-haul intercity commercial air
transportation with STOL aircraft
[SBCN-2] p0719 1171-37605
Noise characteristics of model STOL wing with
externally blown flaps in vicinity of aircraft
propulsor
rSASA-CS-11195B] p0727 N71-38283
SHOBT RAVE BADIATIOH
NT SUBHILLIHETEB BATES
SBBODDED BODIES
D SHBODDS
SHBOUDED PBOPBLLEES
Lift characteristics of semicircular channel wing
with pusher propeller at trailing edge, comparing
theoretical, wind tunnel and flight test results
p0295 A71-24857
Numerical-solution of Fredholo equation for air duct
vortices of shrouded propeller with tip clearance
tDLB-FB-71-15] p0622 N71-31788
Pressure distribution analysis of sound inside duct
of ducted propellers
CBASA-TN-D-6315] p0673 N71-34009
SBBODDED TUBBINES
Shrouded aircraft engine turbine blades vibration
stresses found minimum by setting up paired blades
with fixed tension along shroud
p0266 A71-22595
SHBODDS
Jet noise suppression by impedance shroud
[40-712406] p0107 N71-12240
Shrouded step pads for separating seal surfaces
[SASA-TN-D-6381] p0715 N71-36830
SHUNTS
D BYPASSES
0 CIBCBITS
SIDE-LOOKING BADAB
NT BADSB IHAGEBI
Structural design, mechanical stability and aircraft
compatibility for airborne side-looking radar
antennas, using end fed slotted waveguide arrays
p0146 471-31041
Pulse compression and optical data correlation in
side-looking radar, considering Doppler effect
pO<196 A71-32650
SIDESLIP
Systems analysis application to stability of
aerodynamic cross coupling in flight vehicle
motions with steady sideslip, using feedback and
root locus techniques
p0028 A71-12687
Automatic control system for fighter aircraft
sideslip correction, using rudder position sensor,
transverse accelerometer and high pass filter for
anticipatory sideslip reduction
P0288 A71-24288
Digital simulation for predicting static directional
aerodynamic forces and moments characteristics of
air cushion vehicle configuration through 180
degrees of sideslip
[AIAA PAPEB 71-907] p0596 A71-37158
SIEBEL &IBCBAFT
Honsteady flight test program on Siebel 201 D-1
aircraft^for determining lateral directional
stability and control derivatives
CNLB-TB-70038-D] p051S N71-27109
SIGBT
0 VISUAL PERCEPTION
SIGHAL ANALYSIS
Beam direction weight center of signal spectrum and
A-110
SUBJECT INDEX SILVEB ZINC BATTERIES
effective antenna centers of airborne Doppler
velocimeter in horizontal flight
p06C9 A71-38496
SIGNAL DETECTIOH
NT CORRELATION DETECTION
Position locating system for remote aircraft usinq
voice communication and digital signals
rH4S4-CASE-GSC-10C87-2] p0125 1171-13958
SIGNAL EHCODING
Sensing and communications technologies for short
wayside headways, considering applicable equipment
for personal rapid transit systems, modulation,
coding and data transmission techniques
pC435 A71-30337
SIGNAL FADEOBT
0 SIGNAL FADING
SIGNAL FADING
Investigation of transponder reply fafieout in
vicinity of 0 Hare Airport, Chicago, Illinois
[FAA-BD-70-75] p0169 N71-15498
Effects of aircraft system noise and signal fading
on pilot performance during IFR approach based on
computeri2ed simulation of XV-5 aircraft and OH-1
helicopter
rAD-724336] p0638 N71-33076
SIGNAL PROCESSING
Kalman filter application as observer of observable
signals derivatives, using gain matrix to minimize
variance estimate for instrument landing systems
P0209 A71-213U3
Real time remote test site computation and display
of complex engine inlet distortion parameters fron
dynamic pressure signal, using analog computer
p0267 A71-22726
Digital simulation and implementation techniques for
Doppler radar altimeter signal processing
[NASA-CR-1776] p0712 871-36548
SIGNAL BECEPTION
NT SYMBOLS
Aircraft ILS signal reception system, obtaining
category III reliability performance by circuit
redundance and automatic incoming information
surveillance
pOU90 A71-31912
SIGNAL BEFLECTION
Airborne ECH receiver, determining conditions for
detecting victim radar signal before signal
reflection from aircraft
pO«79 A71-31207
Landing systems signal reflection interference on
correlation protected instrument landing system
beams
[RAE-TR-70141] p0393 N71-23361
Calculation of divergence factor of earth surface
reflected signals on aircraft radio communication,
and multipath transmission between two aircraft
C8AE-TR-70210] p0570 N71-29438
SIGNAL TBANSBTSSIO8
NT ADTOBATIC PICTURE THANSHISSION
NT DATA TRANSMISSION
NT IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
NT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
NT HULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
NT PCB TELEMETRY
NT RADAR TRANSMISSION
NT RADIO TELEMETRY
NT BADIO TRANSMISSION
NT SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
NT TELEMETRY
NT TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
Nonlinear planar propagation of sinusoidal and
band-limited noise signals in air, extending to
spherical waves
p0139 A71-17157
Performance category III all-weather capability ILS
landing equipment standards, discussing high
directivity antennas and transmission and control
system redundance techniques for reliability
p0490 A71-31909
C band SYDAC system compatible with conventional
ILS, considering transmission sensitivity to
ground reflection and lateral obstacles
p0490 A71-31910
Random access signaling system application to
aircraft control, discussing signal redundancy
requirement for access capability optimization
based on radio environment model
p0550 A71-35783
Techniques for minimizing snow and ice effects on
TACAN antenna signals
[FAA-RD-71-56] p0686 N71-35773
SIGNATOBE ANALYSIS
Sonic boom problem, investigating pressure signature
of large models in supersonic wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 71-181)) p0155 A71-18623
SIGHATDBES
NT SPECTRAL SIGNATURES
SIGNS (SYMBOLS)
0 SYMBOLS
SIGNS ASD STHPTOHS
NT VERTIGO
SIKOBSKY AIBCBAFT
NT CH-3 HELICOPTER
NT CH-5U HELICOPTER
NT H-19 HELICOPTER
NT H-53 HELICOPTEE
NT H-56 HELICOPTER
SIKORSKY S-64 HE1ICOPTEB
0 CB-5U HELICOPTER
SIKORSKY S-65 BELICOPTEB
0 H-53 HELICOPTER
SILENCERS
One dimensional flow models of internal combustion
engine exhaust silencers in noisy systems
p0339 A71-25180
French disenqaqeable silencer for jet engine noise
attenuation daring aircraft takeoff
p0496 A71-32695
SILICATES
NT FLOOBOSILICATES
SILICIDES
Superalloy dispersion strengthened and fnsed slurry
silicide coatings for aircraft gas turbine engine:
and space shuttle heat shields
p03«7 A71-25555
Silicide coated Nb alloys for gas turbine engine
components operating at temperatures above 2000 F
[SAE PAPER 710460) p0408 A71-28334
SILICON ALLOYS
Comparison between silicon-magnesium-aluminum alloy
and copper aircraft electric conductors and
terminals noting types of tests
[TRC-B8-19785) p0397 N71-23547
SILICON CARBIDES
Breadboard models of silicon carbide junction field
effect transistor amplifiers
[AD-727761] p0723 N71-37792
SILICON COMPOUNDS
NT FLDOROSILICATES
NT SILICIDES
NT SILICON CARBIDES
SILICON POLYMERS
»T SIL1COHES
SILICONS BUBBEB
Contoured silicone internal pressure bag mandrels
for helicopter rotor blades fabrication
p0283 A71-24096
Flame retardant silicone elastomers for use as
aircraft construction materials, describing
fabrication techniques, mechanical, aging and
weathering properties
p0362 A71-27412
SILICONES
Accelerated testing of jet fuel containment sealant,
using reduced pressure and hybrid fluorocarbon
silicone
p0282 A71-24083
Performance testing of fluorosilicone hydraulic
fluid in high temperature supersonic aircraft
piston pumps
p0359 A71-27010
SILVEB COMPOUNDS
NT SILVEB IODIDES
SILVEB BALIDES
NT SILVEB IODIDES
SILVEB IODIDES
Development, testing, and utilization of silver
iodide pyrotechnic cloud seeding system
[ESSA-TH-EBLTM-*PCl-5) p0715 N71-36985
SILVEB OXIDE ZINC BATTERIES
0 SILVEB ZINC BATTERIES
SILVEB ZINC BATTEBIES
Silver zinc batteries and cells case cover materials
and sealing techniques for space missions
p0207 A71-21097
Zinc-silver oxide batteries underwater and aerial
applications, designing medium high rate lonq life
A-111
SIMILARITY. NUHBEBS SUBJECT INDEX
cells
p0207 A71-21102
Military aircraft zinc silver oxide battery service
requirements and performance
p0207 A71-21103
SIBILABITY BOBBERS
Compressible flow similarity parameters,
establishing dimensionless relations for radial
turbomachines design
p0075 A71-13830
SIHIIABITY THEOBEB
Nonaffine similarity laws and transformations
subject to limitations of Newtonian impact theory
for two dimensional bodies, obtaining aerodynamic
coefficients
p0011 A71-10918
Small perturbations of stationary parallel flow with
relaxation, considering boundary conditions around
slender wings, partial differential eguations and
similarity law
p0616 471-39569
SIMULATION
NT ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
NT ALTITUDE SIMULATION
NT ANALOG SIMULATION
NT COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
NT CONTROL SIMULATION
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION
t»T ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
NT EXHAUST FLOW SIMULATION
NT FLIGHT SIMULATION
NT LANDING SIMULATION
NT BHEOELECTRICAL SIMULATION
NT THERMAL SIBULATION
Rocket/launcher aerodynamic interference effects
investigation by wind tunnel simulation*
determining interference coefficients for rockets
ballistic dispersion calculations
TAIAA PAPER 71-269) p02is A71-21995
Penetration of sonic boom energy into ocean in
experimental simulation
[AD-711963] p0033 N71-10094
Simulation of aerial combat
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1367] p0167 N71-15372
Beasurements and analysis of lightning-induced
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits
f NASA-CR-17111] p0259 N71-19122
Mathematical model of large jet transport aircraft
simulation
[NASA-CR-1756] p0260 N71-19239
Performance of aircraft environmental control
systems under simulated tactical conditions
[AD-719101] pOU57 N71-211461
Simulation of ground effect in hydrodynamic tunnel
analyzed by visualizations
f NASA-TT-F-13799] • p061|3 N71-33"9«
SIBULiTOB TBilSIBG
U TRAINING SIMULATORS
SIMULATORS
NT COCKPIT JIBDLATORS
NT CONTROL SIBULATION
NT FLIGHT SIBULATOBS
NT LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATOR
NT SHOCK SIMULATORS
NT TRAINING SIHULATORS
NT VIBRATION SIMULATORS
Description and capabilities of traveling wave sonic
boom simulators
[NASA-CR-1696] p0052 N71-11U22
Design and development of lunar escape system
simulator for investigation of lunar escape
problems and simplified manual guidance and
control for-lunar escape vehicles
[NASA-TK-D-6111] p0384 N71-22590
SINE HAVES
Nonlinear planar propagation of sinusoidal and
band-limited noise signals in air, extending to
spherical waves
p0139 A71-17157
SINGLE CRYSTALS
Room temperature ultrasonic frequency fatigue
behavior of Ni-base superalloy single crystals
P0535 A71-311193
SINGLE-PHASE FLOB
Closing shock position in supersonic underexpanded
single and two phase jets, determining liquid
phase concentration effects on Mach number and
nozzle pressure in wind tunnel
p0217 A71-21925
SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Three dimensional wings harmonic oscillation with
arbitrary frequency in subsonic flow, presenting
approximation method for singular integral
equation
p0009 A71-10841
SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS)
Singularity carrier auxiliary curves in airfoil
cascade design, formulating and proving existence
theorem
p0133 A71-16397
Potential flow past cylinder with sources and sinks
singularities, deriving formulas for aerodynamic
characteristics of infinite span wings with
boundary layer control
p0204 A71-20777
Lifting configurations unsteady air loads
prediction, investigating loading singularities in
linearized potential theory
P0670 A71-42832
Singularity method for calculation.of potential flow
around axisymmetric rings
p0251 N71-18U69
SIHKS
NT HEAT SINKS
SINUSOIDS
D SINE SAVES
SITES
NT LANDING SITES
Site selection and area planning for major airport,
illustrating Montreal and Toronto systems
[CJSI PAPEB 72/2] p0600 A71-37593
SIZE PERCEPTION
0 SPACE PERCEPTION
SKID LANDINGS
Aircraft skidding accidents investigation, comparing
airplane stopping distance computations and
observations
p0692 A71-43228
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
Boron-epoxy structural skins design for F-11
honeycomb horizontal stabilizer, using computer
program
P03UU A71-25U20
Graphite-epoxy composite skins for commercial
aircraft flight spoiler, discussing multiangle ply
design and fabrication
p0362 A71-27413
Artificial corrosion pits effect on fatigue
durability of smooth samples and aircraft
duraluminum skin elements
pOH03 A71-27819
SKIN FRICTION
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DHAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
NT VISCOUS DBAS
Compressible turbulent boundary layer skin friction
measurements on adiabatic flat plate, discussing
drag balance calibration
[ASHE PAPEB 70-WA/FE-26] p0077 A71-11134
Rarefied gas low speed slip flow over wedge, solving
for velocity profiles and skin friction
[ASBE PAPER 70-HA/APH-263 p0078 A71-14158
Small surface elements local skin friction sensor
measurements near wall during laminar and
turbulent flow, making direct shear force
measurements
p0135 A71-16731
Nozzle wall hypersonic boundary layers in helium
tunnel, presenting skin friction measurements and
heat transfer rates
[AIAA PAPER 71-161] p015« A71-18603
Unsteady boundary layers on sphere or cone moving
along axis, determining skin friction angular
response
p0198 A71-20098
Skin friction drag and velocity profile measurements
on flat plate in two phase circular pipe flow in
subsonic wind tunnel for gas-solid media, using
photographic technique
[ASHE PAPER 71-FE-32] pOU21 A71-29H67
Turbulent skin friction and heat transfer prediction
on flat plates and wind tunnel walls at supersonic
and hypersonic Bach numbers, using Van Driest
theory
pO"29 A71-29868
Flap induced flow deflection effects in hypersonic
shock tunnel, obtaining turbulent heating, skin
A-U12
SUBJECT INDEX SLEBDEB CORES
friction and pressure data
[AIAA PAPER 71-598] pOU82 A71-315IJO
Skin friction, trailing edge boundary profiles and
tuft flow patterns on model F-UD aircraft in
transonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 71-762] p0505 A71-31001
Boundary layer approximation for isothermal
turbulent plane semibounded jet expanding over
porous surface, deriving friction stresses and
flow velocity in skin and stream regions
p0617 A71-39795
Turbulent boundary layer and skin friction on
axisymmetric bodies in subsonic and supersonic
flow
[ABC-R/H-3633] pOITM H71-1580U
SKIH FBICTIOH DBAG
D FEICTIOH DRAG
SKIH TEBPBBATORE (HOH-BIOLOGICAL)
Heat flux sensor adapted for mounting on aircraft or
spacecraft to measure aerodynamic heat flux inflow
to aircraft skin
[HASA-CASE-XFR-03802] p0388 H71-23085
SKIETS
Air cushion vehicle technology, considering
economics, propulsion, structures,
controllability, flexible skirt systems and H and
D
[SAE PAPER 710183] p0212 A71-21713
SKTCBAHE HELICOPTER
D CH-51 HELICOPTER
SKYBAIK AIBCBAFT
D A-4 AIRCRAFT
SKYBASTEB AIRCRAFT
0 C-51 AIRCRAFT
SKYHET SATELLITES
Skynet communication systems, describing long
distance strategic communication links between
ground and mobile air/helicopter stations via wide
and narrow band pathways
p0024 A71-12439
SLANT PERCEPTION
D SPACE PERCEPTION
SLATS
D LEADING EDGE SLATS
SLEEP DEPRIVATION
Sleep related fatigue in pilot performance and
flight safety, considering sleep lack and
disruption and irregular duty patterns
p0657 A71-00590
SLBSDEB BODIES
NT SLENDER CONES
Hhitham supersonic flow theory application to mid-
or near-field sonic boom of slender bodies in wind
tunnel research
p0011 A71-10956
Honograph on plane shock wave interactions covering
supersonically moving two dimensional thin
airfoils, slender bodies of revolution and thin
wings
P0013 A71-11227
Lift of slender aircraft with rectangular cross
section fuselage and high wing
p0073 A71-13737
Tail assembly load distribution in steady uniform
flow for nonzero angles of attack, using slender
body theory
p0090 A71-15367
Boundary layer development on slender rod in axial
shear flow for different profiles
p0135 A71-16711
Plane steady incompressible HHD flow past slender
nonconducting profile, determining magnetic field
components boundary conditions
p0137 A71-16892
Slender bodies of revolution with cylindrical
afterbodies in subsonic wind tunnel, examining
vortex systems and aerodynamic forces
p0147 A71-18018
Aerodynamic characteristics of conical and
pyramidical configurations with various planforms
by slender body theory, replacing three
dimensional flow by two dimensional flow
pOZOt A71-20776
Vortex breakdown on slender sharp edged and modified
delta wings with varying sweep angles investigated
in wind tunnel nsing schlieren system for flow
visualization
[AIAA PAPER 69-778] p0221 A71-22028
Boundary layer model of laminar viscous flow around
high speed slender bodies with surface mass
transfer
CAIAA PAPEB 68-719] p0263 A71-2208II
Beat transfer to slender bodies in hypersonic flow,
comparing wind tunnel measurements with modified
reference enthalpy method predictions for laminar
and turbulent flov
p0269 A71-229U1
Reactive equilibrium hypersonic gas flow over
slender pointed body, neglecting rate chemistry
p0272 A71-23051
Aerodynamic characteristics of slenaec body of
revolution traveling in long tube with circular
cross section, deriving static and dynamic
stability derivatives formulas
P03H6 A71-25477
Three dimensional incompressible flow about slender
foil in perfect fluid, stressing vortex field
effect
p036U A71-27U77
Flow field model for steady asymmetric vortex system
shed from slender body of revolution in coning
motion
[ AIAi PAPER 70-521 p0365 A71-27552
Hypersonic wakes of two dimensional slender wedges
and flat plate, testing stability in transition
region in wind tunnel
P0366 A71-27561
Pressure distribution and drag prediction over
slender axisymmetric fuselages and afterbodies and
exhaust nozzles at transonic Bach numbers
CAIAA PAPER 71-720] pO«42 A71-30771
Supersonic potential flow at large distance from
slender body of revolution at angle of attack,
deriving nonlinear partial differential equations
system
pO«79 A71-31170
Near field flow pattern of inclined slender body of
revolution, using Hhitham far field theory of
supersonic flow
CAIAA PAPER 71-626] pO«83 A71-3155I1
Small disturbance eguations for steady transonic
flows past thin lifting airfoils and slender
bodies
[AIAA PAPER 71-566] pOUSU A71-31560
Laminar compressible wakes instability behind planar
and axisymmetric slender bodies, solving integral
conservation egnations for fluctuation amplitude
variations
p0604 A71-37879
Slender body of revolution in supersonic and
subsonic air flow, calculating boundary conditions
with Lagrange formulation
p0660 A71-K0963
Numerical computation of viscous hypersonic flow
around slender bodies
p0225 N71-16951
Near-continuum axisymmetric hypersonic flow past
very slender bodies
CAD-715901] p0252 871-18556
Procedures for predicting properties of transonic
flows about thin airfoils and slender bodies
[NASA-CR-1722] p0389 H71-23133
Shock wave interaction between supersonic airfoils,
slender bodies, and thin wings and plane shock
wave
[VTH-158] p0578 N71-30321
Solving exact gas dynamic eguations for supersonic
flows far from axis of slender lifting bodies
[N4SA-TN-D-61t16] p0633 N71-32792
SLENDER CODES
Three dimensional attached compressible laminar
boundary layer on slender cones in hypersonic
flight at high angles of attack derived by
numerical integration
p0010 A71-10926
Strong blast wave interaction and transient pressure
on conical slender supersonic bodies
p0086 A71-11979
Honte Carlo simulation for studying rarefied
hypersonic gas flow about slender cones and flat
plates
[AIAA PAPER 69-651] p0133 A71-16562
Slender cone hypersonic laminar three dimensional
boundary layer separation at angle of attack,
proposing helical vortex model
C A I A A PAPER 71-129] pci53 A71-18573
A-113
SLEBDEB WINGS SDBJECT INDEX
Hypersonic flight test base pressure results at high
Reynolds numbers for slender cone in turbulent
flow, noting implications for ground test
simulation
[1114 P4PEB 71-134J p0153 471-18578
Hose blnntness, angle of attack and oscillation
amplitude effect on hypersonic unsteady
aerodynamics of slender cones
[4144 P4PES 70-216] p0192 471-19895
Aerodynamic effects of blnntness on slender cones in
free flight tests at Hach 17
(4144 P4PES 70-551] p0264 471-22090
Slender cone boundary layer transition under angle
of attack at Hach 21 with promoted leeward and
fixed windward ray
p0429 471-29887
Slender cone at Mach 10 with underexpanded exhaust
plume, determining flow field interactions
separation pattern and aerodynamic coefficients
[4144 P4PEH 71-562] p0493 471-32280
Hear wake streamline configuration in symmetry plane
of slender cone in hypersonic flow at free stream
Bach number 7
p0561 471-36754
Shock tunnel drag measurements on sharp slender
cones in near free molecule hypersonic flow in air
and Be
pO.601 471-37897
Unsymmetrical nose bluntness effect on stability
derivatives of slender cone at Mach 11
[4D-711921] p0016 N71-11008
SLEHDEB BINGS
HT INFINITE SP4N WINGS
Lift of slender aircraft with rectangular cross
section fuselage and high wing
p0073 471-13737
Slender deformable airfoil in bounded fluid flow,
determining lift coefficient by one dimensional
integrodifferential equation for elastic large
aspect ratio wing
pOOSI 471-11590
Ground effects on pressure distribution on slender
wing bodies with low aspect ratio and thick cross
sections
p0117 471-18017
Hypersonic minimum drag slender wing leading edge
shape for given airfoil section, using Newtonian
theory
p0222 471-22039
Loads induced on infinite aspect ratio ving by
straight infinite free vortex in subsonic
compressible freestream, using planar lifting
surface theory
p0315 471-25171
Unsteady flow downwash behind finite span slender
wing during supersonic motion at finite Strouhal
numbers
p0368 471-27697
Pressures, velocities and aerodynamic
characteristics of supersonic flow around slender
delta wings with forced asymmetry and separation
at leading edges
p0554 471-36131
Slender wing lift in supersonic flow, analyzing
suction force on leading edge and viscosity and
nonlinear effects
P0560 471-36677
Tortex-induced heating alleviation to lee side of
slender wings in hypersonic flow by contouring
leading edge planform
p0604 471-37892
Small perturbations of stationary parallel flow with
relaxation, considering boundary conditions around
slender wings, partial differential eguations and
similarity law
P0616 471-39569
Free vortices from slender wings, controlling
strength, position, core stability and thickness
on basis of one dimensional flow model
P0651 471-10192
Hinimum drag and lifting line characteristics of
large aspect ratio wing in uniform shear flow vith
velocity variations along span
p0693 471-13312
Slender two dimensional wedge wings aerodynamic
characteristics in hypersonic strong interaction
flow, determining wall shear stress and lift drag
ratio effects
p0702 471-11621
Measurement of vortex breakdown on slender
sharp-edged wings
P0103 H71-12201
Hach 2 slender wing boundary layer effects on
Concorde aircraft engine inlets
[4BC-CP-1122] P0171 N71-15708
Lift and aerodynamic drag data on slender wings with
trailing edge sweepback /
[iBC-CP-1130J P0229 N71-17117
Second-order slender wing theory for incompressible
flow over/ low aspect ratio wings with and without,
leading edge separation '
[H4S4-CR-66762J P0317 H71-19912
Low speed wind tunnel and flight stability tests of
B4C 221 aircraft longitudinal balance, noting
aileron difficulties
[4HC-CP-1134] p0333 N71-21205
4spect ratio effect on oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives of slender sharp-edged delta wing in
incompressible flow
P0159 H71-21571
Subsonic static characteristics of slender wing
configurations using magnetic suspension and
balance system
CN4S4-CB-1796] p0571 H71-29775
Calculation of mean line camber originates for
laterally symmetrical wings with polygonal
planforms
[N4S4-TH-I-2311] p0614 H71-33516
Second order slender wing theory for calculating
supersonic flow over low aspect ratio wings with
subsonic leading edges and leading edge separation
[H4S4-CB-1860] p0673 N71-34004
Correction for straight trailing edges for' subsonic
slender wing theory using asymptotic expansions
p067(| H71-31012
SLIDING i/
High traction fluid effect on high speed roller
bearing cage skidding, comparing with military
specification oil
[4SHE P4PEB 70-LUB-E] , p0072 471-13707
Effects of runway contaminants and pavement surface
properties on runway slipperiness
p0582 H71-30767
SLIDING FBICTIOH
Aircraft parts lubrication friction and wear
problems, discussing failure modes, solid and
liguid lubricants, component damage and
lubrication systems
p0660 471-10902
SLIP FLOI
Barefied gas low speed slip flow over wedge, solving
for velocity profiles and skin friction
[4SHE P4PEB 70-B4/4PB-263 p0078 471-11158
Flow measurenent of Honweiler delta wing in
hypersonic slip flow
[DLB-FB-70-46J p0458 S71-24500
SLIPSTHB&HS
NT PBOPELLEB SLIPSrBE4HS
Dispersion model of turbulent mixing of isothermal
and nonisothermal slipstreams of air-gasoline
combustion products in nozzles
p0100 471-15622
4irfoils in two dimensional nonuniformly sheared
slipstreams, predicting pressure distribution from
mathematical model for comparison with measurement
[4144 P4PEB 71-94] p0152 471-18519
Intensified molecular diffusion during turbulent
mixing of supersonic slipstreams in cylindrical
mixing chamber, using optical Prudnikov method
p0189 471-19733
Plane and circular turbulent jet boundary layer
expansion in slipstream, comparing analytical with
experimental results
p0365 471-27505
Turbulence level effects on mixing of three plane
parallel slipstreams with egual velocities and
temperature from smoke visualization
p0411 471-28962
Incompressible conducting fluid plane jet expansion
in homogeneous slipstream, deriving partial
differential equations for noaconduction
approximation
p0423 471-29610
Viscous slipstream flow downstream of triple shock
wave intersection in supersonic diffuser air flow,
using Pitot and static pressure probe measurements
p0660 471-40981
4-414
SUBJECT INDEX SHOB
Rind tunnel investigation of longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of senispan wing
deflected-slipstream configuration with double
slotted flap and auxiliary wing
[NASA-TN-D-6323] pOllOO N71-23861
SLOPES
NT GLIDE PATHS
SLOSHIHG
0 LIQUID SLOSHIHG
SLOT JSTEHB&S
Structural design, mechanical stability and aircraft
compatibility for airborne side-looking radar
antennas, using end fed slotted waveguide arrays
p0446 A71-31041
Aerospace antenna design, calculating one-
wavelength circular slot aperture radiation from
circular cylindrical surface
p0448 A71-31075
Electronically scanned cruciform slot-array aircraft
antenna for satellite controlled navigation aid,
discussing circularly polarized wave radiation
p0509 A71-34123
Beter wave aircraft slot antenna for Concorde air to
ground communication via satellite, presenting
synthetic radiation patterns
p0560 A71-36514
Humerical method for near field antenna coupling
over conducting surface of aerospace vehicles
applied to I. band slot antennas on F-U Phantom
aircraft
p0608 A71-38445
SLOTS
HT BIDG SLOTS
Compressible flow across shaft face seals and narrow
slots, examining fluid inertia, viscous friction
and entrance losses
p0695 A71-43592
Air carrier demand for slots particularly in area of
Washington-Baltimore
tPB-193350] p0037 N71-103I47
Circulation control by slot suction on circular
cylinder
[LB-530] p0045 B71-11002
Smooth double-slotted circular cylinder aerodynamic
force characteristics measured for circulation
control by slot suction
[BBC-11714] p0324 N71-20196
Additional slot and flow fence effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of single stage
compressor blading
[BASA-CB-72635] p0373 B71-21995
Direct lift control system having flaps with slots
adjacent to their leading edge and particularly
adapted for lightweight aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10249-1] pOU73 N71-26110
Feasibility study of combined laminar and turbulent
boundary layer control system using distributed
suction with application to low-speed research
aircraft of glass reinforced plastic
[AD-727767] p0719 H71-37609
SLOTTED AHTEHH&S
0 SLOT ANTENNAS
SLOTTED HIBD TUNNELS
Lift correction in perforated two dimensional
transonic wind tunnels, considering incidence
angle and streamline curvature effects on airfoil
models
p0298 A71-24953
Avoidance of disrupting effects in dynamic tests on
semispan delta wing models in transonic slotted
and perforated wind tunnels
tAEC-B/a-36361 p0170 N71-15701
Lift, pitching moments and damping of delta wings in
slotted transonic wind tunnels with perforated
walls
[HPl-iEBO-1307] P0227 S71-17085
Hind tunnel investigation of use of slotted
test-section nails to reduce wall interference for
high-lift-model testing
[NASi-TN-D-6292] p0519 H71-28008
Slotted wind tunnel wall configuration with minimal
interference for conventional and V/STOL models
[40-723294] p0624 B71-31894
SLOTTED SIBGS
Slotted blades and vanes and rotor tip design for
highly loaded, low speed fan stage applicable to
low noise aircraft engines
[NASA-CB-72895] p0523 N71-28315
SLDBBT PBOPELLABTS
Prediction of combustion temperature, product
species, and air specific impulse values as
function of total eguivalence ratio for slurry
fueled propulsion systems
[AD-721665] p0529 N71-28578
SHALL PEBTOBBATION FLOH
Small perturbation subsonic flows aerodynamic noise,
using matched asymptotic expansions method
p0023 A71-12377
Oscillating airfoil wake interaction with fixed .
cascade, considering two dimensional
incompressible inviscid small perturbation flow
theory
p0270 A71-22943
Small disturbance equations for steady transonic
flows past thin lifting airfoils and slender
bodies
fllAA PAPEB 71-566] pO<484 471-31560
Small perturbations of stationary parallel flow with
relaxation, considering boundary conditions around
slender wings, partial differential equations and
similarity law
p0616 A71-39S69
Sound generation by small perturbation jet flow
[DLB-PB-71-02] . p0398 N71-23596
SHORE
Combustor design for minimum exhaust smoke emission
from aircraft gas turbine jet engines, considering
air pollution
p0206 AT 1-20867
Aircraft engine smoke emission control, discussing
Bingelmann chart assessment for various commercial
jet aircraft and airport gaseous pollutants
p0216 A71-21832
Standard eguipment and procedures for aircraft gas
turbine engine exhaust smoke measurement
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-88] p0353 A71-25995
Computerized statistical analysis of engine smoke
measurements
[AD-713612] p0160 B71-14617
Determining amount of smoke in exhaust of gas jet
turbine engines
[SASA-CE-117031] p0317 N71-20050
Engine modifications to reduce smoke emission from
J-57 turbojet engine
[NASA-TH-X-2236] , p0326 N71-20419
Determination of relationship between visibility of
in-flight jet exhanst to SAE smoke number
[FAA-NA-71-24] p0566 N71-29307
Seductions in smoke level and carbon monoxide
emissions resulting from air-assist fuel nozzles
in jet aircraft exhaust pollutant tests
p0585 N71-30784
SHOKB TBAILS
Visible exhaust smoke trails from aircraft jet
engines, measuring optical density by photographic
photometry
[SAE PAPEB 710428] p0406 A71-28314
Kerosene type fuels for aircraft gas turbine
engines, discussing combustion problems, smoke
emission reduction and bacterial or fungal
contamination
pO»11 A71-28754
Dispersal of jet aircraft exhanst emissions near
airports and of smoke trails in upper atmosphere,
assessing pollutant levels near large urban
airports
p0492 A71-32244
SHOOTHIHG
NT DATA SMOOTHING
SBS
0 SYNCHROBODS HETEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITE
SHti (HAHEOVEBIHG OBITS)
0 SELF SANEOVEBING ONUS
SBAKISG
0 LATEBAL OSCILLATION
SSAP
NT SPACE POWEB OBIT BEACTOBS
SBATCBIBG
0 SPACECBAFT BEC0VERY
SB01
VTOL operation under snow and ice conditions,
discnssing adhesion, radiation absorption and
electrical properties of ice
p0097 A71-15t37
Microwave radiometry for snow and ice sensing in
aerial reconnaissance
p0052 R71-11160
A-415
SHOSPLOH EFFECT SUBJECT IMDEX
Netamorphism of snow for high strength roads and
runways
[AD-716U17] PC316 N71-19908
Investigation of helicopter jet engine flameout due
to ingestion of snow and ice
rNBC-11893] P0371 N71-21927
Techniques for minimizing snow and ice effects on
TACAN antenna signals
[FA4-RD-71-56] pC686 1171-35773
SHOHPLOI EFFECT
0 PLASMA DYNAMICS
SOCIAL F&CTOBS
Short haul STOL aircraft transport system,
discussing neighborhood stolport ownership,
technical feasibility and economic, emotional,
ecological and sociological viability
P0071 471-13618
German monograph on socioeconomic evaluation of air
transportation systems for developing nations,
using cost-benefit analysis
pOOSS A71-15125
SOCIOLOGY
NT SOCI4L FACTOES
Socioeconomic changes in aeronautics, discussing
faster long range aircraft, airport access
problems, technological advances, short haul
transportation and industry/government relations
p0367 A71-27601
SODIDB COHPOOHDS
HI SODIDH IODIDES
SODIUH IODIDES
Aerial surveys for determining plutonium
concentration using array of Kal detectors
[EGG-1183-1517] p0687 N71-35980
SOFT LANDING
Fuel-optimal retrothrusted soft landing of airdrops
through atmosphere
[AD-718405] p0396 N71-23187
SOFT LiHDIHG SPACECBAFT
NT AEEOSPACEPLANES
»T APOLLO SPACECBAFT
NT LONAB LANDING HODOLES
SOFI BECOVEHI
U SOFT LANDING
SOFTWARE (COMPUTEBS)
D COMPUTES PBOGBAMS
SOIL HECBAHICS
Aircraft pavements design and construction problems
regarding adverse soil conditions
pC022 A71-12170
SOILS
NT GBAVELS
NT SANDS
Erosion control of soil on air force bases
[AD-7136«4] p0169 N71-15636
SOLAE AZIHOTH
U AZIMDTH
SOLAE COLLECTOES
NT SOLAB EEFLECTOBS
SOLAE EHEBGY
Thermal performance analysis of solar Brayton heat
receiver in transferring heat to working gas of
Brayton engine
[NASA-TN-D-6268] p0335 N71-21512
SOUS BEAT FLOW
D HEAT FLUX
SOLAB EADIATION
Measuring solar irradiance data obtained at 75 to 80
km by X-15 aircraft using narrow band multichannel
radiometer
p0179 N71-16686
SOLAB BADIATIOS OBSEBTATION
0 SOLAE BADIATION
SOLAE BEFLECTOBS
Thermal pump-compressor for converting solar energy
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00377] p02tO N71-17610
SOLID PBOPELLANTS
NT SOLID BOCKET PBOPELLANTS
SOLID BOCKET PBOPELLANTS
Calculating changes in shape of solid fuel charges
for ramjet engines after hardening in steel and
Durestos casings
[FOA-2-C-2337-U6] p0160 N71-14618
Theoretical calculations for predicting performance
of solid fuel charges for ramjet engines
[FOA-2-C-2331-U6] p0161 N71-14619
SOLID EOTATION
U BOTATING BODIES
SOLID STATE DEVICES
KT AVALANCHE DIODES
NT FIELD EFFECT TEANSISTOES
NT METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTOBS
NT PHOTODIODES
NT BUBT LASEES
NT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
NT TH5TBISTOBS
NT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
Microwave and nodular solid state ILS designs,
discussing accelerated progress, international
standard and present system life expectancy
P0280 A71-23913
AN/AEC-mt solid state ultrareliable OHF multimode
aircraft transceiver, discussing tuning, freguency
synthesis and broadband power amplifier
p0613 471-39209
Performance levels prediction for airborne solid
state phased array radar transmission sources,
considering TBAPATT devices
p0663 A71-11630
Solid state airborne weather radar for civil
aviation, discussing design, weight and power
requirement reduction
p0698 A71-1U273
Research and development of solid state and
electronic equipment, microwave circuits,
semiconductors, and ionospheric radar
p0031 N71-10126
SOLID STATE LASEBS
NT BOBY LASERS
SOLID SDBFACES
Aerodynamic molecular beam interactions with solid
surfaces
[N4S4-CB-1170«1] p0317 N71-20010
Performance and environmental tests of membranes for
airfield surfacing
[4D-726891] p0685 N71-35398
SOLIDS
Calculations on plasticity and creep properties of
elementary structures
tSC-T-70-4017J p0317 N71-19921
SOLUTIONS
NT DETON4BLE GAS MIXTURES
NT GAS HIXTDBES
SONAB
NT SONOBUOYS
Sonar detection of submarines by helicopter and
protection of flight crew hearing
CAD-711910] p0109 N71-12100
SONDES
NT RADIOSONDES
NT BAWINSONDES
SONIC BOOHS
Vhitham supersonic flow theory application to mid-
or near-field sonic boom of slender bodies in wind
tunnel research
p0011 471-10956
Sonic boom wave pressure history prediction on
arbitrarily oriented plane walls by explicit fixed
mesh time dependent numerical method
[ASME PAPEE 70-WA/APH-9] p0078 471-14153
Pointed body of revolution in gravitationally
stratified atmosphere, discussing supersonic boom
and minimum drag
p0135 471-16712
Supersonic jet transport legal aspects in land
overflight, discussing ground noise and sonic boom
effects on persons and property
p01U4 A71-176»U
Sonic boom problem, investigating pressure signature
of large models in supersonic wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPEB 71-181] p0155 A71-18623
Sonic boom near field behavior, discussing N wave
focusing
[AIAA PAPEB 71-185] p0155 471-18621
Far field sonic boom pressure profiles simulation by
methane-oxygen mixture detonation in balloons
[AIAA PAPEB 71-186] p0155 A71-18625
Sonic boom effects on human physiology and behavior
and structures, based on theoretical studies and
simulators
P0213 471-21812
Legal aspects of military sonic booms, discussing
administrative remedies, liability and various
cases
P0215 A71-21830
Sonic boom wind tunnel testing techniques at high
Mach numbers, giving sample pressure signatures
A-IH6
SUBJECT IBDEI SOHIC BOOHS COBTD
[AIAA PAPEH 71-280] p0219 A71-22006
Sonic boom and explosion shock wave propagation over
long distances through turbulence modeled by sound
speed fluctuation, including acoustic scattering
effect
p0269 471-22858
Cut-off Hach number of sonic bang propagation on
ground for flight track in relation to atmospheric
parameters
p0276 871-23577
Normal shock wave interaction with deferrable solid
vails, determining explosion or sonic booms
effects on elastic structures and protection
devices
p0291 A71-21183
Short H wave refraction and diffraction by gas-
filled soap bubble, discussing measurements to
explain peaking and rounding in sonic boom
pressure signature
p0293 871-21811
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom rise
times by statistical theory
p0294 A71-21817
Structures dynamic loading and damage by sonic
booms, discussing structural.response prediction
by boom pressure nave model
p0299 A71-25052
Transonic compressor shock vave noise generation and
decay rates at multiple tones, using sonic boom
analysis
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-7] p03«8 A71-25953
Supersonic flight path curvature effects on local
shock wave production, considering no boom zone
and ground rules
p0351 A71-26310
Plate and acoustic finite elements simulation of
window-room system coupled transient response to
sonic booms, discussing eguations of motion and
cavity depth effect
p0361 A71-27181
Sonic boom induced indoor acoustical waves, using
electrical analog
p0131 A71-3020C
Incident sonic boom shock wave reflection factors
off smooth surface, discussing pressure rise and
flight near threshold Hach number
pOIIO A71-3C610
SSI sonic boom minimization, discussing cross-
country flight
pOIII 171-30820
Sonic boom pressure signature laboratory scale
measurement after modification by traveling
through air net turbulence, comparing with
statistical prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 71-618] p0183 A71-31517
Sonic boom wave interaction with topographic models,
measuring surface pressure time history
[AIAA PAPEE 71-619] pC183 471-31518
U.S. federal legislation and regulations for
aircraft noise and sonic boom
p0192 A71-32215
Sonic boom phenomena, discussing supersonic flow
near aircraft, atmospheric propagation,
distortion, focusing, caustics, turbulence effects
and reduction
pCt95 A71-32566
French shock tube test facility for reproducing and
investigating effects of sonic booms on vision and
physiological processes
p0502 A71-33350
SSI sonic booms, investigating intensity and
transonic aircraft supersonic flight feasibility
pC509 471-31100
Sonic boom implications and decision on
acceptability with alternative policies of
complete barring, controlled corridors and
overflight limitations
fCASI PAPER 72/141 pC601 A71-37595
Meteorological problems of operation of commercial
supersonic aircraft, including sonic boom
intensity and extent
[CASI PAPER 72/7] p0601 A71-37597
Sonic boonless transonic transports design,
performance, economics and airline routes at Hach
1.2 and 0.98
[CASI PAPEE 72/8] p0601 A71-37598
Sonic booms loudness as function of peak
overpressures ana rise times, using semiempirical
formulae
p0657 871-10530
SST sonic boom generation, discussing aircraft
design and atmospheric conditions effects and
property damage
p0658 A71-10705
Sonic boom minimization including front and rear
shocks, exemplified by SST aircraft
p0660 A71-40972
Penetration of sonic booa energy into ocean in
experimental simulation
[AD-711963] p0033 1171-10091
Sonic boom and explosive shock wave effects on
buildings and structural members
pOOSO H71-11035
Sonic aircraft boom propagation analysis for
horizontal flight in unperturbed atmosphere
pOOSO N71-11036
Description and capabilities of traveling wave sonic
boom simulators
[HASA-CE-1696J p0052 R71-11122
Atmospheric refraction and reflection in sonic booms
[NASA-TT-F-13109] p0107 N71-12231
Shadowgraphic and interferometric study of aircraft
boom reflection from valley walls
[IS1-T-9/70] p0108 H71-12216
Shadowgraph photography and differential
interferometry for studying aircraft boom effect
on building shell
[ISL-T-2/70] p0108 N71-12217
Transmission of sonic booms into rooms through open
windows
P0121 H71-13113
Application of multivariable search tecbnigues to
design of low sonic boom overpressure
[NASA-CB-73196] p0160 N71-11613
Mechanism simulating vibrational and acoustic
properties of sonic booms
[NASA-CE-111839] p0173 N71-16029
Transmission of sonic boom pressure through glass
window panes
[NASA-CB-111846] p0178 N71-16557
Measuring sonic boom pressure distribution on models
in supersonic wind tunnels
p0179 871-16685
Three dimensional diffraction of sonic booms by
corners of structures
[NASA-CH-1728] p0245 N71-18029
Flow field development for series of sonic, boom wind
tunnel models
[NASA-TN-D-61113] p0322 N71-20156
Pressure field steady state calculations for sonic
boom signal transmission into rooms through open
windows
[NAS4-CB-111786] p0323 H71-20183
Nonuniform flow field sonic boom reduction device
using slit jet impinging on inclined flat plate
[AD-717193] p0335 N71-21623
Beasurements of sonic boom pressure distribution of
bodies of revolution at Bach 2.96, 3.83, and 4.63
in Unitary Plan wind tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-6195] p0372 N71-21961
Proceedings and recommendations of conference on
sonic booms
[ ISIA-17/l*. 8] p0372 N71-21976
Wind tunnel investigation of lift-induced sonic boom
characteristics of two simple wing models at Hach
numbers from 2.3 to 1.63
[HASA-TN-D-6201] p0388 H71-23125
Finite difference method for calculating sonic boom
overpressure signatures in vicinity of caustics
[AD-718835] • p0399 N71-23738
Prediction methods for sonic boom generation and
propagation with overpressure minimization in
supersonic transport design and operation
[KASA-SP-255] p0523 N71-28363
Second order slender body theory for calculating
nonlinear effects on sonic boom intensity
P0523 N71-28364
Sonic boom in interaction of conical field and plane
shock wave
P0523 1171-28366
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom shock
wave thickness
P0523 N71-28367
Approximative sound wave scattering behind sonic
boom overpressure signatures
p0521 N71-28368
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom shock
wave scattering
A-U17
SOBIC FlOB SUBJECT ISDEI
p0524 N71-28369
Approximative solutions fot diffracted and focusing
nave front expansions in sonic boom shock vave
propagation
p052M N71-28370
Acoustic vave front reflection from caustic for
predicting sonic boom pressure distribution
p0521 N71-28371
Flow field approximation for sonic boom shock vave
generation by thin nonlifting rectangular ving
P052U N71-28372
Sonic boom cusped shock vave near focusing ray
system of supersonic ving flov field
p052i» N71-28373
Anomalous rise times of acoustic sonic boom
waveforms caused by atmospheric turbulence
P0521 871-28371
Pressure pulse diffraction by three dimensional
structural corner subjected to sonic boom
P052U N71-28375
Hathematical model for supersonic aircraft Hach
number threshold operation for atmospheric
reflection of sonic boom
P0525 H71-28376
Wind tunnel models for sonic boom simulation at high
Hach numbers
p052S H71-28377
Baveform parameters for extrapolating vind tunnel
sonic boom signatures to far field
P0525 N71-28378
Sonic boots in near field and far field of nonlifting
rectangular ving
P0525 N71-28379
Transfer functions for calculating coupled
acoustic/elastic response of structure to sonic
boom
PCS25 S71-28380
Lov Hach number supersonic flight data on sonic boom
signatures at cutoff Hach number
P0525 N71-28381
Lov sonic boom design for supersonic transport
configurations
P0526 N71-28382
Hind tunnel effects on experimental sonic boom
signature determinations
P0526 N71-28383
Flov field mapping for determining sonic boom
intensity from wind tunnel measurements
P0526 N71-28381
Parameter effects on coalescence of nose and ving
shocks in vinq/body pressure signature for sonic
boom reduction
P0526 N71-28385
Air flov thermodynamics for lov sonic boom design of
supersonic transport configuration
P0526 N71-28387
Correlation of measured and calculated sonic boom
signatures for vind tunnel planform models
P0526 N71-28388
Sonic boom pressure signature variations as function
of distance to ground due to atmospheric
refraction
PC527 B71-28389
Finite difference method for predicting sonic boom
overpressure signature near caustic
P0527 N71-28390
Accuracy of shock pressure attenuation in near field
sonic boom profiles
P0527 H71-28391
Extrapolation of measured overpressure data for
predicting sonic boom characteristics of different
aerodynamic configurations
P0527 N71-28392
Aircraft design and atmospheric turbulence effects
on sonic boom generation and overpressure
prediction methods using flight test data
P0527 N71-28393
Limitations of overpressure prediction methods for
sonic boom configuration research
P0527 N71-28394
Aircraft design, flight characteristics, and
atmospheric effects on sonic boom during
supersonic and hypersonic flight
PC585 U71-30787
Analysis of factors creating aircraft noise problems
and efforts to reduce level of aircraft noise
PC628 N71-32086
Structural response and acoustic transmission
characteristics of qlass pane and standard wood
frame construction vail panels subjected to sonic
booms
[BASA-CR-111925] p0631 H71-32188
Poisson density functions and factor analysis of
shock vave propagation and sonic boom spectra in
turbulent flov
[NASA-CR-1879] p06U1 N71-33283
Sonic boom carpets from operation of SSI aircraft
p0613 »71-33't'tO
Panel approach to solution of probable and possible
effects of sonic booms resulting from future SST
operations •-
[BL-139] p06<43 N71-331U1
Electrical analog for sonic boom indoor pressure
vave effect on structural members
[UTIAS-TN-158] p0618 H71-3396U
Annotated bibliography on noise pollution-sonic
booms
[AD-722910] p0675 N71-31023
semiempirical formulae representing sonic boom
loudness as function of overpressure and time
compared vith experimental and theoretical
calculations
[ISVR-TR-II6]. p0681 N71-35211
SOHIC FLOH
U TBANSOHIC FLO»
SOHIC HOZZLES
Sonic nozale' design for precise mass flov
measurement, determining nozzle profile for axial
velocity distribution in conformity vith laminar
boundary layer egnations solution
p0297 A71-2U9"«
SOHIC SPEED
D ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
SOHOBOOIS
Sonobnoy location
[AD-713077] p016« H71-11913
SOOT
Air polluting nitric oxide and soot production by
jet aircraft, discussing mixing process and
atmospheric dispersion
CAIAA PAPER 70-115] p0366 A71-27560
SOBTIKG
0 CLASSIFYING
SODBD
0 ACOUSTICS
SODBD ABSORPTION
0 SOUND TRAHSHISSION
SOOHD BARRIER
D ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
SOOHD FIELDS
Inlet turbulence interaction vith rotor potential
flov as noise source in axial flov fans,
developing expression for sound pover radiated
p0140 A71-17163
Hear and far noise fields from coaxial interacting
supersonic jet flovs
CAIAA PAPER 71-152] p015M A71-18594
Sound field interaction vith sinusoidally corrugated
surface, considering aircraft noise measurement
implications
p0207 A71-21162
Aeroacoustic phenomena in free turbulent gas jets,
discussing structure, noise-turbulence
correlations and acoustic field generation at
subsonic/critical velocities
p0277 A71-23607
Axial flov fan noise, investigating louvers effects
on sound field
pC357 A71-26701
Cost efficient sound limit expenditures per
parameter unit in commercial transport aircraft
design
p041» A71-289U5
Sound fields of flying aircraft from noise
measurements, discussing engine operating
conditions, speed and attitude
pOM37 A71-30521
Jet aircraft sound spectrum on ground and in air,
comparing calculation vith experiment
p0137 A71-30521
Jet noise reduction by foam injection, developing
mathematical model for foam behavior in sound
field
filAA PAPER 71-7314] pOMSC A71-31327
Fan induced lov speed jet noise from turbofan
engines, discussing results of far field sound
measurements for simulated nacelle configurations
vith and vithout acoustic liners
A-118
SUBJECT IHDEX SOOBD PROPAGATION
[AIAA PAPER 71-586] pO<t82 471-31533
Computational technique for acoustic field of jet
aerodynamic noise, using Lighthill theory for
spectral calculations
[AIAA PAPEE 71-583] pOQ85 &71-31571
Probability theory of stresses during random
vibrations of flat panel in acoustic field of -jet
engine exhaust
pO«87 A71-31701
Sound field effects on flat plate heat transfer in
turbulent boundary layer
fREPT-70-8] P0253 N71-18572
Aerodynamic sound, production and method of matched
asymptotic expansions
p0382 H71-22U67
Fundamentals of turbocompressor and turbofan noise
and noise reduction possibilities
[DLR-FB-70-7U] p0569 B71-2937II
SOOHD GENEBAIORS
Sound generation by rotor-stator interaction in
subsonic axial flow compressors, using
acceleration potential and wake technique
POC67 471-13277
Aerodynamic sound generation dependence on
convective derivative of hydrodynamic pressure
within turbulence source region
p0139 A71-1715D
Sound radiation by rotor from interaction with
nonuniform flow, considering multiple blades
p0140 A71-17159
Far field sound radiated from steady loading of
isolated subsonic rotor, noting dependence on
spatial uniformity of flow entering rotor
P0140 A71-17160
Axial and swirling mean flow effects on sound
transmission and generation in hard walled ducts
p0113 471-17620
Combination tone noise generation from turbofans
with supersonic fan blade tip speed, determining
sound power distribution among engine rotation
frequency harmonics
[AIAA PAPER 71-730] pO«13 471-30777
Combustion generated aerodynamic noise, considering
sound radiation from open turbulent flames,
spectral content, power output and origin
[4144 P4PER 71-735] pO«43 471-30780
Airfoils broadband noise generation mechanism in
turbulent flow in anechoic chamber
[AIAA PAPER 71-587] pO«85 A71-31573
Turbomachinery rotor and stator row aerodynamic
interaction, describing discrete tone noise
generation from far field measurements
P0491 A71-32134
Jet aircraft noise generation, transmission and
reduction, emphasizing turbofan engine acoustics,
operational characteristics and exhaust sound
pOU92 471-32241
Hultiple tone generation by axial flow transonic
compressors, considering shock waves production
and propagation associated with supersonic
elements of blading
P0558 A71-36197
Considering sequence of transient acoustical point
sources as noise generator in two-dimensional jet
[D1-82-10023 p0126 H71-14073
Aerodynamic sound production and method of matched
asymptotic expansions
p0382 N71-22467
Sound generation by small perturbation jet flow
[DLB-FB-71-02] p0398 N71-23596
SOOHD INTENSITY
Control valves aerodynamically generated sound
pressure level prediction, using empirical method
[ASME PAPER 70-HA/FE-28] p0077 A71-14136
Combination tone noise generation from turbofans
with supersonic fan blade tip speed, determining
sound power distribution among engine rotation
frequency harmonics
C A I A A PAPER 71-730] pC443 471-30777
Shock tube procedure and tone-bust technique for
evaluating sound absorption of materials at high
intensities
[NASA-CR-1698) p0179 B71-16660
SOOND HE4SUREHEBT
D ACODSTIC MEASUREMENTS
SOOHD PERCEPTION
D ADDITOEY PERCEPTION
SOOND PRESSURE
Control valves aerodynamically generated sound
pressure level prediction, using empirical method
[ASMS PAPER 7C-BA/FE-28] p0077 471-11136
Fan noise random propagation and sound power in
cylindrical air ducts from modal spectra and
pressure measurements
p0294 A71-24834
Subsonic turbulent boundary layer noise generation •
and acoustic pressure on aircraft surface, using
Lighthill theory
p0298 A71-24952
Structures dynamic loading and damage by sonic
booms, discussing structural response prediction
by boom pressure wave nodel
p0299 471-25052
Condenser microphones aerodynamically induced noise,
investigating acoustic pressure lower limit
dependence on air flow velocity and turbulence
p0359 471-27063
Fan-produced sound pressure fluctuation in very low
speed subsonic wind tunnel test stream, noting
resulting anemometer calibration errors
p0437 471-30526
Probability theory of stresses during random
vibrations of flat panel in acoustic field of jet
engine exhaust
pO«87 471-3170"
Near field noise measurement on quarter-scale model
to estimate fuselage pressure in VTOL aircraft for
conventional, short and vertical takeoff
configurations
p0603 A71-37844
Sound radiation from subsonically rotating annular
disk source, calculating far field pressure and
efficiency
p0603 A71-37845
Simple source theory of aerodynamic noise,
approximating relationship between radiated sound
power and jet pressure spectra
p0609 A71-38531
Prediction methods for human aircraft noise
perception, assessing weighted sound pressure
level or complex loudness-noisiness computation
scales
p0659 471-10866
Sound pressure levels produced by C-5A during ground
tests
CAD-716814] . p0330 N71-20824
Interior sound pressure measurements in C-5A
aircraft
[AD-719746] p0466 N71-25060
Techniques and procedures for measuring effective
perceived noise level during aircraft noise type
certifications
[HRC-TH-300-SDPPL-2] p0475 N71-26305
Pressure distribution analysis of sound inside duct
of ducted propellers
[NASA-TN-D-6345] p0673 H71-34009
Determining sound pressure and noise spectra of
turboshaft engines to assess potential noise
injury
[DRET-TH-788] p0716 N71-37113
SOOHD PROPAGATION
Sound radiation from finite span airfoil in three
dimensional turbulent flow, considering lift
function effect
p0068 A71-13280
Noise research facility for fan and multistage
compressor sound radiation, discussing anechoic
chamber, power drive, test control, recording and
real time analysis system
p0503 A71-33418
Experimental research at Building Research Station
on outdoor sound propagation for building design
in relation to aircraft and road traffic noise
p0540 A71-35237
Acoustic attenuation determined experimentally
during engine ground tests of XB-70 airplane and
comparison with predictions
[NASA-IB-X-2223] p0244 N71-17951
Effects of sound damping elements in subsonic wind
tunnels •
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1465] P0371 N71-21885
Analytic functions and fluid nechanics for noise
propagation in supersonic jet exhaust flow
[NASA-CR-1848] P0514 N71-27028
Flow acoustic problems of ventilators, sound
production mechanisms, and noise reduction
[NASA-TT-F-13798] p0645 N71-33611
A-119
SOUND TRANSDUCERS SUBOECT INDEX
Aerodynanic sound radiation from lifting surfaces in
smooth and turbulent flow
CNASA-CR-11137C1 p0710 N71-36122
SOUND TRAHSDDCERS
NT KICEOPHONES
SODHD TRiHSBISSIOS
Axial and swirling mean flow effects on. sound
transmission and generation in hard walled ducts
P0113 171-17620
Ribbed aluminum panels airborne sound transmission
loss, evaluating structural damping effects
pC21G A71-21431
Soundproofing of air inlets and fan exhausts with
reference to absorbent systems with resonant
cavities, technologies, environmental conditions
and material fatigue
pC188 A71-31880
Transmission of sonic booms into rooms through open
windows
P0121 N71-13413
Shock tube procedure and tone-bust technique for
evaluating sound absorption of materials at high
intensities
[NASA-CR-1698] pC179 N71-1666C
Pressure field steady state calculations for sonic
boom signal transmission into rooms through open
windows
fNASA-CR-111786J pC'323 N71-20183
Structural response and acoustic transmission
characteristics of glass pane and standard wood
frame construction wall panels subjected to sonic
booms
fNASA-CR-111925] p0631 N71-32188
SOUND VELOCITT
0 ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
SOUND HAVES
NT AERODYNAMIC NOISE
NT AIECSAPT NOISE
NT ENGINE NOISE
NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
NT NOISE (SOUND)
NT ROCKET EHGINE NOISE
NT SONIC BOOMS
Turbulent jet noise estimation taking into account
retarded time effect on acoustic radiation
pOCIS 471-11468
Supersonic jet noise problem, discussing eddy- Hach
wave radiation source mechanism from nonlinear
streamwise development of inviscid instability
waves in turbulent mixing layer
[AIAA PAPEK 71-150] p015<l A71-18592
Plane sound waves incident on flat plate airfoils
lattice, obtaining transmitted and reflected
pressure amplitudes
fAIAA PAPER 71-1811 p0155 A71-18620
Acoustic radiation spectra from turbulent jets,
assuming approximate Gaussian statistics and
second order velocity correlation space-time
characteristics obtainable froi frozen flow
p0195 A71-19959
Ion acoustic waves propagation and structure
measurements with metal electrode technigue and
continuous channel electron multiplier in plasma
wind tunnel
p0291 A71-21517
Lift/cruise engine design and thrust vector control
influence on VTOL transport aircraft transition
characteristics and ground acoustic field
fDGLR-70-010] p0292 A71-21719
Airfoils accelerating near sound velocity,
calculating acoustic radiation by linear theory
p0291 A71-21816
Two dimensional sound wave equation solution in
terms of time retarded arguments, deriving
analytical expressions for aircraft noise
intensity and power
p0339 A71-25111
Sound radiation and wake turbulence spectra from
axial compressor single airfoils, including double
circular arc profiles
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-1] p0318 A71-25950
Aerodynamic noise scattering near Lighthill
multiples, considering intense near-field energy
conversion into sound waves
p0356 A71-26118
Sound radiation from time varying point force in
accelerative motion, applying to fan or helicopter
rotor noise at subsonic tip speeds
p0357 A71-26702
Sonic boom induced indoor acoustical waves, using
electrical analog
p0131 A71-30200
Sound radiation and pressure fields inside vibrating
turbomachine blades, using miniaturized
microphones and compact capacitive detectors
pC<!36 A71-30517
Hot jet aerodynamic parameters from emissions of
electromagnetic and acoustic energies by crossed
beam IR probing
pOU36 A71-30520
Airfoils with turbulent boundary layers, calculating
acoustic radiation from surface distribution of
pressure fluctuations
P0195 A71-32520
Acoustic radiation of supersonic jet toward nozzle
exit section, plotting pressure pulsations vs
active/passive pressure ratio
pOSSI A71-36122
Sound radiation frora subsonically rotating annular
disk source, calculating far field pressure and
efficiency
p0603 A71-37815
Discrete frequency sound radiation frora rotating
periodic sources covering rotor blade noise in
near field and from disk loading asymmetries
p0609 A71-38«66
Response of, and acoustic radiation from panels
excited by turbulent boundary layers
fAD-710696] pC038 H71-10386
Transmission of sonic boom pressure through glass
window panes
[NASA-CB-1118U6] p0178 N71-16557
SOUNDING
NI BALLOON SOUNDING
NT IONOSPHERIC SOUNDING
SODNDING ROCKETS
Scientific results from ESRO satellites and from,
sounding rocket campaign including aeronautical
fields, management planning, satellite
development, and telecommunication - 1969 report
p0456 N71-21417
SOUTH CAEOLIHA
South Carolina statewide aviation and airports plan
to accommodate needs of air carrier and general
aviation to year 1980
[PB-197728] pC621 N71-31893
SOUTHEAST ASIA
Air transport supply on scheduled services in
Europe-Hediterranean and Southeast Asia regions
[REPT-1970/1-E] p0217 N71-18112
SOVEREIGNTY
Air and cosmic space common law, discussing
boundaries, sovereignty over state territories and
jurisprudence related to travel development
p0355 A71-26325
SPICE CAPSULES
NT ESCAPE CAPSULES
SPACE COHHUNICATION
NT REENTRY COMHUNICATION
NT SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION
Navigational accuracy resulting from sidetone
signals relayed by two synchronous AT.S-1 and ATS-3
satellites and application to aircraft navigation
[NASA-CR-121977] p0686 N71-35770
SPACE ENVIRONMENT
D AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS
SPICE EXPLORATION
Composite rocket cum hypersonic airbreathing
propulsion reducing space exploration program cost
p0209 A71-21301
SPACE FLIGHT
NT HYPERSONIC REENTRY
NT SPACECRAFT REENTRY
German yearbook on air and space flight covering
mechanics, control, aerodynamics and test
facilities
p0117 471-18011)
Television simulation for aircraft and space flight
[NASA-CASE-XFR-03107] p0307 N71-19119
SPICE GLIDEHS
U LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
SPICE LAB
Jurisdiction of air traffic and space law, noting
applicability to start and landing phases of
spacecraft
p0272 A71-23000
Air and cosmic space common law, discussing
boundaries, sovereignty over state territories and
1-120
SUBJECT INDEX SPACE SHUTTLES
jurisprudence related to travel development -
p0355 A71-26325
SPACE MAINTENANCE
Space shuttle flight test instrumentation for
launcher, spacecraft and airplane triple
operational and maintenance system requirements,
discussing digital data bus monitoring concept
fAIAA PAPER 71-313] p0281 A71-23974
Space shuttle design concerning fault detection and
isolation, redundancy and maintenance for cost and
downtime minimization by application of airline
methods
p0558 A71-36480
SPACE BISSIOHS
Silver zinc batteries and cells case cover materials
and sealing techniques for space missions
p0207 A71-21097
Policies for participation of French aerospace
industry in space programs
pOOSS N71-12069
Authorization hearings on NASA space flight program
- Part 4, 1972
p0467 1171-25196
SPACE HAVIGATIOH
Precision landing guidance system using microwave
scanning beam technigue, stressing application to
aerospace transportation
pOH97 A71-32723
SPACE PEBCEPTIOH
NT AUTOKINESIS
Cockpit simulators without visual or motion cues in
pilot training
p0625 N71-31952
Motion cues and pilot error in simulated instrument
landing system approach
PC626 H71-31953
Botion cue and simulation fidelity aspects of
validation of general purpose airborne simulator
[NASA-TN-D-6432] p0712 N71-36672
SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY
D SPACEBOENE PHOTOGRAPHY
SPACE POKER UNIT REACTORS
Motor starting techniques for 2-15 kH Brayton space
powet system
[NASi-TM-X-67819] p0462 N71-24691
SPACE PROGHAHS
HI APOLLO PROJECT
NT EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS
NT FRENCH SPACE PROGRAMS
Application of spacecraft technology to aircraft for
improvement in systems, materials, and performance
[NASA-TM-X-67073] p0381 N71-22394
SPACE SCIENCES
D AEROSPACE SCIENCES
SPACE SELF MANEUVERING DNITS
D SELF MANEUVERING UNITS
SPACE SHUTTLES
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of flat delta
and caret wing models at high incidence angles for
space shuttles
p0082 A71-144«5
Manned space vehicle unsteady aerodynamics,
considering flow separation, vortex interference,
shock and stall flutter problems in space shuttle
design
p0089 A71-15337
Maximum stagnation temperature on swept winq leading
edge for equilibrium glide entry of space shuttle
PC182 A71-189C2
Banned flight from Montgolfier Balloon to Apollo 13,
discussing future space programs including lunar
base and space shuttle
p0186 A71-19417
Elastic, inertial and aerodynamic forces aeroelastic
triangle, examining lift changes due to aircraft
structure deformation, dynamic flight stability
and space shuttle development problems
PC196 A71-2C063
Space shuttle flight test instrumentation for
launcher, spacecraft and airplane triple
operational and maintenance system requirements,
discussing digital data bus monitoring concept
fAiAA PAPEB 71-313] P0281 A71-23974
Hypersonic air transportation future prospects,
discussing technical problems and feasibility in
view of space shuttle development
PC288 A71-24285
Space shuttle airbreathing propulsion systems
reguirements and design studies, considering
cruise, landing, go-around and ferry capabilities
[AIAA PAPER 71-662] p0441 A71-30731
Hypersonic aircraft design usable as transport or
space shuttle, determining aerodynamic behavior in
viscous flow
p0557 A71-36431
Space shuttle avionics system redundancy,
calculating costs for individual line replaceable
units
pOS58 A71-36479
Space shuttle design concerning fault detection and
isolation, redundancy and maintenance for cost and
downtime minimization by application of airline
methods
P0558 A71-36480
Space shuttle vehicles landing with emergency
arrestment aids, describing tailhook/cable, net
and landing gear/cable engagement methods
p0558 A71-36488
Application of IFR with anpowered, low lift drag
ratio landing approaches
p0033 N71-10110
Aerodynamic performance of shuttle-orbiter
configuration with variable delta wing geometry in
low turbulence subsonic wind tunnels
[NASi-TB-X-2206] p016« N71-14943
Designing spacecraft for flight into space,
atmospheric reentry, and landing at selected sites
[NASA-CASE-XAC-02058] p0175 N71-16087
Advanced .aircraft for flight testing of integrated
electronics system for reusable space shuttle
[NASA-CR-114832] p0179 N71-16713
Shuttlecraft landing and navigational aid
capabilities
[NASA-TM-X-66720] p0248 N71-18187
European hypersonic wind tunnels for testing
hypersonic transport aircraft, and space shuttle
aerodynamic configurations
p0250 N71-18452
Interactions of atoms with space shuttle surface and
methods for improving heat transfer
[NASA-TH-X-62016] p0327 N71-20523
Tables and laps of selected landing airfields for
shuttle orbiters with various crossranges
[NASA-TM-X-67080] p0373 N71-21996
Low subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of twin body space shuttle booster
configuration using low turbulence pressure tunnel
- graphs
[NASA-TM-X-2162] ' p0389 N71-23135
Reguirements analysis of airbreathing gas turbine
engines for shuttle vehicles
[NASA-TM-X-67806] p0399 N71-23764
Conference on dynamics and aeroelasticity of space
shuttle
[NASA-TB-X-22711] p0461 N71-24651
Transonic flutter and buffeting for elastic wind
tunnel models of straight wing proposed for space
shuttles
p0461 N71-24659
Application of research in panel flutter and
boundary layer thickness to space shuttle
p0461 H71-24660
Parameters contributing to aeroelastic problems in
thermal protection of space shuttle
pOU61 N71-24661
Buffet response of straight wing and delta wing
model of space shuttle launch configuration
p0161 N71-.24662
Transonic wind tunnel investigation of flo'i
characteristics and pressure fluctuation of space
shuttle launch and reentry configurations
P0462 N71-24663
Optimization of payload for space shuttle by
reducing structural loading and weight
P0462 N71-24664
Cost estimates, performance prediction, technology
assessment, and configurations for space shuttle
pC471 N71-26052
Wind tunnel simulations of flow fields and
aerothermodynamics of space shuttle orbiters
p0471 N71-26053
Comparison of space shuttle aerodynamic heating
analyses for metallic heat shield and surface
insulation concepts
p0472 N71-26054
Finite difference method for calculating inviscid
flow field around supersonic/hypersonic space
shuttle
A-421
SPACE SURVEILLANCE SDBJECT IBDBX
p0172 871-26056
Flow visualization, thermocouple measurements, and
analyses of shock interference heating effects on
straight wing space shuttle model
pO«72 H71-26057
Hypersonic shock/density ratio effects in
aerothermodynamic heating of space shuttle
configuration
pO"72 B71-26058
Aerothermodynamic shock heating of space shuttle
booster surface during atmospheric ascent
pO<(72 B71-26059
Lee surface flow and aerodynamic heating on delta
•ing orbiter
p0172 1171-26060
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta King space
shuttle configurations
p0173 1171-26062
Reynolds number simulation requirements for subsonic
wind tunnel tests of space shuttle configurations
pO«73 B71-26065
Bypersonic theoretical/experimental correlations of
aerodynamic characteristics for space shuttle
design
p0473 B71-26066
Unsteady airfoil stall characteristics usinq static
data input for predicting stall flutter boundaries
of space shuttle ding
[BASA-CR-111906] p0565 S71-29221
Design and development of air breathing engine
system for space shuttle vehicle
p0572 B71-296C7
Materials research for thermal reactors, jet
engines, space shuttles, and space nuclear pover
systems
[NASA-TM-X-678851 p0629 N71-32349
Leading edge shock impingement and interaction
heating on scale model straight wing orbiter
[NASA-CR-115159] p0679 N71-35196
SPACE SUBVEILLANCE
Time and freguency synchronization for EROS airborne
collision avoidance system, considering impact on
aeronautical communication, navigation and
surveillance
fCASI PIPES 72/17] p0602 A71-376C4
SPACE SYSTEMS ENGINEERIHG
D AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
SPiCE VEHICLE COHTBOL
0 SPACECRAFT CONTROL
SPACEBOBNE ASTHOBOHY.
Design and testing of stabilized balloon gondola for
astronomical gamma ray spectrometer
fORNL-TB-2882) pOIOS H71-12242
SPACEBORBE PHOTOGRAPHY
NT SATELLITE-BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY
Quantity and guality of geodetic information
transmitted by space photography compared with low
altitude aerial photography
[IR-HSGS-229] P0725 1171-38013
SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS
Aerospace antenna design, calculating one-
wavelength circular slot aperture radiation from
circular cylindrical surface
pO«48 A71-31075
Laboratory testing of breakdown on tiike-cajun VHF
quadraloop antenna
P0179 N71-16631
SPACECEAFT COHHUNICATIOH
NT BEENTBY COMMUNICATION
Hicrostrip p-i-n diode controlled L band digital
phase shifter for aircraft-satellite communication
pOU47 A71-31055
Blade antenna linear array design for aircraft-
satellite communication, determining mutual
influences by array measurements in simulated
electrical environment
P0447 471-31062
Freguency memories application to earth-satellite-
aircraft UHF communications, repeater apparata and
multiple access transmission of half tone images
in worldwide satellite communication
P0560 A71-36553
Ultrahigh freguency directional spiral aircraft
antennas for spacecraft communication
fRAE-TR-70062] p0252 1171-18519
Aircraft communication using ATS links
fPIB-A-57] P0337 N71-21727
Viability of L band communication system between
geostationary satellites and aircraft terminals
[BASA-TH-X-65508] pOU6l( N71-24913
SPACECEAFT COMPONENTS
BT LUBAR LANDING HODULES
SPACECRAFT CONFIGORATI08S
Hind tunnel stability and thermal cycling tests
perforiied on reentry vehicle configurations in
French and German test facilities
p0331 B71-20859
Transonic wind tunnel investigation of flow
characteristics and pressure fluctuation of space
shuttle launch and reentry configurations
P0162 B71-24663
Cost estimates, performance prediction, technology
assessment^ and configurations for space shuttle
POU71 N71-26052
Hind tunnel stability tests of variable dihedral
delta wing spacecraft configuration at hypersonic
speed
[BASA-TM-X-2391] p0673 B71-3U008
SPACECEAFT COBSTEDCTION MATERIALS
Fiber reinforced composites application in aerospace
and aircraft, discussing boron and graphite and
cost effectiveness
p001i) A71-11277
Be mechanical and physical properties, corrosion
behavior, toxicity, fabrication and application as
aircraft and spacecraft structural material
pOOIS A71-11539
Metal embrittlement by gaseous hydrogen, discussing
conntermeasnres against hydrogen metal interaction
and cracking
P0665 A71-41999
Application of photochromic coatings to provide
nondestructive inspection for aerospace materials
and structures
[ AD-720239] pCU75 1171-26383
SPACECBAFT COHTBOL
Spacecraft and aircraft automatic control man
machine interface, bionics and traffic control
systems
p0081 A71-11393
Reentry vehicle angle of attack control by
mechanically varying center of mass for axial
loads
p0131 A71-16039
Spacecraft optimal atmospheric reentry trajectory
for minimum flight distance, investigating angle
of attack control with allowance" for load
constraints
p0418 A71-29229
Control, navigation and guidance review, considering
application of earth reference coordinates for
aircraft, missiles and spacecraft
pOltO A71-30710
Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft radio control
systems analysis and network synthesis
[JPRS-53789] p0633 N71-32694
SPACECRAFT DESIGB
Banned space vehicle unsteady aerodynamics,
considering flow separation, vortex interference,
shock and stall flutter problems in space shuttle
design
p0089 A71-15337
Space shuttle design concerning fault detection and
isolation, redundancy and maintenance for cost and
downtime minimization by application of airline
methods
p0558 A71-36U80
Application of spacecraft technology to aircraft for
improvement in systems, materials, and performance
[NASA-TM-X-67073] p0381 N71-22394
SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPHEBT
BT AIRBORNE/SPACEBOBNE COMPUTERS
SPACECBAFT GUIDANCE
Strapdown inertial navigator alignment by digital
filtering techniques, discussing application to
aircraft and spacecraft
p0208 A71-21170
Precision landing guidance system using microwave
scanning beam technique, stressing application to
aerospace transportation
pOU97 A71-32723
Aerospace guidance technology evolution at MIT with
emphasis on inertial systems
p0665 A71-11993
SPACECBAFT INSTRUMENTS
NT LASER ALTIMETERS
NT SATELLITE INSTRUMENTS
NT SPACECRAFT POSITION INDICATORS
A-12 2
SUBJECT INDEX
Hanometric equipment arrangement in nose cone of
oriented satellite with aerodynamic system
stabilization
p0206 A71-21022
Instrumentation in aerospace industry - Conference,
Las Vegas, Hay 1971
p0432 A71-30309
Holographic techniques, optical data processing and
laser properties for aerospace instrumentation
p0434 A71-30329
Optical projector system for establishing optimun
arrangement of instrument displays in aircraft,
spacecraft, other vehicles, and industrial
instrument consoles
[IJASA-CASE-XNP-03853] p0371 N71-21882
Combined optical attitude and altitude indicating
instrument for use in aircraft or spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-XLA-01907] pC391 N71-23268
SPACECBAFT LANDING
Unmanned flight vehicles recovery system, describing
built-in rotor design for navigation and high
precision landing
[DGLR-71-020] pO«98 A71-32787
Space shuttle vehicles landing with emergency
arrestment aids, describing tailhook/cable, net
and landing gear/cable engagement methods
p0558 A71-36188
SPACECBAFT HODOLES
NT LUNAR LANDING MODULES
SPACECRAFT PERFOBHAHCE
Analysis of aerodynamic forces on DL-4 lifting entry
vehicle and comparison with theoretical methods
[NASA-TH-X-1994] pOU75 N71-26354
SPACECBAFT POSITION INDICATOBS
Satellite based position fixing data by ranging
technigues, discussing application to navigation
and ATC
pC558 A71-36493
SPACECBAFT PO1EB SUPPLIES
Electric power source requirements of USAP aircraft,
missile and spacecraft electrical systems
pC063 A71-13036
SPACECRAFT PBOPDLSIOB
Soviet monograph on electric space propulsion
systems theory covering ion and plasma engines,
gas turbine engines, nuclear energy sources, solar
cells, etc
p0281 A71-24011
Space shuttle airbreathing propulsion systems
requirements and design studies, considering
cruise, landing, go-around and ferry capabilities
TAIAA PAPEB 71-662] potin A71-30731
Aerodynamic characteristics, rocket nozzles,
spacecraft propulsion, antenna design, and
internal combustion engines
[NASA-CR-119315] p0588 U71-31106
SPACECBiFT BECOVEBY
Unmanned flight vehicles recovery system, describing
built-in rotor design for navigation and high
precision .landing
[DGLB-71-020] pOU98 A71-32787
SPACECBAFT REENTRY
Spacecraft reentry aerodynamics regarding hypersonic
high altitude lifting bodies, shock nave and flow
field, heat, mass and energy transfer, etc
[ICAS PAPEB 70-01] p0018 A71-11686
Hesosphere and stratosphere data from high level
observations for supersonic transport and
reentering space vehicle operations
p0212 A71-21724
Spacecraft optimal atmospheric reentry trajectory
for minimum flight distance, investigating angle
of attack control with allowance for load
constraints
p0118 A71-29229
Event recorder with constant speed motor which
rotates recording disk
fNASA-C&SB-ILA-01832] p0332 N71-21006
SPACECBAFT RELIABILITY
Space shuttle design concerning fault detection and
isolation, redundancy and maintenance for cost and
downtime minimization by application of airline
methods
pOSSS A71-36U80
SPACECRAFT SENSORS
U SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS
SPACECBAFT SHIELDING
Superalloy dispersion strengthened and fused slurry
silicide coatings for aircraft gas turbine engines
and space shuttle heat shields
p0347 A71-25555
SPACECBAFT STABILITY
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of Viking
lander spacecraft at hypersonic speed
[NASA-TH-X-2205] p0230 N71-17253
SPACECBAFT STBUCTUBES
Sandwich structures applications in aircraft and
space vehicles, discussing component
characteristics, manufacturing processes and
mechanical testing procedures
p0021 A71-11959
Glass fiber reinforced plastics aerospace
applications covering radomes, dielectric panels,
aircraft ducting, secondary structures,
furnishings, mouldings and tooling
p03t7 A71-25652
Composite structures development, discussing wing,
fuselage, aeropropulsion and missile development,
weight savings of hardware and fighter empennage
applications
[AIAA PAPER 71-367] p0555 A71-36275
Internal loads and stresses caused by space vehicle
vibration resulting from induced or natural
environments
[NASA-SP-8050] p0260 N71-19281
SPACECBAFT TEACHING
NT SATELLITE TRACKING
SPACECBAFT TRAJECTORIES
Soviet book on radio control of various flight
vehicles covering closed loop synthesis, missile
guidance, spacecraft trajectory correction and air
traffic control
p05«3 A71-354C3
Aerodynamic and flight characteristics of supersonic
aircraft and spacecraft notion in planetary
gravitational fields
CAD-726580] p0683 N71-3522U
Flight dynamics and calculation of flight
trajectories of various aircraft and spacecraft
[AD-727U74] p0718 N71-37602
SPACING
NT AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING
SPAIN
Synoptic meteorology for airports in Spain, Austria,
France, Switzerland, and Alps
[AD-720708] p0519 N71-27807
SPABK DISCHARGES
U ELECTRIC SPABKS
SPABK IGNITION
Spark ignited hydrogen-oxygen detonations in
supersonic wind tunnel, using schlieren
photographs
p0133 A71-16520
SPABK HACHIHING
Aircraft jet engine application of electric
discharge machining for repetitive continuous
production, considering automated closed cycle
equipment
CSBE PAPEB HB-71-1113] p0560 A71-36658
SPABK SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
U SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
SPABKS
NT ELECTBIC SPARKS
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
Plane and spatial load transfer and diffusion in
linear elastostatics, noting application to
aircraft and civil engineering structures and
fiber reinforced materials
p0118 A71-18222
Time optimal control for distributed systems with
random properties, considering n integral
relations and flying wing vehicle torsional
vibration problems
p0595 A71-37091
SPATIAL ISOTBOPY
U SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
SPATIAL ORIENTATION
U ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)
SPECIFICATIONS
NT AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS
NT EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria for converting aeronautical project
operational targets into actual requirements and
technical specifications, emphasizing cost
effectiveness
pOtUt A71-30821I
SPECTBA
SI ABSORPTION SPECTBA
A-123
SPECTBAL ABSOBPTION SUBJECT INDEX
NT EMISSION SPECTRA
NT LIKE SPECTRA
NT NOISE SPECTRA
NT POKER SPECTRA
NT RADIATION SPECTRA
NT SHOCK SPECTRA
NT VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA
SPECTBAL ABSORPTION
0 ABSORPTION SPECTRA
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
U SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
SPECTRAL BANDS
NT ABSORPTION SPECTRA
SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBDTION
Extreme turbulence measurement during low level
flights of Mirage A3-76 fighter aircraft,
determining true gust velocities and power
spectral energy distributions
p0125 A71-29756
SPECTRAL LIHES
D LINE SPECTRA
SPECTRAL SIGNATOBES
Tests for determining spectral signatures of
integrated high-frequency antenna systems for 5-3
aircraft
rAD-718054] p0398 N71-23609
SPECTROGHAPHS
•0 SPECTROMETERS
SPECTBOHETEHS
Design and testing of stabilized balloon gondola for
astronomical gamma ray spectrometer
[ORNL-Tfi-2882] pGIOS N71-12242
SPECTHOHETRI
0 SPECTROMETERS
SPECTBOPHOTOBETEBS
Photometer observations of auroras from CV-990
aircraft
fNASA-CS-116855] p0258 H71-18996
SPECTROBADIOBETERS
Measuring solar irradiance data obtained at 75 to 80
km by X-15 aircraft using narrow band multichannel
radiometer
p0179 1171-16686
SPECTBOSCOPES
D SPECTROMETERS
SPECTBDH ANALYSIS
Aircraft respor.se to atmospheric gust, discussing
spectral analysis procedures and calculation
results on T-tail aircraft design
pOOCS A71-10752
Computational technique for acoustic field of jet
aerodynamic noise, using Lighthill theory for
spectral calculations
TAIAA PAPER 71-5831 p0185 A71-31571
Beam direction weight center of signal spectrum and
effective antenna centers of airborne Doppler
velocimeter in horizontal flight
p<3609 A71-38U96
Atmospheric and wake turbulence effects on aircraft
from discrete gust and spectral interpretations,
discussing load production and uncontrollable
rolling moments
p0656 A71-40507
Computer simulation of random response induced by
complex, ergodic, Gaussian excitation as function
of response spectral densities
[AD-713111] p0168 N71-15393
SPECOLAB REFLECTION
Satellite-to-aircraft links propagation
characteristics, considering specular reflected
signals, diffuse scattering and scattering
function
p0538 A71-35097
SPEECH
NT ARTICULATION
Methods for predicting speech interference within
cockpits of fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft
fAD-718098] p0397 N71-23528
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION
D SPEECH RECOGNITION
SPEECH RECOGNITION
Speech intelligibility prediction in time varying
aircraft noise based on test score relationship to
articulation index for steady state noise
p0616 A71-39766
Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech
intelligibility, discussing test for relation to
articulation index
p0658 A71-«0709
Environmental and performance tests of voice
initiated cockpit control and interrogation system
[AD-72757K] p0721 N71-37723
SPEED BRAKES
0 BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
SPEED CONTROL
Attitude and velocity control for VIOL aircraft
takeoff and landing operations in hovering flight,
discussing simulation devices and testing
operations
[DGLR-70-073] p0129 A71-159U8
Concorde automatic flight control, noting reduced
weight and speed accuracy limit at Bach 2
P0132 A71-16325
Aircraft with automatic thrust controller,
calculating transfer functions characterizing
speed and attitude control modes
p0297 A71-21910
En route turbojet aircraft flight speed control,
assessing impact on ATC procedures
pOU13 A71-28881
Importance of aircraft speed control relative to
longitudinal touchdown dispersion
p0110 N71-12U32
Effects of specific speed on experimental
performance of radial inflow turbine
fNASA-TN-D-6182] p0231 H71-17351
Flight simulation of hovering vertical takeoff
aircraft with various attitude and speed controls
p0626 N71-31955
SPEED INDICATORS
NT ANEMOMETERS
NT HOT-SIRE ANEMOMETERS
Balloon and glider vertical speed indicators,
considering barometric devices and electric
variometer
p01ll8 A71-18208
Beam direction weight center of signal spectrum and
effective antenna centers of airborne Doppler
velocimeter in horizontal flight
p0609 A71-38U96
Aircraft pitot static systems design with removable
drain plug, noting line installation problems
p069t A71-U3387
SPEED EEGDLATION
U SPEED CONTROL
SPEEDOHETEBS
D SPEED INDICATORS
SPHERES
Spheres drag coefficient at hypersonic Bach numbers
for near free molecular flow
p0011 A71-10969
Spheres Oseen drag, extending Goldstein expansion
for Navier-Stokes equation in powers of Reynolds
number
p0023 A71-12380
Ballistic data reduction for draq coefficient of
spherical projectiles, using time distance
relation for constant coefficient
p0070 A71-13M67
Parallel nonuniform supersonic flow of two coaxial
gas jets past sphere
p0083 A71-14562
Sphere and disk drag measurements for Reynolds
numbers from 5 to 100,000, examining forces,
moments, flow visualization, unsteady modes and
constant acceleration
p0192 A71-19893
Unsteady boundary layers on sphere or cone moving
along axis, determining skin friction angular
response
p0198 A71-20098
Finite difference method application to three
dimensional boundary layer calculation on sphere-
segment surfaces in supersonic flow
p05U6 A71-35632
Knudsen flow and Mach number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic wakes of cylindrical bodies and
spheres
[REPT-69-7] p0120 N71-13403
Comparison of spherical and triangular boundary
layer trips on flat plate at supersonic speed
[NASA-TM-X-21146] p0123 N71-13763
Boundary effects of circular wind tunnel on virtual
mass of sphere
CNAL-TH-223] p0375 N71-22159
SPBEBICAL HARMONICS
Hypersonic radiating gas inviscid flow past blunt
bodies, using spherical harmonics approximation
SUBJECT INDEX STABILITY DERIVATIVES
p0185 A71-19183
SPHEBICAL HAVES
Honlineac planar propagation of sinusoidal and
band-limited noise signals in air, extending to
spherical waves
p0139 171-17157
SPIH DYNAMICS
4-7 Ion altitude tactical fighter spin evaluation
program, discussing maneuvering capability,
external stores and departure mode
p018i» A71-1909t
USAF F-4E Stall/Hear Stall Investigation, discussing
testing reguirements, fighter aircraft
improvement, spin avoidance and high angle of
attack limitations
p0184 A71-19095
SPIB STABILIZATION
Trajectories prediction for subsonic spin stabilized
projectiles via water tunnel tests, considering
blunt nose and tail and rounded nose right
circular cylinders
[AIAA PAPEE 71-296] p0220 A71-22016
SPIH TESTS
Rind tunnel apparatus for reproducing coning and
spinning motions of bodies of revolution, using
six-component strain gage balance for aerodynamic
forces
p0010 A71-10930
Aircraft spin tests preparation and evaluation,
describing pilot errors
pOt82 A71-31462
Spin tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of
deployable, flexible ventral fins for spin
recovery device on fighter aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6509] p0719 N71-37603
SPIRAL ANTENNAS
Ultrahigh frequency directional spiral aircraft
antennas for spacecraft communication
[RAE-TR-70062] p0252 N71-18519
SPLASH POIBTS
U HATES LANDING
SPOILERS
light aircraft spoilers to minimize landing risk,
discussing spoiler/dive brake area effects on
glide path angular control
[SAE PAPER 710387] p0286 A71-24251
Graphite-epoxy composite skins for commercial
aircraft flight spoiler, discussing multiangle ply
design and fabrication
p0362 A71-27413
Crack formation in aluminum spoiler cables of F8K F
aircraft
[TDCK-55807] p0166 N71-15267
Pressure measurements of flow induced cavity
resonance and effects of resonance suppressing
devices
[NASA-TN-D-6205] p0213 H71-17877
Roll-control effectiveness of spoiler configurations
on aircraft model with variable sweep wings at
supersonic speeds
[NASA-TB-X-2165] p0321 N71-20126
SPONTANEOUS COHBUSTION
Supersonic hydrogen diffusion flames ignition aids
at near-thermal self ignition point, discussing
catalytically induced prereactions
pOU97 A71-32718
Glycerin initiated spontaneous combustion in copper
feedline for high pressure oxygen bottle carrier
in military aircraft
[B70-777-BRE/LEE] p0162 N71-11792
Airplane interior materials ignition and fire
extinguishing foam
[FAA-RD-70-81] p0179 N71-16818
SPONTANEOUS IGNITION TEHPEBATOBE
D SPONTANEOUS COHBOSTION
SPOT HELOS
Statistical analysis of spot welded and adhesive
joints of high strength Al alloy sheet in aircraft
structures
p0703 A71-45012
Experimental investigation on effect of spot welded
or adhesively bonded thermocouples and fatigue
behavior of two titanium alloys suitable for use
in hiqh speed airplanes
[NASA-TH-X-2288] p0531 N71-28891
SPRAT CHARACTERISTICS
V/STOL spray generation tests concerning pilot
visibility impairment in low altitude overwater
hover
p0098 A71-15U111
SPBAY NOZZLES
Liquid properties effect on secondary injection from
spray nozzle, determining jet penetration in
supersonic stream by scattered light and schlieren
photographs
p0264 A71-22089
Analysis of phenomena occurring in exhaust gas spray
cooler utilizing liquid injection, and
mathematical model of optimum cooler
[AD-72U687] p0637 N71-32991
SPRAYED COATINGS
Ground deicing system for transport aircraft,
discussing antifreeze liquid spray application
after mechanical snov removal
p0270 A71-229U8
SPBAIED PROTECTIVE COATINGS
0 PROTECTIVE COATINGS
0 SPRAYED COATINGS
SPRINGS (ELASTIC)
Light aircraft steel landing gear springs structural
design at Cessna, considering certification
reguirements
[SAE PAPER 7101100] p0287 A71-21262
Nonlinear elastic suspension springs with
symmetrically hardened behavior for shock and
vibration isolation of aerospace instruments and
controls
p0538 A71-3U890
SPDB (EEACTOBS)
D SPACE POHEH UNIT REACTORS
SQUALLS
Approximative solution of nonlinear potential
equation for squall disturbance in transonic range
and pressure distribution on aircraft
p0587 N71-31061
STABILITY
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
NT COMBUSTION STABILITY
NT CONTROL STABILITY
NT DIHENSIONAL STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT DYNAHIC STABILITY
NT FLABE STABILITY
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT FREQUENCY STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVERING STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
BT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LOU SPEED STABILITY
NT BOTION STABILITY
NT ROTARY STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STATIC STABILITY
NT STORAGE STABILITY
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
NT SYSTEMS STABILITY
NT THERMAL STABILITY
STABILITY AUGMENTATION
U FEEDBACK CONTROL
U STABILIZATION
STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT PITCHING MOMENTS
NT ROLLING MOMENTS
NT YAHING MOMENTS
Spanwise distribution of induced drag in subsonic
flow by vortex lattice method, noting
applicability to rotary derivatives in stability
analysis
p0028 A71-12691
Tine vector method for aircraft flight test data
evaluation, discussing control deflections effects
on phugoid motion, lateral stability derivatives
and error estimation
p0069 A71-13311
Nonlinear aerodynamic moments for arbitrary motions
of bodies of revolution in free flight
fAIAA PAPER 70-205] p0069 A71-13435
Nonlinear aerodynamic moment system for
nonaxisymmetric bodies free flight motion
analysis, taking into account interactions
excluded in classical treatment
[AIAA PAPEB 71-275] p0219 A71-22000
Rotor stability derivatives determination from
instrumented OH-6A prototype helicopter wind
A-U25
STABILITY TESTS SUBJECT IHDEX
tunnel tests, comparing data with analytical
results obtained by digital computing technique
[AHS PREPRINT 5U3] pO«51 A71-31100
Twin turboprop STOL aircraft lateral directional
oscillation traced to rudder vibration due to
aerodynamic hinge moments interaction with
friction
[AIAA PAPER 71-792] p0508 A71-34019
Digital simulation for predicting static directional
aerodynamic forces and moments characteristics of
air cushion vehicle configuration through 180
degrees of sideslip[AIAA PAPER 71-907] p0596 A71-37158
Soviet book on practical aerodynamics of aircraft
with turboprop engines covering piloting, forces
and moments, stability, controllability, takeoff,
landing, etc
p0609 A71-38534
Onsymmetrical nose bluntness effect on stability
derivatives of slender cone at Mach 11
[AD-711921] p0046 N71-11008
Data reduction technigues for deriving aerodynamic
forces and moments in absence of support
interference
[NASA-CR-11184U] p0388 N71-23122
Effects of aeroelasticity on static longitudinal
aerodynamic derivatives
pOU63 H71-21707
STABILITY TESTS
HT FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
NT HIND TDNNEL STABILITY TESTS
Stability of eguilibrium state of rotor in
pressurized gas bearing
[AD-722828] p0589 N71-31213
STABILIZATION
NT SPIN STABILIZATION
C-5 military transport stability augmentation for
pitch and yaw inertia at low speed, using pilot
evaluation on cockpit simulator
p0028 A71-12684
Plate critical surface temperature in case of
stabilization by supersonic boundary layer cooling
P0137 A71-16852
Theory of controllability for parabolic and second
order hyperbolic systems and for hereditary
differential systems applied to stabilization of
high speed aircraft in gust load disturbances
[AD-722072] p0570 N71-29430
STABILIZERS
Lockheed L-1011 development, discussing flying
stabilizer design, direct lift control and
autoland system
[AIAA PAPER 71-782) p05U5 A71-35532
STABILIZERS (AGENTS)
Soviet book on automotive and jet aircraft engine
fuel chemical stabilizers under storage, transit
and operational conditions, examining additives in
relation to stability ratings
p01«2 A71-17433
STABILIZERS (FLDID DYNAHICS)
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
Performance characteristics of horizontal and
vertical stabilizers at medium Reynolds number
from wind tunnel measurements, considering air
foil and flap effects
p0149 A71-18249
Computer program for structural design optimization
of horizontal stabilizer of supersonic aircraft
p0118 N71-13137
Mechanical stabilization system for VTOL aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XL1-06339] p0122 N71-13U22
Kind tunnel aerodynamic stability tests on chimneys
with pipes and helical winding stabilizers
[NPL-AERO-1310] p0231 N71-17334
Feasibility of boron-epoxy reinforced aluminum alloy
for horizontal stabilizer structure of DC 8
aircraft and recommendations for demonstration
program
[NASA-CR-111913] p0517 N71-27664
Combustion physics of gas jet in turbulent wake
behind stabilizer
[AD-721026] p0519 N71-27987
NASTRAN application to static stress and dynamic
modal problems of horizontal stabilizer of F-14A
aircraft
p0687 N71-36269
STAGNATION
ff STAGNATION POINT
STAGNATION FLOW
Binary laminar boundary layer in hypersonic
axisynmetric stagnation point flow with
temperature dependent material properties,
presenting exact and approximate calculation
methods
p0543 A71-35422
Enthalpy and wall heat flux calculations for
stagnation region aft of blunt axisymmetric bodies
in hypersonic axial flow
[AD-717418] P0374 N71-22087
STAGNATION POINT
Plane ideal incompressible fluid jet impact on
curvilinear surface, considering flow
characteristics near stagnation point
P0084 A71-14592
Blunt body stagnation point heat transfer in
hypersonic flow, describing gas dynamic eguations
flow field viscosity and conductivity
pOlOO A71-15490
Noneguilibrium multicomponent ionization
calculations for stagnation merged shock layer of
hypersonic blunt body by successive accelerated
replacement
[AIAA PAPER 69-655] p0191 A71-19890
Circular stagnation line position on axisymmetrical
blunt bodies with circular sharp edge
P0278 A71-23672
Two dimensional laminar boundary layer eguation
local drag coefficient from one and two term Herk
expansion in regions upstream of stagnation point
p0359 A71-27051
Eguilibrium air boundary layer flows at three
dimensional stagnation points, discussing flow
characteristics and real gas heat transfer
parameters
[AIAA PAPER 70-809] p0367 A71-27582
Convective flow at stagnation point relation to
radiation flux decrease as result of absorption in
cold boundary layer
p05<41 A71-35259
STAGNATION PRESSURE
Stagnation pressure changes in unsteady flow
downstream of turbomachine blades with fluctuating
circulation related to vortex sheets
p0541 A71-35279
Ablation performance of glasslike carbons, pyrolytic
graphite, and artificial graphite in stagnation
pressure range 0.035 to 15 atm
[NASA-TN-D-7005] p0127 N71-1M138
Flow meter for measuring stagnation pressure in
boundary layer around high speed flight vehicle
[NASA-CASE-XFR-02007] p0463 N71-24692
STAGNATION REGION
0 STAGNATION POINT
STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
Maximum stagnation temperature on swept wing leading
edge for eguilibrium glide entry of space shuttle
p0182 A71-18902
Shielded fine wire probe for total temperature rapid
measurement in high speed flows, discussing
construction and theoretical considerations
p0347 A71-25528
STAINLESS STEELS
NT AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
Additions of nickel and niobium to improve ductility
of AFC-77 steel for rivet material
[AD-716677] p0313 N71-19735
Elevated temperature effects on fatigue life of
tensile stressed titanium alloys, aluminum alloys,
and stainless steels
[NASA-TN-D-6145] p0374 N71-22076
STALL
D BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
STANDARD ATHOSPHERES
D REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES
STANDARDIZATION
Scheme of notation and nomenclature for aircraft
dynamics and aerodynamics
[ARC-R/M-3562-PT-1] p0638 N71-33027
Digital computer bibliography, programming
technigues and applications, and software
standardization and reliability
[AD-727605] p0722 N71-37766
STANDARDS
NT REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES
Aircraft emergency evacuation illumination
standards, considering independent power source,
crash survivable installation, operation
A-426
SUBJECT INDEX STATIC STABILITY
initiation and exit visibility
pOOC1 A71-10C30
Aerospace engine starting systems military and
industry specifications and standards, considering
cartridge pneumatic, electric, gas turbine,
hydraulic and mechanical types
pOOCI A71-10103
Army rotorcraft hot day standard design hover
criterion, developing analytical models for
hovering aircraft, cost, climatology and
environmental features
p0096 A71-15U31
Standard equipment and procedures for aircraft gas
turbine engine exhaust smoke measurement
[ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-88] p0353 A71-25995
Airport certification and safety inspection
procedures and minimum safety standards
[SAE PSPER 710113] pOtO« A71-28305
British civil aircraft airworthiness reguireoents,
discussing aircraft industry management philosophy
ensuring guality standards in design, development,
production, inspection and product support
p0560 A71-36673
V/STOL airworthiness certification, considering
standards developed by FAA in cooperation with
industry
[CAST PAPER 72/21] p0602 A71-37607
Tenative airworthiness standards for powered lift
transport category aircraft
p0239 N71-17553
Safety standards development analysis for passenger
vehicles and aircraft
[AD-718397] p0392 1171-23333
STAHDS
D SUPPORTS
STABFIGHTEE AIBCBAFT
0 P-101 AIRCRAFT
STARLIFTEB AIBCBAFT
D C-111 AIRCRAFT
STABTEBS
NT ENGINE STAHTERS
Unsteady processes in starting period of supersonic
Ludwieg tube, initiating flow by quick opening
diaphragm downstream of nozzle
p0131| A71-16563
STATE VECTORS
V/STO1 aircraft flight path and attitude controls in
turbulence, discussing design based on state
variable methods of control theory
p<3126 A71-29776
Interceptor aircraft optimal nonlinear command
guidance scheme for reduction of airborne
computation load with forward prediction of
interceptor and target state vectors
[AIAA PAPER 71-916] p0596 A71-37166
Hinimum order state vector reconstruction linear
filters for constant plants optimal control,
applying to aircraft flight multiple control-point
problem
p0696 A71-U1I077
Flight test measurements for improved estimates of
aircraft states and aerodynamic parameters, using
relinearized Kalman filter
p0696 A71-14089
STATIC AERODYHAHIC CHABACTBBISTICS
Static aerodynamic data correlation for high
subsonic speed transport aircraft model in
transonic wind tunnels, including relative
buoyancy and turbulence effects
[AIAA PAPEB 71-291] p0275 A71-23U23
Low speed wind tunnel tests of ground proximity
effects on static longitudinal characteristics and
boundary layer control of short takeoff -aircraft
[NAL-TR-201J p0321 H71-20106
Effects of nose bluntness on static aerodynamic
characteristics of cruciform wing missile at Hach
1.5C to 2.86
[NASA-T8-Z-2289] pOSSS N71-30813
STATIC DISCHARGERS
Lightning current transfer tests of p-static
discharger for aircraft installations
p019» A71-19935
Performance of reducing electrode for neutralizing
electrically charged hydrocarbon fuel flow
[AD-712368] p0056 B71-11876
Flight testing devices for discharging static
electricity from aircraft without production of
radio interference
p0247 N71-1811U
STATIC ELECTBICITI
Lightning and static electricity - Conference, San
Diego, December 1970
p0193 A71-19926
Statistical information on lightning and static
.hazards relative to airworthiness
P0193 A71-19929
Lightning and static electricity effects on
helicopter design, considering rotor protection,
cargo hook operation and passive dischargers for
radio interference reduction
p019« A71-19938
Static electrification of aircraft when flying
through clouds and precipitation
[&D-726581] p0683 N71-35225
STATIC LOADS
Aircraft structural panels under cyclic static
loads, examining fatigue life with probability
theory, statistics and regression analysis
p05«2 A71-35312
Aircraft weighing in place during maintenance
operations, describing load cell equipped jacks
design for time saving weight determination
fSAWE PAPBB 898] p0551 A71-35814
Vertical motion of static loads over baffles during
loading operations using ground effect machines
[NPL-HOVERCRAFT-TH-31] p0230 N71-17160
Survey of KASTRAN applications in static and dynamic
structural analysis problems
[NASA-TB-X-2378] p0687 1171-36253
NASTRAN computer program differential stiffness and
static load analysis methods compared for aircraft
tandem side opening canopies
p0687 N71-36260
NASTRAN application to static stress and dynamic
modal problems of horizontal stabilizer of F-11&
aircraft
p0687 N71-36269
STATIC PRESSURE
Pseudoshock mechanism model, explaining supersonic
diffuser main flow static pressure increase and
decrease alternately and wall increase
monotonously
p0020 A71-11870
Noncircular cross section static pressure probes
theoretically insensitive to pitch, yaw and Bach
number, testing performance
p0073 A71-13730
Started supersonic axisymmetric parallel diffuser,
examining wall static pressure and heat transfer
p0099 A71-15489
Supersonic air flow pattern over rectangular
indentations on plane and axisymmetric surfaces,
examining static pressure and adiabatic
temperature distributions
p0190 A71-197UU
Static pressure port errors in hypersonic turbulent
flow, using approximate shear layer momentum
balance for pressure increase derivation
[AIAA PAPER 71-270] p0219 A71-21996
Static pressure measuring instruments operating
principles and characteristics
p0268 A71-22768
Flutter of buckled plate exposed to static pressure
differential and streamwise applied in- plane
load, comparing experimental results with
stability boundary calculations
p0367 A71-27581
Photographic study of colliding nnderexpanded and
normally expanded supersonic jets in two-wind-
tunnel assembly with atmospheric static working
pressure
p055« A71-36118
Low speed wind tunnel test of four ft diameter
circular plate model to determine surface static
pressure distributions for Jet decay
characteristics of cross flow
[AD-720232J pO"76 S71-26516
Total pressure, static pressure, surface shear
stress, and yaji angle measurements of S curved
ducted flow
[IC-71-10] p0577 N71-3026U
STATIC STABILITY
NT DIMENSIONAL STABILITY
HT SHELL STABILITY
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
Jet interference effects on aircraft static
stability with ejector afterbody, noting wind
tunnel methods of drag minimization and
A-427
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measurement
[DGLR-70-018] pC129 A71-15953
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender body of
revolution traveling in lonq tube with circular
cross section, deriving static and dynamic
stability derivatives formulas
p03«6 A71-25U77
Free flight static and dynamic stability tests on
lightweight cone shaped models in longshot tunnel
at hypersonic speeds, using spark recording
p0499 A71-32879
Probabilistic approach to prolonged lifetime design
and static strength of structures of monocogue and
multispar wings, usinq fatigue characteristics of
individual elements
P0501 A71-3360U
Control configured vehicle design longitudinal
requirements due to application of relaxed static
stability and maneuver load control
fAIAA PAPEB 71-786] ' p0507 A71-31016
Wall interference for static stability tests in
closed rectangular test sections and in ground
effect
[NASA-TR-8-364] p0684 N71-35386
STATIC TESTS
F-111 airframe static test instrumentation,
describing computerized processing of simultaneous
inputs from HOC channels of tape recorded strain,
load and deflection data
p0267 A71-22717
Engine inlet noise prediction from static test and
flyover data as function of time at various
observer locations, examining suppression effects
on total spectra
fSAE PAPER 710386] . p0286 A71-24250
YaK 40 aircraft flight test program, discussing
airworthiness requirements, static structural,
vibration and wind tunnel tests
p0429 A71-29911
Thermal ground testing of Concorde and Veras,
considering static and fatigue testing in heat
environment
p0558 A71-36464
Validating qas qenerator method of calculating jet
engine thrust, and evaluation of XB-70-1 engine
performance at ground static conditions
[NASA-TN-D-7028] p0122 H71-13419
Static tests of noise suppressor configurations of
DC-8 aircraft nacelle modifications to reduce
fan-compressor noise levels - Part 3
[NASA-CR-1707] p0159 N71-14593
Static tests to determine effects of throat inlet
concepts on forward-radiated fan noise of
707-320B/C airplanes
t NASA-CK-1715] p0236 N71-17426
Low-inertia flow-direction vane static and dynamic
wind tunnel tests at subsonic and supersonic
speeds for in-flight measurement of bust
velocities
[NASA-TN-D-6193] p0388 N71-23115
Effects of aeroelasticity on static longitudinal
aerodynamic derivatives
pO<463 N71-24707
Static tests of augmentor-wing flap system for
modified C-8A -jet STOL research airplane using 0.7
scale model
[NASA-CR-114315] p0476 N71-26416
Static force tests of model of twin jet fighter
aircraft at various angles of attack and sideslip
angles to obtain data for theoretical spin studies
[NASA-TN-D-6425] p0590 N71-31330
Design, fabrication, and static testing of wind
tunnel models of first-stage Attached Inflatable
Decelerator canopies for supersonic vehicles
[NASA-CH-11193U] p0680 N71-35205
STATIOHKEEPING
Dynamic positioning stationkeeping and stability
criteria for formation flight systems extended to
helicopter and V/STOL transports
p0552 A71-35923
STATIOBS
NT GBOUND STATIONS
STATISTICAL 1HALTSIS
NT AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
NT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
NT FACTOR ANALYSIS
NT POISSON DENSITY FUNCTIONS
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS
NT SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION
8T STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY
NT VARIANCE (STATISTICS)
Statistical prediction of atmospheric turbulence
effects on aeronautical systems
p0065 A71-13135
French statistical system for civil air transport
operations from airport viewpoint
P01I43 A71-17587
Statistical-methods for inventory boundary
determination and data compression in automatic
processing of multispectral scanner remote sensor
earth observations from aircraft and spacecraft
[AIAA PAPEB 71-231] p0188 A71-19711
Statistical information on lightning and static
hazards relative to airworthiness
P0193 A71-19929
Aircraft motion and traffic control at air corridors
intersections for minimum flight schedule
deviation under random disturbance due to weather,
using statistical simulation
P0283 A71-21158
Atmospheric turbulence statistical models assessment
for aircraft design and operation, considering CAT
and thunderstorm turbulence data
P0121 A71-29751
Sonic boom pressure signature laboratory scale
measurement after modification by traveling
through air jet turbulence, comparing with
statistical prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 71-618] p0483 A71-315U7
Elastic structures stability under randomly
fluctuating external loads based on statistical
methods
P0499 A71-32988
Statistical analysis of error sources and magnitudes
in Boeing 747 weight values obtained by onboard
aircraft weighing system and by manual
calculations
[SAKE PAPER 897] p0551 A71-35813
Airfield performance evaluation by simulation,
providing statistical measures and computer
generated motion picture for visual display of
simulated future activity
p0605 A71-38027
Statistical analysis of spot welded and adhesive
joints of high strength Al alloy sheet in aircraft
structures
p0703 A71-45012
Statistical data on delays and cost of delays at
airline terminals
p0038 N71-10366
Statistical analysis of direct rail rapid transit
system impact on transportation to Cleveland
airport
p0038 N71-10370
Summary and statistical analysis of aircraft
accidents
(NTSB-AAS-70-1 ] pOdt2 N71-10674
Statistical tabulation of United States civil
aircraft accident histories for 1969
CPB-190792] pOOUt N71-10932
Statistical tabulation of United States civil
aircraft accident histories in 1968
[PB-190811] pOOitt N71-10933
Computerized statistical analysis of engine smoke
measurements
[AD-713612] p0160 N71-14617
Statistical analysis of origin-destination survey at
Philadelphia International Airport
p0258 S71-18958
Determininq types of acoustical measurements
suitable for test section of NASA Langley wind
tunnel
[NASA-CR-111868] p0311 N71-19630
Theory, calculation, and design of centrifugal
compressor machines
CAD-717878] p0392 N71-23297
Statistical analysis of Navy and Marine aircraft
activity and airspace usage in Feb. and Bar. 1970
as part of National Airspace Utilization System
[AD-722698] p0576 H71-3017H
Statistical analysis of gyrocompass mode of A-6A
inertial navigation system
[FH-511] p0578 N71-30315
Statistical analysis of airfield pavement condition
at OS Naval Air Station, Cubi Point, Philippines
fAD-724675] p0640 N71-33224
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SUBJECT IHDEX STEAD; FLOS
STATISTICil COBBDHICiTION THEOBY
0 COHHONICATIOH THEOBY
STATISTICAL COBBELATION
Statistical comparison of computer logics for
controlled radar tracking of air traffic
p0125 H71-13935
Feasibility evaluation on optical probing of
supersonic aerodynamic turbulence with statistical
correlation
i;ilAS4-TN-D-6077] p0237 N71-17111
Jet VTOL fighter-type model inlet-air temperature
rise analysis with various exhaust pressure ratios
and gas temperatures and surface wind velocities
for correlating parameters
fNASA-CR-111867] p0321 N71-20271
Stability and response characteristics of directly
controlled rigid rotors at high advance ratios and
correlation of mathematical model with wind tunnel
test data
(NAS4-CR-111290] p0326 H71-20121
STATISTICAL DECISIOH THEOBY
Statistical connection strategies for automatic
multiradar air traffic surveillance using track
computer
pOOSI A71-14395
STATISTICAL DISTEIBOTIOHS
VI PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Pattern of accident distribution for V/STOL aircraft
in United States of America
p0395 N71-23126
Synthesis of aircraft across track errors using
mathematical models with statistical parameters
fREPT-E/C-2] p0635 N71-32885
STATISTICAL PROBABILITY
D PROBABILITY THEORY
STATISTICS
FAA statistical handbook of aviation 1958-1968
p0038 N71-10372
STATOB BLADES
Axial flow compressors radiated sound reduction by
segmented stator blades
p0068 A71-13283
Large axial compressor flow straightening stator
blades unsteady pressure measurements with short
response time detectors
p0363 471-27169
Turbomachinery rotor and stator row aerodynamic
interaction, describing discrete tone noise
generation from far field measurements
pC191 471-32131
Noise generation due to inlet free stream turbulence
incident on isolated stators and rotors, using
flat plate cascade blade row model
p0559 A71-36198
Segmented stator vanes performance in axial flow
compressor, noting radiated sound reduction
p0611 471-39093
Cold air tests on axial flow turbine with
transpiration cooled discrete hole stator blades
to determine coolant flow election effect on
turbine aerodynamic performance
f NP.S4-TK-X-2133] pOC16 N71-11010
Testing low reaction jet turbine stator blades in
six-blade annular cascade
r.SaSA-CH-1675] -p01C6 H71-12227
Determining feasibility of increasing stator blade
loading of single stage compressor rig by bleeding
or blowing suction surface boundary layer
f NASS-CR-51573 ] pC255 N71-18749
Analytical investigation or effects of geometric
changes on flow characteristics of tandem bladed
compressor stators
C KASA-TN-B-626<41 p0335 N71-21508
Cold-air tests to determine performance
characteristics of single-stage turbina with
stator blades employing transpiration coolant
ejection through wire mesh shell
r.ilASA-TN-X-21761 pGIOI N71-23980
Test description and results for high Hach number
transonic fan stages to determine range and
distortion tolerance for various rotor tip casing
treatment configurations
fKA5A-CR-82862] p0468 N71-25160
Tabulations of blade element and circumferential
distortion flow data in tests of high Kach number
transonic fan stages with various rotor tip casing
treatment configurations
fSSSA-CR-82867] pOUGS N71-25161
STEADY FLOB
King computation in steady or unsteady supersonic
flow, using network, inverse discrete and
numerical inversion methods
p0061 A71-13129
Aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft in steady
and unsteady supersonic flow by analog electrical
method, including ving-fuselage interactions
p0061 A71-13130
Steady supercritical planar inviscid transonic flows
over lifting airfoils, generating unsteady flow by
impulsively imposing airfoil boundary condition
[4IAA PAPER 70-U7] p0069 471-13133
Analog and digital methods for interactions between
aircraft lifting elements in steady or unsteady
supersonic flow
[ONEEA-TP-850] p0090 471-15358
Tail assembly load distribution in steady uniform
flow for nonzero angles of attack, using slender
body theory
p0090 471-15367
Steady two dimensional ideal gas flow past blunt
body at incident infinite Bach number, obtaining
gas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa approaches infinity
p0100 471-15553
Far and near field solutions of plane steady
transonic flow past thin airfoil including
imbedded shock waves, using small disturbance
theory
C4I44 P4PER 70-1881 p013U 471-16565
Rarefied gas steady and unsteady motions, proposing
approximate method for various problems
p0265 471-22372
Combustion reactions development with velocity
gradient downstream steady shock wave, considering
aerodynamic field in supersonic wind tunnel
p0279 471-23813
Steady nonrotational flow around rectilinear profile
in finite width uniform current in linear theory,
calculating fluid exerted forces
p0279 A71-23822
Vortex layer near circular cone surface in
supersonic axisymmetric steady flow of homogeneous
inviscid gas
p0289 471-21372
Steady three dimensional subsonic nonviscous flow
through turbomachine with arbitrary hub and shroud
shapes and finite blade number, using iterative
blade to blade procedure
[ASI1E PAPER 71-GT-2] p0318 471-25918
Steady transonic flow through two dimensional gas
turbine cascades predicted with time dependent
formulation of flow eguations, giving airfoil
surface pressure distributions
CAStlE PAPER 71-GT-89] p0353 A71-25996
Steady supersonic isoenergetic flow of thermally and
calorically perfect gas past circular cones at
zero angle of attack, using dimensional
perturbation method
p0358 471-26939
Three dimensional steady separated liguid and gas
flows past low aspect ratio bodies, deriving
similarity laws for reduction to two dimensional
problem
p0115 A71-29169
Small disturbance eguations for steady transonic
flows past thin lifting airfoils and slender
bodies
[AIAi PAPEB 71-5663 p0181 471-31560
Shearing flows in steady vortex around airfoil in
perturbed velocity, considering aerodynamic forces
torgue
p0189 A71-31903
Steady incompressible flow with potential vortex
over flat surface under suction
p0538 A71-3U889
Two dimensional steady viscous gas transonic flow
Wavier-Stokes eguations, establishing uniqueness
of solutions to boundary value problems
p05i)7 471-35616
Small perturbations of stationary parallel flow with
relaxation, considering boundary conditions around
slender wings, partial differential eguations and
similarity law
p0616 471-39569
Lifting rectangular thin airfoil in symmetrical
incompressible steady uniform orthogonal flow at
small angle of attack, deriving ileissinger
A-129
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integral equation
p0695 A71-U3187
Approximate solution for position and strength of
shock waves about cones in steady supersonic flov
pC702 A71-14621
Numerical analysis of low frequency subsonic lifting
surface theory noting wing oscillations in steady
flow
[ABC-R/M-3631] p0219 N71-18125
Numerical method for evaluating discontinuous
downwash distribution for steady flow over swept
and rectangular wings
p0569 N71-29319
STEADI STATE
Transient and steady state flexible rotor dynamics
analysis
tASME PAPEB 71-VIBB-92] p0651 A71-40325
Rixed and unmixed turbofan engines transient and
steady state off-desiqn characteristics,
investigating effects of fuel flow rate, nozzle
area, inlet pressure, ambient temperature and air
bleed
p0670 471-1(2836
Pressure field steady state calculations for sonic
boom signal transmission into rooms through open
windows
fNASA-CR-111786] p0323 N71-20183
STEAD! STATE FLOtl
D EQDILIBEIDH FLOW
STEAH FLOW
Results of two-phase blowdown experiments with
straight tube test section and steam-water
mixtures
[AECL-3661] p0218 N71-18161
STEAH TOEBIHES
Cyclic thermal cracking and fatigue analysis in
large steam turbine rotors with three dimensional
temperature and triaxial stress computation
fASBE PAPER 70-PHR-1 ] •> pC198 471-20198
Stream Tines construction in meridional plane of
blade nozzle annular cascades of steam and gas
turbines in subsonic and supersonic flow
P0531 471-341146
STEEL STBUCTDRES
Structural efficiency improvement by materials
selection for airframe structures, discussing 41,
Ti-41-V and steel panels
p0212 471-21685
Light aircraft steel landing gear springs structural
design at Cessna, considering certification
requirements
CS4E PAPER 710UOO] p0287 471-21262
STEELS
NT 40STENIIIC ST4INLESS STEELS
NT C4RBON STEELS
NT CHROHIDM STEELS
NT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
NT ST4INLESS STEELS
Low alloy steels and superalloys inertia welding in
gas turbine field, discussing microstructure
tensile strength and stress rupture
[4SME PAPER 71-GT-21] . pC349 471-25965
Jet fuels deoxyqenation effects on steels antiwear
properties and critical loading under vibrational
and gliding friction
p0368 471-27662
Gas turbine engine steels and Ni alloys heat
resistance, examining fatigue life and creep
properties at various temperatures and test
durations
pC513 471-35153
STEEP GRADIENT AIRCRAFT
0 V/STOL 4IRCSAFT
STEEBABLE AHTENNAS
Planar microwave array antenna for scan requirement,
discussing tilt angle and element arrangement
optimization
[4144 P4PER 70-191] pC221 471-22030
L band aircraft antenna array consisting of
circularly polarized elements and static
electronic steering circuits for synchronous
satellites radio links
pC-117 A71-31071
Dioscures communication satellite system for air
traffic control and navigation, discussing
aircraft antenna beam electronic scanning by
computerized control
p0537 471-31681
STEERING
Aircraft steering system design, considering
oversteering effects in nose wheels, torgue for
reaction moment balance and tire behavior
pOSOO A71-33225
STEFAH-BOLTZMANH LAB
Aircraft ice protection problems, considering one
dimensional Stefan method for cyclic deicing
system
p0537 A71-31850
STBLLAB DOPPLEB SHIFT
0 DOPPLER EFFECT
STELLAR INEHTIAL HATIGATIOH
D INEHTIAL NAVIGATION
STELLAS BEFBACTION
D ATMOSPHERIC BEFBACTION
STERILIZATION EFFECTS
NT COBROSION
HI DECONTAMINATION
STERBS
U AFTERBODIES
STIFF STBUCT0BES
D BIGID STBUCTURES
STIFFNESS
NASTR4N computer program differential stiffness and
static load analysis methods compared for aircraft
tandem side opening canopies
p0687 N71-36260
STIMDLATED EBISSION DEVICES
NT CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
NT GAS LASERS
NT LASERS
NT PDLSED LASERS
NT Q SWITCHED LASERS
NT BUBY LASERS
STIMULATION
NT AUDITORY STIMULI
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
NT RANDOM PROCESSES
Stochastic model for analysis of track-while-scan
technigue for aircraft search radar, based on
Ralman filter theory
pOOIS A71-11393
Probabilistic methods for solving ATC and navigation
problems, considering stochastic processes theory
p0182 471-31163
Stochastic optimal control theory application to
airplane rescheduling model, obtaining dynamic
programming algorithm for optimal landing and
takeoff rules
p0697 A71-U41C1
Developaent and characteristics of electronic
equipment for digital processing of stochastic
signals for military aircraft avionics systems
[4D-719822] pO«65 N71-24954
STOICHIOMETBY
Supersonic combustion and burning rates of
stoichiometric hydrogen mixtures in ramjet engines
fAD-716855] p0336 N71-21631
STOKES FLOi
Stokes flow parachute extremely lightweight
decelerator for increasing altitude and rocket-
borne radiosondes atmospheric data sampling
quality
fAIAA PAPER 71-101] p0341 471-25277
STOL AIRCBAFT
0 SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
STOPPING
Boeing 737 aircraft takeoff and landing performance,
emphasizing high lift systems and stopping
capability
p0181 471-19083
4ircraft accelerate-stop factors and regulations,
pilot reaction times and accidents during takeoff
P0693 471-43380
Comparison of aircraft and surface vehicle stopping
performance under varying runway conditions
[NASA-TH-D-6098] p0107 N71-12235
Developing basic methodology for predicting aircraft
stopping distance on wet runway using computerized
simulation
[FA4-NA-70-5] p0320 N71-20068
STOBABLE PROPELLANTS
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS
STORAGE BATTERIES
NT SILVER ZINC BATTERIES
Soviet book on airplane and helicopter electrical
power supply systems covering storage batteries,
DC generators, alternators, voltage regulators.
A-130
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current and frequency control, etc
pOU22 A71-29525
STOBAGE STABILITY
Test procedures to determine ability of aircraft
equipment and armament to withstand storage and
operate effectively in tropic environment
fAD-720570] pOU7U N71-26191
STOBHS
NT STORBS (METEOROLOGY)
NT THUNDERSTORMS
STOBHS (BETEOROLOGT)
8T THUNDEBSTORHS
Testinq armored T-28B for exploring severe hail
storms
CHBI-69-FH-8U1] p0529 N71-286U6
STRAIGHT BINGS
U BECTAKGOLAR WINGS
STBAIH DISTRIBUTION
0 STRESS CONCENTRATION
STBAIN FATIGOE
U FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STBAIH GAGE BALANCES
Frequency response of five component strain qaqe
oscillating balance for dynamic wind tunnel
stability testing
p0431 A71-30333
STBAIH GAGES
Kind tunnel apparatus for reproducing coning and
spinning motions of bodies of revolution, usinq
six-component strain qage balance for aerodynamic
forces
pCC10 A71-10930
Boeinq 747 flight loads measurements, describing
aircraft instrumentation with strain gages and
pressure pickups
pC073 A71-13766
Bonded and veldable strain qaqes for aircraft flight
loads measurements at hiqh temperatures,
discussing installation, calibration and
performance tests
p007« A71-13781
High temperature dynamic strain gaqe test equipment
for evaluatinq precision, life and environmental
limitations
p0267 A71-22719
Strain level counter monitoring aircraft structural
fatigue, describing system components consisting
of sensors in critical structure areas and
indicator unit with visual display
p0267 A71-22725
Static strain measurements on Ti specimen subjected
to different conductive heating rates, testing
various gages
pOit28 A71-29833
Aircraft flight load measurements in high
temperature environment, determining optimal
strain qage installation and calibration
pOU.40 A71-30681
Strain gage torquemeter as primary pover indicating
instrument in helicopter transmission systems,
providinq advantaqes for helicopter designer and
operator
[AHS PBEPBINT 563] pO<153 A71-31110
Strut pressure and axle strain gage systems testing
for balance and weighing onboard De Havilland C-7A
aircraft
[SAKE PAPER 881] p0552 A71-35827
STEAI8 BATE
Hoire effect analysis of stress and strain of
machine parts and structural elements
[AD-717826] p0376 N71-22168
STBAIH SOFTESIHG
D PLASTIC DEFOBHATIOS
STBAPDOiN IHEBTIAL GUIDANCE
Strapdown inertial guidance and software
technologies for cosmic speed aerospace vehicles
and low speed air, marine and ground transport
p0089 A71-15301
Strapdown inertial navigator alignment by digital
filtering techniques, discussing application to
aircraft and spacecraft
p02C8 A71-21170
STHAPS
Traversing Infrared Inspection System for C-5
aircraft fail-safe strap panels of bonded Ti-Al
laminates, discussing design and application
[ASHE PAPER 71-DB-37] p0361 A71-27327
STRATEGY
Efficient evasion strategies for vehicle pursuit-
evasion games with imperfect information, using
computer solution
p0111 A71-17331
SIBAIIPICATIOH
NT ATMOSPHERIC STRATIFICATIOS
STRATIFIED FLOi
Incompressible two dimensional inviscid stably
stratified fluid flow over vertical step in
channel bounded by rigid horizontal lid
p0078 A71-11201
Laminar mixing region stratified free shear layer
stability between two uniform streams from
numerical solution of linear sixth order equation
for disturbance amplitude function
P0269 A71-22851
Symmetrical airfoil in stratified fluid flow
determining camber and incidence effects
P0291 A71-2U589
STBATOFOBTHESS AIRCRAFT
0 B-52 AIRCRAFT
STRATOSPBERE
Thin CAT layer detection in lower stratosphere by L
band radar complemented by radiosonde and D-2
aircraft probes
p0007 A71-10567
Commercial SST environmental effects on
stratospheric air, water vapor content and earth
surface temperature
p0013 &71-11178
Atmospheric turbulence at cruise altitudes of
supersonic transport aircraft, considering gusts
probability, thunderstorms and mountain waves
p0065 A71-13137
Rawinsonde reported extreme wind speed in arctic
stratosphere at SST altitudes
p0135 A71-1670G
Hesosphere and stratosphere data from high level
observations for supersonic transport and
reentering space vehicle operations
p0212 A71-2172U
Supersonic transport air traffic meteorology,
considering high altitude and flight velocities,
applications technology satellites for lower
stratosphere thunderstorms, clear air turbulence,
etc
P0272 A71-23070
Stratospheric air flow patterns and CAT measurements
onboard aircraft over and downwind of Western O.s.
mountain terrain
P0425 A71-29755
Atmospheric models of partially trapped waves
propagation in layer above tropopause with large
stratospheric Scorer parameter
pOU25 A71-29763
Stratospheric turbulence correlation to mesoscale
horizontal temperature gradient at altitudes flown
by SST from Coldscan program
P0425 A71-29767
Stratospheric turbulence induced aircraft buffeting
dependence on horizontal temperature and wind
distribution
p0481 A71-31366
Nitrous oxide dissociation as natural source of
stratospheric nitric oxide, noting estimates use
as yardstick for artificial source
P0693 A71-U3347
Stratospheric turbulence and horizontal temperature
measured at supersonic transport altitudes by
B-57F aircraft
CLR-51J2] p0333 H71-21281*
Nonexpanding reflecting balloon for radar
measurement of stratospheric circulation
{NLL-H-20326-/5828.4F/J p0401 S71-23934
Clear air turbulence in stratosphere and effects on
weather formation, atmospheric physics, and
supersonic flights
CJPRS-53133] p0469 N71-25716
XB-70 aircraft for investigating and predictory
xB-70 aircraft for investigating and predicting
mountain waves
[NASA-CR-1878]' p0591 N71-31351
Beteorological flight search for clear air
turbulence in stratosphere above Australia, 1966
P06U5 N71-33671
Global stratospheric dispersion of supersonic
transport exhaust
fD180-12981-1] p0675 871-31021 •
Belation between turbulence in stratosphere causing
aircraft buffeting, and vertical distribution of
A-131
STB&TOSPHEBE RADIATION SUBJECT INDEX
meteorological parameters calculated from
radiosonde data
fKASA-TT-F-13981] pC707 H71-36398
Horizontal temperature and Bind distribution effects
on aircraft buffetinq in stratosphere
[NASA-TT-F-13978] p0718 H71-37600
STBATOSPHEBE RADIATION
Commercial aviation stratospheric water vapor
injections influence on radiation budget, ozone,
polar night cloudiness and potential climatic
effects
p0214 A71-21822
STBATOTANKEB AIHCBAFT
U C-135 AIECBAFT
STBATDS CLODDS
Aircraft hazards due to frequent Ion cloud
occurrences at Kenya airport, forecasting weather
with statistical analysis and radiosoundinq
pG«15 A71-29106
S1BEAH FDHCTIOSS (FLUIDS)
Constant curvature winq contours in transonic flow,
determining stream function by approximation
pOIUS 171-18227
Multilink approximation of Chaplygin function in
subsonic and supersonic flow regions, deriving
coupling conditions relative to modified stream
function at approximation nodes
P0193 A71-2009C
Impeller blade loading vorticity on stream surface
of revolution for mixed flow compressor, using
annular cascade theory
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-17] p03U9 A71-25962
Lift and particle displacement around lifting body
with stream function as fluid motion eguation
integral
p0367 A71-27577
STBEAHLIHE FLOH
0 LAMINAR FLOH
STBEAHLIHED BODIES
NT FAIRINGS
Singularity carrier auxiliary curves in airfoil
cascade design, formulating and proving existence
theorem
p0133 A71-16397
STBEABLIHING
Inviscid ideally conducting fluid flow past thin
foil in transverse magnetic field, using small
parameter method
p0026 A71-12629
STBEAHS
NT GAS STBEAHS
STBEETS
Aircraft noise propagation in city streets due to
intertown V/ST01 and helicopter ports, using small
scale models
pC613 A71-39264
STRENGTH OF HATEBIALS
n MECHANICAL PBOPE8TIES
STBESS (PHYSIOIOGT)
Routine unprotected exposure to acoustic noise
within cockpits of trainer aircraft presenting
potential hazardous stress
fAD-717852] p0381 N71-22126
STBESS ANALYSIS
Stress analysis of DC 10 nose landing gear unit,
using photoelastic coating technique
p0101 A71-15669
Aluminum reinforced epoxy model making, testing and
stress analysis for aircraft structures, including
creep, photoelastic coating and strain gage
effects
p0132 A71-163U6
Shrouded aircraft engine turbine blades vibration
stresses found minimum by setting up paired blades
with fixed tension along shroud
pC266 A71-22S95
Automated optimal weight fully stressed large scale
structural design of aircraft, using matrix-
mathematical programming technique
C A I A A PAPER 71-361] P0313 A7i-253to
Helicopter power transmission failure modes,
presenting field experiences correlation with
conventional design stress analysis and bench test
data
fSAE PAPER 71015"] pO«08 A71-28331
Neuber elastoplastic analysis of residual notch
stresses for improved cumulative damage
predictions applied to aluminum alloy under
overload
[AIAA PAPER 71-776] p0507 871-34012
Buckling for thin stress walled open sections on
elastic foundation with constrained direction
reinforcement
P0663 A71-U1693
Calculating flutter boundaries and estimating
stresses in infinite spanwise array of panels
using exact method of zcydel
[SASA-CE-1721] p0126 N71-1H086
Heat transfer and thermal stress calculations for
gas turbine rotor blade design
p0235 N71-17U01
Analysis of elastic strength of marine propellers by
finite element method
[AD-716063] p0316 N71-19856
Torsional stress analysis of multiweb winq
structures
P0330 N71-20768
Hoire effect analysis of stress and strain of
machine parts and structural elements
[AD-717826] p0376 N71-22168
Fatigue and fracture mechanics of airframes and
materials including structural design and stress
analysis techniques
[AD-719756] pOH66 N71-25092
Supersonic panel flutter and aerodynamic load stress
analysis of finite cylindrical shells based on
Galerkin method and aeroelastic eguilibrium
equations
[AD-7224U73 p05'89 N71-31183
STBESS CALCULATIONS
D STRESS AHALYSIS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
Stress concentration correcting factors for fillets
in landed aircraft structures
P0276 A71-23539
Loads on compressor, ventilator and turbine rotor
disks having large central holes, giving formulas
for stress distributions
p0359 A71-26952
Probability theory of stresses during random
vibrations of flat panel in acoustic field of jet
engine exhaust
p0487 A71-3170U
Aircraft structures fatigue properties, discussinq
stresses, life estimates, safety factors and
descriptive curves
p0501 A71-33343
Viscous stresses distribution in isothermal
incompressible turbulent boundary layer with
positive pressure gradient by diffusers in open
jet wind tunnel
P0533 A71-3H209
Constrained torsion of spar box fastened along
isolated parts of ving span, noting structural
failure due to tanqential stress distribution
p0512 A71-35313
Calculations and measurements of strain distribution
and deflection on model swept wings
[NAL-TR-195] p0057 N71-11950
Center of gravity vertical acceleration and wing
stresses of Boeing 720-B aircraft
[TB-87-1970] p0229 N71-17119
STBESS COBHOSION
Ti alloy hot salt stress corrosion under simulated
engine environmental conditions, presenting
threshold data based on residual tensile ductility
p0029 A71-12885
Ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering jet
engines applications and structural stability
improvements related to fracture toughness,
fatigue and stress corrosion
P027U 171-23292
STRESS CYCLES
Flight mission severity in cumulative damage /low
cycle fatigue and creep stress rupture/ not
detected by usual nondestructive testing in
aircraft gas turbine industry
p0501 A71-33298
Total fatigue damage estimates from ground and
fliqht loads on fixed-wing light aircraft
subjected to agricultural operations
[LTR-ST.422] p0106 N71-12233
Aluminum alloy stress cycles and fatigue life of
airframe materials
[FB-78-1969] p0238 N71-17524
STBSSS DISTBIBDTION
0 STRESS CONCENTRATION
A-1432
SUBJECT INDEX STBOCTDEiL DESIGH
STRESS HEASOBEHBHT
Jet engine rotor strain and temperature data
transmission, examining special purpose telemeters
design
p0187 &71-19628
Nonstationary stress modeling in aircraft structures
using random pulse generator applied to jet
landing gear break strut fatigue test
p0298 471-24954
Surface strain measurements in turbine blades by
time average holographic interferometry, reviewing
resonant modes and holographic fringe patterns
[ASME PAPEE 71-GT-84] p0353 A71-25992
Static strain measurements on Ti specimen subjected
to different conductive heating rates, testing
various gages
pO«28 A71-29833
STBESS BELIEVIHG
Aircraft structure fatigue life improvement via
material stress coining inside and around holes
and slots
p0003 A71-1017C
STBESS BDPTUBE STRENGTH
0 CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH
STRESS-STB1IH DI4GBAHS
Numerical stress-strain calculation for design of
high pressure fiberglass-reinforced plastic
balloons
pOC12 A71-110U8
Linear radial loads effect on stress and strain of
hyperboloidal rotor disk applied to aircraft
engine compressors with two stream flow of working
medium
p053S A71-34597
STBESS-ST8AIN DISTRIBUTION
0 STRESS CONCENTRATION
STBBSS-STBAIH RELATIONSHIPS
0 STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS
STBESSED-SKIN STBDCTDBES
Optimal weight of aerodynamic heat protection layers
of stressed skin and optimal efficiency of cooling
system for hypersonic aircraft compartments
p0205 A71-20836
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
[AGARD-CP-36-70] p0117 N71-13126
STRESSES
NT CRITICAL LOADING
NT RESIDUAL STRESS
NT SHEAR STRESS
NT THERMAL STRESSES
NT TORSIONAL STBESS
NT VIBEATIONAL STRESS
Aircraft tires mechanical data from small models,
discussing mechanical properties, tire stresses
and tire temperatures
fAIAA PAPER 71-346] p0343 A71-25325
STHETCHIHG
Snatch force during lines-first deployment of
aerodynamic decelerator, including effects of
canopy skirt acceleration and suspension wave
propagation characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 70-1171] p0269 A71-22915
STBIHGEBS
Parametric study of natural freguencies of skin
stringer structures
[AD-711383] p0043 N71-10734
STBOBOSCOPES
Strobe lighting for aircraft midair collision hazard
reduction, comparing Collision Avoidance System
and Pilot Warning Indicator effectiveness
p0661 A71-I41493
STBODHAL NUBBER
Unsteady flow downwash behind finite span slender
wing during supersonic motion at finite Strouhal
numbers
p0368 671-27697
STBDCTOBAL ANALYSIS
NT DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
NT ENERGY METHODS
NT EQUILIBRIUM METHODS
NT FLUTTER ANALYSIS
NT MAT3IX METHODS
Papers on LAMS technology for aircraft structural
mode control covering B-52 and C-5A aircraft
p0017 A71-11658
Photochromic paints for nondestructive testing of
aerospace materials and structures
p0283 A71-24102
Hing-fuselage-tail interacting low speed flutter,
considering mechanical tuning and aerodynamic
interference couplings
[AIAi PAPEB 71-326] p0341 A71-25306
Computer aided aircraft design, analysis and
production, discussing Numerical Master Geometry
program developed by British Aircraft Corporation
p0616 A71-39543
Analysis of self-acting lift pad for gas-film seal
of turboshaft
p0058 N71-12038
Airdrop impact load effect on complex structures
(AD-711555] p0127 N71-14163
Programming documentation for extended capability of
FOBHAT-FOBTBAN matrix abstraction technigue of
structural analysis
[AD-7138110] p0157 N71-14537
Engineering users data for extended capability of
FORMAT-FORTRAN matrix abstraction technigue of
structural analysis
[AD-713727] p0157 N71-14538
Aerodynamic heating and structural analyses for
radiatively cooled delta wing of hypersonic
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6138] p0245 N71-18025
Finite element analysis of structures in plastic
range
[NASA-CR-1649] p0260 N71-19276
Calculations on plasticity and creep properties of
elementary structures
[ SC-T-70-4047] p0317 N71-19921
Hydroelasticity, aeroelasticity, and dynamic
stability of bars, plates, shells, and beams of
various structural elements.
[AD-716938] p0330 N71-20811
Koiter method for asymptotic analysis of
postbuckling behavior reformulated in finite
element notation
[AD-717740] p0383 N71-22485
Optimization of payload for space shuttle by
reducing structural loading and weight
p0162 N71-24664
Development of power spectral density method for
determining gust criteria for airplane structural
strength based on discrete gusts
[NAL-TB-233] p064« N71-33547
Experimental aeroelastic analysis to determine
airworthiness of T-tail configuration of F-28
aircraft
pC673 N71-34002
Structural analysis of tail cone of CH-54B
helicopter reinforced with boron/epoxy stringers
rNASA-CR-111930] p0674 N71-34014
Analysis of feasibility of designing transport
aircraft to carry up to 1,000 passengers and
methods for predicting aircraft performance
[CRANFIELD-AESO-3] p0674 N71-34018
Numerical analysis of derivatives of flutter
velocity of aircraft structures to determine
optimization of complex structures
[NASA-CR-111955] p0679 N71-35126
Assessment of nonlinear response of aeronautical
structures with nonideal characteristics under
vibration conditions
fAEL/SM-355] p0679 N71-35134
Survey of NASTBAN applications in static and dynamic
structural analysis problems
niASA-TM-X-2378] p0637 N71-36253
N6STRAN application to static stress and dynamic
modal problems of horizontal stabilizer of F-14A
aircraft
p0687 N71-3K269
Comparing and integrating NASTRAN with other finite
element computer programs
p0688 N71-36284
NASTRAN static, modal, and transient analyses
plotting technigues with delta wing examples
p0688 N71-36299
Chemical and structural analysis techniques for
materials suitable for aircraft structures
fAD-727017] p0689 N71-36323
Structural analysis of corrugated aircraft wing skin
panels to determine effects of corrosion damage
[AD-728009] p0721 N71-37619
STBUCTUBAL BEAMS
U BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Air cushion vehicle technology, considering
A-433
STBOCTOBA1 DYHAHICS SOBJECT IHDEX
economics, propulsion, structures,
controllability, flexible skirt systems and B and
D
[SAB P4PEB 710183] p0212 471-21713
Complex airframe design for economic and safe
operation and long life using fatigue and fracture
mechanics
[AIAA P1PEB 70-512] p0221 471-22025
Floating airport structural design, using hollow
concrete blocks filled with polystyrene foam as
runway basic unit
p0270 A71-229U9
Aircraft wings automated preliminary structural
design and weight determination procedures based
on external shape, aerodynamic loads and fuel mass
interaction
p0273 471-23271
Soviet book on aircraft preliminary design
specifications as function of performance,
aerodynamic and structural parameters, discussing
tradeoffs in operational requirements for specific
configurations
P0281 A71-24012
Variable weight composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural designs,
discussing C-5A tow weight saving Ti honeycomb
applications
p0282 471-24081
Light aircraft steel landing gear springs structural
design at Cessna, considering certification
requirements
[SAE PAPER 710400] p0287 471-24262
Ti intermediate diagonal tension field shear beam
analysis and design for Boeing SST, using
Bayleigh-Ritz method
[AIAJ PAPEB 71-340] J>0342 A71-25319
Stability analysis and design optimization with
dynamics and aeroelastics constraints for
helicopter rotor blade minimum weight with bending
torsion flutter and favorable frequency placements
fAIAA P4PEB 71-388] p0344 471-25352
Prototype graphite fiber/plastic fuselage component
design, test and performance prediction, using
structural analysis methods
p0344 471-25428
Concorde aircraft construction methods, materials
and design
p0358 471-26882
Automated low cost structural-mechanical design and
optimization of wing pivot systems for variable
geometry aircraft
fAIii P4PEE 71-404] p0362 471-27410
Haterials and structural design development by high
velocity impact testing due to transport and
subsonic military aircraft susceptibility to bird
collision damage
p0423 A71-29642
Aircraft structural design reguirements based on
statistical analysis of air turbulence intensity
and gust loads records from large number of
research flights
p0127 A71-29784
L-1011 Tristar antenna arrangement test results,
considering weight, aerodynamic and structural
design reguirements
p04i47 471-31060
TU-144-Concorde differences, discussing design
philosophy engine mounting and thrust, wing span
and profiles, gross weight, fuselage cross
sections landing gear, droop nose, etc
pOUSS 471-31873
Probabilistic approach to prolonged lifetime design
and static strength of structures of nonocoque and
multispar winqs, using fatigue characteristics of
individual elements
pCSOU S71-33604
Advanced composites as future aircraft structural
materials, discussing design concepts, service
experience, manufacturing methods and guality
assurance
[AIAA PAPEB 71-779] p05C7 A71-34014
Aircraft structural parameters optimization
satisfying flutter velocity constraint and minimum
mass, applying to box beam design
p0537 471-34874
Experimental research at Building Besearch Station
on outdoor sound propagation for building design
in relation to aircraft and road traffic noise
p0540 A71-35237
Design and performance of flexible nozzle supersonic
wind tunnel model
CT4E-86] p0040 N71-10478
Design and performance of gas-film and oil-film
lubricated self sealinq nainshaft seals for gas
turbine engines
[N4SA-CB-72737] p0057 N71-12035
Design of self-acting gas-film seal for turboshaft
of gas turbine engine
P0057 N71-12036
Design of oil-film seal for turboshaft of gas
turbine engine
p0057 H71-12037
Graphic illustration of lifting body design
[H4SA-CASE-FBC-10063] pOIOS H71-12217
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
[AGARD-CP-36-70] p0117 S71-13126
Application of aeroelastic constraints in structural
optimization of aircraft design
P0117 H71-13131
Computer system for optimal design of aircraft
structures
p0118 101-13132
Finite element method for dynamic structural
analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft design
p0118 N71-13134
Static strength, stiffness, fatigue, and damage
resistance of materials in design optimization for
shell structure
p0118 071-13143
Design and materials engineering for aircraft
turbine engines
[NASA-TT-F-13398] p0127 N71-14188
Critical buckling data for design of skew plates
subjected to loads
[AE-248-S] p0165 H71-15151
Wind effect criteria for structural desiqn and
engineering of buildings
p0166 N71-15301
Aeroelastic wind effects for dynamic design of tall
buildings
p0166 N71-15311
Heat transfer prediction for turbine blade design
p0232 N71-17374
Efficiency of air cooling blade design for Olympus
593 gas turbine engine
P0232 1171-17376
Boundary layer optimization for small turbine blade
desiqn with cusped trailing edge
p0232 N71-17380
Heat transfer and thermal stress calculations for
gas turbine rotor blade design
p0235 N71-17401
Design optimization for cylindrical shell subjected
to reentry loads and heating
p0244 N71-18022
Design, construction, operation, and management of
military airports
[AD-716603] p0312 N71-19702
Mathematical programming techniques applied to
aerospace structural design - algorithmic tools,
applications, and literature review
[AGABD-AG-149-71] p0322 N71-20128
Basic concepts of mathematical programming applied
to structural design of aerospace vehicles
p0322 S71-20129
Flying safety factors in close to ground operational
design of XH-51 helicopter
P0396 N71-23430
Fatigue and fracture mechanics of airframes and
materials including structural design and stress
analysis techniques
[AD-719756] p0466 N71-25092
Impact response modeling for design of weapon
container
[SC-BB-70-8801] p0519 N71-27986
Ose of NASTBAN as analysis tool in structural design
optimization process applied to aircraft fuselage
type structure
P0688 N71-36280
Development and characteristics of liqhtweight,
mobile structures for aircraft storage and
maintenance
[AD-727056] p0712 N71-36674
STBUCTOBAL DYNAMICS
U DTNAHIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
A-434
SDBJECT INDEX STBOCTDR1L STABILITY
STRUCTURAL EHGINEEBIHG
Municipal airport rigid pavements design considering
supporting effects of soil snbqrade, asphaltic
concrete subbase and pavement strength
pC022 A71-12165
Flexible pavements design for qiant transports
considering load repetitions, total systems,
environmental effects, etc
pOC22 471-12166
Rigid and flexible pavement design and construction
in Europe, discussing unreinforced and crack
reinforced slabs and CBR method
P0022 A71-12167
Aircraft pavements in UK, discussing reinforced and
unreinforced concrete, tar-bound bases and surface
coatings
POC22 A71-12168
Runways, aprons and taxiways strengthening to
accommodate higher tire pressures and landing
speeds, heavier aircraft and surface riding
requirements
POC22 A71-12169
Aircraft pavements design and construction problems
regarding adverse soil conditions
p0022 671-12170
Structural efficiency improvement by materials
selection for airfrarae structures, discussing Al,
Ti-Al-V and steel panels
p0212 A71-21685
Wind effect criteria for structural design and
engineering of buildings
p0166 N71-15301
Test facilities on structural engineering at FFA,
Sweden
[FFA-HEtiO-61] p0569 N71-29378
STRDCTBBAL FAILURE
Transmission impending failure detection via
lubricating oil monitoring for metal particle
content
pOOSit A71-15415
Bent structure failure under pulse floor
acceleration shocks, concerning aircraft seat
damage during crash landing
p020« A71-207I47
Materials failure role in Canadian civil aircraft
accidents, discussing organized investigation and
data flow
p0211 471-21679
Structure service life and storage failure
probability calculation with current load
measurements and laboratory fatigue testing
pO«18 A71-29231
Structural fatigue in aircraft design, discussing
twin engine transport tests, crack propagation
rate, residual strength, etc
pO«21 A71-2913U
Atmospheric turbulence prediction, discussing gust
sensitive aircraft design for structural overload
and fatigue failure decreases
[AIAA PAPER 71-775] p0507 A71-3<K>11
Constrained torsion of spar box fastened along
isolated parts of wing span, noting structural
failure due to tangential stress distribution
pG542 A71-35313
Electron fractography for high strength steel to
determine fatigue life of military aircraft parts
[NLR-TR-69043-U] p0119 N71-13361
Aircraft design concepts for prevention of
structural failure including stress analysis
[AD-723317] p0619 N71-31683
STBDCTDEJL FATIGUE
U FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
U CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
STRUCTURAL MEHBEBS
NT ANISOTROPIC PLATES
NT ANNULAR PLATES
NT BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
NT BOX BEAMS
NT CANTILEVER BEAMS
NT CORRUGATED PLATES
ST FLAT PLATES
NT LONGERONS
NT MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
NT PEBFOHATED PLATES
NT PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
NT POROUS PLATES
NT REINFORCED PLATES
NT SKIH (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
NT STRINGESS
NT STRUTS
NT SING PANELS
Carbon fiber reinforced plastics and metals
structural components design, discussing
properties, processing and applications
p0030 A71-12910
Aircraft structural eleoents thermal behavior under
aerodynamic heating with linear dependence on
initial temperature
p0364 A71-27U93
King structural elements ballistic damage tolerance
and residual fracture strength characteristics,
discussing projectile velocity, impact angle and
target thickness effects
pOSIO A71-35161
Sonic boom and explosive shock wave effects on
buildings and structural members
pOOSO N71-11035
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
[ AGARD-CP-36-70] p0117 N71-13126
Computer simulation of random response induced by
complex, ergodic, Gaussian excitation as function
of response spectral densities
[AD-713111] pC168 N71-15393
Conference on prevention of mechanical failures
including bearing failures, spectrographic oil
analysis, failure mechanisms of helicopter
transmissions, and related problems
[AD-721359] p0520 N71-28057
Notch sensitivity of flat plates used as structural
members in aircraft wings tested on load testing
machine
[TB-89J p0580 N71-30675
Electrical analog for sonic boom indoor pressure
wave effect on structural members
[UTIAS-TN-158] p0648 N71-3396K
Reference text on design of aviation structural
elements
[AD-726586] p0682 N71-35220
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY
Complex airframe design for economic and safe
operation and long life using fatigue and fracture
mechanics
[AIAA PAPER 70-512] p0221 A71-22025
Combat aircraft vulnerability to projectile impact
predicted by model giving target penetration,
damage size and structural response
[AIAA PAPER 71-777] p0507 A71-34013
Diffusion bonding as economical fabrication process
for aerospace applications involving Ti alloys,
emphasizing mechanical- properties and structural
reliability improvement
[SHE PAPER AD-71-2US] p0560 A71-36661
Method for arranging filamentary, load bearing
material to approximate stress condition in gas
envelope of free floating balloon for maximizing
structural efficiency
[AD-713188] p0163 1171-14811
Conference on prevention of mechanical failures
including bearing failures, spectrographic oil
analysis, failure mechanisms of. helicopter
transmissions, and related problems
[AD-721359] pC520 S71-28057
Analytical procedures for predicting coupled fluid
structural responses of aircraft hydraulic systens
p0688 N71-36276
STRUCTUEAL RIGIDITY
D STRUCTURAL STABILITY
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
FT SHELL STABILITY
LAMS flight control systems for turbulence induced
fatigue damage reduction in B-52 and C-5A
aircraft, using mathematical models
p0017 A71-11660
Aircraft light alloys fatigue characteristics for
component endurance evaluation
p0136 A71-16757
Aircraft turbine engines strength and gas dynamic
characteristics improved by vibration decrease
using elastic elements
p0212 A71-21710
Beams torsional rigidity under thermal stress due to
arbitrary temperature distribution
p0265 A71-22103
Ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering jet.
engines applications and structural stability
A-135
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improvements related to fracture touqhness,
fatigue and stress corrosion
pC274 S71-23292
Plane sandwich plates in supersonic qas flow,
investigating aeroelastic stability,'transverse
shear flexibility and axial loads
p0277 A71-23609
Torsional-flexural stability of stiffened Ti panels
for application to supersonic transport, using
small deflection energy methods
TAI5A PAPEB 71-338] p0312 A71-25317
Inflation of initially spherical balloon of elastic
rubber-like material, discussing tensile
instability
p0315 A71-25415
Elastic structures stability under randomly
fluctuating external lo~ads based on statistical
methods
pC199 471-32988
Eccentrically stiffened thin cylindrical panels
instability under uniform axial compression,
uniform hoop compression and uniform shear
p0509 A71-31150
Soviet papers on thin walled aircraft structures
strength and stability covering bending theory,
circular cylindrical shells, thermal stresses of
rectangular plates, etc
p0511 A71-35301
Light alloys fatique characteristics for aircraft
components endurance evaluation
P0511 J71-3S156
Eotor blade stability, calculating unsteady local
lift and effects of blade profile camber and
steady angle of attack
p0511 171-35168
Application of corrugated core sandwich structures
to powerplant components
pOOSI N71-11636
Hydroelasticity, aeroelasticity, and dynamic
stability of bars, plates, shells, and beams of
various structural elements.
[AD-716938] pC33C S71-20811
Conference on fatigue life in helicopter components
[DLR-BITT-70-01] pG155 N71-21385
Rotary tfing structural stability of Dornier high
temperature gas jet helicopter
p0156 N71-21387
Evaluation of helicopter flight loading and
structural stability
p0156 N71-21389
Structural stability tests of helicopter components
p0456 N71-21390
STBOCTDBiL STH&IH
Strain level counter monitoring aircraft structural
fatigue, describing system components consisting
of sensors in critical structure areas and
indicator unit with visual display
p0267 A71-22725
Aircraft fuselage antisymmetric loading strain
effects on small aspect delta wing performance
p0701 A71-15018
Moire effect analysis of stress and strain of
machine parts and structural elements
[AD-717826] p0376 M71-22168
STBOCTDBfiL VIBBATION
NT BENDING VIBRATION
NT FLUTTER
NT PANEL FLUTTER
NT SDBSONIC FLUTTER
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER
ST TORSIONAL VIBBATION
NT TRANSONIC FLUTTER
Aircraft fuselage vibration response to turbulent
boundary layers, measuring structural wavelengths
and phase velocities as functions of frequency
[ASRE PAPEB 70-HA/DE-10] p0078 A71-11144
Nonlinear partial differential eguation solution for
natural free-free vibrations of bean structures
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/APB-55] p0078 A71-11172
Analog periodmeter with short response time for
helicopter blade vibration studies
p0135 A71-16736
Fluctuating circulation, lift and flow induced
structural vibrations of two dimensional bodies,
including vortex shedding on sluice gates
p0187 A71-19592
Helicopter vibrational behavior prediction in flight
with known aerodynamic loads, using branch modes
method
P0277 S71-23606
Al alloys one step fatigue tests under combined high
temperature and structural vibration conditions
p029(t A71-2U821
Automated modal data acguisition and processing
system /KODAPS/ for real-time modal vibration
testing of complex aerospace vehicle structures,
describing features, capabilities and utilization
P0135.A71-303U1
Parametric and autoparametric instability of
aircraft structures
p0669 171-H2210
Parametric study of natural frequencies of skin
stringer structures
[AD-711383] p0013 N71-10731
Hind loading moments produced on scale models of
tall buildings in wind tunnel tests
P0166 N71-15306
Fuel tank vapor space characteristics for simulated
helicopter fuel tank and evaluation of existing
potential hazard from vibration environment
r.AD-875901] p0329 N71-20702
Handbook for summing two harmonics
[AD-717201] p0337 N71-21803
Systems analysis of directional control, rotary wing
vibratory loads, lift sharing, and fuselage
vibration and damping during helicopter maneuvers
p0583 B71-30775
STBBCTDBAL HEIGHT
German monograph on systems analysis of future jet
and fan propulsion systems for VTOL commercial
aircraft weight and cost reduction
p0002 A71-10115
Optimal cross sectional dimensions of thin walled
longeron beams and ribs of skin reinforced delta
wings minimizing weight
p0025 A71-12562
Subsonic aircraft size effect in conventional
design, discussing increased weight increments and
economic gain rate
CilAA PAPER 70-940] p0026 A71-12676
Aircraft generator service life improvement and
weight minimization by close coupling with drive
and heat producing components coolinq with oil
spray and mist
p0149 171-18163
Variable weight composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural designs,
discussing C-5A tow weight saving Ti honeycomb
applications
p0282 171-21081
weight minimization of semiinfinite flat sandwich
panel at constant dynamic pressure in supersonic
flow subject to flutter constraint, using finite
element model
[AHA PAPER 71-330] p0312 171-25310
Optimum vertical surface configuration for STOL
transports, considering structural weight and
performance requirements
[ill! PIPER 71-769] p0506 171-31006
Aircraft structural parameters optimization
satisfying flutter velocity constraint and minimum
mass, applying to box beam design
P0537 A71-3I4874
High modulus graphite composites application for
structural weight reduction and stiffness
requirement without strength loss
pOSIO A71-35202
High voltage DC electric power transmission systems
with ground return, reducing aircraft wiring
weight and energy dissipation
p0519 A71-35771
Integrated drive generator for aircraft electrical
power systems, improving weight, life and
reliability
p0519 A71-35781
Administrative techniques of cost/weight tradeoff
program for jet transport airplane
[S1WE PAPER 899] p0550 171-35812
Statistical analysis of error sources and magnitudes
in Boeing 717 weight values obtained by onboard
aircraft weighing system and by manual
calculations
[SAKE PAPER 897] p0551 A71-35813
Composite materials effect on supersonic aircraft
weight, design and performance
[SAHE PAPER 888] p0551 171-35818
Height reduction potential of composite materials in
aerospace structures, proposing weight estimation
A-136
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technique
[SAWE PAPER 887] p0551 A71-35819
Design, analysis and testing of F-111 complex
fuselage full scale section of composite
materials, noting weight savings
[SAKE PAPER 889] p0552 A71-35825
Composite structures development, discussing wing,
fuselage, aeropropulsion and missile development,
weight savings of hardware and fighter empennage
applications
[AIAA PAPER 71-367] posss A71-36275
Aircraft electronic or fly by wire control systems,
discussing aircraft design fuel-structure weight
reduction cycle and control system redundancy
requirements
[ilAA PAPER 71-959] p0598 A71-37200
Real wieght formula for shell fuselages based on
theoretical similarity considerations
p0615 A71-39111
Civil transport aircraft and eguipment maintenance
and reliability problems solutions with best time,
cost and weight compromises
p0702 A71-11765
Ideal weight of azisymmetric fuselage shells, taking
into account load distribution and cabin
pressurization
p0701 A71-15180
Components for low weight/small volume aircraft gas
turbine engines
p0512 N71-26955
STBDTS
Analytical nonlinear landing gear model of flexible
aircraft and strut lockup-breakout interaction
using digital simulation language /DSL/
[SAE P4PES 710101] p0287 A71-21263
Thermal performance of hypersonic engine struts
[NASA-CR-111812] p0126 1171-11015
SDBASSEBBLIES
Experimental flight mechanics in terms of data
processing quality, discussing subsystems control
p0280 A71-23928
SDBCIRCDITS
D CIRCUITS
0 SUBASSEH8LIES
SDBCHITICAL PLOW
Subcritical nonlinear potential flows over two
dimensional subsonic airfoils by multistrip method
of integral relations
p0556 A71-36330
Subcritical flows over two dimensional airfoils by
multistrip method of integral relations
[BE-393J] pOC12 N71-10581
Pressure distributions calculated with Sells method
on series of quasi-elliptical symmetrical airfoils
in subcriticai flow
[BHC-11693] p0160 1171-11612
Approximation of pressure distribution on wing- body
configurations at subcriticai speeds
P0302 H71-19361
SDBLATTICES
U LATTICES (HATHEMATICS)
SOBHIILIHETER HAVES
StarLifter borne large aperture astronoaical
telescope for IR and submillimeter observations,
discussing design and operation
p0612 A71-39173
SUBSOHIC AIRCRAFT
Subsonic aircraft size effect in conventional
design, discussing increased weight increments and
economic gain rate
[AIAA PAPER 70-910] p0026 A71-12676
Subsonic let engine noise reduction, considering
turbojets, turbofans and jet suppressors
p0211 A71-21611
Cruisinq flight ranqe as function of
supersonic/subsonic transport fuselage geometrical
parameters
P0361 A71-27191
Military aviation greases for subsonic commercial
airplane lubricants, discussing economic and
technical benefits based on service experience and
testing
[SAE PAPER 710111] pCICI A71-283C1
Economic analysis of subsonic transport airplane
design, evaluation and operation
F.SAS PAPER 710123] pOIOS A71-28310
Fuselage influence on total aircraft drag in
subsonic passenger aircraft, considering high
aspect radio cylindrical fuselages
pOIII A71-30821
Soviet book on subsonic gas turbine passenger planes
power supply systems covering Boeing 717, short
haul aircraft, DC-10, L-1011, etc
p0531 A71-31172
wing group weight prediction for subsonic aircraft
design, taking into account root bending moments
due to lift
P0552 A71-35925
Rind tunnel evaluation of interference drag in
turbofan engine-wing configuration of subsonic
aircraft
p0301 B71-19376
Computerized prediction of flow field interference
forces and moments on aircraft stores at subsonic
speeds
p0305 N71-19385
SDBSONIC FLOB
Three dimensional wings harmonic oscillation with
arbitrary freguency in subsonic flow, presenting
approximation method for singular integral
eguation
p0009 A71-10811
Lifting surface in unsteady subsonic flow,
describing integral eguation calculation method
including kernel logarithmic singularity
P0012 A71-11020
Small perturbation subsonic flows aerodynamic noise,
using matched asymptotic expansions method
p0023 A71-12377
Spanwise distribution of induced drag in sabsonic
 k
flow by vortex lattice method, noting
applicability to rotary derivatives in stability
analysis
p0028 A71-12691
Sound generation by rotor-stator interaction in
subsonic axial flow compressors, using
acceleration potential and wake technigue
P0067 A71-13277
Wings with control surfaces in unsteady subsonic
flow, applying lifting surface theory
[OHERA-TP-889] p0090 A71-15355
Supersonic jet-bounded subsonic wake interactions,
determining recirculation zone boundaries
P0136 A71-16818
Subsonic fan noise, using helicopter rotor noise
theory for analysis of phase related and randomly
time varying flow distortions
pOIIO A71-17161
Pressure distribution singularity at tip of thin
lifting parabolic wing in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 71-10] p0150 A71-18181
Noise-producing subsonic jet turbulence eddies
hot-wire anemometer measurements of convection
velocity as functions of frequency
[AIAA PAPER 71-151] p0151 A71-18596
High subsonic -jet near-field acoustic energy flux
distribution calculation frora pressure gradient
measurements
[AIAS PAPER 71-155] p0151 A71-18597
Approximation of Chaplygin eguation for subsonic
ideal gas plane adiabatic flow, applying to
discharge from flat channel with contraction
p0197 A71-20083
Multilinh approximation of Chaplygin function'in
subsonic and supersonic flow regions, deriving
coupling conditions relative to modified stream
function at approximation nodes
'p0198 A71-20090
Prandtl-Glauert pressure distribution rule
improvement subsonic planar flow
p02C1 A71-20312
Elastic swept wing subsonic aerodynanic
characteristics, taking into account aerodynamic
load redistribution due to aeroelastic
deformations
P0222 A71-22035
Pressure distribution on arbitrary finite
symmetrical wings with rounded leading edges at
zero incidence in subsonic flow
P0270 A71-22915
Supersonic and subsonic jets coexistence in
rectilinear constant section duct, characterizing
flow boundaries by pressure readings and Schlieren
flow visualization
p0277 A71-23605
Aerodynanic forces on harmonically oscillating wing
in subsonic flow of ideal gas
P0277 A71-23615
A-Q37
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Unsteady inward and outward velocities of subsonic
radial air flow between two disks, using hot-wire
anemometer and cylindrical wave equation
p0281 A71-24000
Turbulent wakes from subsonic-hypersonic bodies for
downstream mean flow predictions analysis,
considering eddy viscosity function
p0289 A71-24338
Air and carbon dioxide intensive injection effect on
turbulent boundary layer of subsonic channel air
flow
p0290 A71-2U378
Subsonic turbulent boundary layer noise generation
and acoustic pressure on aircraft surface, using
Lighthill theory
P0298 A71-24952
Compressibility correction for subsonic flows past
bluff bodies, considering boundary distortion and
pressure distribution shift
p0339 A71-25149
Loads induced on infinite aspect ratio wing by
straight infinite free vortex in subsonic
compressible freestream, using planar lifting
surface theory
p0345 A71-25474
Steady three dimensional subsonic nonviscous flow
through turbomachine with arbitrary hub and shroud
shapes and finite blade -number, using iterative
blade to blade procedure
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-2] p0348 A71-25948
High subsonic flow two dimensional turbine cascade
design by approximate hodograph method, noting
pressure distribution measurements
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-3U] p0350 A71-25971
Heat transfer within resonant cavities at subsonic
and supersonic flow, discussing wind tunnels, test
procedures and data reduction
[ASBE PAPER 71-TE-9] pC421 A71-29450
Pisa University Aeronautical Institute activities
/1960-1970/, considering supersonic and subsonic
flow research, thin stiffened shells fatigue under
compressive or tensile loads, etc
pC444 A71-30822
Two dimensional subsonic irrotational isentropic
flow around thick profiles, using coordinate
perturbation method
pO«79 A71-31167
Oscillating thin wing with control surfaces in two
dimensional compressible subsonic flow,
calculating aerodynamic forces based on kernel
function method
pOi49° H71-33C13
Cascading turbomachine blades vibrations measurement
in subsonic and sonic high temperature gas flows,
describing test facility
pOSOS A71-33993
Subsonic turbulent jets acoustic emission,
calculating noise intensity in far field for
various Hach numbers
P0533 A71-34213
Stream lines construction in meridional plane of
blade nozzle annular cascades of steam and gas
turbines in subsonic and supersonic flow
pC534 A71-3UUU6
Subcritical nonlinear potential flows over two
dimensional subsonic airfoils by multistrip method
of integral relations
P0556 A71-3633C
Critique of paper on spanwise distribution of
induced drag in subsonic flow by vortex lattice
method, noting infinities in downwash across all
vortex lines
p0599 A71-37297
Three dimensional nonlinear subsonic flow over
finite wings of arbitrary planform, solving
transonic small disturbance eguation by integral
method
pC616 A71-39568
Two dimensional jet flapped symmetric wing in
subsonic flow, assuming irrotational flow inside
jet bounded by vortex sheets
P0651 A71-40172
Spanwise lift distribution over wings and wake
formation in thin airfoils of finite aspect ratio
in linear subsonic potential flow
P0654 A71-40495
Pitot- tube interaction with subsonic rarefied gas
flow, considering impact pressure
PC658 A71-40695
Resultant aerodynamic forces on circular arc profile
with normal jet in subsonic steady compressible
flow, using imai-Lamla approximation method
p0698 A71-44271
Streamline curvature analysis of compressible
subsonic, transonic and supersonic cascade flows -
in axial turbine blades
P0698 A71-<44347
Acoustic noise output from round interfering
subsonic jets, considering suppressor nozzle
attenuation
P0699 A71-44560
Subsonic force effect calculations on rectangular
wings, using downwash velocity potential method
P0702 A71-44613
Linear theoretical method for arbitrary wing
planform and trailing edge control surfaces in low
frequency oscillatory motion in subsonic flow
(NPL-AEBO-1303] p0047 N71-11013
Computation of pressure induced by control surface
oscillation in subsonic flow
tNASA-TT-F-13385] p0105 N71-12219
Transient pressures and aerodynamic coefficients of
rectangular wings in subsonic flow using linear
equations
[ONERA-NT-163] p0119 N71-13402
Tawing moments of swept wings in asymmetric subsonic
potential flow
[NPL-AERO-NOTE-1084] p0170 N71-15703
Jet exhaust nacelle subsonic flow simulation
[ ARC-CP-1111] p0228 H71-17113
Lift and aerodynamic drag due to trailing-edge flaps
on sweptback wings in inviscid subsonic flow
{ARC-CP-1110) p0229 N71-17114
numerical analysis of low frequency subsonic lifting
surface theory noting wing oscillations in steady
flow
[AHC-R/B-3634] p0249 N71-18425
Hathematical models for control surface wings in
subsonic unsteady flow
[ONERA-TP-889] p0251 N71-18473
Numerical solution of mixed supersonic and subsonic
steady wake flows by time-dependent method
P0386 H71-22674
Tabulated data for wing planforms with variation in
sweepback, tapering and aspect ratio noting
correction to subsonic lifting device theory
t1RC-CP-11371 p0518 N71-27715
System of nonlinear equations of motion for
isentropic, compressible fluid solved by cyclic
relaxation method for subsonic and transonic
regimes
p0530 N71-28688
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads on wing and
tail surfaces with oscillations in unsteady
supersonic and subsonic flow including
interference lift
[ AGARD-CP-80-71-PT-1] p0566 N71-29333
Aerodynamic load predicting for control surfaces in
unsteady supersonic and subsonic flow
P0566 N71-29334
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads and
coefficients for tandem and T tail surfaces
harmonically oscillating in subsonic flow
p0566 N71-29335
Computer programs for evaluating subsonic flow over
wing-tail, wings with folded tips, T tails, and
cruciform tail surfaces
pC568 N71-293!»1
Computer programs for calculating airforce
coefficients of wing-horizontal tail and fin-
horizontal tail oscillating in subsonic flow
p0568 N71-29312
Application of lifting surface theory to wing with
control surfaces in unsteady subsonic flow
p0569 N71-29347
Aerodynamic characteristics of elastic swept wing of
aircraft in subsonic flow with given weight,
overload, and dynamic head
[NASA-TT-F-13717] p0579 S71-30656
Computer program for aerodynamic characteristics
evaluation of multiple-component airfoils in
subsonic, viscous flow
rNASA-CK-1843] p0639 N71-33140
Spanwise integration of kernel functions for
calculating wing lift distributions in subsonic
flow
P06UO N71-33219
A-438
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Computer program for calculating liftlnq force
distributions on symmetrical and cambered wings in
subsonic Clow based on numerical integration and
lifting surface theory
pOefO N71-33220
Subsonic near wake of blunt-based axisytametric body
in uniform steady flow wind tunnel
pC6U7 N71-33811
SOBSOBIC FLUTTER
Steady tailplane lift effect on subcritical response
of subsonic T tail flutter aircraft model in low
speed wind tunnels
UHC-B/K-3652] P0515 K71-27096
SUBSONIC SPEED
Aerodynamic forces on control surfaces in subsonic
range, investigating pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating wing
pOOSI A71-14317
Trajectories prediction for subsonic spin stabilized
projectiles via water tunnel tests, considering
blunt nose and tail and rounded nose right
circular cylinders
[AIAA PAPEB 71-296] p0220 A71-22016
Subsonic and supersonic airline operations,
restraints, considering noise, air pollution and
inadeguate airport facilities
p0358 A71-2687C
Transonic wind tunnel testing of air intake and
afterbody of double flux engine nacelle at high
subsonic Mach numbers and high Reynolds numbers
rONEBA-TP-943] p055U 471-36021
Nonreversible hydraulic control design and emergency
maintenance for Tu 154 aircraft subsonic cruising
at 11 km altitude
p0691 871-1(2927
Reynolds number effect on wind velocity distribution
at subsonic speed
tAD-712527] p01C3 N71-122C6
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - subsonic
fNASA-TN-D-7046] p0177 K71-16533
Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of model of
HL-10 flight research vehicle with basic and
modified tip fins
rNASA-TH-X-2119] pC177 N71-16538
Vortex-lattice FOBTBAN program for estimating
subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of complex
planforms
tSASA-TK-D-61I t2 ] p0236 K71-17«2«
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at
high subsonic speeds on basis of pressure plotting
tests
fAHA-18] p0323 N71-20157
Resonant cavity heat transfer in turbulent, subsonic
and supersonic speeds including resonance effects
P0327 N71-20540
Hulthopps subsonic lifting surface theory, using
least sguares method
tNAL-TN-2t] p0382 N71-22172
Wind tunnel investigation of hypersonic transport
model aerodynamic characteristics at Mach numbers
to 6 - graphs
fNASA-TN-D-6191] p0389 N71-23127
Construction of leading edges of surfaces for aerial
vehicles performing from subsonic to above
transonic speeds
[NASA-CASE-XLA-011186] p0397 N71-23U97
Experimental investigation of large scale, two
dimensional, mixed compression inlet system
rNASA-TN-D-6392] p0513 H71-26985
Correction for straight trailing edges for subsonic
slender wing theory using asymptotic expansions
p0674 H71-3U012
SUBSONIC IIHO TOHHELS
Pulsed subsonic wind tunnel, calculating
instantaneous flow velocity with allowance for
boundary layer thickness at walls
p0280 A71-23855
Skin friction drag and velocity profile measurements
on flat plate in two phase circular pipe flow in
subsonic wind tunnel for gas-solid media, using
photographic technique
r. ASHE PAPER 71-FE-32] pOt21 A71-29U67
Fan-produced sound pressure fluctuation in very low
speed subsonic wind tunnel test stream* noting
resulting anemometer calibration errors
pOU37 A71-30526
Sting-free aerodynamic drag measurement on
ellipsoidal cylinders in subsonic wind tunnel at
transition Reynolds numbers
p055« A71-36037
Heated jet interaction with deflecting flow in
subsonic wind tunnel, presenting flow
visualization and temperature and velocity
profiles
CASHE P&PEP. 71-HT-2] pOeCK A71-37980
Turbulence measurement in subsonic wind tunnel gas
jet flows containing dust particles, using Doppler
difference laser velocimeter
P0652 A71-HC397
Low speed wind tunnel measurements correction for
acoustic effects due to fan noise propagation
p07C2 A71-41763
wind tunnel study of aerodynamic interference drag
caused by fan jet engine wake of subsonic
transport
[HASA-TK-D-6067] pOOIS N71-1100U
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of rotary wing
configurations for VTOL aircraft in cruise mode
[HASA-TN-D-59115] p0049 N71-11025
Aerodynamic performance of shuttle-orbiter
configuration with variable delta wing geometry in
low turbulence subsonic wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-X-2206] p016t S71-149U3
European subsonic, supersonic, transonic,
hypervelocity and low density wind tunnel
characteristics
p0227 N71-17099
Aerodynamic drag measurements on VC-10 aircraft
subsonic wind tunnel models
fAHC-CP-1125] p0229 K71-17118
Effects of sound damping elements in subsonic wind
tunnels
CBAE-LIB-TRAHS-1<i65] p0371 N71-21885
Subsonic static characteristics of slender wing
configurations using magnetic suspension and
balance system
fNASA-CR-1796] p0571( N71-29775
Evaluating three component electronic wind tunnel
balance installed in 3.5 by 5.0 ft subsonic tunnel
[AD-722571] pG591 N71-31UOO
Corrections for subsonic wall interference effects
in two dimensional perforated wall wind tunnel
fLTR-HA-5] p06U8 N71-33992
SUBTROPICAL REGIONS
D TROPICAL REGIONS
SUCTIOH
King upper surface air suction influence on aircraft
longitudinal controllability, considering control
stick forces for deflected flaps and angle of
attack
pOC'81 A71-1159U
Blowing and suction effects on laminar boundary
layer flow of guiet fluid over permeable rotating
cone, discussing skin friction and heat transfer
p0290 A71-24406
Rectangular wind tunnel study of suction effect on
velocity profiles and characteristics of turbulent
boundary layer
p0616 A71-39788
Circulation control by slot suction on circular
cylinder
[LR-530] . pOOitS N71-11002
Feasibility study of counter insurgency aircraft
with suction boundary layer control
[AERO-1] p0121 N71-13415
Low speed wind tunnel model assessment of porous
boundary layer control by suction at civil
aircraft leading edge flaps
[ABC-R/H-36<40] p0330 N71-20817
Leading edge suction of thin aerofoil theory
[ARL/SM-NOTE-360] p0707 N71-36399
Feasibility study of combined, laminar and turbulent
boundary layer control system using distributed
suction with application to low-speed research
aircraft of glass reinforced plastic
[AD-727767] p0719 N71-37609
SOD AVIATIOH AIRCBAFT
HI iLOOETTE HELICOPTERS
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
NT SE-210 AIRCRAFT
NT VJ-101 AIRCRAFT
SOD AVIATIOH SE-210 AIRCRAFT
U SE-210 AIRCRAFT
SOD VJ-101 AIBCRAPT
U VJ-101 AIRCRAFT
SOLFIDES
Nondestructive detection of hot corrosion-
A-«39
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sulfidation in U.S. Navy aircraft turbine engines
pC7CU A71-4528C
SULFOR COMPOUNDS
NT SULFIDES
NT SULFUR OXIDES
NT THIOLS
SULFUR OXIDES
Development of methods for analyzing ratios of
sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide in jet exhaust
streams
[AD-713222] p0160 N71-1«603
SUPEE SABBE AIRCRAFT
U F-1CO JIBCRAPT
SUPERALLOTS
0 HEAT RESISTAKT ALLOYS
SUPERCAVITATING FLOW
Finite supercavitating winqs numerical calculation
usinq acceleration potential method
POG89 A71-15210
Supercavitating flow past straight cascade with
arbitrary blade shapes, considering lift aod draq
coefficients, cavitation number, cavity shape and
exit flow conditions
TASKE PAPER 71-FE-6] pOl(21 A71-29448
SUPERC4VITATION
•U SUPEBCAVITATING FLOW
SUPERCHARGERS
Air cooled opposed 4, 6 and 8 cylinder light-
aircraft engines with or without
turbosupercharging, considering horsepower
improvement and torsional vibration control
[SAE PAPEE 700205] p0002 A71-10129
Axial flow turbines comparative performance tests
under steady and pulse flow conditions for
turbocharqer application
p0128 A71-29819
Numerical analysis of qas turbine supercharging in
multi-cylinder four cycle engines
[AD-713873] p0175 H71-16225
SUPERCHARGING
U SOPEECHAHGERS
SUPERCONDUCTING HAGNETS
Supersonic wind tunnel electromagnetic balance with
superconducting coils
p0198 A71-20151
SUPERCRITICAL FLOS
Steady supercritical planar inviscid transonic flows
over liftinq airfoils, generatinq unsteady flow by
impulsively imposing airfoil boundary condition
fAIAA PAPER 70-17] pC069 A71-13433
Transonic supercritical flow past arbitrary
airfoils, usinq inteqral relations method
[AIAA PAPER 71-98] p0152 .,71-18553
Pressure drag and cross flow force coefficients of
inclined circular cylinder in supercritical flow
P0265 A71-22098
Aerodynamic noise produced by supercritical jets,
using high speed flash photography for schlieren
and shadowgraph studies
P0412 A71-28767
Hesh method for supercritical transonic flow
calculation with normal or obligue shock wave at
trailinq edqe
P0550 A71-35799
Application of inteqral relations to inviscid
supercritical flow over symmetric airfoils at zero
angle of attack
[AD-717339] p037« N71-22098
SUPERCRITICAL BTNGS
Parametric engine study for Mach 0.98 commercial air
transport with supercritical wing
rNASA-TM-X-52961] pC25« N71-18733
Parametric turbofan engine study for Mach 0.98
transport with low takeoff and approach noise
levels usinq supercritical wing
fNASA-TM-X-67865] p0531 N71-29011
Applications of supercritical airfoils to transport
aircraft designs
p0582 N71-30769
Cost estimations, noise constraints, and
supercritical winq compatibility in optimization
of turbofan engines for Hach 0.90 to Bach 0.98
commercial air transports
fNASA-TM-X-67906] p0611 N71-33216
SUPEBHIGH FREQUENCIES
Multiple planar Luneberg lens circular array for
airborne electronically scanned X band narrow beam
antenna mounted under aircraft nose or fuselage
pO««6 A71-31038
SOPEBIBPOSITION (MATHEMATICS)
0 SUPERPOSITION (MATHEMATICS)
SUPERPOSITION (MATHEMATICS)
Computer program for determining low speed
interference effects of flow fields about
arbitrary bodies by superposition .
p030<l N71-19377
SUPERSATUHATIOH
Ar condensation onset location in supersonic nozzles
for nuclear space propulsion systems, using
supercooled vapor pressure measurenents beyond
saturation point
p0288 A71-24328
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
NT B-70 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
NT F-U AIRCRAFT
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT
NT F-11 AIRCRAFT
NT F-15 AIRCRAFT
NT F-1QO AIRCRAFT
NT F-10H AIRCBAFT
NT F-106 AIECBAFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
NT JAGUAR AIRCRAFT
NT HIHAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
NT PHANTOM AIRCRAFT
NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT
HT SUPERSOHIC COHSEHCIiL AIR TRANSPORT
NT SUPE3SOHIC TRANSPORTS
NT TSB-2 AIRCRAFT
HT TU-114 AIRCRAFT
NT VJ-101 AIRCRAFT
NT X-15 AIRCBAFT
Mach 2 Mirage Milan ground attack fighter, noting
lift aid moustache, low speed and steep approach
handling from short airstrips
p0029 A71-12710
Heavy supersonic aircraft controllability, noting
irreversible boost control system and stability
p0067 A71-13195
Aircraft construction materials for 1990s,
discussing need for high temperature resistant
materials for supersonic and hypersonic airframe
and engine structural components
p0132 A71-16141
Supersonic aircraft turbojet engine exhaust noise
suppressor research program, predicting full scale
noise spectra from model suppressor tests
TAIAA PAPER 68-1023] pOlM A71-17693
Supersonic aircraft electrification measurements
using projectile frictional charging in ice-fog
cloud
p0193 A71-19934
Supersonic airplane minimum time turns at constant
altitude, determining thrust, bank angle and angle
of attack programs with optimal control theory
p0221 A71-22032
Aerodynamic heating effects on fatigue and creep
properties of supersonic aircraft alloys at high
temperatures, considering deformation mechanisms
interaction
p0273 A71-23204
Long term exposure effects on high temperature
resistant supersonic aircraft fuel tank sealants
p0282 A71-24081
Transonic aircraft jet exhaust wave structure,
examining reflection geometry at shear layer and
shock diamond train
p0296 A71-21867
Heather influence on long range radio navigation
aids, considering supersonic aircraft operation
and inertial naviqation
p0299 A71-21963
Performance testing of fluorosilicone hydraulic
fluid in high temperature supersonic aircraft
piston pumps
p0359 A71-270UC
Minimum drag surface shape of thick lifting delta
winq integrated with conical fuselage for
supersonic cruising speed
P0369 A71-27716
Minimum drag wing-fuselage combination for
supersonic speeds and prescribed lifting force,
longitudinal moment and volume, using method of
successive approximations
pOU16 A71-29182
A-IIIIO
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Energy state approximation and supersonic aircraft
minimum fuel fixed range trajectory optimization*
noting not convex velocity set
p0439 A71-306G9
Altitude, bank angle and thrust program for
minimizing time required by supersonic aircraft to
turn through specified heading angle and reach
required energy
fAIAA PAPER 71-796] pOSOS A71-34021
Thyristor power conditioning application to high
voltage DC electric poser system, presenting SST
aircraft sample load profiles
p0548 A71-35770
Composite materials effect on supersonic aircraft
•eight, design and performance
[SAKE PAPER 888] pC551 A71-35818
Strategic bomber B-1A program, discussing airframe
and engine contractors, design, characteristics
performance, electronic eguipment and armament
p0561 A71-36757
Three dimensional minimum fuel turns for supersoni
1
 aircraft by energy state approximation
fAIAA PAPER 71-913] p0596 A71-37163
Supersonic aircraft shape for shock Haves
minimization based on channel configuration with
converging inlet and diverging outlet section
P0699 A71-44572
Development and characteristics of variable sweep
winq control system for supersonic aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XLA-03659] p0051 N71-11041
Development and characteristics of translating
horizontal tail assembly for supersonic aircraft
[NASA-CASE-X1A-08801-1] p0051 N71-11043
Design of supersonic aircraft with novel fixed,
swept wing planform
n»ASl-CASE-XLA-04451 ] pOIOS 1171-12243
Computer program for structural design optimization
of horizontal stabilizer of supersonic aircraft
p0118 S71-13137
Absorptive, nonreflecting barrier mounted between
closely spaced jet engines on supersonic aircraft,
for preventing shock wave interference
[HASA-CASE-XLA-C2865] p0169 N71-15563
Thermodynamic properties of insulated liquid methane
fuselage tanks for supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6157] p0238 B71-17506
Performance of auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle with
floating inlet doors and floating single hinqe
trailing edge flaps
[NASA-TM-X-2173] p0239 N71-17554
linear multichannel control systems for supersonic
aerospace vehicles orbiting in earth atmosphere
fAD-714796] pC2i(1 N71-17747
Takeoff performance predictions for XB-70 delta wing
supersonic aircraft
fNASA-TH-X-2215] pC252 N71-185C9
Flight and wind tunnel evaluations of flow field
effects on performance of supersonic underwing
exhaust nozzle at transonic speeds
fNASA-TN-X-66887] p0302 N71-19366
Wind tunnel surveys of flow fields about wing
fuselage store configuration inlets of transonic
and supersonic aircrafts
rsASA-TK-x-eeassi posos 071-19371
Aerodynamic flow field interference effects on
supersonic intakes
P03C3 N71-19372
Design and characteristics of exhaust system for
supersonic aircraft
p0303 N71-19459
Design and characteristics of supersonic cruise
inlets
p0309 N71-19460
Aerodynamic stability of supersonic free flight
model from static and dynamic subsonic and
supersonic wind tunnel tests
fNAL-TB-210 ] p0313 N71-19749
Planning for expected civil aviation developments
caused by change-over to Boeing 747 aircraft and
supersonic transport
pC380 N71-22381
Planning for "civil aviation operations including
Boeing 747 aircraft and supersonic aircraft
p0380 1171-22382
Market forecasts and traffic control technologies of
Boeing 747 aircraft and supersonic aircraft
operations
p03RO S71-22383
Civilian airline operations with Boeing 747
aircrafts and supersonic aircraft
p0380 1171-22385
Planning parameters for high capacity international
airport system
p0381 H71-22389
Investigation of longitudinal and lateral stability
and controllability of supersonic aircraft
[AD-718285] p0400 B71-23818
Investigation of stability and controllability
parameters for supersonic aircraft under varying
aerodynamic load conditions
[AD-719804] p0465 N71-25032
Stability and controllability of supersonic swept
wing aircraft
[AD-719803] p0465 N71-25049
Supersonic aircraft lateral control eguipment
[AD-720740] p0477 N71-26538
Complexity of supersonic aircraft systems for
stability and controllability
[AD-721027] p0517 1171-27354
Hoise reduction in turbulent axisymmetric gas jet by
repeated air injection method applied to
supersonic transport aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-13667] f>0522 1171-28222
Mathematical model for supersonic aircraft Mach
number threshold operation for atmospheric
reflection of sonic boom
P0525 1171-28376
Experimental and theoretical study of biologically
important radiation 'components and dose
equivalents due to galactic and solar rays at SST
in high atmosphere - summary
p0584 N71-30779
Study of concept of inertially aided barometric
altimetry system to meet vertical separation
requirements of 1000 and 2000 feet for Hach 3.5
aircraft in altitude hold at 80,000 feet
fNASA-CH-1770] P0590 N71-31307
Heat sink capabilities of Jet-A fuel - heat transfer
and coking studies
fNASA-CB-72951] p0592 1171-31482
Evaluation of liquid methane storage and transfer
problems for future supersonic aircraft cryogenic
fuel requirements
[BASA-CB-72952] . p0678 N71-34648
Aerodynamic and flight characteristics of supersonic
aircraft and spacecraft motion in planetary
gravitational fields
fAD-726580] p0683 N71-35224
Jet aircraft measurements of galactic cosmic
radiation dose and comparison with theoretical
values lor supersonic flights
fUCRL-20209] p0728 H71-38552
SOPEBSONIC AIEFOILS
Shock wave interaction between supersonic airfoils,
slender bodies, and thin wings and plane shock
wave
[VTH-158] p0578 N71-30321
Minimum drag airfoil shape solutions with supersonic
flow and turbulent boundary layers for given chord
length and heat transfer rate
[AD-726767] p0708 N71-36409
SOPEBSONIC BOOHD&RY LAYERS
Supersonic laminar boundary layer structure near
convex corners for large turning angles
p0004 A71-10461
Plate critical surface temperature in case of
stabilization by supersonic boundary layer cooling
p0137 A71-16852
Interaction theory for supersonic separated and
reattaching turbulent boundary layers, comparing
to real flow past compression ramp
[ilAA PAPER 71-128] p0153 A71-18572
Supersonic turbulent boundary layer density profile
over flat plate at single Reynolds number, using
Hach-Zender interferometer
p0287 A71-24270
Supersonic boundary layer flow profile distortion
due to oblique shock durinq separation
p0291 A71-24592
Heat and mass transfer in supersonic laminar
boundary layers with light gas injection, deriving
approximate solution for binary mixture flow with
variable fluid properties
p0299 A71-25097
Interaction theory for supersonic separated and
reattaching turbulent boundary layers, comparinq
to real flow past compression ramp
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fiUAA PAPER 71-128] p03U6 A71-25U76
Reattachment angle of supersonic laminar mixed
boundary layer, usinq revolution model Kith
Reynolds number allowance
P0351 A71-26194
Supersonic boundary layer transition on adiabatic
wall, discussing vind tunnel size, surface
rouqhness and freestream disturbances effects
C A I A A PAPER 70-586] poses A7i-2755a
SOPERSOHIC COHBOSTIOH
Supersonic and subsonic combustion modes in constant
area ramjet combustors, deriving dimensionless
parameter for varying flow ratios as combustion
stability criterion
[ASHE PAPER 70-WA/AV-4] p0078 A71-14148
Supersonic combustion ramjet engine with liquid fuel
infection, considering atomization process and
ignition criteria
p0133 S71-16531
Supersonic staggered gutter colander combustion
system for plenum chamber burning on hiqh bypass
Peqasus turbofan engine of Harrier VIOL aircraft,
noting performance improvement
pOU10 A71-287i»3
Honograph on hypersonic shock tunnel supersonic
combustion research techniques covering test
facilities, optical and electromagnetic flow
measurement methods, etc
P0423 A71-29578
Supersonic hydrogen diffusion flames ignition aids
at near-thermal self ignition point, discussing
catalytically induced prereactions
p0497 A7 1-32718
Supersonic combustion and burning rates of
stoichiometric hydrogen mixtures in ramjet engines
rAD-716855] ' P0336 N71-21634
Supersonic combustion, fuel injection, and
recirculation in hydrogen hypersonic external
combustion at flat plates and bodies of revolution
rDLR-FB-70-64] P0374 N71-22129
SUPEfiSONIC COHBUSTION HAHJET EHGINES
Composite propulsion systems including Turbo-
Bao-Scramjet. Ejector Ramjet, Hyperjet and
Bi-liguid Ramjet Rocket
p0089 A71-15285
Double obligue shock inlet scrarojet model
development as test bed for instrumentation and
hydrogen fuel supersonic combustion experiments
p0296 A71-2U862
Heater and no2zle design of ON5BA/S4MA hypersonic
wind tunnel for supersonic combustion ramjet tests
fONERA-TP-924] pOS53 A71-36017
Hypersonic air transportation based on supersonic
combustion ramjet development, discussing economic
feasibility
p0595 A71-37124
Simulation of supersonic ramjet combustion chaaber
in shock tunnel
p0385 N71-22630
Mixing o hydiroqen downstream from multiple
injectors normal to supersonic jet flow, for
supe.vsonic combustion on ramjet engines
[L-7896] S7 1-34274
SOPBBSOHIC COBBUSTIOH B4HJET BISSIIE
U SHPEESOHIC COKBUSTIOK B A3 JET ESGISES
SDPEBSOHIC COHHEBCIAL ilB TBAHSPOBT
NT BOSI11G 2707 AIRCRAFT
NT 111-114 AIRCRAFT
Free wave reflection measurements of normal acoustic
impedance of ground surfaces in relation to shock
waves froa large supersonic comoercia.t aircraft
PGC68 A-M-13278
Commercial supersonic flight, investigating air
pollution and alleged climate and weather
modification effects due to principal exhaust
products
p021U A71-21321
Heteoroloqical problems of operation of commercial
supersonic aircraft, including sonic booiu
intensity and extent
CCASO: VAPF.B 72/7] pOSCI A71-37597
Evacuation tests from 280-passenqer SST mock-up
through different type exits
fFAA-AH-70-19] p0313 1171-19812
Cost estimations, noise constraints, and
supercritical wing compatibility in optimization
or turbofan engines lor Hach 0.90 to Kach 0.98
comnercial air transports
rilASA-TS-X-67906) pG641 N71-33246
SOPERSOBIC COHPRESSORS
Supersonic compressor performance, discussing shock
and dump losses and wave structure model errors
p0297 A71-2K869
Analytical model of compressor sensitivity to
transient and distorted transient flows,
considering inlet duct, compressor stages and
combustor up to turbine nozzles
[AIAA PAPEH 71-670] p0441 A71-30734
Supersonic cylindrical freon compressor with low
blade height for elementary compression and flow
visualization aerodynamic and thermodynafflic tests
pOStl A71-35167
Normal shock existence in blade spacings of rotor
and guide vanes of axial flow supersonic
compressor as function of pressure nonuniformity
p0661 A71-41813
Semi-empirical determination of adiabatic efficiency
of supersonic compressor stage
[AD-715005] p0245 N71-18036
SUPBHSOHIC DIFPDSEBS
Pseudoshock mechanism model, explaining supersonic
diffuser main flow, static pressure increase and
decrease alternately and wall increase
monotonously
p0020 A71-11870
Started supersonic axisymoetric parallel diffuser,
examining wall static pressure and heat transfer
p0099 A71-15U89
Air inlet for simulation of shock wave separated
flow in supersonic diffusers, deriving pressure
variation profile along free boundary
p0116 A71-29175
Viscous slipstream flow downstream of triple shock
wave intersection in supersonic diffuser air flow,
usinq Pitot and static pressure probe measurements
' p0660 A71-40981
Flow distribution and performance of supersonic vane
diffusers for centrifugal compressors
tHASA-TT-F-13128.1 p0112 H71-12S«1
Oscillating interaction of turbulent boundary layers
and shock waves in supersonic diffusers
p0309 N71-19496
Hechanical feasibility and aerodynamic effectiveness
of rotating vaneless diffuser
[AD-71637C] p0310 N71-19558
SOPEBSONIC DRAG
Aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airfrarae-propulsion systems of transport and
oilitary aircraft
fAGAHD-CP-71-71] P0301 N71-19353
Swept wing body configurations for reduced drag at
supersonic speed
p0301 N71-19358
Aerodynamic configuration effects of propulsion
system integration into supersonic transport
design
p030M K71-19373
SOPEHSOHIC FLIGHT
Statics and aerodynamics of lifting decelerators
/parawings and sailwings/ at supersonic and
hypersonic speuds
[AIAA PAPEB 68-945] pOOIC A71-10927
Soviet book on meteorological conditions and
supersonic aircraft flight covering atmospheric
composition and structure, temperature
distribution, wind effects, etc
p0029 7171-128UO
Radiological risks of cosmic radiation during high
altitude supersonic flights, .considering galactic,
solar and incident particles in aircraft
atpjosphere
pC06« A71-13099
Jet engine contribution to lift at supersonic flight
velocities via air mass heating, studying three
dinensio&al flow with heat supply and stream
deflection
p0190 A71-19746
Concorde airworthiness requirements and Air
Registration Board participation in flight test
program, considering supersonic .flight
characteristics
P0276 A71-23579
Supersonic flight path curvature effects on local
shock wave production, considering no boom zone
anil qrounfl rules
pC35« A71-26310
Subsonic and supersonic airline operations,
restraints, considering noise, air pollution and
A-442
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inadequate airport facilities
PC35B A71-26870
Annular vaporizing coabust.ion chamber vith film
cooling, determining flame temperature under
supersonic flight conditions
pG<J11 A71-28749
Supersonic aircraft propulsion by external heat
addition, discussing numerical method for suitable
caret wing design
P0543 A71-35398
Sonic aircraft boon propagation analysis for
horizontal flight in unperturbed atmosphere
pCOSC H71-11036
Numerical determination of aerodynamic coefficients
for thin supersonic vings at various angles of
attack
fHASA-TT-F-13521] pC258 N71-18987
Dynamics and control of supersonic propulsion
systems
p0309 N71-19462
Accelerated supersonic motion of plane at finite
angle of attack
riJAS6-TT-F-13525] pC391 N71-23278
Clear air turbulence in stratosphere and effects on
veather formation, atmospheric physics, and
supersonic flights
fJPBS-53133] pOH69 N71-25746
Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle control system
comprising elevons with hinge line sweep and free
of adverse aerodynamic cross coupling
rNASA-CASE-XLA-08967 ] pC515 N71-27088
Hind tunnel models for sonic boom simulation at high
Mach numbers
P0525 N71-28377
Low Mach nunber supersonic flight data on sonic boom
signatures at cutoff Mach number
P0525 N71-28381
Aircraft design, flight characteristics, and
atmospheric effects on sonic boom during
supersonic and hypersonic flight
p0585 K71-307S7
SUPERSONIC FLOW
Supersonic overexpanded jet flow past cone,
determining impingement point by method of
characteristics
p0007 A71-10613
Wing-body interference in supersonic inviscid flow,
extending Stewartson approach to arbitrary smooth
convex cylinder
p0008 A71-107711
Supersonic and transonic flow including effects of
pressure oscillations within cavity, predicting
rectangular cavities drag from mathematical model
P0010 &71-1C931
Skew panels with in-plane forces under yawed
supersonic flow, calculating flutter by matrix
displacement methods
pC011 A71-10939
Circular cone with cross shaped wings in supersonic
flow, determining flow characteristics, velocities
and pressure
pOC21 A71-11958
wing computation in steady or unsteady supersonic
flow, using network, inverse discrete and
numerical inversion methods
pOC64 A71-13129
Aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft in steady
and unsteady supersonic flow by analog electrical
method, including wing-fuselage interactions
pOOSU A71-13130
Thin plane wings with nixed leading edges, applying
linearized supersonic flow theory
POG79 A71-1<t241
Soviet papers on working processes in aircraft
engines covering gas flow, liquid injection,
nozzles, gas turbines and supersonic flow
p0079 A71-14251
Plane and wedge shaped airfoil profiles of variable
thickness, deriving stability in bilateral
supersonic air flow
p0081 A71-1U365
Turbulent base pressure on conical afterbodies in
supersonic axisymaetric flow, including initial
direction effect
fAIAA PAPEB 70-555] p0082 A71-1U45C
Inviscifl binary gas mixture steady supersonic two
dimensional flow past convex corner, taking into
account spontaneous condensation
p0082 A71-1U559
Interaction between supersonic flow and transverse
sonic or supersonic jet blown perpendicular to
main stream through circular hole in wall
P0083 A71-14572
Analog and digital methods for interactions between
aircraft lifting elements in steady or unsteady
supersonic flow
[OHEBA-TP-8501 p0090 A71-15358
Supersonic flow past notch in lateral body surface
or in two closely lying coaxial bodies, applying
turbulent jet theory to separation zone
pB10C A7';-15626
Turbulent boundary layer separation at low
supersonic Mach numbers based on blowdown wind
tunnel tests
p0134 A71-16582
Supersonic flow field around flat plate at various
angles of attack, comparing Brieden and Lighthill
approximations
P0135 A71-16713
German monograph on ignition and combustion
processes in rapidly flowing gas mixtures covering
supersonic flow, ramjet parameters, flow heating,
etc
p0137 A71-16900
Supersonic flow field downstream of turbofan
aircraft engine fan nozzle over bodies of
revolution, using boundary layer theory and method
of characteristics
p0138 A71-17150
Initial structure of wing-body interaction in steady
inviscid supersonic flow, obtaining asymptotic
expansion from canonical problem solution
p01U1 471-17219
Slender, conical, plane and cambered wing-body
combinations with different volume distributions
in supersonic flow, comparing experimental with
theoretical aerodynamic characteristics
PC1<J1 A71-17U18
Shock wave bisector rule improvement, applying to
asymptotic behavior of bow shock attached to
airfoil in two dimensional supersonic flow
P01H2 A71-17420
Supersonic axisyrametric wake-like and two
dimensional shear nonuniforo free stream flows
effects on inviscid flow fields and aerodynamic
coefficients of sharp and spherically blunted
cones
[AIAA PAPEB 71-51] p0151 A71-18512
Three dimensional inviscid supersonic flow fields
with primary and embedded shock and expansion
waves determined over and behind wings and
wing-body configurations
CAIiA PAPER 71-99] p0153 A71-18551
Unsteady supersonic aerodynamic coefficients
evaluation to desired kinematic consistency level
using finite element method
[AIAA PAPER 71-177] p015« A71-18616
Intensified molecular diffusion during turbulent
mixing of supersonic slipstreams in cylindrical
mixing chamber, using optical Prudnikov method
p0189 A71-19733
Shock wave interaction with wedge moving at
supersonic speed, calculating geometry of regions
formed intersecting wavefronts
p0190 A71-197II1
Viscosity effects on three dimensional supersonic
flow around circular half cones on flat plate,
examining turbulent boundary layer separation
p0190 A71-19T43
Supersonic air flow pattern over rectangular
indentations on plane and axisymmetric surfaces,
examining static pressure and adiabatic
temperature distributions
p0190 A71-19740
Jet engine contribution to lift at supersonic flight
velocities via air mass heating, studying three
dimensional flow with heat supply and stream
deflection
P0190 A71-197II6
Inverse boundary value problems in
hydroaeromechanics, involving profile construction
from given velocity or pressure distribution and
supersonic flow boundaries determination
p0197 A71-20078
Surface construction of body of revolution in
supersonic gas flow from distribution of velocity
vector modulus along generatrix of body, using
Frankl method of characteristics
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P0198 A71-20389
Multilink approximation of Chaplygin function in
subsonic and supersonic flow regions, deriving
coupling conditions relative to modified stream
function at approximation nodes
P0198-A71-20090
Flutter analysis of stressed flat siraply supported
skew panels in supersonic flow, using small
deflection thin plate theory
P0209 A71-21302
Hanqinq shock wave in small supersonic flow p<*st
profile with broken generatrix in plane ideal gas
P0217 A71-21S72
Laser Doppier velocimetric technique for supersonic
flow particle trajectory and density measurements,
noting particle laq
TAIAft PAPER 71-287] p0220 A71-22010
Flow lines construction in -two dimensional
supersonic flow region with rarefaction waves
interaction from several disturbance sources
PG223 A71-22052
Three dimensional laminar boundary layer on cone at
incidence in supersonic flow evaluated by pressure
distribution technique, comparing heat transfer.
Pitot probe measurements, etc
f&ISA PAPER 70-U3] p0264 A71-22C88
Liquid properties effect on secondary infection froio
spray nozzle, determining jet penetration in
supersonic stream by scattered light and schlieren
photographs
PC26U A71-22089
Interaction flowfieId of two dimensional supersonic
airstream with transversely injected jets of
various gases, presenting wall static pressure,
qas concentration and temperature measurements
P0265 A71-22111
Turbulence properties in supersonic flow,
considerinq modes with vorticity, entropy and
acoustic aspects
P0277 A71-23603
Supersonic flow separation around cross shaped
horizontal tail plane with subsonic leading edge,
obtaining pressure distribution and aerodynamic
characteristics
P0277 A71-236C8
Plane sandwich plates in supersonic gas flow,
investigating aeroelastic stability, transverse
shear flexibility and axial loads
P0277 A71-236C9
Mach cones reflection at thin wing subsonic leading
edges in supersonic flow, considering axial
disturbance velocity and pressure distributions
PC277 A71-23616
Delta wing of symmetrical thickness and optimum
variable geometry for two supersonic cruising
speeds
p0277 A71-23617
Vortex layer near circular cone surface in
supersoni-" axisymmetric steady, flow of homogeneous
invisci»? gas
p0289 A71-2H372
Linear theory of weakly perturbed supersonic plane
axisymmetric flows of gas-particles mixture,
deriving partial differential eguation for
perturbation potential
pC289 A71-2U373
Backward facing step in confined supersonic two
dimensional flow, investigating turbulent shear
layer reattachraent
p0292 A71-2U622
Nonlinear forced vibrations of aeroelastic plate in
two dimensional supersonic flow under harmonic
pressure near critical Mach number
p0292 A71-246U3
Cylindrical shells panel flutter analysis for
internal stress and supersonic flow, considering
still air buckling data useful for determining
buckling loads
CAIAA PAPER 71-328] p0342 A71-25308
Breakup mechanism of liguid sheets and jets in
supersonic gas stream, using spark
photomicrographs and high speed raovies
p0345 A71-25U71
Shielded fine wire probe for total temperature rapid
measurement in high speed flows, discussing
construction and theoretical considerations
p(W7 A71-25528
Steady supersonic isoenergetic flow of thermally and
calorically perfect gas past circular cones at
zoro angle of attack, using dimensional
perturbation method
p0358 A71-26939
Two phase supersonic barotropic flow with solid
particles around thin profile with allowance for
elastic particle collisions
p0362 A71-27U5C
Turboaiachine blade cascades in supersonic flow,
notinq wave configurations, entropy and counter
pressure variations
P0363 A71-27475
Particle interaction with wedge surface in
supersonic two phase flow, determining incidence
coordinates and collision frequency as function of
initial conditions
P0368 A71-27665
Unsteady flow downwash behind finite span slender
winq during supersonic motion at finite Strouhal
numbers
PC368 A71-27697
Wing thickness optimal distribution for minimum wave
drag in supersonic flow at'zero'angle of attack
for given planforo, using Ritz method at lower
Hach numbers
P0417 A71-29222
Heat transfer within resonant cavities at subsonic
and supersonic flow, discussing wind tunnels, test
procedures and data reduction
fASHE PAPER 71-FE-9] p0421 A71-29150
Turbulent skin friction and heat transfer prediction
on flat plates and wind tunnel walls at supersonic
and hypersonic Hach numbers, using Van Driest
theory
P0429 A71-29868
Supersonic mass flux probe description, discussinq
inlet geometry, angle of attack and Reynolds and
Mach numbers effects on performance
P0429 A71-29925
Plowfield production by fluid injection into
supersonic crossflow, occurring with liquid/gas
jet control of vehicle with combustion ram-Jets
[AIAA PAPER 71-728] p04U2 A71-30775
Pisa University Aeronautical Institute activities
/1960-1970/, considering supersonic and subsonic
flow research, thin stiffened shells fatigue under
coapressive or tensile loads, etc
pOQftft A71-30822
Supersonic potential flow at large distance from
slender body of revolution at angle of attack,
.deriving nonlinear partial differential equations
system
p0479 A71-31170
Near field flow pattern of inclined slender body of
revolution, using Whitham far field theory of
supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 71-626] pOU83 A71-31554
Inviscid supersonic flow field structure over blunt
delta wing, determining attack angle effects on
shock layer surface pressure distributions and
streamline patterns
fAIAA PAPER 71-596] pOU85 A71-31576
Surface liguid film wave motion effect on air
supersonic turbulent boundary layer flow field,
discussinq film thickness, heat transfer rates and
wall temperatures
[AIAA PAPER 71-623] pOU95 A71-325UU
Sonic boom phenomena, discussing supersonic flow
near aircraft, atmospheric propagation,
distortion, focusing, caustics, turbulence effects
and reduction
p0495 A71-32566
Two vortex model for downwash variations in
supersonic flow past thin delta wing with
separation at leading edges
p0533 A71-3H190
Stream lines construction in meridional plane of
blade nozzle annular cascades of steam and gas
turbines in subsonic and supersonic flow
p0534 A71-34446
Negative pressure gradient effect on separation of
supersonic flow over notches, comparing theory
with wind tunnel determination
p0538 A71-34898
Flow distribution behind laminar boundary layer
separation point in supersonic flow, calculating
plateau region pressure
p0546 A71-35629
Turbulent boundary layer interaction with supersonic
outer flow behind step, calculating pressure
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distribution, momentum thickness and friction
p0546 &71-35631
Finite difference method application to three
dimensional boundary layer calculation on sphere-
segment surfaces in supersonic flow
p0546 471-35632
Supersonic flow past V-shaped wings nith leading
edges, applying method of establishment to space
variable for pressure distribution
p0547 471-35617
Pressures, velocities and aerodynamic
characteristics of supersonic flow aronnd slender
delta wings with forced asymmetry and separation
at leading edges
p0554 471-36134
Supersonic flow past thin delta wings with finite
velocities at leading edges, noting wing
deformation to avoid cornet vortices appearance
p0555 471-36181
Supersonic flow field computation for wing-body
combinations by shock-capturing finite difference
techniques, discussing improvement based on
Runge-Kutta method
P0556 471-36303
Dynamic parameters of supersonic flow incident on
conical bodies at large angles of attack,
considering flow field and entropy distribution
P0556 471-36328
V shaped conical wing in supersonic and hypersonic
flow with shock attached to leading edge,
investigating complex wave system with time
dependent and analytical methods
p0556 471-36339
Slender wing lift in supersonic flow, analyzing
suction force on leading edge and viscosity and
nonlinear effects
p0560 471-36677
Supersonic flow past steady and oscillating blunt
bodies of revolution, using singularity
transformation and series truncation methods
p0603 471-37878
French monograph on laminar boundary layer on
circular cone at angle of incidence in supersonic
stream, calculating separation from parabolic
equations by numerical integration
p0609 471-38617
Supersonic and hypersonic viscous gas flows with
boundary layer induced pressure gradients,
investigating disturbance upstream propagation by
asymptotic theory
p0657 471-40680
Slender body of revolution in supersonic and
subsonic air flow, calculating boundary conditions
with Lagrange formulation
p0660 471-40963
Two dimensional supersonic flow pattern, velocity
and loss in shock waves in front of blade cascade
p0664 471-11842
Windward injection into supersonic stream at angle
of attack, minimizing vortex disruption
p0670 471-42787
Flow angularity prediction near supersonic fuselage
forebody with arbitrary cross section and zero
sideslip, using small perturbation theory
[4144 P4PBR 71-996] p0700 471-44588
Flare induced laminar boundary layer/shock wave
interactions on axisymmetric bodies at zero
incidence in supersonic flow under adiabatic
conditions
p07C1 471-44604
4pproximate solution for position and strength of
shock waves about cones in steady supersonic flow
p07C2 471-14624
Boundary layer transition studies of several pointed
bodies of revolution at supersonic speeds
rHAS4-TN-D-6063] p0053 N71-11520
nach 2 slender wing boundary layer effects on
Concorde aircraft engine inlets
[4KC-CP-11223 pC171 N71-15708
Turbulent boundary layer and skin friction on
axisymioetric bodies in subsonic and supersonic
flow
[4RC-H/B-36331 pC171 H71-15804
4erodynamic characteristics of flow field about
axisymmetric and two dimensional bodies in
supersonic flow
[4D-7139171 p0176 H71-16309
Combustion chemistry and mixing in supersonic flow
f4D-714109] pOISO N71-16886
Investigating supersonic viscous gas flov around
blunt bodies
p0225 H71-16902
Rectangular and caret wing sails in supersonic and
hypersonic turbulent flow for hypersonic vehicles
[&RC-R/B-3624] p0228 H71-17103
Transonic and supersonic dynamic stability
characteristics of variable sweep wing tactical
fighter aircraft
[N4S4-TM-X-2163] p0236 S71-17425
Supersonic flow with separated shock wave past wedge
shaped profile
[N4S4-TT-F-13169] p0237 H71-17143
Feasibility evaluation on optical probing of
supersonic aerodynamic turbulence with statistical
correlation
[H4S4-TN-D-6077] p0237 H71-17444
Dependence of aerodynamic coefficients on maximum
thickness and length of axisymmetric bodies in
supersonic flow
[DLR-PB-70-54] p0250 H71-18444
Mathematical model for aircraft lifting surface
interference in steady or unsteady supersonic flow
[ONEH4-TP-850] p0251 N71-18462
Optimization of interferences between aircraft
components in supersonic flow
p0301 S71-19356
Mass-flux probe as useful diagnostic tool in high
Hach number and high enthalpy flows
[N4S4-TK-X-52974] p0312 N71-19699
Proceedings for symposium on viscous interaction
phenomena in supersonic and hypersonic flow
[4D-714362] p0314 N71-19830
Supersonic, turbulent boundary layer interaction
with compression corner at very high Reynolds
number
[N4S4-CR-117052] p0315 N71-19834
Roll-control effectiveness of spoiler configurations
on aircraft model with variable sweep wings at
supersonic speeds
[N4S4-TH-X-2165] p0321 1171-20126
Jet to free-stream dynamic pressure ratio effects on
penetration and mixing of hydrogen injected normal
to supersonic airstreams
fN4S4-TN-D-6114] p0324 N71-20195
Normal or oblique plane detonation waves producing
combustion products in supersonic flow
C4RC-R/B-3638] p0332 N71-20938
Numerical method for calculating steady asymmetrical
supersonic flow past pointed conical bodies at yaw
p0333 1171-21269
4nalysis of supersonic and hypersonic flow of
inviscid ideal gas over conical wings with sharp
leading edges and attached shock waves by three
dimensional method of characteristics
[N4S4-CK-1738] p0386 N71-22672
Numerical solution of mixed supersonic and subsonic
steady wake flows by time-dependent method
p0386 N71-22674
Finite difference method for calculating inviscid
flow field around supersonic/hypersonic space
shuttle
p0472 N71-26056
Computerized simulation of shock waves and flow
fields behind supersonic edge delta wings and
wing-body combinations
p0523 N71-28365
numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads on wing and
tail surfaces with oscillations in unsteady
supersonic and subsonic flov including
interference lift
C4G&RD-CP-80-71-PT-1] P0566 N71-29333
4erodynamic load predicting for control surfaces in
unsteady supersonic and subsonic flow
p0566 N71-29334
Box collocation method for calculating aerodynamic
loads on tandem delta wings with oscillations in
supersonic flow
p0567 N71-29337
4erodynamic drag of many bodies of revolution in
supersonic flow
[DIR-FB-71-04] p0578 N71-30325
Hypersonic and supersonic angle of attack flow about
asymmetric and axisymmetric bluet bodies based on
time dependent finite difference theory and method
of characteristics
[N4S4-TN-D-6283] p0589 N71-31207
Influence of artifically induced turbulence upon
boundary layer transition in supersonic flows
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CAD-723322] p0593 N71-31586
Linear formulation of aeroelastic stability of plane
sandwich-type structures placed in current of
supersonic gas
CN4SA-TT-F-13778] p0630 N71-32t52
Solvinq exact gas dynamic eguations for supersonic
flows far from axis of slender lifting bodies
[NASA-TN-D-6UU6] p0633 N71-32792
Pressure distributions on planar delta vings
attached to cylindrical bodies in supersonic flow
- theoretical results for sonic leading edge,
angle of attack case
[HBE-TH-HSA-186] p0616 N71-33699
Second order slender wing theory for calculating
supersonic flow over low aspect ratio wings with
subsonic leading edges and leading edge separation
[N4S4-CB-1860] p0673 N71-31I004
Development of near-field method for determining
supersonic flow properties about bodies of
revolution
[N4S4-TN-D-6508] p0709 N71-36U13
Method of lines technique for computing flow field
about conical configurations at incidence in
supersonic flow
CN4SA-TB-B-37«] p0713 1171-36697
numerical analysis of two-dimensional steady gas
flow around thin symmetrical wings and s-hock wave
formation during transition from sonic to
supersonic flow
[AD-7278514] p0721 N71-37850
SOPEBSOHIC FLOS INLETS
D SDPEESOHIC INLETS
SOPEESOHIC PLOTTEB
Skew panels with in-plane forces under yawed
supersonic flow, calculating flutter by matrix
displacement methods
p0011 471-10939
Botary inertia effect on critical dynamic pressure
parameters and supersonic flutter of in- plane
loaded sandwich plates
p019l A71-19887
Lifting surfaces supersonic-hypersonic flutter at
angle of attack determined by shock expansion,
Newtonian flow and local flow piston theory[AIAA PAPER 71-327] p03U2 A71-25307
Height minimization of semiinfinite flat sandwich
panel at constant dynamic pressure in supersonic •
flow subject to flutter constraint, using finite
element model
[AIAA PAPER 71-330] pC342 A71-2531D
Flatter analysis of clamped thin skew panels with
midplane forces in supersonic flow, using Galerkin
method
P0357 A71-26766
Supersonic flutter analysis of clamped skew panels
with in-plane forces by Galerkin method, using two
dimensional static approximation for aerodynamic
loading
pdtt39 A71-30607
Cylindrical membrane aeroelastic stability and
flutter analysis at high supersonic or low
hypersonic Kach numbers
P0491 A71-32019
Aluminum panel flutter tests at supersonic Hach
numbers
tHASA-CR-1837] p0521 N71-28161
Supersonic panel flutter and aerodynamic load stress
analysis of finite cylindrical shells based on
Galerkin method and aeroelastic eguilibrium
eguations
[AD-722HU7] PC589 K71-31183
SBPERS08IC BEAT TRANSFER
Conical body laminar boundary layer heat transfer
problem in supersonic flow, using guasi-
linearization and implicit finite difference
method
p0099 A71-1SU87
Heat transfer in base type supersonic laminar and
transitional separated flows
[AD-7103U7] p0035 N71-10219
Comparison of flat plate sharp and blunt edge
effects on heat transfer in supersonic flow and
heat transfer coefficient dependence on Reynolds
number
[AD-717825] p0375 N71-22156
SDPERSOHIC IHLETS
Double obligue shock inlet scramjet model
development as test bed for instrumentation and
hydrogen fuel supersonic combustion experiments
p0296 471-2U862
Supersonic conical inlet additive drag formula,
using flow data in freestream
p0296 471-21866
Supersonic inlet turbojet engine compatibility tests
in wind tunnels, using light panels and Summation
Device analysis
p0103 471-28032
Engine surge pressure transients in mixed-
compression supersonic inlet, describing scale
wind tunnel model simulation and measurement
techniques
[AIAA PAPEB 71-671] pOOU1 471-30735
Supersonic aircraft shape for shock waves
m'iniiaization based on channel configuration with
converging inlet and, diverging outlet section
p0699 A71-IJ1572
Servosystem design of high-response multislotted
bypass valving system for supersonic inlets
[NASA-TN-D-6081] p0051 N71-11061
Coupled supersonic inlet-engine control using
overboard bypass doors and engine speed to control
normal shock position
[HAS4-TN-D-6019] p0117 N71-13080
Numerical study on controlling dynamic properties of
supersonic inlet using bypass bleed
[NAS4-TN-D-61<tU] p0161 N71-1U669
Dynamics and control of supersonic propulsion
systems
p0309 B71-19H62
Effect of circumferential, radial, and combined
pressure distortions on stall margin of J-85
engine
[ NASA-IB-X-2239] p0329 N71-20766
Hind tunnel tests for instantaneous and dynamic
analysis of effects of time-variant distortions
produced in supersonic inlet on 085-GE-13 turbojet
engine
[NASA-IB-X-67821] pOUOl N71-23927
Wind tunnel tests to determine Hach 2.5 performance
of bicone inlet with internal focused compression
and 10-percent internal contraction
f NASA-TH-X-22911] pO*70 S71-25872
Wind tunnel tests of supersonic propulsion inlet,
engine and exhaust nozzles
[N4SA-TH-X-67870] p0531 N71-289(»6
Design and characteristics of supersonic inlet
controls for minimizing inlet unstarts
[NASA-TN-D-6U08] p0576 N71-30C72
In-flight F-111 data on total and static pressure
from left inlet during automatically scheduled and
manually controlled off-schedule positioning of
spike at Bach 0.68 to 2.18
tBASA-TB-D-6490] p0640 N71-33211
Device for controlling terminal shock waves in
supersonic inlets
[NASA-CASE-LEH-11188-1 ] p067« N71-31017
Noise reduction studies involving variable geometry
inlet guide vanes for choking using two-sector
cascade apparatus with three inlet configurations
[NASA-TH-X-2392] p0718 N71-37601
Technique for relating transient tolerances in inlet
throat Hach number and shock position to
supersonic unstart frequency due to atmospheric
turbulence for supersonic inlet design
[NASA-CR-114372] p0723 N71-37835
SOPEBSONIC JET FLOW
Plane supersonic overexpanded jet interaction with
obstacle, using hodographs for flow pattern
construction
pOOOl 471-10(125
Parallel nonuniform supersonic flow of two coaxial
gas jets past sphere
p0083 471-14562
Interaction between supersonic flow and transverse
sonic or supersonic jet blown perpendicular to
main stream through circular hole in wall
p0083 471-114572
Axisymoetric supersonic overexpanded ideal gas jet
calculation, using finite difference method based
on buildup principle
pOC83 A71-W73
Supersonic jet-bounded subsonic wake interactions,
determining recirculation zone boundaries
p0136 A71-168K8
Supersonic jet noise problem, discussing eddy- Kach
wave radiation source mechanism from nonlinear
streamwise development of inviscid instability
waves in turbulent mixing layer
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fAIAA PAPEB 71-150] pC15<l 671-18592
Finite amplitude waves from supersonic jet,
discussing pressure fluctuations measurement for
explaining wave patterns visible on spark
shadowgraphs
[AIAA PAPER 71-151] p015t A71-18593
Near and far noise fields from coaxial interacting
supersonic jet flovs
fAIAA PAPEB 71-152] pC154 A71-18591
Closing shock position in supersonic underexpanded
single and two phase jets, determining liquid
phase concentration effects on (lach number and
nozzle pressure in wind tunnel
p0217 471-21925
Supersonic and subsonic jets coexistence in
rectilinear constant section duct, characterizing
flow boundaries by pressure readings and Schlieren
flow visualization
p0277 A71-23605
Screech noise generation by supersonic jet
impingement on flat plate, discussing jet
disintegration mechanism with resultant shock wave
oscillations
1
 p03«6 171-25521
Analytical predictions of supersonic jet noise,
considering acoustic intensity, directivity,
refraction, convection and peak Strouhal number[ A I A A P A P E R 7i-58t] pC"»85 471-31572
Supersonic jet interaction with turbulent wake,
calculating plane and axisymmetric flow behind
body butt face
p05U6 A71-3563C
Hethod of characteristics application to supersonic
jet and nozzle gas flow with allowance for
equilibrium and noneguilibrium condensation
p0547 A71-35636
Photographic study of colliding underexpanded and
normally expanded supersonic jets in two-wind-
tunnel assembly with atmospheric static working
pressure
p055U A71-36118
Acoustic radiation of supersonic jet toward nozzle
exit section, plotting pressure pulsations vs
active/passive pressure ratio
p0551 471-36122
Two dimensional, supersonic mixing of hydrogen
injected from wall slot into airstream
[NASA-CR-1793] p0321 N71-20127
Analytic functions and fluid mechanics for noise
propagation in supersonic jet exhaust flow
rNASA-CB-1818] pOSIt N71-27028
SOPEBSOHIC HOZZLES
Jet engine liguid fuel wall layer combustion
stimulation by repeated oxidizer injection into
supersonic section of nozzle
pOOSO A71-1U256
Small curvature radius/throat.radius ratio
supersonic nozzles mass flow rate coefficients at
high Reynolds numbers, appraising isentropic flow
prediction methods
p0191 A71-19877
Optimal design of rigid unadjustable contour for
supersonic nozzle, taking into account vehicle
flight conditions
p0217 A71-21865
Ar condensation onset location in supersonic nozzles
for nuclear space propulsion systems, using
supercooled vapor pressure measurements beyond
saturation point
p0288 A71-2U328
Supersonic gas turbine nozzles with condensed
particles, determining optimal contour geometries
by direct variational procedures
p0290 A71-21379
Supersonic propelling nozzle optimal parameters for
maximum thrust coefficient, discussing nozzle
control and efficiency
p036U A71-2750U
Viscous flow in supersonic de Laval nozzle,
measuring gas density and rotational temperatures
by electron beam technignes
tAlAA PAPEB 70-810] p0366 A71-27555
Method of characteristics application to supersonic
jet and nozzle gas flow with allowance for
eguilibrium and noneguilibrium condensation
p05l)7 A71-35636
Optimal design of rigid unadjustable contour for
supersonic nozzle, taking into account aircraft
flight conditions variation
pC613 A71-3936I4
Supersonic propulsion system inlet, engine and
exhaust nozzle in wind tunnel and flight tests,
discussing boundary layer effects on performance
p0695 A71-13599
Two dimensional supersonic variable area nozzle
geometry calculation as function of Mach number
p0696 A71-U1071
Hethod of finite differences used for supersonic
nozzle design
[AD-716026] P<>312 H71-19709
SOPEBSOHIC PBESSUBE DISTRIBUTION
D PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
U SOPEESO11IC FLOW
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
Turbulent separation and reattachment at
turbomachine blade trailing edge at supersonic
speeds, discussing various flow models
p0066 A71-131H2
Strong blast wave interaction and transient pressure
on conical slender supersonic bodies
pCOP6 A71-11I979
Short rotor blade span supersonic fan for pressure
wave forward propagation elimination, obtaining
acoustic and aerodynamic characteristics
CAIAA PAPER 71-182] pC155 A71-18621
Turbulent wakes from subsonic-hypersonic bodies for
downstream mean flow predictions analysis,
considering eddy viscosity function
p0289 A71-2t338
Interference loading linear prediction on aircraft
stores at supersonic speeds, considering flow
field due to jet fighter bomber
p0598 A71-3729C
Comparison of spherical and triangular boundary
layer trips on flat plate at supersonic speed
[SASA-TH-X-2116] p0123 N71-13763
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - supersonic
[HiSA-TN-D-7018] p0177 K71-16535
Viscous drag on variable sweep wings and wedges at
supersonic and hypersonic speeds
rABC-R/H-3623] pC228 1171-17109
Calculation methods for wing-body interference drag
on supersonic aircraft in stationary or
nonstationary flow
p0302 H71-19362
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of rocket
vehicle model with low-aspect ratio wing and tail
surfaces
[HASA-TH-X-2159] p0323 H71-20181
Besonant cavity heat transfer in turbulent, subsonic
and supersonic speeds including resonance effects
p0327 H71-20SHO
Design, fabrication and static testing of attached
inflatable decelerator models for supersonic wind
tunnel evaluation
[BASA-CB-111831] p0383 S71-22538
Hind tunnel investigation of lift-induced sonic boom
characteristics of two simple wing models at Hach
numbers from 2.3 to 1.63
[SASA-TU-D-6201] p0388 H71-23125
Rind tunnel investigation of hypersonic transport
model aerodynamic characteristics at Bach numbers
to 6 - graphs
[SiSA-TB-D-6191] p0389 B71-23127
Effects of nose bluntness on static aerodynamic
characteristics of cruciform wing missile at Hach
1.50 to 2.86
[SASA-TM-X-2289] p058S N71-30813
Pressure distribution near center line of trailing
edges of delta wings and conical bodies at high
supersonic speeds
CABC-CP-1153] p0635 H71-32868
High altitude flight test of.reefed
12.2rmeter-diameter disk-gap-band parachute with
deployment at 2.58 Hach number
[HASA-TN-D-6t69] p0676 S71-3t026
Comparisons of theoretical and experimental pressure
distribution'over wing-body model at high
supersonic speeds
[SASA-TN-D-61180) p0679 N71-35197
Supersonic combustion chemistry and mixing of high
energy density fuels related to advanced
air-breathing engine design, using boron particles
IAD-727782] p0727 1171-38530
SUPERSONIC STRIKE AIRCRAFT
U ATTACK ilBCBAFT
U SUPERSONIC AIRCBAFT
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SUPERSONIC TEST APPARATUS SUBJECT INDEX
SUPERSONIC TEST AEPARATDS
Development and calibration of Mach 1.2 rain erosion
test apparatus
TAD-715909] p025U N71-18651
SOPERSOHIC TRANSPORTS
NT BOEING 2707 AIRCEAFT
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
NT SUPERSONIC COHMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT
Commercial SST environmental effects on
stratospheric air, water vapor content and earth
surface temperature
P0013 471-11178
SST program relation to airline operations,
comparing production configuration, performance,
economics and operation with subsonics
[AIAA PAPER 70-1217] p0013 A71-11248
Electrohydraulic thrust control system for
supersonic transport aircraft enqines, considering
reliability, performance and weight
[SAE PAPER 700819] p0016 A71-11546
Atmospheric turbulence at cruise altitudes of
supersonic transport aircraft, considering gusts
probability, thunderstorms and mountain waves
p0065 A71-13137
Rawinsonde reported extreme wind speed in arctic
stratosphere at SST altitudes
pC135 A71-16700
Supersonic jet transport legal aspects in land
overflight, discussing ground noise and sonic boom
effects on persons and property
pC144 A71-17644
SST noise suppression research, discussing engine
noise suppressor conceptual designs and test
results with installed devices
p0199 471-20302
Mesosphere and stratosphere data from high level
observations for supersonic transport and
reentering space vehicle operations
p0212 A71-21724
Supersonic transport air traffic meteorology,
considering high altitude and flight velocities,
applications technology satellites for lower
stratosphere thunderstorms, clear air turbulence,
etc
pC272 A71-23070
Supersonic transport fuel tank environments and
sealant reguirements, describing Boeing laboratory
environment approach
p0275 A71-23424
Supersonic transport inlet-engine-airframe
compatibility programs, noting exhaust nozzle
installation effects, distortions and noise
fAIAA PAPER 68-993] p0295 A71-24854
ATC regulations considered for Concorde introduction
to passenger service, discussing landing and
takeoff characteristics
p0340 A71-2S232
Torsional-flexural stability of stiffened Ti panels
for application to supersonic transport, using,
small deflection energy methods
[AIAA PAPER 71-338] p0342 A71-2S317
Wind tunnel evaluation of analytical method for
predicting longitudinal stability and aerodynamic
characteristics of large flexible aircraft applied
to supersonic transport configuration
[AIAA PAPER 71-3113] p0343 A71-25322
SST problems, including adequate instrumentation and
fuel tank immunization to explosion
p0358 A71-26883
Reinforced plastics components in supersonic
transport nose radome and missile radar antennas,
discussing molding, sandwich materials and
computer controlled spraying techniques
p0359 A71-27016
Cruising flight range as function of
supersonic/subsonic transport fuselage geometrical
parameters
p0364 A71-27494
SST in relation to O.S. world leadership in air
transportation, discussing federal funding needs
for technological capability ensurance
p0420 A71-29387
Stratospheric turbulence correlation to mesoscale
horizontal temperature gradient at altitudes flown
by SST from Coldscan program
p0425 A71-29767
Uneven runway taxiing vibration effects on
supersonic transport aircraft, comparing
calculation with measurement
P0432 A71-30305
SST sonic boom minimization, discussing cross-
country flight
pO"44 A71-30820
Commercial SST aircraft engine noise during takeoff,
discussing exhaust geometries for suppression
pC186 A71-31595
SST stability augmentation system, discussing
performance, operational safety and reliability
benefits
(AIAA PAPER 71-785] p0507 A71-34015
SST sonic booms, investigating intensity and
transonic aircraft supersonic flight feasibility
p0509 A71-34100
Environnental effects on SST structural materials
fatigue, discussing Ti alloys studies involving
temperature effects, crack propagation and
residual strength
P0535 A71-34556
Stratospheric ozone reduction through catalytic
action of nitrogen oxides from SST exhaust,
discussing degrading effect on.atmospheric
radiation shield
p0562 A71-36922
SST sonic boom generation, discussing aircraft
design and atmospheric conditions effects and
property damage
p0658 A71-110705
Atmospheric wind, temperature, turbulence,
hydrometeors, ozone, cosmic radiation and radio
activity effects on commercial SST Concorde flight
pC659 A71-40829
Sonic boom minimization including front and rear
shocks, exemplified by SST aircraft
p0660 A71-U0972
SST handling gualities, takeoff speeds and
performance evaluation on six degree of freedom
flight simulator
p0691 A71-1J2922
Supersonic transports and ATC, discussing taxiing,
takeoff, landing and terminal area operations
p0698 A71-III1352
SST operation climatic impact assessment program,
considering carbon dioxide, water vapor,
contrails, particulates, nitrogen oxides and
carbon monoxide
p0703 A71-44982
Radiation hazards of supersonic transport, and tidal
characteristics of Saint Lawrence River
CAD-710638] p0039 K71-10390
Northern Hemisphere temperature field atlas for SST
flight planning
fAD-712017] pOOSO N71-11031
Position locating system for remote aircraft using
voice communication and digital signals
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10087-2] p0125 N71-13958
Pitch and yaw characteristics of supersonic
transport aircraft with variable sweep wings at
various Hach numbers
tNASA-TH-i-2164] p0236 N71-17415
Environmental impact of supersonic transport
p0238 N71-17545
Traffic control system for supersonic transports
using synchronous satellite for data relay between
vehicles and ground station
CNASA-CASE-GSC-10087-1] p0260 N71-19287
Aerodynamic configuration effects of propulsion
system integration into supersonic transport
design
p0304 N71-19373
Flight tests of Boeing 747 aircraft and operational
analysis for supersonic transport
p0380 N71-22386
Aerodynamic characteristics affecting stability and
controllability of supersonic aircraft
[AD-718474] p0397 H71-23538
Performance prediction of methane-fueled supersonic
transports over range of cruise speeds up to Hach
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[NASA-TH-X-22811 pOU67 N71-25384
Prediction methods for sonic boom generation and
propagation with overpressure minimization in
supersonic transport design and operation
[NASA-SP-2S5] p0523 N71-28363
Low sonic boom design for supersonic transport
configurations
p0526 N71-28382
Computerized multivariate design analysis for low
sonic boom overpressure supersonic transport
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configuration
p0526 N71-28386
Air flow thermodynamics for low sonic boom design of
supersonic transport configuration
p0526 N71-28387
Probable impact of future supersonic transport
aircraft operations on noise environment around
seven airports in US
[AD-722365] p0574 H71-29777
Simulation studies for development of certification
criteria applicable to SST takeoff and engine
failure
p0584 N71-30777
Noise exposure from supersonic transport operations
and estimates of changes in noise levels
[AD-722366] p0622 N71-31793
Pros and cons of SST aircraft for civil airline
operations
[BL-147] p0643 N71-33438
Depletion of atmospheric ozone by nitric oxide from
SST exhausts
p0643 N71-33439
Sonic boom carpets from operation of SST aircraft
P0643 H71-33440
Panel approach to solution of probable and possible
effects of sonic booms resulting from future SST
operations
[BL-139] ' P0643 N71-33441
Federal funding for SST and Concorde aircraft
development in 1971
P0646 S71-33758
Global stratospheric dispersion of supersonic
transport exhaust
[D180-12981-1] p0675 N71-34021
SUPERSONIC TOBBIHES
Supersonic gas turbine nozzles with condensed
particles, determining optimal contour geometries
by direct variational procedures
p0290 A71-24379
Supersonic turbine design, presenting performance
data for film cooled blunt leading edge rotor
blades measured in two dimensional cascade
experiments
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-76] p0352 A71-25990
Partial admission performance of single stage
supersonic turbine at low Reynolds numbers
[ NASA-TM-X-2382] p07C9 N71-36414
SUPERSONIC B&KES
Gas ionization in supersonic wake at throat,
transition and breakthrough points in
hyperballistic firing tunnel for atmospheric
reentry study
pC065 A71-13131
Large angle cones supersonic aerodynamic and wake
characteristics at low Reynolds numbers, including
model support interference effects
[AIAA PAPER 71-261] p0218 A71-21990
Mean flow measurement of cone laminar supersonic
wake
P0264 A71-22091
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow pattern in wake
behind star-shaped body at supersonic speecl,
determining drag and shock waves location
p0289 A71-24371
Magnetically suspended laminar supersonic cone wake
stability from hot wire fluctuation and spectral
components amplitude/phase measurements
P0346 A71-25475
Compressible viscous gas supersonic flow, observing
near wake region behind perpendicular trailing
face of rectangular plate with motion, state,
energy and continuity equations
pC649 A71-U0081
Blunt and hemispherical base axisymuetric bodies in
Mach 4 free stream, investigating turbulent near
wakes generation
P0660 A71-40999
Two dimensional and three dimensional wakes in
supersonic and hypersonic rarefied gas wind
tunnels, comparing cone and dihedron
configurations
p0593 A71-43357
Investigating flow field in near wake behind
rearward facing step in supersonic flow and heat
transfer distribution along reattachment surface
downstream of step
p0105 N71-12216
Knudsen flow and Mach number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic wakes of cylindrical bodies and
spheres
[BBPT-69-7J p0120 N71-13403
Wake flow properties of conical bodies at supersonic
speeds and various angles of attack
[HASA-TH-X-2139] p0251 N71-18U80
Numerical solution of mixed supersonic and subsonic
steady wake flows by time-dependent method
p0386 N71-22674
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Spark ignited hydrogen-oxygen detonations in
supersonic wind tunnel, using schlieren
photographs
p0133 A71-16520
Unsteady processes in starting period of supersonic
Ludwieg tube, initiating flow by quick opening
diaphragm downstream of nozzle
p0134 A71-16563
Supersonic wind tunnel design, discussing flexible
nozzle flow aspects
p01<45 A71-17700
Sonic boom problem, investigating pressure signature
of large models in supersonic wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 71-184] p0155 A71-18623
Multiple source schlieren system for flow
visualization in Canadian trisonic wind tunnel,
using integrated logic circuitry for control
p0192 A71-19924
Wind tunnel history, evolution and use, covering low
speed variable density, high speed transonic,
supersonic, hypersonic and hypervelocity wind
tunnels
p0211 A71-21666
Single and multiple sting support evaluation for
unmodified interference free wind tunnel data over
0.85 to 2.2 M range using image method
[AIAA PAPER 71-267] p0218 A71-21993
Launch and data reduction in supersonic wind tunnel
free flight testing of high fineness ratio bodies
[AIAA PAPER 71-278] p0219 A71-22003
Combustion reactions development with velocity
gradient downstream steady shock wave, considering
aerodynamic field in supersonic wind tunnel
p0279 A71-23813
Supersonic boundary layer transition on adiabatic
wall, discussing wind tunnel size, surface
roughness and freestream disturbances effects
[AIAA PAPER 70-586] p0365 A71-27554
Schlieren visualization for supersonic annular fixed
cascade and freon compressor wind tunnels, using
vane holding cylinder devices
p0369 A71-27717
Ballistic wind tunnel for drag measurement on models
during free flight at supersonic speeds
p0417 A71-29201
Time variant distortions in supersonic inlet on
J-85-GE-13 turbojet engine from wind tunnel test,
considering instantaneous distortion amplitudes
and contours
[AIAA PAPEB 71-667] p0441 A71-30733
Negative pressure gradient effect on separation of
supersonic flow over notches, comparing theory
with wind tunnel determination
p0538 A71-34898
Photographic study of colliding underexpanded and
normally expanded supersonic jets in two-wind-
tunnel assembly with atmospheric static working
pressure
p0554 A71-36118
High speed wind tunnels air heating system
optimization, considering pebble bed air heater
for intermittent operations
p0611 A71-39086
Design and performance of flexible nozzle supersonic
wind tunnel model
[TAE-86] p0040 N71-10478
Cooling water system for compressor of supersonic
wind tunnal
[AD-710971] p0042 N71-10679
Low speed and supersonic wind tunnel and hydraulic
test tunnel tables
[IC-AERO-70-01 ] p0119 (171-13237
Effects of unit Reynolds number and incidence on
boundary layer transition in supersonic wind
tunnels
[NPL-AE30-1301] P0121 N71-13409
Measuring sonic boom pressure distribution on models
in supersonic wind tunnels
P0179 M71-16685
SDPPOBT IHTEBFBBBBCB SUBJECT INDEX
Error analysis for pressure measurements on blowdown
supersonic wind tunnel models
tNPL-AEBO-1306] p0227 N71-17081
European subsonic, supersonic, transonic,
hypervelocity and low density Hind tunnel
characteristics
p0227 N71-17099
Graphite drilled-core storage heater for supplying
heated nitroqen gas to supersonic tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-2202] p021|3 M71-17876
Auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle designed for
supersonic cruise aircraft
fNASA-TH-X-2182] p0256 N71-18863
Interference flow field of fin-flat plate
configuration in supersonic turbulent boundary
layer channel
p0302 H71-19365
Multiple-source schlieren system for NAE trisonic
wind tunnel
p0306 N71-19403
Supersonic Kind tunnel measurements of turbulent
boundary layer in moderate adverse pressure
gradient
fAD-716336] p03lO N71-19518
Supersonic inlet engine control using engine speed
as primary variable for controlling normal shock
position
rNASA-TN-D-60211 p0328 N71-20671
Low-inertia flow-direction vane static and dynamic
wind tunnel tests at subsonic and supersonic
speeds for in-flight measurement of bust
velocities
rNASA-TN-D-6193] p0388 S71-23115
Dependence of low turbulence flow in supersonic wind
tunnel on conditions in supply header
[AD-718227] p0396 N71-23H80
Hind tunnel tests for instantaneous and dynamic
analysis of effects of time-variant distortions
produced in supersonic inlet on J85-GE-13 turbojet
engine
CNASA-TM-X-67821 ] pO<(01 N71-23927
Wind tunnel tests to determine Hach 2.5 performance
of bicone inlet with internal focused compression
and iio-percent internal contraction
r.HASA-TH-X-229«] pOI)70 N71-25872
Interferonetric holographic analysis of density flow
fields around half-angle conical bodies in
supersonic wind tunnels with 10 deg angle of
attack
tAD-721513] p0523 K71-28111
Lewis 9 by 15 foot V/STOL wind tunnel in return leg
of supersonic wind tunnel
fNASA-TH-X-2305] p0576 N71-30055
SDPPOBT IHTEBFEBENCE
Comparative stinq supported and free flight tests in
hypersonic wind tunnel on modified Apollo launch
configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 71-265] p0218 A71-21991
Single and multiple sting support evaluation for
unmodified interference free wind tunnel data over
0.85 to 2.2 H range using image method
fAIAA PAPEB 71-267) pC218 A71-21993
Aerodynamic support interference in wind tunnel
testing of configurations involving bulbous base,
mass addition, transition near base and hypersonic
low density flows
fAIAA PAPEB 71-277] p0219 A71-22002
Mechanical support system role in determination of
aeroelastic stability of leeward cylinder inimersed
in wake using undamped flutter theory
pOUUS A71-31021
Hire and probe support interference on hypersonic
wakes of magnetically suspended round based
conical body
f.AEC-CP-1133] P0331 1I71-208U8
SDPPOBT SISTEBS
NT GROU'ID OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
Integrated logistics support program for F-11*
aircraft maximum maintainability, reliability and
operational readiness at optimum cost
P0510 A71-3«154
Support systems and operational design of nitrogen
hypervelocity blowdown wind tunnel
fAD-7223115] P057U S71-29907
SDPPOBTS
Soviet book on supports and suspensions of aircraft
gyroscopic devices covering accuracy, reliability
and lifetime factors related to gualitv and
operational conditions
p0199 A71-20299
SOPPBESSOBS
SST noise suppression research, discussing engine
noise suppressor conceptual designs and test
results with installed devices
p0199 A71-20302
Acoustic noise output from round interfering
subsonic Jets, considering suppressor nozzle
attenuation
p0699 A71-4U560
SDEFACE CHEBISTET
0 SURFACE BEACTIOHS
SURFACE COOLING
Effective heat transfer coefficients in film cooling
.systems of gas turbine surfaces
P023U N71-17395
SUBFACE DEFECTS
Statistical analysis of airfield pavement condition
at OS Naval Air Station, Cubi Point, Philippines
tAD-724675] p06!)0 H71-3322U
SDBPACE EEOSIOB
U EBOSION
SDBFACE FINISHING
Axial compressor blades surface finish and fatigue
strength restoration by vibrational tumbling
P0206 A71-20843
Surface treatment effects on high shear strength
adhesive bonding of fiber reinforced plastics to
metal substructures
p0282 A71-2H069
Airport runway surface strengthening, discussing
overlaying additional rigid or flexible layers,
replacing used sections and reinforcement problems
P0293 A71-21I756
Helicopter component surface finish smoothness and
residual stress requirements, using abrasive
grinding belt machines with.gear link mechanisms
p0413 A71-28943
Development of rain erosion resistant plastic
coatings as high speed aircraft surface finish
[AD-727750J p0725 N71-38133
SDRFACE GEOSETBY
Approximate determination of complex geometry
aircraft surfaces in form of discrete points,
comparing efficiency to other methods
p0156 A71-18714
Surface geometry effect of polycentric gas bearing
on rotor stability in dynamic equilibrium without
radial load
pC268 A71-22799
Photoelectric, boloraetric and photographic recording
assembly for measurement of light pressure and
aerodynamic forces on complex shape body in free
molecular flow
POU15 A71-29155
SUBFACE INTERACTION
0 S08FACB REACTIONS
SUBFACE NAVIGATION
Satellite systems for transatlantic sisultaneous air
and marine navigation, traffic control and rescue,
stressing technical and economical factors
p0146 A71-18015
Coranun.ications, navigation and surveillance for
aircraft and marine vessels in North Atlantic
. region, discussing baseline traffic control model
p0181 A71-18808
Navigation and communication satellites development
for civil aviation and shipping, examining
technical, organizational, operational and cost
problems
p0533 A71-31210
Civil aviation and merchant marine satellites,
considering aircraft and surface vessel antenna
characteristics and modulation techniques for
optimum communication channel frequencies
P05U6 A71-35582
Satellite navigation system for aviation and marine
use, exaQining operational requirements, economic
viability and technical solutions
p0662 A71-M1509
Wrongful death liability in aviation and admiralty,
considering D.S. Congress refusal to enact
legislation
P0665 A71-H2068
SUBFACE PBOPEBTIES
NT IBTERFACIAL TENSION
NT SKIH TEHPEBATURE (NON-BIOLOGICAL)
NT SURFACE DEFECTS
NT SUKFACK BOUGHNESS
A-K50
SOBJECt IHDEX SDBFACE VEHICLES
NT SUBF4CE TEHPEBATORE
NT BALL TEHPSRATDH3
Free nave reflection measurements of normal acoustic
impedance of ground surfaces in relation to shock
waves from large supersonic commercial aircraft
pGOSS 171-13278
Turbulent boundary layer wall pressure fluctuations
on hydrodynamically smooth and rouqh surfaces,
investigating eddies, space-time decay rate and
flow structure
pC137 A71-16961
Large aspect ratio rectangular duct with nonuniform
surface texture, investigating turbulent flow,
maximum velocity positions and zero shear stress
P0181 A71-18772
Surface strain measurements in turbine blades by
time average holographic interferometry, reviewing
resonant modes and holographic fringe patterns
fASHE PAPEE 71-GT-8I)] p0353 A71-25992
Thickness reguirements for unsurfaced roads and
airfields
fAD-713897] pC176 N71-16452
High aspect ratio planing surface gliding on
infinitely deep, incompressible, inviscid, and
gravity-free fluid
[AD-717667] p0379 N71-2231)5
Effects of runway contaminants and pavement surface
properties on runway slipperiness
p0582 N71-30767
SOBFiCE BEACTIONS
Uniform surface blowing effects on hypersonic
boundary layer with viscous interaction,
calculating heat transfer on flat plate and
slender wedge
P0299 A71-25096
Finite difference method for calculating sonic boon
overpressure signatures in vicinity of caustics
CiD-7188351 p0399 N71-23738
SURFACE BODGBMESS
Laminar boundary layer perturbation by sinusoidal
wall roughness, analyzing effect on transition
nature and position
p0363 A71-27470
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil
profiles including effects of upper surface
roughness simulating hoar frost
CNPL-AERO-1308] pOC«7 871-11016
Effect of decreasing altitude on statistics of radar
backscatter from random rough surface
[NASA-CR-114803] p0162 N71-11755
Air flow over roughness discontinuity
[AD-712113] p0168 N71-15465
Bunway and taxiway profile and airplane response
measurements to determine runway roughness
p0582 B71-30766
Grooved and ungrooved runway surface effects on
aircraft tire spin-up characteristics and tread
damage
[NASA-TH-X-2345] p0633 N71-32798
Analysis of seaplane impact on planing deadrise in
smooth and rough water
[AD-727753J p0720 N71-37611
SOBFACE ROOGHNESS EFFECTS
Sound field interaction with sinusoidally corrugated
surface, considering aircraft noise measurement
implications
p0207 A71-21162
Surface roughness ensuring turbulent reattachment at
low Beynolds numbers on airfoil sections with
separation near leading edge resulting in bubbles
fONERA-TP-923] p0279 A71-23762
Supersonic boundary layer transition on adiabatic
wall, discussing wind tunnel size, surface
roughness and freestream disturbances effects
fAIAA PAPEK 70-586] p0365 A71-2755"
Uneven runway taxiing vibration effects on
supersonic transport aircraft, comparing
calculation with measurement
pO«32 A71-30305
Turbulent boundary layer response to step change in
surface roughness, discussing wind tunnel
measurements of pressure and velocity profiles
P0616 A71-39505
Aerodynamically stable meteorological balloon using
surface roughness effect
[NASA-CASE-XMF-04163] p0387 N71-23007
Landing accidents investigations for Hawker siddeley
718 aircrafts with performance measurements on
rough surfaces
p039u H71-231117
SOBFACE TBHPEBATOBE
NT SKIN TEHPEBATORE (NON-BIOLOGICAL)
NT BALL TEHPSBATUSE
Commercial SS'" environmental effects on
stratospheric air, water vapor content and earth
surface temperature
P0013 A71-11178
Lifting body leeward surface maximum heat transfer
coefficient in hypersonic flow, considering
Baynolds number, incidence and shape effects
p0099 A71-15486
Plate critical surface temperature in case of
stabilization by supersonic boundary layer cooling
P0137 A71-16852
Estimated aerodynamics of all-body hypersonic
aircraft configurations
fHASA-TH-X-2091] p0312 N71-19706
Lee surface flow and aerodynamic heating on delta
wing orbiter
pOU72 (171-26060
Leeside aerodynamic heatinq of lifti.ng reentry
vehicle configurations
p0473 H71-26C61
Airborne infrared radiometer measurement of ocean
water surface temperatures
TAD-726512] p0636 N71-35U91
SUBFACE TENSION
D IBTEBFACIAL TENSION
SOBFACE TO SDBF&CE HISSILES
Principles of operation and characteristics of
attitude control systems for surface-to-surface
missiles
[AD-717C96] p0331 N71-20922
SOBFACE TBEATHENT
U SDBFACE FINISHING
SOBFACE VEHICLES
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
NT CARGO SHIPS
NT NUCLEAR POBKRED SHIPS
NT SATELLITE COBHUNICATIONS SHIPS
HT TANK TRUCKS
Strapdown Inertial guidance and software
technologies for cosmic speed aerospace vehicles
and low speed air, marine and ground transport
p0089 A71-15301
Urban transit and ATC vehicle identification and
position determination system, considering surface
and airborne traffic real time information
communication
p0208 A71-21169
Experimental research at Building Besearch Station
on outdoor sound propagation for building design
in relation to aircraft and road traffic noise
pOStO A71-35237
Liguid hydrogen as future replacement for
hydrocarbon fuels in surface and air
transportation, noting advantages in energy per
unit weight and pollution-free combustion
p0699 A71-41365
Legal aspects of air and surface carrier
interactions in freight transportation
pOOSS N71-12119
Comparison of aircraft and surface vehicle stopping
performance under varying runway conditions
[UiSA-TN-D-6098] p0107 N71-12235
Development and characteristics of high speed ground
transportation system
[PB-193144] p0115 N71-12760
Visual factors in air and surface transportation
systems
[PB-196011] p0306 N71-19397
• Urban air and surface vehicle noise levels and
abatement potential
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-2] p0332 H71-21085
Investigation of aerodynamic"forces imposed on
vehicles proposed for operation in improved urban
transportation system
p0473 N71-26129
Analysis of road traffic problems at Washington
National Airport and recommendations to improve
airport access
[REPT-3] p0476 N71-26526
Production and efficiency of small gas turbine
engine for helicopter'and surface vehicles
CAGARD-LS-46-71] p0511 N71-26951
Design and performance of gas turbine engines for
helicopters and surface transport vehicles
p0512 N71-26953
A-451
SOBFACE SAVES SOBJECT INDEX
Enqineerinq aspects and manufacturinq of gas turbine
engines for helicopters and qround transport
vehicles
p0512 S71-26956
Comparison of small gas turbine and diesel engine
power plants for aircraft and ground vehicle
propulsions
p0512 S71-26958
Testing ASMI/transponder for moving emergency
service vehicles on airfields during poor
visibility conditions
p0571 1171-29553
Analysis of transit access to Oakland International
Airport, Oakland, California, and recommendations
for improved service
fPB-197337] p0592 N71-31163
Analysis of technology for high speed ground
transportation
[PB-198015] P0621 N71-31766
SDBFACE iAVES
NT GRAVITY HAVES
Surface liguid film wave motion effect on air
supersonic turbulent boundary layer flow field,
discussing film thickness, heat transfer rates and
wall temperatures
[AIAA PAPER 71-623] pC195 A71-325U1
SURFACES
Minimum suction rate preventing laminar boundary
layer separation from curvilinear porous surface
in -jet flow
P0025 A71-12553
lifting surfaces supersonic-hypersonic flutter at
angle of attack determined by shock expansion,
Newtonian flow and local flow piston theory
fAIAA PAPER 71-327] pC3<12 A71-25307
Three dimensional jet flap and lifting line/ surface
theories application to STOL aerodynamic systems
with externally blown flaps and auqmentor winq
fAIAA PAPER 71-578] p6<»8U A71-31568
Bibliography of documents containinq numerical data
on planar lifting surfaces
[AGABD-R-57U-7C] p0037 N71-10339
SDBFACTANTS
Solutions of aqueous fluorochemical surfactants
placed on surfaces of liquid hydrocarbons and
hydrocarbon fuels for suppression of fuel
evaporation
[AD-723189] p0627 N71-32050
SOBGES
Automatic antisurge control of axial compressor
using partial gas recycling bypass method
pC069 A71-13370
Pure impulse two stage turbocompressor, preventing
surge with automatic adjustment to air flow rate
p0136 A71-16798
Surge voltages produced by transient currents on
signal conductors in shielded cables
p0195 A71-19916
Compressor surge effect on mixed compression inlet
flow from numerical solution of one dimensional
unsteady inviscid flow equations in variable area
duct
fAIAA PAPE8 69-1481] p0295 A71-21855
Analytical model of compressor sensitivity to
transient and distorted transient flows,
considering inlet duct, compressor stages and
combustor up to turbine nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 71-670] pOIUI A71-30731
SDBVEILL5HCE
NT SPACE SBRVEILLANCE (GROUND BASED)
Communications, navigation and surveillance for
aircraft and marine vessels in North Atlantic
region, discussing baseline traffic control model
p0181 A71-18808
Airborne surveillance for environmental management,
discussing earth resources program, aerial sensors
for thermal water pollution, crop disease,
salinity and geological structure
p0183 A71-19080
Tethered, ground supplied, rotor-borne, self
stabilized surveillance platform /Kiebitz/ system,
discussing reconnaissance tasks, fire and
communication control and data acguisition
transmission and evaluation
pOt79 A71-31212
Aircraft ILS signal reception system, obtaining
category III reliability performance by circuit
redundance and automatic incoming information
surveillance
p0490 A71-31912
Air naviqation, surveillance and traffic control
technology effects on land and airspace uses at
airports
p0542 A71-35371
Development and characteristics of aircraft,
helicopters, and airships for detecting and
destroying submarines
fAD-723558] p0621 N71-31772
SURVEILLANCE BADAB
Optimum VTOL aircraft landing maneuverability, using
short range three dimensional surveillance system
and ground computer
p0071 A71-13571
Statistical connection strategies for automatic
multiradar air traffic surveillance usinq track
computer
pC081 A71-14395
Integrated electro-optical microwave radar and laser
/lidar/ systems for earth oriented, environmental
and domestic applications
P0181 A71-18827
Secondary surveillance radar in ATC systems,
discussing advantages and implications for
controllers
p0271 A71-22955
Air traffic controller height and plan position
indicator composite picture display system design
and operation, combining functions of primary and
secondary surveillance radars
p0650 A71-4C128
Surveillance radar installed on helicopter for
obstacle avoidance
p0125 N71-13938
SOBVEYIHG
D SURVEYS
SOBVEIS
NT GEODETIC SORVEYS
Selected tabulations.from Cleveland Hopkins Airport
user surveys before and after rail transit service
p0038 H71-10360
Survey of Huntsville pattern of commercial air
traffic
[NASA-CE-115880] p0169 N71-15553
SDBVIVAL EQUIPMENT
Cargo aircraft crew safety and survival, describing
restraint, escape, flight deck interior doors,
fire and smoke hazards and personnel environmental
protection
[SAE-ARP-1139] p0187 A71-19613
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
HI MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
Soviet book on supports and suspensions of aircraft
gyroscopic devices covering accuracy, reliability
and lifetime factors related to guality and
operational conditions
p0199 A71-20299
SDSPENSION SYSTEMS (VEHICLES)
Mathematical model for suspension system of actively
controlled air cushion vehicle
[PB-196U65] p0337 N71-21676
SOSPENSIOHS
Nonlinear elastic suspension springs with
symmetrically hardened behavior for shock and
vibration isolation of aerospace instruments and
controls
p0538 A71-34890
SHEAT COOLING
High temperature tests of gas turbine engine with
transpiration air cooled blades, discussing blade
design, fabrication, ductility and oxidation
resistance
fASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-1] p0076 A71-11115
Cold air tests on axial flow turbine with
transpiration cooled discrete hole stator blades
to determine coolant flow ejection effect on
turbine aerodynamic performance
(HASA-TH-Z-21,33] pOOH6 N71-11010
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic performance of sweat
cooled gas turbine engine blades
p0233 N71-17382
Heat transfer in air cooling and sweat cooling
techniques for high temperature gas turbine engine
components
p0233 N71-17383
Transpiration cooled blades for high temperature
inlets in gas turbine engines
p0233 N71-17384
A-t52
SUBJECT IHDEI SHEPTBACK iIHGS
Performance of stator iiith wire mesh shell blading
during cold air investigation of turbine Kith
transpiration cooled stator blades - Vol. 3
[NASA-TK-X-2166] p0239 N71-17590
Cold-air tests to determine performance
characteristics of single-stage turbine with
stator blades employing transpiration coolant
ejection through sire oesh shell
[NASA-TH-X-2176] p0101 N71-23980
SIEDBH
Test facilities on structural engineering at FFA,
Sweden •
[FFA-HEHO-61] p0569 N71-29378
SIEEP ANGLE
HT LEADIHG EDGE SHEEP
HI SlfEEPBACK
Vortex breakdown on slender sharp edged and modified
delta wings with varying sweep angles investigated
in wind tunnel using schlieren system for flow
visualization
CAIAS PAPER 69-778] p0221 A71-22028
Sweep and dihedral geometry effects on blade to
blade and meridional flows in -turbomachinery blade
rows, using actuator disk theory
p0607 A71-38271
SBEEP EFFECT
Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle control system
comprising elevens with hinge line sweep and free
of adverse aerodynamic cross coupling
rNASA-CASE-JCLA-08967] p0515 N71-27088
SWEEP FREQUENCY
Sweep freguency nozzle pressure oscillation effects
on turbojet combustor dynamics
[NASA-TN-D-608"] p0045 N71-10982
SBBEPBACK
NT .LEADING EDGE SHEEP
Sweptback turboblades in parallel wall channel,
investigating thickness, camber and leading edge
curvature effects on flow and pressure
distributions and vortex movement
p0025 A71-12606
Swept-back vane impeller tested on low speed
centrifugal compressor rig
[NRC-12020] p0718 N71-37596
SBEEPBACK ANGLES
0 SHEEPBACK
3HEPT FORHAED HIBGS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL HINGS
S1EPT RINGS
NT ARROH WINGS
ST DELTA HIHGS
NT SHEPTBACK HINGS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL HINGS
Swept wing fighter aircraft transonic buffet onset
lift coefficient from camber and trailing edge
deflection, considering design variations
p0027 A71-12679
Aerodynamic characteristics of jet engine
installation above wing of swept wing aircraft,
noting large lift dependent drag
p0129 A71-1595U
Haximum stagnation temperature on swept winq leading
edge for equilibrium glide entry of space shuttle
p0182 A71-18902
Elastic swept winq subsonic aerodynamic
characteristics, taking into account aerodynamic
load redistribution due to aeroelastic
deformations
p0222 A71-22035
Fluid mechanics of atmospheric environment and flow
on swept wings in short and medium range aircraft
design, concerning STOL capability in India
p0273 A71-23199
Numerical calculation of trailing vortex sheet
pattern behind unstalled swept wing at low speed,
obtaining downwash field
p061t A71-39397
Vortex wakes behind straight and swept wings, noting
formation of loops and trails close to ground
p0654 A71-10U94
Computer calculations of pressure distributions on
swept wings
CNLR-TK-T-189] p0017 N71-11015
Calculations and measurements of strain distribution
and deflection on model swept wings
[NAL-TR-195] p0057 N71-1195C
Design of supersonic aircraft with novel fixed,
swept wing planforo
[NASA-CASE-XLA-C11I51 ] pC108 N71-12213
Tawing moments of swept wings in asymmetric subsonic
potential flow
tNPL-ABBO-NOTE-1084] p0170 N71-15703
Swept wing body configurations for reduced drag at
supersonic speed
p0301 N71-19358
Flow field interference beneath swept wing- fuselage
store installation on aircraft
p0305 H71-19380
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at
high subsonic speeds on basis of pressure plotting
tests
[ABA-IS] p0323 871-20157
Stability and controllability of supersonic swept
wing aircraft
[AD-719803] • p0465 N71-250U9
Numerical method for evaluating discontinnous
downwash distribution for steady flow over swept
and rectangular wings
p0569 N71-293I49
Unsteady pressure measurements on harmonically
oscillating swept wing with two control surfaces
in incompressible flow
p0569 N71-29350
Aerodynamic characteristics of elastic swept wing of
aircraft in subsonic flow with given weight,
overload, and dynamic head
[NASA-TT-F-13717] p0579 N71-30656
Lift force distribution calculation technique for
wings with jet flaps including rectangular and
swept wing examples
[NASA-TT-F-1371«] p0586 N71-30852
Induced lift characteristics of swept wing-body
configuration with partial-span jet in flow at
Mach 0.20 to 1.30
[NASA-TM-X-2309] p0629 N71-32307
Hind tunnel tests of swept wing jet transport
aircraft model with four pod mounted engines under
wing and external flow, jet augmented double
slotted flap
[NASA-TN-D-61482] p0634 N71-32805
Aerodynamic characteristics of twin jet, swept wing
fighter aircraft model with leading edge Kreager
flaps at subsonic speeds
tNASA-TM-X-2325] p0710 N71-36426
SBEPTBACK TAIL SURFACES
Jet penetration into Mach 2 airstream using
sweptback injectors at angle of attack
[NASA-TH-X-2319] p0575 H71-29920
SREPTBACR HIHGS
NT ARBOH HISGS
NT DELTA HIHGS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL HINGS
Sweptback thin cantilever winq transonic flutter
density and velocity coefficients, investigating
engine pod shaped concentrated mass location
effects
p03UO A71-25189
Hing design criteria imposed by high speed
reguirement for short takeoff aircraft,
considering thin sweptback wing with small aspect
ratio for lateral control
p0363 A71-27171
Straight or moderately sweptback wings tip shape
effect on vortex sheet roll, using detachment laws
p0615 A71-39118
Lift and aerodynamic drag due to trailing-edge flaps
on sweptback wings in inviscid subsonic flow
fASC-CP-1110] .p0229 H71-1711H
Pressure gradient effects on three dimensional
turbulent boundary layer of infinite span
sweptback wing
fNPL-AEBO-13C5] p0230 N71-17179
High lift and boundary layer separation behavior of
sweptback wing airfoil profile noting trailing and
leadiug edge stall pattern
f.AP.C-R/li-36t8] pO<»58 N71-2H188
Low-speed wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests
on sweptback wing model with blowing at leading
edge slats and trailing edge flaps for Buccaneer
aircraft performance
[ARC-R/M-3655] pOi459 N71-2U565
Pressure measurements of harmonically oscillating
sweptback wing with two flaps in incompressible
flow
[DLF-FB-70-U7] p0570 N71-29U33
Effects of variations in location of concentrated
masses on transonic flutter characteristics of
sweptback thin cantilever wings
A-153
SilELING SUBJECT INDEX
fNAL-TR-226] p06UO N71-33173
SBIBLIHG
Axial and swirling mean flow effects on sound
transmission and generation in hard vailed ducts
p01i»3 471-17620
Aerodynamics of axial and axial tangential blade
swirler twisted jet near nozzle, testing
effectiveness of equivalent problem of heat
conduction theory
pOU82 A71-31522
Swirling flow in gas turbine engine combustion
chamber forward part, considering air flow
characteristics behind blade swirler
p0504 471-33606
Conical diffusers outlet flow profile and
performance, investigating swirling inlet flow
effects on pressure recovery
p0660 471-10950
SBIRLING BAKES
D TUBBOLEHT WAKES o
SBITCHES
NT ELECTRIC BELAYS
NT SBITCHING CIRCUITS
SWITCHING CIRCUITS
Aircraft electric systems control by solid state
switching, discussing reliability, service life,
versatility and compatibility
pOOIS A71-11627
Interface 1C circuits for driving high voltage
transistor switches from low level logic inputs,
noting avionics application
pO"13 A71-28910
SBITCHING ELEBENTS
D SWITCHING CIRCUITS
SWITZERLAND
Synoptic meteorology for airports in Spain, Austria,
France, Switzerland, and Alps
[AD-72C708] pC519 N71-27807
SIHBOLS
Notation and nomenclature for systems of axes,
attitude angles, direction angles, and flight
control systems for aircraft dynamics
[ ABC-R/B-3562-PT-2] p063U 1171-32862
Notation and nomenclature for equation of motion of
aircraft dynamics
fARC-R/H-3562-PT-3) p0635 N71-32875
Mathematical and standardization data for aircraft
dynamics and associated aerodynamics nomenclature
and symbols system
[ABC-R/B-3562-PT-5] pC638 N71-33028
SYBBETEICAL BODIES
NT AXISY3METRIC BODIES
NT BODIES OF REVOLUTION
NT CONIC*! BODIES
NT CYLINDBICAL BODIES
NT FAIRINGS
NT PARABOLIC BODIES
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS
NT SLENDER CONES
NT SPHERES
NT STBEAHLINiT BODIES
Symmetric airfoil profiles with sharp and rounded
leading edges in inviscid gas unbounded uniform
adiabatic transonic flow, solving by nonlinear
approximation
pOOBK A71-1U591
Nonuniform transonic shear compressible flow past
symmetric airfoil, using linearized small
disturbance theory
p0293 A71-2U761
Minimizing drag and increasing performance of
optimum shapes at hypersonic flight
pO"63 N71-2470U
SYMPTOMOLOGY
Hyperventilation syndrome in flying personnel,
discussing symptoms of paresthesia and extremities
contraction, psychoemotioual causes and control
mechanism
P0662 A71-H1569
SYBCHBOBISB
NT BIT SYNCHRONIZATION
NT FREQUENCY SYNCHRONIZATION
Time-synchronized approach control combining
aircraft precision navigation and guidance with
ATC equipment
POC28 A71-1289U
Synchronization of distant atomic clocks by mere
overflight - Operation Synfral
[ON£aA-NT-165] pCOSS *7
SYNCHRONIZATION
0 SYNCHRONISM
SYNCBEONOUS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
Performance and cost design tradeoff between HF and
synchronous meteorological satellite data
collection systems, considering platform
transmitting power and SNB
pOi»45 A71-30900
SYHCHRONOOS SATELLITES
NT SYNCHRONOUS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
Air traffic control using collision risk equations,
noting data handling automation, airborne
collision avoidance devices and geostationary
satellites
pOlOO A71-156U6
L band aircraft antenna array consisting of
circularly polarized elements and static
electronic steering circuits for synchronous
satellites radio links
P0447 A71-3107U
Time division multiplexing system for ATS,
discussing surveillance geostationary satellite
feasibility, delta modulation for data
transmission and aircraft equipment
P0537 A71-34680
Radio tracking pf aircraft by two geostationary
satellites, discussing measurement, navigation and
position errors
p0559 A71-365C8
Project DIOSCUBES for global sea and air traffic
control using synchronous satellites for
ground-air-ground communications
P0056 N71-11768
Position locating system for remote aircraft using
voice communication and digital signals
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10087-2] p0125 N71-13958
Traffic control system for supersonic transports
using synchronous satellite for data relay between
vehicles and ground station
rN»SA-CASE-GSC-1C087-1] p0260 H71-19287
SYNCHROTRON NOISE
0 ELECTEOHAGNETIC NOISE
SYNOPTIC BETEOBOLOGI
Reference file of factors affecting weather at Vance
AFB, Oklahoma
[AD-711381] POOU5 N71-10919
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
[DLR-FB-70-29) PC230 N71-17115
Synoptic meteorology for airports in Spain, Austria,
France, Switzerland, and Alps
[AD-720708] p0519 S71-27807
Synoptic jaeteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
fBnUG-FBUT-70-9] p0622 N71-31781
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
p0623 N71-31885
SYNTHESIZERS
D CHEMICAL REACTOBS
SYNTHETIC FIBBBS
NT GLASS FIBERS
NT NYLON (TRADEMARK)
SYNTHETIC BESINS
NT EPOXY RESINS
NT NYLON (TRADEMARK)
NT POLYESTER BESINS
SYNTHETIC BUBBERS
NT ELASTOHEES
SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
Aircraft electric power system design with
reliability, simplicity, low cost, weight and
size, discussing automatic circuit protection and
energy power
p05U9 A71-35780
SYSTEM FAILURES
Aircraft eguipment failures detection and warning
systems
pOIOI A71-15901
Computer aided automatic fault data logging,
classification, analysis and reporting methods in
integrated ATC system
p0186 A71-19556
Performance monitor for aircraft automatic landing
systems safety control
[AIAA PAPER 71-958J p0597 A71-37199
A-15H
SUBJECT IHDEI SYSTEMS EHSIHBERIHG
Eeliability controlled maintenance plan for avionics
equipment based on mean time betveen failures
PC611 A71-39087
ATC display device man-computer interaction faults
and delays effects on operator performance
P065C A71-U0119
Proceedings of conference dealing with advances in
decision making processes for detection,
diagnosis, and prognosis of mechanical failures
[AD-721355] p0521 N71-2812«
STSTEH LIFE
U EELIABILITY
SYSTEHIZATIOH
D SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
SISIEHS ABALISIS
German monograph on systems analysis of future let
and fan propulsion systems for VTOL commercial
aircraft weight and cost reduction
pOC02 A71-10115
Systems analysis application to stability of
aerodynamic cross coupling in flight vehicle
motions with steady sideslip, using feedback and
root locus techniques
p0028 A71-12687
Flight simulators simulation vidth and parameter
sensitivity analysis by state vector feedback
method, using multiparameter control root-locus
technique
p0130 A71-15970
Design optimization of aircraft starting and
generating systems, identifying information
required and system analysis methods
[SAE PAPEE 710392] p0286 A71-2U256
High rotor advance ratio from multiblade general
coordinates method in linear analysis of lifting
rotor dynamic stability and gust ratio
[iHS PREPSIST 512] pOUU9 A71-31083
Systems approach to airfield pavement for future
aircraft, integrating design, construction,
operation and maintenance
p055€ A71-363U6
Honoqraph on satellite airport system modeling for
large metropolitan areas covering systems analysis
methodology and computer algorithms for
optimization
fSD-TE-71-1] p06S8 A71-U0799
Algorithm for dual compromise control problems
arising from each subsystem of inner level in
multilevel static hierarchical system
P0699 A71-»«393
Systems maintenance program evaluation of Eastern'
Region air transportation facilities
P0033 JJ71-101K1
Systems approach to accident investigation in civil
aviation and homes
p0033 1171-10115
Systems analysis of flight control and guidance of
CB-16C helicopter
[SASA-CR-111024] p0037 K71-10297
Requirements for ejection seat systems
[RAE-LIB-TRAHS-lim ] p0051 N71-11012
General aviation airport planning for east central
Florida
i; PB-191239] p0128 H71-1(|«9<l
Investigating computer program functions and test
procedures for failure analysis of HAS En Route
Stage A Hodel 1 System
fFAA-HA-7G-31] p0158 S71-1U567
Control power requirements of VTOL aircraft
[NASA-CH-115907] p0170 N71-15698
Crash fire hazard evaluation of jet fuels
[FAA-NA-70-61] p0180 H71-1686U
Environmental impact of supersonic transport
p0238 N71-175U5
Systems analysis and mathematical model for air
transportation design
[NASA-CR-1161431] P0212 N71-178U3
Systems analysis summary on New York metropolitan
area air traffic capacity
p02t5 R71-18040
Development planning manual for national
transportation system
tPB-19196«] p0245 N71-18072
Survey of air traffic control radar beacon system
operational problems
p02U7 H71-18116
High bypass turbofan powered propulsion simulator
for airframe engine integration analyses at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
P0303 N71-19369
Construction and operation of AN-21 airplane
including airframe description
[AD-716099] » p0310 K71-19515
Analysis of effects of spanvise variations of gust
velocity in isotropic turbulence on
vane-controlled gust alleviation system
[NASA-TN-D-6126] p0373 N71-22068
Flight tests of Boeing 717 aircraft and operational
analysis for supersonic transport
p0380 H71-22386
Planning parameters for high capacity international
airport system
p0381 N71-22389
Integrated systems approach for developing
requirements of increased civil aviation in Israel
p0381 N71-22391
Requirements analysis of airbreathing gas turbine
engines for shuttle vehicles
rBASA-TK-X-67806] p0399 N71-23764
Systems analysis of aircraft, aircraft guidance and
control systems, and atmospheric turbulence for
low visibility instrument landing system
requirements
[AP-722773] p0576 N71-30173
Systems analysis of directional control, rotary wing
vibratory loads, lift sharing, and fuselage
vibration and damping during helicopter maneuvers
p0583 N71-30775
Systems analysis approach to airport planning and
predicting terminal facility and aircraft demands
in year 2000 for air traffic control systems
[SRSA-CR-119287] p0585 S71-30800
Algorithm for identification of system parameters
from input-output data with application to air
vehicles
[HASi-TS-D-6U68] p0631 H71-32U73
Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft radio control
systems analysis and network synthesis
[JPRS-53789] p0633 S71-32694
Mathematical models for calculating flexible
swash-plate effects on vibratory and mechanical
stability characteristics of helicopter rotor
systems
[MASi-CB-1317] p06U2 B71-33393
Preliminary research requirements analysis and
design and cost synthesis of ground research
facilities for hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-1111323] p0677 N71-34236
Parameteric research requirements analysis and
synthesis of ground research facilities for
hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-111325J p0677 N71-3U237
Analysis of ground research facilities for
hypersonic aircraft
[HASA-CR-1111328] p0677 N71-31238
Summary of analyses on research requirements and
research facilities for hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-111329] p0677 N71-3U239
Evaluation of visual landing aids involving
visibility meters and airfield lighting and
marking
[NBS-1060<t) p0726 N71-38211
Air traffic control, communications, navigation,
frequency management, systems analysis, and
aircraft SBDS program developments
p0726 H71-38214
STSTERS DESIGB
U SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
SYSTEMS EBGIHEEBIHG
Han machine considerations in all-weather low level
navigation system design, noting off-course error
reduction by command information display to pilot
p0007 A71-10515
Airport system planning from environmental
viewpoint, discussing travel market, airport
accessibility, airspace utilization and control
and- land use
p0017 A71-11642
RB 211 turbofan engine design, emphasizing nodular
constructio^, systems integration, maintainability
and noise reduction
pOOIS 171-11682
Hodel performance index /Pi/ providing criterion for
approximating one dynamic flight control system by
another based on geometrical representation of
linear autonomous systems
[AIAA PAPER 69-885] p0027 A71-12682
A-155
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING CONTD SDBJECT INDEX
Onboard aircraft refractometer, design, operation
principles and effectiveness
pOlitC A71-17195
Automated design system producing wire format data
for cabling avionics subsystem of light attack
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEK 69-976] pOIIS A71-17698
Avionics subsystem design improvements for
aeronautical systems, considering standardization,
weight impact, environmental control,
maintainability and equipment growth
p<3181 A71-18829
F-1G4D aircraft side stick control system design and
function, curriculum maneuvers and component
reliability
p018"» A71-19092
Ban-machine considerations in all-weather Ion-
altitude navigation system design, discussing
computer generation of roll command guidance,
visual display and pilot modeling
p02G1 A71-20341
Design optimization of aircraft starting and
generating systems, identifying information
required and system analysis methods
[SAE P A P E R 710392] p0286 A71-2U256
ATC automation system design, considering
controllers decision time savings
p0288 A71-24271
Airborne radio communication systems, stressing
electronic equipment design reliability
pC358 A71-26880
Hydraulically powered duplex input servos for flight
control system of VFw-Fokker V/STOL fighter
aircraft
p0358 A71-2688U
Onboard aircraft refractometer design, operation and
effectiveness
pOUOU A71-28250
Engine condition monitoring systems, discussing
engineering design reguirements with respect to
accessibility, accuracy, economics, effectiveness,
reliability and maintainability
rsiAA PAPER 71-652] pOIUO A71-30728
Performance and cost design tradeoff between HF and
synchronous meteorological satellite data
collection systems, considering platform
transmitting power and SNH
pOIUS A71-30900
Heavy lift helicopter flight control system design,
emphasizing fly by wire electrical analog
[AHS PREPRINT 503] pO<t48 A71-31079
Electromechanical control system synthesis for
compound hinqeless rotor helicopter, using root
locus method with transfer functions from airframe
motion linear model
[AHS PREPRINT 536] . pO«51 A71-31096
Book on fluidic systems design covering analog and
digital control, application to aircraft,
spacecraft, computers, tracking devices and
equivalent circuits
p0503 A71-33475
ATC system models, covering surface movement, runway
utilization, terminal areas and enroute traffic
p0535 A71-3U523
Queueing theory approach to communication satellite
network design, applying to ocean air traffic
control and worldwide military broadcast systems
p0539 A71-35106
Discrete tine digital flight control systems design
resulting in closed loop aircraft response
characteristics approximation to prescribed flying
quality.specifications
[AIAA PAPER 71-955) p0597 A71-37196
OSAF total :'3-flight simulator model-following
feedback control system, discussing conceptual
design and flight test results
[AIAA PAPEH 71-961] p0598 &71-37202
Boeing 7U7 aircraft hydraulic system design,
discussing thin wall high pressure tubing, swaged
sleeves and welded "joints
p0612 A71-391U8
L-1011 aircraft hydraulic system design
modifications and improvements, discussing gas
turbine power source, fluids evaluation, filters,
welded steel tubing and maintenance procedures
p0612 A71-39119
Power by wire actuators and fly by wire flight
controls, discussing systems configuration,
reliability, economy and durability
p0612 A71-39150
Analytical model for air navigation and ATC system
design, demonstrating system parameters effects on
lateral separation standards for parallel flight
lanes
p0667 A71-42G83
Aircraft pitot static systems design with removable
drain plug, noting line installation problems
p0691 A71-13387
Future transportation technology impact, considering
system design evaluation criteria and civil
aviation and urban mass transit systems
contributions
[AIAA PAPER 71-1010] p07G1 A71-Ul(59t
Flexible rotor balancing by exact point-speed
influence coefficient method
[NflSA-CR-7277i(7 p0033 N71-10021
Transportation research needs related to civil
engineering
[PB-1933H8] . p0035 N71-10217
Evaluation of systems, procedures, and
instrumentation for air traffic control
[AD-711662] pOO«3 N71-10737
Status of federal involvement in short haul air
transportation
pOOi49 N71-11026
Hovering type flying vehicle design and principle
mechanisms for manned or unmanned use
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12111-1] p0051 N71-11039
Conceptual framework and example analysis to
determine feasibility of V/STOL air transportation
system in Appalachian region
p0107 N71-12237
Brushless dc motor design and performance tests
[NASA-CR-102912] p0112 N71-12533
Digital data processing for designing automatic
flight control systems
pOIIH N71-12616
Capacity measurement' methodology for air traffic
control system with long range objectives
[FAA-RD-70-70] p0163 N71-1I4835
Design and operation of viscous pendulum damper
[SASi-CASE-XLA-02079] pOISO H71-16891
Planning system for metropolitan airports
[FAA-AC-150/5070-5] p0239 N71-17546
Selection of scanning systems for aircraft thermal
.viewers
p0260 N71-19220
Design and performance of 0.9-hub-tip-ratio axial
flow pump rotor with blade-tip diffusion factor of
0.63
[NASA-TH-X-2235] p0324 N71-20288
Isentropic-compression tube techniques producing
hypersonic flow in wind tunnels including
isentropic flow and free-piston shock tube modes
[AD-717727] p0375 N71-22158
Satellite applications to aircraft communications,
navigation, and surveillance over US including
synthesized satellite network and aircraft
equipment for air traffic control
[NASA-CR-117760] p0379 N71-22339
location/identification transmitter and equipment
for use in satellite applications in aircraft
communication, navigation, and surveillance for OS
air traffic control
[NASA-CR-117759] p0379 N71-22340
Monte Carlo general purpose shielding computer
program in FORTRAN <! for IBH 7091 computer
tPNSI-TK-70-0301-1-VOl-1] p0379 N71-22379
Simulation, analysis, and recommendations for flight
profile of Concorde aircraft to predict and
achieve improvements in aircraft operation - Vol.
2
[PSSI-TB-70-0301-2-VOL-2] p0380 N71-22380
Flow control system design for blowdown wind tunnels
and disturbance effects on regulating accuracy
[NAL-TN-22] p0383 H71-22476
Calculating arid testing antiicing systems of
aircraft and helicopters
[AD-719922] p0469 N71-25622
Microwave scanning guidance system for aircraft
approach and landing
[DO-148-VOL-1] p0511 N71-2680I4
Description and operational behavior of hypersonic
low density wind tunnel at Goettingen, Best
Germany
fDLH-FB-70-42] p051<l H71-27034
Support systems and operational design of nitrogen
hypervelocity blowdown wind tunnel
A-456
SUBJECT IHDEI TiCAH
[AD-722345] p057t N71-29907
Parametric turbine vector diagram calculation for
design of hiqhly loaded multistage fan driven
turbine
[NASA-CB-1862] p0579 S71-30669
Systems maintenance program evaluation conducted in
central region of DS
p0619 H71-31623
Design and characteristics of control system for
In-154 aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-13789] p0633 1171-32699
Systems approach in design, construction, operation,
and maintenance of airport runways
TAD-721H32] p0635 H71-32890
Conclusions of studies by French Committee for Air
Transport to prepare proposals and recommended
directions in air transport field for next five
years
[NASA-TT-F-13947] p067« S71-31015
Development and evaluation of experimental test plan
for solutions of motion drive problem in formation
flying task with flight simulators
r»ASi-CS-1113«5] '• p0684 N71-35385
£11 Heather landing system design, development, and
field and flight testing
p0686 1171-35777
Design and tests of high temperature, air cooled
radial turbine configurations
[AD-726U66] p0716 1171-37381
SYSTEHS STABILITY
Axial flow compressors stable operation, using
rotating guide vanes regulation
p0695 A71-U355I)
Adaptive guaranteed cost control for systems with
parametric variation, demonstrating system
stability and airframe pitch control
p0697 A71-4U111
T TAIi SUHFACBS
Aircraft response to atmospheric gust, discussing
spectral analysis procedures and calculation
results on T-tail aircraft design
POC08 A71-10752
T tail flutter analysis, considering dihedral, angle
of attack and aerodynamic force effects
P03I40 A71-25188
Aircraft with T tail configuration, examining
dynamic response to lateral gusts
p01)27 A71-29786
Experimental and theoretical aeroelastic analysis of
Fokker F-28 T tail, using flutter model and flight
flutter tests
p0517 A71-356U9
Estimating unsteady pressure distributions in T tail
configuration from measured distribution and
theory
f HLB-TR-68048-L] p0389 N71-23131
Analysis of empennage loads and aeroelastic response
of T-tail transport aircraft in continuous
atmospheric turbulence
pOi(65 N71-2U996
Steady tailplane lift effect on subcritical response
of subsonic T tail flutter aircraft model in low
speed wind tunnels
[ASC-R/S-3652] p0515 H71-27096
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads and
coefficients for tandem and T tail surfaces
harmonically oscillating in subsonic flow
P0566 N71-29335
Aeroelastic and flutter analysis for T tail.of
Fokker F.28
p0568 N71-29311
Experimental aeroelastic analysis to determine
airworthiness of T-tail configuration of F-28
aircraft
p0673 N71-3M002
Aerodynamic characteristics and flutter of T-tail
aircraft configurations
fRAE-LIB-TRANS-1546] p0682 N71-35215
T-28 AIECBAFT
Testing armored T-28B for exploring severe hail
stores
fMRI-69-FR-8t1] p0529 N71-28616
T-33 AIBCBAFT
Lateral-directional handling gualities and roll
control power requirements for executive jet and
military class II airplanes in landing approach
flight phase
[AIAA PAPEB 71-771] p0506 A71-3U007
Technology review on electric automobiles, and
modified T-33 aircraft system for pyrotechnic hail
suppression seeding
[DHE/NAE-1970/V] p0378 H71-22198
Modified T-33 aircraft system for pyrotechnic hail
suppression seeding
P0378 N71-22200
T-39 AIBCBAFT
Performance characteristics of Bendix type DBA-12
airborne Doppler radar system
[FAA-NA-70-50] p0039 H71-10391
TABLES (DATA)
Soviet book of gas dynamic function tables for two
and three dimensional flows past blunt bodies
p0183 A71-19050
Selected tabulations from Cleveland Hopkins Airport
user surveys before and after rail transit service
p0038 N71-10360
Low speed and supersonic wind tunnel and hydraulic
test tunnel tables
fIC-AERO-70-01] p0119 N71-13237
Supplementary data tables for single stage
experimental evaluation of compressor blading with
slots and vortex generators
[NASA-CB-72778] p0162 N71-11672
Tabular data derived from inlet flow distortion
tests of high Mach number transonic fan stages -
Vol. 2
[NASA-CB-72786-VOL-2] p0164 N71-14864
Supersonic wind tunnel measurements of turbulent
boundary layer in moderate adverse pressure
gradient
[AD-716336] p0310 H71-19548
Tabulation data on United States commercial aircraft
accidents during 1938 to 1952
[PB-196672] p0335 H71-21621
Tabulation data on United States commercial aircraft
accidents during 1953 to 1957
fPB-196673] p0337 N71-21663
Tabulation data on United States commercial aircraft
accidents during 1958 to 1963
[PB-1966711] p0337 N71-21665
Tables and maps of selected landing airfields for
shuttle orbiters with various crossranges
t NASA-TK-X-67080] p0373 1171-21996
Operational flight data analysis for improved
aviation safety levels
p0393 N71-231I11
Tabulations of blade element and circumferential
distortion flow data in tests of high Hack number
transonic fan stages with various rotor tip casing
treatment configurations
tNASA-CR-82867]
 P0168 N71-25461
Tables on climatological conditions for airfields
and climatic areas of Mediterranean region
[AD-721160] p0519 N71-27830
Selected aircraft accident reports in brief form
occurring in US civil aviation operations during
1970
[NTSB-BA-71-1] p0522 N71-28189
Handbook of analytical methods and stability data
for determining dynamic stability and control
characteristics of generalized single-rotor
compound helicopter configurations
fAD-722250] p0523 N71-28338
Computer programs for calculating airforce
coefficients of wing-horizontal tail and fin-
horizontal tail oscillating in subsonic flow
p0568 N71-293U2
Internal aerodynamics manual containing tabulations
for calculating internal combustion engine
thermodynamics
[AD-7238H1] p0627 N71-32061
Computer output tables for performance tests of
single stage, transonic compressor for advanced
aircraft
CKiSA-CR-72961] p0639 N71-33169
Statistical, cause/factor and injury tables,
accident rates, and briefs of accidents involving
US carriers in 1969
[NTSB-ARC-7L-1] p0711 N71-36U37
Graphs and tables of aircraft traffic over North
America - 1966 through 1969
[8AE-LIB-T8ANS-1580] p0726 N71-3821D
TACAN
Navigator role in TACAN of reconnaissance and
fighter aircraft, noting Weapon System officer
A-«57
TACTICAL AIB NAVIGATION SUBJECT IHDEX
functions
p0006 A71-10503
D.S. domestic ATC airspace enroute and terminal area
navigation system effects on pilot workload,
projecting future FAA reguirements
p0201 A71-20317
Technical aspects of tactical all-weather instrument
landing system of Swedish STOL aircraft Saab 37
Viggen
p03«0 A71-25233
D.S. Army ATc cost-effective system developments for
high density low altitude helicopter tactical
operations to avoid enemy radar under near-all
weather conditions
p0667 A71-12081
Simulation of aerial combat
[RAE-LIB-THANS-1367] p0167 N71-15372
Techniques for minimizing snow and ice effects on
IfiCAN antenna signals
[FAA-RD-71-56] p0686 N71-35773
TACTICAL AIB HAVIGATIOH
D TACAN
TACTICS
Computerized simulation of helicopter tactical
maneuvers in three body, three dimensional
environment including fixed wing and rotary wing
aerodynamic forces
[AD-721527] pOS28 1171-28109
TACTILE SENSATIOB
D TOUCH
TAGGING
0 HARKING
TAIL ASSEHBLIES
Carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composites, evaluating
application as helicopter tail rotor blade
material
p0021 A71-12I477
Tail assembly load distribution in steady uniform
flow for nonzero angles of attack, using slender
body theory
p0090 A71-15367
Bound cold jet inclination effects on VTOL aircraft
tail assembly lift and longitudinal stability in
transition region
rDGLR-70-053] p0130 A71-15967
Aft vs canard horizontal tail locations for
fighter/attack configuration at sub and supersonic
speeds, observing lift coefficient, L/D and
longitudinal stability
fAIAA PAPER 71-8] pOISO A71-18182
Composite structures development, discussing wing,
fuselage, aeropropulsion and missile development,
weight savings of hardware and fighter empennage
applications
[AIAA PAPER 71-367] p0555 A71-36275
Rind tunnel investigation of helicopter directional
control in rearward flight in ground effect
[NSSA-TH-D-6118] p0323 N71-2C191
Hethod for calculating flutter using interference
aerodynamic forces between wing and tail
p0568 N71-29315
Design, fabrication and tests of boron/epoxy
reinforced stringers for CH-51B tail cone
f NASA-CR-111929 ] p067«t N71-31013
Structural analysis of tail cone of CH-51B
helicopter reinforced with boron/epoxy stringers
[ NASA-CR-111930 ] p0671 1)71-31011
TAIL HOUHTISGS
D TAIL ASSEMBLIES
TAIL PLANES
U HORIZONTAL TAIL SDBFACES
TAIL SURFACES
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
NT SWEPTBACK TAIL SURFACES
NT T TAIL SURFACES
Inclined engine cold circular jet effects on tail
control surfaces aerodynamic characteristics,
considering aircraft longitudinal stability
p0291 A71-21593
Sailplanes tail load static derivation for
instantaneous unchecked longitudinal maneuver,
considering aperiodic response
P0356 A71-26186
Sailplanes control, deriving incremental aerodynamic
load on horizontal tail produced by instantaneous
elevator deflection
pC356 A71-26187
Flight test measurements of shock cell noise loading
of aircraft tail planes, noting alleviation by
nozzle and mirror structural modifications
p0609 A71-38467
Numerical analysis of downwash interference on wings
of missile tails
p0302 B71-19360
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of rocket
vehicle model with low aspect ratio wing and tail
surfaces
[NASA-TH-X-2159] p0323 1171-20181
Computer programs for evaluating subsonic flow over
wing-tail, wings with folded tips, T tails, and
cruciform tail surfaces
P056B N71-293U1
TAILLESS AIRCBAFT
NT AVRO 707 AIRCRAFT
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT HIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
TAILS (ASSEHBLIES)
0 TAIL ASSEHBLIES
TAKEOFF
NT VERTICAL TAKEOFF
All-weather aircraft operations, discussing takeoff,
landing, safety and forecasting
P0116 A71-17923
Boeing 737 aircraft takeoff and landing performance,
emphasizing high lift systems and stopping
capability
P0181 A71-19083
Aircraft optimum minimum noise takeoff profile,
solving by equations of motion system for jet
aircraft
p020i( A71-20779
Soviet book on aircraft flight with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust covering probabilistic
characteristics, stability, landing and takeoff
with partial engine failures, etc
p0281 A71-21013
Hutual aerodynamic effects of SH-1 helicopters
during simultaneous takeoff and landing,
determining minimum distances between helicopters
p0359 A71-26953
Laminar convective heat transfer rates on hemisphere
cylinder in rarefied hypersonic flow, comparing
experimental results with 'Cheng, Davis and Lees
theories
p0538 A71-3U902
Jet engines with afterburners, describing exhaust
nozzle control, takeoff and landing advantages and
thrust variations
p0659 A71-I10858
SST handling qualities, takeoff speeds and
performance evaluation on six degree of freedom
flight simulator
p0691 A71-12922
Douglas DC 9 aircraft crash during takeoff caused by
ice formation on airfoils
[NTSB-AAR-70-20] p0013 H71-10815
Ingestion of debris into aircraft engine inlets
during takeoff
[ARC-CP-1111] P0227 N71-17C81
Establishment of take-off and landing safety margins
for Breguet 911
CNASA-TT-F-13153] p0237 N71-17111
Noise measurement evaluation of takeoff and approach
profiles optimized for noise abatement
CHASA-TS-D-6216] p0257 N71-18929
Aircraft accident at Hiami, Florida involving
Bepublic of Ecuador C-51D during climb following
instrument takeoff
[ NTSB-AAR-71-2] p0171 N71-26032
Simulation studies for development of certification
criteria applicable to SST takeoff and engine
failure
p0581 N71-30777
Tu-131 aerodynamic characteristics during takeoff,
climb, horizontal flight, landing stability and
maneuverability, and strength under various loads
[AD-727196] p0720 N71-37612
Aircraft takeoff, navigation, and landing aids,
aerodynamics characteristics, and crew rescue
eguipnent
[AD-727860] p0721 N71-37618
TAKEOFF BODS
STOL and boundary layer control aircraft takeoff and
landing distance, considering jet suction action
influence on lift and drag coefficients
pOOSI A71-11595
Noise abatement power cutback takeoff procedures,
maximum altitude approaches and preferential
A-158
SUBJECT INDEX TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT '
runway systems foe noise relief
p0213 £71-21813
French disenqaqeable silencer for jet engine noise
attenuation during aircraft takeoff
p0496 471-32695
Supercooled fog dissipation by liquid propane,
determining effectiveness in providing operational
support to aircraft landing and takeoff
pC503 A71-33536
Trailing wake hazards of large transports in takeoff
and landing, examining configuration stability of
vortex pair in ground effect
p05U8 471-35757
4ircraft noise reduction in takeoffs/operational
procedures and by land use planning
pC611 S71-39392
4ircraft accelerate-stop factors and regulations,
pilot reaction times and accidents during takeoff
p0693 A71-13380
TaJceoff performance predictions for XB-70 delta ving
supersonic aircraft
rNASA-TH-X-2215] p0252 N71-18509
Vibrational responses of VC-10 aircraft during
takeoff runs, noting cockpit accelerations
[ ARC-CP-1119] p063« N71-32811
T4KEOFF SYSTBHS
D 4IRCH4PT LAUNCHING DEVICES
TANDEM BOTOB HELICOPTEBS
ST CH-U6 HELICOPTEB
NT CH-17 HELICOPTER
Developing mathematical model for tandem rotor
helicopter for analysis of automatic approach and
landing system
fNASA-TM-X-66193] p0106 N71-12225
Aerodynamic characteristics of V/ST01 transport
model with tandem lift fans mounted at
mid-semispan of wing
CNASA-TB-D-6231) ] p0252 B71-18558
TANDEM WIHG AIRCRAFT
Mathematical models for aerodynamic forces of
aircraft tandem wings using lifting line wing
representation
[ONEHA-TP-891 ] p0219 N71-18139
Wind tunnel testing of interference lift of tandem
wing aircraft lifting surfaces
fONERA-TP-8901 p0250 N71-18119
Conference proceedings on vertical takeoff aircraft
technology, noting tandem wing aircraft, tilt ving
aircraft, helicopters, lift fans, and jet engines
[DLR-HITI-70-15] p0376 S71-22186
Tandem tilt wing aircraft with tilting rotors noting
comparison with other V/STOL designs
p0376 N71-22188
Wing interference lift line lattice simulation and
application to aerodynamic loads on tandem wings
in unsteady flow
p0567 N71-29336
Box collocation method for calculating aerodynamic
loads on tandem delta wings with oscillations in
supersonic flow
p0567 N71-29337
TASK TRDCKS
Electrostatic charge by JP-5 jet fuel at truck fill
stand with 30-second relaxation chamber and bottom
loading
[40-717317] p0378 U71-22232
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
ST FDEL TASKS
NT PROPELLANT T4NKS
NT WING TANKS
TAPE MERGING
D DATA PROCESSING
TAPERED WINGS
D SWEPT WISGS
TARE (DATA REDDCTION)
D DATA HEDDCTION
TARGET ACQUISITION
Badarscope net for target azimuth and distance and
for direct altitude readout through beacon
numerics
p0113 A71-28886
Airborne ECS receiver, determining conditions for
detecting victim radar signal before signal
reflection from aircraft
p0179 A71-31207
TARGET PEBETRATIOH
D TEBHINAL BALLISTICS
TARGET RECOGNITION
Air traffic control integrated communication.
navigation and identification system, discussing
design, economics, technology and flexibility
p0667 A71-12086
TABGETS
NT RACAB TARGETS
TASK SEQOEHCEBS
D CONTROL EQUIPMENT
TASKS
NT VISDAL TASKS
Psychological and environmental factors in selecting
pilot simulator tasks
P0171 N71-16067
TAXIING
Taxiing aircraft position and wheel trajectories for
specific nose wheel path
P0017 471-11611
Power spectral density analysis of aircraft
structural response to taxiing produced random
vibrations involving landing gear orifice damping
and Coulomb friction
P0355 471-26311
Uneven runway taxiing vibration effects on
supersonic transport aircraft, comparing
calculation with measurement
P0132 A71-30305
Powered landing gear wheel system requirements for
parking and taxiing of commercial jet transport
airplanes
fSAE PAPER 710116] p0138 471-30530
Aircraft random heave-pitch response to taxiinq on
.rough runways, analyzing dynamic loads and fatigue
damage by power spectral technigues
P0560 471-36675
Runway and taxiway profile and airplane response
measurements to determine runway roughness
P0582 H71-307K6
Analysis of aircraft ground flotation
characteristics based on aircraft type and
airfield construction
[AD-720273] p0675 N71-31021
TEA L4SERS
D CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
TEACHING
U EDDCATION
TECHNIQUES
. U METHODOLOGY
TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING
Future air transportation concepts, discussing short
haul travel market, economic, environmental,
safety, convenience and reliability aspects
P0560 A71-36671
Low speed aerodynamics, detailing relevance tree
technological forecasting method of Canadian
science council national goals list
P0670 A71-12766
Future technology trends in air breathing propulsion
systems for aircrafts
[NASA-TH-X-67871] p0531 N71-28917
TECHNOLOGIES
NT MARINE TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Soviet book on aircraft construction technology
covering parts fabrication, protective coatings,
production automation, etc
pOOSI 471-11399
Aircraft noise abatement control on international
basis by setting acoustic technological capability
compulsory standards of guietness
p0215 A71-21826
Aircraft high temperature turbine engine design,
reviewing technological advances coupled with
laboratory engine and component tests
p0615 A71-39399
Air freight economics and growth forecast,
discussing rates, cost and technological aspects
p0661 471-11810
Technology developments in rotor, drive, flight
controls and cargo handling systems of heavy lift
helicopter system, noting military and commercial
applications
[AIAA PAPER "71-991] p0701 A71-15296
Cost estimates, performance prediction, technology
assessment, and configurations for space shuttle
p0171 N71-26052
Cost benefit analysis and technology assessment in
civil aviation research and development with case
histories
[NASA-CB-1808] p0513 N71-27010
A-U59
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION SUBJECT INDEI
Economic analysis of aeronautical B and D efforts in
OS and aeronautical contributions to aoise and air
pollution, including technology assessment and
data analysis techniques
rNASA-CB-18C9] p0514 N71-27011
Potential impact of advanced technology in 1985 on
four types of general aviation aircraft including
STOL V/STOL, and helicopters
tNASA-CR-114339] pC681 H71-35210
Influence of advanced technology and design
philosophies on general aviation aircraft for 1985
rNASA-CB-114338] p0682 N71-35217
Assessing research and. development in hypersonic
aircraft for determining requirements for
hypersonic research facilities
fNASA-CR-114322] p068U N71-35384
TECHNOLOGY. DTILIZATIOH
Air traffic control by satellite, discussing
CHES-SG1C and ES80 experiments within Dioscures
pro-ject test program
pOOC-8 A71-10748
Carbon fiber reinforced plastics and metals
structural components design, discussing
properties, processing and applications
P0030 A71-12910
Army avionics technology transfer to civil aviation,
discussing communication systems, flight control
and landing aids
P0087 A71-15017
DSAF technology programs providing near term
particular capability needs and long term
fundamental incremental gains
P0132 A71-16286
Avionics subsystem design improvements for
aeronautical systems, considering standardization,
weight impact, environmental control,
maintainability and equipment growth
p0181 A71-18829
Book on aviation technology and market structure
covering technological and scientific effects on
industry innovative behavior, R and D programs,
operating costs, etc
p0281 471-23982
NASA aerodynamic research applicable to business
aircraft concerning wind tunnel and flight tests,
STOL performance and high speed cruise technology
TSAE PAPEB 710378] p0285 A71-24244
Technical, sales/marketing and management -
Conference, coronado, California, May 1971
p0403 A71-28164
HAC malfunction detection, analysis and recording
system applications in commercial airlines,
emphasizing real time response for maintenance
function
[SAB PAPER 710425] p0405 A71-28311
Pilot training efficiency increase through advanced
simulation technology utilization, discussing
computerized flight simulators, CPT display
systems and automated briefings
p0489 471-31886
Potential benefits accruing to air superiority
fighters by integrating automatic feedback control
system technology into design, using f-it as
baseline configuration
TAIAA PAPEB 71-761] posos A71-31002
Semifinished product production technology influence
on heat resistant alloys mechanical properties,
considering forging, rolling, casting, melting,
diffusion welding and powder metallurgy
p0561 471-36725
Stability augmentation system for aircraft elastic
modes control, discussing active flutter
suppression technology
p0697 A71-44107
Future transportation technology impact, considering
system design evaluation criteria and civil
aviation and urban mass transit systems
contributions
[ A I A A PAPEB 71-1010] p0701 A71-44594
Environment degradation relation to technology,
discussing priorities
TAIAA PAPEE 71-1016] p0701 A71-44597
Survey on acoustics technology emphasizing noise
reduction and human tolerances
[NASA-SP-5093] p0128 N71-14307
TELECOMMUNICATION
NT AIBCFAFT COMMUNICATION
NT AUTOMATIC PICTOBE TRANSMISSION
NT BBOADCASTING
NT COLOB TELEVISION
NT DATA LINKS
NT GBOUND-AIB-GHOUND COMMUNICATIONS
NT MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION
NT PULSE COMMUNICATION
NT BADIO COHHUNICATION
NT RADIO RELAY STSTEHS
NT BADIO TELEMETBY
NT RADIOTELEPHONES
NT REENTRY COMMUNICATION
NT SPACE COMMUNICATION
NT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS
NT SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION
NT TELEBETRY
NT VOICE COMMUNICATION
Army avionics technology transfer to civil aviation,
discussing communication systems, flight control
and landing aids
P0087 A71-15017
Airborne radio communication systems, stressing
electronic equipment design reliability
P0358 A71-26880
Sensing and communications technologies for short
wayside headways, considering applicable equipment
for personal rapid transit systems, modulation,
coding and data transmission techniques
p0435 A71-30337
Scientific results fron ESRO satellites and from
sounding rocket campaign including aeronautical
fields, management planninq, satellite
development, and telecommunication - 1969 report
p0456 N71-24447
Viability of L band communication system between
geostationary satellites and aircraft terminals
[NASA-TM-X-65508] p0464 N71-24913
Tropospheric and ionospheric absorption at V8F for
North Atlantic aeronautical satellite system
[NASA-TH-X-65507] p0464 B71-24914
Air traffic control, communications, navigation,
frequency management, systems analysis, and
aircraft SRDS program developments
p0726 N71-38214
TELEMETERS
U TELEMETRY
TELEHETBY
NT PCM TELEMETRY
NT RADIO TELEMETBY °
Jet engine rotor strain and temperature data
transmission, examining special purpose telemeters
design
p0187 A71-19628
Self contained lightweight airborne data acguisition
system for atmospheric and meteorological
research, using analog recorder and telemetry
system
p0433 A71-30311
Integrated flight test data system combining digital
airborne data acquisition/recording system with
telemetry/microwave link to computerized ground
station
p0433 A71-30318
Telemetering - IEEE Conference, Washington, D.C. ,
April 1971
p0445 A71-30896
Automatic ATC display systems, discussing electronic
flight progress strip for telemetry reproduction
p0607 A71-38300
TE1EHETBY AUTO REDUCTION SYSTEM
U DATA SEDUCTION
U TELEMETRY
TELEPHONES
NT RADIOTELEPHONES
TELESCOPES
NT ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES
TELEVISION SYSTEMS
NT COLOR TELEVISION
Development of signal acguisition methods for
television aided aircraft carrier landing
operations
[AD-712511] p0119 N71-13194
TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
Television simulation for aircraft and space flight
[NASA-CASE-XFR-03107] p0307 N71-19449
TELLURIC FIELDS
U ELECTRIC FIELDS
TEMPEBATUEE
NT AMBIENT TEMPEEATUSE
NT ATMOSPHERIC TEMPEE4TURE
NT COMBUSTION TEMPEBATDBE
A-460
SUBJECT IHDEX TEBPERATOBE INVERSIONS
HT FLAKE TEBPEBATDRB
ST PLASH POIBT
HT GAS TEHPERATOBE
HT HIGH TEMPEBATORE
HT L0» TEIIPEBATDHE
HT OPEBATIHG TEBPEHiTORE
HT BOOH TEMPERATURE
HT SKIN TEBPEBATUBE (HOH-BIOLOGICAL)
HT STAGHATIOH TEHPEHATORE
HT SOBFACE TEBPEBATIJBE
HT HALL TEHPERATOBE
TEBPEBiTOBE CONTBOL
Combat aircraft cockpit temperature control system
design and operation
p0003 A71-10270
Equation derived for operation of turboprop engine
Kith high pressure compressor controlling gas
temperature at turbine front
p0205 A71-20831
Concorde thermal fatigue test installation,
controlling temperature by transfer temperature
variation in single heat exchanger block
p0276 A71-23580
Infrared and thermal evaluation of tactical aircraft
phased array radar antenna design vith cooling air
distribution for steady state operating
temperature maintenance
P0652 J71-U043I*
TEHPEBATDBB DIFFERENCES
U TEBPEBATUBE GBADIENTS
TEHPEBiTOBE DISIBIBDTIOH
Supersonic air flow pattern over rectangular
indentations on plane and axisymmetric surfaces,
examining static pressure and adiabatic
temperature distributions
P0190 A71-19714
Beams torsional rigidity under thermal stress due to
arbitrary temperature distribution
P0265 A71-22103
Gas field nonuniformity as function of turbine
engine combustion chamber design parameters,
discussing hot tube circumferential holes total
area effect
P036U A71-27501
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber outlet, noting
gas flow temperature field peripheral
nonuniformity
pOU15 A71-28972
Stratospheric turbulence induced aircraft buffeting
dependence on horizontal temperature and wind
distribution
pOt81 A71-31366
Air cooling methods for aircraft engine turbine
rotor blades, considering heat distribution in
rotor disk
pOt81 A71-31161
Gas turbine engine combustion chamber outlet gas
temperature field peripheral nonuniformity,
detailing jets disruptive capacity effects in
mixing zone
P0504 A71-33609
Engineering methods for predicting temperatures and
velocities in vicinity of vertical lift engines of
jet V/STOL aircraft operating near ground
[NASA-CR-111815] p025« N71-18714
Effect of heat conduction of material on temperatnre
distribution in vicinity of wing leading edge in
hypersonic flight
CEEPT-69C1] P0383 N71-22494
Conductive heat transfer effect on temperature
distribution in vicinity of wing leading edge in
hypersonic flight
[ARC-CP-1126] P0156 S71-2UUU6
Development of procedure for scaling of experimental
turbine vane airfoil temperatures from low to high
gas temperatures
[NASA-TN-D-6510.J p0717 N71-37563
TEBPEBiTOBE EFFECTS
Beat transfer and friction drag calculation for
turbulent boundary layer of gas with temperature
dependent physical properties
P0020 A71-11884
niobium alloys for gas turbine blades, examining
working temperatures, protective coatings and
ductility
p0031 A71-12939
Army rotorcraft hot day standard design hover
criterion, developing analytical models for
hovering aircraft, cost, climatology and
environmental features
p0096 471-15K31
Air temperature effects on internal combustion
engines intake process, using similarity theory
p0201 A71-20782
High pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas turbine engines, investigating power and
specific fuel consumption variation with pressure
and temperature
p0284 A71-24218
Aircraft tires mechanical data fron small Dodels,
discussing mechanical properties, tire stresses
and tire temperatures
[4IAA PAPER 71-3U6] p0343 A71-25325
Aircraft structural elements thermal behavior under
aerodynamic heating with linear dependence on
initial temperature
p036« A71-27493
Static strain measurements on Ti specimen subjected
to different conductive heating rates, testing
various gages
pOH28 A71-29833
X-type hot-wire probe thermal turbulent wake
interference, discussing wind tunnel investigation
of wire distance effect on pitch angle sensitivity
pOilUS A71-31022
Heating effects on wing tip vorticity diffusion rate
in gas vortex, causing outward radial convection
and increased kinematic viscosity
[AIAA PAPER 71-616] pOtSt A71-31556
Temperature and shock structure effects on choked
jet noise characteristics, using axisymmetric
convergent and convergent-divergent nozzles for
radiated noise fields investigation
[AIAA PAPEB 71-582] p0485 A71-31570
Antiwear properties of jet fuels as function of
dissolved oxygen, resin and heteroorganic compound
content and temperature, considering antioxidant
additives
pOSOa A71-33S79
Baximum temperature engine concept, definition and
application to future aircraft propulsion system
performance
[SAE PAPEB 710U61] p0535 A71-3H198
Air and jet fuel-air mixtures, calculating
temperature dependent laminar and turbulent heat
transfer parameters and transport properties
[ASBE PAPEB 71-HT-U1] p060<J A71-38002
Ablation performance of glasslike carbons, pyrolytic
graphite, and artificial graphite in stagnation
pressure range 0.035 to 15 atm
fNASA-TN-D-7005] p0127 N71-11138
Elevated temperature effects on fatigue life of
tensile stressed titanium alloys, aluminum alloys,
and stainless steels
fNASA-TN-D-6145] p037« N71-22076
Design point characteristics of 15-80 kBe nuclear
reactor Brayton cycle power system
[ NASA-TM-X-67811] pOU62 N71-24689
Predicted performance of 15-80 k»e reactor Brayton
power system over range of operating conditions
[NASA-TM-X-67833] pOi|62 N71-24690
Motor starting techniques for 2-15 kB Brayton space
power system
[NASA-TH-X-67819] p0462 N71-24691
Horizontal temperature and wind distribution effects
on aircraft buffeting in stratosphere
fNASA-TT-F-13978] .p0718 N71-37600
TEBPE8ATOBE FIELDS
0 TE8PEBATDRE DISTBIBUTION
TEBPEBATDBE GBADIEHTS
Stratospheric turbulence correlation to mesoscale
horizontal temperature gradient at altitudes flown
by SST from Coldscan program
PCU25 A71-29767
Technigue for experimental determination of fluid
viscosity of synthetic turbine engine lubricants
over temperature range of 100 to 700 F
[AD-727060] p0715 N71-36930
TEBPEBATOBE IHDICATOBS
D INDICATING IHSTRDBENTS
0 TEMPERATURE MEASURING IHSTRUBESTS
TEBPEBATOBE IHSTBOBEHTS
0 TENPERATORE HEASORING INSTBOSEBTS
TEBPEBATOBE INVERSIONS
NT INTEBPACIAL TENSION
NT STRUCTURAL STRAIN
NT VOLUMETRIC STRAIN
TEHPERATOHE BEASDBEBENT SDBJGCT IHDEI
TEBPEBATUBB BEASOBBHENT
Jet engine rotor strain and tenperature data
transmission, examining special purpose telemeters
des iqn
p0187 A71-19628
Shielded fine wire probe for total temperature rapid
measurement in high speed flows, discussing
construction and theoretical considerations
p03U7 A71-25528
Viscous flow in supersonic de Laval nozzle,
measuring gas density and rotational temperatures
by electron beam technigues
[AIAA PAPER 70-810] p0366 A71-27555
Hetal temperatures in rotating cooled gas turbine
blades, discussing coolant flow aerodynamics
p0411 A71-28748
Gas temperature measurement in aircraft combustion
chambers, using calorimetric probe
P0111 A71-28757
Temperature and radical concentration measurements
for high tenperature flowing gas streams in rig
simulating conditions in ramjet combustion chamber
and nozzle
pOH11 A71-287S8
Aircraft instrumentation and data analysis for clear
air turbulence, including orthogonal components
and temperature and wind distributions
pO»24 A71-29753
Rotational temperature and density measurements in
high speed cjas flow by electron beam fluorescence
technigue
fAIAA PAPER 71-605] pOU83 A71-31514
Thermal coatings of gondola payloads
[NYO-37i)7-12] p0041 N71-10496
Catalytic surface effects on thermocouple combustion
qas temperature measurements in jet engines
p0232 N71-17379
Air flow velocity, altitude, fuel-air ratio, fuel
flow velocity, and pressure effects on fuel
temperature before and after prevaporization in
ramjet engines
[NASA-TT-F-13605] pOt02 N71-24053
Airborne infrared radiometer measurement of ocean
water surface temperatures
[AD-726512] p0686 N71-3549H
Development of procedure for scaling of experimental
turbine vane airfoil temperatures from low to high
gas temperatures
[NASA-TN-D-6510] p0717 N71-37563
TEHPEBiTOBE BEASOBING 1NSTBOBEHTS
NT TEBPERATDEE PROBES
NT THEKHOCOOPLE PYBOBETERS
Heat transfer and heat flux measuring sensors for
gas turbine engines
p0232 N71-17377
TEHPEBATDBE PHOTOBETEHS
U TEBPERATDRE HEASURING INSTRUMENTS
TEBPEEJTDBE PBOBES
Reverse flow temperature probe design and
calibration for vertical soundings from aircraft,
comparing to radiosonde method
p0020 A71-11822
Shielded fine wire probe for total temperature rapid
measurement in high speed flows, discussing
construction and theoretical considerations
pC3«7 A71-25528
High total temperature sensing probe using fluid
oscillator concept for X-15 hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-116772] p0391 N71-23250
TEHPEEATOBE PROFILES
Heated jet interaction with deflecting flow in
subsonic wind tunnel, presenting flow
visualization and temperature and velocity
profiles
[ASBE PAPER 71-HT-2] p060t A71-37980
Temperature field profiling along radius in front of
gas turbine stage, applying to regeneratively
cooled turbine engine
p0703 A71-145011
Jet VTOL fighter-type model inlet-air temperature
rise analysis with various exhaust pressure ratios
and gas temperatures and surface wind velocities
for correlating parameters
[NASA-CR-111867] p032<4 N71-20271
Calculations of clear column radiances using
infrared temperature profile radiometer
measurements taken by Convair-990 over partly
cloudy areas
[NOAA-TM-NESS-28] p0337 N71-218U2
TEMPEBATDBE SEHSOBS
High performance fighter aircraft engine pressure
ratio and turbine inlet temperature measurement,
using fluidic sensors
p0203 A71-20586
Upper air sounding systems problems, discussing
aerodynamic heat transfer between temperature
sensor and ambient air
P0212 A71-21739
Fluid amplifiers theory and use as temperature and
pressure sensors, discussing applications in
chemical and ammunition industries and jet
aircraft control
[IEEE PAPER 70-TP-120-IGA] p0691 A71-12921
Heat' flux sensor adapted for mounting on aircraft or
spacecraft to measure aerodynamic heat flux inflow
to aircraft skin
[NASA-CASE-XFR-G3802] p0388 N71-23085
Airborne nucleonics eguipment design for indicating
helicopter lift capability using X ray backscatter
from Kr-85, temperature sensor, and digital
computer
[SAN-805-1] p0565 H71-29215
TBBPBBiTBBE TBIHSDOCEBS
D TEMPERATURE BEASDHING INSTRUMENTS
D TEHPEBATURE SENSOBS
TENSILE DEFOBHATION
Inflation of initially spherical balloon of elastic
rubber-like material, discussing tensile
instability
P0345 A71-25U15
TENSILE PBOPEBTIES
Flight service effects on residual tensile
properties of C-130 aircraft center wing plate
section
[NASA-CR-111828] p0402 H71-21021
TENSILE STRENGTH
Low alloy steels and superalloys inertia welding in
gas turbine field, discussing microstructure
tensile strength and stress rupture
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-21] p0349 A71-25965
Honograph on fiber-resin composites covering glass,
boron and carbon fibers and epoxy matrix materials
tensile and thermoelastic properties
p053<4 A71-34169
Strength of adhesive of carbon fiber composite
material bonds
[DLE-FB-71-31] p0639 N71-33100
TENSILE TESTEBS
0 TENSILE TESTS
TENSILE TESTS
Pisa University Aeronautical Institute activities
/1960-1970/, considering supersonic and subsonic
flow research, thin stiffened shells fatigue under
compressive or tensile loads, etc
pOitll A71-30822
TENSION TESTEBS
U TENSILE TESTS
TENSOB FIELDS
0 TENSORS
TENSORS
Tensor inertia conversion from principal to rotated
coordinates system, obtaining negative products in
aircraft
p0298 A71-219U9
TEBHINAL BALLISTICS
Combat aircraft vulnerability to projectile impact
predicted by aodel giving target penetration,
damage size and structural response
[AIAA PAPER 71-777] p0507 A71-31013
Wing structural elements ballistic damage tolerance
and residual fracture strength characteristics,
discussing projectile velocity, impact angle and
target thickness effects
p05i40 A71-35161
Armored cockpit for attack aircraft combat
effectiveness, including mold line tumbling
plates, terminal ballistic kinematics and integral
structural armor
[AIAA PAPBB 71-778] pOSUS A71-35530
TEBBINAL FACILITIES
Digital simulation program in GPSS language for
airline operations including aircraft maintenance,
flight scheduling, terminal space, eguipment, work
forces utilization, etc
p0020 A71-11809
Helicopter operations integration into civil air
traffic system, noting special requirements for
mixed fixed and rotary wing terminal environments
A-U62
SUBJECT IHDEI TEBHIBAL FACILITIES COHTD
P0029 A71-12892
V/STOL aircraft operations, considering terminals,
landing and approach aids, air traffic, noise and
pollution control, performance, airworthiness
regulations and licensing
p0071 471-13572
Air transport development, examining capital
investment, traffic volaoe and facilities
p0079 471-11)216
Airport planning and terminal facilities operation
in 1970s, considering impact on developing
countries
p0087 A71-14994
Helicopters, heliports and helistops, discussing
need for public facilities
pOC98 A71-15440
Public-use ground level and rooftop helicopter and
STOL aircraft landing facilities for city and
suburban traffic
p0098 A71-15442
Optimum flight paths for V/STO1 aircraft operating
in short haul transportation near city centers
p0098 A71-15443
Airport adaptation to large capacity aircraft,
considering terminal installations,
infrastructures, runways, roads and traffic areas
p0143 A71-17589
Lyons-Satolas /France/ International Airport
project, discussing layout, facilities and noise
control problem
p0143 A71-17590
Hovering and low speed flight capabilities of tilt
wing VTOL aircraft in terminal area under
near-zero visibility instrument landing conditions
[AIAA PAPEE 71-73 p0150 A71-18181
System automation evolutionary process in terminal
Air Traffic Control environment
[AIAA PAPEE 71-212] p0188 A71-19717
ATC automated systems, discussing National Airspace
System En Boute Stage A and Advanced Radar
Terminal System
[AliA PAPER 71-241] p0188 471-19719
D.S. domestic ATC airspace enroute and terminal area
navigation system effects on pilot workload,
projecting future FAA reguirements
p0201 A71-20347
Airport lighting facilities in Japan, considering
fixtures, marker and obstruction lights and apron
floodlight
p0201 471-20355
4TC automation program for en route and terminal
centers, discussing combined nationwide system
features, IFR volume and video digitizer data
links
p0210 471-21659
Boeing 707 aircraft passenger handling measures in
Frankfurt airport, discussing loading, unloading,
baggage claim and customs control
p0279 471-23696
Air cargo volume development trends, examining
worldwide airport terminal capacities and palette/
containerization systems modular design and
operation
p0294 471-211824
Airport terminal building design and construction,
noting economy and expansibility coreguirements
[SAE PAPER 710418] p0405 A71-28307
Optimum functional integration and performance
reguirements of navigation aids and ATC in
terminal area
[SAE PAPER 710456] p0408 471-28333
Roissy-en-France airport, describing construction,
passenger handling, terminal facilities, traffic
volume and runway system
P0419 471-29309
Helbouroe/Tullamarine airport, describing
facilities, capacity, road system, cargo and
passenger handling areas and runway layout
P0419 471-29310
Frankfurt terminal baggage conveyor system,
describing passenger capacity and luggage handling
eguipment
P0419 471-29312
Ultra Compact Airport Terminal, describing landside,
terminal and airside elements
P0420 471-29313
ATC system models, covering surface movement, runway
utilization, terminal areas and enroute traffic
P0535 471-34523
Binational Basle-Hulhouse airport, discussing
traffic structure, buildings and runway
development
p0553 471-35996
Narita site Tokyo international airport, discussing
transportation, runways, ground handling,
navigation aids, lighting, etc
P0553 A71-35997
Airport system utilization, discussing aircraft
noise, ATC, ST01 development and passenger
handling capacity problems
[C4SI P4PEE 72/3] p0600 471-37594
Baggage handling network, describing automobile
luggage check, inbound, connecting, customs claim
and recheck systems
p0605 A71-38025
Airport facilities operational planning, discussing
computer simulation parking systems and arrivals
building
p0605 471-38026
International air cargo handling through runways,
terminals, parking and maintenance areas, noting
facilities planning
p0614 A71-39393
Airport design for passenger and baggage handling
efficiency, considering choice between continuous
and batching type intra-airport transit system
p0665 A71-42072
STOL aircraft system, discussing ground
installations, runways, three dimensional area
navigational aids, noise reduction, air traffic
and short haul productivity
[AIAA PAPEE 71-983] p0700 A71-44579
Systems maintenance program evaluation of Eastern
Eegion air transportation facilities
p0033 N71-10114
Traveler service problems in domestic intercity air,
bus, and rail transportation
[PB-193300] p0034 N71-10116
Transportation research needs related to civil
engineering
[PB-193388] p0035 H71-10247
Statistical data on delays and cost of delays at
airline terminals
p0038 N71-10366
High speed access system evaluation for
transportation from jetport to Miami with cost
estimates and network descriptions
CPB-192842] p0039 H71-10417
Analysis of air transportation facilities in Gulf
Coast region of US - Vol. 1
[PB-194339] p0124 S71-13803
Analysis of civil aviation facilities in Gulf Coast
region of OS - Vol. 2
[PB-194340] p0124 H71-13804
System description of field test model of ARTS 2
modular alphanumeric nontracking 4TC system
p0255 H71-18815
Inventory of private and public airports and air
facilities in state of Texas
[PB-196935] p0336 871-21629
Ten year forecast for eight major traffic categories
at Hashington National and Dulles International
airports for period 1971 through 1982
p0372 H71-21979
Performance tests and characteristics of capsule-
type and prismatic-head lights used for airport
approach and runway lighting systems
[NBS-10121] p0382 H71-22453
Computer graphics display program for use in
terminal operations and V/STOL approach and
departure path synthesis
[H4S4-CR-117887] p0390 S71-23186
Index of standard instrument approach procedures for
domestic and foreign airports
p0391 871-23233
Survey of civil airports to determine status of
crash' fire and rescue eguipment available for use
following accidents involving scheduled or local
service air carrier aircraft
p0476 N71-26466
Analysis of road traffic problems at Washington
Rational Airport and recommendations to improve
airport access
[HEPT-3] p0476 N71-26526
Analysis of physical and econonic factors pertaining
to effective operation of vertical takeoff and
landing aircraft short range commercial
transportation - Vol. 1
4-463
TERMINAL GUIDANCE SUBJECT IHDEX
C4E-326/021-VOL-1] p0565 N71-29285
Identification and analysis of potential sites for
vertical takeoff and landing aircraft facilities
in Great Britain - Vol. 2
[ AE-326/021-VOL-2] p0565 N71-29286
Terminal area studies with XC-142, XV-5, Do-31, and
P 1121 aircraft to develop powered lift control
techniques for instrument approach
p0583 N71-30774
Computer simulation of aircraft collision-hazard
warning radar techniques in terminal area
p0677 N71-34170
Economic aspects and .regional planning for
international airport facility, at Ontario,
California
[PB-199695] p0681 N71-35391
Airborne traffic situation display system for use
vith radar control terminal system
[AD-727769] p0716 N71-37042
Manual for development of needs estimates and
capital improvement programs for airports and
other intercity terminals for 1970 to 1990
[OMB-04-S710021 p0723 N71-37824
Evaluation of design concept and operational
feasibility of 11-sided control tower cab
fFAA-NA-71-37] p0723 N71-37826
TBBHINAL GUIDANCE
Optimum automatic flight control techniques in
horizontal guidance of aircraft at terminal
p0200 A71-20306
Night rescue terminal naviqation, considerinq
design, development and tests of Limited Night
Recovery System for HH-53 helicopter
CAHS PREPRINT 531] p0450 A71-31095
Precision landing guidance system using microwave
scanning beam technique, stressing application to
aerospace transportation
p0497 A71-32723
Flight test program to obtain data on aided inertial
system for terminal quidance and naviqation of
helicopter in designing V/STOL avionics system
fNASA-TM-X-66494] p0108 N71-12244
Data processing and display system for terminal
guidance of x-15 aircraft
rNASA-CASE-XFB-00756] p0122 N71-13I(21
TBBHINATIHG
D STOPPING
TEBBINOLOGI
German glossary of commercial air traffic with
English equivalents
p0562 A71-36962
TEBNABY SYSTEHS (DIGITAL)
D DIGITAL STSTEHS
TEBBAIN ANALYSIS
Arctic ocean pack ice terrain profiling by airborne
laser altimeter and coincident photography,
analyzing data for ice development stages
interpretation
p0703 A71-44986
Desiqn of computer assisted information system to
provide seacoast data for military purposes
CAD-722427] p0572 N71-29660
TEBBAIN FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT
NT TSE-2 AIRCRAFT
Terrain following radar for airborne guidance of low
flying military aircraft
p0358 A71-26881
TEBBESTRIAL MAGNETISM
D GEOMAGNETISM
TEST BEDS
D TEST EQUIPMENT
TEST CBABBEBS
NT VACUUM CHAMBEBS
TEST EQUIPMENT
HB 211 turbofan engine development testing,
describing test program, test facilities,
equipment and instrumentation
P003Q A71-12912
Versatile Avionic Shop Test /VAST/ general purpose
digital tester, discussing hardware and software
p0063 A71-13084
Performance test methods and equipment for aircraft
avionics and weapons systems, discussing computer
integration with radar and phototheodolite range
instrumentation system
p0211 A71-21660
F-111 airfraae static test instrumentation,
describing computerized processing of simultaneous
inputs from 400 channels of tape recorded strain.
load and deflection data
p0267 A71-22717
High temperature dynamic strain gage test equipment
for evaluating precision, life and environmental
limitations
p0267 A71-22719
Traversing Infrared Inspection System for c-5
aircraft fail-safe strap panels of bonded Ti-Al
laminates, discussing design and application
[ASME PAPER 71-DE-37] p0361 A71-27327
Concorde SST fliqht test equipment installation with
PCH recording and visual instruments
p0430 A71-30055
Low cost qo/no-go portable aircraft enqine tester
connected to engine mounted sensors
pOU3U A71-30327
Automated modal data acquisition and processing
system /HODAPS/ for real-time modal vibration
testing of complex aerospace vehicle structures,
describing features, capabilities and utilization
P0435 A71-30341
F-15 aircraft integrated data system for flight test
program information, discussing development and
major elements
fAIAA PAPER 71-77U] p0507 A71-34010
Strut pressure and axle strain gage systems testing
for balance and weighinq onboard De flavillahd C-7A
aircraft
(SAKE PAPER 881] p0552 A71-35827
Test bed engine studies of overall excess air ratio
permissible deviation, obtaining diagram for
constraints calculation
p0704 A71-45C22
Fatigue test equipment for evaluating Focker
aircraft wing
[NLB-TR-70008-L] p0389 N71-23157
Design, development, and test of ground support
equipment for analyzing aircraft equipment
condition and performance
[AD-719675] • p0460 N71-24603
In-fliqht use of traversing boundary layer pitot
probes with mechanical and electrical features and
sample boundary layer profiles
[NASA-TN-D-6428] p0530 N71-28872
Effectiveness of reliability proqrams for avionic
equipment
p0714 K71-36779
Coct effectiveness of built in test provisions in
aircraft operations
p0714 N71-36780
TEST FACILITIES
NT BALLISTIC BANGES
NT SLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS
NT CASCADE WIND TONNELS
NT COMBUSTION WIND TUNNELS
NT ENGINE TESTING LABOBATOBIES
NT HYPEBVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
HT LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
NT LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
NT PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
NT RECTANGULAR WIND TUNNELS
NT ROCKET TEST FACILITIES
NT SHOCK TUNNELS
NT SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS
NT SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
NT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
NT TEST STANDS
NT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
NT WIND TUNNELS
German book on Goettingen Aerodynamic Research
Institute /1945-1969/
P001S A71-11406
BB 211 turbofan enqine development testing,
describinq test program, test facilities,
equipment and instrumentation
p0030 A71-12912
Laboratory facilities for DC-10 structural test
program using fatigue test machines and computer
controlled servo loadinq systems
[SAE PAPER 700829] p0072 471-13724
Ground and airborne aircraft fliqht simulation
methods, discnssinq simulator layouts and
application to Concorde project
P0088 A71-15206
Jet noise suppressor development test techniques and
facilities, discussing model tests at hydrodynamic
ONEBA wind tunnel
P0101 A71-15819
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SUBJECT INDEX
Aircraft engine double-reverberant chamber duct
lining test facility, discussing noise fields, air
flov, layout, perfornance, insertion and
transmission losses, etc
p0143 A71-17619
Artificial lightning generation facilities for
aircraft component developmental testing by
manufacturer
p0193 A71-19931
Altitude rate generation for aircraft instruments
testing
p0268 A71-22770
High thrust aircraft engines test facility design
p0271 A71-22956
Two dimensional test facility in blovdovn wind
tunnel transonic section, discussing porous
sidenall boundary layer control effects on
airfoils geometric characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 71-293] p0271 A71-22957
Military aircraft flight test establishments,
discussing airframe, engine, flight control and
weapons delivery systems tests vork flow
integration requirements
p0355 A71-26315
Airline engine performance testing from operator
perspective, using automated test cell data
acquisition system
[SAB PAPER 7101(51] p0407 A71-28329
French shock tube test facility for reproducing and
investigating effects of sonic booms on vision and
physiological processes
p0502 A71-33350
Cascading tnrbomachine blades vibrations measurement
in subsonic and sonic high temperature gas flows,
describing test facility
p0505 A71-33993
Flight test program, facilities and instrumentation
for F-14 aircraft structural, powerplant,
avionics, performance and carrier suitability
evaluation
pOSIO A71-34153
High speed aerodynamic test facilities development
over past 25 years, discussing deficiencies and
improvements
p066U A71-41984
Bach 1 burner rig tests at 2100 P for oxidation
resistance evaluation of NiCrAl and FeCrAlT
claddings on TD-NiCr
[NASA-TH-X-52916] p0052 1171-11426
Test facilities, wind tunnels and tests at
Modane-Avrieux Center
[ONERA-NT-166] p0052 N71-111170
Calibration and charting at rain simulation facility
for rain erosion tests
[AD-714554] p0175 N71-16252
Aerodynamic design of symmetrical blading for three
stage axial flow compressor test rig
[AD-714585] p0178 N71-16565
Use of gun tunnel as low temperature test facility
for hypersonic intake research
p0385 N71-22635
Design and characteristics of device, for launching
models in wind tunnels without disturbance of air
flow
fNASA-CASE-XNP-03578] pC387 1171-23030
Terminal air traffic control facility for approach
systems tests
[AD-719104] p0457 N71-24451
Test description and results for high Hach number
transonic fan stages to determine range and
distortion tolerance for various rotor tip casing
treatment configurations
fNRSA-CR-82862] pC468 1171-25460
Tabulations of blade element and circumferential
distortion flow data in tests of high Hach number
transonic fan stages with various rotor tip casing
treatment configurations
[NASA-CR-82867] pOU68 N71-25U61
Test procedures to determine ability of aircraft
equipment and armament to withstand storage and
operate effectively in tropic environment
[AD-720570] p0474 N71-26194
Test procedures to evaluate aircraft borne eguipment
for use in crash rescue operations
[AD-72C563] p047U N71-26195
Flow-duct test facility data on acoustic behavior of
lined ducts and duct-lininq materials for turbojet
engine applications
[HASA-CR-111887] p0476 871-26417
Test facilities on structural engineering at FFA,
Sweden
[FFA-HEHO-61] p0569 H71-29378
Optimal digital controller based on linear
approximation of acoustical test facility, for
determining effects of supersonic rocket engine
noise on vehicle surface
[HASA-CR-115073] p0580 1171-30741
Design and characteristics of guasi-steady devices
for simulation of high Reynolds number flows
[NASA-CR-1838] p0590 1171-31262
Analysis and validation of characteristics of
general purpose airborne simulator for simulation
of aerodynamic characteristics of large transport
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6431] p0723 N71-37823
TEST METHODS
0 TESTS
TEST PILOTS
Flight tests - Conference, Beverly Hills, September
1970
p0183 A71-19076
TEST PBOGBABS
D TESTS
TEST RANGES
NT BALLISTIC RANGES
TEST STAHDS
Gas dynamic test stand for cyclic thermal load
testing of gas turbine engine materials and
components at variable heating and cooling rates
and mechanical loads
p0206 A71-20839
TEST VEHICLES
NT FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
TESTERS
D TEST EQUIPMENT
TESTING
D TESTS
TESTING MACHINES
D TEST EQUIPMENT
TESTING TIHE
Aircraft gas turbine engine components equivalent
testing by shortening testing time reguired to
increase service life
p0136 A71-16761
Computer program for prediction of repair time
elements for versatile avionic ship test
pOS01 A71-33314
Aircraft gas turbine engine components eguivalent
testing by shortening testing time required to
increase service life
p0544 A71-35460
TESTS
NT SALT SPRAY TESTS
TETHERING
First order motion of cable towed and tethered
bodies for predicting aircraft dynamic stability
performance
[VKI-TN-68] p0639 N71-33116
TETHEHLIHES
Parachute decelerator towline energy absorber shock
attenuation characteristics, discussing drop test
results
[AIAA PAPER 70-1202] p0347 A71-25527
TETRAHEDRONS
Tetra-Core structural composite material, discussing
fabrication techniques, test results, potential
and applications
p0208 A71-21225
TEXAS
Reference file of factors affecting weather at Reese
AFB, Texas
[AD-711390] p0045 N71-10948
Terminal weather forecast data for Randolph AFB,
Texas
[AD-712681] p0115 N71-12680
Economic analysis of airport construction in north
central Texas region, emphasizing employment and
dollar value of purchases
p0246 N71-18099
Transportation management, regional planning, and
commercial aviation development for state of Texas
[PB-196932] p0336 N71-21627
Research and development aspects of air
transportation system for state of Texas
[PB-196933] p0336 871-21628
Inventory of private and public airports and air
facilities in state of Texas
[PB-196935] p0336 1171-21629
A-465
TEXTBOOKS SUBJECT INDEX
Compilation of references on various aspects of air
transportation for Texas
fPB-196936] p0336 N71-21630
Characteristics of V/STOL aircraft for commercial
transportation system and applications to Texas
requirements
(PB-196931) p0336 N71-21632
TEXTBOOKS
Handbook for airframe and powerplant mechanics
preparing for mechanic certification for FAA
aircraft and engine mechanic examinations
CFA&-AC-65-9] p0616 1171-33678
Reference text on design of aviation structural
elements
[AD-726586] p0682 H71-35220
Textbook on combustion chambers of gas turbine
engines
[lb-727960] p0728 N71-38542
TFX AIRCBAFT
U F-111 AIRCRAFT
THEODOESEH TBABSFORHATION
Lou speed airfoil characteristics calculation by
digital computer, using Theodorsen conformal
transformation method for potential flow pressure
distribution
[SAE PAPER 710389] p0286 A71-21253
THEOBEHS
NT EXISTENCE THEOBEHS
NT SIMILARITY THEOREB
NT ONIQOENESS THEOREB
THEOBETICAL PBYSICS
NT NEKTON THEOBY
TBEBHAL BUCKLING
Flutter analysis of plates with inplane boundary
support flexibility exposed to transverse pressure
loading or buckled by uniform thermal expansion
p0011 A71-10940
TBEBHAL COBTBOL COATINGS
Thermal coatings of gondola payloads
[NYO-3747-12] pOO<41 N71-10496
Thermal control coatings for refractory gas turbine
materials
p0231 N71-17391
Performance of aluminide coatings in simulated high
temperature tests on gas turbine engine inlets
[NASA-CR-116371] p0231 N71-17393
TBEBHAL COBVECTIOB
D FREE CONVECTION
TBEBHAL CDEBEHTS
0 CONVECTIVE FLOW
TBEBHAL CYCLING TESTS
Gas dynamic test stand for cyclic thermal load
testing of gas turbine engine materials and
components at variable heating and cooling rates
and mechanical loads
p0206 A71-20839
Aircraft power plants sealing materials, emphasizing
porous cermet seals heat resistance under thermal
cyclic loads
p0368 A71-27688
Bind tunnel stability and thermal cycling tests
performed on reentry vehicle configurations in
French and German test facilities
p0331 N71-20859
TBEBHAL DIFFUSION
Diffusion and thermal mechanism ignition theories,
applying to altitude relighting of gas turbine
engine combustors
pO<410 A71-28745
TBERHAL EFFECTS
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
THBBHAL EFFICIENCY
D THERHODT.NASIC EFFICIENCY
TBEBHAL ENERGY STORAGE
D HEAT STOEA6E
THEBHAL ENTIROHHEHTS
Thermal ground testing of Concorde and Veras,
considering static and fatigue testing in heat
environment
P0558 A71-3646U
THERHAL EXPANSION
NT THERMAL BDCKLING
TBEBHAL FATIGUE
Superalloy turbine engine guide vane thermal fatigue
cracks repair by plasma arc fusion method
p0067 A71-13257
Optimal firing temperature schedule during gas
turbine loading for minimal thermal fatigue of hot
gas path components, considering hollow stationary
airfoils
[ASHE PAPER 70-BA/GT-2] p0076 A71-14116
Concorde thermal fatigue test installation,
controlling tenperatare by transfer teaperature
variation in single heat exchanger block
P0276 A71-23580
Thermal fatigue behavior of fiber reinforced nickel
alloy gas turbine blades
P0234 N71-17390
Analysis of low cycle thermal fatigue in laminated
porous wall turbine vanes
[BASA-CR-72950] p0678 H71-34944
TBEBHAL INSULATION
Calculating changes in shape of solid fuel charges
for ramjet engines after hardening in steel and
Durestos casings
CFOA-2-C-2337-16] p0160 N71-K1618
Development of thermal insulation system for wing
and control surfaces of hypersonic aircraft and
reentry vehicles
[NASA-CASB-XLA-00892] p0213 N71-17897
Comparison of space shuttle aerodynamic heating
analyses for metallic heat shield and surface
insulation concepts
pO«72 N71-26051
Heat flowmeter for measuring vertical takeoff
aircraft exhaust thermal insulation dissipation
[DLR-HITT-71-07] p062<t N71-31929
Simulated OP-1 jet fuel fire tests of high
temperature cabin pressure sealant and insulating
plastics and rubbers
[FAA-NA-71-22] p0726 N71-38119
TBKRBAL POHEB
U TURBOGENERATORS
TBEBHAL PROPERTIES
U THERMODYNAHIC PBOPERTIES
TBEBHAL PROTECTION
Optimal weight of aerodynamic heat protection layers
of stressed skin and optimal efficiency of cooling
system for hypersonic aircraft compartments
p0205 A71-20836
Titanium fuselage environmental conditions in
post-crash fuel fires
(FAA-RD-71-3] p0316 H71-19901
Parameters contributing to aeroelastic problems in
thermal protection of space shuttle
p0461 N71-24661
Polyisocyanurate foam and intumescent paint for
thermal protection of aircraft passengers in
ground accident fires
p0581 N71-30758
TBEBHAL BADIATION
Aircraft heat viewer for underlying surfaces
radiation properties, suggesting gualitative
survey type thermal aerial photo combination with
simultaneous radiometric measurements
p0661 A71-H1300
TBERHAL REACTORS
Haterials research for thermal reactors, jet
engines, space shuttles, and space nuclear power
systems
[NASA-IB-X-67885) p0629 N71-323U9
TBERHAL RESISTANCE
Gas turbine engine Ni alloys heat resistance,
examining fatigue life and creep properties at
various temperatures and test durations
p0136 A71-16754
Long term exposure effects on high temperature
resistant supersonic aircraft fuel tank sealants
p0282 A71-24081
Aircraft power plants sealing materials, emphasizing
porous cermet seals heat resistance under thermal
cyclic loads
p0368 A71-27688
Gas turbine engine steels and Ni alloys heat
resistance, examining fatigue life and creep
properties at various temperatures and test
durations
p05<*3 A71-35453
Computerized optimization of thermal resistant gas
turbine blades
P0235 N71-17400
Design of shaft face seal with self-acting lift
augmentation for gas turbine engines
[NASA-TN-D-6164] p0326 N71-20392
THERHAL SHIELDING
U HEAT SHIELDING
THEBBAL SHOCK
Concorde environmental testing, considering
A-466
SUBJECT INDEX THEBHODTH&BICS
endurance tests, thermal shock rigs and plant for
simulating air supply from compressor stages of
aircraft gas turbine engines
p0276 A71-23583
Mechanical properties of composites consisting of Al
matrix reinforced by boron fibers, considering
high temperature creep, corrosion and thermal
shock resistivity
pOt36 A7 1-30173
TBEBHAL SIBULATION
Gas flame heater for heat resistant samples under
fatigue tests, simulating gas turbine engine
operating conditions
pOOOl A71-10041
Simulated JP-U jet fuel fire tests of high
temperature cabin pressure sealant and insulating
plastics and rubbers
fFAA-NA-71-22] p0726 N71-38119
TBEBHiL STABILITY
Jet fuels thermal stability and corrosive properties
during prolonged storage
p0186 A71-19U92
Olympus 593 supersonic engine lubricants tests,
defining reguirements in terms of bulk thermal
stability, resistance to hot bearing breakdown,
oil mist coking, etc
pOU28 A71-29826
Stratospheric turbulence induced aircraft buffeting
dependence on vertical wind shear, Richardson
number and thermal stability change from
underlying to overlying layer
pOUBO A71-31365
Thermal stability of naphthenes up to 1000 P,
considering hypersonic aircraft fuel applications
p0671 A71-12837
Thermal performance of hypersonic engine struts
[NASA-C8-111812} p0126 N71-T40U5
Thermally resistant polymers for fuel tank sealants
of advanced high speed aircraft
CNASA-CE-1199d6] p0686 N71-35516
TBEBHAL STBZSSBS
Gas turbine engine nozzle guide vanes under pulsed
thermal operation, discussing service life
evaluation and increase
p0136 A71-16756
Cyclic thermal cracking and fatigue analysis in
large steam turbine rotors with three dimensional
temperature and triaxial stress computation
[ASME PAPER 70-PHB-1] p0198 A71-20198
Beans torsional rigidity under thermal stress due to
arbitrary temperature distribution
p0265 A71-22103
Soviet papers on thin nailed aircraft structures
strength and stability covering bending theory,
circular cylindrical shells, thermal stresses of
rectangular plates, etc
pOSII 471-35301
Gas turbine engine nozzle guide vanes under pulsed
thermal operation, discussing service life
evaluation and increase
pOSIt &71-35<t55
Thermal stress analysis of wind tunnel corners
r.AEC-CP-1117] p0228 N71-17100
Heat transfer and thermal stress calculations for
gas turbine rotor blade design
p0235 H71-17U01
THEBBO-PBOTOVOLTAIC GBNEBATOBS
D THERBOELECTBIC GENEBATOBS
TBEBBOAEHOELASTICITY
D AEBOELASTICITY
0 THEBBOELASTICITY
THBBHOCHEBISTBY
NT AEBOTHESBOCHEHISTBY
Soviet book on aircraft materials science and
treatment covering steel/cast iron processing,
metallography, heat/thermochemical conditioning,
surface protection and corrosion prevention
p0422 A71-29529
TBEBBOCOBPBESSIOH
0 HEATING
THEBBOCOOPLE PYROSETBBS
Calorimetric and thernocoupde pyrometer heat flax
measurements in blowdown Wind tunnels
[OHEBA-NT-159] p0058 N71-12059
TBEEBOCOOPLES
Catalytic surface effects on thermocouple combustion
gas temperature measurements in jet engines
p0232 N71-17379
Experimental investigation on effect of spot velded
or adhesively bonded thermocouples and fatigue
behavior of tvo titanium alloys suitable for use
in high speed airplanes
[NASA-TB-X-2288] p0531 N71-28891
TBEBHODYNABIC CYCLES
NT BfiAYTOS CYCLE
Gas generator with high thrust-weight ratio,
discussing thermodynamic cycles, mass flow rates
and combustion chamber
pO*96 A71-32571
Thermodynamic cycle and power output parameters of
gas turbine
p0512 N71-2695I)
TBEEBODYBABIC EFFICIENCY
Botor loss coefficients for prediction of radial gas
turbine performance using one dimensional analysis
P0011 A71-11016
Optimal weight of aerodynamic heat protection layers
of stressed skin and optimal efficiency of cooling
system for hypersonic aircraft compartments
p0205 A71-20836
Soviet book on theory of aircraft bladed machines
covering axial flow, centrifugal and composite
turbines and compressors, theruodynaaiic
efficiency, control turbocompressor matching, etc
P0355 A71-26H01
Continuous combustion gas turbine with stepwise heat
release, investigating ideal thermal efficiency
cycle of gas overexpansion, cooling and
compression
P0409 A71-28583
Fuel consumption and propulsive and thermodynamic
efficiency comparisons for ships, hydrofoil craft,
helicopters, jet aircraft, and ground effect
machines
[NPL-HOVEECRAFT-12} p023C N71-17161
TBEBBODYNAHIC FBOPEBTIES
HI CRITICAL EBESSUHE
NT ENTBALPY
ST EHTEOPY
NT THERMAL BUCKLING
NT THEBMAL DIFFUSION
NT THEBHAL STABILITY
ST VAPOR PRESSURE
Thermal coatings of gondola payloads
t NYO-37<t7-12] pOOH N71-10496
Thermodynamic properties of insulated liguid methane
fuselage tanks for supersonic cruise aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-6157] p0238 N71-17506
Selection of scanning systems for aircraft thermal
viewers
P0260 S71-19220
Cavity resonance effects on dynamic and thermal
characteristics of resonant cavities in low speed,
turbulent, shear flow
p0327 S71-20539
Computer program to generate turbine aerodynamic
reguirements, approximate external blade
geometries, and coolant flow reguirements for two
stage axial flow turbine
[NASA-TH-X-2229] p0381 N71-22568
Thermodynamic properties of small gas turbines for
power generation in aeronautics, space, and
industry
P0512 N71-26957
Internal aerodynamics manual containing tabulations
for calculating internal combustion engine
thermodynamics•
[AD-723811] p0627 N71-32061
Numerical analysis and analog simulation of
temperature distributions of convection-cooled
turbine blades
[NAL-TB-232] p061<4 N71-33519
Nozzle .design procedure and calculations for
hypervelocity wind tunnel including thermodynaaic
properties of nitrogen and inviscid core and
boundary layer calculations
C&D-727591] ' p0723 N71-37821
THBBBODYNABICS
NT AEBOTHEBBODYNABICS
NT COHBOSTION PHYSICS
Air, helium and carbon dioxide injection effect on
turbulent boundary layer tbermodynamic behavior by
wind tunnel experiments
pOlOO A71-15615
French book on thermodynamics and gas dynamics
covering theoretical and applied thermodynamics,
air compressors, combustion, internal combustion
i-»67
THEBHOELASTICITT. SUBJECT INDEX
engines, water vapor, compressible fluid cooling,
etc
p0271 A71-22965
THEBBOELASTICITY
Monograph on fiber-resin composites covering glass,
boron and carbon fibers and epoxy matrix materials
tensile and thermoelastic properties
p053l» A71-3HU69
THEHHOELECTHIC GENEBiTOBS
Portable skid-mounted thermoelectric power source
for radio beacon use during emergency
rAD-721887] p0528 H71-28U31
TBEBHOGR1HS
D RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
D TEMPERATURE BEASURING INSTROMENTS
THEBHOGEiPHS
D RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
0 TEHPEHATORE HEASUEING INSTEOMENTS
THERKOBECH6NICS
0 THERMODYNAMICS
THEBHOHETBT
U TEBPERATURE MEASUREMENT
THERMONUCLEAR PBOPDLSIOI
D SDCLEAB PROPULSION
THEEHOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
-NT CRITICAL PRESSDHE
NT THEPHA1 DIFFUSION
ST THERMAL STABILITY
NT VAPOE PRESSURE
TBERBOPHYSICS
U THERHODYNABICS
THERHOSETTING RESINS
NT EPOXY RESINS
NT NYLOK (THADEHARK)
THEBHOSTABILITY
0 THERHAL STABILITY
TBEHBOTEOPISB
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
THICK HALLS
Solid profile wing motion near solid vail or free
surface, using acceleration potential method
p0360 A71-27171
THICKENED LEADING EDGES
D LEADING EDGES
THICKNESS
Thickness effect on fracture toughness and crack
propagation of Al alloy sheets used for aircraft
skins
p0539 A71-35153
THICKNESS BATIO
Ring thickness optimal distribution for minimum wave
drag in supersonic flow at zero angle of attack
for given planform, using Ritz method at lower
Hach numbers
p0117 A71-29222
Inviscid incompressible flow past thin circular arc
airfoil at zero incidence, expanding for complex
potential or velocity in powers of thickness ratio
P0536 A71-31674
TBIN AIRFOILS
ST INFINITE SPAM WIHGS
NT THIN KINGS
Bonograph on plane shock wave interactions covering
supersonically moving two dimensional thin
airfoils, slender bodies of revolution and thin
wings
p0013 A71-11227
Inviscid ideally conducting fluid flow past thin
foil in transverse magnetic field, using small
parameter method
p0026 A71-12629
Numerical analysis of flow field around thin airfoil
in two dimensional nonuniform stream, using finite
difference method
P0027 471-12680
Varying electrical resistivity incompressible fluid
flow with Hall effect in presence of thin airfoil
p0075 A71-13903
Far and near field solutions of plane steady
transonic flow past thin airfoil including
imbedded shock waves, using small disturbance
theory
fAIAA PAPER 70-188] pC134 A71-16565
Thin airfoils theory in nonequilibrium
maqnetogasdynamics with nonuniform nonequilibrium
free stream, using Green function technique
p0273 A71-23200
Electrical resistive incompressible fluid motion
past thin airfoils in obligue field, showing
inverse dependence of lift on magnetic Reynolds
number
p0280 A71-23956
Laminar incompressible boundary layer flow over thin
Joukovski, parabolic and slender wedge airfoils,
using small perturbation and guasi-similar
theories
p0281 471-23957
Small surface curvature effect on unsteady
hypersonic flow over thin oscillating wedge, using
perturbation theory
p035H AT1-26197
Three dimensional jet flapped wing matched
asymptotic expansion solution for high aspect
ratios based on thin airfoil theory assuming
inviscid and incompressible flow
p0360 A71-27217
Two phase supersonic barotropic flow with solid
particles around thin profile with allowance for
elastic particle collisions
p0362 A71-27450
Small disturbance equations for steady transonic
flows past thin lifting airfoils and slender
bodies
[AIAA PAPER 71-566] p018U A71-31560
Inviscid incompressible flow past thin circular arc
airfoil at zero incidence, expanding for complex
potential or velocity in powers of thickness ratio
p0536 A71-31671
Gust loading on two dimensional thin airfoil in
compressible flow, deriving closed-form lift
expression
p0511 A71-35285
Spanwise lift distribution over wings and wake
formation in thin airfoils of finite aspect ratio
in linear subsonic potential flow
p0651 471-10195
Lifting rectangular thin airfoil in symmetrical
incompressible steady uniform orthogonal flow at
small angle of attack, deriving Veissinger
integral equation
p0695 A71-13187
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic forces on thin
airfoil operating in unsteady potential flow
[NASA-CR-111813] p0172 N71-15827
Two diaensional thin airfoil theory with strong
inlet flow on upper surface
[AD-711076] p0175 N71-16261
Dirichlet solution for thin airfoil problems
[NASA-TT-F-13471] p0237 N71-17468
Aerodynamic characteristics of thin, highly cambered
airfoils in incompressible flow
[UASA-CB-1767] pOSTU S71-29893
Experimental and analytical study of subsonic
longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of slender sharp edge 71 deg swept
wings
[NASA-TN-D-63U1] p0579 N71-30530
THIS BODIES
Hypersonic perfect gas flow past thin three
dimensional body with stronq viscous interaction,
obtaining aerodynamic characteristics and drag and
heat coefficients
p0083 471-11563
Approximative solutions for heat transfer and drag
coefficients in viscous interacting flow on thin
three dimensional body
[NASA-TT-F-13538] p0324 N71-20256
THIN FILHS
Crosshatched wave patterns in liguid films,
discussing supersonic wind tunnel experiments
aimed at elimination of sublimation or
vaporization as pattern generating mechanisms
[AIAA PAPER 71-622] p0183 A71-31551
THIN PLATES
Transient and turbulent flow structure in wake
behind thin plates in wind tunnel, noting velocity
fields, temperature and initial boundary layers
p0190 A71-19750
Flutter analysis of stressed flat simply supported
skew panels in supersonic flow, using small
deflection thin plate theory
p0209 A71-21302
Twin vortex development in unsteady separated flow
past thin flat plate, using flow visualization
p0266 A71-22582
Flutter analysis of clamped thin skew panels with
midplane forces in supersonic flow, using Galerkin
method
4-U68
SUBJECT INDEX THBBE DIHEBSIONAL FLOS
p03S7 A71-26766
Characteristics of flatter in thin plates, shells,
or membranes due to aerodynamic loading
p0123 N71-13610
Hathematical analysis of denting of thin aircraft
skin by hail
[NASA-TN-D-6102] p0168 N71-15422
THIH BALLED SHELLS
Optimal cross sectional dimensions of thin vailed
longeron beams and ribs of skin reinforced delta
Kings minimizing veight
p0025 A71-12562
Flutter analysis of rotating thin cylindrical shell
viith outer surface exposed to inviscid helical air
flowfield
p0263 A71-22078
Critical speeds for inviscid compressible potential
flow past thin elastic cylindrical shells, using
long nave approximation
P0291 A71-24565
Pisa University Aeronautical Institute activities
/1960-1970/, considering supersonic and subsonic
flow research, thin stiffened shells fatigue under
compressive or tensile loads, etc
pOUHH A71-30822
Soviet papers on thin walled aircraft structures
strength and stability covering bending theory,
circular cylindrical shells, thermal stresses of
rectangular plates, etc
pOS41 A71-35301
THIH HALLS
Buckling for thin stress walled open sections on
elastic foundation with constrained direction
reinforcement
p0663 A71-1H693
Dsing thin-wall technigue for describing fast
mechanically operated model-injection system for
heat transfer measurements
[NPL-AERO-1300] p0126 N71-1U087
THIN DINGS
NT INFIHITE SPAN KINGS
Thin delta wing with leading edge separation,
obtaining drag lift and rolling moment
coefficients and pressure distribution
p002« A71-12U08
Thin plane wings with mixed leading edges, applying
linearized supersonic flow theory
p0079 A71-1U2t1
Pressure distribution singularity at tip of thin
lifting parabolic wing in subsonic flow
tAIAA PAPER 71-10] p0150 A71-18481
Cavitation flow of fluid with free surface past
underwater ving with jet flap, solving equations
of motion for thin foil with jet emergent from
trailing edge
p0197 A71-20086
Thin rectangular wing load distribution in
nonstationary incompressible flow, using downvash
integral equation Fourier transform
p0270 A71-229U6
Mach cones reflection at thin wing subsonic leading
edges in supersonic flow, considering axial
disturbance velocity and pressure distributions
PC277 A71-23616
Sweptback thin cantilever wing transonic flutter
density and velocity coefficients, investigating
engine pod shaped concentrated mass location
effects
pC3«0 A71-25189
Thin delta wing in hypersonic inviscid flow at small
angles of attack, calculating motion equations and
boundary conditions at small perturbations
p0362 A71-27330
Wing design criteria imposed by high speed
requirement for short takeoff aircraft,
considering thin sweptback winq with small aspect
ratio for lateral control
p0363 A71-27U71
Oscillating thin wing with control surfaces in two
dimensional compressible subsonic flow,
calculating aerodynamic forces based on kernel
function method
pOU99 A71-33013
Supersonic flow past thin delta wings with finite
velocities at leading edges, notinq wing
deformation to avoid cornet vortices appearance
p0555 A71-36181
Total lift data correlation for thin sharp edqed low
aspect ratio delta wings at low speeds, noting
trailing edge effects in incompressible flow
p0615 A71-39398
Numerical determination of aerodynamic coefficients
for thin supersonic wings at various angles of
attack
INASA-TT-P-13521] p0258 S71-18987
Numerical integration method based on potential flow
theory to evaluate aerodynamic characteristics of
thin supersonic wings
[DLR-FB-71-01] p0398 N71-23597
Sonic boom cusped shock wave near focusing ray
system of supersonic wing flow field
p0524 H71-28373
Shock wave interaction between supersonic airfoils,
slender bodies, and thin wings and plane shock
wave
CVTH-158] p0578 N71-30321
Calculated values of air forces on oscillating thin
wings obtained by linearized potential flow
CAGABD-B-583-71] p0679 H71-35198
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution in flow
field due to diffraction of plane shock wave by
thin wings
p0680 871-35203
Numerical analysis of two-dimensional steady gas
flow around thin symmetrical wings and shock wave
fornation daring transition from sonic to
supersonic flow
[AD-727851] p072U H71-37850
THIOLS
Jet fuel antiwear properties relation to viscosity
and adsorption tar and mercaptans content
pOU87 A71-31678
THREADS
Soviet book on bolting and coupling elements threads
used in aircraft industry covering configurations
selection, cutting, tolerance requirements and
quality control
p0028 A71-12723
THBEE BODY PROBLEM
Computerized simulation of helicopter tactical
maneuvers in three body, three dimensional
environment including fixed wing and rotary wing
aerodynamic forces
[AD-721527] p0528 N71-28M09
THBEE DIHENSIOHAL BOOHDARY LATEB
Three dimensional boundary layer with Pohlhausen
velocity distribution, examining stability on
yawing wing
p0137 A71-16850
Slender cone hypersonic laminar three dimensional
boundary layer separation at angle of attack,
proposing helical vortex model
[AIAA PAPEB 71-129] P0153 A71-18573
Three dimensional laminar boundary layer on cone at
incidence in supersonic flow evaluated by pressure
distribution technique, comparing heat transfer,
Pitot probe measurements, etc
[AIAA PAPEB 70-48] p0261 A71-22088
Three dimensional boundary layer flow and velocity
profiles in mixed diffuser with equal angle walls
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-KO] p0350 A71-25973
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
calculations, using two dimensional method based
on turbulent energy equation empirical conversion
into shear stress transport equation
pC356 A71-264U3
Equilibrium air boundary layer flows at three
dimensional stagnation points, discussing flow
characteristics and real gas heat transfer
parameters
[AIAA PAPER 70-809] p0367 A71-27582
Pressure qradient effects on three dimensional
turbulent boundary layer of infinite span
sweptback winq
[NPL-AERO-1305] p0230 N71-17179
Two finite difference procedures for computation of
steady, three dimensional boundary layers in ducts
[EF/TS/A/UO] p061U N71-33581
THBEE DIHENSIOBAL FLOW
NT SECONDARY FLOS
Three dimensional attached compressible laminar
boundary layer on slender cones in hypersonic
flight at high angles of attack derived by
numerical integration
p0010 A71-10926
Sound radiation from finite span airfoil in three
dimensional turbulent flow, considering lift
function effect
A-U.69
THBEE DIHBHSIOHAL HOTIOH SUBJECT INDEX
p0068 471-13280
Three dimensional cascade flov, discussing potential
flow, shear flow, flow disturbances and flow
approximations for annular cascades
p0075 A71-13827
Three dimensional inviscid compressible flow past
sharp shouldered blunt bodies at angle of attack,
presenting time dependent finite difference
technigue
[4144 P4PER 71-56] f>0151 471-18515
Three dimensional inviscid supersonic flow fields
with primary and embedded shock and expansion
waves determined over and behind wings and
wing-body configurations
[4144 P4PEB 71-99] p0153 471-18551 •
Jet engine contribution to lift at supersonic flight
velocities via air mass heating, studying three
dimensional flow with heat supply and stream
deflection
p0190 A71-197U6
Aerodynamic characteristics of conical and
pyramidical configurations with various planforms
by slender body theory, replacing three
dimensional flow by two dimensional flow
p0201 471-20776
Incompressible viscous fluid nonsteady three
dimensional flow, obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
p0272 471-23092
Axial turbomachine three dimensional cascade flow
calculation from dynamics vector eguations
P0276 471-23601
Dnderexpanded transverse sonic jet-hypersonic stream
three dimensional flowfield based on inviscid
rotational flow model
p0315 471-25172
Asymmetric three dimensional aerodynamic density
fields from holographic interferograms, applying
to supersonic flow from free "jet
p0317 471-25802
Steady three dimensional subsonic nonviscous flow
through turbomachine with arbitrary hub and shroud
shapes and finite blade number, using iterative
blade to blade procedure
[4SBE PAPER 71-GT-2) p0318 471-25918
Three dimensional jet flapped wing matched
asymptotic expansion solution for high aspect
ratios based on thin airfoil theory assuming
inviscid and incompressible flow
pC360 471-27217
Three dimensional incompressible flow about slender
foil in perfect fluid, stressing vortex *ield
effect
p0361 471-27177
Three dimensional steady separated liguid and gas
flows past low aspect ratio bodies, deriving
similarity laws for reduction to two dimensional
problem
p0415 471-29169
Discrete tone noise generation by high speed fans
and compressor blades, using McCune analysis for
linearized three dimensional compressible flow in
infinite annulus
[&IA4 PAPER 71-617] p0183 471-31555
Finite difference method application to three
dimensional boundary layer calculation on sphere-
segment surfaces in supersonic flow
p0516 471-35632
French monograph on laminar boundary layer on
circular cone at angle of incidence in supersonic
stream, calculating separation from parabolic
equations by numerical integration
p0609 471-386117
Three dimensional nonlinear subsonic flow over
finite wings of arbitrary planform, solving
transonic small disturbance eguation by integral
method
P0616 471-39568
Boundary layer disturbances influence on three
dimensional hypersonic flow about infinite
triangular flat plate, investigating pressure
effects on heat transfer and friction coefficients
p0657 A71-10681
Inlet conditions for centrifugal compressor impeller
covering pressure, temperature and velocity
measurements on guasi-three dimensional model
PC665 A71-12035
Two dimensional and three dimensional wakes in
supersonic and hypersonic rarefied gas wind
tunnels, comparing cone and dihedron
configurations
P0693 471-13357
Three dimensional flow patterns obtained during
boundary layer separation on airfoils
[NPL-AEBO-1309] p0017 N71-11011
Aerodynamic design of symmetrical blading for three
stage axial flow compressor test rig
[AD-711585] p0178 N71-16565
Three dimensional diffraction of sonic booms by
corners of structures
[NASA-CR-1728] p0245 H71-18029
Calculation of streamline coordinates for three
dimensional turbulent boundary layer in vaneless
diffuser
[ARC-R/M-3616] p0251 N71-18168
Three dimensional testing of high lift device models
p0319 H71-20057
numerical calculation of steady three dimensional
potential flow around lifting nonplanar
aerodynamic configurations based on surface
distribution of guadrilateral vortex-rings
[TT-7009] p0321 H71-20115
Analytical investigation of three dimensional
turbulent boundary layers on helicopter rotors
including cross flow derivatives and effects of
centrifugal and Coriolis forces
[N4SA-CH-1815] p0513 N71-27003
Structure of three dimensional transonic shear flow
in turbomachine cascade examined in context of
time dependent computer experiment
[NASA-CH-1816] p0513 1171-27001
Finite difference method for two dimensional and
three dimensional viscous flow problems with
applications to hypersonic leading edge eguation
CAD-726517] p0685 N71-35120
THREE DIHENSIOBAL MOTION
HT SECOHD4RT FLOH
HT THBEE DIHESSIOHiL FLO»
Three degree of freedom gas bearing for wind tunnel
dynamic measurements, allowing models simultaneous
spin, pitch and yaw motions
[AIAA PAPER 71-279] p0219 A71-22001
Flight path optimization with multiple time scales,
discussing decoupling of high order three
dimensional aircraft flight problem into several
low order problems
p0295 A71-21858
THSOST
NT HIGH THRUST
HT JET THROST
NT LOU THRUST
NT RETBOTHRUST
Aircraft propulsive thrust moment effect on phugoid
motion, examining angle of attack and flight path
variations with resulting instability
p0068 A71-13310
Haximum thrust plug nozzle design for fixed inlet
geometry, using calculus of variations for optimum
contour determination
[AIAA PAPER 71-10] p0151 471-18501
Propulsion system and fuel regulator design effect
on thrust change during air ejection for VTOI
aircraft stabilization in hovering flight
p0293 471-21753
Expressions for relating pressure field to total
aerodynamic thrust and steady pitching and rolling
moments experienced by helicopter rotor
p0177 N71-26583
THBOST AOGHEHTATIOH
Irreversibility control in two gas flows mixture,
discussing jet engines thrust increase by
air-exhaust gases admixture
p0118 A71-18051
Book on aircraft gas turbine engine technology
covering combustion chambers, exhaust systems,
lubricating oils, thrust augmentation, inlet ducts
and overhaul procedures
p0210 A71-21625
Turbopropulsion systems thrust augmentor combustion
instability, discussing physical causes due to
various pressure oscillation modes
[AIAA PAPER 71-697] pOIII A71-30756
Turbojet and turbofan augmentors combustion
instability, discussing pressure oscillations
elimination by screech liner and flameholder
design
[ A I A A PAPE8 71-698] p0142 471-30757
4-»70
SUBJECT INDEX TBIBISTOHS
Analytical model of oscillatory combustion in
aircraft enqine augmentors
[AIAA PAPER 71-700] pOUSO A71-31324
Low area ratio ejectors internal flow phenomena
synthesis, increasing thrust augmentation by
mixing and diffusion
[AIAA PAPER 71-576] pO«8« A71-31566
Turbo-jet engines thrust and fuel economy improvement
by gas-air jet mixing, discussing efficiency
increase and noise reduction
p0197 A71-32717
Optimal qas temperature in bypass and turbojet
engines afterburners ensuring minimum fuel flow
rate dependence on thrust augmentation
pOSOU A71-33607
F 101 30.000 Ib thrust augmented turbofan engine for
B-1 bonber, considering maintainability and bird
ingestion tolerance
p0600 A71-37491
Performance prediction and evaluation of
propulsion-augmented high lift systems for STOL
aircraft, considering weight, thrust and wing
loading
fAIAA PAPER 71-990] p0700 A71-i|<(585
Static tests of augmentor-wing flap system for
modified C-8A jet STOL research airplane using C.7
scale inodel
[NASA-CB-114315] p0476 H71-26t16
Augmented ram wing vehicle performance and flow
field for high speed ground transportation
p0589 N71-3120U
TBBOST COSTBOL
NT THSOST VECTOR CONTROL
Electrohydraulic thrust control system for
supersonic transport aircraft engines, considering
reliability, performance and weight
[SAE PAPER 700819] p0016 A71-115U6
Soviet book on aircraft flight with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust covering probabilistic
characteristics, stability, landing and takeoff
with partial engine failures, etc
p0281 A71-21013
Aircraft with automatic thrust controller,
calculating transfer functions characterizing
speed and attitude control modes
p0297 A71-2K910
Altitude, bank angle and thrust program for
minimizing time reguired by supersonic aircraft to
turn through specified heading angle and reach
reguired energy
[AIAA PAPER 71-796] pOSOS A71-3U021
Jet engines with afterburners, describing exhaust
nozzle control, takeoff and landing advantages and
thrust variations
p0659 A71-U0858
Pitching moment suppression on VTOL aircraft model
by deflecting jets in wind tunnel test
[NAL-TH-209] p0375 N71-221U7
Engine dynamics requirements implied by thrust
modulation control for VTOL aircraft
(NASA-TT-F-13755) p0591 N71-31U55
THRUST HEASOBEHENT
Thrustmeter for direct in-flight measurement of
aircraft engine jet thrust
p0068 A71-13332
Instantaneous aerodynamic force measurements and
flow visualization on flapping wing, showing
increase of thrust force mean value over maximum
steady state value
p0289 A71-2U362
Thrust measurement of aircraft and rocket propulsion
systems, comparing cost and characteristics of
mechanical, electrical and hydraulic systems
p0359 A71-26991
Thrust measurement of aircraft propulsion systems,
considering hydraulic piston device, edge
clearance, oil quantity and calibration
pOU28 A71-29860
Aircraft engine in-flight thrust determination,
discussing indirect and direct measurement methods
p0497 A71-32720
Validating gas generator method of calculating jet
engine thrust, and evaluation of XB-70-1 engine
performance at ground static conditions
CNASA-TN-D-7028) p0122 N71-131I19
Bass flow, velocity, and in-flight thrust
measurements by ion deflection
[AD-713587] p0160 N71-1H604
Balanced measured thrust performance of various
axial fan configurations in 90 deg cross flow in
V/STOL propulsion tunnel
[NBC-117UO] p0311 N71-19635
Development of thrust dynamometer for measuring
performance of jet and rocket engines
[NiSA-CASE-XLE-05260] p0326 H71-20U29
Two variations of gas generator method to calculate
thrust of afterburning turbofan engines installed
in F-111A aircraft
CNASA-TN-D-6297] p0380 N71-22611
Thrust measurement system and aerodynamic drag
effects of underwing J-8S engine nacelles on F-106
aircraft propulsion system performance
[NASA-TH-X-2356] p0628 B71-321U4
TBBDST POBEB
0 THBDST
TBBOST BEVEBSAL
Technology of thrust reversers with particular
application to STOL aircraft
[AR-1] N71-3Q259
wind tunnel performance characteristics of
single-engine fighter model fitted with in-flight
thrust reverser
[NASA-TN-D-6Q60] p0716 N71-37384
THRUST VECTOR COBIBOL
Lift/cruise engine design and thrust vector control
influence on VTOL transport aircraft transition
characteristics and ground acoustic field
[DGLB-70-0140] p0292 A71-217U9
V/STOL aircraft with vectored thrust propulsion
systems, noting weight and center of gravity-lift-
thrust relationship changes effect on performance
[SAKE PAPER 89t] p0551 A71-35817
TBBDST-HEIGHT BATIO
Aircraft propulsion, discussing piston, turbojet,
turboprop and. turbofan engines in terms of thrust
to weight ratio, specific fuel consumption and
propulsive efficiency
P0085 A71-14977
Gas generator with high thrust-weight ratio,
discussing thermodynamic cycles, mass flow rates
and combustion chamber
p0496 A71-32571
Bind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with high thrust-weight ratio and
external flow jet flap - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6058] pOOlO N71-10195
Dynamic stability of jet transport configuration
with high thrust-weight ratio and externally blown
jet flap
[NASA-TR-D-6I4I10] p0681 N71-35213
THROSTORS
0 ROCKET ENGINES
TBOLIOD
NT THDLIDH ISOTOPES
TBOLIOH ISOTOPES
Nondestructive testing of aircraft structures using
thulium and iridium gamma sources
[JAERI-HEHO-4163] pO«6U N71-2U819
THOLIOH 171
D THOUGH ISOTOPES
THOHDERSTOBBS
Traffic radar generated weather contours for air
traffic controller in helping aircraft avoid
thunderstorms
p0007 A71-10587
Oklahoma and Halaysia thunderstorms comparison based
on weather reconnaissance aircraft measurements,
considering turbulence patches
pO<!24 A71-297S2
Thunderstorm, CAT, weather and mountain wave induced
turbulence forecasting and analysis for transport
aircraft
p0125 A71-2976U
Severe thunderstorm radar tracking and related
weather events hazardous to aviation operations
[ESSA-TH-EBLTU-NSSL-U6] pOO«2 N71-10720
Turbulence measurements in and near thunderstorms
correlated with aircraft stability measurements
from ground Rased radar
[NHC-11703] p0165 N71-15152
Heteorological radar for detection of thunderstorms,
hail, and turbulence hazardous to aviation noting
echo interpretation and radar transmission
[BHO-26U-TP-148] p0156 N71-2439<»
TBTBISTOBS
Thyristor power conditioning application to high
voltage DC electric power system, presenting SST
TIDAL OSCILLATIOH SUBJECT INDEX
aircraft sample load profiles
P05148 471-35770
TID1L OSCILLATIOH
U TIDES
TIDES
Radiation hazards of supersonic transpprt, and tidal
characteristics of Saint Lawrence River
[AD-710638] p0039 N71-10390
TUT
0 ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)
TILT BTBG &IBCBAFT
HI XC-1U2 AIRCRAFT
VC tOO tilt wing VIOL cargo and passenger transport
aircraft, discussing component and system
development and testing phase
pOOC't A71-10U66
Hovering and low speed flight capabilities of tilt
wing VIOL aircraft in terminal area under
near-zero visibility instrument landing conditions
CAIAA PAPER 71-7] p0150 A71-18U81
Automated low cost structural-mechanical design and
optimization of wing pivot systems for variable
geometry aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 71-U04] p0362 A71-27U10
Propeller blade structures for high speed tilt wing
turboprop V/STOL aircraft, considering materials
selection, weight control, cyclic pitch control,
noise reduction, etc
[DGLR-71-018] pOK98 471-32785
Helicopter, tilt wing and jet lift hovering aircraft
outflow measurements to determine suitability as
rescue vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 71-992] p0700 A71-U1586
Evaluation of geared flap control system for
tiltwing V/STOL aircraft
[AD-7126U5] p0107 N71-12236
Conference proceedings on vertical takeoff aircraft
technology, noting tandem wing aircraft, tilt wing
aircraft, helicopters, lift fans, and jet engines
[DLR-MITT-70-15] p0376 N71-22186
Tandem tilt wing aircraft with tilting rotors noting
comparison with other V/STOL designs
p0376 N71-22188
Propeller-driven short haul tilt wing aircraft
noting aerodynamic noise
p0377 N71-22191
Flutter analysis and reduction in short takeoff
aircraft with tilt wings
[AD-723321] p0625 M71-31931
TILTED PBOPELLEBS
Flightworthy 25-foot diameter proprotor wind tunnel
test, considering civil and military nee^ for VTOL
transportation
[AHS PREPRINT 501] p01448 A71-31077
Full scale tests on tilted propeller and tilting
rotor models in transonic wind tunnel of
Hodane-Avrieux, France," for aircraft performance
prediction
[ONERA-NT-161] p0623 N71-31813
TILTIHG
0 ATTITDDE (INCLINATION)
TILTIHG BOTORS
Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft design, discussing ground
proximity effects on blade bending moments and
flying gualities
p0092 A71-15104
Flightworthy 25-foot diameter proprotor wind tunnel
test, considering civil and military need for VTOL
transportation
[AHS PREPRINT 501] pOUUS A71-31077
Tilt-fold-proprotor VTOL aircraft stability and
control, emphasizing pylon tilt and rotor stop-
fold effects on flying gualities
p0610 A71-38652
Full scale tests on tilted propeller and tilting
rotor models in transonic wind tunnel of
Hodane-Avrieux, France, for aircraft performance
prediction
[ONEBA-NT-161] p0623 1171-31813
TIBE
BT FLIGHT TIHE
NT HTBF
»T TESTING TIHE
Eguations of motion for time vector calculus for
aircraft lateral stability
CABC-H/H-3631] p0515 N71-27097
TIHE DELAY
D TIHE LAG
TIHE DEPENDENCE
Sonic boom wave pressure history prediction on
arbitrarily oriented plane walls by explicit fixed
mesh time dependent numerical method
[ASHE PAPER 70-WA/APM-9] p0078 A71-11153
Integral relation between boundary conditions and
aerodynamic loads on straight and inverted wings,
using reversibility theory for arbitrary time
dependences
P0083 A71-14566
Temporal and spectral stimuli combinations effects
on judged noisiness of aircraft sounds by college
students
p0365 A71-27531
Time dependent clearance changes effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of sectorially grooved
gas bearings, describing lift and drag
coefficients calculation
pOU31 A71-30227
Speech intelligibility prediction in time varying
aircraft noise based on test score relationship to
articulation index for steady state noise
p0616 A71-39766
Airloads and moments changes of aircraft flying over
trailing vortices, investigating time dependent
aerodynamic forces
p0656 A71-40508
Sonic booms loudness as function of peak
overpressures and rise times, using semienrpirical
formulae
p0657 A71-40530
Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech
intelligibility, discussing test for relation to
articulation index
p0658 A71-M0709
TIHE DIVISIOB HOLTIPLEIIHG
Time division multiplexing system for ATS,
discussing surveillance geostationary satellite
feasibility, delta' modulation for data
transmission and aircraft equipment
p0537 A71-34680
Bit and scanning field synchronizations of time
multiplex for air traffic control
p0559 A71-36513
TIHE FONCTIOHS
Flow with time harmonic function velocity in wind
tunnel, controlling rate by sonic striction of
varying cross section
p0290 A71-24454
semiempirical formulae representing sonic boom
loudness as function of overpressure and time
compared with experimental and theoretical
calculations
[ISVR-TR-46] p0681 N71-35214
Heasurements of unsteady, rotary wing air loads and
time derivatives for rotor blade intersecting
completely rolled up vortex
[NASA-CR-1909] p0718 N71-37598
TIHE LAG
Turbulent jet noise estimation taking into account
retarded time effect on acoustic radiation
p0015 A71-11468
Nonlinear control systems with transport lag,
obtaining parameter plane eguations for stability
analysis
p0202 A71-20369
Experimental arrangement for delay times in
propeller/rpa controller system
p0205 A71-20832
ATC display device man-computer interaction faults
and delays effects on operator performance
p0650 A71-U0119
Aircraft response to pilot or autopilot command
during altitute control maneuver, calculating lag
magnitudes
p0663 A71-41691
Capacity measurement methodology for air traffic
control system with long range objectives
[FAA-HD-70-70] p0163 H71-14835
Feasibility of visual tracking to determine effect
of lag in simulated aircraft dynamics
[IAH-B-479] p0256 N71-18838
TIHE LAPSE PHOTOGRAPHY
0 CHRONOPHOTOGRAPHY
TIHE HBASOBBHEHT
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom rise
times By statistical theory
• .' p0294 A7 1-218 17
&-K72
SUBJECT IRDEX TITABIDB ALLOTS
Aircraft flyby effective noise duration
calculations, examining observation points and
analysis methods
p0495 A71-32S19
Synchronization of distant atomic clocks by mere
overflight - Operation Synfral
[ONEBA-NT-165] p0055 N71-11681
TIBE HBASOBIRG ISSTEOBE8TS
HI ATOMIC CLOCKS
NT CLOCKS
NT TIDING DEVICES
HUE OF FLIGHT SPECTBOHETEBS
Velocity determination in hypersonic low density
wind tunnel based on high energy electron beam
produced nitrogen ions time of flight
p0538 471-34887
TIME OPTIMAL COBTBOL
ATA Collision Avoidance System based on time and
frequency synchronization via ground stations or
other aircraft
p0030 A71-12895
Minimum time profiles for F-104 -aircraft by
Balakrishnan epsilon technique, comparing
solutions with energy method
pO<412 A71-28831
Jet-supported VTOL aircraft fuel-time-optimal
landing control, using mathematical model,
Pontryagin maximum principle and analog computer
solution
pCW19 A71-29281
VTOL aircraft minimum cliab-to-cruise time
transition optimal open loop and suboptiraal closed
loop control synthesis
p0444 A71-30799
Time optimal control for distributed systems with
random properties, considering n integral
relations and flying wing vehicle torsional
vibration problems
p0595 A71-37094
Minimal time climb velocity optimization for
stratospheric and tropospheric jet aircraft
flights
p066U A71-D1972
TIBE BESPONSE
Simply supported normal mode plate time response to
traveling wave at obligue incidence, using
numerical analysis
p0430 A71-30068
Sonic boom wave interaction with topographic models,
measuring surface pressure time history
fAIAA PAPEB 71-619] p0483 A71-31548
TIHE SHABING
Missiles and aircraft trajectories computation time
reduced via time sharing and hybridization
p0020 A71-11794
nan oriented program system for industrial
facilities engineering design with modular
structure, operating in time sharing mode
p0273 A71-23275
Time sharing technigue application to RF
interference with ATC resulting from transmitting
and receiving antennas collocation
P0608 A71-38436
Microwave scanning beam guidance receiver design for
aircraft landing aid, discussing time sharing and
flight control
p0668 A71-U2091
TIMERS
0 TIBIHG DEVICES
TIMING
0 TIME HEASUREMENT
TIHIHG DEVICES
Brief history of parachute development including
devices and methods for canopy deployment
[AD-719480 j| p0455 N71-24351
TIP DEIVEH BOTOBS
Do-132 light five seat tip drive turbine helicopter,
discussing applications, flight testing, design
and major components
pOOOi) A71-10U65
Optimum rotor/jet thrust ratio determination
procedure for tip jet driven rotors, considering
performance upper bound
p0610 A71-38653
Tip-turbine lift fan design and specifications
CNASA-CR-7297U] „ p0679 N71-34945
TIP SPEED
Tip vortex effects on rotor blade flutter in
hovering flight, discussing compressibility and
oscillation freguency
p0134 A71-16564
Plow field velocity distribution at rotating wing
devices tip vortices
[AHS PREPRINT 522] p0450 A71-31088
Size effects on large rotor systens design,
considering weight, blade loading, tip speed, etc
CAHS PREPRINT 552] pO«52 A71-31104
High speed neutral buoyancy bubble generators for
aerodynamic flow visualization, investigating tip
vortex from »ing or helicopter rotor blade
p0603 A71-37725
Hing tip vortex control device, discussing design,
operation and effectiveness
P0611 A71-39081
Peak velocity vectors in transverse plane of jet
transport aircraft wake, measuring tip vortices
core size
p0654 A71-40491
Rind tunnel investigation of tip vortex structure of
semispan wing for several wing-tip modifications
[NASA-TN-D-6101] p0177 N71-16539
Mind tunnel study of tip vortex modification by mass
flow injection
[AD-726736] p0708 N71-36406
Hot-wire anemometer measurements of streamwise
magnitudes and normal velocity components of wing
tip vortex
[NASA-TM-X-62087] p0712 N71-36679
TIP VOBTICES
0 TIP SPEED
D VORTICES
TIPS
NT BLADE TIPS
NT KING TIPS
TIBES
NT AIRCRAFT TIRES
Flexible tires theoretical models application to
wheel shimmy analysis, examining stretched string
and point contact theories validity
p0296 A71-2U861*
TITAHIDM
Torsional-flexural stability of stiffened Ti panels
for application to supersonic transport, using
small deflection energy methods
[AIAA PAPER 71-338] p0342 A71-25317
Ti intermediate diagonal tension field shear beam
analysis and design for Boeing SSI, using
Rayleigh-Hitz method
fAIAA PAPER 71-340] p0342 A71-25319
Ti, B and graphite fiber composites application to
aircraft design, discussing mechanical properties
and market competition
p0368 A71-27676
Static strain measurements on Ti specimen subjected
to different conductive heating rates, testing
various gages
p0428 A71-29833
Titanium and composite fabrication for F-14
aircraft, discussing hot forming, chemical milling
and electron beam welding
pOSIO A71-34156
Eadiographic nondestructive testing method on
titanium billets for engine disk forging
p0054 N71-31639
TITtNIDM ALLOTS
Ti alloy hot salt stress corrosion under simulated
engine environmental conditions, .presenting
threshold data based on residual tensile ductility
p0029 A71-12885
Titanium alloys for drop and press forged airframe,
engine, rocket and spacecraft components,
presenting physical and mechanical properties for
various alloys and applications
p0132 A71-16136
Ti-Al-V foils by electron bean vapor deposition,
discussing metallurgical characteristics
p0132 A71-16237
Plasma arc welding of jet engine components of Ti
and Ni alloys, comparing to gas tungsten arc and
electron beam processes
p0211 A71-2168U
Structural efficiency improvement by materials
selection foe airframe structures, discussing Al,
Ti-Al-V and steel panels
p0212 A71-21685
Ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering jet
engines applications and structural stability
improvements related to fracture toughness.
A-473
tlTHillOH SUBJECT IHDEI
fatigue and stress corrosion
pC271 A71-23292
Chromium and titanium alloyed austenitic steels,
examining short and long time application as
turbine engine parts
p0271 A71-23295
Quality assurance in Ti and Ti alloys processing,
discussing smelting, ingot homogenization staging,
costs and facilities
p0275 A71-23303
TI alloys structural high temperature applications
in fighter aircraft, considering fabrication and
assembly methods
p0275 A71-23127
Precision forging and pressing of 41 alloy and Ti
alloy parts of aircraft structures at cost
effective prices
p0279 471-23691
Alloy and heat treatment effect on Ti bondability
for adhesive bonded aircraft structure, using
annealed and aged Ti-6Al-1V and Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn
alloys for testing
p0282 471-21093
Powder metallurgy parts application in aircraft,
illustrating flareless-sleeve coupling nut of
pressed and sintered Ti-6Al-1V alloy
p0293 471-21762
Airfraoe structural uses of Al, Ti and Be alloys,
discussing need for structural efficiency
improvements by proper heat treatment and stress
relieving techniques
p0505 471-33875
Environmental effects on SST structural materials
fatigue, discussing Ti alloys studies involving
temperature effects, crack propagation and
residual strength
p0535 A71-31556
Diffusion bonding as economical fabrication process
for aerospace applications involving Ti alloys,
emphasizing mechanical properties and structural
reliability improvement
[SHE PAPEH AD-71-215] p0560 471-36661
Titanium fuselage environmental conditions in
post-crash fuel fires
[FA4-8D-71-3] p0316 N71-19901
Elevated temperature effects on fatigue life of
tensile stressed titanium alloys, aluminum alloys,
and stainless steels
[NAS4-TN-D-6145] p037t N71-22076
Properties and selective applications of titanium
alloys in airframes and jet engines
p0515 N71-27045
Short-term creep properties of OT-4 alloy in high
speed air flows under aerodynamic vibrations
[N4SA-TT-F-136581 p0530 N71-28832
Experimental investigation on effect of spot welded
or adhesively bonded thermocouples and fatigue
behavior of two titanium alloys suitable for use
in high speed airplanes
fNASA-TB-X-2288] p0531 N71-28891
TITBATION
Aircraft turbine oils acid number potentiometric
determination, discussing automatic titration
procedure and apparatus and solvents influence on
titration curve and inflection point
p0560 471-36680
TOLBBANCES (BBCHAHICS)
Soviet book on bolting and coupling elements threads
used in aircraft industry covering configurations
selection, cutting, tolerance requirements and
guality control
p0028 471-12723
Cost effectiveness of closer tolerances in
manufacturing
[UCRL-72380] p0321 N71-20109
Technigue for relating transient tolerances in inlet
throat Sach number and shock position to
supersonic unstart frequency due to atmospheric
turbulence for supersonic inlet design
fNASA-CR-111372] p0723 N71-37835
TOLERANCES (PHYSIOLOGY)
NT ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
NT HOHAN TOLERANCES
TONOSETBY
0 PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
TOOLS
NT GRINDING H4CHINES
NT HACBINE TOOLS
NT WRENCHES
Evaluating adequacy of tool sets for aircraft
maintenance
CAD-719103] pO<!55 H71-21379
Performance test and evaluation of hand tools used
in support of military aircraft maintenance
fAD-726893] p0686 H71-35558
TOPOLOGY
HI FIXED POINTS (BATHBBATICS)
TOEQDE
Helicopters safe antitorque control, describing
Fenestron ducted fan design
p0091 471-151417
Aerodynamic forces and hinge moments of delta
crnciforn control surface in blont-nosed canard
configuration for subsonic, transonic and
supersonic flows
P0339 A71-25161
Transfer function system relating cornering force
and aligning torgue of rolling pneumatic aircraft
tire to yaw angle and lateral displacement
p0650 471-10167
Effectiveness of anti-torque aerodynamic surfaces
immersed in helicopter rotor downwash
[AD-715U38] p0257 117 1-18937
TOBQDB 8EASDRING APPARATUS
0 TORQOEMETERS
TORQOEHETEBS
Strain gage torquemeter as primary power indicating
instrument in helicopter transmission systems,
providing advantages for helicopter designer and
operator
f4HS PREPRINT 563] p0153 471-31110
TOBSION4L STBESS
Beams torsional rigidity under thermal stress due to
arbitrary temperature distribution
pC265 A71-22103
Torsional-flerural stability of stiffened Ti panels
for application to supersonic transport, using
small deflection energy methods
[AIAA PAPER 71-338] p0312 471-25317
Constrained torsion of spar box fastened along
isolated parts of wing span, noting structural
failure due to tangential stress distribution
p0512 471-35313
Torsional stress analysis of multiweb wing
structures
p0330 N71-20768
TOBSIOHAL VIBBATIOH
Natural frequencies of cantilever turbine blade with
asymmetric aerofoil under coupled bending- torsion
vibrations, using Ritz-Galerkin method for
equations of motion
P0011 471-11011
Turbomachine blades torsional-bending vibrations
aerodynamic damping, noting natural frequency
shift
P0066 471-13111
Transverse and torsional vibrations of fuselage-
wing combination with wing tip fuel tanks,
calculating mass and stiffness matrix for elastic
beam
p0202 A71-2036H
Time optimal control for distributed systems with
random properties, considering n integral
relations and flying wing vehicle torsional
vibration problems
p0595 A71-37091
Torsional natural frequencies in coupled turbine and
reciprocating engine system driving common
propeller, using matrix technigues
CASBE PAPER 7i-viBs-83] poesi A71-10319
TOUCH
Computerized touch display for ATC tasks compared to
conventional keyboard tabular display performance
p0619 471-10111
TOUCHDOWN
Helicopter optimal autorotation landing parameters
for touchdown at zero speed, including rotor rpm
drop due to flow separation on blades
p0692 A71-13090
Importance of aircraft speed control relative to
longitudinal touchdown dispersion
p0110 871-12132
Rate of wheel spin-up, and tire degradation at
aircraft touchdown with different runway grooves
fFAS-RD-71-2] p0320 H71-20069
TOUGHNESS
NT BOTCH SENSITIVITY
A-171
SUBJECT INDEX TBAILIHG EDGES
Damage tolerant aircraft structures material
toughness and residual strength* presenting
fracture test results on precracked panels
reinforced with crack stoppers
p0539 A71-35157
TOIED BODIES
Rigid toiled and free flight glider, considering
loads and turbulent atmosphere effects
p0278 A71-23669
Longitudinal stability of plate-like load toved
beneath helicopter in horizontal forward flight
pC698 A71-U1I346
Flight assessment of trailing-cone static pressure
probe at subsonic speeds
fKAE-TB-69139] pdOU N71-1221U
Derivation of stability boundaries in wind tunnels
for bodies towed by cables
fAEC-E/H-36i(»] p0250 N71-18461
First order motion of cable towed and tethered
bodies for predicting aircraft dynamic stability
performance
fVKI-TN-68] p0639 N71-33116
TOBED TARGETS
0 TOWED BODIES
TORERS
NT AIRPOBT TOUEBS
TOfING
Nonlinear mathematical model for dynamical behavior
of extensible towing cable subjected to
aerodynamic forces generated by uniform flow
field, discussing system stability
p01<l5 A71-31026
TOIHSEHD DISCHARGE
NT GAS DISCHARGES
TRACKERS
0 TRACKING (POSITION)
TRACKING (POSITION)
NT OPTICAL TRACKING
NT PDSSDIT TRACKING
NT RADAR TRACKING
NT RADIO TRACKING
NT RANGE ADD RANGE RATE TRACKING
NT SATELLITE TRACKING
ATC satellites providing communications channels
between aircraft and ground control stations and
aircraft localization
p0498 A71-328<49
Book on fluidic systems design covering analog and
digital control, application to aircraft,
spacecraft, computers, tracking devices and
eguivalent circuits
pC503 A71-33475
Computerized automatic estimation technigues
application to real time aircraft tracking in ATC
system design
[AIAA PAPER 71-926] p0596 A71-37172
Mathematical models for computerized ATC automatic
aircraft flight tracking logics without tracks
smoothing
p0669 A71-42396
Feasibility of visual tracking to determine effect
of lag in simulated aircraft dynamics
[IAH-H-479] p0256 N71-18838
Prediction method for performance of total
pilot-vehicle system in turbulence with
application to tracking tasks
[AD-722855] p0590 N71-31288
TBACKIHG ANTEHHAS
D DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
TRACKING NETWORKS
Satellite systems for transatlantic simultaneous air
and marine navigation, traffic control and rescue,
stressing technical and economical factors
P01U6 A71-18015
TRACKING EADAR
Acguisition and processing of aircraft search radar
data obtained by track-while-scan technigue, using
off-line digital computer
p0015 A71-11392
Three dimensional ATC radar supplying simultaneous
range, azimuth and elevation information for
indefinite number of targets by continuous
searching
pOU91 A71-32167
National Aviation System stage A ATC displaying
digitized radar data positions together with
automatic track positions
p0663 A71-11631
Experimental design of three dimensional air traffic
control radar tracking system
p003i) N71-1016U
TBACKIHG STODIES
D TRACKING (POSITION)
TRACTION
High traction fluid effect on high speed roller
bearing cage skidding, comparing with military
specification oil
[ASNE PAPER 70-LUB-E] p0072 A71-13707
TBACTS
0 SITES
TRADEOFFS
Performance and cost design tradeoff between HP and
synchronous meteorological satellite data
collection systems, considering platform
transmitting power and SNR
p0445 A71-30900
Administrative technigues of cost/weight tradeoff
program for jet transport airplane
[SAME PAPER 899] p0550 A71-35812
TRAFFIC
NT AIE TRAFFIC
Relations between aircraft and road traffic noise
and noise tolerance in communities
[TT-7102] p0675 N71-34019
TRAFFIC COHTBOL
NT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
NT EADAH APPROACH CONTROL
Satellite systems for transatlantic simultaneous air
and marine navigation, traffic control and rescue,
stressing technical and economical factors
p01U6 A71-18015
Communications, navigation and surveillance for
aircraft and marine vessels in North Atlantic
region, discussing baseline traffic control model
p0181 A71-18808
Urban transit and ATC vehicle identification and
position determination system, considering surface
and airborne traffic real time information
communication
p0208 A71-21169
Analysis of road traffic problems at Washington
National Airport and recommendations to improve
airport access
[HEPT-3] ' pO»76 N71-26526
TRAILING EDGES
Boundary layer separation at free streamline
attachment to sharp trailing edge of flat plate,
deducing terminal velocity profile for two
dimensional flow
p0023 A71-12376
Turbulent separation and reattachment at
turbomachine blade trailing edge at supersonic
speeds, discussing various flow models
p0066 A71-13142
Stability theory for pair of trailing vortices,
investigating induced field convection, modes,
amplification, cut-off distance, etc
[AIAA PAPER 70-53] p0069 A71-13U36
Vortex sheet behavior in inviscid subsonic flow of
lifting wing with nonzero trailing edge angle
p0073 A71-13738
Lateral vibration effects on heaving airfoil blunt
trailing edge vortex shedding flows, examining
base cavity damping by flow visualization
p0143 A71-17621
Phantom and Buccaneer aircraft boundary layer
control, examining lift from trailing and leading
edges
p0146 A71-17953
Cavitation flow of fluid with free surface past
underwater wing with jet flap, solving equations
of motion for thin foil with jet emergent from
trailing edge
p0197 A71-20086
Flat plate trailing edge problem solution consistent
with second order boundary layer theory,
establishing ^aminar vake evolution nature and
upstream influence
p03«5 A71-25469
Hele-Shaw flow viscous tails from airfoil, observing
high Reynolds number trailing edge flow for
separation and initiation of Kutta condition
p0356 A71-26"lt7
Skin friction, trailing edge boundary profiles and
tuft flow patterns on model F-tD aircraft in
transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 71-762] p0505 A71-31001
TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS SUBJECT INDEX
Compressible viscous gas supersonic flow, observing
near wake region behind perpendicular trailing
face of rectangular plate with motion, state,
energy and continuity equations
p06H9 471-1(0081
Vortex shedding from blunt trailing edqe of flat
plate spanning wind tunnel under oscillating flap
and acoustic resonance excitations
p0699 171-414558
Lift and aerodynamic drag data on slender wings with
trailing edge sweepback
C ABC-CP-113C ] . pC229 1171-17117
Boundary layer optimization for small turbine blade
design with cusped trailing edge
p0232 N71-17380
Limits of hypersonic boundary layer theory, and
leading and trailing edge phenomena in laminar
hypersonic boundary layer
P0315 N71-19833
Pressure distribution near center line of trailing
edges of delta wings, and conical bodies at high
supersonic speeds
r4EC-CP-1153] p0635 N71-32868
Correction for straight trailing edges for subsonic
slender wing theory using asymptotic expansions
P0674 H71-3U012
Theoretical analysis of trailing edge blowing
effects on circulation around airfoils based on
iterative solutions with lift coefficients
[ AD-726li31t] p0680 N71-35202
THAILIHG-EDGE FLAPS
Trailing edge flap automatic control for glider
performance improvement
p0063 A71-13020
Shock interaction effects on flapped delta wing at
hypersonic speed, presenting method for estimating
reflected expansion wave impingement boundaries
and resulting aerodynamic coefficients
P0367 A71-27598
Linear theoretical method for arbitrary wing
planform and trailing edge control surfaces in low
frequency oscillatory motion in subsonic flow
[NPL-AERO-1303] P0047 N71-11C13
Lift and pressure distribution on leading edge slats
and trailing-edge flaps of wing profile with
boundary layer control
[AEC-R/M-3639] p0171 N71-15706
Lift and aerodynamic drag due to trailing-edge flaps
on sweptback wings in inviscid subsonic flow
fARC-CP-1110] p0229 N71-17114
Wind tunnel measurements of pressure distributions
on wing having NACA 4415 airfoil sections with
trailing-edge flaps set at 0 deg and 40 deg
rHASA-TH-X-2225) p0521 N71-28077
Bind tunnel static longitudinal stability and
control characteristics of cruciform delta winged
missile with various horizontal canards and
trailing-edge flap control between Mach 1.50 and
4.63
[NASA-TL.-X-2367] p0709 N71-36415
TBAIBEBS
D TRAINING DEVICES
TBAIRING
D EDUCATION
TEAI1IHG AIBCB&FT
NT JAGOAE AIECRAFT
NT T-28 AIECRAFT
NT T-33 AIRCRAFT
NT T-39 AIRCRAFT
Alpha jet trainer, describing design, configuration,
power plants, landing gear maintainability and
mission duration
pQit79 471-31209
Routine unprotected exposure to acoustic noise
within cockpits of trainer aircraft presenting
potential hazardous stress
[AD-717852] p0381 N71-22426
Beaqle B125 training aircraft handling tests
[ AAEE/963-PT-1] " p0397 N71-23498
TRAINING DEVICES
DC 10 flight crew individualized ground training
program, emphasizing hands-on eguipment and
instruction hardware
[SAE PAPER 710472] p0439 A71-30538
Aircraft-simulating cockpit procedure trainer
statistical data and development problems
concerning safety, economy and efficiency
performance
p0489 A71-31883
Pilot training efficiency increase through advanced
simulation technology utilization, discussing
computerized flight simulators, CRT display
systems and automated briefings
p0489 471-31886
Surveying air traffic controller occupation and
development of performance objectives
p0247 N71-18105
Data acquisition system for US-2A aircraft training
flight evaluations
fAD-722583] p0591 B71-31347
TRAINING SIMULATORS
NT COCKPIT SIMDLATOfiS
NT FLIGHT SIHOLATOHS
Simulated low visibility landing training,
discussing airborne and ground based simulators
p0001 471-10022
Link 747 simulator design and operation, describing
cockpit layout, motion picture system and
malfunction insertion and display unit
P0156 471-18665
Radar analog simulators for polish air traffic
controllers- training, describing optical and
electronic equipment
p0270 A71-22950
Digital simulator for training ATC officers,
considering authenticity and working and
geographical environments
p0271 A71-22954
Six degree of freedom hybrid digital computer
program for complex flight control and associated
mode logic design and training
p0348 A71-25852
Guided parachute-payload system analog simulation
device for pilot training in maneuvering remotely
controlled parachute-payloads
tSC-DR-710097] p0710 N71-36427
TRAJECTORIES
NT ABORT TRAJECTORIES •
NT ASCENT TRAJECTORIES
NT BALLISTIC TRAJECTORIES
NT DESCENT TRAJECTORIES
NT HISSILE TRAJECTORIES
NT PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
NT REENTRY TEAJECTORIES
NT SPACECRAFT TR4JECTORIES
TBAJECTOBY ANALYSIS
Taxiing aircraft position and wheel trajectories for
specific nose wheel path
p0017 A71-11641
Missiles and-aircraft trajectories computation time
reduced via time sharing and hybridization
P0020 471-11794
Trajectories prediction for subsonic spin stabilized
projectiles via water tunnel tests, considering
blunt nose and tail and rounded nose right
circular cylinders
[AIAA PAPER 71-296] p0220 471-22016
Quasi-stationary gliding trajectories of aircraft in
planetary atmosphere during constant control of
attack and bank angles
p0416 A71-29185
Wind tunnel model trajectory simulation system with
closed loop control by digital computer,
describing instrumentation, system servoamplifiers
and testing procedures
p0434 A71-30334
Cost effective high speed projectile trajectory
plotting system for gunnery range instrumentation,
applying to aircraft path recording during
automatic landing control
p0560 471-36613
Heal gas effects on drag and trajectories of
nonlifting conical shell during Mars atnospheric
entry
[NASA-TS-D-62UO] f>0244 N71-18015
Hind tunnel testing of aerodynamic interactions
between aircraft and jettisoned loads using
trajectory analysis
(ONEHA-TP-849] p0251 H71-18464
TRAJECTORY CONTROL
NT TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
Propulsion, guidance and stability of ground effect
vehicle with perimetric Coanda fluid boundary
p0419 A71-29308
Soviet book on radio control of various flight
vehicles covering closed loop synthesis, missile
guidance, spacecraft trajectory correction and air
traffic control
A-176
SUBJECT INDEI TRANSISTOR CIBCDIIS
P0543 A71-35403
Hind tunnel free flight model trajectory control
using photoelectric screen for aerodynamic force
determination
fVKI-TN-72] p0620 N71-3169«
TRAJBCTORI BEASUREBEST
External stores separation induced aerodynamic
interactions, using hiqh speed cinematographic
recording of drop trajectories and/or store loads
neighing in aircraft flow field
[ONERA-TP-819] p0090 A71-153S7
TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
Spacecraft optimal atmospheric reentry trajectory
for minimum flight distance, investigating angle
of attack control with allowance for load
constraints
p0418 A71-29229
Energy state approximation and supersonic aircraft
minimum fuel fixed range trajectory optimization,
noting not convex velocity set
p0439 A71-30609
KC-135 aircraft climb trajectories for optimum
constant lift coefficient, range and fuel amount
pC670 A71-12831!
Computer program for optimum flight path defined by
flight test investigation of performance
characteristics /excess thrust, fuel flow, and
climb potential/ of F-101G aircraft
[NAS1-TN-D-6398] p0513 N71-27002
TRANSCEIVERS
U TRANSMITTED RECEIVERS
TRANSDUCERS
NT MICROPHONES
NT PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS
NT PRESSURE SENSORS
NT ULTRASONIC HAVE TRANSDUCERS
TRANSFER
U TRANSFERRING
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
Flexible aircraft to atmospheric turbulence transfer
functions, discussing in-flight measurements
[OHEBi-TP-89U] pOlll A71-18021
Aircraft with automatic thrust controller,
calculating transfer functions characterizing
speed and attitude control modes
p0297 A71-24910
Gust transfer functions relating lift and momertts to
upwash in single sinusoidal wave for large aspect
ratio rectangular wings in turbulent
incompressible flow
p0139 A71-306pl(
Aspect ratio influence on instability and nonminimum
phase effects of longitudinal motion of aircraft
relative to negative lift-drag expression transfer
functions
P05C2 A71-33W05
Transfer function system relating cornering force
and aligning torgue of rolling pneumatic aircraft
tire to yaw angle and lateral displacement
p0650 A71-40167
Transfer functions of pilot for determining
longitudinal aircraft controllability and pilot
performance prediction
fNASA-TN-D-6104] p016t N71-1494H
Control system designs for USSR single-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors with control gyroscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
fNASA-TT-F-636] pC329 N71-20719
Transfer functions in modelling human pilot and
dynamic structural aircraft responses
f AGABD-B-580-71] p0390 N71-23210
Computation and measurements of dynamic aircraft
transfer functions to atmospheric turbulence
p0390 N71-23213
Transfer functions for calculating coupled
acoustic/elastic response of structure to sonic
boom
P0525 N71-28380
Computation of uncoupled vibrations of rotary wings
using transfer matrix method
[DLE-FB-70-63] P0570 N71-29513
TRANSFERRING
Evaluation of liguid methane storage and transfer
problems for future supersonic aircraft cryogenic
fuel reguirements
[NASA-CR-72952] p0678 N71-3U618
TRANSFORM INTEGRALS
U INTEGRAL TBANSFOR3ATIOSS
THANSFOEBATIOH TENSORS
U TENSORS
TRABSFOBBATIOHS (BATHEHATICS)
NT COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
Nonaffine similarity laws and transformations
subject to limitations of Newtonian impact theory
for two dimensional bodies, obtaining aerodynamic
coefficients
p0011 A71-10918
Predicting aerodynamic characteristics of arrow,
delta, and diamond wing platforms using
Prandtl-Glauert transformation
[NASA-TN-D-6213] p0372 N71-21973
TRANSFORMERS
Aeronautical electronic equipment, discussing static
transformer, radiotelephone sets, angle of
approach meter, etc
p0062 A71-13018
TRANSFORMS
U TRANSFORMATIONS (BATHEHATICS)
TRANSIENT HE&TIHG
NT SHOCK HEATING
THAHSIEBT LOADS
NT GUST LOADS
»T IMPACT LOADS
NT LANDING LOADS
HT SHOCK LOADS
TRANSIENT PRESSURES
Strong blast wave interaction and transient pressure
on conical slender supersonic bodies
P0086 A71-1U979
Engine surge pressure transients in mixed-
compression supersonic inlet, describing scale
wind tunnel model simulation and measurement
techniques
[AIAA PAPER 71-671] pOIII A71-30735
Transient pressures and aerodynamic coefficients of
rectangular wings in subsonic flow using linear
eguations
[ONE8A-KT-163] p0119 H71-13U02
TRANSIENT RESPONSE
Initially spherical liquid droplet transient
response under surface tension accelerated by
external gas flow
CAIAA PAPER 71-393] p03U4 A71-25355
Plate and acoustic finite elements simulation of
window-room system coupled transient response to
sonic booms, discussing eguations of motion and
cavity depth effect
P0364 A71-27481
Analytical model of compressor sensitivity to
transient and distorted transient flows,
considering inlet duct, coipressor stages and
combustor up to turbine nozzles
[AIA& PAPER 71-670] pOl|11 A71-3073U
Transient and steady state flexible rotor dynamics
analysis
TASHE PAPER 71-VIBR-92] p0651 A71-10325
Mixed and unmixed turbofan engines transient and
steady state off-design characteristics,
investigating effects of fuel flow rate, nozzle
area, inlet pressure, ambient temperature and air
bleed
P0670 A71-42836
Transient dynamic characteristics of aircraft under
unsteady flight, using Laplace-Carson integral
transforms
P0703 A71-H5016
Transfer functions for calculating coupled
acoustic/elastic response of structure to sonic
boom
p0525 S71-28380
Technique for relating transient tolerances in inlet
throat Bach number and shock position to
supersonic unstart frequency due to atmospheric
turbulence for supersonic inlet design
fNASA-CR-11f372] p0723 N71-37835
TRANSIENTS (SURGES)
U SURGES
TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
Breadboard models of silicon carbide junction field
effect transistor amplifiers
[AD-727761] p0723 N71-37792
TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
Interface 1C circuits for driving high voltage
transistor switches from low level logic inputs,
noting avionics application
p0113 A71-28910
A-H77
TRANSISTORS SDBJECT IHDEX
TBAHSISTOBS
NT FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
TBANSITIOH FLOH
Two dimensional wake laminar-turbulent transition by
single and double frequency sounds imposition and
wind tunnel natural disturbance, inducinq velocity
fluctuations
p0002 A71-10132
Two dimensional wake laminar-turbulent transition,
emphasizing velocity fluctuation nonlinear
interaction
p0138 A71-16961
Laminar boundary layer perturbation by sinusoidal
wall roughness, analyzing effect on transition
nature and position
p0363 471-27170
Emmons spot theory extension for boundary layer flow
on blunt bodies, deducing spot formation rate
dependence on transition Reynolds and Bach numbers
p0366 A71-27557
Aerodynamic characteristics similarity and variation
in hypersonic flow transition region from free
molecular flow to solid medium
p0116 A71-29172
Heat transfer in base type supersonic laminar and
transitional separated flows
[AD-710317] ' p0035 N71-10219
TBABSITION SETALS
HT COBALT ISOTOPES
NT KIOBIOM
NT HEFBACTORY METALS
NT TITANIUM
IBAHSITIOB POIHTS
Laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition point on
wing, using hot-wire anemometer and oscilloscope
p0025 471-12555
TBAHSLATIONAL HOTION
NT SECONDARY FLOS
NT THBEE DIHENSIONAL FLOW
NT THBEE DIMENSIONAL MOTION
Gyrocompass stability during circulations and
arbitrary periodic maneuvers, taking into account
translational motion vertical inertia component
p05146 A71-3560U
Development and characteristics of translating
horizontal tail assembly for supersonic aircraft
rNASA-CASE-X1A-08801-1] pOC51 N71-110U3
TBAHSBISSIOH
NT AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
NT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT DATA TRANSMISSION
NT ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC WVE TRANSMISSION
NT GROUND WAVE PROPAGATION
NT HEAT TRANSFER
NT HEAT TRANSMISSION
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
NT BICROBAVE TRANSMISSION
NT KULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
NT RADAR TRANSMISSION
NT RADIO TRANSMISSION
NT SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
NT SHOCK KAVE PROPAGATION
NT SOUND TRANSMISSION
NT SUPEBSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT TELEVISION TRANSSISSION
NT TISE DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
NT TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER
NT WAVE PROPAGATION
Transmission impending failure detection via
lubricating oil monitoring for metal particle
content
p009i| A71-15115
TRANSMISSION LINES
NT COMMUNICATION CABLES
TB4HSSISSION LOSS
Ribbed aluminum panels airborne sound transmission
loss, evaluating structural damping effects
p0210 A71-21131
TBiNSSISSOSETEBS
Development and evaluation of dual baseline
transmissoroeter used to measure and record
visibilities in range of nine to fifty kilometers
fNBS-10339] p0382 N71-22155
TRANSMITTER EECEIVEBS
Airborne communications with AN/ABC-151 transceiver
in single radio, discussing extended freguency
coverage, multimode operation, navigation and
input/output provisions
p0518 A71-357S8
Co-site analysis model automated for evaluation EM
conpatibility of single site employing large
number of transmitting and receiving equipments
p0608 A71-38157
AN/ABC-lli* solid state ultrareliable DBF aultinode
aircraft transceiver, discussing tuning, freguency
synthesis and broadband power amplifier
p0613 A71-39209
TBANSMITTERS
NT B'ADIO BEACONS
NT RADIOSONDES
NT RADIOTELEPHONES
NT RAHINSOHDES
NT SONOBUOYS
NT TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS
Location/identification transmitter and equipment
for use in satellite applications in aircraft
communication, navigation, and surveillance for OS
air traffic control
[NASA-CR-117759] p0379 N71-22310
Development and"testing of VHP omnirange transmitter
for aircraft azimuth guidance
CPAA-HD-71-65] p0687 N71-35779
C band radar transmitter for airborne radar system
[AD-7270863 p0721 N71-37707
TRANSOCEAHIC SYSTEHS
Satellite systems for transatlantic simultaneous air
and marine navigation, traffic control and rescue,
stressing technical and economical factors
p01i»6 A71-18015
Performance and costs of nuclear aircraft used in
transoceanic commerce
fNASA-TM-X-2386] p0726 N71-38277
TB&HSOHIC AIBCBAPT
U SUPEBSONIC AIRCRAFT
TRANSONIC COMPRESSORS
Transonic compressor rotors blade camberline shape
optimization by various tip diffusion factor-ratio
combinations
p0198 A71-20200
Transonic compressor shock wave noise generation and
decay rates at multiple tones, using sonic boom
analysis
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-7] p0318 A71-25953
Bach number effects on axial flow transonic
compressor characteristics, using empirical
corrections based on measured three dimensional
grid characteristics
p0497 A71-32715
Multiple tone generation by axial flow transonic
compressors, considering shock waves production
and propagation associated vith supersonic
elements of blading
p0558 A71-36197
Inlet flow distortion testing of high Mach number
transonic fan stages - Vol. 1
[NASA-CR-72786-VOL-1} p0163 N7 1-11863
Tabular data derived from inlet flow distortion
tests of high Mach number transonic fan stages -
Vol. 2
rNA5A-CR-72786-VOL-2] p016fl N71-14861
Test description and results for high Bach number
transonic fan stages to determine range and
distortion tolerance for various rotor tip casing
treatment configurations
[NASA-CR-82862] p0168 N71-25160
Tabulations of blade element and circumferential
distortion flow data in tests of high Bach number
transonic fan stages with various rotor tip casing
treatment configurations
[SASA-CR-82867]' pOISS H71-25161
Computer output tables for performance tests of
single stage, transonic compressor for advanced
aircraft
[NASA-CH-72961] p0639 N7 1-33169
Perforoance tests of single stage, transonic
compressor for advanced aircraft
[NASA-CB-728C6] pOGIO N71-33201
TRANSONIC FLIGHT
SST sonic booms, investigating intensity and
transonic aircraft supersonic flight feasibility
p0509 A71-31100
A-178
SUBJECT INDEI TBAHSOMIC FLOS
Cone-cylinder-cone missile type body in transonic
buffeting environment determining static and
fluctuating wall pressure distribution
C01!EaA-TP-9U2] p0553 A71-36020
Sonic boonless transonic transports design,
performance, economics and airline routes at Hach
1.2 and 0.98
fCASI PAPER 72/81 p0601 A71-37598
In-flight F-111 data on total and static pressure
from left inlet during automatically scheduled and
manually controlled off-schedule positioning of
spike at Hach 0.68 to 2.18
fNASA-TN-D-6«90] p06tO N71-33211
TRANSONIC FLOW
Transonic flow through planar cylinder lattices,
discussing flow pattern visualization and
recording techniques by high speed camera
p0001 S71-10108
Supersonic and transonic flow including effects of
pressure oscillations within cavity, predicting
rectangular cavities drag from mathematical nodel
pOOlO &71-10931
Fredholm method for reversible transonic flow in
computing aircraft wing and turbonachine or
helicopter blade airfoils for compressibility law
p0012 A71-11022
Swept wing fighter aircraft transonic buffet onset
lift coefficient from camber and trailing edge
deflection, considering design variations
p0027 A71-1267S
Flow characteristics in turbomachine blade cascades
with transonic regime, emphasizing shock- boundary
layer interaction phenomena
p0066 1171-13140
Steady supercritical planar inviscid transonic flows
over lifting airfoils, generating unsteady flow by
impulsively imposing airfoil boundary condition
fAIAA PAPER 70-H7] p0069 A71-13U33
Lifting and side force distributions acting on body
in transonic flow
P0078 A71-1U232
Plane transonic flow with curved compression shock
wave between subsonic and supersonic regions
p0083 A71-1456C
Interaction between supersonic flow and transverse
sonic or supersonic jet blown perpendicular to
main stream through circular hole in wall
p0083 A71-1U572
Symmetric airfoil profiles with sharp and rounded
leading edges in inviscid gas unbounded uniform
adiabatic transonic flow, solving by nonlinear
approximation
pOOSi) A71-1U591
Far and near field solutions of plane steady
transonic flow past thin airfoil including
imbedded shock waves, using small disturbance
theory
fAIAA PAPER- 70-188] p013t A71-16565
Constant curvature wing contours in transonic flow,
determining stream function by approximation
pOIUS A71-18227
Transonic supercritical flow past arbitrary
airfoils, using integral relations method
[JIAA PAPER 71-98] p0152 A71-18553
Transonic gas flows in axisymmetric small throat
curvature radius Laval nozzle with appreciable
flow parameters variation in transverse direction
p0189 A71-19732
Monograph on transonic shock free potential flow
around quasi-elliptical airfoil sections,
investigating flow stability under unsteady
disturbances
p0190 A71-19773
Ideal gas jet sonic flow past wedge according to
Kirchhoff scheme, testing sine series solution for
convergence
p0197 A71-20085
Computerized transonic airfoil design from
predetermined supercritical velocity distribution,
obtaining equivalent incompressible flow through
streamline and potential line network
transformation
p0199 A71-20304
Dissipative fluid sonic flow and shock conditions
downstream of symmetrical plane barrier
p0279 A71-23824
Nonuniform transonic shear compressible flow past
symmetric airfoil, using linearized small
disturbance theory
p0293 A71-214761
Underexpanded transverse sonic jet-hypersonic stream
three dimensional flowfield based on inviscid
rotational flow model
p0345 A71-25172
Time dependent asymptotic solution for transonic
flows in hyperbolic nozzle and turbine cascades
with obligue shock
fASHE PAPER 71-GT-U2J p0350 A71-25975
Steady transonic flow through two dimensional gas
turbine cascades predicted with time dependent
formulation of flow equations, giving airfoil
surface pressure distributions
fASMS PAPER 71-GT-89] p0353 A71-25996
Transonic airfoil testing techniques in two
dimensional flow, discussing wind tunnel
conditions at various Reynolds numbers
p0362 A71-27"67
Low thrust jet effect on base pressures on
boat-tailed afterbodies in Nach number 0.8-1.2
flow
pO<)29 A71-29889
Pressure distribution and drag prediction over
slender axisymoetric fuselages and afterbodies and
exhaust nozzles at transonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 71-720] pOUH2 A71-30771
Small disturbance equations for steady transonic
flows past thin lifting airfoils and slender
bodies
fAIAA PAPER 71-566] pOH8« A71-31560
Compressible transonic flow about two dimensional
airfoils, developing inviscid nonlinear potential
equations by relaxation procedures
. [AIAA PAPEE 71-569] pOUSU A71-31562
Skin friction, trailing edge boundary profiles and
tuft flow patterns on model F-4D aircraft in
transonic flow
fAIAA PAPER 71-762] p0505 A71-34001
Two dimensional steady viscous gas transonic flcv
Navier-Stokes equations, establishing uniqueness
of solutions to boundary value problems
p05<t7 A71-35646
Hesh method for supercritical transonic flow
calculation with normal or oblique shock wave at
trailing edge
p0550 A71-35799
Small disturbance transonic flows potential
equations numerical solutions, using mixed finite
difference theory
P0556 A71-36325
Transonic flow theory and experiment, considering
hodograph method, integral equation method,
parabolic method and method of characteristics
p0599 A71-37454
Bumerical analysis of plane transonic flows past
shock free airfoils without boundary layer
separation using inverse method of complex
characteristics
p0607 A71-38307
Three dimensional nonlinear subsonic flow over
finite wings of arbitrary planform, solving
transonic small disturbance equation by integral
method
p0616 A71-39568
Streamline curvature analysis of compressible
subsonic, transonic and supersonic cascade flows
in axial turbine blades
p0698 A71-113M7
Transonic flows about two dimensional airfoils,
calculating far field boundary conditions with
coordinate transformation
p0702 A71-U4620
Transonic airfoil cascade analytical design,
determining efficiency from velocity distribution
p0705 A71-U5381
Stability of smooth two dimensional transonic flows
[AD-712702] p0103 N71-12207
Test cases for numerical analysis of airfoil two
dimensional transonic flow
[AGARD-R-575-70] p011« N71-12674
Transonic pressure distribution on airfoils
fAD-712397] p0116 H71-13060
Transonic and supersonic dynamic stability
characterist'ics of variable sweep wing tactical
fighter aircraft
[NASA-ID-X-2163] p0236 N71-17425
Regions upstream and downstream from shock waves of
airfoils in uniform and transonic flow
CNASA-TT-F-13172] p0248 N71-18401
4-H79
TB4NSONIC FLOIS SUBJECT INDEX
Direct and inverse application of Dorodnitsyn
technique to incompressible transonic flow over
symmetric Joukowski airfoil sections
r»Al-T8-220T] P0313 K71-19750
Application of integral relations to inviscid
supercritical flow over symmetric airfoils at zero
angle of attack
[AD-717339] pC37U H71-22098
Procedures for predicting properties of transonic
flows about thin airfoils and slender bodies
[NASA-CR-1722] p0389 N71-23133
Asymptotic solution of low frequency winq
oscillations in transonic shockless adiabatic
inviscid gas flow based on complete approximation
p0390 N71-23193
Finite difference method for calculating sonic boom
overpressure signatures in vicinity of caustics
[AD-718835] p0399 1171-23738
Vortical transonic gas flow over wing profile
pOt69 N71-2571t
Structure of three dimensional transonic shear flow
in turbomachine cascade examined in context of
time dependent computer experiment
[HASA-C3-1816] p0513 N71-2700U
System of nonlinear equations of motion for
isentropic, compressible fluid solved by cyclic
relaxation method for subsonic and transonic
regimes
pCS30 N71-28688
Design and characteristics of quasi-steady devices
for simulation of high Reynolds number flows
[ NASA-CR-1838] p0590 1171-31262
Induced lift characteristics of swept winq-body
confiquration with partial-span jet in flow at
Hach 0.20 to 1.30
[HASA-TM-X-2309] p0629 N71-323C7
Transonic pressure distributions on 12 percent
thick, uncambered airfoils with maximum thickness
at 0.3 and 0.7 of chord
P0645 N71-33615
Prediction formulations for transonic fluctuating
pressure environments including protuberance
induced turbulent boundary layer flows
fNASA-C3-119947] p0712 N71-36677
Numerical analysis of two-dimensional steady gas
flow around thin symmetrical wings and shock wave
formation during transition from sonic to
supersonic flow
[AD-727854] p0724 N71-37850
TBAHSONIC FLOWS
Numerical analysis of plane steady transonic flows
past lifting airfoils with free-stream Mach
numbers less than unity
[D180-12958-1] N71-3U275
TRANSONIC FLUTTER
F-8D aircraft transonic flight and wing tunnel tests
for buffet onset prediction, considering effects
of g level and fluctuation amplitude and frequency
[AIAA PAPER 70-3111] p0296 A71-21863
Sweptback thin cantilever wing transonic flutter
density and velocity coefficients, investigating
engine pod shaped concentrated mass location
effects
p0340 A71-25189
Transonic flutter and buffeting for elastic wind
tunnel models of straight wing proposed for space
shuttles
pO«61 N71-2U659
TB1HSONIC IHLETS
U SUPERSONIC INLETS
IBASSONIC SPEED
Transonic wing profiles analog determination by
holograph method
P0135 A71-16735
Gliding guided ribbon parachute for transonic speed
deployment, investigating turn capability, opening
reliability, structural integrity and effective
drag
p0296 A71-24868
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - transonic
[NASA-TN-D-7047] p0177 N71-16534
Construction of leading edges of surfaces for aerial
vehicles performing from subsonic to above
transonic speeds
[ NASA-CASE-XLA-011486] p0397 N71-23497
Jet penetration into Nach 2 airstream using
sweptback injectors at angle of attack
[NASA-TM-X-2319} p0575 N71-29920
Transonic testing of double flux engine nacelles
with two separate models for air intake and
afterbody
[ONERA-TP-91J3] p0647 N71-33794
Two dimensional flow tests of transonic airfoils
f HASA-TT-F-13988] P0717 N71-37593
TBANSONIC TOBBINES
D SUPERSONIC TURBINES
TBANSONIC »IHD TOSBEI.S
Hind tunnel history, evolution and use, covering low
speed variable density, high speed transonic,
supersonic, hypersonic and hypervelocity wind
tunnels
P0211 A71-21666
Single and multiple sting support evaluation for
unmodified interference free wind tunnel data over
0.85 to 2.2 H range using image method
[AIAA PAPER 71-267] p0218 A71-21993
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference effects
experimental determination, investigating porous
and slotted walls
[AIAA PAPER 71-292] p0220 A71-22013
Two dimensional test facility in blowdown wind
tunnel transonic section, discussing porous
sidewall boundary layer control effects on
airfoils geometric characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 71-293] p0271 A71-22957
Static aerodynamic data correlation for high
subsonic speed transport aircraft model in
transonic wind tunnels, including relative
buoyancy and turbulence effects
[AIAA PAPER 71-291] p0275 A71-23423
High Reynolds number transonic wind tunnel need in
U.S., discussing wing maximum lift and pitching
moment, shock induced flow separation, etc
p028i| A71-24174
Lift correction in perforated two dimensional
transonic wind tunnels, considering incidence
angle and streamline curvature effects on airfoil
models
p0298 A71-21953
Transonic wind tunnel testinq of air intake and
afterbody of double flux engine nacelle at high
subsonic Bach numbers and high Reynolds numbers
[ONERA-TP-913] p055t A71-36021
Dual scatter laser Doppler velocimeters for
transonic wind tunnel measurements and calibration
applied to simulated helicopter downwash, high
lift wing and jet crossflow
p0652 A71-10399
Rotary system for dynamic stability tests in
transonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-196] pOO<46 N71-11009
Avoidance of disrupting effects in dynamic tests on
semispan delta wing models in transonic slotted
and perforated wind tunnels
[ABC-H/M-3636] p0170 N71-15701
Lift, pitching moments and damping of delta wings in
slotted transonic wind tunnels with perforated
walls
[NPL-AERO-1307] p0227 N71-17085
European subsonic, supersonic, transonic,
hypervelocity and low density wind tunnel
characteristics
p0227 N71-17099
Research and development in aerospace systems
including design and fabrication of 4-ft trisonic
wind tunnel
p0379 N71-22331
Transonic wind tunnel investigation of flow
characteristics and pressure fluctuation of space
shuttle launch and reentry configurations
pOM62 N71-24663
Consideration by NATO of transonic wind tunnel
reguirements to support evolution of aeronautical
and aerospace systems during next decade
[AGARD-AR-35-71] pOt66 N71-25073
Manufacture and dynamic testing of external store
models for transonic wind tunnels
[REPT-23] p0681 N71-35212
AGARD report on engine-airplane interference and
wall correction in transonic wind tunnel tests
[AGARD-AR-36-71] p0707 N71-36400
Conclusions and recommendations concerning wind
tunnel tests of interaction between engine flow
and wall corrections in transonic wind tunnels
p0707 N71-36401
Compilation of responses to questionnaire on
engine-airframe interference in transonic tests
A-180
SDWECT IBDEX TH&HSPOBT lIBCHiFT
p0707 N71-36402
Wall corrections for airplanes with interference
lift in transonic wind tunnel tests
p0707 N71-36403
Tests on scale model configurations of c-5 aircraft
to obtain data correlation on three transonic wind
tunnels
[AD-727006] p0708 N71-36408
wind tunnel performance characteristics of
single-engine fighter model fitted with in-flight
thrust reverser
[NASA-TN-D-6U60] p0716 S71-37384
Comparison of blockage corrections in porous tunnel
wall to closed wall tunnel at subsonic Mach
numbers
[ARA-19] p0724 S71-37853
THANSONICS
0 TBASSOHIC FLOW.
THANSPABESCE
Polycarbonates transparency applications in aircraft
windshield design, discussing heat resistance,
mechanical, chemical and optical properties
•p0610 A71-38751
Holographic interferometry for study of transparent
media
[ONERA-TP-851] p0039 N71-10407
TBAHSPABENT BATEBIALS
0 TRANSPARENCE
TBSHSPIBATIOH COOLING
0 SHEAT COOLING
TBAHSPOHDEBS
ATS 1 and 3 satellite VHF transponders for ships and
aircraft location, communication and remote
sensing, discussing performance test results
pOU45 A71-30898
Performance prediction model for electromagnetic
compatibility of ATC radar beacon system, testing
interrogator-transponder links along air route
P0608 A71-38435
Investigation of transponder reply fadeout in
vicinity of 0 Hare Airport, Chicago, Illinois
[FAA-RD-70-75] p0169 N71-15498
Establishing minimum operational requirements for
airborne air traffic control transponder systems
[DO-144] pC2U7 N71-18109
Evaluation of dual input transponder with upper and
lower aircraft antennas as resolution for problems
with air traffic control radar beacon system
limitations
[FAA-NA-71-39] p0464 N71-24882
Testing ASMI/transponder for moving emergency
service vehicles on airfields during poor
visibility conditions
p0571 H71-29553
Evaluation of airborne transponders used for air
traffic control facilities
[AD-723028]
 P0577 N71-30253
TEiNSPOBT AIRCRAFT
NT BAC 111 AIBCRAFT
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 747 AIBCRAFT
NT BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT
NT BREGUET 941 AIBCRAFT
NT C-5 AIRCRAFT
NT C-54 AIRCRAFT
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT
ST C-131 AIRCRAFT
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT
NT C-141 AISCRAFT
NT CARGO AIRCRAFT
HT CH-3 HELICOPTER
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER
HT CH-47 HELICOPTER
NT CH-54 HELICOPTER
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
NT DC 3 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 8 AIBCRAFT
NT DC 9 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT
NT DH 121 AIRCRAFT
NT DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT
NT F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
NT H-19 HELICOPTER
NT H-53 HELICOPTER
ST H-56 HELICOPTER
NT HFB-320 AIRCRAFT
NT L-1011 AIBCRAFT
NT SHORT HAOL AIRCBAFT
ST TD-144 AIBCBAFT
NT VC-10 AIBCBAFT
NT XC-142 AIBCRAFT
Commercial transport aircraft maintenance simulation
Honte Carlo Hodeling techniques, considering
application to airline operations
[SAE PAPER 700345] p0002 A71-10128
VC 400 tilt wing VTOL carqo and passenger transport
aircraft, discussing component and system
development and testing phase
p0004 A71-10466
Aladin 2 interurban Stol transport design with blown
wings and jet deflection by wing flaps,
emphasizing engine noise reduction
pOOOS A71-10749
Hypersonic conventional and rocket transport
aircraft, discussing costs and air and noise
pollution
[AIAA PAPER 70-1218) p0014 A71-11302
Transport aircraft tire pressure and multiwheeled
landing gear limitations regarding pavement design
p0021 A71-12163
Direct lift V/STOL transport aircraft design,
discussing environmental factors in relation to
noise, air pollution, jet interference and safety
p0092 A71-15403
Navigation and traffic control of VTOL commercial
transport aircraft, discussing noise, G forces,
turbulent wakes, approach profiles and V-ports
p0096 A71-15429
Supersonic aircraft turbojet engine exhaust noise
suppressor research program, predicting full scale
noise spectra from model suppressor tests
[AIAA PAPER 68-1023] p0144 A71-17693
Draw-through cooling of electronic equipment in
subsonic and supersonic commercial jet transports,
discussing internal circulation system design
[SAE-AIR-64A] p0187 A71-19642
Design objectives for subsonic, transonic and
supersonic civil transport flying characteristics
based on MIL-F-8785, considering aircraft control
[SAE-ARP-842B] pC187 A71-19645
Static aerodynamic data correlation for high
subsonic speed transport aircraft model in
transonic wind tunnels, including relative
buoyancy and turbulence effects
CAIAA PAPER 71-291] p0275 A71-23423
Lift/cruise engine design and thrust vector control
influence on VTOL transport aircraft transition
characteristics and ground acoustic field
[DGLR-70-040] p0292 A71-24749
Bedium weight NAMC C-1A tactical transport aircraft
technical specifications
pQ340 A71-25231
Validity range of response prediction methods for
large flexible aircraft to continuous atmospheric
turbulence, discussing power spectral densities
and fatigue life
CAIAA PAPER 71-342] p0342 A71-25321
European airbus, considering flight trials of first
A.300B high capacity transport aircraft
p0358 A71-26921
Economic analysis of subsonic transport airplane
design, evaluation and operation
tSAE PAPER 710423] p0405 A71-28310
Transport aircraft all weather automatic landing
operation, examining guidance system and
independent monitors
[SiE PAPER 710441] p0407 A71-28323
Military/commercial STOL transport design,
discussing performance, payload and equipment
requirements with emphasis on production cost
benefits
[SAE PAPER 710468] p0408 A71-28336
Cost efficient sound limit expenditures per
parameter unit in commercial transport aircraft
design
pOU14 A71-28945
Commercial V/STOL and jet VTOL transport, discussing
Do-31 test results, landing approach, air traffic
control automation and electronic control
p0415 A71-29131
Structural fatigue in aircraft design, discussing
twin engine transport tests, crack propagation
rate, residual strength, etc
pOU21 A71-29434
i-481
TBARSPOBT AIRCRAFT COHTD SUBJECT IHDEX
Atmospheric turbulence effect on turbine powered
transport aircraft, discussing gust accelerations,
avoidance, detection, forecasting and pilot
control
p0421 J71-29750
Thunderstorm, CAT, weather and mountain wave induced
turbulence forecasting and analysis for transport
aircraft
pOU25 A71-29761
Jet transport aircraft stability and controllability
under atmospheric turbulence conditions,
discussing longitudinal and lateral- directional
characteristics with particular attention to
unstable spiral mode
p0126 A71-29772
Jet transport aircraft design for safety under air
turbulence conditions, considering cruise altitude
limitations and pitch and g excursion reduction by
special autopilot mode
pO«27 A71-29777
Normal accelerations experienced by transport
aircraft fleet from fatigue load meter data
analysis, discussing counting rates seasonal
variations
p0128 A71-29788
Computer aided design program for civil transport
aircraft configuration, performance, propulsion,
weight and costs to meet given specifications
p0135 A71-30398
Transport aircraft JT9D high bypass ratio engine
development, noting maintainability and stability
improvements
[SAE PAPER 710119] p0137 A71-30527
Powered landing gear wheel system reguirements for
parking and taxiing of commercial jet transport
airplanes
[SAE PAPER 7101416] p0138 A71-30530
Commercial vs military design criteria for STOL
transport aircraft, noting landing and takeoff
distances and noise levels
[SAE PAPER 710165] p0138 A71-30536
Aladin II four-jet engined STOL intercity transport
aircraft, noting low noise characteristics and
passenger capacity
P0181 A71-31112
V/SIOL lift fan airliner project HS 111 for
intercity transport, describing features, weight
and performance data, noise characteristics and
reliability criteria
p0181 A71-31113
Large variable sweep wing maneuver load relief
system with ailerons reducing resulting bending
moment at pivot
pC186 A71-31600
European Airbus automatic pilot and flight control
system, including computers in electromechanical
subassemblies
P0190 A71-31911
Optimum vertical surface configuration for STOL
transports, considering structural weight and
performance reguirements[AIAA PAPER 71-769] pesos A71-31006
Automatic landinq systems using inertial navigation
derived translational state information,
discussing evaluation by simulation of transport
aircraft operating with conventional instrument
landing system
[AIAA PAPER 71-795] p0508 A71-31020
VTOL transport optimal airframe/propulsion systems
design, discussing thrust reguirements,
performance, control, cruise functions, fuel
consumption and fan characteristics
[Alii PAPER 71-711] pC533 A71-31225
Aircraft for international long haul transportation,
discussing criteria for selection based on
environmental, operational, budgetary and policy
considerations
P0510 A71-35208
Gulfstream 2 acoustics program for cabin noise level
reduction, compliance with FAA takeoff and landing
noise certification and structure gualification
against sonic fatigue
TAIAA PAPER 71-783] posis 471-35527
Large jet transport aircraft trailing vortices,
studying velocity fields, core diameters and
logarithmic variations of circulation
p0518 A71-35755
Trailing wake hazards of large transports in takeoff
and landing, examining configuration stability of
vortex pair in ground effect
p0518 A71-35757
Administrative techniques of cost/veight tradeoff
program for jet transport airplane
[SAHE PAPES 899]
 P0550 A71-35812
Hypersonic aircraft design usable as transport or
space shuttle, determining aerodynamic behavior in
viscous flow
p0557 A71-36131
Feasibility assessment of hypersonic transports with
actively cooled airframe structure, considering
liguid hydrogen fuel use as coolant
p0595 A71-37123
Sonic boomless transonic transports design,
performance, economics and airline routes at Hach
1.2 and 0.98
[CASI PAPER 72/8] p0601 A71-37598
European airbus development, discussing basic, long
r.inge and stretched capacity versions and
at codynamic and structural design features
p0610 A71-38719
Conv rtible rotor transport aircraft, considering
ATI, mass transportation systems, safety, noise
am; socio-economics
p0613 A71-39387
Flight tests for ha2ard evaluation to other aircraft
from wake turbulence generated by large jet
transport airplanes
P0656 A71-10506
Civil transport aircraft and equipment maintenance
and reliability problems solutions with best time,
cost and weight compromises
p0702 A71-11765
Sind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with high thrust-weight ratio and
external flow jet flap - graphs
[NASi-TN-D-6058] pOOIC 1171-10195
Sind tunnel study of aerodynamic interference drag
caused by fan jet engine wake of subsonic
transport
[NASi-TN-D-6067] pOOIS N71-11001
Haintenance programs, evaluation, acceptance, and
monitoring procedures for transport aircraft
pOOIS 1171-11020
Low visibility approach and landing simulation for
jet transports
[HASA-CR-73195] p0159 N71-11600
Assessment of STOL technology for establishment of
Canadian transport system
[UTIAS-162] p0162 N71-11701
Problem areas for lift fan propulsion for civil VTOL
transports
[NASA-TH-X-52907] p0178 N71-16558
Flight characteristics of V/STOL transport model
with four pod-mounted lift fans
[NASl-TN-D-6129] p0236 N71-17123
Flight characteristics of jet-flap STOL transport
aircraft dur ing approach and landing
CNASA-TR-D-6225] p0236 N71-17133
Causes and results of aircraft accident of Lear jet
aircraft
rNTSB-AER-71-3] p0238 N71-17511
Cause and result of transport aircraft accident
[NTSB-AAR-70-27] p0238 S71-17512
Tenative airworthiness standards for powered lift
transport category aircraft
P0239 1171-17553
Parametric engine study for Hach 0.98 commercial air
transport with supercritical wing
rNASi-TH-X-52961]
 P0251 1171-18733
Report of transport aircraft accident and probable
causes
[NTSB-AAR-71-1] p0259 N71-19C10
Mathematical model of large jet transport aircraft
simulation
r NASA-CR-1756] p0260 N71-1S239
Construction and operation of AN-21 airplane
including airframe description
[AD-716199] p0310 1171-19515
High lift applications in transport aircraft design
p0319 N71-20058
Flight testing military transport aircraft for
handling and performance in STOL applications
p0319 1171-20060
Research projects in automotive engineering for
ground and air transportation
p0327 N71-2C518
Jet transport aircraft airspeed control and
controllability data obtained by flight recorders
1-182
SUBJECT INDEX TRANSPORTATION
[.ARC-CP-1135] P0331 N71-20902
aerodynamic characteristics of slender delta wing
aircraft and response to vertical and lateral
gusts during landing approach
fHAE-LIB-TRANS-152U] p0333 1171-21223
Free flight tests ID hoovering and forward flight
free flight tests in hovering and forward flight
lift fans
fNASA-TH-D-6198] p0373 1171-22069
DO-231 V/STOL aircraft design, noting passenger
comfort, aerodynamic noise, aerodynamic
characteristics, and cost analysis
p0376 H71-22187
Analysis of normal accelerations through center of
gravity of aircraft due to landing impacts and
ground operations associated with taxi, takeoff,
and landing
[HASA-TN-D-612U] p038t N71-22620
Analysis of empennage loads and aeroelastic response
of T-tail transport aircraft in continuous
atmospheric turbulence
P0465 N71-21996
Flight evaluation of lateral handling, stability,
control, and flying gualities of jet transport
aircraft during up-and-away and approach flight in
landing configuration
[NASS-TN-D-6339] pOt68 071-25537
Bind tunnel tests to determine low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of large-scale STOL transport
model with augmented jet flap
[NASA-TB-X-62017] p0471| H71-26183
Cross flow wind tunnel performance tests of 15 in.
wing installed lift fan with coaxial drive turbine
for VTOL transport aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-67854] p0518 N71-27707
Noise reduction in turbulent axisymmetric gas jet by
repeated air injection method applied to
supersonic transport aircraft
riiASA-TT-F-13667] p0522 N71-28222
Parametric turbofan engine study for Bach 0.98
transport with low takeoff and approach noise
levels using supercritical wing
[HASA-TH-X-67865] p0531 H71-29011
Analysis of physical and economic factors pertaining
to effective operation of vertical takeoff and
landing aircraft short range commercial
transportation - Vol. 1
fAE-326/021-VOL-1] p0565 S71-29285
Identification and analysis of potential sites for
vertical takeoff and landing aircraft facilities
in Great Britain - Vol. 2
fAE-326/021-VOL-2] p0565 1171-29286
Hind tunnel investigation of static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of semispan swept wing
for STOL jet transport with deflected thrust and
boundary layer control
[NASA-TN-D-6256] p0577 N71-30282
Effect of wing-tip vortex wakes generated by large
jet transport aircraft on smaller airplanes
p0582 N71-30764
Flight tests for evaluating effect of wing-tip
vortex wake generated by large jet transports on
smaller aircraft
P0582 871-30765
Applications of supercritical airfoils to transport
aircraft designs
p0582 N71-30769
Developing aircraft ride criteria and/or acceptable
vibration levels and problems in measuring and
recording low level vibration environment
pOSSt N71-30781
Fatigue crack length relationship with aircraft
inspection intervals and structural reinforcement,
high strength materials, and aircraft usage
effects
p058t N71-30783
Commercial aircraft performance and cost analysis
data for 1968 and 1969 in OS
p0619 N71-31611
Investigation of air charter operations utilizing
large airplanes to fulfill demands of aircraft
capacity and speed, cargo type and size, as well
as freguency of operation
CPB-197636] p0619 871-31621
Theoretical analysis of aerodynamic interference
induced by cruise and lift fans on transport type
aircraft
tNASA-CB-1730] p0630 N71-32453
Bind tunnel tests of swept wing jet transport
aircraft model with four pod mounted engines under
wing and external flow, jet augmented double
slotted flap
fSASA-TN-E-6482) p063U N71-32805
Development of data for commercially viable
hypersonic transport aircraft
CNASA-TT-F-13793] poets N71-33625
Analysis of feasibility of designing transport
aircraft to carry up to 1,OOC passengers and
methods for predicting aircraft performance
[CR&NFIELD-AERO-3] p0674 N71-3U018
Bind tunnel investigation of external-flow jet-flap
transport configuration having full-span
tripple-slotted flaps - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6391] p0676 N71-34C28
Transition, approach, and vertical landing tests for
VTOL transport in terminal area
[NASA-TH-X-62083] p0681 N71-35209
Dynamic stability of jet transport configuration
with high thrust-weight ratio and externally blown
jet flap
[NASi-TN-D-6440] p0681 N71-35213
Bind tunnel tests of stability and control
characteristics of large scale model
representative of propeller-driven STOL transport
aircraft
[NASA-TH-D-6393] p0711 N71-36435
Analysis and validation of characteristics of
general purpose airborne simulator for simulation
of aerodynamic characteristics of large transport
aircraft
[NASA-TH-D-6431] p0723 N71-37823
TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
U TEANSPOET PEOPEETIES
TRANSPORT EQUATION
D BOLTZBANN TEANSPOET EQUATION
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
NT EDDY VISCOSITY
NT ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
NT GAS VISCOSITY
NT GASEOUS DIFFUSION
NT VISCOSITY
Air and jet fuel-air mixtures, calculating
temperature dependent laminar and turbulent heat
transfer parameters and transport properties'
[ASBE PAPER 71-HT-U1] p0601 A71-38002
TRAHSPOBT THEORY
NT MIXING LENGTH FLOB THEORY
TRANSPORT VEHICLES
Investigating high speed ground transportation
systems based on tracked air cushion vehicles
[PB-190939] pOOSO 1171-11033
Economic and safety factors of nuclear powered
surface vehicles and aircrafts in transoceanic
commerce
[NASA-TB-X-52963] p0254 N71-18628
Research projects in automotive engineering for
ground and air transportation
p0327 N71-205U8
TRANSPORTATION
NT AIR TRANSPORTATION
NT RAIL TEANSPORTATION
NT RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEBS
NT URBAN TRANSPORTATION
Airport design for passenger and baggage handling
efficiency, considering choice between continuous
and batching type intra-airport transit system
p0665 A71-H2072
Transportation research needs related to civil
engineering
[PB-193388] p0035 N71-10247
Development and characteristics of high speed ground
transportation system
[PB-193144] p0115 N71-12760
Control and abatement of transportation noise
pollution
[NASA-CR-115881] • p0169 N71-15557
Freight transportation in Great Lakes Area for year
2000
p0261 N71-19320
Analysis of adequacy of access routes to Dulles
International Airport and need for additional
facilities to accommodate future expansion
[PB-194G94] p0474 N71-26301
Theory and operation of air cushion vehicles and
other application of ground effect in industrial
transportation
CAD-721254] p0516 N71-27196
A-483
TRANSORANIUH ELEMENTS SUBJECT INDEX
Use of aerodynamic lift for application to hiqh
speed ground transportation by two dimensional
airfoils
[PB-197242] p0573 N71-29762
Analysis of transit access to Oakland International
airport, Oakland, California, and recommendations
for improved service
[PB-197837] P0592 N71-31163
Analysis of technology for hiqh speed ground
transportation
[PB-198015] P0621 N71-31766
Types of measurement, and solutions to air pollution
problems caused by transportation vehicles
[DHO-HRL69] p0686 N71-35185
TRANSORANIUH ELEMENTS
NT PLUTONIUM
TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION
Transverse and torsional vibrations of fuselage-
wing combination with wing tip fuel tanks,
calculating mass and stiffness matrix for elastic
beam
p0202 A71-20364
TRAPEZOIDAL KINGS
Design and fabrication of plane and trapezoidal
fiber glass wings with laminar profiles
fAD-716526] p0311 N71-19574
TRAVELING HAVES
Simply supported normal mode plate time response to
traveling wave at oblique incidence, using
numerical analysis
p0430 A71-30G68
Description and capabilities of traveling wave sonic
boom simulators
[ NASA-CH-1696] p0052 N71-11422
Laboratory experiment on flow of viscous fluid along
traveling waves
p0378 N71-22221
TBEES (MATHEMATICS)
Low speed aerodynamics, detailing relevance tree
technological forecasting method of Canadian
science council national goals list
p0670 A71-42766
TRIANGLES
Comparison of spherical and triangular boundary
layer trips on flat plate at supersonic speed
[NASA-TM-X-2146:! p0123 N71-13763
TRIANGULAR DINGS
U DELTA RINGS
THIDENT AIRCRAFT
U DH 121 AIRCRAFT
TRIGGERS
D ACTUATORS
TRIH (BALANCE)
0 AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
TROJAN AIRCRAFT
0 1-28 AIRCRAFT
TROPICAL REGIONS
Microbiological contamination of jet aircraft fuel
tanks in tropical regions, considering maintenance
[SAE PAPER 710138] p0406 A71-2832C
Test procedures to determine ability of aircraft
eguipment and armament to withstand storage and
operate effectively in tropic environment
[AD-720570] p0474 N71-26191
TROPICAL STOEBS
Tabulation of B-57 aerial cloud photography of
tropical convection systems for 11 to 28 July 1969
with flight path over Barbados Islands
[ESSA-TM-KHLTM-BOMAP-1] p0399 N71-23716
TROPICS
U TROPICAL REGIONS
THOEOPADSE
Atmospheric models of partially trapped waves
propagation in layer above tropopause with large
stratospheric Scorer parameter
p0425 A71-29763
TROPOSPHERE
Tropospheric and ionospheric absorption at VHF for
North Atlantic aeronautical satellite system
[NASA-TM-X-65507] p0464 N71-24914
TROPOSPHEBIC SCATTERING
ATC station ground to air communication via VHF
tropospheric scatter, discussing high power radio
transmitters and low noise over the horizon
receivers combination
p0281 A71-21175
TROUBLESHOOTING
D MAINTENANCE
TRDCKS
NT TANK TRUCKS
TRUNCATION (BATHEHATICS)
D APPROXIMATION
TRUNNIONS
D SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
TSH-2 AIRCRAFT
Terrain-following radar for TSR-2 aircraft,
discussing reliability trials and improvement
P0186 A71-19557
ID-131 AIRCRAFT
D-30 bypass engine hydraulic control system for
Tu-134 aircraft, discussing fuel flow regulator
assembly and operation
P0270 A71-22947
Tu-134 aerodynamic characteristics during takeoff,
climb, horizontal flight, landing stability and
maneuverability, and strength under various loads
[AD-727196] p0720 N71-37612
10-111 AIRCRAFT
TO-144-Concorde differences, discussing design
philosophy engine mounting and thrust, wing span
and profiles, gross weight, fuselage cross
sections landing gear, droop nose, etc
p0188 A71-31873
TO-151 AIRCRAFT
Design and characteristics of control system for
Tu-154 aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-13789] p0633 N71-32699
TUBE CATHODES
NT PHOTOMOLTIPLIER TUBES
TOEING
D PIPES (TUBES)
TUMBLING MOTION
Axial compressor blades surface finish and fatigue
strength restoration by vibrational tumbling
p0206 A71-20813
TUNGSTEN ALLOYS
Tunqsten reinforced oxidation resistant columbium
alloys with operating temperature above 2000 F for
use in gas turbine engines
[AD-717969] p0398 N71-23673
TONING
Wing-fuselage-tail interacting low speed flutter,
considering mechanical tuning and aerodynamic
interference couplings
fAIAA PAPER 71-326] p0311 A71-25306
TUPOLEV AIRCRAFT
NT TO-134 AIRCRAFT
Tu-154 responsibilities of three-man crews,
considering flight plan, refueling, cargo loading
and unloading
p0310 A71-25258
Nonreversible hydraulic control design and emerqency
maintenance for Tu 151 aircraft subsonic cruisinq
at 11 km altitude
p0691 A71-12927
TOPOLEV TO-124 AIRCRAFT
U TU-144 AIRCRAFT
TOPOLEV TO-131 AIRCRAFT
0 TO-134 AIRCRAFT
TORBINE BLADES
Natural frequencies of cantilever turbine blade with
asymmetric aerofoil under coupled bending- torsion
vibrations, using Ritz-Galerkin method for
equations of motion
p0011 A71-11011
Pressure fluctuations on fixed blades of axial flow
compressor, determininq sensor dynamic
characteristics
p0012 A71-11024
Blade bound vortex system mathematical model for
optimum heavily loaded ducted fans, includinq
thrust, power and efficiency desiqn parameters
p0027 A71-12677
Niobium alloys for gas turbine blades, examininq
workinq temperatures, protective coatings and
ductility
p0031 A71-12939
Engine turbine blades aerodynamic oscillation
damping calculation procedure
p0069 A71-13416
High temperature tests of gas turbine engine with
transpiration air cooled blades, discussing blade
design, fabrication, ductility and oxidation
resistance
[ASME PAPER 70-DA/GT-1] p0076 A71-14115
Turbine blades with high aspect ratios, calculating
behavior at small Reynolds number
A-484
SUBJECT IHDEX TDEBIHE BLADES COHTD
[4SHE P4PEE 70-IA/GT-11] p0076 471-11119
Gas-particle mixture cascade flow over turbine
blades, considering momentum/heat transfer and
particle trajectories
fAISA P4PEE 70-7121 p0200 471-20311
Shrouded aircraft engine turbine blades vibration
stresses found minimum by setting up paired blades
with fixed tension along shroud
p0266 471-22595
Flow patterns within centrifugal and mixed flow
impeller channel, examining velocity
distributions, blade surface pressure and flow
behavior
fASHE P4PEE 71-GT-11] p0350 471-2597U
Hetal matrix composite fabrication procedures for
gas turbine engine fan blades, stressing diffusion
bonding process susceptibility to blades volume
producibility
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-16] p0351 471-25979
Supersonic turbine design, presenting performance
data for film cooled blunt leading edge rotor
blades measured in two dimensional cascade
experiments
[ASBB P4PER 71-GT-76] p0352 471-25990
Surface strain measurements in turbine blades by
time average holographic interferometry, reviewing
resonant modes and holographic fringe patterns
CASHE P4PER 71-GT-81] p0353 471-25992
Quasi-axisymmetric and superposed fine fluctuating
structure of ideal incompressible vortex flows in
axial flow turbines, assuming infinite mutual
blade proximity
p0369 471-27711
4erofoil cascades with axial velocity change in
incompressible flow, determining turbine blade
force dependence on circulation
p0109 471-281467
Hetal temperatures in rotating cooled qas turbine
blades, discussing coolant flow aerodynamics
p0111 471-28718
End play influence on dynamic bending vibration
stresses induced by aerodynamic forces in axial
flow turbine rotor blades in case of resonant
vibrations
PCU91 471-32298
Gas turbine blades effusion cooling effectiveness,
using boundary layer theory to calculate blade
profile local heat transfer
p0197 471-32716
Program parameters effects on fatigue life of
turbine blade heat resistant alloys at high
temperatures under cyclic loading
P0502 471-33107
Swirling flow in gas turbine engine combustion
chamber forward part, considering air flow
characteristics behind blade swirler
pC501 471-33606
Axial flow gas turbines blade cascades forming
arrays with convergent channels, discussing
contours design
p0505 A71-33615
Gas flow behind cylindrical nozzles at roots and
along periphery for narrow blades, using radial
eguilibrium equation
P0505 471-33617
Enqine turbine blades aerodynamic vibration damping
calculation procedure
p0538 471-35023
Pretwisted cantilever airfoil cross section turbine
and compressor blades vibration natural
frequencies and mode shapes
pOSII 471-35282
Dirichlet problem in hodograph plane of compressible
fluid flow from aircraft, helicopter blades or
turbine blade airfoils
pOSII 471-35170
Fan jet first stage turbine blade air cooling,
describing design, heat transfer data, efficiency
and temperature distribution
p0552 471-35901
Siren wail in turbine axial stage due to nonuniform
pressure fields behind blade cascades
p0555 471-36180
Streamline curvature analysis of compressible
subsonic, transonic and supersonic cascade flows
in axial turbine blades
p0698 471-4131(7
Tra-jectories and velocities of solid particles
entrained by fluid flows in cascade nozzles
[4D-711121] pOOII H71-10516
Flutter analysis on axial tnrbomachine blading
[4D-710791] pOOII N71-10562
Foundary precision in domain of aeronautical
turbines
pOOSI H71-11638
Testing low reaction jet turbine stator blades in
six-blade annular cascade
[NAS4-CH-1675] p0106 N71-12227
Static pressure contours of turbine rotor blade tips
at high Hach numbers
[NAS4-TH-X-2170] p0230 N71-17217
4dvanced cooling systems and heat resistant
materials for turbine blades of high temperature
aeronautical gas turbine engines
[AG4ED-CP-73-71] p0231 H71-17372
Heat transfer prediction for turbine blade design
p0232 B71-17371
Mathematical model for calculating blade
temperatures in convective cooled gas turbines
p0232 N71-17375
Efficiency of air cooling blade design for Olympus
593 gas turbine engine
p0232 H71-17376
Heat transfer and exchange measurements on fixed
turbine blades in high temperature combustion
chamber
p0232 N71-17378
Boundary layer optimization for small turbine blade
design with cusped trailing edge
p0232 N71-17380
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic performance of sweat
cooled gas turbine engine blades
p0233 N71- 17382
Transpiration cooled blades for high temperature
inlets in gas turbine engines
p0233 N71-17381
Performance prediction for turbine blade film
cooling with injection through holes
[NASA-CR-116376] p0233 N71-17388
Thermal fatigue behavior of fiber reinforced nickel
alloy gas turbine blades
p0231 N71-17390
Fabrication of cobalt alloy and nickel alloy gas
turbine blades and disks
p0231 H71-17392
Film cooling of gas turbine blades by air injection
through holes
p023« N71-17391
Heat transfer in liguid metal cooled gas turbine
blades
P0235 1171-17398
Computerized optimization of thermal resistant gas
turbine blades
p0235 N71-17100
Technological aspects of film coding for blades in
high temperature gas turbines
p0235 N71-17101
Two dimensional cascade test of jet flap turbine
rotor blade
[HASA-TB-JC-2183] p0239 N71-17589
Performance of stator with wire mesh shell blading
during cold air investigation of turbine with
transpiration cooled stator blades - Vol. 3
[NASA-TM-X-21661 p0239 N71-17590
Single stage turbine performance with modified jet
flap rotor blade
fNAS4-CE-1759] p0323 N71-20182
Measurement of cooling air pressure changes through
stationary turbine disk and. airflow distribution
within a blade at room temperature and pressures
from 28 to 100 psia
fNASA-TH-X-2171] p0387 N71-22680
Conference on high temperature turbines detailing
effect of fills cooling on blade profile loss
rNASA-TH-X-67123] p0387 071-22699
Aerodynamic forces produced in turbine stage by vane
cascade of cascade series
rNASA-TT-F-13631 ] p0171 N71-25998
Analysis of first stage turbine stator vane and
rotor blade cooling designs for application in
highspeed aircraft
fNASA-TK-X-1782] pCl)75 N71-26355
Turbofan engine designs and tests for engine noise
reduction
[NASA-CE-72967] p0532 N71-29187
Numerical analysis and analog simulation of
temperature distributions of convection-cooled
turbine blades
4-185
TDBBIHE ENGINES SDBJECT INDEX
tNAL-TB-232] p06UU N71-335149
analysis of gas turbine design and application to
aircraft operation with description of components,
safety factors, and vibration problems
fAD-727188] p0727 N71-38538
TDEBINE ENGINES
NT BBISTOL-SIDDELET OLYHPUS 593 ENGINE
Nl DUCTED FAN ENGINES
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES
NT J-57 ENGINE
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT POLSEJET ENGINES
NT BAMJET ENGINES
NT SOPEBSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES
NT TURBOJET ENGINES
NT TUBBOPBOP ENGINES
NT TUEBOBAHJET ENGINES
Aircraft turbine enqine development, considering
mismatch reduction between engine and airframe in
flight tests
p0013 A71-1118C
Superalloy turbine engine guide vane thermal fatigue
cracks repair by plasma arc fusion method
p0067 A71-13257
L-1011 aircraft auxiliary power unit with
lightweight free turbine engine, giving fuel
economy and lower pneumatic pressures
[SAE PAPER 70081U] p0072 A71-13725
turbine engine vibration dampers viscous resistance
calculation based on eguations of motion for
incompressible and unheated Navier- Stokes liguid
P0076 A71-13956
VTOL aircraft turbine engine vibration criteria,
discussing measurement methods, engine design,
bending frequency and dynamic characteristics
p009i) 471-15119
Helicopter turbine engine protection device design
guidelines
p0097 471-15131
High temperature turbine parts protective coatings,
discussing aluminum diffusion prevention and crack
and oxidation resistance
P027U A71-23290
Chromium and titanium alloyed austenitic steels,
examining short and long time application as
turbine engine parts
P0271 471-23295
High speed photographic assembly with turbine drive
for continuous recording and frame photography
P0297 A71-21872
Superalloy dispersion strengthened and fused slurry
silicide coatings for aircraft gas turbine engines
and space shuttle heat shields
p03U7 A71-25555
Optimum weight protective system against uncontained
rotor failure with radial fragment passage through
turbine engine casing
TASBE PAPEK 71-GT-7C] p0352 471-25985
Turbine enqine fuel control stability on CH-17C
helicopter, using flight tests and lag damper
simulation
[AHS PREPRINT 560] p0152 A71-31107
VTOL turboshaft engine powered propulsion system
development, detailing design reguirements,
program planning, component research and system
integration
[ AHS PREPRINT 562] pC!!52 A71-31109
Aircraft high temperature turbine engine design,
reviewing technological advances coupled with
laboratory engine and component tests
pC'615 A71-39399
Turbine propulsion system smoking and exhaust gas
emission, discussing aircraft and automobile
pollution emission
p0515 A71-39152
Torsional natural frequencies in coupled turbine and
reciprocating enqine system driving common
propeller, using matrix technigues
[ASKE PAPER 71-VIBR-83] pC651 671-10319
In-flight monitoring of aircraft turbine engine
reliability
P0692 471-13233
Operating variables effect on pollutant, exhaust from
•jet aircraft turbine engines, discussing combustor
design techniques for emissions reduction
P0695 A71-43600
Nondestructive detection of hot corrosion-
sulfidation in U.S. Navy aircraft turbine engines
p0701 A71-15280
Advanced technology for production of aerospace
engines - conference
tAGABD-CP-6U-70] p0053 N71-11626
Manufacturing and advancement technology for turbine
engine coatings
pOOSU N71-11635
Design and materials enqineering for aircraft
turbine engines
[NASA-TT-F-13398] p0127 N71-11188
Data and performance of stage four of compressor
blades with slots and vorter generators
fNASA-CB-72711] p0162 N71-11710
Cost reduction procedures for aircraft turbine
engines used in civil aviation
[NAS&-TM-X-52951] p0178 N71-16592
Effects of specific speed on experimental
performance of radial inflow turbine
[NASA-TN-D-6182] p0231 N71-17351
Two dimensional cascade test of jet flap turbine
rotor blade
[NASA-TH-X-2183] p0239 N71-17589
Performance of stator with wire mesh shell blading
during cold air investigation of turbine with
transpiration cooled stator blades - Vol. 3
[NASA-TM-X-2166] pC239 N71-17590
Computer program for design and analysis of V/ST01
tip turbine fans
[NASA-TN-D-6161] p02HO S71-17611
Flightworthy nacelle development to minimize fan
compressor noise radiation - Vol. 1
[NASA-CB-1711] p0210 N71-17668
Characteristics of fans and compressors for aircraft
turbine engines
p0307 N71-19U52
Aerodynamic characteristics of.advanced turbine
engines
p0307 N71-19U53
Development of improved turbine cooling processes
and facilities for conducting turbine cooling
research
p0308 N71-19151
Effects of engine design and propulsion system
configurations on combustion efficiency
P0308 N71-19155
Application and characteristics of cryogenic fuels
for air breathing gas turbine engines
p0309 N71-19163
Single stage turbine operation with various stator
cooling techniques and effects on stator, stage,
and rotor efficiencies
tNASA-TM-X-52968] p0326 N71-20120
Measurement of cooling air pressure changes through
stationary turbine disk and airflow distribution
within a blade at room temperature and pressures
from 28 to 100 psia
[HASA-TH-X-2171 ] p0387 N71-22680
Analysis of first stage turbine stator vane and
rotor blade cooling designs for application in
highspeed aircraft
rNASA-TM-X-1782] p0175 N71-26355
Operational methods for control of air pollution
emissions from aircraft turbine engine conbustor
[NASA-TB-X-67887 ] pC631 S7 1-32*81
Numerical analysis and analog simulation of
temperature distributions of convection-cooled
turbine blades
[NAL-TK-232 ] p0611 N71-335U9
Analysis of maximum internal efficiency of single
impulse stage of turbine engine
[NLL-CE-TBANS-5631-(9022.09J ] p0713 N71-36701
Determining sound pressure and noise spectra of
turboshaft engines to assess potential noise
in-jury
[DBET-TH-788] p0716 N71-37113
Analysis of gas turbine design and application to
aircraft operation with description of components,
safety.factors, and vibration problems
rAD-727188] pC727 N71-38538
TDEBINE EXHAUST NOZZLES
Time dependent asymptotic solution for transonic
flows in hyperbolic nozzle and turbine cascades
with oblique shock
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-12] pC350 A71-25975
Measurement of turbojet enqine exhaust nozzle
performance as affected by installation parameters
using load cells and calibrated engines on F-1C6
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aircraft
rNASA-TK-X-67S161 pOUOC N71-23822
Aerodynamic and heat transfer performance of air
cooled nozzle cascade for hiqh temperature turbine
CNAL-TR-231-PT-1] pC6H1 N71-333C4
TOBBINE POHPS
High speed vaae type main engine fuel pump for small
gas turbine engines
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-2«] p0309 A71-25966
TOBBINE BBEELS
Cyclic thermal cracking and fatigue analysis in
large steam, turbine rotors with three dimensional
temperature and triaxial stress computation
CASHE PAPER 70-PHR-1 ] p0198 A71-20198
Radial flow energy losses in rotating cylindrical
cascade of inward-flow turbine wheel, determining
profile losses and exit blade angle
P0222 A71-22CUU
Nonlinear limit rotation velocity and circulation
induced by wheel in axial flow turbomachine for
incompressible ideal fluid, using iterative
numerical algorithm
pC'369 A71-27715
Linear radial loads effect on stress and strain of
hyperboloidal rotor disk applied to aircraft
engine compressors with two stream flow of working
medium
P0535 A71-31597
Coupling characteristic effects on dynamic response
of axially coupled turborotors with digital
computer program based on transfer matrix
technigues
P0387 1171-22712
Analysis of low cycle thermal fatigue in laminated
porous wall turbine vanes
fNASA-CR-729511] p0678 N71-319I4U
TOBBIHES
NT AXIAL FLOW TURBINES
NT GAS TURBINES
NT SHROUDED TUBBINES
NT STEAM TURBIUES
NT SUPERSONIC TURBINES
NT THO STAGE TURBINES
Compressors and turbines centripetal stages
operational characteristics, investigating airflow
rate and pressure ratio effects on power
p0705 A71-H5380
Performance test of single stage turbine with low
solidity tandem rotor blade assembly
[NASA-CR-18031 p0389 N71-23132
Cross flow wind tunnel performance tests of 15 in.
wing installed lift fan with coaxial drive turbine
for VTOL transport aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-6785U] p0518 N71-27707
Parametric turbine vector diagram calculation for
design of highly loaded multistage fan driven
turbine
[NASA-CR-1862] p0579 N71-30669
Radial-inflow turbine performance with exit
diffusers designed for linear static-pressure
variation
fNASA-TM-X-2357] p0631 N71-32U66
TOHBOALTEHNATOBS
0 AC GENERATORS
U TURBOGENERATORS
TUEBOCHABGEBS
U SUPERCHARGERS
U TDRBOCOSPRESSOBS
TURBOCOHPRESSOHS
Pressure fluctuations on fixed blades of axial flow
compressor, determining sensor dynamic
characteristics
P0012 A71-11024
Rotating stall in axial flow compressor hiqh
pressure stages, taking into account boundary
layer separation
p0012 &71-11063
Guide vanes small aspect ratio effect on high
pressure stages of axial flow compressors
p0025 A71-12558
Casing /end wall/ boundary layers in multistage
axial flow compressors, discussing velocity
distributions
P0067 A71-131U1
Sound generation by rotor-stator interaction in
subsonic axial flow compressors, using
acceleration potential and wake technique
p0067 A71-13277
Axial flow compressors radiated sound redaction by
segmented stator blades
p0068 A71-13283
Automatic antisurge control of axial compressor
using partial gas recycling bypass method
P0069 A71-13370
Axial flow compressor design emphasizing component
efficiency
POC71 A71-13825
Sxial compressor flow characteristics by
computerized calculation methods, considering
annular duct swirling flow model
p0075 A71-13828
Cascade flow test data, considering blade section
performance in transonic and supersonic axial flow
compressors
P0075 A71-13829
Low speed two dimensional axial flow compressor
cascade data, considering lift drag ratio and
minimum loss coefficient
[ASHE PAPER 70-BA/GT-1C] p0076 A71-1H118
Fan/compressor noise research covering vane/blade
ratio and geometry effects on transmission through
blade rows
[AS.1E PAPER 70-WA/GT-12 1 p0076 A71-1K120
Single stage axial flow turbocorapressor with trips,
examining viscosity effects on flow velocity
profiles
[ASflE PAPER 70-WA/FE-2U] p0077 A71-1U133
Two stage compressors with subsonic and supersonic
air velocity and high camber rotor blades,
discussing strength against centrifugal force
p013!4 A71-16617
Pure impulse two stage turbocompressor, preventing
surge with automatic adjustment to air flow rate
p0136 A71-16798
Turbocharged diesel engine precompressed inlet air
cooling by evaporation cooling, considering water
injection effects on centrifugal compressor
p02Ci» A71-20781
Axial compressor blades surface finish and fatigue
strength restoration by vibrational tumbling
p0206 A71-208U3
Multistage gas turbine design optimization, using
parameter and component analysis with computer
calculations
p0208 A71-21267
Velocity and static pressure redistribution in
distorted flow field upstream of axial flow
compressors
[AIAA PAPER 69-1485] p0295 A71-2U856
Axial compressor subsonic stages theoretical and
experimental investigation, discussing blade
design, calculation and experimental methods and
results
p0298 A71-2I4958
Sound radiation and wake turbulence spectra from
axial compressor single airfoils, including double
circular arc profiles
CASHE PAPER 71-GT-U] p03l48 A71-25950
Soviet book on theory of aircraft bladed machines
covering axial flow, centrifugal and composite
turbines and compressors, thermodynamic
efficiency, control turbocompressor matching, etc
p0355 A71-26101
Large axial compressor flow straightening stator
blades unsteady pressure measurements with short
response time detectors
p0363 A71-27U69
Heasurement errors in testing single stage air
driven axial flow compressors and turbines
p0409 A71-28582
Multistage axial flow compressors on digital
computer, testing gas dynamic design in final
adjustment phase
F0109 A71-28581I
Monograph on potential flow interaction between
blade rows in axial flow compressors covering
mathematical model, numerical analysis and
experiment "
pOU13 A71-28883
Circumferential traversing probe technique for
intrastage analysis of axial flow compressors,
considering mass flow, averaging data reduction
technique
CASHE PAPER 71-FE-33] pO«21 A71-29168
Axial flow turbines comparative performance tests
under steady and pulse flow conditions for
turbocharger application
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POU28 471-29819
Dynamic stress on rotor blades of aircraft engine
axial compressor stages with low hub/diameter
ratio
pC50? 471-33345
Noise research facility for fan and multistage
compressor sound radiation, discussing anechoic
chamber, power drive, test control, recording and
real time analysis system
P0503 A71-33118
Gas turbine with high velocity combustor, pure
impulse compressor and turbine and isothermal
burner
p0535 A71-31I590
Hultiple tone generation by axial flow transonic
compressors, considering shock waves production
and propagation associated with supersonic
elements of blading
pC558 A71-36497
Segmented stator vanes performance in axial flow
coapressor, noting radiated sound reduction
p0611 471-39093
Higher pressure ratios trend in aircraft gas
turbines leading to higher exit temperatures from
compressor, noting real gas effects
p0651 471-140170
Normal shock existence in blade spacings of rotor
and guide vanes of axial flow supersonic
compressor as function of pressure nonuniformity
P0661 A71-«18it3
Axial flow compressors stable operation, using
rotating guide vanes regulation
P0695 A71-4355U
Characteristics of highly-loaded, high Hach number,
single stage compressor
[NASA-CE-72772] pC128 N71-11363
Evaluation of range and distortion tolerance for
high Hach number transonic fan stages - Vol. 1
[NASA-CR-72787-VOL-1] p0163 N71-1Q851
Evaluation of range and distortion tolerance for
high Hach number transonic fan stages - Vol. 2
[NASA-CR-72787-VOL-2} p0163 S71-1H852
Aerodynamic design of symmetrical blading for three
stage axial flow compressor test rig
rAD-714585] p0178 N71-16565
Performance of axial flow compressor for Brayton
cycle electrical power generating system with
argon
rNASA-TH-X-219I(] pC2U3 H71-17882
Aerodynamic broadband noise mechanism applicable to
axial compressors
[NASA-CR-1743] p02<44 N71-17958
Single stage turbine operation with various stator
cooling technigues and effects on stator, stage,
and rotor efficiencies
fNASA-TM-X-52968] p0326 N71-20420
Examining solutions obtained from streamline
curvature method of calculating flow through
turbomachines for several operating points of
Solls-Boyce compressor
rCUED/A-TDRBO/TR-19] p0378 N71-2229U
Effects of wave inlet distortion at high and low
flow rate on performance of axial flow compressor
[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-20] p0381 N71-22428
Fundamentals of turbocompressor and turbofan noise
and noise reduction possibilities
rDLR-FB-7Q-7U] p0569 S71-2937U
Unsteady flow characteristics of turbocompressors
and axial flow turbines including blade vibration
and damping
rONEBA-TP-971] p06U6 N71-33760
Analysis of maximum internal efficiency of single
impulse stage of turbine engine
[NLL-CE-TBANS-5631-(9022.09) ] p0713 N71-36704
Performance tests and efficiency measurement of
hub-slit-suction stator in single stage compressor
[NASA-CR-120802] p0724 N71-37836
Aerodynamic calculations in designing axial
compressors with emphasis on compressors of
stationary installations - handbook
fAD-727191] p0725 B71-38032
TDHBOCOHVEBTEBS
0 TURB06ENER6TOBS
TOBBOEIECTBIC COSVERSIOH
0 TURBOGENERATORS
TOBBOFAN AIBCBAFT
NT A-7 AIRCRAFT
NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 737 AI8CRAFT
NT C-1U1 AIHCRAFT
NT CONCOEDE AIRCRAFT
NT CV-990 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT
NT DH 121 AIRCRAFT
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT
NT F-28 TRANSPOBT AIRCRAFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT
NT S4AB 37 AIRCRAFT
NT SE-210 AIRCRAFT
NT TU-13t AIRCRAFT
NT TO-111 AIRCRAFT
Turbofan STOL transport application to air
transportation congestion, discussing conditioning
landing field length, navigational/control
problems and jet flap concepts
P0367 A71-27602
Quiet turbofan STOL feasibility, discussing
structural, propulsive and technical aspects,
economy, passenger comfort and performance
estimates
p0487 471-31605
Climbout and landing approach noise measurements for
three engine turbofan transport aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6137] pOU60 N71-24582
TUBBOFAN ENGINES
Bigh lift systems for four-engine Bach 0.8 turbofan
STOt aircraft, discussing propulsion, aerodynamics
and design trends
[S4E PAPER 700811] pOOIS A71-11515
RB 211 turbofan engine design, emphasizing modular
construction, systems integration, maintainability
and noise reduction
P0018 471-11682
H49 Larzac turbofan-engine, describing design,
development, performance data, manufacturing
technigues, operation and maintenance
P0026 471-12607
RB 211 turbofan engine development testing,
describing test program, test facilities,
eguipment and instrumentation
P0030 A71-12912
High bypass ratio fan engine design for low noise,
discussing acoustic treatment, turbine noise and
modulation tones
[ ASME PAPER 70-W4/GT-1U] p0077 471-11(122
Turbojet and turbofan engines state of art
statistical compilation, presenting graphs of
interrelationship of characteristic values and
design parameters
p0132 A71-16139
Supersonic flow field downstream of turbofan
aircraft engine fan nozzle over bodies of
revolution, using boundary layer theory and method
of characteristics
p0138 A71-17150
Low velocity and coaxial jet noise data and
correlations for noise prediction of turbofan
engines
P0139 A71-17155
Turbofan engine noise reduction, using acoustic
liners in inlet and exhaust ducts
[AIAA PAPER 71-183] p0155 471-18622
Subsonic jet engine noise reduction, considering
turbojets, turbofans and jet suppressors
p021t A71-2181t
Design point selection on fan characteristic curve
of turbofan engines, discussing bypass ratio
effect on specific impulse, flight velocity and
turbine inlet temperature
p0222 A71-22042
Turbofan VTOL or STOL intercity aircraft, examining
high bypass lift engine design
P0296 471-21861
Discrete frequency rotor interaction noise from
lifting fans, using force harmonics acting on
blades
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-12] p0318 471-25958
Design and fabrication of Borsic aluminum composite
fan blades for supersonic turbofan engines,
considering 430 F application without severe
vibratory stress
TASKS PAPER 71-GT-90] p0353 A71-25997
Convertible fan/shaft engine for V/STOL tactical and
transport aircraft, detailing mechanical
arrangement, design and performance
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p0353 471-26054
PT6A-6 turboprop engine technology leading to
turboprop, tnrboshaft and turbofan engines
development
[SAE PAPEK 710385] p0365 A71-27536
CF6 turbofan engine development, discussing
performance and endurance tests and design changes
for reliable Ion cost operation
[SAE PAPER 710421] p0405 A71-28308
Supersonic staggered gutter colander combustion
system for plenum chamber burning on high bypass
Pegasus turbofan engine of Harrier VIOL aircraft,
noting performance improvement
pOIIO A71-28713
Afterburning turbofan engine thrust calculation by
gas generator method, using F-111A for comparison
tests
[AIAA PAPER 71-680] p0441 A71-30744
Turbojet and turbofan augmentors combustion
instability, discussing pressure oscillations
elimination by screech liner andl flameholder
design
[AIAA PAPER 71-698] , p0442 A71-30757
Combination tone noise generation from turbofans
with supersonic fan blade tip speed, determining
sound power distribution among engine rotation
frequency harmonics
[AIAA PAPER 71-730] • p0443 A71-30777
Acoustic linings for attenuation of fan generated
noise in turbofan engines, considering interaction
between analytical lining performance prediction
and flow duct testing
[AIAA PAPEB 71-731] p0443 A71-30778
Optimal turbofan engine and reaction drive rotor
combinations for helicopter design
[AHS PREPRINT 561] p0452 A71-31108
Fan induced low speed jet noise from turbofan
engines, discussing results of far field sound
measurements for simulated nacelle configurations
with and without acoustic liners
[AIAA PAPER 71-586] p0482 A71-31533
French SNECMA H56 turbofan engine design for medium
capacity airliners, featuring low specific fuel
consumption and low noise level
p0496 A71-32692
Fan jet first stage turbine blade air cooling,
describing design, heat transfer data, efficiency
and temperature distribution
p0552 A71-35904
F 101 30,000 Ib thrust augmented turbofan engine for
B-1 bomber, considering maintainability and bird
ingestion tolerance
p0600 A71-37491
Aircraft structures sonic fatigue due to high
frequency noise from turbofan engines, discussing
case histories, failure diagnosis and
precautionary design measures
p0603 A71-37843
Low noise levels of DC-10 aircraft with CF6-6D
turbofan engines, discussing design, flyover tests
and FAA requirements
[CASI PAPER 72/5] p0615 A71-39424
Mixed and unmixed turbofan engines transient and
steady state off-design characteristics,
investigating effects of fuel flow rate, nozzle
area, inlet pressure, ambient temperature and air
bleed
p0670 A71-12836
Simulating downstream flow blockage doors in bypass
air duct of turbofan engine with axial flow fan
rotor
[SASA-TN-D-6071] p0041 B71-10537
Low noise turbofan engine without aerodynamic blade
loading
[NASA-TS-D-6080] pC056 N71-11882
Performance of noise suppressors for turbofan
engines
[NASA-TM-X-52941] p0115 N71-12939
Economic impact of modifications to DC-8 aircraft
nacelles to reduce fan-compressor noise - Part 5
[NASA-CR-170.9] p0158 S71-14592
Static tests of noise suppressor configurations of
DC-8 aircraft nacelle modifications to reduce
fan-compressor noise levels - Part 3
[NASA-CR-1707] p0159 S71-14593
Hodifications to reduce fan-compressor noise level
of DC-8 aircraft - Part 2
[NASA-CB-1706] p0159 N71-14594
Hodifications to reduce fan-compressor noise level
of DC-8 aircraft - Part 1
[NASA-CR-1705] p0159 N71-1U595
Tarbofan nacelle modifications to minimize
fan-compressor noise radiation of Boeing 707
aircraft - Vol. 1
[NASA-CR-1711] p0159 N71-14596
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of six foot
diameter fan for turbofan engines with noise
suppressors
[NASA-TN-D-6178] p0231 1171-17254
Effect of atmospheric humidity on characteristics of
turbofan engine
[AD-715232] p0241 N71-17728
Gas dynamics of fan jets at various injection angles
[AD-714790] p0245 N71-18034
Design and tests of iTF-48 single rotor compressor
engine
[AD-715626] p0255 N71-18801
Annular diffuser and combustor assembly in full
scale duct burner for supersonic turbofan engine
[MASA-TN-D-6163] p0256 N71-18882
High bypass turbofan powered propulsion simulator
for airframe engine integration analyses at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
p0303 N71-19369
9ind tunnel evaluation of interference drag in
turbofan engine-wing configuration of subsonic
aircraft
p0301 N71-19376
Optimizing propulsive/lift system for turbofan STOL
aircraft considering cost effectiveness
p0319 H71-20063
Two variations of gas generator method to calculate
thrust of afterburning turbofan engines installed
in F-111A aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6297] p038U H71-22614
Determination of low speed jet noise from fan engine
for simulated nacelle configuration
[NASA-TN-D-6314] p0389 N71-23134
Jet noise contribution to far field sound from 1.83
meter diameter fan determined for two simulated
nacelle configurations
[NASA-IB-X-67825] pOt02 N71-24009
Parametric turbofan engine study for Mach 0.98
transport with low takeoff and approach noise
levels using supercritical wing
[NASA-TH-X-67865] p0531 N71-29011
Turbofan engine designs and tests for engine noise
reduction
[NASA-CR-72967] p0532 S71-29187
Low pressure turbofan rotor, statqr, frame, and
exhaust nozzle designs for turbofan engine noise
reduction including acoustics and engine tests
[NASA-CR-72967] p0532 871-29188
Design operating process of turbojet, turboprop, and
turbofan aircraft engines
[AD-722283] p0570 N71-29500
Gaseous fission measurements from jet engine
afterburners over range of fuel-air ratios
[NASA-IB-X-2323] p0576 N71-30117
Afterburning flame stabilization in turbofan engines
[NASA-TT-F-13657] p0578 N71-30350
Parametric turbine vector diagram calculation for
design of highly loaded multistage fan driven
turbine
[NASA-CR-1862] p0579 N71-30669
Cost estimations, noise constraints, and
supercritical wing compatibility in optimization
of turbofan engines for Bach 0.90 to Bach 0.98
commercial air transports
[HASA-TH-X-67906] p0641 N71-33246
TOBBOFANS
Fan/compressor noise research covering vane/blade
ratio and geometry effects on transmission through
blade rows
[ASBE PAPER 70-WA/GT-12] p0076 A71-14120
Fan propulsion power plants with mechanical and gas
dynamical energy distribution systems for
commercial VTOL aircraft
p0271 A71-22964
Tip turbine driven lift fan noise reduction tests,
considering design parameters effects
[AIAA PAPER 71-743] p0443 A71-30784
Acoustic properties of supersonic fan with short
blade span
[ NASA-IB-X-52937] p0105 N71-12218
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of six foot
diameter fan for turbofan engines with noise
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suppressors
fNASA-TN-D-6178] p0231 N71-1725U
Computer program for design and analysis of V/STOL
tip turbine fans
[NASA-TN-D-6161] p02UO N71-176U1
Fliqhtworthy nacelle development to minimize fan
compressor noise radiation - Vol. U
[NASA-CR-1714] p02»0 N71-17668
Fundamentals of turbocompressor and turbofan noise
and noise reduction possibilities
[DLH-FB-70-711] p0569 N71-29371
Theoretical analysis of aerodynamic interference
induced by cruise and lift fans on transport type
aircraft
fNASA-CR-1730] p0630 N71-32453
Tip-turbine lift fan design and specifications
[NASA-CS-7297U] p0679 N71-349U5
TDBBOGEHEBATOBS
Soviet handbook of aircraft electrical eguipment
covering DC and turbine powered generators,
lubrication materials, electromagnetic
interference countermeasures, etc
pOt22 A71-29530
High entrance temperatures for improved performance
of turbogenerators and gas turbine engines
p0231 H71-17373
Brayton cycle turbogenerator performance tests using
helium xenon gas mixture including gas turbine
engine, turbocompressor, coolant pump, and heat
exchanger power efficiencies
[NASA-TE-X-678146] p0518 N71-27713
TDBBOJET ilHCBAFT
D JET AIRCRAFT
TDBBOJET EHGINE COSTBOL
Optimal synthesis of selective multidimensional
invariant cpntrol systems applied to turboprop
engine with differential reductor
pOOOS A71-10718
TURBOJET ENGIBES
NT BRISTOL-SIDDELEY OLY.BPOS 593 ENGINE
NT DUCTED FAN ENGINES
NT J-57 ENGINE
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
NT TUBBORAMJET ENGINES
Turbojet engine design for methane element of
liguified natural gas as aircraft fuel, discussing
supersonic transport applications
pOCOS A71-10H85
Two-spool turbojet engines matching by rapid
superposition method
p0009 A71-10821
Air transportation reliability through turbo-jet
engine performance monitoring
p0023 A71-12368
Two shaft turbojet engine parameter plot technigues
effectiveness, varying low pressure cascade rpm or
nozzle system passage cross sections
pOCSO A71-14259
Turbojet and turbofan engines state of art
statistical compilation, presenting graphs of
interrelationship of characteristic values and
design parameters
p0132 A71-16139
Subsonic jet engine noise reduction, considering
turbojets, turbofans and jet suppressors
p021U A71-21810
Twin spool turbojet engine dynamic response,
discussing simulator predictions, digital computer
control, nozzle area variations and operating
trajectories
fASBE PAPER 71-GT-1M] p03t9 A71-25960
Low cost short life gas turbine design based on
parametric performance and component selection,
outlining turbojet production
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-69] p0352 A71-25984
Vertical straight lift turbojet engine design and
development, presenting component materials
properties/weights, endurance tests and
performance data
CASME PAPER 71-GT-75] p0352 A71-25989
Supersonic inlet turbojet engine compatibility tests
in wind tunnels, using light panels and Summation
Device analysis
p01C3 A71-28032
BB 162 turbojet engine combustors for VTOL aircraft,
achieving ignition by two pressure jet atomizers
operative during starting cycle
p0110 A71-287U2
Subsonic and supersonic turbojet aircraft engines
development, discussing design, operation,
reliability, weight, fuel consumption and cost
P0428 A71-29811
Absorbent materials for sound attenuation in
turboreactor ducts, examining flow velocity,
absorbent structure and cladding effects
p0436 A71-30518
Turbojet and turbofan augmentors combustion
instability, discussing pressure oscillations
elimination by screech liner and flameholder
design
[4IAA PAPER 71-698] p0412 A71-30757
Turbojet engine combustor nitric oxide formation
prediction based on adiabatic micromixed perfectly
stirred reactor model analysis
fAIAA PAPEB 71-713] p0493 A71-32286
Jet engine high pressure turbine high temperature
alloy blades and vanes grinding operation,
discussing testing, operating conditions and
coolant application
[SHE PAPER BR-71-802] pO«9!| i71-32432
Linear two shaft turbojet model development and
conditions for stability, observability,
controllability and feedback loop parameters
p0496 A71-32711
Turbojet engines thrust and fuel economy improvement
by gas-air jet mixing, discussing efficiency
increase and noise reduction
pO«97 A71-32717
Optimal gas temperature in bypass and turbojet
engines afterburners ensuring minimum fuel flow
rate dependence on thrust augmentation
pOSOt A71-33607
Sweep freguency nozzle pressure oscillation effects
on turbojet combustor dynamics
[NASA-TN-D-6084] p0045 N71-10982
Fire protection tests in small fuselage mounted
turbojet engine and nacelle installation
[FAA-NA-70-11] pOC48 N71-11018
Swirl-can modular turbojet combustor burning natural
gas fuel
[NASA-TN-D-7020] p0109 N71-12421
Shortening transition liner to decrease overall
length of ram induction combustor
[NASA-TN-D-7021] p0109 S71-12U22
High temperature ball bearing design for turbojet
engines
[NASA-TH-X-52958] - p0178 N71-16554
Performance of short modular turbojet combustor
segment with ASTH-A1 fuel
[NASA-TN-D-6167] p0235 N71-17414
Effects of turbojet engine unstart on engine
operation and characteristics of stall propagation
through compressor and inlet system
[NASA-TB-X-2192] p0248 N71-18138
Combustion stability limits for swirl-jet combustor
modules combining air swirl and impinging jet
atomization of ASTH A-1 fuel
[NASA-IB-X-2218] p0253 N71-18560
Effect of various diffuser designs on performance of
experimental turbojet combustor insensitive to
radial distortion of inlet airflow
[NASA-TM-X-2216] p0253 N71-18561
Development of bearings, seals, and lubricants for
air breathing turbojet engines
p0309 N71-19464
Interaction of nacelle-mounted supersonic propulsion
system with simulated wing boundary layer
[NASA-Tfi-X-2184] p0316 N71-19853
Performance tests and characteristics of short
length, double annular ram induction turbojet
combustion chambers for supersonic flight
[NASA-TN-D-5254] p0325 S71-20291
Design and development of gas turbine combustion
unit with nozzle guide vanes for introducing
diluent air into combustion gases
[NASA-CASE-XIE-103477-1 ] p0325 N71-20330
Combustion characteristics of turbojet combustion
chambers with variations of inlet air pressure,
temperature, and velocity
[NA1-TR-2041 p0325 N71-20347
Conversion of experimental turbojet combustor from
ASTB A-1 fuel to natural gas fuel
[NASA-TM-X-2241] p0327 N71-20533
Heasurement of turbojet engine exhaust nozzle
performance as affected by installation parameters
using load cells and calibrated engines on F-106
A-490
SUBJECT IHDEI TOBBOPHOP ENGINES
[SASA-TB-X-678161 pOUOO N71-23822
Gas-air mixture requirements for turbine and
injection burner combustion efficiencies
[AD-71983M] pO»67 N71-25359
Plow-duct test facility data on acoustic behavior of
lined ducts and duct-lining materials for turbojet
enqine applications
rNASA-CR-111887] p007S S71-26<I17
Performance of samplex and dual orifice fuel nozzles
with ambient and heated fuel in annular turbojet
corabustor
fNASA-TN-D-6355] p0520 N71-28041
Desiqn operating process of turbojet, turboprop, and
turbofan aircraft enqines
[AD-722283] p0570 N71-29500
Inlet noise suppressors having perforated plate over
honeycomb wall construction evaluated over range
of passaqe heiqhts and enqine speeds using
turbojet enqine as noise source
fNASA-TN-D-6395] p0587 N71-31096
Comparison of predicted and experimental wall
temperature for cylindrical ejector exhaust nozzle
operated with turbojet qas generator
fNASA-TN-D-6465] p0628 [171-32156
Technique for experimental determination of fluid
viscosity of synthetic turbine enqine lubricants
over temperature ranqe of 100 to 700 P
fAD-727060] p0715 N71-36930
TOBBOBACBIHE BLADES
NT COHPRESSOR BLADES
SI BOTOB BLADES (TORBORACHINEBT.)
NT STATOE BLADES
NT TURBINE BLADES
Sweptback turboblades in parallel wall channel,
investigating thickness, camber and leading edqe
curvature effects on flow and pressure
distributions and vortex movement
p0025 A71-12606
Flow characteristics in turbomachine blade cascades
with transonic regime, emphasizing shock- boundary
layer interaction phenomena
p0066 A71-13140
Turbomachine blades torsional-bending vibrations
aerodynamic damping, noting natural freguency
shift
p0066 A71-13141
Turbulent separation and reattachment at
turbomachine blade trailing edge at supersonic
speeds, discussing various flow models
p0066 A71-13142
Rotating low aspect ratio turbomachinery blades
natural frequencies and mode shapes, using finite
element method for equilibrium equations
eiqenvalue problem
[AIAA PAPER 71-37"4] p0343 A71-25347
Steady three dimensional subsonic nonviscous flow
throuqh turbomachine with arbitrary hub and shroud
shapes and finite blade number, using iterative
blade to blade procedure
TASME PAPER 71-GT-2] p03«8 A71-25948
Two dimensional flow in radial turbomachine bladed
impeller, comparing numerical solution based on
potential theory with experimental results
TASHE PAPER 71-01-20] p03<49 A71-2596U
Supercavitating flow past straight cascade with
arbitrary blade shapes, considering lift and drag
coefficients, cavitation number, cavity shape and
exit flow conditions
fASHE PAPER 71-FE-6] p0121 &71-294I48
Sound radiation and pressure fields inside vibrating
tnrbomachine blades, using miniaturized
microphones and compact capacitive detectors
pC«36 A71-30517
Cascading turboniachine blades vibrations measurement
in subsonic and sonic high temperature qas flows,
describinq test facility
p0505 A71-33993
Stagnation pressure changes in unsteady flow
downstream of turbomachine blades with fluctuating
circulation related to vortex sheets
pOSHI &71-35279
Incompressible potential cascade flow interaction,
presenting approximate method based on blade
profile flow expression by power series with
distance between cascades as paraneter
p0658 A71-II0685
FORTRAN proqram for computing coordinates of
circular arc single and tandem turbomachinery
blade sections on plane
fNASA-TN-D-6020] p0039 N71-10411
FORTRAN program for calculating aerodynamic forces
from pressure or velocity distributions on blade
sections
[ NASA-TB-X-2123] pOOUO N71-10167
Analytical investigation of effects of geometric
changes on flow characteristics of tandem bladed
compressor stators
[NASA-TB-D-62611] p0335 N71-21508
Hodoqraphs applied to calculation of compressible
flow on turbomachine blades and use of
visualization terminal display
[ONERA-ST-176] p0620 S71-31706
TORBOHACHIHEBY.
NT AXIAL PLOW TURBIHES
NT CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
NT CENTRIFUGAL PU!1PS
NT GAS TURBINES
NT SHROUDED TDRBINES
NT STEAM TUBBIHES
NT SUPERSONIC TURBINES
NT TURBIHE PUMPS
NT TURBINES
NT TURBOCOHPBESSORS
NT TURBOFANS
NT TURBOGENERATORS
NT THO STAGE TURBINES
Internal aerodynamics /turbomachinery/ - Conference,
Cambridge University, Enqland, July 1967
p0074 A71-13823
Turbomachinery R and D to improve components and
engine performance
p007U A71-13824
Compressible flow similarity parameters,
establishing dimensionless relations for radial
turbonachines desiqn
p0075 A71-13830
Axial turbomachine three dimensional cascade flow
calculation from dynamics vector equations
pC276 A71-23601
Turbomachinery rotor and stator row aerodynamic
interaction, describinq discrete tone noise
qeneration from far field measurements
p0491 A71-32131
Computer programs to determine loss and deviation
correlations of flow in turbomachinery
[HE/A-70-1] , p0106 N71-12226
Analytical investigation of effects of geometric
changes on flow characteristics of tandem bladed
compressor stators
fNASA-TN-D-62611] p0335 N71-21508
Quasi-three dimensional surface velocities and
choking flow for turbomachine blade rows
calculated by FORTRAN proqram
[NASA-TN-D-6177] p0389 N71-23126
Unsteady flow in aerodynamic cascades of
turbomachines
CAD-721959] p0531 N71-28927
TURBOPROP AIBCBiFT
HT BREGUET 911 AIRCRAFT
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT
NT HS-748 AIRCRAFT
ST OV-10 AIRCRAFT
Propeller blade structures for high speed tilt winq
turboprop y/STOL aircraft, considerinq materials
selection, weight control, cyclic pitch control,
noise reduction, etc
[DGLR-71-018] p0198 A71-32785
Soviet book on practical aerodynamics of aircraft
with turboprop engines covering piloting, forces
and moments, stability, controllability, takeoff,
landing, etc
p0609 A71-3853U
Ditching of DHC-6 turboprop aircraft in Long Island
Sound near Haterford, Connecticut on February 10,
1970
[NTSB-AAR-71-1] p0335 N71-21607
TURBOPROP ENGINES
Optimal synthesis of selective multidimensional
invariant control systems applied to turboprop
engine with -differential redactor
pOOOS A71-10718
Universal mini carrier DHC-120 light turboprop STOL
transport
p0131 A71-16133
Eguation derived for operation of turboprop engine
with high pressure compressor controlling gas
temperature at turbine front
A-»91
TDBBOPDHPS SUBJECT INDEX
p0205 A71-20831
Turboprop aircraft engine service life extension,
correcting deficiencies via accelerated tests
based on relation between failure rate and usage
p0266 A71-22633
Turboprop and turboshaft engine control
requirements, showing torgue and power dependence
on engine speed and control block diagrams
p0293 A71-2U755
PT6A-6 turboprop engine technology leading to
turboprop, turboshaft and turbofan engines
development
[ SAE PAPER 710385] p0365 A71-27536
Reduction gearbox reliability problems from
development and service experience with PT6A
turboprop engine
[SAE PAPEB 7101433] pOH06 A71-28318
Design operating process of turbojet, turboprop, and
turbofan aircraft engines
[AD-722283] • p0570 N71-29500
TORBOPUHPS
U TUREINE PUKPS
TDBBOR&BJET ENGINES
Axisymmetric inlet design for turboramjet powered
hypersonic cruise vehicle, examining effects of
spillage and cowl drags on air flow
characteristics
p0509 A71-34119
Evaluating performance characteristics of parallel
turboramjet propulsion system for all-body Mach 6
hypersonic aircraft
[HASA-TN-D-5993J p0167 K71-15380
TDBBOBOTOHS
0 TURBINE WHEELS
TUBBOSHiFTS
Turboprop and turboshaft engine control
reguiuentents, showing torgue and power dependence
on engine speed and control block diagrams
p0293 A71-2I4755
PT6A-6 turboprop engine technology leading to
turboprop, turboshaft and turbofan engines
development
[SAE PAPER 710385] p0365 A71-27536
VTOL turboshaft engine powered propulsion system
development, detailing design requirements,
program planning, component research and system
integration
[AHS PREPRINT 562] pO«52 A71-31109
Linear two shaft turbojet model development and
conditions for stability, observability,
controllability and feedback loop parameters
pOU96 A71-32711
Design and performance of gas-film and oil-film
lubricated self sealing mainshaft seals for gas
turbine engines
[NASA-CH-72737] p0057 N71-12035
. Design of self-acting gas-film seal for turboshaft
of gas turbine engine
p0057 N71-12036
Design of oil-film seal for turboshaft of gas
turbine engine
p0057 N71-12037
Analysis of self-acting lift pad for gas-film seal
of turboshaft
pOC58 N71-12038
Determining sound pressure and noise spectra of
turboshaft engines to assess potential noise
injury
[DRET-TH-788] p0716 N71-37113
TOBBOSOPEHCHABGEBS
U SUPERCHARGERS
0 TDRBOCOI1PRESSORS
TORBULESCE
NT ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
NT CLEAR.AIB TURBULENCE
NT GUSTS
NT ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE
NT LOH LEVEL TURBULENCE
NT LOH TURBULENCE
Feasibility evaluation on optical probing of
supersonic aerodynamic turbulence with statistical
correlation
[ NASA-TN-D-6077] p0237 N71-17ltt«
Influence of artifically induced turbulence upon
boundary layer transition in supersonic flows
[AD-723322] p0593 N71-31586
Effect of turbulence and aircraft performance on ILS
approach task and longitudinal stability
[NASA-CR-1821] p06t2 N71-33325
TURBULENCE EFFECTS
LAHS flight control systems for turbulence induced
fatigue damage reduction in B-52 and C-5A
aircraft, using oathenatical models
p0017 A71-11660
LABS flight demonstration, discussing
instrumentation, flutter boundary and dynamic
response, aerodynamic testing and structural
response to turbulence
p0018 471-11662
Statistical prediction of atmospheric turbulence
effects on aeronautical systems
p0065 A71-13135
Clear air turbulence effects on flight and
structural response of aircraft, using gust loads
model
p0065 A71-13136
Turbulence level effects on aerodynamic losses of
axial flow turbomachines, discussing boundary
layer of blades
p0066 A71-13143
Air flow turbulence effect on heat transfer and
boundary layer growth around flat plate,
aerodynamic profile and cylinder
p0099 A71-15IJ83
Rotor blade random vibrations in response to
turbulence
[AI4A PAPER 70-5«8] p0263 A71-22081
Turbulence properties in supersonic flow,
considering modes with vorticity, entropy and
acoustic aspects
p0277 A71-23603
Surface roughness ensuring turbulent reattachment at
low Reynolds numbers on airfoil sections with
separation near leading edge resulting in bubbles
[ONERA-TP-923] p0279 A71-23762
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom rise
times by statistical theory
P029I4 A71-21817
Comparative vertical .turbulence and loss restrictive
stochastic models for threshold crossing rotor
blade flapping vibrations at low lift high advance
ratio
[AISA PAPER 71-389] p03"3 A71-25351
Condenser microphones aerodynamically induced noise,
investigating acoustic pressure lower limit
dependence on air flow velocity and turbulence
p0359 A71-27063
Turbulence level effects on mixing of three plane
parallel slipstreams with equal velocities and
temperature from smoke visualization
pOI414 A71-28962
Atmospheric turbulence effect on turbine powered
transport aircraft, discussing gust accelerations,
avoidance, detection, forecasting and pilot
control
pO<424 A71-29750
Air turbulence primary and secondary effects on
aircraft flight and avoidance criteria
considerations
P0425 A71-29768
Flight characteristics under atmospheric turbulence
conditions, analyzing analog trace records of
airspeed, normal acceleration, altitude, air
temperature, control surface and flight attitude
parameters
pO|426 A71-29771
Automatic aircraft landing system modification- for
improvement of response to air turbulence effects
p0426 A71-29773
Sonic boom pressure signature laboratory scale
measurement after modification by traveling
through air jet turbulence, comparing with
statistical prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 71-618] pO«83 A71-31547
Sonic boom* phenomena, discussing supersonic flow
near aircraft, atmospheric propagation,
distortion, focusing, caustics, turbulence effects
and reduction
p0495 A71-32566
Flight investigation of turbulence effects on
aircraft longitudinal flying qualities, evaluating
pilot ratings for ILS approach task
[AIAA PAPEB 71-905] p0595 A71-37156
Turbulent shear effect on isolated trailing single
vortex decay behind aircraft
p0656 A71-140503
Variable stability aircraft lateral directional
flying qualities, investigating turbulence effects
A-1492
SUBJECT IHDEX TDRBDLEHT BOOHDABY LATER
P0670 A71-H2833
Aircraft wake tarbalence and trailing vortices,
investigating physical characteristics, hazard
potential and avoidance techniques
p0692 A71-U3234
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
[DLR-FB-70-29] p0230 H71-17145
Aerodynamic broadband noise mechanism applicable to
axial compressors
CNASA-CR-17U3] p024U N71-17958
Approximation method for turbulence effects on
aircraft aerodynamic stability with B-52 examples
p0516 N71-27320
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
[BMWG-FBHT-70-9] p0622 N71-31781
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
P0623 N71-31885
EOBBDLENCE HETEBS
Structure constant of jet exhaust turbulence of J-57
with afterburner by laser beam probing compared
with scintillation and hot-wire anemometer
measurements
p0354 A71-26304
Miniature aerodynamic turbulence gage using
axisymmetric lifting body sensor
p0403 A71-28158
Turbulence measurements in and near thunderstorms
correlated with aircraft stability measurements
from ground based radar
[NRC-11703] p<3165 N71-15152
Hot-wire anemometer for wind tunnel turbulence
measurement and ifind tunnel oscillation reduction
[DLR-FB-70-39] p0516 N71-27161
TOEBDLENT AIB CDEEENTS
U AIR CUERENTS
0 TURBULENT FLOW
TDRBOLEFT BODNDABY LATER
Axisymmetric hypersonic wind tunnel nozzle design by
determining inviscid contour and correcting for
turbulent boundary layer growth
[AIAA PAPER 69-337] p0016 A71-11578
Heat transfer and friction drag calculation for
turbulent boundary layer of gas with temperature
dependent physical properties
pC020 A71-1188U
Laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition point on
winq, using hot-wire anemometer and oscilloscope
p0025 A71-12555
Turbulent boundary layer structure and prediction,
considering various turbulence onset theories
p0067 A71-13147
Three dimensional incompressible wake behind blunt
obstacle at leading edge of flat plate compared
with mathematical model by Oseen linearization
[AIAA PAPER 69-7«7) p0069 A71-1343U
Compressible turbulent boundary layer skin friction
measurements on adiabatic flat plate, discussing
drag balance calibration
[AStfE PAPER 7C-WA/FE-26] pCC77 £71-14134
Aircraft fuselage vibration response to turbulent
boundary layers, measuring structural wavelengths
and phase velocities as functions of frequency
fASHE PAPER 70-KA/DE-1G ] p0078 A71-HMOU
Air, helium and carbon dioxide injection effect on
turbulent boundary layer thermodynaicic behavior by
wind tunnel experiments
pG10C jm-15615
In coin pressible turbulent boundary layer flow over
steadily rotating flat plate blade, discussing
centrifugal pumping and shear stress
P0131 A71-16581
TuLbulent boundary layer separation at low
supersonic Hach numbers based on blowdown wind
tunnel tests
p0134 A71-16582
Turbulent boundary layer wall pressure fluctuations
on hydroaynamically smooth and rough surfaces,
investigating eddies, space-time decay rate and
flow structure
p0137 A71-16961
Interaction theory for supersonic separated and
reattachinq turbulent boundary layers, comparing
to real flew past compression ramp
[AIAA PAPER 71-128] p0153 A71-18572
Viscosity effects on three dimensional supersonic
flow around circular half cones on flat plate,
examining turbulent boundary layer separation
p0190 A71-19743
Turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations
in-flight measurements on Boeing 737 aircraft,
obtaining power spectral densities and BBS
pressure fluctuations for various Hach numbers
p02!C A71-21426
Cross flow profiles for compressible turbulent
boundary layers with and without flow reversal via
hodograph models family
p0221 A71-22033
Supersonic turbulent boundary layer density profile
over flat plate at single Reynolds number, using
Mach-Zender interferometer
p0287 A71-24270
Air and carbon dioxide intensive injection effect on
turbulent boundary layer of subsonic channel air
flow
p029C A71-24378
Subsonic turbulent boundary layer noise generation
and acoustic pressure on aircraft surface, using
Lighthill theory
p0298 A71-2U952
Interaction theory for supersonic separated and
reattaching turbulent boundary layers, comparing
to real flow past compression ramp
[AIAA PAPER 71-128] p0346 A71-25476
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
calculations, using two dimensional method based
on turbulent energy eguation empirical conversion
into shear stress transport eguation
p0356 A71-26443
Plane and circular turbulent jet boundary layer
expansion in slipstream, comparing analytical with
experimental results
p0365 A71-27505
Separation control of two dimensional air flow with
turbulent boundary layer along circular
cylindrical wall by jets or suction
p0420 A71-29433
Airfoils with turbulent boundary layers, calculating
acoustic radiation from surface distribution of
pressure fluctuations
p0495 A71-32520
Surface liquid film wave motion effect on air
supersonic turbulent boundary layer flow field,
discussing film thickness, heat transfer rates and
wall temperatures
[AIAA PAPER 71-623) p0495 A71-32544
Air injection into turbulent boundary layer flow
through porous plate, examining heat transfer and
shielding efficiency
pOSOO A71-33035
Viscous stresses distribution in isothermal
incompressible turbulent boundary layer with
positive pressure gradient by diffusers in open
jet wind tunnel
P0533 A71-34209
Incompressible turbulent boundary layers at low
Reynolds numbers, using eddy viscosity and mixing
length concepts for computation
pC-537 A71-3U884
Turbulent boundary layer interaction with supersonic
outer flow behind step, calculating pressure
distribution, momentum thickness and friction
pC-546 A71-35631
In-flight noise radiation by winq-mounted jet
engines on aircraft fuselage based on correlation
with turbulent boundary layer pressure
fluctuations
pD603 A71-37846
Turbulent boundary layer response to step chanqe in
surface rouqhness, discussing wind tutinel
measurements of pressure and velocity profiles
p0616 A71-39505
Rectangular wind tunnel study of suction effect on
velocity profiles and characteristics of turbulent
boundary layer
pC-616 A71-39788
Noise sources in axial flow fans, considering
radiation from turbulent boundary layers,
scattering of incident turbulence and secondary
flow influence
P0658 A71-40710
Response of, and acoustic radiation from panels
excited by turbulent boundary layers
iOBBDLEHT DIFFUSION SUBJECT INDEX
[AD-710696] p0038 N71-10386
Turbulent boundary layer and skin friction on
axisymmetric bodies in subsonic and supersonic
flow
[ABC-E/M-3633] p0171 N71-1580«
Pressure gradient effects on three dimensional
turbulent boundary layer of infinite span
sweptback wing
[NPL-AERO-1305] p0230 N71-17179
Entrainment coefficient used for computation of two
dimensional incompressible turbulent boundary
layers
[ARC-R/M-3643] p02!49 N71-181214
Calculation of streamline coordinates for three
dimensional turbulent boundary layer in vaneless
diffuser
[ABC-B/B-3646] p0251 N71-18468
Sound field effects on flat plate heat transfer in
turbulent boundary layer
[REPT-70-8] pC253 N71-18572
Interference flow field of fin-flat plate
configuration in supersonic turbulent boundary
layer channel
p03C2 N71-19365
Oscillating interaction of turbulent boundary layers
and shock waves in supersonic diffusers
p03C9 N71-19496
Supersonic wind tunnel measurements of turbulent
boundary layer in moderate adverse pressure
gradient
[AD-716336] p0310 N71-19518
Fin-flat plate combination model for flow
visualization studies of fin protubance partially
immersed in turbulent boundary layer at Hach 5
[AD-716023] P0311 N71-19656
Supersonic, turbulent boundary layer interaction
with compression corner at very high Reynolds
number
[NASA-CR-117052) p0315 N71-1983U
Analytical investigation of three dimensional
turbulent boundary layers on helicopter rotors
including cross flow derivatives and effects of
centrifugal and Coriolis forces
[NASA-CH-18li5] pC513 N71-270C3
Turbulent boundary layers in compressible flow and
their interactions with normal shock waves in zero
and adverse pressure gradients
[ARL/ME-321] p0517 H71-27602
Turbulent boundary layer over flat plate and
compression corner models studied in hypersonic
gun tunnel
[IC/71/11] P0580 N71-307I47
Mechanics of free piston engine, aspects of human
factors engineering, and compressible boundary
layer studies at high Reynolds numbers
[DKE/NAE-197 1/1/] p0632 N71-32620
Calculation of turbulent compressible boundary layer
on helicopter rotors for range of hover conditions
using two different analytical methods
[AD-723989] pC6l|2 N71-33312
Prediction formulations for transonic fluctuating
pressure environments including protuberance
induced turbulent boundary layer flows
[NASA-CE-119917 ] • p0712 N71-36677
Feasibility study of combined laminar and turbulent
boundary layer control system using distributed
suction with application to low-speed research
aircraft of glass reinforced plastic
[AD-727767] p0719 N71-37609
TDBBOLENT DIFFUSION
Measuring distortion characteristics, at engine face
station of axisymmetric inlet
[NASA-C3-16I)14 ] p01C1 H71-12211
TOBBOLENT F108
NT CaVITATION FLOW
NT SUPERCftVIl'ATISG FLOW
Turbulent separation and reattachment at
turboaiachins blade trailing edge at supersonic
speeds, discussing various flow models
P0066 871-13142
Sound radiation from finite span airfoil in three
dimensional turbulent flow, considering lift
function effect
p0068 A71-13280
Turbulent base pressure on conical afterbodies in
supersonic axisymmetric flow, including initial
direction effect
filAA PAPER 70-5551 p0082 A71-11I450
Third order correlations in grid turbulence, )
investigating high pass filtering effect at small
cut-off freguencies
p0088 A71-15027
Small surface elements local skin friction sensor
measurements near wall during laminar and
turbulent flow, making direct shear force
measurements
p0135 A71-16734
Two dimensional wake laminar-turbulent transition,
emphasizing velocity fluctuation nonlinear
interaction
P0138 A71-1696U
Grid turbulence interaction with uniform mean shear
flow, examining initial disturbance length scale
effects
P0138 A71-16965
Inlet turbulence interaction with rotor potential
flow as noise source in axial flow fans,
developing expression for sound power radiated
pOIHO A71-17163
Hypersonic flight test base pressure results at high
Reynolds numbers for slender cone in turbulent
flow, noting implications for ground test
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 71-131] p0153 A71-18578
Large aspect ratio rectangular duct with nonuniform
surface texture, investigating turbulent flow,
maximum velocity positions and zero shear stress
p0181 A71-18772
Transient and turbulent flow structure in wake
behind thin plates in wind tunnel, noting velocity
fields, temperature and initial boundary layers
p0190 A71-19750
Stationary longitudinal turbulent flow of air with
eguilibrium ionization and dissociation around
plate, calculating heat exchange and frictional
drag
P0217 A71-21922
High turbulent flow simulation in hypervelocity wind
tunnel for reentry vehicles operational testing,
discussing nozzle gas dynamic and mechanical
design
[AIAA PAPER 71-253] p0217 A71-21982
Static pressure port errors in hypersonic turbulent
flow, using approximate shear layer momentum
balance for pressure increase d'erivation
[AIAA PAPER 71-270] p0219 A71-21996
Flow in channel with abrupt asymmetric widening,
calculating expanding flow velocity profile by
Prandtl semiempirical turbulence theory
p0222 A71-22041
Turbulent flow in initial section of convergent
axisynmetric nozzle based on logarithmic velocity
law
p0266 A71-22U09
Heat transfer to slender bodies in hypersonic flow,
comparing wind tunnel measurements with modified
reference enthalpy method predictions for laminar
and turbulent flow
p0269 A71-2291M
Turbulence properties in supersonic flow,
considering modes with vorticity, entropy and
acoustic aspects
pC277 A71-23603
Backward facing step in confined supersonic two
dimensional flow, investigating turbulent shear
layer reattachraent
P0292 A71-24622
Plane rigid airfoil with fixed center of gravity,
discussing motion in turbulent air and gust loads
p0298 A71-24947
Dean and fluctuating forces on flat plates normal to
turbulent flow, giving power spectral density
measurements of drag fluctuating component
p0299 A71-25085
Hypersonic cruise vehicles viscous interactions
areas, examining compression corners, shock
interactions, laminar and turbulent flow, boundary
layer separation, etc
[AIAA PAPEB 70-781] p0365 A71-27551
Heat shield ablation under high enthalpy chemically
active turbulent gas flow in hydrojet engine
manifolds
p O M I C A7I-28589
Soviet papers on combustion processes in turbulent
and laminar f lows of kerosene and gasoline
mixtures, stressing gas turbine engines problems
pO<4<R A71-289514
SUBJECT INDEX TDBBDLENT BAKES
Friction factor for low Reynolds number turbulent
flow in large aspect ratio rectanqular ducts,
comparing Blasius and Prandtl relations
[ASH? PAP2R 71-FE-AJ pC420 A71-29378
Airfoils broadband noise generation mechanism in
turbulent flow in anechoic chamber
[AIAA PAPER 71-587] pG485 A71-31573
Detachment prediction in turbulent incompressible
plane flows on thick bodies applied to wall with
disconnections and flat plate normal to wind
P0533 A71-34139
Turbulent motions in fluids of small viscosity as
inviscid flows with vortex sheets and rolled-tip
cores
P06U9 A71-4001C
Turbulence measurement in subsonic wind tunnel gas
jet flows containing dust particles, using Doppler
difference laser velocimeter
P0652 A71-U0397
Blunt and hemispherical base axisymmetric bodies in
Mach U free stream, investigating turbulent near
wakes generation
pC660 A71-40999
Turbulent skin friction drag for tapered wings as
function of root chord Reynolds number
P0671 A71-Q2839
Aerodynamic combust ion noise generation from
prefixed or diffusion open turbulent flames, using
fluid mechanics and Lighthill method
p069a A71-i*3Utl8
Measurement of vortex breakdown on slender
sharp-edged wings
P01C3 N71-12201
Flight-measured base pressures from sharp leading
edge upper vertical fin of X-15 aircraft compared
with wind tunnel data for turbulent flow at Mach
numbers from 1.5 to 5.0
[NASA-TN-D-63U8] pOUQ1 N71-23922
Characteristics of turbulent structure of mixing
region near outlet of circular subsonic let and
production of jet noise
[NASA-CR-1836] P0530 N71-28882
Relation of Eulerian and Lagrangian structure of
pseudosound pressure and velocity fields in
turbulent shear flow to aerodynamic noise
generation
[NASA-CR-119359] p0589 N71-31211
Characteristics of air motion with respect to ground
and analysis of dynamics of aircraft in turbulent
air
[NASA-TT-F-600] P0633 N71-32719
Poisson density functions and factor analysis of
shock wave propagation and sonic boom spectra in
turbulent flow
rNASA-CE-1879] p06U1 N71-33283
Aerodynamic sound radiation from lifting surfaces in
smooth and turbulent flow
fNASA-CR-114370] p0710 N71-36U22
TUHB01ENT HEAT TBAHSFEB
Heat transfer and friction drag calculation for
turbulent boundary layer of gas with temperature
dependent physical properties
PC02G A71-11884
Turbulent heat transfer measurements on blunt cone
in nitrogen flow at high Mach number' under various
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 71-38] pC151 A71-18Q99
Hypersonic lifting entry vehicle turbulent heat
transfer and boundary layer transition at various
angles of attack and Reynolds numbers
fAIAA PAPER 71-100] pC153 A71-18555
Turbulent skin friction and heat transfer prediction
on flat plates and wind tunnel walls at supersonic
and hypersonic Mach numbers, using Van Driest
theory
POU29 A71-29868
Flap induced flow deflection effects in hypersonic
shock tunnel, obtaining turbulent heating, skin
friction and pressure data
CAIAA PAPER 71-598] pO<i82 A71-315«0
TDRBDLEHT JETS
Turbulent jet noise estimation taking into account
retarded time effect on acoustic radiation
P0015 A71-11468
Supersonic flow past notch in lateral body surface
or in two closely lying coaxial bodies, applying
turbulent jet theory to separation zone
P0100 A71-15626
Turbulent and laminar jet propagation and mixing in
rotor downwash field
[DGLR-7C-050] p0130 A71-15961
Aerodynaaic sound generation by turbulent circular
free jets, presenting solution to inhomogeneous
acoustical wave equation by Lighthill
p01U2 A71-17421
Noise-producing subsonic jet turbulence eddies
hot-wire anemometer measurements of convection
velocity as functions of freguency
fAIAA PAPER 71-154] p0154 A71-18596
Acoustic radiation spectra from turbulent jets,
assuming approximate Gaussian statistics and
second order velocity correlation space-time
characteristics obtainable from frozen flow
p0195 A71-19959
Aeroacoustic phenomena in free turbulent gas jets,
discussing structure, noise-turbulence
correlations and acoustic field generation at
subsonic/critical velocities
p0277 A71-23607
Curvature effects on laminar and turbulent free -jet
boundary between irrotational flow and stagnant
fluid, discussing pressure effects
p03S6 A71-25482
Aerodynamics of axial and axial tangential blade
swirler twisted jet near nozzle, testing
effectiveness of eguivalent problem of heat
conduction theory
p0482 A71-31522
Subsonic turbulent jets acoustic emission,
calculating noise intensity in far field for
various Mach numbers
p0533 A71-34213
Flow visualization and hot-wire measurements,
showing vortex shedding association with turbulent
air jet issuing from flat plate into cross wind
p0536 A71-3U6!:3
Noise generation due to inlet free stream turbulence
incident on isolated stators and rotors, using
flat plate cascade blade row model
p0559 A71-36U98
Jet turbulence orderly structure enhancement,
control and relation to noise, studying response
to periodic surging of freguency and amplitude
p0606 A71-38204
Boundary layer approximation for isothermal
turbulent plane semibounded jet expanding over
porous surface, deriving friction stresses and
flow velocity in skin and stream regions
p0617 A71-39795
Interference phenomenon of subsonic turbulent jet
exhausts from flat plate in low speed cross flow
[AD-718798] p0392 N71-23314
Noise reduction in turbulent axisymmetric gas jet by
repeated air injection method applied to
supersonic transport aircraft
tNASA-TT-F-13667] p0522 H71-28222
Canadian National Science Council research in low
speed aerodynamics, machine learning, and
turbulent jet transducer
[DME/NAE-1971(2J ] p0728 N71-38626
TOBBOLENT MIXING
Dispersion model of turbulent mixing of isothermal
and nonisothermal slipstreams of air-gasoline
combustion products in nozzles
pOlOO A71-15622
Supersonic jet noise problem, discussing eddy- Hach
wave radiation source mechanism from nonlinear
streamwise development of inviscid instability
waves in turbulent mixing layer
[AIAA PAPEB 71-150] p015U A71-18592
Intensified molecular diffusion during turbulent
mixing of supersonic slipstreams in cylindrical
mixing chamber, using optical Prudnikov method
p0189 A71-19733
Nodular concept mathematical model for combustion
and pollution formation processes in jet engine
combostors, including turbulent mixing and
reaction kinetics
[AIAA PAPER 71-714] pOi»42 A71-30766
Design concepts and experimental verification of
components for turbulent mixing wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-11H286] p0521 N71-28130
TUBBOLEHT RAKES
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
HT SLIPSTREAMS
Two dimensional wake laminar-turbulent transition by
single and double freguency sounds imposition and
A-495
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wind tunnel natural disturbance, inducinq velocity
fluctuations
PCOC2 A71-1G132
Three dimensional incompressible wake behind blunt
obstacle at leading edge of flat plate compared
with mathematical model by Oseen linearization
[AIAA PAPER 69-7<47] p0069 A71-13134
FAA full scale aircraft vortex wake turbulence
flight test programs
TAIAA PAPER 71-97] p?152 A71-18552
Transient and turbulent flow structure in wake
behind thin plates in wind tunnel, noting velocity
fields, temperature and initial boundary layers
p019C A71-19750
Velocity and density measurements in hypervelocity
ballistic projectile turbulent wakes, using hot
film anemometers
fAIAA PAPER 63-701] P0191 A71-19391
Spring supported circular cylinder stability in wake
flow of similar cylinder at various spacings using
guasi-static aerodynamic derivatives and flutter
theory
p0269 A71-229H2
Cylinder vibration due to wake force in wind tunnel,
discussing self exciting force induction
p0272 A71-23057
Turbulent wakes from subsonic-hypersonic bodies for
downstream mean flow predictions analysis,
considering eddy viscosity function
p0289 A71-2U338
Sound radiation and wake turbulence spectra from
axial compressor single airfoils, including double
circular arc profiles
[ A S M E PAPER 71-GT-1] pC348 A71-25950
Wake flow behind two dimensional perforated plates
normal to air stream, measur ing drag, shedding,
velocity and turbulence at Reynolds number
25,000-90,000
P0356 A71-261149
Structure and shape of vortex wake associated with
oblique flow past multiblade hinged rotor, using
cavitation method
POU17 A71-29217
X-type hot-wire probe thermal turbulent wake
interference, discussing wind tunnel investigation
of wire distance effect on pitch angle sensitivity
pOittS A71-31022
Turbulent wakes flow entrainment mechanism,
investigating turbulence spreading near interface
between laminar and turbulent regions
p0538 A71-314899
Aircraft accident litigation related to wake
turbulence concerning pilot or air traffic
controller faults
p05«3 A71-35387
Supersonic jet interaction with turbulent wake,
calculating plane and axisymmetric flow behind
body butt face
pC5U6 A71-35630
Aircraft vortex wake turbulence including formation,
disintegration, hazards reduction, instability and
interactions with following vehicles
p05U7 A71-35753
Aircraft wake turbulence /trailing vortex systems/
avoidance during flight, describing procedures for
pilots and tower operators
fCASI PAPER 72/6] p0601 A71-37596
Aircraft wake turbulence and detection - Conference,
Seattle, September 1970
p0653 A71-II0182
Aircraft wake turbulence, reviewing aerodynamic
vortex research as exemplified by Karman vortex
street and edgetone phenomenon
p0653 A71-40183
Plight tests for hazard evaluation to other aircraft
from wake turbulence generated by large jet
transport airplanes
p0656 A71-U0506
Atmospheric and wake turbulence effects on aircraft
from discrete gust and spectral interpretations,
discussing load production and uncontrollable
rolling moments
p0656 A71-10507
Flight test experiment to evaluate mechanized
automatic control system to minimize wake
turbulence effects on aircraft
p0657 A71-10509
Aircraft wake turbulence relation to CAT, discussing
flight control loss, jumbo jets trailing vortex
wakes breakup and detection and safe aircraft
spacing
P0658 A71-K070H
Aircraft generated vortex wakes and core air motions
hazards for encountering light airplane
P0693 A71-U3381
Review of aircraft wake turbulence
CAD-712080] p0052 S71-11129
Laminar-turbulent transition measurements of two
dimensional wake with imposed disturbances
[ISAS-453-VOL-35-SG-11] p0117 S71-13C83
Compressible circular jet instabilities with respect
to spatially growing disturbances
[DLH-FB-70-51 ] p025>1 N71-18471
Turbulent wakes of flat and rotationally symmetrical
bodies noting width development
p0251 H71-18<t72
Drag in turbulent wakes behind bluff bodies measured
directly and compared with measurements derived
from von Karman equation
fDLR-FB-70-27] p0328 N71-20635
Effect of turbulent shear on decay of trailing
vortex system behind aircraft
[AD-720852] p0516 H71-27333
Combustion physics of gas jet in turbulent wake
behind stabilizer
[AD-721026] pC519 N71-27987
Effect of wing-tip vortex wakes generated by larqe
jet transport aircraft on smaller airplanes
P0582 N71-3076U
TUBNING FLIGHT
Glider flight mechanics for turning flight,
discussing relationships between turning radius,
flight speed, sink rate and aerodynamic
characteristics
p0213 A71-21770
Supersonic airplane minimum time turns at constant
altitude, determining thrust, bank angle and angle
of attack programs-with optimal control theory
p0221 A71-22032
Turn rate gyro installation angle and airspeed
effects on instrument reliability, presenting
in-flight investigation results relative to turn
rate information usefulness under various flight
conditions
[SAE PAPER 710380] p0285 A71-2U215
Altitude, bank angle and thrust program for
minimizing time required by supersonic aircraft to
turn through specified heading angle and reach
reguired energy
C A I A A P A P E R 71-796] posos A71-34021
Three dimensional minimum fuel turns for supersoni
aircraft by energy state approximation
[AIAA PAPER 71-913] p0596 A71-37163
Approach guidance system for side-firing tactical
aircraft
[AD-722412] p0573 H71-29708
TVC (CONTBOL)
0 THBOST VECTOR CONTROL
TBISTED KINGS
Lifting line eguation inversion for twisted wings of
elliptic planform with arbitrary spanwise upwash
p0671 A71-42838
TWO DIMENSIONAL BODIES
Nonaffine similarity laws and transformations
subject to limitations of Newtonian impact theory
for two dimensional bodies, obtaining aerodynamic
coefficients
pOOII 171-10948
Monograph on plane shock wave interactions covering
supersonically moving two dimensional thin
airfoils, slender bodies of revolution and thin
wings
p0013 A71-11227
Unsteady coefficient measurements to corroborate
theory for coefficient distribution about little
elongated two dimensional wings with control
surfaces
p0135 A71-16737
Two dimensional rigid wings, investigating response
characteristics to gust loads
p0275 A71-23410
Aerodynamic behavior of bodies in wake of two
dimensional bluff bodies, discussing loads
p0119 A71-29265
Two dimensional jet flapped symmetric winq in
subsonic flow, assuming irrotational flow inside
jet bounded by vortex sheets
p0651 A71-H0172
A-1496
SUBJECT IHDEX THO DIHBBSIOHAL FLOW
Two dimensional flow over two dimensional finite
wing without correction for downwash, assuming
known pressure distribution
p0651 A71-40173
Transonic flows about two dimensional airfoils,
calculating far field boundary conditions with
coordinate transformation
p0702 A71-44620
Slender two dimensional wedge wings aerodynamic
characteristics in hypersonic strong interaction
flow, determining wall shear stress and lift drag
ratio effects
p0702 A71-4U621
Design of two dimensional airfoil profile with
prescribed velocity distribution using conformal
mapping
[SAAB-TN-67] p0638 N71-33037
TiO DIHENSIONfiL FLOW
Two dimensional wake laminar-turbulent transition by
single and double frequency sounds imposition and
wind tunnel natural disturbance, inducing velocity
fluctuations
. p0002 A71-10132
Boundary layer separation at free streamline
attachment to sharp trailing edge of flat plate,
deducing terminal velocity profile for two
dimensional flow
p0023 A71-12376
Numerical analysis of flow field around thin airfoil
in two dimensional nonuniform stream, using finite
difference method
P0027 A71-12680
Axial turbomachines boundary layer flow, describing
two dimensional cascade calculation methods
p0067 A71-13146
Two dimensional cascade flow, discussing methods of
flow field idealization, nonviscous incompressible
flow theoretical methods, compressibility and
viscosity effects
pOC74 A71-13826
Low speed two dimensional axial flow compressor
cascade data, considering lift drag ratio and
minimum loss coefficient
T A S M E P A P E R 70-WA/GT-103 p0076 A71-1U118
Incompressible two dimensional inviscid stably
stratified fluid flow over vertical step in
channel bounded by rigid horizontal lid
p0078 A71-14201
Plane transonic flow with curved compression shock
wave between subsonic and supersonic regions
p0083 A71-14560
Steady two dimensional ideal gas flow past blunt
body at incident infinite Hach number, obtaining
gas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa approaches infinity
pOlOO A71-15553
German monograph on centered two dimensional
noneguilibrium hypersonic expansion flow,
considering real gas flow with chemical reactions
P0131 A71-16124
Two dimensional wake laminar-turbulent transition,
emphasizing velocity fluctuation nonlinear
interaction
p0138 A71-16964
Shock wave bisector rule improvement, applying to
asymptotic behavior of bow shock attached to
airfoil in two dimensional supersonic flow
p0142 A71-17U20
Airfoils in two dimensional aonuniformly sheared
slipstreams, predicting pressure distribution from
mathematical model for comparison with measurement
T A I A A PAPER 71-94] P0152 A71-18549
Two dimensional flow around wing sections with slats
and slotted flaps in various positions, presenting
surface pressure and boundary layer measurements
fAIAA PAPER 71-96] p0152 A71-18551
Prandtl-Glauert pressure distribution rule
improvement subsonic planar flow
p0201 A71-20312
Aerodynamic characteristics of conical and
pyramidical -configurations with various planforms
by slender body theory, replacing three
dimensional flow by two dimensional flow
pC204 A71-20776
Flow lines construction in two dimensional
supersonic flow region with rarefaction waves
interaction from several disturbance sources
p0223 A71-22052
Backward facing step in confined supersonic two
dimensional flow, investigating turbulent shear
layer reattachment
p0292 A71-24622
Nonlinear forced vibrations of aeroelastic plate in
two dimensional supersonic flow under harmonic
pressure near critical Hach number
p0292 A71-2U643
Airfoil profiles coupling method for determining
complex potential of two dimensional ideal
incompressible fluid flow due to arbitrary airfoil
section movement near rectilinear wall
p0299 A71-25015
Prandtl first order boundary layer egnations for two
dimensional laminar incompressible flow past
circulation controlled circular lifting rotor
p03U6 A71-25494
Two dimensional flow in radial turbomachine bladed
impeller, comparing numerical solution based on
potential theory with experimental results
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-20] p0349 A71-25964
High subsonic flow two dimensional turbine cascade
design by approximate hodograph method, noting
pressure distribution measurements
[ASHE PAPER 71-GT-34] p0350 A71-25971
Steady transonic flow through two dimensional gas
turbine cascades predicted with time dependent
formulation of flow eguations, giving airfoil
surface pressure distributions
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-89] p0353 A71-25996
Ideal incompressible fluid flow around fixed
obstacle near rectilinear wall, investigating
plane motion with profile couple method
P0354 A71-26258
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
calculations, using two dimensional method based
on turbulent energy equation empirical conversion
into shear stress transport equation
p0356 A71-26443
Transonic airfoil testing technigues in two
dimensional flow, discussing wind tunnel
conditions at various Reynolds numbers
p0362 A71-27467
Separation control of two dimensional air flow with
turbulent boundary layer along circular
cylindrical wall by jets or suction
p0420 A71-29433
Two dimensional jet flap cascades, presenting stream
deflection angles as function of jet to mainstream
momentum flux
[ASME PAPER 71-FE-14] p0421 A71-29U53
Incompressible conducting fluid plane jet expansion
in homogeneous slipstream, deriving partial
differential equations for nonconduction
approximation
p0423 A71-29610
Two dimensional flow research on high lift airfoils
for STOL aircraft, using vorticity distribution
and wind tunnel wall blowing techniques
p0429 A71-29910
Two dimensional subsonic irrotational isentropic
flow around thick profiles, using coordinate
perturbation method
P0479 A71-31167
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoil
fastened between tunnel walls, investigating
variable chord concept applicability in sailplane
design
P0494 A71-32294
Oscillating thin wing with control surfaces in two
dimensional compressible subsonic flow,
calculating aerodynamic forces based on kernel
function method
p0499 A71-L3013
Detachment prediction in turbulent incompressible
plane flows on thick bodies applied to wall with
disconnections and flat plate normal to wind
p0533 A71-34189
Supersonic jet interaction with turbulent wake,
calculating plane and axisymmetric flow behind
body butt face
P0545 A71-35630
Two dimensional steady viscous gas transonic flow
Navier-Stokes eguations, establishing uniqueness
of solutions to boundary value problems
p0547 A71-35646
Plane laminar incompressible jet flow along parabola
with no external stream, using second order
boundary layer theory
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CASME PAPER TI-APH-HMI posss A71-36268
Two dimensional laminar incompressible fluid flow
past flat plate at various angles of attack,
studying vortex shedding characteristics
p0556 A71-36311
Critical forward speed effects on two dimensional
peripheral jet ground effect support systems,
comparing theoretical analysis with wind tunnel
model data
[AIAA PAPER 71-908] f>0596 A71-37159
Numerical analysis of plane transonic flows past
shock free airfoils without boundary layer
separation using inverse method of complex
characteristics
p0607 A71-38307
Two dimensional flow over two dimensional finite
wing without correction for downwash, assuming
known pressure distribution
p0651 A71-40173
Straight line vortices in uniform two dimensional
straining field, detailing irrotational strain and
simple shear
p0655 A71-40501
Two dimensional supersonic flow pattern, velocity
and loss in shock waves in front of blade cascade
p0664 A71-41842
Two dimensional and three dimensional wakes in
supersonic and hypersonic rarefied gas wind
tunnels, comparing cone and dihedron
configurations
p0693 A71-43357
Three dimensional flow patterns obtained during
boundary layer separation on airfoils
fNPL-AERO-1309 ] p0047 1)71-11011
Stability of smooth two dimensional transonic flows
fAD-712702] p0103 N71-12207
Test cases for numerical analysis of airfoil two
dimensional transonic flow
[AGARD-R-575-70] p0114 H71-12674
Laminar-turbulent transition measurements of two
dimensional wake with imposed disturbances
[ISAS-453-VOL-35-11O-11] p0117 N71-13083
Considering sequence of transient acoustical point
sources as noise generator in two-dimensional jet
[D1-82-1002] p0126 N71-14073
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer near sharp
expansion corner
p0241 N71-17752
Entrainment coefficient used for computation of two
dimensional incompressible turbulent boundary
layers
[ARC-8/M-3643] p0249 1171-18424
Laminar two dimensional boundary layer separation
measurements at moderately hypersonic speeds
p0315 N71-19845
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoils with
high lift devices
p0318 N71-20056
Aerodynamics of two dimensional flow on high lift
systems
p0320 N71-20067
Two dimensional, supersonic mixing of hydrogen
injected from wall slot into airstream
fNASA-CS-1793] p0321 N71-20127
Laminar boundary layer on wing and body of
revolution in presence of blowing
fNASA'TT-F-13627] p04CO N71-23796
Experimental investigation of large scale, two
dimensional, mixed compression inlet system
fNASA-TN-D-6392] p0513 N71-26985
Corrections for subsonic wall interference effects
in two dimensional perforated wall wind tunnel
fLTB-HA-5] ' p0648 N71-33992
Finite difference method for two dimensional and
three dimensional viscous flow problems with
applications to hypersonic leading edge equation
fAD-726547] p0685 N71-35420
Single degree of freedom roll response due to
vertical random two dimensional vertical gusts
fNASA-CB-111966] p0710 N71-36421
Two dimensional flow tests of transonic airfoils
rKASA'TT-F-13988] p0717 N71-37593
Design, construction, and performance of water
tunnel for two dimensional testing of pitching
airfoils
[0180-14130-1] P0723 N71-37827
Numerical analysis of two-dimensional steady gas
flow around thin symmetrical wings and shock wave
formation during transition from sonic to
p0724 N71-37850
supersonic flow
[AD-727854]
TBO DIHEHSIOSAL JETS
Plane ideal incompressible fluid jet impact on
curvilinear surface, considering flow
characteristics near stagnation point
p0084 S71-14592
Interaction flowfield of two dimensional supersonic
airstream with transversely injected jets of
various gases, presenting wall static pressure,
gas concentration and temperature measurements
p0265 A71-22111
Boundary layer approximation for isothermal
turbulent plane semibonnded jet expanding over
porous surface, deriving friction stresses and
flow velocity in skin and stream regions
P0617 A71-39795
TBO PHASE FLOW
Gas-particle mixture cascade flow over turbine
blades, considering momentum/heat transfer and
particle trajectories
TAIAA PAPER 70-712] p0200 A71-20311
Closing shock position in supersonic underexpanded
single and two phase jets, determining liquid
phase concentration effects on Hach number and
nozzle pressure in wind tunnel
p0217 A71-21925
Linear theory of weakly perturbed supersonic plane
axisymmetric flows of gas-particles mixture,
deriving partial differential equation for
perturbation potential
p0289 A71-24373
Two phase mixture nonequilibrium flow mathematical
model with allowance for colliding droplets
coagulation and atomization based on high speed
photographic studies
p0290 A71-24380
Two phase supersonic barotropic flow with solid
particles around thin profile with allowance for
elastic particle collisions
p0362 A71-27450
Particle interaction with wedge surface in
supersonic two phase flow, determining incidence
coordinates and collision frequency as function of
initial conditions
p0368 A71-27665
Skin friction drag and velocity profile measurements
on flat plate in two phase circular pipe flow in
subsonic wind tunnel for gas-solid media, using
photographic technique
fASME PAPER 71-FE-32] p0421 A71-29467
Results of two-phase blowdown experiments with
straight tube test section and steam-water
mixtures
[AECL-3664] p0248 N71-18161
Hypersonic two phase flow realized by air-water
mixtures
[BMVTDG-FBHT-70-1] p0249 N71-18441
TBO STAGE TOBBINES
Two-spool turbojet engines matching by rapid
superposition method
P0009 A71-10821
Two stage compressors with subsonic and supersonic
air velocity and high camber rotor blades,
discussing strength against centrifugal force
p0134 &71-16647
Computer program to generate turbine aerodynamic
requirements, approximate external blade
geometries, and coolant flow requirements for two
stage axial flow turbine
[HASA-TK-X-2229] p038U 871-22568
T3J AIRCRAFT
U T-39 AIRCRAFT
U
D TUBES
0 HANOSETERS
D.S.S.H.
Organizational structure and operational procedures
of USSR civil aviation
[AD-713415] p0157 N71-14555
Investigating economic and engineering aspects of
using dirigibles in construction
p0161 N71-14629
History of USSR aviation industry, aircraft design,
and air transportation
rslSA-TT-F-627] p0162 N71-14734
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Soviet aviation R and D structure and management
[AD-716410] P0313 N71-19769
Control system designs for OSSS sinqle-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors with control gyroscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
fHASA-TT-F-636] p0329 N71-20719
Aerodynamic configurations and characteristics of
USSR military helicopters
fAD-719585] p0466 N71-25133
Flying, technical, and economic characteristics of
helicopters noting contribution to national
economy of USSR
[AD-723591] p0621 N71-31771
Progress in aerodynamic research and aircraft design
in Ukraine from 1920 to 1930
' fHASA-TT-F-12878] p0628 N71-32185
OH-1 HELICOPTEB
UH-1B helicopter flight test noise measurements data
reduction and analysis, presenting sound pressure
vs freguency and time plots
p0092 A71-15405
High performance UH-1 compound helicopter high speed
flight research, considering rotor loads,
stability, control and flying qualities
CAHS PBEPBINT 570] pC453 A71-31111
Incidence and costs of orientation-error accidents
in Army UH-1 helicopter operations
CAD-715107] p0243 N71-17854
Airspeeds, rotorspeeds, engine rigging, and gross
weight effects on UH-1 C helicopter during
autorotation
[AD-717047] p0334 N71-21363
ULTRA SHORT BATE BADIO EQUIPHENT
U VERT HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPHENT
OLT8AHIGH FBEQDERCIES
Low carrier power aircraft antenna module for
airborne UHF communications system, considering
range/field strength measurements
p0446 A71-31046
L band aircraft antenna array consisting of
circularly polarized elements and static
electronic steering circuits for synchronous
satellites radio links
p0447 A71-31074
AN/ARC-144 solid state ultrareliable UHF multimode
aircraft transceiver, discussing tuning, freguency
synthesis and broadband power amplifier
p0613 A71-39209
Ultrahigh frequency directional spiral aircraft
antennas for spacecraft communication
fRAE-TR-70062] p0252 N71-18519
Viability of L band communication system between
geostationary satellites and aircraft terminals
fNASA-TM-X-65508] p0464 N71-24913
Survey of very high and ultrahigh frequency
utilization in US aeronautics for communication
satellite freguency assignment
[NASA-TM-X-65527] p0471 N71-25920
Test and evaluation of aircraft glide slope landing
system operating at ultrahigh freguency
[FAA-NA-71-15] p0628 N71-32085
ULTBASOHIC GRISDIHG MACHINES
D GRINDING MACHINES
ULTRASONIC INSPECTION
U ULTRASONIC TESTS
ULTRASONIC SPEEDS
U SUPEBSONIC SPEEDS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
Automated ultrasonic inspection system for L-1011
adhesive bonded fuselage panels using through
transmission technique
[SHE PAPER IQ-71-746] p0495 A71-32<I37
Aircraft parts testing by NOT methods, considering
ultrasonic system for valve defects and
fluorescent particle system for crack detection
p0563 A71-37056
ULTRASONIC RAVE TBANSDDCEBS
Aircraft ultrasonic altitude and vertical velocity
sensor for low flight, discussing VIOL aircraft
automatic hovering control and time lag
p0016 A71-11624
ULTRASONICS
Boom temperature ultrasonic frequency fatigue
behavior of Ni-base snperalloy single crystals
p0535 A71-34<493
Ultrasonic wrench for applying vibratory energy to
mechanical fasteners
[NASA-CASE-HFS-20586] p02UO N71-17686
UHCABBEBED BIBGS
NT RING HIHGS
Transonic pressure distributions on 12 percent
thick, uncambered airfoils with maximum thickness
at 0.3 and 0.7 of chord
p0645 N71-33615
UNCERTAINTY
U PROBABILITY THEORY
UNCOUPLED BODES
Computation of uncoupled vibrations of rotary wings
using transfer matrix method
[DL3-FB-70-63] p0570 N71-29543
UNDERCARRIAGES
Aircraft maltiwheel undercarriage effect on rigid
and flexible pavements, examining failure modes
p0021 471-12164
UNDERRATES ACOUSTICS
Penetration of sonic boom energy into ocean in
experimental simulation
[AD-711963] p0033 N71-10094
UNDERRATED ENGINEERING
Zinc-silver oxide batteries underwater and aerial
applications, designing medium high rate long life
cells
p0207 A71-21102
UNDERRATES SOUND
D UHDSRHATER 4CODSTICS
UHIFORH FLOR
Grid turbulence interaction with uniform mean shear
flow, examining initial disturbance length scale
effects
P0138 A71-16965
Far field sound radiated from steady loading of
isolated subsonic rotor, noting dependence on
spatial uniformity of flow entering rotor
p0140 A71-17160
UNIPOLAB TRANSISTORS
U FIELD EFFECT TBANSISTORS
UNIQUENESS THEOBBH
Two dimensional steady viscous gas transonic flow
Navier-Stokes equations, establishing uniqueness
of solutions to boundary value problems
P0547 A71-35646
UNITED STATES OF AHERICA
NT ALASKA
NT CALIFORNIA
MT FLORIDA
NT INDIANA
NT LOUISIANA
NT HARYLAND
NT MISSOURI
NT NEH YORK
NT OKLAHOMA
NT OREGON
NT PENNSYLVANIA
NT RHODE ISLAND'
NT SOUTH CAROLINA
NT TEXAS
NT VIRGINIA
NT HASHINGTON
NT REST VIRGINIA
NT RISCONSIN
Airborne inertial and area navigation systems
performance requirements proposed for U.S.
domestic airspace, including projection through
1995
p0007 A71-10508
Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation of
federal district and court of appeals judges with
power to transfer cases to single district
p0665 A71-42069
Federal Aviation Act amendment prohibiting
controlling interest in air carrier without Civil
Aeronautics Board approval
p0665 A71-42070
Calibration and preliminary analysis of passenger
demand and modal split models for Northeast
Corridor of United States
[PB-190946] pOOaS N71-11021
US cooperation with ESRO UHF satellite system
development, for air traffic control in Europe
[NASA-TT-F-13651] p0401 N71-23967
Survey of very high and ultrahigh frequency
utilization in US aeronautics for communication
satellite frequency assignment
[ NASA-IB-X-65527] ?0471 N71-25920
Probable impact of future supersonic transport
aircraft operations on noise environment around
seven airports in US
A-U99
OHITS OF HEASOREHENT SUBJECT INDEX
fAD-722365] p0574 N71-29777
Lower atmosphere wind shear determined for aircraft
approach control from observations in different
American sites
p0586 N71-30837
Systems maintenance program evaluation conducted in
central region of OS
p0619 N71-31623
Air piracy resolutions presented to Congress and us
and worldwide air piracy statistics
P0633 N71-32689
Noise reduction laws for air, rail, and highway
transportation including legal liability in US
COST-ONA-71-1-VOL-7] p06H8 N71-33938
Statistical, cause/factor and injury tables,
accident rates, and briefs of accidents involving
US carriers in 1969
rHTSB-ASC-7L-1] P0711 N71-36137
OBITS OF HEASUBEHEBT
Development of noise measurement units for airport
and aircraft noise reduction and psychoacoustic
studies
p0585 H71-30786
UNKNOWNS
0 PROBLEM SOLVING
DHLOADING
Array /Navy operational evaluation of offshore
containershhips discharge by CH-54 helicopters
f A H S PREPRINT 573] p O H 5 3 A71-31114
Evacuation tests from 280-passenger SST mock-up
through different type exits
[FAA-AH-70-19 ) p0313 1171-19812
OBHANHED SPACECRAFT
NT N A V I G A T I O N SATELLITES
Unmanned flight vehicles recovery system, describing
built-in rotor design for navigation and high
precision landing
r D G L R - 7 1 - 0 2 0 ] p0498 A71-32787
DSSTABLE B U R N I N G
U COMBUSTION STABILITY
OBSTEADY FLOS
NT OSCILLATING FLOW
Unsteady flow theory, describing milestone
experiments in aerodynamics
p0003 A71-10266
Lifting surface in unsteady subsonic flow,
describing integral equation calculation method
including kernel logarithmic singularity
p0012 A71-11020
wing computation in steady or unsteady supersonic
flow, using network, inverse discrete and
numerical inversion methods
p0064 A71-13129
Aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft in steady
and unsteady supersonic flow by analog electrical
method, including wing-fuselage interactions
p006i| A71-13130
Wings with control surfaces in unsteady subsonic
flow, applying lifting surface theory
[ONEBA-TP-889] . p0090 A71-15355
Analog and digital methods for interactions between
aircraft lifting elements in steady or unsteady
supersonic flow
[ONEHA-TP-850] p0090 A71-15358
Unsteady processes in starting period of supersonic
Ludwieg tube, initiating flow by guick opening
diaphragm downstream of nozzle
p0134 A71-16563
Unsteady supersonic aerodynamic coefficients
evaluation to desired kinematic consistency level
using finite element method
[AIAA PAPER 71-177] p015U A71-18616
Nonstationary isentropic low density flows with
axial or central symmetry, suggesting
characteristics with flow rate and sound speed
variation as in stationary source flow
p0189 A71-19729
Solid foil small oscillations in unsteady
incompressible flow, mapping physical plane and
corresponding complex potential region onto
curvilinear half strip
p0198 A71-2Q088
Unsteady boundary layers on sphere or cone moving
along axis, determining skin friction angular
response
p0198 A71-20098
Unsteady analogy for hypersonic flows past blunt
bodies with shock deformation
p0217 A71-21863
Rarefied gas steady and unsteady motions, proposing
approximate method for various problems
p0255 A71-22372
Twin vortex development in unsteady separated flow
past thin flat plate, using flow visualization
P0266 A71-22582
Thin rectangular wing load distribution in
nonstationary incompressible flow,, using downwash
integral eguation Fourier transform
P0270 A71-22916
Incompressible viscous fluid nonsteady three
dimensional flow, obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
P0272 A71-23092
Pulsed subsonic wind tunnel, calculating
instantaneous flow velocity with allowance for
boundary layer thickness at walls
P0280 A71-23855
Unsteady low Hach number flow calculation by
singular perturbation method with matched
asymptotic expansions, considering application to
aerodynamic noise
p0280 A71-23936
Unsteady inward and outward velocities of subsonic
radial air flow between two disks, using hot-wire
anemometer and cylindrical wave eguation
p0281 A71-24000
Small surface curvature effect on unsteady
hypersonic flow over thin oscillating wedge, using
perturbation theory
P035H A71-26197
Unsteady flow measurement around wing sections
during rapid angle of attack variations,
emphasizing helicopter rotor blades
p0363 A71-27U68
Unsteady flow downwash behind finite span slender
wing during supersonic motion at finite Strouhal
numbers
p0368 A71-27697
Unsteady curvilinear motion of lifting surface,
calculating induced gas flow velocities in terms
of vortex densities
p0416 A71-29188
Unsteady hypersonic self similar gas flow and drag
on circular cone accelerated according to power
law, using small perturbation theory
pO"17 A71-29205
Unsteady compressible flow measurement, determining
local lift coefficient from pressure distribution
along airfoil
p0501 471-33342
Stagnation pressure changes in unsteady flow
downstream of turbomachine blades with fluctuating
circulation related to vortex sheets
P05U1 A71-35279
Unsteady analogy for hypersonic flows past blunt
bodies with shock deformation
p0613 A71-39362
Determination of unsteady forces during wind tunnel
test of elastic model by placing wind tunnel model
in feedback circuit of servosystem
f NASA-CR-1T4287] p0313 U71-19796
Accelerated supersonic motion of plane at finite
angle of attack
[NASA-TT-F-13525] p0391 S71-23278
Unsteady hydrodynamic loads on two dimensional
hydrofoil
[AD-717953] p0397 N71-23591
Aeroelasticity and unsteady flow problems of
aircraft
pOi!63 H71-21T706
Unsteady flow in aerodynamic cascades of
turbomachines
[AD-721959] p0531 N71-28927
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads on wing and
tail surfaces with oscillations in unsteady
supersonic and subsonic flow including
interference lift
fAGARD-CP-80-71-PT-1] p0566 N71-29333
Aerodynamic load predicting for control surfaces in
unsteady supersonic and subsonic flow
p0566 N71-2933U
Wing interference lift line lattice simulation and
application to aerodynamic loads on tandem wings
in unsteady flow
P0567 S71-29336
Symposium on unsteady aerodynamic forces, loads, and
configurations for aeroelastic analysis of
interfering surfaces
A-500
SOBJECT IBDEX 05-21 AIECB1FT
[AGARD-CP-80-71-PT-2] p0567 H71-29338
Kinematics of subsonic unsteady airloads on multiple
lifting surfaces
p0567 N71-29339
Unsteady pressure measurements on harmonically
oscillating swept wing with two control surfaces
in incompressible flow
p0569 N71-29350
Unsteady flow characteristics of turbocompretsors
and axial flow turbines including blade vibration
and damping
[ONERA-TP-971] p06t6 H71-33760
Unsteady' viscous gas flow between stationary solid
wall and free solid wall vibrating at high
I freguency
N71-3U276
Analytical investigation of effects of blade
flexibility, unsteady aerodynamics, and variable
inflow on helicopter rotor stall characteristics
[HASA-CR-1769] p0707 N71-3610<l
DBSBEPT WINGS
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
NT RECTANGULAR BINGS
NT EING HIHGS
Vortex wakes behind straight and swept wings, noting
formation of loops and trails close to ground
pOSSI A71-4019I1
Wind tunnel measurements of pressure distributions
on wing having NACA U415 airfoil sections with
trailing-edge flaps set at 0 deg and 40 deg
fNASA-TM-X-2225] p0521 K71-28077
DPDBAFTS
U VERTICAL AIB CURRENTS
UPPER AIH
0 DPPEB ATHOSPHEBE
UPPER ATBOSPHEBE
NT BESOSPBEHE
Upper air sounding systems problems, discussing
aerodynamic heat transfer between temperature
sensor and ambient air
p0212 A71-21739
Dispersal of let aircraft exhaust emissions near
airports and of smoke trails in upper atmosphere,
assessing pollutant levels near large urban
airports
p01492 A71-3224t
UPHASH
Upwash interference on two dimensional jet flap wing
in slotted wall tunnel, using small disturbance
theory
p0028 A71-12690
Lifting line equation inversion for twisted wings of
elliptic planform with arbitrary spanwise upwash
p0671 A71-«2838
UBBAH DEVELOPMENT
Airport system planning for natural and urban
environment compatibility
p0216 A71-21835
. Airport master plan for Poplar Bluff, Missouri
[PB-189720] p016t N71-T4895
Development model for Oklahoma airport
fPB-19«937] P0225 N71-16987
OBBAN PLANNIHG
Community actions for jet aircraft noise reduction,
discussing noise environments, nationwide goals,
decision making and economic incentives
pOH93 A71-322U9
Site selection and area planning for major airport,
illustrating Montreal and Toronto systems
[CASI PAPER 72/2] p0600 A71-37593
Bibliography on urban economics and planning
[AD-714500] pOISO N71-1687I1
DBB4H TRABSPOBT4TIOB
NT BAIL TRANSPOBTATION
Aladin 2 interurban stol transport design with blown
wings and jet deflection by wing flaps,
emphasizing engine noise reduction
pOOOB A71-10719
V/STOL short haul transport systems, discussing
interurban applications, all-weather operation,
operating costs, noise and atmospheric pollution
pC070 A71-13565
Intercity V/STOL air transportation system,
discussing traffic movements, cost and terminals
p0070 A71-13566
VIOL aircraft IFB airworthiness, noting necessity of
higher safety levels for metropolitan air transit
systems
p0095 A71-15426
Public-use ground level and rooftop helicopter and
STOL aircraft landing facilities for city and
suburban traffic
p0098 A71-15I142
Optimum flight paths for V/STOL aircraft operating
in short haul transportation near city centers
p0098 A71-154143
Urban transit and ATC vehicle identification and
position determination system, considering surface
and airborne traffic real time information
communication
p0208 A71-21169
Aircraft capabilities in intraurban transportation
for Detroit metropolitan area, considering vehicle
design, fleet size, cost and terminal location
[A1AA PAPEB 71-501] p0422 A71-295U8
Helicopter systems operations in, around and between
major metropolitan areas, considering performance
of New York Airways
[AIAA PAPEB 71-507] p0122 A71-295U9
Integrated short-haul interurban transportation
system, considering combination of conventional
jet aircraft, STOL aircraft and high-speed ground
transportation
[AI4A PAPEB 71-508] pOt22 A71-29550
Aladin II four-jet engined STOL intercity transport
aircraft, noting low noise characteristics and
passenger capacity
pOU81 A71-311112
Operating costs and runway lengths for V/STOL in
city and suburban short haul air transportation
p0557 A71-36317
Monograph on satellite airport system modeling for
large metropolitan areas covering systems analysis
methodology and computer algorithms for
optimization
[SD-TH-71-1] p0658 A71.-10799
Future transportation technology impact, considering
system design evaluation criteria and civil
aviation and urban mass transit systems
contributions
[AIAA PAPEB 71-1010] p0701 A71-4t59t
Air traffic pattern prediction for 1980 peak summer
periods in London, England terminal area
p003« N71-10163
Development planning manual for national
transportation system
CPB-191961] p0245 K71-18072
Public transportation in airport access systems
p0257 N71-18951
Hass transport systems for airport access
p0257 N71-18952
Problems in mass transportation systems for access
to Tokyo airport
p0257 N71-18953
Public transportation requirements for Heathron
Airport
p0257 N71-18954
Providing ground access to Kansas City Airport
p0258 N71-18955
Cleveland rapid rail transport system to Hopkins
International Airport
p0258 N71-18956
Existing access systems for Logan International
Airport, and plans for improvement
P0258 N71-18957
Urban air and surface vehicle noise levels and
abatement potential
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-2] ,p0332 N71-21085
Comparison of automobile, rail transportation, and
short haul aircraft performance by means of market
research noting central city airports
p0377 N71-P2192
Investigation of aerodynamic forces imposed on
vehicles proposed for operation in improved urban
transportation system
P0473 N71-26129
Community values and social problems associated with
construction of air and surface transportation
facilities
p0511 N71-26802
ORETHANES
High peel strength epoxy and urethane adhesives for
aircraft bonding, discussing high temperature
curing and honeycomb panel repair
p0282 A71-24064
DS-2A AIRCRAFT
Aerodynamic data recording for determining
longitudinal static stability of US-2A aircraft
A-501
BSA (DHITED STATES) SUBJECT IHDEI
[AD-710722] pOOII N71-10563
Data acquisition system for OS-2A aircraft training
flight evaluations
[AD-722583] p0591 N71-31347
DSA (DHITED STATES)
D UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
OSUS KIRGSPOBT
0 SATELLITE COMHONICATIONS SHIPS
OTILITY AIBCBAPT
HI 80-105 HELICOPTEH
NT DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
NT T-39 AIRCRAFT
NT UH-1 HELICOPTEH
NT KESTLAND HHIRLHIND HELICOPTEH
Agricultural information and advisory service,
utilizing remote sensing, computer sciences,
research programs, educational involvement,
satellites and aircraft
p0149 A71-18U08
Worldwide remote sensing with satellites, high
flying aircraft and computer data processing,
discussing application in less developed countries
p01i)9 A71-18409
Transavia Airtruk agricultural aircraft, discussing
efficiency, work capacity, economics,
configuration and performance
p0208 A71-21224
Commercial business and utility aircraft•chemical
oxygen generators to satisfy FAA reguirements,
discussing weight, size and maintenance savings
and increased safety
[SAE PAPER 710390] p0286 A71-24254
Total fatigue damage estimates from ground and
flight loads on fixed-wing light aircraft
subjected to agricultural operations
[LTR-ST.422] p0106 N71-12233
OTILITY ABCBAFT
NT PIPER AIRCRAFT
V/STOL AIHCRAFT
NT ALOUETTE HELICOPTERS
NT AUTOGYROS
NT BO-105 HELICOPTEB
NT BRESDET 9t1 AIRCRAFT
NT CH-3 HELICOPTER
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER
NT CH-H7 HELICOPTER
NT CH-54 HELICOPTER
NT COMPOUND HELICOPTERS
NT DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT
NT FLYING PLATFORMS
NT B-53 HELICOPTER
NT H-56 HELICOPTER
NT HELICOPTERS
NT MILITARY HELICOPTERS
NT OH-6 HELICOPTEH
NT QH-50 HELICOPTEH
NT EIGID ROTOH HELICOPTERS
NT SOTARY WISIG AIHCRAFT
NT SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
NT TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTERS
NT UH-1 HELICOPTER
NT VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
NT VJ-101 AIRCRAFT
NT HESTL&ND MHIRLHISD HELICOPTER
NT XH-51 HELICOPTER
Short haul air transportation technological factors
for VIOL, STOL, CTOL and light aircraft,
considering operating costs, passenger service and
environment impact
[AIAA PAPER 70-1287] pools A71-11700
V/STOL short haul transport systems, discussing
interurban applications, all-weather operation,
operating costs, noise and atmospheric pollution
pC070 A71-13565
Intercity V/STOL air transportation system,
discussing traffic movements, cost and terminals
p0070 A71-13566
V/STOL services integration into UK air traffic
system
p0070 A71-13567
Intercity V/STOL aircraft transport system, solving
congestion problems through all weather
superiority, low noise level and separate ATC
p0070 A71-13571
V/STOL aircraft operations, considering terminals,
landing and approach aids, air traffic, noise and
pollution control, performance, airworthiness
regulations and licensing
P0071 A71-13572
Terminal area operations of V/STOL aircraft,
considering approaches, approach speeds, wind and
velocity effects and noise
p0071 A71-13573
V/STOL aircraft in civil air transportation,
discussing safety, reliability, maintainability
and propulsion system concepts
P0071 A71-13576
V/STOL aircraft wing-propeller interaction, using
mean flow deflection angle in lift and drag
' characteristics prediction
P0086 A71-11988
Direct lift V/STOL transport aircraft design,
discussing environmental factors in relation to
noise, air pollution, jet interference and safety
P0092 A71-15403
Helicopter and V/STOL aircraft external noise and
downwash measurements during simulated jungle
rescue mission
P0093 A71-15109
Optimum flight paths for V/STOL aircraft operating
in short haul transportation near city centers
p0098 A71-15443
V/STOL spray generation tests concerning pilot
visibility impairment in low altitude overwater
hover
P0098 A71-15444
V/STOL aircraft visual aids flight evaluation
concerning minimum landing area operations
p0098 A71-15UH5
Airborne variable stability helicopter flight
simulator for V/STOL aircraft design
P0137 A71-16954
Hovering and low speed flight capabilities of tilt
wing VTOL aircraft in terminal area under
near-zero visibility instrument landing conditions
[AIAA PAPER 71-7] p0150 A71-18481
V/STOL microwave scanning beam approach and landing
system, describing ground and airborne station
equipment and operation
p0211 A71-21680
Hind tunnel boundary interference on V/STOL model
calculated in test section with solid vertical and
slotted horizontal walls, using image method and
Fourier transforms
[AIAA PAPER 70-575] p0221 A71-22029
V/STOL aircraft automatic flight controls and
electronic head down displays, discussing handling
gualities, lift effectiveness and
autostabilization
p0280 A71-23944
Commercial V/STOL aircraft area navigation systeB
requirements, discussing airborne computer, flight
plan data storage and control subsystems and
horizontal orientation display
p0283 A71-241SO
V/STOL component of unified transportation system,
discussing transportation nodes, airport
locations, noise reduction, cost factors, etc
p0288 A71-24274
V/STOL civil aircraft, considering rotor lift and
variable sweep wings
p0294 A71-2485Q
Convertible fan/shaft engine for V/STOL tactical and
transport aircraft, detailing mechanical
arrangement, design and performance
P0353 A71-26054
Hydraulically powered duplex input servos for flight
control system of VFH-Fokker V/STOL fighter
aircraft
p0358 A71-26884
Prop-fan propulsion system for V/STOL short haul
transport aircraft, discussing performance, noise
and weight characteristics
[SAE PAPER 710170] p0409 A71-28338
Commercial V/STOL and jet VTOL transport, discussing
Do-31 test results, landing approach, air traffic
control automation and electronic control
p0415 A71-29131
V/STOL aircraft instruments, deck display and
automatic flight controls for takeoff and landing
operation
pOUIS A71-29132
A-502
SDBJECT INDEX V/STOL AIBCRAFT CONTD
V/STOL aircraft gust effects prediction with
mathematical models based on nonlinear hybrid
simulation at takeoff and landing altitudes
pC«26 471-29775
V/STOL aircraft flight path and attitude controls in
turbulence, discussing design based on state
variable methods of control theory
p0126 A71-29776
Civil aviation customer /operator, passenger and
community/ needs, describing STOL and V/STOL
aircrafts
p0431 A71-3C162
V/STOL propulsion units lift ratings based on
aircraft system requirements
[SAE PAPER 710171] p0139 471-30537
Handling qualities of V/STOL research vehicles
during steep terminal area approaches, discussing
powered lift fan VTOL aircraft limitations and
instrument landing approach
fAHS PREPRINT 514] pC451 471-31101
Composite materials application to V/STOL
prop/rotors, determining material properties
parametric effect on frequencies and weight by
Southwell coefficients
[4HS PREPRINT 551] p0152 A71-31106
V/STOL lift fan airliner project HS 111 for
intercity transport, describing features, weight
and performance data, noise characteristics and
reliability criteria
p0181 A71-31113
Propeller blade structures for hiqh speed tilt wing
turboprop V/STOL aircraft, considering materials
selection, weight control, cyclic pitch control,
noise reduction, etc
[DGLR-71-018] p01i98 471-32785
Optimum vertical surface configuration for STOL
transports, considering structural weight and
performance requirements
[AIAA PAPER 71-769] p0506 471-31006
Harrier aircraft development from flight test
viewpoint, discussing conventional flight envelope
problems caused by V/STOL concept imposed
constraints
f A i A A P A P E R 71-773] posoe A71-3U009
Civil V/STOL aircraft projects, discussing design,
lift fan engines, weights, flight performance,
noise levels, safety and comfort standards
p0509 A71-31101
Propulsion systems trends for 198os, discussing
environmental noise levels, stoichiometric gas
turbine engines for military aircraft, hiqh bypass
ratio enqines for V/STOL aircraft, etc
p0516 A71-35625
V/STOL aircraft with vectored thrust propulsion
systems, notinq weight and center of qravity-lift-
thrust relationship chanqes effect on performance
[SA»E PAPER 891] p0551 471-35817
Hybrid V/STOL jet lift aircraft design, examining
wing area-lift engine bypass ratios relation
[AIAA PAPER 71-767] pOSSS A71-36273
Operating costs and runway lengths for V/STOL in
city and suburban short haul air transportation
' p0557 A71-36347
V/STOL developments at Hawker Siddeley Aviation,
noting circulation controlled rotor concept and
HS-111 aircraft
fCASI P4PER 72/18] p0602 471-37605
V/STOL airworthiness certification, considering
standards developed by P4A in cooperation with
industry
fCASI P4PER 72/21] p0602 A71-37607
Civil V/STOL aircraft engines reguirements,
considering noise reduction, thrust, multifunction
propulsion/blowing, lift and booster fan engines
fCASI PAPER 72/19] p0605 A71-38021
Aircraft noise propagation in city streets due to
intertown V/STOL and helicopter ports, using small
scale models
p0613 A71-39261
V/stol aircraft lift fan aerodynamics, discnssinq
optimum fan pressure ratios, auqmentation ratio,
noise constraints, winq loading and fan
confiqurations
[AIAA PAPER 71-981] p0700 A71-11577
AIAA members comments on STOL, VTOL and V/STOL
aircraft merits and developments
[AIA4 P4PEB 71-1015] p0701 A71-11596
Flight dynamics of noise optimal flight profiles for
V/STOL aircraft, nininization of qust effects on
aircraft and nonlinear dynamic stability of
parachute-load systems
p0702 471-11761
Evaluation of geared flap control system for
tiltwing V/STOL aircraft
[4D-712615] pC107 N71-12236
Conceptual framework and example analysis to
determine feasibility of V/STOL air transportation
system in Appalachian region
p0107 N71-12237
Performance and handling qualities criteria for
V/STOL aircraft
fAGARD-R-577-70] p01C9 N71-12218
Advanced ILS and automatic landing systems for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft - conference
fAGARD-CP-59-70] p0109 N71-12126
Aided inertial flight test experiments for all
weather V/STOL operations
f NASA-TM-X-661190] p0111 N71-12139
Flight characteristics of V/STOl transport model
with four pod-mounted lift fans
[NASA-TN-D-6129] p0236 N71-17123
Tenative airworthiness standards for powered lift
transport category aircraft
p0239 N71-17553
Computer program for design and analysis of V/STOL
tip turbine fans
[NASA-TN-D-6161] p0210 N71-17611
Aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL transport
model with tandem lift fans mounted at
mid-semispan of wing
[NASA-TN-D-6234] p0252 N71-18558
41qorithm for digital resolution of range for V/STOL
aircraft
(N4SA-TN-D-6232] p0253 N71-1856C
Engineering methods for predicting temperatures and
velocities in vicinity of vertical lift enqines of
jet V/STOL aircraft operating near ground
[N4SA-CR-111845] p0254 N71-18711
Propulsion technology for STOL and V/STOL conoercial
aircraft
p0308 N71-19156
Characteristics of V/STOL aircraft for commercial
transportation system and applications to Texas
reguirements
(PB-196934] p0336 N71-21632
Free flight tests in hoovering and forward flight
free flight tests in hovering and forward flight
lift fans
[NASA-TN-D-6198] p0373 N71-22069
DO-231 V/STOL aircraft design, noting passenger
comfort, aerodynamic noise, aerodynamic
characteristics, and cost analysis
P0376 N71-22187
Tandem tilt wing aircraft with tilting rotors notinq
comparison with other V/STOL desiqns
p0376 N71-22188
Cost analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft operation
for short haul traffic noting influence of airport
operation
P0377 N71-22193
Model design for vertical takeoff aircraft cockpit
noting navigation aids, visual displays, and
console configuration
p0377 N71-22196
Computer graphics display program for use in
terminal operations and V/STOL approach and
departure path synthesis
[NASA-C8-117887] p0390 N71-23186
Operational performance of automatic V/STOL flight
control systems using jet thrust or air bleed
P0391 N71-23115
Pattern of accident distribution for 7/STOL aircraft
in Dnited States of America
P0395 N71-23126
Flight safety performance of V/STOL Harrier Military
aircraft having jet control
p0395 N71-23H27
Finite-element potential flow modeling for
predicting round liftinq jet rolled up geometry
and path converqent into cross-flowinq mainstream
as on VTOL or STOL aircraft
[AD-718121] p0396 N71-23175
Stability, control, and handling quality
characteristics of STOL and V/STOL airplanes
P0163 H71-24702
Rind tunnel investigation of use of slotted
test-section walls to reduce wall interference for
high-lift-model testing
A-503
VACODH APPARATUS SOBJECT INDEX
rNASA-TN-D-6292] p0519 H71-28008
Lewis 9 by 15 foot V/STOL Hind tunnel in return leg
of supersonic wind tunnel
[NASA-TK-X-2305] pQ576 H71-30Q55
Terminal area studies with XC-142, XV-5, Do-31, and
p 1127 aircraft to develop powered' lift control
techniques for instrument approach
p0583 N71-30771
Engine dynamics requirements implied by thrust
modulation control for VTOL aircraft
fNASA-TT-F-13755] p0591 H71-31155
Slotted wind tunnel wall configuration with minimal
interference for conventional and V/ST01 models
fAD-723294] p0624 N71-31891
Flow breakdown from inclined jets in V/STOL
propulsion tunnel
rNRC-LR-545] P0643 N71-33191
Aerodynamic characteristics of lift fan installation
for direct lift V/SIOL aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-62086] p0680 N71-35201
ViCDUB AFPABATDS
NT VACUUM CHAMBERS
NT VACOUK FURSACES
VACDUH CBAHBEBS
Vacuum brazing for nozzle guide vanes repair in
aircraft gas turbine engines, noting economic
advantages
p0607 A71-38313
ViCOOB EFFECTS
Flow field of two dimensional nozzle exhausting to
vacuum, describing computer program based on BGK
equation and plotting exhaust region density,
temperature and velocity
[AIAA PAPES 69-658] p0010 A71-10932
YiCOOH FOBNACES
Vacuum heat treatment of brazed and diffusion bonded
jet engine components near melting temperature
p0103 A71-28145
VACOOH BELTING
Closed die forginqs of vacuum renelted carbon and
low alloy steels to improve transverse ductility
and microcleanness for aircraft industry
p05<42 A71-35336
ViCDDB TUBE OSCILLATOBS
NT CATHODE RAY TUBES
NT PHOTOBDLTIPLIER TOBES
VACOBS TUBES
NT CATHODE HAY TDBES
NT PHOTOBOLTIPLIER TDBES
VALKYRIE AIBCBAFT
U B-70 AIECRAFT
VALLEYS
Shadowqraphic and interferometric study of aircraft
boom reflection from valley walls
[ISL-T-9/70] p0108 N71-12216
VALVES
NT CONTROL VALVES
NT FUEL VALVES
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS
Aircraft fuel and air conditioning systems vortex
valves and diodes, examining flow patterns into
and out of chambers
P0202 A71-20556
Aircraft parts testing by NOT methods, considering
ultrasonic system for valve defects and
fluorescent particle system for crack detection
P0563 A71-37056
VANELESS DIFFUSERE
Centrifugal compressor vaneless diffuser, estimating
energy losses with hydrodynamic model
p0208 A71-21266
Calculation of streamline coordinates for three
dimensional turbulent boundary layer in vaneless
diffuser
[ARC-R/B-3616] p0251 N71-18168
Bechanical feasibility and aerodynamic effectiveness
of rotating vaneless diffuser
[AD-716370] p0310 H71-19558
VAHES
NT GUIDE VANES
NT JET VANES
NT HIND VANES
High speed vane type main engine fuel pump for small
gas turbine engines
r. ASHE PAPER 71-GT-211 p03«.9 A71-25966
Aerodynamic forces produced in turbine stage by vane
cascade of cascade series
[NASA-TT-F-13631] p0171 N71-25998
Analysis of low cycle thermal fatigue in laminated
porous wall turbine vanes
[NASA-CR-72951] p0678 N71-34911
Swept-back vane impeller tested on low speed
centrifugal compressor rig
[NRC-12020] p0718 N71-37596
VAPOR DEPOSITION
Ti-Al-V foils by electron beam vapor deposition,
discussing metallurgical characteristics
P0132 A71-16237
VAPOR GENERATOBS
0 VAPORIZERS
VAPOR LIQUID EQUILIBBIOH
0 LIQUID-VAPOR EQUILIBRIUM
VAPOR PBESSDBE
Ar condensation onset location in supersonic nozzles
for nuclear space propulsion systems, using
supercooled vapor pressure measurements beyond
saturation point
p0288 A71-21328
VAPOBIZEBS
Low pressure drop fuel liguid injectors for jet
engine combustors, using gas turbine vaporizer
design
[ASSE PAPER 71-GT-38) P0350 A71-25972
VAPOSIZING
NT EVAPORATION
NT FILB BOILING
NT PBOPELLANT EVAPORATION
Gas flow parameter changes under partially vaporized
fluid injection, considering effects on pressure,
temperature and rate of resultant mixture
pOOSO A71-11252
VAFOBS
NT MATER VAPOB
VAEIABLE AREA RINGS
U TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
VARIABLE GEOHBTBY. STBUCTDBES
Concorde aircraft Olympus 593 two-spool turbojet
engine, discussing variable nozzle and intake
assembly, afterburner and control system
P0183 A71-19081
Delta wing of symmetrical thickness and optimum
variable geometry for two supersonic cruising
speeds
p0277 A71-23617
Variable geometry external fuel tanks for high
performance aircraft with drag reduction upon fuel
transfer[AIAA PAPEB 71-395] p03<n A71-25271
Automated low cost structural-mechanical design and
optimization of wing pivot systems for variable
geometry aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 71-101] p0362 A71-27110
lind tunnel tests of geometrically compatible
airfoils for variable chord sailplane
p0118 A71-29257
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoil
fastened between tunnel walls, investigating
variable chord concept applicability in sailplane
design
pO«91 A71-32291
Performance evaluation of variable geometry external
fuel tank prototypes by static structural tests,
wind tunnel tests and flight tests on F-111
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 71-763] p0515 A71-35533
VARIABLE LIFT
U LIFT
VABIABLE SBEEP RINGS
V/STOL civil aircraft, considering rotor lift and
variable sweep wings
p029t A71-21850
Variable sweep wing aircraft angular motion
mathematical model, analyzing inertial moments
influence on control dynamics
p0317 A71-25661
Large variable sweep wing maneuver load relief
system with ailerons reducing resulting bending
moment at pivot
p0186 A71-31600
Fighter F-11 podded engine high variable sweep wing
design including nozzle, nacelle, fuselage shift,
aspect ratio and lift control improvements
p0509 A71-31152
Variable geometry B-1A bomber aircraft, discussing
size, payloads, speed, altitude range and runway
takeoff
p0600 A71-37516
A-501
SOBJECT INDEX VELOCITY DISTBIBOTIOH
panavia 200 multipurpose military aircraft,
describing variable geometry design concept,
performance characteristics, engines, armament and
electronics
p0702 A71-UU766
Development and characteristics of variable sveep
ning control system for supersonic aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XLA-03659] p0051 N71-110<41
Aerodynamic performance of shuttle-orbiter
configuration with variable delta wing geometry in
low turbulence subsonic wind tunnels
[NASA-TH-X-2206] p0164 N71-1U9U3
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
hypersonic lifting body spacecraft with variable
sweep wings
[NiSA-TB-X-2102] p016U N71-149H5
Viscous drag on variable sweep wings and wedges at
supersonic and hypersonic speeds
fAHC-B/B-3623] p0228 N71-17109
Pitch and yaw characteristics of supersonic
transport aircraft with variable sweep wings at
various Bach numbers
[NASA-TB-X-2164] p0236 N71-17415
Transonic and supersonic dynamic stability
characteristics of variable sweep wing tactical
fighter aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-2163] p0236 N71-17425
Aerodynamics of variable sweep aircraft design
P0318 N71-20054
Foil-control effectiveness of spoiler configurations
on aircraft model with variable sweep wings at
supersonic speeds
[NASi-TH-X-2165] p0321 S71-20126
Low speed static wind tunnel tests of half-span
faselage and variable sweep pressure wing model
rNASA-TN-D-6215] p0646 N71-33776
Aerodynamic characteristics of variable sweep winqs
under a variety of operating conditions
TAD^727210] p0720 N71-37615
VABIANCE
Time variant distortions in supersonic inlet on
J-85-GE-13 turbojet engine from wind tunnel test,
considering instantaneous distortion amplitudes
and contours
CAIAA PAPEK 71-667] pouii A71-30733
VABIASCE (STATISTICS)
Kalman filter application as observer of observable
signals derivatives, using gain matrix to minimize
variance estimate for instrument landing systems
p0209 A71-21343
Tests on scale model configurations of C-5 aircraft
to obtain data correlation on three transonic wind
tunnels
[AD-727006] p0708 N71-36408
VARIATION HETHOD
0 CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS
VABIATIOHS
NT ANNUAL VARIATIONS
NT DIDRHAL VARIATIONS
VARIOBETEBS
Balloon and glider vertical speed indicators,
considering barometric devices and electric
variometer
p01K8 A71-18248
VC-10 ilBCBAFT
VC-10 aircraft ILS electronic equipment reliability
tests
pC101 A71-15873
Autopilot landing system for VC-10 aircraft
p0111 N71-12111
Aerodynamic drag measurements on VC-10 aircraft
subsonic wind tunnel models
TA8C-CP-1125] p0229 N71-17118
Vibrational responses of VC-10 aircraft during
takeoff runs, noting cockpit accelerations
[ARC-CP-111)9] p063t N71-32811
VBCTOB ANALYSIS
NT VOETICITY
Time vector method for aircraft flight test data
evaluation, discussing control deflections effects
on phugoid motion, lateral stability derivatives
and error estimation
p0069 A71-133U1
VECTOB COHTEOL
0 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
VECTOB SPACES
NT MATRICES (BATHEBATICS)
NT STATE VECTORS
NT VECTORS (HATHEHATICS)
NT VOBTICITI
VECTORS (BATBEBATICS)
ST STATE VECTOBS
NT VOBTICITY
Time vector method extension to equations of motion
with real roots, noting applications to aircraft
flight control problems
p01«7 A71-180U9
VEHICLE IHEELS
NT NOSE WHEELS
Aircraft multiwheel undercarriage effect on rigid
and flexible pavements, examining failure modes
p0021 A71-12164
Flexible tires theoretical models application to
wheel shimmy analysis, examining stretched string
and point contact theories validity
p0296 A71-2486U
Powered landing gear wheel system requirements for
parking and taxiing of commercial jet transport
airplanes
[SAE PAPER 710H46] p0138 A71-30530
Functional analysis of landing gear systems
CASD-TB-69-113] p0106 N71-12231
VEHICLES
Drag coefficient of vehicle traveling coaxially with
uniform velocity through solid wall tube of finite
length
[PB-197871] p0621 N71-31763
VEHICULAR TRACKS
Investigating high speed ground transportation
systems based on tracked air cushion vehicles
CPB-190939] pOOSO N71-11033
Examining tracked air cushion vehicles as advanced
ground transportation system
[PB-195030] p0225 N71-16901
VELOCITY
NT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
NT AIRSPEED
NT ANGULAR VELOCITY
NT CRITICAL VELOCITY
NT FLOW VELOCITY
NT HIGH SPEED
NT HYPERSONIC SPEED
NT LOW SPEED
NT RADIAL VELOCITY
HI ROTOR SPEED
NT SUBSONIC SPEED
NT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
NT TIP SPEED
NT TRANSONIC SPEED
NT WIND VELOCITY
VELOCITY DISTBIBOTIOB
Boundary layer separation at free streamline
attachment to sharp trailing edge of flat plate,
deducing terminal velocity profile for two
dimensional flow
p0023 A71-12376
Casing /end wall/ boundary layers in multistage
axial flow compressors, discussing velocity
distributions
P0067 A71-131HU
Jet fluid dynamics under various boundary conditions
and velocity distributions
p0071 A71-13579
Centrifugal compressor impeller exit flow velocity
distribution distortion based on eguations of
motion involving entropy gradient terms
p0075 A71-13831
Single stage axial flow turbocompressor with trips,
examining viscosity effects on flow velocity
profiles
[ASHE PAPER 70-WA/FE-21] p0077 A71-1U133
Rarefied gas low speed slip flow over wedge, solving
for velocity profiles and skin friction
[ASBE PAPER 70-WA/APB-26] p0078 A71-14158
Incompressible boundary layers with specific
velocity distribution, studying stability on
straight and yawing wings
p0136 A71-16819
Three dimensional boundary layer with Pohlhausen
velocity distribution, examining stability on
yawing ving
p0137 A71-16850
Inverse boundary value problems in
hydroaeromechanics, involving profile construction
from given velocity or pressure distribution and
supersonic flow boundaries determination
p0197 A71-20078
A-505
VELOCITY BREOBS SUBJECT INDEI
Surface construction of body of revolution in
supersonic gas flow from distribution of velocity
vector modulus alonq qeneratrix of body* using
Frankl method of characteristics
P0198 171-20089
Computerized transonic airfoil design from
predetermined supercritical velocity distribution,
obtaining equivalent incompressible flow through
streamline and potential line network
transformation
P0199 A71-20301
Flow in channel with abrupt asymmetric widening,
calculating expanding flow velocity profile by
Prandtl semiempirical turbulence theory
p0222 A71-22011
Turbulent flow in initial section of convergent
axisymmetric nozzle based on logarithmic velocity
law
P0266 A71-22109
Incompressible viscous fluid nonsteady three
dimensional flow, obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
p0272 471-23092
Bach cones reflection at thin wing subsonic leading
edges in supersonic flov, considering axial
disturbance velocity and pressure distributions
p0277 471-23616
Combustion reactions development with velocity
gradient downstream steady shock wave, considering
aerodynamic field in supersonic wind tunnel
p0279 471-23813
Turbulent wakes from subsonic-hypersonic bodies for
downstream mean flow predictions analysis,
considering eddy viscosity function
p0289 A71-21338
Velocity and static pressure redistribution in
distorted flow field upstream of axial flow
compressors
[AIAA P4PER 69-185] p0295 471-21856
Flow variation effect on velocity and flow angle
' distribution at exit of shrouded radial flow
impeller with backward swept blades, using
streamline curvature method
fASBE PAPER 71-GT-15] p0319 471-25961
Three dimensional boundary layer flow and velocity
profiles in mixed diffuser with egual angle walls
[ASBE PAPER 71-GT-10] p0350 471-25973
Flow patterns within centrifugal and nixed flow
impeller channel, examining velocity
distributions, blade surface pressure and flow
behavior
f.ASHE PAPER 71-GT-11] p0350 A71-25971
Helicopter rotor vortex system and induced velocity
field for various angles of attack, flight
conditions and unit loads, using smoke
visualization technigue
pOU18 A71-29235
Flow field velocity distribution at rotating winq
devices tip vortices
fAHS PREPRINT 522] pOISO 471-31088
Interference analysis of wing with overlapping
multipropellers in uniform velocity stream
confined in elliptical cross section cylinder
TAIAA PAPE3 71-6.il!] p0186 A71-31583
Large jet transport aircraft trailing vortices,
studying velocity fields, core diameters and
logarithmic variations of circulation
pOS<l8 A71-357SS
Air injection into trailing vortex core, noting jet
flow effect on circumferential velocity
p0598 A71-37291
Heated jet interaction with deflecting flow in
subsonic wind tunnel, presenting flow
visualization and temperature and velocity
profiles
fASME PAPER 71-HT-2] p0601 A71-37980
Turbulent boundary layer response to step change in
surface roughness, discussing wind tunnel
measurements of pressure and velocity profiles
P0616 A71-39505
Rectangular wind tunnel study of suction effect on
velocity profiles and 'characteristics of turbulent
boundary layer
P0616 A71-39788
Peak velocity vectors in transverse plane of jet
transport aircraft wake, measuring tip vortices
core size
P0651 A71-40191
Fog formation and dispersal by velocity field
induced by helicopter trailing vortices,
presenting dynamic model with droplet depletion,
evaporation and condensation
p0657 471-40510
Hiniature wind tunnel velocity field calibration for
testing anemometers, using null method with
spherical probe
p0661 471-41380
Minimum drag and lifting line characteristics of
large aspect ratio wing in uniform shear flow with
velocity variations alonq span
P0693 A71-43312
Subsonic force effect calculations on rectangular
wings, using downwash velocity potential method
P0702 A71-IH1613
Bethod for calculating helicopter vortex paths and
wake velocities
[AD-71069<1] pOOUO N71-10470
Reynolds number effect on wind velocity distribution
at subsonic speed
[AD-712527] p0103 N71-12206
Engineering methods for predicting temperatures and
velocities in vicinity of vertical lift engines of
jet V/STOL aircraft operating near ground
{NASA-CB- 1118115] p025t »71-1871<l
Laminar boundary layer on wing and body of
revolution in presence of blowing
[NASA-TT-F-13627] pOlOO N71-23796
Design of two dimensional airfoil profile with
prescribed velocity distribution using conformal
mapping
[SAAB-TN-67] p0638 871-33037
TELOCITY EHEOHS
Combined inertial and instrument landing aircraft
navigation systems with reduced cross runway
position and velocity errors, using optimal linear
estimation
POU39 471-30606
TELOCITY FIELDS
D TELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
TELOCITY HEASDBEBEHT
NT WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Aircraft ultrasonic altitude and vertical velocity
sensor for low flight, discussing VTOL aircraft
automatic hovering control and time lag
P0016 A71-11621
Noise-producing subsonic jet turbulence eddies
hot-wire anemometer measurements of convection
velocity as functions of frequency
CAISA PAPER 71-151] pOISI A71-18596
Velocity and density measurements in hypervelocity
ballistic projectile turbulent wakes, using hot
film anemometers
fAIAA PAPER 68-701] P0191 A71-19891
Laser Doppler velocimetric technigue for supersonic
flow particle trajectory and density measurements,
noting particle lag
[AIA4 PAPER 71-287] p0220 A71-22010
Centrifugal pump channels flow velocity measurement
by optical method, noting flow separation near
blade exits
p0222 A71-22018
Low speed testing of VTOL models in wind tunnels,
describing method for estimating free air approach
velocity and angle of attack
p0198 471-32724
Precision area navigation system, considering
position and velocity continuous measurement in
three dimensional space, system components and
simulation program
p0536 A71-31616
Velocity determination in hypersonic low density
wind tunnel based on high energy electron bean
produced nitrogen ions time of flight
p0538 A71-31887
Vortex laser Doppler velocimeter system for aircraft
wake turbulence velocity profile mappinq,
describinq optical arranqements, back and forward
scattering modes and prototype design
p05i!8 471-35756
Dual scatter laser Doppler velocimeters for
transonic wind tunnel measurements and calibration
applied to simulated helicopter downwash, high
lift wing and jet crossflow
p0652 471-10399
Pressure altimeter, airspeed and vertical velocity
instruments, discussing selection, installation,
pilot verification, error identification, repair
4-506
SUBJECT IHDEX VERTICIL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
and use
p069I4 A71-1I3385
Hot-wire aneoometer measurements of streamvise
magnitudes and normal velocity components of wing
tip vortex
fllASA-TH-X-62087] p0712 H71-36679
Factors effectinq'volune from which data originate
in laser Doppler velocimeter dual scatter probe
[AD-7270C5] p0715 N71-36845
VELOCITY POTENTIALS
D FLO» DISTSIBUTIO1!
U VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
VELOCITY PROBES
U PITOT TUBES
B SPEED INDICATORS
VELOCITI PROFILES
D VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
VEHTILATOHS
Loads on compressor, ventilator and turbine rotor
disks having large central holes, giving formulas
for stress distributions
p0359 A71-26952
Flow acoustic problems of ventilators, sound
production mechanisms, and noise reduction
[NASA-TT-F-13798] p06U5 N71-33611
VERBAL COBBDNICATIOH
Impedance measurements on modified broadband metal
antenna for speech communication
[F04-3-C-36C2-61] pO«7« N71-26150
NASA balloon-aircraft ranging, data and voice
experiment for determining best approach for using
ATS in air traffic control
[NASA-TH-X-656H9] pC632 N71-32527
VEBIEBBATES
KT BIRDS
VERTICAL AIR CDRREHTS
Scale lengths in atmospheric turbulence from spectra
and autocorrelation of vertical air velocity
component measured in Ion flying aircraft
p0009 A71-10859
Mountainous region vertical air flow research,
describing superpressure balloon and precise
pressure radiosonde system
P002U &71-12020
Glider flight in thermal air currents, discussing
aircraft behavior, pilot sensory perceptions and
reactions and use of variometers for ascent rate
determination
p0203 471-20685
Horizontal and vertical gust load freguency and
pover spectra influence on longitudinal aircraft
stability
p062« N71-31890
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION
Stratospheric turbulence induced aircraft buffeting
dependence on vertical wind shear, Richardson
number and thermal stability change from
underlying to overlying layer
pOISO A71-31365
Relation between turbulence in stratosphere causing
aircraft buffeting, and vertical distribution of
meteorological parameters calculated from
radiosonde data
[NASA-TT-F-13981] p0707 N71-36398
VERTICAL FINS
D FINS
VERTICAL FLIGHT
Aircraft ultrasonic altitude and vertical velocity
sensor for low flight, discussing VTOL aircraft
automatic hovering control and time lag
p0016 A71-1162<l
Vertical situation display concept for alleviating
problems of inadequate guidance and display
information for making steep approaches
p0582 N71-30770
VERTICAL LAHDING
V/STOL aircraft instruments, deck display and
automatic flight controls for takeoff and landing
operation
pO<M5 A71-29132
VTOL and STOL aircraft comparative study covering
site area, cost and noise and toxic gas production
pOU31 A71-30163
Long term prospects of air traffic development in
competition with other modes, estimating VTOL
service demand
P01431 A71-30164
VTOL turboshaft engine powered propulsion system
development, detailing design requirements.
program planning, component research and system
integration
[AHS PREPRINT 5621 pO<452 A71-31109
Low speed testing of VTOL models in wind tunnels,
describing method for estimating free air approach
velocity and angle of attack
p0498 A71-32724
Aerodynamic design of VTOL propellers, demonstrating
possibility of cyclic control of XC-1<42
experimental propeller
[DGLR-71-017] pO«98 A71-32784
Helicopter optimal autorotation landing parameters
for touchdown at zero speed, includinq rotor rpm
drop due to flow separation on blades
p0692 A71-143090
Transition, approach, and vertical landing tests for
VTOL transport in terminal area
[NASA-TH-X-62083] p0681 H71-35209
VERTICAL BOTIOH
General aviation aircraft accidents involving seat
belt and shoulder harness restrained occupants,
discussing vertical force effects on survivability
and injuries in severe crashes
[SAB PAPER 710399] p0287 A71-24261
Atmospheric stratification effects on downward
motion of aircraft vortex wafces, developing
approximate model
p0653 A71-I10186
Vertical motion of static loads over baffles during
loading operations using ground effect machines
[NPL-HOVERCRAFT-TB-31] p0230 H71-17160
First-order theory of fluctuating lift and drag
coefficients for aerodynanically induced motions
of rising and falling spherical balloon wind
sensors
CNASA-TN-D-6373] p0521 N71-28129
VERTICAL STABILIZERS
O STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
VERTICAL TAILS
D STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
0 T4IL ASSEMBLIES
VERTICAL TAKEOFF
Helicopter rotor inertial system kinetic energy,
examining takeoff advantages
p0278 A71-23670
VTOL and STOL aircraft comparative study covering
site area, cost and noise and toxic qas production
pO»31 A71-30163
Lonq term prospects of air traffic development in
competition with other modes, estinatinq VTOL
service demand
pO«31 A71-3016B
Low speed testing of VTOL models in wind tunnels,
describing method for estimating free air approach
velocity and angle of attack
pOU98 A71-3272U
Aerodynamic design of VTOL propellers, demonstrating
possibility of cyclic control of XC-142
experimental propeller
[DGLB-71-017] pOH98 A71-3278U
Jet engine thrust induced nonconservative effects in
aeroelastic analysis of vertical takeoff, asing
cantilever beam torsion and bending differential
equations
pOU99 A71-33019
Balanced neasured thrust performance of various
axial fan configurations in 90 deg cross flow in
V/STOL propulsion tunnel
[NRC-117»0] p0311 N71-19635
Exhaust gas ingestion and recirculatinq flow field
characteristics of small scale vertical tak.e off
engine pod
[NASA-CH-1774] pO«68 N71-25397
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
BT FLYING PLATFORMS
NT VJ-101 AIRCRAFT
HT 1C-1(12 AIRCRAFT
German monograph on systems analysis of future jet
and fan propulsion systems for VTOL commercial
aircraft weight and cost reduction
p0002 A71-10115
VC 100 tilt wing VTOL cargo and passenger transport
aircraft, discussing component and system
development and testing phase
pOOO"! A71-10466
Optimum VTOL aircraft landing maneuverability, using
short range three dimensional surveillance system
and ground computer
P0071 A71-13571
A-507
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT CONTD SOBJECT IHDEX
VTOL systems for commercial short haul air
transportation, discussing large helicopters and
compound aircraft applications for system capacity
profitability and efficiency increases
P0071 A71-13575
Compound and VTOL aircraft and prototype compact
downtown v-ports for short haul air transportation
improvement and expansion
p0071 A71-13619
Environmental effects on VTOL design - Conference,
Arlington, Texas, November 1970
p0091 471-15101
Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft design, discussing ground
proximity effects on blade bending moments and
flying qualities
P0092 A71-15U014
VTOL aircraft turbine engine vibration criteria,
discussing measurement methods, engine design,
bending frequency and dynamic characteristics
P009U A71-15119
VTOL aircraft IFR airworthiness, noting necessity of
higher safety levels for metropolitan air transit
systems
P0095 A71-15126
VTOL handling gualities criteria for civil IFf?
qualifications, taking into account pilot
abilities
p0096 A71-15127
Three axis flight director for precise helicopter
control, deflected slipstream STOL or VTOL
attitude and power under low ceiling and
visibility landing
P0096 A71-15128
Navigation and traffic control of VTOL commercial
transport aircraft, discussing noise, G forces,
turbulent wakes, approach profiles and V-ports
P0096 A71-15<429
VTOL aircraft engine air particle separator
development, examining airframe and engine design
p0096 A71-15433
Sand and dust erosion on small VTOL gas turbine
engines, discussing effects on inlets, compressor
housing and blades
P0097 A71-15136
VTOL operation under snow and ice conditions,
discussing adhesion, radiation absorption and
electrical properties of ice
P0097 A71-15M37
VTOL and STOL port federal design criteria,
outlining planning and construction
P0098 A71-15U11
Attitude and velocity control for VTOL aircraft
takeoff and landing operations in hovering flight,
discussing simulation devices and testing
operations
rDGLR-70-073] p0129 A71-15948
Bound cold jet inclination effects on VTOL aircraft
tail assembly lift and longitudinal stability in
transition region
[DGLB-VO-053] p0130 A71-15967
Rotary *ing and VTOL aircraft controllability
requirements definition through in-flight
simulation of visual and kinetic impressions and
environmental conditions by BO-105 helicopter
P0131 A71-16135
VTOL aircraft avionics systems, discussing automatic
flight control and navigation systems integration
P01U6 A71-17925
Lift fan propulsion for civil VTOL transports,
considering applicability, attitude control,
system design, fan transition and cross flow noise
P0202 A71-20373
Fluidic pressure ratio control for vertical takeoff
aircraft.lift engine fuel system, describing
breadboard circuit, test bed and flight standard
P0203 A71-20587
VTOL aircraft gear systems, discussing bearings,
shaft connection, Ti alloy components, etc
P0271 A71-22963
Fan propulsion power plants with mechanical and gas
dynamical energy distribution systems for
commercial VTOL aircraft
P0271 A71-2296U
Lift/cruise engine design and thrust vector control
influence on VTOL transport aircraft transition
characteristics and ground acoustic field
[DGLR-70-OtO] P0292 A71-2H7U9
VTOL lift fan engine design for minimum noise
levels, noting silencers application
p0292 A71-21750
VTOL heat engine and propulsion system design and
performance, citing Peqasus jet lift engine as
compromise between takeoff and cruise function
p0293 A71-24751
VTOL propulsion systems safety requirements,
considering single and double breakdowns
p0293 A71-2K752
Propulsion system and fuel regulator design effect
on thrust change during air ejection for VTOL
aircraft stabilization in hovering flight
p0293 A71-2X753
Turbofan VTOL or STOL intercity aircraft, examining
high bypass lift engine design
p0296 A71-21861
VTOL propulsion, discussing gas turbine pressure
ratio inlet temperature and lifting and hiqh
bypass fans
pOU03 A71-27838
Optimization of military VTOL aircraft secondary
power systems, considering alternate power source
for aircraft hydraulics, pneumatic drives, etc
[SAB PAPER 7104U5] p0107 A71-28326
RB 162 turbojet engine combustors for VTOL aircraft,
achieving ignition by two pressure jet atonizers
operative during starting cycle
p0110 A71-287U2
Supersonic staggered gutter colander combustion
system for plenum chamber burning on high bypass
Pegasus turbofan engine of Harrier VTOL aircraft,
noting performance improvement
pOIIO A71-287U3
Commercial V/STOL and jet VTOL transport, discussing
Do-31 test results, landing approach, air traffic
control automation and electronic control
pOU15 A71-29131
Jet-supported VTOL aircraft fuel-time-optimal
landing control, using mathematical model,
Pontryagin maximum principle and analog computer
solution
p0119 A71-29281
Helicopter systems operations in, around and between
major metropolitan areas, considering performance
of New lork Airways
[AIAA PAPER 71-507] pO«22 A71-295<(9
VTOL aircraft minimum climb-to-cruise time
transition optimal open loop and suboptimal closed
loop control synthesis
pOUtll A71-30799
Fliqhtworthy 25-foot diameter proprotor wind tunnel
test, considering civil and military need for VTOL
transportation
[AHS PREPRINT 501] pOUUS A71-31077
Handling qualities of V/STOL research vehicles
during steep terminal area approaches, discussing
powered lift fan VTOL aircraft limitations and
instrument landing approach
[AHS PREPRINT 5«t] pO«51 A71-31101
VTOL turboshaft engine powered propulsion system
development, detailing design requirements,
program planning, component research and system
integration
[AHS PREPRINT 562] pOl!52 A71-31109
Wing installed VTOL coaxial drive lift fan model in
wind tunnel test, investigating performance in
crosswind environment
[SIA4 PAPER 71-71)2] pO«93 A71-32281
Propeller driven VTOL aircraft performance
improvement, comparing variable camber/diameter
counterrotating and blowing device equipped
propellers
[DGLP-71-023] p0198 A71-32786
Rotorcraft and VTOL aircraft noise characteristics,
noting implications of reduction to acceptable
levels
p0503 A71-33119
VTOL aircraft gross weight and direct operating
costs penalties from additionally installed
control power.
[AIAA PAPER 71-768] p0506 A71-3U005
VTOL transport optimal airframe/propulsion systems
design, discussing thrust requirements,
performance, control, cruise functions, fuel
consumption and fan characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 71-711] p0533 A71-31225
Low disk-loading proprotor application to propeller
and fanjet STOL and fanjet VTOL short haul
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 71-781] p0531 A71-3U481
A-508
SUBJECT INDEX VEBY HIGH FBBQOEHCIES
Near field noise measurement on quarter-scale model
to estimate fuselage pressure in VTOL aircraft for
conventional, short and vertical takeoff
configurations
p0603 471-37811
Tilt-fold-proprotor VTOL aircraft stability and
control, emphasizing pylon tilt and rotor stop-
fold effects on flying qualities
p0610 171-38652
Central terminal rapid processing and high speed
VTOL aircraft effects on airport design, flight
time, cost and ATC
p0611 471-39391
VTOL and fan lift STOL aircraft, discussing
simulation and head-up displays for roll demand,
vertical speed and ILS beam
p0650 471-10131
German VAK 191B combat VTOL aircraft development
program, describing prototype ground tests,
autopilot preoptimization and hover flight tests
p0662 471-11517
Botor performance and design for hover and cruise
VTOL flights
p0668 471-12238
VTOL air system for automobile travel replacement
noting noise, cost, pollution and traffic
congestion reduction
p0669 471-12527
AI44 members comments on STOL, VTOL and V/STOL
aircraft merits and developments
[AI4A PAPER 71-1015] p0701 471-414596
Prop rotor and lift fan VTOL aircraft ground noise
level reduction, using flight trajectory
management
[4144 PAPER 71-991] p0704 471-15295
fiecirculation region of flow field caused by jet in
ground effect with crossflow
[AD-711665] pOOII N71-10832
Two dimensional analysis on jet exhaust into
crosswind with mixing flow interference
[4D-711578] pOCl»6 1)71-11006
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of rotary wing
configurations for VTOL aircraft in cruise mode
[NASA-TN-D-5915) p0019 N71-11025
Various vertical takeoff and landing and short
takeoff modal configurations for air
transportation
fPB-190910] p0019 N71-11027
Air mode service analysis in Northeast Corridor
[PB-190935] P0019 N71-11029
Flight maneuvers and airborne and ground equipment
for landing VTOL aircraft in adverse conditions
P0111 1171-12136
Flight control systems for VTOL automatic landing
p0112 N71-12115
Investigating nonlinear digital control methods for
attitude stabilization of VTOL aircraft
P0111 N71-12615
Tunnel flow separation induced by impinging jet of
vertical takeoff aircraft
[NEC-11617] p0117 N71-13082
Finite element method for dynamic structural
analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft design
p0118 N71-13131
Beingestion characteristics and inlet flow
distortion of V/STOL fighter powered by J-85
engine
[NASA-TN-D-7011] p0122 H71-13120
Mechanical stabilization system for VTOL aircraft
[HASA-CASE-XLA-06339] p0122 N71-13122
Control power requirements of VTOL aircraft
[N4SA-CR-115907] p0170 N71-15698
problem areas for lift fan propulsion for civil VTOL
transports
fHAS4-TH-X-52907] p0178 N71-16558
VTOL display and control system for deceleration to
instrument hover
[NASA-TN-D-6108] p0178 1171-16581
Design and tests of WTF-18 single rotor compressor
engine
[40-715626]. p0255 N71-188C1
Quadratic performance index for VTOL aircraft model
reference attitude control system
[NASA-TN-D-6231] p0255 N71-18836
4coustic measurements of deflected jet VTOL aircraft
[AD-715939] p0310 N71-19519
4nalytical and simulator investigations of height
control system for vertical takeoff aircraft
[NAL-TH-200] p0320 N71-20102
Jet VTOL fighter-type model inlet-air temperature
rise analysis with various exhaust pressure ratios
and gas temperatures and surface wind velocities
for correlating parameters
[NASA-CR-111867] p0320 N71-20271
Development of attitude control system for vertical
takeoff aircraft using reaction nozzles displaced
from various axes of aircraft
[R4S1-CASE-XAC-08972] p0328 H71-20S70
Pitching moment suppression on VTOL aircraft model
by deflecting jets in wind tunnel test
[HAL-TE-209] p0375 H71-22117
Conference proceedings on vertical takeoff aircraft
technology, noting tandem wing aircraft, tilt wing
aircraft, helicopters, lift fans, and jet engines
[DLR-HITT-70-15] p0376 N71-22186
Short haul vertical takeoff aircraft with lift fans
incorporated in aircraft body, noting vide
aircraft compartment
p0377 N71-22190
Gas generators as vertical takeoff aircraft energy
sources to operate lift fans or helicopter rotary
wings
P0377 N71-22191
Comparison of two lift fan configurations using wind
tunnel model pressure distributions
P0377 N71-22195
Bind tunnel investigation of jet exhausting into
cross flow - data for three jet configuration
C4D-718123] p0158 N71-21191
Jet vertical takeoff aircraft piloted cockpit
simulator for controlling aircraft flight
performance
[4RC-B/M-3617] p0166 N71-25065
4nalysis of physical and economic factors pertaining
to effective operation of vertical takeoff and
landing aircraft short range commercial
transportation - Vol. 1
[4E-326/021-VOL-1] p0565 H71-29285
Identification and analysis of potential sites for
vertical takeoff and landing aircraft facilities
in Great Britain - Vol. 2
[AE-326/021-VOL-2] p0565 N71-29286
Heat flowmeter for measuring vertical takeoff
aircraft exhaust thermal insulation dissipation
[DLB-MITT-71-07] p0621 M71-31929
Plight simulation of hovering vertical takeoff
aircraft with various attitude and speed controls
p0626 N71-31955
Model tests of concepts to reduce hot gas ingest ion
in VTOL lift engines in low and cross wind
conditions - graphs
[NASA-CB-1863] p0630 N71-32370
Cost effectiveness study of VSTOL versus CTOL combat
aircraft systems
[P-1587] p0632 N71-32571
Model for predicting pilot rating of VTOL aircraft
in hover mode
[4D-721111] p0637 N71-32981
Evaluation of automatic guidance ntodes and software
for V/STOL aircraft flight control
fN4SA-CB-121768] p0671 N71-31016
Evaluation of air generator-remote lift fan
propulsion system for VTOL transports
[NASA-TK-X-67916] p0680 N71-35207
Transition, approach, and vertical landing tests for
VTOL transport in terminal area
[NAS1-TM-X-62083] p0681 N71-35209
Draft designing of vertical takeoff and landing
aircraft
[4D-726572] p0682 N71-35219
Combustion efficiency and performance of swirl can
modules under conditions simulating operation of
10,000 pound thrust lift engine for vertical
takeoff
[ N4SA-T11-D-6S12] p0729 1171-38767
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AHD LAHDIHG
D VERTICAL L4NDING
D VERTICAL TAKEOFF
VEBTIGO
Incidence and costs of orientation-error accidents
in Army UR-1 helicopter operations
[4D-715107] p0213 K71-17851
VEHTOL MILITABY HELICOPTEBS
D BOEING AIBCB4FT
VEBI HIGH FBEQUEHCIES
Feasibility of VHF aeronautical satellite system
frequency sharing band used by 4TC service,
employing spatial separation, antenna directivity
4-509
VEST HIGH FREQUENCY BADIO BQUIPHENT SUBJECT IHDBX
and frequency offset
p01112 471-28873
ATS 1 and 3 satellite VHP transponders for ships and
aircraft location, communication and remote
sensinq, discussing performance test results
p0415 A71-30898
Past and projected development of VHF IIS
p0112 H71-12417
Tropospheric and ionospheric absorption at VHF for
North Atlantic aeronautical satellite system
CNASA-TM-X-65507] p046« N71-2191II
Survey of very high and ultrahigh frequency
utilization in OS aeronautics for communication
satellite frequency assignment
CKASa-TH-r-65527] p0171 H71-25920
VEBI HIGH FREQUENCY BADIO BQOIPHENT
ATC station ground to air communication via VHF
tropospheric scatter, discussing high power radio
transmitters and low noise over the horizon
receivers combination
p0284 A71-24175
VFE (BDLES)
0 VISDAL PLIGHT BULBS
VHP OHNIBAHGE NAVIGATION
VOB/DME ground station oriented aircraft area
navigation horizontal guidance capability,
discussing digital input/output fliqht control
p0207 A71-21166
Converter-indicator direct digital readout design,
using photodiodes for LSI VOB area navigation
display systems Ion power operation
P0266 A71-22610
Large scale BOS 1C digital VOB navigation converter,
comparing accuracy, size, weight and cost with
standard desiqn
p0550 A71-35789
Navigational accuracy improvement by combining
VOR/DBE information with airspeed and headinq data
via maximum likelihood filter, using small
airborne computer
[AIAA PAPER 71-928] p0597 A71-37174
Concorde aircraft navigation system comprising
triple inertial systems, dual VOR/DME, dual ILS
and dual ADF
fCASI PAPEB 72/9] p06C1 A71-37599
Combined inertial navigation and VOB/DME systems
contribution to area navigation accuracy and
efficiency
p0666 A71-42C80
VOR/DKE air navigation equipment using Kalman-Bucy
filter and airborne air data system /ADS/
P0669 A71-42289
Environmental tests of VORLOC 2 simplified
directional approach system to determine
compliance with FAR-Part 171
[FAA-RD-71-12] p0328 K71-20666
Development and testing of VHF omnirange transmitter
for aircraft azimuth guidance
fFAA-RD-71-65] p0687 N71-35779
VIBBATION
NT BENDING VIBRATION
NT COHBUSTION VIBRATION
NT FLUTTER
NT FORCED VIBRATION
NT.FREE VIBRATION
NT PANEL FLUTTER
NT RANDOM VIBRATION
NT RESONANT VIBRATION
NT STRUCTURAL VIBRATION
NT SUBSOHIC PLOTTER
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER
NT TOBSIONAL VIBRATION
NT TRANSOSIC FLUTTER
Theoretical and experimental vibration and buckling
results for blunt truncated conical shells with
ring supported edges
fSASA-TN-D-7003] p0126 R71-1K056
VIBRATION DABPEES
U VIBRATION ISOLATORS
VIBBATION DAMPING
Turbonachine blades torsional-bending vibrations
aerodynamic damping, noting natural frequency
shift
P0066 A71-13111
Engine turbine blades aerodynamic oscillation
dampinq calculation procedure
pC069 A71-13416
Turbine engine vibration dampers viscous resistance
calculation based on equations of motion for
incompressible and unheated Navier- Stokes liquid
p0076 A71-13956
Gas flow past straiqht airfoil, analyzinq damped
natural oscillations
p0083 A71-1U561
Aircraft turbine engines strength and gas dynamic
characteristics improved by vibration decrease
using elastic elements
p0212 A71-21710
Periodically supported and damped closed circular
beam structure, determining frequency response
matrix
P0221" A71-22026
.Light general aviation airplanes flying qualities
in-flight simulation, considering longitudinal
short period frequency and damping, pitch control
sensitivity and lift curve slope
[SAE PAPEB 710373] p0285 A71-21212
Helicopter blades inherent vibration damping,
comparing theoretical and semiempirical
predictions to experimental results
p0360 A71-27123
Engine turbine blades aerodynamic vibration damping
calculation procedure
p0538 A71-35023
Stability augmentation system for aircraft elastic
modes control, discussing active flutter
suppression technology
P0697 A71-44107
Control surfaces and direct jet force flutter
suppression system shown to increase flutter speed
of wing
p0697 &71-11H08
Lifting rotors aerodynamic damping in forward
fliqht, describinq methods for blade response
variance matrix computation
p0699 A7V44559
Flutter analysis and reduction in short takeoff
aircraft with tilt wings
CAD-723321] p0625 H71-31934
Reduction of resonant vibrations in integrally
stiffened skin-stringer panels using viscoelastic
materials
MD-727773] p0717 S71-37540
VIBBATION EFFECTS
Lateral vibration effects on heaving airfoil blunt
trailing edge vortex sheddinq flows, examining
base cavity dampinq by flow visualization
P01H3 A71-17621
Axial compressor blades surface finish and fatigue
strenqth restoration by vibrational tumblinq
p0206 A71-208Q3
Inertial navigation system consistinq of qyro
horizon compass, directional gyro and computer,
considering errors due to compass vibrations
pC360 A71-27169
Uneven runway taxiinq vibration effects on
supersonic transport aircraft, comparing
calculation with measurement
POU32 A71-303G5
Mechanism simulating vibrational and acoustic
properties of sonic booms
[NASA-CR-111839] p0173 N71-16029
Internal loads and stresses caused by space vehicle
vibration resulting from induced or natural
environments
[ NASA-SP-8050] p0260 H71-19281
Developing aircraft ride criteria and/or acceptable
vibration levels and problems in measuring and
recording low level vibration environment
p058U N71-30781
VIBRATION ISOLATOBS
Turbine engine vibration dampers viscous resistance
calculation based on equations of motion for
incompressible and unheated Navier- Stokes liquid
p0076 A71-13956
Helicopter fuselage vertical and in-plane main rotor
head vibratory forces isolation with
hydropneuiatic servocentered system at
transmission/airframe interface
[AHS PREPRINT 51U] p0449 A71-31085
Nonlinear elastic suspension sprinqs with
symmetrically hardened behavior for shock and
vibration isolation of aerospace instruments and
controls
p0538 A71-31890
VIBBATION MEASUREMENT
Engine vibration high temperature transducer,
discussing piezoelectric naterials properties and
A-510
SOBJECT IHDEX TIDED D1TA
desiqn considerations relative to temperature,
pressure, acoustic noise, humidity environment
P0030 A71-12911
Aircraft fuselage vibration response to turbulent
boundary layers, measuring structural wavelengths
and phase velocities as functions of frequency
CASBE PAPER 7o-»A/DE-iO] p0078 A7i-i«ii«
VTOL aircraft turbine enqine vibration criteria,
discussinq measurement methods, enqine desiqn,
bendinq frequency and dynamic characteristics
Air transportation systems ride vibration
environments in relation to human confort
p0095 A71-15421
Book on vibration measurements covering resonant and
self excitation patterns, aeroengines, machine
parts, transducers and enqineerinq techniques
p0132 A71- 16275
Analoq periodmeter with short response time for
helicopter blade vibration studies
p0135 A71-16736
Cascadinq turbomachine blades vibrations measurement
in subsonic and sonic hiqh temperature gas flows,
describing test facility
pOSOS &71-33993
Developing aircraft ride criteria and/or acceptable
vibration levels and problems in measuring and
recording low level vibration environment
p058« N71-30781
VIBBATIOH BODE
NT UNCOUPLED MODES
Helicopter vibrational behavior prediction in flight
with known aerodynamic loads, usinq branch modes
method
p0277 A71-23606
Automated modal data acquisition and processing
system /MODAPS/ for real-time modal vibration
testing of complex aerospace vehicle structures,
describing features, capabilities and utilization
pOU35 A71-303U1
Annular ducts finite amplitude spinning acoustic
modes propagation and subsonic chokinq, allowing
for nonlinear effects in perturbation procedure
pC191 A71-32133
Dynamic characteristics of weakly damped elastic
body, considering complex natural modes generation
for vibration tests in aircraft desiqn
p05C2 A71-33103
Pretwisted cantilever airfoil cross section turbine
and compressor blades vibration natural
frequencies and mode shapes
p05U1 A71-3S282
Active flutter mode control system synthesis for
flight test, showinq mass balancing as possible
artificial symmetrical wing destabilization
p0697 A71-lt<l1C6
Integrating matrix method for determining natural
lateral vibration data on rotating twisted
propeller blade
[NASA-TN-D-6061] p0116 N71-13023
VIBRATION PROTECTION
0 VIBRATION ISOLATORS
VIBRATION SIHOLATOHS
Aircraft structures fatigue testing device using
programmed control of electrical inputs to
electrodynamic vibration stand, noting load cycle
effects and damage accumulation
pOOCU A71-10U09
Boeing 317 helicopter program consisting of
analysis, vibration simulation, wind tunnel, whirl
tower and bench tests
[AHS PREPRINT 571] pO<453 A71-31112
VIBRATION TESTING BACHINES
D VIBRATION SIHDLATORS
VIBRATION TESTS
Dynamic aeroelastic calculations for aircraft, using
ground vibration test data
p0065 A71-1313Q
Automatic excitation forces generation for aircraft
structure ground vibration tests using digital
computer
[ONERA-TP-870] p0090 471-15352
Aircraft continuous elastomechanical system
parameters determination by ground vibration
tests, using integral equation, phase resonance
and separation technique
p0298 A71-2K916
nodal characteristic pick-up system for vibration
tests of rockets or aircraft on ground using small
size accelerometers with individual electronic
circuit
p0369 A71-27719
Yak HO aircraft flight test program, discussing
airworthiness reguirements, static structural,
vibration and wind tunnel tests
pO"29 A71-29911
Automated modal data acquisition and processing
system /MODAPS/ for real-time modal vibration
testing of complex aerospace vehicle structures,
describing features, capabilities and utilization
pO"35 A71-303D1
Fincap communication antennas design and
environmental tests for vibration, acceleration,
waterproofing, salt corrosion, ice formation and
compass safe distance
pOti|6 A71-31017
Dynamic characteristics of weakly damped elastic
body, considering complex natural modes generation
for vibration tests in aircraft design
p0502 A71-33103
Theoretical analysis of jet mixing under influence
of nonconstant pressure gradient
[APL/HE-127] p0383 N71-22503
Rotor-bearing systeffl analysis to determine cause of
brinellinq failure of bearings from' vibration
tested PLV fans
[NASA-CR-117855] p0383 N71-22527
Assessment of nonlinear response of aeronautical
structures with nonideal characteristics under
vibration conditions
fABL/SH-355] p0679 N71-3513U
VIBBATIOHAL FHEQUEHCIES
D VIBRATIOUAL SPECTRA
VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION
0 HOLECULAK RELAXATION
VIBHATIONAL SPECTRA
Vibrational responses of VC-10 aircraft during
takeoff runs, noting cockpit accelerations
riRC-CP-11«9] P0634 871-32811
Dnsteady viscous gas flow between stationary solid
wall and free solid wall vibrating at high
frequency
N71-31276
VIBRATIONAL STRESS
Helicopter pilot and passenger comfort/vibration
tolerance criteria
, p0095 A71-15420
Design and fabrication of Borsic aluminum composite
fan blades for supersonic turbofan engines,
considering 130 F application without severe
vibratory stress
(ASKE PAPER 71-GT-90] p0353 A71-25997
End play influence on dynamic bending vibration
stresses induced by aerodynamic forces in axial
flow turbine rotor blades in case of resonant
vibrations
p049<4 A71-32298
Bessel function solutions for low angle of attack
approach of flying vehicle to atmospheric boundary
and transition into vibrational motion
p0225 N71-16983
Fatigue life of helicopter rotary wings under
vibrational stresses
pOt55 N71-21386
VIBRATORY LOADS
Vibration stability of basic airplane structures
[JPRS-51966] p0127 N71-14144
Lift coeffient for wind induced vibration of skewed
cylindrical body
[AD-717739] p0376 N71-22169
Systems analysis of directional control, rotary wing
vibratory loads, lift sharing, and fuselage
vibration and damping during helicopter maneuvers
P0583 N71-30775
VICKERS VC-10 AIRCRAFT
D VC-10 AIRCRAFT
TICKERS 11.00 AIRCRAFT
0 VC-10 AIRCRAFT
VIDEO DATA
ATC automation program for en route and terminal
centers, discussing combined nationwide system
features, IPB volume and video digitizer data
links
p0210 A71-21659
Design of digital moving target indicator for air
traffic control radar system
p0125 N71-13926
A-511
VIDEO EQUIPHENT SUBJECT INDEX
TIDED EQUIPMENT
Airborne audio-video recording system designs and
requirements
[AD-727025] pC68tt N71-35280
VIEHIHG
Flight tests and simulation fcr determining effects
of peripheral viewing losses on pilot performance
during commercial aircraft landing
[RAE-TR-70205] pC570 K71-29497
VIKING LANDER SPACECRAFT
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of Viking
lander spacecraft at hypersonic speed
fNASA-TH-X-2205] p0230 K71-17253
VIBGIHIA
Congressional hearings on Boeing 727 use of
Washington National Airport
p0210 K71-17697
VISCOELiSTIC DAHPIHG
0 ELASTIC DAHPING
a viscoas DAHPING
VISCOELASTIC FLOH
U VISCOELASTICITY
VISCOE1ASTICITY
Reduction of resonant vibrations in integrally
stiffened skin-stringer panels using viscoelastic
materials
CAD-727773J p0717 N71-37540
VISCOSITY
NT EDDY VISCOSITY
NT GAS VISCOSITY
Viscosity effects on three dimensional supersonic
flow around circular half cones on flat plate,
examining turbulent boundary layer separation
p0190 471-19713
Jet fuel antiwear properties relation to viscosity
and adsorption tar and mercaptans content
p0187 671-31678
Aviation fuels lubricating characteristics,
discussing refining methods, viscosity, service
performance and load testing
p0705 A71-H5383
Laminar boundary layer effect on dynamic viscous
pressure interaction in hypersonic flow
[LR-535] pOOtS S71-11003
VISCOUS DABPING
Turbine engine vibration dampers viscous resistance
calculation based on eguations of motion for
incompressible and unheated Navier- Stokes liquid
p0076 A71-13956
Linear damping in piston type liguid damped
accelerometers, using porous glass materials
pC273 A71-23173
Calculating flutter boundaries and estimating
stresses in infinite spanwise array of panels
using exact method of Zeydel
fNASA-CR-1721 ] p0126 N71-1U086
Design and operation of viscous pendulum damper
[NASA-CASE-XLA-02079 ] p0180 N71-16891
VISCODS DRAG
Asymptotic limiting viscous flow pattern and drag on
flat plate with stationary separation zones at
large Reynolds numbers
pO«17 A71-29201
Compressible flow across shaft face seals and narrow
slots, examining fluid inertia, viscous friction
and entrance losses
p0695 A71-43592
Viscous drag on variable sweep wings and wedges at
supersonic and hypersonic speeds
[ARC-R/H-3623] p0228 N71-17109
VISCODS FLOB
NT BOUNDARY LAYEB PLOD
NT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
NT EEATTACHED FLOH
NT SECONDARY FLOH
NT SEPARATED FLOW
NT STOKES FLOW
Hypersonic viscous air flow past blunt bodies with
radiation, obtaining solution for Navier-Stokes
equations by finite difference scheme
p0076 A71-14062
Single stage axial flow turbocompressor with trips,
examining viscosity effects on flow velocity
profiles
[ASHE PAPER 70-HA/FE-21] p0077 A71-11133
Viscous gas flow interaction on delta wing and
obligue airfoil at Hach number of infinity
p0189 A71-19739
Computer calculation of high Reynolds number viscous
and inviscid flow over arbitrary shaped two
dimensional bodies and airfoils
p0201 A71-20313
Laminar boundary layer interaction with shock wave
in viscous supersonic flow near concave
compression corner
p0278 A71-23618
Numerical solution of axisymmetric minimum drag
bodies in hypersonic viscous gas flow, obtaining
coefficient of friction by local variations method
p0289 A71-24370
Uniform surface blowing effects on hypersonic
boundary layer with viscous interaction,
calculating heat transfer on flat plate and
slender wedge
p0299 A71-25096
Hypersonic cruise vehicles viscous interactions
areas, examining compression corners, shock
interactions, laminar and turbulent flow, boundary
layer separation, etc
[AIAA PAPEB 70-781] p0365 A71-27551
Viscous convergent-divergent nozzle flow slender
channel approximation, discussing nozzle geometry,
Reynolds number and wall temperature effects
[AIAA PAPER 69-6511] p0366 A71-27556
Asymptotic limiting viscous flow pattern and drag on
flat plate with stationary separation zones at
large Reynolds numbers
pO«17 A71-29204
wind tunnel simulation of viscous hypersonic flow-
laminar boundary layer interactions, presenting
similarity parameter effects on aerodynamic
characteristics
p0417 A71-2922»
Viscous stresses distribution in isothermal
incompressible turbulent boundary layer with
positive pressure gradient by diffusers in open
jet wind tunnel
P0533 A71-312C9
Hypersonic viscid-inviscid internal flow field
interaction with laminar boundary layer in
circular ducts, using method of characteristics
and implicit finite difference scheme
pOSin A71-35281
Hypersonic aircraft design usable as transport or
space shuttle, determining aerodynamic behavior in
viscous flow
p0557 A71-36431
Compressible viscous gas supersonic flow, observing
near wake region behind perpendicular trailing
face of rectangular plate with motion, state,
energy and continuity eguations
p06U9 A71-10081
Supersonic and hypersonic viscous gas flows with
boundary layer induced pressure gradients,
investigating disturbance upstream propagation by
asymptotic theory
p0657 A71-U0680
Viscous slipstream flow downstream of triple shock
wave intersection in supersonic diffuser air flow,
using Pitot and static pressure probe measurements
p0660 A71-10981
Viscous interactions and flight at high Hach numbers
[AD-712C75] p0103 N71-1220U
Investigating supersonic viscous gas flow around
blunt bodies
p0225 N71-16902
Numerical computation of viscous hypersonic flow
around slender bodies
p0225 N71-16951
Proceedings for symposium on viscous interaction
phenomena in supersonic and hypersonic flow
[AD-71U362] p0311 N71-19830
Viscous interacting flow in hypersonic streams,
including flow over flaps, corners, delta wings,
and wing-body combinations
[NASA-TH-X-6691M] p0314 N71-19831
Approximative solutions for heat transfer and drag
coefficients in viscous interacting flow on thin
three dimensional body
[NASA-TT-P-13538] p0324 N71-20256
Boundary layer separation in viscous flow around
rigid bodies
(AD-717772] p0378 N71-22211
Computer program for aerodynamic characteristics
evaluation of multiple-component airfoils in
subsonic, viscous flow
CBASA-CR-1843] p<3639 N71-33140
A-512
SUBJECT IHDEX VISUAL PEBCEPTIOH
Finite difference method for two dimensional and
three dimensional viscous flow problems with
applications to hypersonic leading edge equation
[AD-726517] p0685 N71-35120
VISCOUS FLUIDS
4xisymmetrical three component flow equations for
incompressible viscous fluid in cylinder with
rotating disk
pOIII 471-30855
Laboratory experiment on flow of viscous fluid along
traveling waves
p0378 N71-22221
VISIBILITY
NT LOW VISIBILITY
Aircraft compartment glare minimization for flight
crew visibility conditions and visual performance
improvement
p0001 A71-10028
V/STOL spray generation tests concerning pilot
visibility impairment in low altitude overwater
hover
pOC98 A71-15111
Poor visual flight meteorologica-1 conditions,
discussing instrumental and visual aids, airport
landing and approach, holding patterns and
overshoots
P0116 A71-17922
Horizontal visibility range determination of lights
on landing strip
pOISO A71-31360
Concorde droop nose for takeoff and landing
visibility improvement, describing design and
operation
p0607 A71-38313
Laser technique for runway and slant visibility
range, lower cloud boundary and atmospheric
damping coefficient
p0696 A71-U3889
American development in automatic flight control,
noting FA& requirements, pilot involvement and
visibility enhancement
pC699 A71-11155
Ground visibility observations and automatic
measurement of runway visual range of airport
runways
pOC3H N71-1C118
Visual factors in air and surface transportation
systems
[PB-19601t] p03C6 N71-19397
Development and evaluation of dual baseline
transmissometer used to measure and record
visibilities in range of nine to fifty kilometers
TNBS-1C339] ' p0382 N71-22155
Description of method for determining visibility in
earth atmosphere
CAD-719502] pG155 N71-21375
High intensity xeon flashtube lights for high
intensity xenon flashtube lights for during
daytime and nighttime flights
fAD-718639] p0162 N71-21669
Development and performance testing of visibility
meters and airport runway and carrier lighting
equipment
[NBS-10-577] p0619 N71-31619
Development of numerical rating for correlating
safety-of-flight factors with aircraft speed and
visibility restrictions
rFAA-KD-7G-«8] pC686 N71-35735
Plight simulator for studying problems of aircraft
during approaches and landings at night under
category 2 visual conditions
fRAE-TM-AVIONICS-59(BLEU)] p0719 S71-37606
VISION
NT NIGHT VISION
VISIOPLASTICITY
U FLOH VISUALIZATION
VISUAL AIDS
Electronic control indicator for human pilot
capability enhancement using color coded cathode
ray display, presenting information from seven
different instruments
p0008 A71-10750
Poor visual flight meteorological conditions,
discussing instrumental and visual aids, airport
landing and approach, holding patterns and
overshoots
PC116 471-17922
Aircraft visual warning indicating system, outlining
design criteria, color and brightness
recommendations
[SAE-ABP-1088] p0187 A71-196U4
Concorde economic flight testing methods, discussing
Blagnac flight simulator mobile cabin
visualization and color TV terrain model
p0368 A71-27608
Visual aids for secondary airports
[FAA-NA-70-51] p0053 N71-11174
VISUAL COHTBOL
Visual factors in air and surface transportation
systems
[PB-196011] p0306 N71-19397
VISUAL CUES
D CUES
U VISUAL PERCEPTION
VISUAL DISPLAYS
U DISPLAY DEVICES
VISUAL FIELDS
Holographic display for blind landing system with
variable image perspective over wide field of
view, using collimated or cylindrical laser beam
pOSSI A71-36061
Aircraft head-up display systems for providing pilot
information focused at infinity within pilot
normal field of view
p0650 A71-40131
VISDAL FLIGHT
V/STOL aircraft visual aids flight evaluation
concerning minimum landing area operations
p0098 A71-15115
Poor visual flight meteorological conditions,
discussing instrumental and visual aids, airport
landing and approach, holding patterns and
overshoots
p0116 A71-17922
Visual flight simulation devices, considering high
resolution photogrphic films and digital memories
p0121 A71-29183
Development study for VFR heliport standard lighting
system
CAD-710962] p0042 N71-10682
VISUAL FLIGHT BULES
VFH flying under adverse weather conditions,
discussing radio navigational aid equipment and '
communication with ground stations
p0203 A71-20683
VFB flying under bad weather conditions, discussing
flight through and above cloud layers, need for
radiotelephone communication and ground radar
support
p0213 A71-21767
Commercial ATC, considering VFE, flight control and
inertial navigation
p0666 471-12078
European automatic flight control systems for
landing in category IIIA conditions, discussing
triplex system in Trident and simplex in caravelle
p0699 471-114156
Evaluation of visual landing aids involving
visibility meters and airfield lighting and
marking
[NBS-10601] p0726 H71-38211
VISUAL OBSERVATION
Externally blown flap powered transport high lift
wind tunnel model visual flow field investigation
with multiple filament smoke streamlines
[4144 PAPER 71-577] pOIStt 471-31567
Feasibility of electroluminescent panels and rotor
tip lighting for military helicopters to aid in
observation by other vehicles in' formation
[AD-715851] p0255 N71-18731
VISUAL PEHCEPTIOH
HI AUTOK1NESIS
NT SP4CE PERCEPTION
Automatic calculation of runway visual range of
airport runways
p0031 N71-10120
Visual approach slope indicator system for
long-bodied aircraft
i;FAA-RD-70-76] p0056 N71-11905
Aviation ground lighting, visual landing aids, dual
baseline transmissometer, photometric measurements
of deck-landing projector sight, and lamp for
Fresnel optical landing system
[NBS-10508] p0382 N71-22156
Cockpit simulators without visual or motion cues in
pilot training
p0625 N71-31952
A-513
VISUAL TASKS SDBJECT INDEX
VISUAL TASKS
Feasibility of visual tracking to determine effect
of laq in simulated aircraft dynamics
CIAM-R-M79] p0256 N71-18838
VISOAL TBACKISG
D OPTICAL TRACKING
VISUALIZATION OF FLOW
D FLOW VISUALIZATION
VJ-101 AIBCBAFT
Fliqht mechanics problems in accident investigations
for VJ-101 aircraft
pO.195 N71-23128
VOICE COHSUHICATIOH
Data communication role in National Airspace System,
concerning radar and flight data acquisition,
intersystem transfer and voice control
fAIAA PAPEE 71-218] p0189 A71-19722
ESRO part of joint ATC communication experiment for
L band satellite use, givinq voice and data
transmission and distance measurement techniques
tests results
p0559 A71-36510
Position locating system for remote aircraft using
voice communication and digital signals
[NASA-CSSE-GSC-10087-23 p0125 N71-13958
Environmental and performance tests of voice
initiated cockpit control and interrogation system
fAD-727574] pC721 N71-37723
VOLATILIZATIOH
D VAPORIZING
VOLTAGE
U ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN
U ELECTRICAL FAULTS
VOLTAGE HEASUREHENT
0 ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT
VOLTAGE BEGOLATOBS
Soviet book on airplane and helicopter electrical
power supply systems covering storage batteries,
DC generators, alternators, voltage regulators,
current and freguency control, etc
p0122 A71-29525
VOLOBE
Steady state inflated shape and included volume of
21 and 30 gore flat circular, extended skirt,
porous ring slot, and porous ribbon parachutes
CAD-718808] p0393 N71-23387
VOLOHETBIC STBAIH
Ground effect vehicles limiting volumetric
dissipations from air cushion and propulsion
systems with fluid boundary by Coanda effect
P0192 A71-19923
VOI1 KAHHAN EQUATION
Drag in turbulent wakes behind bluff bodies measured
directly and compared with Measurements derived
froffl von Karman equation
[DLR-FB-70-27 1 p0328 N71-20685
VOB SISTEHS
0 VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION
VOBTEX BRBAKDOBN
Vortex breakdown on slender sharp edged and modified
delta wings with varying sweep anqles investigated
in wind tunnel using schliecen system for flow
visualization
fAIAA PAPER 69-778] p0221 A71-22028
Heat transfer to airfoil in oscillatinq flow at
large anqles of attack, showing vortex shed
reattachinent and Nusselt numbers increase
fASME PAPER 71-GT-18] p0349 A71-25963
Flow visualization and hot-wire neasurements,
showing vortex shedding association with turbulent
air jet issuing from flat plate into cross wind
P0536 A71-31659
Vortex wakes transport and decay for various
aircraft types, flight modes and meteorological
conditions
P0655 A71-10199
Turbulent shear effect on isolated trailing single
vortex decay behind aircraft
p0656 A71-405C3
Aircraft wake turbulence .relation to CAT, discussing
fliqht control loss, jumbo jets trailinq vortex
wakes breakup and detection and safe aircraft
spacing
pCC58 A71-10701
Windward injection into supersonic stream at angle
of attack, minimizing vortex disruption
pC67C &71-12787
Measurement of vortex breakdown on slender
sharp-edged wings
p0103 N71-12201
Measurement of oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives on sharp-edged delta wing at vortex
breakdown angle of attack
p0160 N71-21572
VOBTEX COLOURS
0 VORTICES
VOBTEX DISTDHBASCES
0 VORTICES
VOBTEX FLOS
n VORTICES
VOBTEX 6ENEEATION
0 VORTEX GENERATORS
VO8TBI GENERATORS
Discrete vortex formation above perforated flat
plate in wind tunnel, examining unsteady boundary
layer
P0083 A71-11568
Trailing vortex generation behind jet flapped wing
a high wing lift coefficients
p0091 A71-15113
Twin vortex development in unsteady separated flow
past thin flat.plate, using flow visualization
p0266 A71-22582
Supplementary data tables for single staqe
experimental evaluation of compressor blading with
slots and vortex generators
[NASA-CR-72778] p0162 N71-11672
Safety measures to eliminate aircraft trailing
vortex hazards
[NASA-TK-X-67125] p0391 N71-23118
VOBTEX ISJECTOBS
Windward injection into supersonic stream at angle
of attack, minimizing vortex•disruption
p0670 A71-12787
Jet penetration into Mach 2 airstream using
sweptback injectors at angle of attack
[NASA-TK-X-2319] p0575 N71-29920
VOETBX RINGS
Vortex layer near circular cone surface in
supersonic axisyometric steady flow of homogeneous
inviscid gas
P0289 A71-24372
Numerical calculation of steady three dimensional
potential flow around lifting nonplanar
aerodynamic configurations based on surface
distribution of quadrilateral vortex-rings
[TT-7009] p0321 N71-20115
VOBTEX SHEETS
Vortex sheet behavior in inviscid subsonic flow of
lifting wing with nonzero trailinq edge angle
p0073 A71-13738
Vortex wakes behind STOL operations high lift winqs,
discussing height above ground and various wind
tunnel dimensions effects
p0103 A71-28033
Stagnation pressure changes in unsteady flow
downstream of turbomachine blades with fluctuating
circulation related to vortex sheets
P0511 A71-35279
Numerical calculation of trailing vortex sheet
pattern behind unstalled swept wing at low speed,
obtaining downwash field
p061<! A71-39397
Straight or moderately sweptiack wings tip shape
effect on vortex sheet roll, using detachment laws
p0615 A71-39118
Turbulent motions in fluids of snail viscosity as
inviscid flows with vortex sheets and rolled-up
cores
p0619 A71-10010
Two dimensional jet flapped symmetric wing in
subsonic flow, assuming irrotational flow inside
jet bounded by vortex sheets
DC651 A71-10172
Subscale modeling of aircraft trailinq vortices in
controllable laboratory environment
P0653 A71-10U88
Aircraft wing tip vortex air motion measurements,
utilizing Dopplar radar techniques
PC553 A71-40139
Drooped wing tip effects on trailing vortex sheet
structure and position froffl spanwise load
distribution determination by vortex lattice
theory
p065« A71-H0193
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Trailing vortices behind wing tip with vortex
dissipator, using wind tunnel flow visualization
and flight tests
p0651 A71-1I0196
Airloads ana moments changes of aircraft flying over
trailing vortices, investigating time dependent
aerodynamic forces
P0656 A71-H0508
DBTEX STREETS
HI KAKHAH VORTEX STREET
Propeller vortex theory, calculating vortex streets
pitch distributions and wake configuration
p0136 A71-30143
Aircraft wake turbulence /trailing vortex systems/
avoidance during flight, describing procedures for
pilots and tower operators
[CASI PAPER 72/6] p0601 A71-37596
Aircraft trailing vortex pair linear stability,
obtaining flow field near curved vortex filament
with swirl and axial velocities
pC655 A71-U050C
Trailing vortex pair behind aircraft,-presenting
eguilibrium characteristics and effects on safety
p0656 A71-U0501
Aircraft generated vortex wakes and core air motions
hazards for encountering light airplane
p0693 A71-13381
VOHTEX TUBES
U VORTICES
VOHTICES
Sweptback turboblades in parallel wall channel,
investigating thickness, camber and leading edge
curvature effects on flow and pressure
distributions and vortex movement
P0025 A71-12606
Blade bound vortex system mathematical model for
optimum heavily loaded ducted fans, including
thrust, power and efficiency design parameters
p0027 A71-12677
Stability theory for pair of trailing vortices,
investigating induced field convection, modes,
amplification, cut-off distance, etc
fAIAA PAPER 70-53] pOC69 A71-13436
lateral vibration effects on heaving airfoil blunt
trailing edge vortex shedding flows, examining
base cavity damping by flow visualization
p01«3 A71-17621
Gas turbine aircraft engine compressor blades
foreign object ingestion control by inlet vortex
flow suppression jets, indicating wind tunnel air
intake applications
pOIUS A71-17696
Slender bodies of revolution vith cylindrical
afterbodies in subsonic wind tunnel, examining
vortex systems and aerodynamic forces
p01«7 A71-1801I8
King-canard configurations nonlinear vortex
interactions, using Sacks method of vortex sheet
simulation with discrete vortices distribution
[AIAA PAPER 71-95] p0152 A71-18550
FAi full scale aircraft vortex wake turbulence
flight test programs[ A I A A PAPER 71-97] pd52 A71-18552
Slender cone hypersonic laminar three dimensional
boundary layer separation at angle of attack,
proposing helical vortex model
[AIAA PAPER 71-129] p0153 A71-18573
Supersonic jet noise problem, discussing eddy- Hach
wave radiation source mechanism from nonlinear
streaowise development of inviscid instability
waves in turbulent nixing layer
TAIAA PAPER 71-150] poisi A71-18592
Noise-producing subsonic jet turbulence eddies
hot-wire anemometer measurements of convection
velocity as functions of freguency
[AIAA PAPER 71-1514] . p0154 A71-18596
Fluctuating circulation, lift and flow induced
structural vibrations of two dimensional bodies,
including vortex shedding on sluice gates
P0187 A71-19592
Hind tunnel experiments on vortex shedding from
circular cylinders in oscillating free stream
p0192 A71-19908
Aircraft fuel and air conditioning systems vortex
valves and diodes, examining flow patterns into
and out of chambers
p0202 A71-20556
Loads induced on infinite aspect ratio wing by
straight infinite free vortex in subsonic
compressible freestream. using planar lifting
surface theory
p03tS A71-25«7it
Vortex shedding characteristics of circular
cylinders at low Reynolds numbers from experiment
on tapered models wake structure
P0361 A71-27220
Marginal vortex effects on aerodynamics of
helicopter lifting surfaces, considering blade
form and noise spectrum tested in hydrodynamic
tunnel
p0363 A71-27Q73
Three dimensional incompressible flow about slender
foil in perfect fluid, stressing vortex field
effect
P0364 A71-27477
Flow field model for steady asymmetric vortex system
shed from slender body of revolution in coning
motion
CAIAA PAPER 70-52] p0365 A71-27552
Quasi-axisymmetric and superposed fine fluctuating
structure of ideal incompressible vortex flows in
axial flow turbines, assuming infinite mutual
blade proximity
p0369 A71-27714
Trailing vortices shed by aircraft lifting surfaces,
noting wake effects importance at low speeds
pOIOt A71-28176
Structure and shape of vortex wake associated with
oblique flow past multiblade hinged rotor, using
cavitation method
pOM7 A71-29217
Air flow past small aspect ratio thick-section wing
at small angles of attack, investigating vortex
system effect on flow characteristics in absence
of lift
pO<*18 A71-2923«
Helicopter rotor vortex system and induced velocity
field for various angles of attack, flight
conditions and unit loads, using smoke
visualization technique
pO«18 A71-29235
Flow field velocity distribution at rotating wing
devices tip vortices
[AHS PREPRINT 522] pOISO A71-31088
Equation for motion of buoyant free vortices in
inviscid fluid subjected to gravity
[AIAA PAPER 71-601] , p0483 A71-315U3
Shearing flows in steady vortex around airfoil in
perturbed velocity, considering aerodynamic forces
torque
p0189 A71-31903
Aerodynamic free vortex loading on two dimensional
wing at zero incidence at low speeds in
incompressible flow
p0503 A71-33120
Aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary planform
wing moving near screen, ground or water surface,
using vortex model
pOSOt A71-33596
Two vortex model for downwash variations in
supersonic flow past thin delta wing with
separation at leading edges
p0533 A71-3U190
Steady incompressible flow with potential vortex
over flat surface under suction
p0538 A71-34889
Flow field induced by aircraft trailing vortices
near ground during takeoff and landing, noting
experimental departure from theory
p0538 A71-3U900
Aircraft vortex wake turbulence including formation,
disintegration, hazards reduction, instability and
interactions with following vehicles
p05D7 A71-35753
jumbo jet trailing vortex mathematical model for
studying effect on penetrating aircraft
p05«7 A71-3575U
Large jet transport aircraft trailing vortices,
studying velocity fields, core diameters and
logarithmic variations of circulation
p05«8 A71-35755
Vortex laser Doppler velocimeter system for aircraft
wake turbulence velocity profile lapping,
describing optical arrangements, back and forward
scattering modes and prototype design
p05«8 A71-35756
Trailing wake hazards of large transports in takeoff
and landing, examining configuration stability of
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vortex pair in ground effect
pOSVS A71-35757
Two dimensional laminar incompressible fluid flow
past flat plate at various angles of attack,
studying vortex shedding characteristics
p0556 A71-36311
Helicopter rotor noise due to blade-vortex
interaction, using linear qust model
p0562 A71-36934
Air infection into trailing vortex core, noting jet
flow effect on circumferential velocity
p0598 471-37291
Critique of paper on spanwise distribution of
induced drag in subsonic flow by vortex lattice
method, noting infinities in downwash across all
vortex lines
p0599 A71-37297
High speed neutral buoyancy bubble generators for
aerodynamic flow visualisation, investigating tip
vortex from wing or helicopter rotor blade
p0603 471-37725
Vortex-induced heating alleviation to lee side of
slender wings in hypersonic flow by contouring
leading edge planform
p0604 A71-37892
Hypersonic lee surface vortex heating alleviation on
delta wing by-apex alignment with free stream
P0601 471-37895
wing tip vortex control device, discussing design,
operation and effectiveness
p0611 A71-39081I
Simultaneous radar and instrumented aircraft
observations in clear air turbulent layer for eddy
dissipation rates calculation
p0612 471-39207
Modified asymptotic perturbation expansion method
application to free flow rotation effect on
boundary layer for hypersonic flow about blunt
body
p0615 471-39*483
Turbulent motions in fluids of small viscosity as
inviscid flows with vortex sheets and rolled-up
cores
p06<19 471-1(0010
Vortex flow over helicopter rotor square tips, using
visualization technique with ammonia vapor
boundary layer flow over diazonium salt solution
p0650 A71-40169
Atmospheric stratification effects on downward
motion of aircraft vortex wakes, developing
approximate model
p0653 A71-UOU86
Peak velocity vectors in transverse plane of jet
transport aircraft wake, measuring tip vortices
core size
p0654 A71-40491
Free vortices from slender wings, controlling
strength, position, core stability and thickness
on basis of one dimensional flow model
p065U 471-110192
Vortex wakes behind straight and swept wings, noting
formation of loops and trails close to ground
p065U A71-1104911
Vortex wake development and aircraft dynamics, using
computer graphics and flow visualization
techniques
p065t 471-1401197
Boeing 717, Lockheed C-5A and other aircraft vortex
wake characteristics by tower flyby technique
pC655 A71-UOU98
Vortex wakes transport and decay for various
aircraft types, flight modes and meteorological
conditions
p0655 A71-40«99
Straight line vortices in uniform two dimensional
straining field, detailing irrotational strain and
simple shear
p0655 A71-40501
Self induction function and stability for vortex
with finite core at aircraft wing, confirming Crow
theory
p0655 A71-40502
Flow visualization of aircraft trailing vortex wakes
in towing tank with electrochemically activated
dye, noting flow instability
p0656 A71-1I0505
Fog formation and dispersal by velocity field
induced by helicopter trailing vortices,
presenting dynamic model with droplet depletion.
evaporation and condensation
p0657 A71-40510
Propeller vortex noise analysis by on-line 1/3
octave band resolution, discussing characteristic
results from noise measurements on various
propeller configurations
P0659 A71-40868
Aircraft wake turbulence and trailing, vortices,
investigating physical characteristics, hazard
potential and avoidance techniques
P0692 A71-13234
Vortex shedding from blunt trailing edge of flat
plate spanning wind tunnel under oscillating flap
and acoustic resonance excitations
P0699 A71-44558
Method for calculating helicopter vortex paths and
wake velocities
[AD-7106911 pOOIC H71-1CA70
Flow visualization of trailing vortex wakes in
towing tank
[D1-82-1001] p012« N71-13800
Aircraft wing-tip vortex analysis for ground wind
measurement program
[NASA-CE-11S772] p0127 N71-14171
Analytical and numerical calculations for
cylinder-vortex combination in incompressible flow
noting pressure distribution and downwash
[HLB-TB-69057-tn p0169 N71-155148
Hind tunnel investigation of tip vortex structure of
semispan wing for several wing-tip modifications
rNASA-TK-D-6101] P0177 N71-16539
Vortex-lattice FORTRAN program for estimating
subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of complex
planforms
isASA-TB-D-6112] p0236 H71-17421I
Trailing vortex systems generated by jet-flapped
wing operating at high winq lift coefficients
[AD-715315] p02<11 N71-17753
Wind tunnel vortex flow study on body of revolution
with or without wings
p0301 N71-19355
Doppler radar measurements of flow generated by wing
tip vortices using reflective chaff dispensed into
vortices
[NASA-CR-111877] p0328 N71-20630
Aerodynamic characteristics of near wakes produced
by periodic vortex shedding from airfoils
[AD-718893] p0391 H71-23215
Angle of incidence effect on delta wing leading-edge
vortices with cross flow visualization in
hydraulic test tunnel
[ARC-R/H-3645] pO«57 N71-21U82
Vortical transonic gas flow over wing profile
p0169 N71-25714
Effect of turbulent shear on decay of trailing
vortex system behind aircraft
[AD-720852] p0516 H71-27333
Acoustic resonance excited by vortex shedding from
circular cylinders and thin plates in wind tunnels
noting pressure gradients
[AEC-CP-1111] p0519 N71-27716
Rotary wing downwash influence on fixed wing flow
using magnetic induction vortex model
CDLH-FB-70-62] p0575 N71-30Q110
King tip vortex test demonstrating use of Laser
Doppler Velocimeter system for measuring gas
velocities with high spatial and temporal
resolution
[N4SA-CR-119804] p0577 N71-30278
Numerical solution of Fredholm equation for air duct
vortices of shrouded propeller with tip clearance
[DLR-FB-71-15] p0622 N71-31788
Hind tunnel study of tip vortex modification by mass
flow injection
[AD-726736] p0708 N71-36406
Hot-wire anemometer measurements of streamwise
magnitudes and normal velocity components of wing
tip vortex
[NASA-TH-X-62087] p0712 N71-36679
VOBTICITI
Turbulence properties in supersonic flow,
considering modes with vorticity, entropy and
acoustic aspects
p0277 A71-23603
Impeller blade loading vorticity on stream surface
of revolution for mixed flow compressor, using
annular cascade theory
[ASME PAPER 71-6T-17] p0349 A71-25962
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Beating effects on wing tip vorticity diffusion rate
in gas vortex, causing outward radial convection
and increased kinematic viscosity
[Alii PAPEE 71-616] p0484 A71-31556
VOHTICITI EQUATIONS
Convergence proof for chordwise vorticity equation
for discrete panel ving loading
p0671 A71-42840
TOY.AGEUB HELICOPTER
D CH-46 HELICOPTER
VTO ?I6HTEB AIRCRAFT
D FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
VTOL
0 VERTICAL LANDING
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF
VIOL AIRCRAFT
D VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
VOLFEHABILITY
Lightning hazards for helicopters, discussing
components vulnerability and protective design
reguirements
p0093 A71-15412
Computer program for analyzing and simulating attack
of low flying aircraft by antiaircraft missiles
and probability of aircraft survival
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1578] p0722 N71-37774
w
W WINGS
0 VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
WAKES
HT AIRCRAFT HAKES
HT HELICOPTER WAKES
NT HYPERSONIC WAKES
NT LABINAR HAKES
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
KT SLIPSTHEABS
NT SUPERSONIC WAKES
NT TURBDLENT WAKES
Supersonic jet-bounded subsonic wake interactions,
determining recirculation zone boundaries
p0136 A71-16848
Flat plate wake displacement sources in potential
flow, considering high Reynolds numbers outside
boundary layer
p0137 A71-16960
Two dimensional wake laminar-turbulent transition,
emphasizing velocity fluctuation nonlinear
interaction
p0138 A71-16961
Oscillating airfoil wake interaction with fixed
cascade, considering two dimensional
incompressible inviscid small perturbation flow
theory
p0270 A71-22943
Wake flow behind two dimensional perforated plates
normal to air stream, measuring drag, shedding,
velocity and turbulence at Reynolds number
25,000-90,000
p0356 A71-26449
Vortex shedding characteristics of circular
cylinders at low Reynolds numbers from experiment
on tapered models wake structure
p0361 A71-2722C
Aerodynamic behavior of bodies in wake of two
dimensional bluff bodies, discussing loads
p0419 A71-29265
Hechanical support system role in determination of
aeroelastic stability of leeward cylinder immersed
in wake using undamped flutter theory
p0445 A71-31021
Subsonic near wake of blunt-based axisymmetric body
in uniform steady flow wind tunnel
p0647 N71-33811
WALL FLOW
Pseudoshock mechanism model, explaining supersonic
diffuser main flow static pressure increase and
decrease alternately and wall increase
monotonously
p0020 A71-11870
Casing /end wall/ boundary layers in multistage
axial flow compressors, discussing velocity
distributions
p0067 A71-13144
Small surface elements local skin friction sensor
measurements near wall duting laminar and
turbulent flow, making direct shear force
measurements
p0135 A71-16734
Nozzle wall hypersonic boundary layers in helium
tunnel, presenting skin friction measurements and
heat transfer rates
[AIAA PAPER 71-161] p015U A71-18603
Continuous flow past plate located perpendicular to
wall with inviscid incompressible fluid having
linear variation of velocity with height
p0205 A71-20828
Pulsed subsonic wind tunnel, calculating
instantaneous flow velocity with allowance for
boundary layer thickness at walls
p0280 A71-23855
Airfoil profiles coupling method for determining
complex potential of two dimensional ideal
incompressible fluid flow due to arbitrary airfoil
section movement near rectilinear wall
p0299 A71-25015
Ideal incompressible fluid flow around fixed
obstacle near rectilinear wall, investigating
plane motion with profile couple method
p0354 A71-26258
Supersonic boundary layer transition on adiabatic
wall, discussing wind tunnel size, surface
roughness and freestream disturbances effects
[AIAA PAPER 70-586] P0365 A71-27551I
Separation control of two dimensional air flow with
turbulent boundary layer along circular
cylindrical wall by jets or suction
p0420 A71-29U33
Shock wave diffraction patterns on plane walled
convex corners in air, nitrogen and carbon dioxide
at various Bach numbers
p0499 A71-32918
Detachment prediction in turbulent incompressible
plane flows on thick bodies applied to wall, with
disconnections and flat plate normal to wind
p0533 A71-34189
Two dimensional, supersonic mixing of hydrogen
injected from wall slot into airstream
[NASA-CR-1793] p0321 N71-20127
Boundary effects of circular wind tunnel on virtual
mass of sphere
[NAL-TH-223] p0375 N71-22159
Wind tunnel investigation of use of slotted
test-section walls to reduce wall interference for
high-lift-model testing
[ NASA-TN-D-6292] p0519 N71-28008
AGARD report on engine-airplane interference and
wall correction in transonic wind tunnel tests
[ AGARD-AR-36-71] p0707 N71-36400
WALL JETS
Optimal blowing vail jet prediction for suppressing
separation from high lift aerofoils with
incomplete mixing of upstream boundary layer
p0354 A71-26196
WALL PRESSURE
Started supersonic axisymmetric parallel diffuser,
examining wall static pressure and heat transfer
p0099 A71-15489
Turbulent boundary layer wall pressure fluctuations
on hydrodynamically smooth and rough surfaces,
investigating eddies, space-time decay rate and
flow structure
p0137 A71-16961
Cone-cylinder-cone missile type body in transonic
buffeting environment determining static and
fluctuating wall pressure distribution
fONERA-TP-942] p0553 A71-36020
Wall pressure, hypersonic forces and hypersonic heat
transfer for flat plates in low density flow
[REPT-7C-4] p0119 S71-13401
Wall pressure and heat transfer distribution on
delta wings in rarefied hypersonic flow
fSEPT-70-9] p0249 N71-18423
WALL TEflPEBATORE
Circular pipe gas laminar flow at constant wall
temperature, determining heat exchange and drag by
motion and energy eguations integration in
boundary layer approximations
p0022 A71-12192
Pressure gradients and slot Reynolds number effects
on imperviou." wall film cooling effectiveness in
constant density flow
p0099 A71-15474
Incident thermal flux parameters and wall
temperature effects on flow characteristics in
preseparation zone of laminar boundary layer and
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separation point location
p0289 A71-24368
Viscous convergent-divergent nozzle flow slender
channel approximation, discussing nozzle geometry,
Reynolds number and wall temperature effects
tAIAA PAPER 69-654] p0366 471-27556
Comparison of predicted and experimental wall
temperature for cylindrical ejector exhaust nozzle
operated with turbojet gas generator
fNASA-TN-D-6465] p0628 N71-32156
WALL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
D TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
D HALL TEMPEEATURE
BALLS
NT BULKHEADS
NT POROUS HALLS
HT THICK BALLS
NT THIN BALLS
NT WIND TUNNEL WALLS
Normal shock wave interaction with deformable solid
walls, determining explosion or sonic booms
effects on elastic structures and protection
devices
p0291 A71-24483
Shadowgraphic and interferometric study of aircraft
boon reflection from valley walls
CISL-T-9/70] p0108 S71-12246
Unsteady viscous gas flow between stationary solid
wall and free solid wall vibrating at high
frequency
N71-34276
BARREL ENGINES
Internal mixing scheme for continuous fuel injection
in Wankel engine via swirl nozzle during
intake-compression cycle
p0025 A71-12559
Motorized glider eguipped with Wankel engine for
self powered takeoff, describing prototype design
and flight test data
p0213 471-21769
WAR GAHES
Efficient evasion strategies for vehicle pursuit-
evasion games with imperfect information, using
computer solution
p01U1 A71-17331
Differential game theory applied to pursuit-evasion
problems of two jet aircraft
[AD-711055] p0037 N71-10328
BABFABE
NT ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE
NT CHEMICAL WARFARE
NT COMBAT
Electronic warfare technology, discussing airborne
platforms, battlefield surveillance, jamming
devices, homing and warning systems
P0087 A71-15019
WARDING
U HEATING
WARNING DEVICES
0 WARM KG SYSTEMS
WARNING SIGNALS
U WARNING SYSTEMS
WARNING SYSTEMS
NT EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS
ATA Collision Avoidance System based on time and
freguency synchronization via ground stations or
other aircraft
pC030 A71-12895
Aircraft eguipment failures detection and warning
systeras
pOICI A71-15901
Aircraft visual warning indicating system, outlining
design criteria, color and brightness
recommendations
fSAE-ARP-10881 p0187 A71-196HU
Human role in Aerospace Defense Command navigation,
discussing Airborne Warning And Control System and
navigational aspects of ADC mission
p0201 A71-20346
Aircraft aguaplaning skidding prevention by runway
resurfacing and water depth sensor warning
indicators
p0280 A71-23946
Concorde power plant fire protection system,
describing prototype engine bay overheat detection
system and additional UV optical fire detection
system r
pOt32 A71-30300
Aircraft angle of attack limiter parameters,
describing automatic warning system for impending
stall
p0505 A71-33621
Canadian Forces experiments on aircraft flashing
lights covering warning signals, navigation and
anticollision displays and autokinetic phenomenon
P0661 A71-41491
Strobe lighting for aircraft midair collision hazard
reduction, comparing Collision Avoidance System
and Pilot Warning Indicator effectiveness
P0661 A71-41493
Low-cost pilot indicator for midair collision
avoidance
p0581 N71-30760
Intrusion detector for parked aircraft using sensing
technigue to detect human touch
p0619 N71-31651
Application of two dimensional collision geometry to
collision.avoidance warning technigues for
military aircraft operations
[AD-723977] p0635 N71-32931
Computer simulation of aircraft collision-hazard
warning radar technigues in terminal area
p0677 N71-34170
Functional analysis of pilot warning instruments and
pilot relationships during collision situations
fFAA-RD-71-59] p0682 N71-35216
WASTES
NT RADIOACTIVE BASTES
WATCHES
D CLOCKS
WATER
Corrosion inhibitor effects on water coalescing
characteristics of DOD type filter/coalescer
elements
[AD-712999] pC116 N71-13070
Erosion control of soil on air force bases
[AD-7136!C(] p0169 N71-15636
Evaluation of Agua-Glo free water detector for use
in measuring undissolved water in hydrocarbon
fuels
[AD-718U18] p0396 N71-23438
WATER CONTENT
D MOISTURE CONTENT
BATEfi COOLED REACTORS
NT PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS
WATER EBOSION
Metals erosion by cavitation and liguid impingement,
discussing test methods and resistance prediction
p0078 S71-11170
Polyurethane coatings development for subsonic rain
erosion protection for aircraft structures, using
whirling arm apparatus with simulated rainfall
p0283 A71-2M101
Materials and processing methods for rain erosion
resistant ceramic coated plastic structures for
supersonic aircraft, considering fiberglass
reinforced polyimide radomes with alumina coating
p0423 A71-296«5
Calibration and charting at rain simulation facility
for rain erosion tests
[ AD-71455111 p0175 N71-16252
International conference on rain erosion and
associated phenomena
[AD-715100] p0243 H71-17906
Development and calibration of Mach 1.2 rain erosion
test apparatus
[AD-715909] p025i4 N71-18651
Development of rain erosion resistant plastic
coatings as high speed aircraft surface finish
[AD-727750] p0725 N71-38133
WATER FLOW
Results of two-phase blowdown experiments with
straight tube test section and steam-water
mixtures
[ AECL-36611] p02l|8 N71-18161
WATER INJECTION
Turbocharged diesel engine precompressed inlet air
cooling by evaporation cooling, considering water
injection effects on centrifugal compressor
p020t A71-20781
WATER JETS
D HYDRAULIC JETS
WATER LANDING
NT DITCHING (LANDING)
Seaplane step /flat plate/ ricochet off ideal
incompressible fluid surface, determining free
surface shape by accounting for trailing vortices
\-518
SUBJECT INDEX HAVE REFLECTION
effects
p0185 A71-19355
Aircraft incident report involving DC-9 type
aircraft damage incurred when aircraft contacted
water surface durinq approach to Martha's Vineyard
airport
TSB-71-6U] P0631 N71-32U60
HATEB POLLUTION
Bibliography on urban economics and planning
rAD-711500] pOISO N71-16871!
BATEB TAKEOFF AHD LANDING AIBCBAFT
NT SEAPLANES
D ABPHIBIOOS AIRCRAFT
RATES TUNNELS
D HYDSAOLIC TEST TUNNELS
RATEB VAPOB
Commercial SST environmental effects on
stratospheric air, water vapor content and earth
surface temperature
pC013 A71-11178
Commercial aviation stratospheric water vapor
injections influence on radiation budget, ozone,
polar night cloudiness and potential climatic
effects
p021U A71-21822
Water vapor condensation effects on methane-air
combustion gases for aerodynamic test medium
[AIAi PAPER 71-258] pC217 A71-21986
French book on thermodynamics and gas dynamics
covering theoretical and applied thermodynamics,
air compressors, combustion, internal combustion
engines, water vapor, compressible fluid cooling,
etc
p0271 A71-22965
Hypersonic two phase flow realized by air-water
mixtures
fBMVTDG-FBWT-70-1] p0219 N71-18M41
BATES VEHICLES
NT AIRCRAFT CA8RIEES
NT CARGO SHIPS
NT NOCLEAB POWERED SHIPS
NT SATELLITE COHBUNICATIONS SHIPS
NT SHIPS
BATES BAVES
Analysis of seaplane impact on planing deadrise in
smooth and rough water
[AD-727753] p0720 N71-37614
HAVE ATTENUATION
NT ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
NT SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION
BAVE DIFFBACTION
Shock wave diffraction at sharp edges, discussing
physical principles, angle and pressure ratio
effects
pOC02 A71-10109
German monograph on shock wave diffraction wedge
angular changes in ideal gas region, comparing
experimental with perturbation theoretical results
p0138 A71-17107
Shock wave diffraction by two dimensional weak
disturbances, using aerodynamics blast method
p0185 A71-19255
Short N wave refraction and diffraction by gas-
filled soap bubble, discussing measurements to
explain peaking and rounding in sonic boom
pressure signature
P0293 A71-24811
Shock wave diffraction patterns on plane walled
convex corners in air, nitrogen and carbon dioxide
at various Bach numbers
p0499 A71-32918
Shock wave diffraction at symmetric lenticular wing
profile with free stream critical Bach number of
0.87, using Goduuov difference scheme
p0657 A71-10679
Three dimensional diffraction of sonic booms by
corners of structures
[NASA-Cfi-1728] p02«5 N71-18029
Approximative solutions for diffracted and focusing
wave front expansions in sonic boom shock wave
propagation
p0521 N71-28370
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution in flow
field due to diffraction of plane shock wave by
thin wings
p0680 N71-35203
BAVE DBAG
NT INTERFEEENCE DBAG
Wing thickness optimal distribution for minimum wave
drag in supersonic flow at zero angle of attack
for given planform, using Eitz method at lower
Nach numbers
p0417 A71-29222
WAVE EQUATIONS
Two dimensional sound wave equation solution in
terms of time retarded arguments, deriving
analytical expressions for aircraft noise
intensity and power
p0339 A71-25141
Solution of Lighthill gas model wave eguation for
engine noise generation in circular jets noting
cylindrical coordinate system
[DLH-FB-70-57] p0373 N71-22070
Aerodynamic sound production and method of matched
asymptotic expansions
P0382 N71-22U67
HAVE EXCITATION
NT ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
BAVE FRONT DEFOBBATION
Anomalous rise times of acoustic sonic boom
waveforms caused by atmospheric turbulence
p0524 871-28371)
RAVE FRONTS
NT SHOCK FBONTS
BAVE GENERATION
Laboratory high beta plasma shock wave generation
[AD-717397] p0376 N71-22166
Flow field approximation for sonic boom shock wave
generation by thin nonlifting rectangular wing
P0521 N71-28372
HAVE INTERACTION
NT SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION
Nonself-similar wave type gas dynamic equations
solutions, considering flow fields due to Riemann
waves interaction in polytropic gas
P0133 A71-16376
HAVE MOTION
U WAVES
BAVE PROPAGATION
NT GROUND WAVE PROPAGATION
NT IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
NT HICHOHAVE TRANSBISSION
NT BULTIPATH TRANSBISSION
NT SHOCK HAVE PROPAGATION
Short rotor blade span supersonic fan for pressure
wave forward propagation elimination, obtaining
acoustic and aerodynamic characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 71-182] p0155 A71-18621
Plane compression waves propagation into constant
state nonviscous fluid, considering shock
formation of pressure pulses and overpressure as
function of time
p0195 A71-19961
Ion acoustic waves propagation and structure
measurements with metal electrode technique and
continuous channel electron multiplier in plasma
wind tunnel
p0291 A71-24517
Atmospheric models of partially trapped waves
propagation in layer above tropopause with large
stratospheric Scorer parameter
pOU25 A71-29763
Aircraft noise generation, propagation, and
reduction and noise effects on environment
[PB-196392] p0337 N71-21796
RAVE RADIATION
0 ELECTROBAGNETIC RADIATION
RAVE BEFLECTION
Free wave reflection measurements of normal acoustic
impedance of ground surfaces in relation to shock
waves from large supersonic commercial aircraft
p0068 A71-13278
Plane sound waves incident on flat plate airfoils
lattice, obtaining transmitted and reflected
pressure amplitudes
CAIAA PAPEB 71-181] ->0155 A71-18620
Transonic aircraft jet exhaust wave structure,
examining reflection geometry at shear layer and
shock diamond train
pQ296 A71-21867
Incident sonic'boom shock wave reflection factors
off smooth surface, discussing pressure rise and
flight near threshold Bach number
pOmiO A71-30610
Atmospheric refraction and reflection in sonic booms
[NASA-TT-F-13109] p0107 N71-12231
A-519
WAVE SCATTEBING SUBJECT INDEX
Shadowgraphic and interferometric study of aircraft
boon reflection from valley walls
[ISL-T-9/7C] pOIOS N71-12246
Acoustic wave front reflection from caustic for
predicting sonic boom pressure distribution
p052l| N71-28371
SAVE SCATTEBING
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
NT TROPOSPHERIC SCATTERING
HAVE SUPERHEATERS
U HYPERVELOCITY HIND TUNNELS
U SHOCK TUBES
BAVEFORHS
Short N wave refraction and diffraction by gas-
filled soap bubble, discussing measurements to
explain peaking and rounding in sonic boom
pressure signature
p0293 A71-21811
Transonic aircraft jet exhaust wave structure,
examining reflection geometry at shear layer and
shock diamond train
p0296 A71-21867
Supersonic compressor performance, discussing shock
and dump losses and wave structure model errors
p0297 A71-2U869
Turbomachine blade cascades in supersonic flow,
noting wave configurations, entropy and counter
pressure variations
p0363 A71-27175
Waveform parameters for extrapolating wind tunnel
sonic boom signatures to far field
p0525 S71-28378
WAVEGUIDE ANTENNAS
NT HORN ANTENNAS
Flush mounted aeronautical waveguide antennas with
dielectric plug for 5GHz operation
pOitU6 A71-31013
WAVES
Crosshatched wave patterns in liquid films,
discussing supersonic wind tunnel experiments
aimed at elimination of sublimation or
vaporization as pattern generating mechanisms
fAIAA PAPER 71-622] pOt83 A71-31551
XB-70 aircraft for investigating and predictory
xB-70 aircraft for investigating and predicting
mountain waves
[NASA-CR-1878] p0591 N71-31351
HEAPOH SYSTEHS
NT GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEH
NT HISSILE SYSTEMS
P-15 air superiority fighter, describing military
requirements, program management and procedures in
terms of speed, maneuverability, acceleration and
weaponry
p0183 A71-19078
Worldwide aeronautical charts maintenance for weapon
systems support, discussing data sources
p0208 A71-21254
Performance test methods and equipment for aircraft
avionics and weapons systems, discussing computer
integration with radar and phototheodolite range
instrumentation system
p0211 A71-21660
Cheyenne attack helicopter weapons system,
discussing night vision capability, armament, fire
control and navigation equipment integration
[AHS PREPRINT 530] pOOSO A71-31091
Heapons delivery computer for attack helicopters,
using planar distributed function generator for
general closed form instantaneous solution
capability
TABS PREPRINT 531] p0450 A71-31092
One man Jaguar aircraft navigation, weapon aiming
system and pilot operational tasks, noting
inertial platform alignment, displays and target
attack modes
p0617 A71-39825
Fighter aircraft design with consideration to
armament, detection capability, thrust, speed, and
load factor performance tradeoffs
fAD-710l!97] P0035 N71-10183
Calculating delivery errors of automatically
released bombs caused by onboard computer and
attitude/air data sensor errors
pOIIH N71-12612
WEAPOHS
NT GUNS (ORDNANCE)
Test procedures to determine ability of aircraft
equipment and armament to withstand storage and
operate effectively in tropic environment
[AD-720570] pOt74 N71-26191
WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT
Remotely piloted vehicles development and
limitations, considering air superiority, weapons
delivery, sensors and survivability
P0552 A71-35899
(EAR
Aircraft parts lubrication friction and wear
problems, discussing failure modes, solid and
liguid lubricants, component damage and
lubrication systems
P0660 A71-10902
Chevron cutting and effects of braking on wear of
aircraft tires
P0582 N71-30768
Lubrication by boundary, elastohydrodynamic, and
fluid films, wear due to fretting, erosion,
scuffing, and pitting, and friction in aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-67872] p0588 N71-3113"4
»EAB TESTS
Test time and contact stresses effect on jet fuels
antiwear properties under rolling friction
P0025 A71-12570
Device for net fuels antiwear properties measurement
under rolling friction
P0186 A71-19193
Jet fuels deoxygenation effects on steels antiwear
properties and critical loading under vibrational
and gliding friction
P0368 A71-27662
Jet fuel dissolved oxygen concentration effects on
plunger antiwear properties
P0487 A71-31677
Jet fuel antiwear properties relation to viscosity
and adsorption tar and mercaptans content
POU87 A71-31678
Antiwear properties of jet fuels as function of
dissolved oxygen, resin and heteroorganic compound
content and temperature, considering antioxidant
additives
pOSOl A71-33579
Antiwear property assessment of piston engine and
aviation jet fuels under point contact conditions,
recommending ball and cylinder test technigue
P0534 A71-3«l)l)7
WBATBER
NT HOT WEATHER
VFR flying under adverse weather conditions,
discussing radio navigational aid eguipment and
communication with ground stations
p0203 A71-20683
Weather influence on long range radio navigation
aids, considering supersonic aircraft operation
and inertial navigation
p0299 A71-2U963
Heather minimum standards for civil aircraft,
considering cloud ceilings, visibility, wind
velocity and direction, onboard and ground-based
flight control equipment and aircraft
characteristics
p0360 A71-271U1
Weather interruption effects on air transportation
operations and economics, considering fog, snow,
freezing rain, thunderstorms, winds, CAT and
runway conditions
p0703 A71-U4983
Weather factors in fatal civil transport aircraft
accidents
p0396 N71-23U31
HEATHER CHARTS
U METEOROLOGICAL CHARTS
WEATHER CONDITIONS
0 WEATHER
WEATHER CONTROL
U WEATHER MODIFICATION
IEATHES FORECASTING
All-weather aircraft operations, discussing takeoff,
landing, safety and forecasting
p0116 A71-17923
Aircraft hazards due to frequent low cloud
occurrences at Kenya airport, forecasting weather
with statistical analysis and radiosounding
pOltIS A71-29106
Thunderstorm, CAT, weather and mountain wave induced
turbulence forecasting and analysis for transport
aircraft
A-520
SUBJECT IHDEI WEIGET ANALYSIS
p0125 A71-297611
Atmospheric turbulence prediction, discussing gust
sensitive aircraft design for structural overload
and fatigue failure decreases
[AIAA PJPEE 71-775] p0507 A71-34011
Severe thunderstorm radar tracking and related
weather events hazardous to aviation operations
[ESSA-TH-ERLTM-NSSL-116] p0042 N71-10720
Reference file of factors affecting weather at Reese
APB, Texas
[AD-711390] pOO!45 N71-10918
Reference file of factors affecting weather at Vance
AFB, Oklahoma
fAD-711381] pOOUS N71-10949
Terminal veather forecast data for Randolph APB,
Texas
[AD-712681] p0115 N71-12680
Clear air turbulence in stratosphere and effects on
weather formation, atmospheric physics, and
supersonic flights
[JPRS-53133] pOI(69 N71-25746
HEATHER BAPS
0 METEOROLOGICAL CHARTS
HEATHEB MODIFICATION
NT CLOOD SEEDING
Airport runway mechanical fog dispersal, using
trailer mounted rotating wire mesh sieves
p0086 A71-1H983
Fog removal by high power carbon dioxide lasers,
evaluating possibility of clearing airport runways
fAIAA PAPER 69-670] p0200 A71-20308
Spatial correlations between inside cumulus cloud
conditions and precipitation onset and intensity
for modification experiments from aircraft
penetration measurements
p0210 A71-21150
Meteorological observations for terminal weather
modification in aviation, noting airport fog
dispersal
p0212 A71-21732
Fog clearance from airport runways, discussing
available techniques, economic aspects and
importance for military operations
pC361 A71-27217
Fog dissipation programs by commercial and military
agencies
P0557 A71-36450
Helicopter experimental fog clearing by downwash
mixing at Greenbrier Valley Airport, Lewisburg,
West Virginia
p0612 A71-39206
SSI operation climatic impact assessment program,
considering carbon dioxide, water vapor,
contrails, particulates, nitrogen oxides and
carbon monoxide
p0703 A71-HU982
Describing techniques and equipment used by air
weather services for fog dissipation
fiD-712392] P0116 B71-12997
Fog modification over airports using helicopters
[AD-716818] p033C N71-20806
WEATHER RADAB
D METEOROLOGICAL RADAR
WEATHER RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
Oklahoma and Malaysia thunderstorms comparison based
on weather reconnaissance aircraft measurements,
considering turbulence patches
pCU2<4 A71-29752
(BBS (MEMBRANES)
H MEMBRANES
WEBS (SDPPORTS)
Torsionel stress analysis of multiueb wing
structures
p0330 HV1-20768
WEDGE FLOW
Rarefied gas low speed slip flow over vedqe, solving
for velocity profiles and skin friction
FASHE PAPER 70-WA/APM-26] p0078 A71-1IH58
Shock wave interaction with wedge moving at
supersonic speed, calculating geometry of regions
formed intersecting wavefronts
p0190 A71-197U1
Ideal gas-jet sonic flow past wedge according to
Kirchhoff scheme, testing sine series solution for
convergence
P0197 A71-20085
Laminar incompressible boundary layer flow over thin
Joukowski, parabolic and slender wedge airfoils,
using small perturbation and quasi-similar
theories
p0281 A71-23957
Dniform surface blowing effects on hypersonic
boundary layer with viscous interaction,
calculating heat transfer on flat plate and
slender wedge
p0299 A71-25096
Small surface curvature effect on unsteady
hypersonic flow over thin oscillating wedge, using
perturbation theory
p0354 A71-26197
Supersonic flow with separated shock wave past wedqe
shaped profile
[NASA-TT-F-13t69] p0237 N71-171I13
HEDGES
Hypersonic wakes of two dimensional slender wedges
and flat plate, testing stability in transition
region in wind tunnel
p0366 A71-27561
Particle interaction with wedge surface in
supersonic two phase flow, determining incidence
coordinates and collision frequency as function of
initial conditions
p0368 A71-27665
Inclined wedges in rarefied hypersonic flow
conditions, investigating base and wake pattern
geometrical and aerodynamic characteristics
P0561 A71-36756
Viscous drag on variable sweep wings and wedges at
supersonic and hypersonic speeds
[ AHC-H/M-3623] p0228 1171-17109
HEIGHT (HASS)
NT STRUCTURAL HEIGHT
Material stiffness/weight ratio effects on
helicopter blades uncoupled flapwise, chordwise
and torsional natural frequencies by rapid
estimation
pOIQt A71-17691
Sweptback-bladed centrifugal compressor overall
performance in argon
[NASA-TH-X-2129) pOIOI N71-12209
Airspeeds, rotorspeeds, engine rigging, and gross
weight effects on OH-1 C helicopter during
autorotation
[AD-717017] p0334 N71-21363
Boundary effects of circular wind tunnel on virtual
mass of sphere
[NAL-TH-223] p0375 N71-22159
HEIGHT ABALTSIS
Parachute weight, configuration and strength
correlations for tradeoffs and design
p0182 A71-18900
Aircraft wings automated preliminary structural
design and weight determination procedures based
on external shape, aerodynamic loads and fuel mass
interaction
p0273 A71-2327H
Automated optimal weight fully stressed large scale
structural design of aircraft, using matrix-
mathematical programming technique
[AIAA PAPER 71-361] p03143 A71-25310
Landing load estimation methods for preliminary
design weight prediction for military aircraft
pOUOtl A71-28211
L-1011 Tristar antenna arrangement test results,
considering weight, aerodynamic and structural
design requirements
POUI17 A71-31060
Size effects on large rotor systems design,
considering weight, blade loading, tip speed, etc
[AHS PREPRINT 552] pOU52 A71-31104
Composite materials application to V/STOL
prop/rotors, determining material properties
parametric effect on frequencies and weight by
Southwell coefficients
[AHS PREPRINT 551] pO"52 A71-31106
Concorde lightweight disk brakes, discussing
operating costs, weight and volume factors, design
philosophy, structural materials, component life,
maintenance and reliability
pOSCO A71-33226
VTOL aircraft gross weight and direct operating
costs penalties from additionally installed
control power
[AIAA PAPEB 71-768] p0506 A71-31005
Airborne display and electric management system,
discussing weight reduction, protective function
coordination, power quality, onboard maintenance,
data processing and reliability
A-521
•BIGHT FACTORS SUBJECT INDEX
p0536 A71-34617
Aircraft loading system consisting of onboard Height
and balance eguipment and fully mechanized cargo
pallet transfer, using computerized simulation
model for parametric evaluation
CSAWE PAPER 900] p0550 A71-35811
Statistical analysis of error sources and magnitudes
in Boeing 747 weight values obtained by onboard
aircraft weighing system and by manual
calculations
[SAHE PAPER 897] p0551 A71-35813
Boron-epoxy composite wing box beam design,
describing preliminary Height estimation from
layouts
fSAWB PAPEB 891] pC551 A71-35815
Weight reduction potential of composite materials in
aerospace structures, proposing weight estimation
technigue
[SAKE PAPER 887] p0551 A71-35819
Strut pressure and axle strain gage systems testing
for balance and weighing onboard De Havilland C-7A
aircraft
[SAKE PAPER 881] pC552 A71-3S827
Wing group weight prediction for subsonic aircraft
design, taking into account root bending moments
due to lift
p0552 A71-35925
Real wieght formula for shell fuselages based on
theoretical similarity considerations
p0615 A71-39411
Formulas for determining flying weight of aircraft
electric generator systems
[AD-713762] p0161 N71-14649
WEIGHT FACTORS
D WEIGHT (BASS)
WEIGHT IHDICATOBS
NT STRAIN GAGE BALANCES
Hind tunnel apparatus for reproducing coning and
spinning motions of bodies of revolution, using
six-component strain gage balance for aerodynamic
forces
pOOID A71-10930
Supersonic wind tunnel electromagnetic balance with
superconducting coils
p0198 A71-20151
Evaluating three component electronic wind tunnel
balance installed in 3.5 by 5.C ft subsonic tunnel
[AD-722571] p0591 N71-314CC
HEIGHT BEASDREHENT
Onboard weighing system for gross weight
determination and center of gravity location of
Alouette helicopter, using load sensors,
electrical circuits and visual indicators
pOU33 A71-30320
Aircraft weighing in place during maintenance
operations, describing load cell eguipped jacks
design for time saving weight determination
[SAWE PAPER 898] p0551 A71-35814
STAN/MASS system aircraft weight and balance
determination, discussing basic concepts, design
requirements and applications
[SAKE PAPER 8^6] p0551 A71-35816
Mass and center of gravity determining system model,
describing eguipment, operation principle,
calibration data and technigues accuracy and
errors
[SAWE PAPEB 879] p0551 A71-35824
Analytical weight determination of articulated shaft
driven helicopter main rotor blades, presenting
computer program
[SABE PAPER 893] pC552 A71-35826
WELDED JOINTS
NT SPOT WELDS
Residual stress measurements and heat treatments for
electron beam welding of rotating turbine engine
parts
P0055 H71-11644
WELDED STHDCTDRES
NT STEEL STRUCTURES
Random loading parameters adjustment, in fatigue
tests of welded aircraft structures
p0663 A71-41692
WELDING
NT BRAZING
NT DIFFUSION WELDING
NT ELECTROS BEAS WELDING
NT PLASKA ARC WELDING
NT PRESSURE WELDING
Low alloy steels and superalloys inertia welding in
gas turbine field, discussing oicrostructure
tensile strength and stress rupture
[ASME PAPER 71-GT-21] p03<l9 A71-25965
Problems in riveting and welding of high strength
aluminum aircraft alloys
[AD-717053] p0331 N71-20924
WELDING MACHINES
Jet engine components inertia welding, discussing
process, eguipment, low weight-cost advantage and
mechanical properties reproducibility
[ASSE PAPER 71-GT-33] p0350 A71-25970
WESEB AIRCRAFT
History of Heserflug Bf 163 aircraft and
configuration modifications
P0107 N71-12238
WEST GERBANT
0 GERBANT
WEST INDIES
Research Flight Facility participation in BOBEX
program and aircraft data inventory
fNOAA-TR-ERL-198-RFF-4] p0685 N71-35453
WEST VIRGINIA
Conceptual framework and example analysis to
determine feasibility of V/STOL air transportation
system in Appalachian region
P0107 N71-12237
WESTLAND AIBCBAFT
NT WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
Westland WG 13 Lynx helicopter, discussing design
features, performance characteristics and civil
and military applications
P0432 A71-30301
WESTLAND BK-10 HELICOPTER
D WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
Derivation of stability boundaries in wind tunnels
for bodies towed by cables'
fARC-R/H-3644] p0250 N71-13461
WETNESS
U HOISTDRE CONTENT
WETTABILITI
Wettability of microfog streams of high temperature
lubricants on static metal surface
[NASA-CR-72743] p0163 N71-14817
WHEEL BRAKES
Concorde lightweight disk brakes, discussing
operating costs, weight and volume factors, design
philosophy, structural materials, component life,
maintenance and reliability
pOSOO A71-33226
WHEELS
NT NOSE WHEELS
NT TURBINE WHEELS
NT VEHICLE WHEELS
Analysis of aircraft wheel failures to determine
cause of fatigue fracture and establishment of
qualification tests
[NRC-11694] p0316 N71-19857
Closure technigue for retention of grease in large
bearings on F-4C aircraft wheels
[AD-723679] p0621 K71-31744
WHIRL INSTABILITY
U ROTARY STABILITY
WHIBLING TESTS
U SPIN TESTS
WHIRLWIND HK-10 HELICOPTER
0 WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
WHITHAH RULE
Near field flow pattern of inclined slender body of
revolution, using whitham far field theory of
supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 71-626] p0483 A71-31554
WIDE ANGLE LENSES
High aperture wide angle lens design for compact
electro-optical systems of airborne moving map
projection navigational instruments
p0560 A71-366C5
WIDEBAND
U BROADBSND
WIDTH
Turbulent wakes of flat and rotationally symmetrical
bodies noting width development
p0251 N71-18472
WIGHTMAN THEORY
U FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
RIND (METEOROLOGY)
NT GUSTS
NT JET STF.EAMS (METEOROLOGY)
A-522
SUBJECT INDEX BIBB TUNNEL APPABATDS
NT SQUALLS
Hodel tests of concepts to reduce hot gas ingestion
in VTOL lift engines in low and cross Kind
conditions - graphs
fNASA-CR-1863] p0630 N71-32370
Computing dispersal of atmospheric pollutants near
airports by use of mean wind and temperature
profiles
fHASA-CS-1119621 p0713 N71-36720
Effect of wet, icy, and snow covered runways on
aircraft stopping distance and directional control
in crosswinds, effect of surface texture and
contamination on runway slipperiness
[FS-160-65-68-2] pC723 H71-37820
BIHD CIRCULATION
0 ATHOSPHEBIC CIECU11TION
BIND DIBECTIOH
Sea state, wind velocity and wind direction
regression analysis for ground effect machines
[NPL-HOVEKCRAFT-16] p0230 N71-171K!)
BIHD EFFECTS
Soviet book on meteorological conditions and
supersonic aircraft flight covering atmospheric
composition and structure, temperature
distribution, wind effects, etc
p0029 A71-128«0
Flight range and optimum angle of attack under wind
conditions of constant velocity and direction,
considering fuel consumption for given distance
p01«9 A71-18325
Inertial aircraft lateral guidance system
limitations in stochastic gust environment,
comparing configurations using aileron or
differential spoilers
fAIAA PAPEB 71-22] p0151 471-181189
Bind gradient effect on flight characteristics
during aircraft landing approach, particularly
path deviation
p0310 A71-2519U
Extreme turbulence measurement during low level
flights of Hirage A3-76 fighter aircraft,
determining true gust velocities and power
spectral energy distributions
pOU25 A71-29756
Aircraft with T tail configuration, examining
dynamic response to lateral gusts
pO«27 471-29786
Aircraft design and fatigue life monitoring,
investigating effects of gust velocity frequency
distribution in patches of atmospheric turbulence
P01428 471-29789
Gust loading on two dimensional thin airfoil in
compressible flow, deriving closed-form lift
expression
p05«1 471-35285
Case histories of aircraft damage due to wind acting
on airport surfaces, discussing wind and hail
protection
p05U3 A71-351H12
Atmospheric wind, temperature, turbulence,
hydrometeors, ozone, cosmic radiation and radio
activity effects on commercial SST Concorde flight
p0659 A71-U0829
Hind effect criteria for structural design and
engineering of buildings
p0166 N71-15301
Hind loading moments produced on scale models of
tall buildings in wind tunnel tests
p0166 H71-15306
Aeroelastic wind effects for dynamic design of tall
buildings
p0166 N71-15311
Aeroelastic responses of tall buildings to vortex
shedding and gust loading
p0167 H71-15312
Aeroelastic wind tunnel modeling and three
dimensional structural analysis for dynamic
building response prediction to wind loads
p0167 N71-1531II
Erosion control of soil on air force bases
( AD-7136UU] p0169 N71-15636
Minimizing performance criterion to analyze ability
of automatically controlled aircraft to maintain
accurate flight path control during landing
approach
[NASA~TH-D-6230J p0255 N71-18761
Lift' coeffient for wind induced vibration of skewed
cylinflrical body
[AD-717739] p0376 N71-22169
Analysis of influence of wind shear on longitudinal
motion of aircraft daring approach and landing
[ NASA-TN-D-6430J p0675 N71-3U022
Horizontal temperature and wind distribution effects
on aircraft buffeting in stratosphere
[NASA-TT-F-13978] • p0718 871-37600
BIND HEASUBBHBHT
HT HIND VELOCITY HEASUHEKEHT
Aircraft instrumentation and data analysis for clear
air turbulence, including orthogonal components
and temperature and wind distributions
pO«21 A71-29753
Single anemometer wind measurement reguired for
aircraft landing, comparing data from different
sampling periods
pO«35 A71-30395
Flow visualization study of flyable fluidic low
speed wind sensor
[NASA-CR-111808] pOIIS N71-12728
Aircraft wing-tip vortex analysis for ground wind
measurement program
[NASA-CB-115772] p0127 N71-11171
Bind pressure measurements on high building for wind
tunnel modeling of structural aerodynamics
p0166 H71-153C7
First-order theory of fluctuating lift and drag
coefficients for aerodynamically induce? motions
of rising and falling spherical balloon wind
sensors
[NASA-TN-D-6373] p0521 K71-28129
BIND PBESSDBE
Bind pressure measurements on high building for wind
tunnel modeling of structural aerodynamics
p0166 N71-15307
Bind pressure and cross flow velocity profiles for
short takeoff aircraft building roof airports
p0583 N71-307V6
BIHD P8OFILES
Stratospheric turbulence induced aircraft buffeting
dependence on horizontal temperature and wind
distribution
pO«81 A71-31366
Relationship between small scale wind shears and
wind profile power spectra
[ NASA-TH-X-614562] p0035 N71-102UO
Characteristic coefficients technigue for
probability models of wind profiles in missile
design and environment analysis
fAD-713522] p0165 H71-15215
Free-fall body for obtaining wind velocity profiles
by radar tracking
[NASA-CASE-XLi-02081] p0176 N71-16281
Feasibility and design criteria of laser Doppler
system for detecting and mapping turbulence levels
and wind or velocity profiles in various
applications
[NASA-CR-103105] pO<(02 N71-24081
Hind pressure and cross flow velocity profiles for
short takeoff aircraft building roof airports
p0583 H71-30776
BUD SBEAB
Aircraft approach and landing under low altitude
wind shear conditions, discussing flying hazards
and glide path correction procedures
p0355 A71-2636H
Stratospheric turbulence induced aircraft buffeting
dependence on vertical wind shear, Richardson
number and thermal stability change from
underlying to overlying layer
pOitSO 471-31365
Relationship between small scale wind shears and
wind profile power spectra
t NASA-TH-X-6it562] p0035 N71-102tO
• Evaluating analytical models of turbulence having
non-Gaussian gusts distributions and effects of
wind shear on aircraft operations
p058U N71-30778
Lower atmosphere wind shear determined for aircraft
approach control from observations in different
American sites
p0586 N71-30837
Analysis of influence of wind shear on longitudinal
motion of aircraft during approach and landing
[NASA-TN-D-6U30] p0675 N71-31022
BIBD TDHHBL APPJBATDS
NT HIND TUNNEL DBIVES
NT RIND TUNNEL NOZZLES
Rind tunnel apparatus for reproducing coning and
spinning motions of bodies of revolution, using
A-523
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six-component strain gaqe balance for aerodynamic
forces
pOCIO A7 1-10930
Hypersonic low pressure wind tunnel desiqn and
operation, describing instrumentation
- p01H7 J71-18015
Supersonic wind tunnel electromagnetic balance with
superconducting coils
pC198 A71-20151
Scblieren visualization for supersonic annular fixed
cascade and freon compressor wind tunnels, using
vane holding cylinder devices
pC369 A71-27717
High speed wind tunnels air heating system
optimization, considering pebble bed air heater
for intermittent operations
p0611 A71-39086
Rotary system for d y n a m i c , stability tests in
transonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-196 ] pOO«6 N71-110G9
Wind tunnel pressure measuring technigues
fAGARD-AG-14S-70] p0165 N71-14988
Free flight suspension system for use with aircraft
models in wind tunnel tests
[ N A S A - C A S E - X L A - 0 0 9 3 9 ] p C 1 7 2 B71-15926
Technology review on wind tunnel pressure measuring
techniques and eguipment
fA0-714565] p0177 N71-165U9
Design and characteristics of device for launching
models in wind tunnels without disturbance of air
flow
[SASA-CASE-XNP-03578] p0387 B71-23030
Measurement of lift and drag forces experienced by
ejector in wind tunnel and correlation with
geometry and static performance of device
[AD-721192] P0511 N71-26920
Hot-wire anemometer for wind tunnel turbulence
measurement and wind tunnel oscillation reduction
[DLB-FB-70-39] p0516 N71-27161
Evaluating three component electronic wind tunnel
balance installed in 3.5 by 5.0 ft subsonic tunnel
[AD-722571] p0591 [171-311400
ilHD TUNNEL BALANCES
U WEIGHT INDICATORS
U HIND TUNNEL APPARATUS
BIND TUNNEL CALIBHATIOH
Return circuit rectangular wind tunnel design,
construction, instrumentation and calibration,
discussing drive, jet inclination, velocity
distribution, etc
p0209 A71-21305
Wind tunnel test models and force measuring balances
design, fabrication, inspection and calibration
pO«81 A71-31140
Dual scatter laser Doppler velocimeters for
transonic wind tunnel measurements and calibration
applied to simulated helicopter downwash, high
lift wing and jet crossflow
pC652 A71-40399
Miniature wind tunnel velocity field calibration for
testing anemometers, using null method with
spherical probe
p0661 A71-U138C
Flow visualization study of flyable fluidic low
speed wind sensor
[NASA-CR-1118081 p0115 N71-12728
BIND TONNEL DEIVES
Return circuit rectangular wind tunnel design,
construction, instrumentation and calibration,
discussing drive, jet inclination, velocity
distribution, etc
p0209 A71-21305
BIND TDHBEL BODELS
Sonic boom problem, investigating pressure signature
of large models in supersonic wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 71-181] p0155 A71-18623
Ground boundary layer effects of fixed ground plane
for powered STOL wind tunnel model, discussing
flow breakdown criteria, contraction lag, strut
fairing interference, etc
[AIAA PAPER 71-266] p0218 A71-21992
Single and multiple sting support evaluation for
unmodified interference free wind tunnel data over
0.85 to 2.2 B range using image method
[AIAA PAPER 71-267] p0218 A71-21993
Wind tunnel testing of base pressure model attached
to long cylindrical body extended and supported
far upstream
[AIAA PAPER 71-268] p0218 A71-21994
Rocket/launcher aerodynamic interference effects
investigation by wind tunnel simulation,
determining interference coefficients for rockets
ballistic dispersion calculations
[AIAA PAPER 71-269] p0218 A71-21995
Three degree of freedom gas bearing for wind tunnel
dynamic measurements, allowing models simultaneous
spin, pitch and yaw motions
[AIAA PAPER 71-279] p0219 A71-220D4
Airfoil profile drag measurements, correlating full
scale flight tests and scale model tests in
transonic and high Reynolds number wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 71-289] p0220 A71-22012
High speed aircraft external store separation
testing and prediction techniques, considering
flow field survey, dynamically similar drop models
and captive trajectory methods
[AIAA PAPER 71-291] p0220 A71-22011!
Wind tunnel boundary interference on V/STOL model
calculated in test section with solid vertical and
slotted horizontal walls, using image method and
Fourier transforms
[AIAA PAPER 70-575] p0221 A71-22C29
Static aerodynamic data correlation for high
subsonic speed transport aircraft model in
transonic wind tunnels, including relative
buoyancy and turbulence effects
[AIAA PAPER 71-291] pC'275 A71-23123
Double obligue shock inlet scramjet model
development as test bed for instrumentation and
hydrogen fuel supersonic combustion experiments
p0296 A71-24862
Plenum chamber with nozzle wind tunnel model, noting
jet flow phenomena at various angles of attack
p0296 A71-24865
Wind tunnel evaluation of analytical method for
predicting longitudinal stability and aerodynamic
characteristics of. large flexible aircraft applied
to supersonic transport configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 71-3K3] p0343 A71-25322
Pressure orifices inclination in low density flow
from experiments with cooled flat plate model in
hypersonic low density wind tunnel
p03t6 A71-25490
Ballistic wind tunnel for drag measurement on models
during free flight at supersonic speeds
pOI417 A71-29201
Wind tunnel aodel trajectory simulation system with
closed loop control by digital computer,
describing instrumentation, system, servoamplifiers
and testing procedures
p013« A71-30334
Wind tunnel test models and force measuring balances
design, fabrication, inspection and calibration
p0481 A71-31110
Externally blown flap powered transport high lift
wind tunnel model visual flow field investigation
with multiple filament smoke streamlines
[AIAA PAPER 71-577] pOISt A71-31567
Wing installed VTOL coaxial drive lift fan model in
wind tunnel test, investigating performance in
crosswind environment
[AIAA PAPER 71-742] pO«93 A71-32284
Helicopter rotor model testing in water tunnel,
discussing advantages over wind tunnel testing due
to Reynolds number scaling and avoidance of wall
interference effects
p0509 A71-34151
Critical forward speed effects on two dimensional
peripheral jet ground effect support systems,
comparing theoretical analysis with wind tunnel
model data
[AIAA PAPER 71-908] p0596 A71-37159
Augmentor wing high-lift aerodynamics, discussing
results of wind tunnel tests and simulation
studies
[CASI PAPER 72/20] p0602 A71-37606
Free flight hypersonic wind tunnel model testing in
Ludwieg tube, discussing launching device and
recording setup
p0651 A71-140381
Nonlinear flight dynamic simulation using wind
tunnel and aircraft model as analog function
generator and computer for motion equation
processing and command orientation
p0651 A71-40392
Two dimensional and three dimensional wakes in
supersonic and hypersonic rarefied gas wind
tunnels, comparing cone and dihedron
A-52 «
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configurations
p0693 A71-H3357
Bind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with high thrust-weight ratio and
external flow jet flap - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6058] p0040 B71-10495
Determination of low speed longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of four engine externally blowing
jet-flap STOI aircraft
[BASA-TB-D-7034] p0107 871-12239
Bind tunnel tests of mixed compression axisymmetric
inlet system at Hach numbers 0.6 to 3.5
[NASA-TN-D-6078] p0116 N71-13C24
Using thin-wall technique for describing fast
mechanically operated model-injection system for
heat transfer measurements
[BPL-AERO-1300] p0126 N71-14087
Aerodynamic characteristics of large-scale model
with lift fan mounted in 5 percent thick
triangular wing
[BASA-TB-D-7031] p0161 N71-14638
Rind pressure measurements on high building for wind
tunnel modeling of structural aerodynamics
p0166 N71-15307
Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of model of
HL-10 flight research vehicle with basic and
modified tip fins
[BASA-TH-X-2119] p0177 N71-16538
Hind tunnel investigation of tip vortex structure of
semispan wing for several wing-tip modifications
[NASA-TB-D-6101] p0177 B71-16539
Aerodynamic drag measurements on vc-10 aircraft
subsonic wind tunnel models
[ARC-CP-1125] p0229 H71-17118
Wake blockage corrections for rectangular flat
plates subjected to separated flow in closed wind
tunnel
rARC-R/M-3649] pC250 N71-18156
Hypersonic low density wind tunnel including
auxiliary equipment for electroforming and
electroplating wind tunnel models
fBHBH-FB-W-70-51] p0253 N71-18593
Auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle designed for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[BASA-TM-X-2182] p0256 B71-18863
Wind tunnel tests with jet simulation of tailplane
interference on European airbus models
p0301 H71-1937U
Photographic recording of aerodynamic interference
in wind tunnel simulation of jettisoned drop loads
from aircraft
p0304 N71-19378
Relaxation in scaling parameters effect on free
flight path of wind tunnel model with forced
election
[ARL/A-322] p0306 N71-19391
Aerodynamic stability of supersonic free flight
model from static and dynamic subsonic and
supersonic wind tunnel tests
[KAL-TR-210] pC313 N71-197U9
Determination of unsteady forces during wind tunnel
test of elastic model by placing wind tunnel model
in feedback circuit of servosystem
[NiSA-CR-11"287] p0313 B71-19796
Three dimensional testing of high lift device models
p0319 S71-20057
Flow field development for series of sonic boom wind
tunnel models
rNASA-TN-D-6143] p0322 K71-20156
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of rocket
vehicle model with low aspect ratio wing and tail
surfaces
[NASA-Ta-X-2159] p0323 N71-20181
Pitching moment suppression on VTOL aircraft model
by deflecting jets in wind tunnel test
[SAL-TR-209J p0375 N71-22147
Comparison of two lift fan configurations using wind
tunnel model pressure distributions
p0377 N71-22195
Design, fabrication and static testing of attached
inflatable decelerator models for supersonic wind
tunnel evaluation
[BASA-CR-1118311 p0383 871-22538
Design and characteristics of device for launching
models'in vind tunnels without disturbance of air
flow
[BASA-CASE-XNP-03578] pC387 B71-2303C
Hind tunnel investigation of lift-induced sonic boom
characteristics of two simple wing models at Hach
numbers from 2.3 to 4.63
[HASA-T8-D-6201] p0388 H71-23125
Hind tunnel study of augmented ram-wing vehicle with
various blowing arrangements
[PB-189425] p0392 N71-23283
Rind tunnel investigation of jet exhausting into
cross flow - data for three jet configuration
[AD-718123] p0158 (171-21191
Transonic flutter and buffeting for elastic wind
tunnel models of straight wing proposed for space
shuttles
p0461 B71-24659
Rind tunnel simulations of flow fields and
aerothermodynamics of space shuttle orbiters
p0471 N71-26053
Aerodynamic characteristics of delta wing space
shuttle configurations
p0473 H71-26062
Acoustic resonance excited by vortex shedding from
circular cylinders and thin plates in wind tunnels
noting pressure gradients
[ARC-CP-1141] p0519 N71-27716
Haveform parameters for extrapolating wind tunnel
sonic boom signatures to far field
p0525 N71-28378
Hind tunnel effects on experimental sonic boom
signature determinations
P0526 N71-28383
Correlation of measured and calculated sonic boom
signatures for wind tunnel planform models
p0526 N71-28388
Turbulent boundary layer over flat plate and
compression corner models studied in hypersonic
gun tunnel
[IC/71/11] p0580 B71-30747
Hind tunnel free flight model trajectory control
using photoelectric screen for aerodynamic force
determination
[VKI-TN-72] p062G B71-31691
Full scale tests on tilted propeller and tilting
rotor models in transonic wind tunnel of
Hodane-AvrieuXf France, for aircraft performance
prediction
[ONERA-MT-161] p0623 N71-31813
Full scale wind tunnel tests of low ving, single
engine, light aircraft with positive and negative
propeller thrust and up and down flap deflection -
graphs
[NASA-CR-1783] p0629 B71-32369
Simulation of ground effect in hydrodynamic tunnel
analyzed by visualizations
(NASA-TT-F-13799] p0643 N71-33I*9«
Damper system for alleviating air flow shock loads
on wind tunnel models
[NASA-CASE-XLA-09480] p0645 N71-33612
Low speed static wind tunnel tests of half-span
fuselage and variable sweep pressure wing model
[ NASA-TN-D-6215] p0646 N71-33776
Correlation studies based on wind tunnel test data
and flight tests to determine performance,
stability and control of XB-70-1 aircraft
fNASA-CR-11U335] p0673 N71-34001
Hind tunnel investigation of external-flow jet-flap
transport configuration having full-span
tripple-slotted flaps - graphs
[NASA-TK-D-6391] p0676 N71-34028
Design, fabrication, and static testing of wind
tunnel models of first-stage Attached Inflatable
Decelerator canopies for supersonic vehicles
[NASA-CR-111934] . p0680 N71-35205
Manufacture and dynamic testing of external store
models for transonic wind tunnels
[REPT-23] p0681 N71-35212
Hind tunnel study of tip vortex modification by mass
flow injection
[AD-726736] p0708 N71-36U06
Tests on scale model configurations of C-5 aircraft
to obtain data correlation on three transonic wind
tunnels
[AD-727006] p0708 871-36408
Aerodynamic characteristics of twin jet, swept wing
fighter aircraft model with leading edge Kreuger
flaps at subsonic speeds
[NASA-TM-X-23251 pC710 N71-36426
Bind tunnel tests of propeller driven, deflected
slipstream, short takeoff aircraft model to
determine longitudinal and lateral-directional
stability when in ground effect
[ NASA-TH-X-2313] p0711 N71-36436
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Wind tunnel interference estimation for model design
applications using chart method
[BASA-TN-D-6416] p0712 N71-36675
Haqnus force and moment data for standard 10 degree
cone calibration model as determined in supersonic
vind tunnel
[SC-DC-71-3821 ] p0713 H71-36688
Hypersonic wind tunnel test of two delta wing
orbiter models
[NASA-CR-119984] p0728 N71-38668
BIRD TDHNEL BOZZLES
Axisynmetri-; hypersonic wind tunnel nozzle design by
determining inviscid contour and correcting for .
turbulent boundary layer growth
f i lAi PAPER 69-337] p0016 A71-11578
Supersonic wind tunnel design, discussing flexible
nozzle flow aspects
p0145 A71-17700
Heater and nozzle design of ONERA/S4MA hypersonic
wind tunnel for supersonic combustion ramjet tests
[ONERA-TP-924] p0553 A71-36017
Design and performance of flexible nozzle supersonic
wind tunnel model
[TAE-86] p0040 H71-10478
Integral eguations of motion and momentum for
hypervelocity wind tunnel nozzle design
[AD-722346] p0574 N71-29906
•IHD TONHEL STABILITY TESTS
Airfoil profiles with flaps at medium Reynolds
numbers, determining performance characteristics
in wind tunnel tests
p0088 A71-15025
wind tunnel tests for measuring aerodynamic
interaction forces between two tandem lifting
surfaces
[ONERA-TP-890] p0090 A71-15354
Low speed wind tunnel stability tests of small guide
surface, slotted solid, ring slot, cross and
streamer decelerators, considering parachutes and
drag measurement
p0200 A71-20310
Hind tunnel dynamic stability testing of
unconventional aircraft configurations without
sting support
[AIAA PAPER 71-276] p0219 A71-22001
Aerodynamic support interference in wind tunnel
testing of configurations involving bulbous base,
mass addition, transition near base and hypersonic
low density flows
[AIAA PAPER 71-277] p0219 A71-22002
Launch and data reduction in supersonic wind tunnel
free flight testing of high fineness ratio bodies
[AIAA PAPER 71-278] p0219 A71-22003
Hind tunnel stability tests of wing with different
blowing nozzle arrangements on bottom overpressure
surface at 18 and 30 m/sec air speeds
p0278 A71-23663
F-8D aircraft transonic flight and wing tunnel tests
for buffet onset prediction, considering effects
of g level and fluctuation amplitude and freguency[AIAA PAPER 70-341] p0296 A71-24863
Hypersonic wakes of two dimensional slender wedges
and flat plate, testing stability in transition
region in wind tunnel
p0366 A71-27561
Yak 10 aircraft flight test program, discussing
airworthiness reguirements, static structural,
vibration and wind tunnel tests
P0429 A71-29911
Freguency response of five component strain gage
oscillating balance for dynamic wind tunnel
stability testing
p0434 A71-30333
Hind tunnel force test program design for jet
aircraft configurations, including propulsion
system simulation
p0439 A71-30605
Hultimission strategic aircraft installation effects
testing in propulsion and aerodynamic wind
tunnels, yielding flowfield definition, inlet
internal performance, drag, forebody shape and
orientation
[Alii PAPER 71-759'] p0443 A71-30792
Flightworthy 25-foot diameter proprotor wind tunnel
test, considering civil and military need for VIOL
transportation
[AHS PREPRINT 501] p0448 A71-31077
Forward flight performance of coaxial rigid rotor in
NASA wind tunnel, comparing to aerodynamic
stability with conventional rotors
CAHS PREPRINT 521] pODSO A71-31090
Rotor stability derivatives determination from
instrumented OH-6A prototype helicopter wind
.tunnel tests, comparing data with analytical
results obtained by digital computing technigue
[AHS PREPRINT 543] p0451 A71-31100
Boeing 347 helicopter program consisting of
analysis, vibration simulation, wind tunnel, whirl
tower and bench tests
[AHS PHEPRIN^ 571] p0453 A71-31112
Hing installed VTOL coaxial drive lift fan model in
wind tunnel test, investigating performance in
crosswind environment
[AIAA PAPER 71-742] p0493 A71-32284
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoil
fastened between tunnel walls, investigating
variable chord concept applicability in sailplane
design
P0494 A71-32294
Low speed testing of VTOL models in wind tunnels,
describing .method for estimating free air approach
velocity and angle of attack
P0498 A71-32724
Free flight static and dynamic stability tests on
lightweight cone shaped models in longshot tunnel
at hypersonic speeds, using spark recording
P0499 A71-32879
Rotary system for dynamic stability tests in
transonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-196] p0046 N71-11009
Tunnel flow separation induced by impinging jet of
vertical takeoff aircraft
[NBC-11617] p0117 N71-13082
Fin loads and control surface hinge moments measured
in full scale wind tunnel tests on X-24A flight
vehicle
[BASA-TH-X-1922] p0157 N71-14501
Hind tunnel investigation of jet transport airplane
configuration with external flow jet flap and
inboard pod-mounted engines - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-7004] p0160 N71-14605
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - subsonic
[NASA-TN-D-7046] p0177 N71-16533
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - transonic
[NASA-TN-D-7047] p0177 N71-16534
Experimental aerodynamic performance characteristics
of rotor entry vehicle configuration - supersonic
[NASA-TN-D-7048] p0177 N71-16535
Technology review on wind tunnel pressure measuring
technigues and eguipment
[AD-714565] p0177 N71-16549
Hind tunnel aerodynamic stability tests on chimneys
with pipes and helical winding stabilizers
[NPL-AEBO-1310] p0231 N71-17334
Transonic and supersonic dynamic stability
characteristics of variable sweep wing tactical
fighter aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-2163] p0236 N71-17425
Hind tunnel tests to determine unsteady aerodynamic
forces between two lifting surfaces in tandem
[NASA-TT-F-13482] p0248 N71-18397
Hind tunnel testing of interference lift of tandem
wing aircraft lifting surfaces
[ONEEA-TP-890] p0250 N71-18449
Derivation of stability boundaries in wind tunnels
for bodies towed by cables
[AHC-R/M-3644]
 P0250 N71-18461
Hind tunnel testing of aerodynamic interactions
between aircraft and jettisoned loads using
trajectory analysis
[ONERA-TP-849] p0251 N71-18464
Relaxation in scaling parameters effect on free
flight path of wind tunnel model with forced
ejection
[ABL/A-322] p0306 N71-19391
Aerodynamic stability of supersonic free flight
model from static and dynamic subsonic and
supersonic wind tunnel tests
[HAL-TR-210] p0313 N71-19749
Laminar two dimensional boundary layer separation
measurements at moderately hypersonic speeds
p0315 S71-19845
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoils with
high lift devices
p0318 N71-20056
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Three dimensional testinq of high lift device models
pC319 N71-20057
Wind tunnel investigation of helicopter directional
control in rearward flight in qround effect
[NASA-TN-D-6113] p0323 1171-20191
Stability and response characteristics of directly
controlled riqid rotors at biqh advance ratios and
correlation of mathematical model with wind tunnel
test data
r.NASA-CR-1 11290] p0326 N71-20U21
Hind tunnel stability and thermal cycling tests
performed on reentry vehicle configurations in
French and German test facilities
P0331 N71-2C859
Low speed wind tunnel and flight stability tests of
BAG 221 aircraft longitudinal balance, noting
aileron difficulties
rARC-CP-113<l] P0333 N71-21205
Nose bluntness effect on aerodynamic characteristics
of flared body in supersonic wind tunnel
CNAL-TR-221] p0375 N71-22160
wind tunnel investigation of static longitudinal and
lateral characteristics of full scale mockup of
light twin engine aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6238] pOMOO N71-23860
Wind tunnel investigation of longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of semispan wing
deflected-slipstream configuration with double
slotted flap and auxiliary wing
fNASA-TN-D-6323] p0400 N71-23861
Low-speed wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests
on sweptback wing model with blowing at leading
edge slats and trailing edge flaps for Buccaneer
aircraft performance
[ ARC-R/M-3655] p0459 B7 1-21(565
Transonic wind tunnel tests of vertical fin loads
and rudder hinge moments on H2-F3 lifting body
scale model at Bach 0.50 to 1.30
[NASA-T3-X-2286] pOK60 N71-21581
Aircraft development facility with wind tunnel
testing capability
[AD-719802] pO«65 N71-25018
Reynolds number simulation requirements for subsonic
wind tunnel tests of space shuttle configurations
pOt73 N71-26065
Cross flow wind tunnel performance tests of 15 in.
wing installed lift fan with coaxial drive turbine
for VTOL transport aircraft
fNASA-TM-X-678511] p0518 N71-27707
Low speed wind tunnel stability tests and flutter
analysis of flapped rotary wings
[NAL-TN-18] p0519 N71-27756
Full scale wind tunnel tests of low wing, single
engine, light aircraft with positive and negative
propeller thrust and up and down flap deflection -
graphs
fNASA-CR-1783] p0629 N71-32369
Wind tunnel tests of swept wing jet transport
aircraft model with four pod mounted engines under
wing and external flow, jet augmented double
slotted flap
[NASA-TN-D-6482] p063« H71-32805
Low speed wind tunnel measurement of induced drag
characteristics of three 60 degree delta wings
with different leading edge spanwise distributions
[KTH-AE80-TN-57] p0673 N71-3lt003
Wind tunnel stability tests of variable dihedral
delta wing spacecraft configuration at hypersonic
speed
[NASA-TB-X-2391] p0673 N71-3U008
Bail interference for static stability tests in
closed rectangular test sections and in ground
effect
[NASA-TR-R-36'I] p06811 N71-35386
Wind tunnel static longitudinal stability and
control characteristics of cruciform delta winged
missile with various horizontal canards and
trailing-edge flap control between Hach 1.50 and
4.63
[NASA-TH-X-2367] p0709 N71-36115
Wind tunnel tests of stability and control
characteristics of large scale model
representative of propeller-driven STOL transport
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6393J p0711 N71-36435
Hind tunnel tests of propellor driven, deflected
slipstream, short takeoff aircraft model to
determine longitudinal and lateral-directional
stability when in ground effect
[HASA-TH-X-2313] p0711 S71-36H36
Spin tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of
deployable, flexible ventral fins for spin
recovery device on fighter aircraft
[SASA-TN-D-6509] p0719 N71-37603
HIBD TUNNEL HALLS
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference effects
experimental determination, investigating porous
and slotted walls
[AIAA PAPER 71-292] p0220 A71-22013
Wind tunnel boundary interference on V/STOL model
calculated in test section with solid vertical and
slotted horizontal walls, using image method and
Fourier transforms
[AIAA PAPER 70-575] p0221 A71-22029
Turbulent skin friction and heat transfer prediction
on flat plates and wind tunnel walls at supersonic
and hypersonic Hach numbers, using Van Driest
theory
pO«29 A71-29868
Lift, pitching moments and damping of delta wings in
slotted transonic wind tunnels with perforated
walls
[NPL-AERO-1307] p0227 H71-17085
Boundary effects of circular wind tunnel on virtual
mass of sphere
[NAL-TF-223] p0375 S71-22159
Lewis 9 by 15 foot V/STOL wind tunnel in return leg
of supersonic wind tunnel
[NASA-TB-X-2305] p0576 1171-30055
Slotted wind tunnel wall configuration with minimal
interference for conventional and V/STOL models
[AD-72329U] p062« N71-3189U
Corrections for subsonic wall interference effects
in two dimensional perforated wall wind tunnel
[LTR-HA-5] pOStS 1171-33992
Hall interference for static stability tests in
closed rectangular test sections and in ground
effect
[NASA-TR-H-36H] p0681 H71-35386
IIHD TDNNELS
NT SLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS
NT CASCADE HIND TDNNELS
NT COHBDSTION HIND TDNNELS
NT HYPERVELOCITY. WIND TUNNELS
NT LOH DENSITY HIND TONNELS
NT LOW SPEED WIND TDNNELS
NT PLASMA JET WIND TDNNELS
NT RECTANGDLAR HIND TONNELS
NT SHOCK TONNELS
NT SLOTTED HIND TUNNELS
NT SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
NT SUPERSONIC WIND TDNNELS
NT TRANSONIC WIND TONNELS
Cambered and symmetric wing profiles and flap
configurations, discussing wind tunnel tests at
moderate Reynolds numbers
p0021 A71-11950
Performance characteristics of horizontal and
vertical stabilizers at medium Reynolds number
from wind tunnel measurements, considering air
foil and flap effects
p0119 A71-18249
Transient and turbulent flow structure in wake
behind thin plates in wind tunnel, noting velocity
fields, temperature and initial boundary layers
p0190 A71-19750
Three degree of freedom gas bearing for wind tunnel
dynamic measurements, allowing models simultaneous
spin, pitch and yaw motions
[AIAA PAPER 71-279] p0219 A71-2200U
Sonic boom wind tunnel testing techniques at high
Hach numbers, giving sample pressure signatures
[AIAA PAPER 71-280] p0219 471-22006
Schlieren system conversion to holographic
visualization in operational wind tunnels and test
facilities
p0268 A71-22788
Cylinder vibration due to wake force in wind tunnel,
discussing self exciting force induction
p0272 A71-23057
Flow with time harmonic function velocity in wind
tunnel, controlling rate by sonic striction of
varying cross section
p0290 A71-211511
Trisonic wind tunnel calibration tests results
including second throat effects, Hach number and
static pressure distributions, flow inclination
and aerodynamic characteristics
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p0294 471-21(319
Hiqh temperature aerodynamics with electromagnetic
radiation, considering thermally radiating shock
layers, electric arc driven wind tunnels and gas
dynamic lasers
P0361 A71-27277
Transonic airfoil testing techniques in two
dimensional flow, discussing wind tunnel
conditions at various Reynolds numbers
P0362 A71-27467
Supersonic inlet turbojet «igine compatibility tests
in wind tunnels, using light panels and Summation
Device analysis
p04C3 &71-28032
Wind tunnel tests of geometrical-!? compatible
airfoils for variable chord sailplane
p0418 A71-29257
Heat transfer within resonant cavities at subsonic
and supersonic flow, discussing wind tunnels, test
procedures and data reduction
[ASME PAPER 71-FE-9], p0421 A71-2945C
Noise production during aerodynamic tests on
helicopter rotor in wind tunnel
pOI)36 471-30519
Holographic interferometry for flow visualization
within aerodynamic wind tunnels with retrodiffuser
apparatus
p0480 A71-31276
German monograph on accelerating grids in wind
tunnel and axial flow turbine, covering
plane/secondary flows past cascades and
stator/rotor blading
p0494 A71-32303
German monograph on pressure changes as boundary
layer effect in tube wind tunnels covering test
equipment and experimental design, Becker theory,
pipe flow, etc
P0537 A71-34792
Allen and vinceriti blockage corrections for drag
coefficients on circular cylinder in wind tunnel
p06Ct A71-37888
Turbulent boundary layer response to step change in
surface roughness, discussing wind tunnel
measurements of pressure and velocity profiles
p0616 A71-39505
Fluctuating aerodynamic force measurement on
stationary circular cylinder spanning wind tunnel,
using direct method without support interference
p0652 A71-40393
Trailing vortices behind wing tip with vortex
dissipator, using wind tunnel flow visualization
and flight tests
p0654 A71-40496
Retrodiffusion interferometric holography in wind
tunnels including displacement and deformation of
deflectors
[ONEBA-TP-852] p0053 H71-11510
Investigating air flow in noisy wind tunnels using
holographic flow visualization system
p0115 N71-12795
Wind tunnel pressure measuring techniques
[ AGARD-AG-H15-70] p0165 N71-14988
Methods for calibrating low mass flow rate sensors
'in electrogasdynamic facilities
[AD-713625] p0168 N71-15428
Air flow over roughness discontinuity
CAD-712113] p0168 N71-15465
Flat plate and expansion corner models in hypersonic
wind tunnel
[AD-711074] p0176 N71-16290
Thermal stress analysis of wind tunnel corners
rARC-CP-1117] p0228 N71-17100
Wake blockage corrections for rectangular flat
plates subjected to separated flow in closed wind
tunnel •
[ABC-a/M-3649] p0250 N71-18456
Technique of extrapolating measured near-field
overpressure data to larger altitude applied to
wind tunnel overpressure data
[NASA-TM-X-2219] p0253 N71-18559
Determining types of acoustical measurements
suitable Jor test section of NASA Langley wind
tunnel
[NASA-CH-111868] pC311 N71-19630
Summary of aeronautical research, and wind tunnels
p0401 N71-23931
Design concepts and experimental verification of
components for turbulent mixing wind tunnel
tNASA-CR-114286] p0521 N71-28130
French research aerothermodynamic facility at
Modane-Avrieux including wind tunnels and
auxiliary installations
fONERA-NT-181] p0623 N71-3181t
Flow breakdown from inclined jets in V/STOL
propulsion tunnel
[NRC-LR-545] P0643 N71-33491
Modified wind tunnel tests of supersonic combustion
chamber for hydrogen burning ranjet
[ONERA-TP-924] p0647 871-33841
Computer program for calculating lift interference
factors of wind tunnel test sections by vortex
lattice method
[TAE-124] p0708 871-36407
Wind tunnel interference estimation for model design
applications using chart method
[8ASA-TS-D-6416J p0712 H71-36675
Bach 8 variable-density tunnel used for
determination of aerodynamic heating of attached
inflatable decelerator configurations
[NASA-TM-X-2355] p0728 N71-38758
BIHD VANES
Analysis of effects of spanwise variations of gust
velocity in isotropic turbulence on
vane-controlled gust alleviation system
[NASA-TN-D-6126] p0373 N71-22068
Low-inertia flow-direction vane static and dynamic
wind tunnel tests at subsonic and supersonic
speeds for in-flight measurement of bust
velocities
[NASA-TN-D-6193] p0388 B71-23115
WIND VELOCITY
Anemometer measurement optimum averaging time of
wind speed for conventional aircraft landings
p0435 A71-30394
Single anemometer wind measurement required for
aircraft landing, comparing data from different
sampling periods
p0435 A71-30395
Reynolds number effect on wind velocity distribution
at subsonic speed
[AD-712527] p0103 N71-12206
Sea state, wind velocity and wind direction
reqression analysis for ground effect machines
[NPL-HOVEECRAFT-16] p0230 N71-17144
WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Hawinsonde reported extreme wind speed in arctic
stratosphere at SST altitudes
p0135 A71-16700
Laser system for atmospheric wind velocity and
turbulence, using Doppler frequency shift
undergone by radiation beam scattered by particles
suspended in flows
p0653 A71-40490
Free-fall body for obtaining wind velocity profiles
by radar tracking
[NASA-CASE-XLA-02081] p0176 N71-16281
Low-inertia flow-direction vane static and dynamic
wind tunnel tests at subsonic and supersonic
speeds for in-flight measurement of bust
velocities
[NASA-TN-D-6193] p0388 N71-23115
WINDING
HT FILAHEHT WINDING
NT HELICAL WINDINGS
WINDSILLING
0 AOTOROTATION
WINDOWS (APERTOBES)
Plate and acoustic finite elements simulation of
window-room system coupled transient response to
sonic booms, discussing eguations of motion and
cavity depth effect
p0364 A71-27481
Transmission of sonic boom pressure through glass
window panes
[NASA-CR-111846] p0178 N71-16557
WINDS ALOFT
NT JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY)
WINDSCREENS
0 WINDSHIELDS
WINDSHIELDS
Polycarbonates transparency applications in aircraft
windshield design, discussing heat resistance,
mechanical, chemical and optical properties
p0610 A71-387S1
WINDWABD
D WIND (METEOROLOGY)
WING FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
A-528
SUBJECT IHDEZ ilHG OSCILLATIONS
NT TRA1LING-EDGE FLAPS
Upwash interference on two dimensional jet flap ving
in slotted wall tunnel, using small disturbance
theory
p0028 A71-12690
Tvo dimensional flov around ving sections with slats
anil slotted flaps in various, positions, presenting
surface pressure and boundary layer measurements
[Alii PiPEE 71-96] p0152 A71-18551
iirplane wing high lift and flap designs by
interactive computer graphics system
[Alii PAPER 71-227] p0187 i71-19705
Power augmented lift STOL aircraft operating costs
reduction by channel wing concept, discussing
aerodynamic theory and structural applications to
high lift flaps aircraft
p0266 471-22592
Automatic gust alleviation system employing inertial
sensors and feedback devices with wing flaps and
elevators, considering linkage control,
noninteracting control and split control
p0340 A71-25195
Lifting force of wing with rotating flap, deriving
lift increase due to circulation redistribution at
surface
P0364 471-27491
Noise measurement data on various types of blown
flap configurations for STOL aircraft, discussing
integration effects between jet and flap assembly
Cilii PAPEE 71-71(5] pC443 471-30785
Trailing vortex systems generated by jet-flapped
wing operating at high wing lift coefficients
[AD-715315] p02t1 N71-17753
High lift wing characteristics - wing with plain
hinged flaps and boundary layer control, and wing
with drag and high lift devices extended
p0320 H71-20065
En route aircraft flap control during descent and
holding
[iRB-TN-99] p0464 N71-24920
Static tests of augmentor-wing flap system for
modified C-8i jet STOL research airplane using 0.7
scale model
rNiSi-CR-114315] p0476 U71-26416
Augmented ram wing vehicle performance and flow
field for high speed ground transportation
p0589 N71-31204
Noise characteristics of model STOL wing with
externally blown flaps in vicinity of aircraft
propulsor
rNASi-CR-111956] P0727 N71-38283
BIHG FLOW METHOD TESTS
Laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition point on
wing, using hot-wire anemometer and oscilloscope
p0025 A71-12555
Two dimensional flow around wing sections with slats
and slotted flaps in various positions, presenting
surface pressure and boundary layer measurements
[AIAi PAPER 71-96] p0152 A71-18551
Wind tunnel stability tests of wing with different
blowing nozzle arrangements on bottom overpressure
surface at 18 and 30 m/sec air speeds
p0278 A71-23663
KING LOADING
Civil aircraft aspect ratio relationship to
comnercial viability, considering need for minimum
induced drag at wing loading to improve payloads,
speeds and ranges
P0017 471-11628
Integral relation between boundary conditions and
aerodynamic loads on straight and inverted wings,
using reversibility theory for arbitrary time
dependences
P0083 471-14566
Wing representation by lifting line lattice as
computation method for complex configurations
unsteady aerodynamic forces, presenting numerical
program for wings in two parallel planes
rONEBA-TP-891] p0090 A71-15356
Sailwing aerodynamic characteristics, obtaining
aerodynamic loading by two dimensional flexible
airfoil and Prandtl lifting line theories
pp199 471-20303
Thin rectangular wing load distribution in
nonstationary incompressible flow, using downwash
integral eguation Fourier transform
P0270 A71-22946
Aircraft wings automated preliminary structural
design and weight determination procedures based
on external shape, aerodynamic loads and fuel mass
interaction
p0273 471-23274
ling structure fatigue substantiation procedures
under fail-safe concept for general aviation
aircraft
[SiE PAPER 710404] p0287 471-24264
Aircraft ving fatigue test procedures for gust,
maneuver, ground-air-gronnd, taxi and landing
impact loads
[SAE PAPER 710103] p0300 471-25133
Loads induced on infinite aspect ratio wing by
straight infinite free vortex in subsonic
compressible freestream, using planar lifting
surface theory
p0345 471-25474
Wing-jet interference effects in cross wind on
thrust and aerodynamic characteristics at large
distance from and near ground
p0417 471-29207
Gust transfer functions relating lift and moments to
upwash in single sinusoidal wave for large aspect
ratio rectangular wings in turbulent
incompressible flow
p0439 471-30601
Helicopter rotor blade airload by applying lifting
surface solution
[iHS PREPRINT 510] p0448 471-31081
Size effects on large rotor systems design,
considering weight, blade loading, tip speed, etc
[AHS PREPRINT 552] p0452 471-31104
Aerodynamic free vortex loading on two dimensional
wing at zero incidence at low speeds in
incompressible flow
p0503 471-33420
Self induction function and stability for vortex
with finite core at aircraft wing, confirming Crow
theory
p0655 471-40502
Aerodynamic aspect ratio effects on drag and
aircraft performance, noting span loading as major
force on wing lifting function
p0661 A71-U1246
Convergence proof for chordwise vorticity eguation
for discrete panel wing loading
p0671 471-42840
Aerodynamic and structural aspects of all-flexible
parawings
[NASA-CR-1674] p0120 N71-13404
Center of gravity vertical acceleration and wing
stresses of Boeing 720-B aircraft
[TB-87-1970] p0229 N71-17119
Torsional stress analysis of multiweb wing
structures
p0330 N71-20768
Hind tunnel study of augmented ram-wing vehicle with
various blowing arrangements
fPB-189425] p0392 N71-23283
Numerical evaluation of downwash integral for wing
loading of lifting rectangular planform
[NPL-H4-90] p0457 N71-24483
Low wing loading STOL transport ride smoothing using
Boeing aircraft
[N4S4-CR-111819] p0460 N71-24586
Notch sensitivity of flat plates used as structural
members in aircraft wings tested on load testing
machine
[TB-89] p0580 N71-30675
Computer program for calculating lifting force
distributions on symmetrical and cambered wings in
subsonic flow based on numerical integration and
lifting surface theory
p0640 N71-33220
Determining deployment characteristics of
all-flexible parawings by free flight tests
[NASA-TH-X-2307] p0641 N71-33239
WIHG OSCILLATIONS
Critical flutter of wing with rigid aileron studied
. by analog computer modeling
pOOC7 A71-10606
Three dimensional wings harmonic oscillation with
arbitrary frequency in subsonic flow, presenting
approximation method for singular integral
equation
p0009 i71-10844
ierodynamic forces on control surfaces in subsonic
range, investigating pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating wing
pOOSI 471-14347
A-529
WIRG PANELS SDBJECT IHDEI
Unsteady motion of finite span King in ideal
incompressible liquid near solid surface by
integral operator method in potential acceleration
space
p0156 A71-18701
Solid foil small oscillations in unsteady
incompressible flov, mapping physical plane and
corresponding complex potential region onto
curvilinear half strip
p0198 471-20088
Oscillating airfoil wake interaction with fixed
cascade, considering two dimensional
incompressible inviscid small perturbation flow
theory
p0270 A71-22943
Aerodynamic forces on harmonically oscillating wing
in subsonic flow of ideal gas
p0277 A71-23615
Wing aperiodic motion during change from one
frequency to another, using Laplace and Fourier
transforms to reduce partial to ordinary
differential equation
p0289 A71-21353
Instantaneous aerodynamic force measurements and
flow visualization on flapping wing, showing
increase of thrust force mean value over maximum
steady state value
PC28.9 A71-2U362
Comparative vertical turbulence and loss restrictive
stochastic models for threshold crossing rotor
blade flapping vibrations at low lift high advance
ratio
CAIAA PAPER 71-3891 p0343 A71-25351
Small surface curvature effect on unsteady
hypersonic flow over thin oscillating wedge, using
perturbation theory
p0354 A71-26197
Oscillating thin wing with control surfaces in two
dimensional compressible subsonic flow,
calculating aerodynamic forces based on kernel
function method
pOU99 A71-33013
Active feedback wing/store flutter control for
fighter aircraft, using computer programs based on
frequency and time domains for linear analysis
p0697 A7 1-44109
Linear theoretical method for arbitrary wing
planform and trailing edge control surfaces in low
frequency oscillatory motion in subsonic flow
rNPL-AERO-1303] p0017 N71-11013
Numerical analysis of low frequency subsonic lifting
surface theory noting wing oscillations in steady
flow
[AHC-E/M-363U1 p02U9 N71-18425
Asymptotic solution of low freguency wing
oscillations in transonic shockless adiabatic
inviscid gas flow based on complete approximation
p0390 B71-23193
Measurement of oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives on sharp-edged delta wing at vortex
breakdown angle of attack
POU60 N71-24572
numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads on wing and
tail surfaces with oscillations in unsteady
supersonic and subsonic flow including
interference lift
[AGARL-CP-80-71-PT-1] pC566 N71-29333
Box collocation method for calculating aerodynamic
loads on tandem delta wings with oscillations in
supersonic flow
p0567 N71-29337
Calculated values of air forces on oscillating thin
wings obtained by linearized potential flow
tAGAHD-a-583-71] p0679 H71-35198
WING PANELS
Ball forming technique application to Al alloys
structural part contouring, discussing L-1011 wing
panel forming and prestress tooling
p0211 A71-21681
Structural and inertial nonlinearities influence on
flat or curved panel.flutter
pOlltll A71-30825
Hing structural elements ballistic damage tolerance
and residual fracture strength characteristics,
discussing projectile velocity, impact angle and
target thickness effects
pOSIO A71-35161
Boron-epoxy composite wing box beam design,
describing preliminary weight estimation from
layouts
[SAVE PAPER 891] p0551 A71-35815
Convergence proof for chordwise vorticity equation
for discrete panel wing loading
p0671 A71-42810
Critical buckling data for design of skew plates
subjected to loads
[AB-2U8-S] p0165 1171-15151
Flight service effects on residual tensile
properties of C-130 aircraft center wing plate
section
[NASA-CR-111828] pO«02 N71-24021
Structural analysis of corrugated aircraft wing skin
panels to determine effects of corrosion damage
[ADr728009] p0721 N71-37619
RING PLANFOBBS
NT ARROW KINGS
NT DELTA WINGS
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
NT SWEPTBACK WINGS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS
NT VARIABLE SHEEP WINGS
Sectional drag relationships in linearized wing
theory, examining lifting and thickness problems
for various planforms
P0079 A71-14240
Thin plane wings with mixed leading edges, applying
linearized supersonic flow theory
P0079 A71-14241
Integral relation between boundary conditions and
aerodynamic loads on straight and inverted wings,
using reversibility theory for arbitrary time
dependences
p0083 A71-14566
Unsteady coefficient measurements to corroborate
theory for coefficient distribution about little
elongated two dimensional wings with control
surfaces
p0135 A71-16737
Incompressible boundary layers with specific
velocity distribution, studying stability on
straight and yawing wings
p0136 A71-16849
Three dimensional boundary layer with Pohlhausen
velocity distribution, examining stability on
yawing wing
p0137 A71-16850
High lift nose slats generation for arbitrary
airfoil, using conformal transformations and
computer program
[AIAA PAPER 71-11] p0150 A71-18485
Hypersonic minimum drag slender wing leading edge
shape for given airfoil section, using Newtonian
theory
p0222 A71-22039
Aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary planform
wing moving near screen, ground or water surface,
using vortex model
p050<4 A71-33596
Vortex-induced heating alleviation to lee side of
slender wings in hypersonic flow by contouring
leading edge planform
p0604 A71-37892
Three dimensional nonlinear subsonic flow over
finite wings of arbitrary planform, solving
transonic small disturbance equation by integral
method
p0616 A71-39568
Turbulent skin friction drag for tapered wings as
function of root chord Reynolds number
p0671 A71-42839
HING PROFILES
NT HING SPAN
Cambered and symmetric wing profiles and flap
configurations, discussing wind tunnel tests at
moderate Reynolds numbers
p0021 A71-11950
Transonic wing profiles analog determination by
hodograph method
p0135 A71-16735
Constant curvature wing contours in transonic flow,
determining stream function by approximation
p01«8 A71-18227
Two dimensional flow around wing sections with slats
and slotted flaps in various positions, presenting
surface pressure and boundary layer measurements
fAIAA PAPER 71-96] P?1?2 A71-18551
Pressure distribution on arbitrary finite
symmetrical wings with rounded leading edges at
A-530
SOBJECT IHDEX BIHG-FDSEL1GB STOBES
zero incidence in subsonic flow
p0270 A71-229U5
Solid profile wing notion near solid vail or free
surface, usinq acceleration potential method
p0360 A71-27171
Unsteady flow measurement around vinq sections
. during rapid angle of attack variations,
emphasizing helicopter rotor blades
p0363 471-27168
Wing thickness optimal distribution for minimum wave
drag in supersonic flow at zero angle of attack
for given planform, usinq Ritz method at lower
Mach numbers
p0417 A71-29222
Ring models development by tanqent milling on
jig-borer, approximating cross section by hand
finish smoothened polygon
p0181 171-31139
Laminar boundary layer on wing profiles and bodies
of revolution, calculating flow characteristics
based on integral momentum relation
p053<l A71-31424
Supersonic flow past V-shaped winqs with leading
edges, applying method of establishment to space
variable for pressure distribution
p0517 A71-35617
V shaped conical wing in supersonic and hypersonic
flow with shock attached to leading edge,
investigating complex wave system with time
dependent and analytical methods
p0556 A71-36339
Two dimensional jet flapped symmetric wing in
subsonic flow, assuming irrotational flow inside
jet bounded by vortex sheets
p06S1 A71-10172
Shock wave diffraction at symmetric lenticular wing
profile with free stream critical Bach number of
0.87, using Godunov difference scheme
p0657 A71-10679
Hind tunnel tests to determine unsteady aerodynamic
forces between two liftinq surfaces in tandem
[NASA-TT-F-13182] p0218 N71-18397
Viscous interacting flow in hypersonic streams,
including flow over flaps, corners, delta wings,
and wing-body combinations
[NASA-TM-X-66914] p0311 N71-19831
Computer program used for design criteria of stall
characteristics of straight wing aircraft
[NASA-CR-16U6] p0588 N71-31151
Aerodynamic characteristics of wings, propeller
blades, and entire aircraft at various velocities
including flow viscosity and compressibility -
textbook
[AD-723512] pC625 N71-31932
Some aspects of propulsion for augmentor wind
concept
[NASA-TT-F-11005] p0727 N71-38535
•IHG BOOTS
Ring qroup weight prediction for subsonic aircraft
design, takinq into account root bending moments
due to lift
p0552 A71-35925
Blade root cutout effects on hover performance of
helicopter rotors with rotor thrust and torque
characteristics and wake pattern analysis
CAD-711396] p0049 H71-11030
HIHG SLATS
D LEADIHG EDGE SLATS
HIHG SLOTS
Two dimensional flow around wing sections with slats
and slotted flaps in various positions, presenting
surface pressure and boundary layer measurements
T A I A A PAPEB 71-96] pOi52 A71-18551
Rind tunnel stability tests of wing with different
blowing nozzle arrangements on bottom overpressure
surface at 18 and 30 m/sec air speeds
P0278 A71-23663
BIBG SFAB
Spanwise distribution of induced drag in subsonic
flow by vortex lattice method, noting
applicability to rotary derivatives in stability
analysis
p0028 A71-12691
Incompressible fluid motion in laminar boundary
layer on blade rotating uniformly about axis
perpendicular to wing span
p0131 A71-30218
Constrained torsion of spar box fastened along
isolated parts of wing span, noting structural
failure due to tangential stress distribution
p0512 A71-35313
Hybrid V/STOL jet lift aircraft design, examining
wing area-lift engine bypass ratios relation
[AIAA PAPER 71-767] P055? A71-36273
Critique of paper on spanwise distribution of
induced drag in subsonic flow by vortex lattice
method, noting infinities in downwash across all
vortex lines
p0599 A71-37297
Spanwise lift distribution over wings and wake
formation in thin airfoils of finite aspect ratio
in linear subsonic potential flow
p0651 A71-1019S
Minimum drag and lifting line characteristics of
large aspect ratio wing in uniform shear flow with
velocity variations along span
p0693 A71-13312
Aircraft wake turbulence with downwash loading of
winq span
[AD-718024] p0398 N71-23660
Chord and rotary wing span differential pressure
distribution effects on high frequency aerodynamic
noise propagation from helicopters
[AD-721661] p0528 N71-28507
RIHG STALL
D BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
IIHG TANKS
Transverse and torsional vibrations of fuselage-
wing combination with wing tip fuel tanks,
calculating mass and stiffness matrix for elastic
beam
p0202 A71-20361
IIBG TIPS
Pressure distribution singularity at tip of thin
lifting parabolic wing in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 71-10] pOISO A71-18131
Beating effects on wing tip vorticity diffusion rate
in gas vortex, causing outward radial convection
and increased kinematic viscosity
CAIAA PAPEB 71-616] p0481 A71-31556
King tip vortex control device, discussing design,
operation and effectiveness
p0611 A71-39081
Straight or moderately sweptback wings tip shape
effect on vortex sheet roll, using detachment laws
p0615 A71-39118
Aircraft wing tip vortex air motion measurements,
utilizing Doppler radar techniques
p0653 A71-10189
Drooped wing tip effects on trailing vortex sheet
structure and position from spanwise load
distribution determination by vortex lattice
theory
p065U A71-U0193
Trailing vortices behind wing tip with vortex
dissipator, usinq wind tunnel flow visualization
and fliqht tests
p0651 A71-10U96
Aircraft wing-tip vortex analysis for ground wind
measurement program
[NASA-CR-115772] p0127 H71-11171
Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of model of
HL-10 flight research vehicle with basic and
modified tip fins
[HASA-TS-IC-2119] p0177 N71-16538
Wind tunnel investigation of tip vortex structure of
semispan wing for several wing-tip modifications
[NASA-TN-D-6101] p0177 B71-16539
Doppler radar measurements of flow generated by wing
tip vortices using reflective chaff dispensed into
vortices
[NASA-CR-111877] p0328 B71-20630
Ring tip vortex test demonstrating use of Laser
Doppler Velocimeter system for measuring gas
velocities with high spatial and temporal
resolution
[NASA-CR-119804] p0577 N71-30278
HIBG-FUSELAGE STOBES
Interference loading linear prediction on aircraft
stores at supersonic speeds, considering flow
field due to jet fighter bomber
p0598 A71-37290
Aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airframe-propulsion systems of transport and
military aircraft
[AGABD-CP-71-71] p0301 N71-19353
Aerodynamic interference effects between wing and
fuselage junctions
i-531
BINGED SOCKET BOOSTERS SUBJECT INDEX
p0301 N71-19351
Bind tunnel surveys of flow fields about wing
fuselaqe store configuration inlets of transonic
and supersonic aircrafts
fNASA-TM-X-66885] p0303 N71-19371
Aerodynamic configuration effects of propulsion
system integration into supersonic transport
design
p0304 N71-19373
Wind tunnel evaluation of interference drag in
turbofan engine-wing configuration of subsonic
aircraft
p030U N71-19376
Flow field interference beneath swept wing- fuselage
store installation on aircraft
P0305 N71-19380
Computerized prediction of interference flow field
for wing-fuselage store location on bomber
aircraft
P0305 N71-19381
Hind tunnel studies of external store induced flow
field instability effects on longitudinal
stability of arrow wing aircraft
pC305 N71-19382
External store interference caused by rocket
launcher pod positioning on aircraft wing
P0305 N71-19387
Procedures for calculating normal wash in nouplanar
configurations and interference between wings and
bodies
pC567 N71-293UO
HINGED ROCKET BOOSTERS
D 1ADNCH VEHICLES
0 HINGED VEHICLES
SINGED VEHICLES
Time optimal control for distributed systems with
random properties, considering n integral
relations and flying wing vehicle torsional
vibration problems
P0595 A71-370914
Hind tunnel vortex flow study on body of revolution
with or without wings
p0301 N71-19355
RINGS
NT ARROW WINGS
NT CAKBERED WINGS
NT CARET WINGS
NT CRUCIFORM HINGS
NT DELTA HINGS
NT FIXED HINGS
NT FLEXIBLE HINGS
NT INFINITE SPAN HINGS
NT LIFTING ROTORS
NT LOW ASPECT BATIO HINGS
NT PARAGLIDERS
NT PARAHINGS
NT EECTANGDLAR HINGS
NT RIGID ROTORS
NT RIGID HINGS
NT RING HIHGS
NT EOTARy HINGS
NT SLENDER HINGS
NT SUPERCRITICAL HINGS
NT SWEPT HINGS
NT SHEPTBACK HINGS
ST THIS HISGS
NT TILTING ROTORS
NT TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL HINGS
NT THISTED HINGS
NT DNCAHBERED WINGS
NT UNSHEPT HINGS
NT VARIABLE SHEEP HINGS
Circular cone with cross shaped wings in supersonic
flow, determining flow characteristics, velocities
and pressure
pOC21 A71-11958
Two dimensional axisymmetric laminar boundary layer
on blown wing and body of revolution, using
sixth-order polynomial for velocity distribution
p0025 A71-12554
Hing computation in steady or unsteady supersonic
flow, using network, inverse discrete and
numerical inversion methods
p006t A71-13129
Vortex sheet behavior in inviscid subsonic flow of
lifting wing with nonzero trailing edge angle
p0073 A71-13738
md
Linear airfoil theory applicability for wings
aerodynamic characteristics, considering high
lift, ground effect, angle of attack and aspect
ratio
p0084 A71-1"593
Hing upper surface air suction influence on aircraft
longitudinal controllability, considering control
stick forces for deflected flaps and angle of
attack
pOOSt A71-11594
Finite supercavitating wings numerical calculation
using acceleration potential method
p0089 A71-15210
Hings with control surfaces in unsteady subsonic
flow, applying lifting surface theory
[ONEBA-TP-889] p0090 A71-15355
Trailing vortex generation behind jet flapped wing
at high wing lift coefficients
P0094 A71-15113
Aerodynamics of wing immersed in propeller
slipstreams, presenting calculation method for
lift, drag, pitching moment, normal force
distribution and wake characteristics
[ DGLR-70-057] p0129 A71-159«7
Jet interference effects on rectangular and swept
wings, presenting wind tunnel test data for range
of jet locations, inclinations and velocity ratios
[DGLR-70-052] p(!129 &71-15951
Lightning induced voltages in aircraft wing
structures, examining induced voltage across load
impedances in electric circuits
P01U2 A71-17581
Three dimensional inviscid supersonic flow fields
with primary and embedded shock and expansion
waves determined over and behind wings and
wing-body configurations
[AIAA PAPER 71-99] P0153 A71-18551
Filament winding manufacturing methods using
unidirectional glass reinforcements for design a
fabrication of aircraft wing structure
[SHE PAPER EB-70-406] p0202 A71-205U6
High lift wing characteristics with/without
additional devices, emphasizing lift control and
load distribution
p036i| A71-27176
Interference analysis of wing with overlapping
multipropellers in uniform velocity stream
confined in elliptical cross section cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 71-611] p0486 A71-31583
Probabilistic approach to prolonged lifetime design
and static strength of structures of monocogue and
multispar wings, using fatigue characteristics of
individual elements
pOSOl A71-3360M
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characteristics based on aircraft type and-
airfield construction
[AD-720273] p0675 N71-3U02U
AEROPHTSICS RESEABCB COBP., BELLEVDE, WASH.
Application of multivariable search techniques to
design of low sonic boom overpressure
[NASA-CR-73«96] p0160 N71-14613
Computerized multivariate design analysis for low
sonic boom overpressure supersonic transport
configuration
p0526 1171-28386
AEROPLANE AND ARBAHENT EXPEBIHENTAL ESTABLISHMENT,
BOSCOBBE DOWN (ENGLAND).
Flight testing military transport aircraft for
handling and performance in STOL applications
p0319 N71-20060
Beagle B125 training aircraft handling tests
C AAEE/963-PT-1 ] p0397 871-231(98
AEROSPACE CORP., EL SEGUNDO, CALIF.
Deaonstration plan for Western Region Short Haul
Air Transportation Program
[ATR-71-/7190/-1-VOL-1] p0036 N71-10279
Technical studies for Western Region Short Haul
Air Transportation Program
[ATR-71-/7190/-1-VOL-2] p0036 H71-10280
Near-continuum axisymmetric hypersonic flow past
'very slender bodies
fAD-715901] p0252 H71-18556
AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABS., HRIGHT-PATTERSOH
AFB, OHIO.
Sound pressure levels produced by C-5A during
ground tests
[AD-71681K] p0330 N71-20824
Interior sound pressure measurements in C-5A
aircraft
[AD-719716] p0166 N71-25C60
Fixed wing aircraft employing free fall and
circling-line techniques in rescue of personnel
and retrieval of equipment
[AD-727007] p0683 N71-35228
AEBOSPACE BESEAHCH LABS., HEIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.
Unsymmetrical nose bluntness effect on stability
derivatives of slender cone at Hach It
CAD-711921]
 POOU6 N71-11008
Viscous interactions and flight at high Mach
numbers
tAD-712075] p0103 N71-1220U
Proceedings for symposium on viscous interaction
phenomena in supersonic and hypersonic flow
[AD-71U362] p03m 1171-19830
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Laminar two dimensional boundary layer separation
measurements at moderately hypersonic speeds
p0315 N71-198I»5
Beasurement of lift and drag forces experienced by
ejector in *ind tunnel and correlation with
geometry and static performance of device
CAD-721192] p0511 N71-26920
Configuration optimization and performance of air
breathing hypersonic cruise vehicles
[AD-721471] p0529 N71-28580
AIR FORCE ACADEBY, COLO.
Fighter aircraft design with consideration to
armanent, detection capability, thrust, speed,
and load factor performance tradeoffs
[AD-710497] p0035 N71-10183
Approach guidance system for side-firing tactical
aircraft
[AD-722412] p0573 N71-29708
One dimensional channel flow theory for designing
ram wing surface effect vehicle
[AD-727774] pC709 1171-36419
AIB FORCE AVIONICS LAB., BOLLOBAN AFB, H.BEZ.
.DETACHBEHT 1.
Radio wave propagation through plasmas studied for
communication with hypersonic vehicles during
reentry
p0332 N71-21102
AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE BESEARCH LABS., BEDFOBD, H4SS.
-Northern Hemisphere temperature field atlas for
SST flight planning
[AD-712017J pOOSO H71-11031
Fog modification over airports using helicopters
rAD-716818] p0330 N71-20806
Airborne remote sensing of Hojave Desert playas
for use as natural landing areas
[AD-727031] p0713 N71-36748
AIB FORCE FLI6BT TEST CENTER, EDWARDS AFB. CALIF.
Application of IFR with unpowered, low lift drag
ratio landing approaches
P0033 N71-10110
AIB FOBCE BDBAN RESOURCES LAB., ITLLIABS AFB, ABIZ.
Airborne audio-video recording system designs and
regoirements
[AP-727025] p0684 N71-35280
AIB FOBCE IHST. OF TECH., BRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO..
Differential game theory applied to
pursuit-evasion problems of two jet aircraft
[AD-711055] p0037 N71-10328
Analysis of glide-slope information reguirements
for low visibility aircraft landing approach
using Kalman filter-optimal control combination
to simulate DC-8 control system
[AD-722655] p0586 N71-30887
Computerized simulation of aerodynamic loads and
dynamic responses for aircraft control system
design based on optimal and feedback control
theories
[iD-722652] p0625 N71-31933
AIB FORCE HISSILE DEVELOPBENT CENTER, HOLLOBAN AFB,
H.BEX.
Calibration and charting at rain simulation
facility for rain erosion tests
CAD-714554] p0175 N71-16252
AIR FOBCE SISTEBS COBBAND, WASBIHGTOS, D.C.
Air Force research program objectives for 1971
[AD-72090.5] p0516 N71-272C8
Summaries of air force research activities
[AD-727338] p0729 1171-38789
AIB FORCE SYSTEBS COBBAND, BBIGHT-PATTEHSON AFB,
OHIO.
Stresses and deformations in multi-ply aircraft
tires subject to inflation pressure loading
[AD-711073] p0039 N71-10434
Aircraft gas turbine engine design and
construction
[AD-711757] p0044 1171-10853
Banufacturing and advancement technology for
turbine engine coatings
pOOSU N71-11635
Performance of reducing electrode for neutralizing
electrically charged hydrocarbon fuel flow
[AD-712368] p0056 N71-11876
Direct lift control system for producing lift
without pitching moments during aircraft
approach and landing
p0111 N71-12443
Developing self-organizing control systems for
application in aeronautics
p0114 1171-12613
Computer program for structural design
optimization of horizontal stabilizer of
supersonic aircraft
p0118 N71-13137
Effects of external loads on strength of flight
vehicles
CAD-713461] p0158 871-14584
Computerized statistical analysis of engine smoke
measurements
[AD-713612] p0160 N71-14617
Bethods for calibrating low nass flow rate sensors
in electrogasdynaoic facilities
[AD-713625] p0168 N71-15428
Operational design criteria for gas turbine
engines
p0235 N71-17402
Effect of atmospheric humidity on characteristics
of turbofan engine
[AD-715232] p0241 N71-17728
Linear multichannel control systems for supersonic
aerospace vehicles orbiting in earth atmosphere
[AD-711796] p0241 N71-17747
Automation of technological processes in aircraft
engine production
[AD-714858] p0242 N71-17832
Gas dynamics of fan jets at various injection
angles
CAD-714790] - p0245 N71-18034
Development and calibration of Bach 1.2 rain
erosion test apparatus
CAD-715909) p0254 N71-18651
Hypersonic shock tunnel of AFAPL
[AD-715907] p0251 N71-18717
Kinetics of catalytic dehydrogenation of
methylcyclohexane at 600, 65C, and 700 deg F and
5 atm pressure
[AD-715926] p0254 N71-18729
Design reguirements for air breathing aircraft
engines
i; AD-716496] p0309 B71-19488
Construction and operation of AN-24 airplane
including airframe description
[AD-716499] p0310 N71-19515
Acdustic measurements of deflected jet VTOL
aircraft
[AD-715939] p0310 N71-19549
Determinine aerodynamic characteristics of
determining aerodynamic characteristics -of large
aspect ratio
[AD-716509] p0310 N71-19559
Design and fabrication of plane and trapezoidal
fiber glass wings with laminar profiles
[AD-716526] p0311 N71-19574
Optimal control of rotational and transversal
motions of flight vehicles based on torsional
and flexural deformations
[AD-716517] p0312 N71-19696
Performance of reentry nose tip facility for
missile heat transfer simulations
p0324 N71-20251
Estimation of stability of elastic noncircular
conical and cylindrical orthogonal shells
(AD-7170141 p0329 N71-20754
Computerized solution of nonlinear differential
eguations for inertial navigation systems
[AD-717058] p0329 N71-20765
Hydroelasticity, aeroelasticity, and dynamic
stability of bars, plates, shells, and beams of
various structural elements.
[AD-716938] . p0330 N71-20811
Principles of operation and characteristics of
attitude control systems for surface-to-surface
missiles
[AD-717096] p0331 N71-20922
Problems in riveting and welding of high strength
aluminum aircraft alloys
[AD-717053] p0331 N71-20924
Aerodynamic characteristics of captive balloons
and other lighter than air devices
[AD-717015] p0332 N71-21166
Nonuniform flow field sonic boom reduction device
using slit jet impinging on inclined flat plate
tAD-717193] p0335 N71-21623
Friction points, and oil system of aviation gas
turbine engines
[AD-717835] p0373 N71-22011
Comparison of flat plate sharp and blunt edge
effects on heat transfer in supersonic flow and
heat transfer coefficient dependence on Reynolds
C-3
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i; AD-717825] p0375 S71-22156
Hoire effect analysis of stress and strain of
machine parts and structural elements
rAD-717826] p0376 B71-22168
Theory, calculation, and design of centrifuqal
compressor machines
TAD-717878] pC392 N71-23297
Evaluation of Agua-Glo free water detector for use
in measuring undissolved water in hydrocarbon
fuels
[AD-718418] p0396 N71-23438
Aerodynamic characteristics affecting stability
and controllability of supersonic aircraft
fAD-7 181174 ] p0397 N71-23538
Abstracts of papers presented at DS Air Force
materials symposium held at Miami Beach, Florida
in Bay, 1970
[AD-718432] p0398 N71-23625
Tests of jet engine fuels to determine effects of
sloshing and vibration in aircraft fuel tanks on
flammability hazards
[AD-7180911 pCHOO N71-23805
Investigation of longitudinal and lateral
stability and controllability of supersonic
aircraft
[AD-718285J p0400 N71-23818
Investigation of stability and controllability
parameters for supersonic aircraft under varying
aerodynamic load conditions
[AD-7 19804] p0465 N71-25032
Aircraft development facility with wind tunnel
testing capability
fAD-719802] p0465 N71-25048
Stability and controllability of supersonic swept
wing aircraft
[AD-719803] pO"465 N71-25049
Fatigue and fracture mechanics of airframes and
materials including structural design and stress
analysis technigues
CAD-7197561 p0466 1171-25092
Assembly methods for three types of aircraft gas
turbine engines
[AD-719823] p0467 N71-252C9
Gas-air mixture reguirements for turbine and
injection burner combustion efficiencies
[AD-719831] p0467 N71-25359
Aircraft maintenance for civil aviation
[AD-720366] pOU71 H71-25955
Application of photochromic coatings to provide
nondestructive inspection for aerospace
materials and structures
[AD-720239} p0475 1171-26383
Supersonic aircraft lateral control eguipment
fAD-720740] p0177 S71-26538
Complexity of supersonic aircraft systems for
stability and controllability
[AD-721027] p0517 H71-27354
Combustion physics of gas jet in turbulent wake
behind stabilizer
fAD-721026] p0519 S71-27987
Effectiveness of nitrogen inerting of aircraft
fuel tanks under conditions of fuel sloshing
[AD-721675] p0529 1171-28576
Unsteady flow in aerodynaoic cascades of
turbomachines
[AD-721959] p0531 1171-28927
Computer programs for evaluating subsonic flow
over wing-tail, wings with folded tips, T tails,
and cruciform tail surfaces
p0568 S71-29341
Design operating process of turbojet, turboprop,
and turbofan aircraft engines
[AD-722283] p0570 1171-29500
Osing helicopter for spray dpsting forests with
DDT for tick borne encephalitis
tAD-703998] I p0571 N71-29557
Characteristics of hydraulic systems and
application to aircraft systems
[AD-70197U;] p0571 H71-29562
Computed aided design of wing structures and
application of optimal law of material
distribution
CAD-722303] p0572 H71-29657
Stability of equilibrium state of rotor in
pressurized gas bearing
[AD-722828] p0589 H71-31213
Development and characteristics of aircraft,
helicopters, and airships for detecting and
destroying submarines
[AD-723558] p0621 N71-31772
Aerodynamic characteristics of wings, propeller
blades, and entire aircraft at various
velocities including flow viscosity and
compressibility - textbook
[AD-7235U2] p0625 1171-31932
General fatigue prediction method based on Neuber
notch stresses and strains for aluminum alloy
airframes
[AD-723631] p0627 H71-32025
Performance and acoustic near field measurements
on variable camber propeller having STOl
applications
[AD-7241H5] p0635 H71-32927
Hodel for predicting pilot rating of VTOL aircraft
in hover mode
[AD-724144] p0637 N71-32981
Draft designing of vertical takeoff and landing
aircraft
[AD-726572] p0682 N71-35219
Reference text on design of aviation structural
elements
CAD-726586] p0682 1171-35220
Aerodynamic and flight characteristics of
supersonic aircraft and spacecraft motion in
planetary gravitational fields
CAD-726580] p0683 N71-35224
Static electrification of aircraft when flying
through clouds and precipitation
[AD-726581] p0683 K71-35225
Velocity pulsations of high temperature hypersonic
flow based on interrelation of total stagnation
pressure pulsations and longitudinal velocity
pulsations
[AD-726605] p0685 N71-35121
Automatic computation of navigation coordinates
using analog and digital cooputers
tAD-726603] p0687 B71-35782
Combustion characteristics of gas turbine aircraft
engines
[AD-727175] p0717 N71-37387
Flight dynamics and calculation of flight
trajectories of various aircraft and spacecraft
[AD-727474] p0718 H71-37602
Tu-134 aerodynamic characteristics during takeoff,
climb, horizontal flight, landing stability and
maneuverability, and strength under various
loads
[AD-727196] p0720 1171-37612
Technical aviation handbook covering aircraft
maintenance, navigation aids, airframes,
lubricants, piston and gas turbine engines, and
checkout procedures
[&D-727195] p0720 S71-37613
Aerodynamic characteristics of variable sweep
wings under a variety of operating conditions
fAD-727210] p0720 N71-37615
Aircraft takeoff, navigation, and landing aids,
aerodynamics characteristics, and crew rescue
eguipment
[AD-727860] p0721 N71-37618
Conversion of computational algorithms for
decreasing length of vord format of control
computers for aircraft
[AD-727917] p0722 N71-37772
Numerical analysis of two-dimensional steady gas
flow around thin symmetrical wings and shock
wave formation during transition from sonic to
supersonic flow
[AD-72785U] p072t N71-37850
Aerodynamic calculations in designing axial
compressors with emphasis on compressors of
stationary installations - handbook
CAD-727191] p0725 N71-38032
Control and chemical compositon of aircraft fuels,
lubricants, and special liquids-
[AD-727ia9] p0727 H71-38531
Analysis of gas turbine design and application to
aircraft operation with description of
components, safety factors, and vibration
problems
[AD-727188] p0727 1171-38538
Design and performance characteristics of gas
turbine engines for helicopters
[AD-727959] . p0727 N71-38541
Textbook on combustion chambers of gas turbine
engines
[AD-727960] p0728 »71-385»2
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AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION. INTEBHATIOSAL, CHICAGO,
ILL.
Survey of civil airports to determine status of
crash fire and rescue equipment available for
use following accidents involving scheduled or
local service air carrier aircraft
pC476 N71-26466
AIR LIHE PILOTS ASSOCIATIOH, IHTEBHATIOHAL,
BASHTNGTON, D.C.
Proceedings of Air Line Pilots Association annual,
safety forum
pC391 B71-23231
AIR POLLDTIOH COHTHOL DISTRICT, LOS ANGELES, CALIP.
Impact of jet aircraft emissions on air guality in
vicinity of Los Angeles International Airport
[PB-198699] p0621 N71-31779
AIB REGISTRATION BOABD, LONDON (ENGLAND).
Operational flight data analysis for improved
aviation safety levels
p0393 N71-231111
En route aircraft flap control during descent and
holding
[ABB-TU-99] p0464 N71-24920
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL EVALUATION DNIT, BOUHNEHODTH
(ENGLAND).
Performance evaluation of automatic flight
progress strip cutter and loader used in air
traffic control facility
[ACTED-330] pC726 1171-38215
AIR VEHICLE CORP., SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Method for calculating helicopter vortex paths and
wake velocities
fAD-710694] pOOHO N71-10470
AIR HEATHEB SERVICE, SCOTT AFB, ILL.
Describing techniques and eguipment used by air
weather services for fog dissipation
[AD-712392] p0116 N71-12997
Airline meteorological radar operational policies
and procedures
[AD-713636] p0161 N71-14623
Evaluation of lightning hazards to -jet aircraft
including possibility of fuel tank explosions
fAD-724092] p0637 N71-33006
AIRBOBNE INSTRUMENTS LAB., DEER PARK, H.T.
Post-1970 scanning beam guidance for approach and
landing
p0111 N71-12435
All weather landing system design, development,
and field and flight testing
p0686 S71-35777
KBCBAFT RESEARCH ASSOCIATION, LTD., BEDFOBD
(ENGLAND).
Jet exhaust nacelle subsonic flow simulation
URC-CP-1111 ] p0228 N71-17113
Flow field interference beneath swept wing-
fuselage store installation on aircraft
p0305 H71-19380
Possibilities for scale effect on swept vings at
high subsonic speeds on basis of pressure
plotting tests
[ARA-18] p0323 N71-20157
Manufacture and dynamic testing of external store
models for transonic wind tunnels
[HEPT-23] p0681 N71-35212
Computer based cataloging and subject indexing
system
[REPT-22] p0689 N71-36381
Comparison of blockage corrections in porous
tunnel vail to closed wall tunnel at subsonic
Hach numbers
[ARA-19] p072U N71-37853
AIBESEARCH BFG. CO., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Thermal performance of hypersonic engine struts
[NASA-CH-111812] p0126 N71-140U5
Comparison of hydrogen and methane as coolants in
regeneratively cooled panels
[NASA-CR-1652] p0261 N71-19289
Engineering design analysis of hydrogen cooled
structural panels for application to hypersonic
aircraft
fNASA-CR-1650] p0385 N71-22625
Design data for regeneratively cooled panels from
low cycle fatigue evaluation of Hastelloy X and
Inconel 625 sheet and sandwich panel specimens
tNASA-CR-1884] p0728 N71-38734
AII-BABSEILLES DNIV. (FRANCE).
Boundary layer interactions with turbulent heated
compressed flows from hypersonic inlets
p0317 N71-19952
ALABAMA UNIV. BESEARCH INST., HONTSVILLE.
Survey of Huntsville pattern of commercial air
traffic
[NASA-CH-115880] p0169 N71-15553
ALABAMA ONIV., UNIVERSITY.
Effect of tailpipe length on combuster stability
in ramjet combusters
p0241 N71-17725
ALDHINIOH LABS., LTD., BANBOBT (ENGLAND).
Comparison between silicon-oagnesium-aluminum
alloy and copper aircraft electric conductors
and terminals noting types of tests
[TRC-BR-19785] p0397 N71-23547
ALORINDM CO. OF AMERICA, NEB KENSINGTON, PA.
Development and characteristics of high strength,
stress corrosion resistant aluminum alloys for
aircraft structures
[AD-720398] p0471 N71-25876
AHEBICAN AIBLINES, INC., NEB TORK.
Control problems in airline operations
particularly air cargo handling
p0128 N71-14430
Proposed STOL operations in Northeast Corridor
with respect to air traffic control
p0244 N71-17963
Feasibility of inter-metropolitan transport system
using Breguet 941 STOL aircraft
[REPT-50] p0247 N71-18104
AMERICAN CYANAMID CO., STAHFOBD, CONN.
Passivation of metal aircraft surfaces
[AD-711950] p0055 N71-11670
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, NEB YORK.
Transportation research needs related to civil
engineering
tPB-193388] p0035 N71-10247
AHHAHN AND BHITNEY, NEB YORK.
Aeroelastic responses of tall buildings to vortex
shedding and gust loading
p0167 N71-15312
ANALYTICAL MECHANICS ASSOCIATES, INC., MOUNTAIN VIES,
CALIF.
Development and evaluation of experimental test
plan for solutions of motion drive problem in
formation flying task with flight simulators
[NASA-CB-114345] p0684 N71-35385
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC., ST. LODIS, HO.
Determination of physical and chemical properties
of fuels gelled with carbohydrate resins to
evaluate effectiveness in reducing aircraft fire
hazards
[FAA-NA-71-18] p0716 N71-37369
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB., JOHNS HOPKINS ONIV., SILVER
SPRING, HD.
Hypersonic ramjet technology review
[PB-193911] p0127 N71-14199
Two dimensional, supersonic mixing of hydrogen
injected from wall slot into airstream
[NASA-CB-1793] p0321 N71-20127
ARA, INC., BEST COVINA, CALIF.
Leading edge'effect on aerodynamic characteristics
of 70 deg swept delta wing
[AD-712087] p0046 N71-11007
ARIZONA STATE UNIV., TEMPE.
Effective heat transfer coefficients in film
cooling systems of gas turbine surfaces
p0234 N71-17395
ARMY AEBOHEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., FOB! ROCKER, ALA.
Incidence and costs of orientation-error accidents
in Army DH-1 helicopter operations
[AD-715107] p0243 N71-17854
High, intensity xeon flashtnbe lights for high
intensity xenon flashtube lights for during
daytime and nighttime flights
[AD-718639] p0462 N71-24669
ARHY AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH LAB., MOFFETT FIELD,
CALIF.
Bass flow, velocity, and in-flight thrust
measurements by ion deflection
[AD-713587] p0160 N71-14604
ARHY AIB MOBILITY BESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB.,
HOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
Laminar boundary layer transition, separation and
streamline direction on rotating helicopter
blades
(NASA-TN-D-6321] p0399 N71-23779
Bind tunnel investigation of longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of senispan wing
deflected-slipstream configuration with double
slotted flap and auxiliary wing
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[BASA-TN-D-6323] p0400 H71-23861
Wind tunnel tests of fall scale advancing blade
concept rotor system at high advance ratio
[BASA-TH-X-62081] p0643 N71-33517
ABHI AVIATION SISTEBS COHHAND, SI. LODIS, BO.
Design criteria for optimal hoverable helicopter
in hot weather climate
[AD-717025] p0337 N71-21707
Flying safety factors in close to ground
operational design of XH-51 helicopter
p0396 B71-23I130
ABHI AVIATION SYSTEBS TEST ACTIVITY, EDBABDS, 1FB,
CA1IF.
Flight evaluation of AH/APR 191 radar altimeter
[AD-714638] p0172 N71-15923
Botary ving aircraft external stores jettison
systems
[AD-713872] p0175 H71-16262
Airspeeds, rotorspeeds, engine rigging, and gross
weight effects on OH-1 C helicopter during
autorotation
(AD^717047) p0334 N71-21363
Evaluation of fuel flowmeter instrumentation
conducted during flight tests
[AD-719280] p0457 N71-24479
AHHI BOABD FOB AVIATIOH ACCIDBHT 'BESEABCH, FOBT
BDCKEB, ALA.
Analysis of 56 Army midair collisions which
occurred during period Jan. 1963 to Nov. 1969
with conclusions and recommendations
[AD-724682] p0641 N71-33278
ABHT COLD REGIONS BESEABCH ABD ESGIBEEBIHG LAB.,
HANOVER, H.B.
Bibliography on control and prevention of icing in
transportation systems
[AD-711534] p0043 N71-10735
ABHI COBBAHD AHO GENERAL STAFF COLL.. FOBT
LEAVESBORTB, K&HSAS.
Organizational structure and operational
procedures of OSSB civil aviation
CAD-713415] p0157 871-14555
ABHI COHSTBOCTION BNGIHEEBIBG BESEABCH LAB.,
CHSBP4IGB, ILL.
Systems approach in design, construction,
operation, and maintenance of airport runways
[AD-72U132] p0635 N71-32890
ABHI ELECTBOBICS COHBABD, FOBT BOHHODTH, H.J.
Flight simulation for evaluating proposed
stabilization system to ensure helicopter
hovering precision during cargo loading
tAD-710948] p0042 N71-10564
Stabilization model for rigid rotor helicopters
[AD-713402] p0158 N71-14585
Kalman filtering algorithm for hybrid navigation
in army aircraft
[AD-713553] p0167 N71-15391
Effectiveness of attitude feedback and
translational velocity feedback flight control
system assessed for ability to provide
positional stability and reduce pilot error at
hover
CAD-721728) p0522 H71-28274
Portable skid-mounted thermoelectric power source
for radio beacon use during emergency
[AD-721887] p0528 B71-28434
Compact, self contained, symmetrical antenna for
airborne use at high frequencies with capability
to function in two independent modes for both
transmission and reception
[AD-722736] p0574 H71-29895
Application of two dimensional collision geometry
to collision avoidance warning techniques for
military aircraft operations
CAD-723977] p0635 N71-32931-
ABHI ENGINEER RATEBRAIS EXPEBIBENT STATIOH,
VICKSBOBG, BISS.
Cement and asphaltic materials evaluation for use
as grout under landing mats
[AD-710962] p0042 N71-1068V
Bapid assessment of aircraft landing sites
fAD-713502] p0164 N71-14902
Thickness requirements for unsurfaced roads and
airfields
CAD-713897] pC176 N71-16452
Condition survey of military airfield runways and
taxiways
[AD-724069] p0639 N71-33093
ABHI FOREIGN SCIEBCE ABD TECHNOLOSI CENTER,
CHABLOTTESVILLE, »A.
Brief history of parachute development including
devices and methods for canopy deployment
[AD-719480] p0455 N71-24351
Description of method for determining visibility
in earth atmosphere
[AD-719502] p0455 N71-24375
Aerodynamic configurations and characteristics of
OSSB military helicopters
fAD-719585] pO«66 B71-25133
Fundamentals of aircraft gas turbine engines
[AD-719913] p0470 B71-25808
Theory and operation of air cushion vehicles and
other application of ground effect in industrial
transportation
[AD-721254] p0516 1171-27196
Flying, technical, and economic characteristics of
helicopters noting contribution to national
economy of DSSR
[AD-723594] p0621 B71-31771
Principles of helicopter flight including flight
stability
CAD-726841] p0710 B71-36429
ABHI FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECBHOLOGI CEHTEB,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Hicrobiological fuel corrosion by bacteria and
fungi in fuel tanks
[AD-712103] p0056 871-11848
Electric and magnetic cross field effects on
aerodynamics and thermal regime of gas flame
cone
[AD-712336] p0058 N71-12075
Formulas for determining flying weight of aircraft
electric generator systems
[AD-713762] p0161 N71-14649
Numerical analysis of gas turbine supercharging in
multi-cylinder four cycle engines
[AD-713873] p0175 B71-16225
Theoretical principles of radio direction finding
and operation of radio direction finders
[AD-714509] p0178 H71-16616
Practical aerodynamics of Hi-6 helicopter - lift
system and fuselage
[AD-714915] p0243 N71-17908
Design, construction, operation, and management of
military airports
[AD-716603] p0312 N71-19702
Calculating and testing antiicing systems of
aircraft and helicopters
CAD-719922] p0469 N71-25622
ARBI BATERIEI COHHABD, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Cost effectiveness as critical selection
requirement for small gas turbines in military
and commercial operations
p0511 B71-26952
ABHI HISSILE COHHABD, BEDSTOBE ARSENAL, ALA.
Characteristic coefficients technigne for
probability models of wind profiles in missile
design and environment analysis
[AD-713522] p0165 B71-15215
ABHI HOBILITI EQDIPBENT COHHAND, FOBT BELVOIE, VA.
Nuclear magnetic resonance method of determining
aromaticity of hydrocarbon fuels
[AD-711892] p0056 N71-11890
ABHI HOBILITI EQDIPHEBT BESEABCH AND DETELOPHENT
CBBTEB, FOBT BELTOIB, VA.
Corrosion inhibitor effects on water coalescing
characteristics of DOD type filter/coalescer
elements
[AD-712999] p0116 B71-13070
Effects of corrosion inhibitors and anti-icer
inhibitor combinations on coalescing properties
of filter coalescer elements used to
decontaminate jet engine fuels
[AD-722231] p0529 B71-28577
Aerodynamic characteristics of lift fan
installation for direct lift V/STOL aircraft
[BASA-TH-X-62086] p0680 B71-35204
ABHI HATICK LABS., HASS.
Heasurement of external and internal flow fields
during parachute inflation
[AD-713520) p0158 B71-14559
Development of mathematical model for opening
behavior of parachutes noting drag and velocity
as functions of time
[AD-719698] p0456 B71-24433
ABBI TEST AND EVALUATION COHHAND, ABEBDEEN PROVING
GBODND, HD.
Procedures for service test evaluations of Army
aircraft automatic navigation systems
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COBPOBATE SOOBCE IBDEI BELL AEBOSFACE CO.,
[iD-719096] p0455 N71-2U369
Evaluating adequacy of tool sets for aircraft
maintenance
[AD-719103] pOISS N71-24379
Terminal air traffic control facility for approach
systems tests
[AD-719101] pO«57 N71-2UU51
Test procedures for aircraft defogger/defroster
equipment
[AD-719109] pOU57 N71-2UI152
Procedures for evaluating compatibility of
aviation materiel with related eguipnent
[AD-719107] pOU57 N71-24U57
Procedures for evaluating effectiveness of self
propelled and portable ground servicing units
for Army aircraft
[AD-719102] pOU57 H71-21I»59
Performance of aircraft environmental control
systems under simulated tactical conditions
[AD-719101] p01457 N71-2<tl(61
Design, development, and test of ground support
equipment for analyzing aircraft equipment
condition and performance
[AD-719675] pO»60 N71-24603
Test procedures to determine ability of aircraft
equipment and armament to withstand storage and
operate effectively in tropic environment
[AD-720570] p0171 H71-26191
Test procedures to evaluate aircraft borne
equipment for use in crash rescue operations
[AD-720563] p047« H71-26195
Evaluation procedures to determine effectiveness
of visible and infrared searchlights mounted on
fixed and rotary wing aircraft during tactical
support missions
fAD-721155] p0511 N71-26895
Methods for determining reliability of aircraft
equipment
(AD-722721] p057U N71-29796
Functional suitability of internal/external
lighting systems for military aircraft
[AD-723034] p0574 N71-29797
Evaluation of airborne transponders used- for air
traffic control facilities
[AD-723028] p0577 N71-30253'
Test methods and testing techniques for
determining technical performance and safety
characteristics of ground support service
aviation equipment
[AD-723036] p0577 1171-30258
Flight testinq and performance evaluation of
rotary and fixed winq aircraft for military
operations
[AD-723411] p0623 N71-31815
Safety tests for aircraft equipment
[AD-723033] p0625 N71-319<40
Test procedures for evaluatinq capability of
antiicing/deicing equipment aboard aircraft
CAD-72U082] p0637 N71-33005
Integration of photographic methods in test
procedures for military aircraft, aircraft
weapons, and ancillary equipment
[AD-721081] p0639 N71-33080
Position fixing navigation aids for use in Army
aircraft, surface vehicles, and waterborne
vehicles '
[AD-72U079] p0639 N71-3312U
Flight tests of airborne dissemination devices for
chemical warfare
[AD-726350] p0682 H71-35218
Development of procedures for conducting service
tests of aircraft refueling and defueling
systems
[AD-726872] p0683 N71-35227
Performance and environmental tests of membranes
for airfield surfacing
[AD-726891] p0685 S71-35398
Performance test and evaluation of hand tools used
in support of military aircraft maintenance
CAD-726893] p0686 N71-35558
Automatic pilots for control of rotary and fixed
winq aircraft
[SD-727789] p0720 H71-37611
ABO, INC., ARNOLD AIB FOBCE STATION, TESH.
Becirculation region of flow field caused by jet
in ground effect with crossflow
[AD-711665J pOOlU N71-10832
Technology review on wind tunnel pressure
measuring techniques and equipment
[AD-71U565] p0177 N71-16549
Separated flow over flat plate with blunted fin at
zero angle of attack
[AD-717717] p0378 H71-22300
Slotted wind tunnel wall configuration with
minimal interference for conventional and V/STOL
models
CAD-723291] p062« B71-31891
Analysis of phenomena occurring in exhaust qas
spray cooler utilizinq liquid injection, and
mathematical nodel of optimum cooler
CAD-721687] = p0637 N71-32991
Tests on scale model configurations of C-5
aircraft to obtain data correlation on three
transonic wind tunnels
[AD-727006] p0708 B71-36108
Factors effecting volume from which data oriqinate
in laser Doppler velocimeter dual scatter probe
[AD-727005] p0715 N71-368U5
ASSOCIATION IHTEBHATIOBA1E DES COSSTBDCTEOBS DE
HA1EBIEL AEBOSPATIAL, EABIS (FBANCE).
European subsonic, supersonic, transonic,
hypervelocity and low density wind tunnel
characteristics
p0227 N71-17099
ATELIEB DE COBSTBaCTIOH D'ISSI-LES-BOOIINEADI
(FBAHCE) .
Comparison of small gas turbine and diesel enqine
power plants for aircraft and ground vehicle
propulsions
p0512 N71-26958
ATBOSPBEBIC SCIENCES LAB., HBITE SAHDS HISSILE BANGE,
B.HEI.
Fog modification over airports using helicopters
[AD-716818] p0330 N71-20806
ATOHIC EHEfiCI OF CANADA, LTD., CHALK RIVES (OBTABIO) .
Besults of two-phase blowdown experiments with
straight tube test section and steam-water
mixtures
[AECL-3664] p02U8 N71-18161
ATIATEST G.8.B.H., DOESSELDOBF (REST GEBHAHT).
Hypersonic two phase flow realized by air-water
mixtures
CBBVTDG-FBBT-70-1J p0249 N71-18<t<l1
AVIATION ELECTBIC, LTD., BOHTBEAL (QUEBEC).
Closure technigue for retention of grease in large
bearings on F-4C aircraft wheels
CAD-723679] p0621 N71-3171H
B
BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABS., ABERDEEN PBOVIBG GBODND,
HD.
Cooling water system for compressor of supersonic
wind tunnel
[AD-710971] p0042 N71-10679
Supersonic wind tunnel measurements of turbulent
boundary layer in moderate adverse pressure
gradient
[AD-716336] p0310 N71-19518
Dependence of low turbulence flow in supersonic
wind tunnel on conditions in supply header
[AD-718227] p0396 N71-231180
BABKLEI AND DEITEB LABS., INC., FITCBBDBG, BASS.
Development of methods for analyzing ratios of
sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide in jet
exhaust streams
[AD-713222] p0160 N71-1<)603
BATTELLE BEBOBIAL INS1.. COLOBBOS, OBIO.
Bicrowave landing guidance systems initial concept
validation tests in BTCA signal format
[AD-717183] p033U N71-21368
Botor-bearing system analysis to determine cause
of brinelling failure of bearings from vibration
tested PLV fans
[NASA-CB-117855] p0383 N71-22527
Aircraft design concepts for prevention of
structural failure including stress analysis
[AD-723317] p0619 N71-31683
Deficiencies in combustion technology, and 5 year
research and development plan for air pollution
control by combustion process modification
[PB-198066] P062A N71-31900
Chemical and structural analysis techniques for
materials suitable for aircraft structures
[AD-727017] p0689 N71-36323
BELL AEBOSPACE CO., BUFFALO, N.T.
Flight control software package for digital flight
control and landing system of CH-16C helicopter
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BELL AEBOSYSTEHS CO., COBPOBATE SOOBCE IHDEX
[NASA-CB-110905] p0036 N71-10283
Gnidance software package for digital flight
control and landing system of CH-16C helicopter
tNASA-CB-111025] p0036 N71-1028U
Systems performance/design reguirements
specifications for CH-46C helicopter digital
flight control and landing system
[HASA-CR-110889] p0037 N71-10294
Systems analysis of flight control and guidance of
CH-46C helicopter
[NASA-CH-111024] p0037 N71-10297
Jet VIOL fighter-type model inlet-air temperature
rise analysis Kith various exhaust pressure
ratios and gas temperatures and surface wind
velocities for correlating parameters
[NASA-CB-111867] p032<t N71-20271
BELL AEBOSYSTEHS CO., BUFFALO, H.Y.
Hatrix methods in computer-aided design
optimization of aircraft structures
P0118 N71-13135
BELL HELICOPTER CO., FOB! BOBTH. TEI.
Flight tests of elastomeric bearings in main rotor
of AH-1G helicopter
fAD-724192] p0636 1171-32935
BELL TELEPHONE LABS., INC., HER TOBK.
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom shock
wave scattering
p052« N71-28369
BOABD OF TBADE, LONDON (ENGLAND).
All-weather automatic landing systems and problem
areas
p0110 N71-12427
BODENSEEHEBK GEBAETETECHNIK G.H.B.H., DEBEBLINGEN
(BEST GEBHANT).
Horizontal and vertical gust load frequency and
power spectra influence on longitudinal aircraft
stability
p0624 N71-31890
BOEING CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Evaluation of geared flap control system for
tiltwing 7/STOL aircraft
[AD-7126U5J p0107 N71-12236
High lift aerodynamic and propulsion system
configurations for short takeoff aircraft design
- bibliographies
tAD-724186] p0638 N71-33015
Test data reduction and prediction technignes for
high lift aerodynamic and propulsion system
configurations for short takeoff aircraft design
- bibliographies
[AD-721H85] p0638 N71-33016
BOEING CO., RENTOH, IASH.
Additions of nickel and niobium to improve
ductility of AFC-77 steel for rivet material
[AD-716677] p0313 N71-19735
Material specifications, flammability, safety
considerations, and design criteria for
materials used in construction of commercial
aircraft interiors
p0391 N71-23232
Static tests of augmentor-wing flap system for
modified C-8A jet STOL research airplane using
0.7 scale model
[NASA-CR-111315] p0476 N71-26416
Comparing and integrating NASTBAN with other
finite element computer programs
P0688 N71-36284
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, IASB.
Turbofan nacelle modifications to minimize
fan-compressor noise radiation of Boeing 707
aircraft - Vol. 1
[NASA-CR-1711] p0159 H71-1U596
Noise reduction of Boeing 707 during landing
approach by modifying turbofan nacelle with
polyimide fiber glass acoustic sandwich
materials
[HASA-CR-1713] p0173 N71-15964
Flight simulator mathematical modeling for
aircraft design
p017« N71-16063
Cost analysis of turbofan nacelle modifications to
minimize fan-compressor noise radiation
fNASA-CR-1716] p0178 N71-16561
Static tests to determine effects of throat inlet
concepts on forvard-radiated fan noise of
707-320B/C airplanes
fNASA-CR-1715] p0236 H71-17426
Development of acoustic lining for turbofan
nacelle modification to minimize fan compressor
noise radiation
[N»SA-CB-1712] p0239 N71-17591
Flightworthy nacelle development to minimize fan
compressor noise radiation - Vol. 4
[NASA-CR-1714] p0210 N71-17668
Subjective evaluation tests of ground observers on
relative noise from acoustically treated engine
nacelles of Boeing 707 aircraft
[NiSA-CH-1717] p0252 N71-18199
Optimization of interferences between aircraft
components in supersonic flow
P0301 N71-19356
Aerodynamic configuration effects of propulsion
system integration into supersonic transport
design
p030« H71-19373
Cockpit geometry evaluation program results and
techniques with computer input and output
samples of flight crew anthropometry
[AD-716395] p031« N71-19817
High lift applications in transport aircraft
design
p0319 S71-20058
Mathematical model for predicting erosion of
charring ablator in aerodynamic environment
p0321 B71-202U8
Flight tests of Boeing 717 aircraft and
operational analysis for supersonic transport
p0380 N71-22386
Airborne equipment for approach path control on
reduced noise trajectories in Boeing transport
aircraft traffic
p0395 N71-23125
Low wing loading STOL transport ride smoothing
using Boeing aircraft
[NASA-CB-111819] pOU60 N71-21586
Flow-duct test facility data on acoustic behavior
of lined ducts and duct-lining materials for
turbojet engine applications
[NASA-CH-111887] pOU76 N71-26417
Acoustic measurements of helicopter rotor noise at
hover
[AD-721312] p0522 N71-28275
1
 Nunerical analysis of plane steady transonic
flows past lifting airfoils with free-stream
Bach numbers less than unity
[D180-12958-1] . N71-34275
Hathematical model of large jet transport aircraft
simulation
[NASA-CB-1756] p0260 N71-19239
Optimal bomb release intervals from B-52 aircraft
bombing system
p0305 N71-19383
Hathematical modelling of aircraft structural
response modes to active control system
p0390 N71-23212
Flutter analysis and reduction in short takeoff
aircraft with tilt wings
[AD-723321] p0625 N71-31934
BOEING SCIENTIFIC BESEABCH LABS., SEATTLE, IASH.
Beview of aircraft wake turbulence
[AD-712080] p0052 N71-11129
Jet noise suppression by impedance shroud
[AD-712106] p0107 N71-12240
Flow visualization of trailing vortex wakes in
towing tank
(D1-82-1001] p012« N71-13800
Considering sequence of transient acoustical point
sources as noise generator in two-dimensional
jet
[D1-82-1002] p0126 N71-14073
Finite difference method for calculating sonic
boom overpressure signatures in vicinity of
caustics
[AD-718835] p0399 N71-23738
Finite difference method for predicting sonic boom
overpressure signature near caustic
p0527 N71-28390
^Global stratospheric dispersion of supersonic
transport exhaust
[D180-12981-1] . p0675 N71-3K021
Design, construction, and performance of water
tunnel for two dimensional testing of pitching
airfoils
[D180-14130-1] p0723 H71-37827
BOLT, BEBANEK, AND HEWHAN, INC., CAHBBIDGE, BASS.
Determining types of acoustical measurements
suitable for test section of NASA Langley wind
tunnel
CORPORATE SOOBCE INDEX CAHBBIDGE DHI7.
[NASA-CB-111868] p0311 N71-19630
Probable impact of futnre supersonic transport
aircraft operations on noise environment around
seven airports in DS
[AD-72236S] p0574 N71-29777
Plug nozzle configuration for jet noise
suppression
TAD-722851] p0626 N71-31698
Noise exposure from supersonic transport
operations and estimates of changes in noise
levels
fAD-722366] p0622 H71-31793
BOLT, BEBANEK, AND BEtHAH, INC., CAHOGA PARK, CALIF.
Aerodynamic sound radiation from lifting surfaces
in smooth and turbulent flov
[NASA-CB-11U370] p0710 N71-36422
BOLT, BEEABEK, AND BEHHAN. IHC., VAN NDTS, CALIF.
Heasurement of variability of aircraft noise
during level flight flyovers
[NASA-CR-1752] p0256 N71-188r,S
Analysis of aircraft noise recordings to determine
experimental values of atmospheric sound
absorption
[NASA-CH-1751] p0531 N71-28883
BOOZ-ALLEH APPLIED RESEARCH, INC., BETHESDA, HD.
Cost benefit analysis and technology assessment in
civil aviation research and development with
case histories
[NASA-CR-1808] p0513 N71-27010
Economic analysis of aeronautical R and D efforts
in DS and aeronautical contributions to noise
and air pollution, including technology
assessment and data analysis technigues
fNASA-CR-1809] p0514 N71-27011
BORLES FLOTDICS CORP., SIL7EB SPRING, HD.
Flow visualization study of flyable fluidic low
speed wind sensor
[NASA-CB-111808] p0115 N71-12728
BREGOBT-AVIATIOH, PARIS (FRANCE).
Rind tunnel studies of external store induced flow
field instability effects on longitudinal
stability of arrow wing aircraft
p0305 N71-19382
BBEGOET-AVIA1IOB, VELIZT (FRANCE).
High lift systems design for combat aircraft
p0319 N71-20059
Speed and field length safety factors for approach
and landing mechanics of Breguet aircraft
p0394 N71-23U20
BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP., FILTOS (ENGLAND).
Concorde 002 aircraft equipment for flight data
recording and processing
[ESS/ES-13] P0331 N71-20857
Flight tests of Concorde prototypes, design
modifications, and operational costs of
supersonic aircraft
p0381 N71-22387
BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP., PRBSTON (BNGLABD).
Computer system for optimal design of aircraft
structures
p0118 N71-13132
Flight simulations for accelerated development of
aircraft at reduced cost
p0174 N71-16062
BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP., RABTOH (ENGLAHD).
Three dimensional testing of high lift device
models
p0319 N71-20057
Asymptotic expansion techniques to define pressure
loading effects on wings with unbalanced control
surfaces
p0569 N71-29348
Numerical method for evaluating discontinuous
downwash distribution for steady flow over swept
and rectangular wings
p0569 N71-29349
BRITISH AIRCRAFT COBP., HETBBIDGB (ENGLAND).
Aerodynamic interference caused by rear fuselage
mounted power plants on BAC aircraft
p0304 N71-19375
BRITISH AIRPORTS ADTBORITI, LONDON (ENGLAND).
Public transportation reguirements for Heathron
Airport
p0257 N71-18954
Support systems planning for expanded passenger
and cargo traffic in civil aviation
p0381 N71-22390
BRUSSELS DNIV. (BELGIOH).
Thermodynamic properties of small gas turbines for
power generation in aeronautics, space, and
industry
p0512 N71-26957
Hodel of peripheral air jets in air cushion
vehicles hovering over water surface
[NT-27-1971] p0620 N71-31688
Calculations of aerodynamic properties of flexible
wing grid using Reynolds number
[NT-21] p0673 N71-34006
BDCHEB AND RILLIS, SALINA, KAHS.
Airport master plan for Poplar Bluff, Hissouri
[PB-189720] p016<t N71-14895
BUREAU OF BINES, BARTLESVILLE, OKLA.
Development of radiotracer method for detecting
contribution of selected components to storage
instability of jet engine fuels
[BH-RI-7493] p0327 N71-20505
BDREAD OF PUBLIC ROADS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Application of aerial reconnaissance and remote
sensor technigues to development of master
engineering soil plans
[PB-199422] p0685 N71-35447
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECH., PASADENA.
Two dimensional thin airfoil theory with strong
inlet flow on upper surface
[AD-714076] p0175 N71-16261
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer near sharp
expansion corner
p0211 N71-17752
CALIFORNIA OHIV., BERKELEY.
Numerical method for calculating steady
asymmetrical supersonic flow past pointed
conical bodies at yaw
p0333 N71-21269
Air transportation system noise propagation and
reduction
[PB-196391] p0336 N71-21638
Aircraft noise generation, propagation, and
reduction and noise effects on environment
CPB-196392] p0337 N71-21796
Supersonic panel flutter and aerodynamic load
stress analysis of finite cylindrical shells
based on Galerkin method and aeroelastic
equilibrium eguations
[AD-722447] p0589 N71-31183
Remote aerial sensing and automatic mapping for
forest resources information system
[NASA-CB-122922] p0713 N71-36770
CALIFORNIA UNIT.. BERKELET. LARRENCE RADIATION LAB.
Jet aircraft measurements of galactic cosmic
radiation dose and comparison with theoretical
values for supersonic flights
COCBL-20209] p0728 N71-38552
CALIFORNIA UNIT., DATIS.
Control power regnirements of VTOL aircraft
[NASA-CR-115907] p0170 N71-15698
CALIFOBHIA OHIV., LA JOLLA.
FORTRAN program for'Koiter-type method for finite
element analysis of nonlinear structural
behavior of airframes
[AD-717181] p0329 H71-20695
Koiter method for asymptotic analysis of
postbnckling behavior reformulated in finite
element notation
[AD-717740] p0383 N71-22485
CALIFORNIA UNIT., LI7EBHORE. LARREHCB RADIATION LAB.
Cost effectiveness of closer tolerances in
manufacturing
tUCBL-72380] p0321 H71-20109
CALIFORNIA UNIV., LOS ANGELES.
Aeroelastic wind tunnel modeling and three
dimensional structural analysis for dynamic
building response prediction to wind loads
p0167 N71-15314
Surveying air traffic controller occupation and
development of performance objectives
p0247 N71-18105
CAHBBIDGE OHIV. (EHGLAHD).
Entrainment coefficient used for computation of
two dimensional incompressible turbulent
boundary layers
CABC-B/H-3643] p02»9 H71-18424
Calculation of streamline coordinates for three
dimensional turbulent boundary layer in vaneless
diffuser
[ABC-B/H-3646] p0251 H71-18468
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CAN1DAIB, LTD., COBPOEATE SOOBCE IBDEZ
Examining solutions obtained from streamline
curvature method of calculating flow through
turbomachines for several operating points of
Rolls-Royce compressor
[CnED/A-TOBBO/TB-19] p0378 N71-22294
Heasurement of force and pressure fluctuations on
airfoils during transverse and streamwise gust
flows
fCDED/A-TORBO/TR-21] p0379 N71-2237H
Effects of wave inlet distortion at high and low
flow rate on performance of axial flow
compressor
[CUED/A-TURBO/T8-20] p0381 N71-22428
CAHADAIR, LTD., BONTBK4L (QUEBEC).
Aerodynamics of two dimensional flow on high lift
systems
P0320 S71-20067
CANADIAN TBAHSFORT COMMISSION OTTAWA (ONTARIO).
Assessment of STOL technology for establishment of
Canadian transport system
[UTIAS-162] P0162 N71-14701
CABLETOH DNIV., OTTAWA (ONTARIO).
Computer programs to determine loss and deviation
correlations of flow in turbomachinery
[HE/A-70-1] p0106 N71-12226
CARNEGIE-HELLON DNIY., PITTSBURGH, PA.
Drag coefficient of vehicle traveling coaxially
with uniform velocity through solid wall tube of
finite length
[PB-197871] P0621 1171-31763
CATHOLIC ONI?. OF AHEBICA. WASHINGTON. D.C.
Three dimensional surface planing at high Froude
number with small angle of attack
[AD-717067] p0335 N71-21600
Lift coeffient for wind induced vibration of
skewed cylindrical body
fAD-717739] p0376 N71-22169
Safety standards development analysis for
passenger vehicles and aircraft
[AD-718397] p0392 N71-23333
Literature survey and bibliography on noise
ppllution including sources, effects, and
control
f AD-72431tlO p0612 N71-33315
CENTER FOR NAVAL ANALYSES, ARLINGTON, VA.
General aviation traffic implied densities and
interaction freguencies computed with model
using southern California to judge difficulty
for naval air traffic
[AD-719906] pO«69 N71-25621
Predicted civilian air travel increase and airport
use in Onited States of America for 1980
[AD-720732] P0515 1171-27155
Statistical analysis of Navy and Harine aircraft
activity and airspace usage in Feb. and Bar.
1970 as part of National Airspace utilization
System
TAD-722698] p0576 N71-30171I
Mathematical simulation and gueuing models for air
traffic control systems
[AD-721726] p0627 H71-32065
CENTRE D'ESSAIS EN VOL, BRETIGNY-SOR-ORGE (FRANCE).
Flight tests of all-weather landing systems
P0111 N71-12437
CENTRE D'ESSAIS EN VOL, ISTRES (FRANCE).
Engineering analysis on flight mechanics for
simulating pilot behavior in aircraft
P017H N71-16068
CENTBE NATIONAL D'ETODES SPATIALES, PARIS (FBANCE).
Project DIOSCURES for global sea and air traffic
control using synchronous satellites^for
ground-air-ground communications
POOS6 N71-11768
Policies for participation of French aerospace
industry in space programs
POC58 H71-12069
CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA BECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQOE, HEODON
(FRANCE) .
Wall pressure, hypersonic forces and hypersonic
heat transfer for flat plates in low density
flow
[BEPT-70-4] P0119 N71-13401
Knudsen flow and Hach number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic wakes of cylindrical bodies and
spheres
[BEPT-69-7] P012C N71-13403
Wall pressure and heat transfer distribution on
delta wings in rarefied hypersonic flow .
fSEPT-70-9] p02«9 N71-18U23
Sound field effects on flat plate heat transfer in
turbulent boundary layer
CHBPT-70-8] p0253 N71-18572
Transformation in air components due to marked
increase in temperature during reentry shock
wave
p0386 N71-22610
CENTRE NATIONAL DE BECBEBCHES HETALLOBGIQDES, LIEGE
(BELGIUM).
Cobalt and nickel based alloy metallurgy for high
temperature gas turbine materials
p0233 N71-17389
CHESAPEAKE COLL., BYE HILLS, BD.
Conference on prevention of mechanical failures
including bearing failures, spectrographic oil
analysis, failure mechanisms of helicopter
transmissions, and related problems
[AD-721359] ' p0520 N71-28057
CHBTSLER COBP., HE] OHLEAHS, LA.
Hypersonic wind tunnel test of two delta wing
orbiter models
[NASA-CB-1199811] p0728 N71-38668
CINCINNATI ONIV., OHIO.
Trajectories and velocities of solid particles
entrained by fluid flows in cascade nozzles
[AD-711121] p0041 N71-10516
Investigating flow field in near wake behind
rearward facing step in supersonic flow and heat
transfer distribution along reattachment surface
downstream of step
pOIOS N71-12216
Semi-empirical determination of adiabatic
efficiency of supersonic compressor stage
CAD-715005] p02U5 N71-18036
Fabrication and field testing of lightweight,
recoverable, air-transportable hangar
[AD-727051] p068U N71-35396
Fabrication and field testing of aircraft
maintenance hangars and general purpose shelters
[AD-7270U7] p0685 N71-35397
Development and characteristics of lightweight,
mobile structures for aircraft storage and
maintenance
[AD-727056] p0712 N71-36671
CITY. DNIV. OF NEW IOBK.
Transmission of sonic boom pressure through glass
window panes
[NASA-CR-11181)6] p0178 N71-16557
CIVIL AEROMEDICAL INST., OKLAHOHA CITY, OKLA.
Attitudes and motivational factors in job
performance of terminal area air traffic control
personnel
FFAA-AH-71-30] p0715 N71-37041
Pilot transition from conventional visual cross
pointer display to aural glide slope cues
rFAA-AH-71-24] p0721 N71-37682
CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Legal aspects of air and surface carrier
interactions in freight transportation
P0058 N71-12119
Possible benefits of local and trunk air carrier
mergers
p0058 H71-12120
Subsidies for American certificated air carriers
p0059 N71-12190
Problems of local airlines in providing service to
rural communities
p0167 N71-15390
Civil aeronautics operations review
p02"2 N71-17779
Employment opportunities for economists and air
transportation analysts with civil Aeronautics
Board
p02«2 N71-17798
Problems in civil air transportation and logistics
p02«2 N71-17799
Problems facing local air transport industry,
communities, and government agencies
p02t6 N71-18078
Jet aircraft noise reduction near airports
p0246 1171-18079
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1938 to 1952
[PB-196672] p0335 N71-21621
Tabulation data on United states commercial
aircraft accidents during 1953 to 1957
[PB-196673] p0337 B71-21663
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1958 to 1963
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COBPOBAfB SODBCE IHDEI COBHELL AEBONADTICAL LAB., IHC.,
[PB-19667U] p0337 N71-21665
&ir transportation system and Civil Aeronautics
Board decisions
p0399 H71-23720
Analysis of magnitude, growth, and carrier
participation of passenger traffic in major
short-haul markets
pOU77 N71-26528
Airline operations, costs, effects on aircraft
industry, and cooperation with CAB
p0565 H71-29256
Trends in air transportation and airline industry
operations from 1970 to 1980
P0592 N71-31512
Commercial aircraft performance and cost analysis
data for 1968 and 1969 in OS
p0619 H71-31611
CLEHSOH DHIV.. S.C.
Minimum variance estimates of signal derivatives
with application to case of aircraft descent
rate in instrument landing systems
[NASA-CH-111928] p0577 N71-302U1
Numerical analysis of derivatives of flutter
velocity of aircraft structures to determine
optimization of complex structures
[NASA-CB-111955] p0679 N71-35126
COLLINS BADIO CO., CEDAB BAPIDS, IORA.
Analysis of integrated high frequency antenna
system for P-3C aircraft radio communications
[AD-718167] p0392 N71-23306
Tests for determining spectral signatures of
integrated high-freguency antenna systems for
P-3 aircraft
fAD-716054] p0398 N71-23609
COLOBADO STATE DHIV., FOBT COLLINS.
Transportation research needs related to civil
engineering
[PB-193388] p0035 N71-102U7
Rind loading moments produced on scale models of
tall buildings in wind tunnel tests
p0166 N71-15306
Air flow over roughness discontinuity
fAD-712113] P0168 H71-15<I65
COLOBADO OHIV., BOOLDEB.
Analysis of solid rotors used in high speed
induction motors for aerospace applications
p0371 N71-21898
COLOMBIA DNIV., HER YORK.
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom shock
wave scattering
p052« 1171-28369
Approximative- solutions for diffracted and
focusing wave front expansions in sonic boom
shock wave propagation
p0524 N71-28370
COHISIOB NACIONAL DE INVESTIGACIONES ESPACIALES,
BUENOS AIRES (ABGEHTIHA).
Dynamic response of vehicle and its automatic
flight control system
p0325 N71-2033U
COHHEBCE DEPT., RASBISGTON, D.C.
OS commercial aircraft export strategy and
recommendations for financing and expansion
p02«6 N71-18087
COHHISSARIAT A L'ENEBSIE ATOHIQOE, SACLAY (FBAHCE).
Gas flow near flat surface fitted with fins in
.herring bone pattern in nuclear gas-graphite
power reactors
[CEA-N-1329] p0128 N71-14U10
COHHITTSE OH APPBOPHIATIONS (0. S. HOOSE).
Federal funding for SST and Concorde aircraft
development in 1971
p06U6 N71-33758
COBHITTEE ON COHHEBCB (0. S. SENATE).
Extension of Hew York Waterfront Commission to
area airports and establishment of security
measures to combat air cargo theft
[REPT-91-1262] . pC576 N71-3016U
Control equipment and engine development for air
pollution control from jet aircraft engine
emissions
p0591 N71-31403
COHHITTEE OH FINANCE (0. S. SENATE).
Senate hearings on Federal anti-skyjackinq program
p0592 H71-31511
COBHITTEE ON FOBEI6H JFFAIBS (0. S. HOOSE) .
Air piracy resolutions presented to Congress and
OS and worldwide air piracy statistics
p0633 871-32689
COHHITTEE ON FOREIGN BELATIOHS (0. S. SENATE).
Convention for suppression of unlawful aircraft
seizure and article by article analysis
p0717 B71-37590
COHHITTEE OH GOVERNMENT OPEBATIOHS (0. S. SENATE).
Congressional hearing on investigation of contract
for TFX aircraft
pOOSO N71-11034
Congressional investigation into contract
management and development costs of TFX aircraft
[BEPT-91-1196] p0170 N71-15649
COBBITTEE OH I5TEBSTATE AHD FOBEIGH COHHEBCE (0. S.
BOOSE) .
Congressional hearings on chartered airline travel
p0573 N71-29707
COBHITTEE OH POBLIC IOBKS (0. S. SBRATB).
Control equipment and engine development for air
pollution control fron jet aircraft engine
emissions'
p0591 N71-31403
COHHITTEE OH SCIENCE AHD ASTRONAUTICS (0. S. BOOSE).
Authorization hearings on NASA space flight
program - Part 4, 1972
p0467 N71-25196
COHHITTEE ON TBE DISTRICT OF COLOHBIA (0. S.
SEHATE) .
Congressional hearings on Boeing 727 use of
Washington Rational Airport
p0240 N71-17697
COHPAGHIE GENEBALE DB TELEGBAPBIE SANS FIL, PARIS
(FBAHCE).
Computerized optimization of airport radome design
p0124 N71-13913
rOBPDTEB SCIENCES CORP., SILVER SPBING, HD.
HASTRAN static, modal, and transient analyses
plotting techniques with delta ving examples
p0688 N71-36299
COHGBESS. HODSE. COHBITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND
FOBEIGN COMMERCE.
Air mail transportation by contract operations
pOOtU 871-10816
CONHECTICOT ONIV., STOBBS.
Improved feedback control of distributed parameter
systems for lunar landing vehicle simulator
tNASA-CH-116482] p0231 B71-17345
CONSOBTIOH OF DHIVEBSITIES, RASHIHGTON, D.C.
Analysis of adequacy of access routes to Dulles
International Airport and need for additional
facilities to accommodate future expansion
[PB-194094] p047<l N71-26301
COORDINATING RESEARCH COONCIL, INC., HER YORK.
Sampling, handling, and measuring enissions from
aircraft gas turbine engines
[8BPT-430] p0719 N71-37604
COBHELL AERONAOTICAL LAB., INC.. BUFFALO, H.Y.
Psychological and environmental factors in
selecting pilot simulator tasks
p017U N71-16067
Advanced aircraft for flight testing of integrated
electronics system for reusable space shuttle
[NASA-CR-114832] p0179 N71-16713
In-fliqht determination of lateral-directional
dynamics for landing approach
[AD-715317] p0242 B71-17792
Effectiveness of anti-torque aerodynamic surfaces
immersed in helicopter rotor downwash
[AD-715438] p0257 H71-18937
Attached and separated laminar boundary layer
characteristics over high cooled, curved
compression surfaces in hypersonic airflow
p0315 N71-19837
Second-order slender wing theory for
incompressible flow over low aspect ratio wings
with and without leading edge separation
[HASA-CR-66762] p0317 H71-19912
Doppler radar measurements of flow generated by
wing tip vortices using reflective chaff
dispensed into vortices
tHASA-CH-111877) p0328 N71-20630
Isentropic-compression tube techniques producing
hypersonic flow in wind tunnels including
isentropic flow and free-piston shock tube modes
[AD-717727] p0375 N71-22158
Gas and fluid response to high intensity ruby
laser beam
[AD-717728] p0384 N71-22593
Beat flux distributions in pools of burning
aircraft fuels for design of protective clothing
for firefighting personnel
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COEBELL DHIV., COBPOBATE SOUBCB INDEX
fAD-722774] p0591 N71-31376
Second order slender wing theory for calculating
supersonic flow over low aspect ratio vinqs with
subsonic leading edges and leading edge
separation
r N A S A - C H - 1 8 6 0 ] p0673 N71-34004
Leading edge shock impingement and interaction
heating on scale model straight wing orbiter
[NASA-CB-115159] p0679 N71-35196
COBNELL DNIV. , ITHACA, N .Y .
Laboratory high beta plasma shock wave generation
f A D - 7 1 7 3 9 7 ] p0376 K71-22166
Boundary layer separation in viscous flow around
rigid bodies
[AD-717772] p0378 N71-22241
Aerodynamic sound production and method of matched
asymptotic expansions
p0382 N71-22467
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom shock
wave thickness
p0523 S71-28367
Approximative sound wave scattering behind sonic
boom overpressure signatures
p052U N71-28368
Acoustic »ave front reflection from caustic for
predicting sonic boom pressure distribution
P0524 H71-28371
Accuracy of shock pressure attenuation in near
field sonic boom profiles
p0527 S71-28391
CODHCIL FOB SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTBIAL RESEARCH.
PBETOBIA (SOOTH AFRICA).
Approximative solution of nonlinear potential
eguation for sguall disturbance in transonic
range and pressure distribution on aircraft
p0587 B71-31061
Aircraft structure elasticity effects on control
lever deflection and control forces
p0587 N71-31065
Design, development, and characteristics of
pulsejet engines without flap valves
p0587 N71-31102
CEA8FIELD IHST. OF TECHNOLOGY (ENGLAND).
Feasibility study of counter insurgency aircraft
with suction boundary layer control
[AERO-1] p0121 N71-13415
Synthesis of aircraft across track errors using
mathematical models with statistical parameters
[REPT-E/C-2] p0635 N71-32885
Analysis of feasibility of designing transport
aircraft to carry up to 1,000 passengers and
methods for predicting aircraft performance
rcRANFIELD-AERO-3] p0674 H71-34018
Design, development, and performance requirements
for large rigid airships for freight and cargo
transportation
[FEPT-5] p0710 N71-36425
CBSWFOED, BDNTE, BODED, INC., ST. LODIS, HO.
Analysis of airport travel demands at Lambert-St.
Louis Municipal Airport
[PB-192057] p0123 N71-13695
COBTISS-BBIGHT CORP., BOOD-BIDGE, B.J.
Transpiration cooled blades for high temperature
inlets in gas turbine engines
p0233 N71-17384
Design and tests of HTF-48 single rotor compressor
engine
[AD-715626] p0255 N71-18801
Design and development of gas turbine combustion
unit with nozzle guide vanes for introducing
diluent air into combustion gases
[NASA-CASE-XLE-103477-1] P°?2? N71-20330
Tip-turbine lift fan design and specifications
[NAS&-CH-7297U] p0679 N71-31945
Stratified charge engine tests to determine
exhaust emission characteristics
rAD-727715] p0729 N71-38760
CZECHOSLOVAK ACADEHY OF SCIENCES, PRAGUE.
Application of least squares method for
determining longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives
of aircraft from flight test data
[Z-12] p0641 H71-33305
DAYTON UNIV.. OHIO.
Parametric study of natural freguencies of skin
stringer structures
[AD-711383] pOO«3 H71-10734
DECCA BAVIGATOB CO., LTD., LONDON (ENGLAND).
Operating instructions of Decca Bark 19 navigation
system
p063« N71-32861
Functions and development of Decca Navigation
radio position fixing system
p0635 N71-32892
Operating instructions for Decca Hark 25
navigation system
p0635 H71-32917
DEFENCE RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT TORONTO, DOBHSVIEB
(ONTARIO) .
Determining sound pressure and noise spectra of
turboshaft engines to assess potential noise
injury
fDRET-TM-788] p0716 N71-37113
DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER, ALEXANDRIA. VA.
Bibliography on urban economics and planning
[AD-714500] pOISO K71-16874
Bibliography on fuel- and propellant-tanks
[AD-723920] p0627 N71-3207U
Flight tests and evaluation of parachutes,
parachute fabrics, and supporting equipment -
Vol. 1
(AD-724500] p0610 N71-33180
Annotated bibliography on noise pollution-sonic
booms
[AD-722910] p0675 N71-34023
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS, ONTARIO, DOHNSVIER.
Types of measurement, and solutions to air
pollution problems caused by transportation
vehicles
CDHO-EEL69] p0686 N71-35485
DEPARTMENT OF SDPPLY, HELBOOBNE (AOSTRiLIA).
Transonic pressure distributions on 12 percent
thick, uncambered airfoils with maximum
thickness at 0.3 and 0.7 of chord
P06U5 N71-33615
Meteorological flight search for clear air
turbulence in stratosphere above Australia, 1966
p0615 N71-33671
DEPiBTHENT OP TRADE AND INDUSTRY, LONDON (ENGLAND).
Testing ASMI/transponder for moving emergency
service vehicles on airfields during poor
visibility conditions
p0571 N71-29553
DEPABTHEHT OF TRANSPORTATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Traveler service problems in domestic intercity
air, bus, and rail transportation
[PB-193300] P0034 N71-10116
Besearch and developments in aircraft noise
reduction
p0035 H71-10171
Environmental impact of supersonic transport
p0238 N71-17545
Development planning manual for national
transportation system
[PB-194964] p0245 N71-18072
Cleveland rapid rail transport system to Hopkins
International Airport
P0258 N71-18956
Index of standard instrument approach procedures
for domestic and foreign airports
p0391 N71-23233
Review of policies affecting civil aviation,
problems confronting it, and potential for
future contributions to national benefits
[NASA-SP-265] p0579 1171-30506
Civil aviation research and development projects
noting characteristics and growth to date,
current problems, future requirements, potential
solutions, and recommendations
[NASA-SP-266] p0579 N71-30507
Investigation of air charter operations utilizing
large airplanes to fulfill demands of aircraft
capacity and speed, cargo type and size, as well
as frequency of operation
[PB-197636] p0619 N71-3162<4
DEPUTY CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS (DEVELOPMENT),
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Design modifications on short takeoff Bronco
aircraft resulting from combat operations tests
p0394 N71-23416
DETBOIT EDISON CO.. MICH.
Freight transportation in Great Lakes Area for
year 2000
p0261 N71-19320
DEUTSCHE FORSCHOHGS- UNO VBBSUCHSANSTALT FDEB LUFT-
UND BADMFAHBT, BEBLIB (BEST GERMAHY).
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COBPOBATE SOURCE IBDEX DEDTSCBE GESELLSCHAFT POKE I.OPT- DSD BAUBFAHBT.
Compressible circular net instabilities with
respect to spatially qrovinq disturbances
fDLR-FS-70-511 p0251 N71-18171
Solution of Liqhthill gas model wave equation for
enqine noise qeneratibn in circular jets notinq
cylindrical coordinate system
[DLR-PB-70-57] p0373. N71-22070
Sound generation by small perturbation jet flow
[DLR-FB-71-02] p0398 N71-23596
DEUTSCHE FOBSCHUBGS- UNO VEBSOCHSANSTALT FDEB LOFT-
OND BAOHFABBT. BROBSHICK (REST GERHABY).
Catalytic surface effects on thermocouple
combustion qas temperatnre measurements in -jet
engines
p0232 H71-17379
Coefficient determination of fliqht dynamics
multivariable systems by means of computer
simulated aircraft dynamic models
C DLB-FB-70-30] p0253 1171-18586
Benzene evaporation rate determined from flat
plate film boilinq under hiqh temperature air
flow with application, to qas turbine air
pollution reduction
[DLR-FB-70-58] p037U N71-22072
Aircraft safety and aircraft reliability, notinq
pilot performance, landinq approach and takeoff,
and clear air turbulence
p0377 S71-22197
Fatique life of helicopter rotary winqs under
vibrational stresses
pOU55 N71-2K386
Fundamentals of turbocompressor and turbofan noise
and noise reduction possibilities
[D1R-PB-70-71] p0569 B71-29371
Aircraft indicatinq instruments with diqital
cathode ray tube display
[DLR-FB-71-27] p0620 H71-31695
Test section of combustion wind tunnel for jet
propulsion
[DLR-HITT-71-08] p0623 1171-31812
Heat flowmeter for measuring vertical takeoff
aircraft exhaust thermal insulation dissipation
TDLB-HITT-71-07] p0624 N71-31929
Hotion cues and pilot error in simulated
instrument landing system approach
p0626 1171-31953
Strength of adhesive of carbon fiber composite
material bonds
[DLR-FB-71-31] p0639 1171-33100
DEUTSCHE FOBSCHUHGS- USD VEBSUCHSAHSTALT FBER LUFT-
OBD BAUBFAHBT, GOETTIHGEB (RES! GEBHABY).
Aerodynamic forces on lifting bodies and delta
wings in hypersonic slip flow
rBHB»-FB-»-70-l)1] p0170 N71-15701
Sinqularity method for calculation of potential
flow around axisymmetric rings
p0251 N71-18«69
Hypersonic low density wind tunnel including
auxiliary equipment for electroforming and
electroplating wind tunnel models
[BHBR-FB-R-70-51] p0253 N71-18593
Bind tunnel vortex flow study on body of
revolution with or without •vings
P0301 1171-19355
Rind tunnel tests with jet simulation of tailplane
interference on European airbus models
p030« N71-1937U
Drag in turbulent wakes behind bluff bodies
measured directly and compared with measurements
derived from von Karman equation
fDLR-FB-70-27] p0328 H71-20685
Flow measurement of Nonweiler delta vinq in
hypersonic slip flow
[D1R-FB-7Q-II6] p0458 N71-2«500
Description and operational behavior of hypersonic
low density wind tunnel at Goettingen, Rest
Germany
(DLR-FB-70-12] p051it N71-27034
Liguid nitrogen cooled nozzle for hypersonic low
density wind tunnel
CDLR-FB-70-<H J p0511 N71-27035
Bach number reduction in low density hypersonic
wind tunnel by increasing nozzle throat area
[DlR-FB-70-»3] p0515 H71-27060
Hot-wire anemometer for wind tunnel turbulence
measurement and wind tunnel oscillation
reduction
[DLR-FB-70-39] p0516 N71-27161
Unsteady pressure measurements on harmonically
oscillating swept wing with two control surfaces
in incompressible flow
p0569 S71-29350
Pressure measurements of harmonically oscillating
sweptback wing with two flaps in incompressible
flow
[DLR-FB-70-47] p0570. N71-29K33
DEUTSCHE FOBSCHUKGS- USD VERSUCHSAHSTALT FUER LUFT-
UBD BAUHFAHBT, OBEBPFAFFEHHOFEH (REST GEBBANY.).
Dynamic characteristics and linear control theory
for aircraft simulation
p0171 N71-16061
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
fliqht characteristics
[DLR-FB-70-29] p0230 N71-171U5
Biblioqraphy on radar and radio navigation
[DLB-HITT-70-21] p0513 N71-26970
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
flight characteristics
[BBWG-FBRT-70-9] p0622 N71-31781
Inflight simulation with high wing loading fighter
aircraft approach using HFB-320 and Piaggio
aircraft
[DLR-FB-71-06] . p0622 N71-31789
Synoptic meteorological conditions for clear air
turbulence and turbulence effects on aircraft
fliqht characteristics
P0623 1171-31885
Atmospheric turbulence models showing qust load
influence on aircraft yaw notion
p062t B71-31891
Sieulation margins and independent variable
sensitivity of in-flight simulators using root
locus analysis
p0626 H71-31958
In-flight simulation with HFB-320 aircraft
p0626 N71-31959
DEUTSCHE FOBSCHUNGS- DBD TEBSUCHSAHSTALT FUEB 1UFT-
UHD BAUHFiHRT, POBZ (REST GEBB1HY).
Hypervelocity wind tunnel data acquisition
[DLR-FB-70-«i»] p0226 B71-17046
Dependence of aerodynamic coefficients on maximum
thickness and length of axisymmetric bodies in
supersonic flow
[D1B-FB-70-54] p0250 N71-184I4U
Supersonic combustion, fuel injection, and
recirculation in hydrogen hypersonic external
combustion at flat plates and bodies of
revolution
[D1H-FB-70-6U] p0374 N71-22129
Numerical integration method based on potential
flow theory to evaluate aerodynamic
characteristics of thin supersonic vings
CDLB-FB-71-01] p0398 B71-23597
Aerodynamic drag of many bodies of revolution in
supersonic flow
[D1R-FB-71-04] p0578 1171-30325
Numerical solution of Fredholm equation for air
duct vortices of shrouded propeller with tip
clearance
[DlB-FB-71-15] p0622 1171-31788
DEUTSCHE FOBSCHUBGS- DHD VEBSUCHSABSTALT FDEB. LUFT-
DBD BAUHFAHET, STUTTGABT (REST GEBHANT).
Survey on different methods for lifting rotor
downwash analysis
(D1B-HITT-70-23] p0569 H71-2939S
Computation of uncoupled vibrations of rotary
wings using transfer matrix method
CDLB-FB-70-63] p0570 N71-29513
Hathematical model for induced velocity
distribution of lifting rotor in horizontal
flight
[DLB-BITT-70-22] p0575 N71-30039
Botary wing downwash influence on fixed wing flow
using magnetic induction vortex model
[D1B-FB-70-62] p0575 B71-300UO
DEUTSCHE FOBSCBDNGSABST1LT FUER LOFT* UHD BAUBFAHBT,
STUTTGABT (REST G E B H A H T ) .
flathematical models for lifting rotor aerodynamic
calculations, noting wake configurations
CD1B-BITT-70-19] p0158 H71-24<t89
DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHiFT FOBB LOFT- OBD BAOBFAHBT,
COLOGNE (REST GEBHiHI).
Hoire effect analysis of stress and strain of
machine parts and structural elements
CAD-717826] p0376 B71-22168
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DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT PUER LUFT- OND RAOHFAHRT, CORPORATE SODECB INDEX
Conference papers on low level turbulence models
to determine influence on aircraft stability and
missile trajectories
CDLB-HITT-70-12] p0623 S71-31882
Conference papers on flight simulation
[DLR-MITT-70-29] p0625 H71-31951
DBOTSCBE GESELLSCBAFT FOEB LDFT- OND BAOHFAHBT,
HECKENHEIH (WEST GERHANI).
Conference proceedings on vertical takeoff
aircraft technology, noting tandem wing
aircraft, tilt wing aircraft, helicopters, lift
fans, and jet engines
[DLH-HITT-70-15] p0376 H71-22186
DEDTSCBE GESELLSCBAFT FOEB LDFT- UNO BAQHFABBT,
STOTTGART (IBST 6EBBANI).
Conference on fatigue life in helicopter
components
[DLH-HITT-70-01] p0455 B71-24385
DEOTSCHE LUFTHANSA AKTIBNGESELLSCHAFT. HAHBOEG (REST
GEEBAIY) .
Airline view of air navigation problems
p072U H71-37896
DBOTSCBE VEBSUCHSANSTALT FDEB LOFT- OBD BADBFABBT,
STOTTGABT (BEST GEEBANT).
Measurement of macroscopic aerodynamic guantities
in plasma jets produced by electrothermal and
hall current accelerators
p0385 B71-22639
DEOTSCBEB RETTBHDIENST. OFFEHBACB AH HAIN (REST
GEB8ANY).
Aeronautical climatological tables of
international commercial airports
p0165 N71-15143
DORHIER-REHKE G.H.B.H. , FBIEDBICHSBAFEH (REST
GERMANY) .
Finite elenent method for dynamic structural
analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft design
p0118 N71-13134
DO-231 V/STOL aircraft design, noting passenger
comfort, aerodynamic noise, aerodynamic
characteristics, and cost analysis
p0376 H71-22187
Rotary wing structural stability of Dornier high
temperature gas jet helicopter
p0456 B71-24387
Flight simulation of short takeoff aircraft and
Dornier-31 aircraft, and results using cockpit
simulator with 6 degrees of freedom for DO-31
p0626 1171-31956
DOUGLAS AIBCBAFT CO., IBC., LOBG BEACH, CALIF.
Programming documentation for extended capability
of FORBAT-FOBTRAN matrix abstraction technigue
of structural analysis
tAD-713840] p0157 N71-14537
Engineering users data for extended capability of
FOHBAT-FORTBAN matrix abstraction technigue of
structural analysis
[AD-713727] p0157 B71-1U538
Developing basic methodology for predicting
aircraft stopping distance on wet runway using
computerized simulation
[FAA-NA-70-5] p0320 H71-20068
Digital computer program description with updating
case data mode and extended force method matrix
generation capability
[AD-715982] p0323 871-20180
Feasibility of boron-epoxy reinforced aluminum
alloy for horizontal stabilizer structure of DC
8 aircraft and recommendations for demonstration
program
[HASA-CR-111913] p0517 N71-27664
Procedures for calculating normal wash in
nonplanar configurations and interference
between vings and bodies
p0567 N71-29340
Computer program development for potential flow
calculation about lifting bodies
fAD-727628] p0718 S71-37597
DODGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., IBC., SABTA BOBICA, CALIF.
Computer program for structural design
optimization of horizontal stabilizer of
supersonic aircraft
p0118 1171-13137
Computer program for determining low speed
interference effects of flow fields about
arbitrary bodies by superposition
p030<! H71-19377
DOR CHEHICAL CO., HIDLAHD, BICB.
Cheeical and physical properties of aircraft fuels
gelled with hydrocarbon resins
[FAA-NA-71-17] p0627 N71-32078
Adhesive and coating material formulations and
manufacturing processes for lightweight
Ion-permeability braces for use in high altitude
decelerators
[BASA-CR-111961] p0681 B71-35208
Laboratory tests of polymeric latex modified
fast-fix C-1 cement for repair of damaged runway
pavejnents
CAD-727728] p0725 N71-38132
DONLAP AND ASSOCIATES, IBC., SAHTA MONICA, CALIF.
Influence of environmental factors in aircraft
carrier landings and accidents
p0325 H71-20369
DYHAHIC SCIENCE, IBVIHB, CALIF.
Combustion chemistry and mixing in supersonic flow
[AD-71U1091 pOISO H71-16886
Fuel tank vapor space characteristics for
simulated helicopter fuel tank and evaluation of
existing potential hazard from vibration
environment
[AD-875901] p0329 N71-20702
Supersonic combustion chemistry and mixing of high
energy density fuels related to advanced
air-breathing engine design, using boron
particles
[AD-727782] p0727 B71-38530
Design criteria for crashworthy aircraft fuel
systems for military aircraft
[AD-7239881 p0637 H71-32992
DYNASCIENCES CORP., BLOE BELL, PA.
Engineering methods for predicting temperatures
and velocities in vicinity of vertical lift
engines of jet .¥/STOL aircraft operating near
ground
[NASA-CB-111845] p0254 N71-18714
Bandbook of analytical methods and stability data
for determining dynamic stability and control
characteristics of generalized single-rotor
compound helicopter configurations
[AD-722250] p0523 N71-28338
Computer program used for design criteria of stall
characteristics of straight wing aircraft
[NASA-CH-1646} p0588 S71-31154
Belicopter payload capability indicator in terms
of gas generator speed
[AD-723U36] p0620 N71-31723
DTHATECH COBP., CAHBBIDGE, BASS.
Noise attenuation by injection of evaporating
. droplets into subsonic duct flow
[NASA-CH-111905] p0644 N71-33560
EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL,
TITOS7ILLE.
General aviation airport planning for east central
Florida
[PB-191239] p0128 N71-14494
EAST-REST GATERAY COORDINATING COOHCIL, EAST ST.
LOOIS, ILL.
Analysis of airport travel demands at Laabert-St.
Louis Municipal Airport
tPB-192057] p0123 N71-13695
ECOLE BATIONALE SOPEBIEORE DE L'AERONAOTIQOE,
TOOLOOSE (FB&NCE).
Flaps and leading edge modifications for improved
aerodynamic control stability of military
aircraft
p0395 N71-23422
EDGEBTON, GERHESBAOSEN AND GEIER, INC., ALBOQOEBQOE,
N.BEX.
Poisson density functions and factor analysis of
shock wave propagation and sonic boom spectra in
turbulent flow
[NASA-CR-1879] p0611 N71-33283
EDGEBTON, GERHESBAOSEN AND GBIER, INC., LAS VEGAS,
NEV.
Aerial surveys for determining plutonium
concentration using array of Hal detectors
[EGG-1183-1517] p0687 N71-35980
EL AL ISRAEL AIRLINES, LTD., TEL AVIV.
Civilian airline operations with Boeing 747
aircrafts and supersonic aircraft
p0380 N71-22385
Planning for Boeing 747 aircraft integration into
Israel airline operations
p0381 N71-22388
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COEPOBATE SOOBCE IBOEI FEDERAL AVIATIOH ADBIHISTBATIOH,
ELECTROHAGNETIC COBPATIBILITY AHALYSIS CBBTEB,
ASH1POLIS. HD.
Third order-two signal intermodulation products
for 212 frequencies between 225 and 100 HHz as
used in FAA frequency assignment processes
[ECAC-PB-70-018] p0571 N71-29551
Third order-two signal intermodulation products
for 360 frequencies between 118 and 136 HHz when
50 kHz channel spacing is used as in FAA
frequency assignment processes
tECAC-PB-70-016] p0571 1171-29552
Third order-two signal intermodulation products
within 118-136 HHz band with 50 kHz spacing
[ECAC-PR-70-015] p0571 N71-2955H
ELECTRORIQOE BABCEL DASSAULT, ST. CLOOD (FBAHCE).
Surveillance radar installed on helicopter for
obstacle avoidance
p0125 1171-13938
ELLIOTT BEOS., LTD.. LONDON (EBGLAHD).
Autopilot landing system for VC-10 aircraft
p0111 N71-12U11
ELLIOTT PLIGHT AOTOHATIOH, 1TD. , BOCHESTEB (EHGLJHD).
Investigating system requirements of airborne data
processors
p0113 1171-12608
Digital data processing for designing automatic
flight control systems
p011U 1171-12616
EHTWICKLUNGSBING HOBO, BBEBEN (WEST GERBANY).
Hind tunnel stability and thermal cycling tests
performed on reentry vehicle configurations in
French and German test facilities
p0331 N71-20859
EBVIHONBEBtAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADBIHISTRATION,
BOOLDEB. COLO.
Fundamental characteristics of analog and digital
modulation used in ATC communication system
[ESSA-TH-EBL-ITS-232] p0571 N71-29555
Development, testing, and utilization of silver
iodide pyrotechnic cloud seeding system
fESSA-TH-EBLTM-APCL-5] p0715 N71-36985
ENVIBON8EHT4L SCIENCE SERVICES ADHINISTBATION,
EOCKVILLE, BD.
Tabulation of B-57 aerial cloud photography of
tropical convection systems for 11 to 28 July
1969 with flight path over Barbados Islands
fESSA-TM-EBLTB-BOHAP-1] p0399 1171-23716
EHVIBOHBEBTAL TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS CENTEB (AIR
FORCE), WASHINGTON, D.C.
Synoptic meteorology for airports in Spain,
Austria, France, Switzerland, and Alps
[AD-720708] p0519 N71-27807
Tables on climatological conditions for airfields
and climatic areas of Mediterranean region
[AD-721160] p0519 871-27830
EOHOCONTBOl AGENCY, BRUSSELS (BELGIUB).
Feasibility of satellite navigation system for
subsonic and supersonic air traffic control over
North Atlantic Ocean
p0113 N71-12594
EDROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, PABIS (FRANCE).
Cost analysis of joint NASA-European space program
involving navigation and communication
satellites for civil air traffic control
[ESRO-SP-61] p0115 N71-12756
Scientific results from ESBO satellites and from
sounding rocket campaign including aeronautical
fields, management planning, satellite
development, and telecommunication - 1969 report
pOM56 N71-24t'l7
EDBOSYSTEM, PARIS (FRANCE).
Computerized real tine data processing and display
system for air traffic control in airspace over
Belgium, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, and Germany
p0722 R71-377UH
FEDERAL AVIATION ADBINISTRATION, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Evacuation tests from 280-passenger SST mock-up
through different type exits
fFAA-4M-70-19J p0313 H71-19812
Flight simulator evaluation of aircraft instrument
departure procedure
(FAA-FS-600-2] p0572 N71-29635
Analysis of eguipment, crew training, and
operations involved in use of fixed wing
aircraft for aeromedical transportation
rFAA-AB-71-18] p0628 N71-32080
Analysis of aircraft structures which cause
oajority of injuries in aircraft accidents and
recommendations for structural improvement to
reduce accident severity
[FAA-AB-71-3] p0630 N71-32t<!7
Handbook for airframe and powerplant mechanics
preparing for uechanic certification for FAA
aircraft and engine mechanic examinations
[FAA-AC-65-9] p0616 N71-33678
FEDERAL AVIATION ADHIIISTBATIOB, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Systems maintenance program evaluation of Eastern
Region air transportation facilities
p0033 N71-10111I
Rapid rail transit service to airports
p0031 N71-10167
Pricing system for landing and takeoff slots by
passenger flights for use of Washington National
Airport
p0035 N71-10170
Air carrier demand for slots particularly in area
of Washington-Baltimore
[PB-193350] p0037 N71-10347
Program effectiveness and facility criteria for
ILS investment decisions
p0038 N71-10355
Selected tabulations from Cleveland Hopkins
Airport user surveys before and after rail
transit service
p0038 N71-10360
Statistical data on delays and cost of delays at
airline terminals
p0038 N71-10366
FAA statistical handbook of aviation 1958-1968
p0038 N71-10372
Maintenance programs, evaluation, acceptance, and
monitoring procedures for transport aircraft
p0048 N71-11020
Application of weight and balance principles for
aircraft operation
[FAA-AC-91-23] p0107 N71-122U1
Guidance developments for all-weather landing
p0110 N71-12433
Bilitary air traffic report for calendar year 1969
iii United States and overseas
[HEPT-70-10] p0122 N71-13U18
Analysis of New York air transportation system and
recommended improvements
[PB-3] p012i» N71-13777
Planning system for metropolitan airports
[FAA-AC-150/5070-5] p0239 N71-17546
Tenative airworthiness standards for powered lift
transport category aircraft
p0239 N71-17553
Systems analysis summary on New York metropolitan
area air traffic capacity
p0215 N71-18040
Surveying crash fire and rescue equipment at North
American and Canadian airports
p02U6 N71-18101
Survey of air traffic control radar beacon system
operational problems
p0217 N71-18116
Beteorological effects on air transportation,
including atmospheric and runway conditions
p0247 1171-18117
System description of field test model of ABTS 2
modular alphanumeric nontracking ATC system
p0255 N71-18815
Proceedings and recommendations of conference on
sonic booms
[IGIA-17/4.8] p0372 N71-21976
Analysis and statistics of airports, air carrier
fleet operation, aircraft•production, and status
of civilian pilot personnel for September, 1970
p0372 N71-21977
Analysis of Boeing 727 aircraft impact on
environment, passenger processing, passenger
boarding trends, and scheduled and total
operation trends
p0372 N71-21978
Ten year forecast for eight major traffic
categories at Washington National and Dulles
International airports for period 1971 through
1982
p0372 B71-21979
Development and description of basic descriptors
used to analyze jet engine noise, aircraft
noise, and noise level of airports
p0372 1171-21980
C-15
FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY, COBPOBATE SODBCE INDEX
Market forecasts and traffic control technologies
of Boeinq 747 aircraft and supersonic aircraft
operations
p0380 N71-22383
Community values and social problems associated
Kith construction of air and surface
transportation facilities
pC511 B71-26802
Comparison of fatal aircraft accidents vith
medical personnel as pilots against aircraft
accident fatalities among general aviation
pilots
fFAA-AS-71-9] p0517 B71-27428
Third order-two signal intermodulation products
for 242 frequencies between 225 and 400 KHz as
used in FAA frequency assignment processes
fECAC-PS-70-018] p0571 1171-29551
Third order-tvo signal interaodulation products
for 360 frequencies between 118 and 136 HHz when
50 kHz channel spacing is used as in FAA
frequency assignment processes
CECAC-EH-70-016] p0571 H71-29552
Systems maintenance program evaluation conducted
in central region of DS
p0619 H71-31623
Analysis of factors creating aircraft noise
problems and efforts to reduce level of aircraft
noise
p0628 H71-32086
Summary of instrument flight rule off-airway
routes for commercial and military aviation in
OS and overseas areas
p0678 B71-34592
Guide to private and commerical multiengine
aircraft pilot certification
fFAA-AC-61-4C] p0711 H71-36438
Planning short-haul intercity commercial air
transportation with STOL aircraft
[HBCN-2] p0719 H71-37605
Effect of net, icy, and snow covered runways on
aircraft stopping distance, and directional
control in crosswinds, effect of surface texture
and contamination on runway slipperiness
[FS-160-65-68-2] p0723 N71-37820
Manual for development of needs estimates and
capital improvement programs for airports and
other intercity teminals for 1970 to 1990
[OHB-04-S71002] p0723 B71-37824
Effectiveness of control towers in reducing
aircraft accidents and approach time
p0726 N71-38213
Air traffic control, communications, navigation,
frequency management, systems analysis, and
aircraft SEDS program developments
p0726 N71-38214
FEDEBAL AVIATION &GEKCY, B&SBT8GTOH, D.C.
Third order-two signal intermodulation products
within 118-136 BBz band with 50 kHz spacing
[ECAC-PB-70-015] p0571 N71-29554
Bange and azimuth resolution characteristics and
aircraft separation neasurment capability of
radar beacon-digitizer subsystem
[FAA-HA-71-16] p0715 N71-37038
FEBBAHTI, LTD., EDIBBOBGB (SCOTLAHD) .
Investigating small digital processors as
interface between computer and sensor in
airborne systems
p0113 N71-12609
FLOBIDA ATLANTIC OHIV., BOCA EATOH.
Interpretation of color infrared photography of
Florida tidewater coastline
[AD-727630] p072H N71-37924
FOBGEAL, ISSOIBE (FBABCE) .
Properties and selective applications of aluminum
alloys in airframe construction
POSH B71-27044
FOBSCBOHGSIBSTITOT PDEB FOHK OHD BATHEHATIK,
•BBTHOVEB (IEST GEEBAHI).
Digital radar data transmission system for use in
air traffic control
p012« H71-13840
Statistical comparison of computer logics for
controlled radar tracking of air traffic
p0125 B71-13935
FOBSVABETS FOBSKBIHGSAHSTALT, STOCKBOLB (S8BDEN).
Helicopter gyro displacement neasurenents at
differing flying conditions
[FOA-2-C-2356-49-/72/] p0477 H71-26567
POET DETBICK. FBEDEBICK, BD.
Determining equations of motion and aerodynamic
characteristics for Hagnus rotors by flight
tests
[AD-716345] p0310 B71-19560
FBAHCE. DIBECTIOH DE LA HETEOBOLOGIE HATIOBALE,
PiEIS.
Ground visibility observations and automatic
measurement of runway visual range of airport
runways
p003it NT1-10118
Automatic calculation of runway visual range of
airport runways
P0034 B71-10120
FBOST EHGINEEBING DEVELOPBBHT COBP., ENGLEBOOD, COLO.
Bonflammable polyurethane foam for ejection seat
cushions and statistical analysis of its
mechanical properties
[AD-723302] p0621 N71-31775
GAGE-BABCOCK ABD ASSOCIATES, INC., iESICHESTEE, ILL.
Survey conducted to develop minimum requirements
for airport fire fighting and rescue services
[FiA-AS-71-1] p0307 H71-19U26
GENEBAL ACCODHTING OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Army aircraft modification program management
review and recommendations
p0036 H71-10287
Investigation of adverse effects of producing
QH-50 helicopters prior to completion of
development and flight tests
p0578 H71-30301
GEHEBAL APPLIED SCIENCE LABS., INC., iESTBUBY, N.T.
Description and capabilities of traveling wave
sonic boom simulators
[NASA-CB-1696] p0052 N71-11422
Design concepts and experimental verification of
components for turbulent mixing wind tunnel
[NASA-CB-114286) p0521 B71-28130
Structural response and acoustic transmission
characteristics of glass pane and standard wood
frame construction wall panels subjected to
sonic booms
[NASA-CB-111925J p0631 H71-32488
GENEBAL DYNAHICS/CONVAIB, SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Heasurements of urban, suburban, and rural radio
frequency noise interfering with aircraft
communication
[NASA-CB-72802] p0162 B71-14754
find tunnel evaluation of interference drag in
tnrbofan engine-wing configuration of subsonic
aircraft
p0304 N71-19376
Aerothermodynamic shock heating of space shuttle
booster surface during atmospheric ascent
p0472 H71-26059
GENEBAL DTNABICS/FOBT iOBTH, 1EX.
Flight simulator and airframe test stand for
evaluating operational performance of aircraft
flight control system
p0393 B71-23413
GEBEBAL DIBASICS/POMONA, CALIF.
Computerized prediction of flow field interference
forces and moments on aircraft stores at
subsonic speeds
P0305 B71-19385
GENEBAL ELECIEIC CO., BINGHABTON, N.I.
Brnshless dc motor design and performance tests
CB&SA-CR-1029421 P0112 B71-12533
6ESEBAL ELECTRIC CO., CIBCIBHATI. OHIO.
Evaluation of range and distortion tolerance for
high Bach number transonic fan stages - Vol. 1
[S&S4-CB-72787-VOL-1] p0163 BTI-1U851
Evaluation of range and distortion tolerance for
high Bach number transonic fan stages - Vol. 2
[NASA-CB-72787-VOL-2] p0163 B71-14852
Inlet flow distortion testing of high Bach number
transonic fan stages - Vol. 1
[NASA-CB-72786-VOL-1] p0163 871-14863
Tabular data derived froa inlet flow distortion
tests of high Bach number transonic fan stages -
Vol. 2
CNASA-CB-72786-VOL-2] p016l| H71-1486V
Design of gas turbine engines for high operating
temperature
p0233 B71-17386
C-16
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High bypass tarbofan powered propulsion simulator
for airframe engine integration analyses at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
pC303 1171-19369
Aluminide coatings for nickel-base superalloy
developed for high temperature jet engine
components
f HASA-C8-72863] p0468 H71-25454
Test description and results for high Hach number
transonic fan stages to determine range and
distortion tolerance for various rotor tip
casing treatment configurations
CNASA-CH-82862] p0468 H.71-25460
Tabulations of blade element and circumferential
distortion flow data in tests of high Hach
number transonic fan stages with various rotor
tip casing treatment configurations
[HASA-CR-82867] pOU68 H71-25461
Turbofan engine designs and tests for engine noise
reduction
[NASA-CE-72967] . p0532 1171-29187
low pressure turbofan rotor, stator, frama, and
exhaust nozzle designs for turbofan engine noise
reduction including acoustics and engine tests
[HASA-CB-72967] p0532 H71-29188
Parametric turbine vector diagram calculation for
design of highly loaded multistage fan driven
turbine
rNASl-CB-1862] p0579 N71-30669
Computer output tables for performance tests of
single stage, transonic compressor for advanced
aircraft
[HASA-CR-72964] p0639 1171-33169
Performance tests of single stage, transonic
compressor for advanced aircraft
[NASA-CR-72806] p0640 1171-33201
Aircraft communication using ATS links
[PIB-A-57] p0337 H71-21727
Design and development of air breathing engine
system for space shuttle vehicle
p0572 H71-29607
Measurements and analysis of lightning-induced
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits
[NASA-CR-1714] p0259 N71-19122
Surface heat transfer rates measured on flat
plates in hypervelocity shock tunnel
[NASA-CR-1692] p0044 H71-10867
Numerical method for calculating optimal lining
impedance for inlet duct of jet engine
[HASA-CR-1832J p0632 N71-32563
GEHEBAL HOTOBS CORP., IBDIABAPOLIS, IBD.
Testing low reaction jet turbine stator blades in
six-blade annular cascade
[NASA-CR-1675] p0106 H71-12227
Determining feasibility of increasing stator blade
loading of single stage compressor rig by
bleeding or blowing suction surface boundary
layer
CHASA-CR-54573] p0255 H71-18749
Single stage turbine performance with modified jet
flap rotor blade
[HASA-CR-1759] . p0323 N71-20182
Performance test of single stage turbine with low
solidity tandem rotor blade assembly
[HASA-CB-1803] p0389 H71-23132
Analysis of low cycle thermal fatigue in laminated
porous wall turbine vanes
[NASA-CR-729511) p0678 H71-34944
GENERAL PBECISIOH, I»C., BIHGBABTOH. B.I.
Comparison of pilot performance using center
stick, dual side stick, and single side stick
configuration
[AD-7208U6] p0470 N71-25846
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TACOHA, BASE.
Bicrowave radiometry for snow and ice sensing in
aerial reconnaissance
p0052 H71-11160
GEORGIA INST. OF TECH., ATLANTA.
Tvo dimensional analysis on jet exhaust into
crosswind with mixing flow interference
[AD-711578] pOO«6 N71-11006
Systems analysis and mathematical model for air
transportation design
fHASA-CR-116431] p0242 H71-17843
Interference phenomenon of subsonic turbulent jet
exhausts from flat plate in low speed cross flow
tAD-718798] p0392 N71-23314
GEOB6IA DHIV., ATHEHS.
Radar observations of bird migrations to reduce
risk of bird-aircraft collisions
[AD-712720] p0106 H71-12232
GIBBS AHD HILL, INC., HER TORK.
Feasibility of rail access to Friendship
International Airport from lash., D.C. and
Baltimore, Hd.
CPB-196023] p0307 H71-19434
GILLETTE BESEARCB IHST., INC., EOCKYILLE, HD.
Analysis of bonded metal surfaces used in
manufacture of helicopter components
[AD-724663] p0636 H71-32953
GLASGOW DBIT. (SCOTLABD).
Effect of heat conduction of material on
temperature distribution in vicinity of wing
leading edge in hypersonic flight
[BEPT-6901] p0383 N71-22494
Conductive heat transfer effect on temperature
distribution in vicinity of wing leading edge in
hypersonic flight
[AHC-CP-1126] pOit56 H71-2<(itit6
Low aerodynamic drag airfoil designing by
Lighthill method
CABC-H/H-3618] p0458 H71-24498
GOODYEAB AEBOSPACE COBP., AKRON, OHIO.
Design, fabrication and static testing of attached
inflatable decelerator models for supersonic
wind tunnel evaluation
[BASA-C8-111831] . p0383 1171-22538
Design, fabrication, and static testing of wind
tunnel models of first-stage Attached Inflatable
Decelerator canopies for supersonic vehicles
(NASA-CR-11193U] p0680 1171-35205
GOODTEAB TIBE AHD BOBBSB CO., GOODTBAB, ABIZ.
Design, development, and flight testing of fire
suppressant void filler foam kits for lower
hemisphere of fuel tanks in various tactical
army aircraft
[AD-719711] p0518 H71-27679
GBAHDES SOOFFLERIES DE BODABE-AOBIEOX (FBABCE).
French research aerothermodynamic facility at
Hodane-Avrieux including wind tunnels and
auxiliary installations
tOHERA-HT-181] p0623 H71-31814
GBDHHAH AEBOSPACE COBP., BETHPAGE, N.Y.
Subcritical flows over two dimensional airfoils by
multistrip method of integral relations
TRE-393J] p0042 H71-10581
Finite element analysis of structures in plastic
range
[HASA-CB-16U9] p0260 1171-19276
Finite difference method for calculating inviscid
flow field around supersonic/hypersonic space
shuttle
p0472 H71-26056
Leeside aerodynamic heating of lifting reentry
vehicle configurations
P0473 N71-26061
Algorithmic procedure for optimization of antenna
arrays
[BE-409] p0520 1171-28055
Statistical analysis of gyrocompass mode of A-6A
inertial navigation system
[BH-511] p0578 H71-30315
H
HABBORGEB FLOGZEOGBAO G.H.B.H. (BEST GEBHAHY).
Short haul vertical takeoff aircraft with lift
fans incorporated in aircraft body, noting wide
aircraft compartment
p0377 H71-22190
Comparison of two lift fan configurations using
wind tunnel model pressure distributions
p0377 B71-22195
Model design for vertical takeoff aircraft cockpit
noting navigation aids, visual displays, and
console configuration
p0377 H71-22196
BAHILTOH STANDARD DIV., OHITED AIBCBAFf COBP.,
IIHDSOB LOCKS. COBB.
Acoustic measnrenents on prop-fan model propulsion
system - Vol. 2, appendices
[HASA-CB-111842-2J pO«70 H71-257811
Acoustic measurements on prop-fan nodel propulsion
system
[HASA-CB-111842-1] pOU70 H71-25785
Sensitivity analysis of advance propeller
configurations designed for general aviation
aircraft of 1980 time period
C-17
BiHILTOH STABDABD, COEPOBATE SODBCE INDEX
CNASA-CR-114289] p0680 N71-35206
HAMILTON STANDARD, WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN.
Technique for relating transient tolerances in
inlet throat Bach number and shock position to
supersonic unstart frequency due to atmospheric
turbulence for supersonic inlet design
[NASA-CR-111372] p0723 N71-37835
Noise characteristics of model STOL wing with
externally blown flaps in vicinity of aircraft
propulsor
[NASA-CD-I11956] p0727 N71-38283
HAiAII UHIY., HOHOLDLD.
Development and characteristics of electronic
equipment for digital processing of stochastic
signals for military aircraft avionics systems
[AD-719822] p0465 N71-24954
HASKEB SIDDELEY AVIATION, LTD., HATFIBLD (ENGLAND).
Aerodynamic effects of mechanical high lift
devices on conventional airfoils
p0318 N71-20052
H-126 jet flap research aircraft development and
testing
p0320 S71-20066
BAfKEB SIDDELEI AVIATION, LTD., HOODFOBD (ENGLAND).
Landing accidents investigations 'for Hawker
Siddeley 718 aircrafts with performance
measurements on rough surfaces
p0394 N71-23417
BOBEYWELL, INC.. MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
Optimization techniques for aircraft multiple
flight paths
[AD-713136] p0168 N71-15392
Helicopter application studies of variable
deflection thruster jet flaps
CAD-715071] p0243 N71-17907
Kalman linear least squares filtering applied to
estimation of fuel quantity and rate for fighter
'aircraft
[AD-717610] p0371 H71-21922
High total temperature sensing probe using fluid
oscillator concept for X-15 hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CB-116772] p0391 N71-23250
HONEYWELL. INC., St. PADL, HIHN.
Investigating bidirectional jet flap device for
application to helicopter rotors
[NASA-CR-111359] p0630 N71-32385
Effects of aircraft system noise and signal fading
on pilot performance during IFB approach based
on computerized simulation of XV-5 aircraft and
DH-1 helicopter
[AD-724336] p0638 N71-33076
Practical design procedure for F-1 aircraft
augmentation systems based on guadratlc optimal
control technology
[AD-726584] p0682 S71-35221
HODSTOB UNIV., TEX.
Effect of decreasing altitude on statistics of
radar backscatter from random rough surface
[NASA-CE-114803] p0162 N71-14755
Computer simulation of random response induced by
complex, ergodic, Gaussian excitation as
function of response spectral densities
tAD-713111] p0168 N71-15393
HDGBES BESEABCH LABS., BALIBO, CALIF.
Development of thrust dynamometer for measuring
performance of jet and rocket engines
[BASA-CASE-XLE-05260] p0326 N71-20129
HOHAB ENGINEERING LABS., ABEBDEEB PB07IBG GROOBD, BD.
Flight test of fire control system in AH-1G
helicopter
[AD-711670] P0173 N71-16019
Feasibility of electroluminescent panels and rotor
tip lighting for military helicopters to aid in
observation by other vehicles in formation
[AD-715851] p0255 N71-18731
HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH OBG&BIZATIOB, ALEXABDBIA,
VA.
Functional requirements for ground-based trainers,
helicopter response characteristics
[AD-714951] p0244 N71-18018
HYDBOSPACE RESEARCH COBP., ROCKVILLE, MD.
Penetration of sonic boom energy into ocean in
experimental simulation
[AD-711963] p0033 N71-10094
Proceedings of conference to train personnel in
conducting aircraft noise certification tests
fHSC-TK-300-SOPPL-1] p0174 N71-26303
Familiarization of Federal Aviation Administration
personnel in acoustic measurement techniques and
procedures involved in noise certification of
aircraft
[HRC-TB-300] p0475 H71-26304
Techniques and procedures for measurinq effective
perceived noise level during aircraft noise type
certifications
[HBC-TH-300-SDPPL-2] p0475 871-26305
I
IDAHO NUCLEAR COBP., IDAHO FALLS.
Semiscale blowdown and emerqency core cooling
project test report
[18-1393] p0230 N71-17190
IIT EESEABCH IBS!., ANNAPOLIS, MD.
Minimum channel requirements for ILS localizer
frequency assignment, 1970-1975
[AD-714111] p0175 N71-16198
IIT BESEABCH ISST., CHICAGO, III.
Wind tunnel study of auqmented ram-wing vehicle
with various blowing arranqements
[PB-189425] p0392 B71-23283
Interference prediction model for evaluating
expected interactions between avionics equipment
on aircraft
[AD-718997] p0455 N71-24357
Determination of relationship between visibility
of in-fliqht jet exhaust to SAE smoke number
[FAA-BA-71-24] p0566 N71-29307
ILLINOIS INST. OF TECB., CBICAGO.
Auqmented ram winq vehicle performance and flow
field for high speed ground transportation
p0589 N71-31204
ILLINOIS UNIV., OBBANA.
Development and characteristics of freguency
separated display devices for aircraft control
[AD-715458] p0255 N71-18739
Cavity resonance effects on dynamic and thermal
characteristics of resonant cavities in low
speed, turbulent, shear flow
p0327 N71-20539
Besonant cavity heat transfer in turbulent,
subsonic and supersonic speeds including
resonance effects
p0327 N71-20540
Relation of Eulerian and Lagrangian structure of
pseudosound pressure and velocity fields in
turbulent shear flow to aerodynamic noise
generation
[NASA-CS-119359] p0589 N71-31211
Tests to determine effectiveness of two linear
rate-field displays for use as flight
instruments
[AD-726643] . p0683 N71-35229
IHPEBIAL COLL. OF SCIEBCE ADD TECHNOLOGY, LONDON
(ENGLAND).
Low speed and supersonic wind tunnel and hydraulic
test tunnel tables
[IC-AERO-70-01] p0119 B71-13237
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer growth over
concave and convex surfaces
p0315 N71-19836
Bypervelocity blowdown nitrogen wind tunnel with
graphite resistance heater noting nozzles,
diffuser, and calibration
[IC-AESO-71-01] p0462 N71-24675
Total pressure, static pressure, surface shear
stress, and yaw angle measurements of S curved'
ducted flow
[IC-71-10] p0577 N71-30264
Turbulent boundary layer over flat plate and
compression corner models studied in hypersonic
gun tunnel
[IC/71/11] p0580 N71-30747
two finite difference procedures for computation
of steady, three dimensional boundary layers in
ducts
CEF/TN/A/40] p06UU N71-33581
Drag coefficient measurements in flow around
rectangular cylinders
[IC-AERO-71-15] p0713 N71-36695
Technigue for improving calibration accuracy
standards from boundary layer calculations
[IC/71/23] p0721 B71-37851
INDIAN INST. OF SCIEBCE, BANGALORE.
Critical buckling data for design of skew plates
subjected to loads
[AE-248-S] p0165 N71-15151
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COBPOBHE SOURCE IHDEZ JOIBT PDBLICATIOHS BESEABCH SEBVICE,
IBDOSTBIEANL4GEB-BETBIEBSGESELLSCHAFT B.B.H..
OTTOBBDHH (REST GERBANY).
Calculating delivery errors of automatically
released bombs caused by onboard computer and
attitude/air data sensor errors
p011« 871-12612
Conparison of flight siaulation technigues and
costs
p0626 H71-31954
IBFOEHSTIOH PBOCESSIB6 iSSOCIiTIOH OF ISRAEL,
JEBDSALEH.
Automatic data processing systems for air traffic
control, health services, operations research,
management planning, information systems, and
reading machines
p0722 N71-37742
IHSTITOT FRANCO-ALLEBAND DE BECHEBCBES, ST. LODIS
(FBABCE).
Sonic boom and explosive shock wave effects on
buildings and structural members
pOOSO H71-11035
Sonic aircraft boom propagation analysis for
horizontal flight in unperturbed atmosphere
pOOSO N71-11036
Schlieren method for measuring wake density behind
hypervelocity projectile
[ISL-T-12/69] pOIOS N71-12221
Schlieren photography and differential
interferometry for free flight tunnel holography
[ISL-T-39/69] pOIOS H71-12223
Shadovgraphic and interferometric study of
aircraft boom reflection from valley walls
[ISL-T-9/70] p0108 N71-12246
Shadowgraph photography and differential
interferometry for studying aircraft boom effect
on building shell
[ISL-T-2/70] p0108 N71-12247
Differential interferometry and schlieren
photography for hypersonic aerodynamic hologram
analysis
[ISL-T-49/69] p0116 H71-12985
IHSTITDTE FOB DEFENSE ANALYSES, ABLIBGTOB, VA.
Investigating technology and analytic techniques
for solving intra-airport transportation
problems
[AD-7027383 p0162 H71-1U810
INSTITUTE OF TBAISPOHT AVI4TIOH, PABIS (FRANCE).
Members attitudes on revisions to Warsaw
Convention and The Hague Protocol amendments on
liability to international air transport
passengers
CBEPT-1970/8-EJ p02«6 N71-18100
Air transport supply on scheduled services in
Europe-Mediterranean and Southeast Asia regions
[REPT-1970/1-E] p0247 N71-18112
Investigating statistics of aircraft accidents by
region and operator
[BEPT-1970/10-E] p0247 B71-18115
Economics and operational planning for future
civil air transportation
p0380 N71-2238U
IBSTBUSENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR SCHOOL, RANDOLPH AFB,
TEX.
Psychological and procedural aspects to ILS
approaches and landings in visibilities less
than 1200 feet
p0110 N71-12429
INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATIOB OBGANIZATION, BONTBEAL
(QOEBEC).
Actions and recommendations of Ninth Meeting of
Airworthiness Committee
[DOC-8925] p0675 N71-34020
IOWA STATE DHIV. OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, AHES.
Numerical analysis of influence coefficients,
natural freguencies, and mode shapes of
vibration of triangular inflatable wing
p0386 B71-22666
Numerical analysis of inviscid flow fields about
pointed circular cone and conical wing-body
configuration at various angles of attack
p0386 N71-22667
System of nonlinear eguations of motion for
•isentropic, compressible fluid solved by cyclic
relaxation method for subsonic and transonic
regimes
p0530 N71-28688
ISRAEL HINISTBY OF TBANSPOBT AND COHHDNICATIONS,
TEL-iVIV.
Planning for civil aviation operations including
Boeing 747 aircraft and supersonic aircraft
p0380 N71-22382
Integrated systems approach for developing
reguirements of increased civil aviation in
Israel
p0381 B71-22391
ISBAEL PBOGBAB FOB SCIENTIFIC TBANSLATIOHS, LTD.,
JEBOSALEH.
History of OSSB aviation industry, aircraft
design, and air transportation
[BASA-TT-F-627] p0162 N71-14734
JAPAB AIRPORT TEBBIBAl CO., LTD., TOKIO.
Problems in mass transportation systems for access
to Tokyo airport
p0257 N71-18953
JAPAN ATOMIC ENEBGY BESEABCH IBS!., TOKIO.
Nondestructive testing of aircraft structures
using thulium and iridinn gamma sources
[ JAEBI-MEBO-II163] p046U N71-24819
JET PBOPDLSION LAB., CALIF. INST. OF TECH., PASADENA.
Measuring sonic boom pressure distribution on
models in supersonic wind tunnels
P0179 N71-16685
Beasuring solar irradiance data obtained at 75 to
80 km by X-15 aircraft using narrow band
multichannel radiometer
P0179 N71-16686
Design and characteristics of device for launching
models in wind tunnels without disturbance of
air flow
[NASA-CASE-XNP-03578] p0387 N71-23030
Decontamination of petroleum products with honey
[NASA-CASE-XNP-03835] p0397 N71-23499
Aerodynamic characteristics, rocket nozzles,
spacecraft propulsion, antenna design, and
internal combustion engines
[NASA-CB-119315] p0588 N71-31106
Planar and nonplanar dynamic stability coefficient
using biplanar wind tunnel, free flight system
p0588 S71-31107
Aerodynamic characteristics of vehicle models in
aluminum tube
p0588 S71-31108
Boving long cylindrical model for aerobraking
tests at high speed in drop wire facility
p0588 N71-31109
JOBNS HOPKINS OBI?., BALTIMORE. BD.
Photometer observations of auroras from CV-990
aircraft
[NASA-CH-116855] p0258 N71-18996
Whistling swan as potential hazard to aircraft
during migration periods along Eastern flyway
[AD-720889] p0516 N71-27220
JOINT PUBLICATIONS BESEABCH SEBVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Vibration stability of basic airplane structures
[JPBS-51966] p0127 N71-141<tt
Design and characteristics of double hull
dirigible airship
[JPBS-52330] p0260 N71-19217
Device and method for calculating optimal fairings
for aircraft antennas
[JPRS-52608] p0333 N71-21258
Laboratory experiment on flow of viscous fluid
along traveling waves
p0378 N71-22221
Clear air turbulence in stratosphere and effects
on we'ather formation, atmospheric physics, and
supersonic flights
[JPBS-53133] p0469 N71-25746
Geological exploration, development of ultrasonic
flow, detector, review of scientific
developments, and tactical aircraft in Eastern
Europe -
[JPRS-53428] p0575 N71-30033
Holographic imagery for aviation and space flight
[JPBS-53420] p0579 N71-30361
Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft radio control
systems analysis and network synthesis
CJPBS-53789] p0633 B71-3269U
Characteristics of sensors for aerial observation
of ice formations and comparison of
effectiveness of various methods
[JPRS-54162] p071<4 N71-368C1
C-19
KAISER EHGINEBBS. COBFOBA1E SODECE IHOEX
K
KAISER EBGIBEEBS, OAKLAND, CALIF.
Analysis of transit access to Oakland
International Airport, Oakland, California, and
recommendations for improved service
CPB-197837J p0592 H71-31163
KAHAN AVIDTNE. BDBLINGTON, HASS.
Study of concept of inertially aided barometric
altijaetry system to meet vertical separation
requirements of 1000 and 2000 feet for Hach 3.5
aircraft in altitude hold at 80,000 feet
[NiSA-CR-1770] p0590 N71-31307
Evaluation of automatic guidance modes and
software for V/STOL aircraft fliqht control
fBASA-CE-121768] p067H N71-34C16
KAHSAS CITY ABEA TBABSPORTATION ADTHOBITT, HO.
Providing ground access to Kansas City Airport
p0258 B71-18955
KANSAS DBIV., LARBENCE.
Measurement of vortex breakdown on slender
sharp-edged wings
P01C3 N71-12201
Analysis of empennage loads and aeroelastic
response of T-taii transport aircraft in
continuous atmospheric turbulence
P0165 B71-2U996
KLOBCKBEB-HOHBOLDT-DEOTZ A.G., OBEBDBSEL (REST
GERMANY) .
Components for low weight/small volume aircraft
gas turbine engines
P0512 N71-26955
LABOHATOBIOB FOB BETBIEBSFESTIGKEIT, DABHSTADT (REST
GEHHABY).
Center of gravity vertical acceleration and wing
stresses of Boeing 720-B aircraft
fTB-87-1970] p0229 S71-17119
Aluminum alloy stress cycles and fatigue life of
aiirframe materials
[FB-78-1969] p0238 N71-1752U
Dynamic loads on F-101G aircraft landing gears
[FB-82-1969J p0252 N71-18532
Hotch sensitivity of flat plates used as
structural members in aircraft wings tested on
load testing machine
(TB-89] P0580 H71-30675
LANE COUNCIL OF GO7ERNHEB1S, EDGENE, OREG.
Airport development recommendations for Lane
County, Oregon with projections of passenger and
aircraft operations at 5 year intervals through
1990
[PB-197860] p0573 B71-29756
LEHIGH IIHIV., BETHLBHEH. PA.
Measuring characteristics of low Hach number flow
of air from two planar nozzles with aspect ratio
of 3 at exit
CAD-711313] p0052 N71-11139
Approximation method for turbulence effects on
aircraft aerodynamic stability with B-52
examples
p0516 N71-27320
LINCOLN LAB.. HASS. INST. OF TECH., LEXINGTON.
Evaluation of systems, procedures, and
instrumentation for air traffic control
[AD-711662] p0043 N71-10737
Cockpit display of automatic radar control systems
data
[AO-716125] p0315 N71-198U8
Development of improved surveillance and
communication subsystems for automated air
traffic control system
[AD-716816] p0330 N71-2077K
Improved surveillance and communication capability
of air traffic control
[AD-721U63] p0530 N71-28685
Airborne traffic situation display system for use
with radar control terminal system
[AD-727769] p0716 N71-37012
LITCHFOBD SISTEHS, NOHTHPOBT, H.I.
Technical synthesis and development of advanced
communication systems for aircraft landings
p0110 B71-12U30
Design and characteristics of continuous wave,
microwave scanning-beam aircraft landing system
operating at C band and snperhigh frequencies
[AD-718972] pOU59 K71-24555
Evaluation of air traffic control parameters and
relationship to future of aeronautics
tNASA-CB-1833] p0675 N71-34025
LITTLE (ABTHDB D.). INC., CAHBBIDGE, BASS.
Capacity measurement methodology for air traffic
control system with long range objectives
[FAA-8D-70-70J p0163 N71-11835
Analysis of aircraft accidents and establishment
of rational, quantitative air traffic safety
control goals
CFAA-BD-71-36] p0566 N71-29309
Development of analysis technigues for determining
causes for airport congestion and interaction of
various causes
[FAA-RD-71-55] p068<t B71-35393
LIYEBPOOL ONI7. (ENGLAND).
Low speed boundary layer separation on compressor
blades of varying aspect ratios
[ARC-CP-1103] p0228 N71-17108
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., HUBTSTILLE, ALA.
Determination of unsteady forces during wind
tunnel test of elastic model by placing wind
tunnel model in feedback circuit of servosystem
[NASA-CR-11U287] p0313 N71-19796
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., P1LO ALTO, CALIF.
Examining three-dimensional motion of flying
vehicle entering atmosphere at low angles of
attack
p0225 N71-16901
Investigating supersonic viscous gas flow around
blunt bodies
p0225 B71-16902
Measuring value of entropy on surface of body of
revolution at nonzero angle -of attack
p0225 N71-16903
Numerical computation of viscous hypersonic flow
around slender bodies
p0225 B71-16951
Bessel function solutions for low angle of attack
approach of flying vehicle to atmospheric
boundary and transition into vibrational motion
p0225 N71-16983
Aircraft altimeter containing X ray source
p0226 N71-16993
Selection of scanning systems for aircraft thermal
viewers
p0260 N71-19220
Photometric observations of auroral scattering by
CV 990 aircraft
[NASA-CB-117466] p037<l N71-22135
Asymptotic solution of low frequency wing
oscillations in transonic shockless adiabatic
inviscid gas flow based on complete
approximation
p0390 N71-23193
Vortical transonic gas flow over wing profile
pOt69 N71-25714
Unsteady viscous gas flow between stationary
solid wall and free solid wall vibrating at high
freguency
B71-34276
Experimentally determined aerodynamic noise
environment analysis for three nose-cylinder
configurations
[NASA-CR-102933] pOlOU B71-12210
Development and characteristics of scanning
systems for thermal viewers and infrared
detectors for airborne operation
[AD-71985U] p0466 B71-25053
Unsteady airfoil stall characteristics using
static data input for predicting stall flutter
boundaries of space shuttle wing
[NASA-CR-111906] p0565 N71-29221
LOCKHEED-CSLIFORHIA CO., BUBBANK.
Static strength, stiffness, fatigue, and damage
resistance of materials in design optimization
for shell structure
p0118 N71-131»3
Absorptive, nonreflecting barrier mounted between
closely spaced jet engines on supersonic
aircraft, for preventing shock wave interference
[NASA-CASE-XLA-02865] p0169 N71-15563
Stability and response characteristics of directly
controlled rigid rotors at high advance ratios
and correlation of mathematical nodel with wind
tunnel test data
[NASA-CB-1111290] p0326 H71-20<!21
C-20
COBPOBATE SOURCE IKDEX MASSACHUSETTS OHIV.,
Evaluation of HASTRAN system based on large
complex airframe analysis
p0688 N71-36282
LOCKHEED-CALIFORNIA CO., TAN HOTS.
Development of methods for measuring and
predicting behavior of rigid rotors with stiff
blades at high advance ratios and low rotor
speeds
rNASA-CR-114362] pC718 S71-3759U
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA CO., MARIETTA.
Autopilot for C-141 all-weather landing system
P0111 N71-12442
Optimizing propulsive/lift system for tnrbofan
STOL aircraft considering cost effectiveness
• p0319 N71-20063
Finite-element potential flow modeling for
predicting round lifting jet rolled up geometry
and path convergent into cross-flowing
mainstream as on VTOL or STOL aircraft
[AD-718121] p0396 N71-23475
Flight service effects on residual tensile
properties of C-130 aircraft center wing plate
section
[NASA-CR-111828] p0402 N71-24021
Analytical investigation of three dimensional
turbulent boundary layers on helicopter rotors
including cross flow derivatives and effects of
centrifugal and Coriolis forces
[HASA-CH-1845] p0513 N71-270C3
Computer program for aerodynamic characteristics
evaluation of multiple-component airfoils in
subsonic, viscous flow
fNASA-CR-1843] p0639 N71-33140
Potential impact of advanced technology in 1985 on
four types of general aviation aircraft
including STOL V/STOL, and helicopters
[NASA-CR-114339] p0681 N71-35210
Influence of advanced technology and design
philosophies on general aviation aircraft for
1985
[SASA-CH-114338] p0682 N71-35217
LOS AHGELES BAINTAINABILITY ASSOCIATIOH, VAH BUYS,
CALIF.
Maintenance, management planning, and reguirements
for single seat attack/fighter aircraft
tAD-723227] p0623 N71-31805
LODGHBOBOOGH OHIV. OF TECHNOLOGY (ENGLAND).
Numerical calculation of steady three dimensional
potential flow around lifting nonplanar
aerodynamic configurations based on surface
distribution of quadrilateral vortex-rings
[11-7009] p0321 N71-20115
Research projects in automotive engineering for
ground and air transportation
p0327 B71-20548
Relations between aircraft and road traffic noise
and noise tolerance in communities
[TT-7102] p0675 N71-34019
LTV AEROSPACE CORP., DALLAS, TEX.
Flight test data on geometric, aerodynamic, and
kinematic characteristics of two twin keel
paravings during deployment
[NASA-CB-1788] . p0629 N71-32303
LTV RESEARCH CENTER AHAHEIR, CALIF.
Shock tube procedure and tone-bust technique for
evaluating sound absorption of materials at high
intensities
[NASA-CR-1698] p0179 N71-16660
LOHDBEBG (BO). BBOHHA (SBEDEH).
Pros and cons of SST aircraft for civil airline
operations
[BL-147]. p0643 N71-33438
Depletion of atmospheric ozone by nitric oxide
from SST exhausts
p06'43 N71-33439
Sonic boom carpets from operation of SST aircraft
p06t3 H71-33410
Panel approach to solution of probable and
possible effects of sonic booms resulting .from
future SST operations
[BL-139] p0643 N71-33111
M
HARTIN MARIETTA CORP., BALTIBORE, HD.
Aircraft wake turbulence with downwash loading of
wing span
[AD-718024] p0398 N71-23660
BABTIH HARIETTA CORP., DENVER, COLO.
Electrical and environmental tests on PCB
telemetry system for earth resources aircraft
[NASA-CR-108700] p0123 N71-13U74
Mass loading effects on pyrotechnic shock
environment of aerospace systems
[NASA-CR-116019] p0260 N71-19250
Evaluation of liquid methane storage and transfer
problems for future supersonic aircraft
cryogenic fuel reguirements
CNASA-CR-72952] p0678 N71-34648
HABYLAND UNIV., COLLEGE PARR.
Analysis of adequacy of access routes to Dulles
International Airport and need for additionaJ
facilities to accommodate future expansion
[PB-194094] p0474 N71-26301
MASSACHUSETTS BAY TBANSPOBTATION AUTHORITY. BOSTOH.
Existing access systems for Logan International
Airport, and plans for improvement
p0258 N71-18957
MASSACHUSETTS IHST. OF TECH., CABBBIDGE.
Delayed bubble movement on airfoil during
helicopter stall
[AD-711540] pOOMS S71-11CC5
Computer programs and predictor displays for
solving air traffic control problems
[NASA-CR-111372] p0052 H71-11466
Automatic landing system optimization using
inertial navigation data and modern control
theory
[NASA-CR-111575] p0110 N71-12431
Determining amount of smoke in exhaust of gas jet
turbine engines
[NASA-CR-117031] p0317 N71-20050
Mathematical model for suspension system of
actively controlled air cushion vehicle
[PB-196U65] p0337 N71-21676
Handbook for summing two harmonics
[AD-717201] p0337 N71-21803
Data reduction techniques for deriving aerodynamic
forces and moments in absence of support
interference
[NASA-CR-111844] p0388 H71-23122
Computer graphics display program for use in
terminal operations and V/STOL approach and
departure path synthesis
[NASA-CR-117887] p0390 N71-23186
Aerodynamic characteristics of near wakes produced
by periodic vortex shedding from airfoils
[AD-718893] p0391 N71-23245
Nonlinear panel flutter analyses by perturbation
and harmonic balance methods
(NASA-CR-111907] p0467 N71-25362
Structure of three dimensional transonic shear
flow in tnrbomachine cascade examined in context
of time dependent computer experiment
[NASA-CB-1816] p0513 N71-2700Q
Anomalous rise times of acoustic sonic boom
waveforms caused by atmospheric turbulence
p0521 N71-28374
Theory of controllability for parabolic and second
order hyperbolic systems and for hereditary
•differential systems applied to stabilization of
high speed aircraft in gust load disturbances
[AD-722072] p0570 N71-29430
Dse of aerodynamic lift for application to high
speed ground transportation by two dimensional
airfoils
[PB-197242] p0573 N71-29762
Subsonic static characteristics of slender wing
configurations using magnetic suspension and
balance system
(HAS-A-CR-1796J p0574 N71-29775
Aerodynamic characteristics of thin, highly
cambered airfoils in incompressible flow
[NASA-CB-1767] p0574 N71-29893
Analysis of technology for high speed ground
transportation
[PB-198015] p0621 N71-31766
Coordination of traffic flow and holding patterns
of aircraft landing on same runway
[NASA-CB-121466] p0646 N71-337<17
Calculations of helicopter airloads using lifting
surface theory compared with experimental data
[AD-726717] p0683 H71-35226
MASSACHUSETTS UBIV., AMHEBST.
Application of Fredhola integral equations of
second kind for determining pressure
distribution on cascade of thick airfoils
C-21
HATBIX EESEAECH CO., . COEPOE1TE SODECE ISDEX
[NASA-TT-F-702] p0579 N71-30488
HATBIX EESE1ECH CO.. FALLS CHDBCH, 74.
Benefits and problens of using head-op displays in
commercial and general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CB-117135] p0313 N71-19752
Design of computer assisted information system to
provide seacoast data for military purposes
[AD-722427] p0572 N71-29660
HAX-PLANCK-IHSTITOT FDEE STEOHDHGSFORSCHDHG,
GOTTINGEN (REST GERBAHY).
Turbulent wakes of flat and rotationally
symmetrical bodies noting vidth development
p0251 N71-18472
HCDONHELL AIRCRAFT COBP., ST. LOUIS, HO.
Computerized prediction of interference flow field
for wing-faselage store location on bomber
aircraft
p0305 N71-19381
Preliminary research reguirements analysis and
design and cost synthesis of ground research
facilities for hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-114323] p0677 N71-34236
Parameteric research requirements analysis and
synthesis of ground research facilities for
hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-114325] p0677 N71-3t237
Analysis of ground research facilities for
hypersonic aircraft
t NASA-CR-111328;] p0677 N71-34238
Summary of analyses on research reguirements and
research facilities for hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-114329] p0677 N71-34239
Reliability estimation, including failure effect
analysis of avionic systems
p0714 B71-36777
Effectiveness of reliability programs for avionic
eguipment
p0714 H71-36779
Hydraulic power and actuation reguirements of
survivable flight control system utilizing fly
by -wire control for F-4 aircraft
[AD-727763] pC719 H71-37608
Analysis of criteria for survivable flight control
system using fly-by-wire and integrated actuator
package technigues
[AD-727762] p0720 H71-37616
BCDONNELL-DOOGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO.. HDNTINGTOH BEACH,
CALIF.
Evaluating current BASTRAN discrete element models
for monocogue and seroimonocoque structures
P0688 N71-36290
HCDONHELL-DODGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., SANTA HONICA,
CALIF.
Supersonic, turbulent boundary layer interaction
with compression corner at very high Reynolds
number
[NASA-CB-117052] p0315 N71-1983T
BCDOHNELL-DOOGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., ST. LODIS, HO.
Reynolds number simulation reguirements for
subsonic wind tunnel tests of space shuttle
configurations
pO«73 N71-26065
Hypersonic theoretical/experimental correlations
of aerodynamic characteristics for space shuttle
design
p0473 N71-26066
HCDOHHELL-DOOGLAS CO., LONG BEACH, CALIF.
Psychoacoustic evaluation of modifications to DC-8
aircraft nacelles to reduce fan-compressor noise
- Part 6
[NASA-CR-1710] P0158 N71-14591
Economic impact of modifications to DC-8 aircraft
nacelles to reduce fan-compressor noise - Part 5
[NASi-CR-1709] p0158 H71-14592
Static tests of noise suppressor configurations of
DC-8 aircraft nacelle modifications to reduce
fan-compressor noise levels - Part 3
[NASA-CR-1707] p0159 K71-14593
Hodifications to reduce fan-compressor noise level
of DC-8 aircraft - Part 2
[N4SA-CR-1706] pC159 N71-14594
Modifications to reduce fan-compressor noise level
of DC-8 aircraft - Part 1
[NASA-CH-1705] p0159 H71-K1595
Flight acoustical and performance evaluations of
DC 8 nacelle modifications to reduce
fan-compressor noise in airport communities
[SASA-CB-1708] p0179 N71-16627.
BCDOHHELL-DODGLAS CO., ST. LOOIS, BO.
Comparison of space shuttle aerodynamic heating
analyses for metallic heat shield and surface
insulation concepts
p0472 N71-26054
Aluminum panel flutter tests at supersonic Bach
numbers
[NASA-CR-1837J p0521 B71-28161
Assessing research and development in hypersonic
aircraft for determining requirements for
hypersonic research facilities
[NASA-CR-114322] p0684 N71-35384
HC6ILL OMIV., HONTBEAL (QUEBEC).
Graphical computer simulation of incompressible
flow about airfoil
[TN-71-2] p0375 N71-22149
Digital computer and plotter for simulating flow
about Joukovski-airfoil
[TECH-71-4] p0643 N71-33403
BECHANICAL TECHNOLOGI, INC., LATEAH, N.T.
Flexible rotor balancing by exact point-speed
influence coefficient method
[NASA-CR-72774] p0033 N71-10021
BELPAR, INC., FALLS CHUBCH, VA.
Television simulation for aircraft and space
flight
[NASA-CASB-XFR-03107] p0307 N71-19449
BESSEBSCHBITT-BOELKOt G.H.B.H., HUNICH (IEST
GEBBANT).
Numerical analysis of downwash interference on
wings of missile tails
p0302 N71-19360
Flight mechanics problems in accident
investigations for VJ-101 aircraft
p0395 N71-23428
HESSBRSCHHITT-BOELKOB G.H.B.H., OTTOBBONN (BEST
GEBBANY).
Dynamic tests of helicopter components
p0456 N71-24388
Evaluation of helicopter flight loading and
structural stability
p0456 N71-24389
BESSEHSCHBITT-BOBLKOB-BLOHH G.B.B.B., OTTOBBONN (BEST
GERHANT).
Gust load reduction by feedback control using
direct and tuned lift controls
p0624 N71-31889
BESSERSCHBITT-BOELKOH-BLOHB G.H.B.H., BUNICH (BEST
GEBBANT).
Propeller-driven short haul tilt wing aircraft
noting aerodynamic noise
p0377 N71-22191
Operational performance of automatic V/STOL flight
control systems using jet thrust or air bleed
p0394 N71-23415
Bethod for calculating flutter using interference
aerodynamic forces between wing and tail
p0568 S71-29345
Flight simulation of hovering vertical takeoff
aircraft with various attitude and speed
controls
p0626 N71-31955
Use of BO-105 helicopter for in-flight simulation
of V/STOL aircraft
p0627 N71-31960
BETAALINSTITODT TNO, THE HAGUE (NETHERLANDS).
Glycerin initiated spontaneous combustion in
copper feedline for high pressure oxygen bottle
carrier in military aircraft
[B70-777-BRE/LEE] p0162 N71-14792
Crack formation in aluminum spoiler cables of P84
F aircraft
[TDCK-55807] p0166 N71-15267
HETEOBOLOGY RESEARCH, INC., ALTADENA, CALIF.
Testing armored T-28B for exploring severe hail
storms
[HRI-69-FR-841 ] p0529 N71-28646
BETBOPOLITAN BASHIBGTON COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS, D.C.
Analysis of road traffic problems at Washington
National Airport and recommendations to improve
airport access
[REPT-3] p0476 N71-26526
HICBIGAN DNIV., ANN ABBOB.
Computerized simulation of alternate logistics for
overhaul and expensive parts inventory
procedures of commerical airlines
p0248 N71-18118
Bave resistance of air cushion vehicle traveling
over water of uniform finite or infinite depth
C-22
COBPOBATE SOURCE INDEX NATIONAL AERONAUTICS ADD SPACE ADHINISTRATIOB.
in steady or unsteady motion
fAD-716055] p0312 N71-19731
Analysis of elastic strength of Barine propellers
by finite element method
[AD-716U63] p0316 H71-19856
High aspect ratio planing surface gliding on
infinitely deep, incompressible, inviscid, and
gravity-free fluid
[AD-717667] p0379 S71-223U5
Shallow ocean depth measurements by aerial
photographs of wave refraction and wavelength
changes and by mnltispectral scanning of wave
reflection
C NASA-CR-12319"] p072i4 N71-37862
BIDHBST HESEABCH INST., KANSAS CITY, BO.
Technigne for experimental determination of fluid,
viscosity of synthetic turbine engine lubricants
over temperature range of 100 to 700 F
[AD-727060] p0715 N71-36930
BIBISTBY OF DEFENCE, LONDON (ENGLAND).
Cost effectiveness of pulse Doppler radar in
airborne aircraft of early warning system
p0125 N71-13939
Flight safety performance of V/STOL Harrier
military aircraft having jet control
p0395 N71-23127
BINISTBT OF TECHNOLOGY, LONDON (ENGLAND).
-Heather factors in fatal civil transport aircraft
accidents
p0396 N71-23131
BINNESOTA UNIV., BXNNEAFOLIS.
Performance prediction for turbine blade film
cooling with injection through holes
[NASA-CB-116376] p0233 N71-17388
BISSISSIPPI STATE DNIV., STATE COLLEGE.
Operational performance and handling safety
requirements for single engine boundary layer
controlled aircraft in STOL mode
p0391 N71-23419
Evaluation of performance, stability, and control
characteristics of XV-11 A short takeoff
aircraft
[ AD-7241211] p063t N71-32818
Feasibility study of combined laminar and
turbulent boundary layer control system using
distributed suction with application to
low-speed research aircraft of glass reinforced
plastic
fAD-727767] p0719 N71-37609
BITBE COBP., BAILEYS CBOSSBOADS, VA.
Various vertical takeoff and landing and short
takeoff modal configurations for air
transportation
rPB-190910] P0019 N71-11027
Air mode service analysis in Northeast Corridor
TPB-190935] p0019 N71-11029
HOBIL BESEABCH AND DE7ELOPBENT COBP., PAOLSBOBO, N.J.
Wettability of microfog streams of high
temperature lubricants on static metal surface
f NASA-CR-72713] p0163 N71-HI817
HORSANTO BESEABCH COBP., DAYTON, OHIO.
Thermally resistant polymers for fuel tank
sealants of advanced high speed aircraft
[NASA-CR-1199110] p0686 N71-355U6
BOTOBEN-OND TOBBINEN-ONIOR BDENCHEN G.B.B.H. (BEST
GEBBANY).
X ray fluorescence analysis for guality control of
gas turbine aircraft engine parts during -
manufacture and overhaul
pOOSI N71-116U1
Besidual stress measurements and heat treatments
for electron beam welding of rotating turbine
engine parts
pOOSS N71-116U4
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic performance of sweat
cooled gas turbine engine blades
p0233 N71-17382
Gas generators as vertical takeoff aircraft energy
sources to operate lift fans or helicopter
rotary wings
p0377 N71-22194
N
NATIONAAL LDCHT-BN BOIHTEVAABTLABOHATOBItlB. ABSTEBDAB
(NETHERLANDS).
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoils with
high lift devices
p0318 N71-20056
RATIONAL ACADEBY OF SCIENCES-NATIONAL BESEABCH
COUNCIL. BASHINGTON. D.C.
Sonar detection of submarines by helicopter and
protection of flight crew hearing •
[AD-711910] p0109 N71-12100
Public transportation in airport access systems
p0257 N71-18951
Bass transport systems for airport access
p0257 R71-18952
Visual factors in air and surface transportation
systems
(PB-196014) p0306 N71-19397
NATIONAL AEBO- AND ASTBONAOTZCAL BESEABCH INST.,
ABSTEBDAB (NETHEBLARDS).
Human factors and safety requirements in aircraft
design
p0395 N71-23123
Calculation of pressure distributions over wings
with harmonic oscillating control surfaces using
kernel function method
p0568 N71-29346
RATIONAL AEBONADTICAL ESTABLISHBENT, OTTAIA
(ONTABIO).
Laminar boundary layer effect on dynamic viscous
pressure interaction in hypersonic flow
[LB-535] pOOUS N71-11003
Total fatigue damage estimates from ground and
flight loads on fixed-wing light aircraft
subjected to agricultural operations
[LTR-ST.<t22] p0106 N71-12233
Turbulence measurements in and near thunderstorms
correlated with aircraft stability measurements .
from -ground based radar
[NRC-11703] p0165 N71-15152
Three dimensional interactions in half cone
pressure fields and effects on intakes mounted
adjacent to aircraft fuselage
p0303 N71-19367
Bultiple-source schlieren system for DAE trisonic
wind tunnel
p0306 N71-19403
Analysis of aircraft wheel failures to determine
cause of fatigue fracture and establishment of
qualification tests
rNBC-11691] p0316 S71-19857
Modified T-33 aircraft system for pyrotechnic hail
suppression seeding
p0378 N71-22200
Human factors and control system failures in jet
upsets during turbulence encounters
p0395 N71-23«24
Finite element method for free vibrations and
random response of integrally-stiffened panel
[LB-5I|lt] p0102 N71-24298
Corrections for subsonic wall interference effects
in two dimensional perforated wall wind tunnel
[LTR-HA-5] p06"8 N71-33992
National Science Council goals in low speed
aerodynamics - Canada
p0728 N71-38627
NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL LAB., BANGALOBE (INDIA).
Research and development in aerospace systems
including design and fabrication of 1-ft
trisonic wind tunnel
p0379 N71-22331
Bulthopps subsonic lifting surface theory, using
least sguares method
[HAL-TN-24] p0382 N71-22U72
Flow control system design for blowdown wind
tunnels and disturbance effects on regulating
accuracy
[NAL-TN-22] p0383 N71-22176
Low speed wind tunnel stability tests and flutter
analysis of flapped rotary wings
fNAL-TN-18] p0519 N71-27756
RATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADBINISTBATION. ABES
BESEABCH CENTER, BOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
Investigating possibilities and linitations of
applying holographic technigues to aerospace
technology
[NASA-SP-2'48] p0115 N71-12776
Investigating air flow in noisy wind tunnels using
holographic flow visualization system
p0115 N71-12795
Hind tunnel tests of mixed compression
axisymmetric inlet system at Mach numbers 0.6 to
3.5
rNASA-TH-D-6078] pO116 N71-1302U
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Reingestion characteristics and inlet flow
distortion of V/STOL fighter powered by J-85
engine
[HASA-TS-D-7011] p0122 N71-13420
Aerodynamic characteristics of free flight bodies
in ballistic ranges
[NASA-TH-X-66536] pC123 N71-13583
Comparison of spherical and triangular boundary
layer trips on flat plate at supersonic speed
CHASA-TB-X-21t6] p0123 N71-13763
Aerodynamic characteristics of large-scale model
with lift fan mounted in 5 percent thick
triangular wing
[NASA-TN-D-7031] p0161 N71-11638
Evaluating performance characteristics of parallel
turboramjet propulsion system for all-body Hach
6 hypersonic aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-5993] p0167 N71-15380
Human factors in developing a piloted simulation
program for evaluating aircraft handling aspects
[NASA-TH-X-66583] p0175 N71-16069
Designing spacecraft for flight into space,
atmospheric reentry, and landing at selected
sites
fNASA-CASE-XAC-02058] p0175 N71-16087
Experimental aerodynamic performance
characteristics of rotor entry vehicle
configuration - subsonic
rNASA-TN-D-7016] p0177 N71-16533
Experimental aerodynamic performance
characteristics of rotor entry vehicle
configuration - transonic
fNASA-TN-D-7017] pO177 N71-16534
Experimental aerodynamic performance
characteristics of rotor entry vehicle
configuration - supersonic
[NiSA-TN-D-70118] p0177 N71-16535
Convective heat transfer characteristics of M2 and
M2-F2 lifting entry vehicles
[SASA-TH-X-1691] p0229 N71-17131
Pressure measurements of flow induced cavity
resonance and effects of resonance suppressing
devices
[HASA-TH-D-6205] p0213 N71-17877
Flight constraints and aerodynamic characteristics
of hypersonic research aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-2222J p02U8 N71-18367
Aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL transport
model with tandem lift fans mounted at
mid-semispan of wing
[NASA-TK-D-6231] p0252 N71-18558
Technique of extrapolating measured near-field
overpressure data to larger altitude applied to
wind tunnel overpressure data
[NASA-TH-X-2219] p0253 N71-18559
Algorithm for digital resolution of range for
V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6232] p0253 N71-18566
Minimizing performance criterion to analyze
ability of automatically controlled aircraft to
maintain accurate flight path control during
landing approach
[NASA-TN-D-6230] p0255 H71-18761
Quadratic performance index for VTOL aircraft
model reference attitude control system
[ HASA-TH-D-6231] p0255 N71-18836
Noise measurement evaluation of takeoff and
approach profiles optimized for noise abatement
tHASA-TN-D-62<16] p0257 N71-18929
Finite element computer program for estimating
airplane aerodynamic interference
[NASA-TH-X-66881] p0301 H71-19357
Wind tunnel surveys of flow fields about wing
fuselage store configuration inlets of transonic
and supersonic aircrafts
[HASA-TM-X-66885] p0303 H71-19371
Estimated aerodynamics of all-body hypersonic
aircraft configurations
[BASA-TM-X-2091] p0312 1171-19706
Economic analysis of intercity short-haul business
passenger travel
[HASA-TH-X-2228] p0321 N71-20114
Interactions of atoms with space shuttle surface
and methods for improving heat transfer
[KASA-IH-X-62016] p0327 N71-20523
Development of attitude control system for
vertical takeoff aircraft using reaction nozzles
displaced fro* various axes of aircraft
[HASA-CASB-xac-08972] p0328 1171-20570
Laminar boundary layer transition, separation and
streamline direction on rotating helicopter
blades
(NASA-TH-D-6321] p0399 N71-23779
Device for controlling rotary potentiometer
mounted on aircraft steering wheel or aileron
control
[NASA-CASE-XAC-10019] p0400 1171-23809
Rind tunnel investigation of longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of semispan wing
deflected-slipstream configuration with double
slotted flap and auxiliary wing
[HASA-TH-D-6323] pOtOO 1171-23861
Transonic flutter and buffeting for elastic wind
tunnel models of straight wing proposed for
space shuttles
pOU61 N71-21659
Application of research in panel flutter and
boundary layer thickness to space shuttle
pO«61 H71-2«660
Buffet response of straight wing and delta wing
model of space shuttle launch configuration
pOU61 N71-24662
lind tunnel simulations of flow fields and
aerothermodynamics of space shuttle orbiters
pO«71 H71-26053
Flow visualization, thermocouple measurements, and
analyses of shock interference heating effects
on straight wing space shuttle model
pO«72 N71-26057
Aero.dynamic characteristics of delta wing space
shuttle configurations
pO<(73 N71-26062
Rind tunnel tests to determine low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of large-scale STOL
transport model with augmented jet flap
[HASA-TM-X-62017] pO«74 H71-26183
Experimental investigation of large scale, two
dimensional, mixed compression inlet system
[NASA-TN-D-6392] p0513 N71-26985
Computerized simulation of shock waves and flow
fields behind supersonic edge delta wings and
wing-body combinations
p0523 H71-28365
Flow field approximation for sonic boom shock wave
generation by thin nonlifting rectangular wing
p052t N71-28372
Sonic boom cusped shock wave near focusing ray
system of supersonic wing flow field
p052U N71-28373
mathematical model for supersonic aircraft Hach
number threshold operation for atmospheric
reflection of sonic boom
p0525 N71-28376
Raveform parameters for extrapolating wind tunnel
sonic boon signatures to far field
p0525 H71-28378
Sonic boom in near field and far field of
nonlifting rectangular wing
p0525 H71-28379
Parameter effects on coalescence of nose and wing
shocks in wing/body pressure signature for sonic
boom reduction
p0526 H71-28385
Extrapolation of measured overpressure data for
predicting sonic boom characteristics of
different aerodynamic configurations
p0527 H71-28392
Development of aircraft control system with high
performance electrically controlled and
mechanically operated hydraulic valves for
precise flight operation
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00018] p0532 H71-29128
Polyisocyanurate foam and intumescent paint for
thermal protection of aircraft passengers in
ground accident fires
p0581 N71-30758
Influence of lateral motion on effectiveness of
flight simulators in training air transport
pilots
p0583 H71-30772
Safety characteristics for powered lift of
coBmerical S¥OL aircraft
p0583 B71-30773
Simulation studies for development of
certification criteria applicable to SSI takeoff
and engine failure
p058H H71-30777
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Evaluating analytical models of turbulence having
non-Gaussian gusts distributions and effects of
wind shear on aircraft operations
pOSSU N71-30778
Algorithm for identification of system parameters
from input-output data with application to air
vehicles
rtliSA-TH-D-6468:) p0631 H71-32U73
Hind tunnel tests of swept wing jet transport
aircraft model with four pod mounted engines
under wing and external flow, jet augmented
double slotted flap
CHASA-TH-D-6H82] p063H 1171-32805
Determination of transonic aerodynamic
characteristics of spherically blunted 55 and 60
degree half-angle cones in ballistic range tests
[NASA-TN-D-6D89] p06«1 N71-332M1
Wind tunnel tests of full scale advancing blade
concept rotor system at high advance ratio
[NASA-TB-X-62081J p06U3 H71-33517
Aerodynamic characteristics of lift fan
installation for direct lift V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-62086] p0680 H71-35204
Transition, approach, and vertical landing tests
for VT01 transport in terminal area
fNASA-TB-X-62083] p0681 N71-35209
Pressure distributions and drag coefficients of 18
constant length and volume slender bodies of
revolution at zero incidence for Bach numbers
2.0 to 12.0 - graphs
fNASA-TN-D-6536] p0709 H71-36116
Methods for prediction of centerline shock layer
thickness and pressure distribution on delta
wing body configurations
[NASA-TN-D-6550] p0709 N71-36418
wind tunnel tests of stability and control
characteristics of large scale model
representative of propeller-driven STOL
transport aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6393] pC711 N71-36435
Bind tunnel tests of propeller driven, deflected
slipstream, short takeoff aircraft model to
determine longitudinal and lateral-directional
stability when in ground effect
[NASA-TB-X-2313] p0711 N71-36U36
Hot-wire anemometer measurements of streamwise
magnitudes and normal velocity components of
wing tip vortex
[NASA-TH-X-62087] p0712 H71-36679
Comparison of logistics problems and cost aspects
in selection of aircraft for earth resources
surveys
[NASA-TB-X-2U18] p0725 N71-37928
HATIOHA1 AEBOBADTICS AHD SPACE ADHIHISTRATIOH.
ELECTBOHICS HESEABCH CENTER, CAHBRIDGE, BASS.
Using automatic control theory with simple pilot
model for synthesizing helicopter landing
approach flight director control laws
[NASA-TB-X-66192] p0106 N71-12221
Developing mathematical model for tandem rotor
helicopter for analysis of automatic approach
and landing system
[NASA-TB-X-66493] p0106 N71-12225
Flight test program to obtain data on aided
inertial system for terminal guidance and
navigation of helicopter in designing V/STOL
avionics system
CNASA-TH-X-66H91] p0108 H71-12244
Laser altimeter-range finder technigues applied to
geodetic measurements and mapping
[NASA-TH-X-66II89J p0109 N71-12U25
Aided inertial flight test experiments for all
weather V/STOL operations
[NASi-TB^X-66U90] p0111 N71-12439
Fixed base simulation evaluation of one fully
automatic and six manual low visibility landing
systems for helicopters
[NASA-TH-D-5913] p0325 N71-20305
Satellite aided aircraft collision avoidance
system effective for large number of aircraft
[NASA-CASE-ERC-10090] pOt6<t H71-24948
Double-induction variable speed system for
constant-freguency electrical power generation
[NASA-CASE-ERC-10065] p0517 N71-27364
RATIONAL AEBONAOTICS AHD SPACE ADHIHISTBATIOH. FLIGHT
BESEABCB CENTEH, BDBABDS, CALIF.
Graphic illustration of lifting body design
[NASA-CASB-FHC-10063] p0105 H71-12217
Evaluating use of airborne digital computers for
guidance and control of X-15 and F-104 aircraft
[HASA-TB-X-66491] p0113 H71-12610
Validating gas generator method of calculating jet
engine thrust, and evaluation of XB-70-1 engine
performance at ground static conditions
[NASA-TN-D-7028] p0122 N71-13U19
Data processing and display system for terminal
guidance of X-15 aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XFH-00756] p0122 N71-13421
Fin loads and control surface hinge moments
measured in full scale wind tunnel tests on
X-24A flight vehicle
[NASA-TH-X-1922] p0157 B71-11501
B2-F2 lifting body flight control system
[NASA-IB-X-1809} p0157 H71-14526
Flight tests of lifting reentry vehicles for
controllability prediction
[NASA-TB-X-1827] p0157 N71-14527
Vertical tail loads and control surface hinge
moment measurements on B2-F2 lifting body at
subsonic speeds
[NASA-TB-X-1712] p0165 K71-15003
Beasurement of engine exhaust noise during ground
operation of XB-70 aircraft
[HASA-TS-D-7013] p0172 N71-15820
Base pressure measurements on XB-70 aircraft at
Bach numbers from 0.4 to 3.0
CNASA-TB-X-1612] p0229 H71-17132
Acoustic attenuation determined experimentally
during engine ground tests of XB-70 airplane and
comparison with predictions
[NASA-TB-X-2223] p024U N71-17951
Flight tests to determine reliability of X-15 self
adaptive flight control system
CNASA-TN-D-6208] p02«9 N71-18422
HL-10 and B-2F2 lifting body flight tests
[BASA-TB-X-66712] p0249 N71-18428
Takeoff performance predictions for XB-70 delta
wing supersonic aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-2215] p0252 H71-18509
Lift and drag characteristics of HL-10 lifting
body during subsonic gliding flight
[HASi-TH-D-6263] p0256 H71-18867
Two variations of gas generator method to
calculate thrust of afterburning turbofan
engines installed in F-111A aircraft
[NASA-TH-D-6297] p0384 N71-22614
Heat flux sensor adapted for mounting on aircraft
or spacecraft to measure aerodynamic heat flux
inflow to aircraft skin
(NASA-CASE-XFR-03802] p0388 N71-23085
Flight-measured base pressures from sharp leading
edge upper vertical fin of X-15 aircraft
compared with wind tunnel data for turbulent
flow at Bach numbers from 1.5 to 5.0
[HASA-TN-D-63U8] p0401 N71-23922
Transonic wind tunnel tests of vertical fin loads
and rudder hinge moments on B2-F3 lifting body
scale model at Bach 0.50 to 1.30
[NASA-TB-X-2286] p0460 H71-2U581
Flow meter for measuring stagnation pressure in
'boundary layer around high speed flight vehicle
[NASA-CASE-XFB-02007] p0463 H71-24692
Flight evaluation of lateral handling, stability,
control, and flying qualities of jet transport
aircraft during up-and-away and approach flight
in landing configuration
[HASi-TN-D-6339] p0168 N71-25537
Computer program for optimum flight path defined
by flight test investigation of performance
characteristics /excess thrust, fuel flow, and
climb potential/ of F-104G aircraft
[NASA-TH-D-6398] p0513 H71-27002
In-flight use of traversing boundary layer pitot
probes with mechanical and electrical features
and sample boundary layer profiles
[HASA-TH-D-6428] p0530 N71-28872
Evaluating effects of high altitude turbulence
encounters on XB-70 airplane
[HASA-TH-D-6II57] p0580 N71-30718
Flight tests for evaluating effect of wing-tip
vortex wake generated by large jet transports on
smaller aircraft
p0582 H71-30765
Flight tests to determine handling qualities of
general aviation aircraft during ILS approaches
in turbulent air
p0583 N71-30771
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In-flight P-111 data on total and static pressure
from left inlet daring automatically scheduled
and manually controlled off-schedule positioning
of spike at Hach 0.68 to 2.18
[NASA-TB-D-6490] p0640 H71-33211
Analysis of coupled roll-spiral-mode, pilot
induced oscillation occurring with H-2F2 lifting
body
[HASA-TH-D-6496J p0642 B71-33307
notion cue and simulation fidelity aspects of
validation of general purpose airborne simulator
[HASA-TH-D-6432] p0712 B71-36672
Analysis and validation of characteristics of
general purpose airborne simulator for
simulation of aerodynamic characteristics of
large transport aircraft
[HASA-TN-D-6431] p0723 S71-37823
HATIOBAL AEEOHADTICS AHD SPACE ADBIHISTRATIOH.
GODDABD IHST. FOB SPACE STUDIES, HER YOBK.
Investigation of angle of attack information
display for pilots to increase efficiency of
general aviation aircraft operation
[HASA-TH-D-6210J p0250 H71-18U42
HATIOHAL AEROHAOTICS AHD SPACE ADHIHISTBATIOH.
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CBHTER, GBEEHBELT, BD.
Position locating system for remote aircraft using
voice communication and digital signals
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10087-2] p0125 H71-13958
Describing angular position and velocity sensing
apparatus
[HASA-CASE-XGS-05680] p0239 H71-17585
Traffic control system for supersonic transports
using synchronous satellite for data relay
between vehicles and ground station
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10087-1] p0260 N71-19287
Viability of L band communication system between
geostationary satellites and aircraft terminals
[HASA-TH-X-65508] p0464 B71-24913
Tropospheric and ionospheric absorption at VHF for
Horth Atlantic aeronautical satellite system
[HASA-TH-x-65507] pO<164 1171-24911
Aircraft mounted infrared detectors for remote
measurements of optical cloud properties
P0467 H71-25260
Survey of very high and ultrahigh frequency
utilization in OS aeronautics for communication
satellite freguency assignment
[HASA-TB-x-65527] p0471 N71-25920
BASA balloon-aircraft ranging, data and voice
experiment for determining best approach for
using ATS in air traffic control
(HASA-TH-X-65649] P0632 N71-32527
HATIOHAL AEBOHAOTICS AHD SPACE ADHIHISTBATION.
LAHGLET BBSEABCH CERTEB, LAHGLE7 STATION, VA.
Low-speed wind tunnel tests of series of twin-keel
all-flexible parawings
[NASA-TH-D-5936] p0033 H71-10052
Nozzle lateral spacing effect on drag and
performance of twin jet afterbody configurations
with convergent nozzles at Mach 0.6 to 2.2
[NASA-TH-X-2099] p0036 N71-10276
Hind tunnel investigation of jet transport
airplane configuration with high thrust-weight
ratio and external flow jet flap - graphs
[NASA~TN-D-60581 pOOUO H71-10495
Flutter analysis for thin lifting surfaces by
application of supersonic kernel function
procedure
[NASA-TN-D-6012] p0044 H71-10866
Bind tunnel study of aerodynamic interference drag
caused by fan jet engine wake of subsonic
transport
[HASA-TB-D-6067] pOOUS B71-11004
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of rotary wing
configurations for VTOL aircraft in cruise mode
rHASA-TN-D-5945] p0049 N71-11025
Development and characteristics of hot air balloon
deceleration and recovery system
tBASA-CASE-XLA-06824-2] pOOSO B71-11037
Development and characteristics of control system
for flexible wings
[NASA-CASE-XLA-06958] p0051 B71-11038
Development and characteristics of variable sweep
wing control system for supersonic aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XLA-03659] P0051 N71-11041
Development and characteristics of translating
horizontal tail assembly for supersonic aircraft
fNASA-CASE-XLA-08801-1 ] P0051 H71-11043
Boundary layer transition studies of several
pointed bodies of revolution at supersonic
speeds
[NASA-TH-D-6063] p0053 H71-11520
Cooperative Doppler radar system for avoiding
lidair collisions
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10403] p0056 H71-11766
Measuring low-density flow over two-dimensional
blunt bodies in hypersonic arc tunnel
[HASA-TB-D-6017] pOIOS H71-12215
Comparison of aircraft and surface vehicle
stopping performance under varying runway
conditions
CHASA-TB-D-6098] p0107 S71-12235
Determination of low speed longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of four engine
externally blowing jet-flap STOL aircraft
[HASA-TH-D-7034] . p0107 H71-12239
Design of supersonic aircraft with novel fixed,
swept wing planform
[HASA-CASE-XLA-04451] p0108 B71-12243
Construction and operation of body-motion
controlled five-degree-of-freedom simulation of
jet-supported lunar flying machine
[NASA-TH-D-6001] P°l15 N71-12736
Integrating matrix method for determining natural
lateral vibration data on rotating twisted
propeller blade
[HASA-TN-D-6064] pO116 N71-13023
Electric an'alog 'for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00755] p0121 N71-13410
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[BASA-CASE-XLA-05828] p0121 H71-13411
Hechanical stabilization system for VIOL aircraft
[BASA-CASE-XLA-06339] p0122 H71-13422
Theoretical and experimental vibration and
buckling results for blunt truncated'conical
shells with ring supported edges
[NASA-TN-D-7003] p0126 N71-1U056
Ablation performance of glasslike carbons,
pyrolytic graphite, and artificial graphite in
stagnation pressure range 0.035 to 15 atm
[HASA-TH-D-7005] p0127 H71-14138
Bind tunnel investigation of jet transport
airplane configuration with external flow jet
flap and inboard pod-mounted engines - graphs
[HASA-TB-D-7004] p0160 B71-14605
Effects of retronozzle located at apex of 140 deg
blunt cone at Hach numbers of 3.00, 4.50, and
6.00
[BASA-TH-D-6002] p0160 H71-14614
Dynamic stability derivatives of twin-jet fighter
model for angles of attack from -10 deg to 110
deg
[HASA-TH-D-6091] p0161 N71-14634
Investigation of engine-exhaust-airfraue
interference on cruise vehicle at Hach 6
[HASA-TN-D-6060] p0161 N71-14635
Numerical study on controlling dynamic properties
of supersonic inlet using bypass bleed
[HASA-TN-D-6144] p0161 S71-1U669
Aerodynamic performance of shuttle-orbiter
configuration with variable delta wing geometry
in low turbulence subsonic wind tunnels
[HASA-TH-X-2206] p0164 N71-14943
Transfer functions of pilot for determining
longitudinal aircraft controllability and pilot
performance prediction
[NASA-TH-D-6104) p0164 N71-14944
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
hypersonic lifting body spacecraft with variable
sweep wings
[KASA-TM-X-2102] p0164 N71-14945
Simulator study of lunar flying platform control
by pilot body notion
[NASA-TB-D-6016] p0164 N71-14981
Hathematical analysis of denting of thin aircraft
skin by hail
CNASA-TB-D-6102]
 P0168 B71-15422
System for aerodynamic control of rocket vehicles
by secondary injection of fluid into nozzle
exhaust stream
[BASA-CiSE-XLA-01163] p0169 S71-15582
Design of 20-megawatt linear plasma accelerator
facility
[BASA-TH-D-6115] p0172 B71-15819
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Hypersonic test facility for studying ablation in
•odels under high pressure and high temperature
(BASA-CASE-XLA-00378] p0172 H71-15925
Free flight suspension system for use vith
aircraft models in vind tunnel tests
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00939] p0172 N71-15926
Free-fall body for obtaining Bind velocity
profiles by radar tracking
[NASA-CASE-XLA-02081] p0176 N71-16281
Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of model of
HL-10 flight research vehicle with basic and
•odified tip fins
CBASA-TB-X-2119] p0177 H71-16538
Hind tunnel investigation of tip vortex structure
of semispan ving for several wing-tip
modifications
tHASA-TH-D-6101] p0177 N71-16539
VIOL display and control system for deceleration
to instrument hover
[NASA-TN-D-6108] p0178 B71-16584
Design and operation of viscous pendulum damper
[BASA-CASE-XLA-02079J p0180 N71-16894
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of Viking
lander spacecraft at hypersonic speed
CBASA-TB-X-2205] p0230 H71-17253
Fitch and yaw characteristics of supersonic
transport aircraft with variable sweep wings at
various Bach numbers
[NASA-TH-X-21611] p0236 H71-171415
Flight characteristics of V/STOL transport model
with four pod-mounted lift fans
[HASA-TH-D-6129] p0236 N71-17423
Vortex-lattice FOBTEAN program for estimating
subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of complex
planforms
[NASA-TH-D-6142] p0236 H71-17U24
Transonic and supersonic dynamic stability
characteristics of variable sweep wing tactical
fighter aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-2163] p0236 N71-17425
Flight characteristics of jet-flap STOI transport
aircraft during approach and landing
CHASA-TH-D-6225] p0236 N71-17U33
Thermal pump-compressor for converting solar
energy
[NASA-CASE-XL&-00377] p0240 N71-17610
Development of thermal insulation system for wing.
and control surfaces of hypersonic aircraft and
reentry vehicles
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00892] p0243 N71-17897
Beal gas effects on drag and trajectories of
nonlifting conical shell during Bars atmospheric
entry
[NASA-TH-D-6240] p0244 N71-18015
Aerodynamic heating and structural analyses for
radiatively cooled delta wing of hypersonic
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6138] p0245 N71-18025
Hake.flow properties of conical bodies at
supersonic speeds and various angles of attack
CNASA-TB-X-2139] p0251 N71-18480
Computerized prediction of aerodynamic lifting
characteristics for wing-horizontal tail and
canard wing configurations
(NASA-TB-X-66886J p0302 N71-19361
Aircraft afterbody and engine nozzle.interferences
at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds
[H1SA-TB-X-66888] p0303 H71-19368
Viscous interacting flow in hypersonic streams,
including flow over flaps, corners, delta wings,
and wing-body combinations
[HASA-TB-X-66914] p0311 N71-19831
Boll-control effectiveness of spoiler
configurations on aircraft model with variable
sweep wings at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TM-X-21653 p0321 N71-20126
Flow field development for series of sonic boom
wind tunnel models
[HASA-TN-D-61U3] p0322 H71-20156
Directional control capability of 18 x 5.5, type 7
aircraft tires on wet surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-6202] p0323 N71-20158
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of rocket
vehicle model with low aspect ratio wing and
tail surfaces
[NASA-TH-X-2159] - p0323 H71-20181
Wind tunnel investigation of helicopter
directional control in rearward flight in ground
effect
[NASA-TH-D-6118] p0323 H71-20191
Jet to free-stream dynamic pressure ratio effects
on penetration and nixing of hydrogen injected
normal to supersonic airstreams
[BASA-TH-D-6114] p0324 N71-20195
Feasibility of using fixed simulator to determine
stall and spin characteristics of fighter
aircraft
[HASA-1H-D-6117] p0325 N71-20292
Event recorder with constant speed motor which
rotates recording disk
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01832] p0332 N71-21006
Hathematical models for acoustic scattering by
porous elliptic cylinder with nonlinear
resistance
[HASA-TB-1-67019] p0334 N71-21408
Design of hypersonic test facility for ablation
tests and performance tests of vehicles under
conditions of high temperature and pressure
[HASA-CASE-XLA-05378] p0334 H71-21475
Afterburner-eguipped jet engine nacelle with
slotted configuration afterbody
[HASA-CASE-ILA-10450] p0334 H71-21493
Measurements of sonic boom pressure distribution
of bodies of revolution at Bach 2.96, 3.83, and
4.63 in Onitary Plan wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-D-6195] p0372 871-21961
Predicting aerodynamic characteristics of arrow,
delta, and diamond wing platforms using
Prandtl-Glanert transformation
[SASA-TH-D-62K3] P?37? H71-21973
Analysis of effects of spanwise variations of gust
velocity in isotropic turbulence on
vane-controlled gust, alleviation system
[HASA-TN-D-6126] p0373 B71-22068
Free flight tests in hoovering and forward flight
free flight tests in hovering and forward flight
lift fans
[HASA-TH-D-6198] p0373 N71-22069
Elevated temperature effects on fatigue life of
tensile stressed titanium alloys, aluminum
alloys, and stainless steels
[HASA-TH-D-6145] p0374 N71-22076
Numerical analysis of dynamic and thermodynamic
state of plenum-type air-cushion vehicle to
determine heave response and control system
operating characteristics
CNASA-TH-D-6257] p0384 N71-22589
Design and development of lunar escape system
simulator for investigation of lunar escape
problems and simplified manual guidance and
control for lunar escape vehicles
[NASA-TH-D-6111] p0384 N71-22590
Analysis of normal accelerations through center of
gravity of aircraft due to landing impacts and
ground operations associated with taxi, takeoff,
and landing
[HASA-TN-D-61211] p0384 H71-22620
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of wing
dihedral angle on aerodynamic characteristics of
highly swept fixed-wing configuration
[HASA-TB-X-2261J . p0384 B71-22622
Flutter suppression with dissipated energy reduced
to guadratic form for control surfaces
[NASi-TN-D-6199] p0388 H71-23091
Low-inertia flow-direction vane static and dynamic
wind tunnel tests at subsonic and supersonic
speeds for in-flight measurement of bust
velocities
[KASA-TN-D-6193] p0388 B71-23115
Effect of engine position and high lift devices on
aerodynamic characteristics of external flow,
jet flap Slot model - graphs
[NASA-TB-D-6222] . . p0388 N71-23121
Bind tunnel investigation of lift-induced sonic
boom characteristics of two simple wing models
at Bach numbers from 2.3 to 4.63
[N4SA-TN-D-6201] p0388 B71-23125
find tunnel investigation of hypersonic transport
model aerodynamic characteristics at Bach
numbers to 6 - graphs
[BASA-TH-D-6191] p0389 H71-23127
Low subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of twin body space shuttle
booster configuration using low turbulence
pressure tunnel - graphs
[BASA-TB-X-2162] p0389 H71-23135
Combined optical attitude and altitude indicating
instrument for use in aircraft or spacecraft
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[HASA-CASE-XLA-01907] p0391 N71-23268
Construction of leading edges of surfaces for
aerial vehicles performing from subsonic to
above transonic speeds
fNASA-CASE-XLA-01486] p0397 1171-23497
Bind tunnel investigation of static longitudinal
and lateral characteristics of full scale mocknp
of light t¥in engine aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6238] p0400 N71-23860
Climbout and landing approach noise measurenents
for three engine turbofan transport aircraft
[NASA-T1I-D-6137] p0460 N71-24582
Conference on dynamics and aeroelasticity of space
shuttle
rNASA-TH-X-2274] p0461 N71-24651
Parameters contributing to aeroelastic problems in
thermal protection of space shuttle
P0461 1171-24661
Transonic wind tunnel investigation of flow
characteristics and pressure fluctuation of
space shuttle launch and reentry configurations
P0462 H71-24663
Stability, control, and handling guality
characteristics of STOL and 7/STOL airplanes
P0463 1171-24702
least squares method and iteration technique for
obtaining aerodynamic stability derivatives
P0463 H71-24703
Minimizing drag and increasing performance of
optimum shapes at hypersonic flight
p0463 N71-24704
Aeroelasticity and unsteady flow problems of
aircraft
P0163 H71-24706
Effects of aeroelasticity on static longitudinal
aerodynamic derivatives
P0463 H71-24707
Random process theory method for estimating
response of flexible airplanes to atmospheric
turbulence
P0463 N71-24708
Alleviation of lateral and longitudinal gust
effects on aircraft
PC463 N71-24709
Hypersonic shock/density ratio effects in
aerothermodynamic heating of space shuttle
configuration
P0472 N71-26058
Lee surface flow and aerodynamic heating on delta
wing orbiter
P0472 N71-26060
Direct lift control system having flaps with slots
adjacent to their leading edge and particularly
adapted for lightweight aircraft
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10249-1) p0473 N71-26110
Precipitation detector and mechanism for stopping
and restarting machinery at initiation and
cessation of rain
[SASA-CASE-XLA-02619] p0475 871-26334
Analysis of aerodynamic forces on DL-4 lifting
entry vehicle and comparison with theoretical
methods
tNASA-TM-X-1994] p0475 1171-26354
Pressure sensor network for measuring liguid
dynamic response in flight including fuel tank
acceleration, liguid slosh amplitude, and fuel
depth monitoring
[HASA-CASE-XLA.-05541 J p0475 H71-26387
Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle control system
comprising elevons with hinge line sweep and
free of adverse aerodynamic cross coupling
[BASA-C&SE-XLA-08967] p0515 H71-27088
Hind tunnel investigation of use of slotted
test-section walls to reduce wall interference
for high-lift-model testing
rNASA-TN-D-6292] p0519 H71-28008
Effects of spanwise variation of gust velocity on
alleviation system designed for uniform gust
velocity across span
[NASA-TH-D-6346] p0520 H71-28009
Flight tests of cross, modified ringsail, and
disk-gap-band parachute deployment performance
from low altitudes with structural load data
[NASA-TH-X-2221] p0520 H71-28021
Hind tunnel measurements of pressure distributions
on wing having HACA 4415 airfoil sections with
trailing-edge flaps set at 0 deg and 40 deg
[NASA-TH-X-2225] p0521 H71-28077
Hind tunnel models for sonic boom simulation at
high Mach numbers
p0525 N71-28377
Low Hach number supersonic flight data on sonic
boom signatures at cutoff Mach number
p0525 H71-28381
Air flow thermodynamics for low sonic boom design
of supersonic transport configuration
p0526 H71-28387
Correlation of measured and calculated sonic boom
signatures for wind tunnel planform models
p0526 N71-28388
Sonic boom pressure signature variations as
function of distance to ground due to
atmospheric refraction
p0527 N71-28389
find tunnel investigation of aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-body and lifting body
configurations for hypersonic cruise aircraft at
hypersonic speeds
[HASA-TH-1-2287] p0530 H71-28861
Experimental investigation on effect of spot
welded or adhesively bonded thermocouples and
fatigue behavior of two titanium alloys suitable
for use in high speed airplanes
[NASA-TH-X-2288] p0531 N71-28891
Hind tunnel investigation of static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of semispan swept
wing for STOL jet transport with deflected
thrust and boundary layer control
[NASA-TN-D-6256] p0577 N71-30282
Experimental and analytical study of subsonic
longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of slender sharp edge 74 deg
swept wings
[NASA-TH-D-6344] p0579 1171-30530
Aerodynamic and deployment characteristics of twin
keel all-flexible parawing rigged with several
variations of multistage canopy and suspension
line reefing system
[NASA-TN-D-6306] p0580 N71-30748
Conference on HASA research in aircraft safety and
operating problems
[HASA-SP-270] p0580 H71-30756
Ditching behavior of dynamic C-5A model
p0581 H71-30757
Low-cost pilot indicator for midair' collision
avoidance
p0581 N71-30760
Status of research program to develop criteria for
designing aircraft protective devices from rotor
fragments
p0581 H71-30762
Effect of wing-tip vortex wakes generated by large
jet transport aircraft on smaller airplanes
p0582 H71-30764
Runway and taxiway profile and airplane response
measurements to determine runway roughness
p0582 N71-30766
Effects of runway contaminants and pavement
surface properties on runway slipperiness
p0582 H71-30767
Chevron cutting and effects of braking on wear of
aircraft tires
P0582 H71-30768
Applications of supercritical airfoils to
transport aircraft designs
p0582 1171-30769
Vertical situation display concept for alleviating
problems of inadeguate guidance and display
information for making steep approaches
p0582 H71-30770
Terminal area studies with XC-142, X7-5, Do-31,
and P 1127 aircraft to develop powered lift
control technignes for instrument approach
p0583 H71-30774
Systems analysis of directional control, rotary
wing vibratory loads, lift sharing, and fuselage
vibration and damping during helicopter
maneuvers
p0583 871-30775
Experimental and theoretical study of biologically
important radiation components and dose
eguivalents due to galactic and solar rays at
SST in high atmosphere -'summary
p0584 N71-30779
Preliminary study of airplane-autopilot response
to atmospheric turbulence while operating in
altitude-hold and attitude-hold modes
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p0581 H71-30780
Developing aircraft ride criteria and/or
acceptable vibration levels and problems in
measuring and recording low level vibration
environment
p058U H71-30781
Analysis of 79,000 hours data obtained -from NASA
V-G/VGH flight recorders installed on 731
general aircraft engaged in eight types of
operations
p058<4 N71-30782
Fatigue crack length relationship with aircraft
inspection intervals and structural
reinforcement, high strength materials, and
aircraft nsage effects
p0581 H71-30783
Jet aircraft noise sources and reduction from gas
turbine engines including jet ezhausts, fans,
lift devices, and unducted rotors
p0585 H71-30785
Development of noise measurement units for airport
and aircraft noise reduction and psychoacoustic
studies
p0585 N71-30786
Aircraft design, flight characteristics, and
atmospheric effects on sonic boom during
supersonic and hypersonic flight
p0585 H71-30787
Effects of nose bluntness on static aerodynamic
characteristics of cruciform wing missile at
Hach 1.50 to 2.86
rHASA-TH-X-2289] p0585 N71-30813
Problem of wind gust absorption by aircraft
structures, and flight tests of prototype H-100
[NASA-TT-F-13751] p0586 N71-30848
Hypersonic and supersonic angle of attack flow
.about asymmetric and axisymmetric blunt bodies
based on time dependent finite difference theory
and method of characteristics
[NASA-TN-D-6283] p0589 871-31207
Estimation of lateral and longitudinal rigid body
responses of aircraft structures continuous and
random atmospheric turbulence
[NASA-TN-D-6273] p0590 N71-31242
Criteria and recommended practices for design,
selection, analysis, and testing of deployable
aerodynamic deceleration systems
[HASA-SP-8066J p0590 K71-31303
Static force tests of model of twin jet fighter
aircraft at various angles of attack and
sideslip angles to obtain data for theoretical
spin studies
(NASA-TK-D-6125] p0590 N71-31330
Aerodynamic characteristics at Hach numbers 1.60
to 2.16 of blunt-nose missile model having
triangular cross section and fixed triform fins
[NASA-TH-X-2340] p0629 N71-32211
Induced lift characteristics of swept wing-body
configuration with partial-span jet in flow at
Hach. 0..20 to 1.30
[NASA-TH-X-2309] p0629 N71-32307
Solving exact gas dynamic eguations for supersonic
flows far from axis of slender lifting bodies
[NASA-TH-D-61U6] p0633 N71-32792
Grooved and nngrooved runway surface effects on
aircraft tire spin-up characteristics and tread
damage
[NASA-TH-X-2345] p0633 N71-32798
Determining deployment characteristics of
all-flexible parawings by free flight tests
CNASA-TH-X-2307] p0641 N71-33239
Free-body tests of flat circular parachutes and
determination of aerodynamic drag coefficients'
during partial inflation
[HASA-TN-D-61123] p0642 N71-33395
Calculation of mean line caaber oridinates for
laterally symmetrical wings with polygonal
planforms
[HASA-TH-I-2311] p06«t H71-33546
Damper system for alleviating air flow shock loads
.on wind tunnel models
CNASA-CASE-ILA-09U80] p0645 N71-33612
Low speed static wind tunnel tests of half-span
fuselage and variable sweep pressure wing model
fHASA-TN-D-6215] p06«6 N71-33776
Kind tunnel stability tests of variable dihedral
delta wing spacecraft configuration at
hypersonic speed
[NASA-TH-I-2391] p0673 H71-31008
Pressure distribution analysis of sound inside
duct of ducted propellers
[NASA-TN-D-6345] p0673 P71-34009
Analysis of influence of wiDd shear on
longitudinal motion of aircraft during approach
and landing
[HASA-TH-D-6430] p0675 N71-34022
High altitude flight test of reefed
12.2-meter-diameter disk-gap-band parachute with
deployment at 2.58 Hach number
[HASA-TN-D-6469] p0676 H71-31026
Elastic response and characteristics of bias ply
aircraft tires subjected to braking forces and
simple static flexure
[SASA-TN-D-6126] p0676 N71-34027
Bind tunnel investigation of external-flow
jet-flap transport configuration having
full-span tripple-slotted flaps - graphs
[NASA-TN-D-6391] p0676 N71-31028
Hixing of hydrogen downstream from multiple
injectors normal to supersonic jet flow, for
supersonic combustion on ramjet engines
[L-7896] H71-3U27I4
Comparisons of theoretical and experimental
pressure distribution over wing-body model at
high supersonic speeds
[BASA-Tll-D-6't80] p0679 H71-35197
Dynamic stability of jet transport configuration
with high thrust-weight ratio and externally
blown jet flap
[KASA-TN-D-6iaO] p0681 1171-35213
Wall interference for static stability tests in
closed rectangular test sections and in ground
effect
tNASA-TH-B-36t] p0684 N71-35386
Survey of NASTRAN applications in static and
dynamic structural analysis problems
[NASA-TH-X-2378] p0687 H71-36253
Modal analysis of resppnse and fatigue of alnninum
aircraft panels modal response
p0688 N71-36273
Analytical procedures for predicting coupled fluid
structural responses of aircraft hydraulic
systems
p0688 N71-36276
Use of NASTRAN as analysis tool in structural
design optimization process applied to aircraft
fuselage type structure
p0688 N71-36280
Comparison of finite element computer programs for
analysis of clamped flat plate and built-up wing
vibration frequencies
p0688 H71-36293
Theoretical method for calculating aerodynamic
loading on wing-body combinations
[NASA-TH-D-6441] p0708 N71-36111
Thrust-minus-drag forces and pressure
distributions of closely spaced twin-jet
afterbodies with different inboard-outboard
fairing and nozzle'shapes
[NASA-TH-X-2329] p0709 N71-36112
Development of near-field method for determining
supersonic flow properties about bodies of
revolution
CNASA-TH-D-6508] p0709 N71-36113
Rind tunnel static longitudinal stability and
control characteristics of cruciform delta
winged missile with various horizontal canards
and trailing-edge flap control between Hach 1.50
and 4.63
[HASA-TH-X-2367] p0709 H71-36115
Aerodynamic characteristics of twin jet, swept
wing fighter aircraft model with leading edge
Kreuger flaps at subsonic speeds
[HASA-TR-1-2325] p0710 H71-36Q26
Evaluation of braking performance of light, twin
engine airplane on grooved and ungrooved runway
surfaces
[HASA-TN-D-64M11] p0711 N71-36431
find tunnel interference estimation for model
design applications using chart method
[NASA-TH-p-6416] p0712 N71-36675
Hethod of lines technique for computing flow field
about conical configurations at incidence in
supersonic flow
CHASA-TB-B-371] p0713 H71-36697
wind tunnel performance characteristics of
single-engine fighter model fitted with
in-flight thrust reverser
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[NASA-TN-D-6460] p0716 N71-3738U
Noise reduction studies involving variable
geometry inlet guide vanes for choking using
two-sector cascade apparatus with three inlet
• configurations
[NASA-TS-X-2392] p0718 K71-37601
Spin tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of
deployable, flexible ventral fins for spin
recovery device on fighter aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-6509] p0719 N71-37603
Bach 8 variable-density tunnel used for
determination of aerodynamic heating of attached
inflatable decelerator configurations
[NASA-TB-X-2355] p0728 N71-38758
HATIOHAL AEBOBAOTICS AND SPACE ADBIBISTRATION. LBBIS
BESBABCH CEITEB, CLEVELAND. OHIO.
Lightning induced voltages in aircraft electrical
circuits
CBASA-TB-X-52906] p0039 B71-10391
POBTEAH program for computing coordinates of
circular arc single and tandem turbomachinery
blade sections on plane
[NASA-TN-D-6020] p0039 H71-10111
FOBTEAH program for calculating aerodynamic forces
from pressure or velocity distributions on blade
sections
CNASA-TH-X-2123] pOOlO 871-10467
Simulating downstream flow blockage doors in
bypass air duct of turbofan engine with axial
flow fan rotor
[HASA-TN-D-6071] p0041 N71-10537
Sweep frequency nozzle pressure oscillation
effects on turbojet combustor dynamics
[NASA-TB-D-608U] pOO«5 B71-10982
Cold air tests on axial flow turbine with
transpiration cooled discrete hole stator blades
to determine coolant flow ejection effect on
turbine aerodynamic performance
[NASA-TB-X-2133] pOOt6 H71-11010
Servosystem design of high-response multislotted
bypass valving system for supersonic inlets
[NASA-TN-D-6081] p0051 N71-11061
Bach 1 burner rig tests at 2100 F for oxidation
resistance evaluation of NiCrAl and FeCrAlY
claddings on TD-NiCr
tBASA-TH-X-52916] p0052 N71-11U26
Sealing dam analysis for design of shaft face seal
with self-acting lift augmentation for advanced
gas turbine engines
[BASA-TN-D-7006] p0053 1171-11579
Low noise turbofan engine without aerodynamic
blade loading
[HASA-TB-D-6080] p0056 B71-11882
Design of self-acting gas-filn seal for turboshaft
of gas turbine engine
p0057 N71-12036
Design of oil-film seal for tarboshaft of gas
turbine engine
p0057 N71-12037
Analysis of self-acting lift pad for gas-film seal
of turboshaft
p0058 N71-12038
Computerized sealing dam design analysis for gas
film seal of turboshaft
p0058 S71-12039
Overall performance of 6-inch radial-bladed
centrifugal compressor with various diffuser
vane setting angles
fSASA-TH-X-2107] p0101 N71-12208
Sweptback-bladed centrifugal compressor overall
performance in argon
CHASA-TH-X-2129] p010U B71-12209
Theoretical analysis and measurement of
single-phase pressure losses and heat transfer
for helical flow in tube
[SASA-TN-D-6097] pOIOI N71-12213
Acoustic properties of supersonic fan with short
blade span
CNASA-TH-X-52937] p0105 B71-12218
Swirl-can modular turbojet combustor burning
natural gas fuel
fNASA-TH-D-7020] pC1C9 S71-12121
Shortening transition liner to decrease overall
length of ram induction coubustor
[NASA-TN-D-7G21] p0109 B71-12422
Performance of noise suppressors for turbofan
engines'"
[NASA-TM-X-529U1] p0115 N71-12939
Coupled supersonic inlet-pngine control using
overboard bypass doors and engine speed to
control normal shock position
[NASA-TN-D-6019] pO117 N71-13080
Flap and nacelle geometry effects on conical plug
nozzle performance at subsonic and supersonic
velocities
C NASA-IB-X-2086] p0125 N71-1<|Q19
High temperature ball bearing design for turbojet
engines
[NASA-IB-X-52958] p0178 N71-16554
Problem areas for lift fan propulsion for civil
VIOL transports
[NASA-IB-X-52907] , p0178 N71-16558
Cost reduction procedures for aircraft turbine
engines used in civil aviation
[NASA-TH-X-52951] p0178 H71-16592
Flow characteristics of wire-form and
laminate-form porous materials
CNASA-IB-X-2111] p0229 N71-17130
Static pressure contours of turbine rotor blade
tips at high Bach numbers
t NASA-IB-X-2170] . p0230 N71-.17217
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of six foot
diameter fan for turbofan engines with noise
suppressors
tBASA-TN-D-6178] p0231 H71-1725U
Effects of specific speed on experimental
performance of radial inflow turbine
[NASA-TB-D-6182] p0231 B71-17354
Performance of short modular turbojet combustor
segment with ASTH-A1 fuel
[BASA-TB-D-6167] p0235 B71-1741U
Ihermodynamic properties of insulated liquid
methane fuselage tanks for supersonic cruise
aircraft
[BASA-TB-D-6157] p0238 B71-17506
Performance of auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle with
floating inlet doors and floating single hinge
trailing edge flaps
[NASA-TB-X-2173] p0239 N71-17554
Two dimensional cascade test of jet flap turbine
rotor blade
[NASA-TB-X-2183] p0239 N71-17589
Perforoance of stator with wire oesh shell blading
during cold air investigation of turbine with
transpiration cooled stator blades - Vol. 3
[BASA-TH-X-2166] p0239 N71-17590
Computer program for design and analysis of V/STOL
tip turbine fans
[BASA-TB-D-6161] p02<40 B71-17641
Graphite drilled-core storage heater for supplying
heated nitrogen gas to supersonic tunnel
[BASA-TB-X-2202] p0243 S71-17876
Performance of axial flow compressor for Brayton
cycle electrical power generating system with
argon
[BASA-TB-X-219U] p02«3 N71-17882
Effects of turbojet engine unstart on engine
operation and characteristics of stall
propagation through compressor and inlet system
[NASA-TH-X-2192] p0248 N71-18138
Combustion stability limits for swirl-jet
combustor modules combining air swirl and
impinging jet atomization of ASTB A-1 fuel
[NASA-TB-X-2218] p0253 N71-18560
Effect of various diffuser designs on performance
of experimental turbojet combustor insensitive
to radial distortion of inlet airflow
[BASA-TK-X-2216] p0253 N71-18561
Economic and safety factors of nuclear powered
surface vehicles and aircrafts in transoceanic
commerce
[HAS&-TB-X-52963] p025« N71-18628
Parametric engine study for Bach 0.98 commercial
air transport with supercritical wing
[NASA-TB-X-52961] p0251 H71-18733
Auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle designed for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-2182] p0256 N71-18863
Annular diffuser and combustor assembly in full
scale duct burner for supersonic turbofan engine
fNASA-TB-D-6163] p0256 N71-18882
Flight and wind tunnel evaluations of flow field
effects on performance of supersonic underwinq
exhaust nozzle at transonic speeds
[HASi-TH-X-66887]
 P0302 B71-19366
Proceedings of conference on aircraft propulsion
[BASA-SP-259] p0307 B71-19151
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Characteristics of fans and compressors for
aircraft turbine engines
p0307 N71-19U52
Aerodynamic characteristics of advanced turbine
engines
p0307 B71-19453
Development of improved turbine cooling processes
and facilities for conducting turbine cooling
research
p0308 N71-19U5H
Effects of engine design and propulsion system
configurations on combustion efficiency
p0308 B71-19455
Propulsion technology for STOL and V/STOL
commercial aircraft
p0308 N71-19156
Sources and characteristics of aircraft noise for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft
p0308 B71-19457
Development and characteristics of low cost
engines for general aviation aircraft
PC308 B71-19458
Design and characteristics of exhaust system for
supersonic aircraft
p0308 N71-19I45S
Design and characteristics of supersonic cruise
inlets
p0309 B71-19460
Effects of engine inlet disturbances on engine -
stall performance
p0309 H71-19t61
Dynamics and control of supersonic propulsion
systems
p0309 871-19<t62
Application and characteristics of cryogenic fuels
for air breathing gas turbine engines
p0309 N71-19463
Development of bearings, seals, and lubricants for
air breathing turbojet engines
p0309 N71-1916U
Protective coatings for heat resistant materials
for aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
rNASA-TK-X-52977] . p0311 N71-19677
Bass-flux probe as useful diagnostic tool in high
Nach number and high enthalpy flows
fNASA-TB-X-52974] p0312 N71-19699
Inlet plenum chamber noise measurement comparison
of 20 inch diameter fan rotors with aspect
ratios of 3.6 and 6.6
[NAS4-TH-X-2191] p0312 B71-19707
Interaction of'• nacelle-mounted supersonic
propulsion system with simulated wing boundary
layer
[NASA-TM-X-21811] pC316 N71-19853
Design and performance of 0.9-hub-tip-ratio axial
flow pump rotor with blade-tip diffusion factor
of 0.63
[NASA-TM-X-2235] p0324 H71-20288
Performance tests and characteristics of short
length, double annular ram induction turbojet
combustion chambers for supersonic flight
[NASA-TN-D-6251] p0325 N71-20291
Design of shaft face seal with self-acting lift
augmentation for gas turbine engines
[NASA-TB-D-616U] p0326 N71-20392
Engine modifications to reduce smoke emission from
J-57 turbojet engine
[NASA-TB-X-2236] p0326 N71-20419
Single stage turbine operation with various-stator
cooling technigues and effects on stator, stage,
and rotor efficiencies
[NASA-TM-X-529681 p0326 N71-20U20
Conversion of experimental turbojet combustor from
ASTM A-1 fuel to natural gas fuel
rNASA-TM-X-2241] p0327 N71-20533
Supersonic inlet engine control using engine speed
as primary variable for controlling normal shock
position
f NASA-TN-D-6.021 ] p0328 N71-20671
Effect of circumferential, radial, and combined
pressure distortions on stall margin of J-85
engine
f NASA-TM-X-2239;! p0329 N71-20766
Analytical investigation of effects of geometric
changes on flow characteristics of tandem bladed
compressor stators
rNASA-TB-D-626IO p0335 N71-21508
Thermal performance analysis of solar Brayton heat
receiver in transferring heat to working gas of
Brayton engine
CBASA-TN-D-6268] p0335 B71-21512
Coaputer program to generate turbine aerodynamic
requirements, approximate external blade
geometries, and coolant flow requirements for
two stage axial flow turbine
[BASA-TH-X-2229] p038« H71-22568
Measurement of cooling air pressure changes
through stationary turbine disk and airflow
distribution within a blade at room temperature
and pressures from 28 to 100 psia
[NASA-TH-X-2171] p0387 B71-22680
Conference on high temperature turbines detailing
effect of film cooling on blade profile loss
[NASA-TH-X-67123] p0387 B71-22699
Windage tests of cylindrical and Lundell-conical
rotors in ambient air producing Reynolds numbers
up to 100,000 for high speed alternators
[BASA-TB-X-67809] p0388 B71-23116
Quasi-three dimensional surface velocities and
choking flow for turbomachine blade rows
calculated by FOBTBAB program
[NASA-TN-D-6177] p0389 N71-23126
Determination of low speed jet noise from fan
engine for simulated nacelle configuration
[BASA-TB-D-6314J p0389 B71-23131
Aerodynamic performance of sweptback-bladed
centrifugal compressor in argon as function of
equivalent weight flow
[NASA-TB-X-2269] p0398 N71-23659
Requirements analysis of airbreathing gas turbine
engines for shuttle vehicles
[BASA^TB-X-67806] p0399 N71-2376U
Beasurement of turbojet engine exhaust nozzle
performance as affected by installation
parameters using load cells and calibrated
engines on F-106 aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-67816] pOlOO N71-23822
Wind tunnel tests for instantaneous and dynamic
analysis of effects of time-variant distortions
produced in supersonic inlet on J85-GE-13
turbojet engine
[.SASA-TB-X-67821 ] p0401 N71-23927
Cold-air .tests to determine performance
characteristics of single-stage turbine with
stator blades employing transpiration coolant
ejection through wire mesh shell
[BASA-TH-X-2176] pOU01 B71-23980
Jet noise contribution to far field sound from
1.83 meter diameter fan determined for two
simulated nacelle configurations
[BASA-TB-X-67825] p0402 N71-24009
Design point characteristics of 15-80 k«e nuclear
reactor Brayton cycle power systen
[BASA-TB-X-67811] p0462 H71-24689
Predicted performance of 15-80 kwe reactor Brayton
power system over range of operating conditions
fNASA-TB-X-67833] p0162 871-24690
Botor starting techniques for 2-15 kw Brayton
space power system
[BASA-TB-X-67819] p0462 871-24691
Performance prediction of methane-fueled
supersonic transports over range of cruise
speeds up to Bach 4
tBASA-TB-X-2281] p0467 B71-25384
Studying aircraft accidents to determine impact
angle and speed criteria for designing nuclear
airplane fission product containment vessel
[SASA-TB-X-2245] P0468 B71-25411
Potential feasibility of safe, practical, and
economical air breathing nuclear propulsion
system for aircraft and air cushion vehicles
tBASA-TB-X-67837] p0468 M71-25521
Characteristics and cost analysis of nuclear
powered air cushion vehicles for oceanic
commercial operations
[NASA-TB-X-2293] pO<470 B71-25783
Wind tunnel tests to determine Bach 2.5
performance of bicone inlet with internal
focused compression and 110-percent internal
contraction
CBASi-TS-X-2294] pOt70 N71-25872
Analysis of first stage turbine stator vane and
rotor blade cooling designs for application in
highspeed aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-1782] pO!)75 H71-26355
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Noise data with models of both internally and
externally blown jet flaps designed for STOL
aircraft
rNASA-TH-X-67850] p0518 N71-27673
Cross flow wind tunnel performance tests of 15 in.
wing installed lift fan with coaxial drive
turbine for VTOL transport aircraft
fNASA-TH-X-67854] p0518 N71-27707
Brayton cycle turbogenerator performance tests
using helium xenon qas mixture including gas
turbine engine, turbocompressor, coolant pump,
and heat exchanger power efficiencies
[NASA-TH-X-678461 p0518 S71-27713
Performance of simplex and dual orifice fuel
nozzles with ambient ard heated fuel in annular
turbojet combustor
CNASA-TS-D-6355] p0520 N71-28041
Cooling, coking, construction, and structural
characteristics of jet fuel-cooled plug nozzle
for afterburning turbojet
[NASA-TH-X-2304] p0521 N71-28128
Hind tunnel tests of supersonic propulsion inlet,
engine and exhaust nozzles
[NASA-TM-X-67870] p0531 N71-28946
Future technology trends in air breathing
propulsion systems for aircrafts
[NASA-TH-X-67871] p0531 N71-28947
Parametric turbofan engine study for Hach 0.98
transport with low takeoff and approach noise
levels using supercritical wing
fNASA-TM-X-67865] p0531 N71-29011
Normal shock control systems for supersonic mixed
compression inlet using feedback loops
fNASA-TN-D-63821 p0573 »71-29745
Potential flow solution for STOL wing propulsion
system presenting flow fields, pressure
distribution, and lift coefficient for
externally blown flap, high-lift configuration
[NASA-TN-D-6394] p0573 N71-29774
Jet penetration into Hach 2 airstream using
sweptback injectors at angle of attack
[BASA-TM-X-23193 p0575 N71-29920
Lewis 9 by 15 foot V/STOL wind tunnel in return
leg of supersonic wind tunnel
rNASA-TH-X-2305] p0576 N71-30055
Design and characteristics of supersonic inlet
controls for minimizing inlet unstarts
f 11ASA-TN-D-6408;) p0576 N71-30072
Gaseous fission measurements from jet engine
afterburners over range of fuel-air ratios
[NASA-TH-X-2323] p0576 N71-30117
Plight test investigation of effects of variable
geometry plug nozzles installed on f-106b
aircraft
fNASA-TH-X-2295] p0578 N71-30283
Magnitude of induced voltages and their relation
to characteristics of lightning discharge and
electrical properties of aircraft electrical
systems
p0581 N71-30761
Seductions in smoke level and carbon monoxide
emissions resulting from air-assist fuel nozzles
in jet aircraft exhaust pollutant tests
P0585 N71-30784
Velocity profile control tests of diffuser wall
bleed to control combustor inlet airflow
distribution
[NASA-TN-D-6135] p0586 N71-30817
Inlet noise suppressors having perforated plate
over honeycomb wall construction evaluated over
range of passage heights and engine speeds using
turbojet engine as noise source
[NASA-TN-D-6395] p0587 1171-31096
Lubrication by boundary, elastohydrodynamic, and
fluid films, wear due to fretting, erosion,
scuffing, and pitting, and friction in aircraft
(NASA-TH-X-67872] p0588 871-31131
Application of noise reduction technology to
design of propulsion system for subsonic civil
transport aircraft
tNASA-TH-X-67884] p0589 1171-31191
Use of air-assist fuel nozzle to reduce exhaust
emissions from gas turbine combastor at
simulated idle conditions - 0-57 engine
[NASA-TN-D-6404] p0591 N71-31456
Thrust measurement system and aerodynamic drag
effects of nnderwing J-85 engine nacelles on
F-106 aircraft propulsion system performance
[NASA-TH-X-2356] p0628 N71-321U4
Comparison of predicted and experimental wall
temperature for cylindrical ejector exhaust
nozzle operated with turbojet gas generator
[NASA-TN-D-6465] p0628 N71-32156
Haterials research for thermal reactors, jet
engines, space shuttles, and space nuclear power
systems
[NASA-IB-X-67885] p0629 1)71-32349
Badial-inflow turbine performance wlth"exit
diffusers designed for linear static-pressure
variation
rNASA-TH-X-2357] p0631 1171-32466
Operational methods for control of air pollution
emissions from aircraft turbine engine combustor
[NASA-TM-X-67887] p0631 N71-32484
Cost estimations, noise constraints, and
supercritical wing compatibility in optimization
of turbofan engines for Hach 0.90 to Hach 0.98
commercial air transports
[NASA-TH-X-67906] p0641 N71-33246
Device for controlling terminal shock waves in
supersonic inlets
[NASA-CASE-LEH-11188-1] p0674 N71-34017
Evaluation of air generator-remote lift fan
propulsion system for VTOL transports
[NASA-IB-X-67916] p0680 N71-35207
Flow and heat transfer technology resulting from
NASA turbine cooling program
rNASA-TH-X-2384] p0687 N71-36120
Partial admission performance of single stage
supersonic turbine at low Reynolds numbers
rNASA-IB-X-2382] p0709 N71-3641U
Noise reduction effectiveness of mixer nozzle for
increasing lift capability in STOL aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-67938] p0710 N71-36424
Shrouded step pads for separating seal surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-6384] p0715 N71-36830
Exhaust jet mixing flow nozzles with peak axial
velocity degradation for noise suppression
[HASA-TB-X-67934] p0716 H71-37378
Development of procedure for scaling of
experimental turbine vane airfoil temperatures
from low to high gas temperatures
[NASA-TN-D-6510] p0717 N71-37563
Performance and costs of nuclear aircraft used in
transoceanic commerce
[NASA-TH-X-2386] p0726 S71-38277
Combustion efficiency and performance of swirl can
modules under conditions simulating operation of
10,000 pound thrust lift engine for vertical
takeoff
[NASA-TN-D-65a2] p0729 N71-38767
Hovering type flying vehicle design and principle
mechanisms for manned or unmanned use
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12111-1] pOOSI N71-11039
Shuttlecraft landing and navigational aid
capabilities
[NASA-IB-X-66720] p02U8 N71-18187
Tables and maps of selected landing airfields for
shuttle orbiters with various crossranges
[NASA-TH-X-67080] p0373 N71-21996
Optimization of payload for space shuttle by
reducing structural loading and weight
p0462 N71-24664
Utilization of aerospace nonflammable cellulosic
elastomeric, fibrous, and composite materials in
commercial aircraft refurbishment
P0581 N71-30759
RATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADHIHISTHATIOH.
BABSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, HONTSVILLE, ALA.
Relationship between small scale wind shears and
wind profile power spectra
[NASA-TH-X-6U562J p0035 N71-10240
Feasibility evaluation on optical probing of
supersonic aerodynamic turbulence with
statistical correlation
fNASA-TS-D-6077] p0237 N71-17441
Aerodynamically stable meteorological balloon
s
 using surface roughness effect
[NASA-CASB-XHF-04163] p0387 N71-23007
Anemometer with braking mechanism to prevent
rotation of wind driven elements
[NASA-CASE-IBF-05224] P0399 N71-23726
First-order theory of fluctuating lift and drag
coefficients for aerodynamically induced notions
of rising and falling spherical balloon wind
sensors
CNASA-TN-D-6373] P0521 N71-28129
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Prediction methods for sonic boom qeneration and
propagation with overpressure minimization in
supersonic transport design and operation
[NASA-SP-255] pC523 N71-28363
Aircraft design and atmospheric turbulence effects
on sonic boom generation and overpressure
prediction methods using flight test data
p0527 H71-28393
Limitations of overpressure prediction methods for
sonic boom configuration research
p0527 N71-28394
Detecting clear air turbulence using C02 laser
Doppler system
p0581 1171-30763
HATIOHAL AEBOHADTICS ABD SPACE ADnTNISTBATIOS.
IASHINGTON, D.C.
Beliability of aircraft primary control
[NASA-TT-F-127C9] p0121 1171-13412
Survey on acoustics technology emphasizing noise
reduction and human tolerances
fNASA-SP-5093] p0128 H71-11307
Internal loads and stresses caused by space
vehicle vibration resulting from induced or
natural environments
rUASA-SP-8050] p0260 N71-19281
Application of .spacecraft technology to aircraft
for improvement in systems, materials, and
performance
[NASA-TH-X-67073] p0381 K71-22394
Safety measures to eliminate aircraft trailing
vortex hazards
CHASA-TH-X-67125] p039U N71-23418
Cost estimates, performance prediction, technology
assessment, and configurations for space shuttle
pOQ71 N71-26052
Beview of policies affecting civil aviation,
problems confronting it, and potential for
future contributions to national benefits
(NASA-SP-265] p0579 N71-30506
Civil aviation research and development projects
noting characteristics and growth to date,
current problems, future reguirements, potential
solutions, and recommendations
[NASA-SP-266] pC579 N71-30507
Characteristics of air motion with respect to
ground and analysis of dynamics of aircraft in
turbulent air
fNASA-TT-F-600] p0633 H71-32719
. Theoretical and experimental determination of lift
and pitching moment distribution on jet flap
wings of rectangular design with various aspect
ratios
CNASA-TT-F-13715] p06<(7 N71-33803
Conclusions of studies by French Committee for Air
Transport to prepare proposals and recommended
directions in air transport field for next five
years
riJASA-TT-F-139«7] pC674 N71-31015
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS ARD SPACE CODHCIL, HASHINGTOH,
D.C.
Status of federal involvement in short haul air
transportation
pOOi»9 N71-11026
Proposed objectives of aeronautical and space
research
p0180 K71-16858
Pattern of accident distribution for V/STOL
aircraft in United States of America
p0395 N71-23lt26
NATIONAL AEBOSPACE LAB., ABSTEEDAB (BETHEBLANDS).
Computer- calculations of pressure distributions on•
swept wings
[NLB-TN-T-189] pOOU7 N71-11015
Electron fractography for high strength steel to
determine fatigue life of military aircraft
parts
f NLB-TB-69043-0] p0119 N71-1336<4
Analytical and numerical calculations for
cylinder-vortex combination in incompressible
flow noting pressure distribution and downwash
fNLB-TB-69057-0] p0169 N71-15548
Approximation of pressure distribution on wing-
body configurations at subcritical speeds
p0302 B71-19364
Estimating unsteady pressure distributions in T
tail configuration from measured distribution
and theory
[NLB-TB-680U8-LJ p0389 S71-23131
Fatigue test equipment for evaluating Focker
aircraft wing
(NLB-TB-70008-L] p0389 K71-23157
Onboard data acquisition for improved aircraft
design and operational flight safety
p0393 S71-23412
Honsteady flight test program on Siebel 201 D-1
aircraft for determining lateral directional
stability and control derivatives
[»LB-TH-7003b-D] p0515 B71-27109
Solutions of potential flow for two dimensional
compressible flow for quasi-elliptical airfoil
profiles noting pressure distribution
[NLB-TB-69028-D] p0622 N71-31791
BATIONAL AEBOSPACE LAB. , TOKYO (JAPAN) .
Botary system for dynamic stability tests in
transonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-1961 pOO«6 1171-11009
Calculations and measurements of strain
distribution and deflection on model swept wings
[BAL-TB-195] p0057 N71-11950
Aerodynamic stability of supersonic free flight
model from static and dynamic subsonic and
supersonic wind tunnel tests
[HAL-TB-210] p0313 H71-19749
Direct and inverse application of Dorodnitsyn
technigue to incompressible transonic flow over
symmetric Joukowski airfoil sections
CNAL-TE-220T] p0313 H71-19750
Calculation of profile drag of airfoils at low
Bach numbers by predicting instability and
transition points
[NAL-TE-198] p0320 H71-20101
Analytical and simulator investigations of height
control system for vertical takeoff aircraft
[HAL-TB-200J p0320 1171-20102
Low speed wind tunnel tests of ground proximity
effects on static longitudinal characteristics
and boundary layer cfontrol of short takeoff
aircraft
tNAL-TB-201] p0321 N71-20106
Combustion characteristics of turbojet combustion
chambers with variations of inlet air pressure,
temperature, and velocity
[NAL-TB-204] p0325 N71-203U7
Pitching moment suppression on VTOL aircraft model
by deflecting jets in wind tunnel test
[NAL-TB-209] p0375 N71-22147
Boundary effects of circular wind tunnel on
virtual mass of sphere
[NAL-TB-223] p0375 N71-22159
Bose bluntness effect on aerodynamic
characteristics of flared body in supersonic
wind -tunnel
CBAL-TE-221] p0375 B71-22160
Noise characteristics of circular double jet
issuing from 3 cm and 6 cm diameter nozzles
compared with those of single jet
[NAL-TB-212] p0382 B71-22U69
Hovering performance tests of jet-flapped rotors
.and comparison of predicted and actual results
[NAL-TB-211] p0467 N71-25396
Aircraft gas turbine combustion chamber design
[NAL-TB-208] p0474 N71-26298
Effects of variations in location of concentrated
masses on transonic flutter characteristics of
sweptback thin cantilever wings
[NAL-TB-226] p0640 B71-33173
Aerodynamic and heat transfer performance of air
cooled nozzle cascade for high temperature
turbine
[NAL-TB-231-PT-1] p0641 N71-33304
Development of power spectral density method for
determining gust criteria for airplane
structural strength based on discrete gusts
[NAL-TB-233] p0644 N71-33547
Numerical analysis and analog simulation of
temperature distributions of convection-cooled
turbine blades
fBAL-TB-232] p0644 B71-33549
Measurement and analysis of atmospheric turbulence
along Pacific Coast air route in Japan
[BAL-TB-222] p0645 B71-33583
Analysis of flight crew duties and operations
during flight of Dc-8 aircraft with recommended
changes to improve safety
[BAL-TB-215] p0645 B71-33585
FA-200ZS experimental aircraft for investigating
operational problems of STOL type aircraft
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[NAL-TB-229 ] p0673 N71-34005
NATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES EIPEBIHBNTAL CE8TEE,
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center
history and programs
p0038 N71-10356
Performance characteristics of Bendiz type DBA-12
airborne Doppler radar systen
[FAA-NA-70-50] p0039 N71-10394
Fire protection tests in small fuselage mounted
turbojet engine and nacelle installation
tFAA-NA-70-41] pOOUS N71-11018
Drop and impact tests for improving
crashvorthiness of integral fuel tanks
(FAA-NA-70-16:] p0048 N71-11019
Visual aids for secondary airports
fFAA-NA-70-51] p0053 N71-11I174
Visual approach slope indicator system for
long-bodied aircraft
[FAA-8D-70-76] p0056 N71-11905
Performance of engineering model microwave radio
relay system for remote radar display
[FAA-NA-70-52] p0109 N71-12386
Investigating computer program functions and test
procedures for failure analysis of NAS En Route
Stage A Hodel 1 System
CFAA-NA-70-31] p0158 N71-11567
Investigation of transponder reply fadeout in
vicinity of 0 Hare Airport, Chicago, Illinois
[FAA-RD-70-75] . p0169 N71-1S198
Airplane interior materials ignition and fire
extinguishing foam
(FAA-RD-70-81] p0179 H71-16818
Jet engine combustion chamber burn-through fire
and methods for controlling damage
[FAA-RD-70-68] p0237 N71-17183
Weather outline generators for producing contours
around radar weather clutter for all weather air
navigation
rFAA-NA-70-62] p0238 H71-17527
Titanium fuselage environmental conditions in
post-crash fuel fires
fFAA-RD-71-3] p0316 N71-19901
Bate of wheel spin-up, and tire degradation at
aircraft touchdown with different runway grooves
rFAA-BD-71-2] p0320 N71-20069
Environmental tests of VORLOC 2 simplified
directional approach system to determine
compliance with FAB-Part 171
[FAA-BD-71-12] p0328 U71-20666
Evaluation of dual input transponder with upper
and lower aircraft antennas as resolution for
problems with air traffic control radar beacon
system limitations
[FAA-NA-71-39] pOU6t N71-2U882
Development and application of heads up aircraft
instrument display for improvement in aircraft
safety during adverse weather
fFAA-NA-71-9] p0565 N71-29305
Determination of effectiveness of chevron type
markings to indicate potentially deceptive,
nonload-bearing paved areas before runway
threshold
[FAA-NA-71-27] p0566 N71-29306
Performance tests on liquid explosive emergency
exit for civil aircraft
fFAA-RD-71-33] p0587 N71-31064
Demonstration and evaluation of crash-resistant
bladder fuel tank system in full-scale aircraft
wing assembly
[FAA-NA-71-31] p0627 N71-32077
Evaluation of flight plan position information
display for ocean flying control
CFAA-SA-71-21] p0628 N71-3208H
Test and evaluation of aircraft glide slope
landing system operating at ultrahigh frequency
TFAA-HA-71-15] p0628 H71-32085
Small scale impact tests of aircraft type fuels
for gas turbines to determine burning, misting,
and splatter characteristics
tFAA-NA-71-12] p0628 N71-32087
Determination and evaluation of safety parameters
of jet fuels in aircraft fuel tanks when using
nitrogen as inerting agent
TFAA-NA-71-26] p0629 N71-32305
Operation-al evaluation of capability of bright
radar microwave remoting system to provide
useful radar data in satellite control tower
CFAA-BD-71-U8] p06I(6 N71-33788
Techniques for minimizing snow and ice effects on
TACAN antenna signals
[FAA-BD-71-56] p0686 N71-35773
Development and testing of VHF omnirange
transmitter for aircraft azimuth guidance
[FAA-BD-71-65] p0687 N71-35779
Bange and azimuth resolution characteristics and
aircraft separation neasnrment capability of
radar beacon-digitizer subsystem
[FAA-NA-71-16] p0715 N71-37038
Evaluation of design concept and operational
feasibility of 11-siSed control tower cab
[FAA-HA-71-373 p0723 N71-37826
Simulated JP-4 jet fuel fire tests of high
temperature cabin pressure sealant and
insulating plastics and rubbers
CFAA-NA-71-22] p0726 N71-38149
NATIONAL AVIATION TRADES ASSOCIATION, INC..
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Midair collision hazards, incidents, and
recommendations for safe aircraft operations
p02U6 N71-18103
NATIONAL BOBEAD OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON. D.C.
Wind effect criteria for structural design and
engineering of buildings
p0166 N71-15301
Performance tests and characteristics of capsule-
type and prismatic-head lights used for airport
approach and runway lighting systems
[NBS-10121] p0382 N71-22U53
Development and evaluation of dual baseline
transmissometer used to measure and record
visibilities in range of nine to fifty
kilometers
[NBS-10339] p0382 N71-22455
Aviation ground lighting, visual landing aids,
• dual baseline transmissometer, photometric
measurements of deck-landing projector sight,
and lamp for Fresnel optical landing system
[NBS-10508] p0382 N71-22456
. Development and performance testing of visibility
meters and airport runway and carrier lighting
eguipment
[NBS-10-577] p0619 N71-31619
Analysis of two plans for assigning identity codes
to aircraft by digital computer simulation of
peak IFR traffic conditions
[NBS-TN-568] p0631 N71-32456
Evaluation of visual landing aids involving
visibility meters and airfield lighting and
marking
CNBS-10604] p0726 N71-38211
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOB CIVIL AVIATION, TEL-AVIV
(ISBAEL).
Planning for" expected civil aviation developments
caused by change-over to Boeing 717 aircraft and
supersonic transport
p0380 B71-22381
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE CENTEB, WASHINGTON,
D.C.
Calculations of clear column radiances using
infrared temperature profile radiometer
measurements taken by Convair-990 over partly
cloudy areas
[NOAA-TM-NESS-28] p0337 N71-21842
NATIONAL GAS TtJBBINE ESTABLISHMENT, PIESTOCK
(ENGLAND).
Ingestion of debris into aircraft engine inlets
during takeoff
[ARC-CP-11111] p0227 N71-17084
Heat transfer prediction for turbine blade design
p0232 N71-17371
Thermal fatigue behavior of fiber reinforced
nickel alloy gas turbine blades
p023U N71-17390
Heat transfer and thermal stress calculations for
gas turbine rotor blade design
p0235 B71-17401
Aerodynamic flow field interference effects on
supersonic intakes
p0303 N71-19372
NATIONAL INDOSTBIAL POLLDTION CONTBOL COUNCIL.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Air pollution by gas turbine aircraft engines
p0689 N71-36387
Bednction of jet exhaust noise at airports
p0689 N71-36388
NATIONAL LENDING LIBBABI FOB SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
BOSTON SPA (ENGLAND).
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COBPOBATE SOOBCE IBDEX BATIOBAl BESBiBCH COOHCIL OF CABADA,
Bonexpanding reflecting balloon for radar '
measurement of stratospheric circulation
[BLL-H-20326-/5828.4F/] p0401 N71-2393H
Forms and causes of noise due to fluid flov
[BLL-CB-TBABS-5<12<t-/9022.09/:| p0572 H71-29622
Analysis of maximum internal efficiency of single
impulse stage of turbine engine
[BLL-CE-TBABS-5631-(9022.09)) p0713 B71-36704
BATIOHAL HATEBIAIS ADVISOBT BOABD, HiSHIBGTOB. D.C.
Rate of introducing new or improved materials in
national programs
CNASA-CB-121375] p0636 H71-32943
HATIOIAL OCEABIC AID ATHOSPBEBIC ADHINISTBATIOB,
BTAHI, FLA.
Research Flight Facility participation in BOBEZ
program and aircraft data inventory
[BOAA-TH-EBL-198-EFF-«] p0685 B71-35453
NATIOHAL PHYSICAL LAB., TEDDIHGTOB (EHGLAHD).
Linear theoretical method for arbitrary wing
planform and trailing edge control surfaces in
low freguency oscillatory motion in subsonic
flow
[BPL-AEHO-1303] pOO«7 H71-11013
Three dimensional f low patterns obtained during
boundary layer separation on airfoils
[HPL-AEBO-1309] pOOU7 H71-1101I4
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil
profiles including effects of upper surface
roughness simulating hoar frost[BPL-AEBO-1308] p0047 N71-11016
Test cases for numerical analysis-of airfoil two
dimensional transonic flow
CAGAHD-B-575-70] pO114 H71-12674
Effects of unit Reynolds number and incidence on
boundary layer transition in supersonic wind
tunnels
[HPL-AEBO-1301] p0121 H71-13109
Using thin-wall technigue for describing fast
mechanically operated model-injection system for
heat transfer measurements
CSPL-AEHO-1300] p0126 N71-14087
Avoidance of disrupting effects in dynamic tests
on semispan delta wing models in transonic
slotted and perforated wind tunnels
[4RC-B/S-3636] p0170 B71-15701
Tawing moments of swept wings in asymmetric
subsonic potential flow
[NPL-AEHO-BOTE-1084] p0170 N71-15703
Error analysis for pressure measurements on
blowdown supersonic wind tunnel models
[NPL-AEBO-1306] p0227 B71-17081
Lift, pitching moments and damping of delta wings
in slotted transonic wind tunnels with
perforated walls
CNPL-AEHO-1307] p0227 N71-17085
Sea state* wind velocity and wind direction
regression analysis for ground effect machines
[NPL-HOVERCRAFT-16] p0230 N71-171144
Vertical motion of static loads over baffles
during loading operations using ground effect
machines
[NPL-HOVERCHAFT-TH-31] p0230 N71-17160
Fuel consumption and propulsive and thermodynamic
efficiency comparisons for ships, hydrofoil
craft, helicopters, jet aircraft, and ground
effect machines
CNPL-HOVEBCR&FT-12] p0230 H71-17161
Pressure gradient effects on three dimensional
turbulent boundary layer of infinite span
sweptback wing
fHPL-AEHO-1305] p0230 B71-17179
Hind tunnel aerodynamic stability tests on
chimneys with pipes and helical winding
stabilizers
[HPL-AE80-1310] p0231 N71-17334
Numerical analysis of low freguency subsonic
lifting surface theory noting wing oscillations
in steady flow
[AEC-R/H-3634] p02U9 N71-18425
Rake blockage corrections for rectangular flat
plates subjected to separated flow in closed
wind tunnel
[ARC-R/H-3649] p0250 N71-18U56
Swept wing body configurations for reduced drag at
supersonic speed
p03C1 H71-19358
Angle of incidence effect on delta wing
leading-edge vortices with cross flow
visualization in hydraulic test tunnel
[ABC-B/H-36115] pO<l57 B71-2U182
Numerical evaluation of downvash integral for wing
loading of lifting rectangular plaoform
CBPL-HA-90] pfll»57 H71-24U83
Oscillatory pitching moment derivativ.es
measurement on delta wings in incompressible
flow
[ABC-R/H-3628-PT-1-4] p0159 H71-24569
Heasnrements of oscillatory pitching moments on
round leading edged delta wing in incompressible
flow noting vortex flow development
pO»59 H71-24570
Aspect ratio effect on oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives of slender sharp-edged delta wing in
incompressible flov
p0459 H71-2U571
Measurement of oscillatory pitching moment
derivatives on sharp-edged delta wing at vortex
breakdown angle of attack
p0460 B71-2U572
Measurements of aerodynamic drag, interference
lift, and pitching moment on delta vings
p0460 H71-24573
Blowing effect' on static efficiency of two
dimensional air intakes with momentum injection
in boundary layer control form
[ABC-R/H-3656] pOS15 H71-27149
Tabulated data for wing planforms with variation
in sweepback; tapering and aspect ratio noting
correction to subsonic lifting device theory
[AHC-CP-1137] p0518 N71-27715
Acoustic resonance excited by vortex shedding from
circular.cylinders and thin plates in wind
tunnels noting pressure gradients
[ARC-CP-1141] p0519 H71-27716
Pressure distribution near center line of trailing
edges of delta wings and conical bodies at high
supersonic speeds
[ARC-CP-1153] p0635 N71-32868
Computer program for numerical integration of
downwash subsonic flow about rectangular
planforms, for different aspect ratios
[BPL-MA-99} p0708 N71-36405
BATIOBAL BESEABCH COOBCIL OF CABADA, OTTiBA
(OHTABIO).
Radiation hazards of supersonic transport, and
tidal characteristics of Saint Lawrence River
[AD-710638] p0039 N71-10390
Circulation control by slot suction on circular
cylinder
[LR-530] pOCmS N71-11002
Tunnel flow separation induced by impinging jet of
vertical takeoff aircraft
[HBC-11617] p0117 N71-13082
Gasoline icing inhibitors for aircraft carburetors
and fuel systems
[LB-536] p0121 N71-13I414
Pressure distributions calculated with Sells
method on series of guasi-elliptical symmetrical
airfoils in subcritical flow
[BBC-11693] p0160 B71-1<4612
Hind pressure measurements on high building for
wind tunnel modeling of structural aerodynamics
p0166 B71-15307
Technical and human engineering requirements for
simulating pilot flight
p0174 B71-16066
Digital computer simulation of automobile
impacting flexible safety barrier, and multiple
source schlieren system for BAE trisonic wind
tunnel
[DME/NAE-1970/3/] p0306 N71-19401
Balanced measured thrust performance of various
axial fan configurations in 90 deg cross flow in
Y/STOL propulsion tunnel
[BBC-117110] p0311 N71-19635
Smooth double-slotted circular cylinder
aerodynamic force characteristics measured for
circulation control by slot suction
(BBC-1171U] p0321 N71-20196
Stratospheric turbulence and horizontal
tempetature measured at supersonic transport
altitudes by B-57F aircraft
[Lfi-542] p0333 N71-21284
Investigation of helicopter jet engine flameout
due to ingestion of snow and ice
tBBC-11893] p0371 B71-21927
Technology review on electric automobiles, and
modified T-33 aircraft system for pyrotechnic
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hail suppression seeding
[DHE/NAE-1970/4/] p0378 N71-22198
Fabrication and tests of C02 flat plate models in
He hypersonic Hind tunnel
fSC-CH-69-3215] p0390 S71-23228
Mechanics of free piston engine, aspects of human
factors engineering, and compressible boundary
layer studies at high Reynolds numbers
[DME/NAE-1971/1/] p0632 N71-32620
Development history and application of free piston
engine
p0632 N71-32621
Flow breakdown from inclined jets in V/STOL
propulsion tunnel
rNBC-LH-545] p0643 N71-33491
Annotated bibliography of aeronautical and
mechanical engineering and test reports - Jan.
1971
p0648 N71-33948
Visualized flow patterns of airflow in centrifugal
rotors with thin plate blading and with thick
airfoil blades
CHE-238]
 P0708 1171-36410
Swept-back vane impeller tested on low speed
centrifugal compressor rig
CNRC-12020] p0718 N71-37596
Canadian National Science Council research in low
speed aerodynamics, machine learning, and
turbulent jet transducer
[DME/NAE-1971(2)] p0728 N71-38626
NATIONAL BESOOHCE ANALYSIS CENTEB, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Alternate air traffic control co-channel
separation criteria based on
probability-of-interference considerations
[IST-1011 p0721 N71-37712
NATIONAL SEVEBE STORMS LAB., NOBHAN, OKLA.
Severe thunderstorm radar tracking and related
weather events hazardous to aviation operations
[BSSA-TB-EBLTH-NSSL-H6] p0042 N71-10720
NATIONAL TBABSPOBTATION SAFETY BOABD, WASHINGTON,
D.C.
Systems approach to accident investigation in
civil aviation and homes
p0033 N71-10115
Aircraft incident report and investigation of Air
France Boeing 747, St. Jean, Canada, August 17,
1970
fNTSB-AAB-70-26] pOOtl B71-10531
Summary and statistical analysis of aircraft
accidents
[NTSB-AAS-70-1] p0042 S71-10674
Jet aircraft crash during instrument approach due
to electrical systems failure
r.NTSB-AAR-70-22] pC043 N71-10812
Lear jet crash during instrument approach due to
descent below path profile
[NTSB-AAR-70-21 ] pOO<43 N71-10813
Boeing 747 aircraft crash landing in Washington
caused by pilot error
[NTSB-AAR-70-19] p0043 N71-10814
Douglas DC 9 aircraft crash during takeoff caused
by ice formation on airfoils
[NTSB-AAB-70-20] p0043 N71-10815
Aircraft accident investigation of United Air
Lines, Boeing 727-22C near Los Angeles, 18 Jan.
1969
[PB-190812] p0044 N71-10914
Statistical tabulation of United States civil
aircraft accident histories for 1969
[PB-190792] p0044 N71-10932
Statistical tabulation of Dnited states civil
aircraft accident histories in 1968
[PB-190811] p0044 H71-10933
Aircraft accident investigation including types of
aircraft, pilot certificates, and accidents
[NSTB-BA-70-4] pOOU9 H71-11024
Aircraft accident report of Hartin 404 N40412
[NTSB-AAB-70-25] p0121 N71-13416
Aircraft accident report for Douglas DC-8-63F
rNTSB-AAR-70-24] p0122 N71-13417
Preliminary report of aircraft accident of DC-8 at
Anchorage, Alaska
[SB-71-5] p0173 N71-16059
Preliminary report of aircraft accident of DHC-6
at Lacrosse, Wisconsin
[SB-71-6] p0175 N71-16070
Investigating aircraft crash landing caused by
engine failure and aircrew errors
CNTSB-AAB-70-17] p0227 N71-17063
OS general aviation and supplemental air carrier
accident statistical tables for 1969
tNTSB-BA-70-6] p0237 N71-17475
Investigation of Douglas DC-9 accident at
Harlingen, Texas, on 11 Jan. 1970
[NTSB-AAR-70-28] p0237 N71-17476
Causes and results of aircraft accident of Lear
jet aircraft
[NTSB-AHB-71-3] p0238 N71-17511
Cause and result of transport aircraft accident
[NTSE-AAE-70-27] p0238 K71-17512
Report of transport aircraft accident and probable
causes
[NTSB-AAR-71-4] p0259 S71-19040
Report of aircraft accident due to forward shift
of improperly secured cargo
tSTSB-AAR-71-6] p0259 N71-19041
Proceedings and recommendations of conference on
prevention of midair collisions
[NTSB-AAS-70-2] p0259 H71-19043
Investigation of midair collision between Boeing
707 and Cessna 150 at Edison, New Jersey, on
January 9, 1971
[SB-71-28] P0332 N71-21169
Ditching of DHC-6 turboprop aircraft in Long
Island Sound near Baterford, Connecticut on
February 10, 1970
[KrSB-AAR-71-1] P0335 N71-21607
Aviation and surface transportatation safety for
1970 with related accident investigations and
recommendations
[AR-4] p0464 N71-24925
Aircraft accident at Hiami, Florida involving
Republic of Ecuador C-5UD during climb following
instrument takeoff
[NTSB-AAB-71-2] p0471 N71-26032
Investigation and conclusions concerning metal
fatigue in aircraft components as cause of civil
aircraft accidents
P0517 1171-27429
Selected aircraft accident reports in brief form
occurring in OS civil aviation operations daring
1970
[NTSB-BA-71-1] p0522 1171-28189
Investigation of Mississippi Valley Airways De
Havilland DHC-6, N956SH crash at Lacrosse,
Wisconsin Nov. 9, 1970
[NTSB-AAB-71-10] P0575 N71-29914
Aircraft accident report of DC-9 civilian aircraft
ditching near St. Croix, Virgin Islands, Hay
1970 following fuel exhaustion
[NTSB-AAR-71-8] P0575 H71-30029
Aircraft accident involving Federal Aviation
Administration DC-3 aircraft at La Guardia
airport. New York in January, 1971
tNTSB-AAH-71-11] p0590 N71-31333
Statistical compilation of annual aircraft
accident data of DS general aviation for 1969
[NTSB-ARG-71-1} p0630 N71-32U54
Aircraft incident report involving DC-9 type
aircraft damage incurred when aircraft contacted
water surface during approach to Bartha's
Vineyard airport
[SB-71-64] p0631 N71-32460
Aircraft accident report on midair collision
involving DC-9 commercial aircraft and Harine
Corps F-UB aircraft near Duarte, California on
June 6, 1971
[SB-71-62] p0632 N71-32191
Aircraft accident report on Convair 410 aircraft
crash at New Haven, Connecticut on Jnne 7, 1971
[SB-71-65] p0632 N71-32500
Analysis of general aviation during year 1969
noting growth of aircraft operating, accident
data, analysis of accidents, and injuries
resulting from accidents
' p063« N71-32854
Accident investigation of Alitalia Airlines
•• Douglas DC-8-62 at J.F.K. International Airport
15 Sept. 1970
[NTSB-AAH-71-9] . p0676 N71-3U029
Aircraft accident investigation of fatal DC-8
crash at Kennedy Airport, New York during ferry
flight on September 8, 1970
CHTSB-AAR-71-12] p0676 871-34030
Aircraft accident report for Ecuadorian C-54 at
Miami International Airport 14 April 1970
[PB-199330] p0676 H71-34031
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axtcraft accident briefs for 1969 including date,
location, aircraft data, injuries, flight
purpose, and pilot data
tNTSB-BA-71-2] pC711 N71-36433
Aircraft accident investigation of Alaska Airlines
Flight 1866 on Sept. t, 1971
[SB-71-87] p0711 N71-3613i(
Statistical, cause/factor and injury tables,
accident rates, and briefs of accidents
involving US carriers in 1969
fNTSB-ARC-7L-1] p0711 N71-36U37
NAVAL ACADEHI, ANNAPOLIS, HD.
Feasibility of using flexible rotor blades for
ejection systems
[AD-7116U2] pOOIS N71-11022
NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL IHST., PENSACOLA, FLA.
Incidence and costs of orientation-error accidents
in Army UH-1 helicopter operations
fAD-715107] ' p02<43 N71-1785I)
NATAL AIB DEVELOPHENT CENTER, JOHHSVILLE, PA.
Installation and structure of aerial laser camera
for photographic scanning from aircraft
IAD-723820) p0620 H71-31727
NASTRAN application to static stress and dynamic
modal problems of horizontal stabilizer of F-11A
aircraft
p0687 N71-36269
Aircraft mechanical and battery operated clocks
resistant to high intensity magnetic fields
[AD-726700] p0710 N71-36130
Mathematical modeling of F-8 aircraft wave off
trajectories for aircraft carrier approaches
[AD-727121] p0711 N71-36139
Structural analysis of.corrugated aircraft wing
skin panels to determine effects of corrosion
damage
[AD-728009] p0721 N71-37619
NATAL AIB ENGINEEBING CESTEE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Development of signal acguisition methods for
television aided aircraft carrier landing
operations
rAD-712511] p0119 N71-131911
Shipboard test procedure of Fresnel lens optical
landing system HK 6 MOD 2 for carrier landings
fiD-718335] p0397 N71-23H88
Performance tests and evaluation of wire cable
materials for use with aircraft arresting gear
[AD-72t28i(] p0681 N71-35211
NATAL AIB PROPULSION TEST CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Crash fire hazard evaluation of jet fuels
rFAA-NA-70-6U] " p0180 N71-1686II
NATAL AIB SYSTEHS COMMAND, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Flight test evaluation of military aircraft low
altitude high speed performance
p039H S71-23H21
Advanced avionic digital computer development
program
[AD-727607] p0722 N71-37765
Digital computer bibliography, programming
techniques and applications, and software
standardization and reliability
[AD-727605] . p0722 N71-37766
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEEBIHG LAB.. POBT HUBNEHE, CALIF.
Hetamorphism of snov for.high strength roads and
runways
[AD-716117] p0316 N71-19908
Airfield tests of specially formulated marking
paints for asphalt pavements
[AD-7167551 p0335 N71-21523
Runway concrete pavement condition at Naval
Station, Adak, Alaska
[AD-719889] P0169 N71-2560U
Survey of 'airfield pavement conditions at Point
Hugu Naval Air Station, Calif.
[AD-720319] p0516 N71-27206
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, OSNAS Cecil Field, Florida
[AD-721325] p0528 N71-28t22
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and cement
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, QSN&S Willow Grove, Pennsylvania
[AD-721321] p0528 N71-28U23
Weighted defect densities of asphaltic and ceaent
concrete pavement in airfield pavement condition
survey, OSNALF Charleston, Bhode Island
[AD-721323] p0528 N71-28421
Survey of airfield pavement condition at DSNAS New
Orleans, Louisiana
[AD-72U286] p0637 N71-33007
Bunway conditions survey or pavements at Chase
Field, Texas
[AD-721676] p0639 H71-33079
Statistical analysis of airfield pavement
condition at US Naval Air station, Cubi Point,
Philippines
[AD-724675] p0640 N71-3322U
NATAL INTELLIGENCE COBBAHD, ALEXANDRIA, TA.
Airborne infrared radiometer measurement of ocean
water surface temperatures
[AD-726512] p0686 N71-35191
NATAL MATERIAL COMMAND, WASHINGTON, B.C.
All-weather automatic landing systems for.use on
aircraft carriers and training ashore
p0111 N71-12138
NATAL ORDNANCE LAB., WRITE OAK, ID.
Flexible trailing wire effect on aerodynamic
characteristics and radar cross sections of
hypervelocity cone
fAD-712509] p0103 N71-12205
Interference flow field of fin-flat plate
configuration in supersonic turbulent boundary
layer channel
p0302 N71-19365
External store interference caused by rocket
launcher pod positioning on aircraft wing
P0306 N71-19387
Fin-flat plate combination model for flow
visualization studies of fin protubance
partially immersed in turbulent boundary layer
at Mach 5
fAD-716023] p0311 N71-19656
Method of finite differences used for supersonic
nozzle design
[AD-716026] p0312 N71-19709
Steady state inflated shape and included volume of
2U-and 30 gore flat circular, extended skirt,
porous ring slot, and porous ribbon parachutes
tAD-71.8808] p0393 N71-23387
Integral equations of motion and momentum for
hypervelocity wind tunnel nozzle design
fAD-722346] p0571 N71-29906
Support systems and operational design of nitrogen
hypervelocity blowdown wind tunnel
[AD-7223U5] p0571 N71-29907
Nozzle design procedure and calculations for
hypervelocity wind tunnel including
thermodynamic properties of nitrogen and
inviscid core and boundary layer calculations
[AD-727591] p0723 N71-37821
NATAL POSTGBADDATE SCHOOL, MONTEBEY, CALIF.
Computerized aerodynamic optimization of aircraft
propellers
[AD-710356] p003U N71-10122
Pilot evaluation of movable and rigid cockpit
control sticks
[AD-70993U] p0035 N71-10181
Aerodynamic'data recording for determining
longitudinal static stability of US-2A aircraft
[AD-710722] p0011 N71-10563
Oscillating flow effects on pressure force normal
to symmetrical airfoil chord
[AD-711830] pOOU6 N71-11011
Sonobuoy location
[AD-713077] p016t N71-11913
Aerodynamic design of symmetrical bidding for
three stage axial flow compressor test rig
[AD-71tS85] p0178 N71-16565
Solution of problems in structural design with
emphasis on interaction between materials,
structures, and design requirements
[1D-717576] p03T5 H71-22136
Computerized simulation of helicopter tactical
maneuvers in three body, three dimensional
environment including fixed wing and rotary wing
aerodynamic forces
[AD-721527] p0528 N71-28U09
Interferometric holographic analysis of density
flow fields around half-angle conical bodies in
supersonic wind tunnels with 10 deg angle of
attack
[AD-7215«3] p0528 N71-28111
Data acguisition system for US-2A aircraft
training flight evaluations
[AD-722583] p0591 N71-31347
Evaluating three component electronic wind tunnel
balance installed in 3.5 by 5.0 ft subsonic
tunnel
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CAD-722571] pOS91 N71-31100
NAVAL BESEABCB LAB., WASHINGTON. D.C.
Simulation model for advanced avionics digital
computers
[AD-711140] p0176 N71-16295
Nonsynchronons interrogation repetition frequency
selection methods applied to radar beacon
systems
[AD-715335] p0212 N71-17766
Electrostatic charge by JP-5 jet fuel at truck
fill stand with 30-second relaxation chamber and
bottom loading
tAD-717317] p0378 H71-22232
Solutions of aqueous fluorochemical surfactants
placed on surfaces of liguid hydrocarbons and
hydrocarbon fuels for suppression of fuel
evaporation
[AD-723189] p0627 1171-32050
Simulation and modeling of advanced avionic
digital computer system operation for optimum
hardware configurations
[AD-7235213 p0629 H71-32330
C band radar transmitter for airborne radar system
[AD-727086] % p0721 1171-37707
NAVAL SHIP BESEABCB AND DEVELOPHENT CENTER,
WASBINGTON, D.C.
Reynolds number effect on wind velocity
distribution at subsonic speed
[AD-712527J ' p0103 N71-12206
Aerodynamic characteristics of flow field about
axisymmetric and two dimensional bodies in
supersonic flow
[AD-713917] p0176 N71-16309
Angle of attack effects on induced rolling moment
of low aspect ratio missile at transonic speed
p0302 H71-19363
Hind tunnel evaluation of lifting body store
configurations for captive flight drag and
separation characteristics
p0306 N71-19386
Statistical prediction of external store
separation characteristics from aircraft
p0306 N71-19388
Application of integral relations to inviscid
supercritical flow over symmetric airfoils at
zero angle of attack
[AD-717339] p0374 H71-22098
Unsteady hydrodynamic loads on two dimensional
hydrofoil
[AD-717953] p0397 N71-23591
NAVAL WEAPONS LAB., DABLGBEN, VA.
Resonance instability of finned bodies with
nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics
[AD-715110] p0211 N71-17733
NEW YOBK DNIV., N.Y.
Stability of smooth two dimensional transonic
flows
[AD-712702J p0103 K71-12207
Three dimensional diffraction of sonic booms by
corners of structures
[NASA-CR-1728] p0215 1171-18029
Numerical solution of mixed supersonic and
subsonic steady wake flows by time-dependent
method
p0386 1171-22671
Pressure pulse diffraction by three dimensional
structural corner subjected to sonic boom
p0524 1171-28375
Transfer functions for calculating coupled
acoustic/elastic response of structure to sonic
boom
p0525 N71-28380
Low sonic boom design for supersonic transport
configurations
p0526 N71-28382
Wind tunnel effects on experimental sonic boom
signature determinations
p0526 N71-28383
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution in
flow field due to diffraction of plane shock
wave by thin wings
p0680 1171-35203
NIELSEN ENGINEERING AND BESEABCB, INC., HODNTAIN
VIEW, CALIF...
Aerodynamic and structural aspects of all-flexible
parawings
[NASA-CR-167i;| p0120 N71-13101
Procedures for predicting properties of transonic
flows about thin airfoils and slender bodies
[NASA-CB-1722] p0389 N71-23133
Theoretical analysis of aerodynamic interference
induced by cruise and lift fans on transport
type aircraft
[NASA-CB-1730] p0630 N71-32453
Users manual for 3 computer programs for
predicting aerodynamic interference between
lifting surfaces and lift and cruise fans in
transport-type aircraft
[NASA-CB-11t332] p0637 S71-33002
NIELSEN ENGINEEBING AND BESEABCB, INC., PALO ALTO,
CALIF.
Computerized prediction of separated store
trajectories dropped from bomber aircraft at
high speed
p0304 N71-19379
NOBTB ABEBICAH AVIATION, INC., DORNET, CALIF.
Optical projector system for establishing optimum
arrangement of instrument displays in aircraft,
spacecraft, other vehicles, and industrial
instrument consoles
[NASA-CASE-XNP-03853] p0371 N71-21882
NOBTB AHEBICAN ROCKWELL COBP., COLOHBPS, OBIO.
Internal aerodynamics design manual considering
internal air flow system effect on aircraft
performance including bibliography
[AD-723823] p0627 N71-32059
Aerodynamic design manual considering internal air
flow system effects on aircraft performance
[AD-723824] p0627 N71-32060
Internal aerodynamics manual containing
tabulations for calculating internal combustion
engine thermodynamics
[AD-7 23811] p0627 1171-32061
NOBTB AHEBICAN BOCKWELL COBP., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Measuring distortion characteristics at engine
face station of axisymmetric inlet
[NASA-CB-1611] p0101 N71-12211
Correlation studies based on wind tunnel test data
and flight tests to determine performance,
stability and control of XB-70-1 aircraft
[NASA-CH-114335] p0673 N71-31001
NOBTB CABOLINA STATE UNIV., BALEIGB.
Transonic pressure distribution on airfoils
CAD-712397] p0116 N71-13060
Bechanism simulating vibrational and acoustic
properties of sonic booms
[NASA-CR-111839] P°}73 "71-16029
Computer simulation of aircraft collision-hazard
warning radar techniques in terminal area
p0677 N71-3M170
NOBTBBOP COBP.. BAHTBOBNE, CALIF.
Analysis of supersonic and hypersonic flow of
inviscid ideal gas over conical wings with sharp
leading edges and attached shock waves by three
dimensional method of characteristics
[NASA-CS-1738] p0386 H71-22672
Wind tunnel investigation of jet exhausting into
cross flow - data for three jet configuration
[AD-718123] p0458 1171-211191
Wind tunnel investigation of jets exhausting into
cross flow - description and data analysis
[AD-718122] p0158 N71-21192
Exhaust gas ingestion and recirculating flow field
characteristics of small scale vertical take off
engine pod
tNASA-CR-1774] p0468 N71-25397
Low speed wind tunnel test of four ft diameter
circular plate model to determine surface static
pressure distributions for jet decay
characteristics of cross flow
[AD-720232] p0176 N71-26516
Low speed wind tunnel test of four ft diameter
circular plate model with three exhausting jets
[AD-720233] p0176 N71-26517
Prediction method for performance of total
pilot-vehicle system in turbulence with
application to tracking tasks
[AD-722855] p0590 N71-31288
Bodel tests of concepts to reduce hot gas
ingestion in VIOL lift engines in low and cross
wind conditions - graphs
[NASA-CR-1863] p0630 N71-32370
NOBTBWESTEBN DNIV., EVANSTON, ILL.
Characteristics of magnetoaerodynamic flow around
blunt bodies
p010« N71-12212
Conceptual framework and example analysis to
determine feasibility of V/STOL air
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transportation system ID Appalachian region
p0107 B71-12237
N08TBONICS, PALOS VEBDES PENINSULA, CALIF.
Basic engineering technology for Aatonatic
Inspection Diagnostic And Prognostic Systems
(AIDAPS) for Army aircraft
[AD-726951] p0711 N71-36432
NOVA OBI?., DANIA, FLA.
Development of operational system for measuring
ocean surface current from aircraft using floats
and fluorescent dyes
CAD-726568] p0724 N71-37922
o
OAK BIDGE HATIOHAL LAB., TEHH.
Design and testing of stabilized balloon gondola
for astronomical gamma ray spectroneter
[OBNL-TH-2882] p0108 N71-12242
OCBANICS, IBC.. PLAINVIEB, g.T.
Water tunnel tests of helicopter rotor performance'
[AD-724191] p0636 N71-32934
OEKLIKON HACHINE TOOL BOHKS, ZOBICB (S»ITZEBLAND).
European aerospace and electronic egoipment
industrial cooperation for air traffic control
and communication satellites
p0230 N71-17181
OFFICE NATIONAL D"ETUDES ET DE BECHEBCHES
AEBOSPATIALES, PABIS (FBAHCE).
Bolographic interferometry for study of
transparent media
fOKEBA-TP-851] P0039 N71-10407
lest facilities. Kind tunnels and tests at
Hodane-Avrieux Center
CONEBA-NT-166] p0052 N71-11I(70
Betrodiffusion interferometric holography in wind
tunnels including displacement and deformation
of deflectors
CONEHA-TP-852] p0053 N71-11510
Synchronization of distant atomic clocks by mere
overflight - Operation Synfral
[ONEBA-BT-165J p0055 N71-11681
Calorimetric and thermocouple pyrometer heat flux
measurements in blowdovn wind tunnels
[OKEB»-m-159] p0058 B71-12059
Transient pressures and aerodynamic coefficients
of rectangular wings in subsonic flow using
linear eguations
[ONEBA-NT-163] p0119 N71-13402
Heat transfer-and exchange measurements on fixed
turbine blades in high temperature combustion
chamber
p0232 N71-17378
Thermal control coatings for refractory gas
turbine materials
pC234 N71-17391
Heat transfer in liguid metal cooled gas turbine
blades
p0235 B71-17398
Mathematical models for aerodynamic forces of
aircraft tandem wings using lifting line wing
representation
fOBEBA-TP-891] p0249 B71-18439
Hind tunnel testing of interference lift of tandem
ving aircraft lifting surfaces
fOBEBA-TP-890] p0250 1171-18449
Mathematical model for aircraft lifting surface
interference in steady or unsteady supersonic
flow
f.OBEEA-TP-850] pp251 B71-18U62
Rind tunnel testing of aerodynamic interactions
between aircraft and jettisoned loads using
trajectory analysis
r.OHEBA-TP-81»9] p0251 S71-18U6U
Mathematical models for control surface wings in
subsonic unsteady flow
tONEEA-TP-889] p0251 B71-18473
Calculation methods for wing-body interference
drag on supersonic aircraft in stationary or
nonstationary flow
p0302 N71-19362
photographic recording of aerodynamic interference
in wind tunnel simulation of jettisoned drop
loads from aircraft
p0304 B71-19378
Aerodynamics of variable sweep aircraft design
p0318 1171-20054
Representations of flow separation bubbles near
airfoil leading edge
p0320 N71-20064
Schlieren and phase contrast methods of hypersonic
flow visualization
p038S B71-22637
Computation and measurements of dynamic aircraft
transfer functions to atmospheric turbulence
p0390 B71-23213
Ring interference lift line lattice simulation and
application to aerodynamic loads on tandem wings
in unsteady flow
p0567 B71-29336
N71-29343
Application of lifting surface theory to wing with
control surfaces in unsteady subsonic flow
p0569 B71-29347
•Application of linear control of systems with
random inputs to gust response control of
aircraft guidance in atmospheric turbulence
COBEBA-P-131] pOS78 N71-30324
Bodographs applied to calculation of compressible
flow on turbomachine blades and use of
visualization terminal display
[ONEBA-NT-176) p0620 H71-31706
Full scale tests on tilted propeller and tilting
rotor models in transonic wind tunnel of
Hodane*Avrieux, France, for aircraft performance
prediction .
[OBEBA-ST-1611 p0623 B71-31813
Collision avoidance system foe detecting probable
aircraft accidents - France
[ONEBA-TP-938] p0638 B71-33025
Unsteady flow characteristics of tnrbocompressors
and 'axial flow turbines including blade
vibration and damping
CONEBA-TP-971] pOS46 N71-33760
Transonic testing of double flux engine nacelles
with two separate models for air intake and
afterbody
[ONEBA-TP-943] p0647 B71-33794
Modified wind tunnel tests of supersonic
combustion chamber for hydrogen burning ramjet
[OBEEA-TP-924] p0647 N71-33841
OFFICE OF NAVAL BESEABCH, LONDON (ENGLAND).
International conference on rain erosion and
associated phenomena
[AD-715100] p0243 N71-17906
OHIO BIVEB DIV. LABS., CINCINNATI.
Development study for VFE heliport standard
lighting system
tAD-710982] p0042 H71-10682
OHIO STATE ONIV. BESEABCH FOUNDATION, COLOHBOS.
Flat plate and expansion corner models in
hypersonic wind tunnel
[AD-714074] p0176 N71-16290
Supersonic combustion and burning rates of
stoichiometric hydrogen mixtures in ramjet
engines
[AD-716855] p0336 N71-21634
OHIO STATE ONIV., COLOBBDS.
Influence of artifically induced turbulence upon
boundary layer transition in supersonic flows
[AD-723322] p0593 N71-31586
OKLAHOMA ONIV. BESEABCH IHST., BOBHAN.
Development model for Oklahoma airport
CPB-194937] p0225 B71-16987
OLD DOMINION ONIV. BESEABCB FOUNDATION, NOBFOLK, VA.
Control and abatement of transportation noise
pollution
[NASA-CH-115881] p0169 N71-15557
Digital simulation and implementation technigues
for Doppler radar altimeter signal processing
[NASA-CB-1776] p0712 N71-36548
OBANGE-SEMINOLE-OSCEOLA PLANNING COHMISSION, OBLANDO,
FLA.
General aviation airport planning for east central
Florida
[PB-191239] p0128 N71-14494
OZFOBD UNIV. (ENGLAND).
Laminar near wake characteristics behind circular
cylinder in Hach 6 rarefied air stream
[BEPT-1108/70) p0047 N71-11012
Hypersonic boundary layer transition and
hypersonic heat transfer on cylindrical shells,
cones and flat plates
rBEPT-110"/70] p0120 B71-13408
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PEAT. MABWICK, LIVINGSTON AHD CO., CORPORATE SODBCE IHDEX
PEAT. MABWICK. LIVINGSTON AND CO., WASHINGTON, D.C.
Forecasting passenger travel demands
[PB-192155] p0037 N71-10299
PEAT, HABilCK, HITCHBll AHD CO., WASHINGTON. D.C.
Analysis of road traffic problems at Washington
National Airport and recommendations to improve
airport access
[REPT-3] p0476 N71-26526
PENNSYLVANIA STATE DNIV., DNIVEESITY PAEK.
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic forces on thin
airfoil operating in unsteady potential flow
rNASA-CB-1118t3] pO172 N71-15827
Trailing vortex systems generated by jet-flapped
wing operating at high winq lift coefficients
tiD-715315] p02<(1 N71-17753
Turbulence characteristics affecting aerodynamic
stability over heterogeneous terrain
[AD-716361] p0311 B71-19603
Measurements of unsteady, rotary wing air loads
and time derivatives for rotor blade
intersecting completely rolled up vortex
[NASA-CR-1909] p0718 N71-37598
PENNSYLVANIA DNIV.. PHILADELPHIA.
Multiple access digital communication system for
low flying aircraft with infreguent users
pC371 N71-21855
Coupling characteristic effects on dynamic
response of axially coupled turborotors with
digital computer program based on transfer
matrix technigues
P0387 N71-22712
Analysis of problems and requirements for
nonvisual formation flight of helicopters
[AD-727635] p0720 N71-37610
PISA DHIV. (ITALY).
Fabrication technigues of compact fluidic control
equipment for aerospace engines
p0055 N71-11654
PLESSET BAOAB, LTD., CORES (ENGLAND).
Design of digital moving target indicator for air
traffic control radar system
p0125 N71-13926
POLHEHOS NAVIGATION SCIENCES, INC., BDHLIBGTOH, VT.
Honte Carlo general purpose shielding computer
program in FOBTEAN 1 for IBM 709» computer
[PNSI-TB-70-0301-1-VOL-1] ' pC379 N71-22379
Simulation, analysis, and recommendations for
flight profile of Concorde aircraft to predict
and achieve improvements in aircraft operation -
Vol. 2
tPNSI-TE-70-0301-2-VOL-2J p0380 N71-22380
POLITECNICO DI TOBINO (ITALY).
Enthalpy and wall heat flux calculations for
stagnation region aft of blunt axisymmetric
bodies in hypersonic axial flow
[AD-717H18] p037t N71-22C87
Examining model theory for static and dynamic
aeroelastic phenomena
p0617 N71-33805
POLYTECHNIC IBST. OF BBOOKLYN, FABHINGDALE, N.Y.
Numerical analysis of laminar, incompressible flow
along corner formed by intersection of two thin
airfoils
[AD-7265116] p0679 N71-35201
Finite difference method for two dimensional and
three dimensional viscous flow problems with
applications to hypersonic leading edge eguation
tAD-726547] p0685 N71-35420
POBT OF BEW YOBK ADTHOBITY, N.Y.
Planning parameters for high capacity
international airport system
p0381 N71-22389
PBATT AND WHITNEY AIBCBAFT, EAST HAETFOED, CONN.
Design and performance of gas-film and oil-film
lubricated self sealing mainshaft seals for gas
turbine engines
[NASA-CB-72737] p0057 N71-12035
Characteristics of highly-loaded, high Hach
number, single stage compressor
[NASA-CB-727721 p0128 N71-14363
Aerodynamic broadband noise mechanism applicable
to axial compressors
[NASA-CR-1713] p0241 N71-17958
Slotted blades and vanes and rotor tip design for
highly loaded, low speed fan stage applicable to
low noise aircraft engines
[SASA-CB-72895] p0523 N71-28315
Performance tests of compressor seals and stator
pivot seals used with air breathing propulsion
systems - Part 2
[HASA-CR-72887] p0716 N71-37373
Performance tests and efficiency measurement of
hab-slit-suction stator in single stage
compressor
[NASA-CH-120802] p0721 N71-37836
Analysis and tests of self-acting mainshaft seals
to provide gas film lubrication for advanced gas
turbine engines
CHASA-CB-72987] p0725 N71-38022
PBATT AND WHITNEY AIBCBAFT, WEST PALH BEACH, FLA.
Supplementary data tables for single stage
experimental evaluation of compressor blading
with slots and vortex generators
[NASA-CR-72778] p0162 N71-14672
Data and performance of stage four of compressor
blades with slots and vortex generators
[NASA-CB-727lt1] p0162 N71-1U740
Additional slot and flow fence effects on
aerodynamic characteristics of single stage
compressor blading
[NASA-CR-72635] p0373 N71-21995
Design and tests of high temperature, air cooled
radial turbine configurations
[AD-726166] p0716 N71-37381
PBINCETON ONIV., N.J.
Panel flutter and divergence as structural
aeroelastic problems leading to fatigue failure
tNASA-CR-111821] p0120 N71-13105
Aircraft handling characteristics during aircraft
carrier approach
[AD-713125] p0158 N71-1U558
Limits of hypersonic boundary layer theory, and
leading and trailing edge phenomena in laminar
hypersonic boundary layer
p0315 N71-19833
Flight evaluations using variable stability
aircraft to determine effects of turbulence
induced aerodynamic disturbances and lateral
directional dynamics on pilot performance
[NASA-CR-1718] p047U N71-26170
Sonic boom in interaction of conical field and
plane shock wave
,p0523 N71-28366
Full scale wind tunnel tests of low wing, single
engine, light aircraft with positive and
negative propeller thrust and up and down flap
deflection - graphs
CNASA-CE-1783] p0629 H71-32369
Effect of turbulence and aircraft performance on
ILS approach task and longitudinal stability
[NASA-CR-1821 ] p06!42 N71-33325
POBDOE ONIV., LAFAYETTE, IND.
Development of mechanistic models for predicting
behavior of landing mat systems
p0387 N71-22891
Prediction of combustion temperature, product
species, and air specific impulse values as
function of total equivalence ratio for slurry
fueled propulsion systems
[AD-721665] pOS29 N71-28578
Application of aerial reconnaissance and remote
sensor technigues to development of master
engineering soil plans
fPB-199i»22] p0685 H71-35447
QOEEN BABY COLL., LONDON (ENGLAND).
Aerodynamic coefficients, pressure, load and force
'distributions on cambered delta wings
fARC-CP-1129] p0228 N71-17112
BADIO CORP. OF AHEBICA, MOOBBSTOWN, N.J.
Coct effectiveness of built in test provisions in
aircraft operations
p0711 N71-36780
Cost ownership analysis of avionic equipment
p0711 N71-3678U
BADIO TECHNICAL COHHISSIOB FOB AEBONAOTICS,
WASBIBGTOH, D.C. .
Establishing minimum operational requirements for
airborne air traffic control transponder systems
tDO-144] p0217 N71-18109
C-<10
COBPOEATE SODBCE INDEX ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTAB1ISHHEHT,
Microwave scanning guidance system for aircraft
approach and landing
[DO-118-VOL-1J pC511 N71-26801
BAND CORP., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
Soviet aviation R and D structure and management
[AD-716110] p0313 N71-19769
Fuel-optimal retrothrusted soft landing -of
airdrops through atmosphere
rAD-718105] p0396 N71-23187
Cost effectiveness study of VSTOL versus CTOL
combat aircraft systems
[P-1587] p0632 H71-32571
BEGIOHAL PLAHHING COMMISSION, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Statistical analysis of direct rail rapid transit
system impact on transportation to Cleveland
airport
pC038 N71-10370
File formats and code descriptions for analysis of
direct rail rapid transit system impact on
transportation to Cleveland airport
p0038 N71-10371
Impact of rapid rail transient service from
central business district to airport
pOOlO N71-1C110
Data processing and impact analysis on rapid rail
access system for airport
[PB-1950147] p0226 N71-16988
Data recordings and computer codes for airport
rapid transit access system study
rPB-195018] p0226 N71-16989
Survey of rapid transit 'railway impact on airport
passenger traffic
CPB-1950.15] p0226 N71-16990
Tabulations for rapid transit system effect on
airport traffic
[PB-195019] p0226 N71-16991
Rapid transit railway effect on airport passenger
traffic
[PB-195016] p0226 H71-16992
BEGIONAL SCIENCE EESEAECH INST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Economic analysis of airport construction in north
central Texas region, emphasizing employment and
dollar value of purchases
p0216 N71-18099
BEHTECH, INC., BIRMINGHAB, ALA.
Ring tip vortez test demonstrating use of Laser
Doppler Velocimeter system for measuring gas
velocities with high spatial and temporal •
resolution
[NASA-CH-119801] p0577 N71-30278
BENSSELAEB POLYTECHNIC INST., TROT, N.T.
Design optimization for cylindrical shell
subjected to reentry loads and heating
p02U1 N71-18022
BESEABCH INST. OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, STOCKHOLM
(SWEDEN) .
Calculating changes in shape of solid fuel charges
for ramjet engines after hardening in steel and
Durestos casings
fFOA-2-C-2337-16] p0160 N71-11618
Theoretical calculations for predicting
performance of solid fuel charges for ramjet
engines
[FOA-2-C-2331-16] p0161 N71-1M619
RESEARCH INST. OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, SONDBYBERG
(SWEDEN) .
Impedance measurements on modified broadband metal
antenna for speech communication
[FOA-3-C-3602-61] p0471 N71-26150
BESEABCH TRIANGLE INST., DURHAM, B.C.
Aircraft tracking and guidance facility using
FPS-16 radar supplemented by laser tracker
permanently mounted on antenna
tNASA-CH-111931) P0677 N71-31210
RHODE ISLAND STATE PLASHING PROGRAM, PROVIDENCE.
Survey of passenger volume and destinations at
Theodore F. Green State Airport in R.I.
fPB-195910] p0316 N71-19865
RHODE ISLAND STATESIDE COMPREHENSIVE TRANSPORTATION
AND LAND DSE PLANNING PROGRAM, PROVIDENCE.
Inventory of existing airport system in Rhode
Island
[PB-189332] p0019 N71-11028
Airline passenger survey to determine fnture
requirements for state airport system
[PB-195939] p0311 N71-19611
ROCHESTER APPLIED SCIENCE ASSOCIATES, IDC., N.I.
Computer program for calculating effects of
swash-plate stiffness on helicopter rotor system
dynamics and stability
[NASA-CR-1818] p0633 N71-32797
Mathematical models for calculating flexible
swash-plate effects on vibratory and mechanical
stability characteristics of helicopter rotor
systems
tNASA-CR-1817] p0612 N71-33393
Bind tunnel study of tip vortex modification by
mass flow injection
[AD-726736] p0708 N71-36106
ROCHESTER DNIV., N.I.
Expressions for relating pressure field to total
aerodynamic thrust and steady pitching and
rolling moments experienced by helicopter rotor
p0177 N71-26583
ROCKETDINE, CANOGA PARK, CALIF.
Free boundary value problems of heat flow around
aerodynamic bodies
[AD-711621] p0172 N71-15963
Cold weather tests to determine effectiveness of
resonant combustor as power source for starting
aircraft engines
[AD-721125] P0631 K71-32801
ROLLS-BOICE, LTD., BRISTOL (ENGLAND).
Manufacturing technology and production
engineering methods in aerospace industry
pOOSI N71-11627
Influence of Concorde powerplant operating
conditions on design of Olympus 593 fuel and oil
system
pOOSS N71-11653
Efficiency of air cooling blade design for Olympus
593 gas turbine engine
p0232 N71-17376
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 1, interface problems between engine and
airframe
p0319 N71-20061
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 2, thermodynamic problems
p0319 N71-20062
Use of gun tunnel as low temperature test facility
for hypersonic intake research
p0385 N71-22635
ROLLS-ROYCE, LTD., DERBY (ENGLAND).
Computer graphics terminal for disc profile design
of gas turbine engine
p0118 N71-13111
Air cooling systems for nozzle guide vanes of
aircraft gas turbines
p0235 N71-17396
Computerized optimization of thermal resistant gas
turbine blades
p0235 N71-17100
ROLLS-ROYCE, LTD., RATEFORD (ENGLAND).
Engineering aspects and manufacturing of gas
turbine engines for helicopters and ground
transport vehicles
p0512 N71-26956
ROME UNIV. (ITALY) .
Torsional stress analysis of mnltiweb wing
structures
p0330 N71-20768
BORLAND AND CO., HADDONFIELD, B.J.
Functional analysis of pilot warning instruments
and pilot relationships during collision
situations'
[FAA-BD-71-59] p0682 N71-35216
Development of numerical rating for correlating
safety-of-flight factors with aircraft speed and
visibility restrictions
[FA.A-HD-70-18] p0686 N71-35735
ROYAL AIB FORCE, FABHBORODGH (ENGLAND).
Feasibility of visual tracking to determine effect
of lag in simulated aircraft dynamics
[IAM-B-U79] p0256 N71-18838
BOYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT, BEDFOBD (ENGLAND).
Lateral oscillations and low speed and lateral
stability of free flight lifting bodies
[ABC-R/H-3611] • p0171 N71-15705
Hach 2 slender »ing boundary layer effects on
Concorde aircraft engine inlets
[AIiC-CP-1122] ?017] N71-15708
Boundary layer separation and longitudinal and
lateral stability of Avro 707 aircraft during
flight tests
[ABC-CP-1107-PT-U] p0227 N71-17082
Low speed lateral stability and control flight
tests on Avro 707 aircraft
C-11
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[ABC-CP-1106-PT-3] p0227 N71-17083
Aircraft pilot direct lift control for aircraft
landing and reducing gust load effects
CARC-R/H-3629] p0228 N71-17102
Viscous drag on variable sweep wings and wedges at
supersonic and hypersonic speeds
CiBC-R/M-3623] p0228 N71-17109
Aerodynamic drag measurements on VC-10 aircraft
subsonic wind tunnel models
[&BC-CP-1125] p0229 N71-17118
Flight tests for controlling slope approach of
short takeoff aircraft
[ABC-CP-1138] p0465 N71-25050
Jet vertical takeoff aircraft piloted cockpit
simulator for controlling aircraft flight
performance
rARC-R/B-3647] p0466 N71-25065
BOYAI, AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHHEBT, FABNBOBOHGB (ENGLAND).
Cumulative freguency distributions of aircraft
landing gear loads in determining fatigue life
[RAE-LiB-TBANS-1462] p0036 N71-10273
Influence of gravel depth and tire inflation
pressure on soft-ground arresting of civil
aircraft
[BAE-TR-69001] pG051 N71-11040
Beguirements for ejection seat systems
[BAE-LIB-TRANS-1471 ] p0051 N71-11012
Flight assessment of trailing-cone static pressure
probe at subsonic speeds
[BAE-TB-69139] p0104 H71-1221H
Flight maneuvers and airborne and ground eguipment
for landing VTOL aircraft in adverse conditions
p0111 N71-12<436
Past and projected development of VHP ILS
p0112 N71-12447
Describing digital computer used in navigation and
attack system of Jaguar aircraft
p0114 N71-12611
Simulation of aerial combat
rRAE7LIB-TRANS-1367] p0167 N71-15372
Lift, aerodynamic drag and pitching moment study
of transport aircraft horizontal tail surfaces
in low speed wind tunnels
rARC-B/M-3642] p0170 N71-15702
Lift and pressure distribution on leading edge
slats and trailing-edge flaps of wing profile
with boundary layer control
[ARC-H/H-3639] p0171 N71-15706
Dynamic response of F-2 aircraft using cross
correlation and power spectra
[ABC-CP-1121] p0171 N71-15720
Cockpit and center of gravity acceleration during
takeoff of Boeing 707 aircraft
tABC-CP-1120} p0171 1171-15721
Aircraft landing lift decay and elevator
oscillation analysis
[ARC-CP-1119] p0171 N71-15722
Suction and pressure head and temperature effects
on cavitation flow in aircraft fuel pumps
fABC-CP-1128 J p0226 N71-17044
Thermal stress analysis of wind tunnel corners
[ARC-CP-1117] p0228 N71-1710C
Rectangular and caret wing sails in supersonic and
hypersonic turbulent flow for hypersonic
vehicles
f ABC-R/tl-3624] p0228 N71-17103
Lift and aerodynamic drag due to trailing-edge
flaps on sweptback wings in inviscid subsonic
flow
rARC-CP-1110] p0229 N71-17114
Lift and aerodynamic drag data on slender wings
with trailing edge sweepback
fARC-CP-1130] p0229 H71-17117
Random errors in aluminum alloy fatigue tests and
failure modes
fARC-CP-1123] p0231 N71-17330
European hypersonic wind tunnels for testing
hypersonic transport aircraft, and space shuttle
aerodynamic configurations
p0250 N71-18452
Derivation of stability boundaries in wind tunnels
for bodies towed by cables
[ABC-R/M-3644] p0250 N71-18461
Dltrahigh freguency directional spiral aircraft
antennas for spacecraft coimuriication
fBAE-TR-70062] P&252 H71-18519
Aerodynamic interference effects between wing and
fuselage junctions
p03C1 N71-19354
Flight test measurements on interference and
aerodynamic drag effects caused by jettisoning
of external stores from F-2 aircraft
p030S N71-1938U
High lift wing characteristics - wing with plain
hinged flaps and boundary layer control, and
wing with drag and high lift devices extended
p0320 N71-20065
Low speed wind tunnel model assessment of porous
boundary layer control by suction at civil
aircraft leading edge flaps
[ARC-B/M-3640] p0330 N71-20847
Rire and probe support interference on hypersonic
wakes of magnetically suspended round based
conical body
tABC-CP-1133] p0331 N71-20848
Cabin air conditioning for passenger aircraft
noting air purification and recirculation, odor
control, and pressurization reguirements
[AEC-CP-1136] ' p0331 N71-20849
Normal or oblique plane detonation waves producing
combustion products in supersonic flow
[ABC-B/H-36381 p0332 N71-2Q938
Low speed wind tunnel and flight stability tests
of BAC 221 aircraft longitudinal balance, noting
aileron difficulties
CARC-CP-1134] p0333 N71-21205
Aerodynamic .characteristics of slender delta wing
aircraft and response to vertical and lateral
gusts during landing approach
iRAE-LIB-TRANS-1524] p0333 N71-21223
Investigation of generation of sound by jet of air
at high subsonic velocity issuing from slot
nozzle and passing over rigid, flat plate of
finite dimensions
[.RAE-LIB-TRANS-1460] p0333 N71-21226
Effects of sound damping elements in subsonic wind
tunnels
[BAE-LIB-TRANS-1465] p0371 N71-21885
Radio freguency interference monitoring for
instruient landing system in automatic landing,,
[BAB-TR-70076J p0393 N71-23356
Landing systems signal reflection interference on
correlation protected instrument landing system
beams
[BAE-TB-70141] p0393 N71-23361
High lift and boundary layer separation behavior
of sweptback wing airfoil profile noting
trailing and leading edge stall pattern
[ABC-R/M-3648] p0458 N71-24488
Low-speed wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests
on sweptback wing model with blowing at leading
edge slats and trailing edge flaps for Buccaneer
aircraft performance
[ARC-R/H-3655] p0459 N71-24565
Investigation of aerodynamic forces imposed on
vehicles proposed for operation in improved
urban transportation system
p0473 N71-26129
Steady tailplane lift effect on subcritical
response of subsonic T tail flutter aircraft
model in low speed wind tunnels
[ABC-B/H-3652] p0515 N71-27096
Optimum lift coefficient and aspect ratio
determined analytically as conditions for
construction of gliders with lift drag ratio of
100
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1565] p0520 N71-28010
Maximum length of arc in altitudes up to 9500 ft
in 200 volt ac and dc electric aircraft system
[BAE-T8-692591 p0520 H71-28063
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic loads and
coefficients for tandem and T tail surfaces
harmonically oscillating in subsonic flow
p0566 N71-29335
Box collocation method for calculating aerodynamic
loads on tandem delta wings with oscillations in
supersonic flow
p0567 N71-29337
Computer programs for calculating airforce
coefficients of wing-horizontal tail and fin-
horizontal tail oscillating in subsonic flow
p0568 N71-29342
Nomograms for computing multipath effects on VBF
and UHF aircraft radio communication
CRAE-TB-70097] p0569 N71-29361
Calculation of divergence factor of earth surface
reflected signals on aircraft radio
communication, and multipath transmission
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between two aircraft
[HAE-TH-70210] p0570 N71-29438
Flight tests and simulation for determining
effects of peripheral viewing losses on pilot
perfornance daring commercial aircraft landing
[BAE-TB-70205] p0570 N71-29497
Vibrational responses of VC-10 aircraft daring
takeoff runs, noting cockpit accelerations
[ARC-CP-1149] p0634 N71-32811
Notation and nomenclatare for systems of axes,
attitude angles, direction angles, and flight
control systems for aircraft dynamics
[ABC-B/B-3562-PT-2] p0634 N71-32862
Notation and nomenclature for eguation of motion
of aircraft dynamics
[ABC-B/H-3562-PT-3] p0635 N71-32875
Compilation of aerodynamic basic definitions,
including aerodynamic coefficients, and
relations, expansions, and derivatives of forces
and moments
[ABC-B/B-3562-PT-4;) p0636 N71-32975
Scheme of notation and nomenclature for aircraft
dynamics and aerodynamics
[ABC-B/H-3562-PT-1] p0638 N71-33027
Mathematical and standardization data for aircraft
dynamics and associated aerodynamics
nomenclature and symbols system
[ABC-B/H-3562-PT-5] p0638 N71-33028
Bibliographies on Japanese, German, and Italian
military aircraft during Second World War
[BAE-LIB-BIB-312] p0639 N71-33162
Aerodynamic characteristics and flatter of I-tail
aircraft configurations
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1546] p0682 N71-35215
Flight simulator for studying problems of aircraft
during approaches and landings at night under
category 2 visual conditions
[BAE-TM-AVIO8ICS-59(BLEU)] p0719 N71-37606
Pilot performance in recognizing electronic
display systems under varying dazzle and color
conditions in cockpits
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1545] p0721. N71-37621
Computer program for analyzing and simulating
attack of low flying aircraft by antiaircraft
missiles and probability of aircraft snrvival
[RAE-LIB-TBA8S-1578] p0722 N71-37774
Graphs and tables of aircraft traffic over North
America - 1966 through 1969
[RAE-LIB-TBANS-1580] p0726 1171-38210
BOTAL AUSTRALIAN AIR FOBCE ACADEMY, HELBOOBNE.
Thermal coatings of gondola payloads
[NYO-3747-12] pOO«t1 N71-10496
BOIAL IHST. OF TECH., STOCKHOLM (SWEDEN).
Low speed wind tunnel measurement of induced drag
characteristics of three 60 degree delta wings
with different leading edge spanwise
distributions
[KTH-AERO-TN-57] p0673 N71-34003
BOYAL NETHERLANDS AIBCEAFT FACTOBIES FOKKEB,
AMSTERDAM.
Experimental aeroelastic analysis to determine
airworthiness of T-tail configuration of F-28
aircraft
p0673 N71-34002
BOYAL BADAB ESTABLISHMENT, HALTEBN (EBGLAHD).
Research and development of solid state and
electronic equipment, microwave circuits,
semiconductors, and ionospheric radar
p0034 N71-10126
Air traffic pattern prediction for 1980 peak
summer periods in London, England terminal area
P0034 N71-10163
Experimental design of three dimensional air
traffic control radar tracking system
P0034 N71-10164
BOTGEBS UNIV., NEB BBUNSWICK, N.J.
Subsonic near wake of blunt-based axisymmetric
.body in uniform steady flow wind tunnel
p0647 N71-33811
SAAB AIRCRAFT CO.. LINfcOPIHG (SWEDEN).
Design of two dimensional airfoil profile with
prescribed velocity distribution using conforoal
mapping
[S1AB-TN-67] p0638 N71-33037
SANDIA CORP., ALBUQOEBQ.UE. 8.BEX.
Computer code for prediction of hydrometeor impact
erosion on high speed sphere-cone vehicles
[SC-DH-70-373] p0112 N71-12189
Calculations on plasticity and creep properties of
elementary structures
[SC-T-70-4047] p0317 N71-19921
Fabrication and tests of CO2 flat plate models in
He hypersonic wind tunnel
[SC-CB-69-3215] p0390 N71-23228
Heating rate and efficiency of flaps at hypersonic
speeds
[SC-T-71-3016] p0518 N71-2767U
Impact response modeling for design of weapon
container
[SC-BR-70-8801] p0519 N71-27986
Magnus force and moment data for standard 10
degree cone calibration model as determined in
supersonic wind tunnel
[SC-DC-71-3821] p0713 N71-36688
SANDI1 LABS., ALBDQDEBQDE, N.HEX.
Guided parachute-payload system analog simulation
device for pilot training in maneuvering
remotely controlled parachute-payloads
[SC-DR-710097] p0710 N71-36427
SCHJELDAHL (G. T.) CO., NOBTHFIELD, HINN.
Bethod for arranging filamentary, load bearing
material to approximate stress condition in gas
envelope of free floating balloon for maximizing
structural efficiency
[AD-713188] p0163 N71-14811
SCHOOL OF AEBOSPACE MEDICINE, BROOKS AFB, TEX.
Airspeed contribution to noise level within fixed
and rotary wing aircraft
[AD-711359] p0042 N71-10705
Measurement of noise levels during OV-10 aircraft
operations
[AD-712667] p0106 N71-12230
Noise associated with operation of C-9A
/aeromedical evacuation/ aircraft
[AD-715222] p0248 N71-18269
Boutine unprotected exposure to acoustic noise
within cockpits of trainer aircraft presenting
potential hazardous stress
[AD-717852] p0381 N71-22426
Methods for predicting speech interference within
cockpits of fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft
[AD-718098] p0397 N71-23528
Identification and control of aeromedical factors
associated with aircraft noise and acoustic
measurements during c-141 operational missions
[AD-718097] p0399 N71-23748
Hedico-legal examination of aircraft parts to
determine cause of crash
[AD-726559] p0683 N71-35222
Aircraft hazards and accidents due to birds
[AD-727881] p0720 N71-37617
SCIENTIFIC TBANSLATION SEBVICE, SANTA BARBARA,
CALIF.
Computation of pressure induced by control surface
oscillation in subsonic flow
[NASA-TT-F-13385] p0105 N71-12219
Atmospheric refraction and reflection in sonic
booms
[NASA-TT-F-13U09] p0107 N71-12234
Flow distribution and performance of supersonic
vane diffusers for centrifugal compressors
[NASA-TT-F-13428] p0112 N71-12541
Establishment of take-off and landing safety
margins for Breguet 941
[NASA-TT-F-13453] p0237 N71-17441
Dirichlet solution for thin airfoil problems-
[HASA-TT-F-13471] . p0237 N71-17H68
Begions upstream and downstream from shock waves
of airfoils in uniform and transonic flow
[NASA-TT-F-13472] p0248 N71-18401
Control.system designs for USSR single-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors with control gyroscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
[NASA-TT-F-636] p0329 N71-20719
Accelerated supersonic motion of plane at finite
angle of attack
[NASA-TT-F-13525] .p0391 N71-23278
Effects of flow containing dust on results of
hypersonic wind tunnel experiments
[HASA-TT-F-13529J p0398 N71-23702
Air flow velocity, altitude, fuel-air ratio, fuel
flow velocity, and pressure effects on fuel
temperature before and after prevaporization in
ramjet engines
C-43
SCOPE ELECTRONICS, INC., BESTON, ¥A. CORPORATE SOURCE IIIDEI
[NASA-TT-F-13605] pO«02 N71-24Q53
Experimental capabilities and operating conditions
of hydrodynamic wind-water tunnel including flow
visualization
[NASA-TT-F-13727] ' pC577 H71-30263
Afterburning flame stabilization in turbofan
engines
[ NASA-TT-F-13657] p0578 N71-3035C
Engine dynamics reguirements implied by thrust
modulation control for VTOI aircraft
[N&SA-TT-F-13755] p0591 N71-31155
Simulation of ground effect in hydrodynamic tunnel
analyzed by visualizations
[NASA-TT-F-13799] p06U3 N71-3349H
Flow acoustic problems of ventilators, sound
production mechanisms, and noise reduction
[NASA-TT-F-13798] p06U5 N71-33611
Two dimensional flow tests of transonic airfoils
fNASA-TT-F-13988] p0717 N71-37593
Some aspects of propulsion for augmentor wind
concept
[NASA-TT-F-11(0051 pC727 N71-38535
SCOPE ELECTRONICS, INC., BESTOH, ¥A.
Environmental and performance tests of voice
initiated cockpit control and interrogation
system
[AD-727574] p0721 N71-37723
SCOTT BESEABCH LABS., INC., PLDMSTEADVILLE. PA.
Exhaust emission from reciprocating aircraft
engines, and afterburning of exhaust gases on
contact with ambient air - air pollution study
[PB-197627] p0592 N71-31569
SCRIPTA TECHHICA, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.
Approximative solutions for heat transfer and drag
coefficients in viscous interacting flow on thin
three dimensional body
[NASA-TT-F-13538] p0321» N71-20256
SERENDIPITY ASSOCIATES, ARLINGTON, VA.
Urban air and surface vehicle noise levels and
abatement potential
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-2] p0332 N71-21085
Airport/aircraft system noise reduction including
land use and noise forecasting
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-3] p0648 N71-33937
Noise reduction laws for air, rail, and highway
transportation including legal liability in OS
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-7] p06t8 N71-33938
SERENDIPITY, INC., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Low visibility approach and landing simulation for
jet transports
fNASA-CR-73195 ] p0159 N71-14600
SHEFFIELD UHIV. (ENGLAND).
Simulation of supersonic ramjet combustion chamber
in shock tunnel
p0385 N71-22630
SHELL DEVELOPMENT CO., EMERYVILLE, CALIF.
Heat sink capabilities of Jet-A fuel - heat
transfer and coking studies
[NASA-CR-72951] p0592 N71-31482
SIHPSON AND CDRTIN, PHILADELPHIA, Pi.
Statistical analysis of origin-destination survey
at Philadelphia International Airport
p0258 N71-18958
SHILLING, BELLE, CHRISTIANSEN, ROBBHTSOS, HER YORK.
Aeroelastic wind effects for dynamic design of
tall buildings
p0166 N71-15311
SMITH (HILBDH) AND ASSOCIATES, COLDHBIA, S.C.
South Carolina statewide aviation and airports
plan to accommodate needs of air carrier and
general aviation to year 1980
[PB-197728] p062<( N71-31893
SHITHS INDUSTRIES, LTD., CHELTEHHAM (ENGLAND).
Automatic pilot and associated airborne equipment
developments for automatic landing systems
p0110 N71-12131
Automatic pilot system for landing commercial
aircraft
p0111 N71-124UO
Developing high integrity digital flight control
of variations in performance of complex systems
p011U N71-12614
SHITHS IHDOSTBIES, LTD., LOBDOH (EHGLABB).
Operational performance of Hawker Siddeley
aircraft automatic flight approach and landing
control system
p0393 N71-23U11
SOCIETE FBANCAISE D<EQUIPMENTS POUB LA NAVIGATION
AEBIENNE, NEDILLY-SDB-SIENE (FBANCE) .
Automatic pilot TAPIR
p0112 N71-12411J
SOCIETE BICHOFOSION, PARIS (FRANCE).
Foundary precision in domain of aeronautical
turbines
pOOSI N71-11638
SOCIETE NATIONALS D*ETUDE ET DE CONSTRUCTION DE
HOTEURS D'AVIATION, COBBEIL (FBANCE).
Introduction of electrochemical machining in
aeronautical industry
p0055 N71-116U7
Fabrication of cobalt alloy and nickel alloy gas
turbine blades and disks
p0234 N71-17392
SOCIETE NATIONALS D'ETUDE ET DE CONSTRUCTION DE
MOTEUBS D'AVIATION, PARIS (FRANCE).
Applications of electrolyte rectification in
aeronautics industry
pOOSU N71-11637
SOCIETE NATIONALS D1ETUDE ET DE CONSTRUCTION DE
HOTEUBS D'AVIATION, VILLAROCHE (FRANCE).
High entrance temperatures for improved
performance of turbogenerators and gas turbine
engines
p0231 N71-17373
Mathematical model for calculating blade
temperatures in convective cooled gas turbines
p0232 N71-17375
Impact cooling method for turbine rotor blades
p0235 N71-17397
Technological aspects of film cooling for blades
in high temperature gas turbines
p0235 N71-17M04
Thernodynamic cycle and power output parameters of
gas turbine
p0512 N71-26954
SOCIETE NATIONALS INDDSTHIELLE AEROSPATIALE, PARIS
(FBANCE) .
Application of corrugated core sandwich structures
to powerplant components
p005« N71-11636
SOCIETE NATIONALS INDOSTRIELLE AEBOSPATIALE, TOULOUSE
(FRANCE) .
Human factors in Concorde cockpit simulation
p0174 N71-16065
SOCIETE TREFIHETAUX, ABGENTEUIL (FRANCE).
Properties and selective applications of titanium
alloys in airframes and jet engines
p0515 N71-27045
SOCIETY OF HOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS,
INC.. NE» YORK.
Techniques for aerial time-lapse cloud
photographic analysis, Doppler navigation data
analysis, and photogrammetric data acquisition
p0715 N71-36990
SOLAS, SAN DIEGO, CJLIF.
Performance of aluminide coatings in simulated
high temperature tests on gas turbine engine
inlets
[NASA-CR-116371] p0234 N71-17393
Mechanical feasibility and aerodynamic
effectiveness of rotating vaneless diffuser
[AD-716370] p0310 N71-19558
Tungsten reinforced oxidation resistant columbium
alloys with operating temperature above 2000 F
for use in gas turbine engines
[AD-717969] p0398 N71-23673
SOOTH ALABAMA REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION, MOBILE.
Analysis of air transportation facilities in Gulf
Coast region of US - Vol. 1
[PB-194339] p0124 N71-13803
Analysis of civil aviation facilities in Gulf
.Coast region of US - Vol. 2
[PB-19U3UO] p0121 N71-13804
SOUTH CAROLINA UNIV., COLOMBIA.
Combined free and forced laminar convective heat
transfer to nonNewtonian fluids flowing in
constant wall temperature vertical tubes and
controlling parameter analysis
p0387 N71-22702
SOOTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES AND TECHNOLOGY, RAPID
CITY.
Testing armored T-28B for exploring severe hail
storms
[MRI-69-FH-841] p0529 N71-286U6
Quantity and quality of geodetic information
transmitted by space photography compared with
low altitude aerial photography
[IR-DSGS-229] p0725 N71-38013
CORPORATE SODECE INDEX SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC.,
SOUTHAMPTON UNIV. (ENGLAND).
Response of, and acoustic radiation from panels
excited by turbulent boundary layers
UD-7106961 p0038 N71-10386
Transmission of sonic booms into rooms through
open windows
p0121 N71-13«13
Pressure field steady state calculations for sonic
boom signal transmission into rooms through open
windows
i;HASA-CB-111786] p0323 N71-20183
Chord and rotary wing span differential pressure
distribution effects on high frequency
aerodynamic noise propagation from helicopters
fAD-721661] p0528 N71-28507
Analysis of physical and economic factors
pertaining to effective operation of vertical
takeoff and landing aircraft short range
commercial transportation - Vol. 1
[AE-326/021-VOL-1] p0565 N71-29285
Identification and analysis of potential sites for
vertical takeoff and' landing aircraft facilities
in Great Britain - Vol. 2
fAS-326/021-VOl-21 p0565 N71-29286
semiempirical formulae representing sonic boom
loudness as function of overpressure and time
compared with experimental and theoretical
calculations
[ISVB-TB-161 p0681 [171-35211
Reduction of resonant vibrations in integrally
stiffened skin-stringer panels using
viscoelastic materials
[AD-727.773] p0717 N71-375<lC
SOUTHERN RESEARCH INST., BIRMINGHAM, 11A.
Development of rain erosion resistant plastic
coatings as high speed aircraft surface finish
[AD-727750] P0725 N71-38133
SOUTHWESTERN RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH LAB.. LAS VEGAS,
BET.
Feasibility of using flexible rotor blades for
ejection systems
[AD-711612] pOOt8 N71-11022
SPEAS (R. DIXOH) ASSOCIATES, IHC., ATLANTA, GA.
Analysis of air transportation facilities in Gulf
Coast region of US - Vol. 1
[PB-191339] P0124 N71-13803
Analysis of civil aviation facilities in Gulf
Coast region of US - Vol. 2
rPB-19«3it01 p012« N71-1380U
SPEAS (H. DIXOB) ASSOCIATES, PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Evaluation of short takeoff aircraft for
commercial shuttle flight applications to reduce
traffic congestion in San Francisco, California
area
P0371 N71-21874
SPERBY GYROSCOPE CO., LTD., BHACKNELL (ENGLAND).
Airborne data acquisition system incorporating
recycling metal tape flight data recorder
p012"( N71-13836
SPERRT HAND CORP., PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Importance of aircraft speed control relative to
longitudinal touchdown dispersion
p0110 N71-12132
STANFORD RESEARCH INST., CALIF.
Laboratory testing of breakdown on Nike-Cajun VHP
quadraloop antenna
P0179 N71-16634
STANFORD RESEARCH ISST., HBNLO PARK, CALIF.
Methodology for evaluating capacity of air traffic
control systems
[FAA-BD-70-69J p0169 N71-15558
Flight testing devices for discharging static
electricity from aircraft without production of
radio interference
P0247 1J71-18111
Experimental pulsed neodymium lidar system
modified for measuring slant visibility
conditions for aircraft landing operations
fAD-716183] P0522 H71-28217
Characteristics of turbulent structure of mixing
region near outlet of circular subsonic jet and
production of jet noise
tNASA-CR-1836] p0530 N71-28882
STANFORD OBIT., CAIIF.
Optimization techniques in aircraft configuration
design
fAD-711410] pOC«8 N71-11023
Effects of rotation on boundary layers in
turbomachine rotors
CPB-192316] P0103 N71-12202
Application of aeroelastic constraints in
structural optimization of aircraft design
P0117 N71-13131
Stability and postcritical response of infinite
width panels on hinged supports due to
aerodynamic loads at hypersonic speed
[NASA-CB-115851] p0167 N71-153U1
Investigating effects of leading-edge blowing on
aerodynamic characteristics of jet flapped
airfoil
P02UO N71-17702
Aerodynamic load predicting for control surfaces
in unsteady supersonic and subsonic flow
p0566 N71-2933U
Correction for straight trailing edlges for
subsonic slender wing theory using asymptotic
expansions
p067« N71-3U012
Equations of motion for elastic plate foundation
system under dynamic load applied to aircraft
landing
p0717 N71-375U3
STATE COMMITTEE FOB CIVILIAN CONSTBUCTIOB AND
ARCHITECTURE, HOSCOI (DSSB).
Investigating economic and engineering aspects of
using dirigibles in construction
p0161 N71-14629
STEVENS INST. OF TECH., HOBOKEN, N.J.
Flutter analysis on axial turbomachine blading
[AD-710791] pOOUl N71-10562
Analysis of seaplane impact on placing deadrise in
smooth and rough water
[AD-727753] p0720 S71-37611
SUD-AVIATION, BLAGNAC (FRANCE).
Automatic landing system of Concorde
P0112 N71-12fl«8
SOD-AVIATION, TOULOUSE (PRANCE).
Automatic approach and_ landing system with flash
warning signal for Caravelle aircraft control
p0396 N71-23U29
SUSSEX UNIV., BRIGHTON (ENGLAND).
Heat transfer and heat flux measuring sensors for
gas turbine engines
P0232 N71-17377
Heat transfer in air cooling and sweat cooling
techniques for high temperature gas turbine
engine components
. -P0233 N71-17383
SYDNEY UNIV. (AUSTRALIA).
Spanwise integration of kernel functions for
calculating wing lift distributions in subsonic
flow
p06«C N71-33219
Computer program for calculating lifting force
distributions on symmetrical and cambered wings
in subsonic flow based on numerical integration
and lifting surface theory
p06UO N71-33220
SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS-BEST, MOUNTAIN VIE»,
CALIF.
Intrusion detector for parked aircraft using
sensing technique to detect human touch
p0619 N71-31651
SYRACUSE UNIV., N.Y.
Stability of laminar flow in circular pipes with
respect to three dimensional disturbances
p0258 871-18989
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORP., HUNTSVIL1B, ALA.
Description of Air Force tactical air control and
communications system
[ AD-7111292] p0176 N71-1G<192
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC.. HAWTHORNE, CALIF.
Optimization design procedures for development of
stability augmentation systems
[AD-717168] p0328 N71-20617
Design and development of flight director systems
based on theory "of manual control displays
tNASA-Cfi-1748] p0332 N71-21087
Approach power compensator system for manual and
automatic Navy carrier landing system
[AD-722025] p0522 N71-28211
Systems analysis of aircraft, aircraft guidance
and control systems, and atmospheric turbulence
for low visibility in^tr^ment landing system
requirements
CAD-727773] p0576 N71-30173
C-45
TECHHIDIBE, IHC.. COBPOBiTE SOOBCE IHDEI
TECHHIDYHE, IHC., BEST CHESTEB, FA.
Ultrasonic wrench for applying vibratory energy to
mechanical fasteners
[HAS4-CASE-HFS-20586] p021)0 N71-17686
TECBBION - ISRAEL IBST. OF TECH., HAIFA.
Heat transfer in base type supersonic laminar and
transitional separated flows
[AD-710317] p0035 N71-10219
Design and performance of flexible nozzle
supersonic wind tunnel model
[TAE-86] pOOlO B71-10178
Computer program for calculating lift interference
factors of wind tunnel test sections by vortex
lattice method
CTAE-121] p0708 B71-36107
TECHHISCHE BOCHSCHOLE AACBEB (VEST GEBH&BY).
Temperature field measurements within convection
cooled rotor blade of gas turbine engine
P0233 H71-17387
TBCHHISCHE BOCBSCHOLE CiBOLO HILHELHINA, BBDBSRICK
(BEST GEBHABY).
Aerodynamics of pneumatic high lift devices
P0318 H71-20053
TECBBISCHE HOCHSCHULE STOTTGABT (IEST GEBHANT).
Behavior of attitude gyro and gyro horizon during
looping flight
p0119 N71-13281
TECBBISCHE BOGESCBOOL, DELFT (HETHEBLABDS) .
lift and drag interference characteristics of
delta winged half cones with leading edges
p0301 H71-19359
Mathematical perturbation models of aircraft ILS
approach and landing
[VTH-159] p0570 N71-29196
Shock wave interaction between supersonic
airfoils, slender bodies, and thin wings and
plane shock wave
CVTHrlSS] p0578 N71-30321
Development of method for determining angle of
pitch, flight path angle, and angle of attack
for aircraft daring steady or nonsteady flight
CVTH-156J p0617 N71-33926
TECBBISCHE OBI?., BERLIN (BEST GEBHABY).
Computerized propeller design considered flow
field distortion by hub
p0572 N71-29690
Systems and eguipment for civil aircraft approach
and landing
[BEPT-52] p063t N71-32850
TECBTBAB COBP., GLEB BOBBIE, HD.
Methods for determining instantaneous values of
aircraft parameters with inertial navigation
systems
[BASA-TT-F-611] p0126 B71-1U055
Supersonic flow with separated shock wave past
wedge shaped profile
[NASA-TT-F-13169] pC237 N71-17113
Hind tunnel tests to determine unsteady
aerodynamic forces between two lifting surfaces
in tandem
fNASA-TT-F-13182] p0218 N71-18397
Combustion of large magnesium particles during
pressure change in ambient medium within range
from 100 to 760 mm Hg
[SASA-TT-F-13503] p0327 1171-20531
Laminar boundary layer on wing and body of
revolution in presence of blowing
[NASA-TT-F-13627] pOUOO N71-23796
US cooperation with ESBO OHF satellite system
development for air traffic control in Europe
[NASA-TT-F-13651] p0101 N71-23967
History of development of aviation and
astronautics in USSB
[NASA-TT-F-13112] p0165 N71-25021
Boise reduction in turbulent axisymmetric gas jet
by repeated air injection method applied to
supersonic transport aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-13667] p0522 N71-28222
Aerodynamic characteristics of elastic swept wing
of aircraft in subsonic flow with given weight,
overload, and dynamic head
[HlSA-TT-F-13717) p0579 N71-30656
Lift force' distribution calculation technigue for
wings with jet flaps including rectangular and
swept wing examples
[BASA-TT-F-13711] p0586 N71-30852
Progress in aerodynamic research and aircraft
design in Ukraine froa 1920 to 1930
[HASA-TT-F-12878] p0628 B71-32185
Design and characteristics of control system for
To-151 aircraft
[BASA-TT-F-13789] p0633 B71-32699
Horizontal temperature and wind distribution
effects on aircraft buffeting in stratosphere
[BASA-TT-F-13978] p0718 B71-37600
TELDII LDFTFABHT-ADSBUESTUBGS G.H.B.B., BBIDELBEBG
(REST GEBHANY) .
Investigating tasks of data processing eguipment
in advanced navigation systems for aircraft
P0113 B71-1260*
TEBHBSSEB TECHNOLOGICAL OBI¥., COOKETILLE.
Optimal digital controller based on linear
approximation of acoustical test facility, for
determining effects of supersonic rocket engine
noise on vehicle surface
[HASA-CB-115073] pOSSO N71-30711
TENNESSEE DBIT., KBOXTILLE.
Oscillating interaction of turbulent boundary
layers and shock waves in supersonic diffusers
p0309 H71-19196
Simplified linear guidance and control for keeping
trajectory deviations minimal
[AD-717567] p0371 H71-21915
Interference effect between oscillating and
distorted' inlet flow on compressor stall
p0303 B71-19370
TEIAS 46B UBiy., COLLEGE STATION.
XB-70 aircraft for investigating and predictory
xB-70 aircraft for investigating and predicting
mountain waves
CNASA-CB-1878] p0591 S71-31351
TEXAS IBSTBDHEBTS, INC., DALLAS.
Bavigational accuracy resulting from sidetone
signals relayed by two synchronous ATS-1 and
ATS-3 satellites and application to aircraft
navigation
rBASA-CH-121977] p0686 B71-35770
TEXAS STATE DIV. OF PLABBIBG COOHDIBATIOB, AUSTIN.
Compilation of references on various aspects of
air transportation for Texas
[PB-196936] p0336 B71-21630
TEIAS TBABSPOBTATION IBST., COLLEGE STATION.
Transportation management, regional planning, and
commercial aviation development for state of
Texas
[PB-196932] p0336 N71-21627
Besearch and development aspects of air
transportation system for state of Texas
[PB-196933] p0336 B71-21628
Inventory of private and public airports and air
facilities in state of Texas
[PB-196935] p0336 S71-21629
Compilation of references on various aspects of
air transportation for Texas
[PB-196936] p0336 B71-21630
Characteristics of V/STOL aircraft for commercial
transportation system and applications to Texas
requirements
[PB-196931] p0336 N71-21632
TEXAS UBIV., AOSTIB.
Analysis of stresses and deflections in platforms
used for airdrop operations
[AD-711556] p0057 B71-11968
Airdrop impact load effect on complex structures
[AD-711555] p0127 H71-11163
Hinimum drag airfoil shape solutions with
supersonic flow and turbulent boundary layers
for given chord length and heat transfer rate
CAD-726767] p0708 B71-36109
TIPPBTTS-ABBETT-BCCiHTHY-STBATTOB, RASHIBGTOB. D.C.
Simulation of aircraft ground operations for
Dallas-Fort worth Regional Airport
p0719 K71-37607
TOKYO UBIV. (JAPAB) .
Laminar-turbulent transition measurements of two
dimensional wake with imposed disturbances
[ISAS-153-VOL-35-BO-11] pO117 N71-13083
TOBOBTO OBIV. (OBTABIO).
Assessment of STOL technology for establishment of
Canadian transport system
[UTIAS-162] p0162 B71-11701
Canadian research on aerospace sciences and
engineering, gas and plasma dynamics, and
related topics
p0383 H71-22515
C-06
CORPORATE SOOBCE IBDEI VEREIBIGTE FLD6TECHHISCHE BERKB-FOKKEH G.H.B.B..
Electrical analog for sonic boon indoor pressure
wave effect on structural eembers
[UTIAS-TN-158] p06U8 N71-3396M
TBACKED HOVBBCBAFT, LTD., LOHDOH (EHGL1HD).
Cost comparison of ground effect machines using
box, inverted-tee, and channel cross section
tracks
[PB-197501] p0622 H71-31782
TBACOR, INC., AUSTIN, TEX.
Community physical, psychological, and social
reactions to aircraft noise around 7 OS
international airports
CNASA-C8-111316] pOOSO N71-11032
Community reactions to aircraft and airport noise
from physical, psychological, and social aspects
[NASA-CR-1761] p0532 N71-29023
TBAHSLATIOH COHSOLTANTS, LTD., ARLIHGTOH, VA.
Investigating effects of air permeability and
porosity on performance of parachutes
[NASA-TT-F-13U31] p0108 N71-122U5
Historical development, limits, and future trends
in rocket technology
[NASA-TT-F-13136] p0109 N71-12416
Design and materials engineering for aircraft
turbine engines
[N1SA-TT-F-13398] p0127 N71-11H88
Numerical determination of aerodynamic
coefficients for thin supersonic wings at
various angles of attack
[NASA-TT-F-13521] p0258 N71-18987
Tests to determine short-term creep of metals and
alloys under conditions of aerodynamic heating
with high velocity air flow
[NASA-TT-F-13633] p017C N71-25822
Aerodynamic forces produced in turbine stage by
vane cascade of cascade series
[NASA-Tt-F-13631] pO«71 B71-25998
Short-term creep properties of OT-t alloy in high
speed air flows under aerodynamic vibrations
[NASA-TT-F-13658] p053C H71-28832
Linear formulation of aeroelastic stability of
plane sandwich-type structures placed in current
of supersonic gas
[NASA-TT-F-13778] p0630 B71-32U52
Summary of flight test methods used for
performance measurement of Concorde aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-13728] pC631 N71-32455
Development of data for commercially viable
hypersonic transport aircraft
rHASA-TT-F-13793] pC615 1171-33625
Relation between turbulence in stratosphere
causing aircraft buffeting, and vertical
distribution of meteorological parameters
calculated from radiosonde data
[KASA-TT-F-13981] p0707 N71-36398
TBI-STAIE TRANSPORTATION COHHISSION, NEW YORK.
Aircraft noise problems in vicinity of Kennedy
International Airport, New York and
recommendations for noise reduction
[PB-199723] p0677 N71-34032
Legal aspects of compulsory soundproofing for
structures next to John F. Kennedy International
Airport
fPB-199725] p0677 H71-3II033
TBW SYSTEMS GBOOP, HEDONDO BEACH, CALIF.
High speed access system evaluation for
transportation frora jetport to Miami with cost
estimates and network descriptions
fPB-192812] p0039 N71-1GU17
Examining tracked air cushion vehicles as advanced
ground transportation system
[PB-195030] p0225 N71-16901
Acoustical properties of liguid base foams and
application for jet noise reduction
[BASA-CR-1695] p0259 N71-19139
Q-switched ruby laser holography with optical
eguipment to compensate for spatial and temporal
incoherence for contouring, aerodynamic
.visualization, and nondestructive testing
[NASA-CR-1111291] p0331 N71-21320
Satellite applications to aircraft communications,
navigation, and surveillance over OS including
synthesized satellite network and aircraft
eguipment for air'traffic control
[NASA-CB-117750] p0379 N71-22339
Location/identification transmitter and eguipment
for use in satellite applications in aircraft
communication, navigation, and surveillance for
DS air traffic control
[BASA-CB-117759] p0379 N71-223UO
TBB SYSTEHS GROUP. BASBIHGTOB. D.C.
Investigating high speed ground transportation
systems based on tracked air cushion vehicles
[PB-190939] pOOSO N71-11033
TBB SYSTEBS, BEDONDO BEACB, CALIF.
Development and characteristics of high speed
ground transportation system
[PB-193111] p0115 N71-12760
TBB, IHC., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Badiographic nondestructive testing method on
titanium billets for engine disk forging
pOOSU N71-11639
TTCO LABS., INC., POHONA, CALIF.
Airborne.nucleonics eguipment design for
indicating helicopter lift capability using X
ray backscatter from Kr-85, temperature sensor,
and digital computer
[SAN-805-1] p0565 N71-29215
u
UNION CARBIDE COBP., PABHA, OHIO.
Seal ring carbon-graphite materials for aircraft
gas turbines
[BASA-CR-72799] p016» H71-1H890
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP., EAST HARTFOBD, CONN.
Design, fabrication and tests of boron/epoxy
reinforced stringers for CH-5HB tail cone
tNASA-CB-111929] p067<t N71-31013
Structural analysis of tail cone of CH-54B
helicopter reinforced with boron/epoxy stringers
[BASA-CR-111930] p067U N71-3U014
Analytical investigation of effects of blade
flexibility, unsteady aerodynamics, and variable
inflow on helicopter rotor stall characteristics
CNASA-CR-1769] p0707 N71-3640«
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP., STBATFORD. CONN.
Blade root cutout effects on hover performance of
helicopter rotors with rotor thrust and torgue
characteristics and wake pattern analysis
[AD-711396] p0049 N71-11030
Calculation of turbulent compressible boundary
layer on helicopter rotors for range of hover
conditions using two different analytical
methods
CAD-723989] p0642 N71-33312
UNITED AIRCRAFT INTER8ATIOBAL, INC., COLOGNE (BEST
GERMANY).
Normal and compound helicopters to be used as
short haul aircraft in view of burden on today's
air traffic control
p0377 N71-22189
UNITED AIRCRAFT OF CAHADA, LTD., LONGUEOIL (QUEBEC).
Design and component testing of cooled radial gas
turbine engine
p0232 N71-17381
Design and performance of gas turbine engines for
helicopters and surface transport vehicles
p0512 H71-26953
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHEBB CALIF., LOS ANGELES.
Measurements of hypersonic, rarefied flow field of
disk
[AD-710611] pOOUO B71-10461
Characteristics of flutter in thin plates, shells,
or membranes due to aerodynamic loading
p0123 N71-13610
VANDEBBILT UNIV., NASHVILLE, TENN.
Technology of thrust reversers with particular
application to STOL aircraft
CAR-n H71-34259
VEREIBIGTE FLUGTECHBISCHE BERKE G.M.B.H., BREHEN
(BEST GERHABY).
Modern welding methods in aircraft and aerospace
industry
P0055 N71-11650
History of Weserflug Bf 163 aircraft and
configuration modifications
p0107 H71-12238
Flight control systems for VTOL automatic landing
pC112 N71-12H45
Structural stability tests of helicopter
components
pO»56 H71-211390
VEREINIGTE FLUGTECHNISCHE BERKE-FOKKER G.M.B,H.,
BBEHEN (BEST GERMANY).
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VIGO CODHTI ABEA PLANNING DEPT.. COEPOBATE SOOBCE INDEX
Comparison of automobile, rail transportation, and
short haul aircraft performance by means of
market research noting central city airports
p0377 N71-22192
Cockpit simulators without visual or motion cues
in pilot training
p0625 N71-31952
Evaluation of in-flight simulation of flying
platform using helicopter with variable
stability and maneuverability
p0626 N71-31957
Tandem tilt wing aircraft with tilting rotors
noting comparison with other V/STOL designs
p0376 H71-22188
Cost analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft
operation for short haul traffic noting
influence of airport operation
p0377 N71-22193
Kinematics of subsonic unsteady airloads on
multiple lifting surfaces
p0567 H71-29339
Aeroelastic and flutter analysis for T tail of
Fokker F.28
p0568 N71-2931U
TIGO COUNTY ABEA PLANNING DEFT., TEBBE HAUTE, IND.
Airport study for Vigo County, Indiana with data
bank of airport activity for past 10 years
[PB-197309] p0573 1171-29721
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC IHST., BLACKSBOBG.
Separation point study of incompressible laminar
boundary layers around parabolic bodies at angle
of attack
[AD-712084] p0053 1171-11519
Aircraft wing-tip vortex analysis for ground wind
measurement program
[BASA-CR-115772] p0127 N71-11171
VIBGINIA OHIV., CHABLOTTESVIL1E.
Aerodynamic molecular beam interactions with solid
surfaces
[NASA-CR-1170U1 J p0317 1171-20040
wind pressure and cross flow velocity profiles for
short takeoff aircraft building roof airports
p0583 N71-30776
VON KABBAH INST. FOB FLUID DYNAMICS, RHODE
SAINT-GEHESE (BELGIUM).
Computerized calculations of adiabatic laminar
boundary layer and shock wave interactions using
Klineberg method
[VKI-TN-601 pOOIS 1171-11017
Flat plate pressure distribution and heat transfer
in conical hypersonic flow
fVKI-TN-56] p0119 N71-13236
Boundary layer optimization for small turbine
blade design with cusped trailing edge
p0232 H71-17380
Film cooling of gas turbine blades by air
injection through holes
p0231 H71-1739U
Flow separation concepts under high lift
conditions
p0318 N71-20055
Free flight stability tests on half cones in
hypervelocity wind tunnels including data
redaction program
[VKI-TH-66] p0619 N71-31663
Hind tunnel free flight model trajectory control
using photoelectric screen for aerodynamic force
determination
CVKI-TN-72] p0620 N71-3169U
First order motion of cable towed and tethered
bodies for predicting aircraft dynamic stability
performance
rvKI-TN-68] p0639 N71-33116
VOOBHBES (ALAN H.) AID ASSOCIATES, INC., ST. LOUIS,
HO.
Analysis of airport travel demands at Lambert-St.
Louis Municipal Airport
tPB-1920571 pC123 N71-13695
VOOGBT AERONAUTICS, DALLAS, TEX.
NASTRAN computer program differential stiffness
and static load analysis nethods compared for
aircraft tandem side opening canopies
p0687 N71-36260
w
WALDO ABD EDBABDS, INC., REDONDO BEACH, CALIF.
Analysis of current status and future outlook of
US commuter airline industry
[AD-718871] p0522 U71-28216
WASHINGTON UNIV., SEATTLE.
Air and land transportation noise sources and
measurement, noise level scales, and individual
and community responses - conference
[PB-1911173 p0037 N71-103I»9
Design and characteristics of quasi-steady devices
for simulation of high Reynolds number flows
[HASA-CH-1838] p0590 H71-31262
BATES RESOURCES ENGINEERS, INC., BALNOT CBEEK,
CALIF.
Erosion control of soil on air force bases
[AD-713644] p0169 H71-15636
RATHE STATE OHIV., DETBOIT, HICH.
Feasibility and design criteria of laser Doppler
system for detecting and mapping turbulence
levels and wind or velocity profiles in various
applications
[HASA-CR-103105] p0402 N71-2U081
iEAPONS BESEABCH ESTABLISHMENT, SALISBURY
(ADSTBALIA).
Free flight measurements of aerodynamic lateral
force and moment coefficients using gyroscopes
and accelerometers
[HSA-TN-164] pOOIS H71-11001
Hozzle flow calibration in blowdown wind tunnel
(WBE-TN-HSA-171] p0259 N71-19170
Pressure distributions on planar delta wings
attached to cylindrical bodies in supersonic
flow - theoretical results for sonic leading
edge, angle of attack case
£BRE-TN-HSA-186] p0646 N71-33699
WEATHEB SQDADBOH (2UTH), RANDOLPH AFB, TEX.
DETACHMENT 10,
Terminal weather forecast data for Rah'dolph, AFB,
Texas
[AD-712681] p0115 H71-12680
iEATHEB SQOADROH (21TH), BEESE AFB, TEX. DBTACHMEBT11.'
Reference file of factors affecting 'weather at
Reese AFB, Texas
[AD-711390] pOOU5 H71-109U8
WEATHER SQUADRON (21TH) , VSNCE AFB, OKLA.DETACHMENT15.
Beference file of factors affecting weather at
Vance AFB, Oklahoma
[AD-711381] p0045 S71-10949
BEST VALLEY PLASHING AGENCY, CALIF.
Economic aspects and regional planning for
international airport facility at Ontario,
California
[PB-199695] p0684 H71-35391
BEST VIRGINIA DNIV., HOBGAHTOBH.
Flight simulation of rotor forces and flow field
in vicinity of step ground plane
[AD-711955] p0103 N71-12203
Systems analysis approach to airport planning and
predicting terminal facility and aircraft
demands in year 2000 for air traffic control
systems
tHASA-CB-119287] p058.5 N71-30800
Theoretical analysis of trailing edge blowing
effects on circulation around airfoils based on
iterative solutions with lift coefficients
[AD-72613*] p0680 N71-35202
BESTEBH GEAB CORP., LYHIOOD, CALIF.
Precision forging of spiral bevel gears for Army
helicopters
[AD-715"19] p0256 1171-18920
BESTINGHOUSE RESEARCH LABS., PITTSBDBGB, PA.
Breadboard models of silicon carbide junction
field effect transistor amplifiers
[AD-727761] p0723 H71-37792
BBTEHSCHAPPELIJK EN TECBNISCB DOCDRENTATIE- EN
IHFOBHATIECEHTBDH VOOB DE EBIJGSRACHT, THE HAGUE
(NETHERLANDS).
Annotated bibliography on bird aircraft hazards
and accidents from Oct. 1967 to Jan. 1971
[TDCK-56961] p0576 N71-30128
WORLD HETEOBOLOGICAL ORGAHIZATIOB, GENEVA
(SWITZERLAND) .
Heteorological radar for detection of
thunderstorms, hail, and turbulence hazardous to
aviation noting echo interpretation and radar
transmission
[BHO-264-TP-148] pO<!56 N71-24391
Lover atmosphere Hind shear determined for
aircraft approach control from observations in
different American sites
p0586 N71-30837
BILE LABS., IHC., HUBTSVILLE, ALA.
Analytic functions and fluid mechanics for noise
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COHPOBATE SODECE INDEX IOOBG (ABTHOB) ABO CO. ,
propagation in supersonic jet exhaust flow
[NASA-CR-ISUS] p051t N71-27028
Prediction formulations for transonic fluctuating
pressure environments including protuberance
induced turbulent boundary layer flows
rNASA-CR-1199«7)
 P0712 B71-36677
WY1E LABS., IHC., BOCKVILLE. BD.
Comparison test to evaluate perceived noise level
for STOL and other aircraft sounds
f»R-70-9] p0587 N71-31075
ITOBIHG DNIV., LABAHIE.
Airborne photoelectric particle counter for
mapping clear air turbulence
rNASA-CR-111861] p0326 S71-20398
YODSG (ABTHUB) AND CO., BETHESDA, BD.
Calibration and preliminary analysis of passenger
demand and modal split models for northeast
Corridor of Dnited States
fPB-1909i»6] pOOtS H71-11C21
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pC'i»33 171-31547
FA692208
p0406 A71-28314
FC4701-68-C-0061
p010'4 K71-12210
F04701-70-C-0059
PC252 N71-18556
FG4701-7C-C-0159
p06B8 N71-36290
F19628-7C-C-0083
pOS22 N71-28217
F19628-70-C7-3230
pC315 N71-19848
P0330 N71-20774
p0530 H71-28685
P0716 K71-37042
F19628-70-C-0291
P0175 N71-16198
P0455 N71-24357
P0571 H71-29551
P0571 N71-29552
F29601-69-C-0039
P0169 N71-15636
F33615-67-C-1166
P0689 N71-36323
P33615-67-C-1187
p0043 B71-10734
F33615-67-C-1259
P0685 N71-35397
F33615-67-C-1298
P0315 871-19837
F33615-67-C-1758
P0176 S71-16290
F33615-68-C-1013
P0175 K71-16261
F33615-68-C-1097
P0470 N71-25846
F33615-68-C-1633
P0157 N71-1M537
p0157 N71-14538
PC323 N71-20180
F33615-69-C-1101
P0040 N7 1-10470
F33615-69-C-1110
p0459 N71-24555
F33615-69-C-1165
P0241 M71-17753
F33615-69-C-1 176
P0049 S71-11030
F33615-69-C-1265
p0715 N71-36930
F33615-69-C-1266
P0593 N71-31586
F33615-69-C-1359
P0328 N71-20617
F33615-69-C-1582
P0719 H71-376C9
F33615-69-C-1602
P0458 N71-24491
P0458 N71-24492
P0476 N71-26516
P0476 N71-26517
F33615-69-C-1664
P02U2 N71-17792
F33615-69-C-1719
PC712 N71-36674
F33615-69-C-1753
P0396 1171-23475
F33615-69-C-1827
P0719 N71-37608
P0720 N71-37616
F33615-69-C-1899
P0329 N71-20695
PC383 N71-22485
F33615-69-C-1904
P0576 N71-30173
F33615-70-C-1053
P0723 N71-37792
F33615-70-C-1156
PC590 N71-31288
F33615-70-C-1165
P0683 N71-35229
F33615-70-C-1190
PC682 N71-35221
F33615-70-C-1277
P0638 B71-33015
P0638 N71-33C16
F33615-70-C-1715
p0591 N71-31376
F33615-70-C-1795
P0334 N71-21368
F33615-71-C-1067
P0619 N71-31683
F33657-67-C-1520
. p0621 1171-31775
F33657-67-C-1527
P0621 N71-31744
F40600-70-C-0002
p0177 N71-16549
F40600-71-C-0002
p Q O U U N71-10832
P0378 N71-22300
P0624 N71-31894
PC637 1171-32991
F4C600-72-C-0003
p0708 H71-36408
p0715 H71-36845
F44620-67-C-0045
p0313 K71-19769
p0396 H71-23487
F44620-68-C-0027
p0046 H71-11007
F44620-68-C-0036
p0048 1171-11023
F44620-68-C-0069
p0180 N71-16886
F44620-69-C-0063
p0378 S71-22241
F44620-69-C-0089
p0516 N71-27333
F44620-69-C-0091
p0337 S71-21803
F44620-69-C-0096
p0398 H71-23660
F44620-70-C-0061
p0727 H71-38530
F61052-67-C-0009
p0038 N71-10386
F61052-68-C-0027
p0717 N71-37540
F61052-70-C-0005
p0035 H71-10219
KJ-D-3908-CB55C
p0397 1171-23547
HASA ORDER L-60739
p0470 1171-25784
p0470 N71-25785
NASA OEDER W-12994
p0642 N71-33325
NASA OEDER B-12996
p0713 S71-36770
NASS-76
. p0321 N71-20127
NASH-1549
pOOSO 1171-11032
p0532 N71-29023
NASW-1668
p0366 471-27555
p0366 471-27556
NASB-1695
p0126 H71-14055
p0465 N71-25024
NASd-1785
p0044 N71-10867
NASW-1849
p0675 N71-34025
NASB-1908
p0244 N71-17958
NASH-1922
p0632 H71-32563
HASH-1938
p0154 471-18596
p0530 N71-28882
N4SH-1940
p0313 N71-19752
NASK-1992
p0211 A71-21661
NASH-1997
p0374 N71-22135
NASH-2035
P0105 N71-12219
p0107 N71-12234
p0112 N71-12541
p0237 N71-1741H
p0237 N71-17468
p0248 1171-18401
p0329 N71-20719
p0391 N71-23278
p0398 1171-23702
p0402 N71-24053
p0577 1171-30263
p0578 N71-30350
p0591 101-31455
p0643 N71-33494
p0645 N71-33611
p0717 N71-37593
p0727 M71-38535
NASW-2036
p0324 N71-20256
NASM-2037
p0237 N71-17443
P02U8 N71-18397
p0327 N71-20531
p0400 N71-23796
p0401 S71-23967
D-2
P0522
p0579
P0586
p0628
p0633
p0718
-2038
P0108
P0109
P0127
P0258
p0470
N A S 1 -
(JAS1-
NAS1-
114S1-
NAS1-
NAS1
H A S T -
NAS1-
N A S 1 -
H4S1-
N4S1-
NAS1
NAS1
NAS1-
H4S1-
NAS1-
NAS1-
NAS1-
SAS1-
NASV
NAS1-
NASV
HAS1-
NAS1-
N4S1-
N4S1-
N4S1-
P0530
p0630
p0631
p0645
P0707
5002
P0261
5002-2
P0385
6«50
p0219
6666
p0126
6957
p0629
7129
p0159
p0173
P0178
P0236
P0239
p02!)0
P0252
7130
p0158
p0158
p0159
p0159
p0159
P0179
7315
p0260
7650
P0317
7850
P0386
8168
p0256
p0531
8350
p0662
P0707
8389
p0588
•81(23
p057i)
•81(1(8
pfl«50
8«77
p0120
8658
pOSSi)
p0388
8685
p057«
8763
p0179
8912
p0677
89«0
p0052
91«3
p0639
9200
p0710
9252
p0155
92811
p06i)1
91(26
pOtSO
P0259
91(311 '
P0431I
1171-28222
1171-30656
N71-30852
N71-32185
N71-32699
1171-37600
N71-122D5
1171-121(16
N71-1i(188
1171-18987
1171-25822
1171-25998
N71-28832
H71-321152
N71-32D55
N71-33625
N71-36398
1171-19289
N71-22625
A71-220G2
K71-1«0i(5
N71-32303
N71-14596
N71-15964
N71-16564
N71-17D26
N71-17591
N71-17668
1171-181(99
871-11(591
N71-14592
N71-H)593
N71-1i)594
N71-14595
N71-16627
N71-19276
N71-19912
N71-22672
N71-18865
N71-28883
471-1)1500
N71-36i(0i(
N71-3115U
N71-29893
471-3T089
N71-131(01(
471-36037
1171-23122
1171-29775
N71-16660
N71-3K2i)0
1171-111(22
N71-3311)0
N71-36U21
471-18625
B71-33283
471-31327
N71-19139
471-30333
p0629 B71-32369
9465
p0254 B71-18714
COHTBACT HOHBEH IBDEI
HAS1-9485
pOI)02 N71-2M021
NAS1-9196
pC633 N71-32797
p06U2 N71-33393
NAS1-9543
p0673 H71-3100<)
NAS1-9559
pC311 B71-19630
BAS1-9592
p0326 H71-20398
HAS1-9591)
p0631 1171-321(88
NAS1-9726
p0383 H71-22538
BAS1-9809
p06Ult B71-33560
NAS1-9926
p0352 471-25988
HAS1-9953
p0517 IJ71-2766D
NAS1-9987
p0565 N71-29221
NAS1-10105
p068C N71-35205
SAS1-10192
p0713 B71-36720
NAS1-10272
p0476 B71-26K17
NAS1-10290
pC328 S71-20630
NAS1-10347
p0681 N71-35208
NAS1-10410
p0160 B71-24586
SAS1-1C1|1)8
P032U N71-20271
NAS1-10459
p067<l N71-34013
p067K N71-3lt01U
NAS1-11019
p0727 N71-38283
NAS1-50021)
p0728 N71-38734
NAS2-3716
PQ332 B71-21087
NAS2-1151
p0263 471-22081
p0343 471-25351
pCt19 471-31083
NAS2-1389
p0630 H71-32385
NAS2-1515
p0723 N71-37835
NAS2-4667
p010U 1171-12211
NAS2-1765
p0365 471-27552
NAS2-1)821)
pO«21 471-291(69
KAS2-4880
p0160 H71-14613
p0526 H71-28386
BAS2-U992
p0334 1171-21320
HAS2-5168
P0448 471-31078
p0718 H71-3759U
NAS2-52i(7
p0630 N71-32453
p0637 U71-33002
SAS2-5«10
P0389 N71-23133
HAS2-5119
p0326 N71-20U21
NAS2-5458
p0677 1171-31(236
p0677 H71-34237
p0677 S71-3«238
p0677 N71-31239
p0681 H71-3538«
NAS2-5162
pOilUS A71-3078<t
BAS2-5K73
pOi«19 471-31087
NAS2-552i(
p0260 1171-19239
NAS2-5652
p0513 N71-27003
N4S2-5708
p0521 N71-28130
NAS2-5816
poeea »7i-35385
KAS2-5851
pC159 S71-1I4600
NAS2-5885
P0680 B71-35206
NAS2-5917
P0313 D71-19796
HAS2-5972
P0681 K71-35210
p0682 N71-35217
NAS2-59711
p O T I O K71-36U22
HAS2-6025
POK76 N71-26U16
NAS2-6037
P0673 »71-3i(001
NAS3-7605
p0716 D71-37373
NAS3-7609
POOS7 H71-12035
P0725 H71-38022
NAS3-7619
P0255 N71-187l(9
NAS3-7900
P0255 S71-187i(9
NAS3-7902
P0323 N71-20182
NAS3-9K01
P023"( K71-17393
NAS3-9»01(
P0106 H71-12227
NAS3-10U81
P0162 H71-11(672
P0162 H71-1H740
p0373 N71-21995
NAS3-10182
p0128 H71-14363
P0724 1171-37836
NAS3-10<(83
P0523 N71-28315
»AS3-1fli(98
POK68 H71-25397
P0630 H71-32370
HAS3-11157
P0163 H71-11851
P0163 N71-1i»852
P0163 H71-14863
P0164 H71-11861
P0468 H71-25460
pO«68 K71-25i»61
P0639 H71-33169
p06i(0 N71-33201
NAS3-11160
pOa68 N71-25«511
NAS3-1116K
P0389 H71-23132
HAS3-11531
P0162 N71-1t75l(
HAS3-12019
P02S9 N71-19122
NAS3-121(11 .
p0678 N71-3'(6'48
DAS3-12U23
P0679 N71-34915
»AS3-121(30
p0532 1171-29187
P0532 N71-29188
HAS3-12431
P0678 S71-3U9'(a
BAS3-12432
P0592 H71-31U82
NAS3-13207
P0163 N71-1JJ817
HAS3-13211
P0161 B71-1U890
BAS3-13219
p0651 A71-40325
HAS3-13U73
P0033 N71-10021
HAS3-ia30«
P0579 N71-30669
HAS3-1«305
P0469 S71-25772
MAS3-11327
P0679 N71-3'(9«5
NASU-1211
P0391 N71-23250
NAS5-1163U
pO»U5 571-30898
NASS-21079
p0686 N71-35770
NAS5-212I(1
p0260 N71-19250
' NAS5-21535
p0379 N71-22339
p0379 N71-223UO
NAS7-100
p0588 N71-31106
NAS8-a016
p0728 N71-38668
NAS8-20625
pO«21 A71-29U18
SAS8-2 111)0
p0065 A71-13135
HAS8-21250
p0521 N71-28161
NAS8-211(01
p0686 N71-355«6
NAS8-21K59
p010« H71-12210
NAS8-2i(390
p0126 N71-1i(086
NAS8-21(810
• pOi(02 1171-21(081
1IAS8-25700
p0712 H71-36677
NAS8-25893
pOa85 A71-31S72
p051« N71-27028
SAS8-25896
p0577 117 1-30278
NAS8-26145
p0533 A7 1-34225
HAS8-26213
p0112 1171-12533
NAS9-589
p0315 »71-19831)
NAS9-538i(
P0485 A71-31575
HAS9-6555
p0688 1171-36290
HAS9-81i(6
p0123 N71-13I)71)
NAS9-9781)
p072« N71-37862
NAS9-9828
p0162 N71-1i(755
NAS9-10385
p0580 H71-307i)1
NAS9-10987
p0179 1171-16713
NAS9-11081)
p0679 B71-35196
NAS12-602
p0151 A71-18i)89
p0110 871-121131
NAS12-656
p0295 471-24858
NAS12-207U
p0036 N71-10283
p0036 N71-10281)
p0037 N71-1029a
p0037 N71-10297
NAS12-2081
p0098 A71-15i)i(3
p0390 1171-23186
NAS12-2097
p067i) N71-34016
HAS12-2132
p0590 H7 1-31307
HAS12-2257
p0115 N71-12728
UBS CST-1I68
pOOi)8 S71-11021
H6L-01-002-001
p0169 N71-15553
NG1-05-020-007
p0508 A7 1-34021
p0596 A71-37163
HGL-07-002-002
p0231 H71-173U5
NGL-22-009-002
p0052 H71-11466
NGL-22-009-12a
p0209 A71-21335
p0610 471-38713
P0646 N71-33747
HGL-22-009-378
P0493 A71-32289
D-3
CONTEACT SUBBEE IHDEX
NGL-22-009-383
p0513 N71-27001
NGL-25-001-32
P0133 A71-30311 .
NGL-31-001-119
p0195 A71-32566
NGL-33-016-119
P0185 A71-19255
pOIII A71-30820
p0215 N71-18029
p0521 N71-28375
P0526 N71-28382
p0526 N71-28383
NGL-33-022-082
p0151 A71-18591
NGL-31-002-095
p0173 N71-16029
NGL-17-001-067
p0127 N71-11171
NGL-18-002-057
p0590 N71-31262
NGE-03-002-011
p0209 A71-21322
NGE-05-001-051
p0506 471-31005
p017C N71-15698
NGB-05-020-102
P0263 471-22080
P0167 N71-15311
NGE-05-020-131
p0597 471-37171
NGS-11-002-081
p0212 N71-17813
NGE-11-005-119
p0589 N71-31211
NGB-15-005-069
p0126 471-29776
NGB-17-001-013
p0221 471-22028
NGB-21-001-001
p0258 N71-18996
NGB-21-002-266
p0316 471-25191
p0555 471-36268
NGB-22-009-010
p0390 N71-23186
NGB-22-009-229
p0027 471-12682
P0595 471-37152
BGB-22-009-303
p0315 471-25171
pOIIS A71-31081
NGB-22-009-378
p0206 A71-20867
P0366 471-27560
P0192 471-32211
p0317 N71-20050
NGB-22-009-387
p0167 N71-25362
NGB-31-001-121
p0011 A71-10910
NGB-31-001-116
P0366 471-27559
p0367 471-27581
P0120 N71-13105
NGB-31-001-197
p0366 A71-27559
NGB-33-010-051
p0269 A71-22858
P0660 A71-10972
NGB-33-013-039
p0178 N71-16557
NGB-37-002-037
p0078 A71-11153
NGB-39-009-111
p0651 471-10193
p0172 N71-15827
p0718 N71-37598
NGB-11-001-021
P0209 471-21313
p0577 N71-30211
NGB-11-001-027
p0537 A71-31871
p0679 N71-35126
NGB-13-002-031
N71-31259
NGB-11-001-081
p0591 N71-31351
NGB-17-003-015
p0712 N71-36518
NGE-17-00 5-029
p0198 A71-20151
NGR-17-OC5-016
P0317 N71-20010
NGB-19-001-012
p0557 A71-36318
NGE-52-025-003
p0361 A71-27181
p0130 471-30068
p0323 N71-20183
NGT-11-002-061
p0212 H71-17813
NGT-17-003-028
p0169 N71-15557
NGT-19-001-015
P0585 N71-30800
NONE-220/58/
p0118 471-18222
NONB-710/57/
p0085 A71-11978
NOSB-1858/50/
p0158 N71-11558
NONB-2300/05/
p0109 S71-12100
NONB-3903/00/ /X/
p0292 471-21616
NONB-3963/26/
p0391 N71-23215
NONB-1192/01/
p0168 N71-15393
NONB-1761/00/
pO"721 N71-37921
NOH-62-0601-C
p0289 471-21338
NOB-63-0601-C
p0127 N71-11199
NOH-66-0160-D
p0627 N71-32059
p0627 N71-32060
p0627 N71-32061
NOK-66-0657-F
p0151 A71-31100
NBC 4-2003
p0139 A71-30601
NBC A-1308
p0351 A71-26196
NEC A-5573
pC115 A71-28985
NSF GA-611X
p0291 A71-21589
NSF GA-819
p0088 A71-15027
NSF GA-935
p0529 N71-28616
NSF GA-1595X
p0065 471-13135
NSF GJ-9
p0191 471-19887
NSF GK-671-
p0103 N71-12202
NSF GK-2053
p0010 471-10931
P0121 471-29150
p0327 H71-20539
p0327 N71-20510
NSF GK-2533
p0103 N71-12202
NSF GK-1773
p0077 A71-11113
NSF GK-5215
p0559 A71-36198
NSF GK-5608
pOIII 471-30799
NSF GK-12697
P0221 A71-22033
NSF GK-13303
p0120 A71-29378
NSF GK-15109
p0193 A71-32289
NSF GP-579
p0158 N71-11558
NSF GP-13982
p0693 A71-13317
NSF GD-2161
p0212 N71-17813
NSF 61-1022
p0138 A71-16965
NSG /F/-21
P0267 471-22727
NSG-13 p0077 471-11131
NSG-311
p0313 A71-25325
NSG-398
p0316 A71-25191
pC555 A71-36268
NSG-682
p0138 A71-16965
NSG/T/-65
p0082 A71-1115C
NSE-31-001-101
p0670 A71-12833
p0171 N71-26170
N0011-68-A-0193-0031
pOOSS 471-15027
H00011-66-C-0320
p0098 A71-15111
N00011-67-A-0077-C002
p0376 N71-22166
NOOO11-67-A-0181-0017
p0316 N71-19856
N00011-67-A-0181-0018
p0312 N71-19731
N00011-67-A-0181-0019
pC379 N71-22315
N00011-67-A-0202-0016
pOOII N71-10562
NOOC11-67-A-0201-0002
p0137 A71-16961
NOCO11-67-A-0226-0013
p0529 N71-28578
NOOC11-67-A-0305-0011
p0255 N71-18739
N00011-67-&-0320-0003
p0721 N71-37921
N00011-67-A-0377-0006
p0335 N71-21600
N00011-68-A-0091
p0169 N71-25621
p0515 N71-27155
p0576 N71-30171
N00011-68-A-0193-0001
p0168 N71-15165
NOOO11^68-A-0506-0001
p0376 N71-22169
N00011-68-A-0512
p0651 A71-10173
p0103 N71-12203
p0680 N71-35202
N00011-68-C-0191
p0638 N71-33076
N00011-68-C-0211
p0098 A71-15111
p0257 N71-18937
N00011-68-C-0289
p0311 N71-19817
N00011-69-A-0117
p0052 N71-11139
N00011-69-A-0132
p0612 N71-33315
H00011-69-C-0101
p0139 A71-30609
p0371 N71-21922
N00011-69-C-0108
p0520 N71-28057
P0521 S71-28121
p0529 N71-28592
N00011-69-C-0169
p0093 A71-15110
B00011-69-C-0267
p0213 N71-17907
H00011-69-C-0339
p0168 N71-15392
H0.0011-69-C-1069
p0708 N71-36106
BOOOl1-70rC-0021
p0053 N71-11519
N00011-70-C-0099
p0537 A71-31881
K00011-70-C-0215
p0572 N71-29660
N00011-70-C-0371
p0033 N71-10091
N00011-71-C-0197
p0702 A71-11620
HOOOli-71-C-0250
p0181 A71-31568
N00017-67-C-0008
p0010 A71-10926
H00019-68-C-0075
p0200 A71-20309
N00019-68-C-0119
pOSOl A71-33311
N00019-69-C-0088
pOIII A71-17691
N00019-69-C-0101
p0182 A71-18835
N00019-69-C-0137
p0398 N71-23673
N00019-69-C-0219
pOIIS 471-31081
p0683 N71-35226
N00019-69-C-0271
p0353 A71-25992
N00019-69-C-0292
p0171 N71-25876
N00019-69-C-0533
p0255 N71-18801
N00019-69-0531
p0698 A71-11113
N00019-70-C-0100
p0718 N71-37597
N00019-70-C-0118
p0171 N71-25876
N00019-70-C-0156
p0595 A71-37156
N00019-70-C-0228
p0055 N71-11670
N00019-70-C-0330
P0725 N71-38133
N00019-70-C-0371
p0729 N71-38760
N00019-70-C-0126
p0721 N71-37723
N00600-69-C-1072
p0720 N71-37611
N62269-70-C-0016
p0392 H71-23306
p0398 N71-23609
B62269-70-C-0172
p0522 N71-28211
K62269-70-C-0311
p0519 A71-35778
N62306-71-C-0030
p0667 471-12082
PD/10/052
p0565 N71-29285
p0565 N71-29286
PD/18/09/4DB
p0156 N71-21116
PHS-EC-00287
p0201 471-20717
SKP-1 p0258 N71-18962
SBC B/SB/3271
p0113 471-17621
nKTSD-C-1539
P0379 N71-22379
p0380 N71-22380
OSDI-11-06-D-5979
p0210 471-21150
DSDT TSC-91
p0597 471-37198
OSDT TSC-113
p0595 A71-37152
W-7105-ENG-26
p0108 N71-12212
S-7105-ENG-18
p0728 N71-38552
117 p0580 N71-30718
117-07-01-00
p0611 N71-33239
117-89 p0612 N71-33395
120-27 pOIOI N71-12208
pOIOI N71-12209
pOIOI N71-12213
p0231 N71-17351
p0213 H71-17882
p0398 N71-23659
p0631 N71-32166
121-07-01-03-00-21
p0229 N71-17131
121-07-11-11-00-21
p0177 H71-16533
p0177 N71-16531
P0177 N71-16535
121-07-13-10-00-21
p0611 N71-33211
121-07-18-06
P0127 N71-11138
121-07-21-01
p0177 N71-16538
D-1
COBTBACT HOHBEB IRDEX
124-07-24-05
p0164 B71-14943
p0389 B71-23135
1211-08-20-04
p0126 B71-14056
124-64-01-04
P0164 B71-14945
124-64-02-03-23
p0475 N71-26354
125-06-10-13-25
p0325 N71-20305
125-17-03-01-00-21
p0253 B71-18566
125-17-01-04-211
p0513 N71-27002
125-19-01-03-24
p0250 H71-18442
125-19-03-02-24
p0642 H71-33307
125-19-03-11-00-21
p0255 N71-18836
125-19-03-15-00-21
pC255 B71-18761
125-19-20-01-00-21
p0631 S71-32473
126-13-02-02-24
p0530 H71-28872
126-13-10-01
p0372 B71-21973
p0579 N71-30530
'126-13-10-03
p0033 H71-10052
126-13-10-04
p0236 B71-17415
p0236 N71-17425
126-13-10-06
p0236 B71-17424
126-13-10-06-23
pC588 N71-31154
126-13-10-10-00-21
p0123 H71-13763
126-13-10-22
p0160 N71-14614
126-13-11-01
P0322 1171-20156
126-13-11-03
P0372 N71-21961
p0388 H71-23125
126-14-14-01
P0044 B71-1C866
126-14-14-02
P0388 N71-23091
126-15 p0040 K71-10467
P0053 N71-11579
P0326 N71-20392
p0468 B71-25411
p0470 1171-25783
p0591 B71-31456
126-15-01-02-22
p0475 H71-26355
126-15-02-02-24
p0384 B71-22614
126-15-13
p0254 B71-18733
126-61 p0231 1171-17254
p0389 B71-23134
p0587 N71-31096
126-61-03-01-24
p0172 871-15820
p0244 N71-17951
126-61-10-00
p0521 N71-28129
126-61-10-01
p0168 B71-15422
126-61-11-01
p0384 N71-22620
126-61-12-01
P0323 1171-20158
126-61-12-05
pC107 H71-12235
126-62-01-04-24
P0468 N71-25537
126-62-03-05-00-21
p0257 1171-18929
126-62-10-01
p0373 1171-22068
P0520 N71-28009
126-62-11-01
p0325 B7 1-20292
126-62-11-02
p0460 N71-24582
126-63-11-05 p0521 B71-28128
p0384 H71-22589
126-63-11-35
p0323 B71-20181
126-63-11-36
p0161 N71-14634
126-63-12-05
p0574 B71-29775
127-51-17-07
p0164 H71-14944
127-51-41-04
p0384 K71-22590
127-51-41-05
p0115 B71-12736
p0164 H71-14981
128-31 p0324 B71-20288
128-70 p0335 H71-21512
129-01-22-01
p0105 B71-12215
129-01-22-10
p0244 H71-18015
129-02-22-04
p0172 N71-15819
129-03-21-01
p0374 B71-22076
p0531 N71-28891
130-06-01-29-00-15
p0321 B71-20114
133-61-10-07
p0590 B71-31242
133-61-12-01
p0633 B71-32798
136-13-01
p0644 H71-33546
136-13-01-04
p0646 B71-33776
136-13-02-02
p0633 H71-32792
136-13-05-01
p0589 B71-31207
136-62-02-03
p0577 N71-30282
136-63-02-04
p0590 B71-31330
136-63-02-22
P0629 N71-32211
188-48-01-01-00-21
pC243 1171-17877
709-12-00-01
P0520 N71-28021
720-01-10-01
p0384 N71-22622
720-01-10-02-00-21
p0253 1171-18559
720-01-11-02
p0053 N71-11520
pC321 K71-20126
720-03 p0045 N71-10982
p0046 1171-11010
p0051 H71-11061
p0109 N71-12421
p0109 N71-12422
p0117 N71-13080
p0125 1171-14019
p0229 1171-17130
p0230 1171-17247
P0235 N71-17414
'p0238 B71-17506
p0239 N71-17554
P0239 H71-17589
PC239 N71-17590
p0248 H71-18138
p0253 H71-18560
p0253 B71-18561
P0256 1171-18863
P0256 1171-18882
P0312 H71-19707
p0316 N71-19853
P0325 B71-20291
P0326 N71-20419
p0327 K71-20533
P0328 1171-20674
p0329 B71-20766
P0335 K71-21508
p0384 1171-22568
P0387 N71-22680
P0389 N71-23126
p0401 N71-23980
P0467 1171-25384
p0470 1171-25872
p0520 N71-28041
p0573 H71-29745
p0576 N71-30072
p0576 H71-30117
p0578 H71-30283
p0586 N71-30817
p0628 B71-32144
p0628 H71-32156
720-03-01-10-00-21
p0116 H71-13024
720-03-10-01
P0161 H71-14669
720-03-10-03-00-21
p0513 N71-26985
720-03-11-01
p0036 H71-10276
720-04-10-01
p0388 H71-23115
720-13 p0041 H71-10537
720-51-00-04-24
P0580 H71-30718
720-51-00-07-24
P0122 B71-13419
p0252 B71-18509
720-52-00-04-24
p0640 H71-33211
721-01-00-05-00-21
p0161 1171-14638
721-01-00-15-00-21
p0122 N71-13420
721-01-10-01
p0049 B71-11025
721-01-10-02
P0177 B71-16539
721-01-10-06
p0519 N71-28008
721-01-11-01
• p0107 B71-12239
p0521 N71-28077
721-01-11-02-00-21
p0400 B71-23861
721-01-11-06
p0040 N71-10495
P0160 B71-14605
p0236 B71-17423
p0236 K71-17433
p0373 1171-22069
p0388 B71-23124
721-01-12-01
p0116 1171-13023
721-03 p0240 H71-17641
p0573 1171-29774
721-03-00-06-00-21
p0252 1171-18558
721-05-10-09
p0178 B71-16584
721-52-11-01-00-21
p0634 B71-32805
721-56 p0576 B71-30055
721-60-10-01
p0323 N71-20191
721-60-10-02-00-21
p0399 B71-23779
p0643 H71-33517
722-01-00-02-00-21
p0248 M71-18367
722-01-10-04
p0389 B71-23127
722-01-10-07
p0530 B71-28861
722-01-10-10
p0161 1171-14635
722-02-10-02
p0245 1171-18025
722-03 p0243 1171-17876
p0575 1171-29920
722-03-10-01
p0324 1171-20195
722-51-00-01-24
p0401 N71-23922
722-51-00-06-24
p0249 1171-18422 '
727-00-00-01-24
p0157 1171-14501
p0157 B71-14526
p0157 B71-14527
p0165 B71-15003
p0460 1171-24581
732-01-00-02-24
P0229 B71-17132
736-01-10-01
p0400 B71-23860
737-01-10-01
p0045 B71-11004
737-52 p0056 B71-11882
737-54-10-01
p0639 B71-33140
760-74-01-03
p0585 B71-30813
764-74-02-01
p0629 B71-32307
789-50-01-01-15
p0167 B71-15380
p0312 B71-19706
815-10-01-02
p0251 H71-18480
815-20-09-08
p0230 B71-17253
976-30-20-00-62
p0237 B71-17444
110-06-02-96-15
p0725 B71-37928
117-07-01-01
p0673 B71-34008
117-07-04-01
p0676 H71-34026
117-07-04-08
p0728 B71-38758
120-34 p0709 H71-36414
124-07-28-01-21
p0709 N71-36418
126-00-00-00-00
p0718 B71-37594
126-15 p0715 B71-36830
p0726 B71-38277
126-63-11-45
p0716 B71-37384
133-61-12-01
p0676 H71-34027
p0711 B71-36431
134-14-04-01
p0687 N71-36253
136-13-01-05
p0679 B71-35197
136-13-02-01
p0709 B71-36413
136-13-05-01
p0713 N71-36697
136-62-01-02
p0675 B71-34022
" 136-62-02-03
p0719 B71-37603
136-63-02-37
p0710 N71-36426
136-80-01-04
p0673 N71-34009
p071B B71-37601
720-01-11-01
p0708 B71-36411
720-03 p0687 B71-36120
p0717 B71-37563
720-06-00-01-24
p0712 B71-36672
p0723 B71-37823
721-01-00-16-21
p0711 S71-36435
721-03 p0729 N71-38767
721-60-10-05-21
p0711 N71-36436
760-72-01-02
P0676 1171-34028
p0681 B71-35213
760-72-01-05
p0684 N71-35386
p0712 N71-36675
760-74-01-03
p0709 B71-36415
760-75-01-00-21
p0709 N71-36416
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A-70/KLO/067
A-579-2406-6
A-2822
A-2842
A-2897
A-2996
A-3189
A-3244
A-3342
A-3516
A-3523
A-3548
A-3567
A-3613
A-3637
A-3668
i-3670
A-3691
A-3709
A-3710
A-3711
A-3716
A-3722
A-3727
A-3770
A-3863
A-3901
A-3927
A-4005
A-4013
A-4046
AAEE/963-PT-1
SASE-69-7
AASE-71-42
p0162
p0725
p0161
p0253
p0255
p0122
P0252
p0255
p0711
p0 1 1 6
p0634
p0257
p0248
p0641
p0312
p0167
p0400
p0243
p0177
P0177
p0177
p0253
p0123
p0321
, p0513
p0399
p0631
p0711
p0709
p0709
p0725
p0391
p0397
P0631
pC719
N71-14792
H71-38133
N71-14638*
N71-18566*
N71-18836*
1171-13420*
N71-18558*
N71-18761*
K71-36435*
N71-13C24*
N71-32805*
N71-18929*
N71-18367*
H71-3324I4*
N71-19706*
B71-15380*
H71-23861*
H71-17877*
N71-16533*
1171-16534*
N71-16535*
N71-18559*
N71-13763*
N71-20114*
N71-26985*
1171-23779*
N71-32473*
N71-36436*
N71-36416*
1171-361118*
H71-37928*
N71-23245
1171-23498
871-32818
H71-37609
ACSI-J-9360 p0710 1171-36429 *
ACTEO-33C pC726 N71-38215
AD-701974 p0571 1171-29562 *
AD-702738
 P0162 H71-14810
AD-703998 p0571 N71-29557
AD-709934 p0035 H71-10184
AD-710347 p0035 N71-10249
AD-710356 pOC31 1171-10122
AD-710197 p0035 1171-10183
AD-710638 p0039 N71-10390
AD-710641 pOC4C N71-10461
AD-710694 pOOtO 871-10470
AD-710696 p0038 H71-10386
AD-710722 p0041 H71-10563
AD-710794 pOOtl H71-10562
&D-710948 p0042 H71-10564
AD-710962 p0042 N71-10681
AD-710971 p0042 1171-10679
AD-710982 p0042 1171-10682
AD-711055 p0037 1171-10328
4D-711073 p0039 N71-10434
AD-711121 p0041 N71-10546
AD-711313 p0052 N71-11139
AD-711359 pOOU2 H71-10705
AD-711381 p0045 N71-10949
AD-711383 pOOH3 B71-10734
AD-711390 p0045 N71-10948
AD-711396 p0049 N71-11030
AD-711410 p0048 N71-11C23
AD-711534 p0013 1171-10735
AD-711540 :. p0045 N71-11005
AD-711555 p0127 N71-14163
AD-711556 p0057 N71-11968
AD-711578 p0046 N71-11006
AD-711642 p0048 N71-11022
AD-711662 p0043 N71-10737
AD-711665 p0044 H71-10832
AD-711757 p004U N71-10853
AD-711830 p0046 B71-11011
AD-711892 p0056 1171-11890
AD-711910 p0109 N71-12400
AD-711921 p0046 S71-11008
AD-711950 p0055 N71-11670
AD-711955 p0103 N71-12203
AD-711963 p0033 N71-10094
AD-712017 pOOSO N71-11031
AD-712075 p0103 K71-12204
AD-712080 p0052 H71-11129
AD-712084 p0053 H71-11519
AD-712087 p0046 N71-11007
AD-712103 -... p0056 H71-11848
AD-712113 p0168 N71-15465
AD-712336 pOOSS N71-12075
4D-712368
 P0056 H71-11876
AD-712392 pC116 B71-12997
AD-712397 p0116 S71-13060
AD-712406 p0107 N71-12240
AD-712509 p0103 N71-12205
AD-712511 p0119 N71-13194
AD-712527 p0103 N71-12206
AD-712645 p0107 N71-12236
AD-712667 p0106 N71-12230
AD-712681 p0115 N71-12680
AD-712702 p0103 N71-12207
AD-712720 p0106 N71-12232
AD-712999 p0116 H71-13070
AD-713077 p0164 N71-14913
AD-713125 p0158 N71-14558
AD-713136 p0168 H71-15392
AD-713141 p0168 N71-15393
AD-713188 p0163 N71-14811
AD-713222 p0160 N71-14603
AD-713402" p0158 N71-14585
AD-713415 p0157 N71-14555
AD-713461 -. p0158 S71-14584
AD-713502 p0164 H71-14902
AD-713520 p0158 N71-14559
AD-713522
 P0165 N71-15215
AD-713553 p0167 H71-15391
AD-713587 p0160 N71-1460U
AD-713612 p0160 N71-14617
AD-713625 p0168 N71-15428
AD-713636 p0161 N71-14623
AD-713644 ' p0169 N71-15636
AD-713727 p0157 N71-14538
AD-713762 p0161 N71-14649
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AD-71384C p0157 N71-
AD-713B72 p0175 N71-
AD-713873 pC175 N71-
AD-713897 p0176 N71-
AD-713917 P0176 N71-
AD-714C74 p0176 N71-
AD-711076 pC175 1171-
AD-714109 p018C N71-
AD-714111 p0175 N71-
AD-714140 p0176
AD-714292 p0176
AD-714362 p0314
AD-714500 p0180
AD-7145CS pC178
AD-714554 pC175
AD-714565 p0177
AD-714585 p0178
AD-714621 p0172
AD-714638 p0172
AD-711790 p0245
AD-714796 p0241
1171-
N71-
AD-714858 p0242 N71-
AD-714915 p0243
AD-714954 p02«4
N7V
H71-
AD-715C05 p0245 S71-
AD-715071 p0243 1171-
AD-715100 p0243 N71-
AD-715107 p0243 1171-
AD-715110 p0241 N71-
AD-715222 p02«8 N71-
AD-715232 p0241 N71-
AD-715315 p0241 N71-
AD-715317 p0242 N71-
AD-715335 p0242 H7V
AD-715419 p0256 871-
AD-715U38 p0257 871-
AD-715458 p0255 M71-
AD-715626 p0255 K7V
AD-715851 p0255 871-
AD-715901 p0252 N71-
AD-715907 p0254 S71-
AD-715909 p0254 H71-
AD-715926 p0254 N71-
AD-715939 p0310 N71-
AD-715982 p0323 871-
AD-716023 p0311 871-
AD-716026 p0312 U71
AD-716055 p0312 871-
AD-716336 p0310 871-
AD-716345 p0310 871-
AD-716361 p0311 1I71-
AD-716370 p0310 B71-
AD-716395 p0314 N71-
AD-716IHO p0313 H71-
AD-716417 p0316 S7V
AD-716125 P0315 1I71-
AD-716463 p0316 N71-
AD-716183 p0522 1171
AD-7161196 p0309 N71-
AD-716U99 p0310 H71-
AD-716509 p0310 K71-
AD-716517 p0312 K71-
AD-716526 p0311 N71-
AD-716603 P0312 S71-
AD-716677 p0313 N71-
AD-716755 p0335 H71-
AD-7168111 p0330 H71-
AD-716816 p0330 N71-
AD-716818 ; p0330 S71-
AD-716855 p0336 H71-
AD-716938 p0330 B71-
AD-7170111 p0329 N71-
AD-717015 p0332 S7V
AD-717025 P0337 N71-
AD-7170U7 P0331 N71-
AD-717053 p0331 N71-
AD-717Q58 p0329 S71-
AD-717067 p0335 N71-
AD-717096 p0331 N71-
AD-717168 p0328 N71-
AD-717181 p0329 B71-
AD-717183 p033H N71-
.AD-717193 p0335 H71-
AD-717201 p0337 N71-
AD-717339 p037K S71-
AD-71731H p0378 1171-
AD-717397 p0376 N71-
AD-717H18 p037« N71-
1Q537
16262
16225
16452
16309
16290
16261
16886
16198
16295
16192
19830
1687U
16616
16252
16549
16565
15963
15923
16019
18034
17747
17832
17908
18018
18036
17907
17906
17854
17733
18269
17728
17753
17792
17766
18920
18937
18739
18801
18734
18556
18717
18651
18729
19549
20180
19656
19709
19731
19548
19560
19603
19558
19817
19769
19908
19848
19856
28217
19488
19515
19559
19696
19574
19702
19735
21523
20824
20774
20806
21634
20811
20754
21166
21707
21363
20924
20765
21600
20922
20617
20695
21368
21623
21803
22098
22232
22166
22087
AD-717567 p0371 N71-21915
AD-717576 p0375 N71-22136
AD-717640 p0371 871-21922
AD-717655 p0376 N71-22174
AD-717667 p0379 N71-22345
AD-717717
 P0378 N71-22300
AD-717727 p0375 N71-22158
AD-717728 p0384 N71-22593
AD-717739 p0376 N71-22169
AD-717740 p0383 H71-22485
AD-717772 p0378 N71-22241
AD-717825 p0375 N71-22156
AD-717826 p0376 S71-22163
AD-717835 p0373 N71-22011
AD-717852 p0381 H71-22426
AD-717878 p0392 S71-23297
AD-717953 pC397 N71-23591
AD-717969 p0398 N71-23673
AD-718024 p0398 H71-23660
AD-718054 p0398 H71-23609
AD-718091 p0400 N71-23805
AD-718097 p0399 1171-23748
AD-718098 p0397 N71-23528
AD-718121 p0396 N71^23475
AD-718122 p0458 N71-24492
AD-718123 p0458 871-24491
AD-718167 p0392 1171-23306
AD-718227 p0396 1171-23480
AD-718285 p0400 N71-23818
AD-718335 p0397 H71-23488
AD-718397 p0392 N71-23333
AD-718405 p0396 1171-23487
AD-718418 p0396 S71-23438
AD-718432 p0398 N71-23625
AD-718474 p0397 S71-23538
AD-718639 p0462 N71-24669
AD-718798 p0392 N71-23314
AD-718808 p0393 H71-23387
AD-718835 p0399 S71-23738
AD-718871 p0522 N71-28216
AD-718893 p0391 N71-23245
AD-718972 p0459 N71-24555
AD-718997 p0455 N71-24357
AD-719096 p0455 N71-2U369
AD-719101 p0457 H71-24461
AD-719102 p0457 N71-24459
AD-719103 p0455 N71-24379
AD-719104 p0457 S71-24451
AD-719107 p0457 N71-24457
AD-719109 p0457 N71-24452
AD-719280 p0457 H71-24479
AD-719480 p0455 N71-24351
AD-719502 p0455 S71-24375
AD-719585 p0466 N71-25133
AD-719675 p0460 1171-24603
AD-719698 p0456 N71-24433
AD-719711 p0518 N71-27679
AD-719746 p0466 N71-25060
AD-719756 p0466 1171-25092
AD-719802 p0465 1171-25048
AD-719803 p0465 H71-250H9
AD-719804 p0465 H71-25032
AD-719822 p0465 H71-24954
AD-719823 p0467 N71-25209
AD-719834 p0467 H71-25359
AD-719854 p0466 N71-25053
AD-719889 p0469 H71-25604
AD-719906 p0469 N71-25621
AD-719913 p0470 N71-25808
AD-719922 p0469 N71-25622
AD-720232 p0476 M71-26516
AD-720233 p0476 1171-26517
AD-720239 pO«75 H71-26383
AD-720273 p0675 S7 1-34024
AD-720319 p0516 1171-27206
AD-720366 p0471 1171-25955
AD-720398 ^0471 H71-25876
AD-720563 • p0474 H71-26195
AD-720570 p0474 K71-26194
AD-720708 p0519 N71-27807
AD-720732 , p0515 N71-27155
AD-720740 p0477 H71-26538
AD-720846 p0470 N71-25846
AD-720852 p0516 1171-27333
AD-720889 p0516 N71-27220
AD-720905 p0516 H71-27208
AD-721026 p0519 H71-27987
AD-721027 p0517 1171-27354
AD-721155 p0511 N71-26895
E-2
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOH HDHBEE IHDEX
1D-721160
AD-721192
AD-72125U
AD-721312
AD-721323
AD-721321
AD-721325
AD-721355
AD-721359
AD-721<163
AD-721<171
AD-7211174
AD-721527
AD-721513
AD-721661
AD-721665
AD-721675
AD-721726
AD-721728
AD-721887
AD-721912
AD-721959
AD-722025
AD-722072
AD-722231
AD-722250
AD-722283 ;....
A'D-722303
AD-722345
AD-722316
AD-722365
AD-722366
AD-722IM2
AD-7221127
AD-722<tU7
AD-722571
AD-722S83
AD-722652
AD-722655
AD-722698
AD-722721 :
AD-722736
AD-722773
AD-72277Q
AD-722828
AD-722851
AD-722855
AD-722910
AD-723028
AD-723033
AD-723034
AD-723036
AD-723189
AD-723227
AD-723294
AD-723302
AD-723317
AD-723321
AD-7231111
AD-7231436
AD-723521
AD-723558
AD-723591
AD-723631
AD-723679
AD-723820
AD-723823
AD-723824
AD-723BU1
AD-723977
AD-723988
AD-723989
AD-724C69
AD-721079
AD-72U081
AD-724082
AD-721092
AD-724125
AD-724132
AD-721HUU
AD-724185
AD-72U192
p0519 N71-27830
p0511 N71-26920
p0516 1171-27196
..; p0522 N71-28275
p0528 N71-28U2I*
p0528 M71-28U23
p0528' N71-28422
p0521 H71-28124
P0520 N71-28057
pOS30 N71-2868S
p0529 H71-28580
p0646 N71-337U7*
p0528 N71-28409
p0528 N71-28411
p0528 N71-28507
p0529 N71-28578
P0529 N71-28576
p0627 N71-32065
.• p0522 N71-2827<t
pOS28 H71-2843<t
p0529 N71-28592
p0531 U71-28927
p0522 (171-28211
p057C N71-29430
p0529 N71 28577
p0523 1)71-28338
p0570 N71-29500
pOS72 N71-29657
p057U 1171-29907
p05711 1171-29906
P057H N71-29777
pC622 N71-31793
p0573 N71-29708
p0572 H71-29660
p0591 N71-31400
p0591 N71-313U7
p0625 N71-31933
p0586 N71-30887
p0574 N71-29796
p0574 1171-29895
p0576 N71-30173
p0591 N71-31376
p0589 H71-31213
p0620 H71-31698
p0590 N71-31288
p0577 1171-30253
p0625 N71-31940
p057U N71 29797
p0577 N71-30258
p0627 N71-32050
p0623 N71-31805
p0621 N71-3189U
p0621 N71-31775
: p0619 N71-31683
p0625 N71-3193U
p0593 N71 31586
p0623 1171-31815
p0620 N71-31723
p0629 N71-32330
p0625 H71-31932
p0621 N71-31772
P0627 N71-32025
p0620 H71-31727
p0627 1171-32059
p0627 H71-32060
p0627 1171-32061
p0635 1171-32931
p0637 H71-32992
p0642 N71-33312
P0639 H71-33093
p0639 N71-33121I
p0639 N71-33080
p0637 H71-33005
p0637 H71-33006
p063« H71-3280U
p0635 N71-32890
p0637 N71-32981
p0635 1171-32927
p0638 871-33016
p0638 1171-33015
p0636 N71-3293U
p0636 N71-32935
AD-72H28U p0681 N71-35211
AD-721286 p0637 H71-33007
AD-721336 p0638 S71-33076
AD-7243«« p06«2 N71-33315
AD-724500 p06«0 1171-33180
AD-72H663 p0636 H71-32953
AD-72H675 p0610 H71-3322H
AD-724676 p0639 S71-33079
AD-72U682 p0611 N71-33278
AD-721687 p0637 B71-32991
AD-726350 p0682 1171-35218
AD-726it3<4 p0680 S71-35202
AD-726<(66 p0716 N71-37381
AD-726512 p0686 N71-35U9U
AD-7265U6 p0679 N71-35201
AD-726547 p0685 N71-35U20
AD-726S59 p0683 H71-35222
AD-726568 p0724 N71-37922
AD-726572 p0682 H71-35219
AD-726580 ;. p0683 N71-3522U
AD-726581 p0683 N71-35225
AD-72658U p0682 N71-35221
AD-726586 p0682 N71-35220
AD-726603 p0687 N71-35782
AD-726605 p0685 N71-35a21
AD-7266U3 p0683 H71-35229
AD-726700 p0710 N71-36U30
AD-726717 p0683 N71-35226
AD-726736 p0708 N71-36U06
AD-726767 p0708 B71-36U09
AD-726811 p0710 H71-36<t29
AD-726872 p0683 N71-35227
AD-726891 p0685 H71-35398
AD-726893 p0686 H71-35558
AD-726951 p0711 N71-36U32
AD-727005 p0715 N71-368U5
AD-727006 p0708 »71-36«08
AD-727007 p0683 N71-35228
AD-727017 .- p0689 1171-36323
AD-727025 p0684 S71-35280
AD-727031 p0713 N71-36748
AD-727047 p0685 N71-35397
AD-727051 p068t N71-35396
AD-727056 p0712 N71-3667t
AD-727060 p0715 N71-36930
AD-727086 p0721 H71-37707
AD-727121 p0711 S71-36«39
AD-727175 p0717 N71-37387
AD-727188 p0727 1171-38538
AD-727191 p0725 N71-38032
AD-727195 p0720 1171-37613
AD-727196 p0720 N71-37612
AD-727199 p0727 N71-38531
AD-727210 p0720 N71-37615
AD-727338 p0729 1171-38789
AD-727174 p0718 N71-37602
AD-727574 p0721 N71-37723
AD-727591 p0723 1171-37821
AD-727605 p0722 N71-37766
AD-727607 p0722 N71-37765
AD-727628 p0718 N71-37597
AD-727630 p0724 H71-37921
ID-727635 p0720 H71-37610
AD-727728 p0725 1171-38132
AD-7277U5 p0729 N71-38760
AD-727750 p0725 N71-38133
AD-727753 p0720 N71-3761U
AD-727761 p0723 N71-37792
AD-727762 p0720 1171-37616
AD-727763 pC719 1171-37608
AD-727767 p0719 N71-37609
AD-727769 p0716 N71-37012
AD-727773 p0717 1171-37510
AD-72777« p0709 N71-36«19
AD-727782 p0727 H71-38530
AD-727789 p0720 N71-37611
AD-727851 p072« 871-37850
AD-727860 .' p0721 N71-37618
AD-727881 p0720 H71-37617
AD-727917 p0722 H71-37772
AD-727959 p0727 H71-385M1
AD-727960 p0728 N71-38512
AD-728009 p0721 H71-37619
AD-875901 p0329 H71-20702
ADS-TH-68-1 p0337 H71-21707
AE-2U8-S p0165 N71-15151
AE-326/021-V01-1 p0565 H71-29285
B-3
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOB HDBBEB INDEX
AE-326/021-VOL-2 p0565 N71-29286 *
AECL-366« p0218 N71-18161 *
AEDC-TE-70-192 pOOtl N71-10832 *
&EDC-IH-70-250 p0177 N71-16519 *
AEDC-TR-70-265 p0378 N71-22300 *
AEDC-TR-71-60 p0637 N71-32991 #
AEDC-TR-71-77 p062U N71-31891 *
AEDC-TS-71-85 p0715 N71-368<»5 t
AEDC-TR-71-105 p0708 N71-36108 #
AEEP-1(038-115-714 p0317 N71-20040**
AEBO-1 p0121 N71-13415 *
AERO-1162 p0176 N71-16309 *
AEEO-1176 p037<t N71-22098 #
AETS-13857 p0621 N71-31714 #
AEWES-MISC-PAPER-S-71-11 p0639 N71-33093 #
AEWES-TR-C-71-1 p0725 N71-38132 *
AESES-TR-S-70-5 p0176 N71-16152 *
AF-2883-S-1 p0673 S71-34001*#
AFAPL-TR-70-2 p025lt H71-18717 #
AFAPL-TH-70-22 p0056 N71-11876 f
AFAP1-TR-70-23 p0160 N71-11617 *
AFAPL-TB-70-D6 p0254 N71-18729 #
AFAPL-TR-70-63 p0396 H71-23438 *
AFAPL-TE-70-65 pOIOC N71-23805 #
AFAPL-TR-70-80 p0635 N71-32927 #
AFAPL-TR-70-82 p0529 1171-28576 #
AFAPL-TB-71-35 p0715 N71-36930 »
AFAPL-TE-71-46 p0723 N71-37792 *
4FCRL-EEP-352 p0713 N71-36748 *
AFCBL-70-0279 p0160 N71-11603 #
AFCBL-70-0420 pOOSO N71-11031 *
AFCHL-70-0198 pC163 1171-14811 #
AFCRL-70-0593 p0330 N71-20806 #
AFCSL-70-0598 p0522 N71-28217 #
AFCRL-71-0235 p0713 N71-36748 #
AFFDL-TM-70-1-FYA p0310 N71-19519 *
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TB
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TE
4FFDL-TE
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TE
AFFDL-TF
AFFDL-TK
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
-66-207-VOL-2-SDPPL-3 p0323 S71-20180 *
-66-2Q7-VOL-5-SOPPL-1 p0157 N71-11538 »
-66-2G7-VOL-7-SUPPL-1 p0157 N71-11537 #
-69-107-PI-2 p0159 N71-24555 t
-69-113 p0040 N71-10470 *
-70-11 pC328 H71-20617 #
-70-10 p0637 N71-32981 *
-70-60 p0168 N71-15428 #
-70-62 p0039 N71-
•70-70 p0049
•70-90 p0241
10131 #
-70-65 p0335 N71-21623 #
• - -- N71-11030 *
N71-17753 #
-70-91 p0038 1171-10386 #
•70-102 p0576 N71-30173 #
•70-130-VOL-1 p0383 N71-22185 #
•70-130-VOL-2 p0329 N71-20695 #
•70-113 p0590 N71-31288 #
•70-111 p0166 N71-25092 #
•70-115 p0212 N71-17792 *
•70-152 p0682 N71-35221 #
•70-151-VOL-1 p0458 N71-21192 #
•70-151-VOL-2 p0476 N71-26516 *
•70-151-VOL-3 p0476 N71-26517 #
•70-151-VOL-1 p0158 N71-21191 «
•70-156 p0331 N71-21368 *
•70-161 p0627 N71-32025 *
•70-170 p0396 N71-23175 t
•71-1 p0683 N71-35229 *
-71-20-SUPPL-1 p0720 1171-37616 #
•71-20-SOPPL-3 p0719 N71-37608 #
-71-25 p0683 N71-35229 #
-71-26-VOL-1 p0638 N71-33016 #
-71-26-VOL-2 p0638 N71-33015 #
•71-17 p0719 H71-37609 #
AFBL-TB-71-1 p0717 N71-37510 *
AFBL-70-115 p0013 S71-1073II t
AFOSR-70-0191TB p O O U O N71-10161 *
AFOSR-70-1787TB p0103 N71-12207 *
1FOSR-70-1873TB p0180 N71-16886 #
AFOSB-70-1989TB p0046 N71-11007 *
AFOSB-70-2361TR pOOIS N71-11023 *
AFOSB-70-2101TB p0378 H71-22211 »
AFOSB-70-2167TB p0336 N71-21631 »
AFOSB-70-2187TB p0106 N71-12232 *
AFOSB-70-2515TR p0337 N71-21803 t
AFOSR-70-2533TB p0172 N71-15963 #
AFOSB-70-2873TB p0398 N71-23660 *
AFOSR-70-3009TB p0371 H71-22087 #
AFOSB-71-0071TH p0679 N71-35201 *
AFOSB-71-0191TE p0165 N71-2195U #
AFOSB-71-0732TR p0516 N71-27220 *
AFOSB-71-0733TH p0516 N71-27333 »
AFOSB-71-0778TR p0685 N71-35120 *
AFOSR-71-0911TR p0570 H71-29130 #
AFOSR-71-0913TR p0589 H71-31183 #
AFOSB-71-1956TH p0708 1171-36109 #
AFSCBP-80-2 p0729 N71-38789 #
AGARD-AG-138-70 p0123 N71-13576 *
AGARD-AG-145-70 p0165 N71-11988 *
AGARD-AG-119-71 p0322 N71-20128 *
AGARD-AR-29-71 : p0387 N71-22699**
AGABD-AB-31-71 p0592 N71-31159 #
AGABD-AR-35-71 p0166 1171-25073 *
AGABD-AB-36-71 p0707 N71-36100 #
AGABD-BDL-71/1 p0259 N71-19111 #
AGARD-
AGARD
AGARD'
AGARD
AGARD
AGARD
AGARD
AGARD
AGARD
AGARD
AGARD
AGARD-
•CP-36
-CP-38
•CP-59
•CP-61
-CP-67
•CP-68
-CP-71
•CP-73
•CP-76
•CP-79
-CP-80
•CP-80
•70 p0117 N71-13126 *
•70 p0385 N71-22626
-70 p0109 N71-12126 #
-70 p0053 N71-11626 »
-70 p0121 1171-13826 *
-70 p0113 N71-12601 *
•71 p0301 N71-19353 #
-71 p0231 N71-17372 *
•71 p0393 1171-23110 #
•70 p0173 S71-16060 *
•71-PT-1 p0566 N71-29333 *
•71-PT-2 p0567 N71-29338 #
AFHBL-TE-70-33 p0681 N71-35280 #
AFHL-TE-7C-210 p0251 N71-18651 #
AFML-TE-70-216 p0175 1171-26383 *
AGARD-LS-13-71 p0318 1171-20051 *
AGARD-LS-16-71 p0511 N71-26951 *
AGARD-LS-47-71 p0711 1171-36776 #
AGARD-LS-51-71 p0511 N71-27038 #
AGARD-R-573-70 p0173 N71-16039 *
AGARD-B-57it-70 p0037 N71-10339 #
AGARD-B-575-70 p0111 1171-12671 *
AGARD-R-577-70 p0109 N71-12218 *
AGARD-E-578-71 p0236 1171-17432 #
AGARD-R-579-71 p0166 N71-25080 t
AGARD-R-580-71 p0390 1171-23210 #
AGASD-B-582-71 p0317 N71-20002 *
AGARD-R-583-71 p0679 N71-35198 #
AGARDOGRAPH-138 p0123 N71-13576 f
AGARDOGRAPH-119 p0322 1171-20128 *
AGFSHS-71-2 p0591 N71-31376 *
AHS PREPRI8T 500 p0118 A71-31076 +
AHS PREPBINT 501 pOIIS A71-31077 +
AHS PBEPBINT 502 pO«18 A71-31078*+
AHS PREPRINT 503 p0118 &71-31079 +
AHS PREPRINT 501 p0118 A71-31080 +
AHS PREPBINT 510 p0118 A71-31081**
AHS PREPBINT 511 p0119 A71-31082 *
AHS PBEPRINT 512 p0119 A71-31083**
AHS PBEPBINT 513 p0119 A71-31081 +
AHS PBEPBINT 511 p0119 A71-31085 +
AHS PBEPRIHT 520 p0149 A71-31086 +
AHS PBEPRIST 521 p0149 A71-31087*+
AHS PREPRINT 522 pOISO A71-31088*+
AHS PREPRINT 523 pOISO A71-31089**
AHS PREPRINT 524 pOISO A71-31090 +
AHS PREPBINT 530 pOISO A71-31091 +
AHS PBEPBINT 531 pOISO A71-31092 +
AHS PBEPRINT 533 pOISO A71-31094 *
E-U
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOH HDHBEE IHDEX
AHS PBEP8IRT 531
AHS PREPBINT 536
AHS PREPRINT 540
AHS PREPRINT 511
iHS PBEPSINT 512
AHS PREPRINT 513
AHS PREPBINT 511
AHS PREPBINT 550
AHS PREPRINT 551
AHS PREPRINT 552
AHS PREPRINT 551
AHS PREPRINT 560
AHS PREPRINT 561
AHS PREPRINT 562
AHS PREPRINT 563
AHS PREPRINT 570
AHS PREPRINT 571
AHS PREPRINT 572
AHS PREPRINT 573
4HS PREPRINT 571
AIAA PAPER 68-68
AIAA PAPER 68-701
AIAA PAPER 68-719
AIAA PAPER 68-915
AIAA PAPER 68-993
AIAA PAPER 68-1023
AIAA PAPER 69-82
AIAA PAPER 69-197
AIAA PAPER 69-337
AIAA PAPER 69-181
AIAA PAPER 69-185
AIAA PAPER 69-523
AIAA PAPER 69-637
AIAA PAPER 69-651
AIAA PAPER 69-651
AIAA PAPER 69-655
AIAA PAPER 69-658
AIAA PAPER 69-670
AIAA PAPER 69-717
AIAA PAPER 69-767
AIAA PAPER 69-778
AIAA PAPER 69-885
AIAA PAPER 69-897
AIA4 PAPER 69-911
AIAA PAPER 69-976
AIAA PAPER 69-986
AIA& PAPER 69-1133
AIAA PAPER 70-17
AIAA PAPER 70-18
AIAA PAPER 70-52
AIAA PAPER 70-53
AIAA PAPER 70-115
AIAA PAPER 70-188
AIAA PAPER 70-191
AIAA PAPEB 7C-205
AIAA PAPER 70-208
AIAA PAPER 70-216
AIAA PAPER 70-231
AIAA PAPER 70-311
AIAA PAPER 70-512
AIAA PAPER 70-518
AIAA PAPER 70-551
AIAA PAPER 70-555
AIAA PAPER 70-567
AIAA PAPEB 70-575
AIAA PAPER 70-579
AIAA PAPER 70-586
AIAA PAPER 70-712
AIAA PAPER 70-781
AIAA PAPEB 70-809
AIAA PAPER 70-810
AIAA PAPER 70-365
AIAA PAPER 70-910
AIAA PAPER 70-1161
AIAA PAPER 70-1171
AIAA PAPER 70-1185
AIAA PAPER 70-1202
AIAA PAPER 70-1217
AIAA PAPER 70-1218
AIAA PAPEB 70-1221
AIAA PAPER 70-1286
AIAA PAPER 70-1287
AIAA PAPER 70-1309
AIAA PAPER 70-1377
AIAA PAPER 71-7
AIAA PAPER 71-9
AIAA PAPEB 71-10
pOISO A71-31095 <•
p0151 A71-31096 +
p0151 A71-31097 +
p0151 A71-31098 +
p0151 A71-31099 *
p0151 A71-31100 +
pOISI A71-31101**
p0152 A71-31102 <•
p0152 A71-31103
p0152 A71-31101
p0152 A71-31106
p0152 A71-31107
pOU52 A71-31108
P0152 A71-31109
p0153 A71-31110
p0153 A71-31111
p0153 A71-31112
p0153 A71-31113
p0153 A71-3111U
p0453 A71-31115
p0070 A71-13137
p0191 A71-19891
p0263 A71-22081
p0010 A71-10927
p0295 A71-21851
p0111 A71-17693
P0191 A71-19879
p0200 A71-20307
p0016 A71-11578
p0295 A71-21855
P0295 A71-21856
p0115 A71-17695
p0131 A71-16566*
p0133 A71-16562
P0366 A71-27556*
p0191 A71-19890
pOCIO A71-10932
p0200 A71-20308
P0069 A71-13131
p0027 A71-12683
pC221 A71-22028*
p0027 A71-12682*
P0027 A71-12678
pOIIS A71-17697*
p0115 A71-17698
P0200 A71-20305
p0291 A71-21851*
pOC69 A71-13133
P0261 A71-22088
p0365 A71-27552*
p0069 A71-13436
p0366 A71-27560*
p0131 A71-16565
p0221 A71-22030
.; pOC69 A71-13135*
p0016 A71-11580*
pOi92 AT.i-igags
p0261 A71-22097*
P0296 A71-21863
pC221 A71-22025*
P0263 A71-22081*
p0261 A71-22090*
p0082 A71-14150*
pOIIS A71-17699
p0221 A71-22029
p0082 A71-14452
p0365 A71-27551
p0200 A71-20311
P0365 A71-27551
p0367 A71-27582
p0366 A71-27555*
p0315 A71-25153*
p0026 A71-12676
p0317 A71-25525*
p0269 A71-22915*
p0081 A71-11273
p0317 A71-25527*
p0013 A71-11218
P0011 A71-11302
p0268 A71-22779*
pOCIO A71-10875
p0018 A71-117CO*
pOOOS A71-10486
p0072 A71-13660*
p0150 A71-18181*
pOISO A71-18482
p0150 A71- 18183*
p0150 A71-18181
AIA4 PAPEB 71-11
AIAA PAPER 71-21
4IAA PAPER 71-22
AIAA PAPER 71-38
AIAA PAPER 71-10
AIAA PAPER 71-51
AIAA PAPEB 71-56
AI4A PAPEB 71-57
AIAA PAPER 71-58
AI44 PAPEB 71-65
AIAA PAPER 71-91
4IAA PAPER 71-95
AIAA PAPEB 71-96
AIAA PAPEB 71-97
AIAA PAPER 71-98
AIAA PAPER 71-99
AIAA PAPEB 71-100
AIAA PAPER 71-123
AIAA PAPER 71-128
AIAA PAPER 71-128
AIAA PAPER 71-129
ilAA PAPER 71-132
AIAA PAPER 71-131
AIAA PAPEB 71-136
AIAA PAPER 71-150
AIAA PAPER 71-151
AIAA PAPER 71-152
AIAA PAPER 71-151
AIAA PAPER 71-155
AIAA PAPER 71-161
AIAA PAPER 71-177
AIAA PAPER 71-181
AIAA PAPER 71-182
AIAA PAPER 71-183
AIAA PAPER 71-181
AIAA PAPER 71-185
AIAA PAPEB 71-186
AIAA PAPER 71-227
AIAA PAPER 71-233
AIAA PAPER 71-231
AIAA PAPER 71-238
AIAA PAPEB 71-210
AIAA PAPER 71-242
AIAA PAPER 71-213
AIAA PAPER 71-211
AIAA PAPER 71-217
AIAA PAPER 71-218
AIAA PAPER 71-253
AIAA PAPER 71-258
AIAA PAPER 71-261
AIAA PAPER 71-265
AIAA PAPER 71-266
AIAA PAPER 71-267
AIAA PAPEB 71-268
AIAA PAPER 71-269
AIAA PAPER 71-270
AIAA PAPER 71-275
AIAA PAPER 71-276
AIAA PAPER 71-277
AIAA PAPEE 71-278
AIAA PAPER 71-279
AIAA PAPER 71-280
AIAA PAPER 71-287
AIAA PAPER 71-289
AIAA PAPER 71-291
AIAA PAPER 71-293
AIAA PAPEB 71-291
AIAA PAPER 71-295
AIAA PAPEB 71-296
AIAA PAPEB 71-313
AIAA PAPER 71-326
AIAA PAPER 71-327
AIAA PAPER 71-328
AIAA PAPER 71-329
AIAA PAPER 71-330
AIAA PAPER 71-338
AIAA PAPER 71-310
AIAA PAPER 71-312
AIAA PAPER 71-313
AIAA PAPEB 71-316
AIAA PAPER 71-361
AIAA PAPER 71-367
AIAA PAPER 71-371
AIAA PAPER 71-386
AIAA PAPEB 71-388
AIAA PAPER 71-389
AIAA PAPER 71-393
AIAA PAPER 71-395
pOISO A71-18185
p0150 A71-18188
p0151 A71-18489*
p0151 A71-18199
p0151 A71-18501
p0151 A71-18512
p0151 A71-18515*
p0151 A71-18516
p0152 A71-18517
p0152 A71-18521
p0152 A71-18519
p0152 A71-18550
p0152 A71-18551
p0152 A71-18552
p0152 A71-18553
p0153 A71-18551*
p0153 A71-18555*
p0155 A71-18659
p0153 A71-18572
p0316 A7 1-25176
p0153 A71-18573
p0153 A71-18576*
p0153 A71-18578
p0151 A71-18579
p015U A71-18592
p0151 A71-18593
p0151 A71-18591*
p0151 A71-18596*
p0151 A71-18597*
p0151 A71-18603*
p0151 A71-18616
p0155 A71-18620
p0155 A71-18621*
p0155 A71-18622*
p0155 A71-18623
p0155 A71-18621
p0155 A71-18625*
p0187 A71-19705
p0188 A71-19710
p0188 A71-19711*
p0188 A71-19714
p0188 A71-19716
p0188 A71-19717
p0188 A71-19718
p0188 A71-19719
p0189 A71-19721
p0189 A71-19722
-p0217 A71-21982
p0217 A71-21986*
p0218 A71-21990*
p0218 A71-21991*
p0218 A71-21992
p0218 A71-21993
p0218 A71-21994
p0218 A71-21995
p0219 A71-21996
p0219 A71-22000*
p0219 A71-22001
p0219 A71-22002*
p0219 A71-22003
p0219 A71-22001
p0219 A71-22006*
p0220 A71-22010
p0220 471-22012
p0275 A71-23123*
p0220 471-22013
p0271 471-22957
p0220 A71-22014
p0220 471-22015
p0220 471-22016
p0281 A71-23971
.-. p0341 A71-25306
p0312 A71-253Q7*
p0342 A71-25308
p0342 A71-25309
p0342 B71-25310
p0342 A71-25317
p0312 A71-25319
p0342 A71-25321
p0313 471-25322*
p0313 471-25325*
p0313 471-25310
p0555 471-36275
P0313 471-25317
p0343 471-25350
p0341 471-25352
pG313 471-25351*
p0314 A71-25355
p0311 A71-25271
E-5
EEPOBT/ACCESSIOH HUHBEB INDEX
4IAA PAPFB
AIAA PAPER
AI4A PAPEE
AIAA PAPOSB
AIA4 PAPER
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AI14 PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEK
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEB
4IAA PAPER
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEE
.AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPES
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPES
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPES
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEH
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPES
AIAA PAPES
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
.AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
71-398
71 1(01
71-402
71-401
71-504
71-507
71-508
71-525
71-562
71-566
71-569
71-576
71-577
71-578
71-579
71-580
71-581
71-582
71-583
71-584
71-585
71-586
71-587
71-595
71-596
71-598
71-601
71-614
71-616
71-617
71-618
71-619
71-622
71-623
71-626
71-648
71-649
71-651
71-662
71-667
71-670
71-671
71-680
71-681
71-698
71-700
71-712
71-713
71-714
71-719
71-720
71-728
71-729
71-730
71-731
71-734
71-735
71-742
71-744
71-745
71-746
71-757
71-759
71-762
71-763
71-764
71-765
71-766
71-767
71-768
71-769
71-770
71-772
71-773
71-774
71-775
71-776
71-777
71-778
71-779
71-780
71-781
71-782
71-783
p0341
p0341
P0341
p0362
p0422
p0422
p0422
p0423
p0493
p0484
p0484
p0484
p0484
pC484
p0493
pC484
p0662
p0485
p0485
p0485
p0182
p0482
p0485
P0485
p0485
p0482
p0483
p0483
p0486
p0484
p0483
p0483
p0483
p0483
p0495
p0483
p0440
p0440
p0440
p0440
p0441
p0441
'. ... p0441
p0441
p0441
p0441
p0441
p0442
p0480
p0493
p0493
p0442
p0442
p0442
p0442
p0443
p0443
p04<43
p0480
p0443
p0493
p04U3
p0533
p0443
p0480
p0443
p0443
pOSOS
p0545
p0505
p0506
p0506
p0555
p0506
p0506
P0545
p0506
p0506
p0506
p0507
p0507
p0507
p0507
p0545
p0507
p0535
p0534
p0545
p0545
A71-25274
A71-25277
A71-25278
A71-27410
A71-29548
A71-29549
A71-29550
A71-29551
471-32280
A71-31560
A71-31562*
A71-31566
471-31567
471-31568
A71-32281
471-31569
471-41500*
471-31570
471-31571
471-31572*
A71-31532
A71-31533*
471-31573
471-31575*
A71-31576
A71-3154C
A71-31543*
A71-31544*
A71-31583
A71-31556
A71-31555
A71-31547
A71-31548
A71-31551*
A71-32544
471-31554
471-30725
471-30726
471-30727
471-30728
471-30731*
A71-30733*
471-30734
A71-3C735
A71-30744*
A71-30745*
A71-30756
A71-30757
A71-31324
A71-32289*
A71-32286
471-30766
471-30770
471-30771
471-30775
471-30776
471-30777
471-30778*
471-31327*
471-30780
471-32284*
A71-30784*
471-34225
A71-30785*
A71-31325
471-30791*
471-30792
471-34001
471-35533
471-34002
A71-34003
471-34004
A71-36273
A71-34005*
471-34006
471-35528
471-34007
471-34008
471-34009
A71-34010
A71-34011
A71-34012
A71-34013
471-35530
471-34014
471-34525
A71-34481
A71-35532
471-35527
4144 PAPEE
AIAA PAPES
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPES
4144 PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA P4PEB
4IAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
4I4A PAPEE
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPES
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPES
AIAA PAPES
AIAA PAPER
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIA4 PAPER
AIAA P4PER
4144 P4PES
4144 P4PEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPER
AIA4 PAPER
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
4144 PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
4IAA PAPER
AI44 PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEB
AIAA PAPEE
AIAA PAPEB
71-784
71-785
71-786
71-788
71-792
71-793
71-794
71 795
71-796
71-798
71-799
71-901
71-904
71-905
71-906
71-907
71-908
71-913
71-916
71-926
71-927
71-928
71-929
71-955
71-956
71-957
71-958
71-959
71-960
71-961
71-981
71-982
71-983
71-986
71-990
71-991
71-992
71-993 ..
71-994
71-996
71-1001
71-1010
71-1015
71-1016
71-1022
71-1024
p0507
p0507
p0508
p0545
p0508
p0508
p0545
p0508
p0508
p0508
p0508
p0595
p0595
P0595
p0596
p0596
p0596
p0596
p0596
p0596
p0597
p0597
P0597
p0597
P0597
p0597
P0597
p0598
p0598
p0700
p07CO
P0700
p0700
p0700
P0704
p0700
p0704
p0700
p0701
p0701
p0701
P0701
p0701
P0701
A71-35526
471-34015
471-34016
471-34018
471-35531
471-34019
471-34025
471-35529
A71-34020
471-34021*
471-34023
471-34024
471-37152*
471-37155
A71-37156*
A71-37157
471-37158
471-37159
471-37163*
A71-37166
A71-37172
471-37173
A71-37174*
A71-37175
471-37196*
471-37197
A71-37198
471-37199
A71-37200
A71-37201
A71-37202
A71-44577*
A71-44578
471-44579
471-44582
A71-44585
471-45295*
471-44586
471-45297
471-45296
A7 1-44588
A71-44591
A71-44594
A71-44596
A71-44597
A71-44600
A7 1-44602**
4IR-C-9 p0675 N71-34020
AHR1-IR-69-140 p0683 H71-35228 *
AHEL-TS-70-53 p0330 N71-20824 *
AHHL-TE-7C-110 p0466 N71-25060 *
AHS^921 p0120 N71-13405**
AHIFD-4E-T-50403 p0310 N71-19560 *
4HSC-1 p0258 N71-18962*t
4P-69-5547 ..; '. p0126 N71-14045**
APL-TG-610-11 p0127 B71-14199 *
APB-301 p0518 H71-27679 *
APTD-0643 p0624 N71-31900 #
APTD-0662 p0621 S71-31779 *
SB-1 p0169 N71-15558 *
AB-1 N71-34259**
AB-2 p0459 1171-24555 *
AB-3 p0116 H71-12997 *
4B-3 p0167 N71-153I11**
4B-4 p0464 N7 1-24925 #
ABA-M-28/1 p0228 H71-17113 *
iBA-18 p0323 N71-20157 *
&H4-19 p0724 H71-37853 *
4B4-110 p0046 H71-11007 *
SB4P-TI1-71-2 p0516 N71-27333 «
AB4P-145 p0126 N71-14086**
SB4P-160 p0710 H71-36421**
AB4P-162 p0713 N71-36720**
SBB-TN-99 p0464 N71-24920 *
E-6
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOH HOHBEB INDEX
ABC-CP-1103
ABC-CP-1106-PT-3
ABC-CP-1107-PT-4
ABC-CP-1110
ABC-CP-1111
ABC-CP-1114
AEC-CP-1117
ABC-CP-1119
ARC-CP-1120
ABC-CP-1121
ABC-CP-1122
ABC-CP-1123
ABC-CP-1125
ABC-CP-1126
ABC-CP-1128
AHC-CP-1129
ABC-CP-1130
ABC-CP-1133
ABC-CP-1134 -
ABC-CP-1135
ABC-CP-1136
ABC-CP-1137
ABC-CP-1138
ABC-CP-1141
ABC-CP-1US
ABC-CP-1153
ABC-B/H-3562-PT-1
ABC-B/S-3562-PT-2 ;.
ABC-E/M-3562-PT-3
ABC-B/M-3562-PT-4
ABC-E/B-3562-PT-5
ABC-B/B-3618
1BC-B/M-3623
ABC-B/B-3624
ABC-E/B-3628-PT-1-4
ABC-B/B-3629
ABC-B/B-3631
ABC-E/M-3633
ABC-H/B-3634
ABC-B/B-3636
ABC-B/B-3638
ABC-E/H-3639
ABC-B/B-3640
ABC-B/B-3611
ABC-B/B-3612
ABC-B/B-3643
ABC-E/B-3644
ABC-B/B-3646
ABC-B/B-3647
ABC-B/B-3649
ABC-E/B-3652
ABC-E/B-3655
ABC-22256-PT-4
ABC- 27973
ABC-28317
ABC-28452
ABC-28969
ABC-28970-PT-2
ABC-28971
ABC-28972
ABC-29541
ABC-29756
ABC-29888
ABC-29897
ABC-29976
ABC- 30083
ABC-30158
ABC-30528
ABC-30607
ASC-30732
ABC-30835
ABC-30935
ABC-31007
ABC-31043
ABC-31049
ABC-31056
ABC-31118
ABC-31163
ABC-31237
ABC-31273
ABC-31285
ABC-31363
p0228
p0227
p0227
p0229
p0228
p0227
p0228
p0171
p0171
p0171
p0171
p0231
p0229
p0456
p0226
p0228
p0229
P0331
p0333
p0331
p0331
p0518
p0465
p0519
p0634
p0635
p0638
p0634
p0635
p0636
p0638
p0158
p0228
p0228
p0159
p0228
p0515
p0171
p0249
p0170
p0332
p0171
p0330
p0171
p0170
p0249
p0250
p0457
p0251
p0466
p0158
p0250
p0515
p0459
p0515
p0227
p0227
p0638
p0332
p0228
p0638
p0634
p0635
p0636
p0228
p0330
P0515
p0515
p0459
p0228
p0228
p0458
p0249
p0515
pC228
p0171
p0250
p0249
p0170
p04S7
p0171
p0466
p0251
p0229
p0515
H71-17108
N71-17083
H71-17082
N71-17114
871-171 13
871-17084
1171-17100
871-15722
N71-15721
N71-15720
N71-15708
H71-17330
1171-17118
N71-24416
871-17044
1171-17112
1171-17117
N71-20848
N71-21205
1171-20902
N71-20849
(171-27715
N71-25050
871-27716
N71-32811
N71-32868
871-33027
N71-32862
N71-32875
871-32975
N71-33028
1171-24498
N71-17109
871-17103
1171-24569
N71-17102
N71-27097
N71-15804
N71-18425
1171-15701
S71-20938
N71-15706
N71-20847
B71-15705
N71-15702
N71-18424
1171-18461
871-24482
S71-18468
N71-25065
1171-24488
N71-18456
1171-27096
N71-24565
N71-27149
1171-17083
N71-17082
N71-33028
N71-20938
N71-17109
N71-33027
871-32862
K71-32875
1171-32975
1171-17103
N71-20847
1171-27149
1171-27097
N71-24565
N71-17108
H71-17113
1171-24498
N71-18425
871-27096
1171-17102
N71-15804
871-18456
N71-18424
871-15701
S71-24482
N71-15708
871-25065
871-18468
N71-15705
H71-17114
871-27096
ABC-31371 p0171
ABC-31372 p0250
N71-
N71
ARC-31374 p0458 1171-
ABC-31382 p0121
ABC-31445 p01(56
N71-
117 1-
ABC-31468 p0228 N71-
ABC-31474 p0227 N71-
ABC-31190 p0047 1171-
ABC-31507 p0170 N71-
ABC-31514 p0230 N71-
ABC-31585 p0227 H71-
ABC-31588 p0228 N71-
ABC-31702 pOCt7 N71
ABC-31704 pC227 H71
ABC-31719 p0047 N71
ABC-31725 p0226 N71
ABC-31757 p0170 N71
ABC-31760 p0171 N71
ABC-31771 p0229 N71
ABC-31829 p0519 N71
ABC-31849 p0465 K71
ABC-31984 p0331 N71
ABC-32032 p0231 N7 1
ABC-32122 p0171 N71
ARC-32143 p0518 H71
ABC-32146 p0171 H71-
ABC-32172 p0635 N71-
ARC-32237 p0229
ABC-32287 p0331
N71
N71
ABC-32330 p0333 N7 1-
ARC-32354 p0331
ABC-32600 p0634
N71
117 1-
15706
18161
211188
13409
2U446
17100
17081
11013
15702
17179
17081
17112
11014
17085
11016
17044
15703
15720
17118
27716
25050
20849
17330
15721
27715
15722
32868
17117
20818
21205
20902
32811
ABDG-E-E-1406 p0528 N71-28507
AB1-70-0119 p0046 1171-11008
ABL-70-0124 p0103 N71-12204
ABI-70-0125 p0176 N71-16290
AB1-70-0139 p0175 N71-16261
ABL-70-0141 p0511 N71-26920
ABl-70-0142 ' p0035 N71-10249
4BL-70-0235-PT-1 p0375 N71-22158
ABL-70-0236 p0384 1171-22593
ABL-70-0342 p0529 N71-28580
ABL-71-0007 p0683 1171-35229
AB1-71-0014 p0689 N71-36323
ABL-71-0022 p0593 H71-315B6
AB1/A-322 p0306 N71-19391
AB1/A-327 p0399 N71-23778
ABl/AEBO-325 p0642 N71-33402
ABL/HE-127 p0383 N71-22503
ABI/BE-314 p0169 N71-15577
ABL/ME-321 p0517 N71-27602
ABL/SB-BOTE-360 p0707 N71-36399
ABL/SB-BEPOBT-329 p0717 N71-37524
ABL/SM-350 p0165 N71-15154
AB1/SH-355 p0679 M71-35134
ABO-OBD-TB-7.1-24 p0715 N71-36845
ABO-PBT-TB-71-68 p0708 N71-36408
ABOD-T-2-16 p0046 H71-11006
ABOD-T-4-18-E pOOII N71-10546
ABOD-T-4-21-E p0245 H71-18036
ABOD-1846-12 pOOIS H71-11005
ABOD-8130-1-E p0116 N71-13060
ABOD-8704-2-E p0522 H71-28275
AS-70-9 p0589 N71-31183
ASD-TB-69-113 p0106 N71-12231
ASD-TB-70-26-V01-1 p0685 N71-35397
ASD-TB-70-33 p0376 N71-22174
ASD-TB-70-39 p047C N71-25846
ASD-TB-70-43 p0675
ASD-TB-70-52 p0621
H71-34024
N71-31744
ASD-TB-70-56 p0621 M71-31775
ASD-TB-71-2-VOL-2 p0681 B71-35396
ASD-TB-71-34 p0712 N71-36671
ASB PAPEB C70-1.3 p0504 A71-33542
ASHE PAPEB 70-APH-QQQ p0072 A71-13712
ASHE PAPEB 70-FE-B p0072 A71-13703
ASME PAPEB 70-LDB-E p0072 A71-13707
ASHE PAPEB 70-PWB-1 p0198 A71-20198
E-7
HEPORT/ACCESSIOB BOBBER IBDBI
4SBE P4PER 70-B4/APB-9
ASBE PAPEB 70-BA/APB-26
ASHE PAPER 70-WA/APH-55
4SHE PAPER 70-BA/AV-4
ASBE PAPER 70-IA/DE-9
ASBE PAPEB 70-BA/DE-10
4SHE P4PER 70-BA/DGP-1
ASBE PAPEB 70-BA/FE-26
ASBE PAPEB 70-HA/FE-28
ASBE PAPEB 70-IA/GT-2
ASBE PAPEB 70-WA/GT-11
ASBE PAPER 70-B4/GT-13
ASBE PAPER 70-HA/GT-15
ASBE PAPEB 71-DE-22
ASBE PAPER 7 1-DE-27
ASBE PAPER 71-DE-37
ASBE PAPER 71-FE-A
ASBE PAPER 71-FE-6
ASBE PAPER 71-FE-14
ASBE PAPER 71-FE-33
ASBE PAPER 71-FE-34 .........
ASBE PAPER 71-GT-2
ASBE PAPER 71-GT-4
ASBE PAPER 71-GT-7
ASBE PAPEB 71-GT-12
ASBE PAPER 71-GT-14
ASHE PAPER 71-GT-15
ASBE PAPEB 71-GT-17
ASBE PAPEB 71-GT-21
ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-25
ASHE PAPER 71-GT-33
ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-38
ASHE PAPER 71-GT-40
ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-42
ASBE PAPEB 71-GT-43
ASBE PAPER 71-GT-45
ASBE PAPER 71-GT-46
ASBE PAPER 71-GT-60
ASBE PAPER 71-GT-67
ASBE PAPER 71-GT-69
ASHE PAPER 71-GT-70
ASBE PAPER 71-GT-73
ASHE PAPER 71-GT-74
ASBE PAPER 71-GT-75
ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-77
ASHE PAPER 71-GT-84
ASBE PAPEB 71-GT-85
ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-86
ASBE PAPER 71-GT-88
ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-89
ASHE PAPEB 71-GT-90
ASHE PAPER 71-HT-41
ASBE PAPER 71-VIBR-83
ASHE PAPEB 71-VIBB-92
P0078 471-14158
p0078 A71-14172
p0077 A71-14143
p0078 A71-14144
p0077 A71-14137
p0077 471-14134*
p0077 A71-14136
p0076 471-14115
p0076 471-14116
p0076 A71-14119
p0076 471-14120
p0076 471-14121
p0077 471-14122
p0077 471-14123*
p0555 471-36268*
p0361 471-27323
p0361 471-27324
p0361 471-27325
P0361 471-27327
p0420 471-29378
p0421 471-29448*
P0421 471-29453
p0421 471-29467
p0421 471-29468
p0421 A71-29469*
p0348 A71-25948
p0348 471-25950
p0348 471-25953
p0348 471-25958
p0349 471-25959
p0349 471-25960
p0349 471-25961
p0349 471-25962
p0349 471-25963
p0349 A71-25965
p0349 471-25966
P0350 A71-25967
p0350 471-25970
p0350 A71 25971
P0350 471-25972
p0350 471-25973
p0350 471-25975
p0351 A71-25976
P0351 471-25977
P0351 471-25978
P0351 471-25979
p0351 471-25981
p0351 471-25982
p0351 471-25983
p0352 471-25984
p0352 A71-25985
p0352 A71-25987
pC352 A71 25988*
p0352 471-25989
p0352 471-25991
p0353 471-25992
p0353 471-25993
P0353 471-25994
...... p0353 471-25995
PC353 A71-25996
P0353 A71-25997
p0604 A71-38002
p0651 A71-40319
p0651 471-40325**
ASB-3 p0686 H71-35546**
ASBL-TR-130-2 p0045 H71-11005
ASBl-TR-157-1 p0683 N71-35226
ASHL-TR-159-2 p0337 871-21803
4SEL-TR-16U-1 p0467 S71-25362<
ATR-71-/7190/-1-V01-1 p0036 871-10279
ATR-71-/7190/-1-VOL-2 p0036 871-10280
AV-SEB-1500-70-49 p0637 871-32992 *
AVA-FB-70-07 pC328 B71-20685 *
4V4-FB-70-21 p0516 S71-27161 t
AVA-FB-70-22 p0515 N71-27060 *
AV4-FB-70-23 p0514 871-27034 t
4V4-PB-70-24 p0514 871-27035 *
4VA-FB-70-25 p0570 871-29433 *
AV71-2 p0719 H71-37605 t
4BS-TR-179-REV p0637 871-33006 *
AiS-TR-236 p0116 871-12997 *
ABS-TH-238 p0161 N71-14623 »
BBH-2076 p0574 H71-29777 *
BB8-2089 p0620 N71-31698 #
BBH-2090 p0622 871-31793 *
BBC-TH-299-099-485 p0636 N71-32935 *
BL-139 p0643
BI-147 t p0643
H71-33441 t
N71-33438 *
BH-HI-7493 p0327 871-20505 *
BBBB-FB-B-70-41 p0170 871-15704 t
BHBB-FB-B-70-51 p0253 N71-18593 *
BHRI-7493 p0327 871-20505 *
BHVTDG-FBBT-70-1 p0249 871-18441 *
BHBG-FBBT-70-9 p0622 871-31781 *
BOB-004-S70028 p0245 N71-18072 *
BRL-HR-2085 p0396 871-23480 *
BRL-TB-1735 p0042 N71-10679 *
BBL-1506-PT-1 p0310 871-19548 *
C-25-70 p0243 871-17906 *
C-119 p0325 871-20305**
C44DRP-TR-18 p0171 N71-15721 *
C4ADRP-TR-19 p0464 871-24920 *
C4B-BOSH-38/52 p0335 871-21624 *
C4B-BOSB-53/57 p0337 K71-21663 *
CAB-BOSB-58/63 p0337 871-21665 *
CAL-AA-2977-Y-1 p0679 871-35196**
CAL-AD-2297-A-3-P1-1
CAL-AD-2297-A-3-PT-2
p0375
p0384
871-22158 #
871-22593 *
CAI-AF-3015-C-1 p0328 871-20630**
C4L-BB-2530-S-1 p0317 871-19912**
C4L-BB-2584-S-2 p0257 871-18937 *
CAL-BH-2821-F-5 p0242 871-17792 *
C4L-HM-2972-Z-1 p0591 B71-31376 *
CAL-7I-2973-F-1 p0179 871-16713**
CASI PAPEB 72/1 p0600 471-37592
C4SI P4PER 72/2 p0600 471-37593
C4SI PAPER 72/3 p0600 471-37594
CASI PAPEB 72/4 p0601 A71-37595
CASI PAPER 72/5 p061.5 471-39424
CASI PAPER 72/6 p0601 471-37596*
CASI PAPER 72/7 p0601 471-37597
C4SI PAPEB 72/8 p0601 A71-37598*
CASI PAPEB 72/9 p0601 A71-37599
CASI PAPEB 72/10 p0601 A71-37600
CASI P4PER 72/14 p0601 471-37601
CASI PAPEB 72/15 p0602 471-37602
CASI PAPER 72/16 p0602 A71-37603
CASI P4PER 72/17 p0602 471-37604
C4SI P4PER 72/18 p0602 471-37605
C4SI P4PER 72/19 p0605 471-38021
CASI PAPER 72/20 p0602 A71-37606*
CASI PAPER 72/21 p0602 471-37607
CEA-B-1329 p0128 N71-14410 *
CER-PBE-70101 p0465 871-24954 *
E-8
BBPOBT/ACCESSION HOBBBB IHDBX
CEBL-TH-P-1 p0635 H71-32890 *
CEBL-TB-B-3 p0012 H71-10682 *
CEB69-70CITU1 p0035 B71-10217 *
CEB70-71FFY-ECB6 p0168 B71-15165 *
CBD-59095-1 p0621 B71-31763 *
COSF-690617-1 p0317 N71-19921 t
COHF-700831-1 p0321 H71-20109t
COBF-710301-11 p0728 N71-38552 *
COHF-710306-1 p0713 H71-36688 *
CONF-710101-2 p0687 N71-35980 *
CBABFIELD-AEBO-3 p0671 B71-31018 *
CBBEL-SB-151 p0013 H71-10735 t
CUED/A-TUBBO/TB-19 p0378 B71-22291 *
CCED/A-TaBBO/TB-20 p0381 N71-22128 *
CUED/A-TOBBO/TB-21 p0379 B71-22371 t
CH-HB-69-098.F p02S5 N71-18801 *
CW-WH-70-052.S p0729 N71-38760 #
CW-WB-71-031.F p0679 B71-31915**
DAC-33S69-VOL-2-SDPP1-3 p0323 B71-20180 *
DA033569-VOL-5-SDPPL-1 p0157 B71-11538 *
DAC-33569-VOL-7-SDPPL-1 p0157 B71-11537 *
DCB-305 P0588 B71-31151**
DCB-311 p0523 B71-28338 *
DCB-323 p0251 N71-18711**
DDAD-EDB-7031 p0678 B71-31911**
DDC-TAS-70-73-1 p0180 H71-16871 #
DDC-TAS-70-87-1 p0610 N71-33180 »
DDC-TAS-71-9-1 p0675 B71-31023 t
DDC-TAS-71-15-1-VOL-1 p0627 H71-32071 *
DFL-8 P0121 B71-13112**
DFL-093 p0586 871-30852**
DGLR-70-010 p0292 A71-21719 t
DGLB-70-018 p0129 A71-15953 »
DGLB-70-050 p0130 A71-15961 *
DGLH-70-052 p0129 A71-15951 *
D61B-70-053 p0130 471-15967 *
DGLB-70-055 p0130 A71-15966 *
DGLB-70-057 p0129 A71-15917 *
DGIB-70-070 p0130 A71-15968 *
DGLE-70-071 p0129 A71-15956 *
DGLB-70-073 p0129 A71-15918
DGLB-70-075 pC130 A71-1596S *
DGLB-71-017 pO<*98 A71-32781 *
DGLB-71-018 p0198 A71-32785
DGLB-71-020 p0198 A71-32787 *
DGIB-71-023 p0198 A71-32786 #
DHO-BH169 p0686 871-35185 t
DL-71-1 pC516 N71-27208 *
DLB-FB-69-86 p0371 N71-21885 #
DLB-FB-70-27 p0328 S71-20685 »
DLB-FB-70-29 p0230 1171-17115 *
DLB-FB-70-30 pC253 B71-18586 *
DIB-FB-70-39 p0516 N71-27161 »
DLE-FB-70-ai p0511 H71-27035 *
DLR-FB-70-12 pOSII H71-2703U *
DLE-PB-70-13 p0515 N71-27060 *
DLE-FB-70-11 p0226 N71-17016 *
DLE-FB-70-16 pOISS »71-21500 *
DLE-FB-70-17 p0570 N71-29133 t
DLB-PB-70-51 p0251 N71-18171 *
DLE-FB-70-51 pC250 N71-18111 *
DLB-FB-70-57 p0373 N71-22070 *
DLB-FB-70-58 p0371 H71-22072 *
D1R-FB-70-62 p0575 N71-30010 *
DLB-FB-70-63 p0570 1171-29513 *
DLB-FB-70-61 p0371 1171-22129 *
DLS-FB-70-71 p0569 N71-29371 *
DLR-FB-71-01 p0398 1171-23597 *
DLB-FB-71-02 ' pC398 1171-23596 *
DLB-FB-71-01 p0578 N71-30325 J
DLE-FB-71-06 p0622 1171-31789 *
DLB-FB-71-12 p0615 H71-33611**
DLB-FB-71-15 p0622 H71-31788 *
DLB-FB-71-27 p0620 N71-31695 *
DLB-FB-71-31 p0639 1171-33100 *
DLB-BITI-70-01 p0155 H71-21385 *
DIB-HITT-70-12 p0623 H71-31882 *
DLB-HITT-70-15 p0376 1171-22186 *
DLB-HITT-70-19 p0158 B71-21189 *
DLB-BITT-70-21 p0513 H71-26970 t
DIB-HITT-70-22 p0575 B71-30039 *
DLB-BITT-70-23 p0569 H71-29395 *
DLB-HITT-70-29 p0625 N71-31951 t
D1B-BITT-71-07 . .": p0621 H71-31929 *
D1B-BITT-71-08 p0623 871-31812 *
DBE/NAE-1970/1/ p0039 1171-10390 *
DBE/NAE-1970/3/ p0306 N71-19101 *
DBE/BAE-1970/1/ p0378 H71-22198 *
DBE/NAE-1971/2/ p0728 S71-38626 t
DBE/NAE-1971/1/ p0632 N71-32620 *
DBIC-BEBO-252 p0619 H71-31683 f
DBS-DB-1151 p0728 S71-38668**
DO-111 p0217 1171-18109 *
DO-118-V01-1 p0511 H71-26801 *
DOC-8925 p0675 S71-31020
DOC-121S3-PB1/B/ p0213 H71-17907 *
DOI-OS-A9-023-1 p0226 N71-16990 *
DOT-OS-A9-023-2 p0226 H71-16992 *
DOT-OS-A9-023-3 p0226 M71-16988 *
DOT-OS-A9-023-1 p0226 1171-16989 *
DOT-OS-49-023-5 p0226 N71-16991 *
DOT-OST-OHi-71-2-PHASE-1-PT-1 p0336 N71-21638 *
DOT-OST-OMA-71-2-PT-2 p0337 N71-21796 *
OOT-TST-10-2-TOL-1 p0513 N71-27010**
30T-TST-10-3-VOL-2 pOSII N71-27011**
DOl-TST-10-it p0579 N71-30506**
OOT-TST-10-5 p0579 N71-30507**
DEET-TB-788 p0716 H71-37113 *
DS-1E-1-70-103 p0180 N71-16886 *
DS/BC/67-1 p0037 1171-10328 #
DSB-70283-15 p0052 S71-11166**
D1-82-0981 p0107 N71-12210 *
D1-82-0993 p0052 N71-11129 *
D1-82-1002 p0126 N71-11073 *
D1-82-1001 p0121 N71-13800 *
D1-82-1010 p0399 1171-23738 *
D3-8511-2 pO«60 N71-21586**
D3-8597 p0625 H71-31931 *
D6-2i761-TH p0313 N71-19735 *
D6-21850 pOU76 K71-26116**
D8-2076 p0107 N71-12236 *
D162-10125-2-VOL-1 P0311 N71-19817 *
D180-12958-1 p3112 N71-31275 *
D180-12981-1 p0675 1171-31021 *
D180-11130-1 p0723 1171-37827 *
D210-10201-1 p0638 N71-33016 f
D210-10201-2 p0638 S71-33015 *
E-521S p0011 B71-10537**
E-5192 p0328 B71-20671**
E-5199 ;..... p0117 N71-13080**
E-5522 p0213 N71-17882*t
E-5529 p0051 N71-11061**
E-5516 p0578 B71-30283**
E-5557 p0628 N71-32111**
E-5582 p0101 B71-12209**
E-5595 p0015 B71-10982**
E-5611-2 p0178 N71-16558**
E-5652 .., pOOlO H71-10167**
E-5660 p0210 B71-17611**
E-5679 p0256 N71-18882**
E-5681 p0101 H71-12208**
E-5691 p0109 N71-12122**
E-5698 p0125 N71-11019**
E-5726 p0235 N71-17111**
E-5710 p0109 B71-12121**
E-9
BEPORT/ACCESSIOH SOHBEB INDEX
E-5743
E-5748
E-5757
E-5765 :
E-5796
E-5812
E-5823
E-5850
E-5869
E-5875
E-5876
E-5878
E-5883
E-5899
E-5910
E-5923
E-5928
E-5932
E-5939
E-5945
E-5975
E-5980
E-5981
E-5983
E-5989
E-5999
E-6005
E-6006
E-6014
E-6021
E-6022
E-6025
E-6028
E-6031
E-6042
E-6055
E-6079
E-6100
E-6124
E-6132
E-6152
E-6154
E-6159
E-6164
E-6180
E-6181
E-6186
E-6247
E-6250
E-6253
E-6256
E-6271
E-6276
E-6278
E-6300
E-6339
E-6355
E-6359
E-6380
E-6a07
E-6416
E-61120
E-6441
E-6515
E-6543
E-6609
E-6617
ECAC-PR-70-015
ECiC-PR-70-018
ECOB-0079-F
ECOM-3302
ECOB-3323
ECOB-3397
ECOM-3404
ECOB-3406
ECOB-5339
ECOB-02411-21
EDR-4909-VOL-7
EDE-5315
EDB-6060
EDB-6627
pOICI 1171-12213*
p0229 N71-17130*
p0056 N71-11882*
pC321 1171-20288*
p0053 N71-11579*
p0046 N71-11010*
p0312 N71-19707*
p0243 H71-17876*
pC389 B71-23126*
p0230 N71-17247*
p0335 N71-21508*
p0231 N71-17254*
pC239 N71-17554*
PC325 N71-20291*
p0238 1171-17506*
p0248 B71-18138*
p0231 H71-17354*
p0573 N71-29745*
P0239 N71-17590«
p0256 N71-18863*
p0253 N71-18561*
p0326 N71-20392*
p0329 N71-20766*
p0316 N71-19853*
p0239 N71-17589*
p0520 N71-28041*
p0326 N71-20419*
p0387 1171-22680*
p0384 N71-22568*
p0052 N71-11426*
p0521 N71-28128*
p0468 N71-25411*
p0401 N71-23980*
P0327 N71-20533*
p0335 N71-21512*
P0576 H71-30055*
p0470 H71-25872*
p0398 N71-23659*
p0389 H71-23134*
p0573 M71-29774*
p0470 H71-25783*
. p025« N71-18733*
p0575 N71-29920*
P0687 H71-36120*
p0312 H71-19699*
p0587 H71-31096*
p0715 N71-36830*
p0591 H71-31456*
p0717 H71-37563*
p0576 S71-30072*
P0576 N71-30117*
p0726 N71-38277*
p0631 N71-32466*
p0586 H71-30817*
p0628 N71-32156*
p0518 N71-27713*
p0518 N71-27673*
p0518 H71-27707*
p0709 N71-36414*
p0531 N71-29011*
p0531 N71-28946*
p0531 N71-28947*
p0729 H71-38767*
p0641 N71-33246*
p0680 N71-35207*
p0716 N71-37378*
p0710 N71-36424*
p0571 H71-29554
p0571 N71-29552
p0571 N71-29551
p0311 N71-19603
p0042 N71-10564
p0158 N71-14585
p0528 N71-28434
p0574 H71-29895
p0635 N71-32931
p0330 N71-20806
p0720 H71-37610
p0323 N71-20182*
p0106 S71-12227*
p0255 N71-18749*
p0389 N71-23132*!
EGG-1183-1517 p0687 1171-35980 *
EPL-70-76110-11 p0337 N71-21676 *
ER-2249 p0310 N71-19558 *
ES-10896
 P0639 N71-33140*#
ESD-TB-7C-235 p0043 N71-10737
ESD-TB-70-286 p0455 1171-24357
ESD-TB-70-352 p0330 S71-20774
ESD-TR-70-362 p0175 H71-16198
ESD-TR-70-404 p0315 N71-19848
ESD-TR-71-16 p0530
ESD-TR-71-194 p0716
N7 1-28685
K71-37042
ESL-P-437 p0646 K71-33747**
ESBO-SP-61 p0115 N71-12756 *
ESS/ES-13 p0331 S71-20857 t
ESS1-TB-EBL-ITS-232 p0571 N71-29555 »
ESSi-TH-EBITB-APCL-5 p0715 N71-36985 f
ESSA-TB-ERLTM-BOB1P-1 p0399 K71-23746 t
ESSi-TiJ-EBLTM-NSSl-46 p0042 N71-10720 t
F&A-&C-61-4C p0711 N71-36438 *
FAA-AC-65-9 p06«6 N71-33678 *
FAA-AC-91-23 p0107 K71-12241 f
FAA-AC-150/5070-5 p0239 N71-17546 *
FAA-AB-70-19 p0313 N71-19812
FAA-AH-71-3 p0630 N71-32447
FAA-AB-71-9 p0517 H71-27428
FAA-AB-71-18 p0628 H71-32080
FAA-AB-71-24 p0721 H71-37682
FAA-AB-71-30 p0715 N71-37041
EF/TN/A/40 p0644 N71-33581 t
FAA-AS-71-1 p0307 1171-19426 *
FAA-FS-600-2 p0572 D71-29635 *
FAA-HA-70-5 p0320 H71-20068.I
FAA-NA-70-31 p0158 H71-14567 t
FAA-NA-70-39 p0179 H71-16818 *
FAA-NA-70-40 p0237 N71-17483 *
FAA-NA-70-41 p0048 S71-11018 *
FAA-NA-70-46 p0048 N71-11019 t
FAA-NA-70-47 p0320 1171-20069 *
FAA-NA-70-49 p0169 H71-15498 *
FAA-NA-70-50 p0039 S71-10394 t
FAA-NA-70-51 p0053 N71-11474 *
FAA-NA-70-52 p0109 S71-12386 *
FAA-NA-70-59 i p0056 N71-11905 *
FAA-BA-70-62 p0238 K71-17527 t
FA4-NA-70-64 p0180 1171-16864 *
FAA-BA-71-2 p0316 H71-19901 *
FAA-NA-71-4 p0686 B71-35773 t
FAA-HA-71-5 p0328 N71-20666 *
FAA-NA-71-9 p0565 H71-29305 *
FAA-NA-71-11 p0587 F71-31064 *
FAA-NA-71-12 p0628 N71-32087 t
FAA-HA-71-13 p0687 H71-35779 *
FAA-NA-71-14 p0646 H71-33788 *
FAA-HA-71-15 p0628 1171-32085 *
FAA-»A-71-16 p0715 N71-37038 *
FAA-HA-71-17 p0627 H71-32078 *
FAA-HA-71-18 p0716 H71-37369 »
FAA-HA-71-21 p0628 H71-32084 f
FAA-NA-71-22 p0726 N71-38149 *
FAA-NA-71-24 p0566 N71-29307 *
FAA-NA-71-26 p0629 H71-32305 *
FAA-NA-71-27 p0566 N71-29306 *
FAA-NA-71-34 .: p0627 H71-32077 *
FAA-HA-71-35 p0686 H71-35735 *
FAA-NA-71-37 p0723 N71-37826 *
FAA-NA-71-39 p0464 H71-24882 *
FAA-NA-71-40 p0682 H71-35216 »
FAA-HO-70-5 p0587 N71-31075 *
FSA-BD-70-48 :... p0686 H71-35735 *
FAA-BD-70-56 p0048 N71-11019 *
FAA-BD-70-57 p0048 S71-11018 *
FAA-BD-70-59 p0053 H71-11474 t
E-10
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOH HOBBEB INDEX
FiA-ED-70-62
FAA-HD-70-68
FAA-ED-70-69
FAA-ED-70-70
FAA-SD-7C-72
FAA-BD-70-73
FAA-BD-70-74
FAA-ED-7C-75
FAA-ED-7C-76
FAA-HD-70-81
FAA-BD-71-2
FAA-ED-71-3
FiA-ED-71-12
FAA-BD-71-18
FAA-ED-71-22
FAA-BD-71-27
FAA-ED-71-28
FAA-BD-71-33
FAA-ED-71-34
PAA-BD-71-36
FAA-ED-71-38
FAA-ED-71-40
FAA-HD-71-H2
FAA-BD-71-43
FAA-BD-71-48
PAA-BD-71-49
PAA-BD-71-50 .....
PAA-HD-71-55
PAA-RD-71-56
PAA-ED-71-59
PAA-HD-71-65
PAA-RD-71-67
PAA-ED-71-77
PAC-FTB01-H224-3
PB-78-1969
PB-82-1969
PFA-HEBO-61
PFA-120
PHL-70-12
POA-2-C-2331-46
FOA-2-C-2337-46
FOA-2-C-2356-49-/72/
FOA-3-C-3602-61
PBA-BT-70-38
FBA-KT-71-56
PBA-RT-71-59
PBA-BT-71-68
PBA-ET-71-71
PS-16C-65-68-2 •
FSTC-HT-23-036-71
FSTC-HT-23-052-71
FSTC-HT-23-086-70 '. .
FSTC-HT-23-358-70
FSTC-HT-23-400-70
FSTC-HT-23-411-69
FSTC-HT-23-437-70
FSTC-HT-23-539-71
FSTC-HT-23-549-71
FSTC-HT-23-828-70
FSTC-HT-23-863-70
FSTC-HT-23-1063-70
FSTOHT-23-1 137-70
FSTC-HT-23-1 172-70
JTD-HC-23-242-70
FTD-HC-23-460-70
FTD-HC-23-465-70
FTD-HC-23-544-70
FTD-HC-23-592-70
FTD-HC-23-595-69
PTD-HC-23-596-70
FTD-HC-23-598-70
FTD-HC-23-599-70
FTD-HC-23-600-70
FTD-HC-23-601-70
FTD-HC-23-614-70
p032C N71-20068
p0237 1171-17483 .
p0169 H71-15558
p0163 N71-14635
pOISO N71-16864
p0039 N71-10394
p01C9' N71-12386
p0169 N71-15498
p0056 H71-11905
p0179 N71-16818
p0320 N71-20069
p0316 1)71-19901
p0328 N71-20666
p0464 H71-24882
p0566 N71-29307
p0627 N71-32077
p0565 H71-29305
p0587 1171-31064
p0627 K71-32078
pC566 N71-293G9
p0628 N71-32084
PC566 N71-29306
p0629 871-32305
p0716 1171-37369
p0646 N71-33788
p0628 H71-32087
p0628 N71-32085
P0684 N71-35393
p0686 1171-35773
p0682 N71-35216
p0687 N71-35779
p0726 N71-38119
p0723 N71-37826
p0258 N71-18962*
p0238 N71-1752U
p0252 N71-18532
p0569 N71-29378
p0382 N71-22IJ31
p0317 N71-20050*
p0161 N71-1t619
p0160 N71-14618
pOa77 N71-26567
pOU7t N71-26150
p0039 N71-101H7
p0573 H71-29762
p0225 H71-16901
p0622 S71-31782
p0621 S71-31766
p0723 N71-37820
p0312 N71-19702
p0455 H71-21375
p0058 N71-12075
p0175 N71-16225
p0155 N71-2U351
p0469 N71-25622
p0161 B71-1U6I19
p0516 N71-27196
p0470 N71-25808
p0710 N71-36129
p0178 B71-16616
p0056 N71-11818
p0166 N71-25133
p0621 B71-31771
p0213 N71-17908
pOS31 N71-28927
p0310 N71-19515
p0329 H71-2075Q
p0330 N71-20811
p0727 N71-38538
p0683 H71-35225
p0572 S71-29657
p0309 B71-19188
pOtOO S71-23818
pOt65 N71-25049
p0517 N71-2735U
pOt65 H71-25032
p0397 H71-23538
pOU77 S71-26538
p0376 N71-22168
FTD-HC-23-635-70 pO«67 N71-25209
FTD-HC-23-637-70 p0718 H71-37602
PTD-HC-23-638-70 p0683 H71-3522"
FTD-HC-23-6aC-70 p0625 N71-31932
FTD-HC-23-668-70 p0685 K71-35421
FTD-HC-23-781-70 p0725 N71-38032
PTD-HC-23-865-7G p0722 N71-37772
PTD-HC-23-1193-68 p0310 N71-19559
PTD-HC-23-1296-68 p0373 N71-22C11
FTD-HC-23-1504-68 p0329 N71-20765
FTD-HT-23-31-71 p072K B71-37850
FTD-HT-23-122-70 p0331 H71-2092H
FTD-HT-23-212-69 p0571 N71-29562
PTD-HT-23-290-68 p0211 N71-17728
PTD-HT-23-392-70 p02»1 N71-177t7
FTD-HT-23-HOO-70 p0311 N71-1957W
FTD-HT-23-4'43-70 p02H5 N71-18034
PTD-HT-23-Ii5t-70 pC312 H71-19696
FTD-HT-23-575-70 p0331 N71-20922
PID-HT-23-61U-69 p0571 1171-29557
PTD-HT-23-818-70 p0589 N71-31213
PTD-BT-24-02-71 p0621 N71-31772
PTD-BT-24-07-71 p0727 N71-38531
FTD-MT-24-18-71 p0717 N71-37387
FTD-HT-2U-64-70 pOISS K71-1458U
FTD-BT-2D-65-70 pOOtlt N71-10853
PTD-MT-21-102-70 p0212 1171-17832
FTD-BT-2U-110-70 p0171 N71-25955
FTD-HT-2II-123-7C p0570 1171-29500
FTD-MT-2U-126-70 p0720 S71-37613
FTD-HT-2U-138-70 p0720 N71-37612
PTD-HT-2«-1'H-70 p0727 N71-385111
FTD-HT-211-183-70 p0392 N71-23297
PTD-HT-2t-2t7-70 p0682 N71-35220
FTD-HT-2U-255-70 p0682 1171-35219
FTD-HT-2U-258-70 p0721 N71-37618
PTD-HT-24-259-70 i p0332 N71-21166
FTD-HT-21-26U-70 p0720 N71-37615
FTD-HT-21-273-70 pO«67 N71-25359
FTD-HT-2II-27U-70 p0375 1171-22156
FTD-HT-24-292-70 pOU65 N71-25018
FTD-HT-2U-306-70 p0728 N71-385U2
FTD-HT-2U-311-70 p0519 N71-27987 »
FTD-BT-21t-3'IO-70 p0687 N71-35782 *
GASL-TE-751 p0521 N71-28130**
GAS1-TE-75B ; p063 1 N7 1-32188**
GDC-AHV70-001 p0162 N71-1U75U**
GE-B70-AEG-126-VOL-1 p0163 N71-1H863**
GE-B70-AEGrU26-VOL-2 p016U S71-1U86H**
GE-B70-AEG-t27-VOL-1 p0163 H71-1U851**
GE-K70-AEG-U27-VOL-2 p0163 M71-1U852**
GE-B71-AEG-133-VOL-1 p0640 N71-33201**
GE-E71-AEG-133-TOL-2 p0639 N71-33169**
GE-B71-&EG-1U9-VOL-1 p0168 N71-25460*»
GE-B71-AEG-149-70L-2 p0168 117 1-25«61*»
GE/EE/71-30 p0586 N71-30887 *
GEE-1lt9tO p0383 N71-22538**
GEB-15267 p0680 N71-35205**
GGC/EE/71-22 p0625 N71-31933 *
GIT-AEB-70-'4 pOOI»6 N71-11006 t
GIT-AEB-70-715 p0392 N71-23311 *
GTL-10V p0513 H71-2700H**
H-57U P0252 S71-18509**
H-580 p0157 S71-1U501**
H-591 P0723 N71-37823»*
H-596 p0122 H71-13119**
H-599 ' p0172 N71-15820*»
H-602 pO«01 N71-23922*»
H-603 p0250 871-18142**
H-618 p0249 N71-18422**
B-631 p0580 N71-30718**
H-633 ..i. p0214 B71-17951**
H-633 p0642 B71-33307**
H-636 p0513 N71-27002**
H-640 p0530 N71-28872*t
B-642 p0468 H71-25537**
B-643 p0384 B71-22614**
H-648 p0712 S71-36672**
B-11
REPORT/ACCESSIOJ BOHBEB IHDEX
H_650 ............................. p0160 H71
H-651 ................. ............ p0610 H71
H-679 . ............................ p0591 N71
HEAT EXCH. COUP. PAPEB 15 ......... p0187 471-
HEL-TH-26-70 ...................... p0255 H71
HEL-TN-9-70 ....................... p0173 N71
HRC-TR-288 ........................ p0033 N71
HBC-TH-300 ............. . .......... p0175 1171
HRC-TR-300-SUPP1-1 ................ p0171 N71
HRC-TR-300-SUPP1-2 ................ p0175 1171
HREC-5917-1 ---- ................... P0313 H71
HSA-TN-16" .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pOOIS N71
HSER-5195 ......................... P0723 N71
HSER-5787-VOL-1 ................... p0170 N71
HSER-5787-VOL-2 ................... p0170 N71
HSER-5910 ......................... p0727 N71
HDHRRO-TR-70-17 ................... p0211 1171
HV1-69-161 ............. . .......... P0259 H71
IAH-B-M79 ......................... p0256 S71
IC-AERO-70-01 . .................... p0119 1171
IC-AERO-71-01 ..................... P0162 1171
IC-AEEO-71-15 ..................... p0713 N71
21581**
33211**
31351**
31636 *
18731 *
16019 *
10091 *
26301 *
26303 #
26305 *
19796**
11001 *
37835**
25785**
25781**
38283**
29-m t
18018 *
19122**
18838
13237 *
21675 *
36695 *
IC/71/1C .......................... p0577 N71-30261 *
IC/71/ll
IC/71/23
p0580 N71-
P0721 1171-
ICAS PAPER 70-01 p0018 A71-
ICAS PAPER 70-30 p0012 A71-
ICAS PAPER 70-17 pOC67 A71-
IDA/HQ-69-10731 pC162N71-
IEEE PAPER 70-TP-120-IGA p0691 A71-
IGIA-17/1-8 p0372 1J71-
IITRI-J6128-FR p0392 N71-
IN-1393 P°23C N71-
INS-72-71 P0515 N71-
IR-USGS-229 ,- pC725 N71-
IH-1 P°711 "71-
IS-1 P0719 H71-jg.j p0720 H71-
30717 #
37851 *
•11686 t
•11019 *
•13118 *
•11810 *
•12921
•21976 *
•23233 *
•17190 #
27155 *
•38013 *
•36132 *
•37608 (t
•37616 *
ISAS-153-VOL-35-NO-11 pO.117 1171-13083 t
ISL-T-2'70 -• P0108 N71-12217 *
1SL_T_g>70 ,. p0108 1171-12216 *
ISL-T-1?/69 ,. p O I O S N71-12221 *
ISL-T-39/69 ,. p01C5 N71-12223 *
ISL-T-«8/69 -• P0116 N71-12985 *
IST-101 '• P<>721 1171-37712 *
ISVR-CH--70/3 ,. p0528 N71-28507 #
ISVR-TR'-IS pC681 S71-35211 *
JAERI-M«HO-1163 p0161 N71-21819 *
JANAIIi- ' '00201-VOL-2 p0311 N71-19817 *
JANAIH-^00709 p0168 N71-15392 *
JANAIB-700810 ,. P0638 N71-33C76 *
JPRS-51«66 P0127 N71-11111 «
JPRS-52330 P0260 N71-19217 *
JPRS-52^08 P0333 1171-21258 *
JPRS-531'33 p0169 N71-25716 #
JPRS-^3«20 p0579 1171-30361 *
jPRS-53»28 p0575 N71-30033 #
JPRS-53789 p0633 N71-3269" *
JPRS-51162 p0711 H71-36801 *
KTH-AERO-TN-57 p0673 H71-31003 *
L-AP-01-PT-2 p0159 H71-21555 *
L-1030
L-5539
L-5991
L-6163
L-6188
L-6592
L-6605
L-6666
L-6808
L-6829
L-6881
L-7019
L-7061
L-7096
L-7133
L-7159
1-7166
V-TtT)
L-7178
L-7179
1-7192
L-7227
L-7229
L-7236
L-7262
t-7290
L-7296
L-7301
L-7309
L-7310
L-7312
L-7336
L-7339
L-7313
L-7355
L-7357
L-7361
L-7370
L-7378
L-7386
L-7389
L-7398
L-7103 ,
L-7105
L-7117 ,
L-7120
L-7128 ,
L-7129
1-7130 ,
1-7131 ,
L-7132 ,
1-7112
1-7173
1-7178
1-7183
1-7501
1-75161-7517 :
1-7522 ,
1-7525
1-7513
1-7516
1-7517
1-7518
1-7519
1-7558
1-7560
i-1565
1-7566
1-7567
1-7568
1-7575
1-7581
1-7582
1-7593
1-7599
1-7607
1-7613
1-7612
1-7613
1-7666
1-7671
, v ^ .^.. pQ687 H7t-3598Q *
p0160 N71-21582**
, p0709 N71-36115**
p0161 S71-11635**
, P0175 N71-26351*t
, p0676 H71-31027**
p0215 N71-18025**
, p0115 H71-12736**
,, p0519 N71-28008*t
, p0105 N71-12215**
, p0126 N71-11056**
, p0033 H71-10052*t
p0019 N71-11025**
p0053 N71-11520**
, pOOlO N71-10195**
p^ 321 TST1-20-S26**
p0388 N71-23125**
p0629 N71-32211**
p0036 N71-10276**
p0381 H71-22589**
p0530 H71-28861**
P0322 B71-20156**
p0236 S71-17121**
p0127 H71-11138**
p0161 N71-11669**
p0161 N71-11981**
p0177 H71-16539**
p0015 H71-11001**
p0160 B71-11611**
p0161 H71-11911**
p0323 »71-20181**
, p0168 H71-15122**
p0178 H71-16581*f
p0161 N71-11915**
P0381 B71-22590**
p0161 S71-11631**
p0673 117 1-31009**
p0321 N71-20195**
p0520 N71-28021**
p0372 N71-21961**
p0160 H71-11605**
p0172 »71-15819**
p0389 H71-23135**
p0325 N71-20292**
p0236 N71-17125**
p0236 N71-17115**
p0177 N71-16538**
p0388 N71-23115**
p0323 S71-20191**
p0373 N71-22068**
p0381 N71-22622**
p0389 N71-23127*#
p0381 H71-22620**
p0590 N71-31212**
p0230 N71-17253**
p0251 K71-18180**
p0211 N71-18015**
p0388 N71-23091**
p0577 N71-3028'2*(
p0107 N71-12239**
p0323 N71-20158**
p0616 N71-33776**
p0372 S71-21973*»
p0373 N71-22069**
pSIOT YST\--S2235*4
p0161 N71-11913*f
p0580 N71-30718**
p0521 N71-28077**
p0531 N71-28891**
p0388 S71-23124**
p0236 117 1-17133**
p0589 N71-31207**
p0579 N71-30530**
pOIOC N71-23860**
p0371 N71-22076**
p0633 N71-32798**
p0711 N71-36131**
p0611 N71-33516**
p0675 N71-31022**
E-12
REPOBT/ACCESSIOB HDHBBB IHDEX
L-7693 p0520 H71-28009**
L-7707 p0629 871-32307**
1-7723 p0642 H71-33395**
1-7728 p0633 B71-32792**
1-7729 p0585 H71-30813**
L-7730 p0676 B71-34028**
L-7732 p0641 B71-33239*
L-7739 p0461 S71-24651*
L-7752 p0673 H71-34008*
L-7759 p0709 B71-36412*
1-7772 p0676 871-34026*
1-7793 p0712 H71-36675*
1-7801 p0710 B71-36426*
1-7808 p0590 H71-31330»
1-7813 , p0713 871-36697*
1-7822 p0708 S71-36411*
1-7821 p0716 871-37384*
1-7852 p0718 N71-37601*
1-7861 p0728 871-38758*
1-7870 p0681 H71-35213**
1-7873 p0709 N71-36113**
1-7877 p0719 H71-37603**
1-7881 p0679 N71-35197**
1-7896 871-34274**
1-798C p0687 H71-36253**
1GB-EE-10910 p0396 B71-23475 t
1BSC-A-6J-71-1 P0565 H71-29221*t
1BSC/HREC-D162888 p0313 871-19796**
1MSC/H-AB-70-1 p0371 871-22135**
1PS-53 p0376 N71-22166 *
1B-530 pOOIS 871-11002 *
1B-533 P0160 N71-14612 *
1B-531 P0165 N71-15152 t
1B-535 P0015 871-11003 *
1B-536 ...' p0121 871-13411 *
1H-537 P0117 N71-13082 *
1B-539 p0324 871-20196 *
1B-511 P0316 N71-19857 »
1R-542 P0333 871-21284 *
1R-543 p031t K71-19635 #
1B-544 P0402 871-24298 *
1B-24122 P0326 N71-20421**
1TR-HA-5 P0648 871-33992 *
1TB-ST.122 p0106 871-12233 *
1H1-CR-02M69 p0620 871-31723 *
H-165 p0237 871-17444**
H-169 p0521 871-28129**
MCB-DA-301 P0686 871-35546**
HCB-69-286 P0123 871-13474**
HCS-02526 P-D179 871-16713**
BD-24 p0103 871-12202 *
BDC-AOC13-V01-1 p0684 871-35381**
BDC-A0013-V01-2-PT-1 p0677 871-34236**
BDC-A0013-VOL-3-PT-1 P0677 871-34237**
HDC-A0013-VOL-4-PT-2 p0677 871-34238**
HDC-A0013-V01-4-PT-3 P0677 871-34239**
BDC-J0971-01 p0718 871-37597 *
BDC-J5119 P0517 871-27664**
HDC-TB-7C-28 p0175 871-16252 *
HE-RT-70004 p0041 871-10562 #
BE-237 P0718 871-37596 *
HE-238 p0708 871-36410 *
HE/A-70-1 P0106 871-12226 *
HET-513 P0371 871-21927 *
BFPG-2 P0521 H71-28124 *
BFPG-3 P0520 871-28057 *
HFPG-4 P0529 H71-28592 *
HRI-69-FB-841 p0529 871-28646 t
HSC-70-FB22-137 p0248 H71-18187*
HSC-02666 p0373 871-21996*
BTI-70TB59 p0033 H71-10021*
BTP-6-3-090 pOU60 871-24603
BTP-6-3-121 p0720 871-37611
HTP-6-3-126 p0577 N71-30253
HIP-6-3-205 p0455 H71-24369
BTP-6-3-207 p0639 871-33124
HTP-7-2-055 p0577 871-30258
HTP-7-2-057 p0686 871-35558
HTP-7-3-021 p0623 N71-31815
BTP-7-3-051 p0457 S71-24461
BTP-7-3-054 p0683 H71-35227
HTP-7-3-055 p0457 871-24459
BTP-7-3-057 p0455 871-24379
HTP-7-3-064 p0511 871-26895
BTP-7-3-066 p0457 871-24451
BTP-7-3-071 ..J p0685 N71-35398
BTP-7-3-090 p0474 871-26195
BTP-7-3-506 p0625 871-31940
BTP-7-3-508 p0574 871-29796
BTP-7-3-509 p0457 871-24457
BTP-7-3-519 ' p0639 871-33080
KXP-7-3-522 p0457 871-24452
HTP_7_3-527 p0574 871-29797
HTP-7-3-528 p0637 N71-33005
HTp_7_K_005 p0474 871-26194
BTP-8-3-080 p0682 871-35218
BTB-4112 p0049 871-11029
BTB-4113 p0049 871-11027
M70-407 ;.. p0166 1171-15267
B70-777-BBE/1EE p0162 871-14792
B-3C-69-2 p0104 871-12210*
B A C E . P A P E R 23 p0269 A71-22889
HADC-AM-7031 p0620 K71-31727
BADC-AH-7119 p0711 871-36439
B4DC-AB-7123 p0710 871-36430
BADC-ST-7107 p0721 N71-37619
BAEC-EHG-7461 p068 1 871-35211
NAEC-E8G-7656 p0397 871-23488
HAEC-ENG-7669 pO119 871-13194
BA1-TB-18 p0519 871-27756
BA1-T8-22 P0383 871-22476
NA1-TB-21 p0382 N71-22472
BA1-TB-195 p0057 871-11950
BA1-TB-196 pOOlo N71-11009
BA1-TB-198 p0320 871-20101
NA1-TB-200 p0320 N71-20102
BA1-1B-201 p0321 871-20106
SA1-TB-204 p0325 871-20347
BA1-TB-208 p0474 871-26298
BA1-TB-209 p0375 871-22117
BA1-TB-210 p0313 871-19749
BA1-TR-211 p0167 871-25396
BA1-TE-212 p0382 871-22169
BA1-TR-215 p0645 1171-33585
8A1-TR-220T p0313 871-19750
BAl-TB-221 p0375 H71-22160
BA1-TR-222 p0645 871-33583
8A1-TH-223 p0375 871-22159
HA1-TB-226 p0640 H71-33173
NA1-TB-229 p0673 871-34005
BA1-TR-231-PT-1 p0611 871-33301
BA1-TR-232 p0641 871-33519
NA1-TR-233 p0644 871-33547
BABB1-1106 p0243 871-17851 *
BASA-CASE-ERC-10065 p0517 871-27361*
BASA-CASE-ERC-10090 p0464 H71-24948*
BASA-CASE-FBC-10063 p0105 1!?1-12217*«
BASA-CASE-GSC-10087-1 p0260 871-19287*
BASA-CASE-GSC-10087-2 p0125 871-13958*
E-13
BEPOBT/ACCESSION HOHBEB IHDEI
NASA-CASE-LAR-10219-1 p0173 N71-26110*
NASA-CASE-LAB-10103 p0056 N71-11766*
HASA-CASE-LEW-11188-1 p067« N71-31017**
NASA-CASE-HFS-20586 p02l40 N71-17686*
NASA-CASE-MSC-12111-1 p0051 N71-11039*
BASA-CSSE-XAC-00018 p0532 N71-29128*
NASA-CASS-XAC-02058 p0175 N71-16087*
HASA-CASE-X4C-08972 p0328 N71-20570*
BASA-C4SE-XAC-10019 pOICO N71-23809*
NASA-CASE-XFH-00756 p0122 N71-13121*
NASA-CASE-XFB-02007 p0163 N71-21692*
NASA-CASE-XFB-03107 p0307 N71-19119*
NASA-CASE-XFR-03802 p0388 N71-23085*
NASA-CASE-XGS-05680 p0239 N71-17585*
NASA-CASE-XLA-00377
NASA-CASE-XLA-00378
BASA-CASE-XLA-00755
B4SA-CASE-XLA-00892
NASA-CASE-XLA-00939
NASA-Cf,SE-XIA-C1163
BASA-CASE-XLA-01486
BASi-CASE-XLA-01832
BASA-CASE-XLA-01907
NASA-CASE-XLA-02079
NASA-CASE-XLA-02081
NASA-CASE-XLA-02619
NASA-CASE-XLA-02865
NASA-CASE-XLA-03659
NASA-CASE-X1A-01151
NASA-CASE-XLA-05378
NASA-CASE- X1A-05511
NASA-CASE-XLA-05828
BASA-CASE-X1A-06339
NASA-CASE-X1A-06821-2
NASA-CASE-X1A-06958
NASA-CASE-XIA-08801-1
NASA-CASE-XLA-08967
NASA-CASE-X1A-09180
NASA-CASE-X1A-10450
BASA-CASE-XLE-05260
NASA-CASE-XLE-103177-1
NASA-CiSE-XMP-01163
NASA-CASE-XMF-05221
p0210
p0172
p0121
p0213
p0172
p0169
p0397
P0332
P0391
p0180
p0176
p0175
p0169
p0051
pOIOS
p0331
p0121
p0122
pOOSO
p0051
p0051
p0515
p0331
p0326
p0325
p0387
p0399
S71-17610*
N71-15925*
N71-13110*
1171-17897*
N71-15926*
N71-15582*
1171-23197*
N71-21006*
N71-23268*
N71-16891*
N71-16281*
N71-26331*
N71-15563*
N71-11011*
N71-12213*
N71-21175*
N71-26387*
N71-13111*
N71-13122*
N71-11037*
N71-11038*
B71-11013*
N71-27088*
N71-33612*
N7 1-21193*
N71-20129*
N71-20330*
N71-23007*
N71-23726*
NASA-CASE-XNP-03578 p0387 N71-23030*
NASA-CASE-XNP-03835 p0397 N71-23199*
NASA-CASE-XNP-03853 p0371 N71-21882*
NASA-CB-1611
NASA-CR-1616
IIASA-CR-1619
NASA-CR-1650
NASA-CS-1652
BASA-CR-1671
BASA-CE-1675
BASA-CS-1692
BASA-CR-1695
NASA-CR-1696
BASA-CB-1698
BASA-CR-1705
BASA-CR-1706
NASA-CR-1707
BASA-CR-1708
NASA-CH-1709
BASA-CE-1710
NASA-CE-1711
BASA-CB-1712
BASA-CH-1713
NASA-CR-1711
N4SA-CS-1715
BASA-CR-1716
NASA-CR-1717
NASA-CR-1718
NASA-CR-1721
BASA-CR-1722
NASA-CR-1728
NAS4-CE-173C
NASA-CR-1738
NASA-CR-1713
p0101
p0588
P0260
p0385
p0261
p0120
p0106
pOOII
p0259
P0052
p0179
p0159
p0159
p0159
p0179
p0158
p0158
p0159
P0239
P0173
P0210
p0236
P0178
p0252
p017U
P0126
p0389
p0215
p0630
p0386
p021<l
N71-12211*
N71-31151*
N71-19276*
B71-22625*
N71-19289*
N71-13101*
N71-12227*
N71-10867*
N71-19139*
B71-11122*
B71-16660*
B71-11595*
N71-11591*
N71-11593*
N71-16627*
N71-11592*
1171-11591*
N71-11596*
1171-17591*
B71-15961*
N71-17668*
B7 1-17126*
B71-16561*
N71-18199*
N71-26170*
N71-11086*
N71-23133*
N71-18029*
N71.-32153*
N71-22672*!
B71-17958**
NASA-CR-1711 p0259 N71-19122*
NASA-CR-1718 p0332 N71-21087*
NASA-CR-1751 p0531 N71-28883*
DASA-CR-1752 p0256 N71-18865*
NASA-CR-1756 p0260 N71-19239*
NASA-CR-1759 p0323 N71-20182*
NASA-CH-1761 p0532 S71-29023*
NASA-CR-1767 p0571 W71-29893*
NASA-CR-1769 p0707 N71-36101*
HASA-CR-1770 p0590 N71-31307*
NASA-CR-1771 p0168 N71-25397*
NASA-CB-1776 p0712 N71-36518*
HASA-CR-1783 p0629 N71-32369*
NASA-CE-1788 p0629 N71-32303*
NASA-CR-1793 p0321 N71-20127*
NASA-CR-1796 p0571 N71-29775*
NASA-CR-1803 p0389 S71-23132*
8ASA-CS-1808 p0513 N71-27010*
NASA-CR-1809 p0511 N71-27011*
HASA-CE-1816 p0513 S71-27001*
MASA-CR-1817 p0612 U71-33393*
NASA-CR-1818 p0633 N71-32797*
NASA-CR-1821 p0612 N71-33325*
BASA-CB-1832 p0632 S71-32563*
NASA-CR-1833 p0675 N71-31025*
HASA-CH-1836 p0530 N71-28882*
HASA-CH-1837 p0521 H71-28161*
NASA-CR-1838 p0590 N71-31262*
NASA-CR-1813 p0639 N71-33110*
NASA-CB-1845 i p0513 H71-27003*
NASA-CET1818 p0511 N71-27028*
HASA-CR-1360 p0673 N71-31C01*
SASA-CB-1862 p0579 N71-30669*
MASA-CR-1863 p0630 N71-32370*
NASA-CR-1878 p0591 H71-31351*
HASA-CE-1879 p0611 N71-33283*
NASA-CR-1881 p0728 N71-38731*
NASA-CR-1909 p0718 H71-37598*
NASA-CR-51573 p0255 N71-18719*
NASA-CR-66762 p0317 S71-19912*
HASA-CR-72635 p0373 N71-21995*
NASA-CB-72737 p0057 H71-12035*
NASA-CR-72711 p0162 N71-11710*
NASA-CR-72713 p0163 N71-11817*
BASA-CR-72772 p0128 B71-11363*
BASA-CB-72771 p0033 B71-10021*
NASA-CH-72778 p.0162 N71-11672*
NASA-CR-72786-VOL-1 p0163 N71-11863*
SASA-CH-72786-VOL-2 p0161 D71-11861*
BASA-CR-72787-VOL-1 p0163 B71-11851*
NASA-CR-72787-VOL-2 p0163 N71-11852*
BASA-CR-72.799 p0161 N71-11890*
BASA-CH-72802 p0162 N71-11751*
BASA-CE-72806 p0610 B71-33201*
NASA-CR-72863 p0168 B71-25151*
NASA-CB-72876 p0169 H71-25772*
NASA-CR-72887 p0716 B71-37373*
BASA-CR-72895 p0523 N71-28315*
BASA-CR-72951 p0592 B71-31182*
NASA-CR-72952 p0678 N71-31618*
NASA-CS-72954 p0678 N71-31914*
NASA-CB-7296<1 p0639 B71-33169*
HASA-CR-72967 p0532 N71-29187*
NASA-CR-72967 p0532 H71-29188*
NASA-CE-7297H p0679 N71-31915*
NAS4-CB-72987 p0725 N71-38022*
NASA-CR-73195 p0159 B71-11600*
NASA-CR-73196 p0160 N71-11613*
NASA-CB-82862 p0168 N71-25160*
BASA-CR-82867 p0168 S71-25161*
NASA-CR-102933 p0101 N71-12210*
NASA-CRr102912 p0112 N71-12533*
HASA-CB-103105 p0102 N71-21081*
NAS4-CH-108700 p0123 B71-13171*
BASA-CH-110889 p0037 K71-10291*
NASA-CH-110905 p0036 H71-10283*
HASi-CH-111021 p0037 U71-10297*
NASA-CB-111025 p0036 N71-10281*
BASA-CB-111316 pOOSO 1171-11032*
BASA-CB-111372 p0052 H71-11166*
NASA-CB-111575 ....: p0110 B71-12131*
HASA-CH-111786 p0323 S71-20183*
HASA-CE-111808 p0115 H71-12728*
HASA-CR-111812 p0126 H71-11015*
NASA-CR-111819 p0160 N71-21586*
N4SA-CR-111821 p0120 N71-13105*
HASA-CB-111828 p0102 H71-24021*
NASA-CH-111831 p0383 N71-22538*
NASA-CB-111839 p0173 N71-16029*
E-14
EEPOST/ACCESSION BDHBEB INDEX
NASA-CR-1118lf2-1
NASA-CR- 11 1842-2
BASA-C3-11 1843
BASA-CR-11181(4
BASA-CB-111845
BASA-CB-111846
BASA-CR-11186t(
8ASA-CR-111867
BASA-CR-111868
8ASA-CE-11 1877
NASA-CH-111887
NASA-CR-111905
BASA-CR-111906
NASA-Ca-111907
BASA-CR-11 1913
HASA-CS-111925
BASA-CR-11 1928
BASA-CR-11 1929
BASA-CR-111930
BASA-CR-111931
BASA-CR-111934
HASA-CB-111955
NASA-CR-11 1956
BASA-CR-1 11962
BASA-CB-111964
BASA-CR-111966
NASA-C8-11H286 ..;
BASA-CR-114287
BASA-CR-114289
NASA-CE-1111290
BASA-CR~114291
NASA-CR-111(315
BASA-CR~ 111(322
NASA-CR- 11 1(323
HASA-CS- 11 1(325
NASA-CB- 11 1(328
HASA-CR-114329
NASA-CE-114332
NASA-CR-114335
NASA-CR- 11 4338
NASA-CB-114339
BASA-CR-114345
BASA-CR-114359
NASA-CR-1 14362
BASA-CR- 11 1(370
NASA-CR- 1 11(372
BASA-CR- 11 1(803
NASA-CR-1 14832
BASA-CR-11 5073
NASA-CR-1 15159
NASA-CB-1 15772
BASA-CR- 115854
NASA-CR-115880
BASA-CR-1 15881
NASA-CR-115907
BASA-CB-116C19
BASA-CR- 11 6374
NASA-CR- 11 6376
BASA-CR-1 16431
NASA-CB-1 161(82
NASA-CB-1 16772
BASA-CR-116820
NASA-CR-116855
NASA-CR-117031
BASA-CB-1 17041
BASA-CR-1 17052
NASA-CB-117135
BASA-CR-117198
BASA-CR-117466
NASA-CR-117759
NASA-CB-1 17760
BASA-CR-117855
BASA-CR-1 17887
BASA-CR- 11 9287
NASA-CR-119315
NASA-CB-119359
BASA-CR-119804
BASA-CR-119940
BASA-CR- 11 9947
BASA-CH-119984
NASA-CR-1 20802
NASA-CB-121375
HASa-CR-121«66
NASA-CR-121736
NASA-CR-121768
NASA-CR-121977
NASA-CB-122922
BASA-CR- 1231 94
P0470
pCl(70
P0172
pC388
P0254
PC178
P0326
p032«
P0311
P0328
PM76
p06i(i|
P0565
p0467
p0517
pC631
P0577
P0674
., p0674
P0677
p0680
P0679
P0727
P0713
P0681
P071C
PC521
pC313
P0680
P0326
P0334
p0476
PC684
pC677
P0677
p0677
PC677
PC637
P0673
P0682
p0681
P0684
P0630
P0718
p0710
P0723
P0162
P0179
P0580
p0679
P0127
P0167
p0169
:. P0169
P0170
p0260
.-. P0234
P0233
P0242
P0231
P0391
P0258
p0258
P0317
P0317
p0315
p0313
P0322
p0374
P0379
P0379
P0383
p0390
P0585
P0588
P0589
P0577
P0686
P0712
p0728
p0724
P0636
pC646
P3410
p067U
P0686
p0713
p0724
N71-25785*
K71-2578U*
N71-15827*
B71-23122*
N71-18714*
H71-16557*
N71-20398*
H71-20271*
S71-19630*
N71-20630*
N71-26417*
N71-3356C*
N71-29221*
N71-25362*
K71-27664*
N71-32488*
N71-30241*
N71-34013*
H71-34014*
N71-3421(C*
H71-35205*
N71-35126*
N71-38283*
1171-36720*
N71-35208*
H71-36421*
M71-28130*
N71-19796*
N71-35206*
1171-201(21*
N71-21320*
K71-26416*
N71-35384*
N71-34236*
H7 1-34237*
S71-34238*
S71-34239*
M71-33002*
N71-31(001*
N71-35217*
S71-35210*
N71-35385*
N71-32385*
H71-3759i(*
N71-36422*
M71-37835*
N71-14755*
»71-16713*
N71-307K1*
S71-35196*
N71-14171*
N71-15341*
N71-15553*
S71-15557*
N71-15698*
N71-19250*
N71-17393*
N71-17388*
N71-17843*
M71-1731I5*
1171-23250*
B71-18962*
N71-18996*
N71-20050*
K71-200KO*
N71-19834*
B71-19752*
B71-20139*
N71-22135*
N71-22340*
M71-22339*
N71-22527*
N71-23186*
H71-30800*
N71-31106*
H7 1-31211*
H71-30278*
N71-35546*
H71-36677*
N71-38668*
B71-37836*
N71-32943*
»71-33747*
1171-34259*
H71-34016*
H71-35770*
H71-36770*
1171-37862*
NASA-SP-248
MASA-SP-255
BASA-SP-259
NASA-SP-265
BASA-SP-266
BASA-SP-27G
BASA-SP-5093
BASA-SP-8050
BASi-SP-8G66
BASA-TE-X-1612
NASA-TM-X-1691
BASA-TB-X-1712
BASA-TH-X-1782
BASA-TH-X-1809
KASA-TM-X-1827
NASA-TB-X-1922
BASA-TH-X-1994
NASA-TB-X-2086
BASA-TM-X-2091
BASA-TK-X-2099
NASA-TH-X-2102
BASA-TB-X-2107
BASA-TH-X-21 11
NASA-TH-X-2119
BASA-TM-X-2123
BASA-TH-X-2129
BASA-THTX-2133
BASA-TM-X-2139
BASA-TH-X-2146
BASA-TH-X-2159
BASA-TH-X-2162
BASA-TH-X-2163
NASA-TH-X-2164
BASA-TK-X-2165
HASA-TB-X-2166
HASA-TH-X-2170
NASA-TS-X-2171
BASA-1B-X-2173
BASA-TH-X-21 76
BASA-TK-X-2182
NASA-TH-X-2183 .........
BASA-TH-X-21 84
BASA-TM-X-2191
BASA-TH-X-2192
BASA-TB-X-2194
SASA-TS-X-2202
BASA-TH-X-2205
NASA-TH-X-2206
BASA-TH-X-2215
BASA-TH-X-2216
NASA-TH-X-2218
BASi-TH-X-2219
BASA-TB-X-2221
BASA-TH-X-2222
BASA-TB-X-2223
BASA-TH-X-2225
BASA-TH-X-2228
BASA-TH-X-2229
BiSA-TK-X-2235
BASA-TH-X-2236
BASA-TH-X-2239
HASA-TH-X-2241
BASA-TB-X-2245
BASA-TH-X-2261
BASA-TH-X-2269
BASA-TM-X-2274
BASA-TB-X-2281
BASA-TH-X-2286
HASA-TH-X-2287
HASA-TH-X-2288
BASA-TH-X-2289
BASA-TH-X-2293
BASA-TM-X-2291(
BASA-TH-X-2295
BASA-TH-X-2304
BASA-TH-X-2307
BASA-TB-X-2309
BASA-TH-X-2311
NASA-TB-X-2313
HASA-TH-I-2319
BASA-TM-X-2325
BASA-TH-X-2329
NASi-TB-X-23?5
P0115 B71-12776**
pC523 N71-28363*#
P0307 B71-19451*f
P0579 B71-30506*»
p0579 B71-30507*S
P058G B71-3C756**
P0128 B71-14307*!
p0260 »71-19281*d
P0590 N71-31303*J
P0229 N71-17132*#
p0229 B71-17131*«
P0165 B71-15003**
P0475 H7 1-26355*1
P0157 N71-14526**
p0157 B71-14527*!
P0157 B71-14501**
P0475 N71-26354**
p0125 N71-1U019**
P0312 N71-19705*!
p0036 B71-10276**
P0164 B71-14945*«
p010I( N71-12208**
P0229 B71-17130**
P0177 N71-16538*«
p0040 N71-10467**
p0104 B71-12209**
p0046 H71-11010*!
P0251 N71-18480**
p0123 B71-13763*!
p0323 B71-20181**
P0389 K71-23135*!
P0236 B71-17425**
p0236 S71-T7415*!
p0321 N71-20126**
P0239 1171-17590*1
P0230 B71-17247**
P0387 B71-22680*!
p0239 B71-1755U**
p0401 N71-23980*
p0256 1171-18863*
p0239 B71-17589*
P0316 B71-19853*
P0312 B71-19707*
p0248 B71-18138*
P0243 B71-17882*
P0243 B71-17876*
P0230 B71-17253*
P0164 N71-14943*
P0252 B71-18509*
P0253 1171-18561*
p0253 B71-18560*
P0253 1171-18559*
P0520 N71-28021*
P0248 B71-18367*
P0244 B71-17951*
P0521 N71-28077*
P0321 B71-20114*
p0384 B71-22568*
P0324 B71-20288*
P0326 B71-20419*
P0329 B71-20766*
P0327 N71-2C533*
P0468 S71-25411*
P0384 B71-22622*
P0398 N71-23659*
p0461 N71-24651*
P0467 N71-25384*
P0460 B71-24581*
p0530 B71-28861*
P0531 1171-28891*
P0585 B71-30813*
P0470 H7 1-25783*
p0470 B71-25872*
P0578 B71-30283*
P0521 N71-28128*
P0576 N71-30055*
pO£41 H71-33239*
P0629 N71-32307*
p0644 B71-33546*
P0711 B71-36436*
P0575 K7 1-29920*
P0576 B71-30117*
P0710 B71-36426*
P0709 S71-36412*
P0629 B71-32211*
P0633 B7 1-32798*
p0728 H71-38758*
E-15
HEPOBT/ACCBSSIOB HOHBEB IHDEZ
BASA-TB-X-2356 ;.
BASA-TH-X-2357
NASA-TH-X-2367
BASA-TH-X-2378
BASA-TH-X-2382
BASA-TB-X-2384
BASA-TB-X-2386
BASA-TH-i-2391
BASA-TH-X-2392
BASA-TB-X-2418
SASA-TB-X-52906
BASA-TB-X-52916
BASA-TB-X-52937
BASA-TB-X-52941
BASA-TH-X-52951
BASA-TB-X-52958
BASA-TB-X-52968
BASA-TB-X-62016
SASA-TH-X-62,083
BASA-TB-X-62086
BASA-TH-X-64562
BASA-TB-X-65508
BASA-TB-X-65527
SASA-TB-X-65649
BASA-TB-X-66489 .........
BASA-TK-X-66490
BASA-TB-X-66491
BASA-TB-X-66492
BASA-TH-X-66493
BASA-Tfi-X-66494
8ASA-TB-X-66536
BASA-TB-X-66583
8ASA-TB-X-66712
SASA-TB-X-66720
BASA-TM-X-66885
BASS-TB-X-66886
BASA-TH-X-66887
BASA-TB-X-66888
SASA-TB-X-66914
BASA-TH-X-67019
8ASA-TB-X-67073
SASA-TB-X-67080
BASA-TH-X-67123
BASA-TB-X-67125
BASA-TH-X-67806
BASA-TH-X-67809
BASA-TB-X-67811
SASA-TH-X-67816
BASA-TH-X-67821
BASA-TB-X-67825
KASA-TM-X-67833
BASA-TH-X-67837
BASA-TB-X-67846
8ASA-TB-X-67850
BASA-TH-X-67854
SASA-TH-X-67865
NASA-TH-X-67870
BASA-TB-X-67871
BASA-TB-X-67872
BASA-TH-X-67884
BASA-TB-X-67885
NASA-TM-X-67887
BASA-TB-X-67906
BASi-TH-X-67916
NASA-TH-X-67934
8ASA-T8-D-5913
BASA-TS-D-5936
BASA-TN-D-5945
BASA-TN-D-5993
BASA-TN-D-6001
BASA-T8-D-6002
BASA-TB-D-6012
BASA-TB-D-6C16
NASA-TN-D-6C17
BASA-TB-D-6C20
p0628
P0631
p0709
p0687
p0709
p0687
p0726
p0673
p0718
p0725
p0039
p0178
p0052
p0105
p0115
p0178
p0178
p0254
p0254
p0326
p0311
p0327
p0643
p0681
p0680
p0712
p0035
p0464
p0464
p0471
p0632
p0109
p0111
p0113
p0106
p0106
p0108
p0123
-. . p0175
p0249
p0248
p0301
p0303
p0302
p0302
p0303
p0314
p0334
p0381
p0373
p0387
p0394
p0399
p0388
p0462
p0400
p0462
p04C1
p0402
p0462
p0468
p0518
p0518
p0518
p0531
p0531
p0531
p0588
p0589
p0629
p0631
p0641
p0680
p0716
P0710
p0325
p0033
p0049
p0167
p0115
p0160
p0044
p0164
pOIOS
p0117
p0039
B71-32144**
871-32466**
871-36415**
B71-36253**
871-36414**
B71-36120**
B71-38277**
871-34008**
871-37601**
871-37928**
871-10391**
B71-16558**
871-11426**
871-12218**
B71-12939**
871-16592**
871-16554**
B71-18733**
871-18628**
871-20420**
871-19699**
B71-19677**
871-20523**
B71-26183**
S71-33517**
B71-35209**
871-35204**
871-36679**
B71-10240**
B71-24914**
871-24913**
B71-25920**
871-32527**
871-12425**
871-12439**
871-12610**
871-12224**
871-12225**
N71-12244**
N71-13583**
871-16069**
B71-18428**
B71-18187**
871-19357**
B71-19371**
N71-19361**
B71-19366**
871-19368**
871-19831**
N71-21408**
B71-22394**
871-21996**
871-22699**
871-23418**
B71-23764**
871-23116**
B71-24689**
B71-23822**
B71-24691**
871-23927**
H71-24009**
871-24690**
871-25524**
871-27713**
871-27673**
871-27707**
B71-29011**
B71-28946**
871-28947**
B71-31134**
B71-31191**
B71-32349**
871-32484**
871-33246**
B71-35207**
871-37378**
871-36424**
871-20305**
871-10052**
871-11025**
B71-15380**
871-12736**
B71-14614**
871-10866**
871-14981**
B71-12215**
B71-13080**
K71-10411**
HASA-TH-D-6021
HASA-TH-D-6058
NASA-TN-D-6060
HiSA-TH-D-6063
NASA-TH-D-6064
HASA-TH-D-6067
NASA-TH-D-6077 .....;...
HASA-TB-D-6078
SASA-TN-D-60 80
HASA-TB-D-6091
BASA-TN-D-6101
KASA-TB-D-6102
BASA-TB-D-6101)
BASA-TB-D-6111
BASA-TH-D-6115
BASA-TB-D-6117
BASA-TB-D-6118
BASA-IB-D-6126
8ASA-TN-D-6137
BASA-TB-D-6138
BASA-TN-D-6142
BASA-TB-D-6144
BASA-TM-D-6145
BASA-TN-D-6157
BASA-TN-D-6161 *..
BASA-TB-D-6163
BASA-1B-D-6164
BASA-TB-D-6167
BASA-TB-D-6178
BASA-TB-D-6191
HASA-1B-D-6195
BASA-TH-D-6198
BASA-TB-D-6199
BASA-TN-D-6202
BASA-TB-D-6205
BASA-TB-D-6208
BASA-TB-D-6210
BASA-TB-D-6215
8ASA-TB-D-6225
BASA-TB-D-6230
BASA-Tfi-D-6231
BASA-TB-D-6232
NASA-TB-D-6238
BASA-TB-D-6246
BASA-TK-D-6256
BASA-TB-D-6257
BASA-TB-D-6264
BASA-TB-D-6268
BASA-TB-D-6283
BASA-TB-D-6292
KASA-TH-D-6297
BASA-TB-D-6314
BASA-TB-D-6321
KASA-TB-D-6339
BASA-TH-D-6344
BASA-TN-D-63S5
NASA-TB-D-6373
BASA-TS-D-6384
BASA-TB-D-6391
NASA-TB-D-6392
BASA-TB-D-6393
p0328
P0161
p0053
p0116
p0045
P0237
p0116
pOOS6
p0051
p0045
p0161
p0104
p0107
p0177
p0168
p0164
p0178
p0384
P0324
p0172
p0325
p0323
p0384
p0373
p0236
p0460
p0245
p0236
p0322
p0161
p0374
p0238
p0240
p0256
p0326
p0235
p0389
p0231
p0231
p0389
p0388
p0372
p0373
p0388
P0388
p0323
p0243
p0249
p0250
p0646
p0388
p0236
P0255
p0255
P02S3
..' p0252
p0400
p0244
p0372
p0257
p0325
p0577
p0384
p0256
p0335
p0335
p0590
P0589
p0519
p0384
p0580
p0389
p0399
p0400
p0468
p0579
p0673
p0520
p0401
p0520
p0521
p0573
p0715
p0676
p0513
p0711
p0573
B71-20674*
B71-10495*
B7 1-14635*
B71-11520*
B7 1-13023*
N71-11004*
B71-10537*
871-17444*
B71-13024*
B71-11882*
N7 1-11061*
B71-10982*
B71-14634*
N7 1-12213*
N7 1-12235*
B71-16539*
B71-15422*
B71-14944*
B71-16584*
871-22590*
B71-20195*
H71-15819*
871-20292*
N71-20191*
H7 1-22620*
N7 1-22068*
N7 1-17423*
N71-24562*
871-18025*
N7 1-17424*
871-20156*
871-14669*
B71-22076*
871-17506*
871-17641*
H71-18882*
871-20392*
871-17414*
871-23126*
B7 1-17254*
871-17354*
H7 1-23127*
N7 1-23 11 5*
B71-21961*
N7 1-22069*
87 1-23091*
871-23125*
871-20158*
B71-17877*
B7 1-18422*
B71-18442*
S71-33776*
871-23124*
B7 1-17433*
871-18761*
871-18836*
871-18566*
B71-18558*
H71-23860*
N71-18015*
871-21973*
871-18929*
871-20291*
B71-30282*
871-22589*
N71-18867*
871-21508*
871-21512*
871-31242*
871-31207*
871-28008*
871-22614*
871-30748*
871-23134*
871-23779*
871-23861*
871-25537*
871-30530*
87 1-34009*
871-28009*
871-23922*
871-28041*
N7 1-28129*
871-29745*
871-36830*
871-34028*
871-26985*
871-36435*
871-29774*
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BASA-TB-D-6395
SASA-TB-D-6398
HASA-TH-D-6404
BASA-TB-D-6408
BASA-TB-D-6416
HASA-TB-D-6423
BASA-TS-D-6425
BASA-TB-D-6426
HASA-TN-D-61128 . ...
SiSA-T»-D-6430
BASA-TH-D-6431
BASA-TB-D-6432
BASA-TB-D-6435
BASA-TB-D-6440
H8SJ-TS-D-6441
HASA-TB-D-6444
BASA-TH-D-6446
BASA-TB-D-6457
BASA-TB-D-6460
BASA-TB-D-6465
BASA-TB-D-6468
BASA-TS-D-6469
BASA-TB-D-6476
BASA-TH-D-6480
BASA-TB-D-6482
SASA-TB-D-6489
BASA-TB-D-6490
HASA-TN-D-6496
BASA-TB-D-6508
BASA-TB-D-6509
BASA-TB-D-6510
BASA-TB-D-6536
SASA-TB-D-6542
HASA-TB-D-6550
8ASA-TB-D-7003
BASA-TB-D-7004
BASA-TB-D-7005
HASA-TH-D-7006
HASA-TH-D-7014
HASA-TB-D-7020
HASA-TB-D-7021
BASA-TH-D-7028
SASA-TB-D-7031
BASA-TB-D-7034
NiSA-TH-D-7043
SASA-T8-D-7046
BASA~TB-D-7047
BASA-TH-D-7048
BASA-TB-B-374
BASA-TT-F-600
BASA-TT-F-614
HASA-TT-F-627
BASA-TT-F-636
BASA-TT-F-702
SASA-TT-F-12709
BASA-TT-F-12878
BASA-TT-F-13142
NASA-TT-F- 13385
BASA~TT-F- 13398
BASA-TT-F-13428
BASA-TT-F-13431
BASA-TT-F-13436
SASA-TT-F-13453
BASA~TT-F-13469
SASA-TT-F-13471
SASA-TT-F-13472
BASA-TT-F-13482
HASA-TT-F- 13503
NASA-TT-F-13521
SASA-TT-F- 13525
BASA-TT-F-13529
HASA-TT-F-13538
HASA-TT-F-13605
HASA-TT-F-13631
8ASA-TT-F-13633
NASi-TT-F-13651
NASA-TT-F-13657
NASA-TT-F-13658
HASA-TT-F- 13667 .'
NASA-TT-F-13715
NASA-TT-F-13717
KASA-TT-F-13727
NASA-TT-F-13728
p0587
p0513
p0591
p0576
p0712
p0642
p0590
p0676
p0530
p0675
p0723
p0712
p0586
p0681
p0708
p0711
p0633
p0580
p0716
p0628
p0631
p0676
p3412
p0679
p0634
p0641p0640
p06U2
p0709
p0719
p0717
p0709
p0729
p0709
p0126
p0160
p0127
p0053
p0122
p0109
p0109
p0122
p0161
p0107
p0172
p0177
p0177
p0177
poeat
p0713
p0633
p0126
p0162
p0329
p0579
p0121
p0628
p0165
p0105
p0127
p0107
p0112
p0108
p0109
p0237
p0237
p0237
p0218
p02U8
p0327
p0258
pC391
p0398
p032«
pOU02
pOlOO
pO«71
P0170
pO«01
p0578
p0530
P0522
p0586
P06i(7
p0579
p0577
p0631
H71-31096*
H71-27002*
H71-31156*
N71-30072*
N71-36675*
N71-33395*
871-31330*
N7 1-34027*
S7 1-28872*
B71-3U022*
H71-37823*
H7 1-36672*
H71-30817*
S71-35213*
S71-361H1*
H71-36431*
H71-32792*
M71-30718*
S71-37384*
N71-32156*
H7 1-32473*
H71-34026*
H71-34274*
S71-35197*
N71-32805*
871-33244*
N71-33211*
S71-33307*
871-36413*
871-37603*
871-37563*
871-36416*
871-38767*
871-36418*
871-14056*
871-14605*
1171-14138*
H71-11579*
N71-13420*
H71-12421*
871-12422*
871-13419*
871-14638*
871-12239*
N71-15820*
H71-16533*
871-16534*
871-16535*
871-35386*
871-36697*
H71-32719*
871-14055*
871-14734*
871-20719*
871-30488*
871-13412*
871-32185*
871-25024*
871-12219*
871-14188*
N71-12234*
871-12541*
871-12245*
871-12416*
871-17441*
N71-17443*
871-17468*
871-18401*
871-18397*
H71-20531*
871-18987*
871-23278*
H71-23702*
871-20256*
871-24053*
871-23796*
871-25998*
871-25822*
871-23967*
871-30350*
871-28832*
N71-28222*
H71-30852*
871-33803*
871-30656*
K71-30263*
871-32455*
BASA-TT-F
HASA-TT-F
BASA-TT-F
BASA-TT-F
BASA-TT-F-
HASA-TT-F-
HASA-TT-F-
HASA-TT-F-
HASA-TT-F-
BASA-TT-F
HASA-TT-F
HASA-TT-F
13754 p0586
•13755 p0591
871-30848**
871-31455**
'-13778 p0630 871-32452**
13789 p0633 H71-32699**
13793 p0645 H71-33625**
13798 p0645 H71-33611**
13799 p0643 H71-33494**
13947 p067« B71-34015**
13978 p0718 B71-37600*»
•13981 p0707 H71-36398**
13988 p0717 871-37593**
•14005
 r p0727 871-38535**
HBS-TH-568 i p0631 871-32456 *
BBS-10577 p0619 871-31619 *
BBS-10121 p0382 871-22453 *
HBS-10339 ..• p0382 871-22455 *
BBS-10508 p0382 B71-22456 *
BBS-10604 p0726 871-38211 *
BCEL-TB-1138 p0469 871-25604 *
BCEL-TB-1148 p0516 871-27206 *
BCEL-TS-1152 p0528 H71-28424 *
SCEL-TB-1153 p0528 871-28423 *
BCE1-TB-1155 p0528 871-28422 *
BCEL-TB-1166 p0637 871-33007 *
SCEL-TH-1167 p0640 B71-33224 *
BCE1-TB-1168 p0639 B71-33079 *
HCEL-TH-705 p0335 B71-21523 *
BEAB-TE-20 p0120 B71-13404**
HEAB-TR-29 p0637 871-33002**
BECTP-215 p0049 871-11029 *
HECTP-219 pOOSO 871-11033 *
BECTP-220 p0049 871-11027 *
BECTP-230 p0048 871-11021 *
B6TE-E-307 p0227 871-17084 *
BIC-THABS-3228 p0686 871-35494 #
BLL-CE-TBAKS-5424-/9022.09/ p0572 871-29622
HLL-CE-TEANS-5631-/9022.09/ p0713 H71-36704
BLL-B-20326-/5828.4F/ p0401 B71-23934 .
8LB-TB-T-189 p0047 H71-11015 I
8LB-TR-68048-L p0389 871-23131 +
BLE-TB-69028-0 p0622 B71-31791 *
BLH-TH-69043-0 p0119 H71-13364 *
BLB-TE-69057-D p0169 B71-15548 «
BLB-TB-70008-L p0389 871-23157 +
BLB-TB-70038-U p0515 B71-27109 *
BHAB-283 p0636 871-32943*1
HOAA-T«-HESS-28 p0337 H71-21842 *
BOAA-TB-EB1-198-RFF-4 p0685 871-35453 I
BOLTR-70-49 p0103 B71-12205 I
BOLTB-70-93 p0311 B71-19656 «
BOLTB-70-131 p0312 871-19709 *
BOLTR-70-178 p0393 B71-23387 *
80LTE-71-5 p0574 H71-29907 f
BOLTE-7%-6 p0723 871-37821 *
8OLTE-71-7 p0574 871-29906 *
HOB-70-139 p0590 N71-31288 »
BOBT-71-209-1 p0711 871-36432 *
BPL-AEBO-80TE-1084 p0170 871-15703 *
BP1-AEEO-SE-006 p0515 871-27149 t
HPL-AEBO-1274 p0459 871-24569 *
BPL-AEBO-1275 p0459 K71-24569 t
8PL-AEBO-1276 p0459 871-24569 *
HPL-AEBO-1278 p0249 N71-18025 *
8PL-AERO-1289 p0459 871-24569 *
BPL-AEEO-1290 p0250 N71-18456 t
HPL-AEBO-1293 p0170 N71-15701 *
BPL-AEBO-1294 p0457 B71-24482 *
HPL-AEBO-1300 p0126 871-14087 *
E-17
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NPL-4EBO-1301 ,
NPL-AERO-1305
NPL-AERO-1306 ,
NPL-AEBO-1307 ,
NPL-AEBO-1308
HPL-AERO-1309 ,
NPL-AEHO-1310
HPL-AERO-1311
NPL-4EBO-1317 ,
NPI-HOVEBCB4FT-12
NPL-HOVEBCE4FT-16
HPL-BA-90
NPL-BA-99
NPS-57HPC121A-PT-2
NPS-57VA70091A
HR-71-6 ,
NBC-LB-545 ,
NBC-11598 ,
NBC-11617
NBC-11693
NBC-11694
NBC-11703 ,
NBC-11714 ,
NBC-11740
NBC-11855 ,
NHC-11893
HBC-11994
HBC-12020 ,
NBC-12166
NBL-BB-2172
NHL-BH-2175
HBL-7203
HEL-7247
NBL-7259 ,
NE68H-434-APP ,
NB68H-434-VOL-1 ,
NH68H-434-VOL-2 ,
NSHDC-3245 ,
NSBDC-3424 ,
NSTB-BA-70-4 ,
NT-21
HT-27-1971 ,
HTSA-AAB-7C-6 ,
HTS4-B4-70-1
HTSB-A4R-70-17
NTSB-AAB-70-19 ,
HTSB-AAR-70-20
HTSB-A4B-70-21 ,
NTSB-4AB-70-22
HTSB-AAB-70-24 ,
HTSB-AAB-70-25
NTSB-A4B-70-26 ,
NTSB-AAR-70-27
HTSB-AAR-70-28 ,
HTSB-AAR-71-1
NTSB-AAR-71-2
NTSB-AAR-71-2
NTSB-AAR-71-4 ,
HTSB-44B-71-6 ,
NTSB-AAB-71-8
NTSB-AAB-71-9
NTSB-44B-71-10 ,
HTSB-44H-71-11 ,
NTSB-AAR-71-12 ,
NTSB-44S-70-1 ,
HTSB-44S-70-2
p0121
p023C
P0227
p0227
pC047
p0047
p0231
p0519
p0518
p0635
p0230
p0230
p0230
p0457
p0708
p0375
pC178
p0514
p0643
p0045
p0117
p0160
p0316
p0165
p0324
p0311
p0402
p0371
p0643
p0718
p0708
p0176
p0242
p0721
p0378
p0627
p0629
p0627
p0627
P0627
p0176
p0397
p0103
p0374
p0049
p0673
p0620
p0044
p0044
p0227
p0043
p0043
p0043
p0043
p0122
p0121
p0041
p0238
p0237
p0335
p0471
p0676
P0259
p0259
p0575
p0676
p0575
p0590
p0676
p0042
p0259
N71-13409 *
N71-11013 *
N71-17179 *
N71-17081 *
N71-17085 #
H71-11016 *
N71-11014 *
N71-17334 *
N71-27716 »
N71-27715 #
H71-32868 *
N71-17160 #
N71-17161 f
N71-17144 *
H71-24483 *
H71-36405 »
N71-22136 *
N71-16565 *
N71-27028**
N71-33491 *
N71-11003 *
N71-13082 #
N71-14612 *
H71-19857 *
H71-15152 *
N71-20196 #
N71-19635 *
H71-24298 #
H71-21927 *
N71-33491 *
H71-37596 *
N71-36410 *
N71-16295 f
H71-17766 *
H71-37707 *
N71-22232 *
H71-32050 f
N71-32330 *
N71-32061 »
H71-32059 #
N71-32060 *
H71-16309 #
H71-23591 *
H71-12206 t
H71-22098 #
H71-11024 *
H71-34006 *
H71-31688 t
N71-10914 *
N71-10933 #
H71-17063 t
H71-10814 *
H71-10815 *
N71-10813 *
H71-10812 t
N71-13417 *
N71-13416 #
N71-10531 *
N71-17512 *
N71-17476 *
H71-21607 *
N71-26032 t
N71-34031 t
H71-19040 t
N71-19041 *
N71-30029 *
N71-34029 *
N71-29914 t
N71-31333 *
N71-34030 *
N71-10674 i
B71-19043 *
NTSB-ABC-7L-1 pOVM S71-36437 *
NTSB-ARG-71-1 p0630 N71-32454 +
HTSB-ABR-71-3 p0238 B71-17511 «
HTSB-BA-70-2 p0044 N71-10932
HTSB-BA-70-6 p0237 N71-17475
NTSB-BA-71-1 p0522 N71-28189
NTSB-BA-71-2 p0711 N71-36433
HHL-TR-2473 p0241 N71-17733
NYO-3747-12 p0041 N71-10496
NID-AA-70-06 p0245 N71-18029*
NYD-AA-70-11 p0103 N71-12207
OBB-04-S71002 p0723 N71-37824
OHEBA-NT-48 p0577
ONEHA-NT-159 p0058
N71-30263«
N71-12059
ONEBA-NT-161 p0623 N71-31813
ONERA-NT-163 p0119 N71-13402
ONEBA-NT-165 p0055 N71-11681
ONEBA-NT-166 p0052 N71-11470
ONEBA-HT-176 p0620 N71-31706
OHEBA-NT-181 p0623 N71-31814
OHEBA-P-131 p0578 N71-30324
ONEEA-TP-814 p0518 H71-27674
OBEBA-TP-849 p0090 A71-15357
ONERA-TP-849 p0251 N71-18464
OHEBA-TP-850 p0090 A71-15358
ONEHA-TP-850 -p0251 N71-18462
ONEHA-TP-851 p0039 N71-10407
OHEBA-TP-852 p0053 N71-11510
ONEHA-TP-870 p0090 A71-15352
OHERA-TP-877 p0147 471-18025
OHEHA-TP-889 p0090 A71-15355
ONERA-TP-889 p0251 H71-18473
OHEBA-TP-890 p0090 471-15354
OHEBA-TP-890 p0248 H71-18397*
ONEBA-TP-890 p0250 H71-18449
ONEBA-TP-891 p0090 471-15356
OHEB4-TP-891 p0249 N71-18439
OHER4-TP-894 p0147 471-18021
OSEB4-TP-923 p0279 471-23762
OHEH4-TP-924 p0553 471-36017
OHEH4-TP-924 p0647 H71-33841
ONEBA-TP-938 p0488 471-31875
OHEBA-TP-938 p0638 H71-33025
ONEBA-TP-942 p0553 471-36020
ONEH4-TP-943 p0554 471-36021
ONEB4-TP-943 p0647 H71-33794
OHEH4-TP-971 p0646 N71-33760
OEHL-TH-2882 p0108 N71-12242
OST-ONA-70-2 p0037 H71-10349
OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-2 p0332 N71-21085
OST-OHA-71-1-V01-3 p0648 N71-33937
OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-7 p0648 H71-33938
OSOBF-2153-3 p0336 N71-21634
P-4587 p0632 N71-32574
PA-TB-4185-PT-2 p0636 N71-32953
PB-189332 p0049 H71-11028
PB-189425 p0392 N71-23283
PB-189720 p0164 N71-14895
PB-190792 p0044 N71-10932
PB-190811 : p0044 N71-10933
PB-190812 ..; p0044 N71-10914
PB-190935 p0049 H71-11029
PB-190939 pOOSO N71-11033
PB-190940 , p0049 H71-11027
PB-190946 p0048 H71-11021
PB-191117 p0037 H71-10349
PB-191239 p0128 N71-14494
PB-192057 p0123 H71-13695
PB-192316 i p0103 H71-12202
PB-192455 p0037 H71-10299
PB-192842 p0039 N71-10417
PB-193144 p0115 H71-12760
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PB-19330C p0034
PB-193350 p0037
871-
N71-
PB-193388 p0035 B71-
PB-193911 p0127 N71-
PB-194094 ; p0474 871-
PB-194339 p0124 B71-
PB-194340 p0124 N71-
PB-194937 p0225 'S71-
PB-194964 p0245 871-
PB-195C30 p0225 871-
PB-195045 p0226 N71-
PB-195046 p0226 B71-
PB-195047 pC226 871-
PB-195048 p0226 B71-
PB-195049 p0226 871-
PB-195939 p0311 B7V
PB-195940 p0316 871-
PB-196014 p0306 871-
PB-196023 p0307 871-
PB-196391 •. p0336 871-
PB-196392 P0337 S71-
PB-196U65 p0337 871-
PB-196672 p0335 H71-
PB-196673 p0337 871-
PB-196674 p0337 H7V
PB-196932 p0336 B71
PB-196933 p0336 N71-
PB-196934 ' p0336 B71-
PB-19693S p0336 871-
PB-196936 p0336 871
PB-197242 p0573 B71-
PB-197309 p0573 871-
PB-197501 p0622 871-
PB-197627 p0592 N71
PB-197636 ;... p0619 B71-
PB-197728 p0624
PB-197837 p0592
N71
871
PB-197860 p0573 N71-
PB-197871 p0621 871
PB-198015 p0621 871
PB-198066 p0624 871
PB-198699 p0621 871
PB-199330 p0676 871
PB-199422 p0685 B71
PB-199695 ; p0684 B71
PB-199723 p0677 N71
PB-199725 p0677 B71
10116
10347
10247
14199
26301
13803
13804
16987
18072
16904
16990
16992
16988
16989
16991
19611
19865
19397
19434
21638
21796
21676
21624
21663
21665
21627
21628
21632
21629
21630
29762
29721
31782
31569
31624
31893
31463
29756
31763
31766
31900
31779
34031
35447
35391
34032
34033
H-8363 p0172 B71-15963 *
PIB-A-57 p0337 H71-21727
PIBiL-71-4 p0679 B71-35201
PIBAL-71-8 p0685 N71-35420
PLASTICS IBST. PAPER 29 p0206 A71-20917
PLASTICS INST. PAPES 46 p0206 A71-20929
PH-46 p0109 B71-12425**
PH-51 '. p0108 B71-12244**
PH-56 p0106 B71-12225**
PH-64 p0106 N71-12224**
PBSI-TB-70-0301-1-VOL-1 p0379 B71-22379 *
PBSI-TB-70-0301-2-VOL-2 p0380 1171-22380 *
PE-3 p0124 N71-13777 ».
PH-7 p0722 B71-37766 *
P8-8 p0722 B71-37765 t
PSD-AEBSP-71-1 p0718 S71-37598**
PDBL-369 p0120 B71-13403 t
POBL-372 p0119 B71-13401 *
PWA-PB-3597 p0373 H71-21995**
PIi-FB-3840 p0162 B71-14740**
PHA-FB-4058 p0716 B71-37381 *
PBA-FB-4135-PT-4 p0162 N71-14672*t
PBA-3899 p0523 N71-28315**
PIA-3930 p0244 B71-17958**
PBA-3933 p0057 B71-12035»*
PSA-3954 p0128 B71-14363*t
PBA-4059-PT-2 p0716 N71-37373**
PBA-4186 p0724 B71-37836**
PWi-4263 p0725 B71-38022**
B-11-13-70 p0115 N71-12728»*
B-515-PB p0396 B71-23487 *
B-589-PB p0313 B71-19769 *
BA-012-68
H4-017-68
HAE-AEBO-2639-PT-4
BAE-LIB-BIB-312
BAE-LIB-TBABS-1367
HAE-LIB-TBABS-1460
BAE-LIB-TBABS-1462
BAE-LIB-TRABS-1465
BAE-LIB-TRABS-1471
BAE-LIB-TEABS-1524
BAE-LIB-TRABS-1545
BAE-LIB-TBABS-1546
B4E-LIB-TBANS-1565
HAE-LIB-TRABS-1578
BAE-LIB-TBASS-1580
BAE-TB-AVIONICS-59(BLED) ....
BAE-TR-66081
BAE-TB-66127
BAE-TB-662CO-PT-1
RAE-TR-66200-PT-2
BAE-TB-66200-PT-3
BAE-TB-66200-PT-4
BAE-TR-66200-PT-5
BAE-TB-67006
BAE-TB-67153
BAE-TB-67200
BAE-TB-67223
BAE-TB-68081
BiE-TB-68140
BAE-TB-68193
BAE-TB-68215
RAE-TB-68247
BAE-TB-68285
RAE-TB-68303
BAE-TB-69001
BAE-TH-69021
BAE-TB-69034
RAE-TB-69077
BAE-TB-69078
BAE-TB-69110
BAE-TB-69139
BAE-TB-69156
BAE-TB-69165
BAE-TB-69180
BAE-TR-69215
EAE-TB-69228
BAE-TB-69238
BAE-TB-69259
BAE-TB-69277
BAE-TB-69278
BAE-TH-70023
BAE-TR-70039
BAE-TB-70054
BAE-TB-70062
BAE-TB-70076
BAE-TB-70097
BAE-TB-70141
BAE-TB-70205
BAE-TB-70210
BASA-71-01
BDR-1635-8
BE-393J
BE-409
BEPT-E/C-2 •
BEPT-3
BEPT-5 .;
BEPT-5
BEPT-23
BEPT-23
p0178 B71-16616
p0470 B71-25808
p0227 B71-17083
p0227 B71-17082
p0639 871-33162
p0167 H71-15372
p0333 B71-21226
p0036 B71-10273
p0371 B71-21885
p0051 B71-11042
p0333 871-21223
p0721 B71-37621
p0682 871-35215
p0520 871-28010
p0722 871-37774
p0726 B71-38210
p0719 B71-37606
p0332 B71-20938
p0228 871-17109
p0638 B7 1-33027
p0634 871-32862
p0635 N71-32875
p0636 N71-32975
p0638 B7 1-33028
p0228 B71-17103
p0330 871-20847
p0515 871-27097
p0459 87 1-24565
p0515 B71-27096
p0228 N71-17102
p0634 B71-32811
p0171 871-15804
p0171 871-15705
p0171 B71-15708
p0515 871-27096
p0458 N71-24488
p0051 B71-11040
p0228 871-17100
p0250 871-18461
p0229 871-17114
p0170 871-15702
p0171 871-15706
p0231 871-17330
p0104 871-12214
p0171 871-15720
p0226 N71-17044
p0229 B71-17118
p0171 B71-15721
p0331 B71-20849
p0331 B71-20902
p0520 871-28063
p0465 B71-25050
p0171 871-15722
p0331 B71-20848
p0229 871-17117
p0333 B71-21205
p0252 871-18519
p0393 N71-23356
p0569 871-29361
p0393 871-23361
p0570 B71-29497
p0570 871-29438
p0708 871-36406
p0398 871-23673
p0042 B71-10581
p0520 871-28055
p0635 B71-32885
p0723 871-37821
p0476 B7 1-26526
p0249 N71-18439
...... p0710 871-36425
p0178 871-16557*
p0689 B71-36381
p0579 871-30488*
p0681 B71-35212
p0247 871-18104
E-19
EEPOBT/ACCESSIOH BDBBEB IHDEX
KEPT
REPT-
KEPT
HE PI-
RE PT-
BEPT-
BEPT-
REPT
BEPT-
BEPT-
BEPT-
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
HEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
REPT
REPT
HEPT-
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
REPT
HEPT
REPT
BEPT
REPT
REPT
BEPT
BEPT
BEPT
HEPT
HEPT
REPT
REPT
REPT
BEPT
-52 p0631 N71
•67-2190-REV-1 p0261 N71-
-68-3667 p0385 M71
•68-1313 p0728 N7V
•69-7 p0120 B71-
•70-1 p0119 N71-
•70-8 p0253 H7V
-70-9 p0219 N71-
•70-07-PT-1 p0633 N7V
-70-10 p0122 N71-
•70-11 P0376 H71-
•70-51-BE p0592 H71
•70-70 ... p0612 N71-
•70-76 P0636 H71-
-70-003 p0335 N71-
-70-109 p0522 N71-
-71-5 p0612 N71-
-71-28 p0681 N71-
-91-1262 p0576 N71-
91-1196 p0170 N71-
099 p0312 H71-
101 p0316 H71
•102 p0379 N71-
•160-088 .p0708 N71-
•163 p0515 N71-
130 p0719 N71-
523-0763121-00111H p0392 M71-
523-0763121-00111M-APP-D p0398 N71-
890 ' p0171 N71-
922 p0629 N71-
0031 p0163 1171-
•1101/70 p0120 N71-
•1108/70 p0017 H71-
1868 P0531 N71-
197C/1-E p0217 N71-
1970/8-E p0216 N71-
•1970/10-E p0217 H71-
•2100 P0311 H71-
•6200-933011 p0036 N71-
6200-933012 p0036 N71-
•6200-933013 p0037 N71-
•6200-933033 p0037 N71-
• 6901 p0383 B71-
•7003-310 p0256 N71-
-7113 p0307 N71-
•9613 p0677 N71-
•12080-FR1 p0391 N71-
•12081-FR1 p0630 N71-
•12212-FR p0682 N71-
12571-FE2 p0638 N71-
12591-TH-1E1 p0371 N71-
•12602-FB p0168 H71-
32850
19289*
22625*
38731*
13103
13101
18572
18123
32797*
13118
22169
31163
33393*
32931
21600
28216
33315
35385*
30161
15619
19731
19856
22315
36107
27155
37601
23306
23609
26170*
32369*
11811
13108
11012
28883*
18112
18100
18115
19630*
10283*
10281*
10297*
10291*
22191
18920
19126
31033
23250*
32385*
35221
33076
21922
15392
BIAS-TB-70-12C p0398 H71-23660
BH-511 p0578 1171-30315
BTB-002-1 p0577 N71-30278*
S-351 p0162 N71-11810
S-11115 p0592 N71-31182*
Si-115 p0227 S71-17063
SA-118 P0335 N71-21607
Si-120 P0575 N71-30029
SAAB-TN-67 p0638 1171-33037 *
SiE PAPER 700205 pOOC2 A71-10129
SAE PiPEB 700315 p0002 A71-10128
SAE PAPEB 700811 p0015 A71-11515
SAE PAPER 700811 p0072 A71-13725
SAE PAPER 700819 p0016 A71-11516
SAE PAPER 700822 p0209 A71-21369
SAE PAPER 700829 p0072 A71-13721
SAE PAPER 70083C pC073 A71-13726
SAE PAPER 710110 p0113 A71-17621
SAE PAPER 710183 p0212 171-21713
SAE PAPEB 710369 p0281 A71-21239
SAE PAPER 710371 pQ281 A71-21210
SAE PAPER 710372 p0285 A71-21211
SAE PAPEB 710373 p0285 A71-21212
SAE PAPER 710371 p0285 A71-2U213
SAE PAPER 710378 p0285 A71-21211*
SAE PAPER 710380 p0285 A71-21215*
SAE PAPER 710381 p0285 171-21216
SAE PAPER 710382 pC285 A71-21217
SAE PAPER 710383 p0285 A71-21218
SAE PAPER 710381 p0286 A71-21219
SiE PAPEB 710385 p0365 A71-27536
SAE PAPER 710386 p0286 A71-21250
SiE PAPEB 710387 p0286 A71-21251*
SAE PAPEB 710388 p0286 A71-21252
SiE PiPEB 710389 p0286 i7 1-21253
SiE PiPEB 710390 p0286 i71-21251
SiE PAPEB 710391 p0286 A71-21255
SAE PAPEB 710392 p0286 A71-21256
SiE PiPEB 710393 p0286 A71-21257*
SiE PiPEB 710391 p0287 A71-21258
SAE PAPEB 710397 p0300 A71-25132
SiE PiPER 710399 ; p0287 i71-21261
SiE PiPEB 710100 p0287 i71-21262
SiE PiPEB 710101 p0287 A71-21263
SAE PAPEB 710103 p0300 A71-25133
SiE PiPEB 710101 p0287 i71-21261
SIE PiPEB 710111 , pOIOI A71-28301
SiE PiPEB 710113 pOIOI i71-28305
SIE PiPEB 710111 pOIOS A71-28306
SiE PAPEB 710118 pOIOS A71-28307
SAE PiPEB 710119 p0137 A71-30527 +
SAE PIPES 710121 pOIOS A71-28308
SAE PAPEB 710122 pOIOS A71-28309
SiE PiPEB 710123 pOIOS A71-28310
SAE PAPER 710125 pOIOS A71-28311
SiE PAPEB 710126 pOIOS A71-28312
SAE PAPEB 710127 pOIOS A71-28313
SAE PAPEB 710128. ; p0106 171-28311
SIE PiPEB 710131 p0106 A71-28316
SiE PIPEB 710132 p0106 i71-28317
SiE PAPER 710133 p0106 A71-28318
SAE PAPER 710131 p0137 A71-30528 »
SiE PAPEB 710137 p0137 A71-30529 4
SAE PAPER 710138 p0106 A71-28320
SAE PAPEB 710139 p0106 A71-28321
SiE PAPEB 710110 p0106 A71-28322
SAE PAPER 710111 p0107 A71-28323
SiE PAPEH 710U12 p0535 i71-31199
SiE PiPER 710113 p0107 A71-28321
SiE PiPER 710111 p0107 i71-28325*
SIE PiPER 710115 p0107 i71-28326
SiE PiPER 710116 p0138 i71-30530 +
SiE PiPER 710117 p0138 i71-30531 *
SiE PiPEH 710118 p0138 A71-30532 +
SAE PAPEH 710119 p0107 A71-28327
SAE PAPER 710150 p0107 A71-28328
SiE PiPEH 710151 p0107 A71-28329
SAE PAPER 710152 p0107 A71-28330
SAE PAPER 710151 pOIOS A71-28331
SiE PAPER 710155 pOIOS A71-28332
SiE PAPER 710156 p0108 171-28333
SiE PAPER 710157 '. p0138 A71-30533 4
SiE PAPER 710158 p0138 &71-30531 4
SAE PAPER 710160 pOIOS A71-28331
SAE PAPER 710161 p0535 A71-31198
SAE PAPER 710162 pOIOS A71-28335
SiE PiPER 710161 p0138 A71-30535 4
SiE PAPER 710165 p0138 A71-30536 4
SAE PiPEH 710168 pOIOS i71-28336
SiE PiPER 710169 pOIOS A71-28337
SAE PAPEH 710170 p0109 A71-28338
SiE PAPER 710171 p0139 A71-30537 4
SiE PiPEB 710172 p0139 171-30538 4
SiE PiPEB 710173 p0109 i71-28339
SiE PAPEB 710175 p0109 A71-28310
SAE-iIR-61A p0187 A71-19612
SAE-ARP-681B p0187 A71-19617
SiE-iRP-808i p0187 A71-19616
SlE-iRP-812B p0187 171-19615
S1E-ABP-1088 p0187 A71-19611
SAE-ABP-1139 p0187 A71-19613
SAB-TR-70-27 p0012 N71-10705
SiM-TR-70-51 p0106 N71-12230
S1H-TR-70-63 p0218 1171-18269
SAH-TH-70-72 p0397 N71-23528
SAH-TH-70-71 p0399 N71-23718
SAH-TR-70-95 p0381 N71-22126
SAH-TT-R-1092-0771 p0683 H71-35222
SAH-TT-H-1093-0771 p0720 H71-37617
SAHSO-TH-70-109 p0252 M71-18556 *
SAH-805-1 p0565 N71-29215 I
SAPR-2 p0529 N71-28578 #
E-20
HBPOHT/iCCESSIOB HOHBEB INDEI
SASR-2 p0041 H71-10S62 *
SAWE PAPER 879 p0551 A71-35824
SAWE PAPER 881 p0552 A71-35827
SAWE PAPER 887 p0551 A71-35819
SAKE PAPER 888 pOS51 A71-35818
SAME PAPER 889 p0552 A71-35825
SAWE PAPER 891 p0551 A71-35815
SAiE PAPER 893 p0552 A71-35826
SAWE PAPER 894 p0551 A71-35817
SAWE PAPER 896 p0551 A71-35816
SAIIE PAPER 897 p0551 A71-35813
SAWE PAPER 898 p0551 A71-35814
SAWE PAPER 899 p0550 A71-35812
SAWE PAPER 900 p0550 A71-35811
SB-71-5 p0173
SB-71-6 p0175
N71-16059
871-16070
SB-71-28 p0332 871-21169
SB-71-62 pO632 1)71-321(91
SB-71-614 p0631 871-32460
SB-71-65 p0632 N71-32500
SB-71-87 p0711 871-36434
SBP-WP/6 p0643 871-33441 *
SC-CR-69-3215 p0390 1171-23228 *
SC-DC-71-3821 p0713 N71-36688 *
SC-DR-70-373 p0112 871-12489 *
SC-DR-710097 p0710 871-36427 *
SC-RR-70-8801 p0519 871-27986 *
SC-T-70-4047 p0317 871-19921 *
SC-T-71-3016 pOSIB N71-27674 *
SC-40-0014-0260 p0624 1171-31893 t
SEG-TE-67-52 p0675 S71-340211 #
SES-50661 p0049 871-11030 *
SIT-DL-71-1514
 P0720 1171-37611 t
SHE PAPER AD-71-245 p0560 A71-36661
SHE PAPER EH-70-133 p0013 A71-11263
SHE PAPER EM-70-406 p0202 A71-20546
SHE PAPEfi EH-71-706 p0494 A71-32435
SHE PAPER IQ-71-746 p0495 A71-32437
SHE PAPER HF-70-228 p0014 A71-11267
SHE PAPER HR-70-193 p0013 A71-11253
SHE PAPER HR-70-206 pC013 A71-11252
SHE PAPER HH-71-143 p0560 A71-36658
SHE PAPER HR-71-725 p0494 A71-32436
SHE PAPER MR-71-802 p0494 A71-32432
SHOFD-TR-117 p0310 871-19560 #
SH-162-P p0329 N71-20702 *
SN-209 p0727 1171-38530 *
SOLAR-R-P-6-3113-7 p0398 1171-23673 *
SR-1 p0035 N71-10249 #
SR-2 p0589 N71-31211**
SR-9 p0374 1171-22087 *
SRL-TR-71-0012 p0709 N71-36419 *
SRL-69-0007 pC035 N71-10183 *
STI-TR-187-1 p0328 1171-20617 *
STI-TH-197-1 P0522 871-28241 t
SO-TB-71-1 p0658 A71-40799 *
SODAAR-406 pOO«8 1171-11023 *
T-70-AO-7454 p0532 871-29023**
T-70-AU-7454-D-VOL-2 pOOSO N71-11C32**
T-808-I-203 p0721 N71-37621 *
TAE-86 pOOlO N71-10478 *
TAE-111 pOC35 N71-10249 »
TAE-124 p0708 N71-36407 *
TB-87-1970 p0229 1171-17119 t
TB-89 pOSSO N71-30675 *
TDCK-55807 p0166 N71-1S267 *
TDCK-56605 p0162 1171-14792 t
TDCK-56961 pOS76 H71-30128 *
TE-45 p0390 H71-23186**
TECH-71-4 p0643 N71-33403 t
TBEBIS-AE-70-12 p0041 N71-10546 t
THEHIS-AE-70-15 i '. p0245 N71-18036 *
TBEHIS-CEB-TH-8 p0168 N71-1546S *
THEHIS-LD-TB-1 p0052 B71-11139 *
TH-71-4 p0529 1171-28578 *
TH/L/-HO-035/000/01 p0176 N71-16492 *
TH-63 p0374 B71-22087 f
TH-71-2 p0375 N71-22149 *
TH-1970-39 p0315 N71-19848 *
TN-1971-19 p0716 S71-37042 *
TR-ONH-70-3 p0255 1171-18739 *
TH-11 p0724 N71-37924 *
IB-22 p0168 1171-15393 *
IH-24 p0103 N7V12203 *
TR-24 p0258 N71-18996**
TH-30 p0680 871-35202 t
TR-65 p0590 871-31307**
TH-66 p0674 871-34016**
TH-68-10 p0162 K71-14755**
TR-70-55-AD p0127 1171-14163 *
TH-70-56-AD p0057 N71-11968 *
TR-167 p0388 N71-23122**
T8-168 p0574 N71-29775**
TH-386-70-01 p0159 H71-14600**
TR-706 p0316 871-19908 *
TR-734 p0052 871-11422**
TR-0059/6240-10/-2 p0252 N71-18556 *
TH-1020 p0708 871-36409 *
TRC-BH-19785 p0397 871-23547 #
TRW-06816-6041-RO-00 pO115 871-12760 *
TRH-06818-6039-RO-00 p0225 871-16904 *
TBW-06818-6044-BO-00 p0039 871-10417 *
THW-14671-6007-RO-00-VOL-1 p0379 N71-22339**
IRW-14671-6008-HO-00-VOL-2-APP .... p0379 N71-22340**
TT-70-50076 p0162 871-14734**
TT-7009 p0321 1171-20115 *
TT-7102 p0675 N71-34019 #
DARI-RR-93 p0169 N71-15553**
OCH1-20209 p0728 871-38552 *
OCRL-72380 p0321 N71-20109 *
OHTA-CAL-T9-9-70 p0592 871-31463 *
DS-PATENT-APPL-SB
OS-PATENT-APPL-SH
OS-PATENT-APPI.-S8
OS-PATEHT-APPL-SN
OS-PATE8T-APPL-SN
DS-PATEKT-APPL-SN
OS-PATEBT-APP1-SB
OS-PATEHT-APPL-SB
OS-PATE8T-APPL-SB
OS-PATENT-APPL-SH
OS-PATENT-APPL-SH
OS-PATENT-APPL-SB
OS-PATENT-APPL-SB
OS-PATENT-APPL-SH
DS-PATENT-APPL-SB
US-PATENT-APPL-SN
BS-PATEST-APPL-SS
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN
OS-PATEHT-APPL-SN
US-PATENT-APPL-SN
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN
•21263 p O I O S 871-12217**
•152328 p0674 N71-34017**
•212173 p0122 N71-13421*
•245941 p0243 N71-17897*
•247423 p0121 N71-13410*
•266107 '.... p0172 871-15925*
•270118 p0240 871-17610*
•309354 p0172 N71-15926*
•335441 p0391 N71-23268*
•342572 p0175 N71-16087*
1-378080 p0463 N71-24692*
[-405632 p0169 N71-15582*
•416946 p0169 871-15563*
•424156 p0387 871-23007*
•435756 p0180 871-16894*
•444087 p0051 N71-11041*
•445292 p03S7 M71-23030*
•456874 p0397 N71-23499*
•457876 p O I O S 871-12243*
•460877 p0388 871-23085*
•466390 p0325 871-20330*
-484156 ; p0334 871-21475*
E-21
BEPORT/ACCBSSION HOHBEB INDEX
OS-PATEUT-
DS-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
DS-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
DS-PATEHT-
DS-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATEHT-
DS-PATENT-
OS-PATE»T-
US-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
US-PATEHT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATEHT-
US-PATENT-
DS-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
US-PATEST-
US-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATEHT-
OS-PATEHT-
US-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
US-PATEST-
OS-PATENT-
OS-PATEHT-
IJS-PATENf-
DS-PATENT-
ns-PATENT-
DS-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
DS-PATENT-
OS-PATE1IT-
DS-PATENT-
DS-PATE8T-
US-PATENT-
OS-PATEHT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
DS-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
DS-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
OS-PATE1IT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
DS-PATENT-
DS-PATENT-
OS-PATEHT-
US-PATENT-
US-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
OS-PATEHI-
OS-PATENT-
OS-PATEHT-
OS-PATEHT-
OS-PSTENT-
DS-PATEHT-
DS-PATENT-
OS-PATENT-
OS-PATEHT-
•APPL-
•APPL-
•APPL-
• A P P L -
•APPL-
•APPL-
•APPL-
•APPL-
APPL-
•APPL-
•APPL-
•APPL-
APPL-
APPL-
•APPL-
•APPL-
APPL-
APPL-
•APPL-
•APPL-
•APPL-
•APPL-
APPL-
•&PPL-
•APP1-
APPL-
APPL-
APPL-
APPL-
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
•CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
CLASS
•CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
•CLASS
CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
•CLASS
•SN-4814185 p0397 N 7 1 -
•SN-507257 pC3C>7 S71-
SS-509K60 p0121 N71-
•SN-517858 p0332 S71-
•SN-522795 p0176 N7V
•SN-551815 p0051 N71-
•SN-578931 p0371 N71
SN-594587 p033t N71-
SN-656953 p0239 N71-
SN-660842 p0399 1171-
Stl-67U355 p0326 H71-
SN-676391 p0056 N7V
SN-686209 p O U O O H71-
SN-688868 p02'40 H7V
SN-70017t p0328 K71-
SN-700986 p0475 N7V
SN-7C1679 p0260 871-
SN-7017"4« p0125 N71-
SN-710533 pC051 S71-
SN-765264 p0532 »7V
SN-775877 pC051 K71
•SN-775966 pOOSC N7V
SN-777818 p0517 B7V
SN-796691 pOK75 M7V
SN-801336 p0122 H71-
SN-8115H2 pOU61) N 7 1 -
SN-835060 pOU73 M71-
SN-837830 p0515 N71-
SN-87U1I35 p06145 B71-
-29-128 p 0 2 U O N71-
111-77 p0397
•60-35.55 p0169
N71-
S71-
-60-39.36 p0325 N71-
-62-167 p0213 N71-
-73-117.1 p0326 N71-
•73-117 p0172 H71-
•73-TJ7 pC387 K71-
•73-117 p0615 N71-
•73-189 p0176 N71-
•73-189 p0387 H71-
•73-189 p0399 N71-
•73-190 p0388 N71-
•73-301 p0175 M71-
•73-313 p0331 N71-
•73-389 pOH63 N71-
-71-89.18 pOIOC N71-
•88-21 p0371 D71-
•121-38 p0532 N71-
•178-6 p0307 N71-
•188-87 p O I S O M71-
•219-10.19 p0172 N71-
-230-162 p0210 N71-
•235-61.6 p0121 1171-
•235-150.22 p0122 S71-
-239-265.19 p0331 N71-
•211-1 p0175 N71-
-211-13 p0397 H71
•211-23 pOOSI N71-
•211-31 pOOSO N71-
-211-35 p0121 N71-
-211-12 p0173 N71-
•21U-13 pOOSI
•211-11 pOOSI
N71
N 7 V
-211-15 p0108 N71-
•211-16 p0051
211-53 p0169
R71
N71-
•211-76 p0122 H71-
•211-76 p0328 1I71-
•211-90 p0515 N71-
317-DIG3 p0175 N71-
•317-153 p0175 N71-
•318-138 p0239 N71-
•321-61 p0517 H71-
•321-61 p0517 U71-
•322-32 p0517 N71-
•310-235 p0175 N71
•313-6.5 p0056 N71
313-112 p0125 N71
•313-112 p0260 N71
•313-112 p0161 N71
•316-50 p0332 H71
•356-72 p0391 N71
DS-PATENT-2,898,889 p0532 N71-
DS-PATENT-3,238,315 p0172 N71-
DS-PATENT-3,258.582 p0122 N71-
DS-PATENT-3,270,505 p0169 N71-
DS-PATE»T-3,270,988 p0121 H71-
23197*
19119*
3111*
21C06*
16281*
11038*
21882*
21193*
17585*
23726*
20129*
11766*
23809*
17686*
20570*
26387*
19287*
13958*
11013*
29128*
11039*
11037*
27361*
26331*
13122*
21918*
26110*
27088*
33612*
17686*
23199*
15582*
20330*
17897*
20129*
15926*
23030*
33612*
16281*
23007*
23726*
23085*
26387*
21175*
21692*
23809*
21882*
29128*
19119*
16891*
15925*
17610*
3111*
13121*
21193*
16087*
23197*
11039*
11037*
13110*
26110*
11013*
11038*
12213*
11011*
15563*
13122*
20570*
27088*
26331*
26331*
17585*
27361*
27361*
27361*
26331*
11766*
13958*
19287*
21918*
21006*
23268*
29128*
15925*
13121*
15582*
13110*
US-PATEHT-3,270,
DS-PATENT-3,270,
DS-PATESI-3,273,
OS-PiTEHT-3,273.
OS-PiTEST-3,276,
OS-PATENT-3,276,
DS-PATENT-3,309,
OS-PATENT-3,310,
OS-PATENT-3,310,
OS-PATEBT-3,310,
OS-PATEKT-3,331.
OS-PATEHT-3,310,
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